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DRIVE-INS REVIVE LIVE TALENT
Norton Back on Sbubert Free List;
Say Congress, State Probes Loom
Boston, March 6. <
Elliot Norton, Boston Post drama
critic, has been restored to the
press list for the local Shubert
Theatres. The action was taken
last week by J.J. Shubert, whose
recent dropping of the reviewer
kicked up a row, with repercus¬
sions in Congress and the Massa¬
chusetts legislature.
The dropping of Norton and the
cancelling of advertising by Shu¬
bert in the Post started the news¬
paper off on a crusade in which
Shubert and the Herrick Ticket
Agency were attacked, Congres¬
sional and State investigations into
the Shubert enterprises were de¬
manded and new state laws to pro¬
hibit banning of. critics were pro¬
posed.
Shubert revealed Norton's resto¬
ration to the press list in a wire
to Mayor John B. Hynes of Boston.
Norton was also informed by
telephone from a Shubert rep.
George Clarke, columnist of the
Boston Record, is still off the list,
however.
Replying to» Hynes’ request that
the blackball on Norton be lifted
and calling the ban an attack on
freedom of the press, Shubert's
wire read in part, “The facts as
related by the Post have been
grossly distorted and the concha
(Continued on page 63)

Perfume, Bra Coin On
NBC & ABC Coverage Of
Grace-Prince Nuptials
Bourjois will whiff Itself into the
Grace Kelly - Prince Rainier III
nuptials this spring by* planting its
Evening in Paris products smack
into the NBC Radio’s "Weekday”
coverage of the Monaco “event of
the year.” Aroma house has bought
a heavy sked, via Lewis C. Gumbinner, calling for 25 one-min¬
ute spots adjacent to the web’s
two-week coverage of the wed¬
ding hoopla centered on April 16
through 19.
/ S'"/ 1 O
“Weekday” hAs blueprinted “Ro¬
mance of Monaco” for the KellyRainier background report leading
up to the elaborate splicing. En¬
tire civil ceremony will be aired
10-10:45 a.m. April 18, with the
couple to be heard making their
sacred vows during church service
next day.
Peter Pan Foundations, which
makes among other things the Hid¬
den Treasure line of bras, will spon¬
sor the nuptials for three days
over the ABC Radio-network, with
a direct shortwave pickup from
Monte Carlo. '
On April 17 there's a “preview”
of the festivities; on April 18, the
civil ceremonies tmd on the 19th
the religious rites.
Cobina Wright Sr. will do
the commentary, with all three
Pickups airing at 11-11:15 a.m.
Deal was set via the Ren Rack-j
helm agency.
,
1

‘Porgy k Bess' Pic Deal
In Works; No Obstacles
Louis. B. Mayer arfd longtime
Metro director Clarence Brown are
interested in filming “Porgy and
Bess,” and somewhere in that deal
also is indie film producer Stanley
Meyer, son-in-law of Universal Pic¬
tures board chairman Nate J. Blumberg. Meyer and Blevins Davis
have been having exploratory talks.
It' Is now certain that the DavisRohert Breen team, which has
toured “Porgy” globally, will be
in on the film version of the
George & Ira Gershwin-DuBose
and Dorothy Heywood folk opera.
Meantime, attorney Leonard S.
Saxe, representing Ira Gershwin
and others, says there is no friction,
among any of the estates and/or
his client.

TV ‘Dramatizes
Every Cloud As
Film Men Burn

CIRCUS, FOLKSY
By HY HOLLINGER .
America’s great postwar boom in
automobile drive-in theatres, now
numbering around 5,000, is not just
a motion picture industry phenom¬
enon. These ozoners are increas¬
ingly combining feature films with
live talent. Circus acts, particu¬
larly jugglers, acrobats, clowns and
animal acts, if the dogs are not too
small, have a special utility to familly-type audiences.
Two influences are at work:
First, drive-in owners and oper¬
ators are frequently newcomers to
showbiz without prejudice and will¬
ing to try any combination of coftieori elements; second, a new gener¬
ation of Americans has grown up
without knowing vaude-film combo
policy and respond to what is, for
them, entertainment novelty.
Drive-ins extensively use kiddie
rides, fireworks, balloons, snow
cones, hot dogs and other 'accou¬
trements of a carnival atmosphere.
With a longer weather break, driveins in the south have had remark¬
able success with popular hillbilly
singers.
For example, the Moon-Glow
Drive-In in Pulaski, Terin., has spe¬
cialized in booking hillbilly singers
from WSM in Nashville. The “in
person” attractions have included
Hank Smith, Eddie Hill, the Duke
of Paducah, and The Carter Fam¬
ily. These radio personalities help
the drivejn trade by advertising
their appearance at the ozooer on
their radio shows. Furthermore,
(Continued on page 18)

Exhibitors, who still aren’t short
of gripes against television, now
have a new beef—the tv weather
forecasts.
Seems that, seen through the
theatremen’s prejudiced eyes, the
tv prognostications put too much
of an accent on rainclouds on the
horizon.
“Just let there be a clpud in the
sky, and right away t&e tv boys
warn people to be careful, not to
drive, to stay home if possible,”
noted an exhib. “You keep repeat¬
ing stuff like that, and it can be
Off-Broadway is^ing big-time,
murder on the theatres and other with ticket distribution through a
businesses who depend on people Broadway broker. Leblang’s, one
leaving their homes.”
of the top ticket agencies, is taking
the lead in peddling the off-Broadway ducats.
Working jointly with the recent¬
ly formed Off-Broad way Assn., Le¬
blang’s is handling off-the-Stem
For the first time since color ducats, at a fee of 50c per ticket
was first introduced in films, tinted (plu§ tax), half the rate for Broad¬
features dropped in relation to the way shows. A plan is also being
formulated for the agency to serve
overall output last year.
Breakdown by the Motion Pic¬ as a central off-Broadway clearing
ture Assn, of America of films ap¬ office for other brokerage outfits.
proved in 1955 by the Production . The idea is for each off-Broad¬
Code shows that there were 154 way production to allot about a
color features that year, or 50.5% dozen tickets to Leblang's to cover
of the total of 305 pictures that got any brokerage call. In line with
a seal. In 1954, there were 176 the off-the-Stem service, Leblang’s
color films (58.1%), representing is devoting one of its office walls
to a display on the productions
an industry record.
In all prior years since 1948, being offered outside the Times
when color started to become a Square area.
Besides the brokerage angle, the
factor, the tint ratio has been up
successively, from 16.8% in ’48 to off-Broadway Assn, is also, nego¬
tiating for a network tv show, to.
23.8% in 1951 to 42.7% In 1953.
Swing away from color last year, comprise interviews and excerpts
which will carry into 1956 inas- j from off-the-Stem productiorts. An(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 53)
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Oif-B’way Using
Ticket Brokers

ONLY 50% OF HWOOD
FEATURES NOW IN TINT

M-G Oldies ‘Evaluated’ at $110,000,000;
Prefers Lease-Type Deals for Video
-+ Actively considering deals for
n
j , vi
I Wit,
the* sale or rental of its backlog
Of old films to television, Metro—
!/■ _iir A„_L „i rn-MA/n’n which feels it has the creatn of
au_time gtfeat theatrical films
Noel (toward will make his only —has placed an “evaluation” of
live appearance in N. Y. this sea- $110)000f00o on all its pre-1948
son at, of all Places, c*™efe
pictures. This includes. 800 silent
when he appearsasnarratorwith gj
about 1000 sound features,
the N. Y. Philharmonic under And approximately 1,100 sound
dre Kostelanetz on April 7. Cow- " “i, in non onn
^
will vAPit* cnmp cnpHal verses sh°rtS'
The.
$110,000,000 rishts
tag enard will
recite some special verses f0^sseTs
hthe$“offie
to
which Ogden Nash wrote for.
Saint-Saens’ “Carnival of the Aniin.2r?2htfhthMl
male ” The work was recorded bv *^a*y rights, remake rights, theamais.
±ne wont was recoraea uy f
, r:«hf-5 ififn Hahis nVP,
Kosty and Coward about five years trical rights, 16hi rights, live tv
ago, but this is their first live per¬ rights, vidpix rights, and all for¬
eign
rights.
formance.
Metro is not in favor of an out-.
Leonid Hambro and „ Jascha
Zayde will be the piano soloists In right sale arrangement but tends
the Saint-Saens opus.
to prefer a leasing agreement of
-_three to six years, after which the
rin II tv
1
negatives and rights will again be1 (ilk Dgflk llj^
come the property of the film com-
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Television sale possibilities have
been discussed with Ely LandaUt
of National Telefilm Assodates, definitely and, it’s believed
that PRJM Inc., the Delaware corporatiori which recently acquired
ful1 rights to
-Warner Bros.
pre-1948 backlog for $21,000,000,
has shown an interest in the M-G
backlog.
---
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Robert Griffith and Harold S.
Prince, co-producers of “Pajama
Game” and “Damn Yankees,” are

“

Theatre8
%15-sTt
house, where “Pajama” is current¬
ly playing, is owned by the Shu
Shu-:
berts, but is one of the New York
properties they are required to sell
under the terms of the consent deeree ending the Government’s anti-

the

TV Law-Enforcers Sure
Fracture Sacred Rights,
T\
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liCCwFBS U. Of MllUlCSOtl
Minneapolis March 6
„Did youM™rTe anfone^apply

No DUrnDo<?Ad terms are revealed for a search warrant on a television
niS rfnv program? In such police portrayals
'awful safeguards are replaced by
bl.utal sadism. it's much faster
that
The beating, the false
Beyond confirming that he s work testimony, the tricked confession
ing on such a dea , Griffith has
standard fare even for the updeclmed to discuss it. Presumably standing iaw.enforcers who aw
G?®rS« Abtatt, who is associated h
Bto
children.with -Griffith and* Prince (and
Foregoing is a sample of the
Frederick Brisson) in “Pajama” blast loosed on the U. of Minneand “Yankees," would participate sota radio station KuoM b phI1
in the setup, but thats not con- Gelb formerly of the faculty, who
firmed either.
conducts a “Critic at Large” pro¬
Under the terms of the consent gram. He contends video fiction
decree, the Shuberts have two wrjters iazny intent upon dramatic
years m which to sell the St. pay0^s totally ignore civil liberJames, after which they would be
required to lease either it or the
j£ a criminai ever is allowed to
Imperial, N. Y. .(They also have to have a iawyer to defend him, an
dispose of the National and two in}ierent right in democracy, fic(Continued on page 63)
tionists are apt to picture the at__^
torney as a shyster trying to get

.

“
.S0J,hC»SEn
is it indicated how much the Shu

IRON CURTAIN DANCERS
REATW NITERV TURN

^

Gelb did not confine his rap to
tv alone. Films, Mickey Spillane
Nora Kovach & Istvan Rabovsky 'novels and other subconscious sabare prepping an act, with an en- oteurs of precious private rights
semble, aimed at niteries as well against torture confessions, selfas the concert circuit. Danny Dan- incriminations, wiretapping, illegal,
iels is directing the turn. Dancers search and seizure were mencame into prominence as refugees tioned.
“You wouldn t know it
from the Iron Curtain,
from the stuff the writers write
Marcel Ventura will handle the more or less is Gelb s snapper, but
act for niteries and theatre. SofeJ a major duty of the FBI is to proHurok books the longhair end.
ll tect civil liberties.
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Paris Nightclubs, Nudes Ready For
Annual Trek of Coin-Laden Yanks
By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Red Buttons Booked For
N. Y. Copa Date in A^ril
Red Buttons will make his first
N Y. nitery stand in some years,
opening at the Copacabana April 5.
His last local turn was at the de¬
funct Riviera, Ft: Lee. N.J. Comic
played the Beachcomber, Miami
Beach, earlier this season.
Tony Bennett, Larry Storch and
the Four Coins open the Copa next
Thursday (15).

Can You Top This?
Baris, March 6.
Though freezing temperatures
Milano, March 6.
still abound here, and the shut¬
Magnesia San Pelligrinp has
tered Bal Tabarin nitery may be
hit a new high for advertising
turned into a temporary, hostel for
bad taste with magazine ads
cold derelicts, night club entre¬
widely published in Italy. Copy
preneurs are beginning to get ready
pictures^,Jehovah, the ancient
for that yearly gold rush—which
.figure for God, urging1, the
means the tourists. In spite of be¬
reader to “purge yourseif”
low zero weather, the nudes are
(with the laxative) and'hdding:
getting under and goosepimples arc
“Thus, if you obey my com¬
being fought off as the lines get
mandments, spiritual and
ready to pop the orbs of a new
physical, you will have both
Sp.vros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
wave of U. S. oglers, expected by
health of soul and body.”
president, filed a request for a
the Bureau Du Tourism to be the
visa
to visit Russia last summer,
biggest since the war.
following the Geneva conference,
Actually it is the big plush nitit’s learned.
If it hasn’t come
teries which get the brunt of the
through so far it’s either because,
visitors, who do not have too much
with the clouding up of the
time while the smaller and offbeat
international* political atmosphere,
spots get those insistent on local
Skouras until recently didn’t press
color. Hence, they too are prepar¬
for it, or because the Soviets sim¬
ing shows to entice the free-spend¬
ply are taking plenty of time.
ing Yank. The fact that highpriced
Skouras, an indefatigable trav¬
Miami, March 6.
Paris has been getting the tourists
eler, wants to visit the Soviet
for shorter stays, as they move to
Spurred on by an expose series Union and may do so in the late
countries costing less, forces the in the Miami Daily News, law en¬
niteries here to offer something forcement agencies in this city are summer or early Fall. One of the
that will get the shorttermers at again applying harassing tactics to slated reasons is that he wants to
least once, there will be plenty clubs which cater to the “guys- act as a CinemaScope salesman in
of nightlife, as usual, and there who’d-be-dolls” set flourishing in the as yet untapped Soviet mar¬
will be something for every taste height-of-season numbers at their ket. Inevitably, too, there is specu¬
lation that the 20th topper may
as the City of Light gets ready to favorite rendezvous.
huddle with Soviet officials on the
put the bite on the folding .green
^Spotlighted are spots which were possible sale of Hollywood pix to
reserved for night.
r^id^d during a cleanup campaign Russia.
The Bal Tabarin, despite previ¬ on the lavender lads in 1954. Of
On the first point, it’s recalled
ous announcements by the Lido the group, chief targets are Club
Syndicate, financed by the Clerico Benni, Circus Bar and Club,Echo that the Russians apparently have
Bros, and Jean Bauchet (run by on the Beach and several small come up with their own squeezePierre-Louis Guerin and Rene Fra- downtown Miami bar-lounges. The lens system and have made several
day), is not set to reopen at this first three feature .entertainment shorts with it. They are now work1
moment. The bfi? of the Lido and stressing the offbeat,^pseudo chi¬ mg' on the first feature pix. Ac¬
Moulin Rouge, plus its Cinerama chi lyric chanters and femme im¬ cording to Nicola Napoli, Artkino
operation at the Empire Theatre, personators. Initial polices, round¬ prexy, following his return from
has this group loathe to open an¬ up of 15 men found four being
(Continued on page 62)
other big nitery which may com¬ fined a total of $900. All were
pete with its other operations.
picked up hanging around public
Move Toward Bigscale Niteries
OUR FAVORITE WAR
parks and terminals.
The Lido Syndicate is sharing
The clubs, however, are being
the move towards bigscale niteries
U
Reissuing
1948 ‘Tap Roots’ In
with Nahcat Martini, owner of visited regularly by police to keep
Backwash of ’61-’65
three fleshpots in Pigalle, opening operators toeing, ordinances forbid¬
the Robinson Moulin Rouge as a ding femme-impersonators from
Renewed interest in all aspects
big revue house right next door to performing. To get around the law, of the ’Civil War period as evi¬
the original Moulin Rouge. Rene the deviates garb themselves in denced by the publication of nov¬
Bardy, owner of the Pigalle nudie male clothing but wear hairdos els, biographies and histories of
spot, Eve, now is reopening his and makeup to look like femmes. the period “as well as plans to con¬
lush La Nouvelle Eve after 15 To date, there have been no arrests vert some of the properties to films
months of shuttering. Relights in of any performers working the —notably “Andersonville” — has
March with a $345,000 floor show cafes listed. All have trimmed prompted Universal to reissue
called “Les Amours D’Eve.” Al¬ their acts to conform with regu¬ “Tap Roots,” a Civil War drama
though prices will be stiff, it may lations, carefully avoiding the ob¬ originally released by the com¬
'
rival the Lido In opulence and vious approach.
pany in 1948. The film stars Su¬
mounting. Bardy has collected a
san Hayward and Van Heflin.
chorus line from all over the world,
The picture, in Technicolor, Is
headed by U. S. terper-looker Mar¬
scheduled for reissuance in May.
got Myers. Eve, smaller than the
It will be preceded, however, by a
Lido, will still have Its stiff $3
pre-release saturation booking in
•cover plus $6 minimum over the
the Atlanta territory. According to
Lido $6 minimum only.
present plans, Universal will give
the picture a new film treatment in
Nitery prices will be steep but
relation to the publicity and ex¬
clippo practices can be guarded
'London, March 6.
A new press
against by tourist watchfulness.
Two London doctors who are ploitation effort.
That second bottle of grape does going into West End legit man¬ book and advertising campaign is
not have to be taken even if it is agement are unable to reveal their being prepared.
For double feature territories,
(Continued on page 61)
identity because of the rules of the “Tap Rodts” will be teamed with
British Medical Assn.- Violation “Kansas Raiders,” originally re¬
might cause withdrawal of their leased in 1950. Latter was selected
CELEBRITY SISTERS
The Celebrity Club, Philadelphia, right to practice medicine, since because of the present popularity
will get a couple of sisters ii/ as the medical group forbids its mem¬ of Audie Murphy and Tony Curtis,
bers to publicize themselves. The both, of whom %have roles in’
many weeks.
Gypsy Rose Lee has been signed two physicians use the firm name “Raiders.” Murphy emerged into
for that spot for a week ending of K. G. G, Productions. They are prominence again recently as a re¬
April 7„ and June Havoc follows operl<ing under the individual sult of the click of his film auto?
in April 13.
(Continued on page 62)
biography, “To Hell and Back,” In
which he‘ starred.

Skouras Wants to Visit
Russia; Applied For
Visa After Geneva

Miami Cops Check
Lavender Clubs

London Doctors Double
As West End Producers,
But Under Pseudonyms
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The Eyes Have It
Inger Stevens, femme lead
in the recent Broadway flop,
“Debut,” Is in line for top
honors as the actress with the
most fascinating eyes. That at¬
tribute was reflected In four
of the New York daily news¬
paper reviews on the play. She
was labeled “a golden blonde
with black eyes” by Brooks At¬
kinson, Times; “a luscious girl
with piercing blue eyes” by
Walter F. Kerr, Herald Trib¬
une; "a bright-eyed and pretty
young newcomer” by Richard
Watts Jr., Post, and a “dark¬
eyed, dimpled blonde” by Wil¬
liam
Hawkins, World-Tele¬
gram. The actress herself says_
her eyes are blue. Ed!)
Of her acting, Atkinson
stated, “if Miss Stevens seri¬
ously wants to become a stage
actress, it is possible that she
will have to forget her beauty,
unlearn her mannerisms and
start at the beginning again”
but Watts, a bachelor, wrote
that the actress “went on to
achieve a *pers6nal success of
gratifying proportions^.

[‘WE’RE NOT PEASANTS, MY DEAR!’]
Palm Beach, March 6,
Currently in its fifth winter season,,the plush, smallseat Play¬
house here remains a unique stock operation. It’s a dual showcase
for established hits and the latest, fashions.
The management
takes care of the former and the audience supplies the latter.
Every performance looks like an opening night on Broadway.
The ticket-holders arc well-heeled and show it. The standard garb
is black ties for the men, while the women sport Dior gowns, Tif¬
fany jewels and Maximilian furs. It’s a situation where all that
glitters is gold. .
Run by Paul Crabtree, who doubles as producer-director and
sometimes performs himself, the Playhouse operates on a star
basis. According to Crabtree, the spot is topping past seasons.
It’s been in the black since its third year and now has a seasonal
subscription sale that covers more than 50%. of the house.
The star roster at the location has been quite impressive this
season, with the lineup including Helen Hayes (“Glass Menagerie”
and “The Circle”), Eva LeGalliene (“Corn Is Green”), Tallulah
Bankhead (“Streetcar Named Desire”), Janet Blair and Lee Bow¬
man (“Bell, Book and Candle”) and Gypsy Rose Lee (“Twentieth
Century”).
Beatrice Lillie and Fred Keating are at the Playhouse currently
• In a new edition of “An Evening with Beatrice Lillie,” while up¬
coming are Billie Burke in “Solid Gold Cadillac” and Judith
Anderson in “Black Chiffon.” Another two shows are still to be
announced and it’s probable that the usual 10-week season will be
stretched an additional stanza.
•

Newsreels Yen Color & Widescreen
But Deadline Plus Cost Chill Use
The American newsreels, strug¬
gling hard to keep their heads
above water, are straight jacketed
Des Moines, March 6.
into their present format ■ by in¬
A century-old custom ended'
dustry economics.
last weekend when the 49 re¬
Newsreel editors agree that the
tail stores in the East Des
Moines business district dis¬
reels would get a big shot in the
continued Saturday night open¬
arm if they could switch to color
ings, in favor of Friday night
and CinemaScOpe. Both appear to
openings. Action followed a
be impossible for a long time to
poll of more than 4,000 shop¬
come.
pers.
Tinting the newsreels is out for
Conclusion, Saturday night
two good reasons—one is cost, the
shopping had been outmoded
other is a time factor. With reels
by reason (I) big television
being sold below cost, no company
programs and '(2) long weekis going to Switch to color. “Even
• ends made possible by the fiveif we do, the^^xhibitors probably
day work week. ^
wouldn’t pay aN^ent more for
them,” was one comment. Even if
it paid, however, it’d still be tough
for the reels to provide color
prints in time for normal release.
Labs could be speeded up to han¬
dle certain issues, but that involves .
an added cost factor and certainly
isn’t something that could be done
all the time.
As in more orthodox theatres,
Why not CinemaScope in blackthere’s a product shortage on the and-white then? One. of the editors
explained
it: One third of the ma¬
burlesque feature film circuit.
terial fed to the reels come from
Sam Cummins of Jewel Produc¬ outside,' non-staff sources. Film
tions', who distributes such prod¬ may ^come in from the Abyssinian
uct and exhibits them, too, at his Government or a freelancer in the
Pix Theatre in Washington, says Philippines. To. get C’Scope foot¬
age would mean ‘ equipping all
the customer^ (“We have a nice, these sources with the proper
steady clientele”) are beginning to lenses. In some instances it would
complain about the many repeat mean doubling the coverage.
showings.
“We have only one choice, and
There aren’t many burlesque that is to equip our staff with Cin¬
houses operating in the country, emaScope lenses, and to rely ex¬
but even for those that still are, clusively on these cameramen,” ob¬
theyproduct supply is thinning out. served the reel exec. “It wbuld
One of the problems of these situ¬ give us extremely limited cover¬
ations is th^it the newspapers re¬ age.” One way out, of course, is
fuse to take ads proclaiming the formation of a reel pool, with staff¬
greatness of any particular bur¬ ers contributing from all „over.
lesque show.
Competitive element stands in the
Cummins said he had imported way.
a “clean” burlesque film- from
France and also intended to shoot
PURE HASTY PUDDING
several bump-an^-grinders in the
east. The French burlesque reelers
are in color, and they have the Harvard’s Annual Undergrad Mu¬
advantage of “name!’ performers, sical Retains All-Male Tradition
such as Lili St. Cyr. “There’s no
stripping in the pictures we bring
Cambridge, Mass., March 6.
in,” said Cummins, “but they go
“Love Rides the Rails,” Hasty
for the names anyway.”
Pudding Theatrical’s 108th produc¬
at Harvard, will open March
Reprise Silvers, Kitt Pix, tion
14 in Cambridge. It’s described
Originally Given Go-By as a musical Interpretation of far¬
Minneapolis, March 6. • cical melodrama^
Phil Silvers’ television click is
Victor Ziskin and Varrick Bacon
causing a number of local neigh¬
borhood houses to book the reis¬ wrote the music. Lyrics are by
sued “Top Banana” which they Jay Cavior and Clark Tyler. Leads
passed up originally when It was are played by Timothy Gates, Paul
first around a couple years ago.
Picture at that time fared poorly Haskell, Jonathan Keyes, Charlie
during its loop first-run and bag¬ MacVeagh, Henry Holmes, John
ged few subsequent-run bookings, Britton, John Tehan, Bradford
although the stage show had played Swett, Peter Gaynor, Robert Bick¬
a local two-week engagement Jp
ford and Preston Brown.
fairly good business.
In keeping with tradition, there
In the same connections Eartha
Kitt’s rise a's a personality has old are no femmes in the cast. Last
“New Faces,” originally shunned fall, plans were underway to upset
by the neighborhood houses after the 108-year-old tradition by bring¬
a loop first-run .flop, also picking ing in girls to take the distaff parts,
up bookings in the subsepiients on but after considerable furor, the
plan died.
reissue.

Saturday’s New Kid*

Burlesk Films In
Short Supply Too

March 7, 1956

Universal: Global Gross Breakdown
' In a supplementary report to the Securities & Exchange Com¬
mission, Universal supplies a breakdown of the 1955 gross revenue
of $77,520,857, indicating the amounts received from each area
of the world.
These are the figures:
United States ..
$42,730,310
Great Britain .:.
6,194,281
Canada . . ....
3,281,280 >
Australasia .
1,914,834
Other foreign .
23,400,096

More Theatres Operating 1956 Over ’44
Metro 'Saturation Drive’ Study Shows
What may come as a surprise to-Fmany industryites is Metro’s rev¬
elation that there are more thea¬ Holidaying Sinatra May
tres operating in the winter of 1956
Delay ‘Joker’s Wild’
than there were in the summer of
Hollywood, March 6.
1944. The film* company’s tally,
Start of Joe E. Lewis’ biopic;
based on its recent sales drive to
place a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pic¬ “The Joker Is Wild,” probably will
ture in every theatre of the world, be postponed until 1957, scheduled
lists 17,710 theatres actively oper¬
to start after Frank Sinatra winds
ating in the United States, Canada,
Hawaii and Alaska as compared ‘Pride and Passion” in Spain but
<fee’s
planning to stay in Europe
with 17,698 operating in the same
areas 12 years ago.
some time.
*
Particularly significant, accord¬
Meanwhile, scripter Art Cohn is
ing to the film company, is not only talking deal with 20th-Fox on
the fact that -12 more theatres are biopic. of former heavyweight
operating in 1956 but that the 1944 champ Georges Carpentier. It’s
census was made during June when Cohn’s own yarn.
all the summer situations were
open. In contrast, it’s pointed out
that the February, 1956, survey
was made when no summer situa¬
tions .were open and relatively few
drive-ins were' operating. This
leads Metro to conclude that when
the summer spots and the ozoners
open in a few months, the grand
total number of active theatres
will be hundreds in excess of. the
February figure.
Metro claims that its figures are
dependable since it placed its prod¬
Toronto, March 6.
uct in 100% of the. operating the¬
atres in the U. S., Canada, Hawaii,
Beating the pistol on the NBC
vand Alaska during its 20th anni three-hour telecast skedded for
drive in June, 1944. As in 1944, the
company avers, the representation Sunday (11), “Richard III” had its
in 1956 was 100% in that every North American film premiere at
theatre in these territories played the international Cinema, Toron¬
an M-G picture.
to, on Thursday night (1). Sellout
These facts, Metro says, should here extends for two weeks, with
refute “the claims of the weepers
and wailers” and “the disciples of heavy, advance on subsequent fort¬
gloom” that the “business has gone night.
to the dogs” and that theatres are
Trans-Canada franchise has been
“all closing up.’
granted by London Films to Inter¬
national Film Distributors, with
Lopert Films handling in U.S.
“Richard III” opens its American
run at 8:30 p.m.. Sunday (11) at the
Bijou, New York, after the televi¬
sion matinee that same day.
Scaled at the International
Cinema, Toronto, runs to $2 top
against New York's $2.80.
Tokyo, March 6.
Eric Johnston has requested that
' the Japanel^ Finance Ministry
raise the quota limitations on Yan¬
kee films in the next fiscal year
and increase the remittance rate
London, March 6.
George H. Elvin, general secre¬
of distribution earnings here.
Leo Hochstetter, MPE^ rep in tary of the Assn, of Cine Techni¬
Japan, confirmed to Variety that cians, has challenged the assertion
Jdhnston had met. with Finance by Daily Herald film critic, An¬
Minister Ichimada four times dur¬ thony Carthew that “British films
ing his six-day visit here (Feb. 25- are awful.” He accuses the col¬
March 2) and also urged the Japa¬ umnist of merely following with a
nese Finance Ministry to channel series of sweeping generalizations
its increased foreign currency that have little relevance to his
holdings into trade channels imr allegation.
Refuting Carthew’s suggestion
mediately and not to hoard its re¬
that, money is being spent on or¬
serves.
ganization a,nd not production, El¬
While here Johnston addressed vin quotes figures published by the
T0 vL^J^amber of Commerce National Film Finance Corp. that
luncbtronT He proposed an eco¬ out of every $280 spent, only about
nomic development program for $10 goes on overheads. The union
Asia which would place Japan in topper also suggests that the Her¬
a position of leadership and see ald critic is out of step with public
the investment of American funds taste, citing the fact that of the
in small business enterprises here. 12 best box office films .in Britain
_ In his discussions with Finance last year, seven were made in local
Ministry officials Johnston is be¬ studios and only five were Ameri¬
lieved to have hinted that if Japan can. He also draws attention to
agreed to the increase in U. S. the results of the Rank Organiza¬
imports and. remittances, his tion who showed a trading profit of
Motion Picture Export Assn, would around $20,000,000, although they
he willing to divert part of its ac¬ showed 36% British features well
cumulated yen for industrial in¬ in excess of their quota. The Asvestment in Japan. Although not sociated-British group, he added,
•?JL1?ctuai investment, last year’s made a trading profit of over $8,MPEA loan of $7,500,000 for hy- 000,000 by showing more British
aioelectric development here was films than necessary by law. Were
a step toward *what Johnston pro¬ these companies, he' asks, being
poses.
altruistic?

‘Richard III’ Hits
Canada 10 Days
Before NBC Spec

Eric Johnston’s
Japanese Points

HIT CRITIC FOR SAYING
‘BRITISH FILMS AWFUL’

SLICE OVERHEAD
RKO and Allied Artists have in
the talking stage a merger of. in¬
terests in Hollywood and abroad.
New York sources stated this
week that AA, being in need of
studio space and distribution out¬
lets overseas, is anxious of avail¬
ing itself of the RKO facilities on
both ends. And RKO, while blue¬
printing a full-scale production
program for the future, could cut
down on its overhead immediately
by partnering with AA. Latter is
well-heeled with product numeric¬
ally and is now moving into a
quality status with product com¬
ing from such sources as William
Wyler, John Huston and Billy
Wilder.
Wyler’s first production for AA,
“Friendly Persuasion,” would be
unaffected by any deal. This is al¬
ready completed and set for dis¬
tribution in the foreign market by
Metro.
But concerning the future, AA
film-makers, because of the com¬
pany’s pint-sized Coast lot, already
have been forced to operate at the
Goldwyn and Republic studios and
AA would prefer to keep them on
home grounds. RKO has two pro¬
duction plants' and one of these,
which had been given over to
David O. Selznick, is continuing
idle as a result of Selznick’s disaf¬
filiation.
This could be “home”
to AA if the sharing of interestsj
materializes.
Foreign-wise, AA has only a rel¬
atively few offices.
This means
franchise deals with local dis¬
tributors in many countries and, of
course, a lesser cut for AA from
the grosses. It’s said that a teamup with RKO would enhance AA’s
prospects for money from abroad
and reduce RKO’s operational ex¬
penses.
i

JOHN DAVIS (RANK) IN
RAP AT YANK‘QUALITY’
London, March 6.
John Davis of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization is now attack¬
ing the quality of the product c'om-J
ing from Hollywood. Speaking at1
the first national convention of the
Circuits Management Assn, (the
company responsible for adminis¬
tering the Odeon and Gaumont
(Continued on page 63)

lex Harrison, 20th Sales Chief;
Bill Gehring Given Global Veepcy,
Perpetual Pact, Policy Voice
Love tef Put in Rap
Washington, March 6.
Iron Curtain nations are
still avid for films which can
be used to indict non-Communist lands. The official Rou¬
manian radio said on one of
its domestic broadcasts last
week:
“The French movie, 'Bel
Ami,’ based upon a novel by
Maupassant, will soon be
shown on Bucharest screens.
The picture, which depicts the
corruption of the French rul¬
ing class at the end of the
19th century, has been banned
in France. It was filmed in
Vienna.”

Prince-or-Pauper
Evaluations Echo
Intra-Trade Bias
Whether or not the film business
is in good shape depends upon
which industry source is offering
a boxoffice analysis. There’s mark¬
ed intra-trade conflict concerning
the matter, and adding to it this
week was a report dispatched by
the studio publicity directors com¬
mittee of the AssnC"of Motion Pic¬
ture Producers.
Elmer Rhoden and “other ex¬
hibition leaders” have reported a
“rising trend boxoffice-wise” since
last Christmas Day and this is ex¬
pected to continue, stated the
AMPP group. And the studios are
showing confidence by earmarking
$100,000,000 for production through
April, it was added.
The six-page statement there¬
upon went into extensive detail on
the product coming from all com¬
panies.
This is not at all what many
(Continued on page 62)

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Stays High; ‘Picnic’ Again "No. 1, ‘Conqueror’
2d, ‘Holiday’ 3d, ‘Carousel,’ ‘Tattoo’ Next
Uncertain weather and usual 11th spot nationally while “Littlest
downbeat during Lent is setting in Outlaw” (BV) rounds out the Gold¬
currently, but many key cities cov¬ en Dozen. It’s the highest weekly
ered by Variety report that the rating yet for “Diabolique.”
top five big grossing pictures con¬
Several new entries show prom¬
tinue to fare unusually well. It ise. “Doctor at Sea” (Rep) shows
Is with the lesser films that most signs of becoming a strong suc¬
exhibit are having their headaches. cessor to “Doctor in House.” It is
“Picnic” (Col) is boxoffice champ great in N. Y. and smash in Chi¬
again for third week in suc¬ cago, two initial playdates. “Slight¬
cession. And attesthlg to its sus¬ ly Scarlet” (RKO), also new, is
tained strength is the fact that neat in Louisville and okay in
it is grossing virtually as much this Balto. “Last Hunt” (M-G) shapes
session as last week and has sturdy in St. Louis and fairly good
widened the margin between itself in New York.
“Sins of Borgias” (Indie), sold
and its closest competitor.
“The Conqueror” (RKO) is wind¬ heavily on sex. angle, is doing nice¬
ing Up second again, same as a ly in N. Y. “Man Who Nevgr Was”
Week ago, by a substantial margin. (20th) is rated drab in Balto, okay
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) is in Portland, fairish in Denver, dis¬
appointing in Philly and fairly
pushing up to third position.
“Carousel” (20th), now playing good in Cleveland.
“Our Miss Brooks” (WB), mild
in seven keys, is capturing fourth
place, this being the first time it in Providence, looks poor in Philly
and
mild in Buffalo. “Come Next
has figured in the ratings. Addi¬
tional engagements may raise its Spring” (Rep) is fair in Buffalo but
mild
in Washington and Philly.
rating.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) is
winding in fifth spot. Pic is now “The Lady killers” (Cont), fine in
L. A., still is great in second N. Y.
playing in 13 keys.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) will stanza.
“Lease of Life” (IFE) is trim in
take sixth money. “Court Jester”
(Par) again is copping seventh po¬ Frisco and okay in N. Y. “Never
bk W shrdl
sition. “Golden Arm” (UA) is fin¬ Say G doyoeb(”U)
ishing in eighth slot. “Benny Good¬ Say Goodbye” (U), hotsy in Philly,
man Story” (U), big grosser in is solid in Louisville.
“Lone Ranger” (WB) . looks
February, is still showing enough
“Rains of
to land ninth place. “Guys and bright in Louisville.
Ranchipur”
(20th) looms stout in
Dolls” (M-G), which has finished'
bulk of its principal firstrun dates, Chi.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
is again ,10th.. .
i “Diabolique” (UMPO) is takine Pacies 10-11.)

This appears to be the new' ex¬
ecutive setup at 20th Century-Fox,
due for formalization quite soon:
Alex Harrison will become th«
new sales topper as A1 Lichtman
takes consultancy status.
William C. Gehring will be a
globetrotting High echelon trou¬
bleshooter with rank as vice presi¬
dent and as executive assistant to
president* Spyros Skouras.
Gehring, a vet for 37 years w'ith
20th and until this week assistant
general sales manager, has been
handed veep stripes. He will con¬
tinue to supervise 20th's distribu¬
tion in the domestic market giving
the 41-year-old Harrison the bene¬
fit of his experience. Latter ha*
been western division manager for
20th since 1952.
In his new position, in which ha
is expected to have a strong voica
in formulating 20th policies as
Skouras' adviser, Gehring is being
handed a perpetual contract by tha
company, and is expected to con¬
cern himself with all aspects of
20th activities, from production to
distribution.
It is indicated that Gehririg will
operate internationally, with Skou¬
ras usirtg his experience on occa(Continued on page 62)

Sues to Prevent
Zanuck Indie Plan
Stockholders suit was filed in
New York Supreme Court yester¬
day (Tues.) seeking to enjoin
Darryl F. Zanuck from following
through on his announced plans to
enter
independent
production,
with
20th-Fox
providing
the
financing and distribution. De¬
fendants are Zanuck, 20th and
Spyros P. Skouras.
Action was instituted by William
Weinberger, who identified him(Continued Qn page 61)
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‘Goodman’ Big (But Not Up to Miller )
in Holiday-Hypoed Feb.;‘Picnic,’
‘Arm,’ Troy’ Follow Closely
February pic business was en--4‘
riched by two lucrative holidays iwi/vi) TATIDT CDT1BNC PI 17 A
and lived up to its rep as a very JUf tUUlVi OlUIUlO lLC.il
big boxoffice month. Concluding
week of the month, which often
zees a letdown following Washing¬
Washington, March 6.
ton’s Birthday’s soaring trade, was
The U.S. Supreme Court yester¬
just the reverse this year when a
batch of new, strong fare took hold day (5) denied an appeal in the
at the wickets with a vengeance. Castleman damage suit against
Some idea of this boiling b.o. is Howard Hughes ior alleged “waste
gleaned from the fact that the five and mismanagement” of RKO Pic¬
biggest grossing pix totalled near¬ tures. .Sparkplug of plea was Bevly $1,600,000 in the single week. hills attorney Bernard Reich.
By refusing the appeal, the tri¬
Last month’s boxoffice champ
was “Benny Goodman Story” (U), bunal let stand the ruling of the
according to reports from Variety 9th Circuit Court in favor of
correspondents in some 25 repre¬ Hughes. Case was brought origi¬
sentative key cities. It did not, how¬ nally by Eli and Marion Castleman,
ever, roll up grosses of previous Louis Fuerman, Julius and Eleanor
“Glenn Miller Story.” Although November and Reich, as stock¬
closely pressed by .'‘Picnic” (Col), holders of RKO. They sought $38,the band leader’s biopic sustained 000,000 from Hughes for the stock¬
the strength which gave it hold¬ holders.
Subsequently Hughes made a
overs and extended-runs in every
settlement in the Nevada state
key. This helped put it on top.
with Fuerman and the Cas“Picnic,” which obviously is go¬ courts
The appeal now repulsed
ing to be heard from more this tlemans.
month, really got rolling in the alleged that the settlement was a
fraud,
the
result of a conspiracy,
filial • stanza of February. It was
out in release only two weeks to and asked the Supreme Court .to
overturn
Jt.
any extent during the month yet
managed to cop first place twice.
"Golden Arm” (UA) finished
third but was %some $200,000 be¬
hind the two leaders. “Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) was a very strong
fourth, notice that this production
would be winding its runs in sev¬
eral cities soon stimulating biz.
“Helen of Troy" <WB) captured
fifth position. It was*second best
one week but was unable to sus¬
tain the fast gait set on first ses¬
sions in a number of keys. “Guys
and JDolls” (M-G), which had been
“Man Is Ten Feet Tall,” the first
Ho. 1 for three months in a row,
still showed enough to wind up in independent production of Jonathon
Productions, is budgeted at $475,sixth place.
„
- “Court Jester” (Par), a bit slow 000, with Metro providing the com¬
In getting around, finished seventh. plete financing in return for the
It may be heard from further. distribution rights. The production
is the first example of an outfit
(Continued on page 20)
which originated the tv show on
which the screenplay is based be¬
ing contracted to transplant a
teleplay to the screen. In previous
tv-to-films deals, a separate pro¬
duction company has handled the
transformation.
Jonathon, the motion picture
offshoot of Talent Associates, will
Over a period of years and as make the film entirely in New
of Jan. 1, 1956, Universal pur¬ York. A 32-day shooting schedule
chased in the open market 174,- has been set, with 18 days for Ex¬
725 of its shares of common stock teriors and 14 days for interiors.
at an aggregate cost of $4,162,044, The outdoor shooting will take
the film company reveals in a sup¬
plementary report filed with the place at freight yards at SunnySecurities & Exchange Commis¬ side, L.I., in Harlem, along River¬
sion. During the period of Jan. side Drive and the West Side
1. 1953 to Jan. 1, 1955 a total of Highway, and on an abandoned
181.946 warrants were exercised. pier in the Hudson River. The
The report, prepared for use in interiors will be filmed at 20thconnection with two groups of out¬ Fox’s Gotham studio.
Jonathon Productions, consisting
standing warrants, indicates that
warrants to purchase 21,780 shares of Talent Associates toppers David
of common stock are exercisable Susskind and Al’ Levy and author
before April 1. 1956 at $10, per Robert Alan Aurthur (who con¬
share.
All 234.50D warrants, ofiJ verted his' own teleplay to the
(Continued on page 16)
which these shares are a part, have
been issued and 212,720 of these 1
have been exercised up to the date
of the filing' of the report on
‘ Feb. 24.
There is also another group of
•warrants totalling 222.566 shares of
common, of which 208,683 were
exercised prior to January. 1956.
Lack of an organ to stress the
In the report to the SEC, thecompany notes that in the event Protestant po-int-of-view .over the
years
was blamed yesterday (Tues.)
all 35.663 warnNhts outstanding
Dec. 31, 1955' are exercised, pro¬ for the fact that Protestant influ¬
ceeds — amounting to $356,630— ence on films doesn’t equal that of
from the sale of common stock other groups.
Speaking before the Broadcast¬
purchasable under the warrant
agreements will be added to the ing and Film Commission of the
working capital of the company National Council of Churches in
and will be used fori-general cor¬ N. Y., Geoffrey Shurlock, the Pro¬
duction Code Administrator (and
porate purposes.
^
The report indicates \that the himself a Protestant) said: “If at
amount of cumulative preferred some point along the way, some
stock has been reduced to 84,800 Protestant publisher had shown
shares through retirements and re¬ enough affection and interest in
ductions of capital. Of the 70,000 the movies, to make a career of
issued shares designated 4*4% publishing an organ that might
cumulative preferred stock, 15.200 have stressed our viewpoint, we
shares have been retired since might not today feel quite so much
Dec. 31, 1955.
like Johnnie-come-latelies.”
Decca Records, the report says,
Shurlock reminded the Commisowns 718,585 shares, constituting
(Continued on page 61)
74.16% of the company’s stock and
70.2% of the voting stock outstand¬
Europe to N. Y.
ing and in the hands of the public
Ernie Anderson
"and is the parent company within
Arlene Dahl
the meaning of that term as de¬
Bob Hope
fined by the SEC.”
John Huston
Fernando Lamas
Jack Cohn, Columbia’s exec v.p.,
off to Chicago Saturday (10) to ad¬
Sheldon Reynolds
dress the picture company’s sales
David E. Rose
meeting.
Louis Shurr •

OF REICH VS. HUGHES

With Metro Coin,
TV Firm Repeats
For Theatres

Universal Purchase Of
Own Shares Over Yrs.
1
Tallies $4,162,044

Protestant Influence In
Pix Hampered by Lack Of
Organ: Geoffrey Shurlock

February’s Finest
• 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

“Goodman Story" (U).Picnic” (Col). .
“Golden Arm" (UA).
“Cinerama Holiday” (Ind)
“Helen of Troy” (WB).
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G).
“Court Jester” (Par).
“Forever Darling” (M-G).
“All Heaven Allows” (U).
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV).
“Lone Ranger” (WB).
“Diabolique” (UMPO).
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Look for Eugene W. Castle to return to the attack against Ted Streibert, of the U. S. Information Agency, at next week’s Baltimore
Ad Club session. Castle, a Republican, and Senator Clinton Anderson,
a Democrat, seem on same side in opposing “atomic ships’.’ . . . latest
idea for selling atomic message is use of a converted aircraft carrier
to hit 100 Asiatic ports, showing a Cinerama film on the decks .
Sam Gottesman, a Canadian financier heavily invested in International
Paper,, is believed to be one of new big holdings in.Loewis, Inc. .
Anita Colby was in Manhattan when the wire syndicate story broke*
about a like-named gal being robbed in an Arizona motel and thereby
hangs a considerable embarrassment for the news agency involved
. . . oldtimers recall that a local stringer once took a local gal’s self¬
claim to be Annie Oakley at face value and created a legal precedent,
on account of she wasn't . . . Archer Winsten’s review of the Palace
last week “brushed off” the vaudeville acts, if you credit our old
vaude-lovers . . ? Femme lead, Betsy Palmer, in “Affair of Honor” due
to open at a legit house during April, is a Columbia contract player...
her understudy is Toni Darnay, who with the playwright-husband Bill
Reviving a practice of the early Hoffman is co-owner of the copyright on the play.
Is Arthur Loew Jr.’s exit from Metro the beginning of reverse nepo¬
twenties, Mike Todd has negotiated
tism at the company? . . . Producer Alfred Palca (“Go Man Go”) is
a “buy” with the New York The¬ eyeing the off-Broadway Chekov production, “Uncle Vanya,” as a pos¬
atre Ticket Brokers Assn, for his sible film vehicle , . . Metro production crew for week’s shooting in
“Around the World in 80 Days,” ISfew York for “Somebody Up There Likes Me.” Paul. Newman, Pier
due to open in N. Y.—probably at Angeli, Sal Mineo and Everett Sloane will be among the principals
the Broadway Theatre—around taking part in the Gotham filming . . . Morton A. Spring, first v.p. of
Loew’s International, left for Europe for a month’s tour of Metro of¬
Labor Day.
fices and theatres on the Continent . . . Virgil Thompson, Fred ZinneDeal was consummated by Todd mann, and Richard Griffith scheduled to participate in the second an¬
with Louis Schonceit, brokers’ rep nual Robert Flaherty Seminar this summer at the Flaherty home in
with The League of N. Y. Theatres Dummerston, near Brattlesboro, Vermont . . . Richard Widmark will
and board member of the Brokers visit seven cities between March 5 and March 17 to promote “Back¬
Assn. It calls for a nightly “buy” lash” for Universal . . ; Boulting Twins’, policy of alternating produc¬
of 400 tickets on the part of the tion and direction chairs with each film (Roy directed forthcoming
brokers for a period of time that Glynis Johns-Jack Buchanan comedy, “Josephine and Men”) carried
remains to be set. This is the first through in “Privates Progress” with John directing and Roy produc¬
film “buy” in 30 years and gives ing for British-Lion. “Progress” opened in London last week to ex¬
cellent reviews . . . Universal rushing special work print of “Avtey
“80 Days” a vastly expanded b.o.
Pic, shot in the Todd-AO proc¬ All Boats” to Manhattan forgeries of advance screenings for mags
ess is said to carry a $6,000,000 and Sunday supps. U studio publicity director'Jack Diamond in for
budget. Todd plans to roadshow it a week of huddles with Charles Simonelli . . . “Simon and Laura,” new
in two dozen cities before handing comedy from the J. Arthur Rank Organization, will be released in the
the printdown version over to U. S. by Universal. ...
United Artists. On the Coast, “80
Latest film designed to smear magazines will be “Scandal, Incor¬
Days” is skedded to go into the porated,” to be made independently with Milton Mann producing and
Pantages Theare. Schonceit is go¬ Edward L. Mann directing . * . Third indie production by Robert E.
ing to the Coast to arrange a Morrison and Andrew McLaglen will be “Gun the Man Down,” for
“buy” there similar to the one in United Artists, release . . . Dick Powell’s first assignment under his
New York.
20th-Fox contract will be as director of Cole Porter’s “Can-Cari” . . .
New York showing will be han¬ Joyce Winfield (Miss Exquisite Form of 1955) makes her screen bow
dled by Todd much in the manner in Sabre’s “Flight to Hong Kong” . . . Lauren Bacall passed up second
of a legit performance, probably femme lead in 20th-Fox’s “Bus Stop” because of a prior commitment
with a $3.60 top. Film is long and to co-star with Humphrey Bogart in “Melvin Goodwin, U. S. A.” at
will be shown with an intermis¬ Warners. ; . .
sion. It stars a host of film play¬
Harvard Lampoon’s latest issue waxed witty on screen personages,
ers and names of meaning in the calling Kirk Douglas and Debbie Reynolds worst actor & actress of
legit world.
the year and terming the priest in “There’s No Business Like Show
Last major ticket buy in N. Y. Business” as played by Johnnie Ray “the greatest threat to the church
was in 1951 when Todd opened his since Martin Luther.” Vic' Damone was downbeat-hailed as worst
“As the Girls Go” at the Winter supporting actor in “Kismet” and Gloria Grahame got the same gooseGarden. There have been some quill award for supporting Mitchum in “Not As a Stranger” which
smaller ones since.
the Harvard paper considered “perhaps the worst picture of. 1955.”
"Walter Harrison Smith Productions ine. has been chartered, to con¬
duct a cartoon films business in New York, with capitaL stock of 200
MERCURY RECORDS DESISTS
shares, no par value. Directors are: Walter H. Smith, Elena Turner
Smith and Tom Farrell, and attorneys Brekley, Platt, Gilchrist &
Promises to End Use of Academy’s Walker . . . Panchromatic Film Co. Inc. formed in New York, via attor¬
ney Moe Sobel.
Oscar Statuettes on Album
A film pressagent told us his philosophy of life: “Strength through
Academy of Motion Picture Arts planting.”
& Sciences’ $500,000 suit against
Vincent Redding, who joined the N. Y. Times ad acceptance depart¬
Mercury Records was settled by ment about a year ago, has been named ad censor, succeeding. Joseph
consent of the two parties in New W. Gannon, who retired after 23 years on -the job. Redding was for¬
York Federal Court this week. merly assistant city editor of the Philadelphia- Inquirer.
Plaintiff had contended the plat¬
Walter Wanger’s second production for RKO will be “The Day They
ter outfit infringed its rights by Gave Babies Away,” based on a mag yarn by Dale Eunson produced
reproducing the Oscar statuette on years ago (1946 )by Columbia Workshop . . . Don Harvey shifts from
its album of so.ngs cited in the an¬ stage to screen as male lead opposite Marilyn Monroe in “Bus Stop”nual Acad Awards derby.
at 20th-Fox . . . Columbia gave Irving Ravetch screenplaying of . novel,
Under the ^decree signed by “Andersonville” . . . Virgil- Vogel upped by Universal to director from
Judge Sylvester Ryan, Mercury editorial dept., drawing “The Mole People” for first chore.
agreed to cease use of the Oscaift| Rock Hudson makes his debut on tv on the Perry Como show" March
likeness but is free to wax Acad¬ 10 to plug his latest Universal picture, “Written on the Wind” . . .
emy tunes.
Universal’s sjtudio publicity director Jack Diamond returned to the
Coast over the weekend after 10 days of homeoffice conferences . . .
John Huston arrived in Boston direct from Paris Friday (2) carrying
L. A. tojfo. Y.
with him the first final color print of “Moby Dick.” He arrived in
Pier Angeli (
Gotham Monday (5) to show the film to Warner Bros., the releasing
Walter Branson
company. Huston stopped off in New Bedford to arrange details of
Wally Brown/
the world premiere which will be held there . . . Walter Pidgeon’s.
Sammy Cahn
assignment in Metro’s “SomeWhere I’ll Find Him” marks his 65th
Cyd Charisse
film role . . . Sidney Poitier set for the lead in “A M.fih Is Ten Feet
Vic Damone
Tall,” which Jonathan Productions .swill film in New York this spring
Dorothy Dandridge
for release by Metro. ...
Henry Daniell
Gustav Machaty, who originally produced “Ecstasy,” planning a color
Jack Diamond
remake of the old sexsational film in Europe. Pic would be in Cine¬
Jack Dunning
mascope and United Artists has indicated interest provided there’s
Judith Evelyn
an English version. The original “Ecstasy” put Hedy Lamarr on the
Abner J. Greshler
map and has grossed $3,000,000 worldwide . . . With Sol Hurok in Mos¬
Margaret Herrick
cow, some more of the “artistic” Russian films may be brought into
John Hudson
the U. S. The film ballet of “Romeo and Juliet,” lensed in the Soviet
Rock Hudson
Union, has been booked into the Paris Theatre, N. Y. . . . Richard
Peggy King
Gordon planning a London trip . . . Spme observers reading last week’s
Lisa Kirk
Variety story about the Columbia booking tieup with the Paris, N. Y.,
David A.'Lipton
wondering out aloud on whether Col has enough top foreign product
Mort Millman
to live up to such an arrangement . . . Geoffrey Shurlock, Production
Sal Mineo
Code Administrator, in Gotham to aid in the Code study. The MPAA’s
Harold J. Mirisch
Kenneth Clark has been doing a lot of the legwork for the committee
Paul Newman
which is to recommend changes in the Code structure.
Buddy Pepper
Milton R. Rackmil
Gene Raymond
N. Y. to Europe
N. Y. to L.
Ronald Reagan
Sir Michael Balcon
Polly Bergen
Stanley Rubin
Tom Curtiss
Daniel
Blum
Robert W. Sarnoff
Joseph S. Hummel
Dinah Shore
Macdonald Carey
Katri Karellia
Jan Sterling
Aaron Katz
Frances Faye
Mark Stevens
Reub Kaufman
Mel Ferrer
Ellis St. Jospeh
Stan Kenton
Richard Greene
John Sutherland
David Niven
Alfred Katz
Spencer Tracy
David 6. Selznick
Eartha Kitt
Richard Widmark
Roman Totenberg
Jospeh Rosenstock
Robert S. Wolff
Robert Whitehead
Gordon Whitt

Todd Revives Ticket 'Buy’
Idea for ‘80 Days’; B’way
Brokers Get 400 Nightly
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‘FAMILY’ PIX JUST A MEMORY
Sources of Films: ’50-’54-’55
hH~M

IE

(jfAllied Terms to Re-Join COMPO;
Coynes Gotta Go, New Control Set Up

Following is the breakdown of source material of feature films ap¬
proved in 1955 by the Production Code Administration, along with
comparable statistics for prior years. Percentages are in brackets:
Until Robert W. Coyne, execu^
1955
1954
1950
tive-counsel and a member of the
Except for Universal’s “Francis
White
Whale
Starboard
governing
trio of the Council of
the Mule” and “Ma and Pa Kettle”
158 (51.8)
177 (58.4)
Original 315 (73.4)
Motion Picture Organizations, is
New Bedford, March 6.
pictures, which seldom get a New
23 ( 7.5)
Stage Play ...
11 (3.7)
18 ( 4.2)
ousted
from
his post, there is little
John
Huston
flew
here
via
York firstrun and are not booked
73 (24. )
61 (20.1)
67 (15.6)
Novel .
chance of Allied States Assn, re¬
Boston from Ireland for a twoin big city downtown houses
4 (1.3)
Biography
3 ( .7)
1 ( .3)
joining
the
all-industry
group. This
day
visit
to
plan
world
pre¬
hardly anywhere, the so-called
28 (9.2)
12 ( 4. )
10 (2.4 )
Short Story ..
is one of the conditions the exhibi¬
miere, on July 4 of his “Moby
family-appeal little feature has
19 (6.2)
41 (13,5)
16 ( 3.7)
Mlsc. (inc^tv)
tor
organization
has
set
even be¬
Dick.”
practically vanished from the
fore it considers associating itself
Preem in New Bedford will
American film market. Now just
with
COMPO
again.
take
the
form
of
a
four-day
memories are:
Herman
Melville
Festival.
The Allied position is contained
“Andy Hardy”
Huston spent time at the whal¬
in a letter from Allied general
“Dr. Kildare”
ing Museum and visited with
counsel Abram F. Myers to
“Lassie”
Eleanor
Melville
Metcalf,
COMPO’s triumvirate consisting of
“Maisie”
granddaughter of the novelist.
Coyne, AI Lichtman and Sam Pi“Blondie”
Huston was feted at a din¬
nanski. With Coyne out of the pic¬
“Gasoline. Alley”
ner given by Basil Brewer,
ture, Myers suggests that commit¬
“My Friend Irma”
Industry
observers
attribute -f
publisher of the New Bedford
tees representing COMPO and Al¬
“Charlie Chan”
Warner Bros.’ decision to sell its
Standard-Times.
A
unique
lied explore other phases of the in¬
“Sherlock Holmes”
Art of Citation
backlog to television for about
guest at the dinner was Ames
dustry's group activities in order
A
trade
dispute
has
been
gather¬
$21,000,000 as motivated by pro¬
Leonard H. Goldenson, pres¬
Smalley,
a
Gay
Head
Indian
to
make COMPO a more useful or¬
ing pros and cons for some time in
duction demands on ready cash.
who is the only living, man
ident of American Broadcast¬
ganization. He lists three points
relation to the little family-appeal
While company is thoroughly sol¬
ever
to
harpoon
a
white
whale
ing-United Paramount,
has
of
discussion:
/
piqtures. In general the nostalgia
vent and not faced with any seri¬
been named recipient of Look
—a feat he permormed in
(1) Employment of a person of
has come from exhibitors’ spokes¬
ous financial difficulties, it has in
mag’s 1955 exhibitor award.
1902.
stature to serve as executive vice
men but studio executives are
excess of $45,000,000 tied up in un¬
He was cited for his “leader¬
president and perform the duties
prone to think the theatremen are
released negatives.
ship in helping to bind (sic)
more
“loyal”
to
a
memory
of
hap¬
of that office as provided by the
Some bread-and-butter pictures
movies and tv into a closer
by-laws.
pier
yesteryears
than
theii;
cus¬
such as (a) the Liberace starrer,
working relationship.”
tomers are interested in a return
(2) More frequent meetings of
and (b) “The Lone Ranger” and
. Also: “He has pioneered tv
of Judge Hardy.
the executive committee, and spe¬
several others have not grossed as
programs presented by film
Three
broad
questions
inter¬
cial
meetings when warranted, with
well as anticipated. Meanwhile,
companies to provide an effec¬
mingled in the trade dispute are:
a written agenda to be circulated
the release of expensive potential
tive. means of ’sampling’ new
among,
the members at least 10
(1) Spokesmen for theatre inter¬
blockbuster product has been de¬
movies.”
days in advance of every meeting.
ests, among them Allied’s counsel,
layed
beyond
the
originallyAbram Myers, charge the present
(3-S Specific authorization of all
planned distribution dates. For
product is written, staged and ac¬
example, “The Spirit of St, Louis,”
activities and projects other than
cented for the world rather than
office routine by the executive com¬
for which WB advanced the pro¬
the American market and that
mittee.
duction coin, has been in produc¬
The board of directors and ex¬
this amounts to catering to family
tion since last August. In addi¬
Myers’ letter, authorized by Al- •
trade in, say, Zurich or. Bonn or ecutive committee of Theatre Hod's boar/at its meeting in Cleve¬
tion, multi-million dollar projects
Milano while neglecting it in Osh¬ Owners of America, currently land two weeks ago, is a reply to a
such as “Giant” and ‘iMoby Dick,”
meeting in New Orleans, has been
kosh, Ypsilanti and Chattanooga.
which also required hefty advances
request from COMPO for Allied ta
to indie partners, are still on the
(2) Producers deny that there is urged to reinstate its approval of list the changes it would like made
any proof o that, family-type series the industry’s arbitration plan.
• shelf waiting to go through the,
(Continued on page 16)
The
appeal
was
made
this
week
are in demand and argue that tele¬
distribution mill. These three pic¬
vision is chockful of this type of by Harry Brandt, head of the Intures alone are scaid to represent
deoendent
Theatre
Owners
Assn.,
fare for those that insist upon it.
a production outlay of $16,000,000.
a New' York area exhibitors organ¬
Since it adopted its partnership
By JACK HELLMAN
(3) It has even been debated ization. Brandt, in a telegram to
arrangement with indie film-mak¬
that the decline of the family-type the conclave, declared that volun¬
Hollywood,
March
6.
ers, WB has had to put up hefty
Series coincided with the rise of
Film theatres have met the chal¬ Legion of Decency disapproval of tary arbitration is entitled to a
production coin to obtain the.kind
of “big” pictures that are success¬ lenge of television an ' as long as product. To this skeptics reply, chance “in preference to continued
ful in the current market. The Hollywood turns out good product ‘What year do you have in mind? wrangling in courts and legisla¬
Robert W. Coyne has submitted policy paid off with “Mr. Roberts.” there’s not too much to worry You can’t contrast the conditions tive halls ...”
The ITOA is the only exhib'tor his resignation as special counsel
It was not as successful in the case about, according to Leonard H. of 15 years ago with those of toof
the Council of Motion Picture
organization
to
approve
the
indus¬
of Judy Garland’s “A Star Is Goldenson, prexy of American
continued on page 20)
try arbitration system. The plan Organizations but non-Allied States
Born.” The extent to which WB Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
member
groups of the all-industry
was
previously
nixed
by
Alliedhas advanced money to indie pro¬ here on his annual trip to the
States Assn, and the Southern association have refused to accept
ducers is noted in its annual re¬ Coast. He was even more bullish
it/
.
,
California
Theatre
Owners
Assn.,
port which discloses a total of $20,- about the future.
Coyne, according to sources in
“tabled” by the Metropolitan Mo¬
091,314 in'advances for the 1955
“Even with the vast backlog of
tion Picture Theatre Owners distribution, offered to bow out as
fiscal year. In 1954, the company major studios being marketed for
Assn., and “temporarily with¬ a means of achieving harmony
advanced $18,536,773.
video the picture business will be
Dallas, March 6.
drawn” after earlier approval by in the COMPO operation. Point
Since it is continuing its policy little affected,” he declared. “The
Elimination of 10% excise tax TOA. TOA withdrew its okay fol- was made that the exec has been
of cultivating important outside public won't settle for old pictures
on
.
admissions
“up
to
$1
ap¬
I
lowing
an “alliance” with Allied in under the fire of Allied, particular¬
producers, WB is believed to be as we found out with most reissues,
seeking a way to improve its im¬ which havb meant nothing at the pears to be a definite possibility,” Uvhich it was agreed to press joint- ly Abram Myers, board chairman
R.
J.
O’Donnell
told
300
drive-in
1
Iy
for
all-inclusive arbitration — and general counsel of this theatre
mediate cash position. Hence, it’s boxoffice the past few years. What
theatre owners here.
including arbitration of film rent¬ uhit. Coyne, noting that Allied has
said, it consummated the television shows up on their home screens
als
—
and
for Dept, of Justice ap¬ refused to renew its membership
Interstate general manager
deal.
they’ll treat as old pictures and
proval for the formerly-affiliated in COMPO because of his role as
as long as the big ones keep com¬ stated, “I base those hopes on a circuits to enter production and bop-salaried officer and member
meeting with Secretary of
ing along the theatres will con- recent
of the three-man governing board,
the Treasury. George Humphrey. distribution.
•tinue to prosper. Reports from the- But it is only fair to add that he
In his wire to TOA, Brandt/de- professed to feel that his exiting
atremen who have seen the up¬ has made no definite promises.”
COMPO would pave the way for
(Continued
on
page
*16)
coming product are highly grati¬
Allied to re-enter the fold.
fying.”
However, other association mem¬
There are more theatre seats to¬
bers countered that any concession
day than at any time and the clos¬
anept Coyne would only lead to
Albert (Cubby) Broccoli, part¬ ings have been more than equal¬
other demands by Allied and, in
ner with Irving Allen in Warwick ized by the drive-ins, said Golden¬
the first place, Myers’ objections
Productions, London, has entered son. Weekend business from Fri¬
to Coyne are not particularly valid.
the controversy over the United day through Sunday has been ex¬
Further, Coyne offered to dis¬
Studios at Present Time Favor Novels and Plays cussed the situation with Allied but
States playdating of foreign films. ceptionally /strong and the only
He’s strictly opposed to those claim¬ real competition from tv on those
this was rejected.
Already Accepted by Public
'
ing that foreign product is “dis¬
One film company official under¬
(Continued on page 16)
criminated against,” and offers
lined that nearly all policies de¬
facts and figures to support his
Hollywood-; which at one time 73 (24%) on novels. In addition, cided by the COMPO high com¬
case.
used, its own brainpower to create there were four biographies (1.3%); mand had the acquiesence of an
Rather than running into any Yan¬
28 short stories (9.2%) and 19 mis¬ Allied leader, notably Wilbur
screen entertainment, is relying cellaneous sources, which includes Snaper, a former member of the
kee roadblocks, Warwick has made
more than ever on the pre-sold tv scripts.
triumverate in control.
four films in England and in all
In any event, Coyne is remain¬
Instances they were accepted by
appeal of popular novels and plays
By comparison, the same totals
Hollywood, March 6.
exhibitors in the U. S.f Broccoli
for 1954 showed T1 films based on ing on the job, devoting much of
in picking its scripts.
Marlon Brando, who launches
stated. “Paratrooper,” first of the
Decline of the original, which plays (3.7%), 61 on novels (20.1%), his time in Washington in connec¬
four, played 14,600 dates in the his independent Pennebaker Pro¬ as recently as 1950 still accounted one biography, 12 short stories tion with COMPO’s current camU. S. and Canada, which is one of ductions in the fall with ‘To Tame for 73.4% of the feature pix ap¬ (4%) and 41 miscellaneous sources ; paign for repeal of the 10% Fedj eral admissions tax. '
larSest total of any Columbia a Land,” has slated a feature based proved by the Production Code, is 03.5%).
(Warwick's distributor) release, re¬ on the \Vork of the United Nations’ emphasized by the Code's rundown
One immediate result of the I
—— gardless of where the production Technical Assistance Program as of source material for 1955. It gradual decline of the original is
the second offering of the indie. shows that, last year, only 158 of that Hollywood must adapt/ itself
was made.
Broccoli made his points in a It will be released by Paramount, the films approved by the PCA to standards that are essentially
New York cdnference with report¬ which also handled distribution of were based on original scripts. not its own and thus, increasingly,
runs the risk of criticism of groups
ers. A cold prevented Allen from Danny Kaye’s short “Assignment That’s 51.8% of the total.
Children.” However, the Penne¬
The comparable figure for 1954 that have long felt that the filmAnnual meeting for owners of
a
as
intended.
While Warwick has no produc¬ baker entry will be a regular com¬ was 177, or 58.4% of the total. In makers are departing from the Universal takes place March 14 in
tion formula guaranteeing success, mercial release where the Kaye 1953, there were 227 originals straight-and-narrow. It's pointed the seventh floor screening room
Broccoli believes a film made for short’s proceeds went to charity.
(64.i% of all pictures submitted). out that it is obviously more diffi¬ of the New York homeoffice. It
As originals dropped, the num¬ cult to subdue certain story ele¬ has a capacity of 75, small by
Brando, producer George EngrV® Iflternational market has a
ber
of features based on novels ments to pacify the Code,'and, in modern stockholder turnout stand¬
noadsiart with this approach: “The lund and scripter Stewart Stern
.stories with ingredients basic left last week on a 20,000-mile sur¬ and plays was up sharply. Code some cases, possibly the Catholic ards but adequate since U is
atheir appeal to people of all na- vey of Southeast Asia to gather statistics reveal that, of the 305 Legion of Decency, than it is to wholly-owned by Decca Records.
President Miltoi} R. Rackrail will
ons—adventure,, action,, romance material for the. feature which ^yill features approved during 155, 23^- write a story that, from the very
•'
x
or 7.5%—were* based on plkys and start, recognizes basic restrictions. preside.
(Continued on page. 6)
be produced, in 1857. ; •

Backlog Deal Timely Extra Coin For
WB With Big BR in Unreleased Pix

Pro-Arbitration
Brandt in Plea
For TOA Support

Goldenson Sees
TV No Longer A
Theatre Threat

Coyne Offers Own Head
To Appease Allied But
COMPO Refuses Sacrifice

O’DONNELL SEES 10%
TAX AT $1 AND OVER

Broccoli of Warwick Pix
Calls ‘Story Appeal’ Key
To Open U.S. Bookings

Hollywood Loves ‘Pre-Sold’

MARLON BRANDO YENS
UNITED NATIONS TALE

U OWNERS’ANNUAL
IN SCREENING ROOM
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On the Threshold of
Space
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
Fascination here in dramatiza¬
tion of aero medical research
work behind Air Force’s ven¬
tures with speed and space.
Prosperous prospects.
Hollywood, March 5.
20lh-Fox release of William
Bloom
production. Stars Guy Madison, Virginia
Leith, John Hodlak, Dean Ja(?m; fea¬
tures Warren Stevens, Martin Milner,
King Calder, Walter Coy, Ken Clark,
Donald Murphy, Barry Coe. Directed by
Robert D. Webb.
Screenplay, Simon
Wincelberg,
Francis
Cockrell;
camera
(De Luxe Color), Joe MacDonald; special
photographic effects, Ray Kellogg; editor,
Hugh S. Fowler; music, Lyn Murray.
Previewed March 1, *50. Running time,
n MINS.
Capt. Jim Hollenbeck..'.Guy Madison
Pat Lange..Virginia Leith
Major Ward Thomas..John Hocliak
Dr. Hugh Thornton.Dean Jagger
Capt. Milcc Bentley-..Warren Stevens
Lt. Morton Glenn.....Martin Milner
Lee Welch.K»ng Calder
Lt. Col. Masters...Walter C.oy
Sgt. Ike Forbes.Ken Clark
Sgt. Zack Deming.Donald Murphy
Communications Officer.Barry Coe
Medic .Richard Grant
Paramedic Officer.Donald l reed
Taxi Driver.•• • Ben Wright
George Atkins.Carlyle Mitchell
Dawson .Robert Cornthwaite
Secretary .• ■ • Jo Hilbert
Nurse .- Juanita Close
Mrs. Lange.Helen Bennett

Prosperous playdates should re¬
ward this interesting dramatiza¬
tion of the aero medical research
that lies behind Air Force experi¬
mentations with speed and space.
It fits in the science-fiction classication, although is actually sci¬
ence-fact because of dealing with
things that have advanced and will
advance U. S. air might.
A satisfactory story thread
used to tie together the deeds of
human guinea pigs who risk their
lives so the air will be safer for the
regular flyboys.
There’s excite¬
ment and suspense, plus thrills, as
the plot puts mien to the test in
riding rocket sleds at break-neck
speeds; being ejected from jet
• bombers at sky-high altitudes and
daring the stratosphere in balloonborne gondolas; all to the purpose
of finding out how much the hu/!■ man body and equipment can take.
^
The William Bloom production
locationed at Eglin Air Force Base
in Florida and at Holloman Air
Force Base in New Mexico so the
footage is crammed with authenti¬
city. Direction of the dramatiza¬
tion by Simon Wincelberg and
Francis Cockrell is ably handled
by Robert D. Webb, who keeps his
cast performing naturally amidst
•
the technicalities of real-life der¬
ring-do.
Barbara McLean served
as associate producer to Bloom.
Guy Madison provides a like. able, easy performance as a young
medical officer who is put through
some of the more daring experi¬
ments and Virginia Leith impresses
as the wife who hides her fear for
him behind an understanding of
the worth and need for what he
does. The late John Hodiak is ex¬
cellent as the commanding officer
who dares the rocket sled himself,
as is Dean Jagger, medico-scien¬
tist working with the Air Force
in the experiments. Also doing
their roles well, among others, are
Warren Stevens, Martin Milner,
King Calder, Walter Coy, Ken
Clark, Donald Murphy and Barry
■ • Coe.
The Cinemascope lensing in De
. jMXfi Color by Joe MacDonald,
^•''plus the special photographic eff
fects by Ray Kellogg, contribute
f
measureably to the picture. Lyn
\
Murray’s score, conducted by Li|
>
onel Newman, is another plus fac¬
tor, as are the technical contri¬
butions.
Brog.

Comanche
(C’SCOPE-SONG-COLOR)
Actionful outdoor feature with
Dana Andrews. Good prospects.
Hollywood, March 5.
United Artists release of Carl Krcuger
production.
Stars Dana Andrews, Kent
Smith; features Linda Crlstal, Lowell
Gilmore, Nestor Paiva, Stacy Harris,
Mike Mazurkl, • Henry Brandon, Reed
Sherman,
John
Litel.
Directed
by
George Sherman. Screenplay, Carl Krueer; camera (De Luxe Color), Jorge Stahl
r.; editor, Charles L. Kimball; score and
song, Herschel Burke Gilbert; lyrics, Al¬
fred Perry; sung by The Lancers. Pre¬
viewed March 2, '50.
Running time,
•7 MINS.

5

Bead .
Dana Andrews
Ouanah . Parker-.. Kent Smith
Margarita .’.Linda Cristal
Ward .Lowell Gilmore
Puffer .Nestor Paiva
Downey
. Stacy Harris
Flat Mouth...Mike Mazurkl
Black Cloud.Henry Brandon
French .. ...
Reed Sherman
General Nelson A. Miles.John Litel

Good early-\yest actioner that
should fare well in the outdoor
iffarket. The action is backed with
a plot that states its case satisfac¬
torily and the scenic values derived
from the location-lensing in Mexico
in .Cinemascope and De Luxe Color
are splendid.
Peace comes to the southwest
.plains in this United Artists re¬
lease, but it takes some doing on
the part of Dana Andrews, intrepid
Iiididff ■sedutr, ‘b&fote the redskins
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FILM REVIEWS
and whites agree on a treaty. Pro¬
duced and written by Carl Krueger,
the film is long on pictorial beauty,
but without sacrificing the kind of
movement necessary to keep this
type of show entertaining. George
Sherman, an old hand at outdoor
action, paces the plot well with his
direction so the 87 minutes of foot¬
age is compact and swift-moving.
Krueger’s screen story has an
lf-75 period and shows how an
honorable peace was worked out
between the maurauding Comanciies that swarmed over the south¬
west and the whites that were
moving into the country- There
arc very' few high heroics on the
port of either side, so the action
dramatics • play off believably as
Andrews takes on the responsibilily of getting Chief Quanah Parker,
played well by Kent Smith, to lay
down
his tomahawk.
Andrews
comes through excellently, and
there are good performance assists
all down the line.
There are both white and Indian
menaces to a treaty, with Lowell
Gilmore,
stuffed-shirt
politician
from Washington, and Stacy Harris,
an Indian-hating white, as the
paleface
troublemakers.
Henry
Brandon, brave who defies Smith’*
peace orders, takes care of the
other dirty work. Nestor Paiva,
Andrews scouting partner; John
Litel, a sensible general; Mike
Mazurki and Reed Sherman are
among other good casters. Film
introduces Linda Cristal, Mexican
actress.
She’s a beauty Who’s
rescued from the
Indians by
Andrews.
Jorge Stahl- Jr.’s camera work
manages some scenes of incredible
beauty and also is on top of all
the mass action that generates ex¬
citement In the footage. Charles L.
Kimball’s editing is good.
The
Herschel Burke Gilbert scoring is
keyed to the action demands and
keeps busy through most of the
film. Additionally, his tune, “A
Man Is As Good As His Word,”
with lyrics by Alfred Perry, is
sung by The Lancers as a song
narrative bridging scenes. Brog.

Backlash
(COLOR)
Unevenly-directed but pictur¬
esque western with Richard
Widmark, Donna Reed. Handy
entry for outdoor action trade.
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production.
Stars
Richard
Widmark,
Donna Reed, John
Mclntire, William
Campbell;
features
Barton
MacLane,
Harry Morgan, Robert J. Wilke. Jack
Lambert, Roy Roberts. Directed by John
Sturges. Screenplay, Borden Chase; based
on a novel by Frank Gruber; camera
(Technicolor), Irving Glassberg; editor,
Sherman Todd; music, Herman Stein.
Previewed Feb. 21, '66. Running time,
83 MINS.
Jim Slater. Richard Widmark
Karyl Orton . Donna Reed
Jim Bonniwell . John Mclntire
Johnny Cool . William Campbell
Sergeant Lake ...
Barton MacLane
Tony Welker.Harry Morgan
Jeff Welker . Robert J. Wilke
Benton . Jack Lambert
Major Carson . Roy Roberts
Sheriff Marson.Edward C. Platt
Sheriff Olson . Robert Foulk
Dobbs . Phil Chambers

Richard. Widmark and Donna
Reed add name value to this regu¬
lation western drama and its pros¬
pects in the outdoor action market
look satisfactory. It has Techni¬
color, rugged outdoor settings and
other standard . western feature
trappings,- plus a fairly tight 83minute running time, to make it a
handy entry.
Story period is early . Arizona
soon after the Civil War, and most
of the location lensing was done
in that state for picturesque visual
values. -.When Interest wanders
from the story ; in the Aaron
Rosenberg production, the eye caff
always pick up scenic* beauty for
compensation. Interest will wan¬
der, too, because John Sturges’ di¬
rection Is not always sure-handed
and permits some characters to
wander to the ludicrous side. Such
a one is the young killer played
by William Campbell, who. does
his deadly work with an overboard
Liberacean grin. When Sturges is
telling the Frank Gruber story,
scripted by Borden Chase, with a
straight toughness the guidance is
good; otherwise just fair.
Identification of five white men
killed in an Apache raid and of
one who escaped, plus the where¬
abouts of $60,000 in gold the party
was supposed to have had, puts the
plot in gear. Widmark wants to
make sure his nogood father, John
Mclntire, is one of the dead and
not, as he secretly fears, the one
who fescaped with the coin. Miss
Reed is in on the search for the
money, believing her husband, one
of the dead, had an interest in it.
Widmark’s fears are well-founded
and Miss Reed doesn’t get her gold,
but they both wind up at the finale
with each .other, after Mclntire,
who had used the loot to found a
rustling empire, is Wiled by honest
ranchers.
'
,
Widmartc fits*.‘rathe*' Well into1

We Did It Ourselves
‘ National Assn, of Invest¬
ment Companies has spon¬
sored
a
13^-minute
short
which is calculated to whet
one’s
appetite
for
Mutual
Funds. Arthur Lodge Produc¬
tions as well as Swanson &
Dalzell, adaptors, did an excel¬
lent job in playing down
straight
commercialism.
It
can muster as a “public serv¬
ice.”
.
.
Producers . made -judicious
use of newsreel clips plus
smart dovetailing of the few
original photographed shots.
Investment of all types^life
insurance, securities, govern¬
ment bonds, bank savings and
closed end stocks—are re¬
viewed
sketchily.
Subject
points up that the nation’s
stake in industry is not just
Wall Street—but small inves¬
tors in every community in the
country.
Payoff . line future
citizens should participate in
the growth of the U.S. by put¬
ting their money into invest¬
ment securities.
Subject in no way attempts
to explain the operation or
technicalites of Mutual Funds,
how much dividend the aver¬
age closed-end’ share pays or
for what price these stocks are
redeemable. This is- probably
smart. “We Did It Ourselves”
is being offered gratis to thea¬
tres and tv stations, running
time being geared so it can fit
into 15-minute sjlots. Wear.

(makes a good western-type deputy
serving as his father’s aide. His
singing is heard in the background
throughout the production with
fine effect.
John Carradine turns in a grip¬
ping concept of the suave but cold¬
blooded sniper and hired gunman.
Bruce Bennett is adequately nasty
as the gambler. Lloyd Corrigan
makes a sharp bought-up judge
while Angie Dickinson is in briefly
for scenic effect. Irving Bacon
makes the Doc Carter role realistic.
A1 Gannaway’s direction is way
above par for a standard western
as is his story and screenplay on
which he worked with Sam ^toeca.
Clark Ramsey does a smart job
with his camera, employing many
more closeups than generally found
in an oats opera.
Wear.

Turn

&

Abner Abroad

Three television pilots poorly
edited into a theatre feature.
Howco Productions release of James
Kern production. Stars Chester Lauck,
Norris Goff, Jill Alis. Directed by Kern.
Screenplay, Carl Ilerziftger; based on
stories by Herzinger and Kern; camera,
Octhvian
Miletich;
editors,
Maurice
■Wright and Blanche Jens. Previewed in
N.Y., Feb. 24, '56. Running time, 72 MINS.
Lum . Chester Lauck
Abner . Morris Goff
Marianne . Jill Alis
Collette . Lila Audres
Papa Possavetz . Branko Spoylar
Nicky . Gene Gary
Duchess . Vern Mesita
Mischa . Valdo Stephens
Frankenshplnin .
Steven Voyt
Lisa .. Nada Nuehich
Croupier . Chris Peters
Tommy Ellis ...•. Jim Kiley
Dignitary . Joseph Batistich

There was talk some months
his outdoor character and is tough
enough to please those who like ago of the old" Ozarkian radio team
him best when he’s mean. Miss doing a series of television films
Reed also handles her character
abroad.
Apparently the project
well, that of a girl who hasn’t al¬
ways been what a lady’s supposed aborted and this is the net result
to be. Mcljntire is excellent, as are —three hollow “pilot” films which
Barton MacLane, army sergeant would have run 26 minutes each
who’s a key figure in the search;
Roy
Roberts,
honest
rancher; for video, now edited pnd tied
Harry Morgan, Edward C. Platt, into a 72-minute theatrical release.
Robert Foulk, Robert J. Wilke and The gyrations of the “goodwill am¬
Jack Lambert, among others.
bassadors,” as the Carl Herzinger
Irving Glassberg uses his cam¬ script terms them, seem to have
eras well in the action ai)d in' get¬ little marketable value as anything
ting the outdoor sites on film. but a second feature in the sticks.
Other technical credits also are
Lum and Abner show up first in
good.
Brog.
Belgrade, getting involved in the
love life of ballerina Jill Alis.
Chester Lauck (Lum) and Morris
Hidden Guns
Goff (Abner) get the U.S. Embassy
to back a blowout campaign to find
Tautly suspenseful. Much be¬
her American -newspaperman—fi¬
yond run-of-rangc melodrama.
ance, and all ends happily as a
Republic
release
of
Gannaway-Vcr group of. European hayseeds join
Halen production. Stars Richard Arlen,. the U.S. brand in a. good old fash¬
Bruce Bennett, John Carradine. Directed
by A1 Gannaway. Original story and ioned square dance. After, an in¬
screenplay, Sam Roeca, A1 Gannaway; sufficient bridge with Gene Gary,,
camera,
Clark Ramsey;
edltdr,
Leon
Barsha. Music composed, directed, played the ballet impresario of the first
by Ramez Idrlss; additional songs by part, doing a short narration and
Gannaway, Hal Levy; choral- direction, then appearing as a Gallic sportsSalli Terri. Previewed in N.Y., March 2,
caster, the homespun pair arrive
*56. Running time, 66 MINS.
Stragg .
. Bruce Bennett in Paris. There they become dupe$
Sheriff Young .
. Richard’ Allen for a smuggling ring and end up
Snipe Harding
.... John Carradine
being saved from the fiends (in¬
Faron ..
. Faron Young
mace-wielding
giant
Judge Wallis ..
. Lloyd Corrigan cluding . a.
Becky Carter ..
.... Angie Dickinson named Frankenshplin) by the po¬
Kingsley .......
.... Damian OTlyrin
Locale shifts to Monte Carlo,
Doc Carter ...
. Irving Bacon lice.
Grandy .
. Tom Hubbard where they break the b?mk, but
Burt MiUer ...
. Ron Kennedy settle
for . $14.80 so that the
Joe Miller ....
. Bill Ward
Emmet .
Raymond L. Morgan people of Monaco won’t have to
Ben WiUiams »
. Edmund Cobb pay extra taxes. Yanks take their
Peabody ......
. Ben Welden
Fiddler .
. Guinn Williams payoff in medals from a grateful
T.erry .
. Gordon Terry citizenry.
Boxoffice outlook :of the bigThis is considerably stronger and hearted bumpkins isn’t helped by
more intriguing than the run-of- the slapdash editing of Maurice
mill
western
meller.
“Hidden Wright and Blanche. Jens (their
Guns” has new angles, an original efforts possibly hampered, by lowintroduction of each turn in plot budget). Quite often the sound
and considerably more suspense fades before the visual track does,
than a grind-’em-out prairie opera. and the fade-outs are such that
Film looks strong fare for western time is needed for reorientation.
houses and okay for some others.
The ■ Octhvian
Miletich . camera
Basically, this is the tale of a picks up nice foreign scenery,
card sharp who meets, his match which, of everything, is the pic’s
in a tough sheriff’s son despite best asset after whatever loyalty
paid politicos and hired gunmeri. and following adheres to Lum and
Inability to find witnesses to tes¬ Abner.
Art.
tify in a cold-blooded killing over
a card game actually starts the
law on the crooked gambler’s trail.
Eventually this .leads to slicker’s
arrest and downfall when the
whole town turns against him.
■ •- m
Continued from page £ - • ■ Plot has Sheriff Arlen working
and humor—played against back¬
with his son, Faron Young, his dep¬
uty, in a half-hearted effort to grounds that are exotic and intrigu¬
reform the bought and paid for ing and featuring at least 'one or
community. Deputy Young takes two stars of proven international
charge of the sheriff’s office when, boxoffice appeal.” Alan Ladd had
his dad is seriously wounded in a :the lead in three "Warwick entries;
framed gun fight. Terrific suspense Richard Widmark and Mai Zetteris developed by having the son go ling shared the spotlight in the
up against the same gambler in a fourth.
gun duel—only that the deputy is
Broccoli further placed emphasis
hep to the concealed sniper and
on the need of heavy promotion of
outshoots the gambler and hidden
the finished product and this, he
pal.
There’s the usual gunplay and a feels, is a factor that other pro¬
whale of a fistfight between Young ducers. working abroad have over¬
and one of the gambler’s hirelings looked. This led into discussion
which carries on through a’ fall of Warwick’s newest feature, “Cock¬
down hill and into a poor of water. leshell Heroes,” costarring Trevor
Pic is different in that story de¬ Howard and Jose Ferrer, lensed in
velopments are telegraphed or England and Portugal under Fer¬
kept up to date via a choral group. rer’s direction in Cinemascope:
“Hidden Guns” also has a fine
Both Broccoli and Allen will tour
original score composed and played
by Ramez Idriss, the -use of guitar the U. S. to bally the film, as will
and string instruments being remi¬ Yana, British vocalist, who makes
niscent of “High Noon.”
her screen debut in “Cockleshell,”
Vet Arlen is excellent as sheriff and Cpl, William E. Sparks, sur¬
whift ’Young rated onq of' Amer¬ vivor' of the wartime . Cpckleshell
ica' s No. 1 western recording stats, raid upon which tlie film is’based.

Broccoli

V,
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Wetbacks
(COLOR)

Patchwork plotting. Mediocre.
Hollywood, Feb. 24,
Banner Pictures release of a Hank
McCune Production. Stars Lloyd BrldKes
Nancy Gates; features Barton MacLane^
John Hoyt, Harold Peary, Nacho Galindo.
Robert Keys, David Colmans,' Jose,Gon¬
zales
Gonzales,
Louis
Jean
Heydt.
Scott Douglas, WaUy Cassell, Richard
Powers, Salvador Baguez. Directed by
McCune. Screenplay, Pete LaRoche; camera (Eastman Color), .Brydon. Baker; edi¬
tor, Ronald V. Ashcroft; music, Les Baxt«r- Reviewed Feb. 22, ■’56. Runhing time,
84 MINS.
Jim Benson ..
Lloyd Bridges
Sally Parker..
Nancy Gates
Karl Shanks ..Barton MacLane
Steve Bodine .
John Hoyt
Juan Ortega . Harold Peary
Alphonso -. "Nacho Galindo
Reescr . Robert Kevs
Pedro.;.David Colmans
Wetback ..
Jase Gonzales Gonzales
Coast Guard Comdr.. .Louis Jean Hcvdt
Immigration Officer..Scott Douglas
Coast Guafd Lieut.:.Wallv Cassell
Highway Patrol Inspec...Richard Powers
Mexican Policeman.Salvador Baguez

The most elementary sort of
patchwork plotting makes this fea¬
ture shoddy fodder. Some excel¬
lent scenic footage of Mexican and
Catalina locales, plus a genuinely
thrilling
motorboat
chase
se¬
quence, are its assets.
Pete LaRoche screenplay pre¬
sents a financially strapped fishing
boat captain, played by Lloyd
Bridges, in the clutches of a wet¬
back-smuggling gang.
However,
the twists arid turns of the uncon¬
vincing plot finally discloses that
he has been the unwitting bait set
out- by the U.S. Immigration Serv¬
ice to entrap, the baddies, essayed
by .John-Hoyt and Harold Peary.
Also, a seeming femme tra'mp
companion, portrayed by Nancy
Gbtes, turns out to be-a Govern¬
ment undercover agent.
The heavies pursue Bridges and
MiSs Gates to sea and' the; best
footage show a ring-around-therosy chase around a tanker in full
steam. Finally, the Coast ‘Guard
hoves into view to put the arm on
the. smugglers and to leave the
couple time to enthusiastically in¬
tertwine.
.
Bridges and Miss Gates are a
nice-looking. couple
who
walk
through tffeir derring-do assign¬
ments with a certain amount of
plausibility.
Barton
MacLane
makes a convincing semi-heavy,
who also turns out to be an un¬
dercover Government man.
Hoyt does his able best with the
cliche-ridden . role
of
the
top
heavy, but the Great Gildersleeve
often allows through Peary’s' chore
as his sidekick. In lesser - parts,
Nacho Galindo plays a sympathetic
Mexican bar owner with commend¬
able gusto,, while Jose Gonzales
Gonzales supplies a bit of welcome
comic relief aib a seasick wetback.
. Producer-director Hank McCune
is. most effective When Setting the
earlier scenes arid
staging the
chase
sequence!. 1 However, the
weak script defeats his other ef¬
forts.
■
, Quality of the Eastman’ Color
footage lensed by Brydon ?.Baker
varies, from a.number of beautiful
piejurizations to a distinctly offkey cast., Those parts of Les Bax¬
ter’s score which utilize Mexican
guitar themes serve well to set the
tropical, mood.
Kove.

Kettles in the OzarksLooks like series is running
out of stedm after eight times
at bat. Very so-so.
Hollywood, March 6.
Universal release- of Richard Wilson
production. Stars Marjorie Main, Arthur
Hunnicutt; features Una Merkel, Ted de
Corsia, Olive Sturgess, David O'Brien,
Richard Eyer. Directed by Charles Lamont.
Story and screenplay, Kay Lenard; camera, George ’ Robinson; editor.
Edward Curtiss; . music supervision, Jo¬
seph Gernhensori.
Previewed Feb. 27,
'56.. Running time, II MINS.
Ma ‘^Kettle. .,;.*.Marjorie Main
Sedge Kettle..Arthur Hunnicutt
Miss Bedella Baines...Una Merkel
Professor .Ted de Cox-sia
Nancy .Olive- Sturgess
Conductor . David O’Brien
Billy ....Richard Eyer
Susie .V,.
Chei-yl Callaway
Bancroft Balner.....Joe Sawyer
Benny .Sid TomacK
Mountaineer ......Louis HaPron
Joe .Harry Hines
Jack Dexter....JJm Haywax'd

Universal’s “Kettles” scries is
pretty thin fun after eight times at
bat.
Filled with comedy antics
dating back to silents, only the
most -loyal of smalltime fans will
get much from it.
This time, Ma and the kids take
off on a cornball express to the
Ozarks to visit Uncle Sedge, a new
character played by Arthur Hunnicut, but patterned to Percy
Kilbride’s P3 Kettle- role.
Kil¬
bride’s the smart one retiring
after seven times in the series,
but his presence is sorely misled.
However, there’s not much he
could have given this one.
Aboard train enroute to' Un¬
cle Sedge’s rarhshackle farm, ,the
Kettel offspring manage to keep
Marjorie Main, as Ma, right busy,
and',
down- on the’ farm, she
straightens. <W(t Hunnioutt, a shift(Continued on page 18)
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EXHIBS TIRE OF COSTLY ‘TOYS’
Columbia Hatching Sales Switch
Columbia appears jockeying to pull a major switch in sales
policy, with the specifics to be worked out at a Chicago meeting
opening Sunday (11),.
Participating will be key personnel from
the homeoffice distribution and ad-pub departments, domestic
division and branch managers and, marking a “first’' for a Colum¬
bia conclave, exploitation reps in the field.
Abe Montague, general sales manager, is belling the session as
the “most important” in company’s history, and “of the upmost
importance not only to our own organization but to the exhibitors
of the country as well.”
Montague held back on further details but it’s expected the plan
he has in mind places a greater accent on localized promotion and
selling, with the bally merchants in the grass roots teaming more
closely with the local exchanges.

‘BETTER’

1 Charge Lazard Freres Snafued t
Deal for Billy Mitchell Biopic
GEAR

Equipment dealers with a finger
on
the
exhibition
pulse
say
theatre operators across the coun¬
try are showing increasing resist¬
ance against any technical changes
directly affecting their pocketbooks. Theatremen say, “we don’t
need any more new technical toys,
we need boxoffice pictures.” Many
houses, say the dealers, just don’t
feel they’re justified in investing
further coin in updating their
equipment to accommodate new
systems or methods. Nor do exhibs
see any sizable payoff in engineer¬
ing refinement^.
Immediate victim of this mood
has been 20th-Fox, which is trying
hard, to peddle its penthouse at¬
tachment to the theatres.
Only
around 125 have been installed to
SPEWACKS TO JAPAN
date and progress is reported slow.
The penthouse allows an optically
‘How to Make a Woman Happy’ Set
equipped house to play a magnetic
For DCA Handling
print.
According to 20th, the sound
Sam and Bella Spewack, the from the single magnetic channel
husband-and-wife
writing
team, is still superior to that obtained
have concluded a deal with Distrib¬ from an optical -track. Further¬
utors Corp. of America for the pro¬ more, the penthouse installation is
duction of an independent film. a boon for 20th, which finds itself
Picture, to be filimed in Japan, will marooned by the failure of mag¬
be based on an original screenplay netic stereophonic sound to catch
by the Spewacks titled “How to on widely.
Make a Woman Happy,” a comedy
20th’s Predicament
of Americans in the occupation life
At this moment, 20th is the only
of Japan. The Spewacks leave for distributor serving a full comple¬
Japan next week in search of local ment of stereophonic and optical
color and backgrounds for the film prints on each picture. It’s difficult
scheduled for production later this for the company to convince thea¬
year.
tres to go for stereo sound units,
(Continued on page 61)
Fred Schwartz, DCA topper, will
seek a Japanese co-production for
the project. DCA will supply the
stars, the director and all dollar
expenses, with the Japanese coproducer taking care of local pro¬
duction costs.

Lensers Rap Goldwyn Jr.; Threaten
'Boycott’ on Reduced Staff (or Cuba
Hollywood, March 6.
IATSE cameramen’s local 659 has
threatened to institute a “boycott”
against Samuel Goldwyn Jr., pro¬
ducer
of
“The
Sharkfighters,”
which will be shot in Cuba, charg¬
ing he isn't taking sufficient tech¬
nicians from Hollywood with him.

The boycott threat was made by
the local's business agent, Herb
Alter, who said the lensers would
also ask the AFL Hollywood Film
Council, which has a stand against
so-called “runaway” production, to
do the same thing.
.
Aller demanded that Goldwyn ap¬
pear before the union’s exec board
in two weeks Jo explain his posi¬
tion. He said that jtesterday he no¬
tified Clem Beauchamp, Goldwyn’s
production manager, of the union
stand, and that Beauchamp told
him that he felt it was “like shoot¬
ing a picture in Mexico.” This
didn’t appease Aller, who declared
many features shot south of ^he
border are with Mexican financing,
but that Goldwyn’s is “100% Amer¬
ican-financed.” In any event, he
added caustically, Mexico is a ha¬
Alfred Katz, who negotiated the
ven for “runaway” producers and DCA-Spewack deal; leaves today
not a good comparison.
(Wed.) for Japan.
Goldwyn is taking two Hollywood
cameramen with him to Cuba, but
Aller says his local wants a mini¬
mum of four lensers from here.
“We don’t object if he picks up
some crew members in Cuba, but
we insist bn certain basic crew re¬
quirements being filled here ” he
stated.
“This is all wrong. Here is a young
man entering the picture business
and the first thing he figures out is
how to beat the American labor
standard,” observed Aller.
Cinemascope installations, both
domestic and foreign, are steadily
moving towards a saturation point
in terms of booking “possibilities,”
i.e., the number of theatres that
any one picture can play at a time.

16,609 Geared
Houses, C’Scope
Near'Saturation

New RKO’s Campaign For
‘Conqueror’ Heavily Tied To
Parent Mutual Radio Web

Preminger U S.
Rep at Cannes

Paris, March 6.
Present indication is that this
year’s American representative on
the jury , of the Cannes Film Fes¬
tival will be Otto Preminger. The
1955 rep was Anatole Litvak. *
Preminger is believed to have
been ballyhooed for the post by
Max Youngstein and Francis Wiiii-'
kus of United Artists while in
Paris recently, with'Cannes chief
Favre LeBret impressed. ‘
As director of. “The Moon Is
Blue” and “Man With the Golden
Arm,” both under attack in the
States, Preminger stacks up as
hero timber on this side.

‘Alex’ Bow for B’nai B’rith

Wall St. banking house of Lazard
Freres & Co., Andre Meyer and

O’CONNOR'S 10% WAGE HIKE eight Lazard partners have beep
Universal Also Amends Blumberg’s
Contract—He Stays Active
Universal has handed v.p. John
J. O’Connor a new thr£e-year con¬
tract at $1,1Q0 per week.
New
agreement, calling for the same
terms and conditions of previous
employment, represents a $100
weekly hike.
Pact went into effect Jan. 4.
1956, expiration date of O’Connor's
previous agreement with the com¬
pany. The new contraict is revealed
in supplementary data filed with
the Securities & Exchange Com¬
mission by Universal.
The report to the SEC also con¬
firms the^amending of board chair¬
man’s l/. J. Blumberg’s contract.
Under the “amendatory agree¬
ment,” Blumberg will continue to
serve the company in an active ca¬
pacity during the next five years of
his 10-year contract rather than on
a parttime consultive basis.

U. So Feels It As
Color & Size Up
Costs in Europe
Increased use of color and Cine¬
mascope in European productions
creates new problems in the sell¬
ing of these pictures in the Amer¬
ican market, Edward L. Kingsley,
head of Kingsley International and
of^Columbia’s new foreign filifi dis¬
tributing ^init, said in Manhattan
this week. Kingsley last week re¬
turned from an extended European
trip.
He declared that, due to the util¬
ization of color and the new screen
methods, production costs—partic¬
ularly in France—had gone up ap¬
preciably.
Furthermore, cost of
.prints and problems In connection
;with subtitling
were
obviously
greater
on those pictures.
1 Widescreen tinters coming from
abroad obviously involve more of a
!
risk for the American distributor,
;
and also they “sit between two
\chairs,” In a manner of speaking.
■They are, as a rule, not the £ype
of subjects that the arties go for.
At the same time, being in a for¬
eign language, they also aren't
<okay programming material for the
<commercial houses which shy away
:from subtitled pix.
Kingsley, pointed out that, if
isuch “big” productions are dubbed,
they become automatically more
*
(Continued on page 16)

Latest breakdown by 20th-Fox
“Alexander the Great” is set for
shows domestic installation at the a March 28 premiere at New York's
16,609
.mark, of which 13,430 are Capitol Theatre Tor the benefit of
RKO has just completed its first
“under new management” exploi¬ claimed possibilities. Total domes¬ B'nai B’rith.
United Artists, distributor of the
tation campaign for “The Conquer¬ tic theatre count, according to 20th,
or,” a radio-tv-newspaper effort is 23,430 (including the drive-ins) Robert Rossen production, plan¬
that may set a pattern for future of which 15,516 rate as.possibili- ning usual elaborate trimmings.
high-budgeted releases from the ties.
studio. The campaign, which in¬
Abroad, with a total theatre
volved extensive use of the pa¬ count of 54,230 in terms of 20th's |
rent RKO Teleradio's Mutual ra¬ business,
maximum
possibilities
dio network, is also to be offered are put at 17,338. Total installa¬
as a “package” -campaign to other tions now run to 14,524 and addi¬
studios.
> tional equipment orders run to al¬
Heaviest concentration in the most 2,000.
Authors League Joins With Screen Writers in
exploitation department was cen¬
Total number of installations
Warning Members of Credit-Hogging
tered on Mutual, which starting on
v/orldwide (incl. the U. S. and Can¬
Jan. 1. plugged the picture not
ada) amounts to 31,133. Spyros*P.
only in terms of spot announce¬
Skouras, 20th prexy, said last week
Failure to obtain a Production advertising copy, “A Film by Otto
ments, but with five-minute, 10that not > in his wildest dreams
Code seal, and sundry difficulties Preminger,” continues in use.
mmute and one half-hour shows
could he have hoped two years ago
Although the Authors League of
with
Washington
officials
and
comprising interviews and editor¬
that Cinemascope would spread so church personages, are only part America tnovelists and dramatists)
ial matter on the picture. Blowpff
the
world. of the inventory of “you hadn’t is now wholly separate from SWG,
was the half-hour special from rapidly throughout
Actually, while the system itself oughta” charges against “The Mam the League took up the issue and
Hollywood last Thursday (23), with
(Continued on page 16)
With the Golden Arm.” The Screen circularized its own rolls, some
John Wayne and the rest of the
members,
enclosing the
cast participating. The radio cam¬
Writers Guild branch of the Writ¬ 10,000
paign, aired over a full 580-station
ers Guild of America has put in a Taradash statement and adding the
uneup,, was supplemented by tv
severe slam against producer-di¬ commentary of the League’s veep,
spot campaigns in 33 cities, with
rector Otto Preminger for person¬ Rex Stout.
(Neither mailing mentioned orig¬
ally usurping the word “by” in
spots aired for the
inal author of “The Man With the
taking top billing on the feature.
days preceding the opening
In a roundrobin printed letter Golden Arm,” novelist Nelson Al,
two days after the Open¬
..
Washington, March 6.
TV11 each area. Competitive as
Hearing on the Loew’s applica¬ to all members, signed by SWG gren, a member of the League.)
vveii as Teleradio-owned stations tion to obtain % driVe-in theatre in president Daniel Taradash, Prem¬ Said Stout:
were used.
“For a man to write a novel
SharpstoWn, a residential suburb inger is accused of hogging credit
called ‘The Man With the
newspaper side, a deal of Houston, Texas, has been post¬ to the neglect and detriment of
was set by exploitation chief Terry poned a few days.
Golden Arm,’ to have that
commonly observed professional
novel made into a motion pic¬
Turner with Hearst and ScrippsIt will be held before the Fed¬ courtesy and time-honored trade
ture, and to have the motion
"0„ward Papers in 24 cities. Deal eral Court in New York, probably practice. Producer’s attorney has
picture advertised as ‘A Film
h,™ .of full-page paid space, the latter part of the week of acknowledged the Screen Writers
ut the gimmick was that Turner March 12. It was originally sched¬ complaint, unsatisfactorily and the
by Otto Preminger,’ is cer(Contlnued on page 16)
,
offensive
jphrase
in
United
Artists’,
(Continued on page 16)
uled for Thursday (8).

Hit Preminger for 'Selfish Use of Biz

LOEW DRIVE-IN HEARING
DURING MARCH 12 WEEK

named defendants in a $1,500,000
damage suit brought in N. Y. Su¬
preme Court by Trophy Produc¬
tions Inc. Action, which came to
light
last
week
when Trophy
sought to amend its complaint, in¬
volves motion picture rights to
“Mitchell—Pioneer of Air Power,”
authored by Isaac Don Levine in
1943.
Aside from monetary damages,
Trophy asks a declaratory judg¬
ment and an injunction restraining
the
defendants
from
claiming
right to the “Mitchell” properly.
Plaintiff, through its president,
Barnett Glassman, asserts that it
acquired rights to the Levine tome
in 1953 via an assignment from in¬
die producer Samuel Bronston.
Previously, however, Bronston
had pledged the “Mitchell” yarn
with Lazard as collateral on a loan
to partially finance “Jack London,”
which he produced for United Artisas release in 1943. In addition,
he also agreed to have UA deposit
his share of the distribution coin
with Lazard for repayment of the
principal.
Over a period of unspecified
time, Trophy’s complaint contends,
UA had deposited in excess of
$400,000 which Lazard allegedly
had applied to the loan and was
more than enough to amortize it.
Suit "also charges that when Bron¬
ston asked for re-assignment of
the literary property Lazard re¬
fused and threatened to produce a
film based upon the work.

Protesting that the various de¬
fendants had represented to the
film industry that Trophy doesn’t
own the rights to the property, suit
seeks general damages- of $1,375,000, punitive damages of $100,000
and SDe'cial damages amounting to
$25,000.
Story of air general Mitchell
meanwhile has reached the screen
via Milton Sperling's' production,
“The Court-Martial of Billy Mit¬
chell,” for Warner release with
Gary Cooper as key figure.

Woman As Far Off-Side
As She Says Drive-Ins
Are, Declares Morrell
Cincinnati, March 6.
An attack on drive-in theatres by
Mrs. Dorothy N. Dolbey, only wom¬
an on the nine-member City Coun¬
cil, brought immediate response
from Robert Morrell, general man¬
ager of Twin Drive-in, Cincy’s lone
such operation.
The
councilwoman told
City
Planning Commission last week
that drive-ins are “terrible and out
of bounds for my children.” She
was protesting ^n application for
a drive-in in another part of the
city, near an orphanage.
Said Morrell: “Had Mrs. Dolbey
investigated the facts before she
allowed herself to be victimized by
slanderous untruths, she would
have found the biggest part of
drive-in theatre business is family
business.”
The industry spokesman added
that the legislator’s “hasty state¬
ment misled the public, seriously
damaged a decent business whose
function is to provide clean enter¬
tainment for families which, for
lack of babysitters, would be un¬
able to enjoy an evening away
from home.”
He said it would be “suicidal”
for drive-ins to allow improprie¬
ties to go on and explained that his
operation is constantly patrolled to
disabuse wrong ideas and protect
the safety of patrons and children.
“Our patrons and the parents of
young folks who use drive-ins are
our biggest boosters,” he stated.

Sharff to India, Israel
Producer-director
Stephen
L.
Sharff planed out this week on a
four-film expedition which will take
him to Switzerland, India and Is¬
rael.
Returns to Manhattan in May.
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BIG $24,000,
L.A. Bright; ‘Ladykillers’ Fast 12G, ‘PICNIC’
ST. L.; ‘HUNT’ FAT 1'6G ‘Oklahoma’ Wow $23,000, Balto; ‘Cry’
* Huge 20G, ‘Picnic’ Sockeroo 15G, 2d
‘Helen Trim 21G,‘Skirts’Slow 2#G,
-‘Picnic’ Brisk 21G, ‘Conqueror 33G
Key City Grosses

St. Louis, March 6.
After a terrific session last week,
biz is tapering off currently mainly
because there are so many hold¬
overs. One of few newcomers,
“Last Hunt,” shapes' sturdy at
Loew’s. “Picnic,” which was smash
opening stanza at the Fox, is hold¬
ing over a second. “I’ll Cry To¬
Los Angeles, March 6.
+*
morrow” is sock in second frame
Total firstrun trade here con¬
at Orpheum while “Conqueror”
tinues bouncy, topping takes for
looms big in its first holdover week
same frame a year ago, without
at the St. Louis.
any outstanding new bills this
Estimates for This Week
round. Nice $12,000 is seen for
Estimated Total Gross
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20initial stanza of “The Ladykillers”
This Week.$544,800
$2.40)—"Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
at Fox Wils'hire.
(Based on 23 theatres.)
die) (55th wk). Fine $11,000. Last
“Helen of Troy”, shapes pleasing
Last Year.$447,600
week, $12,600.
$21,000 in two theatres. “Lieut.
(Based on 21 theatres.)
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)—“Pic¬
Wore Skirts” looks slow $20,000
nic” (Col) (2d wk). First week was
in four sites and “Invasion of
sockeroo $24,000 or near. '
Body Snatchers” is light $18,500
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-85)—
in three houses.
“Last Hunt” (M-G) and “Inside
. Sharp $21,000 is forecast for
Detroit” (Col). Sturdy $16,000 or
“Picnic” in second round for War¬
close. Last week, “Forever Darling”
ner Beverly.
“The Conqueror”
(M-G) and “It’s Dog’s Life” (M-G)
looms good $33,000 in second stan¬
(2d wk), $7,500.
za three spots. “Carousel” is rated
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 51-75)—
bright $24,000 in third week at
“Grapes of Wrath” (20th) and
Chinese. Long extended-runs arc
“Tobacco Road” (20th) (reissues).
San Francisco, March 6.
still in money.
Only one new entry here this Oke $5,000. Last week, “Last Fron¬
Estimates for This Week
tier” (Col) and “Joe Macbeth”
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1- session aside from new pix in arty (Col), $5,500.
houses
but biz is very big. This
$1.80)—“Ladykillers” (Cont). Fine
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 65-$l)—
$12,000. Last week, “Helen Troy” newcomer in the larger houses is ’‘I’ll . Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d
‘Rose Tattoo,” which looks smash
(WB) (5th wk-5 days), $7,000.
wk). Sock $14,000. Last week,
at
Paramount.
"Conqueror”
at
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz,
$24,000.
Loyoya (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,363; Golden Gate, “Court Jester” at St.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
1,248; 90-$1.50) — “Lieut. Wore Francis and “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at
75-90)—“Hill 21 Doesn’t Answer”
Skirts” (20.th) and “Please Murder Warfi,eld all are torrid in second
ilndie).' Hot $3,500. Last week,
stanzas.
“Carousel”
is
rated
good
Me” (DCA). Slow $20,000. Last
“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (7th
week,
with
Uptown,
excluding in initial holdover frame at the Fox.
wk), $2,500.
Ritz, “Man Never Was” (20th) and “Oklahoma” still is smash in sec¬
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
ond
week
at
Coronet.
“Dig That Uranium” (AA) (2d wk),
$1.10) — “Prisoner”
(Col).
Good
$12,000.
“Estimates for This Week
$2,500. Last week, “Diabolique”
Downtown
Paramount, > Iris
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- (UMPO) (3d wk), $1,500.
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 816; 90-$1.50)
St. Louis (St. L. AmusJ (4,000;
$1)—“The Conqueror” (RKO) (2d
—“Helen Troy” (WB) and “Steel
(RKO)
(2d.
wk).
Great $22,000 for Wayne 75-80)—“Conqueror”
Jungle” (WB). Pleasing $21,000.
wk). Big $11,000. Initial frame was
starrer. Last week, $44,000.
Last week, “Wetbacks” (Indie) and
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— $22,500.
“Skabenga” (AA), $8,700.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Warner
Downtown,
Uptown, “Carousel” (20th) (2d wk). Good
$1.10)—-“Devil In Flesh” (Indie).
$21,000. Last week, $30,000.
Hollywood (SW-FWC) (1,757; 1,Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— Great $3,500. Last week, “Pris¬
715; 756; 80-$1.25)—“Invasion of
oner” (Col) (2d wk), $3,000.
Body Snatchers” (AA) and “Atom¬ “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d wk).
ic Man” (AA). Light $18,500. Last Big $20,000.. Last week, $39,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
week, with Ritz, excluding Up¬
town, “Goodman Story” (U) and “Rose Tattoo” (Par). Smash $28,000.
“Night Number Came Up” (Indie) Last week, “Lone Ranger”. (WB)
and “Inside. Detroit” (Col), $i3,000.
(2d wk), $15,800.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $l-<
$1.75)—“Picnic”
(Col)
(2d wkl. — “Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk).
Sock
$12,000. Last week, $20,000.
Sharp $21,000. Last week, $26,000.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
Hillstreet,
Pantages,
Wiltern
(RKO-SW) (2,752; 2,812; 2,344; $1- Calif.) (1 458; $1.75-$2.65)-T-“CineOmaha, March 6.
$1.50) — “Conqueror” (RKO) (2d rama Holiday” (Indie) (31st wk).
Downtown houses are .saturated
wk).
Good $33,000. Last week, Big $18,200. Last week, $26,700, with holdovers this week but good
including
2
extra
shows.
$6p,000.
weather over the weekend helped.
United Artists (No. Coast) .(1,207;
<Orpheum, Vogue (Metropolitan“Court Jester,” only new entry, is
FWC) (2,213; 885; 90-$1.50)—“Rose 70-$l)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (6th good at the Orpheum. Top hold¬
wk).
Good
$6,500
in
5
days..
Last
Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk). Okay $13,over
is “Conqueror,” still sock at
wppIt to non
000. Last week, $19,300, plus $52,the Brandeis. “Picnic,” switched
Stagedoor ’ (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)
400 in two nabes, six drive-ins.
from Orpheum to Omaha to make
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) — "Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (16th room for “Court Jester,” - is fat
(2,404;
1,106;
90-$1.50) — “Last wk). Big $7,000. Last week, $8,500. considering its a third downtown
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
Hunt” (M-G) and “Postmark For
stanza in a fairly large house.
Danger” (RKO) (2d wk).
Small “Diabolique” (UMPO) (10th wk). “Bpnny Goodman Story” is okay
$7,800.
Last week, $14,400, plus Tall. $5,100. Last week, $5,400.
at the State in third week.
Clay (Rosener) (400-$l)—“Lease
$38,800 in two nabes, seven driveEstimates for This Week
of Life” (IFE) (3d wk). Fine $1,900.
ins.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; $1-$1.25)
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.40-$2) Last week, $2,400.
—“Conqueror”
(RKO)
(2d wk).
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377-$i) Socko $8,000 for Wayne pic after
—“Carousel” (20th) (3d wk). Bright
—“Prisoner” (Col). Fancy $3,000. $13,000 debut.
$24,000. Last week, $26,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) Last week, “Divided Heart” (Indie)
Omaha (Tristates) ’ (2,000; 75-$l)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (4th (3d wk), $1,500.
—“Picnic”
(Col)
(m.o.).
Solid
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1- $6,000. foV third downtown week.
wk).
Nice $4,500.
Last week,
$1.25)—“Lover Boy” (Indie). Fair Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
$5,400.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1.334; $1.50- $1,600. Last week, “Littlest Out¬ (20th), $6,000 in 8 days at 90c top.
$1.75)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (^lOth law” (BV) (5th wk), $1,400.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70Rio
(Schwarz)
(397;
$1) — 90)^-“Court Jester” (Par).
wk).
Okay $6,200.
Last week,
Good
"Othello” (UA). Fair $1,700. Last $16,000 or near. Last week, “Pic¬
6,900.
Four Star (UTAC) (868; $1.25- week, “Spice of Life” (Indie) and nic” (Col) (2d Wk), $10,000 at 75$1.80) — “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) “Moment of Truth” (Indie), $2,000. $1 admish.
Coronet
(United
California)
(11th wk). Fine $8,300. Last week,
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)—
$8,800.
(1,250; $1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma” “Benny Goodman Story” (U) (3d
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M) (Magna) (2d wk). Smash $27,400.° wk). Okay $3,500 after $5,500 sec¬
1,430; $1.25-$1.80) — “Guys and Last week, $29,000.
ond inning.
Dolls” (M-G) (15th wk). Good $10,500. Last week, $11,400.
Egyptian, United Artists (UTAC)
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬
homa” (Magna) (16th wk Egyptian,10
11th wk UA). Snappy $49,500. Last
week, $53,600. Above hopes.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364;
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (17th wk). Started current
week Sunday (4) alter smart $34,Minneapolis, March 6.
strong after its terrific initial stan¬
300 last week.
Biz is socko here this week, two za. Will undoubtedly take its place
newcomers, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” among the year’s best grossers
and “Rose Tattoo,” shaping up as here. Great $14,000.
Last week,
smashes, former being especially $19,500.
big.
Also in the money are a
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
batch of holdovers. Tops of these
85-$l)—“The Conqueror” (RKO)
are “Cinerama Holiday” in its 35th
(2d wk). A champ at wickets.
Boston, March 6.
week and the high-stepping “Pic¬
Healthy $9,000 for John Wayne pic.
Some mighty grosses loom for
nic” and “The Conqueror” in their Last week, $15,000.
holdovers this week with only one second stanzas.
new bill. "Court Jester” and “River
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
Estimates for This Week
Changes” at Paramount and Fen¬
Century
(S-W)
(1,150;
$1.75- ‘Red Sundown”. (U) and “Brain
way looms smooth. “Carousel” in
$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(In¬ Machine” (RKO). Action fans’ de¬
second stanza at Memorial is rated
Light $3,000.
Last week,
die) (35th wk). Boxoffice virility light.
hefty.
“Picnic” is hot in second
continues undiminished. Big $13,- ‘ Benny Goodman Story” (U) (3d
round at State and Orpheum.
wk), $4,800 at £5-$l.
000. Last week, $12,000.
Amazingly, “Cinerama Holiday,”
Gopher (S-W) (1,000; 85-$l)—
State (Par) (2,300; $1-$1.25)—
in its 28th frame, is almost up to
“Billy the Kid” (M-G) and “Honky “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). It re¬
the week’s leaders in their second
Tonk” (M-G) (reissues). At these mains to see what effect upping
and third frames.
“Rose Tattoo”
prices oldies aren’t so good. Slim of scale from regular 85-$l do to
shapes sturdy in third week at the
$3,000. Last week, “Forever Dar¬ this. It looks like $22,000, plenty
Metropolitan.
ling” (M-G) (2d wk), $4,000.
boff.
Last week, “Last Hunt”
Estimates for This Week
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
65-85)— (M-G) (2d wk), $5,500.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)
“Day
World
Ended”
(Indie)
and
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
—- Guys And Dolls” (M-G) (17th
Academy
wk). Final week of run which broke ‘Phantom From 10,000 Leagues” “Rose Tattoo” (Par).
Looks to land giant $6,- Award nominations as well as
house record here was sluggish (Indie).
500.
Last
week,
“Lone
Ranger”
praises heaped on this here by
$6,000. Last week, $7,500.
critics and patrons spells gigantic
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678; (WB). $3,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)— $8,000. Last week, “Golden Arm”
(Continued on page 18)
I Picnic” (Col)' (2d wk). ‘Still going (UA) (4th wk), $4,700.

Broadway Grosses

‘Tattoo’ Hot 28G,
Frisco; Wayne 22G

‘Jester’ Trim 11G,
Omaha; Wayne 8G

‘Cry Boffo $22,000, Mpk; Tattoo’
Huge 8G; “Picnic’ 14G, Wayne. 9G, 2d

‘JESTER’ SLICK 25G,
HUB;‘PICNIC’ 41G, 2D

:

+

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$2,986,600
(Based on 24 cities and 234theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,612,800
(Based on 24 cities and 226

theatres.)

Wayne Giant 30G,
D.G.; ‘Cry 22G, 2d
Washington, March 6.
Of two newcomers this session,
one, like March, entered like a
lion. “The Conqueror” at Keith’s
is
pacing
town. ^“Come
Next
Spring” is mild in two spots. Hold¬
overs are unusually lively. “Carou¬
sel” at Capitol shapes sock in sec¬
ond. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” in second
stanza at Palace looms even big¬
ger with smash total in a smaller
house.
“Picnic” continues big in
third session at Trans-Lux.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l)
—“Come
Next
Spring”
(Rep).
Looks like fair $3,000 or less. Last
week, “Never Say Goodbye” (U),
$4,100.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
—“Carousel” (20th) (2d wk). Sock
$22,000 after $38,000 opener, over
hopes. Stays.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)—
“Last Hunt” (M-G) (2d wk). Firm
$6,000* after $12,000 last week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (9th-finai
wk).-Oke $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
KelTh’s (RKO) (1,939; 75*$1.25)—
“The Conqueror” (RKO). Mighty
$30,000 for John Wayne . starrer
looms. Last week, “Benny Good¬
man Story” (U) (2d wk), better
than expected at $12,000 in 10 days.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
—“Come Next Spring” (Rep)/ Fair
$5,000. Last week, “Never Say
Goodbye” (U), $6,000.
. Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)—
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d wk).
Socko $22,000 or better. Last week,
$35,000. Stays.
Playhouse
(Lopert)
(485;
75$1.10)—“All Heaven Allows” (U)
(5th wk). Oke $3,000 after $3,500
last week.
Plaza
(T-L)
(276;
70-$1.25)—
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (6th' wk).
Down to fair $2,000 after $3,000
last week. Stays.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (2.1st
wk). Good $13,000 after $12,000,
lowest yet, last week. Should climb
with advent of tourist season.
Holds on.
Trans-Lux— (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)
—“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Big $18,000. Last week, $19,000. Stays.

‘Jester’Good $13,000 In
Cincy; ‘Picnic’ Sock 14G,
Wayne Big 12G in 2d
Cincinnati, March 6.
All major houses are racking
up winners this round. Three of
them are solid with holdovers as
“Court Jester,” only neV*» bill,
shapes as a good grosser for the
big Albee. “Picnic” at Keith’s and
“Conqueror” at the Palace con¬
tinue strong in second weeks.
“Man With Golden Arm” is still
in clover in third stanza for the
smaller Grand.
“Cinerama Holi¬
day” clings to a high margin in
37th week.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)
—“Court Jester” (Par). Good $13,000 or near
Last week, “Benny
Goodman Story”
(U)
(2d wk),
$8,500.
Capitol
(Ohio
Cinema Corp.)
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65—“Cinerama Hol¬
iday” (Indie) (37th wk). Solid $17,000.
Last week, $17,500, with
slightly better out-of-town trade.
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 84-$1.25)
—“Golden A-m” (UA) (3d wk).
Holding up 6t sharp $7,500 on
heels of second frame’s $8,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk).
Heading
for town’s outstanding showing,
wow $14,000, after $19,800 kickoff.
Holds indef.

Baltimore, March 6.
“Oklahoma” is the boff new en¬
try here at the 890-seat Film Cen¬
tre this week.
This musical is
packing the intimate house with
a $2.50 top. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
looks big at the Town.
Second
week of “Picnic” is smash at the
Hipp.
“Man Who Never Was”
shapes drab at the Century.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Frucbtman) (3,000; 35$1)—“Man Who Never Was” (20th).
Drab $5,000. Last week, “Benny
Goodman Story”
(U)
(3d wk)
$4,500.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l)
—“Night Holds Terror” (Indie) (2d
wk). Sparse $2,500 following $3,300
opener.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
$1.25-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna).
Overcoming odds of transit strike
with a terrific $23,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$ 1-25)—“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk).
Holding socko at $15,000 after $17,000 opener.
Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$l)—
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (2d wk).
Fairish $3,000 after $3,500 opener.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
“Slightly Scarlet”. (RKO).
Okay
$4,000. Last week, “Come Next
Spring” (Rep), $4,200 in 11 days.
New
(Fruchtman)
(1,600;
50$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th
wk). Fair $6,500 following $9,000
in third.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50$1)—“Trouble With Harry” (Par)
(lOth-final wk), Oke $2,500, same
as last week.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$1.25)—
“Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk). Slow
$5,000 following $8,Q00i opener.
Town (Rappaport)
(1,400; 50$1.25)—“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G).
Terrif $20,000.
Last week, “Last
Hunt” (M-G), $7,000.

‘Carousel’ Fast $45,000,
Del;‘Jester’ OK 17G,
‘Okla.’Smash 36G, 3d
Detroit, March 6.
Lenten doldrums are setting in
and biz is slightly off this week
among the deluxers.
“Carousel”
looks good but not sensational at
the Fox. “Court ’Jester” is only
average at the Michigan.
“Okla¬
homa” stays healthy in third round
at the United Artists. “Man With
Golden Arm” shapes strong iji
third vfeek at the Palms. “Cine-?
rama Holiday” snaps back after a
weak 55th stanza at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Fox
(Fox-Detroit)
(5,000;
$1$1.25) — “Carousel” (20th).
Stout
$45,000.
Last week, “Man Who
Never Was” (20th) and “Naked
Sea” (RKO), $16,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1-$1.25)—“Court
Jester”
(Par).
Average $17,000 or close.
Last
week, “Forever Darling” (M-G)
and “Flame of Islands” (Rep),
same.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—
"Golden Arm” (UA) (3d wk). Big
$17,000. Last week, $20,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
“Goodman Story” (U) («5th wk). ^
Good $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD)
(3,500;
$1-$1.25) — Body Snatchers”
(AA) and “Shack Out on 101”
(AA) (2d wk). Oke $15,000. Last
week, $23,000.
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25$2.75)—"Oklahoma” (Magna) (3d
wk).
Smash $36,000. Last week,
$32,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25)
—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (15th
wk). i Steady $8,500.
Last week,
ditto.
Music Hall (Cinerama Proruc¬
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65) — “Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (56th wk).
Snapped back to great $i9,300. Last
week, $16,600.
Krim (Krim)
(1,000;
$1.25)—
“I Am Camera” (DCA) (9th-final
wk). Okay $4,000. Theatre now on
arty policy.

‘Picnic’ Great $16,000,
Port.; ‘Tattoo’ Oke 10G

Portland, Ore., March 6.
Two Academy - loaded pics
opened big at the Paramount and
Orpheum this round.
“Rose Tat¬
too” and “Picnic,” the pair,’ shape
very solid, especially the latter.
“The Conqueror” continues in high
gear in second Broadway round.
“Littlest Outlaw” stays hot in fifth
week.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1.875; 90$1.25)—“Conqueror”
(RKO)
(2d
wk).
Tall $9,000 or near.
Last
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 85-$1.24)— week, $14,000.
“Conqueror” (RKO) (2d wk). Big
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-1.25)
$12,00.0 for John Wayne opus. Firrt —“Man Who Never Was” (20th
was $22,500.
(Continued on page 18)
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Of course it takes a great story and a great star. Color and

an even better story, we think, once the box-office results from

CinemaScope help, too. But today it takes more ... a lot more.

Main Street U. S. A. are tallied. For in “Hometown America”,

You must saturate with advertising as never before to get people

alone, the Mutual Network has over 300 stations in markets few

out of their homes and into the theaters.

other media reach, and where no other network is located.

.

As a case in point, take Howard Hughes’ “The Conqueror”.

In short, what happens when you get all-out penetration and

Usual drumbeating methods were used—with a single impor¬
tant exception. For the first time, the full leverage of the
Mutual Broadcasting System and its 550 stations, coastto-coast, was applied to a motion picture. The largest

0

saturation like this? Box-office opening records topple. Already
all indications are "The Conqueror" will top any picture
RKO has ever released. And that includes a roster of hits 1

network in the world told and sold America on
“The Conqueror” with mass announcements
coast-to-coast, for an entire month... morning,
afternoon and evening... weekdays and weekends.
Only part of the exciting story is “in”. It’ll be

^

This proof of the pulling is proof enough for
Write, wire, call...

TERRY TURNER
GENERAL TELERADIO
1440 BROADWAY, N.Y.
LONGACRE 4-8000

RKO. Why not investigate it for yourself?
This unprecedented radio saturation is open to
all motion picture companies. It costs nothing to
ask us for our ideas and we have a few.

'VAKIITY'S' L.5NDOHv ■OFFICB
t

INXfiRIVATIOm

ft. Martin's Flactf, Trafalgar Square

Cinema Unknowns For
Chaplin’s Next Film

Brit. Cinema Admissions Off Over
14% in 3d Quarter Vs. Take of ’54
London, Feb. 28.

London, Feb. 28.
Charles Chaplin is going ahead
with his plans to produce “A King
in New York” without making any
advance
distrib
arrangements
either in America, Britain or else¬
where. At a press confab last week
he said that he did not wish to
submit his script to any distributor
because anxious to safeguard the
contents, which he felt included
many original gags.
He added that in addition to
Dawn Addams, who will play
femme lead, he has signed British
musicomedy singer Shani Wallis to
play a cabaret warbler.
Film is
due to start in four to six weeks.
But Chaplin still is undecided
whether to make it in London or
on the continent.

4--:--

Paid admissions to picture tre¬
aties were down by 14.4% in the
third quarter of last year compared
Frankfurt, Feb. 28.
with the corresponding Period m
Heaven and Hell, a neWly opened
1954 The total was also 6.2% be¬ Frankfurt nightclub, has agreed to
low that for the second quarter of change its name. New monicker of
1955 Figures were prepared by the girly-showing eve spot will be
the Board of Trade films division. solely “Hell.”
The dip in attendance is explained; Fightio force the club to change
away, to some extent, by the ex¬
its name was led by Protestant
ceptionally fine summer last year,
minister KarV. Zeiss of Neidersachparticularly when compared with
sen, a suburb of -Frankfurt. See¬
the bad weather of 1954 (good for
ing a newspaper ad announcing the
cinema trade).
opening of the new club, he led a
The survey is based on returns storm of protest against a hurley
submitted by 4,478 theatres Total spot using the two names lightly
admissions for the
quarter is under one roof.
shown at 288,605,000, with gross
Owners, who Rev. Zeiss later an¬
receipts at $71,988,000. Admission nounced “did not act in an evil in¬
tax lopped off $22,668,800 from the tent,” decided that “Hell” alone
total and payments to the Eady would bfr as good a drawing title
Fund sliced a further $1,783,600. for their nitery.
From net receipts of $47,535,600,
film rentals accounted for $16,839,200, leaving exhibitors with
$30!696,400.X
The BOT also surveyed the pro¬
gress made in the installation ot
anamorphic equipment. There were
2,523 theatres for C'Scope by the
end of last September. A break¬
down showed that circuits with
Rome, Feb. 28.
more than 50 theatres have re¬
Latest compilations show some
equipped about 94% of their prop¬
changes in the seasonal boxoffice
erties while smaller groups have
stakes in this country,'with Yank
converted about one half.
Paid
releases now splitting the Italo
admissions for anamorphic films
market 50-50 With local and other
accounted for just over one quarter
foreign productions in initial sit¬
of the total, with net takings rank¬
uations.
Previously, seven Yank
ed 28% of the total. .
pix had made the top 10 for the
A total of 76,270,000 paid admis¬ season.
sions to anamorphic pix resulted
Top grosser, with a strong lead,
in net earnings of $13,400,800. Av¬ is .still “World's .Most Beautiful
erage admission price for C’Scop- Woman” (Malehotti-Gesi), with a
ers is shown at approximately 16c, •$432,000 total!
It is followed by
against 15c for conventional pix “20,000 Leagues Under Sea” (Dis¬
at the same theatres. .
ney), at $310,500, and the Italian-

‘Heaven ahd HeU’ Tag Split

Yank Films Slip
In Italo Market

$25,000,000 for U. S. Films
London, Feb. 28.
Britain spent- more than $25,000,000 last year oh American film
Imports, about the same as in
1954. This was stated by the Chan¬
cellor of the Exchequer in a writ¬
ten statement in the House ,of
Commons last Friday . (24);. .^.The
Chancellor was also ask$d for de¬
tails of dollar earnings-.of British
pix, but told the Hpusfrthat no fig¬
ures were available.

made “Bread, Love, and . . .” (Titanus), with a $288,000 gross.
Next in order are “East of Eden”
(WB), “Catch a Thief” (Par) and
“Vera Cruz” (UA). An Italo new¬
comer, “Roman Tales” (Diana),
mb.vqs- into the No. 7 spot, with a
Spanish-made" “Marcelino, Pan Y
Vino,” following “Seven Year Itch”
(20th), also a. newcomer, is ninth
in ranking, folio-wed by the Italian
entry, “Don Camillo and Hon. Peppone” (Dear). .

Aussie Cinema Patrons
Shun Historical Films
For Modern-Day, Fare

The Minister said the complete
figures of remittances fdr U.S. in
1955 were not yet available, but
he felt it was unlikely to differ
from the total of $25,200,000 in
1954. That amount included roy¬
alties, import costs of exposed,
Sydney, Feb. 28.
films, posters and other materials.
There is ample evidence around
It excluded profits and payments
which cannot be remitted under this territory from a boxoffice
the Anglo-American filih > agree¬ viewpoint that the Aussie fans are
giving the thumbs-down signal to
ment. •
those
class .historical
dramas,
which quickly followed the initial
success
of
“The
Robe,”
first
C’Scope pic here. Disappointing
run at Hoyts’ Regent of “Helen
of Troy” (WB) proved beyond
London, March 6.
doubt ,,the swing away • from this
Peter Saunders, who is current¬ type-of pic. “Helen” was given a
ly presenting “The Mousetrap,” big selling campaign, but the pa¬
“Spider’s Web” and “Thev Water trons just would not go for it
“Helen,” however, is not the
Gipsies” in the West End, is to be
feted as theatrical manager of only lean boxoffice gal.. “The Vir¬
1955 at a special Variety Club gin Queen” (20th) proved another
award luncheon on March 13. He washout and left distributor and
is also associated with the current exhibitors lamenting. Ahother two
Broadway production of “Witness to fall by the wayside were Metro’s
for the Prosecution,” which he “The Prodigal” and “Sign of Pa¬
gan” (U).! The actual truth is that
originally staged here.
exhibitors fyere are exercising their
At the same lunch' Diana Dors
25%
right of rejection against this
will be honored as the show biz
historical
fare.
personality of the year, and Ken¬
As against all the glitter of the
neth More as the most promising
oldtime spectacle stuff, the patrons
international star. This will be the
are going strongly for modern
third consecutive year of the Va¬
product with down-to-earth appeal.
riety Club awards. In 1954, Jack
“A Man Called Peter” (20th), for
«ylton and Dorothy Tutin were
example, ran for over six months
honored and last year the awards
went to Sir Arthur Elvin, Jack here. “Love Is Splendored Thing”
(20th) chalked up four months.
Hawkins, Diane Cilento and Donald
“To Catch a Thief” (Par) is re¬
Smden.,
cording terrific coin in this sector
while “Seven Y.ear Itch” (20th) is
currently in the top coin bracket.
Locally-made
“Jedda”
(Col)
is
earning more money than many
Belgrade, Feb. 28
of those “spectacles” put together.
-the Yugoslav opera, “Ero i
Rank’s “Doctor at Sea” also is
Joeker,” by Dalmatian compo
pulling in the fans.
Jakov Gotovac, is hitting its 1,00<
Peiformance. First shown in 1!
Dr. Jankolovics Par German Chief
ni Zagreb, Croatia, the opera 1
Frankfurt, Feb. 28.
since been presented 1,000 tin
Dr. Boris Jankolovics has . been
on domestic and foreign stage.
named supervisor for Paramount in
Germany and Belgium.
°ve.r half of its performan
He is taking over the German
5e,re ^ Yugoslavia, while abro
chores of Rudolf Jellinek, Par’s
has been presented with succ
general manager in Germany since
ff, Germany, England, Italy, A
na,
Bulgaria,
Czechosloval
1949, who has just been reassigned
Finland and Holland.
as general manager of Austria.

Saunders Named London
Variety ‘Man of Year’

Yugoslav Opera Runs
1,000 Performanc

|

20th-Fox Seen Taking
Over 100% Control New
Zealand Moodabe Chain
Sydney, Feb. 28.
Although hush-hush from the
outside presently, insiders claim
that 20th-Fox is readying to con¬
summate a 100% takeover of the
miajor Moodabe loop in the New
Zealand territory. During the re¬
gime of the late Charles Munro as
chief of Hoyts Theatres and his
20th-Fox alliance of years ago, 20thFox grabbed a 50% stock holding
in the Moodabe circuit.
Some¬
time later there was another 25%
takeover on a separate stock deal
with a member of the Moodabe
family.
Mike Moodabe, who now heads
this major film chain, in opposi¬
tion to the Robert Kerridge cir¬
cuit (the Rank Organization holds
a 50% stake), recently was in the
U. S. And it’s understood, he had
several talks with 20th-Fox ex¬
ecutives covering the New Zealand
setup.
Ernest Turnbull, chief of
20th-Fox and the Hoyts' pic loop
Down Under, in which 20th-Fox
now holds the top sayso, also was
in America for talks with Spyros
Skouras on the New Zealand ex¬
pansion.
Following the 20th-Fox move
into South African exhibition, plus
the now major control of the Aus¬
sie Hoyts’ loop, insiders aver that
Turnbull, via instructions from
Skouras, is the key mover in bring¬
ing about the 100% takeover of the
Moodabe loop on a planned expan¬
sion blueprint covering both exhi¬
bition and distribution throughout
Aussie and New Zealand territory.
Insiders say the deal will be
consummated provided- the New
Zealand government okays the play
for an American organization to
take control of this major loop.

BEL0W-ZER0 WEATHER
HITS GALLIC SHOW BIZ
Paris, March 6.
Below-zero temperatures in Feb¬
ruary here have created a cold war
on Gallic shoyv biz. All branches
have suffered. People are sitting it
out at home.
Perhaps, the only
benefits of this cold wave are for
radio and video. Theatres, cinemas
and niteries are taking a beating.
Film houses say that the boxoffice
has fallen 40% below average.
Legiters also have suffered, few
hits weathering the winds. Niteries
have that empty look, with even_
the perennial nudies taking to*
wearing tights to keep warm.
The Opera’s usual hits are play¬
ing to a sixth of the expected audi¬
ences. Only three plays are still do¬
ing biz—Peter Ustinov's “Love of
Four Colonels,” Audiberti's “Le
Mai Court” with Suzanne Flon, and
Jean Anouilh's “Ornifle,” with
Pierre Brasseur. The fact that the
weather is keepingi'the playgoing
foreigners and provincials from
Paris also has hurt.

Col Changes Mex Outlet
Mexico City, Feb. 28.
Columbia Pictures has decided
to switch its chain outlet, starting
June 1, from the Operadora de
Teatros, with which it has dealt for
several years, to Teatros Nacionales, which Geii. Abelardo L. Rod¬
rigues, ex-president of Mexico, op¬
erates.
Col’s contract with Op¬
eradora expires May 31. The Rod¬
riguez chain is to have three more
cinemas here by June 1.
No explanation of the shift has
been made so far. Deal includes
pix of “Cantiiiflas” (Mario More¬
no), which Posa Films produces
and Col world distributes.
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West End Continues Cold But B.0
Okay; ‘Picnic Smash $10,000 in 3d,
‘Tattoo’ Big 7G, 2d, Wayne 6G, 4th
,
" London, Feb. 28.
A brisk, pace was maintained at
most West End firstruns last week
although the mercury stayed be¬
Edinburgh, Feb. 28.
low freezing the entire stanza.
Fess Parker will visit Edinburgh Only new entry, however, did bad¬
and Glasgow on a tour of 11 key ly. “Othello” looks like $2,500 and
British
cities
to
bally
“Davy stays only one week at the London
Crockett.”
Trek will last three Pavilion.
weeks. Thesper is set to arrive in
Most holdovers,. however, did
London March 18. He will visit consistently good biz. “Picnic” hit
hospitals,
factories,
department a smash $10,000 in third week at
stores, and appear on tv, radio and Odeon, Leicester Square. “Court
at cinemas, wearing the Davy Jester” looks sock $9,500 in third
Crockett coon-skin cap and buck¬ round at the Plaza.
skin* suit.
“Rose
Tattoo”
shapes
fancy
He leaves April 8 for the Con¬ $7,000 in second GaUmont session.
tinent. “Davy Crockett” has gen¬ “The Cono.ueror” is heading for a
stout $6,000 at the Odeon, Marble
eral release here April 2.
Arch, in fourth stanza. "Richard
III” continues big in 11th session
at the Leicester Square Theatre.
House was closed for one day to
accommodate delegates to a con¬
vention. —
“Cinerama Holiday” shapes socko
$18,000 in third week at the Casino.
Estimates for Last Week

Fess Parker on Scot Trek

Disney-Goldwyn
Loan to Japan
Tokyo, March 6.

A $1,000,000 loan, patterned, on
the same lines as last November’s'
$7,500,000 loan to th'e Japanese
government, has been announced
by the Japan representative of
Walt Disney and $amuel Goldwyn.
Money will be used. by Japan’s
Electric Power Development' Corp.,
as was the MPEA advance, to im¬
prove the country’s hydro-elefctric
output.
Taken from frozen yen accumu¬
lated by the distribution here of
Disney and Goldwyn films by Daiei
Motion Picture Co., the loan deal
will free some $400,000 for imme¬
diate remittance to the U. S. The
remainder
will be
paid
back
through a series of annual install¬
ments beginning next year. About
75% of the $400,000 represents
Disney earnings.
Money will not be loaned direct'ly to government, but will be ad¬
ministered by two banks, the Su¬
mitomo and the Mitsubishi Trust
and Banking Companies.

‘Detective’ OK in Dublin,
Where Pic Was Banned;
U.S. Actors in the Cast
Dublin, Feb. 28.
“Detective Story,” banned by
Ireland’s censor as a film, had its
legit preem last week at the Gai¬
ety Theatre here. Although pic¬
tures are, subject to redlighting
here, there’s no censorship on
stage productions.
The Sidney Kingsley drama,
presented by the Dublin Globe
Theatre, went over big with the
opening night audience. ^ Its b.o.
prospects
look
good. "* Several
American actors, including Philip
Vickers, Robert Gallico and Errol
MacKinnom, are in the cast. God¬
frey Quigley stars in the role of
detective Jim McCleod.
Other cast members are Fergus
Cogley, Pamela Duncan, John Mol"loy, Ron Barron, Donal Donnelly,
Cecil Barror, Pauline Delany and
Sam Lynn. The staging was by
Jim Fitzgerald and the sets were
designed by Michael O’Herlihy. .

Waikiki Biltmore Drops
No-Name U.S. Act Policy
..
Honolulu, March 6.
Waikiki Biltmore hotel, which
has been using no-name mainland
acts as well as Hawaiian talent in
its Top of the Isle nitery, is drop¬
ping that format. Room will con¬
tinue to feature dancing, adding
Hawaiian entertainment on week¬
ends.
.Hotel was acquired recently by
Massaglia chain after a year of
operation by Joseph Greenbach,
who runs a small hotel chain in
California.
Until the advent of
Matson’s nearby Princess Kaiulani
last year, Biltmore was only major
hotel in Hawaii with a panoramic
top floor nitery. Under-: Greenbach
management, Top of the Isle went
through a series of policy changes
in an effort to discover a profitable
format

Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.70)—
“Rains of Ranchipur” (20th) (2d
wk). Fair $5,000 or near. Opening
week was $5,200.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) • (3d
wk). Smash $18,000. Stays indef.
Empire (M-G) (3,099: 55-$1.70)—
“Now and Forever” (ABP) (2d wk).
Mild«$9 500 or near. “Quentin Durward” (M-G) follows on March 1.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
.—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk).
Heading for sturdy $7,000 or over.
First week was $8,200.
Leicester Saiiare Theatre (CMA)
(1,376; 50-$l.70) —“Richard III”
(IFD) (11th wk).
Big $7,800 last
stanza (6 days). Stays till March 15
when it transfers to Gaumont for
indefinite run.
London Pavilion (UA) (1-.217; 50$1.70)—“Othello” (UA). Well be¬
low average at around $2,500.
Wop.’t hold. “Tarantula” (Rank)
follows March 2.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2.200:
50-551.70)—“Picnic”
(Col)
(3d wk). Set for great $10,000 or
close.
Second was • $10,500. “A
Town Like Alice” (Rank) preems
March 1.
Odeon,
Marble
Arch
(CMA)
(2,200;
50-$1.70) — “Conqueror”
(RKO) (4th wk)... Stout $6,000 or
over for John Wanye pic. Third
week was $6,300.
Plaza (Par) (1.902: 70-$1.70>—
"Court Jester”. (Par) (3d wk). Still
sock at around $9,500. Second was
$10,000. Holds.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30»—
“Private's Progress” (B. Lion) i2d
wk). Smash $5,200; same as open¬
ing week.
Ritz
(M-G)
(432;
50-$1.30>—
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Fair
$2,500.
Studio Onfe (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Davy Crockett” (BV) (9th wk).
Sturdy $3,900.
Warner (WB) (1,785: 50-$fl .70)—
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (5th wk).
Holding at fine $7,200.
Fourth
was $7,600. “1984” (ABP) opens
March 1.

BRASSEUR AND FLON
FORM OWN LEGIT CO.
Paris, March 6. .
Suzanne Flon and Pierre Bras¬
seur, the top legit thesps hero
boxoffice and talentwise, have de¬
cided to form their own theatre
company and do Shakespeare's
“Taming of the Shrew,” in 18
months at,the Theatre Athenee.
Georges Vitaly will direct but
Brasseur and Miss Flon made it
plain- that this is not the begin¬
ning of a rep company which will
play
alternating
shows.
Each ;
piece will run as long as the pub¬
lic comes, and then another show
will be brought in.
Aim of new group is to also try
to find new, worthy young talent
as well as restaging many old
classics and masters.
The fact
that Miss Flon and Brasseur are
in the company will not exclude
other star names from coming in
for certain shows.
There will be
a turnover in directors also. Pres¬
ent hit stints of Miss Flon, in
Audiberti’s “Le Mai Court” (Evil
Runs) and Brasseur in Jean Anou¬
ilh’s “Ornifle,”
has made the
opening date of company about
1-8 months hence.
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Cameron Mitchell
Barbara" Ruiek * Claramae Turner
Robert Rounsevilfe
Bene Lockhart
Produced^ HENRY EPHRON
Directed by HENRYKING
Screenplay by PHOEBE:

with

aed HENRY EPHRON
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CinemaScopE
COLOR by Df LUXE
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OSCAR HAMMERSTQN it

Clifton Webb Gloria Grahame
-

Produced by

Directed by

Screenplay by

ANDRE HAKIM • RONALD NEAME • NIGEL BALCHIN
From the Novel by'Ewen Montagu
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GREGORY JENNIFER
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Produced by
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Starring

Boy Madison - Virginia Leith - John Hodiak-Dean lagger
Produced by William Bloom • Associate Producer Barbara McLean
Directed by Robert D. Webb ♦ Written by Simon Wincelberg and Francis Cockrell
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and Directed by
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From the Novel
by SlQin Wilton
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Amusement Stock Quotations

Succeeded at Riyoli, N. Y. By
Television-Acting Nick Justin

(N.Y* Stock Exchange)
Forr Week Ending Tuesday (6)
Net
Tues.
Change
Close For Week
• 2576
— 76
' 28.5-6,
+ 176
263g
+ 136
•2334
+ Vs
1594
— Vs
8334
+ 96 .
394
— 74
22)6—• —
814
— 74
3376
— 96
.3276 ' — 74
4576
+ 1/4
• 87s
. 1034 .
+ 94
73 4
— 76
—
1416
—
1676
2376
— 1/4
251/4
29
*
20%
—194 ■
+294 .
12894

j 955-’56
Low

» Weekly Vol.,Weekly Weekly
High
Low
in 1008
AmBr-Par Th 248
2576
2576
25
CBS “A”. 169
2676
2696
25
CBS “B”. 122
24
53
2376
Col Pix.
16
Decca . 112
1576
Eastman Kdk 119
8 ** 14
8176'
: 4
• 334 •
EMI . 253
22%
23.3,4
Loew’s . 700
23)4
Nat. Thea... 102
. 856
874
9
Paramount .. 65.
34)4
3376
361'2
3236
152
Philco
.
3314
34ii
4436
RCA . 644
4576
4714
RKO Piets.. . il5
874"
874
87a
RKO Thea .. 167
10
1076
12
49
8
Republic
..
.
736
87 a
8
14)6
Rep., pfd....
1476
1534
Stanley
War.
38
16
1676
1734
Storer . - 40 .
231/a
2376
24i 4
2436
253/6
20th-tfox ... 102
2516
9
Univ. Pix ..:
29)6V
2894
2912
Univ., pfd... tl55. .7fc'
77 •.
91
Warner Bros. 268
235,6
2096 •
2434
216
130
;;
Zenith ......
: 12476.
14114
American Stock Exchange
576
5
476 ■
476 Allied Artists 76
614
1134
'■11)4 ■ 1196
1374 10V6 Ail’d Art., pfd. 20
Du Mont.. ,. 86
•876
836
8
874
10
2)6 Nat’l Telefilm 35
3%
• 31/4
47a
374
2?4 Skiatron .... 611
5
394
476 ’
5
1196
1176
1176
121* 1176 Technicolor.. 193
*
8
374
376
4*2 • 3)6 Trans-Lux .. .
Over-the-counter Securities
Bid
Ask
Chesapeake Industries .... .....
. -376
474
Cinerama Inc. ..........
,
176
196
Cinerama Prod.
. 376
3^6
Du Mont Bdcast ..........
. 776
776
Guild Films
4
. 376
Official Films ...........
. 2
276
, 9
10
U. A. Theatres..
4494
Walt Disney ..
. 4094
t Actual Volume.
♦ No Trading Tues.%
c Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
271-rt
267s
263rt
2634
16
84Ja

245&
23%
2376
2296
1414
75v4
33.4
177 a
8
3014
313/a
4116
814
976
736
1334
16
22)6
2116
25)6
77
183/a
120

_

+ %
+' 76..

i -

— 74
—
+ Vs
— 76
—
+ 74
+29.4

Patron Appeal Not National Origin Is the Rub On
British Product, Declares Frisch

'+--:---

20th Profit Outlook Put
At $3 by Fiscal Swami,
Oil Wells Play Part

Rock Hudson, U. Pactee,
Forms Own Co. Anyway
Hollywood, March 6.
. Rock Hudson and Henry Gins¬
berg have formed an indie to pro¬
duce several Hudson

starrers

as

tractual obligations. His Universal

j

contract has until November 1961
to run. Commented a U official: |
“Hudson can invest but can’t per¬
form under His deal.” U, however,
may “loan” Hudson to company,
having previously, loaned him to.
Ginsberg and George Stevens for
’.‘Giant.” '

No U.S. Appeal
On 16m Pix Suit
Washington, March 6.
The U.S. Government will not
appeal the Los Angeles federal
court

decision

favoring the

film

company defendants in the Gov¬
ernment’s 16m antitrust suit charg¬
ing, the motion picture companies
with conspiracy in not selling pic¬

Norman Krasna

.

, Hollywood, March 6.

+1
—- 76-

soon as Hudson ends present con¬

Montague Salmon, Rivoli Thea¬
tre managing director since 1942,
has resigned the Broadway post
due to’ ill health and is being re¬
placed by Nick Mark Justin as
acting manager.
Justin has been Salmon’s as¬
sistant since 1951. He started with
RKO as an usher in 1941 and has
also been active as a television ac¬
tor.
Salmon is a vet of the Skouras
Theatres operation which he joined
in 1931. He injured his legs in a
car accident in London last year
and, early this year, fell and broke
his hip. A post-operation complica¬
tion is said to have further set him
back.

French Studios

_

N.Y. Exhibs Address John Rankin, M.P.
The British Parliament and the
British film trade have been told
that it was patron appeal and'not
“national origin” that, dictated the
booking policies of exhibitors in
the New York metropolitan area
which is about 14% of U.S. market.
In a letter addressed Xo John
Rankin, British M.P. who recently
had charged that his country’s
films were being held back deliber-.
ately from or by U.S. theatres,
Emanuel Frisch, president of the
Metropolitan Motion. Picture The¬
atres Assn., declared Rankin had
been “completely misinformed; and
misled” about the situation^ .
“Universally, the- theatre-going
public is the sole judge of the suc¬
cess or failure of any piotion pic¬
ture at the. boxoffice. The only
yardstick, therefore, available to
any exhibitor ... is the interest
or desire of his patrons to see a
particular film,” Frisch wrote.
American exhibitors, he said,
were “desperately in need of more.
product” and he went on: “You can
unhesitatingly clarify = the} issues
for your colleagues In the House,
as ^yell as the British public and
motion picture industry, by assur¬
ing then* that we who operate mo¬
tion picture theatres here,, need
and want all available British films
of the type that our patrons are
anxious to see.”

PICTURES

SALMON, INJURED, RESIGNS

Provided an American goes tb
France and makes up his mind
to turn out a film that corresponds
with local conditions, and fits into
the local scene, such a picture can
.be done very economically, says
Norman Krasna.
Producer, just back from making
“The Ambassador’s Daughter” In
France, feels the current contro¬
versy over foreign production im¬
plies. an unjustified rap at techni¬
cians overseas. In his own case,
he points out, he made a picture
for around $1,200,000—;about $700,000 less than it would have cost
here.
,
“You can make a good picture
in France and make ^ it economi¬
cally. And you get enthusiastic co¬
operation from: all concerned,” he
said, adding there were minor
drawbacks- such as billeting and
working on stages that aren’t as
comfortable as those at home. “The
technicians in France are as good
as you can find,” Krasna com¬
mented.
. If some producers complain that
costs in France are too high, it
may be their own fault because
they are trying to make “Ameri¬
can” pictures, the producer opined.
By that he means films produced
with American crews and involving
scenes in which the action sup¬
posedly takes place in America.
When U. S. crews are brought to
France, union regulations require
standby crews. “This jumps the
budget because you’ve got two peo¬
ple on every job,” Krasna points
out.

SUBSEQUENTS’ PLIGHT,
•/ AS FISHER SEES IT
Minneapolis, March 6.
Under present changed exhibh;
tiori conditions and the manner in
which the film industry is now
conducted
most
local
non-art
neighborhood subsequent-run the¬
atres will have a survival chance
if, and only if, they’re allowed to
obtain at least occasional first-runs
of important boxoffice pictures,
like the uptown art houses here.
Such is the opinion of Sol Fish¬
er who, with his father, owns and
operates three local de luxe neigh¬
borhood houses, one of which is
an art theatre.
Downtown firstrun theatres are
prospering with big boxoffice pic¬
tures, but the bulk of the neighs
borhoo'd subsequent - run houses
slowly starve to death, declares
Fisher.
“The product situation alone
forces us to go out and try to ob¬
tain firstruns. There just aren't
enough good pictures anymore for
us to exist. Also, the long down¬
town first-runs not only milk the
important attractions, but they op¬
erate on our availabilities in a way
that on the clearance breaks we
frequently find ourselves without
anyjboxoffice offerings to play.”

tures to television, the Attorney
General’s office announced today
(Tuesr).
In withdrawing further Govern¬
ment action, Attorney General
Prediction of a sharp rise in Herbert Brownell Jr. pointed to
earnings for 20th-F.ox in 1956, with the recent actions of five of the
Columbia,
per share likely, is made in an defendants — RKO,
evaluation of the film company by Warner Bros., Universal and Re¬
public
—
In
the
licensing
or sale
S]^urshon> Hamn?ill & Co.
The special report cites the cur- of more than 1,800 features to tele¬
rent $1.60 dividend and notes that vision. He also called attention to
if earnings materialize as antici¬ the reports that the remainder of
pated an extra payment seems like¬ the defendants are negotiating to
s'- «££d*tional Plu* factors favor¬ release about the same number of
ing 20th are quoted as the oil an pictures to tv.
‘Wonders’ Hits Philly April 24
the studio lot, a growing stake In
Brownell maintained that the
Philadelphia, March 6.
Production of pix for tv, and the principal objective of the suit had
“Seven Wonders of the World,”
Possible sale of the 20th library to been accomplished — to make fea¬
third
Cinerama
production, will
ture films available to tv by knock¬
As to the oil, the report said ing down illegal barriers. Suit was have Philly preem at the Boyd
u was believed that 20th’s total filed against the major film com¬ Theatre April 24.
Follows the 14-month run of
n«l?ings from that source alone panies in 1952. A Federal Court
ould run as high as $10 per share judge on the Coast ruled in favor “Cinerama Holiday” which will
of the film companies after a trial have been viewed by ’ approximate¬
field101’® °Ver the ful1 life of the
a few months ago.
J ly 900,000 persons.
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Dpciirve of Costs Plague Europe,
ChiU-Kill Italy’s Dream-Rossen
♦

| Screen Publicists Begin
Homeoffice Bargaining

The Screen Publicists Guild,
representing pub-ad staffers at five
homeoffice film companies, opened
negotiations Monday (5) with War¬
ner Bros., 20th-Fox, Universal, and
Columbia for a new contract to re¬
place the individual pacts expiring
during March and April.
Talks are being held on a joint
basis with the four compar 'es with
the understanding that any of the
firms m^y ask for separate nego¬
tiations should they desire.
The
four companies dickering with the
SPG requested that United Artists,
although an SPG company, be omit¬
ted from the joint discussions. The
SPG acceded to this request since
the situation with respect to UA
is different. UA, in previous pacts,
has given the SPG many of the
conditions now being asked of the
other companies.
The SPG is requesting a 15%
general wage hike, a $150 mini¬
mum for senior publicists, a min¬
imum salary of $130 after four and
half years employment, a threeweek vacation after five years, and
elimination of the tolerance pro¬
vision whereby pertain staffers
work overtime without extra com:
' pensation.

UA Loathe To

!
j
j
!

j
:
|
■
:
!

Hollywood, March 6.

European producers, if they 6tre
to survive, must-get government
subsidies to. meet soaring produc¬
tion costs abroad, according to
Robert Rossen, who. visited here
for a week after making “Afexander the Great” in Spain for
United Artists release,
Producer
reported . European
costs are now practically on a par
with Hollywood. Most glaring ;jnstance is in Italy. Italians, he felt,
have relinquished their dream of
being a top film supplier to the
world’s market, and the industry
in that country is now at a virtual
standstill. Costs got out of hand
when they were making their
global pitch, and now everybody
is suffering, including Americans.
Rossen is due in London for
world preem of “Alexander” on
March 22.

Britain to U. S. Film Men:
Get Re-Entrance Permit
To Cover Actors’ ‘Return’
American companies producing
in Britain have been warned that
British Equity is concerned over
seme of their practices.
Britain's Ministry of Labor has
urged the U.S. outfits that, if they
go on location with non-British
talent and plan to bring these ac¬
tors back to Britain, a permit has
to be applied for prior to going on
location.
Otherwise, the companies were
told, “British Equity has served
notice that it will actively oppose
their entry under any other condi¬
tions.”

United Artists had adopted a
policy of staying with the same Ad
campaign ’ through the "Tun of a
picture.. In other words, there'll
be no departures from'the. format
once it's decided upon,
Making changes in the ad ap¬
Minneapolis, March 6.
proach has been normal in the
trade but, UA feels, these rarely if , Striking industry development
ever
improved business. - Parar of past three years here has been
mount, for1 example, • pulled • a and continues to be United Para¬
Theatres’
(Minnesota
switch with “Desperate Hours*' mount
after it had played initial dates, Amusement Co.) relegation to the
going from the family-in-distress exhibition background, numerically
theme to a display of Humphrey speaking. For what’s occurring, it’s
Bogart with gun in hand. This ap¬ pointed out, television rather than
parently didn't matter; “Hours”, the consent decree’s divorcement
provision, is credited.
still shaped as a disappointment.
Once by far the dominant ex¬
UA’s thought is that the original
campaign .gives a film its identifi¬ hibition constellation locally, the
shrinking
theatre chain now has
cation for both trade and public
and to pull back on layouts and fewer neighborhood theatres than
at
least
three
independent circuit
promotional copy would be con¬
fusing. Distrib’s execs further in¬ ..operations. Moreover, there is no
Indication
it
would
enter the drivesist that the amount of money to'
be shelled out for the', “sell” can in theatre field even if the consent
decree
permitted.
;
only be ' based on ' experienceItyhereas the Volk Bros, and W.
meaning their judgment of a fllniV;
potential. . It’s conceded that this R. Frank, each operate four local
is an inexact science but there’s circuit neighborhood theatres and
no definite formula to guide, the Clyde Cutter has just increased his
industry and their record shows holdings to three, United Para¬
mount, as a result .of the recent
f$w errors.
Loring sale- and other past several
years’ relinquishment, is down to
only a pair. At one.time not so long
ago it operated as many as seven.
In downtown Minneapolis and,
for that matter, throughout the
territory, a similar United Para¬
Los Angeles, March 6.
mount shrinking has been taking
Federal Judge Ben Harrison place.
Whereas at the peak the
ruled in favor of the defendants chain boasted six loop first-run
in George S. Schaefer's $2(000,000 theatres here, it operates but three
suit over Natural Vision, the 3-D now. This compares to RKO The¬
process, a-firster in the industry's atres’ pair and one each for Cin¬
switch to big screen and new tech¬ erama, Ted Mann and Bennie
niques. Defendants in the action Berger.
were Milton L. Gimzburg, Natural
As for the Paramount Northwest
Vision Corp., Dr. Julian Gunzburg, circuit as a whole it’s down from
Vera Gunzburg, Rose Berch and a
comparatively recent 70 to
Samuel Gunzburg.
around 44. Many of the theatres
Schaefer originally asked that he that have been sold or abandoned
be. declared an equal partner, but upon expiration of their leases
the partnership phase of the action’ have been converted to commer¬
was dismissed last October. In rul¬ cial purposes.
ing for the defense, the court held
that the
arrangement between
them and Schaefer was that of a
producer and a producer’s broker
and that any compensation paid
the broker was dependent upon
Minneapolis, March 6.
his success.
Although “Marty” just finished
Such effort, the court held, were
playing many neighborhood houses
strenuous but “failed to produce
at lower admission, the loop usual¬
the results contemplated.”
ly first-run Gopher has bought the
film at a fancy price for a second
‘WorfJlers’ to St. Loo
loop r.un.
S. Louis, March 6.
House is gambling on the picture
“Seven Wonders of the World,” winning the 1955’s best Oscar and
the third Cinerama production, will will set it in the week of the
tee off its run at. the Ambassador awards, however, whether it cops
the victory or not. Original down¬
theatre April 26.
Second production, “Cinerama town opening of “Marty” here was
Holiday,” passed the 52 week stand somewhat of disappointment, sur¬
last week and. has been seen by viving only three weeks to moder¬
ate grosses at the 400-seat World.
more than 455,000 payees.

CREDIT TV WITH SLIDE
OF MPLS.’ UPT CHAIN

GEORGE SCHAEFER LOSES
3-D (GUNZBURG) SUIT

Hunch-Booking‘Marty’
As Oscar Probable
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Companies Grapple
With Definition
Of Formula‘Gross
With licenses in three countries
waiting to be divvied up according
to the film companies’ new global
“master” formula, latter remains
to be whipped into forking shape.
Difficulties still to be ironed out
are comparatively minor, execs
say, but one problem still looms
high:. How to determine what prop¬
erly constitutes a year’s gross in
one of the “key” areas of the for¬
mula, Question arises, for instance,
whether Columbia, which handles
many
non - American
releases,
should be allowed to credit the
take from all of these to its gross.
In the instance of Metro, which
Just made a worldwide production¬
releasing deal with Ealing Studios,
should the income from the Ealing
pictures in Britain (one of the test
areas) be counted as part of the
Metro gross? M-G execs say yes.
Others, mindful that the Ealing
films are quota pictures (and thus
not even entitled to an official dol¬
lar remittance) say no.
Under the formula as it stands
now, a basic 36% are split evenly
among the 10 MPEA member com¬
panies. Another 32% is divided on
the basis of local billings in the
country involved, and the remain¬
ing 32% are figured via a combina¬
tion of the domestic gross and
grosses in six key overseas mar¬
kets.
First two countries to which the
formula is to be applied are Bel¬
gium and Indonesia. After that,
it’ll be the Japanese allocation for
the year starting April 1.

C’Scope Houses
.. ■Continued from page 7 ■ ,

■

is becoming universally accepted,
stereophonic

magnetic

sound

is

not.
Latest installation figures in the
U. S. *put stereo equipped houses
at 3,651 against 12,129 opticals.
Abroad,

fourtrack

sound

is

in¬

Video Trailerizing Values
Matter of Judgment And
Wise Use—Harry Brandt
Harry, Brandt, New York circuit
operator and president of Goth¬
am’s Independent Theatre Owners
Assn., has entered the row over
the use of film clips on television.
He stated yesterday (Tues.) that
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
Television, “currently squawking and wetting its electronic diapers,”
and presenting programs based on ancient formulas long ago aban¬
doned by the film industry, is actually serving as a “propellant” which
is sending more and more people back to the theatres, declared Colum¬
bia exec producer Jerry Wald Saturday night (3) at the sixth annual
special awards banquet of the American Cinema Editors, at the Beverly
Hilton hotel.
!
Speaking before more than 500 theatrical and telepix persons, Wald
asserted people must “get away from the plethora of ‘one Thinute
spots’; supercharged and mind-splitting appeals to ‘Phone Now’; and
the general timidity in subject matter engendered by commercial
sponsorship wherein the sponsor daren’t offend a potential customer
of his product.”
Wald said he was puzzled that some fear the film industry won’t be
able to control tv, “this new brash and growing youngster,” terming
video “just the latest of a long line of enticements,”, pointing out pix
have won over radio, mah-jong, miniature golf, monopoly and even
spectator sports.

this type of promotion has con¬
siderable value potential and a
blanket rejection of such traileriz¬
ing would be “unwise, unrealistic
reo installations in the future.
and short-sighted.”
Domestic market report shows
Brandt conceded that some er¬
that, to date, there has been no rors have been made with the tv-ing
great rush by exhibs to adopt the of film clips but “the industry 'has
penthouse addition which 20th has gained valuable lessons from these
“Crime in the Streets” in its original teleplay form was turned down
been plugging and which would al¬ experiences,” He added that an ex¬
Kinescope of the Reginald Rose
low a theatre equipped only for cerpt from “Trapeze” on a recent by Hollywood’s Production Code.
optical sound to at least use a mag¬ Ed Sullivan show is a striking ex¬ tv drama' was shown to Code reps by Vincent Fennelly in advance of
netic print. Penthouse attachment ample of how clips can be used his feature adaptation for. theatres. Ruled the Code: Too brutal and
no reason for the behavior of the juvenile delinquents on view. . As
allows pickup of the second, or with maximum effectiveness.
far as is known, there were no beefs from any sources when “Crime”
catch-all, magnetic track. Wide use
On the Coast Monday, George was presented on tv’s “Elgin Hour” last year. Fennelly has disclosed
of the penthouse—so far only four
have been installed—would repre¬ Sidney, president of the Screen that he Went ahead with the feature with the intent of “expanding”
sent a considerable saving in print Directors Guild, branded the tv the property-—that is, probing the sociological aspects of delinquency
costs for 20th, since magnetic use of clips as ai “feeble imitation and making it clear why the. young hoods involved acted as they did.
prints could then get wider circu¬ of the theatre trailer” and it actu¬ This satisfied the Code; the feature was given its okay.
“Crime” was produced independently by Fennelly for release by
lation. At the moment, 20th’s mag¬ ally discourages theatre business.
Allied Artists. The film-maker was in New York this week for con¬
netic prints aren’t being played off
ferences on marketing plans.
fully.
stalled in 4,359 houses against 10,165 opticals. Orders on the books

would indicate a rising lag of ste¬

There is some division of opin¬
ion in the industry on the total of
23,430 domestic theatres claimed
by 20th. Compo, for instance, puts
the total at 19,200. That would re¬
duce the number of possibilities to
13,000 or thereabouts. Accepting
20th’s installation figures (13,430
possibilities), this would mean that
there is pinemaScope in every
community in the country.
In the foreign market, according
to 20th, Britain leads the CinemaScope field with 2,563 installations,
which is 146 more than there are
possibilities for any one film. The
total number of British theatres is
quoted as 4,522. Same situation
pertains in the Far East where in¬
stallations number 1,417 against
possibilities running to 1,404. In
Europe, installations are put at
8,172, just short of the 8,636 total,
; Continued from page 7
possibilities out of a total number
tainly not a pleasant experi¬
of 32,122 houses. South America
ence and for most writers of
has 1,414 installations out of 3,735
novels would be intolerable.
possibilities.
Therefore we think it well that
In South Africa, with a total
League members should know
number of 550 theatres, installa¬
that this has happened and
tions are almost one half of thatthat those responsible for it
222. Maximum possibilities are set
are Carlyle Productions and
at 164. Australia, with 773 possi¬
Otto Preminger.”
bilities out of 1,656 theatres, shows
Expressing its board’s “shocked 616 installations.
and outraged” reaction to .the
Preminger
self-ballyhoo,
the
Screen Writers statement declared
that “The use of the word Jby’ his¬
torically and classically connotes
Continued from page 5 =
authorship. ‘A play by,’ ‘A short
story by,’ ?A novel by’ refer exclu¬ nights has been from occasional
sively to the author—not the di¬
spectaculars, he added.
rector, the illustrator, or the pub-’
“Good pictures are doing better
lisher.”

Preminger

Goldenson

SWG’s point of view: Preminger
is making a unilateral change, for
his own selfish reasons, of cus¬
toms widely respected and the
Screen Writers Guild itself, though
servicing writers, has not claimed
the designation “by” which Prem¬
inger adopts. The Guild acknowl¬
edges “the cooperative nature of
the film-making process” and gives
“respect for other creative talent
groups.”
(Screenplay of <“Man With the
Golden Arm” was by Walter New¬
man and Louis Meltzer, whose
names are omitted from the Taradash statement.—Ed.)

today than any time .in history,”
declared Goldenson. “Gross intake
is

well ahead of five years ago

when tv really started to
even though

move,

attendance may be

slightly off.”
Goldenson believes that industry
sponsorship of the Oscar Awards
presentation on television would be
a good solution to the problem of
competition to theatres, that it
would be entirely feasible to pipe
the event into theatres over closedcircuit and set aside a percentage
of the proceeds for Motion Picture
Relief Fund. He would make it an
added attraction to the theatre^
film program at perhaps inci^spd
admission.

Got No Satisfaction
Having twice protested the ad¬
vertising for the United Artists re¬
Theatrical exhibition of “Richard
lease “in the strongest possible
terms” and getting in response “a III” after being televised nationally
totally . inadequate
explanation” would be a poor gamble, said Gol¬
(from producer’s personal attor¬ denson. “People won’t pay for
ney) that Mr. Preminger had no something they can see for noth¬
intention of minimizing the contri¬ ing.” Color on tv holds no terror
butions made by the writers in for the AB-PT prexy, who contends
connection with this picture.” the that as long as a picture has a good
Hollywood scribes proceded to file story and capable cast it doesn’t
matter what else is added.
their rap.
Toll-tv doesn’t stand much of a
Here's the SAG sapper:
“We are, unfortunately, pre¬ chance, he reasons, “because the
set
owners can’t live with half free
cluded legally from placing Mr.
Preminger on our Unfair List, and half pay.” He believes mass
public
sentiment will prove its un¬
since he has not violated the letter
of the Minimum Basic Agreement. doing.
But he has violated the spirit of it
and the moral rights of all writers,
since the affront is not only to
screen writers but to the author
of the original novel. We feel the
least we can do is acquaint our
members with the situation as it
now stands, that they may be fully
prepared for the kind of credit dif¬
ficulties they may expect from this
particular producer should they
ever wish to undertake an assign¬
ment with him.”

ABC’s policy of having outside
film companies produce the net¬
work’s programs will be continued,
he said, because the operation has
proven successful and profitable
and there’s no reason to change,
although Robert Kintner, the net’!
prexy, may come up with some¬
thing new. Radio has a real future
because of the tiny sets being pow, ered by transistors.
“It’s still a
: vital force,” he said, “and the most
under-priced of all media.”

Brandt Re T0A

- Continued from page 5
dared: “We are convinced that the
arbitration plan, as written, fur¬
nishes a sound basis for better in¬
dustry self-regulation and it can
be broadened through the" opera¬
tion of such a system. Some have
been talking about using it as a
‘last resort.’ We have constantly
suggested that it should be tried
as a first resort.”
Brandt stressed that the high
film rentals and product shortage
that theatres have been experi¬
encing are -a direct result of di¬
vorcement,
competitive
bidding,
the elimination of block booking,
and a lack of industry arbitration.
“Insistence upon the arbitration
of film rentals,” he said, “only
serves to” aggravate the conditions
brought about by divorcement and
result in, even higher film rentals
and a film famine such as has
never been known.”
Brandt, pointing to the role of
TOA representatives in the pre¬
paration of the arbitration draft
and TOA’s traditional position of
opposing Government regulation,
said it would be “unwise to tor¬
pedo the constructive arbitration
efforts to date” and that arbitra¬
tion if given a chance, would
“create a sound basis for the be¬
ginning of better industry self¬
regulation.”
Referring to ITOA’s lone wolf
positioi^, Brandt said his outfit
was proud of its stand and point¬
ed to the fact that ITOA was
“alone in October, 1954” when it
wired the Dept, of Justice to per¬
mit the formerly-affiliated circuits
to enter production “as a means of
combatting the product shortage.”
“TOA has worked long and hard
for the establishment of intra-in¬
dustry machinery to settle trade
disputes,” Brandt stated. “It is now
in the position where it has the
power to get arbitration out of
drydock or scuttle it for several
years to come. We are hopeful that
it will continue its statesmanlike
approach to industry problems and
-advocate the former.”

RKO Campaign
~

Continued from page 7 - -.

sent out stills to the photo editors
of each paper and let them make
up the page as a picture page
themselves, thus giving it an edi¬
torial look.
TUrner reports the entire cam¬
paign
resulted
in
opening-day
grosses in key areas that exceeded
subsequent weekend grosses for
“Conqueror” in those spots and in
many case*; exceeded the entire
week’s gross for previous pjx at
the
same
houses.
The
entire
“package” as constituted uk the
“Conqueror” campaign will be
made available to other studios
and producers. All the newspapertv-radio space & time was bought
and paid for by RKO, and this
procedure would obtain at the
same rates for outsiders using the
package. As for RKO itself, Turner
said the “package” would be used
in the future, but only on highbudgeters which lend themselves
to this type of treatment.

Enroute to Zurich, Switzerland, to join his wife, Jennifer Jones, pro¬
ducer David O. Selznick stated in New York this week “there’s a good
chance” that “A Farewell to Arms” will be lensed in the Todd-AO
process.
That Selznick contemplated Todd-AO film-making in asso¬
ciation with Magna Theatres was reported in Variety last week. He
stated in followup that such a wide-gauge process is required,for new
version of “Arms” to “have greatness.” (It was first done by Para¬
mount in 1932).
He’ll return to the states next month, presumably
with more details.
As for his dissociation from RKCV Selznick.offered this explanation:
“We couldn’t get together in terms .of a program, of what I thought
I ought to do and what they thought I ought to do.” The “they” was in
reference to the RKO brass.
A bomb scare closed State Theatre at Saugus, Mass., last Friday (2)
night for 30 minutes as 200 patrons fled into the street after Harry
Golden, house manager, interrupted the feature, mrs. Zelma Rouleau,
theatre cashier, told police a man called the boxo’ffke at. 7:20 and in¬
quired if “you have a big crowd tonight.” She answered “fairly big,”
whereupon the man said: “Well, you had better get them out. The place
will be bombed at 7:30.”

Allied's Terms For Compo
; Continued from page 5 ;
before it .considers rejoining the in all probability make it impossible for contributors to . deduct
industry group.
Myers asserts that Allied’s orig¬ their contributions from the in¬
inal withdrawal notice, made Nov. come tax.”
Myers notes, too, that the action,,
14, 1955, outlined the reasons for
the board’s action at that time. “is a far cry from the intendment
“Certainly there was no mystery of the founders that this overriding
about Allied’s position that ‘changes organization should be soliciting Al¬
in personnel’ would be a condition lied members to disregard their
to Allied’s reentry into COMPO,” leaders and participate in and con¬
tribute, to projects which Allied
he noted.
Allied’s opposition to Coyne is has not approved.”
based on the fact that Coyne is al¬
leged to have gone over the heads
of the regional organizations and
their leaders, is reported to have
created sentiment against Allied’s immmmmmm Continued from page 4 =
*
appeal to COMPO for aid in the
toll-tv fight before the COMPO ex¬ screen), will receive 25% of the
ecutive committee could meet, and profits from the film. In addition,
supported a dues collection and Susskipd will receive a. producer's"*
tax campaign in the face of Allied’s fee and Aurthur a fee for his orig¬
opposition and before a COMPO inal story and screenplay. The
outcome of “Man Is Ten Feet Tall”
meeting could be held.
Allied, according to Myers, is ad¬ will determine future deals with
ditionally burned by the fact that Metro, according to Susskind.
Actual work on the film begins
COMPO elevated Coyne to the gov¬
erning committee in the face of next Monday (12) when director
Allied’s actions and sentiments. A Martin Ritt will put the performers
position on the triumvirate, Myers through their paces.for two weeks
Boris
states, “we had supposed could of dry rehearsal period.
only be filled by a. representative Kaufman, who. -lensed * “On the
of some constituent organization.” Waterfront” in New York, will be
Myers points out that Allied, was the man behind the camera on
also critical of the way COMPO’s “Man.” Sidney Meyer has been
“funds were being squandered.” signed as editor and Alex North
Noting that after the 1954 tax cam¬ will provide the musical score.
The cast will consist of Sidney
paign COMPO’s expenses averaged
John Cassavetes, Jack
more than $12,000 a month, Myers Portier,
Warden,
'Ruby Dee, and Kathleen
says that Allied’s representative on
the governing committee (Wilbur McGuire. Dick Sylvert will design
Snaper) had protested the “exces¬ the sets.
sive” expenditures. “But the man¬
agement paid no attention to. sug¬
gestions that the overhead be re¬
duced so that funds could be avail¬
able. when needed,” Myers stated.
■i
i i Continued from - page 7 i—
“As a result of all this, and despite
Allied’s opposition to a dues cam¬ acceptable, b.ut then find them¬
paign, Allied members are now be¬ selves in direct competish with
ing
solicited
to
pay dues . to what Hollywood inevitably can do
COMPO, an organization of which better. Attempts by European pro¬
Allied is not longer a member.”
ducers to kill two flies with one
Myers charges that the circular stone, i.e., create an original ver¬
accompanying the current pitch for sion with special footage shot for
coin is worded in such a way that oloseups with English lip-move¬
exhibitors cannot deduct the con¬ ments, tend to spoil the overall
tributions
from
their . income effect.
taxes.
On a previous occasion,
French output this year Is im¬
Myers says Allied succeeded in al¬ pressive and continues the quality
tering the pitch so that contribu¬ standard of last year, Kingsley felt,
tions were for all COMPO activi¬ He noted that, in the case of the
ties and not just a tax campaign. expensive
Cinemascope
tinters,
The present solicitation, according the risk of dubbing such films for
__«*.*.*..,*
to Myers,
bases its appeal solely the U. S. was considerable and
on the tax campaign which “raises might tend to cut the profit poten¬
1 a serious legal question and would tial to zero.

Metro Coin

U. S. Feels
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WATCH

THESE

FIRST

DATES!

NEW YORK—Capitol... SAN FRANCISCO—United Artists
LOS ANGELES—Wilshire ... BUFFALO—Loew’s ... DALLAS—Majestic
HOUSTON — Loew’s ... CLEVELAND—Loew’s Stillman
ATLANTA—Loew’s Grand .. t/DENVER—Paramount

... Plus saturation bookings In FloridaI
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Picture Grosses
KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 11)
wk). ’ Light $6,000. Last week,
$3,000.
Roxy (Durwood) 879; 75-$l) —
“World in My Corner" (U). Fair
$4,500. Holds. Last week, "For¬
ever Darling" (M-G)
(3d wk),
$3,500.
Tower, Uptown (Fox Midwest)
(2.100; .2,043;
65-85); — “Benny
Goodman Story” (U) (2d wk).
Sturdy $9,500. Last week, in these
two
houses . and
Fairway
and
Granada, $15,000.
Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest)
(700; 1,217; 65-85)—“World in My
Corner (U) and “Green Buddha
(Rep). Fairish $6,000. Last week,
coupled with Tower and Uptown.

‘Tattoo’ Terrif $21,000,
Toronto; ‘Picnic’ 1SG, 3d
Toronto, March 6.
Of new product, “Richard 1)1,”
In North American preem at heavy
tariff, is doing tumaway biz at
the 557-seat International, “Rose
Tattoo,” in a two-house combo,
heads the newcomers having the
big coin. It is terrific. “Picnic,” in
third frame, is right up there with
the leaders. Also hot is “There’s
Always
Tomorrow”
in
second
stanza. “Indian Fighter” is rated
good in second stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Circle, Towne (Taylor) (750; 693;
60-$l)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (2d
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarbor,
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
995; 694; 696; 994; 40-75)—“Texas
Lady” (RICO) and “Hell's Horizon”
(Col). Satisfactory $13,000. Last
week, “Naked Street” (UA) and
“Top Gun” (UA), $15,500.
Eglinton, University (FP) ■ (1,080; 1,556; 60-$l)—“Rose Tattoo”
(Par). Terrific $21,000. Last week,
“Glory” (RKO), $6,500 for 5 days.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; -fiO-Sl)—
“Last Frontier” (Col). Nice $13,500
Last week, “Hell on Frisco
Bay” (WB), same.
International (Taylor)
(557;
$1.50-$2)—“Richard III’” (London
Films).
Turnaway $7,000.
Last
w'eek, “Camille” (M-G) (reissue)
(3d wk), $2,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)—
“Indian Fighter” (UA) (2d wk).
Good $11,000. Last week, $14,000
Odecn (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.?5)
—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) .(11th
.wk). Swell $12,000. Last week,
same. ’
Shea's
(FP)
(2,373;
60-$l)—
“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk).
Wham
$19,000. Last week, $21,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$ 1)—
“Therl’s Always Tomorrow” (U)
(2d wk). Fine $8,500. Last week.
$10,500.

$2

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from .page 11)
“Come Next Spring” (Rep). Lean
$10,000.
Last week, “Goodman
Story” (U) (4th wk), $10,000.
Stanton (SW) (.1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) (7 th wk).
Strong $13,000. Last week, ditto.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
“Sheep Has Five Legs” (UMPO)
(5th wk). So-so $2,500. Last week,
$3,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—“Rose TaTtoo” (Par) (6th wk).
Rousing >$10,000 or near. Last
week, $12,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“Never Say Goodbye” (U). Happy
$15,000. Last week, “There's Al¬
ways 'Tomorrow” (U)
(2d wk)
$7,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 93$1.50) — “Littlest Outlaw” (BV)
(5th wk). Okay $4,700. Last week,
$5,000.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 10)
and “Cross Channel” (Rep)
wk).
Oke $6,000.
Last w:
$8,500.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Lilt
Outlaw”
(BV) (5th wk).
IN
, $4,000. Last week, $5,800.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1.800;
$ 1..°5)—“Never Say Goodbye”
and “Twinkle In God’s Eye” (R
Slim $4,500. Last week, “Ret
Jack Slade” (AA) and “The V
riors” <AA), $5,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600'
$1.35)—“Picnic” (Col). Great $
kast wee^. “Lone Rant
(WB) and “Spy Chasers” </
$5,600.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400;
$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par)
“Flame Of Islands” (Rep).
H
$10,000. Last week, "Golden V
(UA) and “Top Gun” (UA) (3d i
$9,000.

‘PICNIC’ LOUD $23,000,
PROV.; ‘B.G.’ HEP 8G, 2D
Providence, March 6.
Loew's. State is having a real
“Picnic,” and leads a fairly active
town with smash take.. Holdovers
are still doing big biz in third sesh
with “Rose Tattoo” at Strand and
“Benny Goodman Story” in sec¬
ond at RKO Albee. Majestic is
swinging low with “Our Miss
Brooks.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-851—
“Goodman Story” (U) and “Lady
Godiva” (U) (2d wk). Nice $8,000.
First sesh was $13,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-85)—
"Our Miss Brooks” (WB)
and
“Steel Jungle” (WB). Slow $6,500.
Last week, “Lone Ranger” (WB),
$13,500.
State (Loew) (3,200;
75-$l)—
“Picnic” (Col). Strongest play in
city, soeko $23,000. Last week,
"Last Hunt” (M-G) and “It’s A
Dog’s Life” (M-G), $10,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 7090)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk).
Still smash at $8,000. Second was
$11,500.

‘Picnic’ Boff $21,000 In
Denver; ‘B. G.’ Lusty 12G
Denver, March 6.
"Picnic” is easily topping the
city currently, with a wow take in
second week at the Denver. It con¬
tinues. Also holding again is “The
Conqueror,” sharp in current (2d)
round at Orpheum* “Benny Good¬
man Story” is sturdy in first hold¬
over stanza at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
"Man Who Never Was”" (20th).
Fairly good $12,000 or under. Hold¬
ing. Last week, “Helen of Troy”
(WB) (4th wk), $10,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
—“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U).
Slow $6,000. Last week, “Court
Jester” (Par) (3d wk), $7,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; ^ 60-$l)—
“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Socko
$21,000.- Stays on. Last week, $24,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
75-$l)—
“Maddalena” (IFE). Fairish $2,000.
Last week, “Dance Little Lady”
(Indie), same.,
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
“Conqueror” (RKO) (2d wk). Fine
$13,000. Last week, $25,000.
Paramount
(Wolfgang)
(2,200;
60-$l)—"Benny Goodman Story”
(U) and “Dig That Uranium” (AA)
(2d wk). Bangup $12,000 or better.
Last weekj $19,000.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 10)

‘Outlaw’ Sturdy $10,000,
Indpls.; ‘Picnic’ 12G, 2d
Indianapolis, March 6.
A mild weather over the week¬
end helped most firstruns to good
biz here this stanza. The standout
still is “Picnic” in-its second week
at Loew’s, where it is good enough
to hold again. “The Conqueror” is
oke in a second week at the Indi¬
ana.
“Littlest Outlaw” is doing
nicely at the Circle as only new
entry at the big houses.
Estimates for This Week
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2,800;
50-85)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) and
“Last
of Desperadoes”
(Indie).
Pleasing $10,000.
Last week,
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) and “Good
Die Young” (Indie), $5,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-951—
“Conqueror” (RKO) (2d wk). Okay
$9,000 after $14,000 opener.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-$1.10)—
“Benny Goodman Story” (U) (4th
wk). Off to $4,500 at end of highly
profitable run. Last week, $8,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-95)—
"Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Great $12,000 on top of $14,500 opener.
Lyric
(C-D)
(1,600;
50-75)—
“Grapes of Wrath” (20th) and “To¬
bacco Road” (20th) (reissues).
Okay $5,000.
Last week, “Un¬
tamed Mistress” Indie) and “Two
Gun Lady” (Indie), $4,500.

U’s ‘Special’ Division
(No Feud With Rank)
Resuming Its Activity
Universal’s special films division,
which has been inactive for more
than a year, is moving into gear
again. The division^ charged with
the sale of distribution*of offbeat
films with the concentration mainly
on J. Arthur Rank Organization
entries, has taken on two Rank
films for. release in the United
States and i% also considering sev¬
eral other' properties from the
British film-maker.
Without; a Rank or any other
special film since “High and Dry,”
the Universal unit,, under the di¬
rection of Harry Fell'erman, is now
busily engaged in lining up dates
for "Touch and Go” and “Simon
and Laura.” Latter'stars Kay Ken¬
dall, who clicked in "“Genevieve.”
Two other Rank films—“Alligator
Named Daisy” and “Jumping for
Joy”—are also being considered by
U, but no decision on these films
have been made as yet.
Universal execs insist that the
company “is not fighting with the
Rank organization.” It’s stressed
that U screens everything that the
British outfit has to offer and
when it sees a picture it thinks
has possibilities^ for the U.S. mar¬
ket, it takes it on immediately and
gives the picture the utmost in
sales and promotional value. All
the pictures are screened by N.Y.
and Coast executives of the com¬
pany and then a vot? is taken.
“After the vote, there is no second
guessing,” a U exec declared.
Except for the new entries, the
U special division has no more
Rank pictures to sell because the
British company has peddled most
of its top films—including all the
Alec Guinness pictures and “Gen¬
evieve”—to U.S. tv interests.
The U special division, it’s noted,
is seeking films from all countries.
Universal has already acquired two'
German films—“Ludwig II” and
“Portrait of An Unknown Woman.”
Both films are currently being
dubbed into English at the Coast
studio. No sales plans have been
set for the pictures as yet, but it
appears likely that they will be
distributed via the company’s spe¬
cial films division.

90-$ 1.25) — “Diabolique” (UMPO)
(3d wk). Okay $4,500. Last week,
$6,000.
Cinerama
(Cinerama
Produc¬
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (28th wk).
Great $20,000. Last week, ditto.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Prisoner” (Col) (7th wk).
Oke
$3,000. Last week, $4,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—
“Court Jester'’ (Par) and “River
Changes” (WB). Neat $9,000. Last
week, ‘.‘Song of South” (BV) and
“Sardinia” (Indie), $12,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 70-$1.25)
—“Carousel” (20th) (3d wk). Sec¬
ond week ended Monday (5) hit
hefty $30,000. First week, $53,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (1,700; 60$1)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk).
Sturdy $12,000. Last week, $22,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—“Court Jester” (Par) and “River
Changes”
(WB).
Slick
$16,000.
Denver Dailies Contests
Last week, “Song of South” (BV)
and “Sardinia” (Indie), $24,000.
Denver, March 6.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)
Always
competitive,
Denver’s
—“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk).
Torrid two dailies are running film con¬
$25,000. Last week, $44,000.
tests with sizable prizes in both
State
(Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)— instances.
“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Lofty $16.Denver Post, evening, is run1
000. Last week, $31,000.
inings a “Moviegoer-of-the-Month”'
\contest, which requires the entrant
Comanche’ Tex. Debut to state ip 25 words or less: "Go¬
ing to theunovies is my best enter¬
Fort Worth, March 6.
tainment value because.”
There
Premiere of "Comanche,” United is one prize in this, a five-day all¬
Artist release starring Dana An¬ expense trip I to Hollywood, via
drews and Linda Cristal, is to be plane.
\
held here at the Worth Theatre on
Rocky Mountain News, morning,
March 15. Film was produced by is back with their “Oscar Contest,”
Carl Kreuger who also wrote the an annual affair. To win the con¬
story. George Sherman directed the testant must come the closest to
picture, which was shot in Mexico. picking the Oscar winners. First
It is in CinemaScope and DeLuxe prize is $250; second is a year's
color.
pass to any Denver theatre; third,
It will have Easter Week book¬ six months’ pass; fourth, three
ings throughout Interstate and Fox months’ pass, with a hundred
West Coast theatres.
passes to next hundred.
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Drive-Ins Revive Live Talent
Continued from page
the hillbilly stars go to the con¬
cession area at intermission and
after the show to sign autographs,
a practice that has resulted in a
great increase in concession reve¬
nue.
As a result of the development of
the drive-in during the past decade
and the use of P. T. Barnuin exploi¬
tation techniques, drive-in opera¬
tors—many of them new to the
motion picture field—are demand¬
ing their rightful place as showmen
and as important cogs of the amuse¬
ment industry.
(This theme was
stressed at the recent National Al¬
lied Drive-in Convention in Cleve¬
land.)
While speakers warned that the
drive-in field was not a place for
"the man looking for the fast
buck,” they nevertheless stressed
the importance of building up the
atmosphere and spirit of the oldtime carnival. It was pointed out
that this can be achieved without
“girlie shows, sex shows or allnight shows.”
In a -clinic devoted to exploita¬
tion, David Cheatham, operator of
the Moon-Glow Drive-In, declared:
“No where else in the world can
one get so much entertainment for
so little as in the drive:in.”
He
listed the many advantages and the
unique appeal the drive-in held for
family audiences. They include in¬
formal dress, an incentive for the
farmer, laboring man, and house¬
wife (some women-shell peas while
watching the picture); free admis¬
sion for children ‘ under 12; no..
baby sitting problem; no parking
problem; smoke when and' where
you please; privacy (each car is its
own theatre), and opportunity for
providing entertainment of the
physically handicapped.
The drive-in, it was pointed, also
has become the center of holiday
entertainment. Cheatham stressed
the necessity for the use of. fire¬
works during the holiday period.
“It can be your best means of ad¬
vertising,” he said.

Lights Vfery Vital
The importance the drive-in has
assumed was further demonstrated
by the attention paid to the op¬
erators by General Electric Co.
which invited the delegates to its1
Nela Park plant near Cleveland to.
demonstrate various aspects of
drive-in lighting.
It was emphaized at the Nela Park session that
“light is the only medium which
the drive-in theatre operator has
at his disposal for on-the-spot ad¬
vertising of his theatre/’ The im¬
portance of lighting the landscap¬
ing was stressed and how shrubs
and flowers in front of the ozoner
fence can be silhouetted by *lamps
and other floodlighting units to
create “a very pleasing picture
instead of not being seen at all.”
Drive-ins in 10 years have be¬
come modern plants and are a far
cry . from once-frowned-upon “pas¬
sion pits” of the earlj/ days. It was
noted at the convention “that over
90% of business you do in your the-atre is made up of families, of hus¬
bands and wives and their kids—
good clean citizens who deserve the
very best of treatment and the very
best of product.”
Horace Adams, convention key¬
noter, declared: “From historical
standpoint we have come a long
way. Not only that, but we have
given to the field of exhibition new
blood because, strange as it might
seem, a large percentage of drive-'
in theatre operators are men who
were never engaged in the field of
exhibition before. Therefore they
have done things differently than
the conventional theatre operator
and, I firmly believe, have added
new spice, zest, vigor and intelli¬
gence to the exhibition field.”

Hot Dogs Not Enough
The warning that “unless you
modernize and stay ahead of other
businesses you may come to the
point where you have to close your
drive-in” was given the outdoor
operators by Edward Lider, in
charge of concessions for the Yamins Theatres of New England. He
emphasized that the concessions
stands were "not just hot dog
stands any more” and that drive-in
required modern and clean food
purveying facilities. He told how
the improvement in concessions fa¬
cilities had enabled drive-ins in
financial difficulties “to bounce
back.”
In speaking of the im¬
portance of keeping consession
buildings comfortable, Lider said
that "as air-conditioning becomes

l

a factor in homes and cars it will
become a factor at drive-ins.”
“There is no limit to what you
can sell,” he said. It was urged
that anyone who has the room avail¬
able should try merchandising “anv
quality item.”
y

Film Reviews

■

» Continued from page 6

Kettles In the Ozarks
less type who has kept Una Mer¬
kel on the matrimonial fence for
years, as well as ridding his
broken-down acres of some city
bootleggers who have set up in
competition with traditional Ozarkian-distilled moonshine.
Whatever is possible to be made
of the Kay Lenard screen story is
done so by Charles Lamont’s di¬
rection and the Richard Wilson
production is filled with the tum¬
bled trappings that trademark the
“Kettle” pix. Miss Main does what
she can to sustain the Ma Kettle
character and Hunnicutt does Un¬
cle Sedge to the point of ennui.
Miss -Merkel has her good mo¬
ments. 'Fed de Corsia, head of
the city crooks; Olive Sturgess,
dimpled eldest daughter of the
junket to the Ozarks; Richard Eyer,
another
offspring,
and
David
O’Brien, harassed train conductor,
are other featured players.
Lensing and
other technical
work is standard.
Brog.

20

Dark River
(ARGENTINE)
Beatings and rape/ ultimate
rebellion . in a labor camp.
Morbid Argentine import for
exploitation market.
Times Film Corp. release pf Rugi del
Carrii prodUcUon. Fe^tute^ del Carril,
Adriana 'Benetti, Gloria Ferrandez. Raul
del Valle. Directed Hy. del Carril. Screen¬
play. and. story, Eduardu BorTas; Camera.
Jose Mana Beltran; music,. Tito Rlbero;
S^fal
director.
Prudenolc ■ Giminez;
English titles, Herman Weinberg. . Prevlewed N.Y., Feb. 23, '56. Running time,
88 ■ MINS«
Santos Peralta.. Hugo del Carril
Rufino Peralta . Pedro Laxalt
Paraguaya . Gloria Ferrandez
Barreito . Raitf del Valle
Amelia .... Adriana Benetti

(In Spanish; English Titles)
Violence, rape and' excessive
brutality are the halmarks of
“Dark River,” an Argentine im¬
port which Times Film Corp, is
distributing in the U.S. This is ex¬
ploitable fare for certain houses
which specialize in “sensatidnal”
pix, but the film is far too morbid
and -sadistic to find bookings more
generally.
Presumably the time of the
story is of a fairly recent period,
for a'comparatively modern steam¬
er takes a motley group of labor¬
ers up an Argentine river to toil
at a Paraguayan tea plantation.
Here the workers—both. men and
women—are beaten and reyiled by
bestial overseers at the bidding of
one man who proclaims, “I am the
boss,” This kind of slavery ex¬
isted until 1911 in the hemp fields
of Yifcatan; Mexico, but it’s hard
to accept that such slavery could
exist today.
Naturally there’s a limit to
which even these oppressed work¬
ers can be pushed. So after over¬
seer Raul del Valle rapes defense¬
less Adriana Benetti, Pedro Laxalt
is savagely lashed for attempting
to aid Gloria Ferrandez and sev¬
eral laborers are slain for infrac¬
tions. of discipline, the workers
form a union and rise up against
the barbarians. It goes without
saying that handsome Hugo del
Carril and Miss Benedetti escape
down the river, free to launch a
new life elsewhere.
Producer del Carril, aside from
somberly portraying a role as a
key worker, directed with a heavy
hand. Overall gloominess of the
Eduardo Borras' story and screen¬
play is further accented by the
low key photography of Jose Maria
Beltran. Sandwiched between the
film’s misery are two songs by
Samuel
Aquayo
and
Mauricio
Cardoso Champo. Titled “Nights
of Paraguay” and “Dark Enchant¬
ress,” they’re so-so tunes and do
little to relieve the anguish gen¬
erated by the yarn.
Despite the grimness of her
part, Miss Benetti manages to. dis¬
play a wistful and appealing de¬
meanor. Laxalt, as del Carril’s
brother, is suitably fatalistic ifi
light of the circumstances he's
confronted with while Miss Fer¬
randez registers as a pathetic pros¬
titute in search of something bet¬
ter. Del Valle makes it look real¬
istic as the rapist whose payoff
is a violent death at the hands of
del Carril.
Herman Weinberg’s
English titles are adequate.
Gilb.
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SHOWMANSHIP TO
MATCH SENSATIONAL
“FORBIDDEN PLANET”!
THE ROBOT: The amazing mechanical
Robot has made personal appearances
with Anne Francis on the Perry Como
^Show, NBC-TV network. It appeared also
on "Today” the Garroway Show, NBC
network and has made personal appear¬
ances in Chicago and Cleveland.
GIANT TIE-UP: In 80 million Quaker
Oats cereal boxes, a free ticket for a child
under 12 when accompanied by paying
adult. Vast campaign by Quaker. Oats
Company in magazines, radio, TV, Sun¬
day comics, supplements, etc*. •
NATIONAL ADVERTISING: "Picture
of the Month” column in leading national
magazines. Full page ads in all leading fan
magazines.
8-FOOT LOBBY STANDEE: Eye-stop¬
ping figure similar to the one at the left
of Robby, the Robot, a great ticket-seller
for lobbies.

STARRING

WALTER PIDGEON-ANNE FRANCIS * LESLIE NIELSEN
wmsiras
ROBOT, THE ROBOT' cWlhume

.A.

IASED ON A STORY IT IRVINS BLOCK AND ALIEN AOLEI

PH0In_„

DIRECTED BK

TRAILER: There's showmanship in every
foot of the mass-appeal trailer. Unique!
Different!

PRODUCED BY

Bwi ■ FRED McLEOD WILCOX ■ NICHOLAS NAYFACK • ...‘I,™
in CinemaScope AND COLOR

PRESS BOOK: Here’s a real opportunity
to pack your house, using the high-powered
press book filled with ticket-selling appeal.

(Available In Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

JO

VT&sreff
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James Hill 'Full Partner’
Hub Exhibs Re $50 Sunday Fee:
Outwardly an Exhib Break, Par s
In Hecht-Lancaster Corp.
‘Its a Tax Thai Should Go Away
‘Security Plan’ Draws Criticism

Hollywood, March. G.
James Hill has joined HechtLancaster Productions as executive
producer and “full fledged part¬
Much to the dissatisfaction off-1
ner,” Harold Hecht disclosed at a
press conference here yesterday
tome exhibitors, in an apparent
O'Malley Vice Sheehan (Mon.). Hill has been associated
paradox, Paramount Is offering a
Chicago, March 6.
with H-L on a per-picture basis in
full year’s lineup of pictures to
Lt. Edward O’Malley has
past.
been named head of the Chi¬
certain small accounts on a flat
At the same time Hecht added
cago
Police Censor uhit, which
further details on the independent
rental basis. Film company is call¬
includes the civilian police
company’s
global
film - making
ing the program a “security plan”
censor board, replacing Cap¬
plans, which call for a product
—meaning assurance to the theatain
Ignatius
J.
Sheehan.
*
program
to
cost,
he
said,
$31,000,-.
treowner of a product supply over
Capt. Sheehan has been
000 over the next three years. The
an extended period.
placed in command of a dis¬
intent is to combine foreign talent
That some exhibs are squawking
trict police station.
with Hollywood names -as a means
Is a puzzler, on the surface, for
of giving films a “new. vitality and
the reason that numerous owners
freshness.” ,
have been asking for a steady flow
Also at the press confab, Burt
of
pictures
on
non-percentage
’Lancaster revealed he’ll devote his
terms. However, the beef being
full
time to H-L after work on
heard is that Par’s “security plan”
two more pictures for producer Hal
cuts the outfit’s selling expenses
Wallis,
namely “Gunfight at the
but provides the exhib no oppor¬
OK Corrall” and “The Rainmaker.”
tunity for any adjustment of rental
In addition to starring in some
terms after the run of the pictures.
H-L films he plans to ;take a more
In other words, the exhib pays the
active role on the executive end.
price regardless of whether any
While the unit is free to affiliate
>articular pic proves a boxoffice
with-any distributor, “we are very
emon.
partial
to United Artists” and will
The man who helped write the
Theatremen in non-competitive
continue this association, said Lan¬
situations are eligible to buy the Production Code now says it’s a
caster.
confusing document that “has not
Par full-year roster.
been bettered from time to time,
particularly in recent years, as it
might have been.”
Writing in America, the Catho¬
lic weekly, Tradespaperman Mar¬ —_^ Continued from pace 4
tin J. Quigley deplores the addi¬
“Forever Darling” (M-G) managed
National Theatres last week got tion to the basic Code of restric¬ to land in eighth spot albeit quite
the green light to produce, distrib¬ tions and taboos “not based on a b.o. disappointment.
ute and show pictures in the Cine- moral principles, but rather on
“All That Heaven Allows” (U)
miracle process.
Federal Judge policy and expediency.” This, he
captured ninth place. It was fourth
Sylvester J. .Ryan in N. Y. signed said, .“inevitably added to the con¬
in January. “Littlest Outlaw” (B,V)
fusion
confronting
a
person
who
the order, subject to the restric¬
wound up 10th. “Lone Ranger”
tions outlined in the NT petition witft the document in hand tries
(WB) and “Diabolique” (UMPO)
which, two weeks ago, won Justice to find out where the Code begins
round out the Golden. Dozen .in
and ends.”
Dept, approval as reported.
thatorder., “Bottom of Bottle”
Quigley,
complains
that
the
Following the five-and-a-half year
period of exclusivity. National is re¬ Code today enjoys, “such a high, (20th), which suffered apparently
from
the
title, and. “Trouble With
quired to hand out a non-exclusive degree of determined and even
license for Cinemiracle production aggressive support that proposals Harry” (Par)' were the two runnerup
films.
to any applicant on the basis of for remedying obvious deficiences,
Besides “Picinic,” “The Con¬
“reasonable” royalty. Furthermore, omissions and confusions in the
it must license the patents for the supporting document have met queror” (RKO),. “Carousel” (20th)
manufacture, lease and sale of only with stony-faced disinterest.” .“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) and
Cinemiracle exhibition equipment. Quigley deplores the tendency to “Rose Tattoo” loom as the most
As for distribution, the order look on the Code “somewhat as an formidable newcomers* for popu¬
feay.s .National can distribute, or occult and mysterious formula larity at the wickets this /month.
have distributed, the 16 Cinemir¬ whose useful spell would disap¬ “Picnic” did better than “Here To
acle films for two years following pear in a flash if one jot or tittle Eternity” (Col) business in many
keys opening weeks, and looks to
termination of the period of ex¬ were altered.”
clusivity. After that,, it may trans¬
This, however, he adds, isn’t al¬ be one of Columbia’s biggest grossfer the entire control of distribu¬ together for the bad since “many ers this year.
tion to others.
“Conqueror” did zowie trade its
of those who have shared the
Code’s
benefits
may
not
be first week out in circulation to cop
equipped with a sufficiently cog¬ second place in national standings
ent understanding of its under¬ this final session of February.
lying moral principles to initiate, “Cry,” which had been playing
or even with reasonable certitude only in three, or four keys until the
pass upon, proposals to amend it.” last week of the past month, spurt¬
Chicago. March 6.
The Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier
Quigley states his opinion that ed ahead to terrific takes. “Car¬
nuptials next month in Monaco are “it would seem logical that in any ousel,” playing in six keys in final
to be theatre-televised in the tiny question of amending the Code, week, cashed in on its 55m pro¬
principality and fed to Eurovision’s recourse should, be had to the cess with sock to mighty takes in
continental tv hookup by Tele- source from w'hich the Code came most of the dates.
“Rose Tattoo,” .with the stimulus
Monte-Carlo, its sole tele station. in the first place.”
Article notes the attacks on the of many Academy nominations last
Plans were disclosed by TMC man¬
week,
also shapes as a very big
Code
in
which,
says
Quigley,
“the
ager Rene Lescieux in a transAtlantic phone conversation with familiar arguments about invasion b.o. contender. It was third the
last
February
round. It, too, had
Joe Marty Jr., Admiral Corp. exec. of the right of free expression and
Since the Prince’s homeland has embarrassment to creative effort been held back by having only
three
or
four
test engagements.
only 5,000 video sets, “several” were heard and tiresomely re¬
Monte Carlo theatres will wide¬ peated.” Motion Picture Assn, of Film still is playing in N.Y., now
being
in
its
13th
week. “Last Hunt”
screen.telecast to “pacify the thou¬ America committee is currently
sands anxious to see the event,” studying possible Code revisions. (M-G) looms as contender for con¬
siderable
coin.
It.
took ninth the
There’s no reference to this in the
Lescieux said.
article. Quigley, in the past, has final session of the month.
been generally considered one of
“Never Say Goodbye” (U) rang¬
the most rigid adherents to “his” ed from good to nice on some of.
Code and opposed to changes. its initial play dates. “Song . of
Views expressed by him in Amer¬ South” (BV) opened up sock in
ica would indicate a new line of Boston. “Man Who Never Was”
(20th), on ,the other hand, Was un¬
"Sins of the Borgias,” French thinking.
kindly characterized by several
import distributed in the United
exhibitors.
States by Aidart, which is a di¬
vision of United Artists, has been
“At Gunpoint” (AA), ninth in
branded with a “C” rating by the
January, added additional coin
National Legion of Decency.
during the month, finishing as a
Catholic reviewing group bases
Litigation involving the process¬ runner-up pic one week. “Hell on
its “condemned” classification on ing of “Hannah Lee,” a 3-D color Frisco Bay” (WB), which was 12th
these grounds: “The theme of this picture, was settled Monday (5) in in the previous month,, also man¬
film Is of low moral tone through¬ N. Y. Supreme Court following aged some nice money, landing
out and in treatment it is replete trial before Justice Harold Stevens. seventh one .session. “Fantasia”
with serious offensiveness in cos¬ Pathe Laboratories sued Jack Bro¬ (BV), out in release again, did
tuming and situations. Further¬ der, Broder Productions, Reelart fantastic biz at the arty Normandie
more, religious practices are pre¬ Pictures and Hannah Lee Produc¬ in N.Y. the first few1 weeks.'
sented in such a way as to misrep¬ tions Inc. for $109,291 claiming
“Three Bad Sisters” (UA) was
resent ecclesiastical procedure.” that Broder and the three firms anything but good in most keys.
(One Borgia became a Pope, was .failed to pay their lab bill on the “Oklahoma” (Magna) did Its usual
poisoned).
film.
Defendants counterclaimed big trade in the three or four keys
This is the first UA picture to
for $1,000,000 on the ground that where now playing. “There’s Al¬
be given the “C” rap since the re¬
Pathe was negligent in processing ways Tomorrow” (U) was nice on
lease of “Moon Is Blue” a couple the prints.
several engagements last month.
of years ago.
Terms of the settlement, accord¬ "Last Command” (Rep) was satis¬
ing to a stipulation filed with the factory likewise in several keys.

If Amending Code,
Quigley Says: Dse
Original Authors

{

CINEMIRACLE’S COURT
OKAY FOR 16 FILMS

Monaco to See Wedding
On Theatre Television

‘C’ for Sinning Borgia

‘Goodman’ Biz

4

Nabes at Peace With IATSE
Albany, March 6.
Signing by Jules Perlmutter of a
contract with Projectionists Local
324, IATSE, ended picketing main¬
tained at the Paramount since its
reopening last Decoration Day,
and at the Royal since its relight¬
ing Jan. 1. .
Agreement for the neighborhood
houses, which put them in the
same category with the Eagle and
Colonial (open nights only, except
weekends), will take effect March
11.
Perlmutter operates Para¬
mount and Royal on lease.

Home-Toll Video:
No Real Answers
Until Tried-Lee
Fourpoint program to test the
acceptability-of home-toll television

Boston,, March 6.
A move by the State of Massa¬
chusetts to reimpose’ the $50 a

year Sundky licensing fee, which
went out when “prior” censorship
was ruled unconstitutional, is be¬
ing fought by theatre men here.
The state is losing $43,000 a year
in revenue, Raymond J. Lord, as¬
sistant *to the Public Safety Com¬
missioner, told a Legislative Com¬
mittee at the State House.
Department is seeking to restore
this.. fee without the censorship
provision comparing it to fee paid
on juke boxes and other Sunday
entertainment in public places, but
Frank C. iydon, representing - Al¬
lied Theatres of New England, ob¬
jected that proposed Sunday charge
was. a tax and not a license fee.
He said, “The department per¬
forms no services in return.”
In the meantime, the juke box
operators, through : the Eastern
Massachusetts
Music
Operators
Assn., have., filed a bill to knock
.out the $50 Sunday licensing fee
or jukes.

Family Fix
Continued from page 5
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is suggested by Robert E. Lee of
-day—it’s bomparing plums to pine¬
the Federal Communication Com¬ apples.”
mission in the current issue of
It’s generally thought that, the
Look Magazine. Lee says the only quality of television “situational”
series does not match the excel¬
way in which the issue can be setlence of, for example, the old
fled is. “by putting the show on the “Andy Hardy” series which, man^
road and letting the boxoffice tell believe, best presented the Amer¬
ican family scene without the comic
the tale.”
Recommends Lee: (1) FCC ap¬ and slapstick exaggerations of the
tv
shows. -Video shows invariably
prove toll-tv on a broad basis, leav¬
ing choice of system to the en¬ deteriorated into pie-throwing epi¬
sodes
because of the necessity of
trepreneur.
(2) FCC apply tem¬
porary restrictions “until we know coming up with new gimmicks
every
week
The American father,
where we are going.” (3) Permit
pay-tv to go on long enough “to depicted as a lovable nincompoop,
is
the
stereotyped
foil, a far cry
truly test public reaction.” (4) Al¬
low stations to drop the system “if from the understanding and wise
Judge
Hardy.
Even
so, film pro¬
they find to their own satisfaction
that it does not fill a market need ducers think the cycle is over for
theatres.
in their own area.”
Another victim of the television
In putting out the advance on
age has been the low-budget west¬
the article, Look Mag noted that ern which video has adopted as its
the disclosure by an FCC mem^
own.. The. major film companies
ber of his views on an issue are no longer grinding out the
currently
before - the
Commis¬
Hopalong Cassidy, Gene Autry, Roy
sion is highly unusual.” In his own
Rogers, Charles Starrett, and Bill
piece, ’Lee said the opinions ex¬ Elliot westerns. Even Republic,
pressed were strictly his own.
which up to a few years ago could
Lee believes only way to obtain
be depended on for several Rex
the answers to all the questions Allens or Monty Hale oaters, have
about fee-tv was to “give paid tv a
abandoned these to join the list
trial. - If investors are willing to
of . “big” picture makers. To be
gamble the huge sums that paid tv
sure, the film companies are .con¬
will require, why not let them tinuing to make westerns, for they
make the attempt and put a lot of are popular in foreign countries as
people to work?” he asked, adding
well as in the U. S. However, the
that “Six months might, give us the
oater has taken on a new dimen¬
answer.”
sion. They are becoming (1) more
authentic and (2) perhaps more
sociological in the depiction of
America’s early west. A 1956 west¬
ern ’ carries a substantial budget
.and, as a result, has a potential of
several millions worldwide. In this
Hollywood, March 6.
category are such films as "High
Eighth annual Screen Writers Noon,” “Shane,” “The Last Hunt,”
awards dinner, to be held at Bev¬ and the upcoming “The Searchers.”
Exhibitors, in their new outcry,
erly Hilton hotel Thursday night,
are not calling for series pictures,
is sold out reports Ivan Goff, gen¬ per se. What they want are films
eral chairman Of the event. Final that particularly appeal to the en¬
rehearsals Of show are under way tire American family, for they feel
that this group still is the back¬
now, in charge of producer-direc¬
bone of the picture business. They
tor Edmund Hartmann.
point to the development of the
Talent lined up for the event drive-in in the U. S. and its de¬
includes Walter Abel, Ben Alexan¬ pendence on the family trade
der, James Backus, Julie Bennett, which, it's said, accounts for 90%
Hans Conreid, Dan Dailey, Joel A producer who can make a good
Friend, George Gobel, Allyn Jos- family picture, it’s stressed, can
Tyn, Marvin Kaplan', Sid Melton, make his coin in the U. S. market
Ed Preston, Jack-Prince, Pat Stan¬ without worrying about the foreign
ley, Sid Tomack, Jack Webb and return.
Jonathan Winters.
Buddy BregAmong'current films still draw¬
man repeats his chores as musical ing the family audiences are the
director,, and Al White Jr. handles Martin & Lewis films, the Abbott
the choreo.
& Costellos (although not to the
George Jessel will be the key¬ extent of previously), the afore¬
note speaker and will present all mentioned “Francis” and “Kettles”
awards except the Laurel Award films, and many of the Walt Disney
for Achievement, to be presented entries. “The Bowery Boys” i* an¬
^
by Dan Taradash, prexy of the other continuing item.
screen writers branch of Writers
Guild of America-West.
Laurel
award goes to the screenwriter
who over a period of years has
court, call for Broder et al to pay
made outstanding contributions to
Pathe $50,000 over a three-year
Col's Regular Divvy
his industry and profession and
period. In addition, Pathe is re¬
Columbia Pictures board yester¬ advanced the literature of the mo¬
■ a A IIIII Will Mlieib HALL
quired to extend a $50,000 credit day (Tues.) declared regular quar¬ tion picture.
Rockefeller Center
to Broder to be used over a similar terly dividend of 30c per share on
Aiding Hartmann in creating the
WILLIAM HOLDEN k
three-year period. Released three outstanding common stock and
skits are Danny Arnold, Herb Ba¬
PICNIC
years ago, “Lee” was produced by also on common stock voting trust
ker, Johnny Burke, I. A. L. Dia¬
mft KIM NOVAK
the Broder outfit and starred Mac- certificates.
mond, Jack Douglas, Hal Kanter,
n-**m ROSALIND RUSSELL
donal d Carey, Joanne Dru and
Melon is payable April 30 to Joe Quillan, Dean Riesner and
A Cofembta rktwr*
I John Ireland.
stockholders of record March 30.
Jonathan Winters.

SCREEN WRITERS
DINNER SOLD 100%

MUTUALLY COMPROMISE
PATHE-BRODER SUITS

Twf Hollywood

Kni<K£RBO<KER

New York Theatre

It’s the nature of the human animal to be intrigued
by that glimpse of goings-on behind the fence...
and lured by the sights you give from your shows.
The more you show the more they’ll go.
Sq, keep on showing and selling with all the tools,
tricks and techniques of showmanship. You’ll find
’em at your N.S.S. Exchange!
IMHOMI

C7iem
SERVICE
ffyeen
p/t/zFMBr of mftmusmr
l 7 PfUZFMBr,
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radio-television

Schwartzs It Was a Tough fight,
Mom’ on Donning Producer Mantle
By LEONARD TRAUBE
It was a case of producer versus
composer when Arthur Schwartz
After directing 131 plays in the
got himself involved in the t'ilm“Studio One” CBS-TV series, Paul
usical edition of Maxwell Ander¬ Nickel 1 earns a “breather” with
son’s “High Tor” as this Satur-. the staging chore on “20th Cen¬
day’s 110)toFord “Star Jubilee” en¬ tury,” the April entry on “Ford
Jubilee.”
Nickell
leaves
try on CBS-TV. Schwartz, in New Star
this week for his initial tv assign¬
York this week for a quickie from
ment on the Coast.
the Coast where he’s been work¬
Xiekell’s first network show was
ing on two other “Jubilee” shows, for “Studio One” Nov. 7, 1948.
says that the impresario won out
over the tunesmith when the chips
were down, that taste and overall
production got the nod over such
matters as songplugging and re¬
prises to insure a hit parader or
two, although “Tor” embraces as
many “sing it again” motiffs as
logic aPows. Still, it was “a'tough
fight, Mom,” and whether the
double duty worked out will be de¬
cided by the viewers.
With “Tor,” starring Bing Cros- .
by, Schwartz had his first pro getOne of the keys to ABC-TV’s
together with Anderson,, latter the ! vast improvement in the ratings
lyricist-librettist for h?s 1939 legit
er, although the ASCAP’er and sweepstakes this season has been
the playwright have long formed a the remarkable upbeat of its New
mutual admiration society.
The York flagship, WABC-TV. The sta¬
duo and Der Single have a three- tion. for years one of the weakest
way divvy on the residuals of links in the ABC chain and vir¬
“Tor”—which in practice means tually laughed off in the New York
the foreign film rights imediately competitive market, this year has
and domestic largesse after CBS advanced to the point where it
exercises a couple of reruns.
As a teleshow, “Tor” had a high tops all competition in two key
budget, but when the other re¬ time blocks, the 8-10 a%m. period
turns are figured, the outlay— and the noon-to-6 p.m. afternoon
in about the $350,000 groove—falls block.
According to the February
into the “Marty” class. Schwartz
still can’t gpt over the fact that American Research Bureau survey
of
N. Y., WABC-TV is No. 1 in
“Tor” was shot in 12 days, using
the Desilu roster at Pathe facilities, both blocks, as compared with the
No.
3 position in .the afternoon pe¬
and gives recognition to the direc¬
tor, James Neiisen, for the speedup riod and a runnerup slot in the
morning
just one year ago. The
mated to what he thinks will be
looked upon as a "charming” ARB noon-to-6 comparison shows
WABC-TV
leading the field with a
workover of the Anderson' opus.
He’s also touting Robert Tyler 31.9% share of audience for the
time
period
(compared with an
Lee’s sets and the cinematography
of Lester Shorr. ' These are aside 18.5% share a year ago), with the
traditional
kingpin,
WCBS-TV,
from the s;x songs (in a Decca
wrapping) of which two-three seem second with a 30.0% share (com¬
gaited for jukebox and other re¬ pared with its 30.7 firstplace share
plays, in the opinion of Schwartz. a year ago) and a 20.9 for WRCASchwartz is on an all-“Jubilee” TV (18.6 but second-place last
producer kick for the rest of the ! yearh Runners-up are WATV, 6.4;
season, except for the Noel Cow- j WPIX, 5.6} WOR-TV, 4.4 and
ard entry in May. His April show j WABD, 1.7.
will star Orson Welles and Betty
Bob Stone, WABC-TV general
Grable in “20th Century” and just ; manager, attributes much of the
announced is the June seasonal | station’s new-found strength in the
finale, John Hersey’s “A Bell For ] afternoons to the network entries,
Adano,” also in the musical idiom. -.Mickey Mouse Club” and “After(Sphwartz calls “Tor” a play with | n0on Film Festival,” but he also
music, accents the absence oi j points to the 1:30-3 feature film
dancing girls and the "extrava-. “Afternoon Show” as a heavy conu t,1^ppmgs.)
I tributor and to the noontime “Time
Be 1 tat a nov«l then a lcSlt-: f0.. Fun» and 12:30-1.30 "Memory
er and film, brings back Schwartz Lane”
as strong contenders.
as a cleffing teammate of Howard , Morning period presents even a
Dietz for the Hollywood-based live j
(.Continued on page 39)
exposure. Their last Broadway col¬
laboration was “Inside U.S.A.,” |
which also served Schwarz as a ,
“based on” teleseries about seven !
years ago.
*
j
1
I
Jackie Gleason’s story, “The
! Tale of St. Emergency,” will re¬
turn Red Buttons to the homescreens via CBS-TV’s "Studio
! One” March 26. The comic is roled
;-as a saint who sets out to^save a
Pontiac may be -considered as wicked town from heavenly de¬
good as out of the “Playwrights : struction, with James Barton cast
56” NBC-TV Tuesday nighter next 1 as a drunk. Howard Rodman
leason and wants to check off the ■
e
.
summertime burden on the Fred j adapted the Gleason yarn for tv.
Coe dramatic series. Carmaker will | Xext Monday (12), Trevor Howin all likelihood siphon the 'coin ard .and Geraldine Fitzgerald will
into “Wide Wide World” after; appear on show’s “Flower of

Nickell’s Change of Pace

WABC-TV a Major
‘Gee Whiz’ Factor
In Web’s Ratings

P’Snmff
Clere. Dialers Squawk
As Religioso Airers
Get a Kicking Around
Cleveland, March 6.
Piogram switches that saw two
religious shows, “The Etdrnal
Light” and “The Catholic Hour”
moved to an early Sunday morn¬
ing period raised a rhubarb that
was resolved when KYW moved
stanzas into a Sunday evening
hour.
,
Half-hour “Eternal Light’ had
been moved to 7:30 a.m. from its
long-standing 12:30 p.m. berth
with “Catholic Hour” following.
Protests,
however,
particularly
from “Eternal” supporters result¬
ed in meetings between station
management and time-switch op¬
ponents with new agreement put¬
ting “Eternal Light” into 7:30 p.m.
period
followed by “Catholic
Hour.”
Commenting on incident, KYW
General Manager Gordon Davis
said “we are delighted and im¬
pressed with ,the strong public
support of “Eternal Light” and are
rescheduling it in the 7:30 period.
Station promotion, of course, will
help the public know of the
changes.”

O’Neil Shedding
Hartford WGTH
With General Teleradio in the
final stages of negotiations to buy
WGMS, the 5,000-watter In Wash¬
ington, D. C.. at the same time, it
has put WGTIi, its Hartford outlet,
on the selling block, both to con¬
form with the seven-station owner¬
ship limitation and because it had
sold out its sister tv’er to CBS-TV
some months ago.
WGMS, currently a “good music
station” in the capital, ^ last week
announced it was getting a Mu¬
tual affiliation pact, succeeding
WWDC, the longtime Ben Strouse
affiliate, which is going indie when
its current contract expires in a
few months. This would indicate
that the deal is in the final stages.
LTnderstood,i however, that the sale
won’t be put before the FCC for
approval for a couple of weeks yet.
Tom O’Neil’s Teleradio currently
owns .seyen stations, including the
Hartford outlet. Others are WOR,
N. Y.; WNAC, Boston; WHBQ,
Memphis;
WE AT, West Palm
Beach; KHJ, Los Angeles (all with
sister tv’ers) and WFRC, San Fran¬
cisco .

ARNEY RESIGNING
HIS NARTB POST

. Washington, Mareh fi!
Long-time Secretary-Treasurer
of NARTB, C. E. Arney, Jr., will
retire July 1 and will be succeeded
by Everett E. Revercomb, a former
assistant treasurer of the tradeassociation who has been comp¬
troller until recently of the Nation¬
al Assn, of Home Builders. Rever¬
comb joined NARTB last week to
prepare for taking over Arney’s
job on April 1.
A veteran officer who has prob¬
ably contributed more to .the
growth of NARTB than any other
member of its staff, Arney came
to the organization in 1940 as As¬
sistant to the President of what
was then the NAB. He was named
to his present position in 1943;
A native of Idaho, Arney has
had a varied career which includes
Dyne. legal counsel for state and Federal
Howard is in the U. S. for plug government agencies (he took his
law degree at the U. of Washing¬
values on his new Columbia pic, ton), radio commentator and pub¬
“Cockleshell Heroes.”
lic relations director. He is 65.

Gleason’s Script As
Buttons’ ‘Studio 1’ Entry

Pontiac’s Detour
On ‘Playwrights’

,

In fact, GM has made such a sug¬
gestion to carry Pontiac through
the summer, Hot weather edition
of “Playwrights” starts July 3. by
which time NBC hopes to interest
another sponsor.
The web is committed to a dra¬
ma skein in the 9:30-10:30 p.m
slot to dovetail with the rotating
‘actuality” plays of Armstrong
Circle Theatre.” Neither Pontiac
• nor Armstrong has been happy
about the fact that the last halfhour coincides with CBS-TYs
“$64,000 Question.”
PLASTONE'S 'TONIGHT' BUY
Chicago, March 6.
Plastone Co. for its Turtle Wax
auto polish has ordered eight in¬
sertions in NBC-TV’s “Tonight”
for June delivery.
Agency is W.- B. Doner. ■ <

NBC, Esther Williams as Partners
r
„
Hollywood, March 6.
Esther williams and NBC are nearing conclusions of a unique
partnership deal on her proposed Aquacade tour of the U. S. and
Europe. If deal jells, NBC would finance Aquacade, reportedly
costing over $350,000, with star drawing a hefty weekly salary
pais an equal split of profits. William Morris Agency is repping
Plus interest in water show, NBC under the deal would get her
lor two Aquacade spectaculars during the first year’s run of show •
Networks payments for television rights reportedly will help*
amortize production cost. Show will first play England several
weeks this summer then rei urn to the IT. S. for two tv shots and
tour of principal cities after which, show may return abroad for a.
tour of the Continent. ;
. • . .
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CBS Execs in a Conflict Quandary
CBS execs are in a box. They face a major “off-tv” double pre¬
miere the night of March 15 and it’s a case of divided loyalties.
That’s the night that the “My Fair Lady” legit musical bows on
Broadway. CBS has more than a rooting interest in the show,
for the network put up all the coin ($360,000) for the Herman
Levin production. Since “Lady” has been hailed out of town as
a smash, the CBS fraternity has cornered a major block of open¬
ing night tickets.
But that’s the night, also, of the annual Friars gambol, with Ed
Sullivan as this year’s guest of honor. Since Sullivan is CBS’
prize Sunday package (and currently at the top of the Trendex
rating heap) the Columbia brass can’t afford to slight him andpass up the shindig.
It’s still a tossup whether Sullivan or “Lady” gets the CBS inperson nod.

N.Y. Stations’Go Tell City Hall’In
Beefs, on Mayor Wagner Telecasts
+ New Y-ork’s six tv stations pulled
j a switch last week by actually
: “telling it to city hall,” accused
U. S. Rubber has picked up ABC ; Mayor Wagner of “hamming it up”
i
Radio’s “It’s Time” weekend cap¬ and “ducking issues” and kicked
sule saturation package for a sev¬ ; up a fuss with some of the town’s
en-week ride (with options) start¬ ; reporters.
Of immediate concern is the foring April 14. Package, produced I
jointly by the network.and Time ! mat for the “Mayor’s Conference”
;
series
now going into its third
mag, comprises 18 five-minute featurets narrated by Westbrook Van : year. That's the monthly “report
!
to
the
people”
pitch on, which the
Voorhis and spaced out 10 on Sat¬
j stations take turns with two stan¬
urdays and eight on Sundaj's.
zas
each
a
sixmonth
apart.
Package runs $10,500 a week,
The public affairs toppers of the
but discounts down to $7,700 pro¬
outlets
brought
up
the
issue at a
vided U. S. Rubber picks up the
option for a full 13 weeks. Deal luncheon held at Toots Shor’s Feb.
24,
causing
Arnold
Cohan,
the
was set via Fletcher D. Richards
agency. “It’s Time” bowed last Au¬ mayor’s radio-tv consultant, to call
gust and has been a sustainer till a meeting last Thursday (1) to hear
both sides at his East 59th St.
now.
office. Station officials were in¬
censed, at the City Hall Reporters
Assn., whom they charged with
arriving late for the monthly ses¬
sions, resulting in slipshod shows,
with ‘ no opportunity to arrange
proper “voice levels” and forcing
the programs to be “winged” or
ad libbed as far as the cameras
are concerned. Panelists receive
an. honorarium of $50, with the
fourth estaters supplying three and
the stations one question-tosser for
each . show. The scribes agreed to
Washington, March 6.
House Appropriations Committee arrive not later than one hour be¬
last week recommended a budget fore air time and that was that.
One of the gripes against Mayor
of $7,800,000 for the FCC for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1957. Wagner is that he consumes too
The amount represents an increase much time with opening comment
of about $500,000 from current ex¬ that is often dull and sometimes
penses'and was. requested to pro¬ runs five or more minutes. Jt may
vide for costs of the agency’s net¬ even be “too political.” Cohan
work study and for additional per¬ promised for the mayor that the
sonnel to handle a growing back¬ prelude would be limited to three
minutes although the' public aflog of radio applications.
At hearings on the budget last fairsmen said even this would be
month, the Committee was told too long when there isn’t that
that the network investigation is much to say. They claim the long
well under way but that it would intros are an invitation to 4unetake “substantially all of 1957” to oufts. Cohan also said he would
complete it. The Committee was try to persuade the mayor to re¬
also informed that the agency an¬ spond to the questions without eva¬
ticipates a hearing workload of 261 sion, as has been charged.
applications for new AM stations
Stations involved are WRCAand major changes in existing sta-' TV, WCBS-TV, WABC-TV, WABD,
tions during 1957. A “substantial” WPIX and WOR-TV, which contrib¬
increase in FM. applications this ute the time, usually Sundays. Out¬
year and next was further antici¬ lets are also pushing for a change
pated.
in the “Conference” title which
FCC Chairman George C. Mc- they claim does not fit the format.
Connaughey told the Committee
that it is “a paradox”, that while
the agency’s workload has been
mounting its staff has been steadily
reduced. Sjmce 1948, be noted, its
personnel has dropped from 1,325
to 1,062 despite increased opera¬
tions in radio, tv and other com¬
munications industries.
McConnaughey told the Commit¬
Burton Benjamin, RKO-Pathe
tee that applications in the AM
field are approaching “flood pro¬ writer-producer for the past 10
portions” and that the agency is years, has resigned to enter the
faced with a heavy backlog. The freelance field in tv and film writ¬
peak of tv applications, he said* is ing and producing for the John
now past but there is “a hard-core” Gibbs agency. As prodifcer and
backlog in tv hearing cases which script editor, Benjamin has just
is “coming toward the end of the wrapped up 39 Crunch & Des
half-hour telepix for Gibbs and
road.”
Telefilms
The additional funds would en¬ NBC Film Division.
able the Commission to hire 70 were shot in Bermuda.
In
1954
Benjamin
was
loaned
out
additional employees.
to David O. Selznick for the all¬
network “Lights Diamond Jubilee”
spec. He wrote part of the show
and produced the location shoot¬
For its next-to-last show of the ing with James Wong Howe. At
season on March 25 the CBS-TV RKO-Pathe he wrote and super¬
“Omnibus” will consume the hour vised many of the “This Is Amer¬
and a half for a looksee into the ica” series. Last year he and his
role of the university in American brother James Won the $5,000 first
life;
Robert Saudek, exec pro¬ prize in the Tund for the Republic
ducer and directer of the TV- tv writing contest.
Radio Workshop of the Ford Foun¬
In his new freelance status. Ben¬
dation, has his sights set on Har¬ jamin’s initial assignment will be
vard for a live dissection emanat¬ as scripter and producer of
ing from Harvard Square,
Schlitz Playhouse Installments be¬
Harvard prexy Nathan M. Pusey ing shot during the next few
and faculty members will take Weeks in Bermuda. RKO-Pathe,
viewers through the U.'s various incidentally, handled physical pro¬
schools. Delbert Mann will direct duction in Bermuda on “Crunch &
the segment.
* '
Des.”

U. S. Rubber’s ‘Time’ Buy

Drge $7,800,000
Budget (dr FCC;
Probe Cues Hike

RKO to Freelance

‘Omni’ Goes to School

PSSSEff
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TV READIES A ‘TIME’ BOMB
TVs Top Producers & Directors
As a change of pace from the week-to-week Top 10 program
appraisals, Variety has vox-popped a cross-section of the trade
in an effort to arrive at a Top 10 listing of tv’s outstanding pro¬
ducers and directors, notably in the dramatic field.
There's
nothing definitive about the following rundowns, but it does rep¬
resent the thinking on a coast-to-coast front.
While it doesn’t
necessarily reflect Variety’s ' own conclusions, it nonetheless
stands as an Impartial sampling of a wide body of the more hep
tradesters. The listings, alphabetically, follow:

FATE OF FEATURES ABC-TVPreps ‘Operation Leapfrog’
SEEN AT STAKE In Sweeping Shuffle of Its Program
By GEORGE ROSEN _
The big battle between stations

PRODUCERS

all indications it should be a honey

Herbert Brodkin (Alcoa-Goodyear Playhouse)
Sid Caesar (with a nod of course, to Leo Morgan, nominal
producer of “Caesar’s Hour,” though it’s Caesar him¬
self who is on top of the NBC production)
Fred Coe (Playwrights '56)
Maurice Evans (Hallmark Hall of Fame)
Paul Gregory (Ford Star Jubilee)
Robert Herridge (Camera Three)
Felix Jackson (Studio One)
Martin Manulis (Climax)
Tony Miner (NBC)
Robert Saudek (Omnibus)

of a fight. Riding on the outcome
is the future pattern of live vs.
film and the fate of perhaps 3,000

feature pix (Metro is the next to
fall in line: reported price, $25,000,000 for the initial batch on a
lend-lease basis), and an invest¬
ment by the new and forthcoming
owners of pix company backlogs
totalling in the aggregate ip-the
neighborhood of $100,000,000.
The one big question to be re¬
DIRECTORS
solved is where to slot the films,
the
bulk of them in the 90-minute
John Frankheimer (Climax)
area of presentation. As backlogs
' Clark Jones (Caesar's Hour) GPeter Pan)
go, these are quality pix — hun¬
Sid Lumet (freelance)
dreds upon hundreds of substan¬
Delbert Mann (freelance)
tial celluloid offerings, a cinch to
Robert Mulligan (freelance)
Paul Nickell (Studio One)
pull in ratings for the stations that
latch on to them. But opening up
Arthur Penn (Playwrights '56)
90 minutes of,time, particularly on
George Schaefer (Hallmark Hall of Fame)
those high-powered network-affil¬
Frank Schaffner (Studio One)
iated stations that are essential to
Alex Segal (freelance) (missing from the tv rosters in
recent months while making a Metro film, “Ransom.")
success in this features-for-tv era,
remains an unresolved bottleneck.
There are, of course, some indie
stations on the spectrum, where
the time problem isn’t too acute.
TheV can play with the schedules
any which way. But in the eco¬
nomic pattern of tv, these still add
up to fringe sales where the big
Jackson’s ‘King.Kong’ Capers on Garroway’s ‘Today’ money is concerned. And anyway
there aren’t enough of these sta¬
A Major WOR-TV Plus
tions (and won’t be for a long long
+--—- time in the face of the present
allocations snafu confronting the
The good old days of whacky
FCC) to justify the Matty .Fox
publicity stunts aren’t
entirely
$15,000,000 acquisition of the RKO
“Name
That Tune"
grabbed
backlog, or the Eliot Hyman-Press
gone, not if Dick Jackson, flack at
itself a 26-week renewal last week,
WOR-TV, N. Y., has anything to which takes it into September un¬ Metals holding corporation $21,000,000 purchase of the 750 War¬
say. Jackson, whp’s been making der Whitehall sponsor auspices.
ners pix (to mention but two of
Whitehall’s happiness stems from
a practice of spotting plugs on
the major catalog availabilities.)
the fact that the Tuesday night
opposition shows for his “Million
Metro Next .
7:30 CBS-TV entry has more, than
Dollar Movie" entries, came up
doubled Its initial rating of six
It’s reported that the Metro
with his best yet for the preem
months ago, hitting a fat 32.0 on braintrusters have already given
this week of RKO package on the
the latest Nielsen.
the go-ahead toward making the
station in the form of “King K9ng." (
Metro backlog of features avail¬
On Friday morning (2)—picture
able
for tv. On top of that it’s con¬
was due to bow Monday (5)—Jacksidered a certainty that 20th-Fox
son trundled actor George Cathrey
will
fall
in line. Both actions are
into a gorilla costume and paraded
believed fairly imminent.
him down to the RCA Johnny Vic¬
With
the
Warners, RKO, Col and
tor Exhibition Hall, where the
Selznick backlogs of features al¬
Dave
Garroway
“Today"
show
ready
“crossing
the tv border," it's
originates, arid placed him direct¬
estimated that there will be in ex¬
ly in front of the huge plate-glass
cess
of
3,000
“new”
features at the
window from which the “Today"
disposal of the video stations with¬
cameras shoot out onto the street.
in
the
next
six
months.
In addition,,
Garroway looked, the crew looked,
there’s a major “British package”
and thought a shot of the gorilla
on the way.
was in order, particularly since it
NBC-TV is in, the throes, of
All of which creates a glutted
bore a sign on its breast stating,
“J. Fred Muggs Is My Long Lost whipping up a couple of 90-min¬ market. The stations are in the po¬
Son." No sooner did the cameras ute specials based on “Big Indus¬ sition to pick and choose, and
train on Cathrey than he flipped try" and with sponsorship in kind. there’s a lot of sponsor loot on
the card over so it read: “King First of these is headed for a May tap for the stations, if they can
Kong — Million Dollar Movie — 20 (Sunday) exposure in the slot find the time. It’s a certainty, too,
normally allotted to “Wide Wide with so many catalogs at the sta¬
WOR-TV—All Next Week."
Director was ready to cut Cath¬ World." This will be for dedica¬ tions’ disposal, that the whole price
rey off at that point, but Garro¬ tion of General Motors’ new $360,- structure is destined for a tobog¬
way is said to have stated on-the- 000 technical centre in Detroit/ ganing. Which won’t make the sta¬
air, words to the effect, “No, No, The “WWW’'’ show skedded for tions sore.
leave it oh. We should have known that day, an examination of the St.
But with so many catalogs avail¬
better, but they tricked us fair Lawrence Seaway, will be pushed able, how mariy of these pix can
back to May 27.
the stations absorb? The networks,
(Continued on page 36)
In the other industrial spec, Ana¬
which have been doing quite a suc¬
conda is blueprinting a “Project
cessful job over the past couple of
20" type telementary to kick off
years in converting “station time"
the giant copper company’s proj¬
into network time, particularly in
ected “atom train" tour. If nego¬
the 10:30 to 11 p.m. area, face the
tiations jell, the Anaconda show
strong possibility of stations trying
will be spotted next December or
to recapture segments for the lo¬
January to coincide with the trek.
The mccoy “Project 20,” inci¬ cally-sponsored features.
It’s known that some of the NBC
dentally, with Henry Salomon at

It Pays to Monkey Around

Happy ‘Tune’

TVVBig Business
Specolas; NBC Has
A Couple on Tap

Johnny Carson As
CBS-TV Daytimer?

the helm, has a programming man¬
ager' now in James Nelson, assist¬
ant to NBC board chairman Pat
Nelson has been with
Robert Q. Lewis, Bob Crosby, Weaver.
Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter the network since 1942—as adver¬
tising and promotion director for
and Jack Paar. as CBS-TV cross- several years until becoming the j
the-board daytime tv personalities. topper’s aide in 1954.
Carson’s Thursday, night CBS entry
for General Foods has been can¬
celled by putting him on the “avail¬
ability list” after the March 29
After trying for seven years, the
show.
Lester Gottlieb, head of daytime Banshees, the w.k. New York
programming for the network, left group, has roped Jack Benny for
for the Coast over the weekend to its April 24 luncheon. *The CBSrun off a teletranscription of a TV comic has no other plans set
half-hour show which he will bring for his Gotham visit.
After the Banshees hoopla, Ben¬
back for presentation to board
chairman Bill Paley and program ny will entrain out for Oklahoma
topper Hubbell Robinson. Pro¬ City to make an appearance with
gram would originate from the the Oklahoma Symph on Satur¬
Coast.
.
day the 26th.
It looks like Johnny Carson will
join the ranks of Garry Moore,

Banshees Bag Benny

Schedule for WS1; 13 New Shows

vs. networks is still to come. From

(Continued on page 36)

Armour, Pet Milk Riding
3d Session on Gobel
Chicago, March 6.
George Gobel’s Saturday nigfcter
on NBC-TV will carry the same
commercial banners again.next sea¬
son. Both Armour’s Dial Soap, via
Foote, Cone & Belding, and Pet
Milk, via Gardner In St. Louis,
have staked out a joint claim on
the comedian for the third year
running.
Dial, incidentally, is prepping
a premium campaign tied In with
Gobel’s
initial
motion
picture,
“Birds and the Bees,” which- goes
into release later this month.

“Operation Leapfrog" is set to

Weekend Ratings
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show
.swamped
NBC’s
“Comedy
Hour” Sunday (4) 38.9 to 10.3
on the Trendex.
ABC-TV,
sneaking in ahead of NBC’s
“Caesar & Cleopatra” spec on
Monday’s “Producers’ Show¬
case" with first of two-part re¬
peat Of the Bernard Shaw pic
on “Famous Films Festival,"
scored 6.1.
In
the
Saturday shuffle,
Jackie Gleason’s “Honeymooners” again surpassed Perry
Como, 28.0 to'23.5, with Como
taking the measure of “Stage
Show,” 33.1 to 15.6. Como av¬
eraged 28.3 against 21.8 for
the
CBS
pairings.
ABC’s
Grand Old Opry" averaged
7.1.
Up ahead, NBC’s “Big
Surprise" rated 17.3 versus 17.0
for CBS’.“Beat the Clock” and
6.8 for ABC’s “Ozark Jubilee."

Powell in Blast
At CBS-TV For
‘4-Star’ Lopoff
Hollywood, March 6.
TV networks are courting anti¬
trust action by summarily yanking
toprated shows to make way for
their own pet projects. Dick Pow¬
ell
contended
after
CBS-TV
shunted “Four Star Playhouse”
from its longtime slot on the web.
“It happens just when the rating
hits 30 for the first time and is not
being done to improve the pro¬
gramming. It’s being done be¬
cause CBS wants to put its new
“Playhouse
90"
on
Thursday
nights. I think the networks get¬
ting to be monopolistic and some
day monopolies must end."
Powell charged the networks
don’t want filmed shows and want
to put their own shows on.
“If
they have many filmed shows,
there would be n6 need for a net¬
work.”
.It’s understood both singer and
Bristol-Myers have withdrawn
from “Four Star” since the time is
being taken but are negotiating
for a portion of. the new entry.
Six sponsors are reportedly dick¬
ering for “Four Star" which may
wind up on another network.

‘Giant Step,’ Synge’s
‘Playboy,’ Bolger Tuners
As Theatre Guild Specs
“Take a Giant Step," Louis Pe¬
terson’s 1953 legiter about a Negro
adolescent, is slated for a tv spec¬
tacular treatment next year on
ABC-TV via Theatre Guild aus¬
pices. Guild has also set John
Millington Synge’s “Playboy of the
Western World" for its lineup of
six 90-minuters with Julie Harris
as the possible lead and is dicker¬
ing with Ray Bolger to appear in
two musical comedies in which he
starred on Broadway and for which
the Guild is negotiating.
Rights to “Step," which deals
wit’h the issues of social inter¬
course among whites and a Negro
teenager and won critical plaudits
on Broadway, were acquired last
week and no casting has been set
yet. As for Synge’s Irish classic,
Miss Harris has agreed to appear,
but since both plays arc scheduled
for the spring of 1957, it’s not a
firm commitment at this point.
Guild is said to have picked out
four additional properties, two of
them the aforementioned Bolger
showcasers, but must first tie up
final rights before it can go about
signing stars.

roll next fall at ABC-TV in by far
the most drastic revamp of its pro¬
gram schedule ever attempted by
the web. The tentative fall sched¬
ule — subject

to

sales

and

the

whims of sponsors—is already be¬
ing shown to agencies, and it en¬
tails the complete reslotting of at
least seven shows, with the addi¬
tion of 13 new shows already set
and three still unspecified.
Slated for switches under the
new schedule are Danny Thomas’
“Make Room for Daddy," “The
Lone Ranger," “DuPont Cavalcade
Theatre," “TV Reader’s Digest,"
“Life Is Worth Living," “Masquer¬
ade Party," “Dollar a Second,"
“Ozzie & Harriet" and the rotating
“Ozark Jubilee”-“Grand Ole Opry."
New properties appearing on the
schedule are “RFD, USA," “Afri¬
can Safari,” “Theatre Guild Gaie¬
ties,"
“Frontier Judge,"
“Film
Fair" (90-minute features), “Inter¬
national Theatre," an unspecified
adult western, “Command Perform¬
ance,"
“Publicity
Girl,”
“Wire
Service," “The Tempered Blade,"
“Joan Davis Show” and a nevtf Gen¬
eral Electric-sponsored half-hour
film, either an Alan Ladd series or
“Mr. Belvedere."
Biggest changes are slated to
occur. on the weekend, with tha
network going into a fullscala
Sunday operation running from 4
p.m. through 11, a total of seven *
hours as compared with the cur¬
rent four and one-half hours of
web service. “RFD" kicks the sked
off at 4, followed by the new “AfrD
can Safari." At 5, “Super Circus"
stays, with “Lone Ranger," in a
shift from Thursdays at 7:30, com¬
ing on at 6, previously local time.
“DuPont” shifts from Tuesdays at
9:30 to the Sabbath 6:30 spot, also
presently local time, and then the
schedule is stet till 10 with “You
Asked for It," “Famous Film
Festival" and “Amateur Hour."
“Reader’s Digest” shifts from its
Monday at 8 spot to Sundays at 10,
followed at 10:30 by “Theatre
Guild Gaieties."
On Saturdays, the changes aren't
so drastic, with “Ozzie & Harriet"
shifting from Fridays at 8 to kick
off the evening at 7:30, followed
by the Jim Bowie series, “The
Tempered Blade." Joan Davis is
set for 8:30, followed by the cur¬
rent Lawrence Welk at 9, “Chance
(Continued on page 38)

^

Red Reynolds Exits
Richards Ad Agency a
Edwin

S.

(Red)

Reynolds

has *

exited as radio-tv director of the
Fletcher D. Richards agency.
Agency has $3,000,000 in tv bill¬
ings on behalf of its U. S. Rubber
Co. client, but since all the, coin
is siphoned into the NBC-TV pack¬
aged Sunday night spectaculars, it
was the decision of the agency to
abolish the post. Reynolds was as¬
sociated with Richards for four
years. Prior to that he was with
the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn, formulating its tv grid pat¬
tern and for 15 years with CBS.

‘Cleo’ Clobbered
NBC-TV’s

star-studded “Caesar

& Cleopatra" spec on “Producers
Showcase"

Monday

(6)

took

a

severe drubbing from the CBS-TV
8 to 9:30 threesome, with latter’s
“Burns & Allen” the only loser.
Clusters were 17.8 for “Cleo" vs.
16.7 for “B & A" and 9.5 for ABC'S'
“Reader’s Digest; 17.0 vs. 27.2 for
“Talent Scouts” and 6.5 for “Voice
of Firestone"; and 14.8 to whopping
45.0 for “I Love Lucy" and 2.0 for
Dotty Mack.
NBC’s average was 16.5, against
29.6 for CBS. .
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Dick Hyland Exits MCA
All Chi TV Stations in Throes
To Join Frank Cooper
Of Major Local Program Shuffles
Hollywood, March 6.
Dick Hyland, who joined MCA a
year ago, exited the agency to be¬
come associated with Frank Coop¬
er, chiefly in tv. Mutual expansion
of activities is planned with Hy¬
land, who has been particularly
active in theatrical films.
He will become more active in tv
while Cooper expands more into
theatricals.

SALUTE TO A GIANT
It’s fitting that in some 30-40 key cities, in several lahds
around the world, the full global organization of the Radio
Corp. of America hoisted a glass in a salute to Brigadier Gen¬
eral David Sarnoff on a sentimental and realistic occasion. It
was a threefold salute: the General Sarnoff-Achievement Award
on the board chairman's half-century of service with the com¬
pany; on his 65th birthday; and on the milestone achievement
of the first over-$i;000,000,000 gross business: , That's a lot of
zeros and a lot of coin.

By FARRELL DAVISSON
+
Chicago, March 0.
There’s a flock of local program¬
ming changes in the works for
Windy City television. Most of
It is a dramatic way of spelling out the manner in which elec¬
them are still in the hush-hush
Cincinnati, March 6.
tronics generally have taken hold of America and the world, and
deepthink stage, but it’s known the
Barry Wood, bearing triple NBC
specifically as regards communications (1) in the sound form
top echelon at each of the four titles, plugged television here last
(AM) and (2) now the sight value (TV).
stations is grappling with its re¬ week as a “booming, strapping
spective trouble spots.
giant whose pituitary glands have
That General Sarnoff,'while technically at retirement age, will
Much of the cerebration focuses' run wild, and the end of its growth
on the weeknight 10 to midnight is nowhere in sight.” The pitch for
not be permitted to become an emeritus has already been dra¬
area. That’s undoubtedly the prime his bread-and-butter industry was
matized by the new 10-year pact to retain his services at the
jousting arena for the hometown made to the Advertisers Club of
same $200,000 per annum. Unlike his confreres and other re¬
programming and sales strategists, Cincinnati at a luncheon in the
sponsible officers, there is no bonus, extra remuneration or other
because three of the Chi tele Sheraton-Gibson.
incentive rewards, in a pecuniary manner, a decision of his own
Cleveland, March 6.
quartet are occupied with network
Supervisor of NBC-TV’s “Wide,
choice. Several of his ranking officers’ take-home pay is greater
Cleveland Indians, which two
productions throughout the early Wide World,” Wood told how it
than Sarnoff’s.
evening. For the o&o station boys ticks and also about the network’s years ago initiated a policy of no¬
telecasting
of
at-home
games
to
especially it’s the time period that special events, of which he is de¬
It is fitting to note that the board chairman “took it on the
has torched the most heated rival¬ partment director and of color-tv. protect boxoffice receipts, this year
pacted a $500,000 contract for 60 lam,” and that these dinners and fetes last Feb. 27 (his birthday)
ry in the scramble lor the share-ofgames including at home weekend
audience left over from indie
were done in absentia while he and his wife were holidaying in
games.
Contract figure includes
WGN-TV’s 10 o’clock feature films.
Hawaii.
estimated $225,000 “club rights.”
At WBBM-TV, for example,
Indians
v.p. George Medinger,
these two hours weeknights have
In a like manner it points up what happened when Sime Sil¬
commenting on the change, said
been given probably more downverman finally achieved a quarter-of-a-century milestone in
that “it was a calculated risk, and
from-the-top attention than any
that we are hopeful that the final 1930 for the paper he had founded and which, until only a few
other locally programmed segment.
years prior thereto, had always been in the red. Sime, too, took
figures will show that we have not
Now that the Columbia station’s
made a mistake ' in telecasting
it on the lam rather than be faced with one of those testimonial
10 to 11 strip is locked in solid
weekend at-home games.”
dinners. The Variety staffers did likewise on this past semester’s
with the four quarter-hour newsLast
year
the
ball
club
was
able
Golden Jubilee. Perhaps the best accolade is to let the product
weather, music, news-sports and
to televise only 26 games as net¬
interview crossboarders soldout for
speak for itself.
Abel
work commitments by WXEL, the
an annual gross of close to $2,000,Boston, March 6.
CBS outlet, precluded additional
000, next order of business is to
Boston radio continues to shift games. This year, WEWS picked
plug the sustaining gaps in the
this week with skedded changes up games, and the ABC outlet will
following hour.
also be able to telecast both games
Atlass ‘Keep ’Em Live’
all around and emphasis on live of double headers, a policy not in
Frank Atlass and exec veep Les shows with almost exclusion of net¬ effect a year ago. WEWS carried
Weinrott have been given the go- work packages being foreseen.
the games from 1948 through 1950
ahead from veep H. Leslie Atlass
Reed's Testimony Before Senate Probers Food For
WBZ, which has started on a before they went over to WXEL.
to try some new ideas in the open
Carling Brewing Co. is picking
Industry Thought
Tuesday and Wednesday periods. disk jock kick all around the up the tab with Jim Britt and Ken
With Howard Miller’s Thursday clock, denied that it will break Colemand doing the broadcasting.
and Friday night variety displays with the NBC network, although On radio, WERE will cover with
Washington, March 6.
and PeeWee King’s Saturday night the rumor factories still serve it Jimmy Dudley and Tom Manning
haylofter anchored down firmly, hot. Joe Cullinane, p.r. director, the announcers.
After eight days of hearings, the
WOV, the N. Y. radio inde¬
it’s planned to keep the rest of denied the bit .which was kicked
Medinger
also
said
that
although
Senate
Interstate
Commerce Com¬
the week on a live basis also. Prob¬ off by the hiring of Alan Dary the Indians wanted to telecast all pendent which pitches a major
lem here is to come up with an from WORL. He said the story is out-of-town games last year, WXEL share of its programming .at the mittee’s inquiry into tv allocation
in-the-flesh offering that’s not too “a perennial each season.”
was only able to pick up 25, and local Italian-American audience, is problems’ has developed at least
Dary joins the WBZ disk jock that the ball fans thought the Club launching an emergency cam¬ one thing: a record. The question
costly for latcnight- sponsorship
with its diminishing sets-in-use fac¬ staff, which now Includes Norm .was to blame. This- year’s telecast paign to inspire a flow of food is, what will the Committee do
tor. As of now the most likely pos¬ Prescott as anchor man, on March includes six Saturday night games, packages to Italy. Drive comes as with it?
a result of the critical situation
The inquiry has served to em¬
sibility is that the two holes will 19. Educated guesses are that WBZ lllhinday double headers.
created by Europe’s continued phasize, and to bring up to date,
be plugged with a personality gab¬ will acquire Sherm Feller from
winter
storms
and
WOV’s
food
WVDA
and
either
Vaughn
Monroe
what
the Potter subcommittee
ber.
package plugs will continue, it learned two years ago about the
Coincidentally, it’s because talk¬ or Rudy Vallee or both to round
says, until regular relief orgs are problems of UHF. Out of the Pot¬
er Tom Duggan flew the WBKB out an all round dee jay staff. Both
formed.
coop a couple of weeks ago leaving Monroe and Vallee have more or
ter hearings came the recommend¬
Station is establishing an honor ations embodied in the Plotkin and
something of a vacuum in the less local ties, Monroe in Framing¬
roll for all Americans sending Jones reports, outstanding of which
ABC-TV’s 11 to midnight slot that’s ham, where he has The Meadows,
food packages to Italy. Appeals was deintermixtUre.
veep Sterling (Red) Quinlan’s cur¬ and Vallee in Maine.
will be broadcast hourly in Italian.
rent No. 1 concern. Duggan, with
The
current
hearings
have
WBZ looks to operate on a music
Station is providing a list of towns brought'to focus the sharp division
Live
tv
drama
is
like
an
open¬
his controversial comments, kept and news policy regardless. In the
the 11:10 to midnight time con¬ meantime, WEEI has done some ing night to actors working the me¬ and families hardest hit by the within the FCC membership on the
sistently sold out five nights a shifting and Carl Moore’s “Bean- dium in New York and “just a storms to donors.
deintermixture issue. FCC Chair¬
week. Quinlan first put in June town Varieties” changes to “Bean- job” to their counterparts on the
man George C. McConnaughey and
Myers as hostess of the “Mark town Matinee” and extends to a
Comr. John C. Doerfer have stub¬
Saber” vidpix, then last week full 90 minutes Mon.-through-Fri. Coast, says screenwriter-teledrama¬
bornly, although not convincingly,
tist Malvin Wald. Wald says it all
switched to comedienne Virginia starting Mon. (12).
defended the majority action in
comes out in the wash—the per¬
De Luce for a test.
There’s a
going ahead with new VHF au¬
WEEI show has been reskedded formance—tracing the basic dif¬
thorizations in intermixed cities
(.Continued on page 36)
from its ayem time of 8:30-9:30 to ference to fact that the legit-to-tv
pending some “overall” solution to
4:30 to 6 p.m. Carl Moore will thespians get all worked up, trans¬
the
problem. Comr. Rosel Hyde
continue as emcee and supporting lating their excitement fo the home
has been more eloquent in plead¬
him will be Frank Hall's 9-piece screens, whereas the film colony
ing
for
the preservation of UHF
orch with vocalists Bill St. Claire pretenders are more nonchalant,
as the basis for tv expansion.
and Jeanne McKeon plus visiting almost blase vis-a-vis video the¬
Last
week’s
hearings, at which
record chirps and guest interviews. atrics.
the UHF forces had their innings,
It’s the town’s only live talent
Wald is on the lam from Holly¬
pointed
up
the
despair
of the ultra
Denver, March 6.
show.
wood, having arrived in last week
high operators of getting relief
Taking the vacated morning for rehearsals of "Man on Fire”
Longrunning strike of techni¬ from the FCC. This was manifest¬
With its feature film program¬ time will be a new program, “Tom on Sunday’s (4) NBC-TV “Alcoa cians against KOA and KOA-TV ed in the recommendations of the
ming—the Sunday night “Famous Russell Show,” featuring pops and Hour.” That’s one of six shows- took on a new aspect last week as UHF Industry Coordinating ComFilm Festival” and the daytime chatter with Tom Russell spinning bearing his name which will be the local and national reps of the
(Continued on page 39)
“Afternoon Film Festival” stanzas from 6:30 to 10 a.m. Continuing given over a fortnight’s stretch, National Assn, of Broadcast Em¬
—established as a moderate suc¬ its trend of “easy listening music,” something of a record. “Fire” was ployees & Technicians (NABET)
WEEI
has
a
10
to
12
(midnight)
written with Jack Jacobs,.his collab (1) took a slap at Spike Jones for
cess, ABC-TV will expand this type
of programming next fall. In ad¬ music program featuring visiting on four of the scripts, with two on crossing a picket line making
dition to the retention of both recording artists with Bill Hanson. his own.
“nasty and vicious remarks” to
these showcasers, the network will “On a Saturday Afternoon,” from
Tonight’s (Wed.) entry is “One appear on the tv outlet, (2) started
program the Monday night 9-10:30 2 to 6, WEEI has another program Against Many” on “Screen Direc¬ a viewing and listening boycott
featuring “good new music” with tors Playhouse,” NBC-TV, with Lew
block with the full-lengthers.
among the . Denver audience, issu¬
The Monday time has already I news skedded .for five minutes on Ayres starring and William Die- ing leaflets and buttons bearing
been established for a summer fea¬ the hour.
terle directing. The others are the legend “I Don’t Watch Chan¬
WEEI knocked out the r&b stuff “Tales of Hans Christian Ander¬ nel 4, the Unfair Station” and (3)
ture film run starting next month,
A new Alan Ladd western
but with repeats from the “After¬ several months back and continues sen” on WPIX, N. Y., Saturday sent letters to Denver advertisers series looks to be the top con¬
noon Film Festival.” But starting along its path of what the station (10); “Survival,” 60-minuter on and Denver and New York agen¬ tender for sponsorship by Gen¬
likes
to
refer
to
as
“easy
listening
in the fall, firstrun American prod¬
ABC-TV in the “Warner Bros. Pre¬ cies protesting their continuing eral Electric next fall on ABC-TV.
uct (as opposed to the current Brit¬ music.”
sents” series Tuesday (13); NBC- sponsorship on the station.
GE picked up a half-hour of time
All around the Greater Boston TV’s “Life of Riley,” his fourth of
ish pix) will be shown. The net¬
The Jones incident took place on the network last week, report¬
work is currently casting about for area the trend is to deejay pro¬ the season on the William Bendix- Friday (2), and the union immedi¬ edly on Tuesday nights, but
grams
and
news.
U. S. films, and for one possibility,
starring skein, listed for March 16; ately stated it would notify all didn’t specify the property it
is planning discussions with Asso¬
and another “Hans”* March 17.
unions and particularly union disk would bring in. It’s understood,
ciated Artists Productions’ Eliot
Wald has been a scenarist since jockeys of his action and ask them however, that two shows are be¬
Hyman on his Warner Bros, acqui¬
1939, alternating between 35m and not to play his records. Garland S. ing considered, the Ladd telefilm
sition.
tv. He was partnered with Ida Button, local NABET prez, stated series and 20th-Fox’s new “Mr.
Hartford, March 6.
As to new product ’for the Sun¬
Sam R. Elman, general manager of Lupino in Filmakers as writer-pro¬ in a wire that Jones “is a member Belvedere” entry, with the west¬
day night “Famous Film Festival,” WATR radio and television, Water- ducer, drew an Oscar nomination of the American Federation of Mu¬ ern holding the edge.
ABC will continue on a British bury, has been reelected President for “Naked City” and was last sicians, an AFL-CIO union.
We
ABC is keeping the details of
kick and will use for this films it of the Connecticut State Network. repped on the big screens with will certainly notify them and we the GE buy Under wraps. Company
has reserved out of the 104-pix
Elman, who has been general “Battle Taxi” (UA). Lately he has hope that this organization will is one of the alternate-week halfpackage it purchased for use on manager of WATR radio and TV been working on a feature film discipline Jones, Not only did he hour bankrollers
of
“Warner
“Afternoon Festival.” Typical of since 1934 was one of the organ¬ version of “Racket Squad” for Hal cross the picket line but the nasty Bros. Presents,” and while there’s
the pix it’s holding back from izers of the State Network, which Roach-Allied Artists. The “Hans” and vicious remarks he made as he been no indication as to its feel¬
daytime use are “Genevieve” and comprises eight stations in all. segments were shot in Denmark went by indicated real hostility to ings about a renewal, insiders
“The Titfield Thunderbolt." These, Prior to his first election as presi¬ and he supplemented his interna¬ the strikers. . We intend to notify were talking about the possibility
when they are put to use on “Fa¬ dent he served on the Board of tional hopping with a London stay all union disk jockeys in the U. S. of GE dropping “Warners” in ormous” in the fall, will mark their Directors of C-S-N from the time for the “Fabian of Scotland Yard” about ‘scab’ Jonfes and we hope /cDer to allocate the coin, to the new
first time on tv.
of its inception.
series on which he was story editoi;.
(Continued on page 38)
/ half-hour entry.

TV’s Tituitary Glands
Running Wild,’ Sez Wood

Cleve. Indians In
500G Telecast Deal

Deejays & News
Sparks Overhaul
Of Radio in Huh

Requiem On a UHF Channel

WOY’s Italo Aid ,

‘Six By Malvin Wald’
In 2-Week Span Sets
Something of Record

KOA Union KO’s
Spike Jones In
Denver Strike

ABC-TV’s Future

GE Eyes Alan Ladd
Show as TV Entry

Conn. B’casters Elect
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’56 ‘IKE-ONISCOPE’ CAMPAIGN
‘Big Surprises’ Top 10 Surprise
Considering the fact that practically everybody in the trade,
Including even those having a stake in it, were ready to write It
off as a bad try after the singularly downbeat reaction to its pre¬
miere the emergence of NBC-TV’s Saturday “Big Surprise” as
the third highest rated show on the network (as tabulated
in the newest ARB figures), with its attendant hold on the No. 9
position among all shows, shapes up as one of the more prominent
‘‘events” 'of. the tv season.
Out of the Louis G. Cowan, Inc., package shop, the same outfit
responsible for “$64,000 Question,” the NBC entry, sponsored by
Spiedel, drew blasts from the critical fraternity as a sad imitation
of the more prosperous $64G show, with unanimous expressions
that even a $100,000 giveaway in itself can never substitute for
showmanship in attracting viewers.
But “Big Surprise,” on the basis of present ratings, currently
registers as a success story, attributed largely to the “production
nursing” of exec producer Steve Carlin, producer Seymour Robbie,
associate producer Mert Koplin and Cowan prez Harry Fleischman.
Fact that “Surprise” has been hurdling a 7:30 fringe time period
(and few shows that in that area have ever boasted a Top 10 status)
makes it all the remarkable. Clincher came a couple weeks back
when the Trendex returns voted “Surprise” a 24.0 rating, neckand-neck with the 24.1 for Perry Como’s 8 o’clock entry.
Of all the NBC-TV shows, only Groucho Marx and Como outrated “Surprise” on the new ARB listings.
Jack Barry, incidentally, lias been yanked from the show, with
Mike Wallace taking over.

End of the Blow Affair
Toigo Joins Schlitz, Taking Three Other Biow Execs
Along—Winsor Sets Own Production Co.
+-

More TV-to-Hollywood’

John Toigo has finally made his
formal exit as exec v.p. of The
The “Scorecard on TV-to-Holly¬
Biow Co., after months of specula¬ wood” saga is swelled on word of
tion as to his status at the agency. a number of plays in the “Robert"
Toigo is joining the Jos. Schlitz Montgomery Presents” NBC series
Brewing Co., which had a short¬ figuring in sales to filmmakers.
lived stay at Biow, as director of
John Gibbs agency reports ac¬
marketing, and has taken along tion on Milton Gelman’s “Return
two Biow v.p.’s and an account to Johnny Burro” (adaptation of
supervisor with him.
“Outlaw’s Partner”) to Metro;
At the same time, Biow is losing “The Power and the Prize,” also
still another key exec, radio-tv M-G; “Tall Dark Man,” to Hechtveep Roy Winsor, who is leaving Lancaster; “A Case of Identity,”
the agency to form his own pro-' to Warners, and “The Wind Can¬
duction-packaging outfit, Roy Win¬ not Read,” to a British Company.
sor Productions. New production
outfit will take on production re¬
sponsibility for two Whitehall
Pharmacal (a Biow client) soaps,
“Love of Life” and “Secret Storm”
and Winsor himself will continue
as exec producer for Biow of Proc¬
ter & Gamble’s “Search for To¬
morrow.” At the same time, the i
new outfit is operating on a free¬
lance basis packaging new proper¬
ties for wherever it can land them.
Departure of Toigo spells an end
to a series of the most eerie epi¬
sodes in Madison Ave. history,
Presidential campagning this fall
which actually began when Milton is likely to take the form of fiveBiow a couple of years ago relaxed
his one-man control of his agency, minute capsule pitches as well as
the standard half-hour. National
(Cl ntinued on page 39)
Committees of both parties have
approached the networks • on the
availability of five-minute pitches
in prime evening time, and one
of them, ABC-TV, has already
worked out a formula to permit the
use of such capsules via the ad¬
vance-filming of both half-hour
and 25-minute versions of its
filmed shows.
It’s recalled that
Although Guy Lombardo was in back in ’52 the GOP’s capsule
broadsides
played
a prominent
the midst of being primed for a
local show on WRCA-TV, the NBC part in Ike’s windup campaign..
ABC
in
particular
has
a problem
flagship in N.Y., it’s the opposition
* CBS-TV which has snagged him. as regards such five-minute cap¬
sules,
in
light
of
the
high
percent¬
The maestro made a big score on
the NBC’s outlet’s New Year’s Eve age of DB stations and the large
number
of
filmed
shows
on the
special with a 31-plus. WRCA-TV
was anxious to set Lombardo up web. A five-minute preemption of
a
live
show
presents
few
problems,
for another exposure (his syndi¬
cated stanza out of. MCA-TV has since, such an order can be placed
been running for some time as a a week in advance and gotten
Thursday at 7 p.m. entry) in the through. On filmed shows, how¬
ever, the order must be placed
live groove, but Columbia’s coup months
in advance. Provided the
prevents that.
politicos order their time months
Orchestra, under “Guy Lombar¬ in advance, the web will do the
do’s Diamond Jubilee” tag, goes two versions of the film show and
into the Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. slot will charge the normal preemption
vacated as of last night (Tues.) by
(Continued on page 36)
“Meet Millie.” He’ll start on the
20th, since the March 13 spot (9
to 10) is reserved for an IsraelArab “editorial” by Ed Murrow’s
•Hollywood, March 6.
“See It Now.”
1
. “Millie” ‘sponsors, Pharmaceu¬ • Over 2,000 color tv sets are now
ticals (Geritol), move in with Lom¬ in use .in 13-county L.A. area tv
bardo, with format to embrace a signal region; -report issued by
series of interviews with letter- Electric League of Los Angeles
writers, plus a name guest, based covering month of January dis¬
on how a particular song affected closed. Sale of 159 tint receivers
their lives. Prizes include an arti¬ in January boosted total to'2,056
cle of diamond jewelry to square and raised total of all sets in area
ak
MCA package has Mort to 2,368,464.
Comparable 195.5 figures show 22
Abrahams os exec producer and
Gordon Auchincloss as producer- color' sets sold in L.A. area in
January,
to raise tint total to 606.
scripler.

Both Parties Eye
Capsule Pitches
As TV Strategy

Guy’s‘Jubilee’To
Oust TV Ulillie’

L. A/s 2,000 Tint Sets

TV 10 REPLACE ‘EmmyV No Lady Yet, So ‘Scram Tiff
BARNST0RM1 You Grow Up’ Tempoes New Beefs;
By HERMAN A. LOWE
Washington, March 6.
Television, fast becoming the
most potent weapon in political
campaigns, gets its greatest test
this year. The question is whether
it can successfully replace person¬
al contact between • the candidate
and the voters.
President Eisenhower threw
down the challenge to the me¬
dium in his radio-tv fireside talk
last week. And indirectly expressed
his confidence in it.
Whistle-stop
campaigning by
Presidential candidates is tradi¬
tional .... criss-crossing the nation
by train, short appearances from
rear platforms, handshaking with
local and. state politicians; then
lunches, dinners and speeches ma¬
jor and minor in various parts of
the country.
Since the use of newspapers will
remain unchanged, the burden for
success of the new style campaign
must fall on radio and, to a much
larger extent, upon television. The
day after the President’s announce¬
ment that he would do no whistlestop campaigning, Leonard W.
Hall, chairman of the Republican
National Committee, told newsmen
about “an electronic age” tv-radio
campaign \>n behalf of the Presi¬
dent and remainder.- of - the ticket.
It’ll be up to video to carry the
President’s warm friendliness into
homes with more than 36,000,000
tv receivers.
$2,000,000 GOP War Chest
Hall spoke of the Republican
Party spending about $2,000,000 on
both radio and tv, the same figure
he used months ago, before the
President’s heart attack. However,
a stepped-up television campaign
to replace barnstorming would be
considerably more expensive. It
will also require the GOP to nail
down much more network time
than it now has reserved.
However, it was made clear that
Prexy will be expected to leave
Washington for two or three per¬
sonal appearances in which he will
deliver major addresses. Hall said
planes would be used for such
trips, presumably to spare him
(Continued on page 37)

Move to Put Off Awards 3 Months
♦

This Fascinating Biz
The ends to which tv will
go to wrap up a personality,
even for a one-shot, is perhaps
best illustrated in the coin
that’s been invested thus far
merely in trying to negotiate
the Audrey Hepburn pact for
her 90-minute performance in
“Mayerling” as one of the
“Producers Showcase” spec at¬
tractions next season.
It’s estimated that at least
$10,000 has been spent by
Showcase Productions, produ¬
cers of the Monday evening
NBC-TV series, as a prelimina¬
ry to signaturing the Hepburn
deal. This has involved a suc¬
cession of transcontinental trips
by Miss Hepburn’s agent, re¬
siding in Switzerland; keeping
the transoceanic lines buzzing,
etc. And as of now, it’s not
even certain the show will go
on.

NBC Radio’s‘Hey,
Look at Us’ On

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, March 6.
An increased tempo of criticism
from various industry quarters
against the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences awards struc¬
ture has resulted in a campaign
to call an immediate emergency
meeting of the Academy’s board
to consider postponing the annual
awards for three months. M. Ber¬
nard Fox, vidpix producer and ini¬
tiator of the move, now soliciting
support for his plan, said he was
prompted by consideration for the
Academy, saying he felt such a
delay in awarding Emmys would
permit time to correct “inequities”
in the nominations and categories.
Awards dinner is set for March 17.
The board itself, meanwhile, met
with the press at 5 p.m. today
(Tues.) to answer the increasing
attacks from critics in connection
with the annual awards and norni1
nations setup.
Fox said he is enlisting the aid
of Danny Thomas, Gale Storm,
Herbert Leonard, William Asher,
Ozzie Nelson, Jack Denove, Roland
Reed,
Dick
Powell,
Richard
Moore, Groucho Marx, Bob Cum¬
mings, Desi Arnaz and Jack Webb
in seeking a concerted move for
action on the Emmy front. He said
he had contacted four of them yes¬
terday, and they in turn offered
to contact others. “Many, unfor¬
tunately, are in production and not
available so in the short time we
have it was thought best to present
our suggestions for such an emer¬
gency meeting through the press,”
the producer explained.
Fox is producer of “My Little
Margie” and “Waterfront,” the lat¬
ter garne.’ing four nominations last
year. Fox said he didn’t receive
any nomination blanks this year
and- when he stopped at the Acad
office to get his Award dinner
reservations recently, he asked
Acad secretary Tom FreebairnSmith about it. The exec, after
searching the files, told him the
blanks somehow had not been sent
him, and apologized, said Fox.
• NBC & Olds a Factor
“We would like to ask the board
to investigate the possibility of
NBC-TV, which is carrying the
awards show, and Oldsmobile,
(Continued on page 34)

In the last 10 days NBC has
firmed up a' snazzy $5,000,000 in
new business and renewals on the
radio
ramparts,
according
to
Charles T. Ayres, aural v.p. The
figure is a gross one, subject to
various discounts. Bulk of it stems
from the web’s participating setup
on “Monitor,” $2,109,000; “Week¬
day” $588,000, and “Top 10 Plan,”
$381,500, for a total of $3,078,000.
Another $1,109,000 is being poured
into the pot by Miles Labs, em¬
bracing “News of the World” and
“Woman in My House,” “Weekday”
and “Monitor.”
Buving into “Monitor” in addi¬
tion to Miles, are Sawyer’s, Crowell-Collier, RCA, Miller Brewing,
Quaker Oil, and for “Weekday,”
Bourjois, Crowell-Collier, Ameri¬
can Molasses, Kerr Glass, McCall’s
Mag, Olson Rug, Tintex, Curtis
Publishing, Q-Tips and Carter
Products. Riding oh “Top 10” are
Jack Barry, scheduled to be re¬ Crowell, Curtis Pub., North Ameri¬
placed April 7 as emcee of NBC- can Insurance, RCA and Carter.
TV’s “The Big Surprise,” yester¬
day (Tues.) asked for his immedi¬
MANN BITES WOLFE
ate release from the show and
Berthed as the toprated teledayblasted the Louis G. Cowan office
for the “outrageous” fashion in Five Characters In Search Of An timer after only four weeks of air¬
ing,
NBC's “Queen for a Day” is
which he was axed. Barry took the ' Author Credit on ‘Armstrong’
hitting
$7,500,000
in
billings
unusual step of calling a press con¬
with
snagging of four additional
There’s an involved writer credit
ference at Club 21 to release
copies of his letter to Cowan j>rcz on “Five Who Shook the Mighty,” participants. Underwriters piled up
Harry Fleishman, dated Monday an -/‘actuality” due on NBC-TV’s in the last couple of weeks are
(5) in which he requested his re- "Armstrong Circle-Theatre” March Helene Curtis, Corn Products, San20. Story is based on the five Ru¬ dura Co. (Sandran) and Van
Noting that his axing came as a manians who a little over a year Camp’s Tuna, making 10 partici¬
complete surprise—“to this mo¬ ago seized the Rumanian Legation pants in all for a 90% SRO status.
ment, despite the many months we in
Berne, ; Switzerland,
were Only open segment is 4:30-45 Mon¬
worked so closely together, I have slapped into jail and who will be day.
“Queen” hit the ARB jackpot for
not had a personal word from you tried next month.
or any one in your company rela¬
Peggy Mann furnished an out¬ February with 15.7 against 13.5
by
CBS-TV’s
“Hpuse
tive to the cancellation other than line and draft to Talent Associates, pegged
the summary notice of dismissal “Circle” packagers, and the tv Party.” On the advance Nielsens
received through the mails,” Barry adaptation was done by Bernard (fortnight ending Feb. 4), “Queen”
blasted Fleishman for releasing Wolfe, Miss Mann, whose novel, “A scored 13.9, a whisker behind the
“the news of my cancellation and Room in Paris,” became her first 14.1 of CBS-TV’s established “Guid¬
selection of a successor completely teleshow last season on Sunday’s ing Light.”
without my knowledge—a courtesy “TV Playhouse,” will receive a
usually given to even performers “based on” credit indicating origi¬
who expect to be removed from a nal treatment, since it was she
show.”
who interviewed the Secretary“You have forgotten,” Barry General, of the League of Free
continued, “that during those early Rumanians for the “inside” mate¬
NBC pl^ns going back to Boca
days, as the advertised star of the
Raton, Fla., for its annual winter
program, I took the brunt of the rial. The author is repped by the convention of television affiliates.
Gaines office.
abuse for its failure.
Now that Blanche
Two days before the show (18), -Network’s last Boca meet was
‘Big Surprise’ is among the top
about five years ago. Tentatively
ten, I think it is outrageous that an article by Miss Mann on the the network has set Dec. 12-16 for
you should ask me to suffer fur¬ same subject will appear in This the annual gettogether, this being
ther abuse—because it is a suc¬ Week mag, the Sunday supple¬ the only December availability.
cess.”
Barry stated that “since ment. Thus the line, “based on an
Although J. Myer Schine sold
you' have already signed a new article by Peggy Mann,” will have the resort hostelry last week, it’s
man (Mike Wallace), I can see no an updated meaning And the clos¬ anticipated that the new manager
‘ useful purpose in my continuing est to air time of any derivative
ment will okay the Dec. date.
with the show through March 31.” script in tv annals.

Jack Barry Bounced
From ‘Surprise,Makes
Swipe at Cowan Org.

‘Queen’s’Queenly
WOfiO Gait<

NBC Pencils in Boca
For Convention in Dec.
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AFTRA Nod on Electronic Filming
Jurisdiction Blasted by SAG
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Variety
Oopt, Wrong Putput
Chicago, March 6.
One of those rare happen¬
stances put the blush to some
countenances
in ABC-TV’s
N. Y. ad department. Batch of
trade ads that broke last week
plugging the web’s “Film Fes¬
tivals” featured as a prop an
outboard motor plainly labeled
Mercury (out of the Kiekhaefer Corp.). Apparently nobody
figured there’d ever be a tv
sponsor conflict in the putput
fieid.
J v
But the ads appeared be¬
fore the ink was hardly dry on
an order snagged by the Chi
ABC-TV sales boys from
Evinrude outboards for an
eight-week ride on the Sun¬
day night film fest.

From the Production Centres
»♦ ♦♦ »» + + ♦♦♦♦ 4 44

IN NEW YORK CITY
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Hollywood, March. 6. A
Jerry Maulsby, mgr. of b’casts of CBS, back after six weeks’ hos¬
“Clarification” agreement be¬
pitalization and Mexican convalescence . . . Red Barber planing back
tween: American Federation of
to N. Y. Fridays for NBC-TV sportscast, from Yankees St. Pete train¬
TV and Radio Artists and nets
Hollywood, March 6.
ing camp . . . Tom Swan, ex-BBDO in Pitt, to Wm. Esty as an account
and ad agencies, giving juris¬
The stormy petrel of Chi Broad¬
exec on Colgate . . . CBS prexy A. H. Hayes named honorary special
diction over electronic filming casting, Tom Duggan, is coming to
chairman for radio for annual observance of National Sunday School
to the live video performers roost on KCOP (TV), locally. The
Week, April 9-15 .. . Continuity acceptance up for discussion Monday
union, came under heavy fire Copley Press station has inked him
(12) at luncheon in Toots Shor’s of N. Y. Chapter of American Women
from Screen Actors Guild over to an exclusive pact for five hourirt Radio-TV, assembling NBC’s Stockton Helffrich, CBS Radio’s
weekend.
long commentaries weekly, starting
Donald Ball and ABC’s (radio-tv) Grace Johnson, under title of “You
SAG national exec secretary sent April 2.
Think You’ve. Got Trouble.”
CBS board chairman William S.
Duggan left WBKB, Chi, where
J. Mitchell (Mike) Jablons, vet publicist most recently handling the
Paley and prexy Frank Stanton a he had built an annual billing of
Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund, joined the press department of the
letter over week-end asking an $750,000, after a number of law¬
Ted Bates agency . . . Martha Wright guests on the CBS “Woolworth
immediate meet with net reps, suits and reported hassles with
Hour” this Sunday (11) and Gretchen Wyler dittoes on the same show
preferably here, “in order to avoid the station management over his
April 8 . . . Frank Weisman, drama critic on WBFM’s waker-upper
a most serious controversy.”
controversial commentaries.
He
“Sundail Serenade,” took over hosting as well as critical chores on
“Clarification,” negotiated
in typically explained his abrupt de¬
the show all of last week while regular emcee Gil Hayes was away.
N. Y. last month and only disclosed parture as the result of “being fed
last week, gives AFTRA jurisdic¬ up with the midwest.”
Disk jockey Bill Randle and Sid Feller, a&r man of ABC-Paramount
KCOP
states
that
Duggan
will
tion over actors appearing on such
Records, to be guest speakers March 26 at Bill Smith’s “Show Busi¬
film-and-live systems as Electro- have free rein in the choice of
ness” course at New School.
nocam and CameraVision, and on topics for his nightly programs.
Writers out of the Blanche
Gussie Moran signed for a second year of sportscastirtg by WMGM,
video tape recording. Similar pact
Gaines stable will be repped on a with the ex-tennis star slated to share the mike again with Marty
was recently negotiated in Gotham,
Glickman, Ward Wilson and Jim Gordon on “Warmup Time” and
dozen
upcoming
full-hour
teledra¬
giving like jurisdiction to Radio
matics and several 30-minute shows “Sports Extra” starting next Saturday (10) . . . Robert B. M. Barton,
and TV Directors Guild, live video
prez of Parker Bros, (games) guests on “Weekday” Friday (9).
directors union, in pattern of
a new upbeat for an office that
awarding electronics to live guilds.
has been considerably active also IN HOLLYWOOD
SAG spokesman said that since
sales to motion pictures.
CBS-TV is the only net presently
“U. S. Steel” has bought four
Milton Berle is staying on the desert near Las Vegas for his March
doing, much of its own telefilming,
scripts, Rod Serling’s “Noon on 13 Chevy show. It’ll come in color from nearby Nellis Air Force base
initial communication was directed
Doomsday,” George Lowther’s “Un¬ . . . Paul Nickell, alternate director of “Studio One,” cpming out from
to this- net. However, other nets
dercurrents,” Helen Cotton’s “Op¬ N. Y. to direct CBS’ televersion of “20th Century” With Orson Welles
and ad agencies might be called
eration Three R’s” and Ira Avery’s and Betty Grable . . . KCOP’s Zeke Manners asked his rock ’n’ rollers
into Guild confabs, if develop¬
Five Fathers of Pepi,” adapted for letters with 100 free records as the bait. He got 2,600 replies . . .
ments warrent, he added.
Agreement by the American Fed¬ from his book of that name.
March 12 “Medic” will show an actual operation by Caesarian section
Hollywood AFTRA exec secre¬ eration of Television & Radio
Studio One” lists three Gaines . . . ABC’s Jack Owens asked Gus Lampe, entertainment director for
tary Claude McCue stated that the Artists to lower its kinescope re¬ entries, Serling’s “The Arena,” Cocoanut Grove, what he did in vaudeville. Grinned Lampe, “I helped
Federation considers the “clarifica¬ run fees is not expected to have James Blumgarten’s “The Tempta¬ kill it” . . . Subject of “This Is Your Life,” a zealously guarded secret,
tion” a “restatement of what ouri an appreciable effect on the in¬ tion of Harry Ashcroft” and Miss “leaked” when the show’s time was preempted.by Ike’s “I’ll Run.”
code already provides for,” and not dustry except in the area of sum¬ Cotton’s “Manhattan Duet” (latter When a date was disclosed for showing of the kinescope it was im¬
an “extension” of AFTRA jurisdic¬ mer repeats, a survey of the in¬ given in February).
| mediately cancelled for “some time in the future” . . . Robert Donavan
tion.
dustry indicates. The agreement,
“Alcoa Hour” and the alternat¬ reversed the old precedure and demanded his name be withdrawn
Full text of: Guild letter to CBS reached last week with the net¬ ing “Goodyear Playhouse” will from writing credits of “Affair in Sumatra” on Screen Directors Play¬
follows:
works in the form of an amend¬ front a pair of Jerome Ross plays, house. It was so ordered after an arbitration hearing . . . Jim Bailey,
“Our attention has been called ment to current contracts, lowers Doll Face” and “Career Girl.”
early morning d.j. on KBIF, ^resno, for past three years, upped to
to the fact that you have recently reuse fees from 100% of minimums
The daytime “Matinee Theatre” station program director, succeeding Bill Barnard, resigned . . . Mary
entered into ,an agreement with for each replay to 75% for the first is skedding Richard McCracken’s Gobd^ with Foote, Cone & Belding L. A. office for past nine years,
the American Federation of TV and two repeats, 50% each for the The Antidote,” Ira and Jane
joins accounting office of KBIG, Avalon.
Radio Artists purporting to be
third and fourth and 50% for all Avery’s “Shadows” and Avery’s
“Clarification” of the AFTRA Code thereafter.
“Robin Daw” (latter showcased
IN CHICAGO
of Fair Practice for Network TV
A couple of years ago, it had last week).
Broadcasting.
This
document been hoped that kinescopes might
Among the half-hour entries are
Dick Hafner has graduated from the CBS page boy ranks to become
eliminates the present requirement make possible entries in the syn¬ Jospeh Cochran’s “Love Is a Law¬
Of the AFTRA Code that pre¬ dication field, but the difficulties yer” on “Star Tonight”; Frank D. a WBBM staff singer with his 'first assignment on the afternoon “Jim
Conway
Show” . . . Newsman Pauf Coates in from the Coast today '
recorded tv programs, in order to involved in renegotiations of con¬ Gilroy’s “One Can’t Help Feeling
come within the jurisdiction of tracts and the high cost of reruns Sorry” and Jospeh Schull’s “Home¬ (Wed.) for. a special live WBKB telecast of his “Confidential File”
series
...
WGN-TV has upped its basic Class A hourly rates from
AFTRA, must be "by kinescope made this virtually impossible. Al¬ coming” on “Rheingold Theatre”
of similar device, done, in the man¬ though the new contract amend¬ (Douglas Fairbanks) and Helen $1,500 to $1,800 . . . Chi NBC press department chief Chet Campbell
in N. Y. this week for conferences on color tv promotions . . . WBBMner of a live broadcast.
ment simplifies the procedure, it’s Cotton’s
“Mr.
Thompson”
on TV is shaking down its new facilities in the reconverted Chi Arena
“You are signatory to the Memo¬ not viewed as likely that the webs
7.”
with some of its/riews shows coming from there . ... State’s Attorney
randum of Agreement for 1955 TV will put their kinnies into syn¬ Stage
British Rediffusion l as bought John Gutknecht making a 15-minute report to the people Saturday
Supplement to tl>e Producer-Screen dication.
Only kinnies that had two 60-minute scripts, . Joseph
Actors Guild Codified Basic Agree¬ wide exposure in syndication were Schull’s “World of His Own,” given nights on WGN-TV . . . WNBQ-WMAQ newsman Sam Saran elected
veepee of Sigma Delta Chi’s Headline Club. Same station’s news¬
ment, under which you recognize “Tales of Tomorrow” and “The
ABC-TV’s former “Center caster Austin Kiplinger named to the fraternity’s board of director^/
the SAG as the exclusive bargain¬ Ruggles,” and these didn’t cut too
Stage”
under
title
of
“The
Des. . . Budd Blume winds up this week as WBBM public relations direc¬
ing agent for all actors employed wide a swath.
demona Murder Case,” and Jerome tor to join J. Walter Thompson’s tv department as a writer. He’s being
in the production of tv motion pic¬
Contract amendments, which run Ross’ “A Case of Pure Fiction,” replaced at the Chi CBS station by Herb Grayson . . . WMBQ’s “Carni¬
tures. Under this contract and your to Nov. 1,5, 1958, the expiration
val of Books” voted radio’s '“outstanding children’s program” by the
contract with AFTRA, you and the date of the current. AFTRA pact done on “Goodyear Playhouse.”
National Assn, for Better Radio and Television . . . Win Stracke,
tv industry have historically recog¬ with the networks, do not apply to
WBKB’s “Uncle Win,” making two singing appearances this month
nized and agreed that the dividing performers who were walkons or
on the Orchestra Hall’s Young People’s music series . . . NBC newsman
line which separates pre-recorded extras in the reused programs.
Alex Dreier planed to Denver Monday (5) to speak before the National
tv programs from t.v motion pic¬ Neither do they apply to commer¬
Farm & Ranch Congress.
tures is whether such pre-recorded cial inserts, cut-ins, hitchhikes or
broadcasts are done by ‘kinescope cowcatchers, with AFTRA still in
John
"H.
Breck
Inc.,
the
shampoo
of similar device in the manner of
negotiation as regards these. Afore¬ outfit, has bought in on ABC-TV’s IN BOSTON
a live broadcast.”
Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI’s traveling reporter, cut interviews with
“Under the guise of being a mentioned repayment schedule is “Film Festival” -packages to the
‘Clarification,’ the above referred a schedule of minimum fees, and tune of four participations a week Richard Himber and Danton Walker at a press party in Cobb’s Fri. (2).
performer
may
bargain
for
better
Her
big one this frame, however, was a tele recorded interview with
for 13 weeks, with three a week
.to agreement attempts to substan¬
tially
enlarge
the
scope
of terms or may change or modify alloted to “Afternoon Festival” Van Heflin aboard a cruise ship . . . Bill Buchanan, WVDA disk jock,
contracts to get better replay and one weekly to the Sunday who has the only regular radio show in Boston featuring strictly music
(Continued on page 36)
terms. A provision allows the pro¬ night “Famous Film.” Breck is from the swing era (1935-45) did the theme songs of great bands of the
ducer to pre-pay the performer, using the schedule, which begins 30’s and 40’s, Goodman, James, Dorsey, Miller, Kyser, Savitt, Shaw,
with the latter’s consent, at the in April, to intro a new hair spray. Gray, Jurgens on his Sat. (3) show and nabbed a big batch of fan mail
time of the original engagement
As of the latest count, the and congrat phone calls as a result . . . Wallace O’Hara, vet announcer
for future replays at the rate of “Afternoon Fest” sponsor lineup on WEEI, addresses dinner meeting of Combined Service Clubs of
“in excess of twice the full AFTRA brings it to the quarter-sold stage Lynn at Hotel Edison Wed. (7) on “Radio and Television—As Enter¬
minimum fee including all extra as of three weeks from now, which tainment and as Business . . . WBZ-TV cameramen were on the scene
of the train wreck at Swampscott, minutes after the tragedy occurred
|Sradonutbu„0gr-?dditional rehearsals is to say that on the week of and films of the wreck were shown on WBZ-TV “News at Noon” Tues.
March 26, the series will have 20
In the agreement, AFTRA also sponsored participations out of a (28) of same day with lists .of dead arrd injured. A 15-minute news’
The
spectacular concept
really catching on among local telr made clear its bid for jurisdiction potential 80. Week before, that of program, narrated by Jack Chase, went on at 4 p.m. with WBZA Radio
evision stations. WPIX, the Daily over the Electronicam system and March 19, will have 27 spots sold, providing on the spot reports . . . Joe Cullinane, public relations direc¬
News indie in N.Y., intends pro¬ any other electronic film device, or nearly a one-third-sold status. tor of WBZ-TV and WBZ-WBZA Radio, and Miss Pearl Cerworka,
ducing a 60-minute interspectacu¬ including video tape, with the Additionally, several sponsorship president of the Spear Trucking Co. of Medford and New York, an¬
lar of its own on “hitherto undis¬ clause: “All of the terms and pro¬ pacts don’t start till April, which nounced their engagement this week
closed life in Russia” on March 8. visions of said 1954-1956 AFTRA
boost the percentage of com¬
Last week, Falstaff announced Code (contract) are applicable to will
mercial time.
IN PHILADELPHIA
that it was doing a 90-minute va¬ network television programs origi¬
riety spread for Falstaff brewery nating in New York, Chicago and
Alexander W. “Bink” Dannenbaum Jr. resigned (2) as assistant
on four northern California video Los Angeles which are produced
to the general manager of NBC stations, WRCV, WRCV-TV, to join
outlets.
or recorded by means of any elec¬
the Westinghouse chain in New York. Dannenbaum was commercial
The
WPIX one-shot
called tronic video equipment (including
manager of WPTZ since 1948 . . . John McClay, longtime assistant
“Camera Inside Russia,” was a combination electronic and mo¬
program manager for the WCAU stations has resigned . . . Gilbert H.
lensed by Myron Zobel, and, as the tion picture or ‘slave’ camera) used
Hollywood, March 6.
Spector, former chief of merchandising and advertising for Gates En¬
station says, “was brought to this either in connection with live
Option on “Jane Wyman’s Fire¬ gineering Co., appointed director of promotion and publicity for WIP
country completely untouched by broadcasting or in connection with side Theatre” has been picked up . . . WRCV’s Ed Wallace, formerly with NBC in Cleveland, flew back
the hand of the censor.” Zobel is electronic video recording, whether by sponsoring Procter & Gamble, to the Ohio city (1) to accept 13 AFTRA awards made to former NBCa writer and lecturer, who shot the by means of disc, wire, tape, kine¬ according to Lewman Productions, owned WTAM and WNBK . . . WCAU sponsoring a six-day stay in
film this winter after getting his scope, audio tape recorders, video series makers. “Fireside” will con¬ Monaco at the Grace-Kelly-Prince-Ranier nuptials to winnfer of grand
visa through repeated application. tape recorders, wire-recorders, disc tinue on NBC in Tuesday, 9 p. m, prize “Wedding Week in Monaco” contest on the Ed Harvey and John
He was accompanied on the Soviet recorders and any other apparatus time slot during 1956-1957 season, Trent programs . . . Bess Myerson appeared at Wanamaker’s in hat
sojourn by his wife and a camera¬ now or hereafter developed which starting in mid-September.
fashion display
man, and the . 60-minuter was ’is used to transmit, transfer or re¬
Miss Wyman is slated to person¬
edited from several thousand feet cord light or sound for immediate ally star in 26 of the 39 tele¬
IN DENVER
of celluloid about Moscow.
or eventual conversion into elec¬ films, six more than the current
Narration will -be done by the trical energy. (Excluded from the season. Added Wyman starters are
KDEN went on air Sunday with a staff, of 10. Gene Amole and Ed
station’s newshawk, John Tillman, foregoing are programs recorded possible because her pix commit¬ Koepke are the owners; Lloyd Knight moved his “Clockwatcher” pro¬
and by Zobel. Show, from 9 to solely by motion picture camera ments have been postponed, per¬ gram off of KMYR to join; Fred Leo will do sports, with Glen Swan¬
10 p.m. on WPIX, will preempt not in connection with a radio mitting her to devote more time to son and Harold Gann doing disk jockey and announcing chores. Oh
basketball 'Qqypragej,jj i.n,}
broadcast or a live telecast.)”
her telepbs, ierie^ },,, j i; 4 . •
.». .i c c j i
^'} i
i >. tCowtinuedion page 28) i • .--t) u *.j j. < i. a »* >
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Big Batch of Dramas,
All Shapes & Sizes,
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Summer Repeats
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GRAPHIC
GORDON MacRAE SHOW
CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA
>+++++++
With Joseph McCulley, host
With Cheerleaders, Van Alexander (Producers’ Showcase)
Producers: Wilfred Fielding, Nor¬
orch; Phil Harris, guest
With Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Claire
man Catoq, Peter MacFarlane
Producer-Director: Irv Lambrecht
Bloom, Jack Hawkins, Cyril
Writer: Norman Klenman
Writer: Sheila MacRae
Ritchard, Judith Anderson, Far¬
hM-M- Music: Louis Applebaum
15 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m. .
ley Granger, Thomas Gomez,
m ♦ ♦♦ m
30 Mins.; Fri. (2), 9 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
Adrienne Carroll, Jo ,Rabb, Rob¬
Omnibus
I hood romance, their careers, their FORD-MQNARCH OF CANADA NBC-TV,. from H'wood
ert Goodier, Rhoden Streeter,
Joseph N. Welch closed the | home and their adopted children.
LTD.
(BBDO)
Michael Vines, Francis Comp¬
While the Waterfield children CBC-TV, from Toronto
book on his three-gart analysis of
ton,
Gregory Morton, others
Gordon MacRae has moved into
the Constitution Sunday <4 on were not seen, the Calloway brood
’ (Cockfield-Brown)
Staged by Anthony Quayle
the
early
evening
Monday
spot
of
five
daughters
and
one
grand¬
-Omnibus," taking up the role of
Aimed
at
presenting
Canadian
Supervisors:
Donald Davis and
warm for a few seasons by
the Supreme Courtm bulwarking son played a big part in Murrow's interviews, personalities of inter¬ kept
Dorothy Mathews
1interpreting the ,law of the visit to the Calloway home in Lido national reputation, plus cinematic Tony Martin. With latter’s spon¬ TV Adaptation (Of Bernard Shaw’s
sors
checking
out,
the
quarter-hour
The children were
l md in a dissertation that would Beach, L.I,
clips that get away from the stand¬
play): Joseph Schrank
now backed by Lever Bros. Mac¬
have gladdened the heart of any charming and talented, and staged ard scenic and the Mounties, Foud- is
has been in the winner's cir¬ TV Director: Kirk Browning
Supreme Court Justice or law a brief bit for the tv cameras, Monarch of Canada Ltd. has signed Rae
for a number of years, notably Settings: Otis Riggs
cphnnl dean. It was necessarily including a duet between Calloway up 52 weeks of "Graphic" which cle
Hour” and Costumes: Guy Kent
'i00 , smattering of highlights, and daughter Lael on the current goes live to the 18-station trans- in radio inviatv"Railroad
as a fairly frequent Musical Director: George Bassman
focussing on the action of the pop entry, "Little One." Like the Canada network of the Canadian latterly
guest
plus
a
brief
duration
as host 90 Mins., Mon. (5) 8 p.m.
Waterfields,
the
Calloways
made
Court in the civil, liberties field,
RCA, FORD
Broadcasting Corp., plus kine¬
but done with a mixture of loving the Murrow visit a warm and be¬ scopes to some 20 indie^, with in¬ of the ex-“Variety Hour." .He’s NBC-TV, from New York (color)
also
made
films
of
which
the
most
lievable
thing.
Murrow,
on
his
attachment
and
understanding
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
tention
to
use
fully
all
indies
recent,
"Oklahoma”
and
"Carou¬
that helped make the dramatiza- part, also maintained a relaxed air across the Dominion, they to get sel," have commanded top atten¬
"Producers’ Showcase” knocked
lions come to life and take on and despite the temptation of cur¬ part of the CBG revenue from the
tion
and
boosted
his
stock.
itself
out
Monday night (5) in de¬
rent
newspaperheadlines
from
sharper meaning and definition.
.series.
With these plus factors, the livering to NBC-TV audiences a
Not one to dwell too long in the Alabama, refrained from attempt-*
This follows the CBC charter- singer is ill-advised making a per¬ lavish 90-minute spec presentation
ing
to
elicit
any
socio-political
oast—in fact buttressing his defi¬
granted instructions of the State- sonal pitch for Lever products, as of Bernard Shaw’s "Caesar and
nition of the Constitution as a comments from the Calloways.
operated monopoly to include that on Monday’s reference that his Cleopatra.”
It . was brilliantly
Herm.
‘‘living" instrument — Welch up¬
"take - what - we - give - you" policy wife and kids love that Lifebuoy tinted, sumptuously bedecked,
dated his case list to the immedi¬
which has also wrecked havoc fragrance. This puts him, of course, staged with a grandeur befitting a
Sunday Night at Palladium
ate present with the school .segre¬
with Canadian advertising agency
When Britain’s new commercial policy on program production. in the "nearly everybody’s doing gargantuan Cinemascope produc¬
gation decision, comparing it with
the 1896 Plessy vs, Ferguson, tv impresarios succeed in getting Same is implicit in the tough CBC it" class—which might be okay in tion, and enlisted marquee names
which at the time had set down internationally famous headliners, deal, as applied to other sponsors behalf of the grocery bill if the off the very top shelf. But it left
the "separate but equal" premise. there can be no gainsaying the im¬ seeking tv time, this presumably short stanza weren’t already con¬ a great deal to be desired.
For the staging assignment, NBC
Welch took some additional liber¬ pact madp by "Sunday Night at the to cut out too much “commercial¬ gested with commercials, one each
for Lifebuoy, Lux and Pepsodent. enlisted no less a talent that An¬
ties in this instance in an eloquent London Palladium," nor the in¬ ism" and stick to "culture.”
Viewers are bound to note the thony Quayle, the eminent direc¬
plea for moderation and good roads. it must make on the opposi¬
Despite advance ballyhoo, which
sense in the segregation issue, a tion BBC-TV web. And so it was did not fulfill its promise, teeoff overload of plugs in a 15-minute tor-producer of the Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre in London (re¬
plea which didn't in any way jar when Bob Hope topped the bill on program for Ford's "Graphic" was session.
the mood of historical continuity Sunday (26) for the second tiqie light on viewer entertainment and
MacRae has goodlooks to paral¬ cently seen on Broadway in the ti¬
since the series was inaugurated. added up to light magazine style. lel his w.k. pipes. He’s encased in tle role of "Tamburlaine the
of the program.
He dwelt in other spheres where The comedian, in London on a It was thin and tended to women’s a tasteful setting that stimulates Great"). A host of Britain’s finest
were recruited for the lead
changes
in social
philosophy feature film assignment, provided page value; needs better cinema¬ a home den, presumably his own. artists including
Sir Cedric Hard¬
brought about direct reversals of an object lesson in deadpan deliv¬ tography. On a hurried attempt to. His solo numbers after intro were roles,
wicke,
Cyril Ritchard, Jack Haw¬
its own opinions by the court—the ery, more than compensating for resuscitate the Canadian market “Never Before/Never Again," one
and Claire Bloom, along with
two Jehovah’s Witnesses cases, any of the oldies that crept into after these motor-makers’ strikes of his latest waxings for Capitol, kins
other stalwarts as Judith An¬
three years apart, where the re¬ his script. In the main, his gags now ended, the tv series was hur¬ and "People Will Say We’re in such
derson and' Farley ‘Granger. The
fusal of the sectarians to sahite were' strictly topical—a flow of ried. and will need better prepara¬ Love," from "Okla." With Phil Avenue
of the Columns, the Halls
the flag was finally upheld; the cracks about the recent musicians’ tion and the ironing out of kinks. Harris as the quipping, whiskey
Loggia of the Alexandria PaiRosika Schwimmer case where an dispute which had hit the BBC. The pace was good, as exempli¬ lovin' guest, show had a sort of and
ace,
the
Esplanade and the Light¬
baseball
and
golf
vignette
in
which
immigrant was denied naturaliza¬ There was the inevitable windup fied by Sydney Newman, super¬
house ramparts were all created
tion because of her refusal to with "Buttons and Bows" which he visor of the series; the subjects the Cheerleaders, mixed quartet on
a grandiose scale. Yet with all
rigged
out
in
shorts
and
striped
swear she would take' up arms for continuously interrupted with
were bad and thin; better shots
this, Shaw came off second best.
the U.S. And covering other running, gag.
were needed and Louis Apple¬ polos, joined the duo in "Accentu¬
Shaw’s comedy of Caesar's con¬
areas-, he took up the matter of
An offbeat addition to a better baum, with his coterie of 21 musi¬ ate the Positive." It was all very quest of Egypt and his encounters
labor's right to organize, of female than average lineup was the ap¬ cians, should tidy up his music. orthodox and very pleasant.
with the kittenish Queen is cer¬
suffrage, of the military's non¬ pearance' of Violetta Elvin and Write off the first Show as smooth
Listed as executive producers tainly not his most distinguished
jurisdiction over civilians (the fa¬ David Blair. The duo gave a dem¬ but with subjects not spectacular, (Kintail Enterprises) are MacRae play. Yet in recent productions,
mous Ex Parte Milligan), sweat onstration of.classical ballet at its as they should have been on a and his wife, Sheila, his quondam (he balance between the comedy
shops, the "third degree" (U.S: vs. best, in full Covent Garden tradi¬ teeoff.
stage partner who also gets writer and the Irishman's nicely turned
McNabb), the "due. process of law" tion. They made sufficient impact
Trau.
One commendable departure is credit.
profundities made for a credulity
interpretations of the Fourteenth to prove that culture can be har¬ the choice of Joseph McCulley as
which was singularly lacking on
Amendment, and some famous and nessed to vaudeville and vice host-interviewer. He is the warden
Monday's tv spec. The first two
too-infrequently repeated quotes versa. The Beverly Sisters, with a of Hart House, U. of Toronto CELEBRITY CLUB MATINEE
acts, for example, were played
With
Ray
Heatherton,
emcee;
El¬
from Justice
Oliver Wendell couple of new songs and Stan (which was built by Vincent Mas¬
more
as farce. Miss Bloom’s tem¬
len Madison, A1 Greiner Trio, peramental
Stennett, with a dull western rou¬ sey, first Canadian ambassador to
Holmes.
Cleo was at most times
various guests
Welch was backed by a fine cast tine, were among the acts featured. Washington and now Governortoo
abandoned
and frequently
in the dramatizations of the cases Tommy Trinder has developed an General of Canada; and Raymond Producer: Sandy Howard
meaningless,
with little of the po¬
that included Vaughn Taylor, David almost matchless technique as em¬ Massejr, stage and screen actor, in Director: Bill Dodson
tential dignity of the Queen of the
30
Mins.;
Wed.,
12:30
p.m.
Stewart, Doreen Lang, Lilia Skala, cee, particularly In handling the tribute to their father). Relaxed in
Nile.
Robert Ellenstein, Harry Stanton, "Beat the Clock" sequence which his easy chair, urbane and jovially MERKEL HAMS
In the same vein, Hardwicke’s
Russell Hicks and Harry Bannis¬ is an integral part of the program. academic, Professor McCulley is WABC-TV, N. Y.
Julius Caesar came off as a suave,
ter, and the dramatizations them¬
Myro.
The cause of daytime tv isn’t sophisticated ' Englishman and, at
much akin in his easy treatment to
materially
advanced
by
-"Celebrity
selves were effective. But it was
least up until the closing two acts,
Alistair Cooke of “Omnibus" and
Welch himself who gave the pro¬
a relief to Canadian tv viewers Club Matinee," a half-hour noon- seemed to lack conviction; In the
Alcoa Hour
gram breadth and scope,, who
Unrelieved gloom in the script who are becoming tired of old ‘day show aired Wednesdays via frothy nothingness mouthed in the
made the Constitution and the department, along with some pret¬ faces and welcome a new non-pro. WABC-TV. For the songs oJf Ray early episodes, Hardwicke was just
Court come alive in its meanings ty heavyhanded thesping and di¬
On this "personality" opener, Heatherton and Ellen Madison are tossing off lines, yet when Shaw’s
and realities today. Ford Founda¬ rection,
bogged
down
“Alcoa preceded by a long commercial in so-so, the plugs for Merkel Hams play (following the Lighthouse
tion is distributing kipnies of the Hour" on NBC-TV Sunday (4) the usual formula of cars travelling are more than bite-size and the scene) provided him with meatier
three shows to schodls and col¬ when it presented a melodramatic on a highway, "Graphic" presented show biz guests—at least those morsels, he became Caesar.
leges; certainly it's an important tearjerker entitled "Man On Fire." Yousef Karsh, photographer, lens- who appeared on the Wed. '29>
Since Hardwicke is anything but a *
contribution to any constitutional It starred comedian Tom Ewell in ing the daughter of the High Com¬ edition—lend little more than stranger to the role (even Shaw di¬
law or history course.
missioner to Canada from India, their physical presence to the pro¬ rected him in a 1920 London pro¬
an utterly serious vein.
In the opening segment, in a
duction), perhaps the fault didn't
"Man on Fire," scripted by Mal- this possibly puzzling Canadian gram.
different
mood,
host
Alistair vin Wald and Jack Jacobs, con- viewers on its lack of action and
One way, however, of improving lie in his performance, yet the sum
Cooke interviewed James Thurber , sisted primarily of the stuff soap topicality. Second clip included viewer interest would be for total clanked of awkward armor
via film in his Connecticut home operas are made off. It was about candid camera shots of entranced Heatherton, who doubles as emcee, and was muffled by robes and
in what easily ranks as one of the
divorced man who, when the noon-day record buyers in sound to plan his celeb interviews more splendor. It could well be that a
more natural and enjoyable efforts court awards his only child to the booths; models bending off their intelligently. His conversations production telescoped for 21-inch
in this type of programming. remarried wife, goes almost out of poundage and showing how to ap¬ with Wednesday’s guests were reception should be duly conscious
' Timber's something besides a fine his mind. He tries to abduct the ply eye-shadow pencil, their play- scarcely rewarding to the at home of columns and battlements lest
writer and distinctive artist; he's youngster, but is foiled. Finally, in^back of recordings to show up audience and frequently appeared they overshadow the play and its
a good storyteller, and Cooke gave he finds himself and agrees to let voic^ defects, their development embarrassing to some of the studio actors.
There were, however, some fine
him his head with yarns about the boy go.
as magazine cover girls, with some interviewees—all of whom.
Columbus and the New Yorker
Ewell, who in "Seven Year comment that commercial model¬ doubt, were on hand strictly to performances. Jack Hawkins as
Rufio rang
_ true at all times. Cyril
days with E. B. White vs. the, late Itch" proved his capabilities as a ling is a gamble and highly com¬ plug some personal project.
Harold Ross. Apart from the stor¬ monologist, again tackled some petitive.
Heatherton gave the wrong day j Rilchard’s performance as Britan.
.
ies (mainly about his artwork and I lengthy speeches and bested a part
Final clip/was the subjection of of Mel Tonne’s opening at the : nus was sensitive and controlled.
its devasting effect on unsuspect¬ that might have defied a better Canadian /fliers to high flight . Cameo N.Y. (later corrected by the !• Judith Anderson in the role of
ing editors and publishers), Thur¬ actor. Somehow, throughout the speed at / Toronto base, this lor | singer). pressed reticent Lew Avres : Queen’s nurse, was not up to her
ber discussed his near-blindness show, he never aroused any sympa¬ centrifugal cockpit tryouts on about his thesping as Dr. Kildare I usual level of emotional intensity,
(“there’s no blindness of the im¬ thy in the viewer, and from that dizziness and blackouts for an when the actor obviously looked as , Aloslly she grimaced.
R . e.
agination".! , of the essence of hu¬ stemmed one of the' basic weak¬ aviation medical test*. This, of
mor and of the mechanics of writ¬ nesses of the already, mediocre course, was dramatic on viewer
?8&*S2';1WCM JOHNNY COONS SHOW
ing (particularly difficult in his play. The way Ewell played his suspense in watching the facial although he’s tv’s "Merry Mail- ; Producer: Bill Newton
case). Cooke pulled it off as a re¬ man, he was an ugly person and and physical reaction of the flier. man,” failed to anticipate sudden ; Director: Phil Bodwell
laxed, pleasant and informative there was no pity for him even in But on the angle of car buying, movements of which small chil- I Writer: Ray Chan
with the finale another one of dren are capable of. In this in 30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m.
session, worth a return visit some his desperate loneliness.
day. Chan.
Good share of the blame for this those revolving displays, Ford df stance Viveca Lindfors' youngster SWIFT & CO.
must be -borne by director Sidney Canada had better work in more seized the portable mike much to NBC-TV, from Chicago
(McCann-Erickson)
Person To Person
* Lumet who has done a lot better drama and/or personality effects the emcee’s temporary discomfi¬
to hold the viewers.
McStay.
Johnny Coons has parlayed a
ture.
Ed Murrow's- "Person To Per- than this. Show was almost com¬
flair for moppet-appealing^ slap¬
son’’ CBS-TV show last Friday pletely lacking in imagination and
Alec Nicol, of the "Cat on a stick
and an assortment of vintage
mglit (2i was a sleeper.. With two the actors’ movements became al¬ sounded fine, and Russell Collins Hot Tin Roof" cast, provided an
^lz names> Jane Russell and most predictable after a while. turned in a very creditable per¬
Script
got
fouled
up
on
defining
formance as the harried judge in
tab Calloway, on deck for the
Usual at-home treatment, the half- the character of Ewell's divorced the divorce court.
saying 110 to Barbara Bel_ Cfcddes i
with his daily
hour easily could have been turned wife even though there was plenty
All-in all, and even discounting IX tfiee acts." If, clear that celeb j
WNBQ;
,
into a big plug, as has sometimes reference to it. the script, Ewell deserved better interviews can be made entertain- ! noontime comics
season he had a Lever Bros,
happened. This stanza, however, • Neva Patterson, a talented ac¬ than this. Perhaps he should stick ing and informative if carefully last
ride
on
CBS-TV,
and
now
he’s
get¬
^u^CG,eded in delineating some real tress who brings a curious kind of to comedy, which is definitely his , thought out in advance. But ap¬ ting NBC-TV Saturday morning
and likeable human beings with- digniiy to all the parts she plays forte. The Alcoa commercials fea¬ parently not much was done in exposure with Swift the every(she’s'also
a
pleasure
to
look
at),
turing Maria/ Riva seemed in tune this respect.
out a trace, of any glamor buildup.
As for the stanza’s other aspects, other-week sponsor.
Thf segment with Jane Russell did what she could with the role with the play. Miss Riva seemed
Heatherton and Miss Madison ' Format is simple. Coons works
Hijt.
and her husband, Bob Waterfield, of the wife, sounding no more depressed.
live cutups in a small set,
showed how coy they can be by ; his
ina,s ,set in the latter’s swank Cali- long-suffering than was absolutely
directly to the kids, then
Begley
as Ewell s
Bob Hope Show
duetting “How' to Catch a Man I talking
lorma home, a piece of architec¬ necessary.
dissolving
into the old comedy reels.
friendand
attorney
sounded
con¬
In the Continental fashion the With, a Merkel Hickory Smoked
ts
struck the only extravaIt’s the sort of cornball stuff the
no!e on the show. Miss Rus- vincing even in the ludicrous Bob Hope show on NBC-TV last Ham,” the Woodside Sisters dished tykes have been eating up for gen¬
scene
when
Ewell
turned
'on
him
Tuesday must have caught fire out fair harmony in a brace of erations. Funnyman even tosses in
sPoke with warmth and Intelof her work with the and insulted him. At that point, even if he didn’t, but once across tunes and the A1 Greiner Trio his own version of the “enlighten¬
the big pond the reaction was not supplied
okay
accompaniment.
ni
Adoption Internation¬ the play hit rock bottom.
Van Dyke Parks had appeal as typically hilarious of his best en¬ Studio aud mainly comprised mid- ment through exposure" theory
al.,
organization,, which she
with little preachments about
His opening standup dleaged women, some of whom proper diet and cleanliness.
found. There was a casual the confused boy; Patricia Barry deavors.
played
Ewell’s
secretary,
who
caught big laughs from the thea¬ appeared briefly at the mike to „ Coons seemed to be punching a
g -t°r Waterfield'# pic producThS.5’ i^ut this, was- Unavoidable. loves'him, and sounded kind and tre audience, composed largely of explain their work in varior*
vanous
mightily on his NBC-TV
pretty in a role that didn t GI's and ‘ civilians, but perhaps femme organizations.
was marked. .by the lookedmuch
sense; Jerome Thor as
(Continued am* cage Q8>* * * >
y holly natural ‘talk by the'Water- make
v j
i . 1 * * )■ «GIHW r i
(Continued on page-’3tf»‘T ■ > ,
*»jr,__ ,
tiaw
husband
*lelds as they told of thekvehttfk

Tele Follow-Up Comment

stfvs&f ^
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Do Viewers Give a ‘Damn?
NBC Takes Heart From Mail Reaction to Rose’s
Controversial Temporary Town’

Mobile Homes’ TV Coin

Wednesday, March 7, 1956

P'failETY

Engineers Here From
22 Countries to Get
Latest Color TV Info
Ninety-six radio-tv engineers
from 22 countries (including eight
from the U.S., started a series of
meetings this week at the UN in
N. Y. to learn about the latest
advances in color tv, not only as
transmitted and received in this
country but also as practiced in
Britain, France and The" Nether¬
lands.
UN and U. S. Government brass,
including FCC Chairman .George
McConnaughey, turned out for the
opening sessions here. For an hour
yesterday afternoon (5), the vis¬
itors were given color tv demon¬
strations in one of the UN confer¬
ence rooms. Speakers, in addition
to McConnaughey, included Thorslen V. Kalijarvi, deputy assistant
secretary of state for economic af¬
fairs; Francis'C, de Wolf, chairman
of the U. S. group of...,engmeers
participating; and Prof. B. van der
Pool, chairman of the Internation¬
al Radio Consultative Committee
representing the International Tel¬
ecommunication Union h.q., which
is in Geneva, Switzerland.
The visting engineers will spend
two weeks in the United States,
visiting broadcasting studios and
engineering facilities. On their
itinerary are visits to CBS, NBC,
the / Hazelfine Laboratories, and
the David Sarnoff RCA Research
Center in Princeton, N. J.

From the Production Centres
Continued from page 26 ;

air 6 a.m. to midnight, station hopes to. shortly lengthen to 2 a.m. . ; .
Mrs. Mavis Benson, television and radio school grad, added to KOATV continuity staff . . . Tom Donohue, late of Sioux; City,- la., mer¬
chandising manager at KBTV . . . KFML sponsoring a mu&6vlover?s
trip to the Salzburg music festival. Two weeks, with' five operas
and concerts on the agenda . . . Five Colorado industry merf, have been
named to the state Easter Seal committee, including Elwood' IL Meyer,
KYOU, Greeley; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ, Denver; Jerry Fitch, KGEL,
Glen wood Springs; James D. Russell, KKTV, Colorado Springs: Lloyd
Allen, KGIW, Alamosa.

Some
interesting ’ postscripts
have developed in the light of the
Chicago, March 6.
now-controversial NBC-TV “Alcoa
Mobile Homes (house trailers)
Hour” presentation of Reginald
check
into
ABC-TV’s
Sunday night
Rose’s “Tragedy In a Temporary
“Famous Film Festival*’ for five
Town” on Feb. 19.
weeks starting April 15. Agency is
A breakdown of mail received J. Walter Thompson.
IN DALLAS
by the network shows an over¬
Web’s afternoon film test also
whelming majority approved- the picks up shortrider with Beltone
Bill Stinson is news editor at WFAA-TV. He left a similar slot at
play. The drama became contro¬ hearing aids, through Olian &
KWTX-TV, Waco, to come here. Also, George A. Milner and Hank
versial on two counts, raising of a Bronner, taking a participation
Williamson, joined WFFA-TV as announcers . . . Deejay George
racial issue and “ad lib” utterance March 23-and April 19.
of “God damn” by Lloyd Bridges
Singer switched from KELP, El Paso, to KLIF here. Both AM’ers are
during a tense scene.
headed by prexy Gordon McLendon . . . Bill Terry, announcer at
As of last week, the mail count
KFJZ-TV, Fort Worth, switched to sales spot at KFJZ radio there,
at producer Herbert Brodkin’s olwhile Bob Weatherford joined the tv’er as floorman . . . R. Wen Payne,
fice was 572. Of these, 320 regis¬
drama professor at Texas U., starts weekly airings March 15 via WFAA.
tered approval without mention of
He’ll talk on legit theatre . . . Steve Allen’s platter, “What Is a Wife,”
the profanity. Total of 210 praised
imitated of) Lyn label by Don Keyes, KLIF d.j., with “What Is a Secre¬
the show and said in effect that the
tary,” and Larry Monroe, ex-KLIF d.j. now at WNOE, New Orleans,
profanity was “understandable” in
with “What Is a Disk Jockey.” Mucho plugging of the sides by KLIF
view of the melodramatic pitch of
here.
the scene.
Violent protest was
Minneapolis, March 6.
registered by 42 letter-writers who
With WDGY under its new
IN PITTSBURGH
either “hated” the show and/or
condemned the profanity in violent: Slorz ownership setting the pace,
Sportscaster Ray Scott and cameraman Chuck Boyle flew to Pirates’
terms.
some of the Twin Cities’ 11 comtraining camp at Fort Myers, Fla., to shoot some stuff for Scott’s pro¬
Accordingly, Brodkin is repre-, mercial radio stations, engaged in
grams on KDKA-TV . . . Charles Ruffing, graduate of Pitt, has been
sented as feeling that the figures j hot conlpetition for dialers, have
appointed program director of the television developing department
are “rather remarkable” in that: g0ne on a recordbreaking giveaway
at Michigan State U . . . Jjm Quirk, publisher of TV Guide, flew, from
the American viewing public "is kick
Philadephia to speak to the Radio and Television Club’s luncheon
obviously not as easily shocked’ I Most ingenious, perhaps, of all
meeting on “Co-Existence Between Radio and TV”.. . . Harold C. Lund,
by strong language as some people j the contests here designed to keep
Westinghouse veep and g.m. of Channel 2, is vacationing in Naples,
consider them to be.
j setowners tuned in constantly to
Fla. . . . Jay Michael, WCAE deejay, back on the job again after rush¬
William Burke Miller, NBC’s the same station is/WDGY’s “lucky
ing to bedside of his seriously ailing mother in Los Angeles,,: She’s
night executive, submitted a report house number jackpot.” There’s
on the mend and Michael returned her to the family home in Cleve¬
to Stockton Helffrich, network’s a local belW it even may be hav¬
land ... Hank Stohl won audition to do the commercial for Richman
continuity acceptance director, in ing many tv devotees keeping their
Bros.’ new “Headline” show every Friday evening at 7 on* 3CDKA-TV
which he said that “in the inten¬ adio sets on, too.Bob Caldwell, longtime tv singer here, now living in Miami Beach
sity of the scene, Bridges was car¬
Every once in a while during the
and doing solo work with Fontainebleu -Hotel Symphonette,..
ried away and the utterance was day and night WDGY over the air
perfectly natural.” The phrase announces a house number and a
was “blooped out” of the hot kine householder must listen to it con¬
IN SAN FRANCISCO
for later Hollywood release. It is tinuously to be sure he or she
It’s no April Fool for KNBC, which loses Albert White and his
known that at several rehearsals hears all such numbers.
Masters of Melody to KCBS April 1 . . . Morris Plan signed up with
Bridges broke down and cried after
. ,
Washington, March 6.
House occupant has one minute
the scene.
after the number’s announcement
Another attempt to make UHF KCBS for a six-station, California network show, but insisted on the
There was mixed telephone reac¬ to phone the station and claim the go in Elmira, N.Y., is to be made by toprated White and his 12 musicians to do the job. Thus, there was
There has bgen one
tion, with between 500 and 700 jackpot.
no room for Ray Hackett, KCBS musical director for more than a
calls. NBC stated that apologies $1,200 winner already, after sev¬ WSYR-TV (VHF), Syracuse, which decade, and his 12 musicians. Hackett’s not hurt too badly: he’s got
New jackpot has got the authorization' for channel plenty of dance work. But-KNBC—ouch! . . . Wildlife Society of
were in order on the “irreverence.” eral weeks.
although unintended. An interest¬ started with $500 and will be in¬ 18 last week following withdrawal America presented awards to Ben Draper, exec prodtfeer, and Earl
ing sidelight is that Washington creased $10 every time it’
of a competing application by Herald, emcee of “Science in Action” at the group’s New Orleans con¬
reported 26 protest calls and eight claimed.
vention . . . New producer of KOVR’s “California Hayride” is Bill Ring,
of praise, but profanity was not the
All the names of Twin Cities Walter Annenberg’s Triangle Pub¬ late of Radiozark Enterprises, Springfield, Mo., and the ex-pfoducer of
lications,
Inc. The station will op¬
main complaint. Most of the 26 and suburbs’ streets are recorded
Tennessee Ernie’s radio shows . . . New Frisco Publicity Club has
erate
initially
as
a
satellite
of
calls protested the racial issue and the transcription is rim off un¬
Don Mills, KPIX flack, as president . . . KYA’s new continuity-promo¬
raised by the plot, according to til a .particular one becomes in¬ WSYR, bring its network (NBC) tion director is Marian Eberson . . . KLX’s Anne Traux emceed the
and* Syracuse-originated . programs
Miller.
telligible, .whereupon
it’s
i
to the Elmira-Corning area. Local Oakland Ad Club’s fashion show.
-^Helffrich’s report of last June nounced over the air. Then
relating to NBC’s regulation on wheel is spun to determine the shows are planned when the UHF
profane language stated the case digits that comprise the house num¬ "audience is sufficiently developed. In SEATTLE-TACOMA
Elmira, which was originally as¬
this way:
ber and the latter is called off.
KTNTV, Tacoma, celebrated its third birthday March 1, with birthday
“We’ve had some letters suggest¬
New here, too, is WDGY’s auto signed only UHF channels, has cakes cut in both Seattle and Tacoma . . . Lloyd Bloom, veteran radio
ing that a use of the word 'damn' cash, contest. Motorists desiring proved disastrous for ultra high op¬ producer-announcer, lias been named a director at KOMO-TV„ Seattle
A previous station on
Is unthinkable in broadcast mate¬ to participate register with the sta¬ erators.
. . . KOMO-TV using “weather girl,” Marge Anderson, who telecasts—
rial no matter what the circum¬ tion and receive stickers to place channel 18 (WECT-TV) went off in color—day’s weather forecast. Station also doing Alberta Beeson’s
the air nearly two years ago. A
stances, the context, hour of broad¬ on their autos’ rear windows.
“The Secret Tower,” children’s story program, in color, and has started
cast, etc. Don’t anybody get the
During the spring and summer second station on channel 24
idea that the bars are'down in this WDGY will have “spotters” driving (WTVE-TV) suspended operations weekly series on job opportunities, “Your Career” produced in color
always-delicate area of public re¬ around to single out the license in November, 1954, when its an¬ for Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. . . . Dean Buchanan has taken over as
lations. The context of certain numbers of autos in traffic. Such tenna was razed by a hurricane host on Club Matinee, KTVW, Seattle, replacing Barbara O’Brien
language not only has to be just license numbers will be an¬ but had planned to be back on the (Mrs. Tom Franklin) who has gone with her husband to San Fran¬
cisco where he is with KOVR-TV . . . Live wrestling has taken a fall
right but supportable both in pub¬ nounced over the air and if the air this'spring.
lic relations terms and even legal¬ lucky motorists are listening ar.d
Despite • this history, however, at KTVW. Unsponsored show is bowing off the air to be replaced
ly. To be sure things don’t get have the station’s stickers on their WSYR told FCC it believes the by live local musical program featuring the Jack Pine Ramblers, west¬
out of hand a broadcaster has to cars they’ll immediately notify area holds promise for UHF if ade¬ ern combo. Kid’s boxing' show on KTVW, “Madison Square Kinder¬
reserve to himself, without mean¬ WDGY and receive substantial quate program service is provided. garten,” put on by Joey Velez, "has also taken the count.
ing to be arbitrary about it, the cash prizes.
With an 18-hour broadcast day,
right to decide where certain
carrying the entire NBC schedule, IN CLEVELAND
words are acceptable and how
in additional to various local and
Jim Graner takes over Tom Manning’s KYW-KYW-TV sportscasts
close a saturation point for the
regional programs, it hopes to at¬ while the “Dean of sportscasters” takes winter hiatus and then joins
audience has been reached in ac¬
tract a paying audience.
Jimmy Dudley to do Indian ball game. James C. Hanrahan, WEWS
centing them.”
Since WSYR filed its application general manager, awarded Brotherhood Week citation . . . Rome
Helffrich had written to a min
for channel 18, the FCC assigned Syroid named KYW-TV associate director . . . George Condon, Plain
Ister in Portsmouth, O., who had
channel 9 to Elmira. An applica¬ Dealer, radio-tv editor, and Barbara Reinker, WJW women’s editor,
objected to a reference in a play
tion to switch to this channel has elected to Press Club Board . .'.'Lee Repp, Musicians! Union exec
given last year, in which he ex¬
been filed by .WTVE but various secretary named to national board . . .. WGAR’s Mannie Eisner handling
panded on the profanity theme a;
London, March 6.
oppositions have been filed to the Red Cross radio publicity . . . Kitty Ryan and Cecily Brogman named
follows: “While generally speaking
With the comment: “Ho! Ho! drop-in.
to WDOK staff . . . Walt Davis pacted for Drew Pearson commercial
excess realisms of any sort which
Collapse
of
stout
party”
the
Daily
cutins on WEWS . . . Jim Shipley and Ellen Marshall signed for Mainmight be offensive are avoided in
Sketch,
is
claiming
a
victory
over
liner commercials on hour-long film stint . . . Garde Chambers au¬
bur facilities, we do from time to
thored Red Cross tv-radio scripts . . . WGAR’s Newscaster Charles
time , in very specific context and the Daily Express. The latter sheet,
Day celebrated 13th anni with station.
for purely artistic reasons feel the the main link in Lord Beaverexpression of strong emotions tftook’s newspaper chain, has, ac¬
WEWS General Manager James C. ftanrahan named one of the local
sometimes justifies carefully han¬ cording to the Sketch, been con¬
Brotherhood winners . . . Cleveland Press Editor Louis B. Seltzer do¬
Cleveland, March 6.
dled exceptions. Our understand¬ ducting an “unscrupulous cam¬
ing daily Lenten Meditation-series over WHK . . . Lee Repp, local
AFTRA here noted the month’s executive secretary of Musicians’ Union, named to national board . . .
ing of the regulations which gov paign” against commercial televi¬
arrival by holding -its fifth annual “Clown-for-a-Day” contest pulled in 25,000 entries in three-day WEWS
ern broadcasting is that
sion.
Awards luncheon before over 300 contest . . . WGAR’s newscaster Charles Day celebrating 13th anni
pletive use of certain words bord¬
Accusing the Express of con¬ persons; the signing of new con¬
ers on profanity if such use seems
. KYW completed remodeling of building lobby . . . Walt Davis
because tracts with WHK and WJW, and
to be an ‘imprecation of divine ducting the vendetta
Beaverbrook
Newspapers’ principal the resignation of its executive does cut in on Drew Pearson’s WEWS show
vengeance’ or seems to ‘imply di¬
vine condemnation.’ I am quoting competitors had secured a substan- secretary Ted Smoot who’ll devote
IN MINNEAPOLIS
in each case from a U. S. court tial interest in the new medium, full time to his practice ot law.
X..C words
w\jkuo ‘damn’
uam.i and
«nvi 3”Sketch leader last Thursday (1)
decision. The
Smoot is being succeeded by
Cedric Adams, WCCO radio and tv ace and Minneapolis Star col¬
‘hell’ often appear in British films j comrnented: “In short it was sour Robley Evans, former WHK an¬ umnist, and the wife vacationing in Jamaica for three weeks ... In
released to this country but con-1 S^pes.
nouncer, who also takes on the addition to being a top KSTP-TV personality, Bee Baxter now serves
siderably less in American output I ^ow the Sketch is chortling be- SAG post. Contracts with WHK as a NBC-TV “Week Day” editor and a member of the local EMC
whether it be the motion picture ! cause a Daily Express Public Opin- and WJW were .packed after
Recording Co. staff . . . Recent new accounts bagged by KEYD-TV,
.
ion poll showed a substantial ma¬ strike vote had been taken, and Twin Cities’ fourth and newest video station, include Northern Pacific
area or in
broadcast material.
“In Robert Montgomery’s pro¬ jority in favor of commercial pro¬ call for basic salaries of at least R. R., Lever Bros., Aero, Inc., Evinrude Dealers, Minneapolis and
duction of ‘The Great Gatsby’ the grams. Against a BBC vote of 22% $120.
Bethesda Free Church . . . WCCO-TV’s recent purchase of 40 theatre
word ‘damn’ was not used ex- the commercial web received 52%.
In the AFTRA awards, WTAM feature films never seen here before on air includes 11 David O. SeJzpletively in the sense just men¬ The remaining 26% expressed no and WNBK, now KYW, took top nick oldies. - They’re scheduled for Sunday nights . . . M. Dale Larson
tioned but as the climax to a high¬ preference.
honors winning eight “firsts” in tv; resigned from the Minneapolis Star production department to become
ly moral story wherein the sordid¬
The Sketch leader concluded by seven in radio. WGAR and WDOK promotion manager for KTVH-TV, Hutchinson, Kans.Former U.bf
ness of a social group who had inferring that never was a news¬ each won four radio awards:
kept the protagonist in awe was paper so out of touch with the WERE and WHK, three-, and Minnesota football coach Wes.Fesler has .dropped his sports shows io
labelled at long last for what it views and desires of the public as, WSRS, one. In tv.-.WXEL-took six, take over WDGY station promotion and sales manager duties under
the new ownership.. . . Jerry Cunning, WLOL disk jockey,, back-spin¬
was.”
the Daily Express on this issue.
WEWS five. •
ning records following auto accident injuries’ recovery.

Mpls. Radio On
Giveaway Kick

IT to Try Again
In Jinxed Elmira
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London Daily Sketch
Sez ‘We Won’ in Hassle
Over British Com’l TV

Cleve. AFTRA Awards;
Smoot Exits as Sec’y

...

!

The new TV series
for

EVERYONE!

' In exclusive, never-before-photographed
' scenes THE WORLD AROUND US
\ unfolds nature’s most startling and
£ fascinating mysteries and spectacles. In
.breathtaking color, it dramatizes

(

the how and why behind nature’s complex
| plan of survival. That’s because
John H. Storer, America’s foremost
naturalist photographer, travelled over
150,000 miles to film this natural,
all-star cast in its natural habitat.
Top TV showmen spent 2 years editing

1
*

THE WORLD AROUND US into
the only show of its kind on TV.
Each program opens and closes with
pertinent and amusing “chalk-talks” by
Tex Antoine, popular network personality.
THE WORLD AROUND US not only
appeals to everybody’s interest* in
nature, animals and weather, it also
provides incomparable merchandising
opportunities. All sorts of civic,
community, fraternal and social groups
are ready for exploitation and tie-in
by alert sponsors.
For complete information and audition
prints, write, wire or call your nearest
RCA recorded program services office.

US"
JOHN H. STORER pioneered in
the slow-motion photography of birds.
Some of his extraordinary shots of

-

bird life were used in Walt Disney’s
Academy Award winning movie,
“Water Birds,” and in other
True Life Adventure films.
* Today nature movies pack multi-million dollar
box office appeal. As Charles M. Sievert
of the N. Y. World-Telegram and Sun has said
after viewing several programs from
THE WORLD AROUND US,
uDisney apparently has started something.'*

,

Produced by Thomas Craven
Story and Photography by John H. Stow
Released by.Pictura Films Corporation
Distributed by RCA Recorded Program Services

recorded
program
services
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR RECORD DIVISION .
155 East 24th St., New York 10, N. Y., MUrray Hill 9-7200
445 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago 11, III., Whitehall 4-3530
522 Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta 3, Georgia, LAmar 7703
1907 McKinney Ave„ Dallas 1, Texas, Riverside 1371
1016 N. Sycamore Avo., Hollywood 38, Calif., Oldfield 4-1660
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p^RI^TY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
time factors, since sets-imuse and audience composition vary according to
time slot9 i.e.9 a Saturday afternoon children’s show9 with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children9 with cor¬

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city rating* of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market9 which can be used by distributors9 agencies,

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9* market, Abbre■ viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv)9 adventures (Ch)9 children9*;
(Co)9 comedy; (Dr)9 drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus)9 musical;
(Myst)9 mystery; (Q), qui%; (Sp)9 sports; (W)f western; (Worn),
women?*. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE
DETROIT

1.
2.
3.
4.

Jungle Jim (Adv).
Highway Patrol (Adv).
Wild Bill Hickok (W).
Annie Oakley (W).

Attention should be paid to time-^-day and

STATION

DISTRIB.

DAY AND
TIME

JANUARY
RATING

SETS IN 1
|
USE

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
STA.
PROGRAM

. Sun. 6:30-7:00 ....
. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .
. .Tues. 6:00-6:30 ...
. Mon. 6:00-6:30 ...

.....28.4.
.... .26.3.
.<*. .25.3.
.24.5.

...
...
...
....

60.0.........
62.5.
65.5.
67.0.

.47.1
42.1
38,7
36.4

You Are There....
Studio 57..
Circle 9 Theatre.
Early Show..
News; Weatherman.

5. Jtamar of tW Jungle (Adv).. WXYZ. TPA. .. .. Fri 6-O0-6-3O . ., ... 24 n. .. 70 0 . 34.2
6. Amos V Andy (Com)... WWT. CBS............ .. Wed. 7:00-7:30 ... .23.7. ... 49.5. 48.0 LOne Wolf...
7. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .WXYZ. CBS... .. Wed. 6:00-6:30 ... .... .22.6. .... 62.0. 36.5 Early Show.
News; Weatherman.
8. Superman (Adv). .WXYZ..
Flamingo........ . .Thurs.6:00-6:30 .. .22.2. .... 64,0. 34.5 Early Show.
News; Weatherman..
9. My Little Margie (Com)..WXYZ. Official.. ,. .Wed. 6:30-7:00 ... .19.7. .... 48.5. 40.5 Death Valley Days.
10. Cisco Kid (W). .WXYZ. Ziv... .. Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .. ...... 19:4. _41.5. 46.8 Juvenile Court. ’..... v.
10. I Led 3 Lives (Dr).... . WJBK. Ziv,. .. Fri. 10:30-11:00 .. .19.4. .... 40.5. 47.7 Person to Person.

HOUSTON
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
4.
7.
B.
9.
10.

Waterfront (Adv)..
Highway Patrol (Adv)
Star and the Story (Dr)..
Cisco Kid (W).
I Led 3 Lives (Dr)..
City Detective (Myst)..
Grand. Ole Opry (Mus)_
Great Gildersle$ve (Com)
Annie Oakley (W).......
Buffalo Bill Jr. <W).

SAN DIEGO
1. Badge 714 (Myst!..
2. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv).
3. Secret Journal (Dr). .
4. Superman (Adv) .
5. Wild Bill Hickok (W).
6. Western Marshal (W).

Approx. Set Count—380,000
KPRC.MCA.Wed. 8:30-9:00 .
KPRC.Ziv.Sun. 9:30-10:00 .
KPRC.Official.Thurs, 8:00-8:30
KPRC.Ziv.Thurs. 7:30-8:00
KPRC.Ziv.Tues. 9:30-10:00
KPRC.MCA...Sat. 10:00-10:30
KTRK..'.Flamingo.Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..
KPRC.NBC.Wed. 8:00-8:30 .
KPRC.CBS.Sat. 4:30-5:00 ..
KPRC... . CBS.Sat. 11:30-12;00

.39.9.
.29.7.
.28.0.
.26.8.
.26.8.
.26.8.
.26.5.
.26.2.
.25.0.
.24.6.

58.0. 168.6
54.5.54-5
48.0.
58.4
41.0. 65.5
54.5 . 49.3
71.0.37.7
39.6 . 66.8
39.8. 65.9
, 79.0.31.7
97.5. 25.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Death Valley Days (W)...
Secret Journal (Dr)..’
Highway Patrol (Adv)_
Science Fiction Theatre (A
Inspector Mark Saber (My!
Studio 57 (Dr).
I Led 3 Lives (Dr)...

.KFMB. .NBC. :. Sat. 9:30-10:00 ....
. KFMB. .ABC. .. Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ...
.KFMB.
. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
.KFMB.
..Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....
..KFMB.
. .Tues. 6:00-6:30 _
. .XETV. .NBC. .. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ...

10.

;

HARTFORD

KLZ.
. .Mon. 9:30-10:00 .
.KLZ......
.Fri. 9:00-9:30 ..;
.KOA.
. .Fri. 9:30-10:00 ..
KBTV.....
. .Wed. 7:30-8:00 ..
.KOA......
. .Sat. 9:30-10:00 ..
. KLZ. .MCA. . .Wed. 9:30-10:00 .
.KOA.
. .Thurs. 9:00-9:30 .
. KLZ. ..... CBS. . .Sat. 5:00-5:30 ...
.KLZ.
. .Sun. 9:00-9:30 ...
. KLZ.
. Tues. 9:30-10:00 .

..,.26.8..,.
....23.8..,.
....22.8....
.18.1....
.17.7....
.16.1..,.

I’ve Got a Secret..KGUL.18,8
What’s My Line.KGUL.22.8
Climax ..KGUL.28.6
Climax .!.KGUL.28.5
Do You Trust Your Wife.... KGUL.17.7
Front Page Detective. KGUL. 5.9
Perry Como.KPRC *..30.8
The Millionaire.KGUL.30.0
Main Event Wrestling...... KTRK.4.8
Phenomena ..*... KTRK.0.4

.... 41.5. ...
.... 54.0. ...
_35.6.7_ ...
.... 30.4. ...
.... 42.5..... ...
.... 25.4.....

..30.9...
.296...
.28.6...
. 27 7 . t
.27.5...
.25.8...
.25.6...
.t,25.2...
......23.7...
.21.4...

.61.5. ... 50.1
55 0. ... 53.5
... 53.4
. 42 5 _ ... 65 1
... 50.0
.49.0. ... 52.9
... 55.5
76.0. ... 33.1
. . . 52.0
.39.4../.., ... 54.1

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Amos ’n* Andy (Com).WNHC.CBS.Sat. 6:00-6:30 ..
Gunsmoke (W).WGTH.CBS.Sat. 10:00-10:30
Studio 57 (Dr)..WNHC.MCA.Sun. 6:00-6:30 ..
Annie Oakley (W). W2 2HC.CBS.Sat. 6:30-7:00 ..
Man Behind the Badge (Myst). WNHC.MCA.....Sun.5:30-6:00 ..
Wild BUI Hiekpk (W).WNHC.... r. ,T... ^ar^hgo....
... Sat. 11:00-11:30

. KFSD
.XETV
.XETV
.KFSD
.XETV
..KFMB
..KFMB
..KFMB
.. KFSD
..KFMB

... ....16.7

8.3
.21.1
... ....18.3
... .... 8.9
... ....19.9
... .... 19.9
... ....14.6
... ... .11.8
... ....12.0

... ....
... ...

Masquerade Party. ...KBTV ...
The Vise
.. . . v. KBTV - Liberace .. ... KLZ ....
KT.7: _
Appointm’t With Adventure. KLZ ...
Man Called X. ...KOA ...
Life Is Worth Living... ...KBTV ..
Junior Roundup. ...KBTV ...
Ken Murray.. ..;KOA ...
Wyatt Earp. ...KBTV ..

. 9.3
... .10.9
....14.3
T.. .24.8
.... 12.4
...12.6
....13.4
....13.2
....22.9

Stations—WGTH (18), WNHC (8), WKNB (30)
.32.2.

67.0.

2. Mr. District Attorney (Myst).. WNHC.Ziv.Mon. 7:00-7:30
3. Death Valley Days (W).WNHC.McCann-Erickson.. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
4. Captain Gallant (Adv).WNHC.. * ..TP A..Wed. 7:00-7:30

64.5
44.2
64.0
59.6
41.6
63.2

Stations—KTVR (2), KOA (4), KLZ (7), KBTV (9)

Approx. Set Count—250,000

1. Superman (Adv)....;.WNHC.Flamingo.Tues. 7:00-7:30

....10.3
.... 9.7
.... 5.2
.... 5.1
.... 5.1
.... 5.4
.... 9.7
.... 5.8
5.8
.... 5.6
.... 5.0
....11.1
....18.0

~
4 KFMB (8), KFSD (10), XETV (6), KNXT (2),
Stations—KR£A (4), KTLA (5)

Approx. Set Count—290,000

Approx. Set Count—255,000

WJBK ...
WWJ ...
CKLW .
WJBK ..
WJBK ..
CKLW .
CKLW .
WJBK
WJBK ..
WJBK ..
WJBK ...
WWJ ...
WWJ5 ...
CKLW .

Stations—KPRC (2), KGUL (11), KTRK (13)

Texaco Star Theatre.
Ranger Hal.
Search for Adventure....
Wyatt Earp.V*
Ranger Hal.
People in the News.
■
Weather; News.
7. Highway Patrol (Adv). ..XETV.
.. .Fri. 9:00-9:30 . .15.9....
27.6...... 57.7 Crusader ....'*.....
8. Amos V Andy (Com). .. KFMB. .CBS. .. .Fri. 6:30-7:00 . .15.6....
rr n
41.2 Rny Bngprs Feature.
9. Uncommon Valor. . .KFSD.
.. Sat. 6:30-7:00 . .14.4.... .... 32.2 ....,.... 44.7 It’s Always Jan.;...

DENVER

RATING

Stations-—WJBK (2), WWT (4), WXYZ (7) , CKLW (9)

Approx . Set Count—-1,470,000
WXYZ. Screen Gems....
WJBK. .Ziv_■.
WXYZ. Flamingo...
WXYZ. CBS...

SHARE
(%)

.26.8.
.26.6.

....
....

.26.3.
.23.2..
.22.8.
.22.6.
• 19.7.........

• 17.7. ■.. .

48.2 Early Show.WKNB
News; Weather.WKNB
68.0.
43.0 Early Show....WKNB
News; Weather....WKNB
63.5. 42.1 Follow That Man..WKNB
64.5.41.3 Early Show...WKNB
News; Weather..'..WKNB
68.5. 38.2 Birthday Party......;.WKNB
37.4. 62.0 George Gobel.WKNB
53.0. 42.8 City Detective.......WKNB
49.5. 45.4 The Lucy Show.WGTH
47.5.......... 41.6 Omnibus .
WGTH
6^^, • * f •
127.9- tyUghty, Mouse ........... ^. W.GfT#

8.1
8.1
8.6
. 8.6
.8.1
...... 8.8
...... 8.8
.4.1
...... 25.3
......11.3
12J
10.0
8.3

Wedneaflay^

TV- FILMS

When Is 'Block Booking’ in Telefilms?
Reference of Asst Attorney General Stanley Barnes last week
to “block 'booking” of feature films to stations as an area of pos¬
sible antitrust investigation occasioned no little eyebrOw-raisihg
in the telefilm trade. Barnes, speaking before the Senate Inter-,
state Commerce Committee on the Justice Dept.’s fledgling inves¬
tigation of antitrust aspects of the television business, compared
the sale of features to stations in packages rather than singly to
the old theatrical ‘‘block booking” practice outlawed in the precedental Paramount case.
What’s causing; the double-takes in. the industry is the utter
lack of resemblance between the theatrical film business and the
telefilm picture. For one thing, the element of “conspiracy in
restraint of trade” which conspicuously marked the Paramount case
is absent—the telefilm boys are nothing if not virile in their com¬
petition. Another point is that the station—unlike the theatre-—
doesn’t have to buy any feature films at all, let alone particular
packages; it can use syndicated programs, live shows, even net¬
work feeds. • Finally, the stations, themselves helped initiate the
.package concept, and it's the standard and-.accepted way of doing "
business. Stations themselves don’t want to buy one film at a
time.
Point Barnes may have been trying, to stress, and the only one
conceded to have some validity, is the “mixed package” concept
wherein the distributor groups both top features and* several poor
ones in the same package. Station must buy the entire package,
the good and the bad.
Undoubtedly, there have been station
kicks on this point. In some instances in N. Y., -'such packages
.have been split, with one station buying the cream and another
the “dogs,” with corresponding price differences, but this practice
hasn’t generally extended into the country at large. This, in ef¬
fect, may be block booking, it’s conceded, but the station isn’t
forced out of business if >it refuses to buy any particular package..

More Telefilm } Going to Britain
Than Are Coming Out: Seidelman
Joseph H. Seidelman, prez of*
Unity Films and bossmaivover the
Unity-Hygo sales operation, feels
that all the industry talk about
Joseph D. Blau, vet public ac¬
“bundles from Britain” in resales
of American telefilms to the BBC countant specializing in motion pic¬
tures
and television, is opening his
and ITA is creating an “erroneous
impression” and an unfortunate own financial management and con¬
sultation
ship under the shingle of
one in Britain. Seidelman, back
from a European trip, states that J&J managmeent Corp. Blau has
been
involved
in. the deals which
more money is going to Britain via
the acquisition- of British feature saw National Telefilm Associates
take
over
the
Ilya
Lopert, J. Ar¬
filjns for American television than
is coming out of England in pay¬ thur Bank and David O. Selznick
pictures,
as
well
as
in the UM&M
ments for U. S.-made telefilms.
tv buyout of the Paramount short
!“What about all the J. Arthur library.
Rank and Alexander Korda films
He’ll maintain, offices on both
that American telefilm distributors
are buying from England?” Seidel¬ coasts.
man asks. And what about those
“virgin releases,” like “Richard
III” and “The Constant Husband”
for which the networks are paying?
Anglo-American telefilm trade is by
no means a one-way proposition,
Seidelman declares, and “it be¬
hooves the industry to get together
and' show the picture in its true
light”
Spariish-language feature films
Seidelman is concerned about will get their first major U.S: tele¬
the resentment both in Parliament vision exposure via WATV, the
arid in the British press over pay- Newark indie which services the
merits to American telefilm dis- large Puerto Rican audience in
tribs. Last estimate of total Brit¬ New York. Station has bought 13
ish contracts for American films and optioned 13 more features
was about $3,750,000, but in .con¬ originally made in Spain and
trast, Seidelman points to Rank’s Argentina, and will air them Sat¬
$3,400,000 garnered in three sep¬ urday nights from 9 to 10:30.
arate transfers of feature packages
Films
were
acquired
from
to American distribs, to the .$500,000 picked up by Korda in the late George Caputo’s Master Film Dis¬
tributors,
motion
picture
import
producer’s National Telefilm Asso¬
ciates deal, to the $800,000 paid by outfit. Incidentally, pix have Eng¬
NBC for “Husband” and “Richard,” lish subtitles for the non-Spanishto say nothing of other feature film speaking audience which might
deals. Moreover, those amounts tune in. Similar foreign-language
showcasing, in Italian, has been
(Continued on page 36)
playing the New York market for
several years as an indie package
produced by adman Erberto Landi,
but this marks the first time Span¬
ish features are being used. Sta¬
tion is also dickering for Spanishdubbed versions of the major syn¬
dicated half-hour shows, but hasn’t
signed any yet.

Jos. Blau’s New Setup

WATV Buys Flock
Of Spanish Films

Hygo’s New Batch
Of Feature Films

Hygo Television Films has come
hp with a new package of features
ior television and promises to sup¬
ply stations with from 13 to 26
new features every 90 to 120 days
trom here on in. Company, headed
by Jerry Hyams and working in a
joint sales-distribution arrangewith Unity Television, has
collected the initial 19 from sever®1 different Hollywood sources.
The apparent reason why Hygo
reels safe in promising a new sup¬
ply every three to four months is
that the indie Hollywood producers
getting increasingly anxious
to dump their pictures on the tv
market before the RKO-Matty Fox
and Warner Bros.-Eliot Hyman
d^als get rolling. Also there's the
(Continued on page 39>

DR. PEALE TO HOST
NEW TELEFILM SERIES
Hollywood, March 6.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, ed¬
itor-in-chief of Guideposts mag,
will host a new telefilm series, ten¬
tatively tagged “The Victory,” to
be produced by Mark Stevens TV
Co., in association'with the publica¬
tion.
Series, which rolls March 19 un¬
der the producer helming of Ed¬
ward L. Rissien, will dramatize the
true-life experiences of people
from all walks of life whose stories
have appeared in mag. Initialer
will be “Denomination Unknpwn,”
starring Joe E. Brown as him&elf
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TV Films On a ‘Fresh Blood’ Kich
Going Outside Biz for New Execs
+ . Telefilm industry,' though the
youngest of the major show biz
branches, is on a “fresh blood”
A group of five of the top inde¬
trend. Expanding as it is, the in¬
Jack Denove’s “This Is Your dustry’s top companies are going
pendent telefilm companies have
banded together to state the indus¬ Music” series has been set in three sometimes to sister media, like ra¬
try’s case against network pro¬ additional Canadian markets un¬ dio and television but sometimes
gram control before the FCC com¬ der cosponsorship of Marven’s Bis¬ far afield into unrelated areas to
mittee investigating network oper¬ cuits and Harbour Tea & Coffee bring in top executive personnel.
ations.
The companies—Screen via Inter-TV Films Ltd., which
Trend is highlighted by Screen
Gems, Ziv, Television Programs of reps the show in Canada. Markets Gems’ recent move bringing two
America, Guild Films and Official are CBHT, Halifax; CKCW, Monc¬ non-broadcasting execs into their
Films—have already held several ton and CKSO-TV, Sudbury.
The Marcel Leduc-topped Inter- fold to head up the national sales
“infprjmal meetings” and have al¬
effort. Two execs are out of the
ready .whipped together the basis TV also set the French series, “Le publishing field; Bob Levitt, new
de
Images — Visions
of a presentation designed to Monde
director
of national sales, having
show the FCC’s Barrow Committee dTtalie,” to the CBC for showing
the extent of network eontrol and on CBFT in Montreal and CBOFT been publisher of the Hearst Amer¬
ican
Weekly
supplement, and David
its effect on the operations of the in Ottawa and also set 25 Ameriindies.
can-British TV feature films on Porter, manager of national sales,
having
headed
up the Hearst-owned
While the “presentation” wdn’t CBLT in Toronto.
Cosmopolitan. While the two un¬
take the !form of a legal brief, it’s
doubtedly know the national ad¬
understood the group has already
vertising picture, they are brandconsulted their lawyers on the mat¬
new to broadcasting, let alone tvter and, will rframe the easel pres¬
films.
entation ih terms couched to show
Less drastic picture, though a re¬
restraint of trade on the part of
vealing one in terms of expansion
the webs.
The five companies,
ambitions,
is the recent moveover
among the strongest in the field,
of Bill Fineshriber to Television
have some programs on the net¬
Programs
of
America as v.p. over
works—Screen Gems has seven.
That Australian telefilm business New York sales. Long a top radio
TPA two, Official two and Guild
exec,
having
headed up the NBC
keeps
on
hopping
as
Down
Under
is
and Ziy none—but the effect of
the presentation will be^to show rapidly assuming the status of the radio web and been exec v.p. at
Mutual,
Fineshriber
emphasizes
No.
1
foreign
market
insofar
as
the extent to which programs sold
to a sponsor by the companies volume is concerned. Latest deals the trend toward expanding from
were unable to get on the air due have the NBC Film Division selling without. An even more drastic ex¬
to a refusal by the webs to clear five of its series to the commercial ample at TPA was the recent ap¬
operations in Sydney and Mel¬ pointment of Vince Melzac as as¬
time.
What effect this presentation bourne, over and above the two al¬ sistant to prez Milton Gordon—
will have • on the investigation of ready set with the Government-run Melzac was a TPA sales supervisor,
network practices isn’t clear at this Australian Broadcasting Commis¬ but prior to joining the firm he
'time, since the final report by the sion, and Ziv landing its first deal was a non-Tiro, having been an ad¬
ministrator for the Atomic Energy
FCC group is a, long way of£*and with the ABC.
legislation would then be required
The five NBC Film Division Commission.
Newfound emphasis on national
(unless the Dept, of Justice should properties rirjp “The Great Gilderstep in), but it points up an un¬ sleeve,” “Victory at Sea,” “Cap¬ sales sees several experts in that
precedented step among the tele- tured,” “Dangerous Assignment” field moving into telepix. Levitt,
filmeries themselves. For the first an<j “Steve Donovan, Western Mar¬ Porter and Fineshriber are prime
time, fiercely competitive rivals shal.” Shows were sold via Film examples; there’s also the case of
have gotten together on a matter Division’s Aussie reps, Amalga¬ Bernard Musriik moving to Ziv
of common interest and have mated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd., after years as Crosley’s national
worked together in harmony and which had previously sold “Para¬ sales v.p., arid Ray Nelson going to
determination. It’s a far cry .from gon Playhouse” and “Life of Riley,” National Telefilm Associates after
the wildcatter attitude of a year Ziv landed “Science Fiction Thea¬ having been the national spot .6ales
ago, or even six months back when tre” with ABC for Sydney and Mel¬ director at Television Bureau of
the projected Assn, of Television bourne, and in something of a Advertising. (Nelson had been in
Film Distributors fell apart at the switch, Ziv International topper Ed telefilm production at one time, but
seams for lack of interest
Stern leaves in a few days for Aus¬ that’s going back a few years).
Moreover, it’s understood that tralia and. the Far East. It’s a
Emblematic of the divergency of
this same group—which conceiv¬ switch since the Aussies have been sources from which the telefilm
ably could become a permanent invading N. Y. on a purchasing execs are deriving are a couple of
“council of war”—is readying a spree.. Stern will start in Australia, examples. Dick Morgan, adminis¬
blast at the NARTB for the lat¬ then visit Manila, Tokyo and Osaka trative v.p. at ABC Film Syndica¬
ter’s “unilateral” publication of a in a month-long sales and goodwill tion, used to be exec secretary of
standard form film contract a
a motion picture exhibitors’ asso¬
couple of weeks ago, a matter on jaunt.
ciation in Pennsylvania. Ray Hamil¬
which no distrib was consulted al¬
ton, assistant to Flamihgo Films
though several were asked to send
g.m. Sy Weintraub, was an FBI
in copies of their printed contract
man before joining Flamingo, hav¬
forins. Distribs are blistering at the
ing been instrumental in the crack¬
fact that the NARTB went ahead
ing of the Floral Park, L.I., bank
and worked out a standard con¬
WPIX, N. Y. tv station, is pull¬ holdup just before resigning from
tract form consulting only one ing “Man Called X” (Ziv) off the the FBI. Same firm’s Chicago rep,
party to such a contract—the sta¬
Charlie MacGregor, used to be a
tions—but not the other, the dis¬ shelf and slotting it Wednesdays music publisher.
tribs. Last time any distrib re¬ at 9 p.m. at the request of new
called hearing from the NARTB half-sponsor Chesterfields. Station
boss Fred Thrower is going to
(Continued on page 36)
move the present Wednesday-at-9
“Confidential File” (Guild) to an¬
other, as yet unpicked, slot when
“X” starts April 4.
Chesterfield, at the same time as
the “X” buy, also bought half of
“City
Detective,” Sunday nights.'
Philadelphia’s
WCAU-TV
is
With its “Crunch & Des” all
wound up on the production side Meantime, to further bolster its throwing the rule books out the
and well set in terms of sales, Wednesday night lineup, WPIX window in the heaviest promotion
NBC Film Division is readying for has taken 26 mysteries from campaign yet recorded for a syndi¬
a sales push on its newest entry, MCA’s “Famous Playhouse” pack¬ cated television show. Station is
a
nine-week
contest
“The Bob Mathias Show,” with the age and slotted them as first-runs running
two-time decathlon champ and for N. Y. in the 10:30 time period. “Search for Susie the Secretary”
his wife acting themselves in the Whodunits will go under the title contest through its entire signal
dramatic stanza aimed at the mop¬ of “Mystery Theatre” on the out¬ area in conjunction with its
"Susie” series, which started as a
pet trade. Filmmasters Inc., Coast let.
production outfit, has already fin¬
WPIX is also opening Thursdays 8-6:30 p.m. cross-board entry this
ished shooting the pilot—Mathias at 8:30 p.m. for the Bulova-spon- week.
got a two-week terminal‘"leave sored “Playwrite’s Theatre.” Show
Contest involves an extensive
from the Marines in order to do begins March 15., The soon-to- tie-in with Gimbel’s, intensive ad¬
it—and the Film Division expects travel “File” is SRO with three vertising in the Philadelphia Bul¬
its finished print by the end of the participating sponsors.
letin along with nine suburban
week.
newspapers and the local TV
Series, which will first be put up
Guide, heavy crossplugs and sta¬
for national sale, features Mathias
tion promotions and a wide direct
as a junior high school coach (all
mail campaign. Gimbel’s tie-in in¬
shorts) and with that as a peg
Mark Stevens TV and Four Star volves window displays, including
throws him into adventures and Films have set a coproduction deal one of a solid gold typewriter
problems with the students. Track for a new telefiliri series with a which will be one of the prizes,
star had some acting experience New York locale, “The City.” First plus crossplugs in store’s advertis¬
on his own -a couDle of yriars back, show in the series, “The Fighter,” ing and in-store promotions. Qn
via the feature filmbiog, “The Bob scripted by Turnley Walker and to the newspaper side, station is tak¬
Mathias Story.”
One factor that be directed by Stevens, goes before ing daily ads in the Bulletin along
appeals to NBC Film Division is the camera in three weeks.
with ads as far as Trenton and
the fact that Mathias will be able
Deal was set via the William Allentown, with nine out-of-town
to go out on the road extensively
papers involved. Every live show
Morris
office,
which
will
also
act
for the sponsor or sponsors of tjie.
• (Coritiirmfed *0ti4 page 36)' *
: as saLs repr cm the show.
show. ' 1
•
By BOB CHANDLER

I Denove’s Canada Spread

Down Under Vid
Going Up, Up & Up

WPIX WED. SHUFFLE
WITH T AS PIVOT

Philly’s Snazzy
‘Susie’ Come-On

NBC FILMS’PUSH ON
‘BOB MATHIAS SHOW’

‘City’ Vidpix Series

I
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market?

ABC-TV’s Mickey Mouse Club was a standout
success story in television’s biggest boom year

S?

Since its premiere this past fall, ABC-TV’s Mickey

program. Contributing to it were many programs

Mouse Club has been one of television’s major prop¬

covering a wide range of TV entertainment. Among

erties. It has never lacked for sponsors. In fact, it

them: the Danny Thomas family comedy, the in¬

was fully sponsored before its first running.

spirational Bishop Sheen program, the Wednesday,

In audience terms, Mickey Mouse Club sweeps

Night Fights, the adult western Wyatt Earp, the

all daytime ratings. Even the lowest-rated segment

music of Lawrence Welkf Disneyland, drama on

tops all other daytime shows. What’s more, this pro¬

Warner Bros. Presents, the quality films of Sunday’s

gram not only draws a huge child audience (over

Famous Film Festival, Voice of Firestone, Rin Tin

9 million), but regularly gets an adult female audi¬

Tin and many others.

ence larger than most well-known adult daytime
shows*
But ABC-TV’s 1955 growth was not due to one

ABC Television Network

. '

In 1955 ABC-TV grew in every area of television
entertainment. And it is ABC-TV’s intention to con¬
tinue this growth during 1956.

f'Snm’fT'

UAMO-TELEVISIOJV

Mercer’s Defense
Hollywood, March 6.
Critics .of the Academy, of
TV Arts and. Sciences Errimy
setup are “too close to the rhu¬
barb to see the stalks,” Johnny
Mercer, ATAS board member
and chairman of its Emmy
committee, stated in a radio
interview here last week. De¬
fending the beleaguered Acad¬
emy, Mercer typically termed
the recent heavy knocks as
“pretty jazzy” and called the .
org a “healthy infant”- Which
has accomplished much dfiring
its short life.
Mercer pleaded for “charity
and tolerance” of the Emmy
arrangements, pointing to. the
chore of squeezing :7,000 pro¬
grams into 41 categories. He
challenged complainers to come
forth with better suggestions,
took issue with Jack Webb’s
gripe by saying “he submitted
the wrong program himself,”
and as for Martin & Lewi;>,
. “nobody nominated them-”

WediiesdfiLyv March ,7*.*1956 i

Emmy’s No Lady Yet
; Continued (torn page 25 ;

which is sponsoring, agreeing to a might have an awards affair just
Cesana’s “The Continental’ tele¬
postponement of the show, pro¬ for live tv on say, March 1, then a ,
New York
film running on WRCA-TV to be
month later have an Awards cere¬
viding this is feasible. We think mony honoring the filmed shows’
Arthur Van Horn, who has his picked up in L.A. (NBC) starting
such a move necessary to give the and creators;' Ydti can’t adjudicate
own radio show on WABC, set to March 17.
do the New York interviews for
The sundry General Samoff-RCA
Academy time to correct the in¬ this wliple ticia.tter in;one three-hour :
Art Baker’s “You Asked for It’ on salutes were strictly intra-family
equities in nominations and cate¬ event. ; TV-. isv,a;vast industry; we
ABC-TV . . . Macdonald Carey, (not even the bankers permitted)
produce, far niore linits'-than do the :
Una Merkel, Pat Benoit and For¬ so the only family intimate present
gories,” Fox stated.
movies,, and this sh6uid„..be taken
rest Tucker guest on Ray Heather- was NBC prexy Robert W. Sarnoff,
“We also .want, to ask the board into consideration. ** . .
ton’s WABC-TV “Celebrity Club son of the board chairman. On/y
if
it’s
possible
to
obtain
as
Emmy
“Regarding the local . shows, I;
today (Wed.) . . . Dick Duahe does other was Pfc Arthur Sarnoff, spe¬
a repeat guestshot on Ed Sullivan cialist in Information & Education
award, sites in three months the think it might be a.: gpoil idea to :
have
each city select what it feels is
show Sunday (ID . . . Philip F. with the Army in Japan, and he
Pan-Pacific here and the Waldorf its'best local show, and. submit that
Donoghe, former unit and business somehow got invited to -an RCA
in N. Y» to permit a completely selection to the Academy, to be
manager for the domestic section family party given at the Imperial
equitable ballot to be .processed honored as the best local show in
of “Cinerama Holiday” under Hotel, Tokyo. He’s the son of Irv¬
Louis de Rochemont, joining Trans¬ ing Sarnoff, veep of Bruno-N. Y.,
and voted upon. If they tell us it’s the country.
The membership
film as administrative assistant to RCA distribs, and a brother of the
impossible, then we would urge could see kines or films of the
v.p. Robert H. Klaeger . . . Desilu General, but he, too. was deemed
all support for the. March 17 nominated shows, and to be the
exec v.p. Martin Leeds in town too removed from actual RCAawards.
winner under such an arrangement
with the pilot of the new Lloyd NBC operations to be invited.
You
“We want to make clear our ap¬ would mean something.
Nolan starrer, “Father Duffy of
Georgia McCarty, former pub¬
might award plaques for different
preciation
of
the
fine
work
done
Hell’s Kitchen,” plus negotiations licity and merchandising director
by Don PeFore, Johnny Mercer, types of local shows. It’s going to
on “Those Whiting Girls,” last for WORZ' in Orlando, Fla., and
Tom Freebaim-Smitb and other take organization, but it will give'
summer’s “Lucy” speller .
WVEC-TV in Norfolk, .named su¬
staff members in the devoted de¬ the people a feeling they are a 1
Michael J. De Sandis, currently pervisor of audience promotion for
controller of Minot TV and former MCA-TV Film Syndication . . .
velopment of the Academy in a pe¬ part of it.”
accountant at Pathe Labs, upped Branham station rep outfit signed
riod of monster growth in the tv
Dick Powell Nixes Bid
within the Minot organization to for representation of WITI-TV in
industry. No one person or group
Dick Powell, producer-star-owner
assistant treasurer of parent com- Milwaukee and WRDW-TV & AM
is responsible for the‘.current situ¬ of Four Star Productions, has :
panv UM&M TV. Also at UM&M, in Augusta, Ga. . . . Joe Franklin
ation.. Our Tequest is made only
Margaret Farrar, crossword and with sincere reference, to the high turned down a bid to emcee the ;
Lottie Adler, formerly with MPTV. celebrates his 10th year in broad¬
coast telecast of the awards, say- ‘
becomes accountant in charge of casting (started on WNEW, thence acrostics editor for the N. Y.
all booking and scheduling . . . to WABC and latterly WABC-TV) Times, has been signed by William principles and unquestioned in¬ ing flatly he would not do it because ;
Sigme Hasso starring on “Modern Friday (9) with special recorded Tell Productions to prep “song- tegrity the Academy membership he doesin’t think the Acad nomi- |
Romances” this week . . . Trevor salutes on the birthday by Eddie rams” — puzzles: balsed on song wishes its awards to represent.
nations structure makes any sense.
Howard starring and Halliwell Cantor, Tony Curtis and others titles—for the “Hidden Treasure”
“Some of us who. are Academy Powell’s rejection followed word :
Hobbes featured on “Studio One’s” slated for his “Memory Lane” tv’er series of hourlong teleshows to be members ourselves are deeply con- from Bob Cummings, previously :
version of “Flower of Pride” this that day.
sponsored once monthly by the 'cerned over growing public reac¬ announced as the emcee, that he
Monday (12) . . . Marian Winters
Disabled American Veterans. Show, tion to both apparent and real couldn’t do it “due to other com¬
into a featured role on “Goodyear
which
is.to be used as a fundrais¬ injustices to certain shows and in¬ mitments.” Prior to that Jerry
Playhouse” Sunday . , . Jack Barry
ing device by the DAV, will offer dividuals highly respected by our Lewis refused because of disagree- ;
subbing as “Masquerade Party”
a minimum of $50,000 in prizes to industry and the nation's tv view¬ ment with the Acad on its nomina¬
emcee for Peter Donald tonight
write-in contest respondents, with ers. We are fearful that serious tions setup also.
(Wed.) while Donald vacations for
two weeks in Nassau . . . David
the songrams comprising one of impairment may be done to the
Powell, showing a wire from the
Swift joined to direct his own
the contest features, other being Academy's reputation unless some Aba demy board of governors in¬
remedial
action
is
taken,
provided
original whodunit, “Better Off
identification
of
15
songs
played
on
viting
him to emcee, commented “I
. Boston, March 6.
Dead,” for “Four Star Playhouse,”
that remedy is itself both practical just don’t want to do it. I agree I
Legislative hearings may be tele¬ each show.
with Charles B^yer set to star in vised for the first time in Mass, if
and
in
the
Academy’s
best
inter¬
with Jack Webb—I don’t think
William Tell prez W. T. Clemons
the film . . . Renzo Cesana, the
ests,” said Fox.
their nominations setup makes any
“Continental,” has been signed for Rep. Edmond J. Donlan (D) has is already clearing time for the
Lucy Won’t Be. in Town
sense.” Webb on Monday with- .
first show, set for June 15. Initial
p.a.’s by National Artists Corpus his way.
Donlan, House chairman of the show—DAV has signed for two
Meanwhile, on other fronts the drew his nomination as best direc¬
special attractions division. NAC
has also signed Steven Scheuer, 19-man joint Judiciary Committee with options—may go live over controversy over the nominations tor of a telefilm series (for “Drag¬
editor of the syndicated column hearing Governor Christian A. Her- DuMont lines. Remainder will showed no signs of abating, as it net”), blasting the nominations'
TV Key, for its lecture division.
ter’s sweeping proposals for court probably be shot via the Elec- was learned another nominee may structure at the same time.
Cardinal Spellman to kick off reform, said: “Informed public tronicam system. Under the DAV be withdrawn from the Emmy
Catholic Charities campaign April opinion is vital to the preservation deal, all payments for programs awards; a two-nominations winner
14 on WCBS-TV with St. Patrick’s of a healthy democratic state. That and prizes are limited to 30% of has declined to present awards,
Choir as a feature . . . Frank Tel¬ is why I am going to ask our com¬ the coin raised through the write- and a welter of opinions for help¬
Hollywood, March 6.
ford, director who’s just finished mittee to allow the television cam¬ ins (at $1 a throw), with the bal¬ ing the Academy was expressed.
New vidpix series dealing with
the “Crunch and Des” NBC-TV eras to air next week’s proceed¬ ance going to the DAV.
pathology
is
in works at CBS-TV '
Withdrawal of the nomination of
film series, back from Bermuda to ings.”
“Dragnet,” in the running as one here. Mel Epstein has been set to
do “Robt. Montgomery Presents”
He said he would take up the tv
produce
“Probe,”
with Wendell
of the five best action series, is be¬
and also dickering direction of a proposal with the full committee
theatrical film ... Barbara Joyce because “A . revised Massachusetts
ing seriously considered by Sherry Corey inked for lead.
Novelist
Peter
R.
Brook will
on this week’s “Modern Romances” court system is one of the most
TV which owns the series, it was
after appearing in the Helen Hayes
disclosed by an MCA source. script.
vital
issues
of
the
day!”
*
Concert Group production of “Mac¬
Jack McGiffert has been tapped Sherry is a subsid of the agency.
Omaha—KOIL was again granted
beth” at B’klyn Acad of Music . . .
by WCBS-TV as the writer for No decision, has been reached but exclusive broadcasting rights to
Magician Kajar on Steve Allen WATV Pipes Boxing
the matter is being' studied, said
show March 12.
“Camera Three” which the N. Y. the source. Previously Jack Webb, the Omaha Cardinal American
Card From Philly flagship supervises for the CBS-TV
David Swift to direct his own
producer-director-star of the se¬ Assn, baseball games this year.
WATV, the Newark indie, is
“Better Off Dead” whodunit for
Three other local outlets bid for
“Four
Star
Playhouse”
with bringing back a boxing card for run. Heretofore, scripting and ries, withdrew his nomination as the privilege. Station announced
Charles Boyer starring ... Larry the first time in two years, but is adaptation has been done by Rob¬ best director of a telefilm series, Don . Hill will again handle mike
Siegel of Constance Hope flackery, piping the program in from Phila¬ ert Herridge, doubling as producer, in protest at the nominations setup. duties, both for home and road
Webb, at the same time, said if
engaged to Helen Hartman of delphia via^ a deal with WPFH-TV
United Nations staff . . . Renzo of Wilmington. A two-hour show, who moves • over to the network he controlled’“Dragnet” he Would games.
along
with
director
Francis
Mori-,
withdraw its nomination also, butthe card originates in Cambria
Arena'in Kensington, a Philly sub¬ arty. The McGiffert pact completes pointed out that was up to Sherry,
urb, and is telecast on the Wil- the top personnel on “Camera,” which owns it.
Lucille Ball, nominated as best
i mington outlet, which has strong with Lewis Freedman and Clay
' Philly coverage. Understood WATV Yurdin previously • signed on as comedienne and also as best
actress in a continuing performance,
pays cable charges and a piece of producer and director.
McGiffert has been in radio-tv for her “I Love Lucy” work, was
cill
its sponsorship revenues for the
asked by the Academy to make
show, which WPFH-TV is also pip¬ since 1950. •
ing to some of the Pennsylvania
In other assignments at WCBS- presentations of Awards at the din¬
UHF outlets under the same pat¬ TV, Neal Finn will direct two new ner March 17, but has declined,
ri(M
tern.
public affairs shows, one a dis¬ sayings she would be out of town
Card will air Thursdays, 9 to 11 cussion series with Ron Cochran then.
S-2I«0
p.m., starting March 15. Last time moderating and the other a religiSheldon Leonard, a member of
WATV carried boxing was a couple oser. Finn’s spot on “Morning the Academy board, defended the
I
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
!
°VER *Jndu"ry
of years' back in a program from Memo” (Margaret Arlen) and Acad from its critics, asserting
CADt
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Laurel Gardens in Newark, scene “News, of N. Y.” capsule cut-ins “these critics are obligated to come
of its wrestling pickups, which it on the' web’s “Good Morning,” will to the Academy and give us their
Mat.t William Morris Agency
still carries.
be taken by Robert Goodman.
constructive ideas, if they want to
correct what they feel are in¬
justices in the nominations and
categories setup. In this way we
can improve the Academy; they ap¬
INDUSTRIAL HSART
parently do not realize what a vast,
OF THB TRI-STATS ARBA
complex job is involved here and
we on the board are doing the best
we can.” Leonard said he doesn’t
think the present setup is perfect
by any means, but stressed he felt
constructive criticism should be
given members of the board by
those who find fault.
Danny Thomas, a former board
^16,000 watts ©t V. H.F.
member, expressed the opinion
that it might be a good idea to hold
With a mighty 29.1 ZIV-TV’S CISCO
a general membership meeting af¬
Graattr Huntington Ttatr* Corp
ter the March 17 awards, seek out
KID (Duncan Renaldo) gives the
HvntlngtMi, W. V«. HunUwf » >4)1S5
everyone’s opinions, and then base
turn's rush to a long list of big-time
next year’s nominations and cate¬
gories
on
the
results
of
such
a
operations on the Cincinnati scene,
meeting.
After the board has
including TV Play*
drawn up potential categories, then
EVERYDAY
IR^B
let it submit the entire list to the
house, Climax, Jack
ON EVERY CHANNEL
membership and have them vote on
Benny, Comedy Hour,
what they feel are the proper
categories, suggested Thomas.
I Love Lucy> etc.
Jack Webb came up with the
COSTUMES
To get command of a bigger TV audienco,
idea that “perhaps we need two
CMCMNMt CM (CAM MW VM
different awards to handle such a
3 W.,1 ti.l St., N.Y.C.*T»I. ft. MIW
aetjn touch with • •
'complex- matter.- For exam pie-,-we.
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‘SONGRAMS’TELESHOW

Legislative Hearings
In Mass. May ‘Go TV’
As Part of Reforms

CBS-TV ‘Probe’ Series

McGiffert Tapped For
‘Camera 3’ Scripting
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IT HAS SEEN A HARD, ROUGH ROAD,

THE

“PINKY LEE SHOW”

Is Now in Its THIRD YEAR on NBC-TV

Mif Wahmedl awl 1beepedt ^Uanhi to Zvetufone- Who <Mg4> <Melped Me.
How Could I Miss with All These Wonderful
People Giving Me Their Help—
My Two Wonderful Bosses
Larry White and Adrian Samish
My Sponsor

My Sponsor

SWEETS CO. of AMERICA

WEATHERBIRD SHOES

(Tootsie Roll)

Advertising Agency

William B. Rubin and Leonard Stone

Henri, Hurst & McDonald

And to- /111 the Cxecutw-el, Sta^ asid Pe/iiannelatNBG- *1*0
' - CAST Jimmy Brown, Ken Mayer, Jymme Shore, Sid Fields
Milton Newberger, Margie Liszt, Isabel Dwan, Rex May (Announcer)
- ALSO LEE WAINER, Producer
JOHN LYMAN III, Director
JERRY BOWNE, Supervisor

*

BILL DERMAN, Writer
GAYLORD CARTER, Music Director
CURT NATIONS. Art Director and his Crew

JIMMY STARK, Associate Director

WILLIAM PALMERSTON. Technical Director

BOB ANDERSON. Unit Manager
JIM ALLEN, Writer

Camera Crew and Audio Crew

*AY ALLEN, Writer
JEAN BROSEN (My Girl Friday)} SALLY GRAHAM.

Sound Effects Crew
GENE REED, Lighting Director and his Crew
BLANCHE KING. Wardrobe and her Crew
int to Producer: PAT HOLST, Production Assistant:

JOHN CHAMBERS. Make-Up
RAYMOND COOK, Head Property and his Crew
RAY ARMSTRONG. Head Electrlcan and his Crew
GEORGE KUNKLE, Head Carpenter and his Crew
BOB GRANER, Stage Manager
GEORGE PULTON, Stage Manager
MANNING HALL, Artist
RHEIN, Public Relations: ESTELLE WOLEN, Stenographer

Love and Kisses to All,

NEC Publicity,
c«ty Shawhan,,
Jane Westover,
Bill Stain

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Y/jtl

Paul Marsh & Associates
Prass Representative

Radio Reviews
J. AKUHEAD PUPULE SHOW
With Hal Lewis
210 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Sat., 5:30 a.m.
Participating
KGU, Honolulu
Hal Lewis is Hawaii's top money
radio personality, having estab¬
lished himself in that spot several
years ago. In this early-rising
town, both ranking disk jockS —
Lewis and Lucky Luck (KPOA)—
are in morning time slots,
J. Akuhead Pupule, as Lewis
calls himself (the name translates
roughly as “Crazy Fishhead”), is
aired not only over KGU, NBC
affiliate, but on the three outer is¬
land stations of All-Islands net¬
work. He’s much happier on the
insular web than he was at KHON.
Honolulu indie, and he’s helped
bring KGU out of a slump.
Voicer violates nearly every rule
in the d.j. book—and gets away
with it. He’ll talk for 10 or 15
minutes between records if and
when he feels like it. He takes up
cudgels in civic controversies. But
if he hasn’t always won friends, he
certainly has influenced people.
“Did you hear what Aku had to
say about it this morning?’' is a
question that launches many con¬
versations and coffee breaks.
He rings in an occasional guest

—visiting entertainers welcoming
the gratis exposure, especially if
they’re here to fill a concert or
nitery date on a percentage basis.
Makes sense—and cents!
Some
guesters stay up aril night to join
him; others drag themselves out of
bed at 5 a.m. in order to adlib with
him. He sometimes hands them
commercials to read, and this they
happily do. For free yet.
Ako> picks top records, and has
the pick of all the new ones, and
he’s keenly attuned to local likes.
He’s fast, facile and he’s Mr. Radio
in Hawaii. More so now than ever
since morning J.v has been written
off as a noble experiment.
His competitor, Lucky Luck,
works on the theory that “if you
can’t say nothing nice about some¬
body. don’t say nothing,” and
avoids controversial topics. Aku.
on the other hand, blasts when he
feels it’s called for. Both contrast¬
ing formats are paying off hand¬
somely.
Aku turns over a good amount
of time during his three and onehalf hour stanza to newscasts and
weather reports and he delivers
commercials in top drawer style.
His show would click equally well
in any key city and it’s no secret
that he’s turned- down many main¬
land offers. He’s the top money
personality of all time in Hawaii
radio. No wonder he loves the
climate.
Walt. «

Radio Followup

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
NBC AND CBS

CBS Radio Workshop
“CBS Radio Workshop” went into
a pace-changer Friday (2) with
“The Voice of the City.” New
Yorkers must have wondered why
the network had suddenly discov^
ered the town as a city replete
with cacophony and a glut of poly¬
glot. There was poetry and rhythm
here for Des Moines and Fargo, no
doubt, but for Gothamites it came
out a sort of “Rear Window” on
tape in part. Latter stems from
Tony Schwartz, a freelance com¬
mercial artist who with Jiis trusty
equipment recorded his impres¬
sions of Mantattan, one sequence
being made while operating from
a window of his home in the West
50s, it sez here. Different and off¬
beat, yes; but you could catch a
nap at leisure in the web’s slotting
of “Voice” between the actioner
“Johnny Dollar” and comedic Jack
CarSon show.
Some of the sounds and dialog
seemed Studied, like the hackman
ending off his comment with the
amount of the fare. Since when do
hackies provide this “service”?
Clifton Fadiman was the narrator
of this, the first N.Y. origination in
the recently launched series that
rotates starting points with the
Coast.
Trau.

WGAL-TV’s outstanding programs
are completely familiar to

‘Susie’

917,320 TV families. Make this
market’s 3 Vi million people, with
$51/2 billion to spend, familiar
with your product.

Channel 8 Multi-City Market
Harrisburg
York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg
Wayrtesboro
Frederick
Westminster
Carlisle
Sunbury
Martinsburg

Reading
Lebanon
Pottsville
Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel
Bloomsburg
Lewisburg
Lewistown
Lock Haven
Hagerstown

i

, Continued from pape 31 1

on the outlet will plug the contest
while 75% of its on-the-air promo¬
tion for the nine weeks of the con¬
test will be devoted to it. In addi¬
tion, some 1,800 four-fold bro¬
chures are going out to the per¬
sonnel directors of top companies
in the area.
Winner will be tapped from fivesemi-finalists, with the victor get¬
ting a trip to the Coast for two
(including a day with “Susie” Star
Ann Sothern), a complete ward¬
robe and luggage, etc. Runners-up
and personnel directors of the
winners also get prizes. Contest
was set up by WCAU-TV promo¬
tion director Boy Pryor in con¬
junction with Television Programs
of America, _distributors of the
show, which Is the rerun version
of “Private Secretary.”

Chi TV
i M, Continued from page 24 -

STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLlOUGH, PRES.
HtpritenlaHvti

MEEKER TV, INC.
Ntw York
lot Angelas

'Vo-*

Chicago
San Francisco
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strong livelihood the telepix pro¬
ject may be dropped for a return
to an all-live talk show if Quinlan
can find the right personality.
Duggan showed how much reverie
could be grossed in that relatively
fringe time so the big prowl is
on to find the format that’ll take
up the slack.
The major preoccupation at
WNBQ concerns its 10 to 11 p.m.
block with any changes to be tied
in with the NBC-TV’s station’s
transition to all-color operation by
April 15. The 10:30 to 11 band has
already been largely retooled for
^tint and is all . Jive programming

except the Monday night RCA
“Color Theatre.”
Although there's no official
word, it's understood veep Jules
Herbuveaux is personally blue¬
printing some changes in the for¬
mat if not the personnel of the 10
to 10:30 weather-homemaker hintsnews-sports lineup which set the
Chi pattern for sfrips-within-astrip when it was first launched,
back in ’49 and '50.
Situation at WGN-TV is the re¬
verse of its network colleagues.
With surprising consistency, the
indie rides the crest of the late
evening ratings with its nightly
feature pix that kick off at 10
o’clock. But as to be expected, it’s
another matter during the previous
three hours when the big network
shows are being pumped out by
the other stations.
So the moves being made by
program director Jay Faraghan,
with an assist- from film director
Elizabeth Bain, is the entry of the
best possible vidpix series when¬
ever a soft spot appears in the 8
to 10 interval. The Gene Autry,
Roy Rogers Republic Westerns are
running cross-the-board at 7.
For example, when a hole
popped up Thursday nights Ziv’s
“The Man Called X” was moved in
as a sustainer with deliberate up¬
grading intent. Gamble paid off
almost immediately when Budweiser bought the series a week
later. And there’s more of the
same in the wind.

‘Council of War’
.

■- Continued from pajre 31

-

film committee on the matter-was
more than a year ago.
Actually, the NARTB itself can
take the credit for having con¬
solidated the ranks of the telefilm
outfits.
For it was the distribs’
“rebellion” against the NARTB’s
traditional convention “sluff-off”
of the syndicators that ‘first re¬
sulted in a series of meetings
among the telefilm outfits to pre-.
sent a united front to (1) eliminate
exhibits by the distribs at the con¬
vention in April, substituting mere
“hospitality suites” for the dele¬
gates, (2) get a place on the offi¬
cial agenda for a forum discussion
of teiepix programming, pricing
and problems and (3) set up an in¬
dustry cocktail party for the con¬
clave. These three tries were for
the most part successful, but the
current meetings on the network
matter plus the standard contract
form stemmed naturally from
those initial meetings on conven¬
tion matters.
One reason assigned for the
failure of the distribs to come up
in the past with a distributors as¬
sociation is that the parties which
were pressing for such an organ¬
ization were the “little guys” who
had
collection
problems
and
wanted primarily a credit associa¬
tion.
Reaction of people like
Ziy’s John Sinn at the time was
“when we have problems that
make such an organization neces¬
sary, we’ll be glad to join.” And
despite the “informal”, nature of
i Continued from page 25
the current meetings, the united
fees plus the additional cost of front on pressing industry matters
shooting two versions.__This latter looks as if it will be a permanent!
charge, though not completely but¬ one.
toned down yet, is figured at
about 10% of the normal produc¬
tion costs of the show being cut
down.
Web has also formulated a code ——. Continued from page 26 ——
of operating procedures for politi¬
cal broadcasts which attempts to AFTRA’s bargaining unit and
keep the election one-shots as clearly impinges upon the bargain¬
nearly as possible in line with nor¬ ing unit certified by the National
mal operating procedures. For Labor Relations Board and recog¬
example, a party must order at nized by you under our several col¬
bargaining
agreements
least the same number of stations lective
as is the regular lineup on the with you. We also call to your
attention
the
letter
to
you dated
show it preempts. If it preempts a
simulcast, it must buy a simulcast, Aug. 10, 1954, written by tis at
your
and
AFTRA’s
behefet,
agree¬
etc.
ing'that the status quo would be
maintained with reference to juris¬
diction over new methods and de¬
vices of tv production. ' Your
unilateral action constitutes a fla¬
Continued from page 31 ■■ ■ -- grant violation of the letter and
were paid cash on the line, while spirit of all our agreements.
the syndicated programming pay¬
“In order to avoid a most seri¬
ments by the British to American ous, controversy, we consider it
firms are just beginning to go out imperative that a meeting be ar¬
and will be billed out over the ranged between us immediately
length of their contracts.
to discuss this matter. We request
He fears the effect of the Parlia¬ that the meeting be in Los Angeles
mentary and press resentment and that you include among your
(press attacks are particularly representatives at such- meeting
heavy in the Beaverbrook publica¬ the same persons who represented
tions) because of their possible ef¬ you in the negotiations of the
fect on British-American relations ‘Clarification’ with AFTRA! We
and because they may endanger await your immediate reply.”
the British market as a source for
American telepix cause. But what
annoys Seidelman about the situa¬
tion is that the resentment is
caused by “false facts,” namely, the
■ Continued from page 23 -belief that Britain is on the debit
side of the Anglo-American tele¬ stations are anticipating the mo¬
ment
when they can pull out of
film trading. Actually, he declares,
the opposite is true; there’s more the late - late Steve Allen “To¬
dollars going into Britain than com¬ night” show. The post-11 period is
ideal time for the features and
ing out.
the Stations have that 100% local
revenue gleam in their eyes, not
to mention a passkey to higher
ratings which the features seem
to be turning up.
Continued from page 23
It goes without saying that NBC,
and square, so they may qs well or any other network, won’t relin¬
get the plug.” And they got it.
quish any time segment on which
Touched by this gallantry, Jack- they now have a hold. Gen. Sarson had WOR-TV general sales noff’s own downbeat reaction to
manager Bill Dick write a wire to films vs. the perpetuation of live
WRCA-TV (NBC’s N. Y. flag) gen¬ programming isn’t a secret and
eral sales manager Ham Shea of¬ NBC will fight to the last to main¬
fering “equal time” to Garroway tain its live status quo.
and J. Fred Muggs. Dicks’ wire
Perhaps a major test in the
closed; “Don’t blame me for mon¬
keying around; it wasn’t my idea. forthcoming showdown will lie in
CBS-TV’s attempt to absorb the
Thanks for your cooperation.”
10:30 to 11 Thursday night, period
Jackson still wasn’t completely as part of the 9:30 to 11 “Playhouse
satisfied.
On Monday (5) morn¬ 90” dramatic series next season.
ing,^Prom 9 to 11 a.m., he had
Cathrey out in costume again, this Just as NBC maneuvered a recap¬
time being led by a lissome blonde, ture of the station time by slotting
leashed with a gold chain, back and the 10 to 11 “Lux Video Theatre,”
forth along Ad Row on Madison so CBS is out to cable up the pe¬
riod in one fell 90-minute swoop.
Ave.
This time it may not be so easy,
now that stations are eyeing those
Dallas—Bill Stinson, the first feature pix availabilities.
man to take live tv cameras into a
courtroom during an actual trial,
has taken over duties as news di¬
Cleveland — Paul Warren an¬
rector for WFAA-TV here.
He nounced Cleveland Sandusky Brew¬
gained nationwide recognition last ing and Mainline Cleveland will
December as news director for again sponsor football games
KWTX-TV, Waco Stinson replaces through network of Ohio, Indians
Toni Journeay who r.esi^ned*^
and Kentucky.radio-tv stations,

Politico Capsules

Preempt CommTs For
Pitt Opera Telecast
Of 'Madame Butterfly’
Pittsburgh, March 6.
Pittsburgh Opera Co.’s production
of “Madame Butterfly,” co-starring
Licia Albanese and Richard Dean,
will be telecast in its entirety by
KDKA-TV Thursday night, April
3, 8 to 10:30, from the stage of
Syria Mosque. Itls being carried
by Channel 2 as a public service,
with Westinghouse station donat¬
ing the time to stimulate interest
in the local opera organization.
It’ll be the first time opera here
has ever been carried on town’s
only VHF channel live, and since
"Butterfly” will be sustaining,
singers and musicians have agreed
to work for minimum, with bankrollers of the opera society footing
the bill as their part in promoting
the organization.
Harold C. Lund, g.m. 6f KDKATV and veep of Westinghouse,
okayed the two-and-a-half hours of
free time after huddling with opera
officials, and got clearances for
preemptions that night from spon¬
sors of Bishop Sheen, “Dragnet,”
“Crunch & Des,” “Ford Theatre”
and “Lux Video Theatre.”
Boston—Phyllis Doherty, -direc¬
tor of advertising.and publicity for
WNAC-TV, took off on the lie de
France Friday (2) for a cruise to
the West Indies and is skedded to
return in time for the March 17
parade in South Boston when Ed
Sullivan will ride a green converti¬
ble as guest of honor.

AFTRA

Seidelman

TV ‘Time’ Bomb

Monkey Around

Interested in

The Very
best deal on a new

THUNDERBIRD
FORD
Call or write SAM ANGER(brother of Harry Anger, G.A.C.)

LYnbrook 9-0600
TED ROWLAND, Inc.
Lynbrook, Long Island, N. Y.
Delivery Anywhere in the U.5.

CONFIDENTIAL
INVESTIGATIONS
(Free Consultations)

ANY
TIMI

Licensed and Bonded State of N. Y.
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150 Broadway, New York 38. N. Y.

Tel.: BEekman 3-6685 (Day end Night)
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Penthouse
Hotel Great Northern
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Ideal for TV rehearsal* .
Ballet School
Dance Instruction
Photographic or Art Studle
Or living quarters

M-hour alavatar and switchboard aervlaa

on major network television shows
in New York, Los Angeles and Chicago

TelePrompTer Service is also available at television stations like:

WTOP-TV
Channel 9
Washington, D. C.

WMBR-TV

WBTV

KSL-TV

Channel 4

Channel 3
Charlotte, N. C.

Channel 5
Salt Lake, Utah

Jacksonville, Fla.
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Othtr Pa Unit Ptndinw ■

7IHPrompM Corporaiion
NEW YORK
300 W. 43rd Street
JUdson 2-3800

Bart Swi^ j Network and Film
Bill Marsh, Staging Service

LOS ANGELES
Fred Barton, Vice Pres.
George Kane, Manager
6151 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOllywood 9-6239
TELEPROMPTER OF CANADA
S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
447 Jarvis St;, Toronto
WAlnut 2-2103

v
CHICAGO
Ted Boisumeau, Manager
177 North State Street
Franklin 2-8826

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Kay Tyrrell, Manager
1346 Connecticut Avenue'
COlumbus 5-3161
•

TELEPROMPTER OF ENGLAND
c/o Towers of London
84 Hallam Street

•

•

TelePrompTer service now available'
in all principal cities throughout the
United States, Canada and many
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old Senator .takes to the boy but
meantime an attractive bluejeahed
local gal, played by Polly Bergen,
also takes to the boy.
When the Senator has finally
decided to show the precious letter,
the boy brushes him off to go
dancing with the girl. Senator
resolutely destroys the missive and
tetters off to dinner alone. .
Pretty corny throughout but it’s
a delight to watch Muni at work.
&
Gros.

Tele Followups
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too locally British for the domestic set warmers. He “shook"
through some ribbing of the cold
weather and the recent GavilanWaterman ring fiasco but they
lacked Yankee sharpness.
To dress up the show he brought
on some of J. Arthur Rank’s star¬
lets, and an Italian actress for a
round of raillery, with Doug Fair¬
banks Jr., serving more or less as
a stooge but with dash and aplomb.
Line Renaud, a French looker with
a soothing voice making her third
call on a Hope tv’er, was his main
prop and she delivered handsome¬
ly. Cornel Wilde and Jean Wallace
came on for a brief bit that was
short on comedy. Tommy Trinder,
English comic, didn’t get across
(the Atlantic) because of his
broad accent, but got off the eve¬
ning’s whopper when he flipped,
“We invented the language but
what you’ve done to it since is
none of your business.” This took
care of Hope’s gags on George
Gobel and the L.A. Rams, which
brought thunders of silence.
Production was well managed
but without the scenic effects of a
home show. A pot-bellied stove
would have been welcome. Helm.
Ed Sullivan Show
The awards gimmick seems to be
a device that is taking away the
creative aspect of programming.
The networked variety shows seem
to have become the forum .for any
mag, newspaper, organization or
individual to get a whole flock of
names to appear for free. It’s a
good occasional change of pace, but
unfortunately, all the award shows
seem to have fallen into the same
format. There’s an accent on faces
and a downbeat on entertainment.
A further injury in this field lies
in the fact that the program plan¬
ners needn’t knock themselves out
in an effort to be creative. Look
Awards took up the greater portion
of the Ed Sullivan show on Sunday
(4) over CBS-TV.
On the rest of the show Marion
Marlowe and Edith Piaf came - off
excellently in the singing spots.
Unfortunately, Miss Marlowe’s ini¬
tial number, “Mrs. Noah,” an en¬
tertaining tune cleffed by Lyn
Duddy & Jerry Bresler, was over¬
produced. The shadowed figures in
the background and the trick caera work seemed to detract from
the lyrics which needed some con¬
centration for the viewer to get the

full effect. With no such distrac¬
tions, Miss Marlowe did better with
“Sorriento” toward the close of
the show.
Miss Piaf’s “Merry Go Round
and “Padam” extracted the last
measure of emotion from these
tunes. The Gallic chanteusy is a
powerful singer and hit a socko
reception for her efforts.
Dick Shawn, a frequent per¬
former on teevee, did a rib of the
Mr. America contestants which
came off comparatively
well.
•Shawn, however, seems to have the
faculty of having his various char¬
acters look very much like one
other. He seems to travel in a wellworn groove.
.
Senor Wences ventriloquy is a
vastly entertaining act, which re¬
sulted in a brightspot on this show.
Juggler Dieter Tasso had to cut
short his turn of catching cups and
saucers while balancing himself on
slack wire.
Jose.

I
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
ABC wound up a two-day meeting yesterday (Tues.) of its owned &
operated station managers and divisional execs. Sessions, held at the
1 Plaza Hotel, N. Y., covered the w^eb’s fall programming and sales
plans as well as huddles on individual station problems. Speakers
included ABC prez Bob Kintner, program chief Bob Lewine, station
relations v.p. Ernest Lee Jahncke and ad-pub veep Mike Foster.
Attending the sessions were Mike Renault and Bob Stone, g.m.’s
of WABC and WABC-TV, N. Y.; Sterling (Red) Quinlan,, v.p. over
WBKB, Chicago; Matthew Vieracker, treasurer of the web’s central
division; John S. Hansen and Selig- J. Seligman, g.m.’s of KABC and
KABC-TY, Los Angeles; James G. Riddell, pres.-g.m. -of WXYZ (and
tv), Detroit; Earl J. Hudson, western division veep; and James H. Con¬
nolly, v.p. over the San Francisco (ICGO and KGO-TV) office.

Continued from page 27 .

New York Sports Broadcasters Assn, last week elected L.en_ Dillon,
sports director of WFAS, White Plains (N. Y.), president of the organi¬
zation, marking the first time a small station sportscaster has been
tagged for the post in the group’s 15-year history, Dillon succeeds
Don Dupphy as prez.
Other officers elected were Mel Allen, first v.p.; Chris Schenkel,
second v.p.; Guy Lebow, treasurer; and UP radio sports writer Frank
Litsky, secretary, the latter reelected to his post, others being firstShCoons delivers a good spiel for timers in office.
•
Dave,
Swifts franks,
Forbes, the business and finance mag, devotes a spread in -its March' 1
issue—including cover photo of CBS Inc. prexy Frank Stanton—to
THIS WORLD THIS WEEK
the Columbia “story” versus NBC. It’s called “Life in a Goldfish
With Russ Bensley
BowL” complete with a billings chart and the bitter fight between
Producer: Bill Garry
the two networks, as well as CBS Inc. versus giant RCA. Much of
Writer: Bensley
the text is devoted to program chief Hubbell Robinson.
Director: Joe Byrne
15 Mins.; Sat., 4 p.m.
Dennis Day will emcee a special CBS Radio broadcast Friday (9)
Sustaining
at 10:30 p.m. kicking off the annual Easter Seal Fund Campaign of
WBBM, Chicago
The Chi CBS-TV station is ful¬ the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults. Joining Day
filling two laudable functions with will be Betty Hutton, Jane Powell, Margaret Whiting, Richard Carlson,
Connie Haines, the Hi-Los, Ray Anthony and Paul Weston’s orch.
this meaty weekend news edition. Program will be produced in Hollywood by Jack Lear and Ace Ochs
It’s a comprehensive wrapup that and written by David Greggory.
should be welcomed by the Satur¬
A viewer in Omaha wrote to WCBS-TV, N. Y., which makes its
day dialers who heretofore found
the news coverage practically nil “Camera Three” available to the CBS network, complaining about
lack
of newspaper information on tv shows as follows: “Thanks to
by the local, tv stations.- Also it
WOW-TV, we here in Omaha are at last able to. enjoy your very fine
serves as a showcase for news programs. We only regret that this is a one-newspaper, city., a papex*
writer Russ Bensley who, off this unwilling to give tv any publicity whatsoever. We feel schools, and
entry, looms as a real comer be¬ other organizations should know about your program, and while we
and our friends have spread the good word, we wonder if you have
fore the cameras.
Aided by some carefully select¬ any pamphlets which could be distributed so you could have, the wide
ed film yai’dage culled from the audience you deserve.”

debut (3) but its assumed he set
the kids a giggling as he carboned
some of the antics in the film. For
most of the youngsters his buf¬
foonery as the sailor who invaded
the captain’s cabin may have topped
the similar nautical hi jinks in the
|

Robert Q. Lewis Show
Owl-eyed Robert Q. keeps to a
pleasantly high level of relaxed,
light foolery for his afternoon
semesters on CBS-TV, in an easy¬
going and easy-to-take format that
wins both live audience and homeviewers. Appeal is primarily to
the matrons, and not too subtly to
their funnybones. and it’s success¬
ful both ways.
Last Wednesday’s (29) segment,
for instance, dealt quite naturally
with Leap Year'and that extra day
in February, and the chance it
gave aspiring femmes to grab off
perspiring, elusive gents. Opener
had Lewis rolling off a stream of
amusing gags and chatter based on
Leap Year. Then followed a bit
about the show’s acquiring of three
more North Dakota stations, and
Judy Johnson’s appointment as
honorary lieutenant governor of
that state, which was worked for
some cute moments. Middle por¬
tion of the half-hour sagged a bit
with a handwriting expert discus¬
sing character of signors, although
this could have been worked up to
a very funny or dramatic bit.
Windup 10 minutes were highgrade low comedy, with Lewis in¬
viting three femmes from the audi¬
ence to come on stage and pro¬
pose to three bachelors (himself
and a stagehand included). Women
chosen (though married and ma¬
tronly) were naturals, bne funnier
than the other. It made for a
hilarious finale.
Bron.

week’s output by CBS Telenews
and WBBM-TV’s own aggressive
newsreel crews, Bensley packed a
surprising amount of background
information into the 15-minutes
watched (25). No less than seven
yarns, plus the current weather
story, were recapped. And they
were all given more than bulletin
treatment as the commentator
adeptly supplied the perspective.
Especially enterprising'-was the
localizing with some man-on-thestreet filmed vox popping of Sen.
Richard Neuberger’s proposal that
Uncle Sam underwrite the costs
of political campaigning.
Bensley works coolly and crisply
with no bombastic or ‘oracular
overtones. .Use of a simple black
background and the absence of the
usual desk, maps and other tradi¬
tional paraphernalia was a novel
switch that should wear well.
Score this as another winner for
the local CBS news boys.
Dave.

ABC’s Political Unit under v.p. Ernest Lee Jahncke has sent out
to, all affiliates of the radio and tv webs a “Political Handbook” cover*
ing the 1956 campaigns. Books are divded into five sections, the first
two in the nature of introductions to the campaign itself and to the
ABC programming -lineup. Third section excerpts all applicable FCC
regulations and laws covering political broadcasts, while the fourth
explains the network’s policies governing sponsorship, local cutins
and sponsors, preemptions, etc. Final section covers the operation
of the new Political Unit itself.
WABD,-N. Y. tv outlet, is producing a special series on “the history
of the motion picture” in April. Show will take the form of a’60-minute three-timer, with Prof. Hans Richter fronting a diversity of clips
from celluloid classics and also interpreting the influence of pix on
culture.
Richter teaches film courses at City College.

General Electric Theatre
There wasn’t much in "A Letter
From A Queen,” G.E. Theatre’s
CBS-TV outing Sunday (4), to
I take this occasion to express my
bring Paul Muni back to the cam¬
; Continued from page 23 ;
gratitude for the continuing confi¬
eras except that it gave him an
dence placed In me by my cus¬
of a Lifetime” at 10 and a cut-down Go,” plus a few sustainers includ¬
opportunity to ham it up. As a
tomers and friends in show business.
practically fossilized former U.S.
“Ozark”-“Opry” combine at 10:30. ing “Outside U.S.A.,” “Tomorrow’s
Senator, Muni let out all stops in
Mondays, “Topper” is out, to be Cai’eers” and “The Dotty Mack
his creation of a cranky, cagey
Show.” As far as daytime goes,
replaced by the new “Frontier only. a half-hour strip at 2:30-3
codger who lived in the past.
Judge.” Danny Thomas, moving leading into “Afternoon Film
The past vs. the present was the
peg for the D. J. Powers tele adap¬
from his Tuesday at 9 perch, is set Festival” is contemplated.
tation of a Sinclair Lewis short ==; Continued from page 24
Registered Representative
for Monday at 8, following “Judge.”
story. A young man, inanimately they will remember his action “Voice of Firestone” stays at 8:30, |
IRA HAUPT & CO.
played by Christopher Plummer,
followed by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Investment Brokers
hits the Senator’s burg to get some when they think about playing his at 9. Then “Film Fail’” runs 90
person-to-person stuff on U.S. ecords.”
501 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
minutes to 11. Tuesdays, “Warner
history and especially a looksee at
LOongacre 5-6262
Leaflet and button boycott was Bros. Presents” stays at 7:30, as
a letter from Queen Victoria. The
Representing
also started last week by Robei’t does “Wyatt Earp” at 8:30. Sheldon
Lenihan, NABET national rep from Reynolds' hourlong “International
Theatre” follows at 9, with two
San Francisco, who said that 10,- unspecified programs at 10 and
000 buttons would be distributed to 10:30, one of which would probably
union members in the city and be the GE entry.
Radio and TV Will Pay Tribute to
100,000 leaflets would get sidewalk
On Wednesdays, *it’s “Disney¬
A Direct Factory Retail Branch
distribution and union mailings.
Letters to 125 advertisers. and land” and an adult western follow¬
Can Make You the
agencies using the station said that ing at 8:30, with “Break the Bank”
VERY BEST DEAL .
advertisers would find that con¬ and “Blue-Ribbon Bouts” remain¬
in All of Greater New York
tinuing their sponsorship would be ing at 9:30 and 10. Thursdays is
spanking
new,
with
the
.“Command
a bad gamble—“there is nothing
In memory of Peter De Rose's 60th birthday on March
CHRYSLER
to win but bad will and *an ever Performance” series in at 7:30-9,
10th Vincent Lopez will play several De Rose composi¬
diminishing audience for your “Masquerade Party” in a shift from
PLYMOUTH
sales message.” Union declared Wednesday at 9 to -the ‘ Thursday
IMPERIAL
tions, including his last song, "IT’S TIME TO SAY
that “in advertising on KOA you at 9 spot, the new “Publicity Girl”
are ci’ossing our picket lines,” and in at 10 and an unspecified show
GOOD BYE," to which his wife May Singhi Breen wrote
Call
HAL
HIXON
filling
out
the
evening.
Fridays
has
that the advertisers are helping to
At Clrd* 4-4342
“finance KOA’s war against their “Rin Tin Tin” cofatinuing at 7:30,
the words.
For Complete Details—
employees with your advertising the hourlong “Wire Service” at 8,
“Crossroads” moving back a halfbudget.”
And a Money-Saving Deal
Joe Franklin will also pay tribute to Peter on one of
The 40 Union members -went out hour to 9, followed by the stet
on strike Dec. 20 when manage¬ “The Vise” and “Ethel & Albert”
his "Memory Lane" TV shows. May was his guest on
ment proposed cutbacks in their at 9:30 and 10 and another un¬
141 LEXINGTON AVE.
existing contracts. Station declared known show at 10:30.
February 28th. May and Peter were pioneer Radio
NEW YORK
Schedule 'indicates an expansion
cutbacks were necessary to put the
of
network
option
time
nightly
till
Artists with almost daily programs from 1923 to 1939.
station moi’e in line with prevail¬
Large Studio Apt., Firepl.
ing salary scales.
Meanwhile, 11, but this is questionable. Natu¬
Kitchenette
/
NABET members on the Coast rally if the web can sell the 10:30They celebrated their, 16th year on Radio in 1939
Call MR. STERNLIEB,
picketed NBC’s Hollywood studios 11 shows, it will go into that time,
but
if
not,
it’s
not
likely
it
will
use
last Tuesday (28) to protest the
Weekdays, PL 7-5572
with a TV birthday party with Paul Whiteman and their
network’s airing of the filmed-in- sustainers. Similarly, many of the
Europe Bob Hope show. Hope, new properties won’t even hit the
two original announcers from WJZ and WEAF, Milton
who with a group of investors owns air unless they are sold, so that
Cross and Graham McNamee.
50% of the Denver stations, has de¬ the schedule at this point is merely
INCOME TAX RETURNS
clared the matter is out of his a projection on an “iffy” basis, and
Expertly Prepared by account¬
hands; the union has insisted that the “ifs” are pretty big ones. Fig¬ ants at Your Home or Our Office
May has a record of that program taken from the air.
he is sidestepping his responsibil¬ ured to get the axe at the end of
FILE NOW—
ity.. NABET prez Clifford F. Roth- the season, at least on the - basis
It is certainly a Collector's Item.
Pay when you receive refund
ery declared that all Hope’s shows, of the new schedule, are “Topper,”
live or film, would be protested “MGM Parade,” “Stop the Music,”
Phone H. PALMER - OL B-0184
,iV$tilitfiq, strike Ji9
> i V i VVStar* ffiofiight’/i -and
You
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228G RockhiB Suit
Names Rubinstein's
Executors, 6 Others
Name of the late Serge Rubin¬
stein has been injected in a $228,390 lawsuit filed last week by Rockhill Productions, tele packaging
outfit, against eight defendants,
iwo or whom are Rubinstein’s ex¬
ecutors. Suit, filed in N. Y. Su¬
preme Court, charges conspiracy
and misrepresentation by which
the defendants took over the af¬
fairs of Rockhill and allegedly re¬
sulted in the withdrawal of sums
for the personal benefit of the de¬
fendants.
.
Rockhill charges the defendants
in 1954 represented themselves as
agents of Rubinstein and said they
wished to invest $100,000 in the
company. Frank L. Miller, one of
the defendants, became counsel of
the company, and Edward Levin,
Spencer Samuels and Kenneth
Granger, also defendants, became
members of the board. Rockhill
charges the defendants failed to
invest the promised $100,000 or any
part, and that they took over the
company during the illness of Rockhill’s president and . opened a new
* account illegally. Also, a program
produced by Rockhill was cancelled
because of their activities, it is
charged.
Other defendants named were
Stella Rubinstein and Edward J.
Ennis, the executors, and Harold
P. Conrad and Leonard Levinson.
Rockhill seeks an examination of
Miller, claiming that such a pre^
trial examination is necessary to
sustain the burden of the action
and to prepare the case for trial.

RADIO-TELEVISION

Lotsa London Loot

WABC s ‘Gee Whiz’

London, March 6.
The. jackpot prize in “Beat
the Clock” was won for the
second time last week when a
young London honeymoon cou¬
ple collected a check of $2,240.
This is the second time the
prize has been won since the
panel game was introduced to
commercial tv audiences as
part of the “Sunday Night at
the London Palladium” fea¬
ture.
On each occasion Bob Hope
was the show’s headliner.

= Continued from page 22

more interesting picture. WABCTV was £rst in the market a year
ago with the 8-9 a.m. “Tinker’s
Workshop,” the kidshowcaser that
projected Bob Keeshan into his
CBS-TV “Captain Kangaroo” seg¬
ment. But Keeshan’s successor in
“Tinker,” Henry Burbig, is still in
the No. 1 spot opposite Keeshan’s
“Kangaroo,” topping it by a score
of 3.5 to 2.6 with “Today” grabbing
a 2.8. In the 9-10 period, the nurs¬
ery-styled “Romper Room,” moved
down from 11 a.m. a couple of
months back with Jane Fisher in
the “teacher” spot, has grabbed
off the No. 1 spot ahead of George
Skinner on WCBS, Herb Sheldon
on WRCA and Sandy Becker on
WABD. “Romper” comes off with
a 3.6 average, Becker with a 3.1,
Sheldon with a 1.7 and Skinner
with a 1.4. What makes the “Romp¬
er” romp all the more gratifying
to the station is the fact that a
year ago, WABC-TV was third in
the market with the network
“Breakfast Club,” behind Sheldon
and Skinner.
Boston—Harry M. Lyle, director
of the Stfate Board of Educational
Television, resigned because his
agency is not. slated for any ap¬
propriations in the current fiscal
year.

SULLIVAN PACTS
MORE BRITISH ACTS
London, March 6.
Ed Sullivan made a one-day
flight to London for conferences
with agents Lew & Leslie Grade
and as a result plans have been
agreed for five British stars to ap¬
pear on his “Toast of the Town”
program in the near future.
Comedian-singer Dave King will
appear on March 11; comediansinger Harry Secombe on April 8
and singer David Whitfield on May
20 and 27.
Singers Dickie Valentine and Al¬
ma Cogan are also being lined up
for appearances during the next
couple of months.

Requiem on a UHF Channel
Continued from page 24 ;

mittee and Hometown Television,
Inc., that Congress require the
FCC to take affirmative action to
keep stations on the air.
The situation was perhaps best
stated by Randolph C. Reed, half
owner of KBMT in Beaumont,
Tex., whose gross has fallen from
$20,000 a month to $1,600 a month
since VHF competition came to
the area. “The sands of time are
running out for UHF operators,”
he testified, “and I know the days
are numbered for our small op¬
eration. But I believe that in the
not too distant future this Com¬
mittee, the FCC, and all people
interested in the future of tele¬
vision will regret the loss of UHF
stations.
“The educational service, the
community value, the religious and
social benefits of television have
only been scratched, but with the
very limited number of VHF chan¬
nels it will be impossible for tv
broadcasting to keep up with the
demands and progress of the
American people.”
Perhaps Reed’s testimony, al¬
most a requiem, may set the tone
of a forceful directive by Congress
that effective action, through vari¬
ous approaches, be taken for the
immediate alleviation of tv prob¬

lems while legislation is worked
out for a long-range solution.
Certainly, the record has estab¬
lished that tv is too dynamic to be
virtually “frozen” at the 10-year
point in its commercial develop¬
ment. It can. be expected that
further testimony will accentuate
this realization and build support
for definitive action.

Hygo

- - - ■ - Continued from page 31

Continued from page 25 —-

handing out ownership interests to
key execs; jumping to board chair¬
man and naming Ken Beirn prez
and Toigo exec v.pl and renaming
the outfit Biow-Beirn-Toigo. But it
was a couple of months ago when
the lid blew off, with Pepsi-Cola
flying th<* coop; presumably be¬
cause of a personal hassle with
Toigo.
That hassle brought the first of
two disclaimers from Biow himself,
to wit- that Toigo’s statements
about a “personal contract” were
made without Biow’s consent or
knowledge. Not much later, Toigo
went out and got Schlitz into the
Biow camp, only to have Biow
again state that this action was
undertaken withput his consent or
knowledge and to resign the ac¬
count because Biow still had Ruppert Brewery as a client. (The fact
that Ruppert was soliciting a new
agency affiliation and subsequent¬
ly did movfe apparently was of no
import.)
Meanwhile, two other key ac¬
counts had deserted-the Biow camp
—Hudson Pulp & Paper and the
kingsized Philip Morris account—
and Biow in a dramatic move had
put up $1,000,000 of his own money
to hold the agency, together, had
resumed the presidency (Beirn had
left before all^the. trouble started)
and had changed the name of the
outfit back to The .Biow. -.Go. All
the while, Toigo had remained at
the agency, reportedly on cleaning
up the last details of the Pepsi
moveover to McCann-Erickson, but
his status remained a mystery. His
move to Schlitz verifies the report
that it was he who had signed the
brewery to its shortlived .Biow
pact and remained on friendly
terms with Schlitz prez Erwin C.
Uihlein, in spite of the latter’s
designation of the Schlitz billings
to J. Walter Thompson.
Three execs moving with Toigo
are Robert F. Branch, a Biow v.p.;
Louis S. Berger, Biow’s marketing
veep, and Richard Steenberg, Biow
account supervisor. Branch be¬
comes Schlitz director of market
plans, Berger director of media
and market research and Steen¬
berg advertising manager. Herbert
E Palaith continues aS director of
merchandising under Toigo and
Francis L. Smawley continues as
assistant ad manager.
SCHUBERT'S COAST HUDDLES
Hollywood, March 6.
Bernard L. Schubert, producerPackager of ABC-TV. “Crossroads’
vidpixf series, is in town confabmng on production resumption
vuth series maker Harry Joe
Brown. “Crossroads” started rollmg again yesterday .(-5) at Samuel
GouLvujm, studios.*

CRITICS' REACTION TO NEW YORK PREMIERE I
“World-T«l«gram" — Harriet Van Horns

a tree even more expertly than Tarzan himself. Also she has
a pal, the cutest, smartest chimp you ever saw.

“SHEENA BRINGS FRESH A*R TO TV — I don’t know
who will stand on the golden threshhold and receive this
year’s Emmy Awards, but I’d like to suggest right now that
they strike off a special medal for Irish McCalla, little sister
to Tarzan of the Apes.

“There’s danger, romance, villainly, beautiful scenery and
high adventure in the very depths of darkest Africa. So, if
you’re seeking escape from the cares of the office, the dishes
to be washed or the children-to be fed, here’s your chance.”

“If you have anything else booked for the next 25 weeks,
cancel it”
"Nm" - Ban Orosa
«.. that new WPIX series, "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle”,
surely has got what it takes to draw an audience . . . should
be as popular as ice cream at a toddler’s birthday party.
And in the event you missed the premiere, be informed that
this Irish McCalla ... portrays Sheena and can swing from

TOP RATINGS
•ATLANTA: 17.3, 61.8=

shore;

outroting

petition by 60.2 =:.
'LOS

ANGELES:

*SAN

FRANCISCO:

BATON ROUGE:

•AM

12.4.

**Journsl-Amsrlc«n" — Jack O'Brian
“Sheena , starring a treetop-tall blonde jungle type named
Irish McCalla, wasn’t bad at all . . . Irish, or Sheena, is a
leggy lassie of six feet or more with ample dimensions which
6eem to shrink into a not unattractive girlishness.
“The first episode was diverting, well photographed, its
problem broad and clear, with bad guy and girl circum¬
vented in the end by resourceful Sheena.”

ROUND THE COUNTRY
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Want audience action? Join the safari to sales with

SHEENA,1 QUEEN of the JUNGLE
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Some choice markets still available
write, wire, call:
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growing fear that the major com¬
panies in Hollywood will follow
RKO and WB’s lead and settle
their pre-’48 backlogs on tv before
long.
All but one of the Hygo pix are
post-1941, sales chief Robert Seidelman discloses. Due to various
contract and clearance obligations
the names of 12 of the 19 will not
be named until next week. Other
seven, all distributed through ma¬
jors, are: “Pardon My Past,” (Col),
47; “Astonished Heart” <U-I), ’50;
‘Madeleine” (U-I), ’50; “Hound of
the Baskervilles (20th), ’39; “Ad¬
ventures of Gallant Bess” (U-A),
’48; “Trail of the Vigilantes”
(U-I)', ’43; and “The Wreck of the
Hesperus” (Col), ’48.

End of Biow Affair
■ -
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Columbia Records’ five - way
splash on “We All Need Love”
gives the deejays round-the-clock
programming fodder and will win
the tune enough exposure to get
at least one version off the ground.
The stepout slice of the George
Cumic French melody with an
English lyric by Carl Sigman looks
like Percy Faith's. It's a warmly .
romantic item excellently suited j
to the Faith* format of rich strings
backgrounding an effective vocal
chorus. Also good for lotsa spins
is Vic Damone's workover. He
sings in with the proper emotional

This is an offbeat entry headed for
big returns. Lonnie Donegan is an
Irish hillbilly and “Rock Island
Line” is an American folksong but
together they make a shellac prop¬
erty that will stir up plenty of
action. He's also effective on
“John Henry,” another folk item.
Johnny Desmond: “The Most
Happy Fella”-4'Without You” (Cor¬
al). Tunesmith Frank Loesser has
turned out a happy title t.une for
his upcoming legituner “The Most
Happy Fella” and Johnny Des¬
mond drives it home with an ap¬
pealing buoyancy. Desmond gets

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
237th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean. Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

PERCY FAITH ORCH .WE ALL NEED LOVE
(Columbia) ......•• .Carmelita
THE PLATTERS . THE MAGIC TOUCH
(Mercury) . ..’.Winner Take All
NELSON RIDDLE ORCH .PORT AU PRINCE
(Capitol) .. . A.• • . . Midnight Blues
LONNIE DONEGAN .ROCK ISLAND LINE
(London) .. ... John Henry
JOHNNY DESMOND..MOST HAPPY FELLA
(Coral) ...... ..'.Without You
quality that’ll appeal to the young¬
er .set. Liberace tackles'it in the
straight piano groove while Ken
Griffin sends it home with his
Wurlitzer organ. For those who
dig the swing and sway styling,
Sammy Kaye’s slicing makes for
okay listening. Vic Damone’s flip
side, ‘‘On The Street Where You
Live,” has a breakthrough chance.
It’s a rich, melodic ballad from
the upcoming legituner, ‘‘My Fair
Lady.”
The Platters: “(You’ve Got) Thp
Magic Touch”-“Winner Take Air’
(Mercury). The Platters, one of
the more consistent r&b groups
around today, have another payoff
waxing in “Magic Touch.” Rhyth¬
mic beat catches on quickly and
the combo gives it added power and
its effective r&b styling. “Winner
Take All” gets less pulsating vocalistics but it, too, will find its
niche with the deejays and the
coinboxes.
Nelson Riddle Orch: “Port Au
Prince”-“Midnight Blues” (Capi¬
tol). Sure to follow on the heels of
the top-bracketed “Lisbon Anti¬
gua” is Nelson Riddle’s instrumentalizing of “Port Au Prince.” Both
are virtually in the same rhythmic
vein and the lush' and colorful
rhythmic groove will bring “Port
Au Prince” to the top quickly. Rid¬
dle switches to a jazz groove on
“Midnight Blues” for solid results.
Lonnie Donegan: “Rock Island
Line”-“John Henry”
(London).

VARIETY
1.

.

2

3.

back into the romantic balladeering groove on “Without You,”
strong ballad due to make some
noise.
Jimmy Komack: “Vibrations”
“The Way She Talks” (RCA Vic¬
tor).* Jimmy Komack has’a like¬
able wax manner and will win
some platter play for his debut
RCA Victor disk. He’s in a free¬
wheeling mood on “Vibrations”
and turns the brisk tune into an
okay spinning bet. He also ac¬
quits himself nicely on the novel¬
ty, “The Way She Talks,” which
includes almost every hip phrase
around.
Betty Hutton: “Sleepy Head”“Hit The Road To Dreamland”
(Capitol).
“Sleepy Head” gives
Betty Hutton the kind of peppy
beat she works with best. It could
win a lot of new fans for Miss Hut¬
ton who’s been out of the wax pic¬
ture for some time. June Valli
has the right flair for it, too, and
her RCA Victor etching will give
jjdiss Hutton a run for the money.
On the Capitol reverse, Miss Hut¬
ton takes "Hit The Road To
Dreamland” for a zingy ride.
Julie London: “Baby, Baby, All
The Time”-“Shadow Woman” (Lib¬
erty). Julie London is sticking to
the melancholy groove which
kicked her off a few months ago
via the clicko “Cry Me A River.”
Her wistful, whispery tones are
properly suited to both sides and,
although it’s doubtful if either will

duplicate the “River” splash, they
make for solid spinning fodder.
The Four Coins: “The Old Professor”-“The Song That God Sings”
(Epic). The old-fashioned shuffle
beat' of “The Old Professor” will
get The Four Coins, on the deejay
and the coin machine tables. Tune
is in the “remembraces of things
past” mood that’s in wrax vogue and
the boys gives It nifty sendoff.
They ate no successful with “The
Song That God Sings,” a so-so
religioso.
Frankie Lester:
“Held For
Questioning”-“Louisiana. Walt z”
(Vik). Frankie Lester has a scor¬
ing chance with “Held For Ques¬
tioning.” Despite its title, tune is
straightforward pop ballad con¬
coction that moves at a pleasant
pace. Lester's vocalizing keeps it
rolling. There’s nothing in “Lou¬
isiana Waltz” to get it off the
ground.
Billy Vaughn: “Till I Waltz
Again With You”-“Sleep” (Dot).
Although “Till I Waltz Again With
You” was a smash tune only a few
seasons ago via Teresa Brewrer • on
Coral, Billy Vaughn has dusted it
off for a fresh instrumental workover. “Sleep,” on the flip side,
won’t wake up anybody.
Red Skelton: “Little Babe”-“The
Foggy, Foggy Dew” (MGM). There
must be something about lullabies
that appeals to comedians. Danny
Thomas waxed sentimental a few
releases ago for Decca and now
Red Skelton joins the lullaby brig¬
ade with “Little Babe.” Skelton’s
crooning style is fair as is 'the
material but the appeal is limited.
There’s a pleasant workover of the
classic, “Foggy, Foggy Dew,” on
the back side.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines..

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (9)

Kay Starr.Victor

LISBON ANTIGUA (8) .
( Nelson Riddle. Capitol
.{Mitch Miller.Coliimbia
POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (3) .....• Les Baxter.Capitol

4.

NO, NOT MUCH (4) ..* Four Lads....Columbia

5.

MORITAT (5)

8.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (13)

(Dean Martin.Capitol
’ ( Gale- Storm .Dot

9.

SEVEN DAYS (2) .::..irj,

(
’ }
(
1 \

[Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
■j Les Paiil-Mary Ford .... Capitol
(. Hayman-August.Mercury
GREAT PRETENDER (9) . Platters .Mercury
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (5) ...

10.

ARE YOU SATISFIED (9).

Crew-Cuts ..Mercury
Dorothy Collins.Coral
Rusty Draper ..Mercury
Sheb Wooley . MGM

,

IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW .
TUTTI FRUTTI

.Al Hibbler ....
j Dream Weavers
i Jo Stafford....

-Decca
.... Decca t
. Columbia
.1Pat Boone .Dot
/ Little Richard.Specialty T
\ Don Cherry.Columbia
l Kit Carson.Capitol

.

BAND OF GOLD .
SIXTEEN TONS .
DUNGAREE DOLL
LIPSTICK AND CANDY AND RUBBERSOLE SHOES
JUKE BOX BABY.
CHAIN GANG
...!/!.!!!!.
ANGELS IN THE SKY ..
r Figure

s i.< p'i;v

*+++ + + + + ++ + ++*tii* t V > f » . , »

\Tennessee Ernie Ford.. Capitol
'
( Johnny Desmond. Coral
... Eddie Fisher..
Victor
... Julius LaRosa .Victor
...
P.'rry Como .Victor
...

Bobby Scott.ABC-Par

...

Crew-Cuts .

indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
i ♦ +++++ **++<«-*♦ «f

Mercury }

assurance that belongs to Dave
McKenna. He’s got imagination
and technique but he never forgets
that his music is for listening and
not kicks so he keeps his styling
in an easy, likeable groove.
The Hi-Lo's: “Under Glass”
(Starlite). The Hi-Lo’s are classified
as a progressive vocal group, but
their styling hasn’t yet gone be¬
yond the realm of mass apprecia¬
tion. In this, their third LP pack¬
age, the group again shows how
it blends melody and lyric for topdrawer effect. Especially note¬
worthy are the group's slicings of
“Summertime,”. “Surrey With The
Fringe On Top” and “Skylark.”
Milt Okun: “Merry Ditties”
(Riverside). When Milt Okun gets
Hold of a good folktune, he sings
it for all it’s worth. And the songalog in this collection is worth
plenty for the folktune buff.
There’s lots of offbeat material
here. The set should develop new
fans for the songs and the singer.

Setting Song Priority
A plan to tighten the methods
of submitting and registering
songs with publishers has been
devised by Thomas Moore, ASCAP
writer and story editor for NBCTV.
, Moore is setting up a registra¬
tion agency, aiming at the estab¬
lishment of song priority without
the necessity of a songwriter
spending $4 per song for copyright
protection.

Ames Bros. Back to WM
Chicago, March 6.
The Ames Bros, have been signed
by the William Morris agency for
the second time after a spell with
Music Corp. of America.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Feb. 24-March 1, 1956
^
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
And the Angels Sing.BVC
Ask Me .ABC
(Baby, Baby) Be Good to Me .BVC
Band of Gold.Ludlow
Cry Me A River...Saunders
Flowers Mean Forgiveness.Barton
Forever, Darling—t “Forever Darling”..
Miller
Good Will.
Thunderbird
Great Ptetender ...Panther
Heart of Paris...'.Wood
If You Can Dream—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”... Feist
Innamorata—t “Artists And Models”.Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow..Northern
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Lullaby Of Birdland .Patricia
Madeira .Ardmore
Man with Golden Arm—t“Man with Golden Arm”Raphael
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
Memories Are Made of This .Montclare
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful”.Laurel
No, Not Much . .Beaver
Poor People of Paris ...II.* Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz....Sheldon
Small Town ...'....Amer. Acad.
Stars Fell on Alabama .Mills
Tender Trap—t “Tender Trap”.. .•;.I Barton
Valley Valparaiso.-.Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” .Paramount
When You're in Love.>.Chappell
Where Walks My True Love..Dena

Bill Haley's Comets.
Comets.Decca

Second Croup
ELEVENTH HOUR MELODY

Ethel Ennis: “Lullabys For Los¬
ers? (Jubilee). There’s a lot of
singer in -your Ethel Ennis. As yet
untried in the bigtime’jazz nitery
field, the young Negro thrush
demonstrates that she has the
stuff in this debut package. She’s
got a “feel” for melody and lyric
values that can't help (but bring
her to the front in the wax and
in-person fields. She’s not com¬
pletely polished in this potpourri
of originals and a few stabdards
but she shows enough to indicate
the excitement that will come with
experience. She gets a slick back¬
ing from Hank Jones, piano; Abie
Baker, bass; Eddie Biggs, guitar,
and Kenny Clark, drums.
Elaine Stritch: “Strltch” (Dol¬
phin). Elaine Stritch is a person¬
ality singer who puts a lot of her
impish self into her material. Some
times it’s too much. When the
song can take her exuberant treat¬
ment, it comes off well, but at
other times it’s just a matter of
misplaced energy. Under her vocal
attack are such nifties as “Are You
Having Any Fun,” “The Object Of
My Affection,” “You Took Advan¬
tage of Me” and “Let It Snow”
among others.
Sons of the Pioneers: “Favorite
Cowboy Songs” (RCA Victor). For
close to two decades The Sons of
the Pioneers have been synony¬
mous with cowboy-tune lore, so
this set is a natural for those who
dig the songs of the saddle. The
group is standard and so are the
tunes. Among the cowboy clickos
in the set are “Tumbling Tumble¬
weeds,” “Cool Water,” “Red River
Valley” and the inevitable “Home
On The Range.”
Dave McKenna: '“Solo Piano”
(ABC-Paramount). There are few
jazz pianists around today who can
tackle the keyboard with the slick

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
All At Once You Love Her—*‘‘Pipe Dream”_... Williamson
Autumn Leaves .Ardmore
Band1 of Gold .Ludlow
Cry Me a River ....
Saunders
Culiucan ..Maytime
Diamond Pearl and An Ermine Wrap.Thunderbird
Dungaree Doll.Marks
*?rs‘ S"?*1311 .Witmark
Good Will ...
Thunderbird
Great Pretender ..Panther
If You Want to See Mamie Tonight.. . ! Miller
Let It Ring .,. Artists
Lipstick and Candy and Rubbersole Shoes. ..!!!..*! Jimskip
^?,0n^n,‘ig“a .Southern
.Morris
Memories Are Made of This •‘
.*.*I .’Montclare
Moritat—* Three Penny Opera” .Harms
My Lucky Charm—t“Meet Me in Las Vegas”.Feist
No Not Much .\.Beaver
Only You ••••••• ...Wildwood
Pool People of Pans..
Connellv
Rock and Roll Waltz.
.'"“'Sheldon
Se°vCenRTight ■
sixte” n Tosns

.I!”!””” “I!”
.:

?0Ynn
Trap"
■'-'.7.7.7.7.7.'3arton
Tutu Frutu.
You Can’t Be True to Two....# ’ ’ joy
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EVERYBODY GETS INTO DISK ACT
Corruption In The Music Biz...IV
Show biz is a pretty resourceful business. There are tricks to
everx trade, and the amusement industry probably Invented the
script for angles, cajolery, ingenuity and engaging deception.
The fundamental Of show biz, in some respects, has been the
abracadabra, whether it’s the out 'n' out "shell game” of the
gyp carnivals or the ingenious "This Way To The Egress” of a
p. T. Barnum.

Which is a detour to ask the forthright question why the
music business, circa post-midcentftry, should have a strangle¬
hold not on creative ability but on larceny?
There are other key segments of show business, but you don’t
hear of a Hollywood producer, a legit impresario, a radio or
television programmer undermining his company’s prestige or
indulging in double-dealing with the seller. A buyer of talent
and creative material, whether he's an a&r man in the record
business, or a comparable key figure in a film or television studio,
should have but one function—to buy the best, on strict merit
alone.
Nbt so in the record business. Apparently the a&r man’s skill
in playing both ends towards the middle (in this case his per¬
sonal exchequer) seems to be on u pa/ with his skill also to de¬
liver a good batting average of pop disks over the year.
Which brings us to the responsible top executives of all the
diskeries. The majors and the minors. Particularly the majors.
The lesser labels are opportunistic, not circumscribed in their
methods of operation, and certainly less ethical. But the major
labels are big business. They are tied to big business. As such,
they have ^obligatory responsibilities on business methods and
fundamental ethics.
Why {do the top echelon officers permit this? Is it because
their key a&r men are underpaid and, so long as they deliver
the occasional hits, they blind themselves to the incidental chi¬
canery? That’s a nonsense and ostrich attitude that doesn’t jibe
with the realities of fundamental integrity.
Is the solution in giving them mqre money? It will never be
as pat as that. An extra tax-free buck always intrigues a cer¬
tain segment. But maybe one way to keep key a&r execs honest
might be in the fundamental of "give ’em a raise.” Not that the
key men are underpaid. But it might be some sort of insurance
and one means to keep ’em (more) honest if the responsibility
was commensurately rewarded. It’s no secret that an a&r man’s
existence is a many splendored thing while,.(1) he’s hot for the
company, and (2), while he’s in the saddle for-the outsiders
looking in.
Such key position, therefore, is not without its aggrandize¬
ment. Too often it has been made a license to steal. If not outand-out larceny, it was a payoff on several fronts. These ele¬
ments are now too well known intra-trade to require further
reprise. It was true in the old days and is not entirely foreign to
other businesses as of now.
If, however, the topflight execs are being either deliberately
naive, because all they care about is the black ink, or they just
don’t care, for the same reason, then it’s too late for moralizing.
Fact is, popular music is too vital a public commodity. It has
values of increasingly greater import.. The global impact and
the ever-widening circle of music appreciation, from all lands
and on all peoples—in pop, middlebrow and highbrow formmakes recorded music a valuable commodity of timeless value.
There is a great obligation within the trade in the furtherance
and perpetuation thereof. This calls for sound judgment, skillful
selectivity, and a responsibility above and beyond the mere
-angling and chiseling, the chicanery, skullduggery and sharp
practice that broadly adds up to that one word which the music
business knows invidiously as payola.
(Parenthetically, it should be recorded that certain key ex¬
ecutives have been queried on the whyfore of this openhanded
larceny and there have come back such answers, "Well, it’s al¬
most part of their job and their income.” Or, "If we weren’t to
they (meaning the a&r men) would do it anyway.”
Which is about as bald an admission of condoning a racket as
one will ever hear).

BIG BUSINESS’

---:-1

Record firms are mushrooming
as big business’ other business.
Planned move-in of the CrowellCollier Publishing Co. into the
disk biz via a record club and the
feelers for a diskery buyup cur¬
rently being sent out by General
Teleradio again point up the in¬
creasing outsider interest in get¬
ting into the wax swing.
Emergence of new firms and rec¬
ord club operations has made the
pitch for the consumer dollar hot¬
ter than ever and the established
majors are revamping sales prac¬
tices and developing new sales
lures to forestall inroads by the
newcomers. RCA Victor, for ex¬
ample, has launched a "Counter
Attack” program (see separate
story) and Columbia is now deeply
involved in a record club program
of its own.
The old-line diskeries came to
the realization that they’d now
have to. go out and sell more than
ever during the past year when
several book publishing firms and
a major network caught the wax
bug. American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres, taking a lead
from RCA, with its Victor line, and
CBS, with its Columbia label,
jumped in* a big way with its ABCParamount disk subsid.
In the book publishing field, the
Book-of-the-Month Club expanded,
its operation with a record club and
Doubleday moved into the pack¬
aged goods field with a Dolphin la(Continued on page 46)

Execs Still Mull
‘Oscar for Disks
The disk industry’s plan for an¬
nual awards, a la the film indus¬
try’s Oscar, is still up in the air.
At a meet in New York last week,
the board of directors of the Rec¬
ord Industry Assn, of America
thrashed out various aspects of the
award program. The talks on the
whole were along exploratory
lines.
At the confab’s close, it was de¬
cided that RIAA prexy James B.
Conkling, Columbia Records prez,
appoint a steering committee to
develop a more definite approach.
It’s not known yet whether the
committee will have any info on
the award plan in time for the
RIAA’s annual meet late this
month. •
John W. Griffin, RIAA exec
secretary, expects that there will
be a repeal either in whole or in
part of the excise tax imposed- on
records. Org also is making a fur(Continued on page 46)

Mass. Bill Would Kayo
More to License Jukes

- Boston, March 6.
A bill has been filed in the
Massachusetts legislature to pro¬
hibit the collection of royalties by
Abel.
And must it always be this way?
performer rights societies, such as
ASCAP, on records sold for use
within the state. This was seen as
protecting jukebox ops against any
eventual change in the Copyright
Act directed against coin machines.
The Eastern Massachusetts Mu¬
Marv Holtzman, pop artists & sic Operators Assn, is fighting the
repertoire chief of Columbia’s sub- amendment proposed to license
sid label, Epic Records, is mapping jukes.
Arnold Shaw has won his ve
plans to crack into the r&b do¬
stripes at E. B. Marks Music,
main. Holtzman plans a steppedMGM Set Sales Click
tine with the promotion, S
up r&b release schedule, the
MGM Records wound up its
w,e lr\for a new Pact involvi
screening of more r&b original "Baker’s Dozen” album campaign
onger term and a coin incr<
bhaw joined the Marks orj
tunes and the signing of new art¬ last week (29) after established
quota figures had been exceeded
general professional manager
ists. In the latter department,
by 300%.
replacing Harry Link.
Holtzman already has added a new
The drive, according to the disk*5*d an & Range to take
vocal combo. The Chateaus, and ery’s sales department, was the
Post at Marks.
singers
Jimmy
Gavin,
Chang
Lee
most
successful in the firm’s nineMeantime, Herbert E. Mj
and Joe Carroll to the Epic roster. year history. This was MGM’s sec¬
company prexy, is off on a moi
ond
such
campaign after the first
Also added to the label • last
?nfilrle/s"vacation triP to the C
week were The Musical Keyboards, was surccessfully tested last sum¬
and Mexico. While on the C<
an organ-piano team, and The Jazz mer. "Baker's Dozen” drive was
hooii fuddle with Bob Marks,
fine^ads up the firm’s Hollywood
Composers, a progressive jazz out- pegged on a euffo album to dealers
for evfcry 12 purchased.

Up Arnold Shaw
MB. Marks V.P.

Epic Label on R&B Kick,
Wants Tunes & Talent

Capitol’s Sales Hit Peak $21,308,000,
Profit Up 33% Over ’54 to $021,022
Unauthorized
Inquiries have been coming
to Variety in connection with
a promotion piece from the
Movie Center Music Co., Movie
Center Bldg., 6418 Homewood
Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
which has utilized a P. 1
streamer, "Tin Pan’s Sizzling
Newcomers,” dated Feb 20,
1952, for its own purposes.
While Variety usually
grants republication requester
where a news story has promo¬
tional value to some legitimate
show business organization,
the Moyie Center Music Co.’s
throwaway was gotten up with¬
out usage of the Variety story
and masthead authorization.

Sharks Get New
Angles to Hook
Amateur Trade
There’s a new sucker angle for
every amateur cleffer in the U. S.,
a segment of the population that
has never been accurately meas¬
ured, but one that is large enough
to keep several dozen songsharks
in clover.
Through some devious payoff,
the songsharks have been getting,
their hands on the names and ad¬
dresses of every person who copy¬
rights a tune. With this info in
hand, the songsharks mail the pros¬
pect a form letter saying: ‘‘You
have been recommended to us as
one who shares our interest in pop¬
ular music,” etc." Then comes the
pitqji for the amateur to submit
tunes or lyrics to some “expert”
collaborator. Once this is done, the
trap is closed and the songshark
asks for "modest” amounts, ranging
(Continued on page 48)

Big Three Reps From
H’wood & London Meet
New Boss, Mickey Scopp

Hollywood, March 6.
Capitol Records’ net sales for
1955 soared to an all-time high of
$21,308,633, prexy Glenn Wallichs
diisclosed today in the annual re¬
port to stockholders. Sales spurted
31% over 1954’s banner $16,254,907
and the net income of the firm
leaped 33% to $921,022, as against
$692,868 in 1954.
In his report, Wallichs pointed
out that the 1955 net was after
providing $913,800 for Federal
taxes, while ‘the 1954 tax provi¬
sion was only $438,000.
Earnings for the common stock
equaled $1.92 per share as against
$1.44 the previous year. During
the year, four quarterly common
stock dividends of 15 cents a share
and a year-end dividend of 10
cents a share were declared, for
a total .divvy of 70 cents per
share during the year.
Report also disclosed that the
cost of the Capitol Tower, into
which the disk firm is now moving
on a department-by-department
basis, is estimated at $1,750,000,
of which $1,463,800 had been ex¬
pended by Dec. 1. As of that date,
financing of the structure was
largely reflected in a $600,000 long
term, unsecured bank note and
$700,000 in unsecured bank notes
payable this year. Long term note
calls for payments of $150,000 in
1956, 1957, 1958 and 1959.
Firm's working capital was in¬
creased $473,822 during the year,
from $4,253,247 to an all-time high
of $4,727,069.
Book value of the common
stock increased from the 1954 fig¬
ure of $10.17 to $11.53.
Electric & Musical Industries
(EMI), British electronics manu¬
facturer, owns 96% of Capitol’s
common stock.

Indict Seeburg
In Trust Action
Chicago, March 6.
A Federal grand jury here last
week indicted the J. P. Seeburg
Co., world’s largest jukebox manu¬
facturer with a $20,000,000 a year
volume, on charges of antitrust
violations brought by the Justice
Department.
The indictment charges that 31
distributors agreed with the manu¬
facturer not to compete with each
other, constituting a “willful boy¬
cott.” Also, a suit was filed in
Federal district court asking for
ar. injunction against certain, dis¬
tribution practices. The suit asked
that distributors be enjoined from
renting their jukeboxes to tavernowners and others on a profitsharing basis. Instead, it would al¬
low location owners to buy the
machines outright.
Meanwhile,
another
federal
grand
jury
was investigating
charges of racketeering in the
jukebox industry and attempts of
hoodlum elements to muscle into
• (Continued on page 46)

In a move to tighten coordina¬
tion between the homeoffice and
field, the Big Three (Robbins, Feist
& Miller) publishing combine
called in its reps from London,
Chicago and the Coast last week
for a general meeting in New York.
It was the first chance that the |
field reps had to meet Mickey
Scopp in his new post as Big Three
veepee and managing director
since the exit of Abe Olman from
the company last month.
Under the new Scopp regime,
two planning boards have been
s'et up to help him operate the
business. One board consists of the
professional managers, Murray Ba¬
ker (Robbins), Norman - Foley
(Feist), Lester Sims (Miller) and
Oscar Robbins (standards). The
other planning board will function
in the educational field. Both re¬
port to Scopp.
Charles C. Moskowitz. Big Three
Hollywood, March 6.
prexy and veepee of the parent
With the Lawrence Welkrtv show
Loew’s picture company, told the
riding
the
crest of popularity,
field men that he’s giving them a
"wide scope of authority and ac¬ Coral is prepping a bar age of Welk
albums
to
meet
what appears to be
tivity” in pushing the entire cata¬
log. “Obviously,” Moskowitz stated, a growing demand.
Label’s
artists
& repertoire chief
“this means due regard for im¬
portant exploitation of our stand¬ Bob Thiele, here last week for a
quick
trip,
set
the
wheels in mo¬
ard catalog along with the cus¬
tomary attention which we give tion for a total of five albums to
be cut by Welk within the next few
to the exploitation of current popu¬ weeks. They’ll be released in quick
lar and picture tunes.”
succession.
The Big Three execs from over¬
seas at the round of N. Y. meetings
DECCA DISTRIB CHANGES
and -social affairs were Paddy
Decca Distributing Corp. has
Crookshank, European rep, and
Alan Holmes, general manager of named Morris Kipner manager of
Robbins Music Corp. Ltd. in Eng¬ the Detroit branch, effective next
land. From the Coast and middle- week. ‘
Kipner previously headed the
west were Eddie MacHarg,. Hy
Kanter, Erwin Berg and Bill Cincinnati branch, which now . will
1 be headed by Edward‘Greller.
White.

Coral Pushes Welk Wax
In Wake of TV Ratings
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Do A&R Men ‘Respond’ Emotionally
Only to a Handful of Music Men?
New York.
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Dog* Have Their Day

Harry Link Wants Coin
From Songsmiths of ‘He’
For Publication Help
Harry Link asked for a summary
judgment in N. Y. Supreme Court
last week in his suit for payment
of royalties against Avas Music
and cleffers Jack Richards and
Richard Mullen. Action centers on
the tune, “He,” in which Link
claims a financial interest via
agreements made last sumrher
with the publisher and the writers.
The writers started an action in
N. Y. Supreme Court last Decem¬
ber asking that Avas not pay any
share of their royalties to Link.
Link, on the other hand, claims,
that the tunesmiths assigned him
33%% of their sheet music royal¬
ties and 16%% of their mechani¬
cal royalties for helping them get
the tune published. In a separate
deal with Avas, Link alleges that
in July of last year an’ assignment
was made to give him 5% of all
copies sold by Music Dealers Serv¬
ice.
According to Link at least $25,000 is due him from the writers
and about $10,000 from the pub¬
lishers. “He” cracked into the hit
lists via A1 Hibbler's Decca disk.

Editor, Variety:
'BUNDLE OF JOY' SCORE
While there are some elements
of a correct relation to reality in Contract Gordon-Myrow for RKO’s
your article in last week s Variety
Eddie-Debbie
about shortage of new song mate¬
rial, In general the facts are at
Hollywood, March 6.
variance with your report.
Mack Gordon and Joseph Myrow
There is no shortage of material have been set-by Edmund Grainger
either on the part of publishers or to do words and music for upcom¬
record companies. The fact is that ing Eddie Fisher-Debbie Reynolds
while some publishers may not be “Bundle of Joy” at RKO.
available to some writers, a con¬
Norman Taurog will direct mu¬
siderable number of a&r men are sical remake of “Bachelor Mother”
almost never available to most
which rolls end May.
publishers.
.
,
I do not mean to imply corrup¬
tion so much as to make these two
points: 1.) The a&r men are too Sacks Makes 10G Grant;
busy physically to cull material
Kudosed by Philly Club
adequately: and 2.) the a&r men
Philadelphia, March 6.
are emotionally capable of re¬
A research fellowship, ,estab¬
sponding only to certain writers
lished
by
the
Albert Einstein Medi¬
and publishers. .
The latter condition one mignt cal Center via a $10,000 grant from
RCA
vice-prexy
Manie Sacks, has
sav is their right and privilege A
buyer has the right to buy what been awarded to Dr. Hershel Sand¬
berg.
’ ^
he deems fit in order to fulfill his
Sacks, meantime,1 was honored
function. And good salesmanship
tonight
(Tues.)
at
the
46th anni
on the seller’s part would consist
Art Mooney orch heads
in establishing a positively favor¬ dinner of the Philadelphia Club of
Printing
House
Craftsmen
held at Coast for a film stint in
able relationship in which the
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel here. “Opposite Sex.”
buyer is pleased to collaborate.
This does not mean that money
or "gratuities are the proper an¬
swer to the problem of a good -re¬
lationship.
Rather what is indicated here is
that, a.) the record companies
must be satisfied to be supplied
with songs by a small number of
writers-publishers who have a
fclicitious relationship with the
a&r man; or, b.) if they want a
true cross-section of the material
Survey of retail disk best
available they must add to their
sellers based on reports ob
a&r departments a sizeable num¬
tained
from leading stores in
ber of personnel trained in the
21 cities and showing com¬
artist-material area so that songs
parative
sales rating for tnis
would have a chance^to be con¬
and last week.
sidered without the necessity of a
favorable a&r man - publisher
atmosphere as a pre-requisite. Of
National
course, this is no absolute solution,
Rating
but open doors with a promise of
This Last
fair consideration would bring wk. wk.
forth new' and decent- material.
The other aspect of this matter
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
Is the absence of a definition of
2
2
3
“Lisbon Antigua”.
1
1
goals. Is this a business which con¬
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
sists merely of pleasing the larg¬
4
6
4
“No,
Not
Much”.
2
3
est mass of people in the most in¬
tense, immediate wray possible, like
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
5
5
* a shot in the arm; or is it a busi¬
“Poor People of Paris”.
5
3
ness which, being made up of lan¬
■ KAY STARR (Victor)
guage and music, believes that be¬
1
“Rock and Roll Waltz”. . 4
2
4
sides immediate pleasurable ex¬
PLATTERS (Mercury)
perience it may also enlighten and
6
3
“Great Pretender”..
4
5
improve the spirit, fortify public
BILL HALEY'S COMETS (Decca)
morale, minimize instead of ag¬
8
7
“See You Later, Alligator”....6
grandizing aggression, help to
6
create a peaceful, happy society.
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
Psychic monsters beget psychic
4
“Moritat”
.
7A 11
monsters.
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
Or, to put it bluntly, if you en¬
“Blue Suede Shoes”.
7B 13
courage a “pulp” culture you get
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
a “pulp” morality.
“Memories Are Made of This”.
7
9
Philosophically, this is the an
swer bath to the “shortage of new
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
songs” and to “Corruption In the
“Band of Gold”. 3
9
8
10
Music Biz ...”
PAT BOONE (Dot)
And I'm not 100% pure, either.
“I’ll Be Home”.
1
9
11
Paul Kapp
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
“Why
Do
Fools
Fall
in
Love”..
6
12
10
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Heartbreak Hotel”. .
16
13
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Hot Diggity” . ...
14
Hollywood, March 6.
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
Randy Brooks, who has been- un¬
“Sixteen Tons”.
5
13
15
able to work since an accident
PAT BOONE (Dot)
more than five years ago, has made
“Tutti
Frutti”..
10
16
16
a virtually complete recovery fol¬
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
lowing surgery and will form a
12
“It’s
Almost
Tomorrow”.
17A
8
new' band. Trumpeter expects to
resume his career in New' York by
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
summer.
“Dungaree Doll”.
17B 23
7
Brooks w a s paralyzed and
* TERESA BREWER (Coral)
speechless for a considerable pe¬
17C 16
“A Tear Fell”..
riod following the accident and
PERRY COMO (Victor)
doctors had given him no hope of
“Juke Box Baby”.
7
resuming his trumpet work. How¬ 20A 16
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
ever, he recently underwent a rare
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
20B
ib
surgical operation and is once
more able to play. He plans a 12CHORDETTES (Cadence)
piece dance group with jazz over¬
“Eddie, My Love”....
22
tones and will probably start out
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
on a road trek. He’s also discuss¬
“Angels in the Sky”....
ing a disk deal. On wax, he was
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
best known for his “Tenderly” and
“That’s Your Mistake”. .
“Man w'ith a Horn” on Decca.
BLUE STARS (Mercury)
“Lullaby of Birdland”,..
25
13

Cugat Freres
To Do a Dorsey
With Two Bands

The “Salute to Forgotten
Songs” segment on Max Liebman’s NBC-TV specola Feb.
25 will wind up in disk form
via a Coral album. The mu¬
sical outing, which was one of
the highlights of the show,
featured Eileen Barton, Alan
Dale, Johnny Desmond and
Bill Hayes recapping vintage
tuner- that “never made it.”
Coral received a special okay
from Cadence Records to use
Hayes in the package. Miss
Barton, Dale and Desmond are
regular Coral waxers.

There are likely to be two Cugat
bands touring in the future. Sev¬
eral members of Xavier Cugat’s
band, having been unemployed
while the bandleader is in Europe
with his wife, Abbe Lane, ntaking
pictures, have started working
under the baton, of another Cugat,
Enric. Latter used to be a band¬
leader and conducted fairly large
outfits in various Latin-American
countries.
While brother Xavier is in Eu¬
rope, Enric lined up several of the
musicians who used to be on his
brother’s payroll and got Mercury
Artists Corp. to map out a route.
Fact that the outfit is doing well
is seen by the fact that the orch
has been held over at the Steak
House, Atlanta. Originally, Bobby
Ramos batoned Xavier’s outfit, but
that didn’t last too long.
It’s anticipated that when Xavier
returns from Europe, a Latin ver¬
sion of the Dorsey Bros, embroglio
will ensue, Tommy & Jimmy, who
reconciled a couple of years ago,
had been feuding for years.

Van Heusen-Cahn to N. Y.
To Plug Par Pic S^ore

Cleffers Sammy Calm and Jim¬
my Van Heusen are planing into
New York next week from the
Coast to make the rounds of Gotham’s artists & repertoire men with
the score for the upcoming Para¬
mount pic, “Pardners.” The per¬
sonal auditions will start Monday
(12) and wind up three days later.
Cahn and Van Heusen are old
hands at this personal audition
game. They came into New York
early last fall to see the a&r men
on behalf of the score for the tv
spectacular, “Our Town.”
The
for the score for “Pardners,” which stars
Metro’s Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin, is
being published by Famous Music.

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLERS

Randy Brooks to Make
Comeback as Maestro
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Col Inks Frances Bergen

Frances Bergen, wife of come¬
dian Edgar Bergen, has been set
for a special album deal by Colum¬
bia Records.
First set, which is being pro¬
duced by Irving Townsend of Colls
artists & repertoire department,
w'ill be put into the' groove at ses¬
sions in Chicago, Los Angeles and
New York.
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HARRY

CAROUSEL

OKLAHOMAI

JULIE IS HER

MUSIC TO

5 TROMBONES

BELAFONTE

Film Soundtrack

name

CHANGE HER

Film 5oundtrack

Harry Bolafonto

Capitol

Capitol

Julio London

Victor

W 694

Liberty

LPM 1150

EDM 694

SO A 595
FDM 1, 2-595

LRP 3006

•

MIND

4 FRESHMEN

Jackio Gloaton

Capitol

Capitol
T 683
W 632
EBF, 1, 2-63# EAP 1,2,3-683

8

9

10

GUYS AND

IN THE WEE,

MARK TWAIN
Horry Bolafonto

DOLLS

SMALL HOURS

Film Soundtrack

Frank Sinatra

Decca

Capitol
W 581
EBF 1,2-581

DL 9023
ED 2308

Victor
LPM 1022
EPB 1022

RCA Goes National With Coupon Plan
In Counter-Attack on Disk Club Spread
test areas last month, RCA Victor
is going national with its coupon
sales promotion .plan next week.
Victor execs, who dubbed the plan
• Counter-attack,”, have projected
the coupon program as a way of
strengthening the dealer structure,
and also as the answer to the flock
of disk club setups in which the
customer can buy his platters
without ever walking into a store.
Under the Victor program, a
$3 98 coupon, plan is being made
available
to disk buyers only
through the retailers. The coupon
book entitles the ■ buyer to three
free $3.98 records in the course
of one year, plus the option to buy
two $3.98 records a month at .$2.98.
In effect, a customer can save
$31.96 if he buys all th? allowable
records during the year. But for
$3.98, and without buying anything
else, the customer gets three rec¬
ords, spread over the year, worth
$11.94.
Victor is projecting the sale of
500,000 coupon !v,oks on the basis
of the original response in Kansas
City, Boston and Lds Angeles. The
campaign will be launched by an
advertising blast in +he national
mags and on radio and tv. The
coupons will be on sale for only
one month from March 11 to April
11.

Here’s how the plan will work.
The customer will be able to buy
the coupon book for one month
starting March 11. With that pur¬
chase, he gets a $3.98 record of
his choice. For the next twelve
months-the customer will be noti¬
fied of the advance release of two
albums, one classical and one pop,
which he can buy, ^through pur¬
chase of coupon at his dealer, for
$2.98. That disk is mailed directly
to him from Victor’s plant. In July
and October, the customer gets
additional cuffo $3.98 albums, spe¬
cially made for this purpose, but
which may eventually go into the
regular catalog.
The .two monthly disk releases
will be packaged with a standard
jacket, except that the cardboard
will be of a cheaper variety than
regular commercial covers. These
releases will also be put into the
regular Victor catalog.
From the dealer’s standpoint,
each coupon sale assures him of
: regular monthly traffic from the
customers. While he makes nothing
on. the. initial $3.98 coupon sale,
he gets a 25% cut of each monthly
sale.
"N.

Argentina’OKs Royalty
Coin for U.S. Composers
After 10-Yeaf Freeze
Buenos Aires, Feb. 28.Now that after 10 years of con¬
trols Argentina is back on a free
exchange systerii, U. S. composers
and performers will, be collecting
royalties from this country. Last
October, the Central Bank lifted
controls, but only oh royalties ac¬
cruing after June 30, 1955. Later
it will freeze the accumulated roy¬
alties of the past 10 years, once
that amount of foreign exchange is
available.
Feelings have been hurt here
when occasional visitors misunder¬
stood the exchange control system
and ascribed non-transfer of roy¬
alties to chiselling on the part of
local publishers or recording firms.
SADAIC, the local ASCAP,
keeps a close check on all royal¬
ties due and COMAR acts in a
similar way for recording compa¬
nies. rt's understood the situation
is not so watertight in Colombia
or Peru, where the copyright law
has its failings.
, Hit tunes latterly have been
Rock Around the Clock” from the
Picture,
“Blackboard
Jungle,”
Three Coins in the Fountain” and
the theme son* from “The High
«nd the Mighty.”. “The Ballad, of
Davy Crockett” caused ho stir
here. “Los Gorrila” was especial¬
ly popular during the revolution
which deposed the Peron dictator¬
ship, and anything that happened
was blamed on the,. Gorrilas, as in
a phrase from the tune’s lyrics.
18 a^so currently tops on the
Hit • Parade’* in Chile, Uruguay
«nd Colombia.1 • • -.

Van Heusen’s Bonifacing
Only a Cleffing Sideline

Musfe,Film Assns. Team in DeSylva
Case Before High Ct.; Retain Kiendl

Palm Springs, March 6.
It’s supposedly a long jump from
tune§mith to tavern keeper, but
Jimmy Van Heusen has the answer: ---+ With hearings in the U. S. Su¬
preme Court on the Marie DeSylva
“Who’s jumping?”.
Laying Some Bombs
vs. Stephen Ballenline case due
Vet songwriter is now the im¬
to
start April 23, the music'’ and
Tho.se
two
disk
jockeys
from
Shorty Long, assistant to Steve
film industries have joined in a
Chicago and Jackson, Miss.,
Sholes in RCA Victor’s country & presario, greeter and general fac¬
precedental
move to support the
who have been fighting the
western division, has taken a leave totum of Jimmy Van Heusen’s
appeal of the defendant, Marie De¬
Civil War all over again may
of absence for a featured part in Piano Bar, located in the rebuilt
Sylva
(widow
of songwriter Buddy
not be solving any problems,
Frank Loesser’s' upcoming tuner, former lobby of the Desert Inn
DeSylva), against the decision of
but they are copping plenty of
“The Most Happy Fella.”,
the
lower
courts,
which granted
Hotel, which has become in five
newspaper space.
Long, who has been working
equal rights to mother and off¬
A1 Benson, Negro jock in
with Sholes for the past six weeks one of the busiest rooms in
spring
in
the
disposal
of copyright
town. It’s an intimate lounge with
Chicago, launched the “war”
months, has also been put Into the
renewals. Leading film and music
almost continuous musical enter¬
with a “bombing” of Jackson
groove by the Victor label.
tainment. Currently, Van Heusen
with copies of the U. S. Con ¬ trade organizations believe the
lower court decision jeopardizes
has Richard Kauhi and his trio and
stitution in protest against ra¬
any deal made with a widow for
A1 (“Jealous Heart”) Morgan, hav¬
cial discrimination in the
a renewal, since there is always
ing opened with Bobby Short, now
south. Allen English, a dixie¬
the chance that a child,.legitimate
at the Beverly Club in N. Y.
land deejay, counterattacked
or otherwise, may later claim that
with a bombing of Chicago
Piano Bar, Van Heusen empha¬
the assignment was made without
with
Confederate
flags.
Eng¬
The score for the upcoming sizes, is a sideline activity.- He’ll
his permission. In the present case,
lish failed to make Chicago on
“Zi'egfeld Follies” will be split be¬ give it his personal attention when¬
Stephen Ballentine is the illegiti¬
his first try but he found the
tween Chappell Music and Tommy ever he’s in town—which is a good
mate son of DeSylva.
target the second time out.
Valando. Chappell will publish the portion of the season since he’s
Theodore Kiendl, of the legal
tu.nes defied by Arnold B. Horwitt maintained a home here for. about
firm of Davis, Polk, Wardell, Sun¬
two
decades.
But
the
song
stint
and Albert Hague, while Valando
derland & Kiendl, has been re¬
has nabbed the rest of the score still remains his number one ac¬
tained to present the case of Marie
which will include songs by Jerry tivity. Currently, he’s working with
DeSylva before the High Court.
Bock & Larry Holfcener, Floyd Sammy Cahn on “Poppa’s Delicate
Kiendl was special attorney for the
Huddleston & A1 Rinker, and Condition” at Paramount. Team re¬
American Society of Composers,
Columbia Records is setting up Authors & Publishers in phases of
Ralph Blaine & Hugh Martin cently turned out the score for the
telemusical production of Thorn¬ an owned and operated distributor its antitrust case, and he’s recog¬
among others.
This marks Valando’s second ton Wilder’s “Our Town,” which outlet in Kansas City. Previously, nized as one of the top legalites in
crack at a legituner material. He included the hit “Love and the K.C. area had^been serviced by the field of property rights stem¬
broke into the showtune field this Marriage.”
the Mayflower Co., out of St. Louis. ming from copyright law.
season with the score for “Mr.
The organizations which will un¬
Van Heusen currently is reading . Bob Earl will head up the K.C.
Wonderful,” penned by Jerry three Broadway scripts whose pro¬ branch for Col. Outlet will han¬ derwrite the appeal are the Motion
Bock,
Larry
Holofcener
and ducers are interested in a score dle the Columbia line of phono¬ Picture Assn, of America, Music
Publishers Protective Assn., Song¬
George Weiss.
and has other film deals pending. graphs as well as disks.
writers Protective Assn, and
ASCAP. Each of these organiza¬
tions will present amicus curiae
(friend of the court) briefs to the
Supreme Court when the hearings
begin.
Sydney Wattenberg (& Wattenberg), attorney for the MPPA,
OF
sparked the move to gain a re¬
versal of the lower court decision
by making the first petition to
enter the case as amicus curiae.
He also was instrumental in getting
the other trade organizations to
support the defendant, pointing
out that the decision, if it stands,
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
would lead to “chaos and confu¬
sion” in all phases of the enter¬
. Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
tainment business.
Fact that the Supreme Court is
hearing the case is unusual in it¬
self, since few cases involving the
music business ever are heard.
If the lower court decision stands,
as Published in the Current Issue
then Marie Ballentine, mother and
guardian of the plaintiff, Stephen
Ballentine, would have the power
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
to assign renewals in DeSylva’s
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
works on an equal basis with the
legal widow, Marie DeSylva. Jean
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider spurces, which are exclusive
and Julian Aberbach, operators of
13 with' Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
the Hill & Range Music setup with
veloped, from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
its BMI and ASCAP affiliates, have
already, received the disputed re¬
disks) and three ways'in the case of tunes (coin machines retail disks and retail sheet music).
newal assignments from Marie
Ballentine.

Going Legit

CHAPPELL, VALANDO
SPLIT‘FOLLIES’SCORE

COL SETS UP BRANCH
FOR K.C. TERRITORY
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Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

.

TALENT

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

2

ARTIST AND LABEL

Capitol to Launch
Big Promotion Drive
For Kenton Brit. Tour

TUNE

1

NELSON BIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua
KAY STARR (Victor). Rock and Roll Waltz

3

FOUR LADS (Columbia)..'{Moments^oRemember

5

LES BAXTER (Capitol).Poor People of Paris

4

PLATTERS (Mercury).....|g^t^0ruetender

7

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) . See You Later, Alligator

8

DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)

8

8

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)..jl^nTmorata ^

9

10

PAT BOONE (Dot) .!.SuttfpmtU6

10

9

DON OHERRY (Columbia). Band of Gold

. Moritat
°f ^

TUNES
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

(♦ASCAP. fBMI)
TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

2

fLISBON ANTIGUA. Southern

2

1
4

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ... Sheldon

3
4

8

9

3

♦GREAT PRETENDER..-. Panther

8
7

5

fMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS. Montclare^

7

♦MORITAT (MACK THE KNIFE)

8

8

fSEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR ....

9

9
10

10

♦NO, NOT MUCH ..".. Beaver
♦POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS... Connelly

...Harm*

♦IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.
{BAND OF. GQJUD,,,............••••'••

Arc
Northern
Ludlow

London, March 6.
A major exploitation campaign is
being launched by Capitol Records
to mark the upcoming British tour
of the Stan Kenton orchestra. The
drive has special significance as
this Will be the first complete U.S.
aggregation to tour British halls
for about 25 years.
Kenton is due here on Friday
(9) and to coincide with his arri¬
val, Capitol is issuing flve"riew re¬
cordings, as well as reviving six
others. The disks will be packaged
in gold and red souvenir bags,
carrying a picture of the batoner,
and noting that the issue is to
commemorate his British visit. In
addition, a few copies of the pres¬
entation edition of “The Kenton
Era” album will be made available
during the tour.
Arrangements are being made
I for a series of gotherings at which
the maestro can meet regional dis¬
tributors, dealers; as well as the
girls who sell his disks. He is also
lined up for a number of radio and
; tv dates, starting with the BBC
j “In Town' Tonight” simulcast on
j Saturday (10).
New Sales Mgr. For RCA Distrib
Dallas, March 6.
Jim Booth has been named gen¬
eral sales manager of the Adleta
Co. here, distributors for . RCA
products.
He steps into the spot held .by E.
; P. Miles who was recently* upped
> to general manager.
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Jazz Buffs Get
Local 47 Skeds Trial of Frexy teGroen Gallic
‘Cooler’ & Don’t Razz
In Revolt Vs. Petrillo’s AFM Leadership M.C.!s As JATP Clicks
profit organization which actually
Hollywood, March 6.
Invoking a hitherto unused union holds title to the union’s $1,500,000
bylaw, the anti-James C. Petrillo headquarters. Despite the fact
faction scheduled a membership that the rebel group had to write
meeting next Monday night (12) at in an entire slate of seven direc¬
which Local 47 prexy John teGroen tors, they captured the election by
will be tried on charges of “improp¬ a margin of b/etter than two-toer conduct and disloyalty.” Veepee one. Reed himself got 1,516 votes
Cecil F. Read, leader of the musi¬ to 693 for te Groen. A total of
cians union dissidents, handed te¬ 2,228 members voted although the
Groen seven formal charges and highest previous vote in the his¬
then turned in a petition signed tory of the club was 300 votes.
Petrillo, in a telegram to te
by more than 400 members, asking
Groen last week, ordered him to
for the meeting.
continue as president pending an
More petitions are on the way investigation and ordered a fivealthough bylaws say the meeting man committee of the IEB to the
can be called on a petition of only Coast to look into the furor. Read,
300 members. There had been con¬ however, took the position that te
siderable conjecture that the meet¬
had been ousted by the will
ing, originally called by the board Groen
of the membership and that Pet¬
of directors, would be called off
with the advent here Thursday <8> rillo could not dictate who would
of a five-man committee of Ameri¬ run the union.
can Federation of -"Musicians ar¬
riving to investigate the explosive
situation.
Understood basic charge against
teGroen is his willingness to fol¬
Washington, March 6.
low Petrillo instructions even if
The House Labor Committee has
they are contrary to wishes of local
membership. He is also charged asked James C. Petrillo to account
with
“misconduct,”
including for the welfare and pension fund
“threatening expulsion” of board of the American Federation of Mu¬
members.
Although
dissidents sicians in the L. A. area. Question¬
earlier had reported recording sec¬ naires have gone to Petrillo,
retary Maury Paul and financial the AFM international exectutive
secretary Bob Hennon also would board, and Local 47, according to
be tried, no charges have been Rep. Joseph Holt (R., Calif.) whose
district takes in part of L. A.
been brought against them.
Holt said the answers to the
Meanwhile, Raul hit back at
Read charges that the music busi¬ questionnaires will determine
ness is in a “desperate” situation whether the AFM officials are to
due. to Petrillo “bungling ” saying be called before the Labor Com¬
minimum scale earnings of Local mittee of which Holt is a member.
47 members from all sources have Holt said he received a request
been rising in last five years for from Cecil F. Read, vice president
$16,895,652 in 1951 to $19,512,232 of Local 47, for a Congressional
in 1954, the last complete year for investigation into the local’s music
performance trust fund. Read is
which figures are available.
Earlier, Read had acted to end the leader of the rebellion against
reports of intimidation of union the Petrillo-controlled leadership
members employed in film and of the local.
recording studios. He sent a for¬
Aussie Disk Biz Solid
mal letter to employers, advising
theip that “interference, restraint
Sydney, Feb. 28.
or coercion” from employers in
Record sales are keeping a lively
connection with purely union pace here and the current year
affairs is prohibited under the Na¬ should be solid financially to both
tional Labor Relations Act.
waxers and purveyors of sheet
The reported threats followed a music.
Current hits here include “Yel¬
stormy week within union circles
which began when dissident forces low Rose of Texas,” “Same Old Sat¬
“suspended” prexy John te Groen urday Night,” “Sixteen Tons,”
Monday (27). The Read group “Love Is a Many Splendored
“Seventeen,” “Autumn
scored another smashing victory Thing,”
Thursday in an election for con¬ Leaves,” “Black Denim Trousers,”
trol of .The Musicians Club, non¬ and “Moments to Remember.”

LOCAL 47 SPARKS 0.0.
OF AFM FUND BY HOUSE

Paris, Feb. 28.
Norman Granz’s “Jazz at the
Philharmonic” gave two solid per¬
formances at the immense Salle
Playel here Sunday (26) to two
packed houses. There might have
been too many aces on hand, but
the individual polish and excellent
formation of the program, with its
sets of blues, modern, swing, med¬
leys and the Oscar Peterson trio
followed by Ella Fitzgerald, added
up to a fine show. Largeness of
hall made it difficult to really jam,
but it was an overall success with
fine audience reaction.
French jazz set is getting more
coordinated and relaxed. They are
not as noisy and unpredictable' as
usual. Given good music they react
well. A few years ago they were
always a restless mob who might
boo for no apparent reason. The
emcee was always a target, but
this time Granz got away with it.
Major palms went to-Gene Krupa’s
rugged ride on the drums and Miss
Fitzgerald’s songalog, plus the bal¬
ance and rhythm of the Peterson
trio. Roy Eldridge, Dizzy Gillespie,
Flip Phillips, and Illinois Jacquet
were standout, as was Herb Ellis
on guitar and Ray Brown on bass.
JATP leaves for Rome and then
a turn at all the major western
cities on the Continent. Jazz is
now a staple here and Louis Arm¬
strong and Lionel Hampton clearly
showed it had wider appeal, and
graduated it from the one-night
stand to three-week stints at, the
Olympia Music Hall.
Sidney Bechet, and Mezz Mezzrow are now Parisian regulars, and
many other U. S. jazzmen have set¬
tled down and taken up work hab¬
itat in the many little jazz clubs
sprinkled around the Left Bank.
French also have their own bands,
some of which are excellent,
though they will always be basi¬
cally a derivative.
Stan Kenton comes into the Al¬
hambra for two concerts in April,
Gerry Mulligan sextet has an en^
gagement at tHe next Olympia
Show and many other ^bands are
being put on the itinerary'of Jazz
Magazine, which' backs these trips.
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AFM’s ‘Phantom' Locals
Los Angeles and New York locals have been increasingly and
sharply critical of the voting structure within the Federation.
They speak of “phantom” locals around the country whose support
keeps Petrillo immune to the point of view of the two locals
which contribute the burden of fees and taxes, as well as keeping
the popular music trades supplied with most of its talent.
Oldtimers shrug off Petrillo’s “autocracy.” They declare the
late Joseph N. Weber'who reigned for 40-odd years was every
bit or more of a one-man regime. “He seemed more paternal, and
unemployment among musicians while always spotty, had not
assumed the dimensions of a permanent frustration.” As such
vets size up the AFM, “democracy got left out the more central
authority was built up in the Federation. Today the rank and file
pay the price of either surrendering too easily or losing too often
to the office of president.”
Television has been a chief irritant to many of the L. A. and
N. Y. membership because, they charge, Petrillo never succeeded,
and some think, never adequately tried, to secure musician em¬
ployment in the tv studios on a par with radio. In any event the
fact that nearly all the big tv dramatic shows use recordings in¬
stead of live orchestras for mood music and bridges is pinned on
Petrillo. (In fairness, the tv problem is not similar to radio, partly
for the technical reason that the sound leakage problem has never
been well solved since very few tv studios were originally designed
and built directly for tv use. Orchestra is often literally a block
away in another room working either blind or on monitor, lacking
the same intimate relation radio conductors had to the show. Echo
chamber at one NBC studio in Brooklyn, is, or was, literally in the
men’s room.—Ed.)

Indict Seeburg
.— Continued from page 41 ——;

the disk shopping activities of Gen¬
eral Teleradio, parent company of
the Mutual Network. It’s generally
believed that Teleradio will take
the same position as American
Broadcasting last year when it
went out prowling for a disk com¬
pany buy. After dickerings with
several indies such as Dot and
Cadence, the. net decided to kick
off a new label. . Similar confabs
are now being rumored about Tele¬
radio, but nothing definite has been
set. ~
The Crowell-Collier invasion is
also causing the big companies
concern.
The giant publishing
operation is going all out on its
disk club activities and will have
plenty of power behind it. C-C
already has made a deal for the
Urania catalog and by the time the
club is re^dy to roll, target date
has been set for early summer, it's
expected that it will have platter?
available encompassing pop, jazz
and mood music fields.

territories serviced by members of
the Music Operators of Northern
Illinois in McHenry and DuPage
counties. McHenry county sheriff
Harry Herendeen testified before
the grand jury. He said that tavernowners in McHenry county
were not happy with the MONI
service and would prefer machines
installed by the Automatic Phono¬
graph Distributing Co. of Chicago.
The latter company is owned by
Joseph P. Glimco, taxicab drivers’
union chief currently under in¬
dictment for labor racketeering in
the produce and poultry markets,
where he also has a union connec¬
tion.
Unusual aspect of Sheriff Herendeen’s attitude is that when MOlfrl
distributors a originally complained
of Chicago mobster attempts to in¬
vade their routes, he ordered the
mob machines out of the county.
Remingtpn Into Pops
Less than a week later he did ah
Remington Records, lowprice
aboutface and now contends that
the location owners themselves album label, is stepping into the
Decca Tags Combos
want the Chi syndicate machines pop singles field. The platters will
stick to the' bestselling tunes and
Decca Records has buttressed its installed.
will be peddled at at 39c each or
roster with more vocal ensemble
three for a $1. The diskery, simul¬
groups. Diskery has pacted The
taneously, wiir issue EPs and LPs
Buddies, a male quartet, and The
for jobber and store promotion.
Lassies, a femme trio from Illinois.
The four top hits on EPs will sell
Decca has also picked up a
Continued from page 41
for 69c and the eight top hits on
master from an indie featuring a
ther study of the opposition fac¬ the LPs will be priced at 99c.
new singer, Dick Mills.
tors in the New York State anti-]
Remington has inked Jack Han¬
piracy bill and its legal committee sen, Don Rodney, The New Notes,
will take the matter up again with Mattie Mitchell and Carline Fred¬
the Counsel of the Governor to re¬ ericks.
examine the matter.
Report also pointed out that the
RIAA board of directors shelled
out $25,000 last year for the pur¬
pose of. selling the self-service
pitch to retailers arourtd the coun¬
try. The RIAA noted that there is
no need for similar efforts ✓and
expenses in 1956 because the steps
toward self-service by retailers
have been progressing rapidly.
During *a five-week period last
year, the RIAA conducted a test
to determine the accuracy of tradepaper charts. Informatibn tabulat¬
ed by the RIAA canvassers were
virtually in accordance with the
tradepaper listings except in the
case of new bestsellers when the
RIAA picked up the reports about
two weeks ahead of the tradepapers.

Disk ‘Oscars’

JACK SHAINDLIN
wishes to thank
GEORGE GOODWIN
Founder
and
PHIL KORNHEISER
Chairman of Award Committee,
For selecting him the winner of
The Annual Clef Award

for musical direction of Cinerama Holiday

Disk Act
Continued from page 41

^

bel. Also in on a smaller scale is
the book publishing firm, Heritage,
with a similarly named disk affili¬
ate. Among the first of the book
publishers to go into the disk biz
was Simon & Schuster with its
Golden Records Kidisk line. Firm
also is in the low price field with
Bell Record.
The majors are carefully eyeing

America's Fastest
^Selling Records!

opened, at Cleveland Hopkins Air¬
port .
. Australian. Jazz Quintet
returned to CottonrClub for 10 day
stand, this time . . . Ben Silverberg
formecT'new string combo for Al¬
pine Village.
a Lot of Livin’ Out of Life,” is
New York
Allan Jones daughter . . . Com¬
Bcrnie Wayne off on' a European poser-pianist Phil Moody holding
trek in mid-April . . .. Vaughn over at the Garden of Allah . . .
Monroe opens at the Latin Casino, Decca has inked composer-con¬
19
, Jack Shamd- ductor Elmer Bernstein to a three
Pliilly, March 12..
lin who won the annual ■ Clef year deal . . . Buddy Bregman and
‘ 'ni
award for his scoring of ‘‘Cinerama
Joe Carlton, Victor’s AA&R chief,
-- was presemea
presented with. "
Holidav,”
N.Y. for promotion on BregTime Dex statuette on the Wendy man’s initial sides for label.
Barrie tv show March 2 . . . Roger
Williams at the Radisson Hotel,
Chicago
Minneapolis, through March 14 . . .
Carmen Cavallaro into the Con¬
Lillian Roth set for a stand at
Chubby’s Camden, starting Friday gress Hotel, l5t. Louis, May 7 for
,q)
y Decca Distributing. Corp. two weeks . . . Art Tatum opens at
moved its h.q. from Manhattan to
Woodside, Queens . . . Capitol Rec¬ the London House, .Chicago, to¬
ords throwing a cocktailery tor night (Wed.)- for four frames, with
Irish thrush Ruby Murray today JEverett Barksdale and Slam Stew¬
(Wed.) at the Hotel Plaza.
art .. . Johnnie Pat Trio at the
Stan Richards, dee jay at WCOP, London House on Mondays and
Boston, switches-to the program Tuesdays . . . George Rank orch
dh-ector’s spot at WORL in the plays the Peabody Hotel, Memphis,
same city March 12
. Jimmy in April for two and segues into
Smith Trio and Art Blakey’s Jazz the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans
Messengers take over at the Cafe . . . Frankie Laine set for the Chase
Bohemia Friday (19) . . .Jacques Hotel, St. Louis, April 26 for two
. “Blind John” Davis plays the
Belasco back in town after midwestern deejay tour plugging his piano and sings on Mondays and
first MGM disk . . . Don Elliott’s Tuesdays at Chicago's Easy Street
jazz combo opened at the Town . . . Shelly Grey cutting four sides
Casino, Buffalo, yesterday (Tues.) for Deed records Friday (9) . . .
Richard Hayman begins a Dan Belloc* musical director of
month’s engagement at the Hotel Fraternity Records, comes out with
Plaza's Persian Room tomorrow his first album on the label in
(Thurs) . . . Horizon Press prep- April.
ping publication of “Encyclopedia
Yearbook of Jazz” to be written by
Pittsburgh
Leonard Feather . . . Ramon
A1 O’Brien orch Into the White
Bruce,' rhythm -& blues deejay on
Newark’s WAAT, lining up dates Elephant for an indefinite stay . . .
on the Jersey shore for a r&b pack¬ Ernie Neff, organist* has switched
age tour • this summer . . . Morty from the Devonshire in Oakland to
Jay joined the Crew-Cuts as con¬
ductor-pianist replacing Mai Fitch. the 300 Club in Braddock . . . Joe
The vocal group has been set by Lecscak band into Almono Club,
Annheuser-Busch to make film replacing Whitey Scharbo, whose
commercials for Budweiser beer. outfit has transferred to private
Sonny Boys AA, for¬
Bill Heycr held over indefinitely membership.
merly. the Bachelors Club, in East
at the Park Plaza, St. Louis . . . Liberty . . . Teddi King plays
The Mello-Larks set for one-week
Week at Vogue Terrace be¬
at the Sans Souci, Havana, begin¬ Easter
March 31 . . . Howdy
ning March 13 . . . Erroll Garner at ginning
Baum, on the piano, has replaced
Detroit’s Keyboard Lounge Friday Frank Natale, guitarist, with Don
(9) for 10 days . . * Renzo Cesana, McGovern Trio at Frankie’s . . .
tele’s “The
Continental,”
has Leonard Eisner, professor of piano
penned “Don’t Be Afraid, My Dar¬ in music school at Carnegie Tech,
ling” to be published by Barton will be the soloist with the Butler
Music . . , Crooner Bob Anthony County Symphony Orch at two con¬
set for a stand at Billy Gray’s certs April *10-11 . . . Martene
Band Box, Hollywood, later this Chord back into Gene’s Musical
month . . . Marais fc.Miranda con¬ Lounge
third time within the
certing at New York’s Town Hall past yearfor
. . Ink Spots, who hold
Saturday (10) . . . Rita Reyes, attendance. record
there, return to
Dutch jazz singer, arrives in the White Elephant for
Its first anni
U.S. April 15 .
show week of March 19.

Hollywood

TOO YOUNG
TO GO
STEADY

RECORDS PRESSED

Cleveland

COMPLETE PACKAGE DEAL
• Tape* Duplicated
• DIjct Converted to Tape
• Tapei Transferred to Discs
Top Quality Pressings In Small
or Large Quantities

Marty Conn, hospitalized nearly

Send for Descriptive Brochure and
Rate schedules
Dept. I

220 Broadway
Huntington Station. H. Y.

Dallas
Bob Cross orch held over at the
Statler-Hiltdn Hotel . . . Wayne
King on one-nighter Texas tour
. . . Ben Arden orch, after a long
Baker Hotel stint, gives way March
19 to Bernie Cummins’ orch, set
for indefinite date . . . Plantation
has one-nighters due for Earl
Bostic band, ‘ March 17; Faye
Adams, Bill Doggett combo, March
19, and Count Basie’s crew, March
23,

Omaha
Chuck Canuso’s band in at Palm
Garden of local Legion Club . . .
Dave Alexander’s combo held over
at the Happy Hour here . . . Ford
& Reynolds opening at Seven
Seas Friday. (9) for two weeks.

Dicker Haley’s Comets
For Dates in Britain
London, March 6.
Latest U.S. group to be offered
a tour of Britain is Bill Haley and
his Comets. Lew & Leslie Grade
are negotiating with Haley for a
tour to run about eight weeks
starting with a fortnight at the
London Palladium, commencing
late April.
The Comets have made a big
impact here through their records.
“Rock Around The Clock” has
been No. 1 in the best selling
charts and all their other disks'
are in the bestsellers almost as
MARTIN EXITS RAPHAEL FIRM
Mack Martin wound up his af¬
filiation with Fred Raphael’s music
firm last week.
For the past year Martin had
headed up Raphael’s operation in
New York. Firm's h.q. is on the
Coast.

RCA Victor’s $35,000 bet on sing¬
er Elvis Presley is paying off. The
20-year-old singer, whose contract
was bought from the indie Sun Rec¬
ords for $30,000, in addition to a
$5,000 personal bonus, is now one
of the hottest names on the label.
His current release, “I Was the
One,” is now around the 300,000
sales mark after three weeks on the
market. In addition, all six of Pres¬
ley’s Victor platters, including four
made from Sun masters, are in the
company’s top 25 bestseller lists.
Steve Sholes, head of Victor’s
country & western operation, made
the deal for Presley after hear¬
ing him In Nashville last fall dur¬
ing the hillbilly disk jockey con¬
vention*

roPH'K

THE WEEK

three months by eye hemorrhages,
back leading his orch with dark
glasses. Povita and George Glillont’s orch replaced Ted Huston’s
crew at Hotel Cleveland's Bronze
Room . . . Bob Bramen’s trio, re¬
cent winners of Arthur Godfrey’s
“Talent Scouts” show, into Morns
Wexler’s Theatrical Grill for-two
weeks following Barbara Carroll
. Roger. Steams shifted from
Hotel Hollenden club to grand
cafe
piano
at new Sky-Chefs

MAURICE
SEYMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHER

1715 Broadway at'54th Stroot
Now York
Phono for Appointment:

. COlwnbusWIM

LITTLE
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RCA 35G Presley
Bet Paying Of

Kansas City

Saxists Bud Shank and Bill
Tito Guizar will wend his way
Perkins inked new three-year con¬
tracts with Pacific Jazz . . . Gail southward after his date in the
Allan, who, wrote “You Gotta Get Terrace Grill here currently. He’s
set at the Baker Hotel, Dallas, and
the Shamrock, Houston, in April
From The Broadway Production
. . . Carl Ravazza Into Eddy’s
March 9, a return date for him, fol¬
STRIP FOR ACTION’*
lowing the Chuck Miller trio . . .
Merry Mac* and Billy Paton are
next In the Terrace Grill of Hotel
Muchlebach, opening March 16 for
two weeks . , . Happy Jesters trio
are due back at Eddy’s March 23,
their third stand in this club . . .
Marge & Her Rhythm Gals playing
for dancing in the Ball Park Room
. . . Victor Borge does his “Comedy
in Music” in the Municipal Audi¬
torium March 20 . . . Spike Jones
crew does a one nighter at the Vic¬
toria Theatre March 9 . . . Royalaires (5) doing string of club dates
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
in area following their week long
stand at the annual Auto Show
(25-3) in Municipal Auditorium.

CREST RECORDS, INC.

MUSIC
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THE GAL WITH
THE YALLER SHOES
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Even With 50c Tab, D.C. Hi-Fi Fan Ms
15,000 Buffs, Including Govt. Officials
Washington, March 6. f--Over 15,000 fans paid 50c admis¬
Hub Plug
|
sion charge and queued up pa¬
Boston, March 6.
tiently to enter the industry ex¬
The Four Coins are getting
hibit suites of the Hotel Shoreham
a typical Boston plug for their
at the Washington High Fidelity
Epic slicing of “T<?ar Down
Music Show the past weekend.
the Tent," backside of their
Though attendance was not as high
clicko “Memories of You.”
as last year’s show, which was
Although the disk has been
cuffo, it was almost double the an¬
out several months deejays in
ticipated 8,000. In addition, ex¬
the Boston area started to lis¬
hibitors felt that the admission tab
ten closely to the “Tent” side
cut down on free-loaders, and
and picked out an allegedly
brought out genuine hi-fi fans, and
“obscene” phrase in the lyric.
potential customers.
A station in Boston banned
Interesting angle of show was
the disk and retailers had it
that it lured the capital's top offi¬
withdrawn from the stores.
cialdom, as well as the average mu¬
Those concerned with the tune
sic lover. Sherman Adams, Presi¬
claim the questionable phrase
dent Eisenhower's top aide, and
was caused by echo chamber
an almost legendary recluse,
trickery and that the deejays
opened the fair Friday (2) evening
stretched- their .imagination .to •
with a speech. Adams is an ert-\
get the “dirty” interpretation.
thusiastic music lover. Chairman
of the Atomic Energy Commission
Lewis Strauss was another admin¬
istration topper glimpsed waiting
in line to buy a ticket. Strauss
might well have had a special in¬
terest in the show, since it fea¬
tured a radioactive gimmick to re¬
Following the pattern set by hill¬
lease the magnetic' tape across tne
entrance at the opening ceremony. billy disk jockeys, the rhythm &
About 50 exhibitors, mostly blues platter spinners have fotmed
American, but with a few from their own organization. Association,
Germany and England, filled the
Hotel Shoreham with a cacophony called the National' Jazz-Rhythm
of sound.
The exhibit suites, & Blues Assn., was launched
spread over two floors of the hotel, in New York last week by 15 jocks,
covered every phase of hi-fi re¬ from various cities around the
production and recording, plus a country. Jack Gibson, from WERD
few quite unrelated fields, such as in Atlanta, was named, prexy. A
a “high fidelity” art exhibit. Over national convention of the outfit
250 new products in the field were has been set for Chicago May 18.
While Negro jockeys still .pre¬
displayed. Biggest crowds seemed
to center around RCA’s exhibit, dominate in the r&b field, the new
which featured color tv, and Tet¬ org, according to its spokesmen,
rad, which had an ingenious dis¬ will operate on the basis of “com-,
play of its diamond pointed pho¬ plete disregard for race, creed or
color in the selection of members.”
nograph needle.
The two-and-a-half day show The jockey assn, hopes to stimulate
was promoted by WGMS, town’s interest of bankrollers in the r&b
“Good Music” station, which an¬ market.
nounced last week that It had be¬
Other officers of the association
come a Mutual affiliate. M. Robert are Ken Knight, WRHC in Jack¬
Rogers, president of the station, sonville, exec vice-prexy; Tommy
was in charge of the show.
Smalls, WWRL in New York, viceprexy; Jimmy Woods, WJIZ in
Savannah, treasurer; and the firm
Waring Pulls $6,500
of Joe Louis & Bill Rowe as nation¬
In St. Loo One-Niter al publicity directors.
St. Louis, March 6.
Fred Waring and his troupe
grossed a fine $6,500 in a one-night
stand at the Municipal Auditorium
Hollywood, March 6.
here Saturday night (3).
RCA Victor has purchased a
House was scaled to a $3.50 top.
third custom album produced by
Doff, featuring composer-con¬
Coral Repacts Bob Crosby Red
ductor Harold Spina in “Carnival
Bob Crosby, who has been op¬ in Capri” and “Springtime in
erating as a disk freelancer for a Paree.” Spina, vet tunesmith mak¬
period, has signed a new recording ing his bow as a conductor on the
contract with Coral.
package, gave his material a pop
Crosby will cut the first sides concert flavor. It’s the first all¬
with his band when he returns instrumental album Doff has pro¬
from a current stand at the Sa¬ duced.
hara, Las Vegas.
Last year, Doff produced “The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam,” which
Capitol purchased, and “Indian
PROGRAM TO-DAY
Love Lyrics” and “Lost Love
Lyrics,” which was acquired by
YESTERDAY'S
MGM Records.

Rhythm & Blues Jocks
Setting Up Own Assn.

Red Doff Pkge. to RCA

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.
1270 Sixth Ave.
New York 20

Sandburg Into ASCAP
Poet Carl Sandburg, who has
had several of his poems set to
music, has been elected an ASCAP
member.
Among his songs are “Lost,”
with musical setting by Jacques
Wolfe, “Summer Stars,” music by
Elinor W. Griffen, and “Upstream,”
music by Albert Hay Malotte.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WOODY HERMAN
CONCERT TOUR
MARCH 9—New Haven, Cann.;
10—Worcester, Mass.; 11—Boston, Mass.;
12—Providence, R. I.; 13—Albany, N. Y.;
14—Utica, N. Y.; 15—Toronto, Can.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
--PT&ilEffSurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing cony
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
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Song Sharks
^ Continued from page 41-■

from $50 to $100, to help “exploit”
the song by printing copies and
getting a record.
Most of the songsharks operate
within the strict letter of the law
by actually getting the songs “pub¬
lished.” : As it turns out, the pub¬
lishers usually are hole-in-the-wall
operations which split the fees with
the songsharks.
Broadcast Music Inc., through
Milton Rettenberg’s office, has
been policing the BMI affiliates
with the aim of cleaning out any
songshark collaborators. A few
firms already have been axed from
the BMI list because Rettenberg
discovered that the same names
kept turning up on songs submit¬
ted for clearance.
In one case, the songshark went
to the trouble of printing elaborate¬
ly engraved copies of sheet music,
but the notes on the copies were
complete musical gibberish.
A story in the Feb. 29 issue of
Variety, headlined “Big Torch For
New Songs,” has touched off nu¬
merous queries from all sorts of
songwriters. The general tenor of
all is: “How can I get my songs
published?”
«
While the demand for new songs
is strong, there’s still no auto¬
matic way of getting a tune pub¬
lished or recorded. As the pro¬
fessional writers are aware, selling
a song is still a fulltime job and
requires persistent knocking on
publishers’ doors.
The legitimate publishers prefer
to deal with working songwriters.
Although there have been infre¬
quent cases of unknowns walking
off the street with a hit song, the
percentage is so small that a pub¬
lisher might have to comb through
several thousand amateur scripts
before coming up with likely ma¬
terial.
For the same reason, legitimate
publishers rarely examine song’s
submitted through the mail. In
fact, they do not even open this
material, in order to avoid any sub¬
sequent allegations of “stealing”
or plagiarism.
Finally, no legitimate publisher,
whether ASCAP, BMI, Sesac or
unaffiliated, will ever ask money
from a songwriter to polish or
publish a song. The request for
coin as the price of a collaboration
or publication is held by trade ex¬
perts as the sure hallmark of a
songshark.

(On March 3 NBC-TV Show)
.1. Rock & Roll Waltz Sheldon'
2. Libson Antigua .. Southern
3. Great Pretender .. Panther
4. No Not Much.Beaver
5. Memories This.. Montclare
6. Three Penny Opera .Harms
7. Band of Gold.Ludlow
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Inside Stuff—Music
Tin Pan Alley received a very fancy definition from Federal Judge
Mortimer W. Byers in the recent plagiarism case against Edith Piaf
which the latter won. Byers said Tin Pan Alley “is seemingly a recog¬
nized metropolitan area in which musical products of dubious in¬
trinsic merit are exploited,” referring to allegations made by the
plaintiff Frances Lampert that amateurs’ songs are freely lifted. Judge
Byers dismissed the suit, which alleged that Miss Piaf’s tune, “’Cause
I Love You,” was based on an unpublished number by Miss Lampert,
and ordered the latter to pay legal costs. I. Robert Broder, represent¬
ing Miss Piaf, was granted $100 while Hofheimer, Gartlir & Hofheimer,
representing Hollis Music, RCA Victor and Columbia, the other de¬
fendants in, the case, $250.
Les Baxter’s Capitol record click got its tag, “Poor People of Paris,”
because of a cabled freak. Original title of the French song is “La
Goulant du Pauvre Jean,” literally “The Ballad of Poor John,” having
to do with the Frenchman who winds up with the wrong dames, etc.
But Cap’s Paris man cabled the Hollywood head office (of it came
out'incorrectly in the. transmission) as “Pauvre Gens”—“gens” mean¬
ing “people.” Whereupon Cap forgot about “poor Jean,” hence the
titular switch. Rene Rouzand composed it and with his lyric collaborator pointed (
it up independently in-Paris as an unpublished work. Reg-Connelly
owns the English-speaking territorial rights.
'
Parisian observers of the music-on-film scene are touting, some
tunes being turned out by French composer Marcel Stern for the
celluloids. Among his latest efforts is the score for “Les Hommes
en Blanc” (“The Men In White”) starring Raymond Pellegrin, Jeanne
Moreau and Fernand Ledoux, [with Ralph Habib directing the Colum¬
bia-made pic soon to be released in the U. S. Stern is currently work¬
ing on “La Loi Des Rues” (“The Rule of the Streets”) starring Silvana
Pampanini in a mood piece a la Marlene Dietrich’s “Blue Angel.” It’s
called “Je Suis La Pourca” (“That’s My Job”). Stern’s producer is
Paul Graetz.

Epic Shuffles Staff
In a reshuffling of sales spots .at
Epic Records last week, Charles
Schicke was shifted from the gen¬
eral merchandise manager’s post to
sales manager of the album line.
Walter Hayumj formerly the label’s
eastern sales manager, moves in
as general merchandise manager.
Both will be based In Bridgeport,
Conn,
William Lawrence continues as
sales manager of the single disk
division in New York and Robert
Demain will be Epic’s Coast sales
manager based in Hollywood.
Oldrick (Rick) von Seekamm was
named office manager for the
Bridgeport operation. All will

report to William S. Nielsen, na¬
tional sales, director.
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gorge Setting Records on 1-Man Tour;
See 125G B.O. From Dallas Nighti

PfiftlETY

Another Base Foray

Michael Sean O’Shea, who re¬
cently conducted the Martha Raye
junket to Marine bases in Puerto
Rico, to entertain personnel sta¬
tioned, is plotting another GI en¬
tertainment foray in Gpose Bay,
A new high in one-nighter tours 4-- Labrador, and Thule Air Base in
Greenland. It’s slated for April
is expected to be registered by Vic- ‘CapadeS IntT $25,000
12 to 16.
tor Borge. An alltime
high for j a
alitime _high
por 5 ghoWS in Regina
The Air Force will supply
0„e-man show is anticipated in
transportation.
Regina, Sask., March 6.
Dallas, on Oct. 20, when Borge
Playing four nights and a maniiivs the Cotton Bowl. Event will tinee in Exhibition Stadium here
be scaled for $125,000, of which recently, “Ice Capades InternaBorge’s end is expected to hit tional” drew 12,320 customers for
ego 000.
a gross of over $25,000. Tab was
The Borge tour has been hitting $2.75, $2.20 and $1.65, with kids
«nme phenomenal takes. For the half price on the first night,
first two months of his jaunt, he'
At Edmonton, Alta., “Ice Cahave taken in an estimated pades” played six days for a gross
ionnnOO for his own end. Indica- of $68,440. Attendance was 37,tiZ of the grosses he’s been rack- 424, an increase of 3,000 over “Cyine up is seen .by the week of Feb. cles.”
19-24, when Borge took in $75,029
,t the b.o. after taxes. His own end If
11>
I)
I
Washington, March 6.
Danny Kaye will play his first
outdoor date, end of June, at the
Richmond (20), $13,201; WashingCarter Barron Amphitheatre here.
He’ll work a minimum of two
weeks, getting a guarantee of $60,000 per frame plus a percentage.
Borge’s own take was cut down
It’s the highest guarantee given
somewhat in Washington, when he
Reno, March 6.
(Continued on page 50)
Harold’s Club, one of the major to Kaye in the personal appearance
—_-casinos in this city, was sold last field. House will be scaled to about
week, together with other property, $140,000. Kaye will pay for the
surrounding show, with other ex¬
penses coming off the top.
Whether Kaye will play some
OJ
Pran/»ic/»A fliili J- Agostini Jr., head of a property
LAX iJdll ridliLIol/U vlUU management firm in San Francisco, other dates this year isn’t known
as
yet. There had been some talk
San Francisco, March 6.
took over the outfit from the Smith
. .
. Family, comprising Harold, Ray- of his playing- the Palace Theatre,
George Andros, owner of Facks, mond A> Harpld>s former wife N.. Y., but no deal has been set. He
the Market St. jazz club, has Dorothy, and Raymond I. Smith, hasn’t played New York in several
bought the lease and fixtures of father 0f the two other Smiths,
years, except for a one-day stand
the defunct Balalika Club on Bush
The purchase price includes the at the Paramount several weeks
St. and plans a late April opening 8qq slot machines, 70 games in the ago in connection with the opening
as an intimate club, featuring con- ciubt the club’s parking garage, a of his film, “The Court Jester.”
tinuous entertainment with jazz motel reportedly valued at $1,, stars heading the bill and Vernon 000,000, several warehouses in
Alley’s band providing the dance Reno> SOme ranchland near here, U. S. Headliners Set For
music.
as well as minor properties. Also
London’s Colony Club
The Balalika was revived briefly included in the purchase price are
last year as DeMillo’s and folded more than 2,500 billboards in 41
The Colony Club, London, has
after a week with the Three Suns, states, all advertising Harold’s set a series of U.S. headliners.
Andros has been a successful jazz Club.
Portia Nelson has been set to open
club operator for almost a decade
The casino is known locally as April 30; Connie Sawyer goes in
at his present Market St. spot. He The Factory and reportedly grosses May 28, and Kathy Barr follows
will continue the original club and around $8,000,000 annually. The June 24.
Stan Scottland of Mercury Art¬
present plans indicate he will name state’s cut of this take is about
ists Corp. arranged the deal.
the new one Fack’s No. 2.
$500,000.

1st AI Fresco Kaye
Date Set for D.C.;
60G Plus Weekly

r*
Harold s, Reno,
SaSSwE In $14,11,000 Sale
Fack’s Andros Takes Over

?nt^cZ%tAgmj^i

VAUDEVHAE

See Hilton Unloading New Yorker, N.Y.,
In Complex Sonnabend (HCA) Deal
New Phoenix Club As
Playhouse Adjunct"
Phoenix, March 6.
New Phoenix restaurant and
supperclub, The Backstage Club,
opened last week (27) adjoining
the Sombrero Playhouse here.
Hosted by Tommy Sodaro, previously with Hollywood’s LaRue’s,
the club is being operated by Dick
Charlton and the Sombrero Playhouse. Serving pre-show and posttheatre dinners and snacks, the
club also features a bar separate
from the main room, for betweenacts refreshment.
Club, will be open for lunch,
dinner and supper on a year-round
basis. Dancing and continuous entertainment is provided by Johnny
Matson and Mona McCall. Dan
Harden sings and plays piano, and
the combo of Quinn Harris and
his Starlighters'is featured.
.
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Hollywood, March 6.
I5™rac£eudryup
1956”
racked up a*1“^™
gross of $367,southern tour, to break all previous records for the unit. Top gross
was in Philadelphia, where the
show drew $35,843.40.
This year, Autry and' his horses,
Champion and Little Champ, were
accompanied by Gail Davis (tv’s
“Annie Oakley”), Merle Travis, Pat
Buttram, Cass County Boys, Promenaders, Carl Cotner and his
Melody Ranch Orchestra, The
Strongs, The Ruddells, The Villenaves, Frankie Marvin and Happy
Kellums.
,

On the heels of A. M. Sonnabend’s Hotel Corp. of America tak¬
ing over two Hilton hotels (Roose¬
velt, N. Y., and Mayflower, Washington), it is expected that Conrad
N. Hilton will next unload the
Hew Yorker, N. Y. He is
not re<luired to do so because, as
reported exclusively in Variety
last week> when Hilton’s plans
were detailed somewhat in advance
of the formal, signaturing, this
squared that chain’s obligations to
Uncle San? under the recent consen^ decre’e.
The u- s* felt that Hilton,was
cornering the convention business
t°° much and, while The New
Yorker falls within that category,
it }s likely that he will concentrate
eaJm.y Statler Hotel,
H. .^M,
Hew Yorker,
ls
Beunsylvania RR zone.
^ Hilton last week, coincidentally.
firmed up a new operations contract for the Hotel plaza which
Sonna.bend s HCA owns but which
Hilton sold him three years ago.
Hilton’s lease-back deal calls for
$1,500,000 annual rental for an indeterminate number of years. The
Plaza has 1,017 rooms.
William Zeckendorf (Webb &
Knapp), who is realty advisor to
the N- Y. Central RR, had his own
ideas about the Roosevelt Hotel,
(Continued on page 52)
-

Imogene Coca’s$12,500
For Chi Industrial One-Shot
Chicago, March 6.
Many performers and agencies
are prepared to argue that Las
Vegas doesn’t pay the highest
coin in the personal appearance
field. The .nominations of many go
to the industrial show and club
date field.
Imogene Coca is
booked for a show for the Electrical workers here. She’ll be getting
$12,500 for the shot,
Even in Las Vegas Miss Coca
didn’t earn that much in one night.
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Longterm Talent Dejls in Cafes
Not Working Out in Florida
The Florida niteries are current¬
ly questioning the wisdom of inak- j
ing longterm bookings for top |
Continued from page 49
1 —nrriies. It’s believed that next sea-1 ■ ■■
son, nightclubs will not book names donated half the proceeds of one
for: more than one week, no mat¬ show for a charity drive.
Early Sellouts
ter how long they may be Avail¬
One of the distinguishing facets
able.
of
the
Borge
junket lies in the
Bonifaces have come to the con¬
early sellouts. Aided by the pub¬
clusion that, .despite loaded hotels, licity resulting from a record 30,the number of cafegoers is limit¬ Imontli stand in New York, Borge has
ed. At the prices current in most j been hitting sellouts within a day
o± the clubs, the spots can do ex¬ or two of the announcement. . In
Detroit, for example, March 10 was
cellent business for a week, and originally slated, but response was
unless the headliner is of the cal¬ so great that it will be a two-day
ibre that will draw repeats, the stand. The promoters have asked
audience is virtually exhausted in Borge to consider staying a • third
short order.
day.
Recently, the Miami Beach Latin
One mechanical gimmick in the
Quarter drew big business with the Borge tours has been the use of a
opening of Johnnie Ray. This
specially
- constructed
turntable
lasted for one week, and then which revolves
once about every
Nat (King) Cole became the at¬
four
minutes.
By
use
of
this de¬
traction at the competing Beach¬
vice, a portion of an arena or audi¬
comber.
torium doesn’t have to be blocked
Miami’s nitery future for this off, and by playing in the centre of j
season is indefinite. It’s believed the floor, every part of the house
that the Latin Quarter will shutter has a chance of viewing Borge
around the middle of March, and from the front and sides. The mo¬
the Beachcomber will run as long tion isn't violent enough to dis¬
as headliners are available. The turb him while he performs either.
latter cafe-has been operating on
Stiff Terms
the theory that there’s little need
Bprge’s terms have been admit¬
to keep open without the right
kind of show'. Consequently it tedly stiff. He has been getting a
opened only during the times it minimum of 75% and up.to 90%
could get a headliner that would as his cut. When he gets the lower I
cut, the split starts from the first
make money for it.
Most of the hotels will operate dollar. On the 90% take, certain
on a one-nightei* basis starting expenses are deducted.
Borge is scheduled to do a spec
around next month. There are ex¬
ceptions, such as the Fontaine¬ for CBS, date of which is indefi¬
bleau, which is getting talent nite. He is to get a 60-day notice
throughout the year. This inn has from the network.
One of the odd aspects of the
booked Maureen Cannon, April 10;
Jo Ann Wheatley, April 17, and tour'lies in tv ► fact that Borge has
June Valli for April 24, and will no agency expenses, aside from
continue to line up headliners as those of Harry D. Squires, who is
they, become available. Most of the producer and booker of the tour.
other inns haven’t yet decided on Borge is normally handled by
their off-season policies, but the Music Corp. of America, except in
bulk will return their nitery the field of one-man concerts. He
rooms to one-night weekly opera¬ needs no assisting artists on this
junket.
tion.

• the amazing and amusing •

Lucille

Eddie

ami

ROBERTS
Stars of “WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND”
Currently RETURN ENGAGEMENT

COTILLION ROOM, Hotel Pierre
New York
(Thanks STANLEY MELBA)
“THE MOST AMAZING ACT IN
NEW YORK IS PLAYING AT
THE COTILLION ROOM ... It
Is the team of LUCILLE AND
EDDIE ROBERTS . . . mentaUsts
. . . Eddie Roberts in my opin¬
ion is a better comedian than
most of the comics now per¬
forming In nlte clubs.**

“Lucille and Eddie Roberts open
the show at the Hotel Pierre
with a frolicsome display of
mental telepathy that’s hotter
than ‘BRIDEY MURPHY* and
•THE GREAT SEBASTIANS.***

Naw Yerk Journal-Amarlcan

“At the Pierre Hotel . . . LU¬
CILLE AND EDDIE ROBERTS,
whose mindreading act is NOT
ONLY THE EEST IN SHOW
BUSINESS, but with a sense of
humor as well . . . They are
Headliners anywhere.**
LOUIS SOBOL
New York Journal-Amerlcan
“Lucille and Eddie Roberts are
the TOPS among the mindreaders . . . they continue to amaze
us . _ . A TRIPLE A ENDORSE¬
MENT^ the Cotillion Room.”

“Those Great Sebastians coma
to life at the Cotillion Room ...
not the ‘Great Sebastians* por¬
trayed by Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne, of course. In that
highly successful comedy at the
Coronet Theatre but their real
life counter-parts Lucille and
Eddie Roberts, man und wife
team of mindreaders extraordi¬
nary* without doubt tha Best
Mindreading Team In show busi¬
ness.
Stanley Melba deserves
congratulations for this beo£
ing/*

Future Engagements
RADISSON HOTEL
Minneapolis

MAPES HOTEL
Reno. Nevada

THE CHI-CHI
Palm Springs

THE COLONY
London, Eng. (Aug.)

Direction: MUSIC CORP. of AMERICA

NewMpIs. BurleSk Raided 3
By Police for Lewdness
But Show Still Goes On
Minneapolis, March.. Q- ..
Police Morals Squad raided the
Alvin Theatre Monday afternoon
(5), four days after it resumed
burlesque following' an interim of
nearly three years, during which'
it was an evangelistic tabernacle.
Seven strippers, lessee Ed Ross
of Kansas City and manager Alfred’
Krikorian were Arrested on dis¬
orderly conduct charges.
Morals Squad head Jake Sullivan
said' that after numerous, com¬
plaints, he and three policemen
and a policewoman viewed the per¬
formance and found it “just as bad
as complaints had pictured it.”
Dancers were accused of appear¬
ing on stage and “making indecent
exposure of their persons” and of
being guilty of “certain obscene
and filthy acts and lewd, indecent,
immoral and insulting conduct and
behavior.” Men were charged with
permitting and consenting to such
violations. All were released on
$209 ball each and show went on
again Monday night (5).
Exotic dancing has been per¬
mitted here in theatre bars, but
Sullivan
informed
newspapers
“we’re going to do something about
them too.”

Casino Permit
Sought for Dunes
Las Vegas, March 0.
An application for a gambling
license at the Dunes was submitted
to the Nevada Tax Commission
yesterday (Mon.) by the hotel's
new operators—Bill Miller, Robert
Rice and Major Riddle. A Com¬
mission spokesman said that, prior
to taking final action on the license
.bid, the agency will have only to
investigate Riddle, a neWedmer to
this circuit and to gambling itself.
Riddle described himself to the
Commission as an “oil investor,”
listing Chicago as his residence.
Miller, now the hotel's general
manager, and Rice, one of the
members of the original Dunes op¬
erating group, bdth have been pre¬
viously licensed by the Commis¬
sion^
After lengthy negotiations, Mil¬
ler, Rice and Riddle took over (1)
the Dunes from A1 Gottesm.an and
Joe Sullivan on a 20-year lease,
with the yearly rental set at $600,000. ' The hotel section, which did
capacity biz this past weekend (34), and bar and restaurant have
been open since the Sands-Dunes
divorce, and will continue on the
same basis until the casino is li¬
censed.
After greenfelt action is rolling
again, Miller says he will renew
the hotel's entertainment policy In
the. theatre, restaurant and cock¬
tail lounge. Miller said he plans
to use “names” in both the nitery
and the lounge similar to the pol¬
icy he. established at the Sahara,
during the time he was that hotel’s
entertainment director and one of
its stockholders.
Meantime, the Commission has
received Phil Spitalny’s applica¬
tion for a license at the Royal Ne¬
vada. Spitalny filed. just prior to
leaving for Gotham, where he is
presently auditioning acts for his
first Vegas venture. The musiconductor’s partner, Jake Kozloff, Is
expected to give his application
to the agency this week. The Royal
Nevada is also operating its lounge,
hotel (also full-up over the week¬
end) and restaurant facilities.
The only entertainment at either
hotel currently is television at the
bar.

tween fv & ’him scoring chores . . .
Chico. Hamilton Quintet opened
stand at the’Tiffany Friday (2)
Sammy Lewis has -signed Gizelle •
Szony and the Cabots, Lps Marcel- .
lis and, Bill Norvas-as specialty ,
acts for the musical, ‘.‘Hooray for
Life ” opening March 12 at the New
Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas . . .
Singer Eileen Scott and comedian
Oscar Cartier sharing headline
billing at Bar of Music.
Los Chavales de Espana and 1
Trini Reyes, flamenco terpster, open at Shamrock Hotel, Houston, ’
Match 26 for two weeks . . . Rusty •
Draper booked into Bimbo’s, Fris-- :
co, starting tomorrow (Thurs.) . . .
Jack Benny emcees March of
Dimes fashion show at Flamingo
Chicago
Nelson Eddy set for the Chase Hotel, Vegas, tomorrow.
Hotel, St. Louis, April 11 for two
frames . . . Ruwe, Looie &. Sun¬
shine opening at the Iroquois Gar-,
dens, Louisville, Monday (12) . ...
Carl .Ravazza into Eddys’, Kansas
City, ‘Friday (9) .for two weeks.. . .
Jane Morgan pacted for the Statler.
Philadelphia, March 6.
Hotel, Detroit, March 23 for two
Sidney Silber, secretary-treasurer
. . . Louis Armstrong plays the
of
the
Embassy
Club, has been re- Congress Hotel, St. Louis, June 18
for a single . stanza ., Charly leased from custody, following pay¬
ment
of
$2,500
on $13,358 in de¬
Chany into the Steak House, Chi¬
cago, March 16 for three weeks . . . linquent taxes. He must arrange
The Gaylords set for the Muehle- for full restitution of the • back
bach Hotel, Kaycee, April 13 for amusement and wage taxes, or post
two . . . Janis Paige inked for Ed¬ cash bail of $15,000 or a bond of
dys', K.C., April 6 for a double. .. $25,000.
Sophie Tucker into the " Chase
Silber was arraigned for non-pay¬
Hotel, St. Louis, May 27-June 9.
ment of taxes - from 1951-54. His
lawyer pleaded for a hearing at a
Hollywood
later date at which time his client
Spencer-Hagen orch being lined would declare .himself insolvent.
up for college concert dates in be- “If he has no assets he must be
discharged,’' the attorney said. The
judge explained that was a mis-,
apprehension. “He is an embezzler,
and can. be charged - criminally,” •
the judge said.
The Embassy Club filed a peti¬
tion (1) under the terms 6f the
Federal Bankruptcy Act in U. S.
District Court for* approval of an
The American Guild of Variety; arrangement by which the corpora¬
Artists is seeking to secure pay¬ tion could make payment to its
offs of dates in the summer re¬ creditors.
sorts in the Catskills. Union has
ordered, all agents booking hotels
Names for T&C, B’klyn
in Sullivan County (N. Y.) to post
a $1,000 bond to insure salaries.
The Town & Country Club,
Action, according to a union Brooklyn, is going after top show
spokesman, came as a result of biz talent. Spot has booked Martha
continued bickerlngs. Jackle Raye May' 11, and is dickering'for
Bright, union's national adminis¬ Milton Berle.
trative secretary, stated that a- ■Others booked by Ben Maksik,
number of agents are- still to set¬ spot's operator, are Harry Belatle accounts on dates In that area fonte, stiurtlng Friday (9), and The '
played last summer. AGVA; hi Goofers and Ricky Lane, starting :
said, will insist upon security from April- 17.
all agents operating in the Borscht
Belt as a result. He added that
only a cash bond will suffice. "
Action is frankly aimed at mem¬
bers of the Associated Agents of
America, which Is still to negoti¬
ate a contract with the union.
Earlier in the week, union had at¬
tempted to knock out some of the
percenters from the box by de-:
claring them unfair. These agents
are booking several spots In Long
Island and in order not to work a
'Chants With a Chuckin'
hardship on the cafe operators,
AGVA had promised that It would
Currently
line up acts for them at no charge.
However, legal aspects of this
DRIFTWOOD
ROOM
situation are still to be determined.
Bookers and agents are. required
Nautilus Hotel, Miami Beach
to get a license from the City of
New York and post a bond to in¬
sure salaries. Whether AGVA will
apply for a license remains to be | WHEN IN BOSTON
seen.
It'* th n
Spokesmen for the SA’s say that I
the union had promised to contact
officers to negotiate a pact, but
this hadn't been done for some¬
time, but ,had gone after individual
The Home of Show Folk
indies to get them to pay' the $50
franchise fee. The agency org
Avery A Washington Sts.
says it’s willing to negotiate with
Kadto hi Evry Ko>w
the union in good faith.

*

Release Philly Club Op
On Part Tax Payments

Seek Agent Bonds
For Resort Dates

NAOMI
STEVENS

HOTEL AVERY

Current ABC-Par Itacord Hif

“LITTLE CHILD”

CAB CALLOWAY

Mins Bros. Dad Will
RefiH Quartet Spot
Columbus, March 6.
John Mills, the 74-year-old fath¬
er of the Mills Bros, quartet, re¬
cuperating in University Hospital
here from an illness, said he plans!
to rejoin his sons just as soon as
he regains his strength.
I
Mills joined the musical group
when John, one of his four sons,
became ill in 1935. John died in !
1936 and father Mills continued to ]
sing with ,his three remaining sons,
Herbert, Harry and Donald. Mills |
was a fonner barber in Piqua, O.

New York

Tony Bennett has switched from
Music Corp. of America^ to Gen¬
eral Artists Corp.-... . Joe E. Lewis
returns to El Rancho, Las Vegas,
May 18 . . . Janis Paige into Eddys’,
Kansas City,’ April 6.,.,Annette
Warren' and Rollo St Cressy .have
been signed for ’ the Elegante,
Brooklyn, show topped by George
JesseV opening Friday (9)- . .
Lucienne & Ashour open at the
Riviera, Las Vegas, March- 14 . .'.
Don Cornell and Billy Bckstine
among those to tour England
vauders in May . . . Jenny Collins
set for the Statler, Detroit, May 7.

CnrrMtly (Return Engagement)

SANS SOUCI, MIAMI
M«t, BILL MITTLIt, HI 9 Br^woy, Hew Ywi

Adding to the String of H.O/s

LILLIAN HAYES
“Nfvat mini MhpMit'1 iMf Over, ANKARA, Pittsburgh
!
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AAA Gets Show-Cause Vs. AGVA
’ The American Guild of Variety
Artists is on the receiving end of
• show*cause order from the N. Y.
Supreme Court which stayed the
union from formally; placing the
Associated Agents of America on
the unfair list. Jackie Bright,
AGVA national administrative sec¬
retary/was served Monday (5). with
order to show cause why it should
put AAA on the unfair list; solicit
AAA members to post a $50 bond,
and why it should contact any AAA
member to break from its organiza¬
tion. In addition, the show cause
order forbids placing of any AAA
member as well as the organization
on its unfair list.
Last week AGVA announced
that it would go after the AAA.
Union had stated that several of
its members still owe performers
money from dates played last sum¬
mer. It is seeking a $1,000 bond
from all resort bookers. The union
claims that prior to the issuance
of the N. Y. Supreme Court showcause order, some of the top AAA
members had gone counter to AAA
demands and had voluntarily given
AGVA a $50 franchise fee. Charlie
Rapp, one of the . major mountain
bookers, and Herman Fialkoff were
among those that have already
paid their money to AQVA.
Last week, the AAA taxed each
member. $10 to fight the AGVA
order, which they claim would
mean the end of their organiza¬
tion. A. Allen Saunders, AAA at¬
torney, repped it Jn court. The
AAA had fought AGVA when it
sought to levy the $50 franchise
fee against its members. Artists
Representatives Assn, had already
agreed to the impost and signed
its agreement with the union last
week.
.Bets Are Off
AGVA has also proceeded against
AAA when it informed several
Long Island spots booked by AAA
members that it would, if neces¬
sary, obtain acts for them in an
emergency. All bets are now off
until AGVA goes to court on the
matter. The show-cause order is
returnable Friday (9) in N. Y. Su¬
preme Court before Justice James
McNally.
The same kind of battle that |
AGVA has with AAA is being re¬
peated. by the Entertainment Man¬
agers Assn, of Chicago, which is
also fighting the union on the $50
franchise fee. The union has al¬
ready warned agencies not to sell
acts to any of the EMA members
who fail to pay their coin to
AGVA. Several. acts have already
been cancelled. One act that had

Lisa Kirk Into Persian
Room in Sept. (8th Time)
Lisa Kirk has been set to return
to the Persian Room of the Plaza
Hotel in mid-September to open
the room for the season. Date
marks her eighth stand at the
hostelry.
nrSi?£er °Pened at the Statler in
Washington Monday (5). for three
weeks and then returns to the
Coast to begin rehearsals for a
fwe television show on the CBS
Front Row Centre” program
April 15. Show is based on her
own original idea.* It’s a drama
with incidental music. Deal also
is pending for a film purchase of
the story after the telecast.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for l All Branch.* ot Theatrical.

FUN-MASTER
THt ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAO FIU
°f th* *TARS)
nrit 13 FiU, $7.00—All 35
$25
•Inglyi 11.OS P«r script.

:

;

HOW rt MAtriVVhI;rcVRlMON*
No C.O.D.'t

»u. ,,LLY ©LASON

M,h %rSr»TSf

WARD HALL
and LEONARDO
cuitiuNnr
Miami reach—hotels

v

worked in defiance of an AGVA
ukase on a club date booked by
an EMA agent, was placed on the
union’s unfair list and prevented
from appearing on a video show. •
Union is seeking to isolate the
balking agents and club date pro¬
ducers. from the regular supply of
talent. AGVA has already sent
word to.ARA president Eddie Elkort asking that the ARA member¬
ship refuse to make talent avail¬
able to any booker “not in
proper contractual relationship
with AGVA.”
EMA has been given a Feb. 22
deadline to pay the $50, but very
few from Chicago have complied as
individuals.
On the other hand, EMA in New
York has already started negotia¬
tions with AGVA, and according to
the union, it’s expected that a pact
will be finalized in about two
weeks. .

Chi EMA Fights
Acts Policed
Chicago, March 6.
The Entertainment Managers
Assn, of Chicago, composed large¬
ly of club date bookers, last week
decided to fight an American Guild
of Variety Artists assessment of
$50 per principal agent and $25
per associate, to cover AGVA serv¬
ice charges.
Contending, after a board of
governors meeting last Friday (2),
that they should not be forced to
“contribute toward the union’s op¬
erating expenses,” the local EMA
unit, claiming over 100 members,
went on record against the as¬
sessment. Stating that they pro¬
vided local AGVA members toith
the bulk of their yearly income, a
total in excess of $1,000,000 an¬
nually, the agents said that AGVA
members were on their side and
would continue to work despite
union attempts to pull them off
dates. Only two EMA agents have
so far bowed to the AGVA demand.
First test in the hassle came last
Wednesday (29), when AGVA mid¬
west regional director Ernie Fast
attempted to pull acts off a date
at the Sherman Hotel booked by
agent Jim Roberts. EMA members
and the hotel’s detectives prevent
ed interference with the booking
and the show went on as planned,
after noisy wrangling in the hotel
lobby.
- Union Retaliates
In a retaliatory move, Fast
placed the acts on AGVA’s nation¬
al unfair list and will seek 30-day
suspensions and $500 fines from
the turns concerned. Such action
can only be taken by the union’s
board of directors. The acts in
question are: the Encores. Lenore
Sutton line, Adaros, and Curry,
Berg & Leroy. The Adaros had
been set for a shot on a CBS-TV
network show, “Big Top,” originat¬
ing in Philadelphia Saturday (3),
but did not appear. EMA claims
they pulled out of their own ac¬
cord and .AGVA’s Ernie Fast in¬
sists they were pulled under terms
of a reciprocal agreement between
AGVA and the American Federa¬
tion of Television and Radio Art¬
ists.
Another unit, the Voca-lovelies, a
dancing line, were pulled off a
date at the Moose Club here Thurs¬
day (1) night; AGVA representa¬
tives were unable to get into the
club to pull the other acts out. At
still another date Thursday night,
trouble was averted when the
booker, Pinky Arseth, decided to go
along with the AGVA assessment.
Fast has stated he will continue
to police local h’ostelries to insure
compliance with union require¬
ments.* Further, he has advised
the Fort Sheridan Army Non-Com¬
missioned Officers Club and the
B*nai B’rith that use of any acts
provided by EMA bookers who
have refused to pay the service
charge, will result in refusal of
clearances, for acts playing charit¬
able benefits or In veterans’ hospi¬
tals.
Blackballing of acts con¬
tinuing to work for maverick
agents will be the other weapon
used to bring agents into line,
Fast-aaid.-—“

Teamsters Union, AGVA
Seeking Circus Pact
Tht Teamsters Union has joined
the American Guild of Variety Art¬
ists in demanding a union contract
with the Ringling Bros., Bamum &
Bailey Circus.
Reps of both
unions have already conferred
with John Ringling North, head of
the circus, and it’s believed thqt a
pact will be forthcoming in a cou¬
ple of weeks.
Both unions have already told
the show toppers that unless an
agreement is signed, they will not
be permitted to open their sea¬
son at Madison Square Garden,
N. Y.
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Trade Tells Off Toronto Solons
For Blast at Autry CNE Booking
Toronto, March 6.
Following announcement that
Gene Autry and his unit had fceen
signed to headline the afternoon
24,000-seater grandstand show at
the Canadian National Exhibition
here and participate in the eve¬
ning show, Mayor Phillips and cer¬
tain city fathers created a com¬
mittee roar in city hall by demand¬
ing that in future, producer.Jack
Arthur/ and the directors of the
CNE adopt a policy of hiring only

, Canadian talent.
This was de¬
feated on a heavy city council
vote.
During the city hall tempest, in
which a deputation from the vol¬
uble Citizens Reform League
called for all-Canadian talent and
branded the Autry contract as “an
insult to Canadian performers,”
other solons attacked this priority
on
international
entertainment
values and suggested that Arthur,
(Continued on page 53)

THE CHICAGO AGENTS SPEAK
An Open Letter to the Entertainment Industry:
The ENTERTAINMENT MANAGERS ASSOCIATION OF
CHICAGO is composed of over 100 business men who for
many years have furnished live entertainment for indus¬
try, business associations and trade groups.
Through the efforts of these business men, in the year
1955 more than ONE MILLION DOLLARS was paid to
THE PERFORMERS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE AMERI¬
CAN GUILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS.
For many years the members of AGVA have worked
in complete harmony with the various EMA offices and
virtually no disputes over working conditions, salaries,
etc., have ever existed. IN FACT, THROUGH THE EF¬
FORTS OF THE EMA OFFICES, MANY AGVA PERFORM¬
ERS ARE NOW MAKING IN EXCESS OF $1,000 PER WEEK.
There is in fact NO DISAGREEMENT NOW EXISTING
BETWEEN THE PERFORMING MEMBERS OF AGVA AND
THE EMA MEMBERS. However, on February 29th, cer¬
tain AGVA officials, without discussion or negotiation,
attempted to force several AGVA performers to cancel a
convention show because it was booked by a member of
the EMA.
This arbitrary action was taken because this EMA
booker REFUSED TO MAKE A YEARLY $50.00 DONA¬
TION TO THE COFFERS OF THE AGVA FOR THE PURPOSE
OF HELPING TO DEFRAY THE OPERATING COSTS OF
THIS UNION.
The mere fact that the AGVA PERFORMERS disre¬
garded the arbitrary demands of these AGVA officials is
ample evidence of the TRUE FEELINGS OF THE PERFORM¬
ERS THEMSELVES.
WE, THE MEMBERS OF THE ENTERTAINMENT MANA¬
GERS ASSOCIATION, BELIEVE IN THE AMERICAN. DOC¬
TRINE OF FREE ENTERPRISE AND WILL NOT BE COERCED
BY THREATS, AND WE SOLICIT THE SUPPORT OF EVERY
THINKING MEMBER OF THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY.

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGERS ASSN. OF CHICAGO
203 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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has a copious amount of material.
She does a parody on Tommy
Manville, “Daisy O'Rourke,” “En¬
tertainment,” “Ma and Pa,” and a
special lyric “From This Moment.”
A parody of “Diamonds Are a
Girl’s Best Friend” comes out “A
Husband is a Girl's Best Friend”
[LONNIE SATTIN
and wraps up her one-woman show..
Songs
Bobby Kroll did the orchestrations
25 Mins.
for Miss Anderson's numbers.
El Morocco, Montreal
She's a zesty atomic zoom good for
Lonnie Sattin, a handsome any lad’s minimum charge and
young colored boy with plenty of ready for the discovery depart-1
Guy.
personality and a self-assuredness ment.
that is never overpowering, seems
LUC
PORET
a cincheroo to make the “name”
Songs
brackets if present buildup con¬ 20 Mins.
tinues. A former band singer, he The Gate of Hornv Chicago
worked several Coast ‘ spots,
Going it alone in the U.S. for
thence Chicago and as all juve
singers hope was signed by a the first time, Luc Poret impresses
in
his premiere engagement sinrecording company and his first
Capitol platter. “Your Home Can gle-o. His previous American ap-.
Be Your Castle,” shapes solidly. pearances have been as an ac¬
companist to singer Genevieve.
Current engagement at El Mo¬ Touted as a name on the Contin¬
rocco is his first in Montreal and ent, this Gallic balladeer, in the
Sattin should be good for early re¬ black uniform now de rigeur for
turns as his type of singing and acts of this type, could very easily
mannerisms are a natural with lo¬ transfer his European status here.
cal cafeites. The son of Baptist
Displaying poise and an engag¬
minister, Sattin started singing at
an early age and the revival spirit ing charm onstage, Poret sings
has never left him, judging from with vibrance, projecting sharply
his rousing songalog th# night and causing excitement. He pref¬
caught. His gestures are broad and aces his songs, sung in French and
the emphasis on every number Spanish, with a charming recital
sharply handled whether he is do¬ of their story or meaning. He
ing a ballad such as “Web of Love” opens with an original, “Lola,” and
or his interpretation of “Stand Up segues with such Franco standards
and Fight” from “Carmen Jones.” as “La Mer” and “La Seifle.” He
At the moment, songalog seems a gets high response, particularly
bit scrambled and his striving to with the better-known selections.
please with a varied offering de¬ He does “Adios, Granada,” adding
tracts to a certain extent from any a gimmick opening of church bells
individual styling. However with done on the guitar swung in front
the right management, Sattin is of him and played with one hand.
an okay bet from any visual me¬ It’s effective. Turn has freshness
believable
sincerity,
and
dium; his appearance is good and and
piping big enough to overcome should do well in the intimeries.
Gabe.
any vocal gimmicks.
Newt.

New Acts
ORSON WELLES
Magico, Readings
25 Mins.
Riviera, Las Vegas
It took plenty of courage for’
Orson Welles to undertake tne Las
Vegas trek. On top of not having
an act assembled and ready for the
debut, there was the already
planted idea of Welles the actor,
in the minds of Las Vegas' Strip
patronage to offer another hurdle
for local acceptance. Actors, per
se, have not fared too well in these
parts.
What came forth in the opening
was a phantasmagoria of magico,
mindreading, levitation, and clos¬
ing dramatic reading of Shake¬
speare that consumed 75 minutes.
In the paring down, rerouting
process, most of the elaborate
magico with the outsize parapher¬
nalia was tossed out, leaving
quickie tricks. The levitation or
“hypnosis” trick, with the girl as¬
sistant propped horizontally on the
business end of a broom, is a sock
starter for the razzledazzle to
- follow.
The matching of cards, with
man in audience leaving the room;
mindreading stunts of several
kinds including a long-distance
phone call from someone at ran¬
dom ' in audience and party* at
other end choosing a word or a
card; and the matching of each by
Welles are all surefire. The mental
telepathy tricks, while walking
around the tables and writing on
slates, also grabs big kudosing.
None of the magico or the other
hocuspocus gets the complete and
undeniably great reaction than the
Wellesian readings from Shake¬
speare. His Marc Antony oration
from “Julius Caesar” is a warmup
for a solid piece of biz—makeup
onstage and donning costume for
delivery of the w.k. Shylock
speech from “Merchant of Ven¬
ice.” For this he is brought back
many times for bows.
The act, tightened into 25 mins.,
is a class entry, heightened by the
readings at close. Audience reac^
tion favors the Shakespearean ex• cerpts, so it would not be out of
the realm of possibility whatso¬
ever to foresee several shows in
the three-frame booking domi¬
nated more and more by these.
Moreover,, a full 25 minutes of
Welles doing scenes from the
Bard, or readings from literature
classics, or even the Rttcing Form,
would be received with tumultu¬
ous applause.
Will.
—

HOUSTON COMO CLUB
Houston, March 6.
Don Como, brother of Perry
Como, has leased the Pickwickian
School property for conversion into
the Como Club.
Property was leased for $60,000
for a five-year period.

CONNIE ANDERSON
Songs
30 Mins.
Guys And Dolls, Boston
Connie Anderson, well-tailored,
longstemmed singing comedienne,
has put together a sophisticated
act composed mainly of special
material, written by Eli Basse and
looks a likely bet for the lively
boites and tv showcasing. Miss
Anderson is a blonde, scenic dazzler in a flame red gown, designed
by Sal Anthony, and Funs through
some hypnotic razzledazzle rou¬
tines from Gershwin to Marilyn
Monroe impresh. A vet of femme
comedy bits on the Berle and
Gleason tv shows, she uses refer¬
ences to her. “custard pie” past in
special material opener, “On My
Own,” switches to “Don’t Take
Your Love From Me” for nice ef¬
fect, and is slick in a Helen Mor¬
gan impresh of “My Man.” She
has a wow Monroe bit complete
with wriggle. Blondiful charmer
is sharp in the patter department
and portrays potential for emcee
work also.
Miss Anderson has a nice flair
for phrasing and styling sprinkled
with s.a. She displays a lot of
verve and bounce in her stint and
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Modernaires Really
Taking to the Road
BY WALTER AMES
The singing Modernaires, will have a break until 11:30,
will really be ‘.'on the road’ when they will do the sec¬
starting tomorrow when they ond show, which has its fi¬
open at the Sahara in Las Ve¬ nale at approximately 12:45
gas with Bob Crosby and his a.m.
I
Bobcats.
The Modernaires then getj
The group will continue to ready to board the plane out]
do 'the daily Bob Crosby of Las Vegas. Rehearsals at
Show over. KNXT (2) at 12:30 9:30 a.m. at Television City
p.m. during their three-week here precede the show that
engagement in Las Vegas. goes on the air at 12:30 p.m,
They will commute to Los Following the show, the]
Angeles daily.
jgroup breaks up for 30 minStarting tomorrow, their ules.for lunch, then goes into
daily schedule will run some-:mus^c rehearsal for the folwhat as follows for three j lowing day’s show.
weeks with the exception ofj At 3 p.m. they start for the
airport, where they again
Saturday and Sunday:
Leave Internatiojial Air¬ leave for Las Vegas at 4 p.m.
port at 4 p.m.;arrive in Las'-,
Vegas at 7 p:m.; eat dinner;NnDrHnM3*•
and do first show at 8:30 p.m.,1
mWU Id I
running through to 9:45 p.m '
n
I
If
Following the first show they

ion BaseD

TONY ALAMO
Songs
12 Mins.
Beachcomber, Albany
Tony Alamo, . RCA artist and
former vocalist with the Sammy
Kaye orchestra, does a goqd singing
act. Headlining the bill, in a pew
policy of recording stars for week! end additions at this AlbanySchenectady Rd. club, Alamo does
four numbers, plus an introductory,
on show caught. He opens with
“Give My Heart To Yop,” follow¬
ing with “Temptation,” “Wander¬
ing” and “Wild Goose.”
Possessed of a pleasing baritone,
with ample range and fine feeling
for thejdramatic, Alamo projects
surely. CrWandering” was his big
hit with Kaye. An additional selec¬
tion, possibly in a different vein,
would be advisable. Too, a current
smash record would
enhance
Alamo’s value for after-dark spots.
Emcee' incorrectly tabbed him as
an MGM vocalist.
Small, but of nice appearance
and smooth stage presence, Alamo
was well received on a slow-mov-.
ing show. Bob Karch, pianist with
Jimmy D’Angelo's band, gives him
a splendid backup.
Jaco.
PERRY & DIANE
Dancing
12 Mins.
Steuben’s, Boston
Two personable youngsters, both
about the same size and both brun¬
et, have comboed.for a slick dance
act. Opening with “Gotta Dance,”
two display plenty of enthusiasm
and talent in a breakaway tap. rou¬
tine. Diane’s costume, pink with
sequin halter, is a knockout. They
do a neat “old soft shoe” routine
with straw hats. He does a single
spot tap bit with some sockturtis.Distaffer returns with a pink par¬
asol and both go into some great
interp hoofing. For clincher Diane
removes skirt of her pink’n pretty
costume, revealing neat gams, and
both sign off with a torrid boogie
culminating in acro-flip into walk¬
over.
Pair, with appeal of youth,
looks, freshness and talent can’t
miss.
Guy.
HARRY BAILEY
Comedy
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
There’s strong material In the
Irish element, but strong joke fod¬
der is also needed. Bailey, a
greenkilted
comedian,
has
bouncy Irrepressible air, but falls
down on use of too-weak story am¬
munition.
Plays violin between his patter,
adds frequent references to. his
kilt and violin, and shows friendly
and lively personality. Even at his
corniest—and hfe makes laffs from
the corn—he’s a likely type who
would go better with strong
speedy gags. Makes considerable
play here of puns and word-play.
With better scripting, would be
good bet for general run of vauderies, particularly in centTes where
Irish element- is strongest
Gordi -
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LEN DRESSLAlt
Songs
12 Mins.
*"
Black Orchid, Chicago
Len Oresslar makes his major
nitery bow hero with a rich-bari¬
tone doing a book - just a little bit
heavy for a cafe audience. Dresslar is handsome and poised on
stage and gets off to a fast, bouncy
start but then slows the pace with
rather somber numbers like "I'll
Cry Tomorrow,”
“Lighthouse,"
and “These Hands.” Thus he does
not showcase his talents to best
advantage and garners for the most
part only polite applause.
Dresslar, one -of the singing
stars of WBBM-TV's “In Town To¬
night," has the poise born", of
steady teevee exposure, • but he
needs an act for the niteries. With
a livelier and more varied book
and a little more across-the-footlights salesmanship, singer should
score on the cafe circuit. On open¬
ing show it seemed his turn was a
bit short. However, it shouldn’t
take much doing to make this a
solid act.
Gabe.
ALEXANDER’S DOG REVUE
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
This is a neat and skillful group
of pooches, all of different varie¬
ties.
Dogs indulge in lots of tripping,
leaps and high-stepping, and are
garbed both comically and in char¬
acter. Act also offers a United Na¬
tions type parade, each pooch
emerging dressed in a national
costume, such as the French can¬
can skirt. Finale is a near-whirl¬
wind affair with all the dogs dash¬
ing to and fro over swings and
down a high-elevation chute. This
latter spot is strong for yocks.
Dogs are presented by a cute
brunet distaffer who supplies the
glamor side, and by Alexander
himself. Okay for general run of
vauderies and for circuses.,
Gord.
BARRY
CLARK
&
LARRY
KNIGHT
Songs, Comedy
12 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.
Barry Clark & Larry Knight
have a novel act that mixes straight
songstering with a comedy rou¬
tine.
They’re
more
effective^
though, on the piping than on the
clowning. The pair open with an
okay operatic aria and close with
an imprpssive duet on “I Believe.”
Sandwiched in. between the vocaling is some chatter and lmpressonations designed for laughs. The
aping is good, but the material is
short on yock value.'
Jess. .

‘Fried Rice! Circuit May
Stage Comeback in Hub
Boston, March 6.
Indications that’ the “fried rice”
circuit, dead here for some 15
years, might stage a comeback was
seen last week with the audition¬
ing of talent by the town’s newest
and plushiest Chinese restaurant,
the
just-opened Rickshaw . on
Stuart St. Bob Abrams, manager of the
new Chinese eatery, which has a
65-seat upstairs cocktail lounge
above the 105-seat dining room,
said that the management was
considering the possibility of
talent, with negotiations going on
for a name chirp for the upstairsy
spot.
Guesses are that if the Rick¬
shaw starts showcasing talent, the
other Chinese restaurants around
town will follow suit. Many still
have their stagek and dance .floors
unused for years.

Hilton Unloading
=3
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which is owned by the N, Y. State
Realty & Terminal Co., a Subsid
of the N. Y. Central. For a spell
he might have upset- that deal. Hil¬
ton’s Hotel Roosevelt Corp. only
owned the leasehold on the Ropsevelt and that was sold to Sonnabend for $2,13Q,000. HCA assumes
all the common stock in-the hotel
leasehold, which expires April 30,
1964. HCA assumed operation of
the 1,100-room Hotel Roosevelt last
Thursday (1).. Sonnabend’s outfit
paid Hilton $750,000 cash and the
balance is due over a short period
of years.
In turn, Hilton Hotels Corp.
bought 250,000 shares of the com¬
mon stock of Hotel Corp. of Amer¬
ica as part of the 1,000-room May¬
flower Hotel (Washington) deal.
HCA paid Hilton $1,000,000 cash;
gave a note for $5,450,000; assumed
the $4,850,000 mortgage, plus that
250-share deal. Sale includes land,
building and contents.
Sonnabend’s HCA is an exten¬
sion of the Childs (restaurants)
Corp. which already owns the Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.; Edgewater Beach Ho¬
tel, Chicago; Cleveland Hotel,
Cleveland, and Somerset, Boston.
Sonnabend estimates HCA’s gross
revenues for 1956 at $55,000,000.
Hilton’s Domain
Hilton now has 26 hostelries op¬
erating domestic and foreign. His
last opening was in January of the
1,001-room Hilton-Statler, Dallas,
one of the uncompleted hostels he
had taken over as part of the chain.
Next new one is due in Mexico City
late this year (400 rooms); Cairo
(400 rooms) and Havana (650) are
due in ’57; West Berlin, London,
and Paris are on the future hori¬
zons, as is Acapulco, Mex. The
Beverly Hilton (450 rooms) in Bev¬
erly Hills premiered last summer,
only a few months after the Istan^
bul (Turkey) Hilton operation (300
rooms).'
Hilton’s $111,000,000 acquisition
of the Statler Hotels chain (nine
completed and Dallas uncompleted)
gave him the N. Y. flagship, once
called the Pennsylvania.
The Sheraton Corp. of America
(Ernest B. Henderson, president)
which had once bid -against Hilton
for the Statlers, has just closed
for the outright purchase, for $8,200,00Q of the famed Times Square
landmark, the -Hotel Astor. On
Sept. 15, 1954, it became the Shei>
aton-Astor, under .a two-year lease¬
hold for $1,400,000, with bption to
buy; and last week it became a
100% Sheraton Corp. property.
Henderson plans a $1,000,000 face¬
lift, especially with an eye to util¬
ization of “dead” space.

BUDDY CLAYTON
Currently CELEBRITY CLUB
11th W..V (Thank* Alan)

BUDDY CLAYTON
Held at ALAN GALE'S
"Versatile Buddy Clayton, who sings,
talks, tells lokes end mimics famous
personalities, will hold over In the
Alan Gale show at the Celebrity Club.
"Formerly a member-of ■ comedy
trio. Buddy left to branch out on hie
own and has been highly successful
•s a solo act."
MIAMI BEACH *UN, Feb. 29, 1911

Mcrnqger: DAVE JONAS
200 W. 57* St.. Now York, N. Y.

PBIL LAWRENCE aai MITZI
Just Completed

MEADOWBROOK, Ntw Jtr$«y
Currently

BROWN.HOTEL, LouisvlIU, Ky.
March 10-11—ERIE SOCIAL CLUE, Philadelphia
March 15—STEUBENS, Boston
Man.: KEN GREENGRASS
Dir.: G.A.C.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 7

Numerals

In connection with bills below indicate opening day «t show
whether full or split week

0

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; <M) Moss;
(P) paramount; (R) RKO;.(S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R) •
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Choral Ensemble
peiro Bros.
Michael Danzi

.Jimmie Rcrteaux
j0 Ann & Stanley
Kayrte
Ladd Lyon
Helen Kane
Wally Brown
Palace irj
—
(P) o•
Alexander & Gloria I 3 Tuckers

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
KeyaI (T) 12

!«<* * p
hjeal & Newtpn
joe Church
.
Romaine & Claire
Jenny Howard
Alain Diagora
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
Frank Ward
Jack Baker
Nola Molloy
j’s’p’n’e McCo m k
Ballet Girls (10)
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 12
Adele Inge
B ltaycs & D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Redcliffe
Rih-Aruso
Lawman & Robins
Rpmano & Maureen

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 5
Michael Holliday
Bin Maynard
Billy Wyner
Bruce Forsyth
Kay Sc Kimberly
Jack Reed
Harry Lloyd
Jolhia. & Joan
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 5
■'Dr. Crock’s Cra’kpts
Joe Black
King Bros.
Jimmy Parkinson
Bobby Dennis
Georges & DoHna
Two Peters
McAndrews & Mills
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (Ml 5
Hylda Baker
Two Mayfairs
Four Curibas
Saveen
Dargie Quartet
Grossetto & Gaston
Kirby & Hayes
Frances Duncan
BRIXTON
Empress (l) I
Harry Locke
Norman Stanley
Billy Walls
Linfield & Co.
Peggy O’Farrell
Whirlwinds
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) S
Beverley Sisters
Rey & • Ron3y
Stan Stennett
Skylons .
Bobby Limb
Shan
Tommy Tocky
Beryl & Bobo
CHELSEA
Palace (l) ■
Dave Winton
Jack Kirwan
Gloria Greens
Margie) Murray
Five ttobertls
Derex Beech
Lascelles
Joan"Agnes
Phil Valentine
Two Itrebors
Ernie Ellis
10 Lovelies
CHISWICK
v Empire (M) 3
Lester Ferguson
Rima Rudina ■
Syd & Max Harrison
Pour Gitson Girls
Jack Beckitt
Nelson Bros,
Botandos
EAST HAM
Palace (I) 5
Tommy Seymour
Ken Wilson
Derry & Johnstone
Eoy Harness
Shaw & Dale
M^hael Skinner
John Desmond
Duggie Chapman
Piccadilly Lovelies
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) S
Phyllis Dixey
Ray & Julian Jover
Devine Sc King
Tae1ni5?n * Carroll
Jack Tracy
Gary Miller
B )ly Dainty
LJro Dancers •

f«BVRY pa*K

,, Empire (M) S
AJma Cogan

& ?ei,da M»rvi

£?yne & Evans
the Rosinas
Harry Worth
Go.rtl«n & Hackford
* Doyle
A Hen Bros & June
GLASGOW
^.EmP‘re (M) I
Peter Brough

Barry Rugless
■
Robert O'Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb & Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wim De Jong
Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker
Dorothy Hickey
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 12
Hite & Stanley
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salic! Puppets
J & D Barker
M & E Rose
Laycock & Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chaler
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter

Ballet Montparnasse
Jones & Arnold
Rayner & Betty
Ronald Chesney
Leslie Welch
Ossie Noble
HANLEY
Royal (M) 5
Billy Cotton Ore
Lane Sisters
Bill Waddington
Pierre Bel
Fred Atkins
Alexanders Dogs
The Angelos
LEEDS
Empire (M) t
Carroll Levis
M & B Winters
Two Edorics
Eddie Goffron
Griff Kendall
LONDON
Metropolitan (I) S
Tommy Fields
Adelaide Hall
Ernest Arnley & •
Gloria
Two Pirates
Chris Carlsen
John Tiller Girls
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) S
Edna Savage
Shane Sc Lamar
Four Ramblers
Mongadors
Henderson Sc Kimp
Harry- Bailey
Les Marthys
Bobbie Kimber
Donald B. Stuart
LONDON
Palladium . (M) I
Slim Whitman
Tommy Trinder
Patachou
Three Monarch*
Arthur Worsley
Ghezzi Bros.
Frakson
Page St Bray
Flying De Pauls
George Carden Dcrs
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (Ml I
G H Elliott
Morris & Cowley
Randolph Sutton
Dawn Sc Hetty King
White Glamazons
Ben Ali Hassans
Hanley & Austin
Aerial Kenways
Flack Sc Lucas
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) S
Jat Herod
Manhattan Models
Syd Sc Paul Kaye
Walthon Sc Dorraine
Dennis Hale
.Wilson, Keppel Sc
Betty
J Sc J. Bentley
NORTHAMPTON
New (I) 5
Iris Poliakova
Jimmy Gaye
Prince Sisters
Florence Whiteley
Girls
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) •
Jane Delmonico
Dancers
Colin Robins'
Sid England
Ford Sc Sheen
A J Ppwers
Margaret Davies
Harry Wayne
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) S
Ronnie Hilton
Kazan St Katz
George Martin
Gold Sc Cordell
Baker Sc Douglas
Louise, Dogs Sc
Pony
Del Cortina

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
*1

f^oSS*

i"f‘e Remus
Rulh Price
w.,. *J?n So,r
Jfaye Ballard
^Ivia Sims

3 Flames
Phil Leeds
Jimmie* Daniels
Cameo
Mel Torme
Corky Hale
Roger’ Steele
Chateau Madrid
Amaya -Dancers
Rudy Adamo
Pancho Ore
Copacabana
Marlon Marlowe
Jackie Miles
Kirby Stone 4
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent

Mickey Calin
Amapola
Grace Genteel
Menenghitd Ore
Michael Durso Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Frank Marti Ore
Wesson & Polk
Downstairs
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk
Old Roumanian
June Erickson
Sadie Banks
Jack Fletcher
Joe Laporte Ore
Dody Goodman
D’Aquila Ore
Gerry Matthews
Park Sheraton
No. 1 Fifth Av«
Irving Fields Trio
Bob Downey
Eddie Layton
Harold Fonville
Rea Carpet
Elegante
Pat Harrington
George Jessel
Sheila Reynolds
Annette Warren
Dave Rogers
Rollo St Cressy
Red Benson
Russ Currie Ore
Town & Country
Hotel Ambassador
Harry Belafonte
Chauncey Gray Ore Burnell Dancers
Jani Sarkozi
Johnny Morris Ore
Quintero Ore
Two Guitars
Hot'l H'nry Hudson Olga Karpis
Three Suns
Eugene & Sonia
Joan Bishop
Andrei Hamshay
Hotel New Yorker Misha Usdanoff
Lenny Herman Ore
Koysta Poliansky
Hotel Plaza
Ore
Edith Adams
Versailles
Richard Hayman
Jack Cassidy
Ted Straeter Ore
Betty Benee
Mark Monte Ore
Pat Turner
Hotel Pierre
Carmen Alvarez
Gloria DeHaven
Larry Daniels
L & E Roberts
Cook & Corey
Aileen Morales
Neile Adams
Alan Logan Ore
Buff Shurr
Stanley Melba Ore
Richard Tone
Hotel Roosevelt
Eddie Lawrence
Guy Lombardo Ore
Sharon Shore
Hotel Statler
Salvatore Gioe Ore
T & J Dorsey Ore
Panchito Ore
Hotel Taft
Viennese Lantern
Vincent Lopez Oi*c
Vicky Autier
Hotel St. Regis
Erika Kolossy
Lanny Ross
Ernest Schoen Oi*c
Milt Shaw Ore
Harold Sandler
Ray Bari Ore
PauL Mann
Latin Quarter
Village Barn
Jerry Lester
Dick Hall
Julius LaRosa
G6orge Hopkins
George Tapps
Sophie Parker
Chiquita St Johnson Larry McMahon
Wazzan Tr
Alan Holmes Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Harold & Lola
Benny Goodm’n Ore
Rita Noble
Yasmina
Nat Brandywynne
Jo Lombardi Ore
Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Le Cupldon
Village Vanguard
Greteben Wyler
Hartig Sc Mazursky
Herb Jeffries
Ada Moore
Ernie Warren Ore
C Williams Trio

Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Gloria Van
Len Dresslar
Blue Angel
"Royal Calypso’*
Mighty Panther
Phyljis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Bobby Hackett
Jeri Southern
Chez Pare#
Nick Noble ..
Morty Gunty
Little Buck
Chez Paree Ad’r’b’s
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister Inn
Rat Moran 4.
Lurlean Hunter

Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton
"Icearama’*
Neff St Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman St Miml
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears St
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
- London Houso
Art Tatum Trio
Palmer Houso
Hildegarde
Jay Nemeth St
Nicky
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Leighton Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Oscar Cartier
Eileen Scott
Zulch St Noble
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heidt Revue
Biltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Lenny. Kent
Wonder & Barks
Hal Derwin Ore
Clro's
Mary Kaye Trio
Step Bros. (4)
Dick Stabile Ore
Geri Galian Ore

Crescendo
Mills Bros.
Dick Hazard Ore
Macaye
Lili St. Cyr
Isabella Campo
Frankie D’Amore
Dante Varela Trio
Mocambo
Alan Dale
Rubin Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge’
Bob Williams
Romanos Bros.
W. W. Stevens
Ffolliott Charlton
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Statler Hotel
Grade Fields
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Frank Pai*ker
Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
'fun Tun
Don Ardenv Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Certex
Vicki Young
Madcaps
Jimmy Ray
Sherman Hayes Ore
JEI Rancho Vegas
Betty Grable
Harry James Ore
Mr. Ballantine
Buddy Rich
Cover Girls
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Flaming#
Pearl Bailey
Bill Bailey
Harold Stern Ore
Dandees
Starlets
Lou Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Polly Possun
Joe Wolverton
Jack Wedell
New Frontier
'Blackouts'
Ken Murl-ay
Marie Wilson
Harmonicats
Andiea Dancers
Robei't Lamouret
Dorben Dancers
Garwood Van Ore
Riviera
Orson Welles

Toni Arden
Amin Bros.
Dorben Dancers
Ray Sinatra Ore
Sahara
Vaughn Monroe
Jean Carroll
Happy Jesters
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Peggy Lee
Reese St Davis
Beachcombers
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrell!
Ore
Showboat
Layne St Hynes
Sharon Knight
Lawrence St Bev’i-ly
Rossi St McDermott
Garr Nelson
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Ralph Young
Russ Clark
Denise Bennett
Cliff Ferre
*
Sparky Kaye
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
Merry Mac6
Arthur Blake
Cordolins
Colleanos
Thunderbird D’c’r’s
Barnet Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina & Rcnea
i
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Eni'ica Sc Novello
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan*
Gina Valenle
Hal Fisher

Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Frankie Laine
Buddy Hackett
Blaekbui-n Twin#
Len Dawson Ore
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manner*.

Clro's
Billy Daniels
Benny Payne
Morey Amsterdam
Bob Savage Trio
The Treniers
DiLldo Hotel
Barton Bros,
Sager Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Oi’C
Bea Kalmus
Eden Roc
Jane Froman
Bobby Van
Copsey & Robee
Cy Coleman Trio
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Fontainebleau
M & G Champion
Paul Grey
Sacasas Ore
Lucerne
Shecky Greene
The Tip Toppers
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Oi*c
Latin Quarter
Arthur Lee Simkins
Johnny Puleo
Harmonica Rascals
Charlivels
KgenhamCGirfeVUe

Naomi Stevens
Antone St Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Place Plgalte
Pat Halladay
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadie St Rack

Noro ^Morales14Ore
San souci Hotel
F?eddyUCaVioyorc

Palace, IV. Y.
ues big.
Michele Arnaud is a
Joe Howard, Berk & Halloio, Monde looker with a velvet voice
John Gallus> Barry Clark & Lorn, and a relaxed songalog It is acsaxony Hotel
Knight, De Lage & Shirley, Pig- eompamed by an intelligent lyric
ice Review spec
meat Markham St Co Shield ir Sr JnterP» and she shapes as a fine offAlda, Lee Davis, Myron"Kornc*
Myron Roman lif-person^chances for* thePtf> s^311
LeOT
Awl
Bobby May
House
Orch■ “Killer
“Killer Is
It Loose”
T nntr” 111 person cnances lor the U. S.
House Orch;
(UA), reviewed in Variety,
MarMcP?x°uand 3
iUA),
Variety, Feb.
Feb. ‘jbout^ern^tin?L‘thPP]ly t* rn0cl£"
Dave Lester orch
]1, ’55
**
about acio stint with plenty of prat’56.
Johnny Silvers ore
’
tails; Fast and hardworking, this
Frank Stanley Ore
is a good filler. Tay-Ru is a line OffGene Bayios
Vaude spread at the Palace this' beater. He gets atop a lamppost
Van
SaS Smith
Smith*'
week is generally appetizing. The j£$ i^W^rcSed^anrfS S*
C Reader Ore
c ?eadiesie°Hotei
bl11 offers some eye-catching terps, | this by putting, twobottlcs!^ neck to
Sea Isle Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
part’y Abbott °rc
an interesting magico act, a few neck, atop a metal globe and going
Pasty Abbott
8 ■i’hundeJbird
scattered yocks, and*a bit of nosta- np on this with one hand. A fine
Thunderbird
Maxie Rosenbloom
gja.
The last item is provided by do^bWrl^pY’^:, Tn° M,assetty
Ni^Nax
Nic-Nax °Senbl°°m
c,° a oicycle act with a good snrinLuis
the venerable Joe Howard, who kling of comedy as one iumos in
i-ul. Gomez
c'omM Dncrs
D

T«nVPToP.z Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Flash O’Farrell
Marian WiJkens
Denise
Atoma
Kenilworth
Gil Marr
Carroll & Gorman
Miclirel Marvin Ore
Monle Carlo Hotel
'hil Foster
Eileen Barton
Mai*tin & Maio
r eonard Young
.,en Novaek Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Danny Rogers
Murray. Franklin
Allan Walker
Nautilus
Joey Bishop

_
Fal
g s, PuUy
gea^EamT
Williams
A1i?.ia Marquez
Sal he Blaa
ir1U*Z
Sallie
Blair
Noro Morales Ore
Versailles
Hotel
Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy
Shepard
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
Sury&CK°n
A
J & Ron
Teddy
King ?
Or
Ore
Teddy Kin,
5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
C
The Vagabonds
Vagabond
(4
He’ene Dixon
Ronnie Eastman
Eastma
Janet Grey
Frank Linale Oi*c
O
Woody Woodbury
Woodbi

Tropicana
Gloria & Rolando
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarisse Novo
Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos
P. Godino
Casino Playa Orq

Fajardo Orq
Sans Souci
Joanne Gilbert
Goofers
Ceferino Barios
Sonia Calero
•Nancy Lopez
Victor Alvarez
Ramon Iglesias
Rivero Ore
Ballet .
R Ortega Ore
Nacional
Felicia Sanders
Parisien Ore
Cuban Ore

Mapes Skyroom
• Rose Marie
Woodson Family'
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick-

Riverside
Davis Sc Reese
Remanos Bros.
Beverlee Dennis
Starlets <8)
Bill Clifford Ore

OvfaR’liiSlf
Ull"D Waf
from page l ..
other upcoming innovation is the
availability of a standard off-Broadway program titled Showbill, and
styled along the lines of the regular Playbill used for Broadway the-

,
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on “Vo®untarythbas^0gra,n
^
Several member groups of the
organization, which takes in 42
outfits, are following the lead of
Broadway in taking co-od ads in
some of the dailies (see seDarate
In addfttin the S
story). In addition the member
outfits plug each other m program
and lonhy poftei's> The ^SS"charges $20 yearly dues and $5
membership fee.
The association’s administrative
setup includes John F. Grahame
(Provmcetown Players) president;
Bill Whiting (Stock Representativ?’„ 1“;!,' e?eC“Hv? secretary,
and Bob Murphy (Gateway Theatre), treasurer. Carole Phillips
(Studio “A” Players) is administrative secretary, while Stella Holt
(Greenwich Mews Playhouse) is
first vice president, Lucille Lortel
(Theatre de Lys) is second veepee
and Lionel Shepard (Pantomime
Theatre) is third v.p.
._
■ - ■
■it . ■ ■■
.

Tinted Features,_.
—
,rora
1—
much as the Code seal is issued
_ „

at times a good deal in advance
of release, is significant in that it
represents a change in thinking.
With the advent of the big screens,
and particularly CinemaScope, the
accent was definitely on tint values,
and at several companies it still is.
However, such successes as
“Marty” and “From Here to Eternity” have impressed the fifinmakers, and there is no question that,
if the subject on hand has a “mood”
are toaay
apt to
to conconquality, tney
they are
today apt
quality
sider the black-and-white treatmpnt
The onlv studio where there is
The only studio vvheie theie is
“
° An il'S?
rdr
chiome is 20th Fox, which is de
voted exclusively to CinemaScope
lo be used with a black-and-white
feature. There have been suggestions that CinemaScope ini b & w
might be quite effective. However,
the 20th brass—and particularly
Darryl F. Zanuck—didn’t see it
Uia.tway*

"in"^
lid to ^AlaT^hTn^n^ ™W
him6 ^ ^
WnttCn ^ j
who gets Old of "a slSFt?
±
.
... i jacket in a minute. Ho is chained
R
/ T-lVrfw rlfen!Ivina
. i SCC,Urely and hunS Up b.V his feet,
,
^ & . Hallow,, displaying able and gets out in two minutes
A
hoofing in an ei^ht-mmute stint. ;;0od sideshow entry and norirnliv
They’re a nice-looking couple and , hard to takel a Imuso HoweJer^
e, .ly f,M fho iTquuTments o he j “he Is^pereonaMe and his escape.
kickoff slot John Gall us follows i ai*e dramatically made and are in
wilhwme trick clannetine. abet-1 for good applause. And-c Vollon is
tfnc bR.;„ rLF£pf *»rrvnvni»<!'!' 8
impreaaionbt who remains
review®'"u'ndm New Aots'comhine |
ObWoSs
' over-'
tre^Ssndtng and conle<ly ln lhe i stated smugness and mitgping make
I, I,
i,
,
.t ;thl,s appreciated here but of little
At the halfway mark on the value for U. S.
eight-act card, De Lage & Shirley
Robino aMin hoc an „„lleiloi
tfon S°Son°r

^

age here.
MoJk.
runs through rfP^r,find„rSlI
a bagful of illusion
mosK- *
and sleieht of hand tricks. Pigment
Markham & Co. then move in for
ii.. mr v
the familiar slapstick courtroom
nr
‘
**
sketch Don Sinclair & Gloria AlBarnes, Alfredtto Orch H3),
da follow with a pleasana dance
Montgomery, Bonita Sisters
exhibition. The team has a frcdi (2), Leaders (5), Malagon Sisters
appeal that enhances their agile
2
Zephyrs; “Pete Kelley’s
footwork.
Blues” (WB).
Comedian Lee Davis, in the
next to closing spot, has an affable
Tlie Latino beat, a touch of
delivery and tosses off a long line rhythm blues and some straight
of gab that’s sprinkled with laughs, nilery song styling via Mae Barnes
Howard, decked out in a flashy top don’t add up to much of a show in
hat and tails costume, plus cane, th;s Apollo round,
wraps up the session nicely with
Miss Barnes has been around the
his songalog -and a brief cakewalk, night club beat and the legit
Jess.
boards, but she doesn’t seem savvy
to the demands
of this
house’s
uci.iaiiu.', ux
ims nouses
clientele. She’s
»
*
•_T.
She s got a bouncy and
Itonaelier. Vienna
Itonacrlior.,
pleasing way in front of a mike,
Vienna, Feb. 21.
but the material lacks the zing for
Eva Frank, Pastello, Sylvesters ^™d aPproval here Her special
(2) „
-(3) 0,fcor Bo,lcl(i u ong material which has gone over
Alh’
rhrittiav Dn-nrert n, °, er medla. receives respect£* ££%£
^^“‘reneTo^^d
ml
Dawlath Soliman. Frmicis Know I Shou dn’t Hav- TnistP^
D
• Bela K
GaUi-Galli, That Man'- 'Td Rather wfke Un
Bv Myself,” “Georgia Brown” and
a^S
"Topsy."
.
t?!, ylu T
k.
For
the L,atl.,l
Latino
The new Ronacher variety show,
'kk-t
0 fans,
fans* Alfredito’s
Alfredito’s
under management and direction
faals^L“fchl!e. beat. in an
of Bernhard Labriola, is in full
shot midwav in the
sw^n6- Introduction of this kind v’b°w, but the crew gets little more
‘Of entertainment, despite pessimisdo than back the turns. The
.
{
in some quarters, was ^on;ta Sisters, two lonrt-stemmed
crowned with many sold-out even-1 ^fuls, come across okay with
ings, despite a record cold wave, i some south-of-the-border stepping,
c’
„
aiu, and lhe three Malacon Sifters are
d’Uena w® Saf ihS? :r,lKhtc,d lat^r 1" v0(',’l
duA„^™ , 'Se ?hree Henry, kick Je°mamboSUthe ch^haTha^and
off withneat display of acroba- Ke Snrae
Pha-cha-cha and
tics. The two Sylvesters star as
The Leaders a five man romho
comic “pickpockets” and have the ho!d the Anoilo’s rib f-'aneh?se
patrons on their side, as has Hans wjth a mi)d stint lhat inch ea
Baldauf as emcee.
such tunes as “Be Mv Girl ”
joe Billers scores as accordion “St.ormv Weather” and “Dearest
player with familiar classics. Head- Beloved.” Latter is the swinpiest
liners Dawlath Soliman does the and their best offering The Two
top dancing.
Pastello, speed Zephyrs, a slick male terp duo, pull
painter, and Eva Frank on the in a heavy score with a panfo
trapeze, are very good.
version of a dice camp that winds
With Norbert Pawlicki’s orches- 1{P in mayhem-. Dick Montgomery
tra, the Ronacher has signed up d°a" aJ®qj;?ft^'em?<:e!1n7'1ob' but
the open;ng
one of the best bands in the land. lh«
openmg bit in
m which he comes
out ,n
in dra^
drag .an(l
and starts stnoping.
stripping,
Maas.
0l,t
uuuiu
ue eliminated.
eximinaicci.
uros.
could be
Gros.
vHoliino, Paris

pari,. March i

Roger-Picrre & Jean-Marc Thl
bault, Richiardi Jr. (5) Michele Ar- ]
naud, Tay-Ru, Trio Massetiy, Alanlan! Andre
Alan,
Andre Vallon,
Vallon, Mathurins
Mathurins (2);
cn’t
$1.50 top.
,ou 1 p'
_
......
,
out
holies have come
Out of the boites
Roger-Pierre
Dger-Pierre and Jean-Marc Thibault,
irrepressible duo
lUlt, and this nrepiessible
fits well here. Zesty takeoff on
gangster pix, oaters, existentialism
and others are done with ebullience
and simplicity, with the audience
brought into, this
winks
and
u.« with
w
~
asides, ana tne two actually going
down and dancing in the aisles. It
is a.showmanly entry, flanked by
d material and lively personalfiles but remains primarily Gallic,
couldn’t translate this easily
for
s chances.
J
' Richiardi Jr. (5) bripgs his fastpa,ced magjco act in for excellent
resuns. nis fine prestidigitation
jjifs and expert levitation aspects
makes this one of the top illusion
acts on the boards here, and. looks
a sure bet for U. S. vaude and
video, with sight and interest val-

-

-. .
Toronto Solons
_

Si
« Continued from page M
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_v_ .
, ,
a?, a" . experienced
Cen<?u* showman
showman, be
allowed to run his own produc»» - "i. f," prn,du0"
tion
without
interference
‘X JlS™1 ,"tSrfe",ce from
fr!>m
vote-seeking
and
flag-waving
members of the Board of Control
Controf
Following
dav
all
Town
day,
Toronto
amusement columnists rode in
to ihP
the
rescue of^ Arthur and
Int
jnt, Qut th t ,
ihsn
’ nf ihZ
former’s talent^ ohaioo rnmne
j^1 LT ‘s entertadnment ffeld f ihU
™is
including rounduo of some 500 perfornier<? for
<toe;n non nut fnr tho
“Jr[uers ior a ^dou.uwu nut lor the >
fortnights spec at $3.50 top.
Leading the fight against the
mayor and his cohorts was Aiderman Donald Summerville (whose
father owns a chain of theatres in
Toronto and is a partner of FamPus Players Canadian), who
point-blank told dissenting memhers of the city council that they
knew nothing about show business
and to attend to their own, despite
that the CNE hurt the local film attendance for a fortnight.
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considerable. With Eddie Web¬
B’chcomber, Miami B ch is
er backing him at the ivories, he
Miami Beach, March 3.

puts over a warm and rewarding
show.
Benson also essays an occasional
stand. He delivers a song in a
laudable manner. He has an affa¬
ble air, handles a story nicely and
Operator Norman Schuyler has makes a good impression on the
reopened his huge Beachcomber house.
after keeping the 900-seater shut¬
Rest of the bill comprises two
tered since end of '55 for sevcx'al femme
who deliver object
reasons, chief being inability to lessons singers
on the transformation of
book the type of big name draws acts to meet
the requirements of
he feels must be featured to offset the smaller rooms,
now getting to
the tough hotel-cafe competition.
Teeoff week had Nat (King) ColeT' be the vogue. Sheila Reynolds,
;Vho
normally
sings
in a big manas the lure for warmup period,
socko business resulting, leading to nerkhas reduced her volume so
high hopes for Schuyler's big punch that the tunes In her original con¬
for the late blooming season. Cur¬ ception no longer carry the same
rent triple-topper lineup is in for values. However, with further
service in this environment, she
three weeks.
should be able to tailor ’her tunes
Sophie Tucker is a staple in this for this type of outlet. She’s a
spot, having made it her annual likeable singer, and*a looker who
Beach base for years. The inde¬ has enough savvy to make the
structible veteran, .per usual, is an proper transformation.
object lesson for younger distaffers
Isobel Robins, on the other
in the biz who keep utilizing the
same special material and tunes. hand, has specialized in special
The Tucker formula always brings material in various niteries around
her back with new coutouriering, town, and has eschewed this type
new hairdo and slew of new lyric¬ of singing in favor of straight
lines for the patronage she at¬ chanting. Perched on a stool and
carrying a hand-mike, Miss Rob¬
tracts.
ins dishes out a warm, charming
With Ted Shapiro now an even bit of vocal music. She has an
more integral part of the act than easy manner that seems to draw in
before, her session wings off with the crowd and a catalog of songs
breezy intro on years in the pro¬ that goes over nicely. One of her
fession and current slimmed-down better items is “Blue Moon" with
silhouette, “You Don’t Have To Be
original lyrics, and another has
Young To Be Beautiful,” Shapiro athedash
of indigo which spices up
departing his piano for verbal by¬
the
turn.
play. There’s- also the must in her
Dave Rogers does the piano
melange, the lightly lecture-lined
backing and his lull music pro¬
rhythmic dispensing of advice to vides
an easy background. Jose.
all; the Tucker forte, broad, brash
but funny tales of the war of the
sexes; an unabashed bash of line¬
Flamingo, Las Vegas
age scoring the males from
Las Vegas, Feb. 21.
Spanish American war types to
Pearl Bailey, Bill Bailey, Danmodern muscle-men-to-twister, a dees (2), Ron Fletcher Dancers
bit with Shapiro. Reprise segment, (6), Louis Basil Orch (10),; $2
limning of tunes she's been asso¬
ciated with, winds her into begoff minimum.
returns.
Pearl Bailey will very likely fill
Frankie Laine is co-headliner on
for the next four
the bill and rates the closing slot the Flamingo
A new gambit in staging
he’s been assigned. A much more frames.
brings
la
Bailey
out to interrupt
relaxed songster than when seen
here last, he still retains enough the Louis Basil orchestral over¬
of the old frenetic quality to build ture with a few lines of comedy
his winning way with the tablers. and bits of song as a warmup. She
The jampacked biggery embraced stays on through opening Ron
his offerings enthusiastically open¬ Fletcher terp production, then
ing night. Laine doesn't hesitate in exits to return for dosing 40 min¬
pouring it on, parading an array utes. This is filled with the typical
of the platter clicks he’s identified round of ditties bearing subleties
with, working in new cleffings to and hilarious innuendoes, yet never
add balance, spelling his tune- going into the deep end of the
tales with brief, pleasant intro gab. blue.
The play of humor is always
Laine's routining is intelligently
devised and backing by his trio, present and the big yocks roll in
led by pianist-conductor A1 Lester, without ceasing from her “Strike
with assist from the Len Dawson While the Iron’s Hot” through adhouse crew, adds zing to the vice-to-femmes medley, “Mouton,
Muskrat to Mink,” and “Laziest
projections.
. Buddy Hackett, now an assured, Gal in Town.” Finale is “Won’t
polished comic, handles the laugh- You Come Home, Bill Bailey,” a
making assignment with ease. The natural intro for reprise of brother
hoofology amid a Fletcher
rotund little guy worked this area Bill’s
early in the season at the Fontaine¬ routine.
Bailey’s turn includes some
bleau and scored in those, plush topBilltapistry,
plus his “preacher”
precincts. In this hugery, he hits
monolog
insert and top impresh of
as strongly, wrapping up his pack¬
age of waggery into a punch pack¬ Bojangles Robinson's stair steppery
age that keeps him in complete Dandees, new to this western nitcommand throughout. There’s a ery, have a rompy musical sesh
good load of new stuff in his com¬ with accordion duets and one dou¬
bling on trumpet.
Louis Basil
edy compote.
ably gives the downbeats and alter¬
The Blackburn Twins open the nates as emcee from the pit along¬
proceedings adeptly with their vis- side the proscenium.
Will.
a-vis chatter, patter-songs and
hoofing.^ Topper, as always, is
Rlack Hawk, S. F.
their mirror dance, the well-re¬
San Francisco, Feb. 22.
hearsed misses and “ad-lib” break¬
ups aiding in the climaxer. Len
Modern Jazz Quartet (4), Cal
Dawson and orch, as noted, handle Tjader Mambo Quintet (5) with
the showbackings in top style.
Brew Moore; Admission $1.
Sophie Tucker (with Ted Sha¬
piro), Frankie Laine, Buddy Hackett, Blackburn Twins, Len Dawson
Orch; $1.50-$4.50 bev. minimum.

Lary.

C lro'S, Hollywood
Los Angeles, Feb. 23.
Mary Kaye Trio; Four Step Bros.,
Dick Stabile Orcji (6); $2-$2.50

cover.
That long Las Vegas booking
didn’t lessen the impact of the
Mary Kaye Trio’s exuberant
song-selling, so it was a “fresh-asa-daisy” teeoff at Ciro’s last Thurs¬
day (23). In for a four-week stand,
the act will draw its fans and pros¬
pects are pleasant for the run.
Opening show' found auditors
reluctant to let Miss Kaye, brother
Norman and Frank Ross get off, so
they were around 38 minutes with
11 numbers, each hitting the mark
because of the way this act mer¬
chandises its wares. Among the 11
numbers, all solidly sold with the
trio’s trademarked special antics
and asides, there are several real
standouts.
Norman Kaye’s offkey solo of
“Begin the Beguine” is for laughs
and gets them. So is a “Herman
Hover” special that, among other
things, makes mention of his cur¬
rent talent fight with the big book¬
ing offices.
The Four Step Bros, get the show
underway with their accomplished
terping, seen plenty around these
parts but always welcome. Dick
Stabile’s six-man crew alternates
for show and dancing.
Brog.

Colony, London
London, fM>. 21.
Peggy Taylor, Felix King & Don
Carlos Orchs; $5 minimum.

This is Peggy Taylor’s third time
across the Atlantic to headline at
this Berkeley Sq. restaurant. Due
to a miscalculation of audience
tastes, she doesn’t quite make the
same good impression, this time,
but minor adjustments to the rou¬
tining and the elimination of some
of her introductory spiel should
put that right.
Oddly enough,, the weakest link
in Miss Taylor's songalog is her
special material which, while rec¬
ognizably acceptable for America,
is a missout for London. Partic¬
ularly in this groove is the specialty
song, “A Part For Me,” a tale of
woe of the struggles of the Holly¬
wood starlet, which relies too
strongly on a knowledge and ap¬
preciation of showbiz backgrounds.
References in the same entry to
the Misses Hopper and Parsons
mean about as much to the average
cafe customer as would a reverse
arrangement, in which a British
columnist is quoted in an American
song.
On the other hand, the chanteuse
scores with her powerful delivery,
which is suitably restrained for
dramatic ballads and which she
handles with creditable savvy.
There’s also a nice touch in the
way she's updated her version of
“Little Things Mean a Lot” to in¬
clude snippets on Grace Kelly and
her Prince, and cute references to
a number of local personalities.
Another good idea is the way she
describes the evolution of the love
song from the beginning of the
century to the present day. An
Anglo-French entry, “When the
World Was Young,” is sung with
commendable sincerity.
The Broadway vocalist gets the
best possible help from the resi¬
dent Felix King orchestra. With
the maestro at the ivories, she re¬
ceives precision backgrounding.
The Don Carlos orch is on hand to
take care of the Latunes. Myro. '

Additional proof of the strong
Roil Carpet, N. Y.
I draw inherent in. modern jazz is . Chez Faroe, Montreal
Pat Harrington, Red Benson * given in this billing. The Modern
Montreal, March 2.
Jazz Quartet, recent winner of va¬
Sheilam Reynolds, Isobel Robins,
rious jazz polls, packed the house ■ Dick Martin & Dan Rowan, Larry
Dave Rogers, Eddie Weber; miniopening night for all five shows Marvin, Three Renowns, Carl Balmums $3,- $.50.
and looks certain to do turnaway aban, Harvey Ross, Nick "Martin
business on the weekends. Despite Orch (6), Michel Sauro Quartet; no
Erstwhile disk jockey Red Ben¬ the fact that this group has not, cover,. minimum or admission.
son is running a truly thriving flooded the market with LPs it has1
drop in the fashionable sector of a growing strength with the jazz
The rather uncertain fate of
town. The Red Carpet is a taste¬ j buffs and it also attracts a fair¬ Chez
Paree seems settled with
fully decored and charming in- sized following from the older boniface
Solly Silvers' decision to
timerie that seems to be catching ! folks.
keep his shows in the upstairs Fon¬
on for some very solid reasons.
Strongpoint of the group is deli¬ taine Bleu Room and turn the
Primary -reason seems to be Put cate, intricate original music in a
floor area into a straight
Harrington, one of the survivors of jazz vein with emphasis on the ground
dinery. This definite policy lias re¬
the fabled Club 18 which provided piano and vibraphone and occa¬ duced
the
confusion rife among the
one of the more mellowed memor¬ sional solos by the bassist. A great
who were never quite sure
ies of 52d St., and which incubated selling point is the fact that there patrons,,
which
room
would have the better
a lot of talent in its day. Harring¬ are no drum solos to deafen the
and has reestablished this
ton. together with Frankie Hyers, customers’ ears. Emcee chores are show
spot as one of the best in town. A
Jackie Gleason and the late Jack split among vibist Milt Jackson pattern
booking by owner Sil¬
White, and sometimes Roy Sedley, and pianist John Lewis and both vers has ofalso
done much to boost
helped elevate the insult to an art. add to the class air of the act by returns,
which have been okay in
and brought a different type of hu¬ explaining some of the musical past few weeks.
This pattern,
mor to the speakeasy era.
ideas they express in their playing. which has never failed in this par¬
. Harrington no longer specializes Group is growing into a top attrac¬ ticular spot, has always laid em¬
m the insult, but seems to have be¬ tion oh the jazz circuit and is cap¬ phasis on comedians, and current
come a charming and professional able of playing the classiest spots layout is no exception.
Irishman. The management, on and need not be limited to the
Headliners, Dick. Martin and
night caught, obligingly spotted usual jazz joint.
Dan Rowan, who first played Mon¬
a brace of Gaelic parties in the
The Tjader Mambo Quintet,
area
immediately
surrounding which added tenor Brew Moore treal a year ago in Silvers’ other
him, and in short order got up a for this engagemerit, is a solidly boite, the Down Beat, continue to
party spirit which permeated the swinging group with a split musi¬ score with their offbeat comedies,
entire room. Harrington’s songs cal personality—half mambo, half and are probably the best of the
and stories recall another day, but jazz. On either side of the musical upcoming comedians to play this
as Harrington essays this bit of fence they operate efficiently and town for several years. In the year
nostalgia, it seemed a charming, Tjader’s vibes wo;k is a strong since first appearing here, team
has strengthened its routines, add¬
lively era. His skill as a performer selling point.
Rafe;
ed ■ deft tuoches ' to the various
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satires offered, and although, mate¬
rial is muqh the same, the im¬
provement is evident throughout..
Larry Marvin does vo.cal chores
with a collection of oldies and
special material numbers ’ that
score from the sheer exhuberance
and drive guy puts into session.
Something of a novelty for Chez
Paree customers is violinist Carl
Balaban, who tees off revue with
his gypsy music. Rather a slow
starter, Balaban builds nicely and
his hep fingering holds for a fine
reception.
The 3 Renowns open
with the usual ballroom terps but
soon drop into their rough-andtumble part, with the two males
putting their
femme
partner
through some wild acrobatics, con¬
sidering the limited space and low
ceiling.
Nick Martin batons entire show
and Harvey Ross does emcee
chores, with the Michel Sauro
cqjnbo cutting dansapation inter¬
ludes.
Newt.

Velvet Club, N. Y.
Stuart Harris, Charlie Beal;
minimum.

$5

Smaller rooms seem to be mush¬
rooming around the east side of
New York. It seems that many
cafegoers are no longer content to
take a chance on an entertainer
turning a room Into an intimate
spot. The trend seems to be pa¬
tronage in rooms which become
crowded when all the waiters and
busboys show up for work. The
feeling of isolation on the part of
the customer is completely elimi¬
nated. Now if they can get rid of
claustrophobia, entrepreneurs are
on their way to creating the per¬
fect nitery atmosphere.
Newest of the vest-pocket emporia is Martha Kay’s Velvet. Club,
located on the site of what was
formerly a straight eatery. The
room is operating with two acts.
Charlie Beal, singer, a long¬
time fave in Paris, is paired with
Stuart Harris in providing the en¬
tertainment.
Harris has been
around New York cafes for a num¬
ber of years, but is now starting
to give evidence of maturing vo¬
cally. His tenor has a highly pleas¬
ing quality. He has a delivery that
combines smoothness and vigor
and thus is able to do a large as¬
sortment of tunes effectively. Har¬
ris is handsome and he nets re¬
warding mitts for his efforts.
The room is decorated simply,
but with rich colors predominat¬
ing, to provide a warm effect.
Jose.

Eden Roc, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Feb. 24.
Harry. Belafonte (with Millard
Thomas), Augie & Marga, Henry
Tobias, Mai Malkin Orch; $3.50$7.50 minimum.

Harry Belafonte premiered the
resplendent Cafe Pompeii in this
new super-hostel during the late
Christmas holidays to overflow
crowds, topping any other attrac¬
tion In town at the time. In this
return engagement, despite the
novelty of the newery having worn
a bit and competition at its compe¬
titive height, the handsome balladeer is holding up. as a stout draw
with patronage on the healthy sidS
for two shows nightly—capacity
houses are the rule for first ses¬
sions, near sellouts at the mid¬
night editions.
The inherent Belafonte dynamic
quality is allowed full play on the
spacious Pompeii stage, vital pro¬
jection hitting to all corners of
the 550-seater.
Fluid delivery,
which has him working out -his
folk-tales and calypso chants on
hand make in striding, graceful
manner, grabs aud attention from
walkon, then holds for a strong
build throughout.
There’s also an irreverent, laugh¬
ing touch in his handling of an oc¬
casionally noisy group that quickly
brings them to attention—quite a
feat when tried on the hep types
who come to be seen as well as
see in this poshery. Overall, the
Belafonte stint adds up as a solid
40-or-so minutes of off-trail con¬
cepts for cafe audiences. There’s
a topping sequence in which cap¬
tains, waiters and busboys, grouped
in a corner of the room, suddenly
emerge as a massed choir led by
Belafonte in an amusing special
anent tips on tipping.
Millard
Thomas, perched on stool mikeside, adds a fine assist to the gen¬
erally exuberant spirit in which
act is purveyed, jo add to the
wrapup quality engendered.
Augie & Margo are exciting
inambo-Latin terp exponents.
Eschewing much of the monotonous
bongo beat, they win warm re¬
sponse with interweaving of spins,
leaps and modern-ballet pic-poses
to add color hnd distinction to
their routines. Henry Tobias
makes an amiable conferencier,
while Mai Malkin’s orch showbacks
in highly competent manner.
Lary. >

Tropicava, Havana
Havana, .Feb, 20,
Johnny
Puleo
& ' Harmonica.
Gang, Taybee A/rc^, Ana Qloria &
Rolando, Leonela Gonzalez, Xio«
mara Alfaro, Miguel Angel .Ortiz,'
Solera- de Espana Orch, Miguel
Angel Blanco, Armando Romeu
Orch, Senen Suarez Orch; Pro¬
duced by Rodney; $2 minimum
($6 at tables). .

Tropicana is doing its bit to help
the Good Neighbor Policy. The
latest show is built around Mexico
(music, costumes, dances) and is
titled “Mexican Fantasy.” Like all
Rodney productions, it is a tropical
spectacular employing a troupe of
56 persons.
,
The costumes are as brightly
colorful as the tunes, and no1 Mexi¬
can peon could afford the serapes
and costumes here displayed. The
songs are the gay familiar ones,
“Rancho Grande,” “Jalisco” and
“Guadalajara,” and inevitably, the
hat dance. There is even a brief
cock fight on stage.
The costumes are basically gen¬
uine, representing the various
Mexican states.
But perhaps to
emphasize the good neighborliness
of it all, the Mexican bamba is
danced by a group in Cuban native
outfits.. (As done in Mexico, during
the bamba a couple ties a knot in
a rope with their daricing feet, but
this is not attempted here.)
The Pan-Americanism is not
confined to Mexico. The finale of
the first show has an American In¬
dian theme, including eight girls,
wearing headdresses which would
have made Sitting Bull’s eyes
bulge: the headgear is seven-feet
high. The late sLjw is titled
“Haitian Nights” and is based .on
the voodoo theme which is familiar
in these parts.
Johnny Pulea and the Harmonica . .
Gang (Gene DeMase, Les Magann.
Louis De Santis, Joe Campanelli
and Dave Doucette) provide a re¬
freshing change of pace with their
comedy and fine harmonica play¬
ing. Taybee Afra (born Arfa) is a
young lady from the Catskills who.
dances voodoo, mambo and other
rhythms on a par with local talent.
It takes courage to carry coals to
Newcastle—and real ability to
make a sale,
' The rest of the cast are oldtime
standbys at Tropicana. Ana Gloria
& Rolando, the best mamboists in
the business, have mixed in a little ,
swing and Mexican tunes.
A*ia
Gloria, wearing the briefest cos-.,
tume, will often spot a baldheaded,
ringside tourist and jump off tho
stage to. caress him .while simultaneously shimmying to the music.
Rolando stands by and fans the
happy victim.
Leonela Gonzalez leads the at¬
tractive chorus girls. Xiomara Al¬
faro provides Latin songs, and tho
Solera orch provides Spanish mu¬
sic for dancing or listening. Mig¬
uel Angel Ortiz provides the male
voice, and Miguel Angel Blanco,
the billingual emcee, is the long¬
time, familiar voice of Tropicana.
Jay, .

Chase Club, St. Louis
St. Louis, Feb. 22.
Dossie Hollingsworth, Richard
Allan, Helen Silver, Lee Krieger,
Erin Martin, Kip Carlisle, Carl
Hohengarten Orch (15); $1-$1.50.

Harold Koplar, maestro of this
swank west end nitery, in his
fourth stint as a producer, has
come up with a swift-moving mu¬
sical revue, “Three • Ladies In The ;
Shade,” with new faces, a bunch
of original, ear-soothing ditties, a
capable line evenly divided be¬
tween the sexes, and some arrest¬
ing choreography. The piece is
elaborately costumed with many
changes, and blackouts are utilized
to bring the performers on and off
the floor. With the large cast and
the limited space, sets are elimi¬
nated, but the lack does not de¬
tract from the fast pace main¬
tained through the 60 minutes. The
youthful line. displays unusual
agility in the numerous routines,
some of which contain some aero
stuff.
Standouts in the warbling chores
are Richard Allan, who possesses
fine baritone pipes and diction;
Dossie Hollingsworth, who also
scores as a comedienne, and Helen
Silver, who „ has gobs of s.a. Lee
Krieger wins the crowd with his
antics, plus his. warbling chores, .
and Kip Carlisle, a tiny brunette,
also cops a hefty mitt for interp
of “Sleeping Bee.”
Revue locale is laid in Trinidad,
where Miss Hollingsworth, as a
jaded stenog from Brooklyn, seeks
relaxation and finds bunches of it,
■including a Mardl Gras-fete with
the entire company participating.
Bobby Swain handles the baton
with eclat in pacing the tooters.
through the' session.
’ Sahu.

PSmErr

Wednesday, March 7, 1956
Downstairs* JV» i •
Julius Monk presentation, "Four
Below ” with June Erickson, Dody
Goodnmn, Jdck Fletcher
Gerry
Matthews, Murray Grand, t Stan
Keen’ direction, John Heawood;
writers. Grand, Michael Brown;
minimums, $2, $3.

The off-Broadway type of pro¬
duction that has provided an influx
oi new talent and ideas in the legit
field has now permeated the cafe
o-bit
Julius Monk, who has been
the conferencier at Le Ruban Bleu
for many years, has gathered to¬
gether some earnest, talented play¬
ers writers and composers, and
_j)as fashioned an intimate revue
that not only delivers a full quota
oi cafe entertainment, but gives
the viewer a looksee in talent dis¬
covery.
"Four Below” takes place in a
‘•mall basement room that was site
of the N.Y. edition of the Purple
Onion, and sundry other cafe
ventures. The Monk revue, of
course, has its faults, as would any
venture attempting a departure
from existing formats. But this
type of show'will entice new audi¬
ences for a cafe field that is already
suffering from a shortage of cus¬
tomers.
Show, for example, on opening
night, seemed to attract Brooks
Bros, attired gentry, and a lot of
refugees from the east side. They
roared at the entire proceedings,
and according to opening-night
reception, the venture should pay
off handsomely. Another factor in
its favor are the low, prices which
will enable a younger element to
get in and out of the spot for a
nominal fee. Both idea and budgetwise, the Downstairs Room seems
to be made for the youngsters, a
neglected portion of cafe society.
“Four Below” contains a quartet
of performers, two of whom were
groomed by Monk when he was
presiding at his foriner Le Ruban
Bleu post. June Erickson and Jack
Fletcheir (ex-& Sheidy), played
that spot. Dody Goodman and
Gerry Matthews complete the
troupe. -They’ve literally thrown
themselves into their work. They
have been given good material by
Murray Grand and Michael Brown,
with staging and choreography by
John Heawood, arrangements by
Stan Keen, and two piano back¬
grounding by Grand and Keen.
The entire result is tasteful and
funny.
There are some moments in
which the proceedings become a
bit too arch, but nonethless there’s'
a lot of plus values, arrd^maybe' a
peer into future nitery shows.
Present-day cafe economics have
already resulted in a revival of the
small rooms, and the small nonname show may produce the Amer¬
ican version of the European politi¬
cal cabaret, if satirizing political
issues ever becomes popular again.
It’s difficult to single out any
performer as outstanding, since
each seems to contribute a special
quality. Miss Erickson is a cute
item with a flair for small comedy;
Miss Goodman takes on the heavier
comedy assignments, while Fletch¬
er gives his zanyisms a touch
of hauteur and Matthews is more
of the seridso type, but can turn
out a laugh when the script re¬
quires.
The air of the revue is gay.
There are satires, one dealing with
Tennessee Williams writings, that
come off especially well. Miss
Erickson does well with a tune on
Lola Montez, scripted by Brown;
Matthews does a touching “Tom
Jones”; there's a chant to the late
Third Ave. El, and a lot of other
satires, including a takeoff on
“Glad Rag Doll” by Miss Goodman
and Fletcher. Miss Erickson pro¬
vides a warm description of ^Par¬
is.” “Four Below” results in a
rewarding evening.
Jose.

Alpine Village, (Hlevo.
Cleveland, Feb. 24.
Jacqueline James, Manuela De
Cadiz Dancers (8), Kenny Rassmussen, Joe Baldi combo (4), Ben
Silverberg orch (6); $1 entertain¬
ment charge.
\

Between Ben Silverberg’s new
sinng orch and new policy of more
*>uave, intimate revues installed by
Herman Pirchner, his Alpine VilJage has completely changed its
complexion. Accent is now on
more atmospheric showmanship, a
la New York’s Ruban Bleu and
fJiue Angel, with warmer color in
music as well as decor.
, ^°°d start is made in initial
snow, topped by Jacqueline James
and Manuela De Cadiz’s Spanish
«nr?ce troupe. Both acts give the
bOO-capacity theatre - restaura t,
which formerly adhered to con¬
ventional variety bills with femme
oance ehorus, a fresher air of
sophistication that should bring in
heavier spenders.
Several capacity crowds were

built up first week by word-ofmouth publicity and socko reac¬
tions to Silverberg’s high-calibered
orch. Long known as a symphony
orchestra and radio coijcertmaster
here, vet violinist squeezes a lot
of lush-toned, fancy arrangements
out of a six-piece combQ. It sets a
restful,- nostalgic and romantic
mood with three violins plus Bar¬
ney Zalek at grand piano spot¬
lighted in pop concerts between
three nightly performances.
De Cadiz dancers brighten the
hydraulic rising stage with flashingly colorful flamenco numbers.
Eight senoritas and Caballeros not
only are attractively costumed but
also whip excitement into fast
heel - stomping, castanet clicking
and swirling Iberian folk dances.
They look authentic enough to
give the action an unusual sprakle.
Jacqueline James knows how to
keep it gay vocally. That adds
considerable visual appeal to her
repertory as she smartly segues
her way from a semi-operatic
“Granada” to “Why Was I Born,”
then a breezy Mary-Martin-styled
“Wonderful Guy” and “Over the
Rainbow.”
Kenny Rassmussen handles pi¬
ano keys briskly during orchestra
lulls, which are also filled by Joe
Baldi’s versatile quartet from the
upstairs Eldorado Room. Herman
Pirchner, the owner, doubles as
emcee amiably, although a bit ner¬
vously at first. He admitted to
feeling jittery about making his
bow in formal evening attire, after
wearing stage costume of Tyrolean
knee britches, leiderhosen and
feathered cap for 2& years. Pull.

Sans Souci, Miami B’ch
Miami Beach, Feb. 26.
Myron Cohen, Freddy Qalo Orch;

$3.50 bev. minimum.
This is the last of a trio of sea¬
son engagements in this swankery]
for Myron Cohen, and he proves a
three-time winner for the Blue
Sails Room, which has seen spotty
business during the interim weeks
when he’s been away. His, potent
pull is full illustration of drawvalues of an established act with
the New Ybrk-Philadelphia-Chicago-Las Vegas spenders who are
here in full force come winter.
Add patronage from other points
who’ve seen or heard of his story¬
telling talents, and the sumup is
sellout sessions nightly.
Cohen’s added several new ac¬
cent-angled yarns to his funny col¬
lection, but the tablers, from
walkon, keep calling for the fami¬
liars he is identified with; A fin¬
ished raconteur, the suave, impec¬
cably groomed ex-garment center
habitue tends now to build his
laugh lines with carefully detailed
gestures and occasional muggings
to keep the comedy boiling up to
the punches, intelligent intros of
his ' character delineations lend a
universal touch for alb types in the
audience, to sustain overall inter¬
est and keep them happy. On for
over 40 minutes, he has to beg off
after what amounts to a one-man
yockfest sans any music or vocalistics.
'
Lary.

Empress, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, March 3.
Lou
Holtz,
Mandy Campo
bev. minimum.

Barbara Velasco,
Orch; $5 food &

Last time Lou Holtz came out of
retirement for an appearance here
was three years ago at the Five
O’clock Club. Lured back again
from the green pastures of the
Hillcrest Country Club by an of¬
fer from the Empress hotel man¬
agement, he’s spending a week in
action at the Regency Room of the
oCeanfronter recalling his Lapidus
and other dialectician yarns.
As caught on opening night,
Holtz was finding his memory a
bit faulty, even on his best-told
yarns. Odd note was fact that his
attempts at new barbings, sufch as
those at a bus-tour section of the
audience, garnered the heaviest
laugh reactions. Sporting the in¬
evitable cane and now wearing
horn-rims, the dapper Holtz am¬
bled amiably around the small
stage, trading small talk with ririgsiders who, obviously old fans,
nudged him into remembrance of
things past and the b^fter stories
associated with him in his hey¬
day. By end of his 30 minutes on¬
stage, Holtz was feeling his way
with more assurance, the old
dialectones cropping up frequently
enough to lift the Lapidus limnings
into heavy laugh plateau, indicat¬
ing return to the nimble-witted
twists and shadings in short order.
Barbara Velasco churns up en¬
tertaining calypso chants and
straight pops, with results on the
plus side. An attractive lass, she
marks up a solid score for her
chore. Mandy Campo emcees in
and batons the orch on the backhis amusingly fractured English
ings in o^ay style.
Lary.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Chez Paree, Chi
x Chicago, Feb. 24.
Guy Cherney, Shecky Greene,
Chez Paree Adorables (6) (with
Jimmy Lee), Brian Farnon Orch;
$1.50 cover, $3.75 minimum.

The Chez probably would have
had a packed house opening night
if Louis Armstrong had not been
forced to cancel; as is, this turned
out to be a comfortable, small,
family-style opening. Both the
featured performers on this twoweek bill are hometown boys, mak¬
ing for a very receptive audience,
and this was. However, this topdrawer nitery can only do top
business with the big names; this
layout is weak in name value.
Lack of names does not get in
the way of good, solid entertain¬
ment, though headline songster
Guy Cherney came off well in
what was for him a major opening.
Starting cold and tightly, Cherney
warmed gradually until lie had
won the house; toward the end he
had them on his side so completely
that, even to his surprise, they
wanted to sing along with him,
community-style.
A few heavy tunes spotted
through the book don’t quite go
over, but whenever Cherney deals
in the lively kind, or the stand¬
ards, or current pops, he gets a
hefty plus from the patrons. He
shows a talent for the A1 Jolson
style of delivery, the trademark
of a whole school, and often sings
with fire and impact,
Shecky Greene, a holdover from
the last show, displays a versatile
comic talent in the new layout.
Confronted with a small audience,
he work? intimately and success¬
fully. Comic has good timing and
mixes visual gags with carbons. He
includes straight stories for a win¬
ning parlay.
Show opens and closes with the
Chez Paree Adorables. The eye¬
filling and leggily hoofing house
line bows with interp of “That’s
Entertainment” and wraps up with
a nifty dixieland number in bright
orange costumes. Always decora¬
tive, the Adorables get solid vocal
backing from Jimmy Lee.
The Brian,Farnon orch does the
usual pro job of cutting the show
and providing the dansapation.
Gabe.

Cameo, N. Y.
Mel Torme, Corky Hale, Roger
$4 minimum.

Steele;

Mel Torme, absent from New
York for a number of years, seems
to be emerging from the “velvet
fog” that has enveloped him since
he started on the nitery circuits.
Freed from the artificial limita¬
tions of the sound that he was ad¬
dicted to, the Torme that emerges
is a more relaxed citizen and a
better singer.'
Torme, who opened at the Cameo
in company with Corky Hale, indi¬
cates that he’ll swing some business
to this boite. He exhibits an easy
flow of melody which is pointed up
by his sticking to familiar tunes
and an informal mien which gels
the customers on his side. Of
course, Torme still goes overboard
in a few instances in contorting a
melody completely out of shape
and out of context with the lyric.
And his attempts at archness aren’t
befitting to the new Torme. But
the net result is a singer who will
appeal to the customers at this intimerie.
Giving impetus to Torme’s turn
is Corky Hale, a versatile per¬
former who accompanies Torme
vocally as well as on the harp and
piano. She provides a good back¬
ground, in a lot of visual interest.
Miss Hale restricts herself to tfao
numbers of her own, one at the
ivories and another on the Lyon &
Healy. She has sufficient equip¬
ment to essay a longer stand on
her own in several departments.
Her vocals come off well and her
instrumental work is of a superior
grade.
During the lulls, Roger Steele
provides fullbodied piano work
which frequently merits applause.
Jose.

Hold Roosevelt, X. O.
New Orleans, March 4.
Joe E. Lewis, Consolo & Melba,
Paul Neighbors Orch (14); $2.50
minimum.

Crowds cued from word of firstnighters will/bulge walls , of The
Roosevelt’s {flush Blue Room dur¬
ing two-week tenure of puckish
Joe E. Lewis. And it’s a safe bet
that many customers will make re¬
turn trips to see and hear the hard¬
hitting comedian in his first visit
to this nocturnal rendezvous.
Lewis, as spry as some of the
two-year-olds he bets on, was given
a thunderous ovation as he came on
stage before a sellout audience
opening night. Vet never lets up
during 40 iminutes he’s .in spotlight
land never lets the tableholders

down, either. Everything he does
—parodied song or joke—is per¬
fectly welded into a relaxed, racy
turn that’s a succession of bellylaughs.
Sex, liquor and horses are the
principal topics, as usual, and the
stuff is pretty risque, but he’s such
a charming imp that nobody takes
offense. He also handles ad lib in¬
serts of sly digs effectively, and
Austin Mack, his longtime accom¬
panist, is often the butt of his
jibes.
Consolo & Melba present a num¬
ber of dance routines surely ex¬
ecuted and smooth. Duo displays
great versatility, and possesses the
verve and sparkle necessary for
audience projection. Team closes
in a colorful production finale fea¬
turing a cascade of bubbles to the
tune of “I’m Forever Blowing Bub¬
bles.”
The Paul Neighbors crew is
geared for dancing and listening,
delivering with top showmanship
values. • Neighbors not only sparks
the band in its gay, rhythmic rendi¬
tions, but his friendly personality
and gab click with patrons through¬
out. He’s in continuous action on
the stand and delights all with his
uninhibited manner.
Linz.

Gate of Horn, Clii
Chicago, Feb. 29.
Luc Porct, Katie Lee, Wally Cor¬
vine; no cover, no minimum.

It figures that an offbeat room
should open on an offbeat day in
an offbeat year. The opening is
further distinguished iff being a
double debut: that of Luc Poret as
wefl as the Gate of Horn.
The nitery is designed to meet a
need that its proprietors, A1 Grossman and Jack Stevens, feel has
never before been supplied in Chi¬
cago. The Gate of Horn will show¬
case the comparatively esoteric
talent of folksingers, both imported
and domestic, and an occasional
blues singer of the unrecognized
type.
This policy immediately
brings with it problems, not in¬
soluble, but nonetheless formidable.
Firstly, such talent is not of uni¬
versal appeal; secondly, there is
not a bountiful supply of l'irstrank
entertainers of the type required
for this room; thirdly, its capacity
(57) is too small to pay top salaries.
Katie Lee tops the bill here with
the unusual combination of fem¬
inine good looks and folksongs.
Self-accompanied on the guitar,
Miss Lee presents a contrast of
sophistication and the Paul Bunyan
legend. She does the not too w.k.
kind of folksongs, the products of
her own research and selection, a
definite plus from the- patrons.
Luc Poret, of late accompanist to
Genevieve, balances the card here
nicely with songs of the continen¬
tal variety and makes his American
debut as a single. (See New Acts).
Wally Corvine backs Poret on
the accordion, and plays smooth
and entertaining interim music.
Gabe.

Riviera, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 1.
Orson Welles, Toni Arden, Amin
Bros. (2), Dorothy Dorben Dancers
(17), Ray Sinatra Orch (12); $2
minimum.

The man of many parts, Orson
Welles, takes a whirl into a nitery
floor on a three-frame Riviera
dare, to discover that the medium
requires much more than the sum
total of all those parts. After his
overly-extended opening show (75
minutes) he has cut, sliced, grafted
and rerouted his hastily assembled
routine to bring the act home in
less than 25 minutes.
And biz, excepting on weekends,
is only fair—knocking into a
cocked hat the predictions that his
Vegas debut would be of enough
offbeat value to load the Clover
Room every show. Yet the fault
is not with Welles alone. It also
lies within the nature of Las Vegas
itself and the habitues which use
its casinos for a whirl at all that
“ready” coin.
Perhaps Welles
doesn’t conjure up the right mood
when they see his name on the
Riviera marquee. (See New Acts).
Toni Arden fills her mid-seg¬
ment with expert thrushing in the
pop vein, utilizing her well-trained
chords to achieve very good re¬
sults. The moods vary, from fullthroated swinging tunes, “You Do
Something To Me,” “They Can’t
Take That Away From Me,” “It
All Depends On You,” into the
hushed tones of “Autumn Leaves,”
or dynamics in “Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing.” Her simple
delivery of “He” wins full plaudits,
with “Sorrento” culminating the
session to insure big salvos.
Amin Bros., who moved downStrip for this stanza from the New
Frontier, give their 'usual ap¬
plause-tingling display of outstand¬
ing risley. Dorothy Dorben Dan¬
cers fill the stage with the splashy
“South Rampart Street Parade,”
and the Ray Sinatra Orch ^"eks
strongly.
Will.
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Hotel JPIerre* N. Y.
Gloria DeHaven & Co, (1), Lu¬
cille & Eddie Roberts; Stanley
Melba Orch conducted by Joseph
Siidy; Alan Logan’s Music; $2 and
$2.50 convert.

Carter DeHaven & Co.’s New
Act files in Variety go back to
1908, two reviews in 1909,
1911, 1913 and 1914.
Until
1925 he and the toflm of Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven (Flora Park¬
er) were standards in legit and
pictures, somewhat in the same
idiom of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew comedies. As DeHaven &
Parker, in legit musicals, they
were the standard juvenile and in¬
genue team. In ’25 there is a rec¬
ord of DeHaven’s comeback, sans
his wife, with a company of 11 in
a novelty flash at the Orpheum,
Los Angeles—it was still in the
heyday of bigtime vaudeville—and
in 1929 he had cut his act to a less¬
er flash, featuring his son Carter
Jr. and daughter Marjorie.
A quarter-of-a-century later the
veteran trouper is doing his stuff
in the chic Cotillion Room of the
Hotel Pierre and, at 70, he’s (1) a
spry assist to his glamorous daugh¬
ter Gloria DeHaven; (2), a warm,
poised personality iri whatever he
does; and (3), Confusing that in
his more than 61 years in show
business this is (a) the first he's
worked on a cafe floor and (b)
“still can’t get used to these new¬
fangled microphones.” Latter ob¬
servation came about naturally
when the mike went dead ana
maestro Joe Sudy had to rush a
new p.a.’er into the breach.
Miss DeHaven billing her dad
as “company” is good showman¬
ship. It comes on naturally and
warmly, especially after she rer
calls her cinematic impression of
her mother, as she did “Who’s
Sorry Now?” in “Thr.ee Little
Words,” the Kalmar & Ruby biopic.
Miss DeHaven comes into the
cafes with a screen rep and a wellendowed wagon, not to mention
the essentials of talent and sound
showmanship. She plays it modest¬
ly and doesn’t err, as do many
“nervous A” (and that even goes
for the undisputed A) names who
make with the Hollywood glam
pitch. On. a saloon floor the fun¬
damentals are still the basic goods
of entertainment. A cafe audience
is hip and knows the answers. So
even when she does her broad “I’m
A Star” (Hollywood brand) she is
smart in playing it that way, else
it could have frozen many an audi¬
ence.
She throws away her celluloid
credits as intros to song associa¬
tions. Unfortunately she lacks a
real standout picture credit, so
that it’s up to the song and the
interpretation to sustain matters.
This she proves with “An Occa¬
sional Man,” a saucy lyric from a
dud picture, “The Girl Rush.”
“Sorry Now” is of sturdier back¬
ground but in .the main her reper¬
toire of “10c A Dance,” “All Deds On You,” “Everybody Loves
. Baby,” and-the special “Star”
song, is competently performed
and acclaimed on basic merit.
“He’s My Dad,” opener, segues
into a reprise of a yesteryear im¬
pression of the senior DeHavens
(Flora Parker), a special titled
“Marriage Is A Grab Bag.” They
wore recalled but wisely begged
off.
The dapper little dad, for all his
bespectacled appearance now, is
nimble of hoof and, in his topper,
is a neat vis-a-vis to his glamorous
daughter. There’s no “kind ap¬
plause” applesauce about any of it;
they do their stuff with profession¬
al dispatch and get their hand-tohand musical rewards on . the es¬
sential merits.
Miss DeHaven, incidentally,
looks svelte in a new coiff and a
general new look that is OK for
sight and sound on any bistro
board.
Opener composes an eight-time
winner at the Cotillion Room, Lu¬
cille and Eddie Roberts, with their
amazing mindreading. Whatever
the code, it's baffling because,
working with a savvy audience,
their stuff defies the gimmieking.
If the Lunts as “The Sebastians,”
are vaudevilley, in the legit man¬
ner, then the durable Roberts are
the Lunts of the mental telepathetic circuits. Their intro Small¬
talk is bright patter but soon
segues into the basic table-working
as he throws his cues at the per¬
sonable Lucille Roberts.
The
Pierre’s attendance (punctuates the
proceedings with amazed salvos as
the blindfolded distaffer of the
team reads serial numbers, identi¬
fies names, cards, etc.
‘ Joseph Sudy, substitute maestro
for Stanley Melba, now also em¬
cees besides doing his competent
batoning job, alternating .with Alan
Logan. Biz good and Pasquale and
his hosting aides give the Cotillion
Room a special hospitality flavor
which is unique even for this class
hotel.
Abet
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Stock ‘Success/ Toronto;
Concurrant With B’way

Shows Abroad
C'ranks
London, March 2.
K.G.G. Productions* presentation of a
revue in two acts (32 scenes), written,
devised and staged b.V John Cranko; mu¬
sic, John Addison; decor, John Piper.
Features Hugh Bryant, Anthony Newly,
Annie Ross, Gilbert Vernon. At St. Mar¬
tin's Theatre, London, March 1, '56; $2.20
top.

The ultiiY ate in shoestring re¬
vues, “Cranks" is the novel brain¬
child of John Cranko. Sadler's
Wells’ choreographer, With a cast
of four and a few economical
props, it is a diverting and often
entertaining show. As an offbeat
entry, it should prove a profitable
venture for a new West End man¬
agement.
Originally staged at the Water¬
gate Club Theatre, the revue has
undergone some cast changes, as
well as revision of the material.
n<5t invariably fer the better. Even
as it stands, however, as an odd
mixture of the bizarre and the
sophisticated, it has a commenda¬
ble element of freshness about it.
At times it is a little precious, but
many of the items are bold and
amusjng.
The" three men in the cast are
dressed in shirts and jeans, while
the solitaiy girl is in a black bal¬
let outfit. They never change
costumes, but occasionally add a
special trimming to give a partic¬
ular effect When props have to
be moved, the cast takes over the
function of the scene-shifters. The
curtain is never drawn, but the
lights are dimmed for a few sec¬
onds to set the next number. All
these factors hypo the interest and
maintain a brisk pace.
Anthony Newley and Gilbert
Vernon, the remaining members
of the original cast, team up ad¬
mirably with the newcomers,
Hugh Bryant and Annie Ross. Lat¬
ter, a former band singer, makes
a sparkling West End "debut. The
part calls for versatility—and She
has that in good measure. John
Addison’s music fits Cranko’s ma¬
terial and John Piper's decor has
an appropriate surrealistic look.
Myro.

The Buccaneer
London,*Feb. 23.
Tennent Productions’ presentation of
musical comedy in two acts (12 scenes),
with book, music and lyrics by Sandy
Wilson.
Staged by William Chappell;
decor, Peter Snow. Features Kenneth
Williams, Thelma Ruby. Sally Bazely,
John Faassen, At Apollo Theatre, London,
Feb. 22, *56; $2.35 top.
Member of Parliament, .Anthony Viccars
Mrs. Barraclough . Betty Warren
Mabel Gray .
Sally Bazely
Mr. Donkin
. Bernard Clifton
Walter Maximus . Ronald Rudd
Peter Curtis
. John Faassen
Waitresses
. Billie Love, Jullia Smith
Montgomery
. Kenneth Williams
Mrs. Winterton . Thelma Ruby
Marilyn . Pamela Tearle
Caroline .
Jill Downs
Laura .
Sandra Marsh
Mark . Anthony Bryant
Jeremy .Geoffrey Underwood
Felicity .
JuJlia Smith
Policeman . Anthony Viccars
Nanny . Billy Love

fill the romantic leads with a con¬
ventional Ingenuousness, Ronald
Radd is suitably virile as the
American publisher, and Pamela
Tearle is exuberant as his kid
daughter who goes Into the enemy
camp. Bernard Clifton gives an
appropriate display of old world
gallantry as the writer of boys
adventure yarns, and Billie Love
contributes a sure-fire cameo as
a waitress.
William Chappell has done a
standard staging chore and Peter
Snow’s decor is lively and stylish.
Myro.

Waltz of the Toreadors !
London, Feb. 25.

!

Arts Theatre Club production of com- ;
edy-drama in three acts, by Jean Anouilh, !
translated by Lucienne Hill. Staged by
Peter Hall. Stars Hugh Griffith, Beatrix
Lehmann, Brenda Bruce, Walter Hudd,
At Arts Theatre Club, London, Feb. 24,
*56: $1.50 top.
General St. Pe. Hugh Griffith
His Wife . Beatrix Lehmann
Doctor Bonfant.Walter Hudd
Mile de Ste-Eauverte...
.Brenda Bruce
Gaston . Trader Faulkner
Estella ..
Anne Bishop
Sidonia . Hilda Braid
Eugenie . Susan Richards
Mine. Dupont-Fredaine-Mary Savidgc
Father Ambrose . Roderick Cook
Pamela ...
Juliet Duncombe

Jean Anouilh has had numerous
plays produced in London, oil
audacious and fantastic. The latest,
quite similar to “The Cry of the
Peacock,” is restricted to the pri¬
vacy of the Arts Theatre Club,
where the censor has no control
over earthy dialog and primitive
emotions. It is unlikely even with
cuts, to move elsewhere.
“The Waltz of the Toreadors” is
an odd mixture of pathos and bit¬
ter satire, involving a lecherous
general tormented by the whining
demands of his bedridden wife.,
aware that her supposedly paraly¬
tic limbs are largely spiteful imagi¬
nation. Consoling himself with
every passing pettiepat, he spends
his leisure dictating his memoirs
to a youthful plaster saint fresh
from a religious seminary,0 ancl
deploring two ugly, gauche teen¬
age daughters.
The middleaged soldier has
cherished the memory of a debu¬
tante he met 15 years earlier at
a ball. After some innocent meet¬
ings and amorous correspondence,
she finally turns up at the bar¬
racks determined to claim him for
a husband, bearing proof of his
wife’s infidelity and uring a di¬
vorce.
After spectacular attempts at
suicide by both femmes, the girl is
seduced by the young secretary,
who proves to be the natural son
of his employer, and the embit¬
tered general is confronted by the
eternal triumph of youth embodied
in his own flesh and blood.
Many racy lines get convulsive
response, and it is on this angle
that the play depends. No problem
is solved, and even the romantic
angle is offset by the fact the boy
is only 20, while his newly ac-1
quired mistress can give him a ’
good 12 years. Whether her threat
to marry him will materialize is
left to conjecture.
For Hugh Griffith it is an almost
nonstop role, constituting a feat
of memory and arousing a modi¬
cum of pity for the underlying
loneliness in the old satyr. Beatrix
Lehmann emerges as a venomous,
vituperative spouse who gloatingly
reveals she has matched her mate
in promiscuity.
Brenda Bruce is coolly arch as
the other woman, more than,
equalled by Trader Faulkner as
her youthful seducer. Walter Hudd
hovers with philosophic calm as
the family doctor, and Anne
Bishop and Hilda Braid bring the
. portrayals
um.Ll-avais of
m the
thp daughters
nantmrm-Q near
n^r
•to caricature- Play is well directed
^ by Pcter Hal1'
C!e’"-

The transfer of “The Buccaneer"
from a nabe situation to the West
End gives Sandy Wilson two musi¬
cals in town, a unique distinction
for a'young writer-composer. But,
whereas “The Boy Friend" became
a transatlantic smash because of
its exceptional gimmick value, the
latest entry has little mNore than a
naive charm to commend it. Its
current engagement is only for
a limited run, and it remains ques¬
tionable whether the production
will justify another transfer.
Its Broadway prospects, particu¬
larly, must be rated as negligible.
It’s doubtful whether even Cy
Feuer & Ernest H. Martin, the ad¬
venturous management with the
Midas touch, which saw the po¬
tentialities of “The Boy Friend"
for Broadway when other entrepreneurs had merely scoffed.
with thi/omf1 Sm'h
3 fly?7
lYmost ine^ablT end°TeS fTm
all-hit record.
The book describes the attempts
of a bunch of kids to save the
Buccaneer, a boy’s magazine which
has been losing ground to im¬
ported horror comics, from being
ia*eil over
nv.
taken
over ana
and SWaiiowpn
swallowed up by
an American^ publisher^ The ?fhS I
half develops aP?ympathetichchavmt
.. .. halfAdevelops
j
but the plot begins to crumble im-i
mediately after the intermission. I
and falls completely apart before I
the final curtain descends. The
music is no aid to the story and j
has only a negative influence on j
the production. The lyrics, on the;
of tlfp v^rn' are an lntegral part i
°
y,a™‘ . ,
,
. |

Toronto, March 6.
In an unusual booking, the Pre¬
miere Theatre here is presenting
a stock production of a current
Broadway offering, “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?’’ The George
Axelrod comedy, which began a
three-week run at the Avenue
Theatre yesterday (Mon.), costars
Sandu Scott and Ronald Hart¬
mann.
Mervyn Rosenzweig and Stan
Jacobson, who head the legit op¬
eration, got the okay for the play
from Axelrod and Jule Styne, pro¬
ducer of the New York edition.
It’s the second Premiere produc¬
tion,
The first, “Fifth Season’’
finished a five-week run Feb. 25.

‘Pan,’‘Kismet’New
Stock Musicals
The dearth of new musical hits
for stock, coupled/ with the avail¬
ability of the son§-and-dance ver¬
sion of “Peter Pan,” has led the
managements of two key summer
operations to shift tentative sched¬
ules for this season in order to
book the Barrie fantasy. Factor in
the situation is the reported as¬
surance from London technicians
that the flying apparatus used in
the show could be adapted for
short engagements in stock.
“Pan” and “Kismet” t^re the
only major new musicals available
for stock this summer. “Me and
Juliet” not only had a limited run
on Broadway and flopped in Chi¬
cago, but it would involve produc¬
tion problems for stock. Only
other availabilities from last sea¬
son’s Broadway crop are “House
of Flowers,” “Ankles Aweigh-,”
“Hit the Trail” and “Saint of
Bleecker Street,” all failures.
A possible availabiity, at 'least
for a few selected locations,
“Plain and Fancy," which recently
closed on Broadway and is playing
a limited tour. A second company
recently ended a national tour.
St. Loo Mirny Shuffles
St. Louis, March 6.
Five musical shows never pre¬
sented before In the Municipal
Theatre Assn, alfresco theatre in
Forest Park have been added to
the repertory for the 1956 season
opening June 7. They are “Peter
Pan,” “Kismet,” “Paint Your Wag¬
on,” “Wish You Were Here” and
“Evening of Great Music,” the lat¬
ter a concert-type bill.
In addition to the above, the
repertory will open with ‘Annie
Get Your Gun” and include “Stu¬
dent Prince,” “Great Waltz,” “Kiss
Me Kate,” “Chocolate Soldier”
ar.d “Hit The Deck.”
‘Pan’ to Open K.C.
Kansas City, March 6.
Acquisition of “Peter Pan” has
led Starlight Theatre officials to
switch the
season’s
schedule.
“Pan” will open the 10-musical
season, playing a week’s engage¬
ment beginning June 18.
“Wish You' Were Here,” orig¬
inally announced as the opener,
has been shifted to Aug. 13-19.
“Pan” is the eighth musical to be
announced for this season, with
two more to come, according to
Dan L. Fennell, Sr., vice president
in charge of production.
'Opening spot was given to
“Peter Pan” on its expected draw¬
ing power and because it requires
elaborate special equipment which
can best be handled without other
productions in process.

Wednesday, March 7, 1956

Are You a Pro or Not?
As reported in Variety some weeks ago, Actors Equity recently
appointed a committee to deal with the deterioration of discipline
in legit in the last few seasons. As the story noted, lapses of pro¬
fessional standards backstage, frequently involving violations of
Equity rules, have been increasing at an accelerating rate. The
current issue of Equity mag carried a lead editorial on the sub¬
ject. Excerpts appear below:
“The testimony points to a general disregard for the rules which
have regulated, the operation of productions ever since there has
been a theatre in America; and to a general attitude of irresponsi¬
bility on the part of those who break them,
“One complaint that runs through the whole structure is late¬
ness to rehearsals and performances, without any good reasons -«•<
advanced or &ny attempt to notify the producer, director or stage
manager that the member will appear at all. When it comes to
productions the stage managers note that not only are members
late repeatedly without warning, so that under-studies have to be
made ready,.but the actors who sign in afterwards wander off and
no one knows where they are.
“A more specific complaint about chorus members is that they
regard time off for illness as a paid holiday; that they do not even
notify the stage manager that they will not appear in the produc¬
tion; and that if several of them decide on the same day or per¬
formance, an enormous amount of juggling is necessary to make
the performance come off. Another report is to the effect that
members change their makeup, hairdos and even costumes with¬
out authorization, or even notice.
“And finally, that in some productions the authority of the stage
manager is disregarded find even openly flouted.”

Off-Broadway Shows
Much Ailo About Nothing their1 program. Any specifically
Joseph Papp, in association with Leo
Brody, revival of comedy in two acts, by
William Shakespeare.
Staged by Joel
Friedman.
At Shakespearean Theatre
Workshop, N. Y., March 1, *56.
Admis¬
sion by contribution.
Cast; Dennis Drew, Jack Cannon. Rich¬
ard Merrell, WiUiam Major, William Mar¬
tel, Curt Lowens, Salvadore Tomas, Mar¬
tin Waldron, Joseph Spagnuolo, James
Ray, Matt * Pelto, Sylvia Gassel, Peggy
Bennion, Florence Anglin, Marian Paone.

The
Shakespearean
Theatre
Workshop might be said to be off
off-Broadvvay, being situated at
6th St. & Ave. D, a combo subwaybus ride from most locations. It is
a . group of young professionals
dedicated to building up a reper¬
tory or the bard for commercial
and educational purposes. Having
“As You Like It” and “Romeo and
Juliet” already in hand, it is now
adding “Much Ado About Noth¬
ing.”
Thei’e are two romances in
“Ado,” one of potentially serious
consequence, one a sprightly ver¬
bal battle. By protecting his com¬
edy with a barrier of wit and
words, Shakespeare prevented his
heavy story line from absconding
with the play. At the Workshop,
however, they are not content to
leave the matter -in the author’s
reasonably
competent hands,
choosing to burlesque “Ado’s”
plotty portions. They don’t get
away with it.
Perhaps director Joel Friedman
intended something stylized, or
maybe he’s mistakenly trying to
make the production more palat¬
able to the Workshop’s highschool
trade. What has resulted is warp¬
ing of a play capable of working
out its ,*.vn salvation.
Friedman and cast might well
pause, and listen to Peggy Bennion’s brittly disdainful readings
of the proud and scornful Bea¬
trice. Here is spry dialog read
with sparkle by a handsomely
poised actress. Only Jack Cannon
as the clownish constable and
sometimes Sylvia Gassel as a love¬
sick damsel seem to be in the.same
company, although Matt Pelto as
a gouty sexton makes his short
scene legitimately clownish.
The Workshop’s educational tiein as part of its off-Broadway ac¬
tivity would seem like a sound
idea, but the highschool sophisti¬
cates should be allowed to take
their Shakespeare straight. Wm.
knew his groundlings.
Geor.

Thun dor Rock

Inside Stuff Legit
,„Aff,er. several months, the standing display ad for “Inherit the
the N. Y Times has been re’ iri aQ single
c,MO “ line*
’r’/’ formerly read,
—...*visfe^ Jhe c?py* ™nta*™?g
“Broadway’s
outstanding dramatic hit, but now says simply, “Broadway’s Dramatlc Hit* The revision was ordered several weeks ago by the Times
ad censor, apparently after squawks from the managements of other
current Broadway shows.
The ad in question, a shallow two-column display, was the idea of
Leo Freedman, the show’s pressagent at the time,- in order to capitalize on the Times’ increased Sunday circulation. Herman Shumlin
producer of “Inherit,” vetoed large display, ads Sunday, on the ground
that they d be lost amid all the other extra-space ads
Freedman

j

“ - **

liams, as fhe^boy who persuades!
his mother to finance the Buc-1
caneer so that he can run the !
magazine, gives an excellent dead-1
pan portrayal, and Thelma Ruby’s
playing of a wealthy, gay divorcee
1S
on/4 t i
t.
Sally Bazely and John. Faassen

Ralph T* Kelt^ing *s Probably the most active press agent and
around these days. He covered 174 cities for Paul Gregory
.ast year* plus 37 more for “Not As A Stranger.” This year he has
Just completed a coast-to-coast tour covering 36 states for United
Artists in behalf of “Alexander The Great” and now assumes the job
of public relations director for Georgian Bay Line, operating the two
luxury cruise ships on the Great Lakes and for Grand Hotel, at Mackinac Island, for his sixth summer.

Broadway Chapel Playera revival of
drama, by Robert Ardrey. Staged by
Ernestine Perrie; costumes. Rennie Procopoi.
At
Broadway
Congregational
Church, N. Y., Feb. 26, *36; admission by
contribution.
Cast; Ben Stone. Douglass Parkhlrst,
Byrne Piven, Don McHenry, G. Wood,
Robinson Stone, Lllyan Wilder, Frances
Ingalls,'Virginia Payne.

The Broadway Chapel Players
have come of age with their fifth
production, a mature, affecting re-,
vival of Robert Ardrey’s'.'“Thunder
Rock.” Although this play about
the futility of living in ivory tow¬
ers was a hit in London in the
early days of World War II, it pre¬
viously failed in its original Group
Theatre incarnation on Broadway
here. AS abridged to 70 minutes’
Continuous time by the Chapel
Players, and with its revamped
references to man’s atomic age
responsibilities, “Thunder Rock”
speaks its potent piece in emo¬
tionally compelling terms.
The Chapel Players make no
bones about what they want to say,
printing “an argument fbr faith I
in the atomic age” boldly aerpss I

religious implications, however,
derive from Ardrey’s dramatic
document. Much of the argument
is intellectual, but it is vividly
characterized by author and actors
alike.
Using a couple of chairs, a table,
some books and a wire sculpture
of a sinking boat as the only props,
director Ernestine Perrie makes
every motion and word drive di¬
rectly to the heart of the problem,
which is man’s responsibility to
his world.
Maybe “Thunder Rock” has more
to say today, or maybe it’s a more
fully realized concept than in its
earlier, commercial effort. Which¬
ever. there is valid theatricality
in the voluntary hermit’s search of
present and past to find reasons
for the world’s going on.
In an excellently disciplined
cast, whose only fault Is an occa¬
sional saccharinity, there is little
to choose acting-wise, Byrne Piven
carries the major chore, that of
the light housekeeper who wants
to withdraw from life', and his per¬
formance' has urgent sincerity. Ben
Stone and Douglass Parkhirst,
Navy officer and plane- pilot re¬
spectively, intelligently represent
pressures of the workaday world.
Among the 1849 characters
whose ship foundered on Thunder
Rock, and who are recreated in
the keeper’s imagination, Don
McHenry is good as the ship’s cap¬
tain, Lilyan Wilder is moving as
a girl whose love for • the keeper
is a century too soon, and Frances
Ingalls has a number of poignant
moments as an early femininist.
G.- Wood as a tubercular cockney,
Robinson Stone as a Viennese
physician, and Virginia Payne as
his nostalgic Parisian wife, round
out a sojid cast.
Broadway Chapel Players reveal
taste and judgment in reviving
“Thunder Rock,” and Miss Perrie
dittoes in staging it with such
compulsion.
Geor.

Mandragola '
Prince Productions revival of play In
three acts, by Nicolo Macliiavelli, English
text by Ashley Dukes.
Staged by Paul
Lammers; setting & lighting, Edward
Shelton and David Platt; costumes, Helen
Alexander; production, Arthur Batanldes.
At Pantomime Art Theatre, N. Y.i March
3, '56. Admission by contribution.
Cast; David Doyle, Midge Ware, Louis
Guss, Arthur Batanldes, James Parker,
John Zee, Madelyn Keene, Gina Collins.

It’s getting so -that theatre is
where you find it, the case in point
being several iron-clad flights up
at 2d Ave: & 7th St. At one end of
a long narrow room seating 75,
Prince Productions is reviving the
satirical comedy, “Mandragola,”
one of several swipes Nicolo
Machiavelli took at the life of
early 16th century Italy. Although
it’s called the Pantomime Art
Theatre, this production is being
done in Ashley Dukes’ clear trans¬
lation.
Machiavelli’s ribald tale relates
the attempt to make fertile the
lovely wifer of a naive doctor of
laws. A spurious physician, actu¬
ally a young blade, prescribes the
mandrake root for the wife. Since
it was believed the next man to
approach the girl would die, the
romantic deceiver supplants the
husband. The unsuspecting lawyer
is so grateful, he invites the
younger man home to live. Not
least of Machiavelli’s points is that
the clergy assist in the deception.
Although the company koes at it
zestfully, it’s doubtful 'whether
there’s much b.o. potential. The
(Continued on page i>8) >
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Accept 8-Line Limit (or ABC Ads;
Stars Must Okay Directory Setup
Pending final arrangements for*a directory-style setup for day-to-1
day legit ads for Broadway shows,'
the various managements have
agreed to an eight-line limit for
the individual ABC ads. Since the
London, March 6.
minimum accepted by the news¬
“Plain and Fancy” is the first
papers is six lines, that means that
musical in nearly 10
all regular alphabetical listings will Broadway
years to get.off to a bad start at
be six-to-eight lines in depth..
Meanwhlie, plans are in progress the Drury Lane. Apart from the
to inaugurate the directory-style of first few days, it has been playing
alphabetical listings. However, to about 50% capacity. The disap¬
since star contracts nearly always pointing business is apparently at¬
specify that the actor’s name ap¬ tributable in part to adverse wea¬
pear above the title in all advertis¬ ther conditions, but mainly due,
ing, it’s necessary to get waivers it is thought, to the unfavorable
from the stars involved.
That’s reviews.
causing some delay, but is report¬
The import is presented by
Prince Littler and Chappell’s, and
edly okayed in most instances.
If any star refuses to agree to four Broadway players came over
listing to the right of the title in for the show. They are Shirl Con¬
the proposed directory-style ad set¬ way, Richard Derr, Joan Ho vis and
up, that particular show will have Reed De Rouen.
to be excluded. In that case, all
Rumors current in legit circles
other shows would be included in that “Plain and Fancy” is about
the directory ad and the exception to fold, are not confirmed, although
show or shows would have separate on its present boxoffice perform¬
ABC ads. The whole plan is pred¬ ance, it needs, to be subsidized.
icated on the assumption that all “Pipe Dream,” submitted last week
New York dailies will accept the Tor the Lord Chamberlain’s cen¬
directory-style copy. If any refuse, sorship okay, is likely to be the
they will get copy in the present next presentation at the Drury.
ABC form, while the directorystyle ads will go to those willing
to accept.
(The Times has re¬
portedly informed the ad agencies
that it will refuse the directorystyle copy.)
Prior to the suggested compro¬
mise on the eight-line maximum,
there had been some talk in man¬
agement circles of discontinuing
Shelley Winters is being sought
all legit ads in the hold-out papers
and possibly bringing suit to test to- play Katherine in “Taming of
the
Shrew” and another femme
the matter. The compromise was
worked. out by legit pressagents lead in a Bard revival this summer
at
the
American Shakespeare Fes¬
William Fields and Bar?y Hyams,
tival Theatre & Academy at Strat¬
(Continued on page 58)
ford, Conn.
The film actress is
currently starring in “Hatful of
Rairt,” at the Lyceum, N.Y., her
first Broadway appearance since
playing
Ado
Annie,
the
role
created by Celeste Holm, in the
original Broadway edition of “Ok¬
lahoma.”
John Houseman, who will stage
New Hope, Pa., March 6.
The longest season in the history the Shakespeare revivals at Strat¬
of the Bucks County Playhouse ford this summer, arrived from
here is scheduled to begin May 5. Hollywood last week to begin prep¬
The theatre will remain open arations for the season. WThether
through Oct. 27 for a 25-week run. he and Miss Winters can get to¬
The bpening bill, which will mark gether on the “Shrew” assignment
the start*-’©! ithe operation’s 18th presumably depends largely on
year, will be “Solid Gold Cadillac,” choice of a suitable role for the
actress’ other Shakespeare appear¬
starring Billie Burke.
“Cadillac” will run for two ance.
weeks as will four other shows.
Another 10 entries from the stock
catalog will be put on for one week
each, while four tryouts and one
musical will also get single-stanza
showcasing. Productions lined up
A $100,000 fund to hypo touring
for the season, besides “Cadillac,”
include “Seven Year Itch,” “Tea legit activity is one of the major
provisions
in the renewal of the
and
Sympathy,”
“Anniversary
Waltz,” “Anastasia”' and “Remark¬ basic agreement between the The¬
atre
Guild-American
Theatre So¬
able Mr. Pennypacker.”
The Playhouse is offering three ciety and the Council of the Living
The two organizations,
subscription plans this year, with Theatre.
a 15% discount for season ticket which teamed up in 1952 to boost
buys.
A 10% discount will be subscription theatre-going, have
given patrons purchasing six to 10 extended their original three-year
consecutive shows and a pay-as- pact another five years, until May,
you-go plan is available to weekly 1960.
The $100,000 will be raised from
subscribers.
Theatre parties and
benefits, with discounts for groups available funds, after administra¬
of 25-400 are also being booked by tive expenses, of the non-profit
John J. Crowley, the barn’s gen¬ subscription operation. The coin
eral manager.
will be used to encourage Broad¬
Michael Ellis, who runs the way- entries to tour and insure
Playhouse, is currently function¬ booking schedules in 17 major
ing as managing director of the cities. There are now approximate¬
Coconut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse.
ly
87,000
TG-ATS
subscribers
guaranteeing nearly $2,000,000 an¬
nually in 650,000 pre-sold tickets.
Incidentally, TG-ATS claims it’s
unaffected by a stipulation in the
recent Shubert-UBO consent de¬
cree enjoining the Shuberts from
The plan to bring Eduardo de refusing to allow any out-of-town
Filippo’s Italian repertory, company theatre to bid on a free competi¬
to the U. S. next fall has apparent¬
tive basis for local TG-ATS sub¬
ly been abandoned by the Pro¬ scription seasons.
The
TG-ATS
ducers Theatre. The decision is
plan applies to shows, not thea¬
understood to have been reached tres. In other words, the subscrip¬
last week, shortly before the de¬ tion is carried to whichever thea¬
parture of Robert Whitehead for
tre a touring entry chooses to play.
Europe.
Whitehead is partnered in Pro¬
ducers Theatre with Roger L. Ste¬
vens and Robert W. Dowling.
Columbus, March 6.
Playhouse-on-the-Green,
profes¬
sional summer stock "tent theatre,
Mischke has joined The is making plans for its second sea¬
waybill, official program for New son on a site adjoining radio station
ork legit theatres. He is assistant WRFD, about 10 miles north of the
f1iitor-. succeeding James Frisbie, heart of downtown Columbus.
who died last week.
Joseph K. Weaver, producer of
™ard Huber is publisher of the “theatre in the round,” said
Ic
with Barbara Blake that this season will find the. pro¬
editor and John Dow associate ductions opening their six-day week
editor.
on1 Monday, instead of Tuesday.

‘Plain’ Tardy, London;
Figure ‘Pipe’ Is Next

Houseman Sees
Shelley as Kate

Bucks County 25-Week
Season Kicks Off May 5
With Billie Burke’s‘Cad’

Set Up 1001) Fund Under
New TG-ATS-CLT Pact

DROP PLAN TO IMPORT
ITALIAN GROUP TO U.S.

Columbus Stock Plans

Mischkc Vice Frisbie

Misleading Ad
Boston, March G.
Louis Cline, manager of the
Colonial Theatre here, had
“Bus Stop” on the marquee of
theatre for the past few weeks
heralding the engagement of
the
William
Inge . comedy,
which
started
yesterday
(Mon.). He was kept busy,
however,
by
out-of-towners
who took the billing literally.
In desperation, he finally
put up a sign last week, read¬
ing, “This is not a bus stop,
but the play ‘Bus Stop’ opens
here March 5.”

LEGITIMATE

Equity Moderates Get Voting Edge;
Indie Ticket May Hinge on Ross
+

Pic Publicist Authors
Script for Off-B’way
Val Coleman, feature writer in
the United Artists homeoffice pub¬
licity department, has authored a
play which is set for off-Broadway

Parks Wants Out
Of 3d ‘Teahouse’;
He ‘Needs Rest’
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presentation shortly.

Producer is

Frank Britain, who was associate
producer last year of the “Wanted”
television series.

The Coleman property, titled
“Fire and Frozen Lakes,” is slated
to go into rehearsal this month
with Maurice Alevy as director.
Latter staged William Saroyan’s “A
Lost Child’s Fireflies” in Dallas in
1955. David Hooks will play the
lead in “Lakes.” No theatre is
Larry Parks, star of the third
mentioned for it.
company of “Teahouse of the Au¬
Coleman, who’s 25, joined UA
gust Moon,” may leave the tourer
within the next couple of weeks. last month. He previously worked
He’s been negotiating with produc¬ on the San Francisco Call-Bulletin,
ers Howard Lindsay and Russel was associated with the Circle-inCrouse about either quitting the the-Square Theatre and was an
actor and technical director with I
show altogether or taking a fourweek vacation. He has explained the Antioch Shakespearean Festi¬
val in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
he needs a rest.
Lindsay and Crouse were in New
Orleans last week for confabs with
the actor, but no decision was
reached. A factor in the situation
is the problem of getting a name
replacement on short notice, so
the tour can be continued without
a sizable drop in business. Parks
has been on tour with the troupe
since last September. It’s tenta¬
“The Littlest Revue," an inti¬
tively planned to continue the com¬
pany on the road through next fall, mate show with a cast of six. will
probably playing repeat engage¬ be presented by the Phoenix Thea¬
ments on the Coast this summer.
tre. N.Y., as the season closer, fol¬
The second “Teahouse” com¬ lowing the run of the upcoming re¬
pany, currently in the 26th week
vival of "A Month in the Country.”
of a Chicago run, is continuing
there
indefinitely, . ,with
Eddie The song-and-dance piece will have
Bracken taking over the top role music by Vernon Duke, lyrics by
of Sakini next Monday (12), suc¬ Ogden Nash and sketches by John
ceeding Burgess Meredith, who is Latouehe, Sheldon Harnick, Rob¬
withdrawing. The original troupe, ert Emmett and others. Paul Lnmnow in its 126th week at the Mar¬ mers will direct and the cast will
tin Beck. N. Y., closes there March include Charlotte Rae, Joel Gray
24, and then tours the key eastern and Lee Goodman.
“Month in the Country,” open¬
cities
of
Boston,
Philadelphia.
ing April 3 at the off-Broadway
Washington, Baltimore, etc.
spot, is being staged by Michael
Redgrave, and has a cast including
Ula Hagen. Alexander Scourby,
Luther Adler. Michael Strong.
Mary Morris. Olga Bielinska, A1
Hedison, Stefan Gierasch, Wolf
London, March 6.
Barzell, Peggy Cass and Anne Hen¬
Conchita Montes is due in Lon¬ nessey.

‘Littlest Revue
Set for Phoenix

A liberal and middle-of-the-road
slate defeated the conservatives in
the election of membership repre¬
sentatives to the nominating com¬
mittee in the Actors Equity quar¬
terly membership meeting last
week at the Sheraton-Astor Hotel,
N. Y.
However, no matter what ticket
is chosen by the committee, an op¬
position card will probably be en¬
tered in the union’s annual elec¬
tion in June. The action is expect¬
ed to pivot around Bill Ross, who
was dropped as second vice-presi¬
dent from last year’s regular
ticket and was subsequently put up
for that purpose on a partial inde¬
pendent slate. He was defeated.
If Ross, regarded as a liberal,
is named on the regular ticket,
then it’s almost a sure bet that the
conservative element in the union
will put up its own candidates.
Conversely, if he’s not listed on
the regular card, it’s likely that his
supporters will ditto last year’s
move.
The upcoming election is the
first to be held since the EquityChorus merger last year. Prior to
the consolidation, the Equity nomi¬
nating committee comprised six
membership reps and three coun¬
cil members.
The membership
lineup now takes in seven princi¬
pals and three chorusers, while the
number of council members has
been upped to five.
Votes for the winning member¬
ship reps were as follows: Whitford Kane (451), Viveca Lindfors
(416), Ell Wallach (413), Frank Silvera (410), Osceola Archer (408),
William Prince (408) and Helen
Gallagher (407). Those are the
seven principals, while the three
chorus members are Edward Beck(Continued on page 58)

Lou Wilson Eyes Stolz
‘Springtime’ for B’way
With New Anglo Book

Lou Wilson, ex-William Morris
Agency and longtime with London
legit producer Prince Liltlefr, may
do Robert Stolfc’s operetta, “Fruehling Im Prater” (Springtime! in the
Prater), which clicked on tlie Con¬
tinent four seasons ago, but which
has been delayed for Anglo-Amer¬
ican production because of the libretto.
Stolz has finally gotten
i collaborator Ernst Marischka’s condon today <Tues.) for a starring
j sent to divorce latter’s book from
j the score, and Wilson will try and
role in an English version of “El
! get an American book writer to
Baile” i“The Ball”), to be pre¬
n
o
•
n
n
•
:
match the Stolz music. Chappell’s
sented by Anna Deere Wiman. This
iTlSCOjis publishing and while the score
will be Miss Wiman’s first solo ven¬
has been widely recorded in Eu¬
ture here, all her previous pro¬
San Francisco, March
rope, it has been mostly sung in
ductions having been in association !
Local promoter Albert Rappa- German.
with other managements. She is port and art-theatre owner Maury
Littler would do “Springtime” in
a, daughter of the late Broadway Schwarz are bringing Hollywood’s
England after the Broadway run.
producer, Dwight Deere Wiman.
Turnabout Theatre here for a five- Stolz, who has been working in
I The play, by Edgar Neville, has month run starting May 15. Rap- Vienna, still maintains a permanent
hjad over 1.200 performances in paport has leased California Hall. Central Park West (N. Y. City)
Spain and last month received the near downtown Frisco, and will • apartment although, paradoxically,
Fastenrath prize of the Royal Span¬ renovate it, install the necessary j on the jnfrequent visit he made
ish Academy as the best show to two stages for the Turnabout and j to Gotham last week, he and his
be written in the last five years. put m 450 seats.
I wjfe stayed at the St. Moritz Hotel,
It has also been done on the Con¬
It’s also planned to use the hall j because their apartment was in
tinent and in various South Amer¬ for lectures. Schwarz is connected ; process of redecoration. They came
ican cities.
only with the Turnabout aspect of. over ahead of schedule, finding
Production wilf be staged by the operation.
, that they had to be back in Europe
Maurice Colbourne and a pre-Lon¬
j sooner than anticipated for conceit
don tour opens April 2 at Malvern. ATP AM Torino PirkpHnir
engagements and for a film which
riCKeung |the same Marischka, who did the
Cast includes Denis Price and AlrAiVI,
Hugh Latimer.
“Springtime” book, is producing
_ ,
,,,
, „
; with a Stolz score.
Boston, March 6.
j
incidentally, the Stolz’s 17-yearSTANLEY BARNES AS JUDGE
Fine Arts Theatre, newly opened • 0ld daughter Clarice, now in school
Man Who Made Shuberts Cry little theatre group here, is being : in England, has just made her act‘Uncle Sam’ Appointed
picketed by the Assn, of Theatrical mg debut and is due on the Vienna
„
.
,
D ,,__ „ .
stage this summer to play in GerPress Agents & Managers and the ^ as weU as in the English.
Washington, March 6.
_
The
nomination
of
Stanley stagehands’ union. It’s the first |

ANNA WIMAN READYING
THE BALL’FOR LONDON

Book H’wood Turnabout
for opring KUIl,

Ixnps
Boston Little Theatre i

Barnes to be a U. S. Circuit Judge,
in the 9th Circuit (California) was
sent to
the
Senate yesterday
(Mon.)
by
the
White
House.
Barnes, a Californian, is Assistant
Attorney
General
heading
the
Antitrust Division.
Among recent consent decrees
negotiated by his division have
been
the
Shubert
case
over
monopoly in legit theatres and
bookings, and the Columbia Man¬
agement case, involving concert
bookings.
Barnes has been involved in
complaints by indie exhibitors that
the big motion picture antitrust
decision
was
not
being
fully
obeyed by the distributors. Barnes
has disagreed with the stand taken
by the Allied States Assn., and the
Southern California Theatre Own¬
ers Assp

ease of legit pieketing here in
years.
The pickets went into action last
Thursday <1) with the opening by
Lyric Productions of Jean Anouilh’s
“Thieves’ Carnival.” The line was
suspended, however, to permit the
entry of Boston drama critics.
Barry Frank, business manager of
Lyric Productions, says that he’s
offered to hire union men when
gross reaches 50% of capacity, but
the bid was rejected.
Frank asserts the move by the
unions is apparently a test drive
to get all non-union legit spots in
lire. The Cape has a number of
non-union strawhatters and there
are several around the Boston
area. The unions are said to be
trying to make a quota of 90% of
the strawhatters this season.

‘FAREWELL EUGENE’ SET/
FOR B’WAY NEXT FALL.

“Farewell, Farewell, Eugene,”^
by legit-tv actor and strawhat pro¬
ducer John Vari, is scheduled for
Broadway production next fall by
John C. Wilson, possibly with Bur¬
gess Meredith as stager. No one
is set for the cast.
The play was tried out last year
at Theatre ’55, Dallas* where Ram¬
sey Burch took over the direction
following the death of founder
Margo Jones.
TTie author, who •
goes to the Coast shortly for a
role in the Rocky Graziano picture, “Someone Up There Likes
j Me,” has operated the Hampton
<N. H.) Playhouse for the last
seven' summers.
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Legit Bits
William Miles, producer of the
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,
Mass., is on the road this winter
as sales rep for Columbia Concerts.
He’ll resume the strawhat opera¬
tion this summer.
Daniel Blum, editor of the “The¬
atre World” annual series on New
York legit, went to the Coast last
week, to be gone a month.
Former producer Oscar Sertin
leaves this week for about six
months’ visit to Japan, to study
the Nipponese theatre.
Paul Shyre’s dramatic narrative,
adapted from Sean O’Casey's
novel, “I Knock At the Door,” will
be given a two-performance stand
March 18 at the Kaufman Audi-

itorium, N.Y.
Shyre and actress
Rae Allen, in association with the
YMHA Poetry Center, are present¬
ing the offering, which will be di¬
rected by Stuart Vaughan.
Producer Rita Allen will be
married in New York next Sunday
(11) to former musician-composer
Milton Cassel.
Film actor Lew Ayres will make
his Broadway legit debut as the
star of the forthcoming Robert
Fryer-Lawrence Carr musical pro¬
duction, “Shangri-La.”
Londons Old Vic will be brought
to Broadway by Sol Hurok for an
eight-week repertory season begin¬
ning Oct. 23.
A company of 40
will be headed by Paul Rogers,

Claire Bloom and John Neville.
The N.Y. run will be preceded by
engagements In Ottawa, Montreal
and Toronto.
* Samuel French has acquired the
stock and amateur rights to “Desk
Set.”
Actors Equity is waiving its sixmonths alien rule to permit Irish
actress Siobhan McKenna, whose
contract as costar of the Broadway
production of “Chalk Garden” runs
until the end of June, to play the
title role in Shaw’s “Saint Joan”
Allan Cameron
Dalzell with¬
draws this week as company man¬
ager of the Ballet Theatre to join
the touring “Boy Friend.”
Herb
Carlin will take over his Ballet
Theatre assignment,
at the Harvard Di‘gma Festival- next
summer. Albert Marre will stage
the production, which will be

A HIT!!!—From Coast-To-Coast!!
' DRAN SEITZ OF “PLAIN AND
j
FANCY” CULTIVATES
A PIXIE CHARM
3
“Outstanding was Dran Seitz,
a very talented girl who is rem¬
iniscent of a younger Celeste
Holm and a more recent Gwen
, Verdon in that she combines
the singing talent of the first
with the dancing skill of the
. second and at the same time
bears no resemblance to either.
Hers was a ■captivating perform¬
ance.”
Wood Soanes
OAKLAND TRIBUNE

Young Singer
Enlivens Show
“Principally, the Great North¬
ern version has blonde and
toothsome Dran Seitz, as a
charming country mouse who ^
falls in love.” Miss Seitz has a
pure and pleasant singing voice,
with a personality to match.
Sydney J. Harris
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS

“ . . . a shining charmer
named Dran Seitz to bring out
the best of Bird-in-Hand, Pa.
. . . Little Miss Seitz sings “Fol¬
low Your Heart” with a candor
to touch any heart, and is toss¬
ed headlong into a kind of
Amish
striptease called ‘I’ll
Show Him.’”
^
Claudia Cassidy
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

"... the production's prime
asset for this city feller was a
toothy
blonde
named
Dran
Seitz . . . Miss Seitz is an ener¬
getic sprite with an appealing
freshness.”
Herman Kogan
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

DRAN
SEITZ
Currently
in

“PLAIN and FANCY”
at tha

“Dran Seitz is the first. Miss
Seitz can put a wallop into a
song and she has the ability to
project her personality across
the footlights. The little danc¬
ing that is assigned her sug¬
gests she is more than adequate
in that department, too.”
Louis R. Guzzo
SEATTLE JOURNAL

“Shining performances
are
contributed by Dran Seitz as
the country maid with progres¬
sive ideas, here is a real and re¬
freshing talent.”
Hortense Morton
SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

“Dran Seitz, a pretty blonde
whose youthful quality conceals
a whale of a lot of ability and
technique, is irresistibly warm,
vital and appealing as the neigh¬
bor girl.”
William C. Glackin
SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

FORREST THEATRE
“But hit of the show from a
standpoint of voice and dancing
talent is pert little Dran Seitz
as Hilda.”
Arnold Marks
PORTLAND ORE. JOURNAL

WORK HITS NEW HIGH!!!
“Never have we seen a girl
in this kind of a show who has
had the equivalent radiance,
the effervescense of spirit, the
stars in the eyes, the wonder in
the voice quality that she shows
in her delightful stint entitled
'This Is All Very New to Me.'
It happens when she is kissed
by Dan.
This, artistically, is
the finest episode in the whole
show.”
Hilmar Grondar
THE OREGONIAN (Portland)

“Dran Seitz, a petite blonde,
with a load of wide-eyed charm,
comes near to stealing the
show.”
J. H. H.
ST. PAUL DISPATCH

“But the show is all but stolen
by a cute blonde bundle of art¬
less charm named Dran Seitz
as Hilda Miller, the Amish girl
Who goes to town.”
John H. Harvey
ST. PAUL

Philadelphia
PLAIN OR FANCY,
SHE’S A HIT
"... of the large cast the one
Individual whose performance
was outstanding was Dran Seitz,
as Hilda . . . For characteriza¬
tion, singing, dancing, and just
plain charm, she was tops in
every respect.”
Clifford Bloom
DES

MOINES

REGISTER

“Dran Seitz is full of verve as
one of the Amish who would
like to get some fun out of life.
She, puts a spark into everything
she does and sings well on sev¬
eral occasions.”
KANSAS CITY TIMES

“Some of the most rewarding
work in the show is from Dran
Seitz, a blonde with a vigorous
and happy way of show singing
whose personality bubbles over
the footlights.”
Virgil Miers
DALLAS TIMES HERALD

“But the ‘special’ star in
‘Fancy’ is Dran Seitz, a clever
young performer who sings like
a veteran trouper and is about
as funny as Carol Charming.”
John Voorhees
SEATTLE POST¬
INTELLIGENCER

“Most appealing character in
the play, and portrayed‘charm¬
ingly by Dran Seitz, was that of
Hilda Miller.”
Bob Hall
S. F. CALL-BULLETIN

“ ‘Plain and Fancy’ started in
a leisurely manner and then
suddenly ignited into a spark¬
ling show through the beguiling
antics of a Dresden doll-like
creature named Dran
Seitz.
From then on the cast had
everything under control . . .’
builds eventually to a captivat¬
ing scene where the smiling 1
Miss Seitz expresses both a hor¬
rified pleasure and enchanting
curiosity at the elegance of New
York underwear.”
Paine Knickerbocker
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

“Credits too go to Dran Seitz
as the smitten young girl, an
endearing and lively perform¬
ance.”
John K. Sherman
MINNEAPOLIS
“Miss Seitz, who received
some of her early training
right here in San Francisco,
plays the role of an Amish’
maiden in love with the city
visitor. She is delightful, with
a piquancy in her eyes and a
warmth in her voice. As a mat¬
ter of fact whenever Miss Seitz
appears on the stage it takes
on an added light!!!”'

For Booking Detailt Caff: JUdson 6-4978

John Vickers
THE ARGONAUT
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presented Aug. 6-25 as the third
and final festival offering.
Robert Whitehead has optioned
the stage rights to Richard Rovere’s
book, “Howe & Hummel.”
Washington, March 6.
Author-playwright-producer Jo¬
seph Hayes, represented on Broad¬
Show trains, a familiar feature
way last season by “Desperate of the New York legit, are about
Hours,” is completing a novel, to invade Washington. The Balti¬
“Bon Voyage,” which he’s also
more & Ohio has lined up the
adapting for Broadway presenta¬
special trains for next Sunday (11)
tion next season. As in the case of
“Hours,” he’ll co-produce with and March 18. They will make
several
0 stops through West Vir¬
Howard Erskine. Also on the pro¬
duction team’s slate for next sea¬ ginia., Maryland, with a final pick¬
son, is “My Philadelphia Father,” up of theatregoers in Baltimore,
Kyle Crichton’s dramatization of preceeding here for performances
Cordelia Drexel Biddle’s reminis¬ slated for “Damn Yankees” at the
National Theatre.
cences.
Producer - director
Herman
The Richmond Railro^d-wtlTofShumlin
has
optioned
Robert fer the same kind ofjdeal for ApriL
Maugham’s “Rising Heifer,” pre¬ 6 'tq jyeSidenrty—nf^The Richmond
sented in 1952 at Margo Jones’ area of Virginia, to see a Friday
Dallas Theatre. A London produc¬ matinee of “Plain, and Fancy”
tion is contemplated for next which follows “Damn Yankees’*
summer prior to a Broadway
into the National.
preem. •
Richard Wilbur has joined Doro¬
thy Parker and John Latouche as
a lyric contributor to Ethel Linder
Reiner’s forthcoming musical pro¬
duction of “Candide,” for which —^ Continued from pace 57
Leonard Bernstein is supplying the
execs
of the
Blaine-Thompsftn,
score.
Clifford Strohl and Lawrence
Gilbert Miller’s Broadway pro¬
Weiner ad agencies and reps of the
duction of the current West End
hit, “Reluctant Debutante,” is set dailies.
The
proposed
directory-style
to open Oct. 10 at the Henry Miller
Theatre.
setup would apply only to the dayalphabetical
listings,
so
Charles Mooney, general man¬ to-day
ager for producers Richard Aldrich managements would still be free to
& Richard Meyers and g.m. in use. any size or form of display
charge of the Cape Playhouse, space as often as desired.
That
Dennis, Mass., will conduct the would particularly apply to the
American Theatre Wing’s
10th large-space Sunday ads mail order
annual spring series of summer comeons in advance of Broadway
theatre management and operation openings, as well as quote ads and
courses from March 14-May 2.
the
recently-spreading
pinpoint
The off-Broadway Showcase The¬ displays.
atre will present Louis S. Bardd^
The whole setup of both the di¬
ly’s “A Strange Story” for onerectory-style and the eight-lineweek beginning April 9.
minimum ABC ads will be volun¬
Regis Caddie, who was assistant
tary. It remains to be seen, there¬
stage manager for the Playwrights’
fore, how long the limits will be
Co. production of “Tea and Sym¬
pathy,” is repeating in that capaci¬ observed if certain managements
ty for the Playwrights-Gayle Stine begin tricking copy. In that con¬
upcoming production of ^Leslie nection, it’s recalled, the limita¬
tions on* ABC ads didn’t last long
Stevens’ “Lovers.”
after the newspapers’ ad accep¬
The Irish Players begins operat¬
ing March 13 at the off-Broadway tance departments ceased enforc¬
ing
them.
Temple Theatre with a revival of
Paul Vincent Carroll's “Shadow,
The whole idea of the revised
and Substance.” The producing setup for day-to-day ads, whether
trio
includes
Helena
Carroll, directory-style or under an eightdaughter of playwright Carroll, line maximum, is to reduce the
Dcrmot McNamara and Thomas expense of advertising Broadway
Mulligan.
shows. The cost, steadily climbing
Joan Harrison is heading the for many years, now comes to
story and play department and $1,000 or more a week for straight
Lois Raeder is casting director for plays and around $2,000 or more
Theatre 12, an off-Broadway pro¬ for musicals. It’s figured the direc¬
duction outfit.
tory-style ads could cut the out¬
Edward
Parone,
assistant
to
lay up to $300 or $400 per week
Phoenix Theatre producers T. Ed¬
per show. -That’s on the basis of a
ward Hambleton and Norris Hough¬
single
agate line costing a total of
ton, has * edited a new anthology
for Dell Books, “Six Great Modem about $100 per week in all New
York papers.
Plays.”
“Protective Custody,” the Sylvia
Meanwhile, the off-B roadway
Sidney stabrer, scheduled f.or pro¬ managements have worked out
duction late this season by Ander¬ their own directory-style of show
son Lawler, in association with listings, and have begun using it in
Lillian Emerson, has been post¬ the World-Telegram, Mirror and
poned until next fall.
Journal-American.
The Times,
Mary Morris, who has been on
Herald Tribune and Post have re¬
the faculty of the Carnegie Tech*
fused to accept the modified form
Drama School for many years is
taking a leave for the remainder of show ads, and the News hasn’t
of the semester to appear with Uta- made a decision about it.
Hagen and Luther Adler in the
Phoenix
Theatre’s
forthcoming
revival of Turgenev’s “A Month in
the Country.”
Paul Muni’s contract as star of — ,, , Continued from pace 5C
^3
the Broadway production of “In¬
herit the Wind”, expires May 31,
Mandragola
but the actor has told friends he play’s
satire,
despite ' program
intends renewing,,and will, stay.,.notes, pre-supposes knowledge of
with the drama indefinitely.
the period. What’s left is a mild
Producer Mary K. Frank is vaca¬ bedroom farce that fails to elicit
tioning in Jamaica. B.W.I.
much audience gusto, so that while
“Mandragola” is “interesting,” it
just isn’t interesting enough.
Titian-haired Midge Ware is the
understandably
desirable
young
Hamburg, March 6.
wife and the play tends to perk up
“The Secret Agent,” Joseph Con¬ when she.’s.in evidence. Louis Gus*
rad drama which has-been per¬ is the petulantly childless spouse,
formed only in London, will have while Arthur Batanides leaps coltits German premiere next fall.
ishly about as the cah-hardly-wait
Gustaf Gruendgens has obtained lover. Although the company is
the rights to produce and direct it generally good, there’s no particu¬
in
his
German
Schauspielhaus lar gleam.
here.
Paul
Lammers
has
directed
rather obviously and the Edward
Shelton-David Platt set has simplicity and- perspective.
'Geor.

D. C. Getting Show Trains
For ‘Yankees' and ‘P&F’

New Ad Setup

OfMTway Shows

Conrad’s German "Agent’

Equity Election

-

1 Continued from pace 57

er (419), Jenny Workman (384) and
Leo Kayworth (357) The five coun¬
cil members are Eddie Weston,
chairman of the committee, and
Robert Preston,
Judson
Laire,
FrederickxO’Neal and Betty Jane
Keating.
The losing ticket, which was con¬
sidered conservative, included Enid
Markey, Eddie Foy Jr., Jean Sin¬
cere, Royal Beal, Walter Greaza,
Marie Paxton and Maida Reade as
the seven principals.
The three
chorus members are Sarah Bettis,
John Ford and Gordon Woodburn.
A total of 645 ballots wer£ cast. \

WHAT HAVE YOU?
SAM STARK
Collector
Wants Old Thoatro Items
7B North La Senda Drive
Sonth Laguna, California

If you know
the preaont whereabouts of

HAL STIPHENS
•nd/or

HARRY R. LINTON
(or their families), authors of
“My Wife's Family," please contact
Samuel French, lnc„ 25 West 45th (t..
New York 34. N. Y.

PUfiklETY
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Philly Hopping; lady’ SRO $53,800,
‘Wonderful’ $48J0, ‘Affair’ $17,i

‘Waltz’ Sprightly $17,900,
Rudy ‘Kissed’ 6(3, Frisco

LEGITIMATE

59

B way Does a Pratfall; ‘Rain’ 21G,
‘Matchmaker’ $30,200, Wayne $24,700,
‘Time’ 17G, ‘Desk’ $18200, ’Chalk’ 14G

San Francisco, March 6.
"Anniversary Waltz” continues
strong, but "Jenny Kissed Me,”
originally
scheduled
for
four
weeks, bowed out at the end of the
second frame because of poor biz.
Phyad^phlkv^arch 6.
Estimates for Last Week
PubliiM'eception of musical fare
Anniversary Waltz, Alcazar
mitfifued at high pitch I here last
($3.85; 1,147) (16th wk) (Russell
„ ifeek, with "My Fair Lady” enter¬
Nype,
Marjorie
Lord).
Nice
ing its fourth and final SRO stanza
Business on Broadway nosedived closes April 14, to tour).
Last
$17,900.
af the Erlanger. "Mr. Wonderful,”
Severe drops were week, nearly $26,500,
Jenny Kissed Me, Curran ($3.85; last week.
with. Sammy Davis Jr. heading the
Yiddish theatre activity on New
registered by practically all shows.
Teahouse of the August Moon,
1.752)
(2d
wk)
(Rudy
Va-llee).
Sad
cast, is running near capacity at York’s Second . Ave. may be con¬
Several closings are anticipated if- Beck iC> 1125th wk; 1,105; $6.25$6,000 and folded Saturday (3).
the Shubert.
fined to only one house next sea¬
the slump continues. The capacity $4.60; 1.214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
Third entry in tune show sweep- son.
That’s indicated by a pro¬
offerings tapered off to just three, Gene
Blakely)
(previous
week,
stakes is "Plain and Fancy,” which duction merger involving Irving
“Cat On a Hot Tin Roof,” “Damn $28,400; closes March 24, to tour).
arrives tonight
(Tues.)
at the
Yankees” and "No Time for Ser¬ Last week, almost $21,300.
Jacobson and Irving Grossman,
Forrest.’ The Amish musical, Which
geants.”
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Haves
producers at the Second Ave. The¬
is playing- a return engagement
atre, and Julius Adler, producerThere were no openings am] (D) i22d wk; 176; $5.75; 1,039; $30here, is in for four weeks.
none is skedded until "My Fair 845) (Michael Redgrave) (previous
Aided by subscription, "Affair of manager at the Downtown National
Lady” preems March 15.
Sole week, $20,000; closes April 7). Last
Honor,” the town’s only straight Theatre.closer last week was "Plain and week, nearly $15,200. .
The trio, the only active remain¬
plav, clocked a satisfactory first
Time Limit, Booth (D) (6th wk;
Fancy,” which went on tour.
ing Yiddish producers on Second
week, despite critical trouncing.
47;
$5.75 - $5.20;
766; $24,330)
Ave., have teamed up to present
Estimates for Last Week
Estimates for Last Week
iArthur Kennedy) (previous week,
My Fair Lady, Erlanger (MC) a new • American Yiddish musical
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), $18,300). Last week, over $17,000.
13d wk) ($6; 1,880) (Rex Harrison, at the National next fall.
It’s ex¬
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Julie Andrews).
Season’s
first pected that if the partnership con¬
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ Belasco (C) (21st wk; 164; $5.75;
musical smash, with standees every tinues, any other ensuing produc¬
cal-Drama),
O
(Opera),
OP
(OpChicago, March 6.
1.037;
$31,582)
(previous
week,
night bringing the gross to nearly tions sponsored by them will also
Business in the Loop skidded retta).
$23,000. Last week, almost $15,$53,800.
be. presented at the 1,425-seat Na¬ again last week under the impact
300.
Other
parenthetic
designations
Mr. Wonderful# Shubert (MC) tional.
The house was renovated of the traditional Lenten slow¬ refer. respcctwely, to loeeks played,
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
t2d wk) ($6.60; 1,870). 'Although last year. •'
down. Forepart of the frame was number of performances through ler iD) (64th wk; 503; $5.75-$4.60;
not SRO, tuner about cabaret world
especially weak.
last Saturday, top prices, number 946; $23,248) (previous week, $21,goes clean the. latter part of the
Spring pickings look slim, with
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 200; closes June 30, to tour). Last
week; powerful $48,200.
only "Bad Seed” definite. Nancy
$17,700.
Price includes 10% Federal and week, over Miscellaneous
Affair of Honor, Walnut. (CD)
Kelly-starrer is slated for April 30
($4.20;
1,340)
(Dennis
King).
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
at the Harris, on subscription.
Miss Julie, Phoenix (D) (2d wk;
Comedy account of w$r between
i.e., exclusive of tax.
Estimates for Last Week
16; $3.45; 1,150; $24,067) (previous
the colonies and motheP country
Bus Stop, Winter Garden (CD) week, $10,000 for first eight per¬
Inherit the Wind, Blackstone
drew three- pirns (Murdock, In¬
Touring edition of "No Time for (4th
wk)
($5;
1.450)
(Melvyn (53d wk; 4Z2; $5.75-$4.60; 1,494; formances).
Last week, around
quirer; • Sensenderfer,
Bulletin; Sergeants” ...will launch the Dallas
Douglas). Over $28,800 (previous $43,000 (previous week $22,600; $9,000; closes March 18.
Sehrier, News); subscription' and State Fair Musicals season with a
closes April 7). Last week, nearly
week, $30,700).
Closed Last Week
advance helped to almost $17,000. fortnight’s stand beginning June 11.
Marcel Marceau, Harris (1st wk) $18,800 on twofers.
Plain & Fancy, Hellingcr (MC)
The Maurice Evans-Emmett Rodg¬ ($4.40; 1.0Q0). Nearly $11,500 for
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco (58th wk; 460; $6.90; 1,527; $55,916)
ers production will layoff the rest first seven performances; French <D) (50th wk; 396; $6.90; 946; (previous week,
$44,100).
Last
of the summer, but reopen for a mime drew raves from the four $31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl week, over $37,000; closed last
(Cassidy, Tribune; Ives) (previous week, almost $31,- Saturday (3) at a profit on a $250,Chicago, run at the beginning of local critics
Harris, News; Kogan, Sun-Times; 600). Last week, same.
000
investment;
began
touring
September.
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD) yesterday (Tues.) in Philadelphia.
. The Dallas engagement marks Dettmer, American).
Pajama ■ Game, Shubert (16th (19th wk: 149; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
Off-Broadway
the second time a straight play
Admiral Bashville, Cherry Lane
has been booked for the summer wk) ($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, $27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan
musical season.
The. first was the Larry Douglas, Buster West). Al¬ McKenna) (previous week, $19,500). (2-20).
most $33,000 (previous week, $35,- Last week, under $14,000.
Age & Grace, Blackfriars (2-20).
first
touring
company
of
"Tea¬
Washington, March 6.
600).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
Candida, Downtown (2-23).
of
the
August
Moon,”
The two legit holdovers did well house
Teahouse of the August Moon, (44th wk; 348; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573)
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
which
played
a
two-week
stand
by their boxoffices last week.
Erlanger <25th wk) ($5;
1,355) (Gwen Verdon) (previous week, (12-1).
Evans, inci¬ (Burgess Meredith. Hugh Reilly). over, $50,700). Last week, same.
Fourth frame oF "Damn Yankees” there’ last. August.
He Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
slid off from the record-breaking dentally, is co-producer of "Tea¬ Over
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) (19th Playhouse <1-20).
$29,400
(Previous
week,
previous stanza, but ' still was house,” with George Schaefer.
wk; 352; $5.75-$4.60; 1,102; $31,500)
Private Life of Master Race,
$31,700).
smash. Fifth and sixth weeks for
No cast has been lined up yet
(Shirley Booth) (previous week, Open Stage (1-30).
"Yankees” were announced two for the "Sergeants” tourer, which
Romeo & Juliet, Jan -Hus (2-23).
$22,000). Last week, over $16,200.
weeks ago. This week, the run has will be directed by Morton D'a
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20)
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
been extended for a seventh and Costa, who staged the original
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. (1-31).
(22d wk; 173; $5.75; 1.036; $28,854)
Eighth week.
Closed Last Week
(Joseph Schildkraut,* Susan StrasNew York presentation.
For these final four weeks, the
Third Person, Pres. (12-29).
berg)
(previous week. $27,500).
Wednesday
matinee
is
being
Los Angeles, March 6.
Last week, almost $25,500.
dropped.
*
Local legit picked up a trifle last
•Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C)
Instead, the management is sub¬
week, with "Bad Seed” showing ,a (7th wk; 55; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,stituting early Sunday evening per¬
"Threepenny Opera,” w h i c h so-so $17,500 for its seven-per¬ 251)
(Nancy
Walker, .Margaret
formances.
opened at the Royal Court Theatre, formance opening frame at the Phillips) (previous week, $17,800).
, Second and final week of "Bus moves to the Piccadilly Theatre in Biltmore Theatre. House is scaled Last week, over $14,800.
Stop’? at the . Shubert picked up the West End, at end of March, re¬ at $4.40.
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (70th wk;
Boston, March 6.
over .the previous frame. House is placing "A Girl Called Jo.” The
"Joy Ride,”, in its seventh full 556; $7.50: 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
"Boy Friend,” only show on the
currently dark, but reopens next Piccadilly is owned by Tom Arn¬ stanza at the Huntington Hartford, Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous
Monday (12) with Dennis King old, whose wife has an interest $n came in with another $14,000, re¬ week, $52,400). Last week, almost local boards the last two frames,
exited town last Saturday (3) after
and Betsy Palmer in "Affair of "Threepenny.”
peat of previous • week but still in $36,500.
a repeat two-weeker at the Shu¬
• Honor,” a tryout.
Peter Daubeny is to star Flora the red.
°
Great Sebastians, Coronet iO
bert
to hotsy grosses. Legit takes
Estimates for Last Week
Robson in new untitled play to be
(9th wk; 69; $6.90; 998; $34,500)
Bus Stop, Shubert <C) (2d wk) directed by John Fernald.
(Alfred
Lunt,
Lynn
Fontanne) on some semblance of past activity
this
week
with two openings. "Bus
($3.85; 1,542). Niro $24,100 for final
Peter Myers is writing a new re¬
(previous
week.
$32,500).
Last
Stop” relighted the Colonial last
week of its run;
vue for Linnit & Dunfee and wants
week, ov£-r $31,500.
Damn Yankees, National (MCk Thelma Ruby to star in it.
Hatful of Rain, Lvceum (D) (17th night iMon.) for three weeks and
"Can-Can” opened a two-weeker
(4th wk) /$5.50; 1,677) (Bobby1
wk; 133; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339)
at the Opera House.
Clark). Boff $46,400 after a third
Montreal, March 6.
(Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara)
British
Show*
Shubert, Wilbur and Plymouth
week. which broke the house .rec¬
week,
$22,800).
Last
"Can-Can” drew almost $31,900 (previous
are dark. The Shubert opens next
iFigures denote opening dates)
ord; still moving solidly and is set
last week at the 1,700-seat Her week, nearly $21,000.
Tuesday
(13) with Frank. Loesser’s
for an eight-week stand.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
Majesty’s Theatre here, at a $4.95
LONDON
(44th wk; 349; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; new musical, "Most Happy Fella”
top.
Soy Friend,. Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
for four weeks. Although activity
$31,300)
(Paul
Muni)
(previous
The
musical
is
in
Boston
this
Buccaffcer, Apollo (2-22-56).
i« perking again after a couple of
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
week. $31,000). Last week, almost
week.
quiet weeks, it is almost the be¬
Cranks Revue, St. Mart. (3-1-56).
$29,000.
.'Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
ginning
of the end of the Boston
(March sA?)
Janus, Plymouth (C) (15th wk;
Docter, Jo, Aldwych .(2-15-56).
Affair of Honor Jtrinut) (Dennis King)
114; $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32,700) legit season.. . The- strawhatters
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
—Walnut, Philly <MO): Seibert, Wash.
_ (Reviewed ln*V«rl*ty5Feb. 29, *56).
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56).
(12-17)
(Margaret Sullavan, Robert Bres- have already set their productions
Girl Called Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
announced
their openings
Anniversary Waltz (Augusta Rocland,
ton, Claude Dauphin) (previous and
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
Richard Eastham)—Micmgan State U„
I 5ich
week, $27,900); Claudette Colbert hereabouts, and that meads spring.
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
/ East Landing
Lansing (5-6)1 1pafbce. South Bend
Estimates
for
Last Week
Lucky
Strike,
Duke
York's
(0-14-55).
joins the cast April 2, succeeding
..
" uisvllle^ (8-10); Or*. *Mornlng's at 7, W’stm’st'r (2-7-06).
Boy Friend, Shubert (MC) (2d
South Laguna, Calif.
■» Mjftr, ■ indniu.
Miss Sullavan who’s withdrawing
Mr. Fennypacker, New (5-18-55).
.. —
r¥ai JfnU Erlanger,
wk) ($4.95; 1,717). Closed out its
Editor,
Variety:
Mousetrap,
Ambassador
(11-25-52).
on
doctor’s
orders).
Last
week,
al¬
Buffalo (16-17).
/
fiarriT'1 V '
repeat two-weeker with another
Fa|ama Game, Coliseum (lp-13-55).
Your story on "no between-acts most $23,600.
Bad
Sead
(Nancy V ylffel
Paris by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
v * L. A. (5-17). .
J
booze” Feb. 15 brings to mind that
Lark, Longacre (D) (16th wk; big gross, over $39,000.
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
\Z . B#V Frland—Erlan
Plume de mi Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
when the farce, "What Happened 124; $5.75; 1,101; $29,3781 (Julie

Yiddish Stage Merger
Cues N. Y. Solo Setup

‘Inherit’ $28,800,
Marcel ll’^G (7),
Pajama’ 33G, Chi

ROAD‘SERGEANTS’WILL
OPEN TOUR IN DALLAS

‘Yankees’ $46,400,
‘Bos’$24,100, D.C.

‘SEED’ FAIR 17!G IN 7,
‘RIDE’ SLOW $14,000, LA,

London Bits

‘BOY’ HOT $39,000, HUB,
ON 2D WK. OF REPEAT

‘Can-Can’ Okay $31,900,
Single Week, Montreal

Touring Shows

/
w

Aud., Rochester
/ (12-17).
Jjl* **op (2d

yf

(8-1

Co.)^p6lonlal,

Boston

c
. Canadian
Flayers
(repertory)—H.
S.
A*}d'^ottumw®»
Aud., Monmouth
An,
/till.)
College (6); St. Mary’s College Aud.,
/Ter
r Terre Haute, Jnd. (7); Aud., Indiana U.,
Bloomington (8): Aud., Flint (Mich.) Col¬
\f leg.
lege (9); Krim Theatre, Detroit (10); H. S.
V AU)
Aud„
Saginaw,
Mich.
(12);
Northern
Illinois U.. DeKalb (14); Aud., St. Olaf
College, Northlleld. Minn. (15); Aud., N.
/
Dakota Stale College. Farjo (16-17).
'*//*'**'Can-Can—Opera Houka/ztoston (5-17).

c,,rk)
/
Clock (tjjmt) (Eva Gabor,
•
BcS>uald Gardinerfe-JfeCiulcr, Princeton
(7-10); Ford’s. BallJME-JT
/ . Mlstar Johnson -fl*
Vl haven (8-10); Walm
J ,.%• Wonderful .(t
* <5‘i7) .(a®viewed In Vanity? ,cu. «,
n
Happy
Folia l (layout)—Shubert,
Boston (13-17).
, / ,
L»«*Y (Rex Jtarrison, Julie AnV d
Erlanger, FtiJDy (5-10) (Reviewed

5

/n»V?r,*ty' Feb- «» VW).^
(2d Cat)

u/T p*iama Game
ty, Chirf5-l7)OUglaS*
.
t/

(Fran Warren,
West)—Shubert,

’’lain A Fancy—F(Wes^Philly (6-17).
-it(W<Sft)-rShubert, New
Haven (17).
„
yT \ T

/ "7-**
r(5-°17C)dith"

th* ABpu.yyMoon (Burgess
Ilugh- • B^ji»^f-&:langer, “Chi

p-iTE3!10^*
Augyit. Moon (Larry
~’Civlc* New QrlcJns ‘•(5-10); Aud.,,
(14-17)ePOrt (12’13);
Hal1* Houston

Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (0-24-55).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
Rivals, Saville (2-23-56).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-05).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
*Strong Are Lenely, H'mayket (1-24-56).
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
Summer Song, Princes (2-16-56).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-56).
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Water Gypsies, Wlnt. Gard. (8-31-55).
•Interrupted run.
Closed Last Week
Darkling Child, Arts (1-27-56).
Kettle A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
My Fair Lady, Hellingcr. (3-15).
Mr. Wondarful, B’way (3-22).
Affair of Honor (wk. 3-25).
Littlo Glass Clock, Golden (3-26).
Mlstor Johnson, Martin, Beck (3-29).
Strip fof Action, Wint. Gard. (4-12).
Wako Up Darling (wk. 4-15).
Waiting for Godot (4-16).
King arid I, City Center (4-18).
Lovers, Helen Hayes. (4-18).
Most Happy. Falla, Imperial (5-3).
Kiss Mo Kate, City Center (5-9).'
Zitgfeld Follies, Wint. Gard. <5-26).
Four Doll* on * D.lm* (wk. 5-27).
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-30).
ShangFi>La (4-4).

OFF-BRQADWAY
Shadow A Substance, Temple (3-13).
• Beaver Cbat, Greenwich M6ws (3-14).
, BoautifuhChangts, President (3£0).
<
Month in the Country, Phoenix (4-3).
Antigone, Carnegie Hall (4-4).

Harris) ^previous week, $25,500).
Last week, almost $21,600.
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (13th
wk; 104; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000)
(Ruth Gordon, Eileen Herlie, Loring Smith) (previous week, $31,500). Last week, almost $30,200.
Middle of the Night, ANTA Thea¬
tre (D) (4th wk; 29; $5.75; 1,185;
$39,116)
(Edward G.
Robinson)
(previous week, $36,700).
Last
week, over $35,600.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
(20th wk; 156; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331;
$38,500) (previous week, $39,000).
Last week, over $38,800.
Pajama Game, St. James <MC>
(95th wk; 756; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen
Gallagher) (previous week, $49,900). Last week, over $40,500.
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (14th
wk; JL09; $7.50; 1,453'; $55,039)
(Helen Traubel, William Johnson)
(previous week, $55,300). • Last
week, $54,400.
Ponder Heart, Music Box (C) (3d
wk;
20;
$5.75;
1,010;
$30,000)
(David Wayne)
(previous week,
$24,300). Last week, nearly $24,700.
(March 5-18)
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
Best Foot Forward*—Bryant Community
Center, Long Island City (9-10).
. (54th wk; 428; $7.50; 1,427; $57,Curious Savage—Lenox Hill ,Playhou£ftJ1-800) ■ (Hildegarde Neff, Lawrenee
N. Y. t7-ll); Clinton Community Center,
Brooks) (previous week, $40,400;
Bronx (16-17).

.to Jones” was playing at the Bijou
New York, Oct. 4, 1897, the man¬
agement gave away whiskey!
I
quote from page 299, volume 3,
T. Allston Brown’s "A History of
the New York Stage (1930):
"The management promised ‘cold
tea’ souvenirs to the audience,
which consisted of two small bottles
of whiskey in a satin box. Excise
inspectors, however, stopped the
giving away of liquor in the thea¬
tre, but
the
management
got
around this difficulty by giving
their patrons checks for the "sou¬
venirs’ which were honored at the
bar next door to the theatre.”
The Wallack Theatre (1861-1881)
at Broadway and 13th St., had a
bar in the basemertt of the theatre
with barmaids mixing the drinks.
The police soon closed the place
on a technicality that a stairway
from the bar lead into the lobby
of the theatre.
Sam Stark.

Equity Shows

Parks-Teahouse’ $27,300,
1st Week, New Orleans
New Orleans, March 6.
"Teahouse of the August Moon,”
starring Larry Parks, grossed $27,300 last week in its initial round
at the Civic Theatre here.
The comedy is holding for a
second stanza.

L'VILLE SETS 4 SHOWS
Kismet,’ ‘King,’ ‘P&F,’ Revue on
Summer Sked
Louisville, March 6.
Four shows have been set for
the six-week summer season at Iro¬
quois Amphitheatre, opening July
2. Lined up. for al fresco showings
by the Park Theatrical Assn, are
"Kismet,” “King and I,” “Plain
and Fancy,” and a musical revue
with name stars and acts, and
backed by a local chorus and vocal
and dance talent.
Maurice Settle is again general
manager for the summer shows,
which will again have Denis DuFor
handling the production.
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Alien’s U.S. Tax Isn’t Conventional;
Exceptions Make for Merry Jingle
By ARTHUR BRONSON

-*•-

High fees paid this season to cer¬
tain French (Chevalier, Marceau,
Piaf), Italian (Tebaldi, Callas) and
Russian (Oistrakh. Gilels) artists
visiting America, have cued inter¬
est and queries as to taxes on their
U. S. earnings.
\
The U. S. Government has recip¬
rocal agreements, called tax con¬
ventions or tax treaties, with most
major countries.
(It doesn’t have
one with Russia). The U. S. has
treaties with Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
South Africa and United Kingdom.
Covenants are in preparation with
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Colom¬
bia, Cuba, Honduras, Israel, Lux¬
embourg, Mexico, Paraguay, Philip¬
pines, Uruguay and Venezuela.
With most countries, the conven¬
tion applies to anyone staying here
less than six months. Some of the
U. S. agreements call for distinc¬
tive, special arrangements.
Most
striking one is with France. French
artists appearing here don't pay
any tax to the U. S.; American art¬
ists playing France don’t pay any
tax there.
Canada-U. S. treaty states that if
gross income is less than $5,000 in
the sixmonth period, no tax is paid
to Canada or the U. S. The SwissU. S. agreement is same as above,
except gross limit is $10,000.
Artist aliens from other coun¬
tries have to pay taxes here on
their U. S. income. In certain coun¬
tries under the reciprocal agree¬
ment (as England) an artist can
apply the tax he’s paying to foreign
countries to the tax paid here (de¬
ducting it direct with certain limi¬
tations). But the deduction can’t
exceed the rate of tax which he’s
paying to the U. S.
Get a Corporation
Other interesting points have
been cited by S. Henry Rosenthal,
chief accountant for Columbia Art¬
ists Mgt., who probably handles the
tax biz of more artists (including
alien and resident alien) than any¬
one else. There’s an exception to
the U. S.-British agreement, for in¬
stance. If an artist appearing here
is an employee of a British corpo¬
ration (latter making the contract)
and stays here less than six months,
he pays no tax to the U. S. (He has
to pay his British tax).
Artists, who are resident aliens,
pay tax in the U. S. on income
earned anywhere in the world (and
have to report it). When any alien,
including resident ones, leaves the
U. S., he must get a sailing permit
(which means he must pay his tax
for the current year up to the date
of sailing).
This applies, even if he’s going
on a single date and returning in a
few days. If an alien artist goes
to Cuba for a date, and returns
to the U. S.; then goes to Canada
for a booking, and returns, and
then goes to Latin-America for an
engagement, he needs three such
permits, or as many as each out-of¬
country date requires.
Non-resident aliens, of any coun¬
try, cannot file joint returns. Also,
they can’t take off any dependents
other than themselves ($600), even
if they have a dozen kids.
Management or pav)r is obliged
to withhold 30% of the gross fee
of any non-resident alien (excep¬
tion being Canada's agreement,
which says only 15%).
Russian artists, though under
diplomatic status (to circumvent
the fingerprinting provision of the
McCarran Act), paid the same tax
on their earnings here as U. S.
citizens, before they left.

Opera & Jazz Added To
2d Stratford Music Fest
Stratford (Ont-.) Music Festival,
in its second season next summer,
will add an opera, orchestra and
jazz concerts to its sked for the
first time. “Rape of Lucretia,” Ben¬
jamin Britten two-acter, will be
sung six times, with Jennie Tourel
and Regina Resnick as leads.
A
newly-formed Festival Orchestra of
40 will play under guest maestros
Reginald Stewart and Heinz Unger.
Fest will survey jazz with a
string of soloists, plus the Duke
Ellington orch. Sked will also incdlue concert soloists and chamber
groups. Fest will run five weeks,
July 7-Aug,- 11; for 31 concerts.
Lotus Applebamri
director.

Miller-Petit Ballet Hit
To Get European 0.0.

Stoky to Russia?
Concert managers Herbert Bar¬
rett and Siegfried Hearst have of¬
fered Leopold Stokowski to the
Soviets, and are trying to arrange,
for the vet maestro to conduct in
the Soviet Union in April and May,
1957:
Stoky is reported very anxious
to go. Word is awaited from the
Russians, who’ve expressed them¬
selves as willing to receive topname goodwill ambassadors.

Buzz Miller, American dancer
who is star of the new Roland
Petit French ballet hit, “Le Chambre,’’ is back in N.Y. briefly to dis¬
cuss some Broadw'ay show offers
for the fall. He’s returning to Paris
end of March to resume with the
Petit
troupe.
Miller
did
the
New Orleans, March 6.
“Steam Heat’’ number in “Pajama
Game” on Broadway with Carol
The New Orleans Philharmonic
Haney.
Society recently demanded that
“Chambre,” a detective story
ballet by George Simenon, with Ewing Poteet, music critic of The
music by George Auric, was chore¬ Item, provide the factual basis for
ographed by Petit for Miller. It a section of his recent review com¬
ran seven weeks in Paris this fall- menting on the orchestra’s per¬
winter. Petit troupe is taking it formance of Beethoven’s Fourth
with them on tour, opening in Vi¬ Symphony.
Poteet wrote: “The performance
enna April 8. After Berlin and
Munich dates, troupe opens at the won listeners’ apparently enthusi¬
Palace, London, May 6.
astic approval, but to keep the
record straight it should be noted
that what they heard, no matter
how pleasing it may have been,
departed so radically, so frequent¬
ly and over such long stretches
from w'hat the standard editions of
the score would lead one to be¬
lieve Beethoven put down on
paper, that this reporter, not
Mstislav Rostropovich, top Russ
knowing whether or not (conduc¬
cellist, will make his U. S. debut
tor) Alexander Hilsberg had seen
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., in a recital
fit to rewrite many sections, is at
April 4. Third Soviet luminary to
a loss for standards by which to
be introduced here this season by
evaluate it.”
Columbia Artists Mgt. (other two
Poteet replied to the Society’s
were Emil Gilels and David Oi¬
strakh), he’ll be here from April 1 request for factual data, going into
to May 8, with Col prez Frederick considerable detail. Hilsberg mean¬
Schang setting up 12 dates in all while, last Friday (2), notified The
Item that unless Poteet retracted
for him.
Cellist will appear with the N. Y. the section of the review quoted
Philharmonic under Dimitri Mitro- above, he personally would con¬
poulos April 19-20, playing the sider legal action.
George Chaplin, editor of The
Prokofiev Concerto, Opus 125. for
the first time in America. Sehang Item, in an editor’s note in Sun¬
is still arranging recital dates in day’s- amusement section, said he
Cleveland and Chi for the Russian, saw no basis for litigation in the
“Mr.
Poteet’s
remarks
who’ll wind his tour on the Coast matter.
with three performances with the were, in our opinion, well within
San Francisco Symph May 3-4-5. the purview of a critic,” he wrote.
He’ll be the first Soviet artist to “Under these circumstances The
Item will stand on the review', as
play the Coast.
Since few cellists play Carnegie wrritten and intended.”
in recital these days, the debut
booking there is daring as well as
unusual. Schang’s stunt in lining
up orch dates for his artist on short
(four weeks) notice, at tail end of
the season, is also considered note¬
Washington, March 6.
worthy, as an orch's season is al¬
The first show' train in the cap¬
ways set long ahead.
ital’s history, and the first any¬

N. Orleans Maestro Would
Sue a Critic Who Hints
He ‘Rewrote’ Beethoven

Russ’ Rostropovich Bows
At Carnegie Hall April 4;
1st Soviet to Play Coast

D. C.’S FIRST SHOW TRAIN
SPONSORED BY ITS ORCH

Chi Opera Ballet Sold
0utforl7fks.in’56-’57
The Chicago Opera Ballet, di¬
rected by Ruth Page, and with
Marjorie Tallchief and George Skibine of the Cuevas Ballet as guest
stars, has been sold out by Colum¬
bia Artists Mgt. for 17 weeks next
season, all on straight sale, with
no percentage dates. Company of
45 will tour with two Page ballets,
“The Merry Widow” and "Re¬
venge.”
Col also will offer the American
debut of the Royal Danish Ballet
next fall in a six-week U. S. sea¬
son, with two of the weeks at the
Met Opera House in N. Y. Two
ballet troupes will keep Col’s fran¬
chise fresh in the terp field, now
that management is parting with
the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
this spring.

Concert Bits
Joseph Rosenstock, general di¬
rector of the N.Y. City Opera Co.,
flies to Japan today (Wed.) to con¬
duct concerts and broadcasts of the
Nippon
Broadcasting Symphony
Orchestra. He’ll be back in N.Y.
in time to baton the opening of the
company’s spring season March 28.
Alfred Katz, concert personal
manager, flew to Japan yesterday
(Tues.), via the. Coast, for a
month’s stay on a film deal.
. Italian composer Goffredo Petrassi will serve as this year’s
guest teacher of composition at
the Berkshire Music Center at
Tanglewood, Mass.
Violinist Roman Totenberg left
for Europe March 1 for engage¬
ments in Italy, Switzerland and
Germany. He returns in April.
I Musici, 12-performer Italian
string, ensemble, left for Rome
last Friday (2), after completing
their second U.S; concert tour un¬
der aegis of. S. Hurok. ■ ■ •
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Inside Stuff-Concerts
N. Y. Philharmonic execs are burned up at a rap of last week’s
Bruno Walter-Myra Hess concert by a lead Gotham critic who, they
claim, based his blast on several inaccuracies. Reviewer stated that
the orch Walter used for his all-Mozart program was larger than the
group he’d used at the Met Opera for “Magic Flute” a few days be¬
fore.
Actually, the Philharmonic had 42 strings, against the Met’s
47. Also, critic claimed that in a work calling for only four winds, it’s
impossible to use a total of 26 or 28 violins. The Philharmonic only
had 24. Scribe also erred in singling out the wrong oboist for passing
praise.
RCA Victor has issued another, outstanding album (a la its earlier »■
“50 Years of Great Operatic Singing”) in “Caruso: An Anthology of
His Art on Records.”
Handsomely got-up and illustrated album of
three LP’s has the best of Caruso, in re-pressed songs, arias and bit
pieces, for total of 46 titles from his recordings of 1902-20, which
spanned his career. An excellent engineering job has enhanced the
sound of many of the old recordings, clearing away fuzz and cloudi¬
ness, and bringing out the unique ringing quality of the tenor’s voice;
other arias are still a little muffled, with strong surface hum. Victor
artists-&-repertoire director George R. Marek has a succinct fore¬
word, while Francis Robinson, Met Opera assistant manager, contrib¬
utes a flavorsome, warming and informative tribute to the great tenor.
Album’s pix are unusual though characteristic, to make this venture
doubly inviting, while the playing of these disks is still a thrilling ex¬
perience.
Bron.

Chi Lyric Future Darkens With Red
Ledger, Mgt. Blues; Directors Vamp
‘Faust,’ ‘Pasquale’ With Met
Stars, for ’57 Miami Opera
Miami, March 6.
The Opera Guild of Greater Mi¬
ami,

which wound up its season

recently, has set two operas again
for next year.
“Faust” will !be
done in January, with Met Opera
leads Nadine Conner, Giuseppe
Campora and Cesare Siepi, for
three shows in Miami and one in
Fort Lauderdale.
“Don Pasquale” will be given- in
February, for three performances
in Miami and Miami Beach, with
Met leads Roberta Peters, Cesare
Valletti, Frank Guarrera and Fer¬
nando Corena.
Emerson Buckley
will conduct both operas.
Guild, with Arturo di Filippi as
general manager and Buckley as
musical director, closed its current
season with three showings of “La'
Boheme” in Miami and Miami
Beach Feb. 21, 23 and 25. Hilde
Gueden and Jan Peerce had the
leads, with all three shows doing
turnaway biz.

Varnay, Also to Skip
Metop Next Season

where to be sponsored by a sym¬
Another lead Met Opera soprano
phony orchestra, will leave Wash¬
(like Eleanor Steber and Victoria
ington for New York on April 6.
de los Angeles) won’t-be singing
Innovation was sparked by the
at the N. Y. emporium next season.
National Symphony’s initial .Car¬
That’s Astrid Varnay, who’ll ’be
negie Hall concert since World
busy with
European
bookings.
War II, under baton of Dr. Howard
Soprano, in addition to the Bay¬
Mitchell, Sunday night, April 8.
reuth and Wiesbaden Fests, has 20
Package deal on the Baltimore dates with the Dusseldorf Opera,
& Ohio R.R. includes transporta¬ a Wagnerian season at Teatro
tion, admission to two Broadway Liceo, Barcelona, etc., in ’56-’57.
shows, “Desk Set” and “The Chalk
Garden,” a Met Opera perform¬
ance of “La Boheme” and hotel
tab. Package price of $47 Is ex¬
pected to lure about 300 National
Symphony fans.
Mozart: Magic Flute (Decca). A
firstrate, flavorsome version, in
German, is an admirable tribute
to th^ Mozart Year, musically ap¬
pealing as well as artistically fine.
Rita Streich is an outstanding
Marguerite Hillis will be choral Queen of the Night, with a true,
lyrical coloratura; Maria Stader a
director of the N.Y. City Opera Co. warm, dramatic Pamina; Ernst
next fall, in its first season under Hafliger a sturdy Pamino; Josef
general director Erich Leinsdorf's Greindl an impressive, deep-toned
management. Pacting is regarded Sarastro, and Dietrich Fischeras a 10-strike for the company, of¬ Dieskau a robust yet musical Pafering it a large reservoir of chor¬ pageno. Ferenc Fricsay reins prin¬
isters (now difficult to get), while cipals, RIAS orch and chorus per¬
likely affording more work for the suasively and authoritatively.
Pergolesi:
Concertini
(Angel).
singers themselves.
Six concertini for strings are
Opera chorus will be integrated graceful, rich, melodic scores, and
with Miss Hillis’ own group, the the I Musici plays them with
N.Y. Concert Choir, which she eclat. Some other appealing music
founded and directs. It’s expected on the disk, too.
that Miss Hillis will find outside
Tchaikovsky: Suite No. 3 in G
work for the chorus, in addition to (London). Overlong but lush score,
its opera chores, for as much as 10 with its familiar, balletic Theme &
Variations (4th movement), in a
months’ work a year in all.
sumptuous reading by the Paris
-Conservatory Orch under Boult.
Starring Richard Tucker (Colum¬
YUGO $3,800, AZUMA 5G, ST. L.
bia). Met tenor offers seven arias,
’ St. Louis, March 6.
some unhackneyed and doubly in¬
One-night stand of the Yugoslav viting, plus a Verdi “Requiem” ex¬
National Folk Ballet in the Henry cerpt, all sung with style and verve
W. Kiel Auditorium last week as well as fine musicianship.
Weill: Three-Penny Opera (Van¬
grossed $3,800, scaled to $3.50. It
was preceded by the Azuma Kabu- guard). German version, by a
ki Co. that grossed $5,000 at the Vienna State Opera * group, has
authenticity as well as flair. Liane,
same scale.
as Polly, is softer than’ Lotte
Both attractions were sponsored Lenya, more romantic and warm,
by Paul Beisman Enterprises.
but. almost equally effective* ■

Longhair Disk Reviews

Hillis’ N.Y. Opera Choral
Pact Seen as 10-Strike

Dissension among the Big Three
of the Chi Lyric Theatre, looming
suddenly to shock the localites,
threatens the future of the new
opera company. Nicola Rescigno,
artistic director, walked out re¬
cently because, although given a
50% hike in fee on his conducting
stints in his new contract, he was
refused the veto power he de¬
manded over all choice of artists,
, conductors and repertoire.
Law¬
rence V. Kelly, managing director
and sec.-treasurer, sided with Res¬
cigno when prez and general man¬
ager Carpi Fox turned the maestro
down on his demands, and he
(Kelly) has absented himself from
the company offices, not even sub¬
mitting the new pact he wants.

-:-:-;-1

Company lost about $60,000 last
fall, on its second reason, and has
to raise that amount, plus an addi¬
tional $100,000, to get going on its
new season.
This will run five
weeks in the fall.
Some eastern
managers are repotted not too un¬
happy over the present crisis,
harboring long resentment because
the Lyric jacked up fees by bid¬
ding high for foreign artists, and
makihfg it tough to sell them else¬
where.
Meanwhile, Miss Fox is going
ahead with plans for the Lyric’s
third season, which will open Oct.
10 with Puccini’s “Girl of the
Golden West,” starring Eleanor
Steber. Richard Tucker \yill be in
Halevy’s “La Juive.” Renata Te¬
baldi and Jussi Bjoerling have also
been signed. Loss of Maria Callas
(who switched to the Met) will be
felt, but how much no one knows.
Things may be a bit easier in the
company, as the temperamental
Mme. Callas reportedly made life
uncomfortable for other artists as
well as management.

Momentum Enough?
Chicago, March 7.
The Chi Lyric Theatre closed its
books on its 1955 operatic season
with a deficit of $$8,503.
This
compares with a $13,958 loss reg¬
istered in its initial season in '54.
Last year’s five-week schedule
of 25 performances drew 88%
capacity at the Civic Opera House
for a total ticket sale of $428,426.
With total expenses of $627,372,
the red ink figures were reduced
by $139,205 in contributions. The
final deficit almost matched the
$59,696 in unsold tickets.
Lyric’s third season, next fall, to
span five weeks again and to fea¬
ture more repeat productions to
keep the costs dowq, will be
closely wktehed as the real test of
just how firmly the new opera
company has established itself in
the Windy City.
The fledging
company pulled a major coup with
the* showcasing of La Scala diva
Maria Callas its first two semest¬
ers.
But for next season Miss
Callas has shifted her allegiance
to N. Y.’s M^tropilitan. And still
to be measured next season and
subsequent
years
is
the
mo¬
mentum of the local culture kick
that helped get the Lyric off to a
rousing start.
Top expense item last season
was singers’ fees of $131,899. Stage
crews cost $100,067 and the or¬
chestra $98,285.
Rent and serv¬
ices at the Opera House totaled
$26,759 and advertising amounted
to. $8,132. ..
..
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catching up on the new shows;
also paling around with George
Jean Nathan, for whose Feb. 14
birthday he flies over traditionally
each annum.

American News’ $5,000 Fine
“The “only way to stop traffic in
obscenity is to impose fines that
will take away the profits of ob¬
scenity,” said Judge Kennedy in
Ottawa as he fined the American
News Co. $5,000 for having.. an
obscene book for distribution. The
book was “Episode,” by Peter W.
Denzer. The charges did not list
publisher’s name.
tf .
.
All copies of 4 Episode” have
been withdrawn from newsstands
and court copies confiscated. Amer¬
ican News, which faces 11 other
similar
charges, will appeal at
once.
_ ,
. '
Another Ottawa magazine, dis¬
tribution firm, National News Co.,
was fined $100 on each of 11 simi¬
lar charges three years ago.
New Times-Life Bldg.
New Time-Life Bldg., now at fl
Rockefeller Center (also called 14
E. 49th St.), reportedly will be on
6th Ave. opposite Radio City Music
Hall, in that 50-51st St. block-front
on the west side of the Avenue of
the Americas (it’ll always be 6th
Ave. to the natives) now housing
Local 802, AFM.
It will be airconditioned, garage in basement,
have broadcasting studios and ul¬
tra-modem communications facili¬
ties.
It will all’ be part of the Rocke¬
feller Center project, which is
spreading north and west.
’The
proposed- new Time-Life building
was reported first offered RCA for
additional studios but was turned
down.
Rome Daily’s Future
Industrialist Harry E. Gould was
Interested in buying the Rome
Daily American “from the Ray Vir
Den estate, providing longtime
Rome newshawk Michael Stern ran
it for him but latter is not inter¬
ested and exploratory conversa¬
tions fell through.
The N.Y. Herald Tribune (Paris
edition) has also beqn o.o.ing the
RDA with an eye of running it as
an adjunct but that, too, is report¬
edly dead.
Robert St. John’s Lectures
Foreign correspondent and for¬
mer NBC commentator Robert St.
John, after five years and three
books abroad, returns to the U.S.
Monday ‘(12) aboard the Queen
Mary to start a two-month lecture
tour.
Stint kicks off Wednesday (14)
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music,
thence into Pennsylvania, New
England, midwest and finally the
Coast, dealing with the Middle
East and South Africa.
Magazines’ Diversification
Gallagher
Report,
newsletter
published by Bernard P. Galla¬
gher, a professional negotiator of
magazine deals, sees “diversifica¬
tion”. hitting the magazine pub¬
lishing field. He. sees 24 business
and four consumer newcomers
ready for birthing in 1956. Stress
on the business, op trade, angle re¬
flects .average profits of 12.4%
profits in this category, whereas
consumer periodicals are some¬
what soft income^wise and strike
a group average of but 4.05%
profit.
Gallagher supplies average sal¬
aries for consumer magazine offiM follows; Publisher, $24,642; No. 1 editor,$20,950; ad direc¬
tor, $17,063; staff writer, $7,304;
salesman,- $11,354.
.
4 .■^>u^s^er
■diversification
will
lake the- form of (1) new periodi¬
cals and (2) non-magazine prop-

Revised Copyright Manual
Margaret Nicholson’s “Manual of
Practices for Writers,
Publishers and Agents” is going
I,ni ugh a revised edition which
^Published March 15. under
Press banner.. New
^on wm „ include the. major
®«an^es in U.S. Copyright Law
under the Universal Copy¬
right Convention..
Miss Nichoison, fprmer head of
w^bllshmg department of Oxls Surrently bead of the*con-

MacmUlancopyrigh‘: department at
Another copyright tome, this
omprising a group of essays out
rnJre*-Sathan Purkan Memorial
i,n2ipeJu10?..sP°nsored by ASCAP
cjjfnr the title of “Copyright Law
7 ”■ is due in May
Co.lumt>ia U. Press. Work con(RtiHf^flze^inning essays from law
throughout the country
SrJiu12 Wlttl British copyright law,
°* c°Uecting collectively,
rm{!we Burned Hand’s copyright
*nf2i?n4S' authors’ lost property in
SS alnm!nt add publishing and
(nation of copyright1 protection.

Also covered is the impact of' the
Universal Copyright Convention
on existing U.S. law.
Collier’s Expansion
CrowelLCollier Publishing Corp.
is mapping an extensive expansion
into show biz and communications,
according to Paul C. Smith, presi¬
dent of the company. He’s already
negotiating to buy a newspaper,
Smith said, and in addition intends
to acquire television and radio sta¬
tions and to produce C-C’s own
Shows.
Crowell-Collier, he said,'
has just completed formation of its
own radio and record and televi¬
sion division of the company.
Moreover, he added, by the end
of the year company expects to be
“in the market” with its own record
label in the classical, semi-classical
and jazz fields.

Anatole Chujoy, editor-publisher
of Dance News, will make a fourweek tour of U. S cities, March 22April 16, surveying local dance
conditions. Tour, embracing De¬
troit, Ann Arbor, Seattle and San
Francisco, will wind in Atlanta
for the first American Regional
Ballet Festival.
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Paris Ready for Yanks
; Continued

from

page 2 ;

slipped^ into the champagne holder j new managership and starring of
Still, at the
prices, there are bar¬ pert
*1
songstress
Odette
Laure.
gain shows to be had and following Prices are not too steep, with not
is rundown of what Paris will be too much clipping, as previously.
offering to those wanting to-see it These factors make this a smartin the flesh. In geographical order, fashioned showplace with its jewj .starting at the top of Paris with elbox interior also helping. Suzy
Samuel Chotzinoff’s
“intimate the Butte Montmartre, here is the Solidor draws her friends and ad¬
portrait” of “Toscanini,” which picture that will be spread out for mirers* to her intimery on Rue Bal¬
was
part-serialized
in
Holiday those wanting to savor Paris by zac, but the remainder of this area
(about 60% ran *as a' four-parter), night;
is taken up with the strip tease.
is due in book form via Dou-bleday
In spring and summer, the Butte
($3.50)
this month.
Chotzinoff, has its open Place Du Tertre where This American commodity has be¬
who is general music director for one can sip a drink to the colorful come a favorite with the French.
NBC radio and tv, dedicates his background of this artist's commu¬ Although techniques are usually
naive compared to the more imag¬
book to Harry Sions, associate edi¬
nity underlined by streetsingers
tor of Holiday.
inative U. S. variety, some of the
and the sound of the accordion,
Peter-Keveson, formerly veepee I Small bars abound filled with the erotic attempts wind up clever
parodies. Involved in showing girls
and radio-tv copy chief of Lennen
old guard arists who made Butte
undressing are the Crazy Horse
& Mitchell agency (now Lennen &
a spot which never gave in. Besides
Newell), has written a novel which
Saloon, the Grisbi, the Piano Club
will be published by E. P. Dutton good restaurants there is also Chez and Chez Renee Bell.
March
19. The
book, entitled Patachou but the lady of song is
Also Arab Bellydancers
“Tubie’s Monument,” is about .a rarely there and has given it over
Two Americans, Lee Payant and
young boy from the Bronx who to a group of young troubadors. It
is
still
worth
a
looksee.
Gordon
Heath, keep faithful at the
becomes a national sensation by
the way he does television com¬
Undraped Femmes in PigaJIe
tiny L’Abbaye with their large
mercials.
Coming down the steep incline rep of folk songs. L’Echelle Jacob
into Paris proper, takes one into usually has good young talent,
Pigalle'and the Place Blanche dis¬ while two Hispano spots, Le Guitar
trict where the color of naughty and Le -Catalan, have the desired
Paris is still kept fairly intact. Flamenco terp and sing aspects.
Doormen
try to buttonwhole peo- Nearby is the St. Michel district
; Continued from pape 7 ;
j pie into various clubs with prom¬ which houses the folksong caves,
or even for the penthouse, since ises of luscious nudity, and certain the Caveau Des Oubliettes and the
the exhibs know-r-and argue—that will whisper offers of attending
Caveau De La Bolee. The Arab
the only magnetic prints, they’ll forbidden pleasures. Live postcard
bellydancers at the El Djazair and
be receiving will come from 20th. stuff this. Rue Pigalle has its naked
El Tam Tam also are in this area.
The other distribs have drastically neon lighting playing up the un¬
Jazz also invaded th£se medieval
reduced, or completely eliminated, draped gals within, but if anybody
precincts with Metro-Jazz making
their magnetic prints.
ever took a “Tournee Des Grandes
the sweating dungeon walls echo
Universal recently dropped its !Ducs” (browsing from club to club),
with the fine jumping of Michel
combination m a g n.e t i c - optical J he might get the impression' that
Attenoux's band and the pianoing
prints. At the same time, it’s un- ! the same chassis followed him to
and belting oldtime singing of Lil
derstood that 20th engineers are ! each spot. Among these, the NauArmstrong. Small bars featuring
still studying the possibility of \ ristes, Pigall’s and Narcisse have
either jazz disks or jazz U. S. play¬
such combo prints that wouldn't fairly plush shows enlivened by
reduce the Cinemascope image.
good acts and even some spirited ers, such as Albert Nichols, Peanuts
Since it considers itself obli¬ production numbers. But the em¬ Holland or Bill Coleman, are also
gated, at least for the moment, phasis is on the bare essentials, situated here.

Ed Seaver’s Proske Book
Little, Brown’s Edwin Seaver is
given foreword credit for assisting
vet animal trainer Capt. Roman
Proske. in the writing of his me¬
moirs, “Lions, Tigers and Me,”
which Henry Holt just published.
Circus headliner, whom the Ringlings’ famed ringmaster Fred
Bradna * once called “the greatest
wild animal trainer in the world,”
dedicates his autobiog to Hudson
Thomas, his longtime manager, and
to the memory of Frank Buck
“with whom I had planned origi¬
nally to write this book.”
Incidentally, this publisher
hedgehopping is not unusual. Ran¬
dom Houge prexy-author Bennett
Cerf has frequently been published
by the “opposition” Doubleday and
Simon & Schuster.
Knopf’s Wil¬
liam Cole, too, on occasion has
placed his works with a competi¬
tive house, presumably because the
homegrounds firm couldn’t handle
it.
Seaver’s literary assist to Capt.
Proske is his first since he collabed
to continue serving all of its cus¬ namely undraped femmes. Narcisse
with the late Carole Landis'on her
tomers — and particularly those adds a twist w'ith unclad men and
wartime odyssey, “Four Jills and a
that went for stereo sound at the draw overtones. In this vein, there
Jeep.”
start—20th has been stuck with a are such travesty joints as Moune
staggering print bill running to for the husky voiced femmes and
Books Not ‘In Dutch’ Here!
around $2,500,000 to $3,000,000 a Madame Artur’s for the limpwristFor the 21st time an annual fete, year. What’s -worse, 20th’s mag- type show
“The Book Ball,” took place in
netic prints don’t get an adequate |
Eve attempts to add more ambiAmsterdam, organized by the Com¬
playoff. Adoption of the penthouse ! tions and topical skits to the nudie
mission of The Collective Propa¬
ganda Of The Dutch Book and this by exhibs would allow 20th to get j carryingson, and the Nouvelle Eve
one was attended by Queen Juliana much wider use out of its expen- ! will be open for those wanting the
opulent and expensive. At Place
and Prince Bernhard. To bring sive magnetic prints.
Meanwhile, 20th is being prod- I Blanche are the two Moulin Rouge
the Dutch novel and translations
of foreign books published in ded by exhibs on optical sound j boites. Original one always has a
Holland into the limelight, every versions for “Carousel.” The com- | top name with supporting acts plus
year all activities to stimulate the pany has said that there would be : the finest cancan group in France,
sale of books are concentrated on a necessary delay in making the j The nearby Robinson has develone week at the end of February, picture
available
with
optical | oped into a “poor-man's plushery,”
named “The Week Of The Book.” sound due to the reduction process I with a weak imitation of a big scale
A special catalogue of new books from the 55m negative.
j revue, but saved by a star every
is issued free,' a book market is
Exhibs generally feel that the ] two weeks,
organized on which authors sell
Also on Place Blanche is Liber¬
impact (at the b.o.) of the new
and autograph their work, and the
processes has worn off to the point ty’s, a supper-cabaret which still
reader who buys for at least 4.50
holds
a fine free-wheeling flavor,
where
further
considerable
coin
Dutch guilders ($1.10) of goods
receives a present of a book. This outlay for equipment has to be re¬ well picked acts and the participa¬
tion
of
the waiters who suddenly
stricted.
It’s
noted
in
that
connec¬
year the gift was “Meetings With
Writers,” memoirs of the doyen tion that the theatres urged 20th •do an impromptu ballet on the tiny
of Dutch critics, Dr. P. H. Ritter to release “The King and I” in stage. Amply gladhanded and run
Jr. (he’s 75), published by the joint regular- 35m CinemaScope instead by Ton-Ton, this house gives a
booksellers with a circulation of of CinemaScope 55, as originally kaleidoscopic revue that runs from
142,000.
planned. Exhibs preferred a good 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. and insures some
The social side of the celebra¬ picture to fancy presentation on an of the top entertainment names.
tion is the “Book Ball” at the start even wider screen, and 20th con¬ Further down is Dinarzade, a Russo
of the week. It’s a gathering of curred.
place, usually having good acts and
authors, journalists (who get free
food and an okay dance band.
tickets) and readers (who pay $4,
Coming on towards the Champsbut sometimes as much as $20 for
Elysees one crosses the Opera and
a ticket on the black market), who,
Palais Royale district which are
after looking benevolently at a
not too prolific in clubs. Another
play
(this year performed . by - ■■■ — Continued from page 4
1
worthy fiddle joint, Ciro’s, is there,
authors), disperse in the corridors
of the Municipal Theatre in order sion that, whereas the Catholic Le¬ plus another fine supper-cabaret
to dance, drink, gossip until around gion of Decency had been operat¬ boite in the Chez Gilles which al¬
five in the morning. And after hav¬ ing since 1935, the Protestant ways offers a worthy show of off¬
ing been brilliant for six hours, group has had an office on the beat and young talent. Present
the' writers depart for their herr Coast only for the past five years.
comedy duo of Jean Poriet and
mitages until next year’s fete.
Code topper admitted to the Michel Serrault is one of the best
group .that
“the number of in town. Macumba is an okay cariCHATTER
Protestant ministers featured in oca dance spot.
Eli Lloyd Hoffman penning a Hollywood films has not represent¬
Lido Dominates Champs Elysees
humor column for the Miami ed the preponderance of Protestant
The Champs-Elysees is dominat¬
membership in the United States,” ed by the Lido whose finely pro¬
Beach Sun.
Mrs. Lucia Foreman
Collins, but reminded members that this duced shows always make for SRO.
formerly merchandise editor of condition was changing with 1955 Present entry has high polish, pret¬
Look mag, joined Harper’s Bazaar seeing five features starring Prot¬
ty girls
and
outstanding
acts
as marketing editor, a newly cre¬ estant ministers against only two !
usually associated with this inter¬
ated post.
starring Catholic priests.
national boite. Carrousel is one of
David, Ewen’s “George Gersh¬
“If this proportion continues, we
those drag show spots which bene¬
win” bio'g has gone into its second can expect soon to receive com¬
It’s
printing (7,500). Holt sold out the plaints about discrimination from fits from taste and talent.
L’Amiral is
$5 book’s first 10,000 edition pre¬ the Catholic side of the house," worth one looksee.
more
a
revue
spot
and
houses
a
publication. •
Shurlock quipped. He acknowl¬
B. C. Forbes & Sons Publishing edged that three of the Protestant couple of outstanding young com¬
edians.
Some
language
help
would
Co. Inc., of New York, changed its films had caused raised eyebrows
extremely palatable
name to Forbes Inc. (Shearman, on some quarters because of their make this
Villa D’Este is a small plushery
Sterling & Wright, 20 Exchange offbeat portrayals of ministers.
PI., were filing attorneys).
housing
many
name singers who do
Shurlock stressed that the Code
Sara Welles has been promoted was basically a permissive rather late stints here.
to article editor of the Woman’s than a restrictive document and
Le Carroll’s has soft-pedaled its
Home Companion. She’s wife of
said it was responsible for the mannish gal aspect and is a pop¬
Bert Briller, manager of sales de¬
global acceptance of Hollywood- ular dance and show spot with good
velopment at ABC-TV, and exThis well decorated
product. As for the charge that the headliners.
Variety.
Code is a Catholic document, Shur¬ cellar is getting a big portion of
Variety
Paris
correspondent
lock opined: “If so, it is Catholic the U. S. set and the monied South
Tom Curtiss, who’s also drama cri¬
American visitors.
tic of the N.Y. Herald Tribune in the sense in which that word is
Drap D’Or, long a white elephant,
(Continental edition),-back to his; used in the Book of Common
has become a regular since the
Prayer;”'
•
home-base after three weeks of

Exhibs Tire

Protestant Views

Nearby Montparnasse has a flock
of the pre-war clubs, once the
haunts of “the lost generation,”
now turned into girlie spots. Fair
nudie shows are at the Villa and
La Boule Blanche, and some sem¬
blance of the offbeat days can he
had at the Canne Au Sucre and
College Inn. Gaby’s is an audience
participation club that benefits
from Gaby’s gift of gab and un¬
canny manner of getting even the
most reluctant audience member
into mock bullfights, etc. Elephant
Blanc and Jimmy’s are the plusher
speakeasy type danceries getting
the monied and show biz sets. Such
oldtime spots like Jockey’s, Venus
and Schuberts are still there for
any sentimental visitors. Monocle
is another lesbo place for possible
gawking once.
Out of all this ken is the newest
windup spot in Isle St. Louis, Au
Franc Pinot, at 1 Quai Bourbon,
which was constructed by the late
Borrah Minevitch, and now run by
his widow, Lucille Little. Smartly
constructed cave, with three tiers,
well mirrored Walls, and a fine trio,
makes for dancing, eating and
drinking in a convivial atmosphere.
It has become the late spot both
for the U. S. and Gallic show biz
set. Taste is uppermost in the fash¬
ioning of this cellar spot and its
membership basis assures this a
good following and grouping.
This run-through gives the bulk
of Paris night attractions but there
are many more such as the cafes
and late theatres, .called the C.hansonniers, to swell the prolific facil¬
ities of Paris fqr those who do,their
sightseeing by night.

Zanuck Suit
1

Continued from page 3

;

self as a 20th stockholder since
1945.
He’s represented by Louis
Kipnis, N. Y. attorney who has
been linked with several such suits
in show business in the past.
Plaintiff claims that Zanuck
would be in competition with 20th
if he were to engage in indie filmmaking. Weinberger wants an in¬
junction restraining the company
from making studio facilities as
well as financing and distribution
available to Zanuck.
WHO'S WHO FROM MINSKY'S?
Early In 1957 Simon A. Schuster will publish
a book about the Minsky family and their
burlesque enterprises. The author hopes to
be able to compile, an a vital part of the
atory, n WH0’8 WHO FROM MINSKY’S,
and he hope* that nobody who ever worked
for any member ef the Minsky family will
be left nut.
These wishing to fan Included—and those
wishing deceased friend or relatives to be
commemorated—should address names (stage
names. If used) and particulars he—
• ROWLAND BARBER
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Broadway
Deborah Kerr in from the Coast.
Spencer Tracy here between
pictures.
Harry Hershfield recuping in
Palm Beach and feeling much

U.S. This is her first professional i
stint in America.
j
First European New Orleans Jazz
Fest will play the Palais Des Sports
March 10 with bands from all over
Europe competing.
Jean Cocteau’s play, “La Ma¬
chine A Ecrire” (The Typewriter),
added to repertoire of ComedieFrancaise and bowing March 21.
Lido nitery traveling show,
which has already played South
America and Cuba, will tour
France and other Continental
countries.
Curt Jurgens due here in April
to start a Gallic comedy, “Et Dieu
Crea La Femme” (And God
Created Woman), opposite Bri¬
gitte Bardot.
Next October is to see Esther
Williams in at the immense Palais
Des Sports as head of an Acquacade show, with Xavier Cugat to
supply the music.
Film talk has it that Victor Ma¬
ture is due here in April to do a
two-version (French-English) picr
“The Volga Boatman." Interiors
are to be done here with exteriors
in Yugoslavia.
Cannes Film Festival may be
moved up from April 24 to May 9
over the present dating of April 10
to 24 because of the Grace KellyPrince Rainier of Monaco nuptials.
It is felt this may interfere with
fest and vice versa and too many
journalists, who will be on hand
for1 the wedding, are also asking
for fete invites.
A group of show biz folks have
chipped in to become entrepre¬
neurs of a new Chinese restaurant
which will open here, off the
Champs-Elysees, this spring.
It
will be run by Art Buchwald’s rf>ok
Chan; backers are John Huston,
Joe Hummel and Joe Westreich of
Warners; Harry Novak and Norbert
Auerbach of Columbia; Marc Speigel of MPAA; Jim Nolan, TWA
public relations rep, Darryl Zanuck; Gallic producer Gilbert De
Goldschmidt; Albert Steele, head
of Pepsi-Cola; lawyer Charles
Torem; Mike Frankovich and Irv¬
ing Allen of English Columbia, and
Buchwald.

^Francis Winikus to Paris Satur¬
day (4) to set up office as United
Artists’ homeoffice rep.
Fashion expert Tobe Coller
Davis “pouring” for the Art Buchwalds of Paris towards the end of
the month.
Lester (Time mag) Bernstein of¬
fers this neo-VARiETY headline on
Ike’s decision “Don’t Have Tux,
Won’t Travel.”
.
,,
Universal’s pub-ad veepee David
A. Lipton in from the Coast over
the weekend for two weeks of
homeoffice confabs.
•
_
Novelist Fannie Hurst inherited
the entire $423,580 estate of her
husband-pianist Jacques Daniel¬
son who died in 1952.
Hoagy Carmichael follows Benny
Goodman into the Waldorf-Astoria
April 3, vice Gordon MacRae
whose film committment caused
postponement of that date.
RCA veepee Manie Sacks’ $10,000 grant to the Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Philadelphia, was
disclosed with publicity attendant
to a research fellowship awarded
Dr. Hershel Sandberg.
Producer - agent - and - ex-lawyer
Abner J. (Abby) Greshler back to
Hollywood tonight (Wed.) after
easting for the marriage of his
wife’s mother, who had been a
widow for five years.
Universal prexy Milton R. Rackmil returned to Manhattan over
the weekend from the Coast fol¬
lowing his appearance on Ed Sul¬
livan’s show to receive Look mag’s
1955 motion picture industry
award.
Carl Van Vechten, novelist and
onetime N. Y. Times music and
dance critic, will present the fifth
annual Capezio Award to Gene¬
vieve Oswald, Curator of the
Dance Archives of the New York
Public Library, at a special lunch¬
eon at the St. Regis Roof today
(Wed.).
Last December, septugenarian
Pelham Grenville Wodehouse be¬
came an American citizen, after
longtime residence in the U.S., and
last week his collaborator, Guy
Bolton, playwright and librettist,
Continued from page Z ——.
at the age of 73, likewise re¬
nounced his British nationality Moscow, the Red widescreen meth¬
and became a naturalized Amer¬ od is as good as Cinemascope.
ican.
As for the sale of U. S. pix to
Frank B. Saunders, ex-Toots
Shor's, Arthur Godfrey show, etc., the Russians, such conversations
by
Skouras would probably be in¬
sends out little monthly memo
At the
pads as a token of appreciation to evitable, observers say.
old friends with no strings at¬ same time, they point out that
tached. Or, as he puts it, supple¬ 20th can’t move on its own, since
mented by a Gaelic phrase, which the Russian franchise Is held by
he thinks might be apropos around the Motion Picture Export Assn,
St. Patrick's time, “Gun Eirigh an and is periodically renewed. This
Vothar Leath” (“may the road rise prevents any company from acting
with you!”)
on its own.
Quite a rash of wedlock in the
It’s considered extremely likely
Variety
homeoffice. It started that, if Skouras takes his trip, he’ll
with Ruth Tobey and Emmy Gal¬
lagher, of the office staff, and now be authorized by the industry to
Jesse Gross, whose leanings are explore the field and to have pre¬
towards Legit, has gone and done liminary discussions. The Russians
it last Thursday (1). In the best themselves have indicated on vari¬
“Equity baby" tradition—the lay¬ ous occasions that they’re eager to
off weeks before Xmas or New huddle on the subject and they
Year’s for V'having babies—Jess have put out feelers to have
waited between pressdays to motor MPEA prexy Eric Johnston come
to Alexandra, Va. Bride, whose to Moscow where they’ve talked of
leanings are also towards legit, is having an American film festival.
Lynn Chalmers.
There hasn’t been "an American
'Harry E. Gould reports that
$100,000 was raised at the annual industry rep in Russia since 1948,
when
Johnston negotiated a $1,$100-a-plate dinner of Beth David
Hospital at the Waldorf last Satur¬ 000,000 film deal with the Kremlin,
which
later fell through.
day (3). Gould, former owner of
There has been an unconfirmed
the Belasco and Lyceum Theatres
and investor in Broadway shows, report that impresario Sol Hurok,
is chairman of the hospital’s board currently in Moscow, may be nego¬
of governors. Ted Lewis, George tiating the “exchange" of some
DeWitt, George Tapps, George indie-produced Hollywood films—
Price, Adele Leigh (of London’s or their sale—with the Russians.
Covent Garden), Adele Warren and Such indies as aren’t releasing via
Emil Coleman’s orchestra com¬ MPEA members aren't bound by
prised the show.
the MPEA agreement not to do
Claire Luce, actress-artist, is
trailerizing her upcoming one- business with the Soviets unless an
woman concert tour, “An Emotion overall policy decision is made.
Called Love,” with six canvasses The U. S. State Dept., which has
bn the subject of l’amour at the vacillated qn the question, has of
Arthur Newton Gallery. On both late given indications that it
canvas and concert stage she will would not be opposed to American
portray Shakespeare’s Cleopatra films going behind the Iron Cur¬
and Lady Macbeth; Shaw’s St. tain. .
Joan; Wilde’s Salome and Camille;
and Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Miss Luce sold 18 of her paintings
at her last one-woman art show
three years ago at the same gal¬
ST~ii . ■ ■ . Continued from page 3 a—
lery.

Skouras’ Moscow Yen

Prince or Pauper

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Patachou to London to head the
Palladium show.
Norman Krasna heading for Hol¬
lywood after winding “The Am¬
bassador’s Daughter" (UA).
, John Huston to Boston to begin
setting up gala preem, in New
Bedford, of “Moby Dick" for next
July 4.
•. Juliette Greco, Gallic chantoosy,
to leave next month for a tour of

exhibitor association leaders are
saying. What with faltering income
and upped expenses, including the
cost of films, they’re going broke.
Or so they insist.
Also very much on the downbeat
is the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, of which AMPP is a
member. COMPO, for the purpose
of winning sympathy for repeal of
the 10% admissions tax, is telling
the press, members of Congress
and other Washington officials that
many theatres are staring bank¬
ruptcy in the face. Business is that
bad, says COMPO.

London
(Temple Bar 5041/99521
Winifred Atwell was the topper
on “Sunday Night at the London
Palladium."
Helene Cordet to be resident
hostess at the Society Restaurant,
and will sing nightly in the main
room.
Paddy Crookshank, European
manager for Robbins, Feist and
Miller, planed to N. Y. for confabs
with Mickey Scopp.
Princess Margaret went to the
final rehearsals of “Cranks," the
new revue which opened at the St.
Martin’s last Thursday (1).
David Jones presented with a a
gold cigaret case by retiring Chief
Barker James Carreras inscribed to
“the best press guy in Variety.”
M. Waszynski, associate producer
on “Alexander the Great," part¬
nered with financier M. Fertz in a
new British production outfit,
Fewa Films.
Harry Green starts his first BBC
radio series. “Forever Green,"
next Monday (12). American come¬
dian has been resident in London
for many years.
George H. Elvin, general secre¬
tary of the Assn, of Cine Techni¬
cians, to be feted at the union’s
annual meeting this weekend in
honor of his 21 years service.
Rossiter Shepherd, People critic,
named new chairman of the film
section of the Critics Circle, with
Harold Conway, Daily Sketch,
stepping up to vice-chairmanship.
Mark Marvin tossing a Garrick
Club' reception tonight (Wed.) to
introduce Peter Cushing and other
members of the cast of his forth¬
coming production; “The Silver
Whistle."

By Jerry Gaghan
Comic Eddie White, recently a
club owner, now an auto salesman.
Mae West’s new act into Latin
Casino April 4 before cross-coun¬
try tour.
Mike Ellis returns to New Hope,
Pa., from Miami in April to ready
his Bucks County Playhouse sea¬
son.
The Canfield Smiths, ventrilo¬
quy act, returned to town after a
year long tour of Australia and
New Zealand.
Program by Harry Belafonte,
“Sing, Man, Sing," to be final event
in Philadelphia Forum series
(April 26, 27).
A1 Jenkins, co-owner of the
Showboat, has sold his share to
partner Herb Keller, because of
disagreement on name entertain¬
ment policy.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
Moishe Oysher in for personal
on “Singing in the Dark” at Morton
Theatre Sunday (4).
Louis “Satchmo" Armstrong and
his allstar group skedded for two
concerts at Symphony Hall Sunday
Don Dennis, singing emcee at
Steuben's, added the Red Cross
benefit show to his long list of
benefits around town.
Victor Borge skedded for two
shows at the Boston Arena under
sponsorship of International
Friendship League of Boston
March 31.
Motion Picture Industry of the
Greater Boston Area staged a
special Brotherhood Show Friday
(2) at Loew’s State with vaude
acts from Boston niteries.
Richard Himber and Danton
Walker feted at a press party Fri¬
day (2) in Cobb’s. Himber came in
on behalf of his new disk; Walker
on bally for his new book.

By Robert F. Hawkins
(Archimede 145; 800 211)
Anna Magnani is dubbing “The
Rose Tattoo" into Italian; also
goes to Paris soon to dub pic into
French.
Two more pix, “I Girovaghi"
and “II Cielo Brucia," have joined
the suspended list, which already
featured Marta Toren's starrer,
“L’Assiro."
Rossana Podesta and Marco Vicario and their family expected
back from Hollywood, where she’s
been shooting pic under her War¬
ner contract.
“Loser Takes All," Ken Annakin’s Rossano Brazzi starrer, will
have gala world preem in Monte
Carlo, where it locationed, April
8, preceding Cannes Film Fete.
Ginia
Davis,
Meyer
Davis’
daughter, to London on first lap of
concert tour which will take the
concert singer to Birmingham,
then Barcelona and other Spanish
dates.
John Nasht’s “The City" tele
• series to start soon, with Mike
•Stern to introduce 13 stories based
on his own exclusives, with others
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handled by Art Buchwald and
U.P.’s Bob Musel.
Simone Signoret here accom¬
panying her husband, who’s in
“Men and Wolves" opposite Silvana Mangano. Miss Signoret goes
to Mexico next to star in Louis
Bunuel's “Death in this Garden."
Producer Giuseppe Amato ex¬
pects to change the locale on his
new filmization of the popular
“Four Steps In The Clouds" to
Southern France, with Fernandel
and Antonella Luladi in the leads.
Rene Clement pacted for two
pix by producer Dino DeLaurentiis. French director will shoot,
“Dyke on the Pacific" in October;
then does a contemporary French
subject in the spring of 1957. Both
are Silvana Mangano starrers.

Alex Harrison
-

: Continued from page 3 —,—«

sion to solve bottlenecks also as
they arise abroad. Meantime, Gehring, long a spokesman for 20th at
exhib conventions and the like, is
expected to continue acting as a
spokesman for the company in fna.t- i
ters of exhibitor relations and 20th
sales policy.
Accent on Selling
It’s expected that he’ll take much
of the administrative load off the
shoulders of Harrison, who will
thus be able to concentrate entire¬
ly on the selling of the pictures.
Gehring also will act as the sales
liaison with the studio, now under
acting production chief, Buddy Ad¬
ler.
Appointment of Gehring, who for
the past year had, for all intents
and purposes, been in charge of
20th’s domestic sales, doesn’t
change the status of Ulric Bell,
Skouras’ personal exec assistant.
Skouras is said to feel that Gehring’s experience and knowhow is
invaluable and should find appli¬
cation in more than just the sales
field.
One of the first foreign places
where Gehring js likely to go is
South Africa, where 20th has taken
over the large Schlesinger circuit.
Gehring also may be called on to
conduct, for Skouras, studies
abroad concerning possible expan¬
sion of 20th theatre holdings.
Another “grief” to be tackled
by Gehring in his new capacity will
be av study of ways and means to
speed up installation of penthpuse
attachments by the theatres. Exhibs have been slow to invest in
the gadet which allows any theatre
to play a magnetic print.
Alex W. Harrison, the new gen¬
eral sales manager for 2C*h (ac¬
cording to present indications) is
now 20th’s western division man¬
ager with headquarters at the
homeoffice.
Long spotted as a
comer, fact that Harrison is a
young man is seen emphasizing
Skouras’ concern the sales talent
be advanced through the ranks and
brought to the forefront -in exec ca¬
pacities. In this, too, the experi¬
enced and manpower-wise Gehring
is expected to lend a helping hand.
Rapid Riser
Harrison is from Salt Lake City.
He jpined 20th as a poster clerk
in 1935 -at San Francisco. On leav¬
ing the Army in 1946, he became
division booker in that city, rising
to branch manager in 1948. In
1951, he was transferred to Los
Angeles to be branch manager
there. A year later, he was ap¬
pointed homeoffice rep in the sales
department. In 1954, he became
western division branch manager.

Hollywood
.

Joe DiMaggio planed In from
N. Y.
Audrey Hepburn planed in from
Europe.
Spyros Skouras in town for stu¬
dio huddles.
Robert Taylor and Ursula Theiss
in from N. Y.
Blanche Yurka suffered heart at¬
tack in Phoenix.
Bob Hope back after three
weeks in Europe.
Humphrey Bogart recuperating
from major surgery.
Spike Jones’ troupe left for
Denver on its 2,000,000th mile of
traveling.
Attorney Sol Rittenberg joined
Metro as assistant to E. J„ Mannix
and Ben Thau.
Norton V. Ritchel leaving for
the Orient on world tour for Al¬
lied Artists International.
Stephen Alexander joined RKO
as assistant to production veepee
William Dozier in “The Maverick."
Norman Krasna aired in from
Paris where he produced “The
Ambassador’s Daughter" for Unit¬
ed Artists.
Indie producer- Sidney Harmon
bought screen. rights to “The
Townsend Harris Story," authored
by Ellis St. Joseph.
Southern California Motion Pic¬
ture Council handed a special
award to “Face of Lincoln," as an
outstanding short subject.
James D. Sarno ankled Para¬
mount’s national mag department
to become an executive in the
Rogers & Cowan public relations
firm.
Dan Dailey goes on loanout
from 20th-Fox to star in “Don
Quixote," to be filmed in Spain by
Desilu Productions, and Nomad
Productions closed a deal with
Paramount to produce “Flamenca"
in Spain this summer.

Miami Beach
Lary Solloway
Billy Daniels and Morey Amster¬
dam at Ciro’s for a 10-day run.
Shecky Greene into the Club
Chalet of the Lucerne for a week.
Jane Froman and Bobby Van
into the 'Cafe Pompeii of Eden
Roc Friday (9).
Walter Winchell ended his sea¬
sonal stay and headed back for
N.Y. Thursday (1).
Cyd Charisse and Tony Martin
to Havana, where he fills one week
at the Sans Souci.
Lou Holtz came out of retire¬
ment to play a week in Empress
Hotel’s Regency Room.
Johnny Long orch at the Interama Ballroom, first big band to
work a dance date hereabouts in
several years.
Alan Walker checked out of Mt.
Sinai Hospital after local show-biz
medico Murray Reckon found his
ticker was okay.
-Red Buttons left for N.Y. and
date with Studio One for role 'in
its Easter play. He opens at the
Copacabana April 6.

Cleveland

By Glenn C. Pullen
Samuel H. Stecker, theatre cir¬
cuit owner who died here recently,
left estate valued' at $928,368 to
widow, son and daughter.
Romeros and Lolita at Statler
Terrace Room, competing against
another Latin team, Manuela de
Cadiz’s Dancers, at Alpine Village.
Johnny Price and Bill Boehm,
producer and director of Musicarnival, started chorus tryouts for
musicals at their summer tent thea¬
ter.
A1 Sirat Grotto’s 21st Annual
Circus, produced by Orrin Daven¬
port, wound up twoweek stand
here with disappointing attend¬
ance although slightly better than
last year.
Eve Roberts, local singing ac¬
tress, set for N.Y. bow at the VanI guard Club March 15 after break¬
—
Continued from pace Z ing in her act at Blue Angel March
pseudonyms of Robin Fordyce and 11. Got the break for good show¬
ing at Kornman’s Back Room and
Alexander Kevin. .
Their first venture is the trans¬ in Play Hbuse’s musicals.
Jack Silverthorne’s Roc k-n’fer of the Watergate revue,
“Cranks," which opened at the St. Roll bill of 15 jukebox name*
Martin’s last Thursday (1). Show pulled about $10,000 and five sell¬
has a cast of four and was devised,' outs in one day at East 105th
Street Theatre. Socko results were
written and staged by John Cran- so gratifying that the house super¬
ko. (It’s reviewed elsewhere in visor is planning similar, stageshow
this issue. Ed.)
later this spring.
Their second venture is a musi¬
cal, “Jubilee Girl,” written by
themselves. It stars Lizbeth Webb,
Marie Lohr, Irene Handl and
Ed Pazdur, ex-TV Guide, new
George Benson and opened a pre- publicity staffer for the Merchan¬
West End tour at Bristol last night dise Mart.
(Mon.). It’s already committed for
Mercury Records’ Eileen Mack
dates at Bournemouth, Oxford and in Passavant • Hospital with a re¬
Streathham before it comes to curring illness.
Sherman - Ambassador Hotels
town.
The book and lyrics for “Jubilee prexy Pat Hoy and wife vacation¬
Girl" are by Fordyce, and his part¬ ing in Jamaica.
Palmer House manager Vern
ner wrote the score. Bert Stimmel Herndon
partied last week for his
is in charge of production and 25 years with Hilton chain.
choreography and Noel Howlett
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans cogets credit as dialog director. Lou¬ chairin'g the. National Safety Coun¬
den Sainthill designed the setting. cil's film-raditf-tv: committee.

London Doctors Double
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OBITUARIES
R. R. BIECHELE
Richard R. Biechele, 71, pioneer
exhibitor and former president of
the Kansas City-Missouri Theatre
Assn, died March 3 in Kansas City,
Kansas, after a lingering illness.
He had been a v.p. of the Theatre
Owners of America and a member
of its executive committee since
1942.
Biechele served as president of
the KMTA for 10 years, and fol¬
lowed that with long service as
chairman of the legislative com¬
mittee. He was instrumental in
securing much legislation favor¬
able to the industry, and had

HUBERT G. LUCAS
Hubert Gordon (Bert) Lucas, 68,
retired music publishing exec, died
Feb. 24 in Essex, Eng. He was
with Francis, Day & Hunter 'for
some 47 years.
Prior to his retirement in 1951,
Gordon was director of the Sun
Music Publishing Co.> a subsidiary
of FD & H.
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DUDLEY JENKINS
Dudley Jenkins, 60, assistant
drama critic on the Philadelphia
Bulletin, died March 3 in Philadel¬
phia of injuries suffered Feb. 23
in a three-car collision. His bride
of three months was killed in the
same accident. He had been a
Bulletin employee for 34 years.
Surviving are. his first wife, a
daughter and four sisters.
SUSANNE HARVEY
Susanne Almond Harvey, 82,
who toured U. S. and Canadian
vaude chains as piano accompanist
for her husand, Bert Harvey, top
comedian, died Feb. 28 in Toronto.
Survived by two sons, A1 and
Bob Harvey, song and comedy
team, who scored in British vaude
I during World War II, and are nowin Canadian radio and tv.

worked at both state and national
levels.
His career as an exhibitor began
in 1912 with the Vendome Theatre,
an open air summer enterprise, in
the Armourdale district of Kansas
City, Kansas. Until recently he
was associated in a small circuit of
theatres in Kansas, Missouri and
Iowa. For years he was the indus¬
try liaison with the Kansas Board
of Review, the state film censor.
Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, son and sister.
JACK LAMONT
Jack Capitola, 63, burlesque
comedian known professionally as
Jack Lamont, died Feb. 28 in
Cleveland. An eccentric comic, he
recently suffered a heart attack

IN LOVING MEMORY

MOTHER
BARSTOW
Mof. 6, 1962

EDIE and DICK

while appearing at a Baltimore
theatre.
Starting his show biz career at
the age of 15, Capitola was seen in
silent films with the "Keystone
Kops” and later became a vet per¬
former on burley wheels. He was
one of the mainstays of the old
George Young-Frank Cummings
stock company when it revolved
around him, Joe Penner, Danny
DeMar and Billie Bailus.
His wife survives.
^ . CHRIS MICHAEL
Chris Michael, 67, veteran Pitts¬
burgh exhibitor, died Feb. 15 in
that city after a long illness. He
started in the business as a projec¬
tionist, then acquired the Rex
Theatre on the Southside, which
his wife has been managing for
years due to her husband’s poor
health. His late brother, Louis,
?lso owned a house, the Liberty,
Jn that district and it’s now run
by his son,' Homer Michael. An¬
other brother, George, was killed
in Pittsburgh’s big Film Row fire
37 years ago.
Miqhael leaves his wife and three
sons.
j
. JAIME GUTTIERREZ
Jaime Guttierrez, 19, trapezist,
died Feb. 18
an auto accident
nJ“ar Cartagenai, Spam. A member
ot the flying -trapeze act, Los

.<63

r Pj&ftlETY

wright, died Feb. 29 in Norfolk,
Eng. His first two. plays were pre¬
sented before he was 21. After a
series of wartime revues, he be¬
came associated with the late Sir
Charles B. Cochran and was au¬
thor or part author of several .of
his
productions, including "Wake
Icaros, He \vas a familiar figure to
up and Dream.”
circus audiences.
His
wife survives.
His father, Guillermo * Guttierrez, is the owner of the touring
ERICH ITOR KAHN
circus, Istambul, and head of the
Erick Itor Kahn, 50, .pianist and
flying trapeze act that bears the
family name, oqe of the oldest cir¬ composer', died March 5 in New
York. Born in Germany, he was
cus families in Spain.
one of the directors of the state
radio station in Frankfurt from
MRS, ROBERT E. JOHNSON
Mrs. Robert E. Johnson, 38, for¬ 1928-33. From 1933-41, in Paris,
merly active in New York radio he was active in chamber music
work with choral groups and in and was a founder of the Schubert
music arranging and composing Society. He came to N. Y., in 1941,
with NBC, died March 2 in Win¬ and in 1944 he joined the Albeneri
chester, Mass., following a long ill¬ Trio, a chamber music ensemble.
In 1951, he became a performing
ness. Wife of the Boston manager
member of the Bach Aria Group.
His wife survives.

JOE ARENA
Joe Arena, topper of the Joe
of the Parker Pen Co., she was the
Arena Trio, which toured vaude¬
former Irene Anita Thompson.
Surviving are her husband, her ville and circuses for more than
mother, a sister and five children. 40 years, died Feb. 29 in New
York.
Survived by daughter and two
W. H. (DUKE) GREENE
William H. (Duke) Greene, di¬ sons.
rector of photography for Technicolor, died of a heart ailment Feb.
ART S. PRENTISS
Art Smith Prentiss, 64, assistant
29 in Hollywood. He had been
with Technicolor since 1917 and director and production unit man¬
won three Academy Awards.
ager, died Feb. 25 in Hollywood.
Greene received an Oscar in 1936 His career started with Universal
for color-photography in "Garden In 1916 and ended with Metro in
of Allah;” "A Star Is Born” in 1945.
1937, and "Phantom of the Opera”,
He left his wife and a son.
in 1943.
James F. Barnes, 54, a drummer
PHIL H. SOLOMON
who had played- . with Freddie
Phil H. Solomon, 8p, pioneer Goodman, Bud Freeman, Wingy
motion picture theatre manager, Manone, Pete Dailey and others,
died in Chicago March 1. He man¬ died Feb. 27 in Chicago. His wife
aged a series of Balaban & Katz and daughter survive.
theatres from 1923 until his retire¬
Salud Rodriguez, 66, legit ac¬
ment in 1951. He had managed the
Biltmore, Regal, Crystal, and tress, died Feb. 9 in Barcelona
Ridge and Drake Theatres, the lat¬ after a long illness. With her hus¬
ter two when they were still B&K band, Paco Vidal, she toured Spain,
North Africa and Latino countries.
houses.
. Surviving are his wife and a son. Survived by husband.
HARRY CLARK
Harry Clark, 45, who was in the
current
Broadway
production,
"Will Syccess Spoil Rock Hunter,”
died Feb. 28 in New York. His
Broadway credits include "One
Touch of Venus,” "Call Me Mis¬
ter,” "The Skin of Our Teeth” and
"Kiss Me Kate.”
Wife and daughter survive.
ALEXANDER R. MALOOF
Alexander R. Maloof, 72, com¬
poser and director for 20 years of
the Carnegie School of Music, in
Englewood, N. J., which he found¬
ed, died Feb. 29 in Englewood. He
was at one time conductor of the
BambergeY Symphony Orchestra
In Mtmoriam

<£ratmtan
(Th« Littla Giant of Show Bix)

You'll never be forgotten, Sid.
Arthur S. Wmnrel

Teresa de Diego, 50, legit actress,
died Feb. 20 in Cantalapiedra,
Spain, of pneumonia. She directed
and starred with her husband, Jose
Contreras, in their own legit com¬
pany.
Harry Milne, 86, former man¬
ager of.Henglers’ Circus, Glasgow,
and later manager of Tivoli Thea¬
tre, Aberdeen, died recently in
London.
Wife of motion picture and legit
financier Louis R. Lurie died
March 2 in San Francisco.. Besides
her husband, she is also survived
by a son.
Priscilla Wayne, 62, playwright,
columnist and short story writer,
died Feb. 26 in Little Rock, Ark.
-Her husband, two daughters and
a son survive.
Father, 70, of Ted Fairhurst,
manager of G1 o r i a’s Educated
Dogs, English vaude act, died Feb.
7 at Wombwell, Yorkshire.

Mother of Helen Strauss, of the
which played over radio station
literary dept, of the William Mor¬
WOR.
ris Agency, N. Y., died Feb. 29 in
His wife survives.
New York.
GEORGE T. ROCHFORD
Frank F. Servis, 46, veteran AlGeorge T. Rochford, 59, treas¬
urer of the Palace Theatre and bariy projectionist, died Feb. 27 in
onetime part-owner of the Black- that city. His wife, mother and
stone Theatre, died in Evanston, two sisters survive.
Ill., March 3. He was also business
Wife of John A. Reilly, a Pitts¬
agent of Local 750 of the Treasur¬
ers, Ticket Sellers & Cashiers burgh theatre manager for more
than 55 years, died Feb. 20 in that
. His wife, three daughters, five city after a long illness.
sisters and two brothers survive.
Richard J* Farrell, 50, special ef¬
fects technician at Columbia, died
JOHN H< TURNER
Feb.
26 in -Hollywood following a
John Hastings Turner, 63, play-

heart attack. His wife, two sons
and two daughters survive.
Harry Shepherd, 60, general
manager of the Curzon Theatre,
Belfast, died recently in that city.

St. James, Wilbur
• 1
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others of their New York theatres.)
Choni Rodriguez, 32, songstress, I In case they lease either the St.
died recently in Oviedo, Spain, of ! James or Imperial after failing to
pneumonia.
. sell the formei within two years,
j they would still be required to con¬
Father, 75, of orchestra leader tinue efforts to sell the St. James.
Gay Claridge, died March 3, in
Previous hits at the St. James
Chicago. Daughter also survives. have included "King and I,”
“Where’s Charley?’” and "Oklaho¬
ma.” The latter show is said to
have earned more than enough for
the Shuberts to pay oil' the entire
i Continued from page 1 :- purchase price on the property,
which they acquired on a lease- '
sions in your telegram are based with-option during the depressedon false premises. There is no rea¬ market conditions in the midson for your being alarmed. I have 1930’s.
never sought to impair the freedom
of the press. If you are concerned
Stock at Wilbur, Boston
about Norton, 1 am prepared, sole¬
Boston, March 6.
ly out of my esteem for you, to
Larry Homer, who operated the
restore him to the free list. If Boston Repertory Theatre in New
there are any other facts in this England Mutual Hall in 1947-48
situation which disturb you. I shall and has since been working in tv
be glad to discuss them with you in New York, says he-has closed a
on the occasion of my next trip to deal to acquire the Wilbur Theatre
Boston.”
here from the Shuberts, and will
Confirmation that Norton had open a stock company there this
been restored to the free list came Fall. The Wilbur and either the
from M. J. (Mike) Kavanagh, local Shubert or Colonial are the Bos¬
general manager for the Shubcris. ton theatres the Shuberts must
However, no mention of Norton’s drop according to the terms of the
return to the list, from which he recent consent agreement with the
was dropped on Jan. 30, following Government.
two unfavorable reviews of "Pond¬
Homer says that Ian Keith will
er Heart,” had been made ud to be the director of the Equity group,
yesterday (Tues.) by the Post which will have eight actors, no
which continued its editorial blasts star system, and will present prov¬
against the Shuberts. The paper en plays and a few tryouts. Keith
has also not reported Shubert’s and Homer will appear in some
wire to Mayor Hynes.
of the productions. Tney came here
In the meantime the resolve call¬ to close the deal after visiting the
ing for a legislative investigation stock theatre operated by Paul
of the Shubert theatrical interests Crabtree in Palm Beach, Fla.
Homer explains lie’s leasing the
passed two of its hurdles at the
State House' The measure filed by Wilbur, but doesn’t reveal details,
Senator Daniel Rudsten .was ad¬ lie talks of plans to play other
mitted for consideration by both New England towns, ard mentions
the- State Senate and House alter Ha tford, New. Haven, and Law¬
He
it has been approved by the two rence and Worcester, Mass.
rules committees.
I a.so envisions a subscription list,
The Post reported last week Jhat first nighter clubs and production *
a special subcommittee of the House of new plays, some by Boston play¬
judiciary committee in Washington wrights.
The V’ilbur, a 1,241-seater, is
had been appointed to investigate
the Shubert-critic situation in Bos¬ now dark, but has housed several
tryouts
this season, including
ton and New York, and al'-o go into
charges by Rep. Thomas P. O’Neill, "Young and Beautiful,” "Chalk
Garden,”
"Dancing in the Cheq¬
of Massachusetts, that the Shuberts
dictate which newspapers get ad- uered Shade,” "Hot Corner” and
“Debut.”
ertising for shows playing Shu¬
bert theatres.
According to the Washington■ MARRIAGES
datelined story under the byline:
Carol Goodman, known profes¬
of Post correspondent John Kelso, sionally as Carol Burton, to Jim
the subcommittee probe was or¬ Shipley, ' Philadelphia, March 4.
dered by Rep. Emanuel Celler, of Bride is partner in the Burton Sis¬
New York, 'who announced the ters, recording and nitery duo: he’s
move after a conference with House RCA-Victor distributor in Cleve- .
majority leader John W. McCor¬ land.
Elvira Alonso Quevedo to Cesar
mack, of Massachusetts. (It's un¬
derstood . in trade circles in New Aboaf, Mexico City, Feb. 10. He’s
York that Congressman Celler is U-I general manager in Mexico.
Lynn Chalmers to a esse Gross,
one of various public officials who
hold honorary gold passes good for Alexandria, ’ Va., March 1. Bride
is
in legit production; Jess is a
admission to all Shubert houses.
Variety staffer in liie homeoffice.
Ed.)
Mrs.
Betty Lewinson to Morris
The Post story from Washington J. Weinstein,
New York, March 6.
quoted Rep. Thomas W. Lane, of Br,de is mother-in-law of producerMassachusetts, who will chairman agent Abby Greshler.
the subcommittee, as saying that
hearings will be held in Washing¬
BIRTHS
ton and probably Boston, and that
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Haley, daugh¬
J. J. Shubert will be one of the
He’s
witnesses called. The committee ter. Cleveland, Feb. 18.
will have the power to subpoena KYW-TV host of "Morning Sur¬
witness and records, he asserted. prise.”
and Mrs. Phil Carey, daugh¬
(The Library of Congress queried ter,Mr.South
Dartmouth, Mass., Feb.
Variety late last week for data
27. Father is a Columbia contract
on the grosses of top Broadway actor.
musical hits during the 1940’s, with
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gillespie,
their respective expenditures for daughter. Hollywood, Feb. 29.
advertising. The Library official Mother is former Dorothy Jackson,
revealed that the information was dancer; grandmother is Annette
sought by a member of Congress, Jackson of the Garson Kanin. N. Y.
but he declined to disclose the in¬ office.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kelly, son,
dividual’s name and declared that
Father is
he did not know the purpose of March 2, Chicago.
WBBM’s purchasing agent.
the request, Ed.).
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
Mother’s the daughter of Ellwood
Ohleger, of 20th staff in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Baumiller,
Continued from page 3 — , ■ • —- daughter, Cowen, W. Va., Feb. 25,
and Mrs. John B. Reber, daughter,
British theatre groups)., Davis said Pittsburgh, Feb. 26. Mothers are
the product shortage in America the daughters of Harry Passarell,
created a grave problem, while the of Pitt’s Par exchange.
quality coming through, with cer¬
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Weston,
tain outstanding exceptions, was daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.,
lower than it had ever been before. March 1. Mother is Jo Stafford,
He felt that the trouble with the singer; father is Coast recording
American industry was that it had chief for Columbia Records.
been in two minds as to where it , Mr. and Mrs. Julie Chester,
was going.
Production policy daughter, New York, March 2.
seemed to change, with immediate Father is general manager at
Music.
results at the boxoffice, and he Mcllin
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Cooper, son,
did not consider that good films Hollywood, March 2. Father is
could be made under such condi¬ an actor.
tions.
Mr, and Mrs. Don Baron, son,
Davis underlined the fact that Wilmington, Del., Feb. 27. Fa¬
Hollywood supplied between 60% ther is WVCH, Chester, announcer.
and 70% of the films for the
Mi’, and Mrs. Albert Gusikoff,
world market, and he felt it danger¬ son, Feb. 28, N.Y. Father is a
ous when the major supplier was trombone player in the house
vacillating and undecided as to orchestra it the Coronet Theatre,
N.Y.
' * *
which type of product to make.

Norton Back

John Davis
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FILMS & TV GET KICKS IN LEGIT
4-

4

Tape Peps Background Music; Its
Show Biz With Biff-Bang Left Out

By JESSE GROSS

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Thanks to the recent switch
from disk to tape recording and,
to a lesser extent, the use of fre¬
quency modulation aircasting to
spots where phone lines would be
too costly, the market expansion
potential for background music
has been greatly expanded. The
oldest and pioneering service,
Muzak, has already doubled its
franchise owners to a current
total of 120, has some 20,000 out¬
lets in the U. S., is heard in four
foreign cities, Manila, Honolulu,
Lima and Mexico City, and on the
oceanic flights of Pan American,
United and Japan Air Lines.
In
the latter instance it. shares 50-50
on playing time with a back¬
ground music service which tapes
native stuff in Japan.
Tapes make possible 24 hours of
music every day on three spools
and the resultant shipping and
servicing, economies in the past
year have made it possible to mer¬
chandise background music in
communities of 50,000, whereas
previously only areas of 100,000
population and up were deemed
worth enfranchising. Muzak rigor¬
ously keeps free of advertising
tie-ups but the background music
‘‘industry" often includes suppliers
who. combine with point-of-sale
plugs, as in grocery stores, or with
brand advertising, as in buses.
Something else Muzak studious¬
ly avoids is competition with dance
orchestras. Although often used as
filler between dance sets in hotels
and cafes, “we can practically defy
anyone to dance to our arrange¬
ments," according to .Muzak’s
(Continued on page 64)

K&E Ad Agency Into
GI Camp Shows Biz On
Behalf of Mennen Client
A major advertising agency has
become the first among commission
houses to latch on to the Defense
Dept.’s new program for easing the
Way for entertainment packages to
given at GI Installations. Pre¬
viously, sponsors of such treks were
Required to sked shows with each
base individually and to. provide
transportation, food and lodging,
under current system, there’s
transportation and per diem allow¬
ance for troupers provided by De¬
tense from a central agency in the
Pentagon.
,. As Result, the agency, Kenyon
* Eckhardt, under promotion exec
•Nat Steen, has launched domestic
camp tours, with offshore visits
scheduled later. Agency is charged
with working out the details
through local Special Services offi¬
cers, giving introductory hooplas at
mess halls, afternoon shows in base
hospitals and the major presenta¬
tion in the evenings.
K & E safaris are in behalf of a
(Continued on page 18)

TIE UP MATERIAL. Theatre Shortage Now a 52-Week
DEVELOP TALENT Problem for Bway Musical Shows

DROP IN FARM INCOME
PINCHES BAND BUSINESS
Chicago, March 13.
Orchestras, Inc., local booking
agency dealing in bands exclusive¬
ly, reports cautious buying by cus¬
tomers in rural areas. American
Legion clubs, etc., situated In
small towns with a large surround¬
ing farm community, who usually
buy bands for dances with a pre¬
ponderant farmer patronage, are
not sponsoring as many dances this
year as last.
Reason given for the bearish
outlook is drop in farmers' income
resulting in less money for dances
as well as dissatisfaction with the
administration farm policies.

Protestants Shun
Censorship Role
In Film Industry
Organized Protestant pressure in
Hollywood will continue along pos¬
itive rather than negative lines,
the accent being on encouraging
the production of “good" films.
That’s the credo of George A.
Heimrich, west coast director of
the Broadcasting & Film Commis¬
sion of the National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the U. S.,
expressed while attending a twoday meet last week in Manhattan.
Discussing his functions on the
Coast, Heimrich opined that Prot¬
estants could be far more effective
by stressing the positive than by
threats of bannings. “Our aim is to
work with the producers and to
encourage them to come to us for
consultation. We have no big stick
to hold over them because we don’t
have that kind of organization. But
even if we had, we wouldn’t use
our power that way," he com¬
mented.
Rev. Alexander B. Ferguson is
the Commission’s director of film
with headquarters in New York. •

FLOOR OF LUCITE FOR
UNDERLIT‘SHANGRI-LA’
A lucite stage floor may be usea
for the first time in the forthcom¬
ing Broadway musical, “ShangriLa." The idea is to have lights
under the translucent floor, to get
a luminous effect in keeping with
the fanciful quality of the story.
Designer Peter Larkin, who’s
been working with the lucite idea,
is ready to go ahead if engineers'
tests indicate the synthetic mateI
(Continued on page 15)

By HOBE MORRISON
Everybody’s trying to get into
the legit producing act. Not only
to tie up material, but to develop
talent and as a plain money¬
making project, the major film
studios, television-recording com¬
panies and various individual pic¬
ture and tv executives are busily
playing footsie with the erstwhile
Fabulous Invalid.
For the Hollywood studios, it’s a
revival of a trend of 20 years ago,
when most of the majors were in
legit producing on the side. But
for the video networks it’s an in¬
viting new adventure by a baby in¬
dustry. For assorted producers in
films and tv it’s another and logi¬
cal facet of the increasingly Inter¬
related show business realm.
Sorties in the multiple invasion
of legit are being made from, all
directions.
For instance, Para¬
mount’s co-producer venture with
the musical version of “L’il Abner,"
first for Broadway and later as a
picture, and CBS backing the new
musical “My Fair Lady," origi¬
nally with the idea of tying up a
vehicle for tv and record album
and later with the realization that
it’s a potential goldmine per se.
Also, NBC backing of “Great Se¬
bastians" as a tv potential, with Co¬
lumbia Pictures following along to
buy the screen rights, and the net¬
work dittoing with the proposed
musical, “Casey Jones," and pro¬
ducer David Susskind’s scheduled
production of the legit comedy,
“Very Special Baby,” which also
(Continued on page 75)

SATCHM0 TO REPRISE
PART OF WORLD TOUR
Louis Armstrong is set to re¬
prise part of his round-the-world
tour. Flanked’ by his All-Stars and
singer Velma . Middleton, Arm¬
strong will start his tour in Aus¬
tralia, April 5, and thence work
concerts in Hongkong, Singapore,
and other Far East stops while enroute to England, where he’ll be¬
gin a concert series May 5 for
three weeks.
Armstrong will return to the
U.S. to do a show for “Producers
Showcase" on NBC-TV in May or
June, a postponement of an orig¬
inal date set for April 30.

%% Rise in U.S.

Electronics By
1964, Sez Folsom

Boston, March 13.
Nation's electronics industry will
reach a volume of $18,000,000,000,
or 66% above its present $11,000,000,000 annually, by 1964, it was
predicted yesterday (Mon.) by
RCA president Frank M. Folsom.
This 66% gain, which will be dou¬
ble the anticipated percentage gain
of the economy as a whole, will be
sparked by the emergence of color
television, Folsom told the Boston
Security Analysts Society.
“The past year saw color ‘get
off the ground’ as a new service
and become commercially estab¬
lished. The initial steps are be¬
hind us. With more and more
Laurence Olivier was personally
(Continued on page 64)
not overenthused about the color
values on the tv version of his
“Richard III." It was “not quite”
the tint “we had tried to achieve
on the screen; naturally, when I
made the picture I made it for a
Aiming to cash in on the Grace
very large Screen."
Rainier publicity,
These and other statements Kelly-Prince
were delivered by Olivier on Mon¬ Metro is dating “The Swan,” in
which
Miss
Kelly
costars with Alec
day night’s (12) “Tex.& Jinx" show
over WRCA, N. Y., flagship of NBC Guiness, on or as near the April
19
wedding
date
in' Monaco as
Radio.
The British actor-producer ha<j possible.
Pic
will
play
Radio
City Music
seen the film many times, he said, so
Hall, N. Y., in late April or early
(Continued on page 18)
May. In London, according to
M-G’s managing director in Brit¬
ain, Charles Goldsmith, there’s a
' Does Ford Know This? chance the film will have a West
Ehd date on the exact nuptials day.
Columbia looks to have a
N. Y. opening depends on the
likely followup to “Solid Gold
run of “Serenade," which follows
Cadillac," its adaptation of the
the current “Picnic." Originally,
legit play which %is going into
Columbia’s “Eddy Duchin Story"
release shortly.
was set to follow “Serenade,” but
Via Warwick Productions,
M-G was able to arrange a shift
which releases through Col,
in light of the immediacy of “The
company will handle “Rolls
Swan." Molnar story concerns a
Royce Story” set for future
princess who marries a prince.
lensing in England.

His Kingdom for a Horse?
‘Richard’ TV Tint as Hoss
Of Another Color: Olivier

METRO RUSHING‘SWAN’
TO CASH IN ON MONACO

The theatre shortage for Broad¬
way musicals is becoming a yeararound problem. Instead of being
acute for brief periods during the
season and merely a conversation¬
al possibility at other times it now
tends to be constant.
From indications, there won’t be
any vacant musical houses on
Broadway even this mid-summer,
during the traditional boxoffice
slump, when all but the desirable
spots for song-and-dance shows
formerly stood idle.. In fact, signs
are that the house shortage may
force musical production to a vir¬
tual standstill.
At the moment, all the key
Broadway musical houses are
either set with established hits or
already booked for incoming shows.
A few with longrun tenants are <
being avidly eyed for a possible
boxoffice decline that would war¬
rant eviction notice and availabil¬
ity for a replacement entry. There's
the inevitable chance, too, that an
already-booked incomer will prove
to be a flop and thereby ease , the
situation for the lineup of shows
without theatres.
There are five new musicals due
for the balance of this season, end¬
ing May 31, and another two set
to preem in June,' early in the
1956-57 semester. Even if some
were to be fast folds, the situation
for next season would still be cri¬
tical. • That’s reflected in the
hefty lineup of tuners announced
for 1956-57 production. There are
around 22 such items now listed.
Of New York’s eight musical
houses, one (the Broadway) is
(Continued on page 65)

Iron Curtain ‘Agents’
$1,000,000 Pic Deal
On Gershwin’s ‘Porgy’
In 1935, when the Theatre
Guild first presented “Porgy &
Bess," George Gershwin’s “Ameri¬
can folk opera,” to then indifferent
critical and boxoffice returns, there
was talk of a $10,000 bid for the
film rights (Ira Gershwin, lyricistcollaborator with his composerbrother, is said to have held out
for $25,000). Now, some 20 years
later, there are three groups bid¬
ding $1,000,000 each for the sale
rights. In a large measure the
democratic world’s arch-enemy,
the Iron Curtain countries, might
be credited as the vicarious
“agent" in this kind of acute eco¬
nomic interest. Bids also call for
a percentage.
In between, especially on top of
the “Porgy" cast’s click in the
near-iron Curtain countries and
latterly
within
Russia
itself,
“Porgy" has achieved world re¬
nown as a cultural and show biz
entity.
Only some legal details stand
(Continued on page 65)
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Show Biz-Literati Bloom
To Miss Truman Romance
Announcement of Margaret Tru¬
man’s engagement to N. Y. Times
staffer Clifton Daniel (ne E. C.
Daniel Jr.) occasioned Page 1 cov¬
erage throughout the nation, and
even the staid Times, beaming with
pride, double-columned it on the
first page. Event has a show bizliterati bloom, what with Miss Tru¬
man’s concert background and her
radio-tv exposure via an NBC con¬
tract, and Daniel’s w.k. work as
the Times Moscow correspondent
and his current assistant-to-theforeign editor post.
Times played the engagement up
big on the inside, too, with no less
than two stories (one on each of
the principals) accompanying the
“jump” from P. 1, along with a
couple of pictures of the happy
parents. Asked by newsmen whether she is going to quit radio-tv (she
just ankled the NBC Radio “Week-r
day” show, where she was femcee,
in favor of television appearances),
Miss Truman mentioned her NBC
pact, and beyond that said, “Mr.
Daniel hasn’t put his foot down on
it,”, to which he amended, “Mr.
Daniel hasn’t put his foot down
and isn’t going to.”

He Sure Could Have Used ASCAP

The writers who came to some*
fame and fortune via television
have priced themselves out of the
video market and are now concen¬
trating on the more lucrative fields
of legit and motion pictures. That’s
“The Last Resorts,” Cleveland
the opinion of David Susskind, the
Talent Associates topper whose Amory’s factual account of upperfirm, started as a tv enterprise, crust playgrounds (Newport, et al)
has also branched out into the at the turn of the century, is al¬
ready set for legit adaptation and
legit and film sphere.
Such tv writers, according to is also headed for the screen.
Susskind, no longer are under the Stage version is to be a musical
necessity to keep up television out¬ produced by Frederick Brisson,
put. With a backlog of coin from Robert E. Griffith and Harold
film sales, screenplay assignments, Prince with book by Jean (Mrs.
and legit royalties, the video- Wall fir) Kerr.
spawned scribes, Susskind feels,
Brisson’s Independent Artists,
can now afford to sit back and film company bankrolled by Floyd
work on plays, motion pictures or Odium, head of Atlas Corp., has
other longtime projects. These the pic version on its schedule, ap¬
writers, Susskind thinks, will not parently via a pre-legit production I
disappear completely from televi¬ deal.
sion but their works will be seen
only on rare occasions—on spec¬
taculars or “when they have a
particularly challenging idea suit-''
able for television.” Robert Allan
Aurthur, Paddy Chayefsky, Rod
Serling, and several others are no
longer regularly seen on video.
Susskind’s Talent Associates is
Los Angeles, March 13. ^
following the path of the writers
Jerry Giesler, attorney for ac¬
with one important difference, tress Lizabeth Scott, who seeks
however. It is maintaining its hold $2,500,000 from Confidential mag as VlllllllvCUl LiA|IU^
in television but, at the same time, for alleged defamation, will file
branching out strongly in legit and action in N. Y. Federal Court.
tv.
Move follows Superior Judge
In addition to its tv shows—
"Armstrong Circle Theatre,” “Jus¬ Leon T. David granting a motion
tice,” “Appointment With Danger.” to quash service of a summons on
"Joe. and Mabel,” and an occasional mag publisher Robert Harrison, on
spectacular—Talent Associates, via grounds Confidential has no reps
motion picture offshoot, Jonathon or agencies in California.
Attorney also will transfer Rob¬
Productions—has concluded three
By PAUL PIMSLEUR
motion picture deals. Two of its ert Mitchum’s '$2,000,000 suit
against
same publication, if a simi¬
Ciudad Trujillo, March 13.
tv-originated properties—"A Very
The Dominican Republic has put
Special Baby” and “Man On A lar motion to quash it is granted
Tiger”—will be converted to the here. Both thesps claimed in their together a project reported to have
stage.
Susskind will produce complaints that they were de¬ cost several million dollars, called
the Peace and Free World Brother¬
"Baby,” expanded by Aurthur from famed by untrue articles in mag.
hood Fair. That-’s a lot of money
his teleplay, and will be associated
for a little country, and with it
with George Abbott, Robert Grif¬
they’ve erected an International.
fith and Hal Prince in the pro¬
Fair whose proportions are sur¬
duction of " Tiger,” based on
prisingly
extensive,
especially
Roger Hirson’s tv drama.
when they suddenly appear out the
Jonathon’s first picture, “A Man
plane
window
in
the
middle
of the
London, March 13.
(Continued on page 65)
London is having a flurry of a Caribbean Sea.
Most
successful
aspect
of
the
perennial complaint. It’s a recur¬
rence of the old managerial device Fair is the architecture and plan¬
ning.
On
an
area
about
the
size
of
of using critical quotes out of con¬
text to give a favorable impression 10 square city blocks, some half
dozen
impressive
white
buildings
of a show. The latest incident in¬
volves Milton Shulman, critic of have been built as permanent
Casablancha, March 6.
Jimmy Smith, an alert jazzhound the Evening Standard, who has at¬ structures. Other temporary build¬
from New Orleans, who landed in tacked the management of “Ring ings house the exhibitors who have
Morocco some five years ago when for Catty” at the Lyric Theatre for found no space in the permanent
Uncle Sam decided to build air “tearing phrases” out of Context structures. The entire area, in¬
strips here, was highly disappoint¬ of his review, and displaying them cluding the white buildings, foun¬
tains and landscaping, is well lit
ed when he couldn’t find “Rick’s,” on the front-of-house.
at night, making it a fine sight
the legendary nitery which was the
In a letter to the editor of his either from - the air or on the
backdrop of Warner Bros.’ “Casa¬ own sheet, Shulman refers to the
blanca” (Humphrey Bogart starrer). two quotes displayed, “It could go ground. The symbol of the Fair is
It took Smith a few years to get on forever” and “Here’s a play a globe surmounted by a tapering
around to it but he’s just opened that need never end.” In their full column, reminiscent of the New
Worlds Fair’s trylon and
a Rick’s here—WB and director context, he says, these statements York
perisphere.
Michael Curtiz made it^up for the referred quite unmistakjeably to
Tourist
accommodations here
picture apparently — and it’s not the rambling, diffused, padded and
only a top tourist attraction but a interminable character of a par¬ proved surprisingly good. Three
luxury
hotels
(Ambassador, Paz,
local socialite fave.
ticularly dull and unimaginative
Smith, naturally, has" borrowed drama. He doubted if this kind of Jaragua) provide every kind of
freely from WB with stills of the distortion could save so dreary a comfort at rates from $12 to $20
(Continued on page 64)
Bogart starrer. Oh yes, he’s also play. It had managed, however, to
added a Negro pianist. His name get “Ring for Catty” two unfavor¬
wasn’t Sam but it is now. “Play it, able notices in the Evening Stand¬
|
Sam!”
ard instead of one.

Amory’s ‘Resorts’ Set
For Legit, Also Fix

Giesler Seeks Trial Of
Scott, Mitchum Libel Cases
Vs. Confidential in N. Y.

Hotels a Mecca
For the Tourist

Loudon Critic Burns
At Distorted Quotes

AT LAST CASABLANCA
HAS A ‘RICK’S’ NITERY

Lolly’s Dream Cast
At AFTRA Scale
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That was a Lollypaloosa of a
billing lineup — 30 Hollywood
names-on-films plus live-and-celluloid Teresa Wright in title role of
"The Louella Parsons Story” on
the CBS-TV “Climax” last week
(8). Even so, the 24.3 Trendex
racked by NBC’s “Dragnet” was
less than three pegs behind the
27.2 pull of “Parsons.” In the
next 30 minutes, the columnist’s
“biopic” dropped a bit to 26.8, but
opposition “People's Croice” on
NBC didn’t prove out on its title,
with a 17.1 rating.
Aside from the joust for audi¬
ence, trade interest centered on
the fact that the tribute to
Hearst’s “Gay Illiterate” was in
the nature of a "command perform¬
ance” at AFTRA scale involving
perhaps a million smackers worth
of talent making little more than
a telephonic bow. It was also a
banner day for the public relations
factory of Maggie Ettinger, Miss
Parsons’ (and so announced), a
key factor in the guestar and other
arrangements who received a great
big plug in return.

Mozart Made Less on All He Composed Than An
Artist Gets Playing One of His Works

Cantor (Comic) Now An
Impresario of a Cantor
Eddie Cantor is becoming an
impresario. Comedian Is now spon¬
soring the appearances of cantor
Bela Hershowitz, who will make his
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., bow May 6.
The cantor recently was "This Is
Your Lifed.”
Comedian became interested in
the cantor since he arrived in the
U. S. He was formerly chief can¬
tor, of Budapest, and was near death
on two occasions, first by the Nazis
and then by the Communists, be¬
fore he managed to escape.

As Partnerships Spread,
Indie Producers Seldom
Visit Banks Directly
Financing of independent film
production has taken on a new
look with the industry’s swing to¬
ward partnership deals between
the film-maker's and the large
companies." Situation has reached
the point where it’s now a rarity
(and it used to be commonplace)
for the indie producer to visit his
bank for production money.
With the distributors, notably
United Artists, taking a participa¬
tion in ownership of pictures from
“outsiders” on their releasing
schedules, they’re also called upon
to assume more responsibility for
bank borrowings.
Specifically, the .distribs are ar¬
ranging for the fiscal backing of
indie producers, thus removing for
the latter a burden of major pro¬
portions.
The indies in time gone by were
forced to perform near miracles
when it came time to raise coin for
their product. They could come
upon a story property* in many
cases only if the author approved
cast, etc. Then, too, the players
insisted on approving the author’s
work. All talent had to be nailed
down before a distributor would
enter a releasing deal. But, also,
the distrib wanted assurances
about the necessary revenue for
the production. The banks, on the
other hand, wanted assurances
about all these factors.
As stated by Stanley Kramer, "it
was like sending up balloons in
all directions and trying to bring
them all down at the same time.”
UA, particularly, is responsible
for the change. This distributor is
now financing nearly all. indie pro¬
ducers on its roster completely.
All the producers are called upon
to do is make pictures.

RKO’s 1st Ad Agency
Shift Since Co.’s Birth
Hollywood, March 13.
J. Walter Thompson Co. succeeds
Foote, Cone & Belding as RKO’s
new advertising agency.
JWT’s
N. Y., and L. A. .offices will work
on account. RKO, reactivated, is
slating $45,000,000 in production
this year.
Foote, Cone & Belding (previ¬
ously Lord & Thomas) has handled
RKO ads since the film company
was organized about 28 years ago.’
Prior to bowing out, FCB will com¬
plete campaigns on trio of pix—
“Great Day in the Morning,”
“While the City Sleeps” and “The
Brave . One”—with possibility of
also handling "Jet Pilot.”
Thompson’s first pic will be “The
First Traveling Saleslady.”

‘City Sleeps’ First B’way
Gala for RKO in 2 Years
RKO. is set to have its first for¬
mal film premiere in New York in
over two years. Company is now
scouting a first-run Gotham house
for the'bow of “While the City
Sleeps,” which has Ida Lupino,
Dana Andrews and George.Sanders
in the leads.
Execs say they’re not antiBroadway. It’s just that in past
the company hadn’t had a picture
| that “lent itself” to an elaborate
1 opening in N. Y.

By TED HUDES
The world is now celebrating the
birlh-year of Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, born 200 years ago (Jan.
27, 1756) in Salzburg, Austria.
Salzburg and Austria are suffering
financially from the departure last
year, of the American Armed
Forces and thousands of U. S. Gov¬
ernment employees, and have been
looking forward to 1956 (especially
the summer) when they expect to
receive up to 100,000 tourists,
mostly American music lovers and
Mozart admirers, during the year.
From the Mozart Festspiele in
Salzburg alone, the Austrian Min¬
istry of Economy expects the tour¬
ist trade to bring in $100,000,000,
counting on 100,000 tourists to
spend $1,000 each on their trip.
Compare that with Mozart’s total
income during his 24 years’ stay
in Salzburg, which was below
9,000 florins (approx. $6,000).
It’s further estimated that some
of the violin virtuosi, like Joachim,
Kubelik, Veczey, Huberman, Kreisler and Busch, made more money
individually on a single Mozart vi¬
olin concerto than the composer
did for everything he wrote from
No. 1 to No. 626 of tfce Koechel
catalog. Walter Gieseking derived
great wealth from playing Mozart’s
Klavierstuecke. Elisabeth Schwarz¬
kopf, in singing Mozart’s arias,
gained not only fame as a fine so¬
prano but a sizable fortune.
Too bad that ASCAP (or an Ausrian equivalent) did not exist two
centuries ago in order to protect
Mozart’s estate.
Maurice Ravel,
who died in 1937, did far better.
Ravel’s family collects about $4,000
yearly in royalties for the posthu¬
mous Tights.
It’s impossible to estimate the
huge incomes made by publishers,
opera houses, concert halls and re¬
cording companies from Mozart’*
music. Mozart records have been
produced constantly for the past
53 years. The first platter was
waxed in 1903 by Antonio Scotti,
Serenata from “Don Giovanni”
(Columbia). The International Mo¬
zart Institute estimates that in the
past 50 years, recording companies
sold a minimum of 60,000,000 rec¬
ords of Mozart’s music throughout
the world. In Australia, Japan,
New Zealand and South Africa,
where Mozart is relatively a new¬
comer, there is a boom in his
records.
The three opera houses in Berlin
have presented, in ‘the past 100
years, “Don Giovanni” 2,681 times,
“Marriage of Figaro” 2,897 times,
“Magic Flute” 1,934 times, “Ab¬
duction from the Serail” 2,077
times, “Idomcneo” 973 times, “Clemenza di Tito” 408 tiipes, “Cosi
fan Tutte” 1,588 times, “La Finta
Simplice” 209 times, and “Bastien
at Bastienne” 96 times. Mozart’s.
Requiem has been played in all the*
churches of the Old and New
world, as well as in concert halls.
A Pauper’s Grave
Vienna, as we know, could offer
Mozart only a pauper’s grave. In
Salzburg, Archbishop Hieronymus
assigned Mozart a place in his kit¬
chen next to. the cook, chamber¬
maid and valet.
Empress Maria Theresa warned
her son,t. Archduke Ferdinand,
against paying Mozart 10 ducats
for an oratorio: “Please do not
burden yourself with useless peo¬
ple!” The publisher Franz Anton
Hoffmeister, whose successors
made a fortune 50 years after Mo¬
zart’s death with his music, said to
the composer in 1782: “Write more
popularly, or else I can neither
print nor pay for-any more of
yours.”
It took half a century for Vien¬
na, and much, much later Salz¬
burg, tp reluctantly recognize Mo¬
zart for what he was.

Polish Torgy’ Disks
Disks of George Gershwin tunes
will be widely distributed in
Poland next month in wake of the
recent performance of the “Porgy
and Bess” opera behind the Iron
Curtain.
American members of the com¬
pany cut the tunes for the Polish
dickers.
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TV-TWILIGHT OF THE REISSUE
‘Beds’ (’45) and ‘Sam’ C48) Par-Combo, f[|||| f|LMS FIT Metro, Biggest Kim Distrib Overseas,
TV Pins Reissue Rights for 500G’s p[|[jj[|||| ||[£[]<j
Belatedly Enters Field in U.S.
Paramount 'appears readying to-i
participate in the films-to-televiSchnoz Sinatra
sion sweepstakes. Company has
two pictures on the block and oth¬
Hollywood, March 13..
Frank Sinatra and Jimmy
ers doubtless will- follow.
Durante are gabbing anent
Initial two are “Bells of St.
singer undertaking title role in
Mary’s,” 1945 entry with Bing
“The Jimmy Durante Story”
Crosby and Ingrid Bergman, and
filmization.
“Good Sam,” made in 1948 with
Sinatra meanwhile will make
Gary Cooper and Ann( Sheridan in
guest appearance on Durante’s
the leads. On the basis of talks so
“Texaco Star TJieatre” show,
far, Par is asking $500,000 for the
which will be telecast in color
package.
for first time March 24 over
“Bells” and “Sam” were pro¬
NBC. Pair last teamed on
duced by Leo McCarey when he
web’s “Colgate Comedy Hour”
was functioning as an independent
two years ago.
under the Rainbow Productions
■■■ \
.. ■■■■ =
banner. Par some time ago bought - ■■
out all Rainbow assets.
Deal being offered would give
the buyer theatrical reissue rights
as well as the license for tv, thus
accounting for the 500G asking
price. This kind of coin would be
unusually high if only tv were in¬
Film companies are urging their
volved and the product didn’t fig¬
ure to have value in the re-run salesmen and bookers to partici¬
pate
more fully in merchandising
market.
As for overall tv policy, it has activities involved with each pic¬
ture.
It is being stressed in force¬
been indicated that Par would un¬
load its entire library on a limited- ful language . that the salesman’s
and
booker’s
job is not completed
term leasing basis if a buyer can
come up with the amount of cash with the signing of a contract or
with
the
setting
of a playdate.
which- the company feels is “right.”
These staffers, it’s emphasized,
must indulge in hard-hitting ticketselling pitches and must convince
exhibitors to spend -timeif and
money in promotional efforts.
To accomplish this aim, the film
peddler is told “to generate so
much enthusiasm that exhibitors
wijl do the extra promotion you
want them to do, for the simple
reason that you can prove—and
have done so many times before—
that the promotion ideas you offer
v/ill make money for them.”
Film industry is seeking the an¬
This is the gist of the “go-outswers to a brand new problem: and-get-'em” pitch currently being
how to market unelaborate screen made by Metro to its sales person¬
translations of television programs. nel. Metro’s advice to its salesmen
Case in point is “Patterns,” Michael warns that .“it’s all very well to
Myerberg’s
feature
production rationalize that your customers are
based on the Rod Serling teleplay lazy and don’t want to do any extra
aired on “Kraft Theatre."
work; if that’s the case, you just
In an unique approach, United haven’t been a good enough sales¬
Artists, as the distributor, plans man to overcome their inertia on
to open the film, which stars Van your picture.”
Heflin, at both New York’s Mayfair. Theatre and the Fine Arts in
Los Angeles. Mayfair is strictly a
DON HARTMAN'S PLANS
conventional first-run operation.
The Coast house has an “arty" film Seeks Bergman For ‘Chalk Garden*
policy.
—Other Star Deals Pend
Which is the more suitable show¬
Hollywood, March 13.
case should be determined quickly
Don Hartman, former Paramount
and subsequent selling will be
mapped accordingly. But further production chief who now will pro¬
duce his own films through Par,
problems are not unanticipated.
UA opened “Marty” in off-Main is negotiating with Ingrid Bergman
Stem situations and shortly after to star in “The Chalk Garden.” If
switched to houses which normally actress, who will appear in 20thplay top “A” product. “Marty” Fox’ “Anastasia,” okays deal, pic
turned out fine, with United States will be filmed abroad.
Producer also is talking to Spen¬
and Canadian distribution revenue
figured at $2,(TOO,000. But, still, this cer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn
Academy Award contender was for top roles in “Matchmaker,” and
somewhat erratic in the larger the¬ already has Italian actress Sophia
atres, taking good money in some Loten set to topbill “Desire Under
spots and faltering in osiers. The the Elms,” starting in Spring, 1957.
same campaign was used and con¬ Initialer will be either ^Match¬
sequently there was no explanation maker” or “Garden,” skedded to
for the boxoffice ups and downs.
roll in Fall.
Allied Artists execs are faced
with the same how-to questionmark with “Crime in the Streets,”
from the Reginald Rose play on
Hollywood, March 13.
TV’s “Elgin Hour.” Vincent Fen“Red Nichols Story” revived as
nelly, producer of the . feature,
Danny
Kaye
starrer at Paramount,
stated in New York last week that
the problem is dual-pronged. First, will roll with Mel Shavelson, Jack
producing, writing,
and
he said, exhibitors must be con¬ Rose
vinced that the film is salable de¬ Shavelson directing. Picture will
spite the lack of star names. Then, be shot by Kaye's Dena Produc¬
special lures to draw the public tions in late spring or early sum¬
are required.
mer.
Kaye is also signed to star in
original for Metro producer Sol
Siegel.
Will be indie venture,
jointly between Siegel and Dena
Production for Metro release. This
one has a circus clown back¬
Atlanta's censor board has with¬
drawn its ban on Otto Preminger’s ground.
Man With the Golden Arm.” Re¬
O’Shea-O’Neil Meet
versal of its original decision to
deny a license for the picture came
Daniel T. O’Shea, president of
following a threatened court action RKO, arrived in New York from
by the producer.
the Coast over the past weekend
Switch was made on the advice and heads for Florida at the end
of attorneys who said that recent of this week for Florida confer¬
federal Court rulings rendered the ences witm chairman Thomas F.
Jan legally unsound, according to O’Neil.
O’Shea goes back to the Coast
Mrs. Catherine S. Gilliam, the city
censor.
the first week of April.
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Salesmen, IStay With It!
Metro Warns’Em Not To
Blame Exhibs’ ‘Laziness’

Seeking Pattern
For Sale of Pix
Of ‘Patterns Dk

Kaye As ‘Red Nichols’

ATLANTA BACKS DOWN,
LICENSES‘GOLDEN ARM’

k
|

By GENE ARNEEL
The principal film companies are
putting an end to their re-sale of
back product to the theatrical mar¬
ket because of the fiscal overhaul
that has taken place within the
trade over the past few years. The
change accounts largely for the
willingness to peddle vintage prod¬
uct to television.
The distributors have come face
to face with the fact that a reissue,
except in rare instances, simply
doesn’t fit in with the new struc¬
tures of their economy. They’re
geared to deal only in top-revenue
product.
While an ancient pic
from the vaults might . bring in,
say $300,000, this is not sufficient
to sustain the selling organization
over the period the film is worked
on. Also, it means that much less
time that could be devoted to new
productions coming in from the
studios.
Paramount, for example, re¬
leases about 20 films a year. In
the United States and Canadian
market, the company grosses in
the area of $1,000,000 a week. The
outfit is financially attuned to this
kind of business; indeed, it’s al(Continued on page 75)

Indie Producer
Warns H’wood On
TV Script Buys
Don’t just buy those television
scripts for films, fellows, because
they might be just tv matter un¬
suitable for exposure in any other
medium. So says Vincent Fennelly, who produced the theatrical
version of “Crime in the Streets,”
video original authored by Regi¬
nald Rose, who also scripted the
Hollywood production.
Fennelly makes the point that
the half-hour or hour-long program
must lend itself to expansion. It
won’t do if the prototype story is
a well integrated one and its char¬
acters fully developed because in
(Continued on page 15)

Sized Down Antitruster
Antitrust suit brought by
Hobart Theatre Corp,, oper¬
ators of the Hobart Theatre *
in Queens, N.Y., is said to
have been settled for about
$12,000 not $702,000. Original
suit, brought in N.Y. Federal
Court against Loew’s, Colum¬
bia, Paramount, Universal and
United Artists, asked for dam¬
ages totalling $702,000.
The settlement resulted in
the dismissal of the case “with
prejudice.”

Second-Guess ‘Richard III’
For Impact on Home-Toll,
Boost to Sponsorship
Premiere showing of “Richard
III” on NBC.Sunday (11) is con¬
sidered by many in the trade as
the sharpest single blow yet
struck against the clamoring pro¬
ponents of subscription-television.
Argument is that presentation
of the Shakespeare classic, taken
with some of the other bfg shows
offered by video this season, nails
down the charge that the broad¬
casters (and sponsors) aren’t will¬
ing or able to afford outstanding
and expensive eptertainment. Tolltvers have long held that com¬
mercial tv isn’t capable of pre¬
senting precisely shows such as
“Richard.”
Meanwhile, b.o. advance sale for
“Richard” at the Bijou Theatre,
N. Y., where it also opened Sun¬
day, is reported as excellent.
Olivier tinter shows at the Bijou
on a twb-a-day basis, but is
skedded for continuous perform¬
ance policy at such out-of-town
spots as Washington, Philadelphia,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Boston, where it's already booked.
Based on the ratings of the Sun¬
day tv show, which ran three
hours, NBC estimated that some
45,00(),000 people saw the program,
which* was broadcast in color. Still
to be resolved is the question of
how exposure to such a large audi¬
ence will affect the theatrical b.o.,
or more specifically whether many
(Continued on page 20)

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Turns Spotty; ‘Picnic’ Champ 4th Week In
Row, ‘Tattoo’ 2d, ‘Holiday’ 3d, ‘Carousel’ 4th
There is the usual seasonal taper¬
ing off in biz currently, just as
occurs every' year about this time.
Lent, income tax blues and some
more severe cold weather in sev¬
eral sections cut into the b.o. Many
exhibs are just marking time un¬
til arrival of Easter before bring¬
ing in big, new fare. Meanwhile,
they are coasting with current fare
or fill-in product.
For the fourth week in a row,
“Picnic” (Col) is leading the boxoffice procession, and again by a
healthy margin.
“Rose Tattoo”
(Par), with a batch of fresh book¬
ings, is soaring to second position
as against fifth place last stanza.
‘ICinerama Holiday” (Indie) is
again winding up in third. “Car¬
ousel” (20th) is holding in fourth
place, but by a narrow margin. It
is being closely pressed by “I’ll
Cry Tomorrow” (M-G), which fin¬
ished a big fifth. “Cry” was sixth
last round.
“Oklahoma” (Magna), now play¬
ing in six key cities, is pushing up
to sixth position, this being the
first time the pic has been carried
in listings. “Conqueror” (RKO) is
dipping to seventh spot, as against
second last session. “Golden Arm”
(UA) and “Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
round out the Big Nine in that
order.
“Never Say Goodbye” (U), “Diabolique” (UMPO) and “Man Who
Never Was” (20th) are the runnerup films.

New product shapes uneven.
“Cockleshell Heroes” (Col) is rated
big in Toronto. “Doctor at Sea”
(Rep) is smash on opening week in
Boston. It continues socko in Chi
and N. Y. “World in My Corner”
(U), on the other hand, is not far¬
ing so well. It is good in Washing¬
ton, okay in Balto but modest in
Pitt.
“Killer Is Loose” (UA)
looms slow in St. Loo, good in Den¬
ver and dull in L. A. “Hot JBlood”
(Col) is tepid in L. A. and Philly.
“Invasion of Body Snatchers” (AA)
looks lofty in Chi and good in Seat¬
tle.
“Our Miss Brooks” (WB), fair
in Cleveland and Washington, is
o£;e in Louisville and drab in St.
Loo. “Prisoner” (Col) shapes nice
in Balto and okay in Frisco, N. Y.
and Philly.
“Court Jester” (Par) looks good
in Boston and okay in*Frisco. “Last
Hunt” (M-G) looms mild in Louis¬
ville and just okay in N. Y.
“Goodman Story” (U) is rated
wham in Toronto and moderate in
N. Y.
“Helen of Troy” (WB)
shapes lusty in St. Loo but mild in
L. A.
“Trouble With Harry” (Par),
sharp in Omaha, is okay in L. A.,
fine in St. Loo and good in Pitt.
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) looks hefty
in Louisville, okay in Toronto' and
good in Washington and Portland.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 10-11.)

Metro, already the largest dis¬
tributor of 16m films abroad, is
entering the narrow-guage non¬
theatrical market in the States.
Company has been active in that
field in Canada for years, but never
got into it at home. Nontheatrical
outlets for the most part consist
of schools and colleges, but also
take in hospitals, shutins, etc.
About 60ro of the business is be¬
ing done in educational institu¬
tions.
Several of the other majors, in¬
cluding RKO, Warner Bros, and
20th-Fox, already cover the nontheatrical market where outlets
arc estimated to run to about 22.000
situations. (U owns Castle Films, a
different-type operation.)
Indications are that Metro will
handle distribution of the narrowgaugers itself. Others, such as WB
and 20th, assign their 16m prod¬
uct to Films Inc.
Metro entry into the field is ex¬
pected to be felt by the others in
that limited market, particularly
since they've all been in it for some
time while MGM will come along
with pix never before fed into that
release channel.

Columbia Quick
Release Pace To
Firm Up B.O.
Every available top production
on the Columbia lineup'will be re¬
leased within the next six months,
according to Abe Montague, gen¬
eral sales manager. He said 15
specific pictures are definitely set
for this period and others will be
added.
Prior to leaving New York for
the company’s sales convention in
Chicago this week, Montague said
the policy of distributing only one
top-bracket film a month is now
being changed; it’s to be two a
(Continued on page 64)_
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WHATS HAPPENING IN THE FILM BIZ ?

• Only trained sideline observers like Variety staff¬
ers, for example, with an objective viewpoint on such
matters, would note how, over the years, show busi¬
ness, whose basic business is ballyhoo, is the first to
become the victim of its own script. The same fever
which whoops up an audience cycle, whether its west¬
erns or filmusicals or foreign-locales or what, quickly
envelops the industry itself.
Hollywood is now on a television kick. First it
fought tv. Then it decided that if you can’t lick ’em
“jine ’em.” And so tv trailers of upcoming film prod¬
uct became the vogue. Then came “Marty,” and in
its wake video scripts by the peck. Television authors
who were accustomed to get $1,000 to $3,000 for an
hour’s tv script found added gravy 10 to 20 times that
in-Hollywood. While all this was happening a cycle of
Hollywood-produced packages developed, paced by
Walt Disney’s ABC series. Metro, 20th and- Warners
jumped in with their own packages.
And now comes the whirl of selling residuals to
television. The British, whose complaints against
American theatres are well known, started the selling
of product to tv along with the Hollywood B’s mostly

vintage. Snowballing of the moment came with RKO’s
Matty Fox deal tailed by Warner Bros. $21,000,000
package of 750 features, plus shorts, cartoons and even
silents, lock, stock and copyrights and then, Colum¬
bia’s leasing’s of 104 features. Counting Allied, Repub¬
lic, Selznick, besides WB and RKO, some 3,000 Holly¬
wood features are now to become available on tv.

Hark back to Cecil B. DeMille’s observation last
January when the Screen Producers Guild handed
him the “milestone.” Said the 73-year-old picture
pioneer, “This industry will not come of age until it
makes a determined effort to keep its own great clas¬
sics alive—and to present them regularly to the public
in a manner worthy of their merit and worthy of the
great names of those who made them.”
Is this duty to be left to television?
Put another way, is RCA board chairman David
Sarnoff’s surmise that “television may become just
another distribution arm for the picture business”
coming true, ahead of schedule? Geheral Sarnoff de¬
plores tendencies to accept films on tv as the “true
function of the television medium,” despite its eco¬
>

4

nomic simplicity for the telecasters. Sarnoff concedes
the dollars-and-cents law of least exertion but’hits
the wisdom.

In turn, is this wave of Hollywood product released
for television a confession of film industry weakness?
Three years ago (ancient history) Samuel Goldwyn
kidded-on-the-square, “If you want to see a bad pic¬
ture stay home.” But if quality product gets tv ex¬
posure his wisecrack may become grim humor.
The new Loew’s Inc. prexy Arthur M. Loew—in this
issue—sees films in the “afternoon as the “ideal” solu¬
tion, meaning that the family would want to go out
at night and see the latest pictures.
Plenty is happening in and to the picture business.
Confusion is considerable. Prophets do not agree. But
one thing always, but always, mechanics alone never
make the difference in ultimate value. Even great
“noyelties” like Cinerama, Cinemascope and color
television ultimately defnand showmanship for the
payoff. The showmanship of the engineer is a some¬
time thing and never more than that. Talent always
tells the final result.
Abel.

♦ ■♦♦♦♦» +

Petrillo Warning; Arthur Loew’s Wide-Ranging Views'\ Say Soviet Law
| TV Trailers Gotta
Bars Dates For
Use AFM Men
War-Booty films
[ON TV - PENSIONS - LOEW STOCK - TEMPUS FUGIT]
>♦.♦♦♦♦♦ By ABEL GREEN-m-mh

Musicians’ boss James C. Pe¬
trillo, who recently okayed the use
of soundtrack music for film clips
shown on television 'for non-com¬
mercial purposes, has warned the
film companies that they’re violat¬
ing the spirit if not the letter of
the agreement.
Implication was that, unless the
film outfits change their ways,
AFM sanction will be rescinded.
What Petrillo is beefing about
is that some companies—he sin¬
gled out Metro and Paramount—
have already made, or are planning
to make, tv trailers using the
original soundtrack whereas, in the
past, they had used “live” musi¬
cians to score the clips. This,
according to Local 802, isn’t what
Petrillo had in mind when he au¬
thorized the limited use of sound¬
track music on the air.
The Petrillo nod went to such
shows as the Ed Sullivan “Toast
of the Town” program which has
been using film clips as part of the
entertainment section of the pro¬
gram. Specifically, the film com¬
panies are not authorized to use
excerpts from their features, with
original soundtrack music, on their
own tv shows since that’s consid¬
ered a commercial and revenueproducing proposition.
The musicians union now says
Metro and Paramount have ex¬
tended that agreement beyond its
original scope and into an area
where it would throw musicians
out of work. Petrillo has told the
companies that he won’t stand still
for it.

Numb-Cold Europe Hurt
Cinema, Now Snaps Back:
■>
Daff As to British TV
The European film boxoffice
took a nosedive during the winter
months because of the severe cold
weather on the Continent. Alfred
E. Daff, Universal’s executive v.p.
reported this week on his return
from a trip abroad. Return of milder
weather in recent weeks saw busi¬
ness bounce back. The boxoffice in
England alone was down 15%
Daff stated.
Television is beginning to make
a boxoffice dent in Britain but Daff
doubted that the same saturation
would be reached as in the United
States. Video programming was
limited and ;set ownership would
not reach the same ratio as in the

Fabian Signs With IATSE
Albany, March 13.
Theatrical Employees Local 12,
IATSE, and Fabian signed a new
contract covering Albany. It pro¬
vides for a retroactive pay increase
and for a maintenance clause.
Stanley Warner is expected to
ink a contract soon with the stage
bands.
,

Arthur M. Loew, new president of Loew’s Inc.,
“Of course, to this day, I can’t understand why
who at 58 observes he is “now -one-y.ear older than
they just accept the domestic gross. Overseas rev¬
when my father died,” has some firm ideas on a
enue has always been important. Not because I’ve
Russia has passed a law ending
number of things pertaining to the welfare of the
been so long president of Loew’s International but
for many, many years we all know that certain pic¬ exhibition of the so-called “war
picture company founded by Marcus Loew and the
booty”
pictures in the Soviet Un¬
tures were almost specifically made to get back
destinies .of the picture business.
their real gravy in the foreign markets. The so- ion. Prints will be returned to
1. As regards television and Hollywood fa) "we
called ‘iron pants’ pictures like ‘Knights of the the original owners.
are doing plenty of listening”; (b), “we have made
Round Table’ and spectacles like ‘Scaramouche’.are
no deals”; (c), “Why shouldn’t we protect the ex¬
Disclosure of the law was made
dominantly keyed to the overseas boxoffice. I sup¬ in New York last week by Russian
hibitor, as for instance in the case of ‘Annie Get
pose it comforting to figure that the U. S. and Cana¬ film exec Gregory Alexandrov. In¬
Your Gun’. In the first place it’s only a 1950 pro¬
dian grosses (domestic, so-called) must take a pro¬ volved are about a dozen American
duction and we’re certainly going to reissue it soon.
duction into the black, and tke foreign is that much features, such as “Mr. Smith Goes
It means more to us than giving the OK to Mary
extra gravy.
Martin for a tv spectacular. Besides, our lease on
to Washington,” “Mr. Deeds Goes
“But that’s wishful thinking. Not when in some to Town,” etc. Prints of these
the rights expire in a year anyway, and they can ”
instances the foreign accounts for more than 50%. films were captured by the Red
do it on television without our permission. But it
Sure, it used to be 30, then 35% was foreign. But Army in Berlin and were subse¬
also doesn’t mean we may not some day also release
the pendulum has swung the other way.
the entire Betty Hutton film version on tv, as well.
quently shown in Soviet theatres.
You mention ;a reported dicker for 15 top Metro
“No getting away flrom the technological progress
On one or two occasions, the
pictures for $20,000,000. That’s pretty fancy money,
you mention. That takes us into the tv trailers. El¬ American owners of the pictures
and we might be tempted with such big coin, but
mer Rhoden doesn’t like ’em; Harry Brand thinks lodged protests with the U.S. State
as I said we’re listening; there’s no secret about
they’re great. Rhoden thinks that if Godfrey talks Dept. However, the official Amc^
that.”
about a picture—swell, but he urges ‘don’t show ican protests went unanswered.
2. As regards protecting the exhibitor, whether
any film clips.’
Alexandrov said the law was
it’s “Annie” or some other project, “Sure, that’s
Dietz Ponders Video
passed six months ago.
bound-to hurt theatregoing—Mary Martin in a Ber¬
“I
know
we
haven’t
done
the
good
tv
job
we
lin musical as fresh as ‘Annie Get Your Gun’ would
should. I’m having Howard Dietz make a study
keep plenty of people at home.”
right now of the entire tv picture as regards Metro
Harks Back to 1935
and the effects of a video plug.
3. As regards the general streamlining and econ¬
“This brings me back to the ‘Marty’ cycle. I’d say
omy, “Yes. I resigned as a director-of Loew’s Inc.
if, as and when we buy a television play we should
back in 1935 because I wasn’t in favor of those
change
the title. Yes, I know—‘Marty’ again! Too,
longterm star deals; those fancy salaries up and
some of these tv plays are too thin for a full film
down the line; the percentages to a certain ‘inner
“Oklahoma,” once It has com¬
feature.”
group’, and the like. We still have a pretty fancy
In answer to other specific questions: If, and pleted its 70m roadshow engage¬
stable of stars, but we want to be more, flexible
when
Loew
sells«to
television
is
would
be
on
.a
ments, will have to play off its
and call on new personalities, as well as the estab¬
licensing basis, never an outright sale.
lished Metro stars, as occasion warrants.”
normal* domestic and foreign run
“The ideal, of course,” says Loew, “is to sell in the Cinemascope “cover” ver¬
4. On Hollywood—“Dore Schary “has done a good
your old product to television for afternoon use.
job. It’s a great responsibility.” In answer to the
Then utilize the afternoons as a builderupper for sion that was mhde simultaneously
query on Schary going the way of 20th’s Darryl
the night trade, to encourage the wife and kids to with the Todd-AO one. Contrary to
Zanuck and, prospectively Columbia’s Jerry Wald
get out of the house and see a good new picture original expectations, it’s been
Hollywood attorney David Tannenbaum represents
in
a theatre, sans commercials. This is . something found that “Oklahoma” can’t be
all three—Loew doesn’t know.
“Schary has two
I’m personally strong for, and if feasable that would “printed down” to normal 35m
more years as top studio production head. He has
be
the arrangement under which I’d be inclined to widescreen.
a longterm consultation contract thereafter. He’s
lease certain Metro product to television.” (There
done a good job and my guess would be he’d like
Reason is that the Rodgers &
have been reports about the “Andy Hardy,” “Maisie” Hammerstein musical was lensed
to continue as is.”
and
“Dr.
Kildare”
series
as
among
the
pioneer
Metro
in
a system using 30 frames per
Now Owns 36,400 Shares
5. Loew is now the owner of 36,400 shares. This .product for tv, but again Loew says there are no second. Normal theatre exhibition
deals
finalized
but
“naturally
we’re
listening.”)
uses
24 frames, and the reduction
is part of his Loew’s Inc. stock option privilege .and
On the subject of the overseas revenue outweigh¬ is impossible.
“some more which I bought on the open market.”
ing domestic, Loew isn’t particularly concerned that
Loew recalls that he’s still the reluctant prexy of
It’s learned that when Mike Todd
this is “unhealthy” or otherwise, so long as there made his second Todd-AO film,
the company bearing his father’s name; that the
is a profit.
“Around the World in 80 Days,” he
president of Loew’s should be “perhaps a younger,
more vigorous man,” etc. But he is positive on
Loew figures that the tempus fugit department— shot two versions of the same sys¬
the horizons of the picture business. These range
the pension plan, etc.—will resolve the top-heavy tem, one 30 frames and the other
from the current wave of buying video properties
economy situation. The tempus fugit department 24 frames per second. Following
for filmization to the imbalance of foreign revenue
is answer also to whether Loew vets like J. Robert the roadshowing, United Artists
thus will be able to distribute a
as against domestic grosses.
Rubin will ease themselves off the board.
print-down version from the 24
frame print size. While Todd had to
Debbie Reynolds
L. A. to N. Y.
shoot each scene twice, he was
N.
Y.
to
L.
A.
Maxwell Shane
nevertheless able to use the same
Pier Angeli
Hal Spector
Ernie Anderson
camera, simply changing the motor
Milton Sperling
Maya Angelou
‘
Montgomery Clift
speed and making other necessary
Gordon White
Barney Balaban
adjustments. .
Joan
Crawford
Fred Zinnemann
Teresa Celli
Meanwhile, Magna Theatre Corp.
Arlene Dahl
plans to open “Oklahoma” in Lon¬
Claudette Colbert
John Huston
N. Y. to Europe
don next month. European road¬
Wendell Corey
Mike Hutner
shows will be handled by/ Magna
Vic Damone
Claudio Arrau
itself.
Bernard F. Kranze
Eddie Fisher
Claire Bloom
Mark Goodson
Fernando
Lamas
Paddy Crookshank
Lester Gottlieb
Irving H. Ludwig
Allan Davis
Promote Stern, Magin
Leland Hayward
Barney Macollum
Celeste Holm
Florence Desmond
Martin Manulis
Nat Stern has been appointed
Martin Leeds
Robert
Mochrie
Ernest Dichter
sales manager at Paramount’s New
Joel Malone
Leo F. Samuels
York exchange, replacing Jack PerWolf Dow
Vera Miles
Jay Sayer
ley, who is now at the homeoffice
Valerie
French
David Miller.
Tony Travis
as assistant to Sidney Deneau,
Robert Mitchum
Ivan Hill
western sales chief.
Barry Nelson
Morris Levy
Europe to N. Y.
Stern, who joined the branch in
Daniel T. O’Shea
Robert Rossen
Edward Anhalt
1935, is moving up from head book¬
Stuart Phelps
Dorothy Squires
Will Collins
«
er. Latter post goes to Richard
Otto Preminger
Alfred N. Steele
Alfred E. Daff
Magin, previously a booker.

30 Frames Per Second
In 70m Complicating
'Oklahoma’ Release
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'Brutality in British Films

FATHER LORD Repentance of Evil-Doer May Mate
BREAKS SILENCE More Story-Sense Than Punishment;

Arthur T. Watkins, the British film censor, in past months has
made it clear that he is greatly disturbed about the amount of vio¬
lence and brutality in Hollywood pictures. Several of them were
banned on account- of it.
But Watkins’s concept of cruelty doesn’t seem to apply to both
sides of the Atlantic.
When “Joe Macbeth,’* lensed in Britain, arrived at the Code
office, it had to be trimmed considerable since the Shurlock office
objected to the scenes involving the handling of machineguns by
criminals who use them freely.
Scene in “Richard III,” showing the blood dripping from the axe
after the beheading, also has raised some eyebrows (and promptly
was clipped from the tv version Sunday).
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Charles Einfeld*s big clothing and men’s wear manufacturers tieup
for “Man in the Grey Flannel Suit” landed 20th-Fox a rare frontpage
yarn in the Wall Street Journal. Story detailed the entire campaign
as coordinated by men’s wear columnist Bert Bacharach.
“Non-Pro Hooks Pickman.” That’s the head on a four-pager takeoff
on Variety with all contents making light and airy about Jerry Pickman’s weekend marriage to Minette Gordon. Ad-pub department heads
at Paramount got out the spoof job without Pickman’s knowledge. One
asked for a “review” of Jeriety, as it’s called. Review herewith. We’re
frightened.
Film exec called in a pressagent to plant a story about his cancelling
a Coast trip because of a sore threat. “But build it up,” instructed
the exec.' “You want I should say you have pneumonia?” asked the p.a.
A great many changes from the original were made in Joseph L.
Mankiewicz’s adaptation of the new Grahame Greene novel, “The Quiet
American,” for the screen. Book paints the American in an extremely
unfavorable light . . . French producer George Loureau in Washington
... If “Diary of Anne Frank” goes to Brussels in June for the festival
there, it’s possible that William Wyler will take the cast over to Am¬
sterdam to do outdoor sequences for the screen version of the play.
Indoor stuff might be shot later in the U. S. It’s still not certain
whether Wyler will do the pic (he still owes one to Paramount) or
Garson Kanin.
Pete Harrison, vet publisher of film newsletter, Harrison’s Reports,
was struck recently by a car in Southern California where he lives
but is getting around now on a cane.
Belgium^ “Weekblad Cinema,” published in Antwerp, Marc Turfkruyer editor, due to observe its 35th anniversary of publication . . .
WB’s Continental chief Joseph S. Hummel back with his wife, Lenore,
on the SS United States.
Trevor Htiward, who. stars in the British film, “Cockleshell Heroes,”
told interviewers in Toronto that Jie’ds bought a second-hand copy of
Hemingway’s “Death In the Afternoon” in a Hollywood bookshop and
found it marked, inside “James Dean, Warner Brothers, Burbank, Cali¬
fornia.” And in the book itself every reference to death was under¬
lined in red, yellow or blue craypn. He carries it with him, though
actor said he realized it might not actually have been signed by James
Dean, the young star who was killed in an auto accident late last year.
Merrill E7 Joels, radio-tv actor, narrated the trailer for Frank Kes¬
sler’s French film, “Adorable Creatures,” now at the Baronet, N. Y.
Trailer, of course, is for the rest of the country.
William B. Abelson, lawyer and producer of film shorts, was de¬
clared bankrupt last week in N. Y. Federal Court on an involuntary
petition brought by firm of Kaplan & Glassman for $6,000 in services
rendered . . . Mrs. Ben Frye, wife of the exec v.p. of Studio Films and
known professionally in the art world as Debra, giving her first N. Y.
one-woman show at the Copian Gallery for three weeks starting M^rch
22 . . . Don Gillin, sales and distribution chief for Sol Lesser Pro¬
ductions, returned to the Coast last week after confabs with distribs
on upcoming product . . . Alfred Stieglitz, pioneer photographer, will
be accoladed tomorrow (Thurs.) via unveiling of a plaque at dedication
of Alfred Stieglitz Hall at City College ,his alma mater. . . .
. Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower and British star Sir Lawrence Olivier were
top celebs at Washington Heart Fund benefit preem of “Richard III” at
Lopert’s Playhouse Theatre. Mrs. Eisenhower was accompanied by
Major and.Mrs. John Eisenhower, and by her mother, Mrs. John Doud.
Also in the White House party were Col. and Mrs. George Gordon
Moore, and Dr. Milton Eisenhower; Olivier, who was accompanied here
by New York theatre impresario and realtor Robert W. Dowling, came
to the theatre in the company of British Ambassador and Lady Makins,
whose embassy guest he was during his stay here. Theatre owner
Ilya Lopert and Mrs. Lopert were also in the star’s party . . . Lee J.
Cobb will play a detective as costar with Patricia Medina in Sam
Katzman’s Columbia production, “Shakedown on Biscayne Drive” . . .
Barbara Nichols shifts from stage to screen for second femme lead
in Bert Friedlob’s "Beyond a Reasonable Doubt” at RKO . . . Universal
has bought screen rights to Barney Girard’s tv yarn, "The Challenge
of Hemp Brown,” with Girard directing . . . Silent film western hero
Rex Lease will be in John Farrow’s “Back from Eternity” at RKO
and another oldtimer . . . Crane Wilbur is talking a deal as writerproducer at Allied Artists ....
Jacques Yves Cousteau, French diving pioneer and filmmaker, here
with a print of his “The Silent World,” a true adventure underwater
picture with English dialog. Several majors are interested in the tinter
which is a big hit in France . . . 20th-Fox’s “Hilda Crane” going into
the Victoria after “The Man Who Never Was,” which follows “Man
with the Golden Arm” . . . Murray Silverstone, 20th Internatinal top¬
per, postponed a European jaunt pending the return from the Coast
of Spyros P. Skouras . . . Pathe rep Duncan MacGregor trying to work
out a dual firstrun' arrangement taking in Pathe’s 5th Ave. Playhouse
and the 55th St. Cinema, now under new management. Houses would
share the cost of launching a film . . . Jean Goldwurm of Times Film
says he’s holding up release of the French spectacular, “Versailles.”
btill Jiopes for a Radio City Music Hall date. The Hall likes the pic¬
ture but is afraid of a foreign offering (even though it has English
narration) . . . Austrian “The Last Act,” first of the German pix on
Hitler to reach here, booked into the World Theatre. Columbia distubutes via its special films division.
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Guys and Dolls” completed a total of 468 weeks
ut playing time as of March 1 . . . Eleven sportswriters will play thmeeives^ in a recreation of the Rocky Graziano-Tony Zale fight for
Metro’s “Somebody Up There Like Me.” Writers appearing in N. Y|
^ »nLthis Week include Jesse Abramson of the Herald Tribune, Caseu Adams of the Journal-American, Jim Boyack of the Pittsburgh
th USei: L?ster Bromberg of the World Telegram & Sun, A1 Buck of
-e
Jim Jennings of the Mirror, Joe Nichols of the Times, Murray
°se of the APr Sam Taub of Sports Bulletin. Gene Ward of the News,
(Continued on page 6)

Who is the original author of
Hollywood's Production Code?
“Played by Ear,” (Loyola University Press; $4) newly published
autobiography of Rev. Daniel A.
Lord, a Jesuit priest who died in
January, 1955, throws an entirely
new light on the question and gives
industry historians much to mull
over.
In a chapter devoted entirely to
his relation to motion pictures,
Father Lord states unequivocally
that he, and he alone, actually
wrote the Code which was then re¬
layed to the producers and Will H.
Hays, the head of their association,
by film trade paper publisher Mar¬
tin Quigley.
However, he says, the industry
didn’t wish it to be known that
the Catholics had such a close con¬
nection with the writing of the
document. “My connection with
the Code was very much played
down. My name did not appear.
The meetings of the leaders of the
industry, my long sessions with
the men in the Hays office, ha^j
no publicity whatsoever. I heartily
agreed that it would be the great¬
est possible mistake to announce
that the actual authorship of the
Code . . . could be laid at the feet
of a Catholic priest, and a Jesuit
at that.”
Star or Stooge?
Father Lord’s version is some¬
what at variance with o.ther re¬
countings of how the Code docu¬
ment came to be. For instance, in
his “Memoirs of Will H. Hays,”
Presbyterian Elder Hays says: “It
was Martin (Quigley) who had
committed its (the Code’s) prem¬
ises to paper, and he showed me
a rough draft. My eyes nearly
popped out when I read it. This
was the very thing I had been
looking for.”
Hays did go on to say in his book
that Quigley, feeling he was not
primarily a moralist, “had had
some preliminary talks with a
friend whom he respected, the
Reverend Daniel A. Lord, S. J., of
the faculty of St. Louis Univer¬
sity.”
Another source, Joseph I. Breen,
the first Code administrator, when
he discussed the Code, referred to
it as “Mr. Quigley’s document”
and declared “he has the impres¬
sion” that Quigley “sought the
counsel of a trained moralist to
review the work he had done and
to collaborate on the writing of the
final document.” Motion Picture
Almanac (Quigley Publications)
history of the Code merely says
Father Lord was invited “into con¬
ference and active collaboration.”
The comments are remarkable,
coming from sources so intimately
familiar with the actual events con¬
nected with the Code’s beginnings.
Father Lord’s just-published ac¬
count takes issue with the story of
the Code's beginnings. He writes:
“A sort of blur began to overcast
the authorship. Silence about my
authorship of the Code I took for
granted. In fact, I agreed to the
policy. It surprised me, however,
when all of a sudden I began to
notice that others were credited
with the authorship. Some of the
claimants should, it seemed to me,
know better. I even wrote to one
claimant and told him that if it
gave him any satisfaction to claim
to have written the Code, I wouldy
certainly not contradict him.” .
These remarks notwithstanding.
Father Lord throughout the chap¬
ter gives full credit to Quigley for
having been of invaluable help in
selling Plays and the producers on
his (Lord’s) Code. He recalls how
he, Quigley and Father FitzGeorge
Dinneen had spent long evenings
discussing “what had to be done”
and how> Quigley had pushed for
the idea of a morals Code at a
time when film content was of
wide concern. Here is how Father
Lord tells it:
“Father Dinneen then turned to
me. Would I be willing to write
such a Code? It was a challenge.”
Quigley and Dinneen disagreed on
(Continued on page 20)

Shurlock s Angles on Morality

1
' Code News Variety Scoop
Variety' was
on the ball
when Martin Quigley in 1930
relayed Father Daniel A.
Lord’s draft of a Production
Code to the producers. The
priest’s
autobiographical
“Played by Ear” recalls how
the text of the Code first broke
in Variety.

“Who slipped the Code to
the editors of Variety I never
learned,” he writes. “But (lie
gallant presentation planned
for a release to the whole
country was spoiled. Martin
Quigley was in an understand¬
able rage.
Somebody had
blabbed. And Quigley’s own
Motion Picture Herald had
been scooped by a rival enter¬
tainment journal.”

Par s Flat Rental
For $100% Dates

f

Must every wrongdoer on the
screen con inue to meet his punish¬
ment in one form or anolher, as
stipulated in the Production Code’s
present moral dogma?
The answer, according to Code
Administrator Geoffrey Shurlock,
is definitely yes. Furthermore, he
thinks, there’s nothing wrong wi'h
that policy and its soundness is
borne out by all of the dramatic
literature, starting with the old
Greek playwrigh's.
Shurlock said he didn’t see how
there could be any Code changes
in that area, and he opined that
producers—even without prodding
from his office—were inclined to
let justice (moral or otherwise)
triumph in their pix.
He acknowledged that, after 20
years of the Code, the provisions
of the document might have be¬
come “habit” with the studios, and
he wasn't inclined to argue ^that, in
some instances, the final solution
of plots might have been dragged
in solely, and possibly illogically,
to satisfy the Code chapter that
reads:
“The sympa hy of the audi¬
ence should never be throxvn
to the side of crime, wrong¬
doing, evil or sin”
It goes op to say that “Sympathy
with a person who sins; is not, the
same as sympathy with the sin or
crime of which he is guil’y.”
Shurlock stressed that the Code
didn’t call for actual'punishment
of a wrongdoer; that true repent¬
ance or expiation was sufficient in
the area of moral refrac'ions.
There have been suggestions
that the determination on the part
(Continued on page 20)

Paramount has adopted a new
policy of selling films on flat rental
to all theatres which, in past,
yielded $100 with top product on
percentage deals. Further, these
houses will be permitted to buy a
number of films “as far in advance
as is practicable and possible.”
Films are to be sold individually
but the exhib is being invited to
negotiate for a number of them
at the same time.
As part of the plan, theatremen
will have the privilege of cancel¬
ling 20% of product that is bought
before it is tradesiiown.
Reissues, shorts and newsreels
also can be licensed on the same
long-term deal.
According to Par execs, the pro¬
Philadelphia, March 13.
gram is designed to assist small
Fast-buck promoters attempting
theatres by providing them with an
to
use
the
names of Grace Kelly
assured flow of pictures that can
be acquired in simplified fashion. and Prince Rainier of Monaco for
merchandizing articles will be pros¬
ecuted vigorously by the Kelly
family.
John Edward Sheridan, counsel
for the Kellys, published an adver¬
tisement in Women's Wear Daily,
stating, his warning. “We don’t
want any commercialism,” Sheri¬
dan said. “If we wanted to we
Hollywood, March 13.
could make a lot of money by
Lippert Theatres has purchased licensing. We mean to avoid all
the La Habra Theatre in town of that.”
same .name and will open it as a
Ad in Women's Wear Daily cau¬
1,200-seater June 1. Building was tioned against use of the names
put up in 1949, but owners de¬ as well as the seals of Miss Kelly
cided not to operate it as a theatre and the Prince "in any manner,
and for past five years it has been either directly or indirectly,' for
a storage warehouse. Entire pro¬ commercial purposes.” Only one
ject will cost $350,000.
exception to the ban, according to
Circuit, which already owns 29 Sheridan. A jewelry firm manu¬
theatres, both conventional and factures seals similar to Prince
drive-in, in California and South¬ RaThier’s. They will be placed on
ern Oregon, started construction sale, but the profits will be turned
March 1 of the 1,500-seat Crest over to a local hospital.
Theatre, in North Hollywood. It’s
due for completion July 4 at a cost
Princess* Home Town First
of $375,000.
Philadelphia, March 13.
Two other houses are slated for
With an eye to the boxoffice,
groundbreaking later in year in MGM will capitalize on the home¬
Southern California area.
town excitement generated by the
Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier nup¬
tials, April 18. by using this^city
(and Monaco) for the simultaneous
world premieres of “The Swan.”
Local debut is slated for William
Goldman’s Randolph Theatre, Sat¬
Claude C. Mundo, of Little urday, April 14.
Rock, Ark., will shortly assume his
new duties as administrative as¬
sistant to Theatre Owners of Heidenrick Set in Anzac
America’s prexy Myron Blank.
Lands as Republic’s Man
He’s a vet exhib leader. Will head¬
Rio de Janeiro, March 13.
quarter at TOA’s New York of¬
William Heidenrick, formerly
fice.
With Metro, has transferred to Re¬
Title is new but Mundo’s duties public Pictures International as
will be similar to those of George special rep in Australia and New
Gaughan, field representative who Zealand.’He replaces Victor Green,
resigned to join the Cooper Foun¬ who’s been assigned other duties.
dation Theatres.
Heidenrick's appointment was
Meanwhile, TOA continues the disclosed by Reginald Armour,
exec
v.p. of Rep International
search for an “industry' • coordina¬
tor,” a position that will be the who’s here on the last leg of a
tour
of
the global market.
top paid post in the organization:

Warn Merchandisers Not
To Exploit Rainier Duo;
Kellys Will Prosecute

Lippert Buys & Builds:
West Coast Circuit Adds
To Stake in Exhibition

CLAUDE MUNDOTOA
AIDE TO MYRON BLANK
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FILM REVIEWS
Serenade
(SONGS—COLOR)

Lanza sings again—to a merry
b.o.' tune.
Hollywood, March 13.
Warner Bros, release of Henry Blanke
production. Stars Mario Lanza, Joan Fon¬
taine, Sarita Montlel. Vincent Price; fea¬
tures Joseph Calleia, Harry Bellavcr.
Vince Edwards, Silvio Minciotti, Frank
Puglia, Edward Platt. Directed by An¬
thony Mann. Screenplay, Ivan Goff, Ben
Roberts, .lohn Twist; based on the novel
by James M. Cain; camera (WarnerColor),
,1. Pevercll Marley; editor, William Ziefilcr; original songs, Nicholas Brodszky,
Sammy C'ahn. Previewed Feb. 29, ‘56.
Running time, 121 MINS,
Damon Vinccnli . Mario Lanza
Kendall Hale . Joan Fontaine
■
... Carita Montiel
Juana Montes
.
... Vincent Price
Charles Winlhrop ..
... Joseph Calleia
Maestro Marcatello .
.. Harry Bellavcr
Monte
.
.. Vince Edwards
Marco Roselii .
. Silvio Minciotti
irdelli .
.... Frank Puglia
Man el ,
. .
Edward Platt
Giuseppe . Frank Yaconelli
Sanroma .
Mario Silctti
Rosa .
Maria Serrano
Felipe
.
Eduardo Noriega
Licia Albanesc and Jean Fenn Specialties

After some three years away
from pictures-—but not out ^of
print—Mario Lanza returns in bet¬
ter voice than ever. “Serenade”
looks like boxoffice for robust,
soaring tenor and his 14 songs, two
of the pop variety, which occupy
approximately half of the two-hour
footage. For the dramatic fan,
there’s a romantic triangle plot
Into which the music is interwoven.
A satisfying show that should
please the majority.
Since with a Lanza starrer, it’s
the music more than the story that
generates the most interest, this
Henry Blanke production has
backed the numbers with splendid
settings, all varied to fit the song
and add to the colorful. mood.
Among the classical pieces, many
will find Schubert’s “Ave Maria”
a tremendously moving experience
as Lanza sings it in an old San
Felipe, Mexico, church to the ac¬
companiment of an organ. For set¬
ting contrast, there’s the remark¬
ably effective lighting and decor
that backs his later vocalling of
“Lamenti di Frederico” from
“L’Arlesiana” by Cilea.
The music is skillfully inter¬
jected to help motivate the plot so
there is no strain as story points
are made by such arias as “La
Danza,” “Toma a Surriento,” “O
Soave Fanciulla^’ sung with Jean
Fenn; the tenor aria from Act 1,
“Rosenkavalier,” “Amor Ti Vieta,”
“Di Quella Pira,” the prayer from
Act 3, Part 4, “Otello” and the Dio
Ti Giocondi duet from the same
opera with Licia Albanese; “II Mio
Tesoro,’ “O Paradiso” and “Nessun Dorma.” Nicholas Brodzsky
and Sammy Cahn contributed the
title tune, heard twice, and “My
Destiny.” They, too, are used to
further the story.
Ivan Goff, Ben Roberts and John
Twist, in scripting f^om the James
M. Cain novel, effectively elimi¬
nate the unnatural angle to the
original triangle, and it now comes
off as a basic love tussle between
two girls over a man. As it stands,
it’s the story of a humble youth
with a golden voice who gets mixed
up with an amoral society girl,
fails into disrepute when she finds
a new romantic toy and then makes
a comeback with a girl who gives
him true love. As the footage is
assembled, symbols rather thpn
actual physical clinches suggest
the depth of the first affair so the
point of his giving up a certain
career to flee to Mexico is not as
well made as it could have been.
Anthony Mann’s direction is
skillful in meeting the problems
of blending story and music “Sind
in showing the players to the best
advantage. Lanza comes off ade¬
quately in the dramatics. Joan Fon¬
taine, the femme menace, is espe¬
cially good and wears the striking
Howard Shoup gowns with an out¬
standing clothes flare. Sarita Mon¬
tiel, Mexican actress seen previ¬
ously in “Vera Cruz,” is warm and
alive as the girl who nurses Lanza
back to health at her Mexican
hacienda and gives him the love
that straightens him out. Vincent
Price, equipped with some sharp,
brittle dialog by the scripters,
stands out as a caustic concert
booker.
Fine support is lent the four
stars by such performers as Joseph
Calleia, Harry Bellaver, Vince Ed¬
wards, Silvio Minciotti, Frank
Puglia, Edward Platt, Maria Ser¬
rano and Eduardo Noriega, among
others. The Mexican location re¬
sulted in scenes of brilliant beauty,
all well lensed in WarnerColor by
J. Peverell Marley. The krt direc¬
tion by Edward Carrere and the
set decorations by William Wallace
are strikingiy effective. Editing by
William Ziegler and the sound by
Robert B. Lee and Dolph Thomas
contribute importantly.
Brog.

The Searcher*
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Is unmistakeable. It concentrates

oh the characters and establishes
a definite mood. It’s not sufficient,
however, to overcome many of the
weaknesses of the story. Winton
Continued from page 5
C. Hoch’s VistaVision lensing and
other technical aspects are of topand’ Harry Wismer, Mutual network sports broadcaster . . . Mel Her¬
notch quality.
Holl.
mann, office manager of Metro’s eastern publicity department, re¬
cuperating at his Springfield N. J. home following an emergency apl
Warner Bros, release of C. V. Whitney
Crime Against Joe
production (Merlon C. Cooper, executive
pendectomy . . . Stanley Warner v.p. Bernard F. Kranze on a quickie
producer). Stars John Wayne. Features
to Toronto on Cinerama business . . . Elliot Kastner and Barry Levin¬
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles, Ward Bond,
Suspenseful whodunit headed
and Natalie Wood. Directed by John Ford.
son to the Coast to open a branch office for the William Schuller
for good returns if properly
Screenplay,
Frank
Nugent;
camera
agency . . . Universal using Sunday color comic sections in five cities
(VistaVision Technicolor),
Winton
C.
exploited.
Hoch; editor, Jack Murray; music. Max
for the territorial saturation openings of “Backlash,” Richard WidSteiner; song, “The Searchers," Stan
mark,
starrer . . . Following a Gotham tv appearance, Rock Hudson
Hollywood, March 2.
Jones. Previewed in N.Y., March 2, '56.
Running time, 119 MINS.
United Artists release of Howard W. left Sunday (11) to fly direct to a location site in Arizona for his next
Ethan Edwards . John Wayne Koch (Bel-Air) production. Star6 John Universal picture—“Battle Hymn”
. .Leif Erickson has been signed
Martin Pawley . Jeffrey Hunter BroinficlcL Julie London, Henry Calvin;
Laurie Jorgensen . Vera Miles features Frances Morris, Addison Rich¬ to join Deborah Kerr and John Kerr for Metro’s screen version of
Capt. Rev. S. Clayton. Ward Bond ards, Robert Keys, John Pickard. Di¬ “Tea and Sympathy,” thus reuniting the trio who originated the roles
Debbie Edwards (No. 2).... Natalie Wood' rected by Lee Sholem. Screenplay, Rob¬
on the Broadway stage . . . Eva Marie Saint’s first role under her new
Lars Jorgensen . John Qualen ert C. Dennis: camera, William Margulies;
f.irs. Jorgensen . Olive CArey music, Paul Dunlay; editor, Mike Pozen. Metro multiple-picture deal will be as Elizabeth Taylor's rival for
Chief Sear
.Henry Brandon Previewed Feb. 28," '56. Running time,
Montgomery Clift’s love in “Raintree County” . . .M-G initiating a
Charlie MeCorry ..
Ken Curtis 69 MINS.
Brad Jorgensen . Harry Carey Jr. Joe Manning .. John Bromfield nationwide 24-sheet billboard campaign on “Gaby” starting April 16
Emilio Figueroa .. Antonio Moreno Slacks . Julie London with about 750 posters on the picture to be displayed in 14 key cities
Mo.se Harper ..
Hank Worden Red Waller . Henry Calvin
. . . Alfred W. Schwalberg, president of Artists and Producers Assn.,
Debbie Edwards (No. 1).Lana Wood Christy Rowen .
Patricia Blake
Aaron Edwards .. Walter Coy Philip Rowen . Joel Ashley appointed chairman of the Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith committee
Martha Edwards . Dorothy Jordan Detective Hollander 1.RffCert Keyes
co-sponsoring the world premiere of “Alexander the Great” at the
Lucy Edwards . Plppa Scott
Irene Crescent . Alika Louis
Lt. Greenhill .
Pat Wayne
Harry Dorn . John Pickard Capitol Theatre March 28. . . .
Look .. Beulah Archuletta
Nora Manning . Frances Morris
Kim Hunter signed to appear opposite Gary Merrill in “Bermuda
George Niles . Rhodes Reason
The boxoffice appeal of John Dr. Tatreau . Mauritz Hugo Affair,” the Edward Sutherland production which will be filmed on
Gloria Wayne . Joyce Jameson location in Bermuda . . . Hecht-Lancaster’s new global outlook has its
Wayne combined with the imprint Luther Wood .Morgan Jones
of John Ford makes “The Search¬ Ralph Corey . James Parnell key personnel hopping around, the globe. Bernie Kamber, in charge
ers” a contender for the big money
of the N. Y. office, returned from the Coast-Sunday (lp and leaves this
stakes. It’s a western in the grand
This ' well-develop6d whodunit week for London, Paris, and Rome, his second trip to Europe in four
scale—handsomely mounted and in hits fast stride after a prolonged months . . . Loew’s Theatres launching a “Springtime Shower of Hits”
the tradition of “Shane.” The opening. Story premise is suffi¬ with a caravan of floats touring Gotham starting today (Wed.) . . .
VistaVision - Technicolor photo- ciently novel to peg audience in¬ Metro’s “Meet Me in Las Vegas” had special preem last night (Tues.)
graphic excursion through the terest.
at the Astor for the benefit of the U. S. Olympic Fund
southwest—presenting in bold and
Robert C. Dennis screenplay
Agnes Sligli Turnbull’s “Golden Journey,” slated for filming by Wil¬
colorful outline the arid country about an innocent man accused of
liam
Perlberg and George Seaton, won the 1955 Christopher Book
and areas of }?uttes and giant rock murder gets suspenseful buildup
formations — is eyefilling and im¬ by director Lee Sholem, who Award . . . Pressagent Lars M. McSorley switched from I. F. E. to Al¬
lied
Artists
. . , John Huston shelling out $250,000 to nab Ava Gardner,
pressive.
draws good performances out of
Yet “The Searchers” is some¬ a cast headed by John Bromfield, on a loanout from Metro, forr “Matador” .... Leo Samuels and Irving
Ludwig
went
west to confab on sales plans for Walt Disney pictures.
what disappointing. There is a Julie London and Henry Calvin.
Jerry Pickman and bride, the former Minette Gordon, went, to Boca
feeling that it could have been so The Howard W. Koch production
never
tips
off
the
actual
slayer
Ratan after the wedding Sunday (11).. . . Barney Balaban set to attend
much' more. Overlong and repeti¬
tious at 119 minutes there are sub¬ until a surprise climax, when he’s the Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier nuptials . . . Local Variety. Club is look¬
tleties in the basically simple story revealed naturally and sans heavy ing for an actor to don high Eat, mustache and frock coat to serve as that are not adequately explained. medodramatics.
official greeter at the international convention .here May 9-12.
There are, however, some fine * Bromfield is arrested after a
vignettes of frontier life in the night of drunken roistering for the
early southwest and a, realistic murder of a nitery singer, a high plant, and of the terribly frighten¬ in the States, this entry could well
presentation of the difficulties school pin of his class of 1945 ing spectre that threatens the be an exception.
Some art houses will find this
faced by the settlers in carving out clutched in*her hand. He’s released human principals in the story are
a homestead in dangerous Indian after Julie London, a car hop in weird and wonderful. So are the Lenfilm Studio production a nat¬
love with him, gives him a phony ■ electronic tonalities that provide ural booking and, of course, there
country.
First C. V. Whitney picture for alibi following the damaging state¬ the picture with an eerje, fitting are always b.o. possibilities to be
Warner Bros, release involves a ments of several others who for score that heightens the suspense gained via tieups with schools, col¬
leges, etc. “Twelfth Night” may
long, arduous trek through primi¬ their own purposes have lied about measureably.
With all the technical gadgetry not be too rollicking a comedy
tive country by two men in search him. Knowing it’s only a matter of
standards.
of nine-year-old girl kidnapped by time before he’ll be picked up on display and carrying the enter¬ under contemporary
hostile Comanche Indians. They again, since the police are sus¬ tainment load, the players are However, the use of Magicoldr, the
achieve their purpose after five picious of his alibi, Bromfield more or less puppets with no great exterior scenes, and greater move¬
years of determined prowling, starts his own investigations of acting demands made. However, ment that the camera permits tend
punctuated . by privation, skir¬ others in his class who might be they still come off adequately to lessen a hint of dullness that
mishes with Indians, armed battles the killer, and comes up with the under Fred McLeod Wilcox’s direc¬ occasionally arises.
Katya Luchko, a winsome lass,
with treacherous informants, and answer in the school, gymnasium tion and the 98 minutes of footage,
occasional returns to their Texas after the murderer nearly adds sustains a good pace as the Cyril vivaciously portrays the dual roles
of
Viola and Sebastian—twin sis¬
him
to
his
list
of
victims.
Hume
script,
based
on
a
story
by
home base.
ter and brother—who have been
Bromfield characterizes his role
Wayne, the uncle of the kid¬ well, Miss London scores as femme Irving Block and Allen Adler is rescued from shipwreck at the
unfolded.
napped girl, is a complex character. lead and Henry Calvin Is BromLeslie Nielsen, space cruiser mythical country of Illyria. From
His- motivations, from the time he field’s taxi-driver pal, strongly
then on the Bard develops the
appears out of the southwest plains cast. Alika Louis, a looker, is >a commander, lands on Altair-4, a “mistaken identity” theme in a
planet
way out in outer space, to
at his brother’s ranch to his similar standout as she chirps “I’m Lookr
romance that brings in the twins,
exit after he accomplishes his ing for a Man to Love,” the mur¬ search for survivors from a pre¬ a lovesick swain, a beauteous
mission, are unclear. There are der victim, and Patricia Blake, vious flight to the forbidding land. countess and assorted ‘ other char¬
vague hints of a romance with his who plays a sleepwalker, also is He finds Walter Pidgeon, super¬ acters.
sister-in-law, an antagonistic rela¬ easy on the eyes. Frances Morris scientist, "and the latter’s daughter,
Anna Larionova, a well-propor¬
tionship with his brother, and a is okay, too, as Bromfield’s under¬ Anne Francis, who, with Robby, tioned blonde, fetchingly plays
are the planet’s only inhabitants.
feud with Ward Bond, a combina¬ standing. mother.
Countess Olivia. V. Merkuriev, as
Pidgeon,
who
has
gained
knowl¬
tion preacher and captain of the
Malvolio, Olivia’s steward, is a
Technical
credits
are
well
Texas Rangers. Wayne is a bitter, headed by William Margulies’ cam¬ edge beyond usual human limits, trifle flamboyant at times but
taciturn individual throughout and era work, Mike Pozen’s editing and wants the rescuers to begone, but manages to capture the ridiculous
they’re stubborn. Beside, Nielsen
the reasons for his attitude are left
Dunlap’s music score also takes to Miss Francis and she to shadings of the role. V. Medvediev
to the imagination of the viewer. Paul
satisfactory.
Whit.
him, so he determines to seek out is suitably regal as Duke Orsino
All that is known about him is that
the Unseen menace that creates who engages Viola as a male page
he fought in the Civil War and
terror and death on the planet. to wob Olivia. M. Yanshin im¬
Forbidden Planet
did not return home until three'
Climax reveals the menace as a presses- as Sir Toby Belch, the
years after 'the war ended. There
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
nightmare from the subconscious, gourmand, and G. Vipin’s Sir An¬
arc- indications that he wandered
.unwittingly created by Pidgeon to drew Aguechecek is done- with a
endlessly and did many things be¬
Exciting science-fiction thriller
drive the rescuers away. Mere man flair that accents his craven quali¬
fore deciding to return home.
with solid earning potential.
can’t defeat the awesome thing so ties. Unobtrusive are the English
His bitterness toward the Indians
titles and A. Zhivotov’s score is an
Pidgeon has to die to kill it.
Hollywood, March 13.
is understandable. They massacred
Gilb.
George J. Folsey handles his asset.
Metro release of Nicholas Nayfack pro¬
his brother’s family (except for the
cameras to the best effect. Cred¬
duction. -* Stars Walter Pidgeon,. Anne
kidnapped girl) and destroyed the Francis,
Leslie Nielsen; features Warren ited for the special effects that add
The
Sled
Jungle
ranch. However, his reaction to Stevens, Jack Kelly, Richard Anderson,
the girl when she is finally found Earl Holliman, George Wallace. Directed the punch to the show are A. Ar¬
Fred McLeod Wilcox.
Screenplay, nold Gillespie, Warren Newcombe,
Showcaser for upcoming tal¬
seems peculiar. He feels the girl by
Cyril Hume; based on a.story by Irving
ents of Perry Lopez and Bev¬
has been defiled by the Indians Block, - Allen' Adler; camera (Easlqian Irving G. Ries and Joshua Meador,
erly Garland. Routine prison
during her years with them and Color), George J.. Folsey; editor, Ferris latter on loanout from Walt Dis¬
Special effects, A. Arnold Gil¬ ney Productions, while Louis and
stuff.
he is determined to kill her. He Webster;
lespie, Warren Newcombe, Irving G. Bebe Barron did the tonalities.
rides her down and as she lies Ries, Joshua Meador; electronic tonali¬
Brog.
ties, Louis and Bebe Barron. Previewed
helplessly on the ground he ap¬ Feb.
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
22, '56. Running time, 9* MINS.
proaches menacingly with his* gun Dr. Morbius .
Warner Bros, release of David Weisbart
Pidgeon
production. Features Perry Lopez, Bev¬
.irawn. At the last moment, h'e Altaira Morbius . Walter
Twelfth Night
Anne Francis
erly Garland, Walter Abel,' Ted de Corchanges his mind, lowers his gun, Commander Adams . Leslie Nielsen
(RUSSIAN—COLOR)
sia, Kenneth Tobey, Allison Hayes. Writ¬
'Doc" Ostrow . Warren StevenB
picks her up tenderly and returns Lt.
ten and directed by Walter Daniger;
Farmaij ..
J&ck Kelly
camera, J. Peverell Marley;. editor, Folher to a friendly ranch family. Chief
Quinn . Richard Anderson
Well-made film version of
mar Blangsted; music, Pavld Buttolph.
With his task finished, he rides off. Cook . Earl Holliman
Previewed Feb. 13, '50. Running time,
Shakespeare’s
comedy.
Has
art
Bosun . George Wallace
•6
MINS.
-Wayne’s partner in the search is Grey .
house possibilities.
*...... Bob Dix
— Novak .
Perry Lopez
Jeffrey Hunter, who has been cared Youngerford . Jimmy Thompson
Frances Novak.Beverly Garland
Strong ..... James Drury
Artklno
Pictures
release
of
Lenfllm
for by Waynes brother since the Randall . Harry Harvey Jr.
Warden Keller
. Walter Abel
production. Directed by Y. Fried. Steve Marlin . Ted de Corsia
young man’s family was massacred Lindstrom . Roger McGee Studio
Screenplay, Fried,
from
the William Dr. Lewy . Kenneth Tobey
Peter Millep Shakespeare comedy; camera (Maglcolor),
by the Comanche^. Hunter and a Foran .
. Morgan Jones E. Shapiro; music, A. Zhlvotov. At Cameo, Mrs. Archer . Allison Hayes
rancher’s daughter (Vera Miles) Nichols
Silvers . Richard Grant N.Y., March 3, '56. Running time, 56 Guard Weaver. Gregory Walcott
Lupo . Leo Gordon
provide the romantic interest and
MINS.
Stringbean .
Kay Kuter
the former is also involved in
This is a “Space Patrol” ior Viola, Sebastian .K. Luchko Dan Bucci .
'Bob Steele
labored attempts at comedy relief adults, but the kiddies wilL be Olivia . A. Larionova Andy Macklln .. Ralph Moody
Orslno .. V. Medvediev Beakcley ..
Stafford Repp
—such as the purchase of a squaw there, too, and it shapes to a solid Duke
Sir Toby Beld . M. Y-anshln Harry . Billy Vincent
instead of a blanket and a knock¬ reception from science-fiction fans Sir
Andrew Aguecheck..
G. Vipln
down fight with Ken Curtis, his everywhere. Imaginative gadgets Malvolio . V. Merkurlev
Program prison drama, showcas¬
Antonio
. S. Lukyanov
rival for Miss Miles” affections.
galore, plus plenty of suspense Clown . B. Frcindlich ing newer faces of Perry Lopez
Wayne is fine in the role of the and thrills, make the Nicholas Nay¬ Maria . A. Llsyanskaya.
hard-bitten, misunderstood, and fack production a top offering in Fabian . S. Filippov and Beverly Garland. Not a strong
A. Antonov entertainment vehicle, film ,does
mysterious searcher and the rest the space travel category. Use of Sea Captain .
give pair, particularly Lopez, a
of the cast acquits itself notably, Cinemascope and Eastman Color
With
this
film
version
of Shake¬ chance to be seen in leads and
including Hunter and Miss Miles. sharpens the Chimerical appeal,
Also standout are Bond as the tod, so a, good boxoffice reaction speare’s “Twelfth Night,” the So¬ test possible public acceptance.
viet picture industry shows that Product shortage being what it is,
colorful, tophatted preacher - cap¬ looms.
it’s capable of handling culture as sufficient bookings may give new¬
tain; Hank Worden, as a “tetched,”
Best of all the gadgets is Robby,
old Indian scout; John Qualen, as the Robot, a mascot that should competently as studios of other comers a rather widespread show¬
a rancher; Harry Carey Jr., as be in every home, and he’s well- lands. For the import does full ing. .
Walter Donlger wrote and di¬
Qualen’s son, Olive Carey, as used in the film for some comedy credit to the Bard’s comedy. It’s
Qualen’s wife, and Hepry Brandon, touches. The conception of space welldirected; handsomely mounted rected the David Weisbart produc¬
and, for the most part, excellently tion with a fair amount of dis¬
as the hostile Indian chief.
cruisers, space planet terrain, the performed. While Russian product patch. The melodramatics are regThe John Ford directorial stamp monstrous self-operating power
formally has limited distribution
(Continued on page 22)
(V’VISION—COLOR)

Western In grand scale with
John Wayne starring and John
Ford directing. Good boxoffice
potential despite deficiencies
in story.

New York Sound track

'
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ROME ALARMS YANK THESPS
Film Audiences Not 'Nationalistic;
Daff Calls Myers Logic Faulty

20th s Yen (or Lone Hand Overseas
Seen as Threat to MPEAs Future

Members of the Motion Picture
Contention made by exhibitor4-*
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Export Assn. * are casting an
leaders—particularly Allied States I
No U Backlog Deal
20th’s Busy Sked
anxious
eye in the direction of
Assn.’s Abram F. Myers—that the
'iome, March 13.
Universal has no plans to
Hollywood, March 13. .. 20th-Fox which has been staging
American film companies are slant¬
A recent threat in the Italian
something
of a “rebellion” of late
sell its backlog films to tele¬
Twentieth-Fox
will
kick
off
ing the content of pictures to apparliament to prohibit any and all
and appears determined to chart
vision, exec v.p. Alfred E. Daff
five pictures during the next
neal to foreign audiences rather
non-Italian talent from working in
its
own
course
in the foreign field.
stated flatly this week.
four
weeks,
budgeted
at
$11,than the American theatregoer was
feature film production here has
Not only has 20th flatly refused
He said “economic condi¬
000,000, according to exec pro¬
sharply disputed this week by Al¬
provoked serious second-guessing
to
go
along
further
with the MPEA
tions” may force some of the
ducer
Buddy
Adler.
fred E. Daff, Universal’s executive
among Rome’s sizable actor colony.
arrangements respecting the Ven¬
major film companies to un¬
With “Bus Stop” leading
vice president.
Though the danger has been
ice
and
Cannes
Film
Festivals, but
load
their
old
films
but
that
off,
lineup
includes
“Best
averted by a compromise allowing
Just back from a quickie 10-day
the company also has notified the
U’s current healthy financial
Things in Life Are Free,”
one-third of a cast to be non-Ital¬
triD to Europe, Daff maintained
MPEA
that
it
wouldn’t
chip in for
position did not warrant con¬
“The
Last
Wagon,”
“One
in
a
ian, this may be a harbinger of
that “motion pictures audiences
the joint hiring of lawyers in
sideration of any tv deals.
Million” and “The Day the
things to come.
are not nationalistic” and that the
Spain to meet the tax threat there.
Century
Ended.”
only requisite for satisfying film
At least the easy-going period
20th says it prefers to take its own
patrons throughout the world is a
has ended, along with Italy’s own
measures in view of its own special
good picture. “The American film
dreams of a great global market
situation.
companies," Daff said, “know that
for its films. The heyday of the
Companies are now showing
audience tastes are practically the
American actor in Rome began
considerable
interest in what 20th
same all over the world. ’ Except
with four former G'.I.’s, to wit, the
will do when it comes to the re¬
for a few specified types of films—
late William Tubbs, John Kitzmilnewal
of
the
MPEA franchise for
such as “The Kettles” and baseball
ler, Leo Dale and Gear Moore.
Russia, which runs .out Aug. 31.
stories—Daff feels that film audi¬
Tubbs, a Hollywood bit player
Renewal
for
another
year as a rule
ences abroad have developed to
who first appeared as a chaplain
is decided on three or four months
the point that there is a great
in Roberto Rossellini’s “Paisan,”
earlier.
It
Is
thought
quite pos¬
similarity between their desires
went on to a successful local career
sible, in the light of 20th prexy
and that of the American public.
probably untojiped to date in num¬
Spyros
P.
Skouras’
planned
trip
Minneapolis, March 13.
Citing Universal's continuation of
ber of appearances (usually im¬
Columbia Broadcasting System’s to Moscow, that 20th may decide
“The Kettles” and “Francis” pic¬
Local neighborhood subsequent- personating American tourists or
to reserve its own right for that
tures, two acknowledged all-Amer¬ run exhibitors are squawking at businessmen, but occasionally Ital¬ radio network director of exploita¬ area in the future.
ican, types, Daff said: “We’re even
ians as well), becoming a well- tion, Sid Garfield, has arranged
Independence exhibited by 20th *
criticized for making these Pic- Terms as “a new high in unreason¬ liked local fixture until his death
tures rather than aiming for Acad¬ ableness,” but still grabbing “Guys a. few jears ago. Kitzmiller, an taping o£ a “Make Up Your Mind” has impressed on the companies
emy Awards.” As an example of and Dolls” which this week became Army captain before entering program to be aired March 19 on the extent to which they are de¬
the similarity ■ in' tastes between available for the 28-day earliest Italian films, is still busy with oc¬ behalf of the Museum of Modern pendent on a “united front”
abroad. No one seriously doubts
the U. S. and the foreign public,
casional local work and has 14 fea¬ Art’s collection of old silent fea¬ that the distribs will drop their
Daff noted the success of “To Hell subsequent slot after six first-run tures to his credit, while Moore
and Back,” considered strictly an weeks at RKO Orpheum downtown. was called to the U.S. by a Yank tures. Museum needs $20,000 to “strength in numbers” - approach
American entry, but which is rack¬ The “Dolls” deal is denounced (by company after playing GI’s in such supplement a gift of $25,000 from which has characterized their for¬
the nabe theatreowners as “the films as “To Live in Peace” and the Rockefeller Foundation to eign market dealings since the
ing up record grosses abroad.
war. Yet, the chinks in the armor
“It’s a natural development,” worst yet.”
others.
transfer its materials from perish¬ inspire some misgivings.
Metro takes a neighborhood the¬
Daff said. “After all there are
Post-Tubbs Invasion
able and inflammable nitrate stock
At Venice, for instance, with
4,000,000,000 in the world and only atre’s four biggest grossing weeks
Postwar rise of the Italian film
20th off on its own, MPEA is vir¬
165,000,000 in the United States.” of the past two years of any of its industry lured away others. Some to the modern acetate film.
Trade angle: radio is helping tually helpless in. any effort to
Daff stressed, however, that “it’s bookings, subtracts .35% from the few were medium-weight names,
force the Italians to institute rules
foolish to think that the American average derived from the total take some unknowns. Among the last- the archives of a major rival of more to the liking of the majority
market is not our prime and im¬ and then doubles that figure. The named are such now-established television. Because of television’s of the U. S. outfits. There are only
split on that figure is 50% and be¬ personages as Frank Latimore, a
portant market.”
12 entries at Venice, of which
yond that 70-30% with the exhib young lead who often plays Italian consumated or pending deals for probably
no more than two or
hero types as well as foreigners, old product from Hollywood vaults three will be American. With 20th
on the lower end.
Exhibs are also required to give with more than a dozen films to his several major companies, most seri¬ lonewolfing it, and the independ¬
preferred and extended running credit. Or Charles Rutherford, ously ^GM. and Warners, have ents not bound by MPEA, Venice
time, playing the picture a mini¬ dittoing in roles and type, also in withdrawn many films from the authorities will have no trouble
mum of one week In the loop the some 11 local productions. Charles
whatever getting their American
Samuel Goldwyn . will arrive in admission was raised from $1 to Fawcett, another American, has Manhattan Museum’s circulating entries regardless of what action
Tokyo on March 31 to launch the $1.25 after 5 p. m. and $1.50 on played diplomats, officers, and 16m. collection. No reasons were is taken by the Association.
pre-selling campaign on “Guys and weekends. The uptown subsequent- other foreign types ip at least 10 volunteered the Museum, nor is the
Dolls." The opening at Toho’s run houses will nyse their antes Italo pix, while Steve Barclay has Museum informed if the ban is • In Yugoslavia, too, when Metro
decided to make its own arrange¬
Yuraku Za Theatre on April 5 will from 85c to $1 during the “Doll” starred in more than eight items temporary or permanent.
ments, it didn’t take many months
here, mostly adventure-actioners,
be the first showing of the picture engagement.
(Museum receives cooperation before the companies' common
also impersonating Italians.
outside of the United States.
from the Motion Picture Assn, of
Subsequent - run
neighborhood
Michael Tor has appeared in America, but no funds from the front crumbled. Today, they are
Seymour Mayer, regional direc¬ terms for the 28-day houses for
all doing business with the Yugo¬
tor of the far, middle, and near “Picnic.” now in its third loop seven Italian features, usually as film companies for its work. It’s slavs individually.
east for Loew’s International leaves week and doing a land-office busi¬ an American, frequently in uni¬ believed that the filnu companies
There are execs among the com¬
tomorrow (Thurs.) for Japan to ness, have been set by Columbia form, while Paul Campbell (cos¬ were long ago warned by their panies who feel that, in some areas
set up arrangements for Goldwyn’s at 40% with the demand also in¬ tumers, heroics), John Fostini lawyers that a contribution might of operation, individual enterprise
visit. Goldwyn and Mayer will cluding a minimum seven-day run (over 11 pix), Frank Colson (six lead to permanent responsibility should be allowed to come into
make a tour of three far east cities in the houses that ordinarily play films), Steve Garrett, John Stacy, for the Museum's film library cob play rather than the “massive” ap¬
Richard McNamara, Joe Falletta,
in connection with the film.
proach of the MPEA. Yet, on the
their pictures only three or four Richard Camp, Walter Clift-Luce, lection.—Ed).
Radio nowadays is alert to off¬ whole, it’s realized that, without
Marlon Brando, in Japan for days. It did $19,000 and $14,500 John Pasetti, Tony LaPenna, all
Metro’s “Teahouse of the August its first and second downtown have found work in Rome’s studios. beat subject-matter which can be the Association, foreign govern¬
economically developed into pro¬
Moon," will join Goldwyn for a weeks.
Pasetti, LaPenna, - McNamara also grams. Garfield and producer Ar¬ ments would easily play one dis¬
round of bally activities for the
But the exhibs are particularly doubled as writer-newsmen in be¬ thur Henley taped a quarter-hour tributor against the other to bring
the price of pictures down. Also,
film. Goldwyn’s schedule includes irked by RKO for its initial “Con¬ tween film appearances. Most con¬
an audience with the Emperor and queror’’ demands. Although the sistent bit-character player, how¬ visit with Dorothy and Lillian Gish, in countries like Denmark, cur¬
Leatrice
Joy,
Nita
Naldi
and
Lila
rently being “boycotted” by the
calls on the U. S. Ambassador, the picture recently ran only two weeks ever, is Britisher Peter Trent, who
Prime Minister and other digni¬ downtown at the RKO Orpheum has some 24 credits, most of them Lee. Tape does not make an out¬ MPEA, joint action appears the
right
solicitation
of
funds
(network
only effective method of combat¬
taries.
and grossed under $15,000 and in costume.
rules preclude that) but announcer ting low rental ceilings.
. Others who came here for the George Skinner in thanking Cura¬
After the Tokyo premiere, Mayer $7,500 its first and second stanzas,
'vill accompany Goldwyn to Hong respectively, the subsequent-run 28- glamor of Rome and a new cine¬ tor Richard Griffith tells the pub¬
Kong and the Philippine Islands day neighborhood house demand at matic life, include Richard Base- lic, “Don’t forget to do your part
for the bows of the picture in these this time for a $1,500 guarantee- hart (married to Italian actress to save these great treasures of our
areas. From Manila, the'Goldwyn against 50% of the gross and a Valentina Cortese) who has been in culture, these irreplaceable old
eight pictures. Playing ah Italian film.” Museum of Modern Art’s
Party will return by boat to the minimum seven-day run.
This Is Your Army,” 55-minute
U. S. Mayer will continue on an inMGM and Paramount haven’t in all cases, usually the dreamer- film library has over 10,000,000
poetic
type, Basehart has become feet of historically and artistically documentary produced for the
spection tour of M-G-M territorial revealed
their ‘ subsequent-run
Government, has recouped the
offices and theatres in the.region. terms yet for “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” popular with the Italian public. important motion pictures.
$100,000 in expenses incurred by
and “The Rose Tattoo,” both now Bruce Cabot, who came here to do
the picture industry for editing,
in the midst .of local loop first-runs “William Tell” with Errol Flynn,
Deciding Today (Wed.)
printing and distribution. Film was
and doing strong business, but stayed on when that project foun¬
taken on in 1954 as a project of
On Metro Guild Shop there’s every indication that they’ll dered, and has since .appeared' in
the Council of Motion Picture
A National Labor Relations equal or top those for the afore¬ “The Red Cloak” and “The Rom¬
Organizations.
1
mel
Treasure.”
Eduardo
Ciannelli
noard examiner has given Metro mentioned pictures.
“Army” was made for the Gov¬
arrived several years back after
and the?" N. Y. Screen Publicists
Los Angeles, March 13.
ernment
by
Fox
Movietone
Ne\vs.
a
long
Hollywood
career
and
has
Dntil today (Wed.) to reach an
Labor Day openings have been
been busy ever since, playing tentatively set for Michael Todd’s It was designed to present the
agreement on the number of em¬
public with a clear idea of the
priests,
“foreigners.”
ployees eligible for membership in
“Around the World in 80 Days,” nation’s defenses and the health
Marc Lawrence continues to be
the union. The SPG claims that
which has already been booked for
typed as the menace, is established showcases in Baltimore, Los An¬ and morale of personnel of this
nt eh1Pl°yees should come under
here via a dozen or so Italo re¬ geles and San Francisco. Negoti¬ branch of the armed forces. Film
Minneapolis, March 13.
is Jurisdiction while company
company officials viewed it upon
leases
over
the
past
few
years,
Desire to show its friendliness
maintains that only 21 are eligible.
ations now are on for the Broad¬ completion in the Pentagon, de¬
toward Theatre Owners of Amer¬ Another Yank gangster type is
cided on cuts of excessive footage
ntJ* tlle *llm con*Pany and the ica now that the latter has joined Vince Barbi, dittoing in local pic¬ way Theatre in New York.
union do not reach an agreement
In a deal with RKO Theatre? and agreed that the various dis¬
tures. Anthony Quinn, thougTi re¬
, y next week, the examiner will national Allied in the fight for all- maining a' Hollywood figure, has prexy Sol Schwartz, Todd set tire | tributors would take a part in re¬
be requested to step, in and make inclusive arbitration and film
rental relief has prompted North made four local pix in the past film for openings at the Pantages leasing it.
?irtdec4*on‘ Following determina- Central Allied directors’ action in few years, thus catching the local here and the Golden Gate in San
The 100G was returned via ex¬
the number of eligibles, inviting Myron Blank, TOA head, eye, and is now signed for at least Francisco, with a combined capac¬ hibitor rentals. Future income will*
ne NLRB will conduct an electioiwl **iviiu*6
* 7"
1
ity
of
better
than
5,600.
This
may
go
to the Army Relief Fund.
one repeat (“Nina” in Sicily this
to
determine
if
the Metro
Metro staffers!
stafferMto address itsMarks
next annual
conven^ the
the first
time summer). More recent arrivals are have tp be trimmed slightly be¬
V/icV, i
\ —.
AJoiaiicio Uon here
E
designate the SPG as their
Lawrence
A. Weingarten is new
cause
of
the
Todd-AO
installation.
Leo Coleman, kept busy by Italian
gaining agent. The M-G pub- that Allied here has invited a TOA
television, dance coaching and pic Film also has been set for the prexy of Hollywood Motion Picture
. nn - Dersprmci has been without topper.
Permanent
Charities, succeeding
2,100-seat
Hippodrome
in
Balti¬
Regional convention will be held roles, Robert Alda (one film, now
Willis Goldbeck.
years r6presen^ati°n for several
more.
(Continued on page 18)
here May 15-16.

Cry Over Terms
But Schedule
'Guys & Dolls

Radio (Who Dat?)
Rallies Support
For Film Archive

GOLDWYN TO JAPAN; ~
WILL SEE EMPEROR

‘THIS IS YOUR ARMY’
RECOUPS ITS COSTS

80 DAYS’ OPENINGS
AROUND LABOR DAY

ALLIED UNIT BID TO
TOA CHIEF SPOKESMAN
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“What a treat is in
store!” LOUEUA O. PARSONS
“Mario Lanza’s fans
are in for the thrill
of their lives when
. ‘Serenade’ opens.
Picture is better than
‘Caruso’, so is Mario.
His voice was never
better and his acting
wait ’til you see him!”
HEDDA HOPPER

At a recent
rivate screening
of ‘Serenade’,
the audihnce
rose to its
feet to
applaud
Mario
Lanza’s
singing!”
a

DOROTHY
m KILGALLEN
an n
natiaa

IZA WIITSERENADE

C HALL!
Music by Nicholas Brodszky
Sammy

HENRY BLANKE

from Warner

Bros.
inWarnerColor

k> ANTHONY MANN

SARIIA MONTIELVINCENY PRICE
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PICTURE GROSSES

Bangup $15,000, Snow Sloughs Soaring Mpls.; H.O.s
LALeansonLongruns; ‘Blood’ Tepid ‘Tattoo’Denver;‘Killer’13G
Hold Line, ‘Cry’ Whopping 14G, 2d,
$14,000, ‘Killer’ Ditto, ‘Picnic’ Lively
‘Tattoo, Big 6%G, 2d, ‘Picnic 7G, 3d
20G, 3d, ‘Okla,’ Nifty 47G, 2 Spots
Denver, March 13.
"Rose Tattoo” shapes socko at
the Denham this session to pace
the city, and easily the best
newcomer. It stays on. “Picnic”
still is fast in third stanza at the
Denver, and holds again. "TeenAge Crime Wave” is big at the Ta¬
bor while “Killer Is Loose” is
rated good at Paramount.

Minneapolis, March 13.
There’s exultation in local film
circles
because
the past week wit¬
Estimates for This Week
nessed the largest aggregate thea¬
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—tre gross in many years, again dem¬
“Man Who Never Was” (20th) (2d
onstrating that strong screen prod¬
wk).
Fair $11,000.
Last week,
Estimated Total Gross
Estimated Total Gross
uct continues to be mighty boxThis Week .$2,771,000
$13,000.
A x
This Week .•. . . $485,300
office despite tv, bad weather or
Denham (Cockrill) (1,720; 60-$l)
(Based on 24 cities and 241
(Based on 24 theatres.)
other adverse factors. Seven down¬
—“Rose Tattoo” (Par). Sock $15,theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
town firstruns hit about $70,000 for
(Based on 23 theatres.)
000. Holding. Last week, "There’s
cluding N. Y.)
the seven days a week ago, one of
Last Year .$491,500
Always Tomorrow” (U), $5,500.
Total
Gross
Same
Week
the biggest ever here.
near in two houses. Reissue combo
(Based on 21 theatres.)
Denver (Fox) ■ (5,525; 60-$l)—
Last Year__ $2,600,800
of
"Stratton
Story”-"Northwest
In the current session, there is
Picnic” (Col) (3 wk). Fancy $14,(Based
on
24
cities
and
215
a slight b.o. lull because of the
Passage” looks slim $,500 in two
000. Stays on. Last week, $21,theatres.)
return
of sub-zero weather and
spots.
,
000.
Most longrunners are holding
heaviest snowfall of year. Exhibs
Esquire
(Fox) (742; 75-$l)—
say "Richard III” telecast did
very steady in present round, with
Court Martial” (Indie).
Poor
"Golden Arm” climbing on 11th
hurt some spots 10% last Sunday
$1,500.
Last week, "Maddalena”
stanza at Fox Beverly by $1,000
afternoon.
“Inside Detroit” is
(IFE), $2,000.
over previous week to a good
okay at RKO-Pan. Longruns are
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
taking play away from newcomers
$7 200.
"Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk). Fair
"Picnic” also is rated good in
this round. Tops is "Picnic,” fat
$7,500. Last week, $13,000.
third Warner Beverly week. ‘Ok¬
oh moveover at Lyric. “I’ll Cry
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 60St. Louis, March 13.
lahoma” shapes nifty $47,000 in
Tomorrow”
also is smash in second
$D—"Killer
Is
Loose”
(UA)
and
of Troy” at the midtown
longrun at United Artists and St."Helen
State week. “Rose Tattoo” also is
“Top Gun” (UA). Good $13,000.
Louis
Theatre
is
easily
stand¬
Egyptian. "Cinerama Holiday” was
big
in
second
at World.
Last
week,
“Benny.
Goodman
Kansas
City,
March
13.
smart $34,000 in 17th week at out here this frame with biz spotty Story” (U) and "Dig That Uran¬
• Estimates for This Week
over the city. “Killer on Loose”
“Rose Tattoo” is making a high
Warner Hollywood.
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75shapes slow at Loew’s. “Hill 21” ium” (AA) (2d wk), $12,000.
Estimates for This Week
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-75)— mark at the Paramount where^ it $2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
is best of arty pix. “I’ll Cry To¬
Warner Downtown, Hollywood, morrow” shapes nice in second "Teen-Age Crime' Wave” (Col). Big looks to get top money, and hold¬ die) (36th wk). Colors still flying
Ritz (SW-FWC) (1,757; 756; 1,363; Orpheum round. “Picnic” wound $4,500. Continues. Last week, on over. Only other newcomer is high at $12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
fi0-$1.50)—"Hot Blood” (Col) and up with a solid figure in its second subsequents.
"Come Next Spring” in the Fox "World in Corner” (U). Mild
"Uranium” (Col). Tepid $14,000. stanza at the Fox.
Midwest foursome, but proving $2,500 in 6 days. Last week, “Billy
Last week, with Uptown, exclud¬
Estimates for This Week
moderate. Holdover of “Picnic” is the Kid” (M-G) and “Honky Tonk”
ing Ritz, "Invasion Body Snatch¬
Ambassador (Indie)
(1,400;
strong in third week at the Mid¬ (M-G) (reissues), $2,800.
ers” (AA) and "Atomic Man” (AA),
$L20-$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday”
land. -"Conqueror” is still solid
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—"Pic¬
$18,000.
for third week at the Missouri, nic” (Col) (m.o.). Here after two
Los Angeles, El Rey (FWC) (2,- (Indie) (56th wk). Neat $10,000.
Radio City weeks.
fvsinl 9AC 9J Weather blustering in true March tremendous
097; 861; 90-$1.50) — “Glory” Last week, $11,000.
Fox (F&M)
(5,000;
51-75)—
neme Great
fashion, Ibut definitely turning to- Socko $7,000. Last week, "Day
(RKO) and “Cash On Delivery"
ward milder.
World. Ended” (Indie) and "Phan¬
(RKO). Scant $6,000. Last week, “Never Say Goodbye” (U) and
Philadelphia, March 13.
“Red
Sundown”
(U).
Opened
to¬
tom From 10,000 Leagues” (Indie),
in other units.
Estimates for This Week
City is suffering from income
Orpheum, New Fox, Uptown, day (Tues.). Last week “Picnic” tax blues and Lenten influences.
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,050; $6,000 at 65-85c.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
Loyola (Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; (Col) (2d wk), solid $16,000.
“Carousel”
is
making
the
most
75c)—"One
Way
Ticket
To
Hell”
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-85)—
965; 1,715; 1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Kill¬
noise, with a rousing total likely (Indie) (2d wk). So-so $1,600. Last “Man Who Never Was” (20th).
Very light $7,000. Last week,
er Is Loose” (UA) and “Ghost “Killer Is Loose” (UA) and “Time¬ at the Fox. "Picnic” is still a week, $2,900.
*
•
"Picnic” (Col) (2d wk), $14,000.
Town” (UA). Dull $14,000. Last table” (UA). Slow $8,000. Last romp, with a whopping take* in
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)—
RKO Orpheiim (RKO) (2,800; 85week, with L.A. and. Ritz, exclud¬ week, "Last Hunt” (M-G) and “Inr third Randolph session. Failure to
‘Lease of Life” (IFE) (2d wk). $1)—“Square Jungle” (U). Yanked
ing Orpheum, New Fox, “Lieut. side Detroit” (Col), $10,500.'
get
Catholic
Church
blessings
ap¬
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 51-75)—
Thin $700. Last week, modest Saturday (10) after 4 lean days
Wore Skirts” (20th) and "Please
"Picnic” (Col) (m.o.). Looks okay parently hurt "The Prisoner” $1,200.
with $2,500. “Larceny” (U) and
Murder Me” (DCA), $17,800.
somewhat at Trans-Lux world.
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,- $6,000. Last week, "Grapes of Other newcomers, “Slightly Scar¬
Midland (Loew) (3,500; ’175-$1)— "Shakedown” (U) (reissues) opened
404; 1,106; 90-$1.50) — "Stratton Wrath” (20th) and “Tobacco Road” let” and "Battle Stations(” do not “Picnic” (Col)| (3d wk-8 *^;s). Sunday (11). Last week, "The
Story” (M-G) and "Northwest Pas¬ (20th) (reissues), $5,000.
Nifty $7,000. liast week, $ll,0u0.
Conqueror” (RKO) (2d wk), $8,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 65-$l)— mean much.
sage” (M-G) (reissues). Slim $7,RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 75-$l)—
Estimates for This Week
500. Last week, “Last Hunt” “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d
‘Inside Detroit” (Col) and “Chi¬
Conqueror”
(RKO)
(3d
wk).
Big
Arcadia
(S&S)
(526;
99-$1.80D—
(M-G) and "Postmark For Dan¬ wk). Fine $11,000 after $14,000 in "Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (7th‘ wk). $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
cago Syndicate” (Col). Satisfactory
second.
ger" (RKO) (2d wk), $8,000.
Last week, "Red Sundown”
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; $4,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; Stout $14,000. Last week, $17,500.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1(U) and "Brain -Machine” (RKO),
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
(WB). $3,500
$1.80) — “Ladykillers” (Cont) (2d 50-90)—“Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer” "Cir.vama Holiday” (Indie) (56th 75-$l) — “Rose Tattoo”
Mighty
$16,000,
holds.
Last
week,
(Indie).
Okay
$4,500.
.Last
week,
wk). Middling $10,000. Last week,
State (Par) (2,300; $1-$1.25)—
"Trouble With Harry” (Par) (8th wk). Sturdy $12,000. Last week, "Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk), “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d
$11,600.
£am‘e.
$4,500.
Downtown Paramount, . Iris wk), $2,500.
wk). Chalked up theatre’s second
Fox
(20th)
(2,250;
99-$1.80)—
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; M6; 90-$1.50)
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)— highest gross in history in first
$1.10)—“T rouble With Harry” "Carousel” (20th). Rousing $37,- World in My Corner” (U) (2d wk). week. Still rolling at mighty $14,(Continued on page 18)
(Par). Fine $3,000. Last week, 000 or near. Last week, "Man Who Mild $2,800. Last week, $3,700'
000. Last week, $22,000.
Npver Was”
(20th)
(2d wk),
“Prisoner” (Col), $2,000.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000; $12,000.
"Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk). Sock
nada
(Fox
Midwest)
(2,100;
2,043;
Goldman
(Goldman)
(1,250;
6550-75) — “Helen of Troy” (WB).
1,217; 65-85)—“Come Next $6,500. Last week, $9,000.
Lusty $18,000, Last week, "Con¬ $1.35)—"Hot Blood” (Col). Tepid 700;
$9,000. Last week, "World In Cor¬ Spring” (Rep) and “Flame of Is¬
queror” (RKO) (2d wk), $10,500.
lands” (Rep). So-so $12,000 in 9
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; ner” (U), $9,500.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) days. Last week.. "Benny Good¬
$1.10) — “Cocktails In Kitchen”
man Story” (U) (2d wk) in Tower
—"Conqueror”
(RKO)
(3d
wk).
(Indie). Nice $3,000. Last week,
Baltimore, March 13.
Slowing down to $16,000. Last and Uptown oke $7,000. Fairway
Rodgers and Hammerstein are "Devil In Flesh” (Indie), $2,000.
and Granada had "World in My
week, big $22,000.
responsible for a pair of fancy
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- Corner” (U), $5,500.
grossers
here
this round.
$1.49)—"Slightly Scarlet” (RKO).
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
"Carousel” is rated big at the Cen¬
Boston, March 13*
Thin $7,500. Last week, “Our Miss "The
Informer”
(RKO)
and
tury while "Oklahoma” is terrific
Rash of new product-this week
•Brooks” (WB), $5,000 in 5 days.
"Bringing Up Baby” (RKO) (reis¬
in second week at.the Film Centre.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99- sues). Moderate $1,200. Last week, is producing some big takes de¬
"Lone Ranger” is strictly for mop$1.80)—"Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). “Henry VIII” and "Pickwick Pa¬ spite bad weather opening-day
Washington, March 13.
• pets at the Stanley, and mild. "Pic¬
breaks. Holdovers reported hurt
With no new entry creating any Happy $24,000. Last week, $30,000. pers” (Indie) (2d wk), $700.
nic” looks smash in third Hipp b.o. excitement, general average
Sunday by three-hour tele show,
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
week. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” is brisk alpng mainstem is down from I "Golden Arm” (UA) (8th wk). Eas¬
"Richard III.” “I’ll Cry Tomor¬
for a second round at the Town.
recent we'eks. “World in My Cor¬ ing off to $10,000. Last week,
row” is biggest newcomer with
Estimates for This Week
ner” at the Columbia is fine. $13,000.
wow take at the Astor. “Man Who
Century (Fruchtman) (3,000; 50- “Samurai” at the Dupont is lively
Never Was” looks okay at Metro¬
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
$1.25)—"Carousel” (20th). Big $24,- for a foreign pic. "Picnic” in fourth "Battle Stations” (Col) (Dim $9,politan. "Doctor at Sea” shapes
000 or close. Last week, “Man Who stanza at Trans-Lux continues to 000.
sock at Exeter, “Picnic” at State
Last week, "Come Next
Portland/'Ore., March 13.
Never Was” (20th), $5,000.
pace town, staying at same sock Spring” (Rep) $10,000.
and Orpheum in third round and
Biz
is
on
skids
this
round
with
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l) level for third consecutive week. T Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
"Carousel” at Memorial in fourth
—"8 O’clock Walk” (Indie). Fair¬ “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at Palace —“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (7th wk). only some of holdovers doing look top holdovers. "Court Jester”
ish $3,500. Last week, “Night Holds forged ahead of "Carousel,” at Good $8,500. Last week,' $10,000. much. "Picnic” holds, for a second is rated brisk in second at Para¬
Terror” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500.
larger Capitol, in third round.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)— and looks smash at Orpheum. mount’ and Fenway.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (990; “Our Miss Brooks” is slim in two “Never Say Goodbye” (U) (2d wk). "The Conqueror” is rated loud in
Estimates, for This Week
week at Broadway, "Rose
$1.25-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) houses.
Fairish $8,000.. Last week, $15,000. third
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—
Tattoo” looms fairly nice in sec¬ “I’ll
(2d wk). Wow $20,000 following
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 98- ond
Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Lofty
frame
at
Paramount.
“Battle
$22,000 opener.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l) $1.50) — “Prisoner” (Col). Just
$40,000. Last week, "Guys And
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; —“Our Miss Brooks” (WB). Dull okay $5,500. Last week, "Littlest Stations” is lone good new entry Dolls” (17th wk), $5,000.
at Fox.
50-$1.25)—“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk).
(Continued on page 18)
Outlaw” (BV) (5th wk), $4,700.
Beacon (Beacon Hill) (678; 90Staunch $11,000 after $14,000 for
Estimates for This Week
$1.25)—"Diabolique” (UMPO) (4th
second.
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90- wk). Slick $6,500, with lines at
Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$l)—
$1.25) — “Conqueror” ?RKO) (3d many shoyvs. Last week, $7,800.
"Too Bad She’s Bad” (Indie). Starts
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬
wk). Loud $6,000. Last week,
tomorrow (Wed.). Third round of
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$2.65) — "Cine¬
$8,700.
"Littlest Outlaw” (BV) was modest
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1- rama Holiday” -(Indie) (29th wk).
$2,500.
$1.25)—“Battle Stations” (Col) and Hefty $18,000. Last week, ditto.
Mayfair (Hicks) 980; 20-70)—
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
"Fury At Gunsight Pass” (Col).
“World In Corner” (U). Okay
Good $8,000. Last week, “Man “Doctor at Sea” (Rep). Socko $11,$4,200. Last week, “Slightly Scar¬
000.
Last week, "Prisoner” (Col)
Who Never Was” (20th) and “Cross
let” (RKO), $4,000.
Cincinnati, March 13.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) Channel” (Rep) (2d wk), $5,900. (7th wk), $3,000.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50"Rose Tattoo” is topping the (1,376; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama
Fenway
(NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—
Guild (indie) (400; $1)—"Lit¬ “Court Jester”
$1.25)—“Never Say Goodbye” (U). town this stanza, with a hotsy Albee Holiday” (Indie) (38th wk). Sturdy
(Par) and "River
tlest Outlaw” (BV) (6th wk). Changes” (WB) (2d wk). Neat $5.Fair $7,000. Last week, “Rose Tat¬ marker. Another newcomer, "Bot¬ $16,500, same as last week.
too” (Par) (4th wk), $6,000.
tom of Bottle” stacks up hear the ' Grand (RKO) (1,400; 84-$1.25)—• Steady $3,000. Last week, $4,000. 000. Last week, $10,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50- bottom at the Palace. "Picnic” and
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- . Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
$1)—“The Prisoner” (Col). Pleas¬ "Man With Golden Arm” continue “Golden Arm” (UA) (4th wk). $1.25)—"Invasion of Body Snatch-._
ilJl61Jlu Number ' Came
—"Night
Up,
Strong $6,500 finale after last
ing $4,500. Last week, "Trouble above-par holdovers at Keith’s and week’s
ers”
(AA) and "Atomic Man” (AA). f(Cont). Hep $8,500. Last week, “I
$7,500.
‘MnHpcf $6,000.
nnn Last
T.act week,
urodtr "Never
a_
_n
mn a \
/il 4-U
nrlr')
With Harry” (Par) (10th wk), Grand respectively. Weather break
Modest
Am
Camera”
(DCA)
(11th
wk),
Keith’s
(Shor)
(1,500;
75-$1.25)—
$2,500.
in first half was a trade booster to "Picnic” (Col) (3d wk).’ Still going Say Goodbye” (U) and “Twinkle $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$l)— maintain
favorable
mid-lenten
h Memorial (RKO) (3^000; 70terrific gait with $11,000 follow¬ In God’s Eye” (Rep), $4,600. ,
“Lone Ranger” (WB). Mild $8,000 pace. "Cinerama Holiday” is still at
Orpheum
(Evergreen) (1,600; f$1.25)—“Carousel” (20th) (4th wk).
ing $13,000 in second. Carries on,
likely. Last week, “Court Jester” stout in 38th Capitol round.
Third week ended Monday (12)
likely
until
Easter.
$1-$1.25)—"Picnic”
(Col)
(2d
wk).
(Par) (2d wk), $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— Smash $15,000. Last week, $16,200. was solid $21,000. Second week,
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)— “Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Fairish
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- $29,000.
$1.25)—“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) "Rose Tattoo’ (Par). Hotsy $17,000. $9,000. Last week, “Conqueror” $1.25)—"Rose Tattoo” (Par) and
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60(2d wk). Big $15,000 after $18,500 May hold for second' week. Last' (RKO) (2d wk), $10,500 at 85c-$1.25 "Flame of Islands” (Rep) (2d wk). $1)—‘'Man
Who
Never
Was
opener.
week, “Court Jester” (Par), 12,000. scale.
(Continued on page 18)
Fine $8,000. Last week, $10,000.

Los Angeles, March 13. 4*
Holdovers and extended-runs are
still are carrying b.o. burden here
getting little 'help from the dull
new entries of current session. A
tepid $14,000 is seen for Hot
Blood,” in three theatres while
"Killer Is Loose” is dull $14,000 in
four locations.
"Glory” is rated scant $6,000 or

Key City Grosses

Broadway Grosses

‘Helen Hefty 18G,
St. Loo; ‘Kfller 8G

‘Tattoo’ Mighty
$16,000, K.C. Ace

‘Carousel’ Rousing 37G,
Pbilly;‘Blood’Mild 9G,

‘Carousel’ Fancy $24,000,
Balto;’'Oklahoma’ Wham
20G, 2d, ‘Cry’ Big 15G

‘Cry’ Sockeroo $40,000,
Hub; ‘Doctor’ Tall 11G,
, ‘Jester’ Good 15G, 2d

‘PICNIC’ WOW $16,000,
D.C.; ‘CRY’ LUSTY 17G

‘Battle’ Okay 8G, Port.;
‘Picnic’ Wow $15,000,2d

‘Tattoo’ Topping Cincy, Torrid 17G;
‘Battle’ Modest 9G, ‘Picnic’ 11G, 3d
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PICTURE GROSSES

II

4 NEW PIX HELP PET. TO 192G
Lack of New Pix, Cold Clip Chi;
WE,
‘Snatchers’ Boff 22G, ‘Volcano’ 8G,
‘Tattoo’ 29G, 3d, ‘Picnic’ 27G, 4th
Chicago, March .13.
Windy City firstrun biz is being
hurt currently by Lent, lack of big
new pix and sudden cold spell. “In¬
vasion of Body Snatchers” and
“Indestructible Man” combo should
gec terrific $22,000 in first week at
Roosevelt. Also new, “Volcano”
looks light $8,000 at the Loop.
“Doctor at Sea” stays torrid in
second week -at Esquire. “Square
Jungle” and “Inside Detroit” dou¬

‘Tattoo’ Loud $13,000,
Indpls.; ‘Goodbye’ 7G

ble bill looms good in second at
the Grand “Carousel” is down to
an okay third session take at the
Chicago

,

“The Conqueror” looks good in
third week at the Oriental. “Rose
Tattoo” is still solid in third at
United Artists. “Picnic” looks po¬
tent in fourth week at the StateLake.
“Oklahoma” stays prosperous in
11th week at McVickers. “Diabolique” continues firm in. 12th round
at the Ziegfeld. “Cinerama Holi¬
day” is still big in 39th frame at
Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50) !
—“Carousel” (20th) (3d wk). Okay
$30,000. Last week, $35,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
85-$l)—“Doctor at .Sea” (Rep) (2d
wk). Loud $10,000. Last week
$11,000.

Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)
—“Square Jungle” (U) and “In¬
side Detroit” (Col) (2d wk). Gdod
$6,500. Last week, $10,000,
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Volcano” (Indie). Light $8,000.
Last week. “Trouble With Harry”
(Par) (2d wk). $8,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3) — “Oklahoma” (Magna) (11th
wk). Hotsy $31,000. Last week,
$35,000. •
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
“The Yearling” (M-G) and “North¬
west Passage” (M-G) (reissues) (2d
wk). Sluggish $4,000. Last week,
$6,000.

i

Indianapolis, March 13.
Biz is generally off at firstrun
houses here this stanza, with state
high school basketball tournament
on radio and tele holding interest
of younger set. Big exception is
“Rose Tattoo,” which is having a
robust week at Circle to lead city.
“Picnic” is moderate in third
stanza at Loew’s. “Never Say
Goodbye” at the Indiana is only
fair.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
60-95) — “Rose Tattoo”
(Par).
Hefty $13,000. Last week, “Little
Outlaw” (BV) and “Last of Des¬
peradoes” (Indie), $10,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-85)—
“Never Say Goodbye” (U). Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Conqueror”
(RKO) (2d wk), $9,000 at 75-95c
scale.
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 50-85)—
“Man Who Never Was” (20th).
Modest $4,500. Last week, “Good¬
man Story” (U) (4th wk), $4,000 at
$1.10 top or $36,000 for run.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-95)—
“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Modest
$8,000. Approximately $26,000 for
three weeks.
Lyric (C-D)
(2,800; 50-75)—
“Shack Out on 101” (AA) and
“Massacre River” (Indie). Slow
$4,000.
Last
week,
“To-bacco
Road” (20th) and “Grapes of
Wrath” (20th) (reissues), $4,500.

‘Tattoo’ Boff 12G,
L’ville; ‘Hunt’ 7G

* Louisville, March 13.
All firstruns are showing new
product this week, with the ex¬
ception of t|ie Brown* where “Littlest Outldw” is okay in second
round.
“Rose Tattoo” looms
standout with a terrific take in the
offing. Lines at the wicket over
the weekend are a sight not seen in
these parts for several months.
“Man Who Never Was” shapes
fair at Rialto while “Last Hunt”
at State is sluggish. “Our Miss
Brooks” at the Mary Anderson is
barely okay.
Estimates for This Week
'Brown (Fourth Ave.) (United
Artists)
(1,200; 55-85)—“Littlest
Outlaw” (BV) (2d wk). Healthy
$5,000 after $6,500 for first.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 55-85)
—“Rbse Tattoo” (Par), Playing
to capacity over weekend, with
whopping $12,000 likely, holds.
Last week, “Never Say Goodbye”
(U)'(2d wk),*$6,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
65-85)—“Our Miss Brooks” (WB).
Okay $5,000. Last week, “Lone
Ranger” (WB) (2d wk), same.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
55-85)—“Man Who Never Was”
••Tv1?*??1* (Davis) (430; 98)— (20th) and “Viva Zapata” (20th)
Likely fair $10,000.
Q?laJ?ollque" (UMPO) (12th wk). (reissue).
Steady. $5,200. Last week,' $5,600. Last week, “Slightly Scarlet”
(RKO) and “Postmark For Danger”
(RKO), ditto.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 5585)—“Last Hunt” (M-G) and “It’s
A Dog’s Life” (M-G).
Modest
$7,000. Last week, “Picnic” (Col)
San Francisco, March 13.
(3d wk), $8,000.
fw,! iils ^oaded with holdovers
y’ and
strength lies
^ese Pix. One of few new
pnnJes’ Killer Is Loose,” is rated
good at United Artists. “The ConSf,r2!' at Golden Gate and “I’ll
Cleveland, March 13.
Tomorrow” at Warfield,” both
“Rose Tattoo,” strong in nine
{"third sessions,vand “Rose Tatali ’
s®c9nd week at Paramount, days of second round at State, is
lormfJ6 doiJnS nicely. ‘'Carousel” rolling up the outstanding gross
this stanza. “Our Miss Brooks”
stanza moderate ln third Fox here
looms modest at the Allen, lone
newcomer
in current week. “Picnic”
Estimates for This Week
also shapes as big in third sessioh
$1?°IjJen Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- while “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” is fine
Hot Cffffi0r"r(K?0) (ld fourth canto at Stillman.
$22ooon0t *15’000* Last week,
Estimates for This Week
Allen (3,000; 70-$l)—“Our Miss
(FV?P (4’65*;. $1.25-$1.50) Brooks” (MB) and “Steel Jungle”
$17 snn us<? (20th) (3d wk).' Mild (WB). Fair $11,000 or near. Last
Last week* $21,500. week, “Man Who Never Was”
“I’ll n ldnlLoew) (2,656; 65-90)— (20th), JU0,000.
Lry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l) —
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 18)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk).
Good $25,000. Last week, $35,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie)
(39th wk); Sturdy $28,000. Last
week, $29,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Invasion of Body Snatchers”
(AA) and “Indestructible Man”
(AA). Lofty $22,000. Last week,
“Last Frontier” (Col) and “Fury
at Gunsight Pass” (Col) (2d wk),
$16,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
--“Picnic” (Col) (4th wk). Staunch
<>000. Last week, $38,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
The Queen of Spades” (AA).
Good $3,900. Last week, “Dam
Busters” (WB) (2d wk), $3,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6598)--“Rose Tattoo” (Par)' (3d wk).
$25>000- Last week, $32,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98JjJ:25' — “Rains of Ranchipur”
(20th) (2d wk). Slow $17,000. Last
week, $27,000.
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“The
Prisoner” (Col). Fine $4,000. Last
week. “Samurai” (FA) (4th wk),

‘KILLEFoKAY $9,500,
FRISCO; TRY’17G, 3D

‘BROOKS’ MODEST 1G,
CLEVE.;‘PICNIC’ 12G, 3D

„ln

1

‘PICNIC,’ |B way:‘Richard’in Fast Bow,‘Juan

Detroit, March 13.
Turnstile dempo is picking up
here currently with the entrance of
four strong newcomers. Total for
eight firstruns likely will hit $192,000. “Conqueror” looks to be allconquering at the Palms, with $37,000. “Picnic” shapes smash $24,000
at the Madison.
“Rose Tattoo” is in for a brilliant
week at the Michigan. “I’ll Cry To¬
morrow” looms mighty at the
Adams. “Oklahoma” continues to
build with a great $30,000 at the
United Artists. ’’Carousel” is slow¬
ing down at the Fox to a minor
gait, after a routine session open¬
ing week. “Cinerama Holiday” still
is big in 57th Music Hall week.
" Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000) ($1$1.25)—“Carousel” (20th) (2d wk).
Slowing to a mild $18,000. Last
week, far less than expected at
$24,000, for a very disappointing
first round.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1-$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) and
“Diane” (M-G). Vivid $28,000. Last
week, “Court Jester” (Par), $16,000.
Palms (UP) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—
“Conqueror” (RKO) and “Sudden
Danger” (AA). Best in town, sensa¬
tional $37,000 for Wayne starrer.
Last week, “Golden Arm” (UA),
$20,000 in third week.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)
—“Picnic” (Col). Great $24,000.
Last week, “Benny Goodman
Story” (U), $7,000 in fifth week.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
$1-$1.25)—“Ransom” (M-G) and
“River ' Changes”
(WB).
Dull
$9,000. Last* week, “Body Snatch-ers” AA) and “Shack Out on
101” (AA) (2d wk), $15,000.
United Artists
(UA)
(1,667,
$1.25-$2.75)—“Oklahoma”
(Mag¬
na) (4th wk). Great $30,000. Last
week, $29,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1$1.25) — “I’ll
Cry Tomorrow”
(M-G). Mighty $25,000. Last week,
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (15th
wk), $8,500.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (57th wk). Still big
at $19,000. Last week, $20,100.

fGoodbye’ Brisk $11,500,
Omaha; ‘Darling’ Fancy
6|G, ‘Harry’ Sharp 7G
Omaha, March 13.
Despite a deluge of live talent
(“Ice Capades,” Sports Show,
Kabuki Dancers, Marian Anderson,
Boston Pops Orch) which is getting
part of the amusement buck this
week, downtown firstrun trade is
holding well. “Never Say Good¬
bye” is bright at the Orpheum.
“Forever Darling” looms fast at
the State. Excellent reviews are
credited with making “Trouble
With Harry” trim at the Omaha.
Lone h. o., “Conqueror,” is only
okay in its third stanza at the
Brandeis,. and bows out after this
session.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000;- $1-$1.25)
—“Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk).
Looks okay $4,000. Last week,
$6,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) and
“Jaguar” (Rep). Sharp $7,000 fore¬
cast. Last week, “Picnic”- (Col) (3d
wk), $6,000 at 75c-*$l scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 7090;—“Never Say Goodbye” (U).
Looms good $11,500. Last week,
“Court Jester” (Par), $9,000.
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l) —
Forever Darling” (M-G). Bright
$6,500. Last week, “Benny Good¬
man Story” (U) (3d wk), $3,500.

Estimates Ajre Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,.
without usual tax. -Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing'percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The. parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Big $14,200, Vaude ‘Jungle’ Tame 17G,
‘Carousel’ 74G, 4th, ‘Hunt’ 16G, 2d
Lent and income tax headaches
aloHg with the weather are being
blamed for the current downbeat
on Broadway. But the surplus of
longruiis actually Is a big con¬
Montreal, March 13.
tributory cause of the offish tone
“Tattoo” and “Picnic” at the at firstrun theatres. Trade spot¬
Palace and Loew’s respectively"are light is on “Richard III,”’ which
holding for fourth weeks and both bowed at the Bijou Sunday (11),
are doing nicely. Best newcomer same day as the television expos¬
“Court-Martial of Billy Mitchell” ure. Too early to figure the gross,
at the Capitol, where it is rated but it’s been solid so far.
fine. “Target Zero” looms nice at
Best showing for a newcomer is
Orpheum.
being made by “Don Juan,” which
Estimates for This Week:
ended a smash opening week with
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l) — $14,200 at the Little Carnegie.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th wk). Good “Steel Jungle” with vaudeville
$13,000 following $16,000 in third. looks fair $17,000 at the Palace.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-85) —
The Music Hall and Roxy con¬
“Court-Martial
Billy
Mitchell’
(WB). Fine $15,000. Last week, tinue to be the big grosser?. “Pic¬
nic” with stageshow at the Hall is
"Indian Fighter” (UA), $16,500.
heading for a good $115,000 in
‘Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)
“Mad at World” (FM). Fair $9,000. fourth session, not bad for season
Last week, “Lone Ranger” (WB) and stage of run. “Carousel” at
Roxy looks to hit fancy $74,000 in
(3d wk), $10,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 60-$l) — fourth round with an assist from
the
iceskow onstage.
“Picnic” (Col) (4th wk). Big $15,000
All That Heaven Allows” hit
after $17,000 in third.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048)—"Target good $14,000 in second week at the
Zero” (WB) and “Cross Channel” Mayfair. “Last Hunt” in same
(WB). Nice $5,000 or near. Last stanza at the State was okay $16,week, “Storm Fear” (UA) and 000. “Sins of Borgias” is holding
t good $9,000 at the Globe.
“Secret Venture” (UA), $4,500.
“Rose Tattoo,” which is being
supplanted today (Wed.) by “Meet
Me in Las Vegas,” completed its
33th round with fine $15,000 at the
Astor. “Court Jester” finished its
sixth frame with an okay $29,000
at the Paramount. “Golden Arm”
is holding with sturdy $15,500 in
current (13th) session at Victoria.
Cinerama Holiday” garnered
an amazing $45,600 in its 57th
Providence, March 13.
week
at the Warner. “Goodman
A holdover, “Picnic” at Loew’s
Story” was mild $20,000 in third
State, is leading the firstruns hefe stanza
at the Capitol. “Oklahoma”
currently. “Man Who Never- Was”
heading for a sturdy $30,200 in
at Majestic and “Battle Stations” is
session at the Rivoli. Tickets
at Strand, are among the more ac¬ 22d
sold into May. “Silghtly
tive first weekers. RKO Albee is being
Scarlet” opens at the Criterion
fair with “There’s Always Tomor¬ Friday
(16) after “Helen of Troy”
row.”
ran for seven weeks. Paramount
Estimates For This Week
bYings in “Anything Goes” on
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-85) — March 21.
“There’s ALways Tomorrow” (U)
Estimates for This Week
and “Naked Sea” (AA). Fair $7,Astor (City- Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
000. Last week, “Goodman Story”
(U) and “Lady Godiva” (U) (2d wk), ‘Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G).
Opened yesterday (Tues.) with pre¬
$6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-85) — view benefit. Regular run starts
“Man Who Never.Was” (20th) and today (Wed.). Last week, “Rose
“River Changes” (WB). Okay $9,- Tattoo” (Par) (13th wk), fine $15,000 or less.
Last week,' “Our 000 after $17,500 in 12th week.
Miss Brooks” (WB) and “Steel This concluded a highly successful’
longrun here.
M
Jungle” (WB), $6,500.
Bijou (Lopert) (603; $1.50-$2.80)
State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$l) —
-“Richard III” (Korda). Opened
“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Lofty $18,with a bang Monday (12), with ca¬
000. First week, $23,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-85) pacity take expected in first week.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
—“Battle Stations” (Col) and “Joe
MacBeth” (Cof). Attractive $8,000. (550; $1.25-$1.80) — “Don Juan”
First session
Last week, “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (Times) (2d wk).
ended Sunday (11) hit smash $14,(3d wk), ditto.
200, with fine crix appraisal.
Looks in for a run.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$1.50) — “Adorable Creatures”
(Cont) (10th wk). Ninth week fin- .
ished Monday (12) was fine $5,400
after $5,800 in eighth round. “ReSeattle, March 13.
Big news here this stanza is
(Cqntinued on page 18)
tremendous figure being rolled up
by “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at 800-seat
Blfie Mouse. “Invasion of Body
Snatchers” is rated good at Coli¬
seum. Elsewhere, trade is way off
with a plethora of holdovers help¬
ing to slow down the pace.
Estimates for This Week
Pittsburgh, March 13.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90Third-week holdovers of “I’ll Cry
$1.25)—“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G).
Huge $14,000. Last week, “Guys Tomorrow” at Penn and “Picnic” at
and Dolls” (M-G), (11th wk), Harris continue to spark downtown
business. Others are not doing
$4,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- much. “Cry” comes out Friday for
$1,25)—"Invasion of Body Snatcn- Meet Me in Las Vegas” but “Pic¬
ers” (AA) and “Atomic Man” (AA). nic” sticks again. “Conqueror”
Good $9,000 or near. Last week. winding up three weeks at Stan¬
‘Man Who Never Was” (20th) and ley with okay take. Only hew pic¬
‘Paris Follies” (FF) (2d wk), ture in fristrun sector is “World
$6,300.
in My Corner” and it’s weak at
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; Fulton. “Trouble With Harry” still
$1-$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) and is strong in fourth week at Squir¬
“Deadliest Sin” (Indie) (3d wk). rel Hill. “Cinerama Holiday” looks
Okay $5,500. Last week, $7,400.
big in 57th Warner week.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2.200; 90Estimates for This Week
$1.25)—“Never Say Goodbye” (U).
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
Slow $5,500 in 10 days. Last week,
“World
in My Corner” (U). Will be
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk),
lucky to get fair $4,500. Last week,
$6,500.
injection
of “Love Is Splendored
* Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25) — “Conqueror” (RKO) (3d Thing” (20th) (reissue) on second
day
of
“Bottom
of Bottle” (20th)
wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
date- all that saved it from a pos¬
$8,700.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; sible new low. As it was, managed
90-$1.25>—“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). to do $4,200.
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)-*
Great $13,000 after $17,200 last
(Continued on page 18)
week.

‘Tattoo’ Tall $13,000,
Mont’l; ‘Mitchell’ 15G

‘Picnic’ Lofty 18G,
Prov.; ‘Battle’ 8G

‘Cry’ Rousing $14,000,
Seattle; ‘Picnic’ 13G, 2d

‘Picnic’ Terrif $13,000,
Pitt; ‘Cry’ Ditto, Both
In 3d, ‘Conqueror’ 9G
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Exhibitors, press and
opinion-makers will go-go-go
... to this great, great show!
Write down the date - plan to
bring the family-your tickets are
on the way! Come see a famous
TV star grow to tremendous
boxoffice stature in VistaVision!
Gobel garbles the facts of
life as he sings and dances with
that “Anything Goes” girl—
Mitzi Gaynor in a lush and
lavish romance with more
music and laughs than there
are birds and bees in May—
the month you’ll be playing it!

Co-starring

REGINALD

GARDINER
FRED

CLARK
Produced by PAUL JONES
Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Screen Play by SIDNEY SHELDON
and PRESTON STURGES
Based on a Story by MONCKTON HOFFEMusical Numbers Staged by NICK CASTLE
New Songs by HARRY WARREN and MACK DAVID

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
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1 Out of 10 Cinema s in Britain
Operating at Loss, CEA Reports
London, March 13.
At least one in 10 of Britain’s
4,500 picture theatres is operating
at a loss. That’s the estimate giv¬
en in the annual report of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn„
which will be considered at today’s
(Tues.) annual session.
In his first report since he as¬
sumed the general secretaryship,
Ellis F. Pinkney inststs, however,
that exhibitors are not all despond¬
ent as to the future. The picture
theatre continues as an established
feature of the British way-of-life
and, given a fair chance, he be¬
lieves it can hold its own in the
field of entertainment against all
comers.
He lists 1955 as another year of
decreasing attendances and in¬
creasing troubles. An exceptionally
fine summer took more than its
usual toll of patrons, and the fall
was well advanced before there
was much improvement.
Added to that situation were the
difficulties arising from the unre¬
lenting increase in operation costs
“and it is not to be wondered that
there are many who are hanging
on in the hope of admission tax re¬
lief in 1956.’’ The need for many
theatres to re-equip and modernize
to meet increasing competition
from television adds to the burden.
Pinkney comments on the ex¬
pansion of tv in Britain and indi¬
cates that on this score exhibitors
are not complacent as to the fu¬
ture. The CEA, he suggests, will
have to act on the tv situation in
a three-fold way. Firstly, by tack¬
ling the sale of motion pictures to
tele; secondly, by agreeing on the
use of trailers and, finally, by de¬
ciding their attitude in regard to
American remakes of classics
which are being imported into
Britain.
Among the problems which the
association will have to tackle in
the coming year the CEA general
secretary names the renewal of the
Quota Act, the future of the Eady
levy, the increasing need of tax re¬
lief and the scarcity of product.

WB Still Hunting For
Cuban Youth to Play
In ‘Old Man’ Picture
Havana, March 6.
A month before filming of “Old
Man and the Sea” is scheduled to
begin, Warner Bros, reputedly
is still seeking a Latin-American
youth to play the second lead op¬
posite Spencer Tracy’s “old man.”
Several were given screen tests
In N. Y. recently. Among those
flown to N. Y. for the tests were
the Cuban tele star, Rolandito Barral; Dominican actor Rafael Cam¬
pos and the Yank Sal Mineo.
Although WB may sign Barral
for some other pic, it was decided
he was too old to play in “Old
Man.”
Nevertheless, upon the urging of
Ernest Hemingway, a Cuban boy
was sought for the role. The search
. was concentrated in the town of
Cojimar, actual site of the novel.
Likeliest candidate was the 12year-old son of a fisherman, Guil¬
lermo Rivero Chavez. Guillermo
(William) himself is a fisher¬
man. However, Guillermo knows
no English; hence, it was decided
to place him in an American school
in Havana, where he would be re¬
quired to speak only English.
But last week it was reported
that WB has turned its search to
Mexico for the Manolin role.

DON COSSACKS, DUNHAM
SET FOR DOWN UNDER
London, March 6.
British impresario S. A. Gorlinsky is sending the Don Cossacks,
under Serge Jaroff, on tour of
Australia and New Zealand for 10
weeks, opening May 14, after their
five-week tour in Japan They
then return to U.S. for their an¬
nual holiday, resuming their Euro¬
pean tour in September. This is
the Cossacks’ first return to Aus¬
tralia in 25 years.
Gorlinsky has also lined up an
Australian tour for Katherine Dun¬
ham and her company of 28, start¬
ing in Sydney in May for 12 weeks
with option. They then proceed to
New Zealand and Japan, after
which they return to Europe.. , ,

Mex Film Makes Deal
For Clasa-Mohme Pix

Rank Shooting Scenes
In Paris for ‘Secrets’
Glasgow, March 6.
The Rank Organization is. to use
exterior locations in Marseilles
and Paris for a new film, “House
of Secrets.” It will be produced by
Vivian Cox and directed by Guy
Green.
Cox, here to help bally his latest
pic, “Lost,” said no ma’e star is
yet pacted. Femme leads include
Vienna-born Julia Arnall, star of
“Lost,” and Brenda de Banzie.
“House of Secrets” will have an
Interpol theme.

Mexico' City, March 6.
Purchase for $300,000 by MexFilm, organization of Mexican pic
prdducers, of Clasa-Mohme, Inc.,
distributor of Mexican product in
the U.S. (Gustave Mohme, ex-20th
Fox manager in Mexico, founded
it), was announced by the Mexican
film trade’s bank, Banco Nacional
Cinematogralico. Mohme remains
as Mex-Film manager but he won’t
own any of its stock, the announce¬
ment added. Deal is to be inked
in L.A.
Paris, March 13.
Commenting on the transaction,
After some attempts by film syn¬
Eduardo Garduno, the bank’s
prexy, “profits of Mexican pictures dicates to get placed under the
will now be 100% for Mexican pro¬ Ministry of Beaux Arts, a conclave
of the Counsel of Ministers defi¬
ducers.”
nitely kept the picture industry in
the orbit of the Ministry of Indus¬
try and Commerce. Once more,
the cinema gets treated as primar¬
ily an industry, but special pay¬
ments to films of merit are assuag¬
ing the group which wanted the
Beaux Arts’ banner.
Thus, the
nominal head of French Cinema is
now Maurice Leamire, the Minister
Dublin, March 6.
of Industry and Commerce. Michel
Hilton Edwards, Michael Mac- Plouvier has been appointed to be
Liammoir and 20 members of Dub¬ directly in charge of film affairs
lin Gate Theatre cast have sailed under Leamire’s iMnistry.
on a four-week tour of Egypt. It
Leamire is 60 years old and came
will be one in Alexandria and three up in biz as a railroad executive.
weeks in Cairo at invitation of In 1946, after a fine resistance rec¬
Egyptian government. Options may ord, he was made head of the Stateextend the trip.
controlled railways, the SNCF. He
Plays to be staged areJ’Merchant held various other Ministerial posts
of Venice,” “The Seagull,” “Oedi¬ before his latest one.
pus Rex” (translated by W; B.
Plouvier is 50 years old and was
Yeats), “Picture of Dorian Gray” an attorney until he entered poli¬
(Michael MacLiammoir’s adapta¬ tics in 1948 as director of the ad¬
tion of Oscar Wilde story), and ministrative branch of the Minis¬
Jean Anouilh’s “Ring Arqund The try of Education. In 1954, he al¬
Moon” and “The Lark.”
ready was in charge of film matters
Another overseas trip is being under M. Ulver for the Ministry
mulled for the Abbey Players to of Commerce and Industry. He has
the Paris International Dram& Fes¬ been the treasurer of the Cannes
tival, but choice of play is holding Film Fest since it resumed in 1947.
up the decision. It is known that Thus, Plouvier has a good back¬
Paris wants a Shaw play from ground for his job as government
Dublin, and Irish Department of liaison man with the Centre Na¬
External Affairs has put out in¬ tional De La Cinematographic, the
quiries to other companies, with¬ governmental body, and the vari¬
out takers.
ous private filmic syndicates and or¬
Shaw is not in the Abbey reper¬ ganizations.
tory, except “The Showing Up of
Blanco Posnet.” Abbey is also
cagey about a trip which proved
costly last year. Decision is a\yaited on the return of managing di¬
rector Ernest Blythe, currently re¬
London, March 13 .
cuperating from pneumonia.
A project to launch a Euro¬
pean Film Union has been nixed
by the British Film Producers
Assn. At the executive confab last
week BFPA turned down a pro¬
posal which emanated from Paris
film makers to join a new body.
Mexico City, March 6.
Jorge Ferretis, Mexican head
A major factor in determining
censor, has forbidden the exhibi¬ the BFPA attitude was that, in its
tion here of the Argentine-made opinion, there are already too
feature, “El Mito de Peron'y Evita” many international bodies. One of
(The Myth of Peron and Evita). the stated objectives of the union
Distribution Indipendiente is hin- is to establish a common market
dling the film locally.
for European films. Although the
Still hoping for some sort of ad¬ venture has received some Italian
justment, Jesus Sotomayor, the support, British interests felt it was
distrib’s manager, plans taking the contrary to the principles of the
case to the Secretary of the Interi¬ General Agreement on Tariffs and
or, Angel Garbajal. Even though Trade.
Mexico is one of the few South
American countries which still
holds to a democratic free speech
program, Ferretis is quoted as stat¬
London, March 6.
ing that freedom of the press po¬
A series of pocket e'ditions of
litically is one thing, freedom of
famous
films,
made
by 20th-Fox in
the screen politically another.
Hollywood in conjunction with
General Electric for the tv market,
London Lab Expands
is being offered in Britain exclu¬
sively for theatrical release. They
Eastmancolor Setup are being used as supporting fea¬
London, March 13.
tures by the distributing company
An extension of the George to go out with its Cinemascope
Humphries film laboratories, of feature pix.
which a major part is earmarked
First two releases in the series
for processing Eastmancolor posi¬ will be “Christopher Bean,” whiqh
tive and negative film, was inau¬ opens at the Rialto on Thursday
gurated last week. Five new East¬ (8) with “Beyond the River,” and
mancolor processing machines have “Laura” which will go on general
been added to the plant, which release with “The Rains of Ranchipreviously included one positive pur.”
and negative printing machine.
New plant was designed and
Mex Shorts Prods. Hit
built by the company on the basis
Mexico City, March 6.
of experience in British and Amer¬
Producers of film shorts and doc¬
ican labs. Some of its top techni¬ umentaries of Mexican national in¬
cians went to the U. S. last year to terest must find financing from
inspect lab developments and glean other sources other than that of
technical data to guide them in film trade’s own bank, Banco Na¬
designing the new plant. The pres¬ cional, for the remainder of this
ent Humphries lab is now operated year.
by a public company headed by
Bank prexy Eduardo Garduno ex¬
Sir Arthur Jarratt, the board of plained this was necessary because
which includes Sidney and Cecil “we just haven’t got the money,
Bernstein, and Paul Adorian of As- since there is no allowance for such
Sociated-Rediffusion.
, financing, in, our 1958 budget.”
-

New French Film Setup
Rates Biz as Industry;
Railway Chief Top Man

Tour of Egypt

BFPA NIXES PLAN FOR
EUROPEAN FILM UNION

Mex Censor Bars Peron
Pic; Distrib Plans Appeal

20th-Fox’s Pocket Editions

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
• St. Martini Flap, Trafalgar Sgu<r»

More Entries as Paris Legit Season
Wanes: Some Look Set (or Runs
Irish Radio, Stars
Offered U. S. Market
Dublin, March 6.
Former advertising exec Gerry
Power has sailed for New York on
a six-month mission to exploit
Irish artists for TV, radio and
stage, and to market Irish-taped
radio shows. His first artist is exAbbeyite comedian Joe Lynch, who
is skedded to leave shortly for
N. Y., where he’s set for the Ar¬
thur Godfrey show.
Power’s misiion will take him
to the Hollywood. Later he may be
joined by BBC gabber Eamonn An¬
drews, who is also chairman of
Broadcasting and Theatrical Pro¬
ductions Co., which Power is repping on this tour.

French State
Opera Shakeup
Paris, March 13,
The State-subsidized Opera is
getting a shakeup here. Ailing
head Jacques Ibert has not had
enough time to devote to it, and is
being replaced by a former direc¬
tor George Hirsch. The latter
headed the house from 1945 to 1953
when he was supplanted by Maurice
Lehmann. Falling off of the Opera
boxoffice receipts and the extreme¬
ly bad showing recently of a re¬
prise of “Thais” were the direct
causes for this change.
It is felt in operatic circles that
the State Opera needs a complete
overhauling in repertoire and
policy. Changes in public taste
should be taken into consideration,
it is thought, and the rep should
be enlivened and changed in ac¬
cordance with this.
Lehmann brought in spectacle
with “Les Indes Galantes” and
“Oberon* which put the Opera in
the black, helped by such an old
faithful
as
Gounod’s
“Faust”
Changes in direction and styling
are also in the offing to bring back
the renown of the Paris Opera. In¬
stead of the type of lyric theatre
museum it has become, a change
to that of a living, vital theatre
sums up the consensus of musical
opinion, here.
,
Instead of keeping to the old
formula, it has been suggested that
about nine new entfies should be
brought in -every year, and that
they go into the next season as
new works are being prepared.

Last Thomas Mann Novel
To Be Done in Germany

Paris, March 13.
Legit entries still keep coming
in as the last part of the season
approaches. New entries are a
farce, comedy and a reprise of
Maxime
Gorki’s
“The
Lower
Depths.” At least two look in *or
runs. Jacques Fabbri Co. has
brought P. A. Breal’s “Jules” to
the Theatre Antoint and it shapes
as a mistake. Fabbri made a name
as a Left Bank theatre group with
resounding farces, but coming over
to the Right Bank, with a weak
new entry to boot, this is a lagging
affair. It will probably be short¬
lived.
> Farce about a notary who runs
off with the funds of his clients to
find an old sweetheart in Paris
never has the spark for audience
acceptance. It lacks the invention
to keep it bowling along. Company
knocks itself out in movement but
nothing can save this unfunny af¬
fair.
Theatre Porte Saint Martin has
the Marc Gilbert Sauvajori-Stephen
Wendt comedy, “La Guele Du
Loup” (The Wolf’s Mouth) which
may be in for a boulevard run on
its obvious tactics aligned to catch
out-of-town trade. Splicing a theme
of capital vs. labor on a love story
is outmoded. However, here it is
firmly written and brightly played.
This .looks like tht type of show
that will run. It looks to have little
interest for the U. S.
Theatre De L’Oeuvre has a restaging of Gorki’s “Depth” to com¬
memorate the 50th anni of its
first .production. This tale of a
group of derelicts in a flop house,
though somewhat dated in outlook,
still retains a deep pathos and it
is amply underlined by the excel¬
lent staging and homogeneous
player lineup. It is- still topnotch
theatre and it looks to be in for
a rewarding return playing.. This
could again be an interesting,
worthy piece for the U. S. offBroadway scene.
Mosk.

Dragon Films, Backed By
Yank Coin, to Launch
‘Affair’ in Britain Soon
London, March 13.
A new Anglo-American produc¬
tion unit, financed exclusively with
American dollar coin, swings into
activity next Monday (19) with its
first venture, “The Silken Affair.”
This will be lensed at the Associated-British Elstree studios with
David Niven starring.
Known as Dragon Films, com¬
pany is headed by Fred Felkamp,
with Richard Coit as financial ad¬
viser. Aim is to film at least two
pictures in Britain this year.
The initial project has been
scripted by Robert Lewis Taylor
from an idea by John IVfcCarten,
the New Yorker film critic. He is
currently working on a second film.
Roy Kellino, who will direct, ar¬
rived here last week. “Affair,”
budgeted at about $500^)00, will be
filmed in monochrome.' It is being
made in association with Fred Fel¬
kamp Productions of New York.
Pic will probably be released world
wide through RKO.

Frankfurt, March 6.
“Felix Krull,” last novel by the
late Thomas Mann, will be filmed
in Germany for release on next
winter’s programs.
Titled “Con¬
cessions of Swindler Felix Krull,”
for the screen, it will be made by
Filmaufbau of Goettingen for Europa release. Rights have been
secured from Erika Mann, daugh¬
ter of the late novelist, who is the
heiress to his properties. She will
also cooperate on the production.
She also recently, released the
rights to “Magic Mountain,” which
will be produced in Germany and
directed by Hollywood director
Robert Siodmak. The team which
made the German film hit, “Canaris,” will repeat in “Felix Krull.”
The stars^ will be O. E. Hasse, Mar¬
tin Held and Hardy Krueger. Al¬
Mexico City, March 6.
fred Weidenmann is set as direc¬
Spain and Mexico,'tf%t wo coun¬
tor and Herbert Reinecker will do
tries
controlling
the largest amount
the script.
of pic production for the Spanish
language market, will join in a
Bavaria Film Studios
three
pic
co-production
deal
Sold to German Group shortly, it was announced here.
Wealthy
Spanish
film
magnate
Munich,. March 6.
A strictly German group, not Wil¬ Cesareo Gonzales plans to enter
liam Dieterle, will take over the big production probably in conjunc¬
Munich film studios Bavaria. To tion with Sergio Kogan, Mexican
the group belong a banking house, producer.
First in the .triple pix deal will
Agfa, the NDF filmproducing com¬
pany and the Schorcht Film Co. be “El Cantor de Mexico” (The
(distributors).
Mexican Singer) to be shot locally
NDF and Schorcht together hold and on location in France and
25% of the shares and the bank Spain, with Luis Mariano starring.
50%. Remainder of the shares Will Thesp is due here at the end of
be taken by Agfa. At first, the March to begin filming. Also ex¬
group will have to pay $1,600,000 in pected shortly are Carmen Sevilla
cash. William Dieterle had offered and Jose Suarez, both of whom
to take over 25% of the shares, but are scheduled to appear in future
his offer,was turned down. •
pix under the- new co-prod set up.

G0NZALES-K0GAN IN
SPANISH-MEX DEAL
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COULD DO ‘HONEST’ FILM ON U.S.
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Hollywood-Trained Russian Seeks
U. S. Films—But Uses Interpreter

Indie Producer
Continued from page 3

King Bros. $1 Warrants,
Non-Transferable, Offered
Present Stockholders

Sirs RED VISITOR
‘RE SELL IDEAS'

such a case the “stretching” to,
say, a 90 minute feature tends to
diminish the values of the original.
Film-maker also stresses that
Hollywood, March 13.
The Soviet Union’s first official formers, too, such as dancers and the ideal tv story is one where the
Stockholders in King Bros.. Pro¬
move to obtain American films, on concert artists.
characters can be further explored ductions Inc., are being offered
either a flat sale or exchange
A Russian film producer and di¬
“The development of any picture and motivations for their actions non-transferable warrants for pur¬
basis, was disclosed last week industry in a closed circle is im¬ given more explanation in pictorial chase of 100,000 shares of common rector maintained last week that
amidst indications that, if the con¬ possible. There must be interna¬ terms.
he
had “complete freedom” in the
stock, at par value of $1. On a pro
dition are right, a deal might, be tional contact. The film can be a
Fennelly, continuing, states _
rata basis, stockholders of record Soviet Union to make any film ■
agreed on.
lie
wished
and that he would cer¬
medium for people to get one an¬ other problem crops up when it March 12, 1956, may buy one share
tainly be able to turn out an “hon¬
The pitch for Hollywood pix other to know better,” he cpm- comes time to sell the finished pro¬ for each seven now held.
picture
about
capitalistic
duction if, like “Crime,” strong
came from Gregory Alexandrov, mented.
Net proceeds will be used in est”
Russian producer-director, visiting
marquee names are lacking. Ap¬ connection with production, and America.
It was noted, in that connection,
New York and was coupled with that the Russians two weeks ago proach he’s taking is to expose operation, and operation of com¬
Gregory Alexandrov, member of
the film via national tradeshowings pany’s business generally. An ad¬ the triumvirate that supervises the
the observation that the Soviet
allowed the exhibition in Moscow
and multiple private screenings to ditional 7,500 shares, at $1 par, Soviet film industry in the Minis¬
film, or any art for that matter,
of a color travel film showing big
couldn’t flourish in a vacuum. “We American cities. Pic was shot by build the word of mouth. Allied are offered seven company enploy- try of Culture, acknowledged in
Artists, distributor of the entry, ees. The 107,500 shares are part Manhattan that the Communists
need international contact,” he
visiting Soviet filmmen. Dispatches
will show the pic at the rate of of the remaining 300,000 shares of take a different view in the func¬
stated.
said the travelog was very popular. nearly five nights a week in New
common of a total of 1,000,000 tion of the motion picture, but de¬
Alexandrov was echoing a line
Alexandrov held that his coun¬ York, for example, until it goes originally authorized.
clared that any 'picture could be
set in Moscow earlier in that same
try would prefer the exchange of into release in a couple of months.
made,
“Of course, if a writer'
week when Nikolai A. Mikhailov,
pictures because, he explained,
Another important part of the
writes a script he may be criti¬
Soviet Minister of Culture, told a
that would get us much wider ex¬ job, the producer believes, is to
cized,” he,added.
well-attended news confab that
hibition in the U. S. He said that ‘reach” exhibitors. In pursuit of
Russia was planning for a broad
Alexandrov said it was the Rus¬
any picture shown in Russia would this, he’s now on tour of key cities
sian industry’s policy to make pic¬
program of artistic exchange with
automatically go over the 40,000 for conferences with theatreowners
tures showing all sides of life, and
the U. S., Britain, France and Asian
theatre circuit whereas, in the U.S., to give them the sales message
London, March 13.
he noted in this connection that it
countries.
exhibition of Russian films was first-hand. Fennelly’s concern is
Eric Johnston’s invitation to the wasn’t enough for a picture to be
Yuri Gouk, head of the Soviet limited. He felt that by dealing the usual Cxhib reluctance to bliy
Embassy’s cultural division, who with individual American distribs, product without strong star values. British film industry to send a merely entertaining; that it had
delegation to the United States to to be educational, too. “Love alone
acted as interpreter for Alexan¬ that problem might be licked.
Topping the “Crime” cast are John
probe the films-for-television sit¬ doesn’t reflect the life of man,”
drov (although latter, who once
Gouk explained later that John¬ Cassavetes, Sal Mineo and James uation will be considered by a lie declared through his inter¬
worked in Hollywood, seemed to
ston had okayed the Russian par-, Whitmore.
committee of the four major trade preter.
understand English perfectly well
This is the producer’s 50th pic¬ associations on Thursday (15).
ty’s contact with 20th. Question of
Asked whether, in any exchange
and also spoke it), said he had had
pix sales to the Soviets has been ture in his seven years of producer
By that date it is assumed that of film with Yankee companies,
a conference with Motion Picture
activity. He brought it in at close
handled entirely by the MPEA, i.e.
each of the associations concerned, the propaganda content of the
Export Assn, president Eric John¬
to $500,000 in negative costs, with
by the whole industry, in conjunc¬
repping producers, distribs, ex¬ Soviet pic wouldn’t be a handicap;
ston and had informed him of Rus
the biggest budget item being con¬
tion with the State Department.
hibitors and short films, will have Alexandrov came up with a tor¬
sia’s desire to obtain films. Gouk
struction of an entire city (Gotham)
given individual consideration to rent of Russian which, in the words
Gouk said the Department has been
reported that Johnston seemed in¬
block on the Goldwyn lot where he
the suggestion. It will be one of of the interpreter, simply resolved
informed of his. bid to Johnston.
terested in a widening of the Eastworked.
Overhead at a major
the top items on the agenda for itself to this: There is propaganda
There’ll be further talks between
West contact and said he got the
studio would have upped the total
tomorrow’s (Wed.) meeting of the in Soviet films, but the percent¬
Gouk and. the MPEA when John¬
impression the American compa¬
price 30% to 40%, he claimed.
new general council of the Cine¬ age of such pictures to the overall
ston gets back from his Far East¬
nies “might” decide to do some¬
Fennelly’s future lineup includes
matograph Exhibitors’ Assn.
total varies; what’s wrong with
ern jaunt. Meanwhile, the last
thing.
“Cavalcade of Radio,” an original
“propagandizing” (i.e. selling) Rus¬
known position of the State Dept,
(In New York, an MPEA spokes¬ was that it favored film sales to script by James O’Hanlan which
sians to go and help cultivate their
focuses on present-day tv and then CRITIC'S HOME TOWN HONOR
man said Johnston had told Gouk Russia.
country's vast virgin lands?
He
flashes back on the predecessor
that the question of picture sales
added that Russian music pictures
Alexandrov
said
“something
hap¬
medium.
to the Soviet orbit was up to the
Washington Groups Unite to Fete have no propaganda whatever.
MPEA board, but that the compa¬ pened” with the 1949 film deal
Jay Carmody
A little later on, Alexandrov
nies would be ready to listen to any negotiated by Johnston, calling for
seemed to indicate that the Sovi¬
the Soviets to purchase 25 pix for
offer.)
Washington, March 13.
ets might make strictly entertain¬
$1,000,000.
“We never got any
Jay Carmody, drama and film ment films for export purposes. He
Alexandrov, once assistant to film,” he said. The MPEA version
Continued from page 1
critic of the ‘Evening Star,’ re¬ acknowledged that, not long ago,
Sergei Eisenstein (“Ten Days That
puts the blame on the Soviets who
cently selected “critic of the year” there had been a good deal of dis¬
Shook the World,” “Potemkin,”
rial
is
strong
enough
to
withstand
found they couldn’t pick 25 films
by the Screen Directors Guild in cussion in Moscow on whether
etc.), said Russia needed between
out of more than 100 actual fea¬ the weight and pounding it would
12 and 24 American films a year for tures and titles submitted.
have to take. The cost of the lucite Hollywood, was honored last week enough attention was focussed in
its commercial circuit of some 40,would presumably be little more with a luncheon given him by films on people and their problems.
show biz and other civic groups.
There is an art council at each
000 houses.
He said payment
than for a regular board floor.
Sponsoring the
affair
which studio which advises on produc¬
would depend on the number of
The material would be in Seg¬
brought out more than 500 guests, tion and approves it, Alexandrov
films sold and their quality, and
ments, so as to be movable. It’s
Cvere the Hams Club, Variety Club, said. Financing comes wholly from
that the Soviets would have no ob¬
figured the lucite surface would
Board of Trade and Women’s Ad¬ the Government. At his own studio,
jections to American supervision
be suitable for dancing, but there
vertising Club.
All branches of Mosfilm, 30 pictures will be pro¬
of the distribution of these films,
For the 13 weeks ending Jan. 28, may be a question of it becoming D. C. show biz were represented. duced this year at a cost of 150,000In addition, Alexandrov, who be¬
scratched and losing its translu¬
In from New York were Janies 000 rubles.
1956, Universal and its subsidiar}r
longs to the committee of three
cent quality.
Riley, of the League of New York
Alexandrov saw no difficulty in
who run the film industry in the companies racked up a net profit
“Shangri-La,” to be produced by Theatres; Willard Swire, of ANTA; cooperation between Russian and
Soviet Ministry of Culture, said of $1,122,420 as compared with $1,- Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr, is
Larry Golob, WB; Mori Krushin, American filmmakers on any given
Russia was anxious for the ex¬ 136,928 for the same quarter of the
musical adaptation of the late UA exploitation chief; Ray Bell, project. “There is no conflict be¬
change of technical and artistic tal¬ preyious year.
Current earnings, James Hilton’s novel about a Columbia Pictures public relations, tween us.” he said. “We have the
ent with Hollywood and would be after the deduction of $1,120,000 dreamily ideal community in re¬ etc.
same feeling for freedom as you.”
interested in coproduction, particu¬ for Federal taxes and dividends on mote Asia. The adaptation is by
Speakers and entertainers in¬ Pressed at this point, he seemed
larly in the realm of art and docu¬ preferred stock, are equivalent to Hilton, Jerome Lawrence and Rob¬
cluded Helen Hayes, Lisa Kirk, a little annoyed, stressing that
mentary films.
He repeated thaj $1.10 per share on the 968,518 ert E. L'ee, with lyrics by Law¬ Shoreham Hotel show, and music when he worked in Hollywood (at
his government was eager to ar¬ shares of common stock outstand¬ rence-Lee and music by Harry courtesy of the AFM Music Per¬ Paramount) in 1929, “they wouldn’t
range an American film festival in ing on Jan. 28.
Warren.
formance Trust Fund.
let us make any of the projects
Moscow.
proposed.” Among them he cited
In that connection he said a sim¬
the Dreiser novel, “An American
ilar British fest w'ould be arranged
Tragedy.” [This is incorrect; Par
this July or August, and that ne¬
eventually produced it under title
gotiations are under way for the
of “A Place in the Sun.”]
c vift. *° Purchase a sizable batch
Alexandrov seemed to feel some
ot British films.
There are curnostalgia for the silents when, in
jently two British pictures showing I
his view, the artist was of foremost
in Russia.
importance. He allowed that there
Prior to leaving N: Y„ Alexanhad been a decline in the quality
d ov huddled with ’20th-Fox v.p.
In Gotham distribution quarters, small towns by trying to divide the hibitor groups in an attempt to of Russian production since the
Charles Einfeld last week, the lat¬ comment on the Theatre Owners pictures going to each theatre. He eliminate the “unwarranted and war due to the destruction of stu¬
er acting as the rep for Spyros P. of America’s plea <for the elimin¬ noted, however, that no matter
unjustified” practice through legal dios and the killing of many spe¬
oKouras, who was on the Coast. ation of competitive bidding, is re¬ how the pictures were divided and other means.
cialists. “Now we have formed a
Murray Silverstone, 20th Inter- garded as a “popular-sounding bat¬ there were bound to be beefs be¬
TOA’s action brought immedi¬ new base', apd good pictures should
nationai prexy, attended the.meet- tle cry” but like some other ex¬ cause one theatreowner would com¬ ate support from other exhibitor be forthcoming," he said.
AiWltk
Russians.
hibitor complaints “general with¬ plain that his rival had received quarters.
Allied
States
Assn.'s
Alexandrov indicated the Rus- out covering the mechanics and the better boxoffice pictures.
general counsel Abram F. Myers
ans wanted to discuss coproduc- specifics.” The request for the end
The sales topper pointed out that welcomed TOA’s stand and charged
cj" and, the ‘‘exchange” of 'film, of competitive bidding was made there is nothing a film company that “forced” competitive bidding
Rnco-ra^as said he intends to visit last week by TOA's board and ex¬ can do if theatres in a certain area “has been foisted upon the ex¬
diPSSJn ?lls fal1, At 'the Press hud- ecutive committee—meeting joint¬ insist on bidding. “If theatres in¬ hibitors ..although condemned by
eoriifn1 week, Gouk stated cate- ly in New Orleans.
sist on bidding,” he said, “we have the Supreme Court in the Para¬
New studio, capable of handling
New Yoi'k company executives to accede to the request. Unless mount case.” Myers said that the production of 20 features a year,
Sknn Jlly that' 83 °f * Week aS°> n°
bepn as aPPIlcations for a visa had point out that competitive bidding somebody can come up with an¬ TOA step was in line with action is going up in the suburbs of War¬
at the Embassy in is such a complex subject and that other way of conducting competi¬ taken by Allied in-1950 at its con¬ saw, at Bialoleka Dworska, accord¬
it is handled differently in “a 100 tive negotiations, we’ll have to con¬ vention in Pittsburgh.
ing to the Polish Embassy (Wash¬
Ami",Xandrov saw no reason why different places” that it is difficult tinue with bidding.”
Henry Brandt, president of the ington) news bulletin. First part
Since its inception of the prac¬ Independent Theatre Owners Assn., of the film center is skedded for
coSf11 *and Soviet filmmakers to be sure just what TOA had in
stanl ‘a Work to«ether.
For in- mind in asking for its eliminatioh. tice, TOA has been historically op-. expressed himself as being “totally completion about 1960.
Dj„. - he noted, he was making a Typical distrib query “what do we posed to competitive bidding. The in favor” of the TOA move. He.de¬
New studio, part of which will be
the vi«-V «h.e Tourists>" telling of substitute for competitive bid¬ staunchest opponents of the sys¬ clared Jrfrat competitive bidding designed in Russia, will double
aL™'1 o£ the Soviet-Union of an ding?” It was stressed that nobody tem have been TOA leaders Mit¬ should Se eliminated because “at Poland’s
production
capacity.
ishei- IC«?.Va Frenchman and a Brit- has suggested a solution and that chell Wolfson and S. H. Fabian. In this late date and age every dis¬ There are now two studios—one at
ting an
are interested in get- it .was exhibitors originally who rapping the selling method, TOA’s tributor knows who his customers Lodz and the other at Wroclaw—
h?Li1} Ar«erican to play himself,” I brought about the current bidding board at New Orleans said that the should be and under the consent with an annual capacity of, IQ.
distributors are using competitive decree they have the right to films each.
rannem^T1’ a1? return for such ar- practice.
Small Town Angles
A museum of film technique is
bidding mainly for the purpose of choose their own customers.” He
sianSt^enJ’ Alexandrov saw RusOne
general
sales
manager
said
getting
higher rentals. Prexy My¬ agreed with TOA that the practice^ to be established in Warsaw. New
sairi i ent comin® t0 the u- S. He
sibi*
was a vast area of pos- his company had attempted to dis- ron Blank said TOA is prepared to was “only an excuse to get extra educational film studio also is
exchan^e^^mq^^qt^e? pei;-. pourage .cqippetitiva bidding in meet with, members and others ex¬ film rental,”
planned.

Consider British Party
To Study U. S. Tele*ix

Luciie Floor

COMPETITIVE BIDDING HAS MANY FACES;
DISTRIBS PUZZLED BY TOA’S NEW SLANT
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SAN FRANCISCO

Picture Grosses
BROADWAY

‘Goodman’ Giant $36,000,
Toronto; ‘Heroes’ Hotsy
31G, ‘Tattoo’ 16G, 2d

(Continued from page 11)
wk). Big $17,000 or near. Last
week, $20,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; &)-$!)—
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk). Solid
$19,000. Last week, $28,000..
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1$1.25)—“Court Jester” (Par) (3d
wk).
Oke $9,000. Last week,

(Continued from page 11)
turn of Don Camillo” (IFE) opens
March 26.
$12,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; $l-$2.50>
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
—“Goodman Story” (U) (4th wk).
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
Toronto,
March
13.
Third finished last night (Tues.)
Despite two-day storm handicap, rama Holiday” (Indie) (32d wk).
was mild $20,000 after $23,000 for
second.
"Alexander the Great’ during which newspaper, radio and Fancy $17,000 or over. Last week,
tv advised people to stay at home, $18,200.
(UA) due in next.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20) “Benny Goodman Story” whammed
across
at first two-house Loew com¬ 207; 70-$l>—“Killer is Loose”
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (7th wk).
(UA)
and “Shadow of Eagle”. (UA).
bo
since
Marcus
Loew
established
This frame winding up today
(Wed.) looks like light $9,000. his initial Loew’s Theatre here in Good $9,500. Last week, “Golden
Sixth was $11,500. “Slightly Scar¬ 1913. Rival chain of Odeon h / Arm” (UA) (6th wk), $6,500 in 5
let” (RKO) set to open Friday (16), also inked five houses, including days.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)
“Helen” staying only one extra day Arthur Rank’s showcase here, for
preem of “Cockleshell Heroes,” —“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (17th
past seventh week.
which looms big. “Man Who Never wk). Okay $6,000. Last week,
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 9Q-$1.80) Was” shapes good at Imeprial.
$7,000.
-—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (17th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
The 16th week finished Monday
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877; “Diabolique” (UMPO) (11th wk).
(12) was smooth $7,200 after $9,000
in 15th week. Stays on indef. at 1,357; 75-$l)—“Touch and Go” Big $4,800. Last week, $5,100.
(Rank) (3d wk). Oke $5,500. Last
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Sam¬
this gait.
urai” (Indie). Nice $3,400. Last
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) week, $9,000.
Circle, Towne (Taylor) (750; 693; week, “Lease of Life” (IFE) (3d
“Sins of Borgias” (Indie) (2d wk).
Initial holdover stanza ending 60-$l)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d wk), $1,900.
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396;
Friday (16) is heading for good wk). Passable $4,000. Last week,
$1-$1.25) — "Lover Boy” (Indie)
$9,000.
First was $12,500, best $5,000.
Colony, Danforth, Fairlawn, (2d wk). Good $1,500. Last week,
opener here in some time.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>— Humber, Odeon (Rank) (838; 1,330; $1,600.
Coronet (United California) (1,“Golden Demon” (Indie) (7th-final 1,165; 1,203; 2,318; 60-$l)—“Cockle¬
wk). Sixth session concluded Sun¬ shell Heroes” (Col). Big $31,000 for 250; $1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma”
day (11) was just okay $4,000 after five-house lineup, with Odeon tak¬ (Magna) (3d wk). Smash $27,000.
$5,000 in fifth. "Touch and Go’ ing lead at $12,000. Last week, Last week, $27,400.
“Guys Dolls” (M-G) (11th wk),
(U) opens March 19.
$8,000 at Odeon only.
LOS ANGELES
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
$1.80)—“All Heaven Allows” (U) State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
(Continued from page 10)
(3d wk).
First holdover round 995; 694; 696; 994; 40-75)—“Teen¬ — “Helen Troy” (WB) and “Steel
ended Monday (12) was good $14,- age Crime Wave” (Col) and “In¬ Jungle” (WB) (2d wk). Mild $14,000 after $18,000 for first week.
side Detroit” (Col), Fine $16,000. 000. Last week, $19,000.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- Last week, “Texas Lady” (RKO)
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1$1.80)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) and “Hell’s Horizon” (Col), $13,500. $1.75) _ “Picnic” (Col) (3d wk).
(6th wk). Fifth round ended Mon¬
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080; Good $20,000. Last week, $21,300.
day (12) was big $6,200. Fourth 1,556; 60-$l)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par)
Hillstreet,
Pantages,
Wiltem
was $8,000. Stays on.
(2d wk). Hefty $16,000 after $22,- (RKO-SW) (2,752; 2,812; 2,344; $1Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)— 500 opening week, which was over $1.50) — “Conqueror” (RKO) (3d
“Steel Jungle” (WB) and vaude¬ expectations.
wk). Fair $24,000, Last week,
ville. Week ending tomorrow
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$l)— $31,300.
(Thurs.) looks to reach fairly good “Man Who Never Was” (20th).
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.50) —
$17,000 or less. Last week, “Killer Good $12,000. Last week, “Last “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk). Fine
Is Loose” (UA) plus vaude, $18,- Frontier” (Col), $13,500.
$5,500. Last week, with Orpheum,
600.
*
International (Taylor) (557; $1.50- $13,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.40-$2)
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1- $2)—“Richard III” (IFD) (2d wk).
$2)—“Court Jester” (Par) (7th-final Turnaway biz at $7,000. Last week, — “Carousel” (20th) (4th wk).
Smooth $20,000. Last week, $24,300.
wk). Sixth session concluded last same.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
night (Tues.) was okay $29,000.
LQew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,096;
Fifth was $34,000. “Jester” plays 2,745; 75-$l)—“Benny Goodman —“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (5th
only until about 3 p.m. on final day Story” (U). Wham $36,000. Last wk). Okay $4,500. Last week,
because Par flagship is holding in¬ week, Loew’s, “Indian Fighter” $4,400.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.50vitational preview of “Birds and (UA) (2d wk), $9,000; Uptown,
Bees”. (Par) night of Tuesday (20). “There’s Always Tomorrow” (U) $1.75)—“Goldon Arm” (UA) (11th
wk). Pushed up to good $7,200.
“Anything Goes” (Par) opens (2d wk), $8,500.
March 21.
Shea’s (FP) (2,373; 60-$l)— Last week, $6,200.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25Paris (Patlie Cinema) (568; 90- "Picnic” (Col) (4th wk). Big $12,$1.80) — “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
$1.80)—"Letter From My Wind¬ 000. Last week, $16,000.
(12th
wk). Steady $8,000. Last
mill” (Indie) (13th wk). The 12th
week, $8,100.
found ended Sunday (11) was oke
WASHINGTON
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
$5,500 after $6,100 in 11th. “Bal¬
(1,430; $1.25-$1.80) — “Guys and
(Continued from page 10)
let of Romeo and Juliet” (Tohan)
opens April 2.
$3,000. Last week, “Come Next Dolls” (M-G) (16th wk). Brisk $10,000.
Last week, $10,400.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ Spring” (Rep), $2,800.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—“Picnic”
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) (1,411;
1.242; $1.10-$2.7B)—“Okla¬
(Col) and stage show (4th wk). —“Carousel” (20th) (3d wk). Fine
homa” (Magna) (17th wk, Egyp¬
This session winding today (Wed.) $15,000 after $20,000. Stays.
tian,
12th
wk, U.A.). Nifty $47,000.
looks to hold with good $115,000
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)
after $125,000 in third week. —“World in Corner” (U). Pleasing Last week, $46,300 after losing day
“Serenade” (WB), the Easter pic $7,000. Last week, “Last Hunt” at Egyptian to Academy showing.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
for the Hall, now is set to open (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000 in 9 days.
— “Cinerama Holiday"
March 22, with annual Easter
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10) $1.20-$2.65)
(Indie)
wk). Started current
stageshow.
—“Samurai” (Indie). Oke $5,500. frame (18th
Sunday
(11) after smart
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50) Last week, “Diabolique” (UMPO)
$34,000 last week.
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (22d wk). (9th wk), $3,500.
Current round ending today (Wed.)
Keith’s .(RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
is headed for nice $30,200 after “The Conqueror” (RKO) (2d wk).
CLEVELAND
$32,000 for 21st week. Stays on. Great $21,000. Holds on. Last
(Continued from page 11)
Special added performances help¬ week, $24,000.
ing here.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$i> "Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Big $12,000.
Plaza (Brocker) (556; $1.50-$1.80) —“Our Miss Brooks” (WB). Slow Last week, $15,400.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1-$1.25) —
-.-“Prisoner” (Col) (13th wk-9 days) $5,000. Last week, “Come Next
“Guys and Dolls” M-G) (12th wk).
Week ended Sunday (Ilf was okay Spring” (Rep), $4,700.
$3,200 after $3,100 in 12th wk.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)— Nice $7,000 after $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,286; 70-$l) —
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) . (5,717; 65- “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d wk).
$2.40)—“Carousel” (20th) with ice- Rousing $17,000 or near after $21,- “Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk). Good
$11,000. Last week, $15,000.
show onstage (4th wk). Present 000 last week. Stays.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
stanza finishing tomorrow (Thurs.)
Playhouse (Lopert) (456; 75-$l.l'))
is heading for big $74,000. Third —“All Heaven Allows” (U) (6th- “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk). Great
was $85,000. Holds indefinitely, final wk). Landing $3,000 for final $17,000 in 9 days. Last week,
$22,000.
and now likely through Easter.
6 days. Same last week.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
Plaza (T-L) (276; 70-$1.25) —
“Last Hunt’ (M-G) (3d wk). Second “Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (7th wk).
PITTSBURGH
week ended last night (Tues.) was So-so $2,000 for second consecutive
(Continued from page 11)
okay $16,000 after $19,000 in first. week. Holds again.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-S1.80)—
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) “Special Delivery (Col). Foreign“The Ladykillers” (Coni) (4lh wk). —"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (22d made comedy starring Joseph CotThird session finished Monday wk). Extra shows for group book¬ ten a weak entry; won’t reach
(12) was great $14,300 after $16,- ings brings this up again to fine $1,800, if that. Last week, “Hill
700 for second week. Holds on $16,000 after dipping to $13,000. 24 Doesn’t Answer” (Indie) (3d
indef.
wk), $1,600.
Stays.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) <540;
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 85-$1.25)
Trans-Lux (T-L) *(600; 90-$1.50)
$1-$1.90)—“Doctor at Sea” (Rep) — “Picnic” (Col) (4th wk). Sock —“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Terrific
(3d wk). Initial holdover stanza $16,000 for third consecutive week. staying power and should top $13,ended last night (Tues.) held with Still capacity oh weekends. Stays 000, great for this stage of run.
rousing $12,000 after wow $15,000 on.
Sticks, natch! Last week, $16,500.
in first week. Continues on.
•Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$l,50)—
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
“Guys and Dolls” (M-jG) (6th wk).
BOSTON
—“Golden Arm” (UA) (13th wk).
Profitable $9,000. Last week, $9,500.
(Continued from page 10)
Present week ending tomor'ow
Penn (UA) (3.300; 85-$1.25)—
(Thurs.) looks to hold with fine (20th) and “Sudden Danger” (AA). “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d wk).
$15,500 after $17,500 for 12th Just okay $18,00G. Last week, Fine $13,000 on windup. Last week,
round. Stays.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk) (10 $18,500."
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1.600; days), $20,000.
1 Stanley (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25)
$1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama 1 PiIKay”
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l) —“Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk).
(Indie) (58th wk). The 57th week —“Court Jester” (Par) and “River Sliding off at the finish but not
ended Saturday (10) was big $45.- Changes” (WB) (2d wk). Bright many complaints at $9,000. Last
600 after $49,700 for 56th round. $10,000. Last week, $16,500
week, *$15,000.
Stays until “7 Wonders of World”
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)
War. er (SW) (1.365; $1.25-$2.40)
(Indie) opens April 10.
—“Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Hotsy —“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (57th
World (Times Film) (S85; $1- $15,000. Last week, $28,000.
wk). With end of run only about a
$1.50)—“Dark River” (Times) (3d | State (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)— ; month . away, last-minute trade
wk). Looks like okay $4,000 after “Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Great $9.- : rckmg pic up to near.y $13,000,
$4,400 in second.
1 500 in 9 days. Last week, $15,000. I bright. Last week, $12,000.
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Amusement Stock Quotations
(N.Y* Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (13)

■

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
Ci< itre
Close For Week
<n 100s
High
Low
27%
25% '
+2%
2734
2734 24% Am Br-Par Th 431
27
2676 2334 CBS “A”. 193
26% "
27%
+ 1%
25%
27%
27%
26% 23% CBS “B”. 165
-fl%
23%
26% 22% Col Pix. 40
23%
23%
+ %
16%
15%
16
1674 14% Decca . 313
-!- %
8*34
85
8°
84% 7534 Eastman Kdk 121
+1
334
33/4. EMI . 144
4
3%
474
231/4 1874' Loew’s ..... 948
24%
22%
23%
+ 1%
_
Nat. Thea... 143
9 •
8
8%
8%
8'%
35%
33%
35%
+234
36% 30% Paramount .. 107
32%
36%
341/4 31% Philco . 263
+3%
357-6
49%
45
49%
+3%
4714 41% RCA . 689
834
9
— %
8% RKO Piets.. . 39
8%
874
12
9% RKO Thea . 316
10%
7%
11%
—276
7% Republic .. . 51
734
776
8%
«%
+ %
14%
Rep., pfd....
4
14%
14%
15% 14
+ %
Stanley War. 28
16%
17% 16
16%
16%
— %
241/4 221& Storer .
29
23%
23%
— %
23%
26%
26%
25%
25% 21% 20th-Fox ... 247
+ 76
28%
2934
29
29% 25% Univ. Pix . . . 28
—
Univ., pfd... . ■fl40
77
79% 77
77%
77
2434 18% Warner Bros. 74
20%
20%
— %
21%
Zenith . 106
129%
139%
141% 120
139%
+ 10%
American Stock Exchanee
5
6%
476 Allied Artists 70
47-6
476
— 76
*
.
6
1176
13% 1076 Ail’d Art., pfd.
11%
—
Dii Mont
112
8%
834
10
8
876
3%
Nat’l Telefilm 58
3%
3%
3%
3
+ 76
234 Skiatron .... 120
4
5
434
43-6
— 76
11%
12% 11% Technicolor.. 144
11%
11%
— %
*
9
4%
3%
3%
376 Trans-Lux.. .
curities
Over-the-counter Securities
Bid
Ask
Chesapeake Industries . 314
l.
4
3%
— 74
Cinerama Inc.
1%
2%
1%
+ %
Cinerama Prod.. 4%
5%
+ 1%
—
Du Mont Bdcast.. 7%
714
7%
Guild Films.. 3%
314
374
— %
Official Films .. 2
2%
—
U. A. Theatres .. 9
1(
10
Walt Disney .
4514
4<
49%
. 45%
+434
+ Actual Volume.
’•'No Trading Tues.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)
High Low

_

Will Rome Be Their Home?
s Continued from page 7

on local stage) and Chris Hofer,
who went right from “War and
Peace” into a role in "London
Calling North Pole.” Americans in
and out for co-production oncers
here have inciuded Broderick
Crawford, Lex Barker, Errol Flynn,
Francis Lederer, Kirk Douglas and
many others.
Fewer actresses have been used.
One vet is Marilyn Buferd (Miss
America 1946), with a total of 17
local films playing American girls
and often Italians as well. Virginia
Belmont, an ex Goldwyn doll, be¬
came a local fixture, usually in
costumers, and has over a dozen
credits. Harriet White, remem¬
bered as a partisan in “Paisan,”
has worked little since then as an
actress, though she’s been busy as
a dialogue coach, and has married
an Italian set designer.
Lois Maxwell, a Canadian, has”
made some 10 Italian films, often
playing a schoolteacher. Mitzi
Roman, Tamara Lees ’(27 films), Pamela Mathews, Barbara Shelley,
April Hennessy, Ivy Nicholson, are
among others rounding out the
English-language actress group.
The last two double in modeling.
Latest arrival here is Helen Portello, a young Californian whose
career seems headed up following
a role in a local production.
"In a different category are the
cases of Ingrid Bergman, Marta
Toren,
Binnie
Barnes,
Dawn
Addams, Constance Smith, Faith
Domergue, Mara Lane, Abbe Lane,
and others, who arrived here with
some or much Hollywood experi¬
ence tucked away. Miss Bergman
and Miss Toren, both Swedes, have
impersonated Italian women, while
Dawn Addams seems most firmly
entrenched as an “Italian” name
via several successful leads, the
latest in “London Calling North
Pole.”
Xavier Cugat’s singer-wife, Abbe
Lane, has also appeared in four
pictures here and is headed for
more, also starring on the Italian
telenet. She has portrayed fiers
southern Italian girls.
Irisher
Contance Smith also, plays a Nea¬
politan girl in her latest (while by
a strange bit of casting her costar,
Italian Gabriele Ferzetti, plays a
US officer!).
Faith Domergue
(whose husband, Hugo Fregonese,
is busy with a set of Italo produc¬
tions) has also riiade a couple of
local appearances. Gertrude FlynnT
another Roman regular, has ap¬
peared in Italian-made vidpix as
well as a good number of features,

—s

while one-shot appearances were
made here by Pat Neal (“La Tua
Donna”), Rhonda Fleming, Shelley
Winters, and others. (Linda Dar¬
nell has made two Italian pictures
in recent years, both for producer
Giuseppe Amato.)
Hollywood-on-the-Tiber has also
employed various American writ¬
ers, directors, and assorted techni¬
cians. Current in this capacity are
the
aforementioned
Fregonese
(now directing “I Girovaghi”) and
Vincent Sherman (directing “To
Defend My Love”) both for Italian
companies, while writer Sam Tay¬
lor has written and soon will di¬
rect “Monte Carlo” for Titanus
Studios.

Olivier on TV
-

Continued from page 1 —j

the video version was bound to
suffer by comparison. He arrived
in the U.S. only hours before the
theatre preem at the Bijou in N.Y.
and between naps at the Carlyle
Hotel took a gander at his tele¬
screen, in black-and-white and
hues.
As to the commercials (General
Motors), Olivier said a tv edition
was not planned in the original
filmmaking intentions.
He was
glad that GM made the tv showing
possible, of course, and while not
too sure of the proprieties, had no
specific objections on the blurbs.
(He boosted Pontiac as “a beauti¬
ful car.”)
The Britisher also
grabbed Jinx Falkenburg’s script
to do the Slenderella commercial,
dittoing Danny Kaye’s appearance
on the show several weeks ago
when he was in for plugging his
“Court Jester” pic.

K&E in Gamp Shows
•■ ■

Continued from page 1

client, the Mennen Co. Defense is
well aware of this phase. Thus,
heading up the layouts are Eu¬
genie Baird, Mennen’s “Miss Skin
Bracer” singer, plus Buddy Mor¬
row orch and other acts. Mennen,
which has sponsored GI tours be¬
fore, launched into the new trek
this week with shows at Fort Leon¬
ard- Wood (Mo.), Kirt AFB (Albu¬
querque, N. M.), Francis E. War¬
ren AFB (Cheyenne), Scott AFB
(Belleville, Ill.), and next week’s
stands include Eglin AFB (Pensa¬
cola, Fla.) and Fort Campbell, Ky.

P'AniEfr
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From ,20th to Exhibitors
•He.: ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
You need a whole new vocabulary to.describe this-picture.
Rocket-sleds, freefalls, windblasts, ballpen-gondola
ascensions. These are the intriguing new sounds“-and new
sights--rOf this fascinating motion picture adventure.
Movies have, shown new frontiers before; but never the .most
dangerous-one of all, located Just 17-miles from home, ■
straight up. There have been movies about space .and movies
about medicine; nobody;ever put'them together-before and
came up with the very-latest exploits of our 0.S. Air
Force--space medicine . There have been movies about
.the air age .and the jet,age, but none that captures the
force:of riding a rocket^sled at 1000 miles an :hour,
the' shock of bailing.out at 100,000 feet ’ the fearthe
courage, the stunhifigAmpact of supersonic speed.
'

■

s,'

\ -s ^

°

'

-

-

,

'4

Never before a true' story of such vision, such imagina-

.

tion, such daring, caught so completely by the cameras of
CinemaBcdpe and the color of |3e luxe. They may have never

.

seen strato-flyers before, but they’ll never forget them,

'{

after ON TH1.THRRSH0LD Of SPACE. . It ’ s breathtaking, and

.;

t,hey:’If-gasp; it’s; also memorable, - and they * 11 talk. •
/.fta'wIli-fake new words to tell it > as; it has in this memo,.
'

a.good-pnpp'ly of superlatives." ' ; .

-

\

..
>••
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Appeal Canton, N.Y., Trust Dismissal

Exhibs Gorge on Concession Samples

U’s Sales Drive Up 25%

Newest Food Item for Theatres: Three Fan tail
Shrimps and Potatoes, in a Bag, for 50c

for the first 10 weeks of a current

4--:-

Kansas City, March 13.
Missouri-Kansas exhibitors put
some meat and beat into their con¬
vention (38th annual) here last
Tuesday and Wednesday with re¬
newed vigor in the business ses¬
sions, especially the advertisingexploitation elinic on Tuesday. A
new willingness to participate and
share ideas and experience was
plainly evident throughout.
Trade show in connection was a
beehive of activity both days, ex¬
hibs free to gorge from a layout
of popcorn machines, barbeque hot
dogs, a new malted milk machine
and the usual array of fountain
drinks.
Regarded as one of the newest
of concession ideas, the shrimp deal
will be three jumbo fantails with
french fried potatoes in a paper
basket for 50c. Cost on the item
is figured to be about half, and
shrimp basket is expected to be a
popular newcomer in drive-ins
hereabouts this season.
It will
bring a new high to the concession
price list, but is expected to be a
popular snack.
Opening business of the conven¬
tion was to elect new officers for
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Asso¬
ciation.
They are Don Burnett,
Lamed, Kans., president;' H. B.
Doering, Garnett, Kans., vice pres¬
ident;-Paul Ricketts, Ness City,
Kans., secretary; Lauren Turner,
Independence, Mo., secretary.
The board adopted a resolution
endorsing action of TO A in recom¬
mending to the Dept, of Justice
that circuits formerly affiliated
with distributors be allowed to pro¬
duce motion pictures, and KMTA
approved TOA’s action in with¬
drawing approval of arbitration as
proposed by the distributors, for
the reason that arbitration of film
rentals is not included in the pro¬
posal.
Note of sadness prevailed at the
convention at the loss of two of
industry’s leaders here, R. R.
Biechele, who died previous Satur¬
day, and Robert Shelton, president
of Commonwealth Theatres, who
died early Tuesday morning. Ar¬
thur Cole, president emeritus of
the Motion Picture Associatipn of
Greater Kansas City, led the con¬
vention in a tribute.

Some Film Ad Budgets
Seem Unrealistic To
Col’s Paul Lazarus

Double-Trucking ‘Alex’
In 12 Key Situations
United Artists claims to be estab¬
lishing a promotion "first” with
two-page ads in nearly all daily
newspapers for "Alexander the
Great” in the 12 key cities where
it’s opening Easter week.
Budget for this double-truck
phase of the campaign is said to
be

$190,000.

Williams, Parker Step Up
At Hawaii’s Top Chain
Honolulu, March 13.
Fred G. Williams takes over as
president of Consolidated Amuse¬
ment Co., Hawaii’s major theatre
chain, effective Thursday (15). He’s
currently vice-president.
Esmond I. Parker, who’s occu¬
pied

presidency

since

1934,

be¬

comes chairman, succeeding Alan
S. Davis, who is retiring.
Davis
also is relinquishing his position
as president of C. Brewer & Com¬
pany, one of Hawaii’s "Big Five”
companies.
Both
Williams
and
Parker
joined Consolidated in 1924.

Evil-Doers
^—4 Continued from page 5
of Hollywood to twist any story to
punish the heavy was outdated,
and that the Code section advocatjing this inevitable consequence to
(wrongdoing should be modified. It’s
stressed that this does not, of
course, apply to criminals, i.e., no
one says the screen should glorify
the bankrobber who machineguns
police and makes his getaway.
Shurlock, while refusing to be
drawn into a discussion of Code
changes now under study by a spe-'
cial committee under Eric John¬
ston, did comment that he didn’t
see how there could be a system of
two Code- seals—one for family
and one for adults. That sugges¬
tion has, in the past, been put for¬
ward most vigorously by produc¬
ers of foreign films.

In this connection he pointed
to a buried footnote of the Code
which notes that "If there should
be created a special type of the¬
atre, catering exclusively to adult
Chicago, March 13.
audience ... It would seem to af¬
Columbia will sell its pictures ford an outlet ... for pictures un¬
. "with confidence and less cash," suitable for general exhibition.”
v.p. Paul N. Lazarus told the com¬
When the Code was written, that
pany’s convention in session here. kind of outlet didn’t exist. Today,
He stated that Col is not retrench¬ there are plenty of art houses spe¬
ing or adopting any economy pro¬ cializing in films for the "mature”
gram, but simply intends to "rely audience.
It’s possible that the
more upon showmanship in the committee studying Code revisions
coming year and less upon huge ad¬ may expand on that original foot¬
vertising expenditures.”
In this note and somehow fit it into Code
connection he emphasized the value operations.
of television guest spots and send¬
There’s no question that the ta¬
ing stars on bally tours.
boo on narcotics theme will be
Lazarus rapped other outfits in struck from the Code. It’s not felt,
the picture business for sending however, that other taboos will be
ad budgets to the point where, in knocked out along with it. Asked
one instance, the campaign “ante Shurlock: "How many producers
is $2,000,000.”
This, presumably, want to do s’ories dealing with
was in reference to Hecht-Lancas- homosexuality or veneral disease?”
ter’s "Trapeze,” which is slated for Actually, from Shurlock’s position,
a king-sized campaign. The exec the taboos in their absolute form
continued: "We feel that, segments make his job a lot easier since
of our industry are replacing show¬ there’s no arguing about them.
manship with dollars.- Various com¬
Shurlock was in New York last
panies are vying for greater and week to address the Broadcasting
greater expenditures, and advertis¬ & Film Commission of the National
ing spending has reached the point Council of the Churches of Christ.
of economic hari kari.”
Before returning to his Coast head¬
quarters over the weekend, he
huddled in Washington with the
MPAA’s Kenneth Clark on an
agenda for the Code committee.
While staff work is going on, the
Hollywood, March 13.
group itself isn’t going to meet un¬
UPA Pictures Inc., will set up a til Johnston returns from his Far
London office and open an English Eastern trip in two or three weeks.
cartoon studio late this month
Shurlock said that so far he had
when prexy Stephen Bosustow and
not been asked to submit his own
Ernest Scanlon, vp-treasurer, go to
recommendations on possible Code
British capital to establish an Eng¬
changes.
It’s considered likely
lish corporation, UPA Ltd.
that, if changes are decided on,
New studio will service the Euro¬ they’ll be more in the realm of the
pean market both with theatrical administration of the Code than ill
short subjects and teleblurbs.
A the wording and provisions of the
managing director to supervise en¬ document itself. It’s expected that
tire project, including sales, also efforts will be made, for instance,
will be appointed.
to bring in the exhibitors.

Bosustow’s London Studio
For Cartoons, Teleblurbs

Domestic

billings

of

Universal

17-week sales drive which started
Jan. 1 are reported 25% higher
than the similar 10 weeks of the
company’s 1955 campaign, close to
13% over 1954 and about 9% over
1953—all record years for the com¬
pany.
The present drive, as the
previous ones, is known as the
"Charles J. Feldman annual sales
drive” in honor of the company’s
v.p. and general sales manager.
Increase in business is attributed
to company’s policy of "making all
types of theatres. . . .” U’s releases
during the 10-week stanza included
“The Benny Goodman Story,” "All
That Heaven Allows,” “Never Say
Goodbye,” “The Spoilers,” "The
Square Jungle,” "There’s Always
Tomorrow” and "World in My Cor¬
ner.”

Catholic Protests
Cancel "Camera
Canajoharie, N. Y„ March 13.
"I Am A Camera” (DCA) got
the boycott-threat works here.
Protests of Holy Name Society,
Rosary Society of St. Peter and
^..ul’s Church, Catholic Daughters
of America, accompanied by a
threat to stay away from all show¬
ings in your theatres and influ¬
ence others to do so,” led the Kallet Theatre Circuit of Oneida, to
withdraw the film from the Strand
here and to substitute another fea¬
ture.
This was the first reported can¬
cellation of a date, in the Albany
Catholic Diocese, for the film
"condemned” by .the Legion of
Decency and also lacking a Pro¬
duction Code seal. The picture has
not played Albany Troy or Sche¬
nectady.
Catholics wire to Kallet home
office referred to refusal of Loew’s
to distribute "I Am A Camera”
and stated "You showed ‘The
Moon Is Blue’ and ‘Forever Am¬
ber’ here at Canajoharie, two con¬
demned pictures. If this is your
policy, as members of the Legion
of Decency we must stay away
from all showings in your theatres
and influence others to do the
same. Condemned pictures should
not be shown in this town. Please
cancel Wednesday and Thursday’s
showing by substituting something
that will raise the moral standard
of the community not lower it.”
The Evangelist, diocesan weekly,
in a Page 1 story Friday (9) on the
incident, said “good-will on the
part of a local theatre manager and
intelligent action on the part of
Catholic laymen and women augur
for a better moral tone for motion
pictures shown at the Strand The¬
atre in Canajoharie.” It credited
"alert teen-agers” with bringing
"home word that the condemned
picture was to be shown.”

‘Richard Hi’ Angles
-• Continued from page 3

■■

among those who sajy the film on.
the air will plunk down their
money to see it again on the large
screen and in color.
Dual preem has generated a
great deal, of Laypress comment on
a new pattern of film release. Mor¬
ris Helprin, the Korda rep in the
U.S. who negotiated the NBC deal,
said this week he didn’t think the
speculation had merit.
"I think the experiment is being
overestimated,” he declared.
"To
be able to do this you have to have
a truly extraordinary picture, like
‘Richard.’
A great many people
must want to see It.
Otherwise,
two things might happen: (1) The
networks wouldn’t be interested.
(2) Once it’s been on the air, it
would be a tough proposition to
sell to the circuits.”
Helprin said he was fully con¬
vinced that a great many people
who’d seen the telecast would
come back to see the picture again
in the theatres.

New Segregated House
Dallas, March 13.
Forest Theatre has been re¬
opened here as a deluxe picture
house for Negroes only by the
Interstate Theatre Circuit.
Robert Holland is manager with
Albert Patterson as assistant.

Legally Snarled Issues Purposely Left Open by Judge
—Schines and Majors Originally Sued in 1951
-t

NW Tent’s TV Party
On Academy Awards

_
Albany, March 13.
An appeal to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for a ruling “on
law, not fact” was planned by St.
Lawrence Investors Inc., operator
of the American in Canton, which
had its antitrust suit against Schine
Chain Theatres Inc. et al (includ¬

Minneapolis, March 13.
Northwest Variety club, compris¬
ing mostly exhibitors and film
men, plans its first tv party. Occa¬
sion will be network telecast of
Academy awards night of March 21. ing the eight major distributors)
Members and friends are being in¬ dismissed by U. S. District Judge
vited to watch telecast at the club- Stephen W. Brennan in Utica last
rooms with a number of sets week, after a 12-day trial.
available.
Attorney Leonard L. Rosenthal
They will also receive ballots on (Albany)
said that the appeal
which to vote their advance predic¬ would be based on the failure of
tions in the various categories. the District Court to admit fran¬
Prizes will be awarded to those chise
agreements
between
the
nearest correct. Each person par¬ Schine interests and the distribu¬
ticipating in the prize contest will tors. The attorney, who failed to
be invited to attach a dollar or get them admitted as evidence
during the second week of testi¬
more to his ballot. All money so
mony, cited decisions in two cases
realized will be turned over to the argued before the U. S. Supreme
heart hospital fund, which the Court involving the Schines and
Paramount
Pictures.
Frank
R.
Tent sponsors.
Raichle, of Buffalo, attorney for the
Schine defendants, had objected,
but Judge Brennan did not rule on
the question at the time.

Father Lord’s Book

Dismissal of the case "on the
Continued from page 5
merits” allows the plaintiff to ap¬
whether the industry would accept peal on questions other than dam¬
a Code of morals, but meanwhile ages.
Lord worked on the writing of the
Judge
Brennan’s
statement
document.
pointed out that "So everyone can
"The first draft of that Code is be protected and any decision given
still in my files with . . . my pen¬
here reviewed, I am going to dis¬
ciled notations on the margins. I
miss the case in its entirety for
set myself to write a Code that
failure of proof.” He did not limit
beyond all else would be short and
dismissal to the question of dam¬
simple.” '
ages.
Halsey Stuart Angle
The Judge took this action be¬
In concise and appealing lan¬
cause of the method of computing
guage, Father Lord traces the be¬
"draw areas” adopted by plaintiff’s
ginnings of the idea of the Code,
expert witness—Sidney E. Samueland here—again—he introduces a
son, of Philadelphia — "ignored”
new element. He writes:
the draw area outside the city of
"Once a week Cardinal Munde¬ Ogdensburg, where the Schinelein of Chicago had lunch with the operated Strand is located.
officials of Halsey Stuart & Com¬
Under cross-examination, Sampany, one of the world’s largest and
uelson conceded that he had based
most influential financial firms.
an estimate of $223,500 damages to
Across the luncheon table the
the American—conducted by Alec
bankers told the Cardinal how into
Papyanakos—on the draw area of
their laps had been dumped the
the town of Canton, but had not
control of motion picture com¬
included all or parts of four towns
panies.
They were frankly
outside Ogdensburg which defense
shocked with what they now owned.
attorneys insisted were part of the
They wanted no part of the crime
city’s "draw.” Samuelson's Ogdens¬
and vice movies that were all too
burg figures were the city's popu¬
common from Hollywood.”
lation.
Concerned with the same thing
"It seems obvious to me,” com¬
(even though, as Father Lord
mented Judge Brennan, "that this
points out, the Quigley publica¬
computation of the two items was
tions carried advertisements for ob¬
without any basis. It seems to me
jectionable' pictures
and
"sup¬
that he (Samuelson), in effect, ad¬
posedly
objective
critiques”),
mitted his figures were faulty.
Quigley broached the idea of in¬
dustry self-censorship to Father There is no evidence of the Og¬
Dinneen, who in turn spoke about densburg ‘draw area’ and no way
it to the Cardinal. Latter than pro¬ to correct” the omission. So the
posed the idea to Halsey Stuart & Court has no way to discuss dam¬
Co. "The bankers, relieved at the ages with the jury ...”
The suit, brought in 1951, al¬
possibility of cleaning up the dirti¬
est and most annoying of their fi¬ leged a “conspiracy” by defen¬
nancial babies, agreed to pressure dants to discriminate against the
the
companies,”
Father
Lord American in clearance, by pooling
arrangements, long-term franchises
writes.
When the Code document was and other * means, between 1922
completed, Father Lord says that, and 1950. A number of pre-trial
were
held
before
via arrangements made by Quigley, conferences
he then went to the Coast to pre¬ Judge Brennan, who had dismissed
sent it to industry leaders and to two motions for dismissal, before
explain it. “I came with the Code the action came to trial.
in my hand, and instructions to
'Defense lawyers included: Ed¬
take half an hour to present it as, ward C. Rafterty and Willard
only the actual author of the writ¬ McKay for Loew’s, Paramount,
ten document could do,” he writes. Universal,
RKO
and
United
According to both Hays and Artists;
Schwartz
&
Frohlich
Breen, this was actually the third through Everett Frohlich, Myles
of a series of powwows prior to the Lane and Bernard Sorbin, for
adoption of the Code. The result, Columbia; John R. McCllough and
Breen has noted, "was that the Herbert Earnshaw, for 20th-Fox
Hollywood producers unanimously
Raichle., Tucker & Moore repre¬
approved the Quigley proposal.
sented the Schines. Thomas V.
Father Lord was pressed into serv¬
Kenney, of Troy, and D. Arthur
ice by Mr. Hays to prepare a sum¬
Leahy, of Albany, were associated
mary of the document.” The priest,
with Rosenthal.
who jvrote his autobiography with
death staring him in the face (he
died of cancer), never mentions
this.
He does recount that, later, he
Independent producer Harry Ta¬
found the industry breaking faith
with his Code and "faking” its ob¬ telman and United Artists are talk¬
ing
a deal whereby the latter
servance^ He then wrote a booklet,
charging the companies with being would finance and distribute the
.film-maker's
upcoming* "Wait for
a menace to decency; whereupon*
Quigley called him up to inform Tomorrow.” Property, a novel by
Robert
Wilder,
was acquired by
him that Hays and the industry
were thinking of bringing suit Tatelman last week under an agree¬
ment
which
also
provides
for Wiluagainst him.
"Nothing ever
pleased me more,” he--writes. er to do the screenplay.
Towards the end of his chapter,
Tatelman, who’s' now on the
Father Lord pridefully recalls how Coast, heads for England next
he started the first "boycotts” month to confer with Ingrid Berg¬
among Catholic youths against man about taking the lead femme
"indecent” films.
role in "Tomorrow.”

Tatelman Talks UA Release

, If
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AT M-G-M
EVERYTHING IS

"THE SWAN" PREVIEW TERRIFIC!
The industry was electrified by the Preview in a New York
theatre of Grace Kelly’s new M-G-M picture "THE SWAN'*
—The Love Story Of A Princess. This magnificent produc¬
tion in CinemaScope and Color co-stars Alec Guinness
and Louis Jourdan.

VEGAS HITS JACKPOT!
Everything predicted at the Nationwide Theatre Previews
for the CinemaScope-Color "MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS'*
came true as M-G-M's Gold Mine of Entertainment had its
gala Premiere at the Astor, N.Y. Starring Dan Dailey, Cyd
Charisse with a big cast.

"TRIBUTE” TO BOX-OFFICE!
James Cagney's honors, including Academy Nomination
and mag|zine awards, are enhanced by his great performance
in M-G-M's CinemaScope-Color "TRIBUTE TO A BAD
MAN.'* A Big production, filmed in Colorado, it has guts
and a May-Septeinber romance that lift it to the Western
skies. Film Row interest predicts sure-fire, box-office action!

GABY” IS GREAT!
In the tradition of the screen's most famous stories of young
love, M-G-M's "GABY” in CinemaScope and Color gives
Leslie Caron her biggest starring opportunity and John
Kerr of the stage's famed "Tea and Sympathy” his first smash
success. Chance romantic meeting of soldier and dancer,
their separation and reunion. A drama that's MONEY.

MANY

Tops in Academy Nominations!

HONORS

M-G-M Sweeps Lpok Awards!

FOR

M-G-M Gets Red book Award!

M-G-M I

M-G-M got 31, leading all com¬
panies, with 5 alone for "I’LL CRY TOMORROW.”
More "Best Pictures” than any
company, including "I'LL CRY TOMORROW.”
Redbook Award annual Silver
Cup to M-G-M for leading the industry in product. Including
"I'LL CRY TOMORROW.”

M-G-M Tops Film bdily’s "10 Best”!
panies with Four!

M-G-M leads all com¬

Film Reviews
Continued from page < ir, ■ 'n'<~i

The Stool Jangle
ulath>n, but the freshness of the
casting is a help. Lopez, married
to the expectant Missj Garland, is
a smalltime bookie royal to the
syndicate. This loyalty has him
going to prison rather than spill
what he knows, even though his
wife needs him at home.
Re¬
mainder of the plot deals with how
he gets himself straightened 9 lit
and learns the bookie combine
holds no loyalties except to itself.
Some prison fight scenes de¬
velop the proper suspense feel and
the 86 minutes of footage is fairly
well paced through the unfoldment.
even
though
Doniger’s
scripting doesn’t always hold wa¬
ter, Walter Abel plays the warden
for moderate • results and Ted de
Corsia is the menace as the com¬
bine head who rules his bookies
from behind prison bars. Kenneth
Tobey fares well as the prison psy' chiati'ist and Allison Hayes shows
up nicely in a small spot. Gregory
Walcott, a crooked guard; Leo
Gordon. Kay Kuter, Bob Steele
and Ralph Moody are among
others with formula characters to
Play,
Lensing, editing, scoring and
other technical points are made
satisfactorily for budget.
Brog.
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The Creature Walks
Among Us
Third time around for U’s
amphibious monster, the Gill
Man.
Exploiteer offering.
Hollywood, March 13.
Universal release of William Alland
production. Stars Jeff Morrow, Rex Rea¬
son,
Leigh Snowden;
features
Gregg
Palmer, Maurice Manson, James Hawley.
Directed by John Sherwood. Screenplay,
Arthur Ross; camera, Maury Gertsman;
special photography, Clifford Stine; edi¬
tor.
Edward
Curtiss;
music,
Joseph
Gcrshenson. Previewed March 1, '56. Run¬
ning lime, 78 MINS.
„„ ,, '
Dr. William Barton .
Jeff Morrow
Dr. Thomas Morgan . Rex Reason
Marcia Barton . Leigh Snowden
Jed Grant .
Gregg Palmer
Dr. Borg . Maurice Manson
Dr. Johnson . James Rawley
Captain Stanley . David McMahon
Mortcno . .,faul
‘?.rr<?
Mrs. Morteno . Lillian Molicri
State Trooper . Larry Hudson
Steward . Frank Chase
Creature . Don Megowan
and Rico Browning

assigned to truck driving duties
for the Japs, and over a shared
cigaret and an exchange of minor
confidence, a bond develops be¬
tween Virginia McKenna and Peter
Finch.
He was formerly a cattle
farmer in a district known as Alice
Springs and he paints a picture of
his home town which captures
Miss McKenna’s imagination.
After one meeting he promises
them chicken for the next day’s
lunch and when he’s charged with
stealing the bird, the Jap officer
orders him to be crucified. The
order, however, is not fully canned
out and after several hours nailed
to a tree he is taken away and
sent to hospital. Some years later
at the end of the war, Miss Mc¬
Kenna hears that he survived the
ordeal and follows him to Alice
Springs for the inevitable reunion.
The subject matter is necessarily
grim, but wherever possible the
script and Jack Lee’s direction en¬
deavor to infuse a touch of lighter
relief. The focus, however, is al¬
most constantly on the trials of the
women and children as they fight
against famine and disease. Mainly,
their Japanese conquerors are por¬
trayed unsympathetically; only the
guard who escorts them is shown
to have human instincts.
From a technical standpoint, the
film is beyond reproach. The act¬
ing is on a consistently high level,
the direction is smooth and the
camerawork is firstclass. In a big
cast, in addition to the stars, there
are tender performances by Marie
Lohr, Renee Houston, Joan Ander¬
son and Maureen Swanson.

Private’s Progress
. (BRITISH)
Life In the British army circa
1942, depicted in lighthearted
vein.
London, March 6.
British Lion release of a Charter Film
(Boulting
Brothers)
production.
Stars
Richard
Attenborough,
Dennis
Price,
Terry-Thomas and Ian Carmichael. Di¬
rected by John Boulting,
Screenplay,
Frank Harvey, John Boulting; camera,
Eric Cross; editor, Anthony Harvey; mu¬
sic, John Addison.
At Rialto Theatre,
London. Running time, 102 MINS.
Cox .Richard Attenborough
Bertram Tracepurcel .Dennis Price
Major Hitchcock .Terry-Thomas
Stanley Windrush
Ian Carmichael
Egan .
Peter Jones
Sgt. Sutton .AVilliam Hartnell
Capt. Bootle ..
.Thorley Walters
Prudence Greenslade . Jill Adams
Private Horrocks
..
Ian Bannen
Private George Blake ... .Victor JVIaddern
Private Dai Jones .Kenneth Griffiths
Sgt.-Maj. Gradwick
. John barren
Padre . George Coulouris
Pat .Derrick De Marney
Gerald .David King-Wood
Windrush Senior .Miles Malleson

porters are in the outer ■ party.
There are ministries of Love and
Thought, anti-sex leagues and rec¬
ord divisions where the speeches
of the great are rewritten from
time to time to suit the needs of
contemporary events. The story is
built around the illegal romance
of two members of the outer party,
Edmund O’Brien and Jan Sterling;
they meet furtively, join the under¬
ground headed by Michael Red¬
grave (a big shot of the inner
party) and are eventually caught
and put through a brain-washing
process.
Orwell’s picture of the ultimate
in totalitarian ruthlessness is faith¬
fully presented. Television “eyes”
keep a day and night watch on
party members in their homeland
tv screens are to be found every¬
where, blurting out the latest re¬
ports on the endless wars with
rival powers. The city is plastered
with pesters warning that “Big
Brother is watching you” and with
slogans that “war is peace” and
“freedom 'is slavery.” The atmo¬
sphere throughout is chilling ard
forbidding. As
Orwell, saw i\
there is no brave,, new world ahead.
The characters are dressed in
drab
party uniforms
and .are
obliged to participate in compul¬
sory two-minute “hate” sessions,
as well as in organized hate weeks.
With such an atmosphere, it is a
welcome relief to have the tender
exchanges between 03rien and
Jan Sterling. Their'eventual mur¬
der by party guards brings the pic¬
ture to an inconclusive end.
Redgrave’s portrayal of the top
party man is in his usual polished
style, David Kossoff contributes a
neat twist as a junk shop man who
is actually in the pay of the
thought police. Mervyn Johns and
Ronan O’Casey, as two party mem¬
bers who are purged by Big
Brother, and Carol Wolveridge, as
a member of a kids’ espionage
group, are best of the competent
support. Michael Anderson has
directed the piece officially and
technical credits are up to stand¬
ard. *
Myro.

As a lighthearted satire on Brit¬
ish army life during the last war,
“Private’s Progress” has moments
of sheer joy based on real authen¬
Universal’s Gill Man, an amphib¬
ticity. But it is not content to rest
ious monster twice seen before tin
3-D), is back for another session of
on satire alone and introduces an
unreal
melodramatic
adventure
chills and thrills for the program
exploitation market. To get “the
which fobs the story of much of
monster on land, the plot has him
its charm. In its present form it
Should get by adequately enough
captured by a scientific expedition
in the home market; overseas pros¬
headed by Jeff Morrow, Rex Rea¬
pects, particularly in America, are
son, Gregg Palmer and Leigh
little more than modest.
Snowden. During the capture the
Up to the point where they con¬
creature’s scales and gills are de¬
Myro.
Singing in the Dark
fine themselves to situation come¬
stroyed by fire but the clever
(SONGS)
dy, the Boulting Brothers rarely
medicos discover he has a land
miss. But they obviously felt there
animal’s lung structure so a quick
Don Jnan
Moishe Oysher-Joey Adams in
must be some point to the plot and.)
tracheotomy is performed and the
(AUSTRIAN—COLOR)
modest entry for biff city
they’ve added an adventure tail¬
sea monster is evoluted into an
nabes.
piece in which a War Office briga¬
air-breathing thing.
Things are
So-so telescoping of Mozart’s
dier invades enemy territory to
going along fairly well until Mor¬
'Don
Giovanni’
with
ballet
Budsam Distributing Co. release of
bring back valuable art treasures
added. Okay for some U.S.
A. N. O. (Joey Adams) production. Stars row gets jealous of Palmer’s atten¬
to Britain.
Moishe
Oysher
and
Adams;
features tions to his wife, Miss .Snowden,
arties.
Phyllis Hill, Lawrence Tierney. Directed
The basic comedy, however, de¬
and kills the rival, wounding the
by Max Nosseck. Screenplay, Aben KanThe latter es¬
Times Films release of Akkord Film rives from the depiction of, the
del, Ann Hood, Stephen Kandel, from creature as well.
story by Aben Kandel based on idea by capes and is last seen heading for production Stars Cesare Danova, Jose£_ typical misfit into the army way
Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand; features Hans
Oyslier and Nosseck; camera, Boris Kauf¬
von Borsody, Lotte Tobisch, Jean Vinci, of life. Ian Carmichael is shown
man; editors. ' Leonard Anderson, Marc the Pacific Ocean.
Sorkin. At Midtown, Ascot and St. Mark’s
The scripting by Arthur Ross is Marianne Schoenauer, Fred* Hennings, as the earnest University student
Senta Wengraf. Directed by H. W. KolmTheatres, N.Y., week of March 7, ’56.
shadowy irt detailing some of the Veltee. Adaptation by Veltee, Prof. who interrupts his studies to join
Running time, 84 MINS.
the forces. He is a lamentable
Leo . Moishe Oysher human relations and motivations Alfred Uhl, Ernest Hfenthaler; camera
Si Tous Les Gars Du
Joey Napoleon . Joey Adams but still holds together sufficiently (Agfa color), Willy Sohm-Hannes Fuchs; failure in training, fails his officer’s
choreography, Dia sLuca. Sung by mem¬ cadet course and then is wheedled
Monde • • .
Ruth . . Phyllis Hill
Biff . Lawrence .Tierney in keeping interest centered on the bers of the Vienna State Opera. Danced
(If All The Guys In The World)
Lull . Kay Medford main character.
The trouping of by the Opera Ballet. Previewed in N.Y.^ into the worst habits of the army
Feb. 22, ’56. Running time, 89 MINS.
(FRENCH)
Barry . Mickey Knox
private.
the lead foursome, as well as that
This Actors
Larry . Dave Starr
Paris, March 6.
Many weaknesses of the yarn are
Fran .
Cindy Heller by Maurice Manson, James Rawley Don Giovanni . Cesare Danova
Cinedis release of Ariane-Filmsonnrsurmounted
by
the
-allround
per¬
Leporello
.
Josef
Meinrad
M’Sieu La Fontaine . A1 Kelly and others, comes off acceptably
Zerlina . Evelyne Cormand formances of the cast. Carmichael Francinex production..' Directed by ChrisDr. Neumann . Henry Sharpe
enough
for
this
type
of
show
under
tian-Jaque.
Screenplay,
Jacques Rem.v;
Masetto
.Hans
von
Borsody
Stan . Stan Hoffman
. Lotte Tobisch has the biggest single role and does adaptation, H. G. Clouzot, Jean Ferry.
Refugee .
Paul Andor- John Sherwood’s direction.
Don Donna Elvira
Richard Atten¬ Jaque; camera, Armand Thlrard; editor,
Jean Vinci remarkably well.
Thug . Abe Simon Megowan does the creature on Don Ottavio ..
Donna Anna .Marianne Schoenauer
Jacques Desagneaux; music,. Georges. Van
land while Ricou Browning is Commendatore . Fred Hennings borough is in confident mood as Parys. With Andre Valmy, Jean Gaven.
Rise of a onetime' Nazi concen¬ seen in the underwater shots.
Elvira’s maid . Senta Wengraf a private Who soon gets to know Marc Cassot, Georges Poujouly, DoudouSingers
tration camp inmate from wartime
his way around.
Dennis Price Babet.
Helene
Perdriere,
Jean-Louis
The William Alland production Don Giovanni The
. Alfred 'Poell
misery to happiness through a new goes in for quite a bit of under¬ Leporello .
gives a smooth study as the brig¬ Trigntignant. At the Paris, Paris. Run¬
Harald Progelhof
life in America is haphazardly un¬ water footage in the earlier se¬ Zerline . Annie Felbermayer adier and Terry-Thomas contri¬ ning time, 110 MINS.
reeled in “Singing in the Dark.” A quences'during the hunt for the Masetto . Walter Berry butes an amusing- cameo of an Captain . Andre Valmy
Donna Elvira . Hanna Loeser
Joos
. Jean Gaven
modest entry, it has little b.o. creature.
Miss Snowden is the Don Ottavio.Hugo Meyer-Welfing army major. Only femme role of
. Doudou-Babet
potential aside from minor pros¬ beauty among the male beasts in Donna Anna . Annie Felbermayer any . note is gracefully filled by Mohamed
Mate ... Marc Cassot
Commendatore . Gottleb Frick Jill Adams. Expert British players
pects in metropolitan area nabe these.
Wife ... 1.Helene Perdiere
Lensing by Maury Gerts¬
(In
German—English
Subtitles)'
houses.
In those sites name of man and special photography by
take good care of the supporting Jean . Jean-Louis Trignignant
co-star Moishe Oysher, vet of the Clifford Stine head the competent
parts. Technical credits are up to Cabin boy ...». Georges Poujouly
Somewhere along the line in standard.
Yiddish theatre, will help.
His technical credits.
Myro.
Brog.
marquee
partner,
comic
Joey
“Don Juan,” director H. W. KolmThread of this film uses the
Adams, may also generate biz at
Veltee should have made Up. his
dedicated work of a group of radio
1984
. the wicket in sectors where he’s
A Town Like Alice
mind whether he wanted to have
hams to get needed serum to a
(BRITISH)
known.
(BRITISH)
Mozart in his film or not. He
fishing boat' (off . the banks of
Although the story is credited to
George Orwell’s glimpse into
. Aben Kandel, longtime toiler in
failed to do. this, and the result is
Norway) whose crew has been
Picturization .of incident from
the future emerges as a grim,
Hollywood’s script mill, it does not
something of a handsome hodge¬
last war when Jap conquerors
poisoned by bad meat. Call for help
depressing
picture;
obvious
emerge with the clarity and polish
podge that serves as a dim re¬
forced British women and chil¬
is picked up by an amateur opera¬
marquee values, but subject
that one would expect from such a
minder that once there was a
dren to march across Malaya;
will demand special promotion.
tor in Africa who gets in touch
writer.
For he, along with felcharming opera called “Don Gio¬
spotty returns.
low
scripters
Ann
Hood
and
vanni.”
with one in Paris. Then the serum
London, March 6.
Stephen Kandel, has whipped up
goes through Germany, the Rus¬
London, March 6.
“Don Juan,” acted out by one
Associated
British-Pathe
release
of
a
Rank. production and release. Stars cast and sung by another, undoubt¬
a curious screenplay that at times
sian Zone, Norway and finally to
Holiday (N. Peter Rathvon) production.
borders on the inane.
Oysher, Virginia McKenna and Peter Finch. Di¬ edly represents a considerable in¬ Stars
Michael
Redgrave,
Edmund the dying crew members. Suspense
rected by Jack Lee. Screenplay, W. P.
after surviving a Hitler camp, is Lipscomb and Richard Mason; camera. vestment and in its more spec¬ O’Brien and Jan Sterling. Directed by-,Us whipped up, but the film is
Michael Anderson. Screenplay, William
Unsworth;
editor,
Sidney
• troubled with amnesia but man¬ Geoffrey
primarily sketchy and lack of char¬
Havers; music, Matyas Seiber. At Odeon tacular moments carries with it P. Templeton and Ralph Bettinson; cam¬
ages to succeed in the U. S. as a Theatre.
Leicester Square, London. Run¬ considerable visual impact. On the era, C. Pennington Richards; editor. Bill acterization throws the brunt of
Lewthwaite; music, Malcolm Arnold. At
hotel clerk, nitery singer and ning time, 117 MINS.
whole, it’s a disappointing film Warner Theatre, London. Running time, appeal on the chase aspects. This
Jean Paget . Virginia McKenna
eventually a cantor.
is well maintained. Pic shapes as
Joe Harman . Peter Finch that’s neither here nor there and 90 MINS.
His ability as a vocalist Is dis¬ Japanese Sergeant . Takagi will need some concentrated sell¬ O’Connor . Michael Redgrave an off beater of .interest for special
covered by chance by Adams, a Captain Sugaya .Tran Van Khe ing even in the arties since it is, Winston Smith . Edmund O’Brien spotting in the U.S.
Julia . Jan Sterling
Miss
Horscfall
.
Jean
Anderson
“Broadway chiseler” who takes
Shipping boat is French and the
Mrs. Dudley Frost . Marie Lohr in a manner of speaking, neither Junk Shop Owner....David Kossoff
him under his wing. Oysher’s Ellen . Maureen Swanson fish nor fowl; neither opera nor Jones. Mervyn Johns crew a rugged group of Normans
.
Donald Pleasence
voice, it seems, pours forth only Ebbey . Renee Houston action-romance. Apart from that, Parsons
Selina Parsons . . Carol Wolveridge who have taken on an Arab this
Airs. Frith . Nora Nicholson
when stimulated by liquor, hence Mrs. Holland . John Fabian the sound recording isn’t up to Outer Party Announcer... .Ernest Clark trip. The sickness sets off feeling
Inner Party Official. Patrick Allen
the phrasing of a Variety review Ben . Vincent Ball snuff.
against the Arab. Film deftly .fills
Rutherford .
Ronan O’Casey
of his performance as “Leo Drinko British Sergeant .......... Tim Turner
Story of “Don Juan,” essentially Outer Party Orators.Michael Ripper, out the attempts of the various
Captain Yanata ..Vu Ngoc Tuan
Singo Soeko.’’
Sandwiched in the Captain Takata .. Yamada following the opera yarn, needs no
Ewen Solon hams all over the world to bring
Prisoner
.
Kenneth
Griffiths
footage before Oysher beepmes a Captain Nishi . Nakanishi retelling. In the lead role, Cesare
aid to people they do not know.
Sergeant .. Ikeda
cantor are a number of situations KemDtei
Here
the cumulative effect is
Solicitor . Geoffrey Keen Danova cuts a handsome figure,
A sinister glimpse of the future
and routines reminiscent of bur¬
cheapened somewhat by dragging
but goes in for some excessive pos¬
lesque blackouts.
A reconstruction of a true epi¬ turing. Alfred Poell does, the sing¬ as envisaged by George Orwell, in obvious effects to try to build
Oysher’s thesping is much to be sode in the last war but using fic¬ ing and his “Reich mir die Hand, “1984” is a grim, depressing pic¬ up,, a suspense which should have
desired but his singing voice manr titious characters, “A Town Like mein Leben” is a delight.
ture. It has little entertainment been inherent in the very nature
ages to rise above the mediocrity Alice” can best be described as a
of the drama. Serum gets into the
In the smaller parts, Josef Mein¬
of the material handed him.
As worthy picture made more with an rad is a comic Leporello; Evelyne value in the accepted sense of the Russian Zone into which an Ameri¬
for Adams, he seems more at home eye on prestige than the boxoffice. Cormand a pretty Zerlina and word, but it has a distinct curios¬ can soldier, alerted by a buddy
on a nitery floor than before the In good class situations, it should Lotte Tobisch a commanding and ity value which can be sparked by who is the boyfriend of the daugh¬
^ cameras. Among other players in- do fairly well, but generally speak¬ sorrowful Donna Elvira.
carefully
planned
promotional ter of the German amateur radio
^ volved in this low-budgeter are ing, can only hope for spotty re¬
man, goes to reclaim it from a
Among the biggest assets of the campaigns.
■ Phyllis Hill, who portrays Oysher’s turns.
picture is its Agfa color lensing.
A' BBC« teleplay of the book a ■ Polish airline stewardess. He is
W romantic interest with a wistful
Filmed largely on location in Tint effects are dramatic, particu¬ couple of seasons back provoked a picked up by the Russians, but on
touch; Lawrence Tierney, tough Malaya and Australia, story is larly in the final scene when the horror reaction from the press, confirmation about the need for
bookie to whom Adams is in hock; based on Neville Shute’s novel of mad Don Juan perishes in the and a "repeat performance effec¬ the serum, the Russians rush it
A1 Kelly, who does his famed the same name. Film describes flames. Fencing bit looks staged tively emptied picture theatres. to the French.
doubletalk routine; Kay Medford, how a handful of women and chil¬ but has some excitement. Party There is considerable doubt, how¬
All turns out well as the Arab
cast as a nitery op, and Cindy dren were forced-marched through sequence incuding the dancing, as ever, whether the film version will sailor swims out to reclaim the
Heller, as a moll who’s pleasant to Malaya at the hands of the Jap¬ well as the final ballet, are done operate in a reverse trend. The dropped serum and all are saved.
look at.
anese. For months on end they in good taste, and here again the production has substantial mar¬ The theme of human solidarity is
Rambling script and meagre tramped from one camp to an¬ vivid Agfa color hues are a help. quee strength, but the b.o. lure of commendable but needs a more
production values appear to be too other, through swamp and storm,
Kolm-Velteers direction seems the stars could be negatived by the direct and'sober treatment. How¬
much of a hurdle for Max Nos- through dust and heat. Many died handicapped by the confusion of subject-matter and word-of-mouth. ever, director Christian-Jaque has
seck’s direction to jump. Boris on the roadside, but the few sur¬ purposes but comes up with some
The action takes place after the kept this moving1 with the good
Kaufman’s lensing is adequate but vivors eventually found refuge in good effects. Costumes are hand¬ first atomic war, with the world chase melodramatic. Playing by
editing of Leonard Anderson and a village after their guard had some and some massive sets are divided into three major powers. a nameless cast is good and tech¬
Marc Sorkin is rather choppy. succumbed.
y
used for scope. Film is aimed London, the setting for the st.ory, nical credits are fine. This shapes
Film, incidentally, makes liberal
During the period of their cross¬ obviously
below
the
highbrow is the capital of Oceania and is as a heavily exploitable pic, and
use of stock shots and at 84 min¬ country march the women and kids level, but lands shy of its target. run by a ruthless Regime, the will have its chances on the U.S.
utes the footage is overlong.
are befriended by a couple of Aus¬ Herman Weinberg’s titles keep heads of which, are members of market via its theme and treat¬
Gilb.
tralian P.O.W.’s who have been pace with the German.
Hift.
Mosk.j
the inner party while their sup- ment.
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Film Stock Insider Buys & Sales

WCTUKES

‘ALEXANDER THE GREAT'
BALLY PLENTY EARLY
Minneapolis, March 13.
In line with the planned all-out
exploitation campaign of United
Artists’ exploiteer-in-chief Mori
Krushen, “Alexander the Great"
has gotten one of the biggest ia&
in-advance ballyhoo campaigns of
recent times. “Alexander” won’t
possibly open before May or June
in this territory and no firstrun
deal has yet been closed.
Close on the heels of the visit
here of Dave Ballard, “the world’s
biggest press agent,” in its interest,
Ramsey Ames of Madrid, Spain, a
member of the cast, was in town
escorted by United Artists exploiteer Ward Bpntley.
Miss Ames garnered an unusual¬
ly large number of newspaper,
radio and tv interviews during a
three-day visit, appeared before
numerous organizations and was
introduced between halves before
a crowd of 9,000 at Minneapolis
Lakers professional league basket¬
ball game and took advantage of
the occasion to plug the film.
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Screen Writers’ Awards
2 Collaborations Get Special Undated Achievement

Washington, March 13.
Laurel—Jessel Toastmaster—Skits Spoof H'wood
Sales of AB-PT common stock by five officials of the company
marked a busy month of “insider trading” by motion picture indus¬
try biggies. Securities & Exchange Commission has just released
its report for the month Jan. 11-Feb. 10.
Hollywood, March 13.
Late Walter W. Gross sold 2,500 shares of AB-PT common retaining
Frank Nugent and Joshua Logan
10,100. Edward L. Hyman divested 2,500, keeping 10,000. Robert H.
won the award for best written
O’Brien sold 7,000 but retained 5,600. Simon B. Siegel divested 2,000,
American comedy for their screen¬
Atlanta, March 13.
leaving him 3,100. Robert M. Weitman unloaded 6,500, keeping
Although a poorly-guarded secret, play of “Mister Roberts” (WB)
6,033.
local newspapers waited the offi¬ frem a play by Thomas Heggen
Jack Warner added 1,100 WB common, building up his holding to
cial handout that the Roxy here and Logan; Paddy Chayefsky won
298,999 shares. He also has 13,400 in a trust account. Maj. Albert
was being remodelled to house Cin¬ the nod for the best written Amer¬
Warner added 1,000 shares; he now owns 166,000, plus 32,700 in a
erama. The news the newsmen ican drama for his screenplaying
trust account.
passed by was dropped by Mayor of “Marty” (Hecht-Lancaster, UA)
Y: Frank Freeman upped his bundle of Paramount Pictures common
William B. Hartsfield at a luncheon. from his own teleplay; and Daniel
to 3,100 shares, via purchase of 1,000. E. G. Rhoden'added another
Some $140,000 is being spent, Fuchs and Isobel Lennart won the
1,000 shares of National Theatres. He now holds 36,800 in his own
1,000 seats on main floor removed award for the best written Ameri¬
name, and 47,525 in holding companies.
for
the three-booth setup, leaving can musical, for their screenplay
Steve Broidy acquired an extra 9,500 shares of Allied Artists com¬
the house capacity at 1,500, Ad¬ of “Love Me Or Leave Me”
mon, under the company’s. stock purchase plan, for a total of 60 218
vertising campaign for the April (Metro), from a story by Fuchs—
shares. Harold J. Mirisch bought 12,000 shares undjer the stock pur¬
2 opening will sweep a 500-mile the awards being presented at the
chase plan. This gives him 40,440.
Screen Writers’ eighth annual
arc.
Abraham Montague divested 100 shares of Columbia common re¬
Here to supervise opening is awards dinner Thursday night be¬
taining 9,506. Jerry Wald added 100, and now holds 368 Edgar J
fore
950 industryites in the grand
Zeb Epstein, Southeastern Division
Mannix reported belatedly that he unloaded his 3,000 shares of com¬
ballroom of the Beverly Hilton
manager for Cinerama. Also on hotel.
mon in Loew’s Inc. in two transcastions, in 1954 and last year
scene is Edward Howe, Roxy’s man¬
Albert A. List reported making a gift of 20,000 shares of RKO
In addition, writing teams of
aging director and publicity and ad¬
Theatres common. He still owns 510,053. Donald T. Yates acquired
and Albert
vertising
manager; Duke Harris, Frances Goodrich
another 125 shares of Republic Pictures common; he owns 3,130 in his
Hackett,
and Julius J. Epstein and
formerly with Loew’s, who will
own name and 196,536 in his Tonrud, Inc.
the late Philip G. Epstein tied for
manage
house.
Treasurer
is
Miss
Preston Davie picked up 100 shares of Universal Pictures common
Genevieve Daly, who transferred the Laurel Award for Achieve¬
and now owns 109 shares. Robert Lehman sold 1,000 20th-Fox com¬
ment, so both’teams were awarded
from St. Louis Cinerama.
mon, but still owns 20,000.
Proceeds of premierel will go to the Laurel—given to the screen¬
Harry Brandt purchased 200 shares of Trans-Lux common for an
writer who over a period of years
Atlanta
Symphony
Guild.
H. Brandt Foundation. His G. Brandt Foundation bought 2,000 sold
has made outstanding contribu¬
I, 000 and wound up with 1,000. Brandt also owns 125,215 in his own" Five-point, program on how the¬
tions to his industry and profes¬
name; 17,000 in his wife’s name; and 200 shares in a holding company atres can work with hometown
sion
and has advanced the litera¬
newspapers is presented by Dave
ture of the motion picture. It was
Jones
of Kerasotes
Theatres,
the
first
time in the history of
Springfield, Ill., in the first issued
the guild that there has been a tie
of Theatre Owners of America’s
for the Laurel Award, and prexy
Business Builders.
Dan Taradash explained the board,
Pointing to the importance of
/
which selects winners for this
newspapers as an outlet for theatre
The Hecht-Lancaster production achievement, could not break the
Figures as $30.25 for Each $1,000 of Salary Earned news and advertising as demon¬ of “Marty” gathered more kudos deadlock ' so voted both teams
strated by the discontinuance of last week when the film critics' cir¬ should receive it.
Detroit papers because of a recent cle of New York’s foreign language
Per Employe, 1951-1955*
Appearing the day before he was
strike, Jones lists the following press named it the best picture of
suggestions for developing the 1955. Ernest Borgnine was tabbed due to open in a Flatbush cafe in
deepest
Brooklyn, George Jessel
Rochester, March 13.
proper relationship between the as the year’s best actor, HechtEastman Kodak Co. employees
Lancaster as the best producers, struck a serious note, declaring that
theatre and the newspaper:
writers’
“hearts
and minds must
in the U.S. will share a wage1 divi¬
(1) Make you contact “at the Paddy Chayefsky as best writer not be stunted and dwarfed by ab¬
dend estimated to be $32,100,000
and Delbert Mann as best director.
top” with the publisher first.
surd
censorship”
but
expressed the
or the largest distribution by the ,
All for connection with “Marty.”
Minneapolis, March 13.
(2) Establishing your contacts
opinion that conditions were ac¬
company to date. The actual dis¬
Martin Lebedoff, who operates
Presentation of the awards was tually improved. v“Your minds are
tribution will be made today two neighborhood theatres in this With the editor and advertising
(Tues.). This wage dividend plan area, is achieving a good payoff manager of the paper so that you made Sunday (11) over WNYC, not tied down as they were be¬
was voted by Kodak directors last from special. attention he’s giving are a “person” rather than just a N. Y., with Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt fore. It is better now, and that's
as the guest speaker.
“theatre name.”
why pictures are better.”
November.
to schools and other approaches
Foreign press critics picked the
Under this, about 50,900 eligible to the youngsters.
(3) Use the news columns when¬
Added Jessel: “I am particularly
I Italian “Umberto D” as the year’s proud that in the last three years,
persons are receiving $30.25 for
ever
possible—when
you
install
Whenever
he
has
product
each $1,000 they earned at Kodak deemed particularly suitable for new equipment, decorate, remodel, | outstanding foreign language film I’ve lived by my pen. With the ex¬
during the five years, 1951-55. A children, Lebedoff advises local have a club meeting, farm machin¬ and “The Prisoner” as the best ception of a few personal journeys
year ago the total dividend pay¬ teachers and community groups ery film demonstration, cooking British picture.
on the electronic pushcart—I meanAnna Magnani emerged as best television—I’ve earned my liveli¬
ment in the U.S. amount to about and they, in turn, encourage mop¬ school, etc.
actress for her work in “Rose Tat¬
$28,300,000 at a rate of $28.75 per'1 pet attendance at his' houses. Ex(4) When you run a promotion too.” Ballots for the poll were hood by writing, and by speaking
$1,000 earned at Kodak during the hib makes it a point of planning such as Ten Best Pictures or Audi¬
throughout the world the words I
five-year period of 1950-54. This many special shows for the juve¬ ence Awards Poll, include the compiled from the film editors of have written on paper.”
26 dailies and 43 weeklies, pub¬
was the previous high payment.
Show for the occasion produced
niles, and this is a policy endorsed newspaper, as co-sponsor and you lished in 19 different languages in
The wage divvy plan, started 44 by school authorities.
will get better cooperation.
and staged by Edmund Hartman
the N. Y. metropolitan area.
years ago, recognizes the part that
before the award presentation was
(5) Be sure the editor-publisher
Eastman Kodak people have played
generally regarded by the SRO
has a season pass to your theatre.
in the prosperity of the company.
crowd as one of the best. Satirical i
(6) Cooperate with the classified
Thq wage dividend is paid in ad¬
in
vein, the various skits poked "
ad department with qn exchange of
dition to regular wages and has no
some fun at Hollywood and some
space for tickets to entice new ads
effect on wage rates. Eastman men
of
the
film industry leaders who
or readers of ads already in the
and women who left for active
were.present. The highlight of the
paper.
Boston, March 13.
duty with the Armed Forces dur¬
night
was
a filmed satire a la
(7) Work out an- arrangement
More space for film and legit
ing 1955 will receive the wage
with the paper for carrier boys. critic Alta Maloney in the Boston “Dragnet,” in which Don Hartman
Minneapolis, March 13.
divvy if otherwise eligible.
suddenly appeared to unveil hid¬
Trade circles here are struck Many papers give their carrier a Traveler and increased coverage den talents as an actor. Sgt. Joe
“show ticket” for good jobs.
of films Is upcoming under new Friday (Jack Webb) and his part¬
by manner in which independent
(8) Tie-in with the paper when policy set this week by newly in¬
VOLKS FILE APPEAL
loop exhibitors are grabbing off so sponsoring a summer children's stalled managing editor Hal Clan¬ ner (Ben Alexander) have arrested
Hartman, charging him with steal¬
Will Argue Trial Judge ‘Wholly many of the recent top boxoffice matinee series.
cy, former executive editor, who ing a plaque from Dore Schary.
(9) Whenever possible invite the took over with retirement of Wil¬ First Hartman denies it. but when
Wrong in All Respects’
pictures for local first-runs. This
is despite the fact these exhibi¬ editor to any special preview or liam G. Gavin. Several other he’s caught plaque-handed, he
Minneapolis, March 13.
tors are competing with United appearance of a film personality in changes in personnel, and in edi¬ cries crocodile tears as he con¬
Lee Loevinger, counsel for the Paramount' Theatres (Minnesota your town or sponsor • his trip to torial makeup, are in the works.
fesses he did it because Schary
Volk Bros., is filing an appeal to Amusement Co.) and RKO Thea¬ take him to any such event in a
One of the biggest expansions won 87 awards last year, compared
the Federal circuit court of appeals tres which have more, and larger, nearby larger city.
will be the amusement section, to his 86.
from Federal district court Judge downtown theatres.
which Clancy said, will be upped
G. H. Nordbye’s decision denying
100%. Paper has used Hcdda Hop¬
Although Paramount has three
Volk’s Terrace earlier than 28-day local loop first-run theatres, includ¬
per, but not on amusement page. U’s Island Earth’’Hailed
clearance now shared with a num¬ ing 4,100 and 2,300-seaters, and
Space is and remains problem,
ber of other houses.
As Best Sound-Edited
Clancy said, but he feels film cov¬
RKO two, one of which is the
In the decision following a 2,800-seat Orpheum, Ted Mann
erage should be heavier, also legit
Hollywood, March 13.
lengthy trial, the judge also re¬ with his single 400-seat World got
and amusements generally.
Toronto, March 13.
Motion Picture Sound Editors
fused the plaintiffs any monetary UA’s “The Man With the Golden
Action is in keeping with the ballotted Universal’s “This Island
Strong participation on the part
damages for alleged clearance dis¬ Arm” and Paramount’s own “The of the public and excellent coop¬ campaign conducted for the past
crimination, although approximate¬ Rose Tattoo” within recent weeks. eration from the press is reported several years by Mori Krushen, Earth” as the best sound-edited
feature film for 1955, with plaques
ly $4,000,000 had been asked.
And another likely boxoffice ace, for the Oscar contests being con¬ United Artists exploitation chief in
Loevinger reveals that his- ap¬ Metro’s “Meet Me in Las Vegas,” ducted throughout Canada by the Manhattan. Here in Boston and in going to editors Patrick > McCor¬
peal will be based on the conten¬ goes into Bennie Berger’s 1,000- public relations committee of the key cities throughout U. S. mack and Ed Luckey and producer
William Alland.
tion that in its decision “the court seat Gopher.
Motion Picture Industry Council of Krushen has propagandized pub¬
Best sound editing award in telewas wholly wrong in all respects”
lishers and editors on neglect of
In St. Paul, Mann gets “The Man Canada.
sion (first time organization has
and that its rulings are counter to With the Golden Arm,” “I’ll Cry
Contest is based on the results films, an all-out believer in news¬ turned to this fieLd) went to “Las¬
the various courts’ findings in the Tomorrow” and “The Rose Tat¬ of the Academy awards due to be print.
Paramount consent decree matter too” for his 600-seat World. Para¬ announced March 21.
The Traveler, afternoon, has sie” teleseries, editor Joe Kavigan
Canadian
which Judge Nordbye held did not mount has two and RKO one down¬ theatregoers are asked to vote for been running between a page and and producer Robert Maxwell.
apply in this case.
Dore Schary’s documentary short,
a
page
and one-half of picture, legit
whoever
they
think
will
be
the
town theatre there. All three are
much larger than the World. Mann winner of the eight Academy cate¬ and nitery news and ads, top- “Battle of Gettysburg,” was voted
special
award for its “unique and
heavy
with
ads.
As
an
example,
also has secured the Alec Guinness gories.
According to Charles S. Chaplin, Thurs. (8) issue had almost a solid imaginative use of sound effects.”
“Lady Killer” for a Twin Cities’
page
of
ads,
with
only
screen
time¬
first-run at his local neighborhood committee chairman, a total of 20
newspapers in key cities have table and three one paragraph
“fine arts” Suburban World.
All this is supposedly the re¬ joined the promotion. Merchants stories on it plus a half-page which
</ '/„ J/„;
manufacturers also
have contained a film review, two one|—RADIO tITT MUSIC MALL—> sult of competitive bidding under and
Rockefeller Center
the consent decree or, perhaps, dis¬ pitched in. Each locality is con¬ col and one two-col-cuts for films
WILLIAM HOLDEN k
inclination of distributors to risk ducting the contest on an indi¬ plus three film shorts.
The proposed 100%. increase was
legal action for alleged favoritism vidual basis, with prizes contrib¬
PICNIC
w* KIM NOVAK
in alloting product, or maybe prod¬ uted by local merchants.' In the seen as a necessary step to hold
eu stcriRt ROSALIND RUSSELL
uct "split agreements. At any rate, Toronto area alone, 500,000 ballots the advertising. Copy cuts in other
A Columbia Picture
it’s pointed, the independents are were taken within the first two parts of the paper will be made
L
wimTttmxttKmgKHnwt
to compensate.
weeks of the contest.
getting a good product break.

Cinerama's Atlanta Bow

Tell Theatremen:
Go to Publisher

‘Marty,’ ‘Umberto D,’
‘Prisoner’ Win in N.Y.
Foreign Press Poll

Eastman $32,180,000 Wage Dividend’
__

Courting School Trade

Trade Eyebrows Up As
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Plums Go to Indies

Boston Traveler Expands
Amusement Space 100%

OSCAR-GUESSING IN
20 CANADIAN PAPERS

New York Theatre

The Hollywood
KflKKERBOCKER
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RABIO-TELEVISION

CBS-TV ‘Adventure to Unfold
A New ‘Cine-Graphic Technique
A "revolutionary” film process 4
for tv and bigsCreen, with savings
DIGNIFIED BRA 'SELL'
up to $80,000, will have its pre¬
miere on the 30-minute CBS-TV
Sunday afternoon "Adventure” Peter Pan’s ‘Institutional’ On
Grace-Prince Nuptials
this week (18). Offhand, to the un¬
trained observer as reflected in a
Peter
Pan Foundations is going
"rough” demonstration last week
at New York’s Museum of Natural on a dignity & decorum kick inso¬
far
as
its
ABC Badio sponsorship
History, the creative and technical
headquarters of the educational of the Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier
nuptials
is
concerned. Bra-girdle
show (with museum as participant
out of the web’s public affairs de¬ manufacturer is going to confine
itself
to
institutional
mentions of
partment), it looks to be in the ani¬
mation groove. Actually as defined Peter Pan, according to sales v.p.
Herb
Mayer.
by Jac Venza, producer of this
Mayer said that with three com¬
particular segment for "Adven¬
ture,” it’s "cine-graphic” technique mercials on each broadcast (April
17-19),
the company expects to get
devoid of the usual "stop frame”
gimmick. Process will make a 54,000,000 commercial impressions
(via
an
anticipated 6,000,000 lis¬
strong bid to move in on the ani¬
mation processes in television, as teners). "With this kind of impact,
we
can
afford
to confine ourseives
perhaps in Hollywood as well in
to institutional mentions of Peter
time to come.
Pan. There’s no need to spell out
Venza, originally an artist and to American women 54,000,000
designer, looking for a “bringing to times what our Hidden Treasure
life” of certain areas of telescreen bra or Two-Hue girdle is used for.”
material (sciences, history, the
arts, etc.) that essentially was in
graphic form, made a survey of the
leading animation" studios in the
city. The costs were way out of
reach since "with the need for
good tv commercials and industrial
films there was far more work
available than topflight talent.” A
one-minute blurb, he found, ran
from $6,000 to as high as $12,000
and most of the animation com¬
panies were not interested in stop¬
ping to experiment with a low cost
When Dan Seymour exited
process.
On his prowls, Venza came Young & Rubicam about a year
ago
to join J. Walter Thompson it
across Abe Liss, a top director and
alumni of UPA, who agreed that was anticipated at that time that
Seymour
would ultimately move
an experiment with "live action
camera movement” over graphic into the key tv berth at the agency.
It
happened
week when
material, as opposed to stop-frame JWT, in a move this
toward coordina¬
animation, had "great potentials.” tion of its principal domestic
Made to Order for ‘Hook’
offices, designated.Seymour as di¬
Liss’ enthusiasm was made to rector of tv-radio over the New
order for CBS public affairs di¬ York, Hollywood, Chicago and De¬
rector Irving Gitiin who, last No¬ troit offices.
vember, had asked for a report
Previously these various branches
on the possibilities of "cine-graph¬ had functioned more or less inde¬
ic” that could be effectively pro¬ pendently and even in New York
duced within the financial and time there had never been an overall
limitations of a tv format. Public director per se, with each key tvaffairs had for two years been radio exec supervising his own
"playing with” a short story by account. As such the move is some¬
Walter .Van Tilburg, author of what historic in terms of JWT
"The Ox-Bow Incident,” titled operation.
"Hook,” the story of a hawk.
. Cornwall Jackson continues as
"It was a powerful poetic story manager of the Hollywood setup.
which could not work with filmed Don Thornburn is in charge of the
live hawks' qyen if such rare foot¬ Detroit office. Pete Cavallo has
age could be found,” says Venza. been manager of the Chi setup but
(Story first appeared, incidentally, he’s resigning to join McCannin 1940 in the Atlantic Monthly.) Erickson. No replacement has been
Out of that has come an lSla-min- designated as yet.
ute segment which already is be¬
ing primed for theatrical distribu¬
tion.
As Venza explains it: He and
Liss, with blessing of "Adventure”
producer Charles Romine, in Jan¬
uary began to plan the storyboard
for “Hook” that would include
San Francisco. March 13.
some elements of both tv and ani¬
KNBC is splitting off its FM out¬
mation but would evolve a "visual
terminology” of its own. Though let here from its regular radio
the wings of "Hook” will not move, programming and will broadcast 20
the camera will “fly” for him. With hours a week of longhair music
a carefully planned sequence of starting tomorrow (14) night.
The idea, according to William
camera pans, quick cuts, multiple
exposures and effects, the screen K. McDaniel, general manager of
will always have action. They cre¬ the NBC station, is to see if FM
ated a "motion picture” with yet can start paying its own way.
KNBC is the first NBC outlet try¬
(Continued on page 48)
ing this experiment.
Four hours of music will be aired
from 7 to 11 pm. five nights a
week to start with, and half this
time is already sold, McDaniel said.
The first hour will be devoted to
dinner music—-light classics, con¬
cert pops—and the next two will
be spent of serious, longhair works.
The final hour, -according to Mc¬
"Ballet Ballads” the John-La- Daniel, is being tailored especially
touche-Jerome Moross 1948 legiter. for hi-fi addicts, with very hi-fi
has been tapped as the season’s music and sound platters.
John Grover, who handled the
opener in the Theatre Guild’s
string of six spectaculars next fall Standard (Oil) Symphony Hour
tor ABC-TV. Play, comprising for 15 years, will program and an¬
three choreographic works, was nounce the 20 hours and McDaniel
presented on Broadway under pointed out that if more time can
sponsorship of the American Na¬ be sold, the FM programming will
tional Theatre & Academy, with be expanded.
Heretofore, KNBC-FM simply du¬
Nat Karson producing and direct¬
ing. Guild has just cleared the plicated AM programming.
property and is now setting about
casting and adapting it for televi¬
sion.
Ballads” is the third prop*
Hollywood, March 13.
definitely set by the Guild for
Gracie Fields will star in "The
half-dozen for next season. "Tal
Old Lady Shows Her Medals” on
Giant Step,” the Louis Peter
"U.S. Steel Hour” teleshow May 23.
legiter about a Negro adolesc
Entertainer, who tomorrow
and J, M. Synge’s "Playboy of
(Wed.) winds her current Statler
Western World,” with Julie Ha
Hotel stint locally, first will tour
as a possibility for the lead,
Canadian cities before reporting
the other two.
for tv appearance in N. Y.

Daa Seymour Gets
Directorship Nod
For JWT TV Dept.

Can FM Pay Its Own
Way Divorced From
AM? KNBC Findin’ Out

Guild’s TV Teeoff

Gracie Fields’ Teledrama

USriett

GF’s‘Mighty Mouse’
' General Foods takes on the Sat¬
urday morning CBS-TV "Mighty
Mouse Playhouse” for a skip-week
formation on the celluloid series.
Pact, through Benton & Bowles,
becomes effective April 7. Alter¬
nate week will ride as a sustainer.
"Winky, Dink and You,” cur¬
rently sustaining in the 10:30 slot,
will shift to 11 o’clock.

Pete Cavailo To
McC-E in Wrapup
Of Agency Shuffle
McCann-Erickson has finalized
its "Operation Total Overhaul”
within the tv-radio dept., with the
naming this week of Pete Cavallo
as the third v.p. to operate under
tv-radio chieftain Terry Clyne.
Cavallo is resigning as radio-tv
veepee of J. Walter Thompson in
Chicago to join McCann-Erickson
and completing the triumvirate of
veepees that also include Ted
Bergmann and Lance Lindquist.
Clyne meanwhile is "reapprais¬
ing” the agency’s network spon¬
sorship picture with an eye toward
next season. On April 1 agency
officially takes over the Coca-Cola
account, which it inherited from
DIArcy, and this will come under
immediate review. Coke sponsors
Eddie Fisher and while McC-E‘ is
high on Fisher, the question to be
resolved is where best to slot him
for the ’56-’57. .Thus there is a
strong* likelihood of Fisher Joeing
moved out of his current 15-minute
early evening slotting on NBC-TV
(a la Dinah Shore for Chevy) and
into a new area of programming.
McC-E is also looking for a halfhour property for Chesborough and
favorable time segments for Swift
shows.

WALTER CRAIG EYES
NBC-TV SUN. SLOT
Walter Craig, of the Norman,
Craig & Kummel ad house, is ne¬
gotiating with NBC-TV for the
Sunday night 10:30 time. Slot will
be vacated by Tareyton Cigs, car¬
rying the coin cn "Justice,” at the
end of this month.
Smith, Kline & French Labs
will do a one-shot in the spot April
1 as part of its now and then
"March of Medicine” series. It’s
titled "The Lengthening Span,”
about life expectancy.
In another NBC-TV defection in
fringe time, Whitehall Pharmacal
is calling it quits on the Wednes¬
day 10:30 "Midwestern Hayride,”
the Cincy - originating cornpone
stanza on which it’s been rotating
with Avco. Drug outfit will be
joined ;on CBS-TV’s "Name That
Tune” by Lanolin Plus, latter be¬
coming rotator for seven shows
starting March 27, via Biow.
Whitehall’s weekly . run will re¬
sume June 26.

Pliilco’s Live Remotes
As Plugs on ‘Today’
Philco is pulling live remotes on
its Supermarket Refrigerator for
seven of its eight participations on
NBC-TV’s “Today” show. Fronted
by “Today’s” Lee Ann Meriwether,
the ex-Miss America, spots were
launched last week at historic Wil¬
liamsburg, Va., and continues at
points in New York and elsewhere,
with three to be via a float outside
the RCA Exhibition Hall.
Final Philco plug (May 7) will
be on film shot in Detroit.

No One Left to Leave
Chicago, March. 13.
The exodus of Windy City
network personnel is about
ended for the simple reason
there’s so few left in that cat¬
egory to make the shift to
either Coast. Latent to grab a
New York bid is NBC-TV’s Chi
programming chief Alan Beau' mont who checks out April
20 to take over the director’s
chair'on "Home.”
Unless a replacement is in¬
stalled, and that’s considered
unlikely, the network’s mid¬
west programming adjunct'will
be down to two staffers—busi¬
ness manager Jim Troy and
Harry Trigg, Beaumont’s cur¬
rent assistant.
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Hitchcock s ‘Haunted House’ Hurrah
If by chance it were Alfred Hitchcock’s intention to call attention
to his CBS-TV "Presents” thriller-dillers, he could hardly have
improved upon the "haunted house” stunt held in an ancient
brownstone on the snazzy upper eastside of New York last week.
Everything about the jernt was made to match the "Hitchcock
touch”—cobwebs, caskets, candles -and a menu featuring Corpse
Croquettes and Ghoiilish Goulash.
There was a turnout that, in addition to diversified press cov¬
erage, embraced a few notables from the tv-H’wood-legit fronts.
There was even drop-in representation from NBC, perhaps as a
bow to Joe Derby, ex-trade editor of that network who, out of the
stunt-minded kennel of v.p. Harry Rauch of the Young & Rubicam
forces, was entitled to take substantial credit for the ghostly hoopla,
"brought in” at a low $2,500, including 500 bucks for the "for
sale” house.
There was a hot rumor that Y&R, operating for the sponsor,
Bristol-Myers, wanted to rent the building next to Campbell’s
Funeral Church, just around the corner and diagonally opposite
the town house of Gov. Averell Harriman. It’s not true that the
governor objected; what is true is that the adjacent spot was un¬
available because the former mansion has long since been cut up
into apartments for the "upper poor” like a certain tradepaper
reporter who occupies the top floor. That made it "too close to
home” to begin with, aside from the other tenants.
But Camp¬
bell’s supplied some of the “death” props.
NBC’s radio flagship was also repped strictly in the interest of
hot news, the Hitchcock "do” ‘being recorded for inclusion on
WRCA’s morning "Pulse” show fronting Bill Cullen.
P.S.: “Operation Wraith” was specifically to fix attention on the
upcoming (18) "There Was an Old Woman” segment of the Hitch¬
cock show, starring Estelle Winwood as Miss Monica (no-relationto-Charles) Laughton.

TVs Censored Caesarean
NBC Inviting Press to Lopped-QfiF Birth Sequence
In Justifying Move
-+

Arpege Hops on Nuptials
Another perfume house is in on
the broadcasting phase of the
Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier nup¬
tials. Lanvin’s Arpege is taking
two of the four half-hour shows
set by CBS Radio for beaming out
of Monaco. Perfumery is down
for the April 18 and 19 12:45
to 1:15 p. m. slot. David Schoenbrun. - CBS Paris correspondent,
will do the commentary.
Already pacted by other netwQrks are Bourjois on NBC and
Peter Pan Bras on ABC.

Nina Hits Road In
Trendex Tour Bid
To ‘Save Sponsor

NBC-TV is openly inviting the
press to screenings of the "Medic”
chapter due the past Monday (12)
but given the heave because of the
Caesarean birth sequence.
The
network also emphasized as "pure
coincidence” the fact that its de¬
cision to cancel the show occurred
at about the same time that a pro¬
test was received from the Rev.
Timothy J. Flynn, radio-tv director
of New York’s Roman Catholic
Archdiocese,
who
called *the
Caesarean section "unsuitable” for
tv.
"Medic” film arrived at NBC
last. Friday (9) and was nixed by
Stockton Helffrich, web’s contin¬
uity acceptance director, unless the
90 seconds of the "gory” birth
sequence could be eliminated.
Helffrich passed the ball to public
relations v.p. Ken Bilby, who with
press veep Syd Eiges and program
publicity manager Milton Brown
dittoed Helffrich’s kibosh. Even if
there were time to delete.the 90
seconds, "Medic” producers Tony
Miner and Frank LaTourette and
scripter James Moser'Insisted that
“it goes as is or not at all.” At one
time NBC was considering filling
the,Caesarean gap with stock sur¬
gical operation footage or have
Richard Boone, in-permanent role
of Dr Steiner, cover the deletion
with talk. But this became aca¬
demic on the "all or nothing” ukase
of the "Medic” masterminds. It’s
claimed in this connection that
"Medic” is aiming to capitalize on
"sensationalism.”
NBC is so certain of its stand
that its invitation to press screen¬
ings followed as a natural conse¬
quence of both its own view of the
birth segment and to obviate criti¬
cism of "Catholic pressure.” Can¬
celled show may be shown later on
in the abridged form, provided
there is agreement from the pro¬
ducers.

Those "Trendex Tours” with
which NBC’s exploitation depart¬
ment under A1 Rylander has been
experimenting may now be em¬
ployed as last-ditch "client sav¬
ers.” Indication that the1 network
is leaning heavily on the 15-city
drumbeating, first to jack up a
rating and subsequently to impress
faltering sponsors, lies in the fact
that the web is sending out Nina
Foch to beat the drums on her ap¬
pearance a week from Tuesday
(27) on "Playwrights ’56.”
In the past, the "Trendex Tours”
have spotlighted the web’s person¬
alities and series rather than in¬
dividual dramatic entries or oneshots.
But with Pontiac giving
every indication, that it’s axing
"Playwrights,” Miss Foch’s tour
takes on the appearance of a "save
our sponsor” crusade, particularly
in light of the fact that the web
wouldn’t spend the exploitation
money unless it had hopes that
the show might continue next fall.
Miss Foch, who will costar with
Cyril Ritchard In "The Undiscov¬
ered Country,” left today (Wed,)
for a three-city tour before plan¬
ing to the Coast for' rehearsals.
She’s in Philadelphia today with a
seven-appearance lineup on radio
and tv scheduled for her. She
then goes to Detroit for p.a.’s,
"Arthur Murray Party,” which
thence to Chicago and from there probably holds the record for onflies to the Coast.
again-off-again tv attractions, is
set for another network ride, this
time for a 24-week period. It's
been bought by Toni, and will be
installed in the Thursday night at
Hollywood, March 13.
10 period on CBS-TV, which Gen¬
Buzz Kulik, former director of eral Foods is vacating in two
NBC-TV "Lux Video Theatre” weeks following its cancellation of
series, has been inked to a pro¬ Johnny Carson.
ducer-director contract by CBSBut the Murray show is only an
TV.
interim slotting. It's got to vacate
According to A1 Scalpone, v.p. the time period around Sept. 15,
of CBS-TV proramming. Kulik’s when the 90-minute "Playhouse 90”
initial assignment will be to direct dramatic series proems on the net¬
the “You There” series, which work in the 9:30 to 11 period.
switches from film to live telecasts
Irving Mansfield will produce the
on Apr. 15.
Murray stanza.

Arthur Murray’s
24-Week TV Ride

Buzz Kulik to CBS-TV,
To Helm ‘You Are There’

Wednesday,
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TELEVISION’S DISPOSSESSED
NBC-TV Juggling $60,000,
The J£ate of about $60,000,000 in sponsored television program¬
ming on NBC awaits the return next week of board chairman
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver from his skiing vacation in Switzerland.
First order of business when Weaver's back at his desk will be
huddles with prexy Bob Sarnoff, tv chieftain Tom McAvity, major
troubleshooter Manie Sacks', et al., to resolve next season’s lineup,
particularly those areas, representing the aforementioned sum in
sponsor commitments,’that are up for reshuffling.
For example, Tuesday 8 to 9, which will determine next sea¬
son’s status of Martha Raye and Milton Berle, among others, is on
the “immediate attention” agenda. So, too, is Sunday 8 to 9 and
its present tenant, “Comedy Hour,” which is not expected to sur¬
vive beyorid this season. Tuesday 9:30 to 10-.30, with Pontiac
asking out on “Playwrights ’56,” also needs fixin’. So do other
spots._

The Saga of ‘Joe & Mabel’
Hiatus Called With 13 Installments In the Can But
Still No Slotting
“Joe & Mabel,” rpdubbed “Joe
and Maybe” in some quarters be¬
cause of its still-dubious- status as
a CBS-TV situation comedy entry,
can now boast of 13 installments
in the can, representing' an outlay
in excess of $500,000. Those con¬
cerned with the show are now tak¬
ing a hiatus. How long a hiatus it
will be depends on what plans the
network has for the show’s expos¬
ure. So far there are none. '
Initial batch of “Joe and Mabel”
pix, made last year, were tossed
out the window, for they didn’t
pass muster with the high brass.
CBS started all over again this sea¬
son. Then a few weeks back it
looked like “Joe” might get off the
ground under Nestle sponsorship
in the projected Saturday night re¬
shuffle of Jackie ..Gleason’s “Honeymooners.” But this, too*.. fell
through when all that happened
was a switcharo^nd of Gleason and
“Stage Show.”
Joe & Mabel are still waiting.

Cab & Jane Hit It Big
The Jane Russell-Cab Calloway
segment of CBS-TV’s “Person to
Person” ^Friday nighter hit fourth
spot on the March .Trendex with a
rousing 2ff.6. It’s all the more sur¬
prising in view of the show’s 10:30
fringe time.
One-two-three are all CBS en¬
tries—“I Love Lucy,” “Ed Sulli¬
van Show” and “$64,000 Question.”

Evans May Exit
Hallmark Series
While Hallmark will be back in
the fall for its Sunday afternoon
NBC-TV series, it’s probable that
Maurice Evans will be lost to the
show as producer. Evans plans to
curtail his tv activities in view of
his scheduled Broadway produc¬
tion of Bernard Shaw’s “The Apple
Cart,” in which he has been haRpy
with the ratings -on the Evans-pro¬
duced series, is trying to persuade
him to stay, but it looks like no
dice.
Since Leland Hayward has ex¬
pressed some interest in finally
making the tv plunge, some are
speculating on the possibility of
his moving into the Hallmark spot
to get his tv feet wet. .
Apparently there's nothing firm
about the Hallmark show as to
Sundaycasts. Greeting card outfit
is currently toying around with
representation on NBC’s proposed
90-minute Friday night spec array,
which would drop it out of Sabbath
afternoon
exposure. Meanwhile
Hallmark is buying heavily into
the web’s crossboarcf “Matinee
Theatre” daytimer, taking a mini¬
mum of 36 spots. NBC, incidental¬
ly, is talking up a spec groove for“High Button Shoes,” Broadway
musical of a few seasons back
which showcased Phil Silvers and
Nanette Fabray, with latter a possi¬
bility for the televersion.
But
CBS-TV was also reported yenning
“Shoes.”
•
**

‘Sy’ Frolick Upped
S. J. “Sy” Frolick has been
named veepee in charge of the con¬
solidated tv-radio departments at
Fletcher D. Richards agency. He
succeeds Edwin S. (Red) Reynolds,
who resigned last week.
Frolick was formerly director of
the tv-radio commercials dept.
He’ll now be responsible for all
programming in addition to writ¬
ing and production of commercials.
He has been with the agency for
10 years.

Leland Hayward
In Long-Delayed
TV Bow Next Fall?
That long delayed debut of Le¬
land Hayward as a tv impresario
and producer may happen in the
fall. He’s already told friends he
would like to move in on the me¬
dium, now that he’s restored to
good health. Hayward was all set
to take over at the launching of
NBC-TV’s ‘Producers’ Showcase”
in ’54, but his serious illness (fol¬
lowed by a long period of recuper¬
ation) forced him to bow out.
Since his lawyers, Jaffe & Jaffe,
had been working closely with him
on preparations for the project,
J & J were given the-nod, packag¬
ing themselves as “Showcase Pro¬
ductions” and parlaying the 90minute Monday nigjit spec series
into a resounding click. Rather
than disturb the status quo, Hay¬
ward’s move-in, when and if, would
thus be in another area of pro¬
gramming.
It’s considered a certainty his
allegiance would still be to NBC
although it’s regarded as equally
certain that CBS would grab him
off if the opportunity presented
itself.

KTLA Rigs Up Its Own
Full-Scale Circus For
Pair of TV Sponsors

T

|’56-’57 Status of Auto Companies
(TVs Top Spenders) Big Question
I!
Mark; Some Already Retreating

By GEORGE ROSEN
It was inevitable that the old
res.traint-of-trade rap would pop up
in some manner when the CBS-TV
program execs let it be known that
they were dumping some half-hour
“outside” packages to make way
for new CBS-owned king-size en¬
tries next season. This is a touchy
business these days, what with
the Congressional-Justice Dept,
sleuths gunning for the networks
aryl already shouting “antitrust”
and “monopoly.” Thus the situa¬
tion in regard to program dumping
may be even more serious than the
networks had even anticipated.
It wasn’t too . surprising when
Dick Powell, a co-owner of “Four
Star Playhouse,” sounded off
against CBS-TV last week because
the show, in the face of what
Powell clainis are peak ratings
for the series today, is one of the
Thursday night casualties to make
way for the projected “Playhouse
90” hour and a half series next
fall.
(Along with “Four Star,”
“Quiz Kids,” another outsidepackage 'owned by the Louis G.
Cowan org, also gets the heave,
with the General Foods sponsored
Johnny Carson entry already axed.)
Not particularly salving to Pow¬
ell’s wound is the fact that CBS has
practically clinched a deal with
the “Four Star” clients, Singer
and Bristol-Myers, to hop aboard
the “Playhouse 90” series.
All told seven CBS half-hours
are taking the rap at season’s end
to make room for three “big ones”
in either the 60 or 90-minute cate¬
gory. And in more than 50% of
the cases the casualties are among
the “outside packaged” entries.
Along with “Four Star” and “Quiz
Kids” the Friday night brace of
“Mama” and “Our Miss Brooks”
go down the drain (making way for
the full hour CBS-owned Herb
Shriner variety show) and on Sat¬
urday night “Two For the Money”
and “It's Always Jan” are slated
for thataway with the new Perry
Mason mysterioso film series
jointly owned by CBS and Paisan
Productions headed for Saturday
berthing. “Mama” is a Carol Ir¬
win package; “Money” is out of the
Goodson-Todman stable. And if the
Saturday night Jackie Gleasonpackaged “Stage Show” gets the
heave—and it’s almost certain that
it will—CBS is in for a lot of fire¬
works from Mr. G. himself if it
tries to install its own entry in
place of a Gleason Enterprises
package.
True, CBS is knocking off some
of its own half-hour shows as well
(“Brooks,” “Jan,” etc.) And who'
is to say, in a day and age when
the major tv networks, particu¬
larly NBC and CBS, have practical¬
ly cornered the market on top¬
flight creative personnel, that the
networks aren’t in a far better po¬
sition today to evolve the enter¬
tainment patterns most likely to
succeed? Certainly with but one
or two exceptions, all the plus pro¬
gram elements in tv in the past
couple of years have been network(Continued on page 46)

Hollywood, March 13,
KTLA (TV), here, Paramount
Pictures station, debuts a weekly
full-scale circus as a new attrac¬
tion, staged under a 90 x 125-foot
tent erected on the station’s park¬
ing lot.
Station topper Klaus
Landsberg auditioned over 300 cir¬
cus acts, which will rotate weekly
on hour-long show.
Some 800
bleacher seats have been installed
under the big top for live audience.
Landsberg disclosed that “Cir¬
cus,” which debuts Thursday (15),
is completely pre-sold to Swift
Packing Co. and Bell Brand Foods,
through McCann-Erickson agency.
Meanwhile, station reports that
show has already proved a boon to
local small biz. Parking lot is on
busy Sunset Blvd. and motorized
gapers have been paying too much
attention to tent and posters. As
result, a body and fender shop
across the street reports up to
seven fender - crunching clients
daily.

What Else?
As. though they could have
done anything else, the CBS
brass is giving the nod to Ed
Sullivan and passing up the
Broadway opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) of the "My Fair Lady”
musical legiter for which CBS .
put up all the cash ($360,000).
It so happens the premiere
conflicts with the Friars gam¬
bol at the Waldorf-Astoria, at
which Sullivan will be guest
of honor. Despite the yen to
.“catch” the Broadway preem
in what shapes up as perhaps
the hottest musical since
“South Pacific” Bill Paley &
Co. are all too aware they
can’t sluff off their No. 1 Sun¬
day night breadwinner.
Anyway, it’s figured they’ll
probably have at least two
years, on the basis of advance
notices, to catch up with
“Lady.”

RCA & Sunbeam
Buy Half of NBC
Political Package
The political convention tv-radio
grabbag is winding up, after all,
as a three-network competitive bat¬
tle among the radio-tv set and
white goods ^manufacturers, now
that RCA has established a $1,500,000 stake in the NBC Chi-Frisco
gabfests. RCA is buying a fourth
of the NBC politico packages, with
Sunbeam coming in for another
cquarter, at the same approximate
$1,500,000 price.
‘ That leaves 50% still to go in
NBC’s bid for an SRO sponsor¬
ship status on the two-city conven¬
tion pickups. According to web
sources “the other half of the bank¬
rolling is practically set.”
CBS some months back brought
in Westinghouse for the convention
roundelay at-^5,000,000. ABC sold
the package to Philco (which spon¬
sored the ’52 coverage on NBC)
for a reported $4,000,000.
Meanwhile, NBC is also peddling
Dave Garroway's “Today” as a sep¬
arate convention package.

What’s This About My
Not Doing a 3d Spec?’
Nuts, Sez Coward’s Rep
Noel Coward will “definitely”
appear on May 5 and in his own
script to make his third entry on
CBS-TV's “Ford Star Jubilee,” ac¬
cording to : a spokesman for Cow¬
ard just back from the latter’s Ja¬
maica. BWI, hideout. Coward is
pacted for a third show on CBS
this season, but it won’t be in a
tv version of his “Present Laugh¬
ter,” retitled “Twinkle Twinkle
Little Star.”
A draft of “Twinkle” was turned
down by CBS board chairman Wil¬
liam Paley as “too sophisticated”—
more so than this season’s “Blithe'
Spirit”—oven with the spicy ex¬
pletives deleted. “Laughter” was
a London smash both in 1943,
when it opened, and in revival
three years later when it played
■ (Continued on case 48)

Jack Webb ‘Editorial’
Rap on ‘Dragnet’ Seg
Being Taken to FCC

There are considerable doubts as
to whether the auto companies, on
which the tv networks have been
putting such great reliance, will
play the same dominant role in
television
program sponsorship
next fall. There are already indica¬
tions that their stake in the medi¬
um (where they’ve moved into No.
1 position among the giant spend¬
ers) may be considerably lessened
when the fall curtain goes up.
Both Chrysler and the automo¬
tives under the General Motors
corporate umbrella seem to be the
most “iffy” at the moment. It’s a
virtual certainty that Chrysler will
call it quits on the Sunday night at
7 “It’s A Great Life” film series
on NBC-TV, both from the stand¬
point that the time period isn’t
conducive to inviting a rating and
the show has more or less run its
course. It’s doubtful whether Chry¬
sler will retain the time.
While it’s practically a foregone
conclusion that Chrysler will be
riding along next season on its
CBS-TV hour “Climax” show, there
is even some apprehension here, in
view of the network’s “block pro¬
gramming” of two-and-a-half hours
of back-to-back Thursday night
dramatic programming, writh the
90-minute “Playhouse 90” taking
up where “Climax” leaves off. It’s
a calculated risk for the network,
for no one’s yet attempted practi¬
cally a whole evening of dramatic
fare. Chrysler’s initial anxiety
stems from the fact that viewers
may decide 90 minutes of drama
is enough for one evening and hold
oft' until “Playhouse 90” comes on
at 9:30. Any such audience defec¬
tion would, of course, invite spon¬
sor trqublp.
Pontiac is also taking it on the
lam with its Tuesday night “Play¬
wright ’56” hour showcase on
NBC-TV and it’s now fairly cer¬
tain that it won’t be back for the
fall ride.
Qldsmobile is another in the
GM house that may retreat from
its present big budget spending,
with reports that the. Oldsmobile
tab will be missing from the Sat¬
urday night NBC spec series upon
expiration of present season com¬
mitments. Understood Olds may
settle for one-shot “specials” such
as its current bankrolling of the
Academy Awards, Emmys, etc.
Ford has yet to make up its
mind about the Saturday night
‘Jubilee” series on CBS-TV, de¬
spite the fact that the series has
been regarded as a remarkably
successful one, flaunting some of
the season’s highest spec ratings.
But even if Ford pulls out, it’s
understood there’s a waiting list of
potential clients to snare the onea-month series.

Hollywood, March 13,
BevHills attorney and Demo¬
cratic National Committeeman Paul
Ziffren has retained Joseph Bren¬
ner. former FCC counsel here, to
file a complaint with the Commis¬
sion over alleged editorializing on
Jack Webb’s NBC-TV “Dragnet.”
Ziffren disclosed that he had
turned down a net offer to stage
debate on California search and
seizure law on “American Forum”
program, which airs Sunday morn¬
ings. This offer doesn’t “balance
out” the Webb stanza, which dwelt
on controversial California State
Supreme Court decision. Ziffren
complained to net and asked
comparable chance to present other
side of Issue, in talks with NBC
v.p. John K. West and net counsel
Richard Graham.
“Forum” and “Dragnet” not only
do" not draw the same type of au
dience, but their ratings aren’
comparable, Ziffren pointed out in
nixing “Forum” offer* The Demo
politico’s position is that he wants
to reach essentially the same audia similar dramatized form.

Hazel Bishop To
Scram‘Life TV’er
Hazel Bishop, original sponsor of
NBC-TV’s “This Is Your Life,” is
scramming the Ralph Edwards
Wednesday night fixture after an
‘amicable disagreement.”
Ray¬
mond Spector, bossman .of the cos¬
metic house and of the ad agency
bearing his tag, “couldn’t see” go¬
ing along with the show this sum¬
mer as per, the usual “kine re¬
peats” stanzas, as specified in 4be
contract. At least that’s the sur¬
face explanation.
Bishop’s Sponsorship will end
after the March 28 segment, with
Procter & Gamble, which joined
up some time back as alternator,
taking over wholehog. Spector is
interested in another summer
show with the possibility of riding
it into next season. It’s also high
on sharing “Arthur Murray Party”
(replacing Johnny Carson) with al, readv contracted-Toni.

An estimated 45 million viewers
watched Sir Laurence Olivier's
masterpiece, Richard III, on the
afternoon of March lltli.
It was the largest^audience
ever to watch a theatrical
event on television during
the daytime.

Richard III was Shakespeare,
and three hours long—
an unprecedented form of
television entertainment.
Its triumph again demonstrates
a simple truth: 4^ne
entertainment always finds
an audience.

Exciting things are
happening on

NBC
TELEVISION
a service of
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NBC-TV in Chi Leasing
Prudential Bldg. Aud

Westinghouse B’casting’s Public
Service Now Comes in Bundles

Chicago, March 13.
NBC-TV is finalizing a lease ar¬
rangement with the new Pruden¬
tial Bldg., for the use of its com¬
modious auditorium as auxiliary
studio space for network shows
and commercials during the Demo¬
cratic political convention here
next August.
The establishment of a “work¬
ing agreement” with the Pruden¬
tial Bldg, could conceivably also
provide NBC with an audience
studio of adequate proportions for
use by shows like “Tonight” for
their occasional Windy City visits.

Senate Probe of TV Practices
Entering Controversial Phase

Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp.,+
which inaugurated “group” public
Nix Pay-TV Guinea Pig
Hub Bans Cameras
service - educational "programming
Washington, March 13.
Boston, March 13.
this season via intra-company
FCC finally got around last
TV cameras were barred
week to acting on the appli¬
projects carried by all the WBC
from the State House hearing
cation filed seven months ago
on Governor Herter’s recom¬
stations, plans to do the same
by WFMZ-TV (off the air) in
mendations for the reorganiza¬
thing on an even greater scale in
Allentown,
Pa., to serve as a
tion of the Massachusetts
the fall. Programming v.p. Dick
pilot station for commercial
courts system.
Pack has set out four major series,
subscription
tv. The agency
A majority of the legislative
of which stations will pick three,
turned it down.
committee on the judiciary
plus a request for a “Project X”
favored a tv hearing. Rep. Ed¬
Commission said that be¬
which would have each station
mond J. Donlan of West Roxcause of the voluminous Com¬
picking its owrt pubservicer de¬
bury said, but Senator Ralph
ments
filed on the toll t,y pro¬
signed to make its community a
V. Clampit of Springfield,
ceeding and the complex is¬
better place in which to live.
chairman, was against it.
sues involved it will require
Pack has designated as the four
Senator Newland H. Holmes,
more time to decide whether
major projects for the year Ameri¬
floor leader of the Senate, said
it would be useful to authorize
can History, Mental Health, The
he would not put the matter
an experimental -operation or
Teacher and America’s Need for
to the rules committee for a
to establish the standards and
More Scientists & Engineers. Each
vote unless Chairman Clampit
criteria which would govern
station will be required to under¬
requested approval. He noted
the project.
take any three of the four, giying
that the Judicial Council op¬
each its own treatment. Stations
posed tv and radio public hear¬
can schedule the projects any way
The pharmaceutical and medical
ings in its recommendations to
they like—as a 13-week series, as
the Governor and the Legis¬
houses are the'“last outposts” on
a 52-wecker, as a “local spectacu¬
lature.
sponsorship of public, affairs pro¬
lar” as an hourlong one-a-month
gramming, now that institutional
series. Both radio and tv stations
in the WBC chain are in on the
advertising via tv has practically
project.
flown out the window. (Lack of
American history series would
sponsor interest, for that matter,
best be undertaken in conjunction
is
the primary reason why the am¬
with local historical societies or
bitious study-in-depth program¬
schools and colleges, stressing the
local angles as the most colorful
ming ventures off the networks’
Hollywood,^March 13.
manner of presentation. At the
public affairs shelves are fast be¬
national level, a tie-up with the
coming extinct, with "See It Now”
Warner Bros, "studio production
American Heritage quarterly is be¬
as the lone major survivor, and v.p. Jack L. Warner is holding out
ing effected to supply material and
even this is obliged to play sus¬
for $100,000 per telefilm for next
research. On the mental health
taining time.)
Hollywood, March 13.
project (a continuation of this sea¬
Thanks to the pharmaceuticals, season’s “Warner Bros. Presents”
Both
George
Seaton,
prexy
of
son’s jingle campaign among-the
however, the tv webs are still series on ABC-TV, thus creating a
WBC stations), the emphasis would the Academy of Motion Picture breathing life into the costly one- temporary stymie in negotiationsbe not on “mental illness but on Arts & Sciences, and Howard May¬ shot presentations in the public
on a new pact.
mental health” with a positive ap¬
er, its press agent, have denied affairs area, with result that the
In this, its first season in tv, WB
proach.
upcoming
“Out
of Darkness”
WBC’s group pubservice sched¬ emphatically a claim by Don De- mental health telementary on CBS- received $65,000 per vidpic on the
ule this season had embraced in Fore, prez of the Academy of Tele¬ TV scheduled for next week may hour-long shows, and the contract
radio the “Sing Along for Mental vision Arts and Sciences, that the be brought in under the sponsor¬
Health” campaign, the Berg^i pix acad is seeking a merger with ship wire bearing a pharmaceutical with the,web calls for an automatic
Evans-starring “Of Many Things” its video counterpart.
tag. (Program will preempt the hike to $75,000 for next season.
and extensive coverage leading up
Mayer, in denying DeFore’s Sunday afternoon “Omnibus.”) Al¬ However, Warner feels this isn’t
to and into the White House Con¬
though the network is keeping the enough and is seeking the $100,000
ference on Education. The tele¬ claim, said he happened to be on -identity under wraps, it’s under¬ figure for each of the 39 shows.
vision side concentrated on the the sanje plane with DeFore two stood thalf the pharmaceutical may
Warner pacts with the web and
years
ago,
and
urged
DeFore
sit
White House Conference with ex¬
•go for a succession of such one- sponsors end April 16, hut WB has
tensive news coverage and the down with reps of the pix Acad¬ shots.
fcgiven them a two-weeks extension,
emy
to
iron
out
certain
areas
of
“Big R” documentary film series,
Renewed
advertiser
interest "to try and iron out the financial
with both the radio and tv proj-‘ confusion between the two acad¬
differences. GE, Liggett & Myers
ects garnering lots of trade and emies, such as the similarity in stems primarily from the campaign and Montesanto Chemical sponsor
title.
Tv
acad
calls
itself
the^
Acad¬
recently
engineered
by
the
CBS
public plaudits.
Pubservice campaign was strong¬ emy of Television Arts an'd Sci¬ Public Affairs Division, which the Tuesday night.Warner Bros.
'brought in Bob Lang (ex-director Show.
ly backed in a followup memo to ences.
•Meanwhile, with actual produc¬
Meanwhile, a press conference of Radio Free Europe) to head up
stations by WBC prez Don McGansales development in this area of tion on this semester’s series near
was
called
by
the
Academy’s
board
non, who in a “damn the profits”
an
end, Ellis St. Joseph, producer
mood, called on the stations to put last week ostensibly to discuss the programming reporting directly
of the “Kings Row” series no long¬
out their best in the extra stanzas. Emmy awards dinner, but it was to chieftain Sig Mickelson.
er
in production, has exited, the
“Out of Darkness” will have
That the parent Westinghouse generally known that the question
Electric is eyeing the pubservice of the criticisms against the commentary by both Orson Welles lot; Jerry Robinson, producer*of
the “Casablanca” segment- of the
venture as a means of strengthen¬ Acad's nominations and structures and Dr. William Menninger.
WB trilogy and of one anthology,
ing public relations is inherent in by such stars a's Jack Webb, Jerry
has ankled; Harold Palmer, assist¬
McGannon’s memo, which for one Lewis, Dick Powell, Groucho Marx
ant to production manager Oren
thing, states, “I want you to con¬ and Danny Thomas would come
Haglund, has left; al^o some cleri¬
sider any profit objectives for 1956 up, and it did.
cal help.
on the basis of excluding money
First prexy Don DeFore let it be
Only trilogy producer left in the
spent for public service from the known the request by producer M.
tv
unit is Roy Huggins, who helms
normal course of operation.” In Bernard Fox for a three-months
American Safety Razor is in c
the “Cheyenne” portion of the
another oblique reference to cor¬ postponement to straighten it all a co-sponsorship deal for CB!
ABC-TV
series. Studio still has
porate goodwill, McGannon states out would be ignored, commenting
on its agenda for this season two
that “these projects are just as “these people can’t come in just TV’s “Baseball Game of the Weel
“Cheyennes”
and a pair of an¬
vital to our operation as our com¬ before our show and seek a post¬ spreading over 26 Saturdays. WL
thologies. There was a report that
mercial activities.”
ponement.” He also said the board Falstaff Beer fixturecT on a region
William
T.
Orr,
unit’s exec pro¬
Pitching, in with Pack to develop • had invited critics Lewis, Powell, network, ASR will take the who
ducer, may helm the anthologies.
the projects were Bill Kaland. pro-! Webb, Thomas and Groucho Marx
crosscountry
ride,
including
tl
gram manager, and Gordon Haw- \ to the meeting, but none was pres¬
kins, WBC educational director. ent. Webb wired he couldn’t make Falstaff stations, and in latter ca
the . non-beer outlets (about 10
it due to the fact he is in produc¬ will cut away and function co-op
tion, while Marx wired: “I would
ASR’s Gem Razor plugs w
find it rather humiliating, at this prevail during'second half of tl
late stage of my career, to appear games, with four spots running ■
Chicago, March 13.
before a tribunal at a press con¬ seconds. Hugh Beach is produch
Miller Brewing has earmarked
ference and contend that I am a the ballcasts.
nearly $500,000 for a year’s ride
comedian. I cannot understand
Also sold is the pre-game “Pre¬
calling in the press at what should view” series* 2:15-25, alternating on NBC-TV’s “Tonight.” Twicebe, if anything, a meeting betweeh Colgate and Viceroy Cigs, with weekly insertions for a total of 120
on the Steve Allen-fronted late
■ the board of governors and memV Dizzy Dean the pivotman.
Chicago, March 16.
evening strip start June 28. Brew¬
There was some mighty fast l'oot- j bers of the Academy. Had the presj
er’s agency is Mathisson & Assoc,
tfrork at CBS here last week when not been invited.I would have beei
in Milwaukee.
wrd came down from the front I only too happy to appear.”
“Today” also had its fling at the
ofl^ce to whip up a network radio | DeFore made it clear the board
cash register as Mobile Homes .re¬
!
felt
that
since
Groucho
has
first
package for the Wrigley Co. to
New York.
ordered a batch of 39 participations
replace the Gene Autry Sunday ; aired his beef against the Academy EditQr, Variety:.
effective May 2. Agency for the
night show while the cowboy star through the press, it felt no conAsxan actor who cheerfully be¬ trailer group is J. Walter Thomp¬
(Continued on page 46)
takes a doctor-ordered hiatus ef¬
longs both to AFTRA and to SAG, son.
fective last Sunday night (ID.
in order to work in television, I
With CBS veep II. Leslie Atlass
am writing to the governing boards
taking a personal hand in Ihe
of both unions, urging them to
“crisis.” deejay Howard Miller was
Jack Bachem is back in CBS consider a merger of the two, as
drafted as a producer and Burgess Radio’s camp as an account exec the only practical and statesman¬
South Bend, March 13.
Meredith was signed to emcee the alter a seven-year hitch with Du¬ like way of averting further sense¬
Mutual has grabbed off the ex¬
variety show slated for a five-week Mont. In latter affiliation, he less jurisdictional conflict. To
interim run while Autry takes a moved up from an a.e. to assistant borrow an old advertising slogan: clusive network radio rights to
Notre
Dame’s
home
football
rest. Meredith is doubling from director of sales, national sales “Eventually, why not now?”
thus ending the Catholic
his starring role in the “Teahouse manager and general manager.
1 even have a possible name for schedule
school’s
nine-year
tieup
vwith
of the August Moon” legiter.
Bachem’s first CBS hookup was the merged association: American
Others lined up in rapid fire in the period 1937-49. Prior t,o that Federation of Screen, Television WSBT’s “Irish Football Network.”
Joe Boland, sportcaster and man¬
order for the 25-minute show were he was with NBC in various top and Radio (Artists), or AFSTAR.
gospel singer Mahalia , Jackson, sales positions, moving into the That has a pleasant connotation, ager of. the indie web which last
Gogi Grant, the Four Lads with broadcasting sphere after 13 years and looks better, and sounds bet¬ year fed the.gridcasts to a skein
of 190 outlets, says this means the
comic Lenny Collyer a late added in ad and sales berths with leading ter than AFSTRA, or STRAG.
“termination” of the WSBT hookstarter.
mags.
Alan Hewitt

Pharmaceuticals
Pump Adrenalin
Into Pub Affairs

WB Asking IMG
Per Telefilm In
’56-’57 Stymie

‘Emmy &‘Oscar
To Marry?‘Net A
Chance': Seaton

American Safety Razor
Into ‘Game of Week’

MILLER BREWING’S
500G FOR TONIGHT’

Wrigley’s ‘Crisis’
On Autry AM Sub

Hewitt’s AFSTAR Tag

Bachem Back to CBS
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Mutual Gets N.D. Grid
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Washington, March 13, «
Developing steam as it goes
along, the Senate Interstate Com¬
merce Committee inquiry into tv
problems will hold nine hearings
this month, beginning tomorrow
(Wed.), and will continue well into
April. Further testimony on alloca¬
tions and the UHF situation will
be heard this week.
The Committee plans to explore
several highly controversial areas
of tv in April, including subscrip¬
tion tv and network practices. At
least three days will be devoted to
these subjects, with Zenith, Tele¬
meter, and Skiatrcn on the pro
side of toll tv and the networks,
NARTB and the exhibitors Com¬
mittee Against Pay-As-You-Bee tes¬
tifying against. It’s likely that
other witnesses will appear.
There are indications the hear¬
ings on pay tv may prompt a de¬
mand for early action by the FCC
on the pending proceeding. Comr.
Robert E. Lee’s recent article in
Look Magazine proposing to give
the public an opportunity to try
out the service can be expected to
arouse UHF stations and marginal
V’s to pitch fer the plan. The Sen¬
ate inquiry provides a powerful
forum for this purpose.
Testimony to be heard on net¬
work practices, probably from in¬
dependent stations, wil doubtless
serve to give support to the Bricker bill tb regulate the webs.
Whether the networks will enter
this phase of the hearings will
probably depend* on the nature of
the anti-network allegations. Six witnesses are scheduled to
appear tomorrow. They are John
Engelbrecht, prexy of WTVK
(UHF), Knoxville, Tenn.; S. A.
Cisler, head of REAR (AM), San
Mateo, Calif.; Benito Gaguine,
Washington counsel for WKOWTV (UHF) Madison, Wis.; John H.
DeWitt Jr., head of WSM-TV
(VHF), Nashville, Tenn.; Paul W.
Morency, mapager of WTIC (AM),
Hartford, Conn.; and Elmer Engstrom, senior exec veepee of RCA.
Among organizations,^ be heard
at Thursday’s session are the AFLCIO, Americans for Democratic Ac¬
tion, American Civil Liberties
Union and NABET.
Leslie Hoffman, president of Ra¬
dio-Electronic - TV Manufacturers
Assn., is scheduled to testify Fri¬
day in favor of Congressional ac¬
tion to spur production, of all-chan¬
nel sets.
After this week’s hearings, the
Committee will recess until March
26 for three more days of testi¬
mony on the allocations problem.
The witness list for these hearings
has not.yet been compiled but will
definitely include the networks.

House Votes FCC
$7,800,000 Budget
Washington, March 13.
House voted the FCC $7,800,600
last week for expenses during the
fiscal year beginning July 1, an in¬
crease of $930,000 over the
amounts appropriated for the
agency for the current fiscal year.
The increase was granted to en¬
able the Commission to catch up
with a huge backlog of radio ap¬
plications and to complete its net¬
work study. The House earmarked
$141,000 for the latter.
In recommending the budget,
the Appropriations Committee re¬
ported that the agency is “making
progress isj certain parts of the tv
backlog” but still is considerably
behind in processing applications
for AM and special radio services.
The Committee said it is “very
anxious” that these backlogs be
reduced and that it “doesn’t want
people who have filed applications
to wait long periods of time
through no fault of their own.”
The increase enables the Com¬
mission to hire 70 additional em¬
ployees for handling radio-and tv
work and to maintain until June
30, 1957, the special staff assem¬
bled for its network inquiry.
Kansas City—New sportscaster
at KCMO and KCMO-TV in Bruce
Rice, who takes over this week
after coming from 1KWFT and
KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex.,
where he was sports ^j^ep^qr. . , „
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‘PARLOR HUCKSTERS’FACE rap
TV Borrows From TV
Television may be in the throes of a new trend under which it
borrows from its own material for musical versions. Like its sister
fields, legit and films, the homescreen medium naturally goes
everywhere, the selfsame Broadway and Hollywood, for its in¬
spiration, in addition to a horde of originals on the teledrama
shows. After nearly a decade of showcasers in the straight play
groove, it would appear that the time is ripe to draw on some of
them fo • translation into tuneshows, as legit and the cinema capital
have done over the years from their own and other show biz
branches.
One of the first of these musicalizations was in the case of the
comedy, “The King and Mrs. Candle," an original by Sumner
Locke Elliott starring Cyril Ritchard and Joan Greenwood on the
ex-“Philco TV Playhouse" nearly two years ago. Last August NBCTV put “Candle" on “Producers Showcase" as a telemusical with
book by Elliott, music by Moose Charlap and lyrics by Chuck
Sweeney and cast, Ritchard, Miss Greenwood, plus Richard Haydn
and Irene Manning as the toppers.
Coming up is “A Man’s Game" in the musicomedy idiom and as a
••baseball spec” with a new kind of curve which NBC will slot as a
90-minute show on Saturday or Sunday, Somewhere between Sept 1
and the World Series. “Game," like “Candle," had its genesis on
the Philco “pioneer" program in June of 1952.
Robert Alan
Aurthur, its author, will be joined by David Shaw in providing the
book, with words & music and talent credits not yet set. David
Susskind (Talent Associates) will produce.
“Game" is about a bigleague scout on the prowl for a catcher
who instead comes across a femme pitcher with a fast ball and
lotsa curves (both ways). At a crucial time, the lady hurler an¬
nounces her pregnancy. Patricia Benoit created the role in the
original, with Vinton Hayworth as the harried scout.
Producers and program development chieftains will no doubt be
“looking over" the files from here in to come up with other plays
that lend themselves to tuner treatment. This would give tv a
new-found status and perhaps provide the other fields with major
properties, as is being done regularly in transposing teleshows to
theatrical films and legiters.

TARGET OF FTC

‘Festival of Favorite Roles’ Eyed
As NBC-TV Matsnee’ Feature

t NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre,"
Cambridge, Mass., March 13.
the daytime cross-the-board dra¬
Federal Trade Commissioner
matics in color which will achieve
Lowell B. Mason predicted here
its
100th program next week (20),
Gillette has bought an additional
yesterday (Mon.) that Congress
30 minutes and latched on to “in¬ may pull the kind of “festival” that
will direct the FTC to launch
1
makes
actors’ mouths water. Win¬
joint investigation “in depth" next ternational" coverage on the Palm ston O’Keefe, casting chief of the
session of radio and tv “bait and Beach golf tourney skedded for Albert
McClcory
Coast - based
switch" advertising and that out Wykagyll Country Club, New series, said while on a visit to New
of it may come a ban on “air¬ Rochelle, N. Y., June 10 on NBCTV. Station spread has been upped York last week that the show is in
borne hucksterism."
a good position to offer actors “the
(In an interview published ... to 177, with 11 of them Canadian.
role they’ve wanted to play and
Sunday’s New York Herald Trib¬ Original slotting of 4 to 5 p.m. one
haven’t." It could be, sav, q Red
une, Mason said he will recommend has been extended to 5:30.
Buttons enacting Hamlet or a seri¬
Understood
this
will
be
initial
a $1,000,000 expenditure for a Fed¬
ous pretender trying on one of the
eral monitoring system to “clean live “international" golfing event. Bard’s
buffoons for size.
up" fraudulent advertising over the
These are the extremes, but
air.)
O’Keefe
believes such a “festival of
Addressing the Harvard School
favorite roles” has merit, especially
of Business Administration, Mason
since
the
dramatic show'caser, with
said that “viewers and listeners are
its full hour of “legit" slots daily,
undoubtedly being bilked of fabu¬
is flexible enough to provide a
lous sums and the industry is let¬
change of pace unlike any other
ting itself be strangled by the
show in tv.
sharpshooters. Th'e situation cries
O’Keefe is well aware that the
for corrective measures."
statistics qn “Matinee” since the
He said, “The American home is
Oct. 31 premiere are staggering as
being deluged from morning until
to man hours and “color cameras
night with spurious tv-radio adver¬
hours" expended, types of pro¬
tising claims, gimmicks and the
grams
tackled, total properties pur¬
Laurence
Olivieri
“Richard
III1
clamor of the shills." With the
stantaneous impact" of the broad was clocked at between 40,000,000 chased, new and going writers
represented,
talent used, etc., but
cast medium, he added, “we can and 50,000,000 viewers in the his¬
no longer assume that the abuses toric three-hour colorcast of the declared that there’s a more in¬
tersting
facet.
Actors tapped for
are trivial and will be corrected film on Sunday (11) from 2:30 to
“one-nighters" from the east, for
somehow, some way, some time by
example,
don’t
stop
there. “Most
5:30. The estimates are from NBCsomebody."
of them manage to pick about a
Terming the “huckster in the TV, with show hitting an overnight month’s work in television films
parlor" as “a byproduct of a new Trendex rating of 19 to swamp the and other live shows,” O'Keefe
and mushrooming industry," Mason opposition. At that giant pace, noted. “They practically come in
saw a parallel in such “commercial
off the movie lots since our policy
juvenility with the early days of “Richard” was pronto enshrined as is to rehearse evenings. I should
Television coaching schools on a-f*
the motion pictures." “The flickers racking up the No. 1 daytime audl- say it's a very nice setup for actors
grassroots level for local and state
went through their growing pains, ence of all time as an entertain¬ making the crosscountry trek.
political candidates are being set
he said, “and it took a couple of ment entity, with perhaps sports
Before his “matinee” assignment
up on a nationwide basis by ABCCBS Radio is in with a brace of Senate investigations and a few specs, political conventions and O’Keefe had been associated with
TV through its o&o stations and ciggie sponsors. R. J. Reynolds is suits during their adolescence be¬ certain special events (Kefauver Broadway and related matters a
affiliates. Project, headed up by backing a new half-hour show slot¬ fore they created the Hays office hearings, the Army vs. McCarthy good part of his life—as an ex¬
news-special events veep John Daly ted Saturday night starting next with its self-restraint on bad busi¬ fuss, etc.) in the van of the actor, general manager of the
sumptuous Shakespearean work.
and station relations director A1 week (24).
This will feature ness habits."
Washington Theatre Festival, man¬
Beckman, will comprise tuition-free Alan .Freed, WINS, N. Y., disk \ Citing some of the “most com¬
The web’s initial “Peter Pan,’ aging director of New' Stages,
coaching operations for those can¬ jockey, and Count Basie orch in a mon gimmicks" reported to FTC
two-hour show, has drawn the founder-director of the American
didates facing the cameras for the swing and jive session at 7:30. by Better Business Bureaus, Mason largest cuffo trade, 67,000,000 Theatre Wing’s Pro Training Pro¬
first time.
Preem will guest Tony Bennett and said the “quick sell" on tv is not viewers, and the recent “Inside gram postwar. So, as a visitor to
“Students" will be briefed on the Chordettes. WCBS will ride it limited to store windows, cars Beverly Hills" spec marked a peak “the scenes of his crimes," he'd be
production procedures, both for in- at 9 o’clock to avoid conflict with jewelry and appliances but even for 90-minuters, with an estimated expected to boost New York over
includes sale of land.
54,000,000 looker-inners. In com¬ the Coast when it comes to emana¬
studio and remote programs, on Freed's WINS show.
Mason charged the broadcasting parison with Sunday, one of NBC’s tion of live shows.
Brown & Williamson, already in
camera angles and how they ac¬
“I wish I
biggest weapons on that day is could," O’Keefe said. “The plain
centuate or distort the appearance, on the web’s “Amos ’n’ Andy Music Industry with being “dilettante'
Wide Wide World," which has fact is that we have the superior
on how to take cues, how to sit Hall," takes a segment of Edgar tackling the problem. He said the
and stand, how to face a camera, Bergen’s Sunday hour starting NARTB Television Code Review been pegging 13-14 on the Tren- facilities out there. It’s tremen¬
Board “accomplishes- some good in dexes, equivalent to 32 on the dous and getting bigger. I’m not
Course will include practice ses¬ April 2.
cutting down the bump and grind Nielsens. (“Richard” occupied all discounting New York, just giving
sions, with the politicos viewing
girls, leg art, beer guzzling and of “WWW" time plus the preced¬ the relative positions as to quan¬
themselves through monitors as
ing 90 minutes.) Of greater sig--| tity."
cigaret gasping."
they read, converse, etc., and a lec¬
But when it comes to doing any¬ nificance was sets-in-use, averag¬
ture by the station program direc¬
Fact that there’s a $500 top for
thing “effective" in preventing ing 33.5 per minute, with 2.94 Matinee" actors—idols or other¬
tor or news chief on general ontype of advertising that the FTC persons per set. Show’s share-of- wise—doesn’t discourage the talent
camera behavior. If a “graduate"
could stop “if it had the money,1 audience was 56.7.
wants more training or practice be¬
from seeking exposures on the
Mason declared, “I would say the
“Richard" maintained its gait show. Among the w.k.’s have been
fore hitting the television trail, sta¬
board
works at an-extremely low throughout, with low of 18.2 at Louis Hayward, Sylvia Field, Jean
tions will give it to him.
point of visibility."
the starting half-hour and highs of Parker, Dorothy Shay, Gene Lock¬
Initial- reaction of affiliates to
First and only report, in 1953, 19.5 at 3 and 4:30—or a disparity hart, Billie Burke, Judith Evelyn,
the plan has been almost univer¬
of the Code Review Board, he said, of but 1.3 between crest and
sally favorable, with the web get¬
(Continued on page 48)
reveals no instance of denying
trough. Opening salvo compared to
ting immediate okays from such
subscriber the right to use of
the 1.9 of CBS-TV’s “Adventure";
Columbus, March 13.
grassroots outlets as KCCC, Sacra¬
seal of approval. “I doubt if the
mento; WLWA, Atlanta; KLOR-TV,
A viewing boycott of WLW-C, seal has accomplished anything be¬ the other half-hour clusters were:
19.5 vs. 1.1 for “Face the Nation";
(Continued on page 48)
the Crosley station here, has been sides giving a false sense of secu¬ 19 vs. 3.9 for Eric Sevareid; 19.1
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Ken Banghart wanted to find out for himself.
On one of his weeknight newscasts, he made a single request for postcards
or letters that would tell him who was listening. 9,635** listeners wrote in to
say they were out there, all right — and that many had been there for ten yearsl

Projecting this figure conservatively by mail-order standards... figuring
nineteen non-writing listeners for every one that wrote in...
on this one night alone, Ken Banghart spoke to

192,700 LISTENERS!
Advertisers looking for a personality with fantastic listener loyalty,
can buy two fine weekday newscasts on WRCA — at 6 pm and 11 pm —
both conducted by one of the all-time greats in broadcast news.. *

ANGHART
* one of the rating services, for it$
November report, couldn't find
a measurable audience for
Ken Banghart’s 11 pm newscast
on four nights out of five
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* Audited and verified by an
independent firm of
Certified Public Accountants
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TELEVISION BEVIEWS-

TV NEWSREEL
With Gunnar Back
Director: John Hoban
10 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7 p.m. and 11
RCAVICTOR
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
To strengthen its news coverage
and at the same time meet the
name competition of the other two
local tv stations (Taylor Grant,
WRCV-TV, and John Facenda,
WCAU-TV) WFIL-TV has brought
in Gunnar Back, former NBC Wash¬
ington correspondent, to act as di¬
rector of news and special events.
Back’s background as reporter
and interviewer (the McCarthy
trials) and as moderator (America’s
Town Meeting) shows through in
his dispassionate approach and his
lack of distracting mannerisms of
voice and delivery. There is i
complete absence of personal ex
ploitation in Back's "no starch’
appearance and his general atti¬
tude of one "who doesn’t take it
too big”.
On session caught, he employed
the newscaster’s usual grabbag of
information—the missing Globemaster; the segregation issue; Sov¬
iets and oil; France and the Moroc¬
can situation, and the firing of
Glubb Pasha. In 10-minute span
he also ran down purely local hap¬
penings and sports scores. An in¬
formal touch, as well as a plug, was
the interview with Pennsylvania’:
Congressman Hugh Scott on civil
rights. Scott welcomed the news¬
man with a warm "We all enjoyed
working with you in Washington.”
Program makes use of film clips.
Newscaster also does the commer¬
cials and is fortunate sponsor-wise,
plugging such items as the Benily
Goodman album and a taperdcorder, which add interest with¬
out lessening dignity.
Gagh.
JO PORTARO SHOW
With Jo Portaro, Joan Olson,
Jeanne Hughes, Marge Reid,
guests
Director: Bob Huber
30 Mins.: Sun., 3:30 p.m.
WXEL, Cleveland
This half-hour Sunday afternoon
stint is a glamorized beauty com¬
mercial for the Jo Portaro Salon.
But, because of its friendly over¬
tones, gentle approach and deft
handling by Portaro himself, the
entire stanza comes up with heavy
results on the plus side of the
ledger.
Utilizing a series of "before and
after” presentations, with the
"treated" women themselves ap¬
pearing on the show, Portaro
scores with a showmanship stroke
proving- the positive facts of his
claim that a woman who knows
what to do with her hair-do, etc.,
can achieve an additional touch of
beauty. That, in itself, should
assure him a heavy audience in
this area.
As additional fillips, the attrac¬
tive models—Joan Olson, Jeanne
Hughes, Marge Reid, Rayline Hill
and Audrey Kapel — provide for
eye arrest. Miss Hall is particular¬
ly effective with commercial pitch.
On stanza caught, (4) Higbee
fashion coordinator, Helene St.
Andrews, presented new hat show,
that added to pleasant viewing.
Mark.

Rob & Ray Boston Exit
Cues More Upheavals
In Hub Program Skeds
Boston, March 13.
Shakeup in Boston radio con¬
tinues this week with the pot boil¬
ing at WBZ which just terminated
their, contract with Bob & Ray, and
is preparing to launch Alan Dary,
disk jock from WORL, Mon. (19).
Station still denies that it will
sever its ties with NBC under its
new program of local round the
clock disk jocking.
Bob & Ray contract, in effect
since Feb., 1955, was terminated
because of their heavy schedule,
according to Grady Edney, program
manager for the Westinghouse sta¬
tion in Boston, and becomes effec¬
tive March 31.
Their segment, 5 to 6 p.m., will
be taken over by Norm Prescott,
the first disk jock in under the new
program who signed with WBZ
last August.
Dary, who has picked up a big
following in six years at WORL,
gets the 10:25 to 11:55 p.m. time
Mon. through Fri. and on Sat. from
9 to 12 noon on WBZ as a starter.
Dary’s schedule will be enlarged in
the near future, the station said.
The WBZ disk jock lineup now has
Carl deSuze, as anchor man, Norm
Prescott and Alan Dary. Reports
that Sherm Feller, WVDA disk
jock, would join the group were
denied by Feller.
Other reports that Vaughn Mon¬
roe and Rudy Vallee were being
sought by WBZ for disk jock
chores were unconfirmed,
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Loqella Parsons Story
Since television seems irresist¬
ibly drawn to anything with the
Hollywood label on it, "Climax”
on CBS-TV last week (8) tackled
the life story of film columnist
Louella O. Parsons. What the
hourlong show needed most was a
climax; that is unless a succession
ol stars confiding their breathless
"secrets” on the telephone to Miss
Parsons was meant to serve as a
substitute.
Maybe, for some it did. Apart
from a few sketchy bits about the
columnist’s life (she hates being
doublecrossed, loves Hearst, can’t
resist sampling food from other
people’s plates and is actually two
people — the lady and the legend)
they certainly got little else out of
the show. The conglomeration of
familiar faces was impressive even
if the lines were not.
Doing screen biogs on people
who are still alive is a difficult job
at best. In the case of "The Lou¬
ella Parsons Story,” adapted from
her book, "The Gay Illiterate,” by
Whitfield Cook, the subject just
proved too much—or too little—to
be entertaining. Show suffered
from the dual handicap of deline¬
ating the scope of Miss Parsons’
"beat” (she’s constantly scooping
everybody else, by sheer persis¬
tence) and making it visual, too, by
crowding in as many w.k. person¬
alities as possible. Since this in¬
evitably involved crowding in the
plugs, too, the studios really made
hay that night.
In the role of Miss' Parsons,
Teresa Wright was mannered but
quite convincing, and she effective¬
ly copied the columnist’s slow de¬
livery. In the few dramatic sket¬
ches offered, Miss Wright also
proved that she’s a very capable
actress. Last bit, when the camera
caught her face reacting to
speeches by Jack L. Warner, Dar¬
ryl F. Zanuck, Sam Goldwyn, etc.,
at the 1948 Coconut Grove testi¬
monial to her, brought one of the
few emotional sparks of the show.
Story was told in flashback as
Miss Parsons was interviewed in
her office where phones jangle
merrily all day long to convey the
"scoops.” Routine became a bit
boring, but was necessary to intro
such names as Robert Mitchum,
Ginger Rogers, Kim Novak, Joan
Fontaine, etc. Later, among those
seen and “briefly heard were Rock
Hudson, Lana Turner, John Wayno,
Susan Hayward, Dan Dailey, Eve
Arden, Eddie Cantor, Jean Pierre
Aumont, Merle Oberon, Zsa Zsa
Gabor, Charles Boyer, and other
celebs. Since the news that some
of them imparted in response to
Miss Parsons’ cheery "What’s new
that I don’t know about?” seemed
to be of scant consequences, one
couldn’t help wondering why they
bothered calling at all. Impression
was left that it’s a Hollywood cus¬
tom.
"Parsons Story” covered the
early film period in a couple of
quick vignettes, establishing Miss
Parsons at the • Essanay studio in
Chicago and, later on the Chicago
Record-Herald, at which point she
received the advice never to work
foi Hearst. Later, at least in this
version, Hearst simply hired her
away from the Morning Telegraph
to work on the New York Ameri¬
can by agreeing to all of her 22
demands. There was also reference
to her two husbands, the first—
John Parsons—and the second, Dr.
Harry Martin, who died in 1951
after 21. years of marriage. Martin
was played by William Talman in
a brief sketch involving his mar¬
riage proposal. Miss Parsons’
daughter, Harriet, appeared as a
child. On the "Climax” show she
acted as script consultant.
Impression one got of Miss Par¬
sons was that she was a very busy
woman, greatly addicted to the
telephone, who knew absolutely
anyone who had ever had anything
to do with the film biz. At no point
did Miss Parsons emerge as a real
figure interested in more than just
chit-chat; nor was there really
more than a passing reference or
two to Hearst, who must have fig¬
ured importantly in her life; nor
did the adapter let drop more than
a tantalizing hint that, prior to her
second marriage, Miss Parsons was
in love with a married man.
Director John Frankenheimer
coordinated the show as best he
could, cutting back and forth from
"live” show to film, or from Miss
Parsons on the phone to her vari¬
ous interviewees.” The Parsons
Story, produced by Martin Manulis,
had a spectacular quality for rea¬
sons only indirectly connected
with its main subject. Lensing was
strictly routine except for one
single shot of a room seen against
the closeup of a record turning on
an oldstyle phonograph.
There were a couple of savvy
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references in the script that prob¬
ably spelled out nostalgia for oldtimers in the film industry. Theda
Bara came in for a brief mention.
So did Mary Pickford, and there
was a brief flash of one of the
Chaplin silents. When it was all
over, no holes had been punctured
into the Parsons "legend.” If they
had, it might have made a better
show.
HijU
Star Stage
Betty Grable and a roomful of
roses would well satisfy the pic¬
torial requirements of any telepic.
That it does quite admirably on
this "Cleopatra Collins” install¬
ment but beyond this feast for the
eyes there’s little to stimulate the
other senses. The play by Fay and
Michael Kanin must have been
bought on the strength of their
name and fame. About all it does
is to give Miss Grable latitude to
strut her physical magnificance
and play quite casually the role of
a happily married woman with an
exciting past. But it almost catches
up with her to give the vehicle
what little motion it can generate
under its own literary steam.
Much was made of la Grable’s
dramatic debut in tv and with her
one can forget her acting albeit
well mannered and acceptablly
pleasing.
It’s like swim-suited
beauties around a Thunderbird.
Who looks at the car? The story
is this thin. Past admirers flood
her with messages of affection on
her birthday but one die-hard, a
rajah, sends over 10 dozen roses.
The husband brings home a. dozen.
While she’s' away, he changes
cards. The rajah calls, the three
share a champagne supper and then
he spills the beans, or rather- the
roses. He tells her that he is sorry
he could send over only 10 dozen
but the florist couldn’t scrape up
any more. She laughs off the de¬
ception and melts in the arms'of
her husband. The rajah repeats
what others have told him, "you’re
a very lucky man.” Certainly no
dissent at the sets.
Miss Grable acts out her part as
if the watchers were listening
rather than ogling. Casey Adams
as the jealous husband rarely got
out of the mood and others com¬
petently assisting were Rick Jason,
Michael Winkleman, Louise Bea¬
vers and Jack Kruschen. Direc¬
tion of Sidney Lanfield kept Miss
Grable in focus most of the time
for tasty segue into Swanson’s fro¬
zen chickens and Pond’s beauty
products.
Helm.
Big Surprise
There was a switch of emcees on
the NBC-TV "The Big Surprise”
last Saturday night (10) as Mike
Wallace replaced Jack Barry, but
nothing fundamental has been
changed. If anything, Wallace’s
handling of the emcee spot makes
this show seem even more like a
carbon of "The $64,000 Question,”
since Wallace has apparently been

Granik’s Tinder-Box
"American Forum of the Air”
on Sunday (11) not only scored
a scoop in bringing the am¬
bassadors of two hostile coun¬
tries figuratively face, to face,
but probably marked a. tv
first. To point up the bitter¬
ness, the Syrian ambassador
insisted on a board partition
separating him from the
Israeli diplomat.
The Ambassadors to the U. S.
from Syria and Israel observed
the amenities of diplomacy, as
they faced each other across
the discussion table, and an¬
swered questions of moderator
Steve McCormack and two stu¬
dent guests. But the apparent
bitterness between them, rep¬
resentative of the tinder-box
which is the Middle East, was
dramatic and visual proof to
the viewer of the yet un¬
leashed fury in that troubled
area of the world.
Producer Ted Granik is to
be kudoed for his initiative in
bringing electronic journalism
one step further, a step, more¬
over, quite impossible for the
written word. The two diplo¬
mats displayed courage in
facing a nationwide audience
in debate. That.they also dis¬
played the innate complexity
and bitterness of their feelings
is a tribute to the medium.
Moderator McCormack’s ques¬
tions were keenly penetrative,
albeit fair, and equally sharp
with each of the adversaries.
Entire show was an’ unusual
and bell-ringing one in the
field of public forum.
Flor.
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watching Hal March on the latter
show. Wallace, in fact, even made
a reference at one point to the
rival stanza as "another quiz show
which also gives away a consider¬
able amount of money.”
But even though "The Big Sur¬
prise” gives away even more loot
than "The $64,000 Question,” it
still lacks the latter’s boff impact.
For one thing, its frankly imitative;
for another, it lacks the produc¬
tion care and class of the other
Louis G. Cowan package on CBSTV. Overall, it’s surprising how
unexciting "Big Surprise” can
make gambling on $100,000 seem.
On last Saturday’s show, the big
jackpot was won by Rear Admiral
Redfield Mason, the third winner
in the show’s history. An expert
on Greek mythology, Mason was
faced with a difficult six-part ques¬
tion involving the obscure names
of some legendary femme charac¬
ters. Although Wallace tried hard
to generate some tension, the lack
of suspense was almost unbearable.
The buildup attempt, via camera
shots of the audience (which didn’t
look particularly anxious as the
admiral mulled the question),
failed to come off arid the ulti¬
mate copping of the jackpot was
anticlimactic.
Opening the show, a smalltown
woman mayor lost in her try at
the jackpot over some1 questions
about George Washington. She gets
another crack at the big prize next
week. Closing the show was a hill¬
billy carpenter who’s an expert on
travel. He succeeded in getting to
the $200 level ("The Big Surprise”
has not yet appropriated the word
"plateau”) before time ran out.
Incidentally, J. S. Seidman (&
Seidman), w.k: as a legal angel
and generally involved in show biz
matters from an accountancy basis,
is quoted as computing that Ad¬
miral Mason would face a maxi¬
mum Federal income tax of $52,000, if he and his wife filed a joint
return, as a result of winning the
$100,000.
Herm.
Ed Sullivan Show
Figure skaters Tenley Albright
and Hayes Jenkins in an exhibition
telecast from the Rockefeller Plaza
rink gave Sunday’s (11) Ed Sulli¬
van Show a topical touch. Balance
of the layout, however, was stand¬
ard vaudeo.
Miss Albright and Jenkins, who
appeared via courtesy of the U.S.
Figure Skating Assn., the Olympic
Fund and Sports Illustrated, contribbed a sparkling display of
blades prowess. Although the rink
lighting was a bit shadowy upon oc¬
casion, the cameras had little dif¬
ficulty in catching the skaters’
rapid whirls and spins.
Another topical touch—this time
for upcoming St. Patrick’s Day—
was the Dorothy Hayden Irish
Steppers.
Four girls and two
males, they terped a mean jig accomped by accordion. It was a
great night for the Irish for also
on" hand aside from conferencier
Sullivan, was the Lynda Lynch
Trio.
Miss Lynch, who’s the 18-yearold daughter of Radio City Music
Hall ad-pub chief Fred Lynch, was
pert and vivacious in dishing up
some imaginative song-and-dance
routines, aided and abetted by her
male partners. Roger ("Autumn
Leaves”) Williams clicked handily
with his pianistics. His trick mini¬
ature 88 was particularly effective.
Rounding out the session were
The Great Unus, balancer-equili¬
brist; Amru Sani, Indian song¬
stress; The Chaludis, a bicycle
turn; Amazing Marvellos, tumbling
troupe; comic Jimmy Komack plus
singers Dick Duane and Enzo Stuarti. Emcee Sullivan hosted with his
usual proficiency. Julia Meade, who
assists with the Lincoln-Mercury
puffs, was a brief emcee whilst
Sullivan hustled over to the Rocke¬
feller rink.
Sullivan, incidentally, was gifted
with a plaque from Olympic^ Com¬
mittee official Eddie Egan in be¬
half of the columnist’s "great work
for the Olympics.” Also sharing
the spotlight at the presentation
was Cyd Charisse who, viewers
were informed, is appearing in
Metro’s "Meet Me in Las Vegas.”
Gitb.
City Desk
WNBQ-WMAQ’s "City Desk,”
Chicago’s solo radio-tv forum for
the airing of civic matters, clocked
its fourth anniversary last week.
Sunday paneler, moderated by
WNBQ-WMAQ news chief Bill Ray
and featuring local newsmen grill¬
ing names in the news, has pro¬
duced a sizeable file of scoops and
has played an immeasurable role
in imprinting the NBC stations’
identity on the hometown.
For the birthday show, Ray dis¬
pensed with the usual guest "sub-

FRANK YANKOVIC SHOW
With the Peppermints, Yankovic’s
Polka band; Vince Lloyd, Pat
Vance
Producer: Les Urbach
Director: Le Roy AUiger
69 Mins.; Tues., 7 p.m.
GRAND CENTRAL MERCURY &
NATIONAL CLOTHING
WGN-TV, Chicago
This polka bash should^go over
okay with the afficionados but its
60-minute course makes it a heavy
dose for the viewers with just a
passing interest in the old country
dances and Americanized tunes.
Fronting is Frank Yankovic, a big
man in the polka field. With his
accordion and singing he makes up
in zest and enthusiasm what he
lacks in polish in the usual sense
as the emcee. .
It’s practically a straight musical
bill of fare as Yankovic "and- his
orch split duties with the Pepper¬
mints, femme trio. On chapter
watched (7) composer Milton DeLugg dropped in equipped with
his own accordion for some musical
byplay with the host. Also present
was a group of polka dancers who
went through their paces smooth¬
ly. It’s a question, however, just
how much spectator interest ther«
is in this traditional terping.
Commercial spieler Pat Vance
perhaps should have been billed as
the co-star. It seemed like during
the last half of the show she was
on camera as often as Yankovic,
making with the words for National
Credit Clothing.
Vince Lloyd
worked the first half for the car
dealer. His chores didn’t seem as
lengthy but they were padded out
with some hefty "bless the spon¬
sor” intros from the Polka King.
Dave.

Miami ’Homecoming’
For Sandy Wirth As
’Circus’ Hits the Road
Miami is readying a mammoth
“homecoming” celebration for San¬
dy Wirth, featured on "Super Cir¬
cus’’ and the Miss Florida semi¬
finalist in the 1955 Miss America
contest. Occasion will be the "Su¬
per Circus” origination from the
76,000-seat Orange Bowl Sunday
(18), the show’s first out-of-town
stand. Remote was more or less
forced on the show because of the
ABC-TV “Voice of Firestone” spec¬
tacular the following night (19),
but the ABC-TV brass decided to
make the most of the situation
with a hometown hoopla centering
on Miss Wirth.
Miss Wirth and ringmaster Jerry
Colonna planed to Miami yester¬
day (Tues.) for a round of ap¬
pearances, starting with a special
show on WITV, ABC-TV’s Miami
affiiliate. Big hoopla comes Sat¬
urday with a parade in downtown
Miami featuring bands, floats and
150 baton twirlers (her specialty),
with Mayor Randall Christmas de¬
livering an official greeting. Mean¬
while, various organizations will
circulate 150,000 tickets to the tele¬
cast to school children, Boy Scout
groups and underprivileged chil¬
dren, while some 50 members of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
have agreed to act as ushers in
the Orange Bowl during the tele¬
cast.
Producer Martin Stone, who with
his staff will be down for the tele¬
cast (even the Ralph Herman orch
is being flown ‘down), is trying
his first merchandising effort on
the show in the form of "Super
Circus” T-shirts to be worn by the
150 baton-twirlers organized as a
"Sandy Wirth Fan Club” and by
the Delta Airlines hostesses greet¬
ing the contingent at the airport.
Coca-Cola trucks are tying in with
posters calling attention to the
telecast, while additional displays
are being distributed to Miami
stores. ABC-TV is even sending a
pair of publicity men down for
the event.
ject” and brought back the trio of
newspaper political editors who
appeared on the initial "Desk.”
Present for the up-to-the-minute
backgrounding of the city, state
and national political picture were
John Dreiske, Sun-Times; Charles
Cleveland, Daily News; George
Tagge, Tribune, and NBC news¬
man Len O’Conner, a "Desk” reg¬
ular.
With no interviewee to toss their
barbs at, the boys were all on their
best behavior and generally had
little fault with either the state
or city administrations. Nonethe¬
less, with Ray doing his usual neat
job of keeping the talk on the
rails, what came out was a com¬
prehensive discussion of the cur¬
rent political scene, from City Hall
to the White House.
This is public service in the best
sense of the phrasfe.
Dave.
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(Reviewed In Variety Dec. 21, ’55)
CAMERA INSIDE RUSSIA
high tor
With Myron Zobel, John Tillman
(Ford Star Jubilee)
With Bing Crosby, Nancy Olson, Producer: Zobel
Richard III
Julie Andrews, Everett Sloane, Director: Mike Meltzer
Laurence
Olivier,
in
association
Ilans Conreid, Llpyd Corrigan, 60 Mins., Tliurs. (8), 9 p.m.
with London Films, presents “Rich¬
Sustaining
ard in” by William Shakespeare,
starring John Gielgud, Ralph Rich¬
TV^Adaptation: Maxwell Anderson WPIX, New York
ardson. Claire Bloom, Alec Clunes,
Some of the most informative
(with music by Arthur Schwartz)
Cedric Hardwlcke, Stanley
Baker,
and colorful footage to come out
producer: Schwartz
Laurence Naismith, Norman WooBy GEORGE ROSEN
It is a screen achievement of the
of Russia was contained in “Camera
Director: James Nielsen
land, Mary Kerrldge, Pamela Brown,
highest order.” Of this there can
Helen Haye, John Laurie, Esmond
Inside Russia,” a WPIX special
90 Mins., Sat. (10), 9:30 p.m.
The biggest spec of them all— be no question.
Knight and Laurence Olivier.
live-and-film stanza which had
FORD MOTOR CO.
“Richard III”—came to television
CAST IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
Myron Zobel showing and discuss^
British ‘Who’s Who’
CBS-TV (film)
(J. Walter Thompson)
ing the footage he shot no more
Sunday (11), an outstanding film
King Edward IV.. Cedric Hardwicke
The cast reads like a “Who's
Archbishop
of
Canterbury
Bing Crosby’s entry into the 90- than 10 weeks ago behind the Iron
off
the
London
Films
British
VistaWho”
in the British theatre—
*
Nicholas Hannen
minute spectacular on CBS-TV’s Curtain. Zobel, a retired publisher
Vision shelf. Its three-hour Sun¬ Olivier, John Gielgud, Sir Ralph
Richard III. Laurence Olivier
“Ford Star Jubilee” Saturday who now travels and lectures,
Buckingham.Ralph Richardson
day afternoon “Wide Wide World” Richardson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
night (10) was hardly as rewarding showed his film a couple of weeks
Clarence
.
John Gielgud
unreeling under General Motors Claire Bloom, Pamela Brown, Alec
Queen Elizabeth.Mary Kerridgeas the auspicious occasion war¬ ago on KTTV in Los Angeles, in a
sponsorship, with NBC giving it Clunes, Stanley Baker, Norman
Jane Shore .Pamela Brown
ranted. Out of Maxwell Ander¬ 90-minute format, and the WPIX
Prince of Wales . Paul Huson
its U. S. premiere—a premiere, Wooland, among others. It would
son’s “High Tor” fantasy, orig¬ showing followed a similar pattern,
Page to Richard III.... Stewart Allen
incidentally, loaded with ramifica¬ be technical carping to conceive
inally presented on Broadway 20 with staffer John Tillman “inter¬
Lady Anne.Claire Bloom
tions and overtones charting new of finer casting or more painstak¬
1st Priest.Russell Thorndike
years ago as a straight play, the viewing” Zobel in breaks in the
1st Monk. Wally Bascoe
avenues in show biz exhibition— ing and inspired performances.
network fashioned a filmusical film while Zobel did a voice-over
2nd Monk.Norman Fisher
suggested that within the eco¬ As the physically twisted, conniv¬
version, the joint effort of Arthur narration to his cut-down footage. •Brakenbury.Andrew
Cruickshank
Schwartz and Anderson
(with
nomic
framework of tv this was a ing, treacherous Richard, Olivier
Rivers . Clive Morton
Zobel traveled as a tourist in
Scrivener.Terence Greenidge
Schwartz also doubling a% pro¬ Russia, and in his own words, this
noble, praiseworthy experiment. makes understandable and fires
Catesby.Norman Wodand
ducer).
But
whether
it warrants repetition with life this complicated and am¬
gave him an immediate advantage
Hastings.Alec Clunes
The songs were good, at least a over the networks and newsreel
in a free-tv era or can only be bitious usurper for the throne. In
Grey.Dan Cunningham
couple of them way up on the po¬ companies, whose shooting was ■ Dorset. . .Douglas Wilmer
feasible within the pay-tv orbit his soliloquies the star-directorStanley. Laurence Naismith
tential list of solid clicks. There carefully supervised and whose
(when and if) will depend on wait- producer has made unique use of
Forrest (The Murders)
was a stunning . performance by persqnnel were heavily chaper¬ . Dighton,
and-see circumstances.
the camera that gives the film an
Michael Gough, Michael Ripper
Julie Andrews, the ex-ingenue of oned. The film shows the differ¬
Duchess of York
.Helen Haye
As giant screen theatrical fare, added avantage -over the stage.
Young Duke of York... Andy Shine
“Boy Friend,” as the ephemeral ence—Zobel’s pictures are far
“Richard III” represents monu¬
Remarkably enough, Olivier the
Abbot .Roy RusseU
Dutch phantom- -walking the “High more informative, far more casual
Lord Mayor of London
mental and drarilatic filmmaking director is just as brilliant as
Tor” mountain for 300 years. But and natural and far wider in scope
George Woodbridge
which
this
reviewer
has
also
seen,
Olivier
the actor. His mastery of
basically what evolved was a than anything the networks have
Ratcliffe.Esmond Knight
at its best, with an adornment of light, his ominous casting of
Lovel. John Laurie
flimsy “boy meets ghost, loses girl; been able to come up with from
Messenger to Hastings
tinted riches, massive production shadows, the sensitivity of his
iboy loses ghost, gets girl” vehicle present-day Russia. An indication
Peter Williams
and rewarding performances topped camera closeups, his genius for
that would find it tough going as of the free-and-easy manner in
Hastings' Ostler... .Timothy Bateson
by Laurence Olivier in the title movement and seemingly effort¬
the bottom half of a theatrical which he- was allowed to use his
2nd Priest.Willoughby Gray
double-feature.
Scrubwoman.Anne
Wilton
role. As 160 minutes of entertain¬ less continuity, his control of the
cameras was a sequence which
Beadle. Bill Shine
ment
reduced to living-room size, tension and mounting suspense,
Through it all, Crosby was lost. showed an MVD officer encourag¬
1st Clergyman.Derek Prentice
it’s still magnificent programming, the judicious yet superb values
True, his ballading was good ing him to shoot inside the
2nd Clergyman. Deering Wells
George Stanley.... Richard Bennett
Crosby and his bouncy “John Kremlin.
with the one regrettable aspect added by the music, all of thi*
Tyrrell.Patrick Troughton
Barleycorn” rendition was one of
that the multichrome splendor of made of “Richard III” one of the
Accompanied by his wife and an
1st Messenger. Brian Nissen
the. show’s high spots, but his love- Austrian friend who was also a
the spectacle was lost to all but a finest in the Olivier catalog of
2nd Messenger.Alexander Davion
making had just about as much cameraman—thus giving him the
3rd Messenger... Lane Meddick
few. Unfortunately, since this is Shakespeare. _
4th Messenger.Robert Bishop
substance as the Dutch ghosts on advantage of two cameras;—Zobel
still an overwhelmingly prevalent
NBC wisely utilized the services
Norfolk
. John Phillips
High Tor, His poetic meanderings traveled everywhere: inside the
black-and-white era, the added of Dr. Frank Baxter, the Shake¬
Henry Tudor, Earl of Richmond
were neither fanciful nor sym¬ Kremlin
walls,
into ordinary
dimension of the tint values can spearean authority, for one of the
Stanley Baker
bolic. It jusf wasn’t, in' the film houses and apartments, to the
be written off.
intervals and the good profes¬
CREDITS
clips for a placid and, let5s face it, “free” market, with the wife of an
But in every other respect, this sor’s terse, analytical commentary
not-so-young contented guy in a American correspondent wfeo is a
Producer-Director
Olivier-Alexander Korda produc¬ on Richard, Buckingham, Anne,
comfortable jacket to project him¬ permanent Moscow resident and
Sir Laurence Olivier
Associate Director Anthony Bushell
tion was dramatic fare of the high¬ the War of the Roses with its cul¬
self as ah escapist from a material¬ therefore a housewife, into the
Music By.Sir William Walton
est order, giant screen or 21-inch. minating Battle of Bosworth Field,
ist world through the flights of nursery schools and the ballet
Played By...The Royal Philharmonic
Anderson's dream on the Tappan schools, the ballet theatres, even a
Certainly Sunday’s presentation etc., made for fine supplementary
Orchestra
Zee,
Conducted By.Muir Mathleson
One could havt
dispelled any apprehension that programming.
circus whose main acts were East
Production Supervisor. .John Gossage
When he came upstage to do his German, museums, exhibits, the
sitting through three hours of a wished, for that matter, that Dr.
Production Manager.Jack Martin
songs (four in all). with all his streets, Lenin’s tomb, etc. A com¬
dwarf-dimensioned Shakespearean Baxter had substituted for Dave
Director of Photography Otto Heller
muted charm and affability, it was bined sight-seeing and acutely
excursion into bloody intrigue and Garroway in guest-hosting all the
Production Designer.. . Rbger Furse
strictly Crosby and not Van Dorn, manner-of-living study, Zobel’s
Art Director.... Carmen Dillon
a succession of horrendous epi¬ “Richard” intermissions, for Gar¬
Editor.Helga Cranston
the man in love with his mountain, filming gave a sharper picture of
sodes, no matter how opulent its roway certainly added nothing
Make-up Supervisor... Tony Sforzini
For that matter the entire Dutch how Russians live, what they eat,
facade,
would not only be hard on while a continuing Baxter com¬
Wardrobe Supervisor Bridget Sellers
crew, from the captain down, had'*] what things cost and what they en¬
Sponsors . ..United Motors,
would
unquestionably
the Bard but a trying experience mentary
little understanding or feeling for joy, than any other chunk of film
Delco-Remy, Guide Lamp, A. C.
for
the
viewer.
The excitement and have complemented the whole.
what Anderson was trying to say. to hit Stateside yet. From the show
Spark Plug and Pontiac Divi¬
the suspense carried the viewer
sions of the General Motors
The variety of GM-parented
Strange were many things about biz standpoint, Zobel’s film was
Corp.
swiftly through the three hours.
commercials-^A.C. Spark Plugs,
the production: why, for example, excellent, shdwing the one night¬
Crosby wasn’t even given a nibble spot in Moscow, the circus, a sansGuide Lamps, DelcoRather, it’s the economics at¬ Pontiac.
at the best of the Schwartz tunes, permission shot of some topflight FEU DE JOIE
tending NBC’s one-shot acquisi¬ Remy, United Motors (with a par¬
“When You’re In Love,”, to which ballet, plus a discussion of prices, With Michel Noel, Muriel Millard, tion of “Richard” that could well ticularly fetching tint production
nori-singer Everett Sloane fell amusements, etc. on the Russian
Irene Andrian, Dominique mitigate against Sunday’s perform¬ sparking the A.C. plugs) were not,
heir. Or why the camera transi¬
ance of “Richard” establishing a on the whole, particularly intrusive
Michel, Lucille Dumont
Add to- that the fact that
tions were so awkward, consider¬ scene.
tv pattern for the future.
For or jarring, providing, in fact, a
Zobel‘is obviously a charming, cul¬ Producer: Jean Leonard
ing the scope that the filmization tivated
Music Director: Walter Eiger
man
whose
manner
showed
there’s a big “if” hovering over breather at approximately 40-min¬
afforded. Or vfap Ford permitted well on video, and the hour was a 30 Mins.; Thur.; 8:30 p.m.
the network’s “% of the gross” ute intervals.
an invitation to a tuneout even be¬
informative and interesting CBC-TV, from Montreal
stake in the subsequent theatrical
Win or lose, it’s to be fervently
fore the film got started by an most
session.
Tillman
was
a
sympathetic
“Feu. de Joie” is one of the 90 release of the film in the U. S. This hoped that NBC will continue to
elongated commercial that must co-host, and helped drive the im¬
is
the
network’s
only
chance
of
re¬
live
weekly
French-language
tv
make
such superior entertainment
have consumed five minutes.
Chan.
This musical version of bank portant points home.
programs (besides news and sports couping on the buy—aside from available to its millions of viewers.
the
inherent
prestige
rebounding
robbers and unsavory crooks MIDDAY ROUNDUP
spots) Canadian Broadcasting
to the web through the slotting of
scheming to buy High Tor for With Carl “Tiny” Thomale, Bar¬
Corp. produces in its six Montreal
MEET THE CHAMPIONS
traprock; spirits out of the Dutch
ney Arnold, Bill Minshall, Mary studios. “Fire of Joy,” all music, what certainly must-, be ranked j as With Jack Lescoulie, others
past, and an unrealistic mountain
distinguished programming keyed
Ann Johnson, “Sleepy” Marlin,
Producer-Director: Marshall Stone
recluse and his more down-tohas
a
genuine
Gallic
flavor.
All
in
to
the
Pat
Weaver
precepts
of
up¬
Shorty Chesser, Bernie Smith,
Writers: Barney Nagler, Rob Silver
earth sweetheart, also enlisted the
George Workman, Dave Ballard, a nightclub setting, with no an¬ grading tv for the view.
Friday, until 11 p.m.
services of Nancy Olson, who at
guest
Staggering Loss
PHILLIES
least had a comprehensible role Producer-director: Dick Sweeney nouncements and scarcely a nonNBC's % claim on the theatrical NBC-TV, from New York
and therefore rang true in her 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 noon sung word. Show’s regular toppers
(Al Paul Lefton)
b.o. receipts (which begins on a
performance.- Hans Conreid and Participating
are
Michel
Noel,
a
suave
baritone,
*
After the Gillette fights on Fri¬
Lloyd Corrigan played the trap- WHAS-TV, Louisville
and Muriel Millard, a tall, attrac¬ graduated scale after London Film
rock swindlers so broadly that the
tive dark-haired soprano who can realizes the first $1,000,000) stems day nights, NBC has two sports
Slanted toward the rural audi¬ get raucous when the chanson calls from the network's $500,000 pay¬ stanzas going simultaneously. With
supposed humor was lost and the
mood and tempo of the play ence, this noontime variety show for it.
Other regulars include ment for the one-time showing, the start of the newer one, “Meet
live from WHAS packs plenty of Dominique Michel and Lucille Du¬ the web in turn selling it to Gen¬ the Champions,” last week (9), the
thrown askew.
info
and
entertainment.
M.c’d
by
It remained for Miss Andrews
mont, both lively brunettes with eral Motors for $400,000. But with network seems to have ironed out
its difficulties. State Farm Insur¬
to really capture Anderson’s elu¬ “Tiny” Thomale, staff piano and good voices.
GM already committed to its usual ance, which sponsors “Red Barber’s
accordion
man,
and
with
musical
sive fantasy on life and love. Her
Guest chanteuse this stanza was 90-minute ‘‘Wide World” sponsor¬
best number, was “Once Upon A background, principally strings, Irene Andrian, a Polish-bom* cop¬ ship and with NBC obliged to Corner” at the same time, isn't
Long Ago,” which she sang with ably supplied by “Sleepy” Marlin, per-blonde looker who’s only been preempt a couple of commercial paying the freight in several east¬
ern markets, but entry of Phillies
a clear, lovely voice and with un¬ champ fiddler; Bernie Smith, one over here four years. She won
shows, it adds up to an even more into seven N.Y. and one Rhode
of.Jhe best guitar men in the area;
affected charm.
last year’s coast-to-coast Canadian staggering loss on the NBC ledgers Island tv centres with the Jack
Shorty
Chesser,
guitar
and
vocals,
The film was made for CBS in
pro talent contest “Pick the Stars”
12 days. It cost about $450,000. and George Workman on the bass, on CBC-TV. Hair plaited in one —certainly effective propaganda Lescoulie-conducted affair settles
The network reserves, the right to show packs plenty of solid enter¬ side-hung' braid, with large golden fodder for the pay-tv proponents. all that. (Before this WRCA had
give it a couple more screenings, tainment on the musical end. earrings and a Romany costume, Thus that % on theatrical gross been airing a post-fight session for
then it. reverts to Crosby and Group is^known as the Red River she sang two Hungarian Gypsy assumes a major importance and Bayuk cigars with Jackie Robin¬
Schwartz for any possible residual •Ramblers, and-they play and sing songs in a warm, rich mezzo. First raises the all-important questions: son.)
These short sports showcasing
values. Th’ese are doubtful assets. a number of tunes requested by was gently lilting, second gay and Will the tv preihiere hurt the the¬
letter from viewers. Some oldies,
haphazard affairs at best, since
,
*
Rose.
flirtatious, with seductive use of atre b.o., or will it rather serve as are
like “Redwing,” by Chesser and the
a teaser in whetting the appetite they depend for length and, often
eyes.
She
also
effectively
sug¬
Mary Ann Johnson, and “We Did.” gested the wild movements of a for the giant-size color package? for text, on the vagaries of the Gil¬
by the same duo, must have reg¬
lette-sponsored fights that come
Numbers might The returns, as such, will be eager¬ before.
istered, solidly as did “Whispering Gypsy dance.
But “Meet the Cham¬
been better spotted sepa¬ ly watched.
Hope,” duetted by Shorty and have
pions” is at least as good as the
rately, as islands of contrast in the
There is this, too, to be consid¬ best of the many other shows that
S eepy.
Gallic whole.
ered toward a potential upping of have batted around the pre-11 zone
“High Tor” starring Bing Crosby
Pleasant
surprise
on
show
Producer Jean Leonard’s half- the theatrical gross: that within in the past few years—and that in¬
on Ford’s “Star Jubilee” Saturday caught (7) was Dave Ballard,
lilted along at a lively pace. the so-called intellectual orbit of cludes the Barber session, ds it’s
(10) averaged a Trendex of 27.2, height 7’7", togged in gladiator hour
Intro’d by Noel, silk-hatted, operaattaining fourth position in the 90- costume. Exploiting forthcoming cloaked and with formal cane, out¬ American society there still re¬ recalled from the time when it was
minuter’s seven exposures thus far. pic, “Alexander the Great,” he de¬ side the “club,” once inside the mains a disdainful attitude toward seen in N.Y.
livered
his
spiel
extolling
the
film
Lescoulie, whose rep is as a com¬
This was the first film in the series.
stanza -featured can-can dancers, a the upstart tv medium (even
The three other “Jubilees” with in nice style, as well as participat¬ wandering violinist, songs at tables, though culture-for-culture video mercial announcer mostly, did a
better scores were Judy Garland ing in a bit of good natured kid¬ around the floor or on a little has been making quite a case for pleasant job" interviewing former
ding anent his comparative height
itself). Since this constitutes a champ Joe Louis. His intelligent
at 34.8, “I Hear America Singing” with
Thomale, who up to now has stage.
air made the trivial questions seem
(Eddie Fisher) at 29.9 and “Caine towered over the shorter members
Old favorites included “Tarara- sizable segment of Shakespearean a lot better than they really were.
fans,
the compulsion to ignore the
Mutiny” at 29.3.
boomdeay” with a can-can done (in
of the show by a wide margin.
For the closing segment of
tv premiere altogether in favor of “Champions,”
Arthur Schwartz musical produc¬
the web and Phillies
Barney Arnold, station’s farm nomenclaturally apropos style) sit¬
tion of the Maxwell Anderson play director* had uptodate info for the ting down; “Merry Widow” with the film house release is a key fac¬ are going to import different pun¬
(with tunes by Schwartz and lyrics farmers, with his report on prices almost everyone waltzing; “Sur tor through which NBC stands to dits to predict the big sport plays
Les
Ponts
de
Paris”;
“Valentina”;
benefit
from
its
deriders.
by Anderson) was clocked at 29.4 of hogs and cattle furnished by
of the coming week. Clem Mc¬
Variety review (Myro) of “Rich¬ Carthy called the^hots on the San
at 9:30, vs. 13.7 for NBC-TV’s Jim¬ the local Bourbon Stockyards, etc “Madelon”; and what sounded like
my Durante and 15.1 for ABC-TV’s Bill Minshall, who alternates w’th a French version of “Come Joseph¬ ard III” appeared in December Juan Capistrano Handicap first
Lawrence Welk; 28.8 vs. 20.3 for Jay Crouse on the news, had the ine, in My Flying Machine.” Wal¬ upon occasion of the film’s Lon¬ show, *and right or wrong, he im¬
ker Eiger doubled effectively as
George Gobel and 5.5 for “Chance latest word on news events.
don premiere, and it was hailed as bued the shorty show with his typi-Art.
All concerned turned in a show¬ | music director and orch leader.
of a Lifetime”; and 23.5 vs. 18.7
“more than just a prestige picture. 1 cal excitement.
Gard.
man, y job.
Wied.
for “Hit ParaSe.”

NBCs 3-Hour ‘Richard IIF Premiere
Not Likely to Set a TV Pattern

CROSBY’S‘HIGH TOR’
TOPS NBC RIVALRY
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DO YOU REMEMBER THESE TV FIRSTS

| December, 1945 —First Intercity Telecast:

2 October, 1947— First Telecast of World

0 May, 1948—First Commercial Service Starts:

Army-Nayy Game. Bell Telephone lines link

Series.

Municipal Stadium, Philadelphia, to N^w

Washington, D. C., are brought within tele¬

Bell System opens commercial use of TV

York City. From there It was broadcast by

vision range of the baseball classic In New

coaxial cable between New York and

TV stations throughout the area.

York by Bell System coaxial cable facilities.

Washington.

June, 1951 — First Theater TV. Prizefight
In Madison Square Garden carried to nine
theaters in six eastern and midwestern cities.
Telecasts in New York travel from ringside
oyer Bell System video channels.

Baseball fans in Philadelphia and

Q September, 1951 -First Coast-to-Coast TV.

New York City, Baltimore, Washington.

4)

November, 1952-First Presidential Elec-

Japanese Peace Treaty Conference, San

tion on TV. Bell System uses almost *30,000

Francisco.

miles of Intercity television channels to carry

To coyer ceremonies Bell Sys-

tern advances previous plans, by about a

events to the nation.

month, for opening cross-country TV service.

mitted to 110 television stations In 67 cities.

Programs are trbns-

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow

Wednesday1, March 14, 1956

Pffiilt.fY

DURING THE PAST DECADE ?

iJune, 1948 —First TV Political Convention

5 January, 1949-First East-Midwest TV

January, 1949 —First Presidential Inau¬

Coverage. Bell System's eastern television

Link. Bell System's eastern and midwestern

gural on TV. Millions of Americans in the

10

network connects Boston, New York, New¬

television networks join 30 TV stations in

East and Midwest watch inauguration cere¬

ark, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

14 cities from the Atlantic to the Mississippi

monies. On-the-spot TV coverage is trans¬

and Richmond, for telecasts of sessions.

— another television milestone.

mitted over Bell System'sTeleyision Network.

January, 1953 —First International Tele¬

1| January, 1954 — First Public Colorcast.

12 September, 1955—First Colorcast of Football

vision. Toronto's first television station links

Tournament of Roses. Bell System converts

Game. GeorgiaTech-Miami University game

Canada to the U. S. by TV network facilities

transcontinental channels so that for the

in Atlanta. For the first time a national audi¬

of the Bell System. This historic event marks

first time viewers from coast to coast can see

ence sees football on color television. Game

the first regular video link between nations.

the Pasadena classic in color.

is colorcast to 100 stations in 100 cities.

Today, 10 years after the first intercity transmission of television,
the Bell System continues to make advances in equipment and
technique. It assures the television industry the benefit of the best
possible service, at low cost, now and in the future.

usmm

TV-FBLMS
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VARIETY - MB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
'

..

..

"

/

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e.9 a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch)9 children’s;
(Co)9 comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market.

1.
2.
3.
4.

fi.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

STATION

KTTV.
KNXT.
KTTV.
KTTV.
KTTV.
KTTV.
KCOP. /.
KTTV.
KABC.
KTTV.

CLEVELAND

WEWS.... ...
WXEL_...
WXEL....
KYW. ..
KYW. ..
KYW. ..

7. Racket Squad (Myst). KYW....
Badge 714 (Myst). WXEL. .. . ...
9. Secret Journal (Dr)., WEWS. . . . . ..

8'.

WASHINGTON

Guild.
CBS.
Flamingo.
NBC.
NBC.
Ziv.. .
Bagnall.
Screen Gems....
CBS.
TPA.. ...

Cj,

CBS.. .
CBS..'
Ziv. .
Official..
MCA. ....
Ziv.

Sun. 7:00-7:30 ....
Sat. 6:30-7:00 .’. ..
Tues. 10:30-11:00 .
Mon. 7:00-7:30 . . .
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..

ABC. .
NBC. .
MCA . ....

Sat. 7:00-7:30
Fri. 7:00-7:30
Fri.-9:00-9:30

. WRC.
. WRC.
. WTOP. ..
. WTOP.... ..
.WRC. ..
. WMAL. . .. . . .
.. WRC. ..
, . WMAL.. .. ...
. . WTOP., ..
. . WTOP.. ..
. . WTOP
...

Flamingo.
Flamingo.
CBS.. .
TPA. .
NBC. ..
Screen Gems.. .
Interstate . .
CBS. .
MCA. .
Atlas. .
CBS. .

_20.3 .....
... .19.7.
.... 18.8.
.... 17.9.
....16.5.
.... 16.4.
.... 16.2.
_15.1__
....14,8.
....14.7 ......

. ... .25.7 ..
.25.7 ..
.24.0 ..
.23.7 ..
.22.2 ..
.....20.0..

KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),
(9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

... 40.6.... . 50.0
....56.0.... . 35.2
... 37.6... . .;... 50.0
... 26.4.... . 67.9
... 26.6.... ...,. 62.1
... 22.9.... .71.6
... 27.4.... .59.1
... -37.0.... .40.8
... 33.5.... .44.1
... 24.1.... . 61.0

..
..
..
..
..
..

47.7.
63.2.
52.6j_
62.5.
62.2.
52.9.

.... 53.9
.... 40.7
_45.7
.... 37.9
.... 35.7
.. .. 37.8

.. 46.0. .. .. 43.0
.. 52.4. .... 35.9
.. 33.0. .... 53.9

. .. .21,9., .. .... 56.4. ....
.. . .20.7..
.... 55.4. ....
.., .17.6.... .... 36.6. ....
... .17.6 .... .... 46.6. ....
.;..15.4.... . . .. 45.8. ....
.. . .15.3 .... .... 60.0. ....
. .. .15.1 .... .... 39.9. ....
... .15.0.. .. .... 54.6. ....
... .14.8.... .... 42.4. ....
.14.7 .... _45.8. ....
, .. . . 14.7.. 43.6. ....

44.2
34.7

3. Amos ’n' Andy (Com).
WAGA. . CBS. .
4. Annie Oakley (W).
WLW-A . CBS. .
5. Jungle Jim (Adv). WLW-A
.

Sun. 7:00-7:30 .... .25 8
. .
45 4
Mon. 6:00-6:30 .. . .25.7 ... . 78.8.
Mon. 6:30-7:00 ... .25.6 ... . 75.4.

56.8
32:6
34.0

6.

Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . . .24.2 ... ...... 74.0.
Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .. . .23.8 . . .47.9. .
.23.7 .. .
Wed. 6:00-6:30 . .. .23.1 .. . .71.5.
Sat. 11:00-11:30 .. .23.0 .. .

32.7
49.7
41.2
32 3
26.8

It’s a Great Life. ....KYW
Death Valley Days. .... KYW ....
Big Town. .... KYW _
Mobil Theatre. .... WXEL ...
Cisco Kid. ....WXEL ,. .
Pooch Parade. ....WEWS ..
News—John Daly.... _WEWS ..
Gene' Autry. .... WXEL ...
Amos ’ll’ Andy. ....KYW ....
Big Story. .... KYW ....

1.
2.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
„ 7.

Life of Riley (Com) . .
Death Valley Days (W)
.
I Search for Adventure (Adv)
Highway Patrol (Adv).
Badge 714 (Myst) . .
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .Annie Oakley (W).
.
Western Marshal (W) . .

9. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .
14k Wild Bill Hickok (W).
.

. . 22.1
... 9.0
.. .15.5
.. .11.6
.. .10.3
... 9.1
... 9.1
. . .20.4
.. .14.1
.-. .24.2

... 8.3'
... 4.9
... 6.5
18 7
... 5.0
.. 4.9
... 5.7
... 6.9
. .23.7
.. .13.1
. . 8.4
30
. ... 1.9

I Spy. WAGA ..
Paul-Ford; Sports; News... WAGA ..
CBS News—D. Edwards. WAGA ..
WSBWoody Willow. WSB ....
WSB
CBS News.
WAGA ..
WSB ....
WSB
Great Gildersleeve..... WSB ....
WSB
Sky Theatre. WLW-A

SEATTLE-TACOMA

... .16.3
.... 4.8
.... 9.9
:. . .12.8
... .26.2
. . . .29.2
... .14.6
.... 9.1
....12.1
... .28.0

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WL^-A (11)

IVed. 7:00-7:30 .. . .29.0 . .. . 65.5.
Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .. ..26.9 .. . .J77.5.

Wild Bill Hickok (W) .
WLW-A
.
Grand Ole Opry (Mus) . WAGA.
Waterfront (Adv) .
. . lMFCA
IV AG A.
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W)
WLW-A . CBS. .
City Detective (Myst) .
WSB . . . MCA. .

A. Hitchcock—9:30..,..KNXT ..
The Christophers.... ..KTTV ..
Hometown Jamboree. ..KTLA ..
Man Called X. .. KHJ ...
Big Surprise. ..KRCA ..
I Love Lucy. ..KNXT ..
Annie Oakley. ..KTTV ..
Cisco Kid..... ..KABC ..
Stories of the Century.... ..KTTV ..
Perry Como....KRCA ..

38.9 Do You Trust Your Wife.. . WTOt* ... .. .12.9
37.4 San Francisco Beat. .WTOP ... .. .11.4
48.2 Warner Bros. Presents. .WMAL .. . ..15.1
37.8 ‘Little Rascals. .WRC .... .. .15.1
33.7 Annie Oakley. .WTOP ... ...14.7
25.5 Cisco-Kid. .. .*. .WTOP ... ... 5.2
37.8 Ramar of the Jungle...WTOP ... .. .17.6
27.5 Cisco’Kid...WTOP ... ... 5.4
34.9 Big Town....WRC .... ...13.2
?2.1 Championship Bowling..., ..WMAL .. .. .11.0
33.7 Badge 714. .. WRC .. . . ... 1^.4

ABC. .

7.
8.
9.
10.

RATING

Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

_Approx. Set Count—160,000

1. Superman (Adv) .
WSB. . .
2. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv) . . WLW-A .

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
*
STA.

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WXEL (8)

.... .19.8 ..
.... . . ...18.8..
.... .... .17.8 . .

Tues. 7:00-7:30 _
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . . .
Tues. 7:30-8:00 ..-..
Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
Fri. 7:00-7-30 .
Fri. 6:00-6:30 •.
Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . ..
Tues. 10:30-11:00 ..
Sat. 6:30-7:00 .
Fri. 7:00-7:30 .

.

SETS IN 1
|
USE

stations-KHJ

Sun. 9:30-10:00 _
Sun. 5:30-6:00 .
Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
Mon. 8:30-9:00 ....
Sat..7:30-8:00 .
Mon. 9:00-9:30 ....
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 _
Mon. 6:00-6:30 ....
Wed. 6:00-6:30- ....
Sat. 8:00-8:30 .....

Approx. Set Count—655,000

Superman (Adv).
Wild Bill Hickok (W)...
Amos V Andy (Com) .
Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)
Badge 714 (Myst).
Jungle Jim (Adv).
Little Rascals (Ch).!..
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W).
Waterfront (Adv).
Captain Z-Ro (Ch).
Annie Oakley (W).

ATLANTA

)
Count—1,985,000

SHARE'
(%)

Approx.'Set Count—1,050,000

Range Rider (W).
Annie Oakley (W).
Highway Patrol (Adv)..
My Little Margie (Com) .
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) . . . .
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv)

1.
2.
3.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.

FEBRUARY
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

Approx. Set

ANGELES

Confidential File (Doc). .
Amos fn* Andy (Com). .
Superman (Adv). .
Life of Riley (Com) . .
Badge 714 (Myst)... .
Highway Patrol (Adv). .
I Search for Adventure (Adv)
Jungle Jim (Adv). .
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W).... .
Susie (Com). .

1.
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.

tion’s channel; all channels Above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the filrn^s aired.

Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

LOS

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

Approx. Set Count—400,000" Stations--KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11), KTVW (13)
KING.
.. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .
KING.
KING. . Bagnall.Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...
KOMO
KING.
KING.
KING. . CBS.Fri. 6:00-6:30
.
KING.
KING.
KING.

.34.b ..
.32.9..
.32.9..
.30.5 ..
..26.3 ..
.25.9..
.25.0 ..
.25.0 . .

. 56 5 .
61 2
. 53.5. . 61.5
...... 55.9. . 58.9
. 59.0
.47.3. . 55.6
.74.5. . 34.8
. 63.0. . 39.7
. 58.1. . 43.0

.. . Fri. 9:00-9:30 ... .*. .. . .23.2. . .45.5. . 51.0
.. Thurs. 6:00-6:30 . .22.2..
. • 42.9

G.E. Theatre.
Championship Bowling....'
Lone Ranger..
Playhouse of Stars.
Santa Anita Races.,.
Ray Milland.

KTNT
KOMO
KING
KTNT
KTNT
KOMO

My Hero. KOMO
Grand Ole Opry..* KOMO

14 0
.. .19.2
.. .15.8
.. .19.9
.. .15.2
... 3.5
... 7.0
11 5
.. ! .. 8.6
14 5
.. ...11.2

.. .
..
...
...
...
..
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TV-FILMS

$7

FEATURES FATTEN RATINGS
f-

‘Tugboat Annies 128G Pilot
Television Programs of America has just completed filming on
what unquestionably will go down as the most expensive pilot film
in telepix history, the “Tugboat Annie” kickoffer. Before the
finished prints on the pilot come in—photography was completed
Friday (9)—the pilot film -will have cost the company $128,865,
easily' a record for a half-hour show.
Number of contributory factors went into the record-setting
budget. One was a little item of screen tests, which ran from
the date TPA board chairman Ed Small acquired rights to the
Norman Reilly Raine stories in December of 1954 until just a couple
of weeks ago when Minerva Urecal and Walter Sande were finally
cast as the leads. Up until Jan. 28 of this year, TPA had run
up a bill of $39,109 oh tests and story rights, with this total not
even including any production overhead.
For the four weeks from Feb. 4 to Feb. 25, the budget alloca¬
tions on the show, mainly for additional tests, ran respectively,
$1,135, $2,537, $1,516 and $1,283. Then, there were overall items
of production fees and story editor payments for the entire 14
months of $15,000, plus a pre-production advertising budget (which
included a back page of the New York Times) of $12,000.
At this point, before a set was constructed or a camera turned,
a total of $72,580 had been spent. When the pilot finally went
before the cameras last Monday (5) on location op San Pedro Bay
and in (£ie Pacific, with interiors at the TPA studios, the company
shot the works with an actual shooting budget of $56,285. (Having
already spent $72,000 before any film was shot, there wasn’t much
point in pinching on the quality of the film itself). Some budget
items included the laying of a smokescreen over most of the bay
to simulate fog conditions and the use of a fullscale tug a la the
title.

Texas All-Film Station
-

"

i

KFJZ-TV in Dallas-Fort Worth Area Models Self
After L.A.’s KTTV

-

+—-:—:

Fort Worth. March 13.
The Dallas-Fort Worth market
has become the third in the coun¬
try to support a tv station operated
practically entirely on film pro¬
gramming opposite heavy network
competition. Non-networked KFJZTV, on the air less than six months
against three older web affils,
will hit black ink by November, it
reports, if it can continue de¬
creasing monthly losses and get¬
ting national spot biz at the pres¬
ent rate.
KFJZ is modeling itself after
KTTV, L. A., and WPIX, N. Y., in
the amount of syndicated (and
feature) film it uses. Having
gained a rep as the No. 1 film-user,
it’s the first in the area that the
celluloid salesmen hit. In the last
few. days, concentrating qn feature
film buys, it’s inked for National
Telefilm’s “TNT” and Selznick
pix, Columbia’s 104, and Repub¬
lic’s “Silver” group.
The four stations feed an area
of nearly 1,750,000 in population
and 540,000 tv sets, it’s been esti¬
mated.
That’s small against the
millions more in N. Y.. and L. A.,
each with their seven tv stations.
The only live programming done
by KFJZU run by Charles Jordan,
are intermittant weather-newssports broadcasts and incidental
(Continued on page'46)

Two Rep Bundles
Into 21 Markets

Surmagne Into Vidpix
Hollywood, March 13.
Swinging over to TCF-TV Pro¬
ductions, 20th-Fox video subsid, is
Jacques Surmagne, former assis¬
tant to Darryl F. Zanuck at 20thFox. Surmagne will produce a
projected vidpix series.
He reports to Irving Asher, exec
in charge of Fqx’s tv production,
for confabs on the series.

Fairbanks & TPA
Team to Produce
‘Capt. Kidd’ Series
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., whose
British telefilm production organi¬
zation thus far has been concen¬
trating mainly on his “Douglds
Fairbanks Presents” series, has set
a coproduction deal with Television
Programs of America for a “Cap¬
tain Kidd” series to star Tony Dex¬
ter, the thesp who did the “Valen¬
tino” biopic some years back;
Shooting on the pilot gets under¬
way in England this week, with
Dexter having already flown over
to prep for the pilot. Jerry Juranis scripting, Dennis Vance direct¬
ing, and TPA’s Rudy Flothow act¬
ing as TPA production supervisor
on the pilot. Dexter, incidentally,
is a pactee of Edward Small, TPA
board chairman, and coincidentally,
played the same type of role a
couple of years ago in a feature
titled “Captain Kidd and the Slave
Girl.”
Deal with Fairbanks gives TPA
a total of five pilot projects before
the cameras during the past three
weeks. Others are “Tugboat An¬
nie,” “New York Confidential,”
“Last of the Mohicans,” and “One
False Step.” Also, the deal on
“Captain Kidd” means that there
are currently three swashbuckler
series currently in the works at
various telefilm companies. Of¬
ficial, working with the English
Incorporated Television Programs,
has “The Bucaneer” already shoot¬
ing, while CBS Television Film
Sales is prepping a pilot on “Sir
Francis Drake.”

GIVE IB SMS Metro Set to TV-Lease 37 ‘Kildare/
RUN FOR MONEY ‘Hardy/ ‘Majsie’ Pix for $1,800,000
The local tv station rating pic¬
ture has changed greatly in the.
past six to 12 months. The change
has become evident primarily
through the exposure of first-run
feature films, which often run a
close second to quality network
fare and more frequently lambaste
top half-hour syndications and
veteran live local stanzas.
Features have given a new lease
on life to the weak sisters in
nearly every video market in the
country.
The ratings pix have
shown within the last several
months are believed to be' the
elementary reason why there is
such a heavy demand on the flood
of quality theatricals that have
been hitting the tv market lately.
Quite a few studies have been
made in recent months, but the one
telling the strongest story for fea¬
tures’ pulling power was the “be¬
fore and after” study based on
ARB.
Feature film hours were
measured in 10 markets, roughly
three months after the start of
first-run feature film ,shows. The
same hours were also measured
before the pictures began their
runs, with these results: WSYR,
Syracuse, went from 4.3 on Satur¬
day nights to 16.2 average; WOW.
Omaha went from 8.0 to 32.4
Sundays at 10:15 p.m.; Houston
went Sabbath afternoons from
15.1 to 39.9 and back down to 21.3;
Boston went up from 8.2 to 16.1 on
Saturdays at 11 p.m. The same
type of tises were witnessed in
Cincy, Columbus, Seattle, Kansas
City, Memphis and Nashville, the
poorest example among this group
being an 11.5 to 19.1 on KCMO
Saturdays at 9:30 p.m.
TvB's Yardstick
There is a cost story in features
as well. Television Advertising
Bureau, using Nielsen averages on
68 stations in 58 markets during
the daytime, came up with a yard¬
stick for national spot buys. A
bankroller buying twice a week
got a cumulative audience of 3,570,000 families at $1.99 per-1,000,
with each- family seeing 1.3 pic¬
tures. On five participations a
week, 5,304,000 families watched
at $2.09 per-1,000 and saw two pix.
At night, on 95 stations in 76 mar¬
kets, a twice-weekly national spot
bankroller of motion pix got 3,298,000 homes at a rather high cost
(Continued on page 40)

ABC Film Syndication’s.
New ‘Sneak’ Wrinkle
On ‘Three Musketeers’

A new wrinkle in “sneak pre¬
views” has be'en developed by ABC
Film Syndication to test audience
reaction to its made-in-Italy “Three
Musketeers” syndicated series. The
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres subsid did an on-the-air
sneak in New Haven during early
February after first, writing to some
2,000 residents apprising them of
the sneak and asking them to re¬
turn questionnaires on their re¬
action to the show.
Secondary audience-response test
was an on-the-air appeal for mail
reactions to the show. Some 10%
of the questionnaires were re¬
turned, while the request by
WNHC-TV in New Haven for view¬
ers’ reactions brought in 100 let¬
ters. Show had aired on a Sun¬
day afternoon at 1 p.m. Response,
incidentally, was highly favorable,
with 95.1% grading the show ex¬
cellent, above average or average,
91.4% stating they liked thesp
Jeffrey Stone in the lead and near¬
SCHUBERrS 'ABBOTT1 SERIES ly 90% stating the show was good
Hollywood, March 13.
family entertainment and would
Bernard L. Schubert has set pro¬ enjoy watching additional episodes.
duction of a new telepix series,
based on Random House “Abbott
Mysteries” by Frances Crane and
Mor« TV-Film New•
aired by NBC Radio last year.

Hollywood, March 13.
Republic’s two new telefeature
packages, 24-pix “Silver Group”
and 51-pix “Nugget Group,” have
already been sold in 21 major mar¬
kets, within 30 days of first offer¬
ing. Earl R. Collins, prexy of Hol¬
lywood TV Service Inc., Republic
tv sales subsid, disclosed this last
week.
Quick sale of the Republic pack¬
ages indicates a trend toward the
90-minute program format, a trend
pioneered by the network specs,
Collins observed. Another factor
is the upped quality of the feature
offerings, with good features of the
late ’40 vintage now entering the
video market.
Large groups of pix should not
be offered in one massive biock,
the HTS topper opined. (Current
Matty Fox block of RKO oldies is
on market as a solid group of some
"50 pix, offered in perpetuity.” In¬
stead, the features should be
broken down into groups of 26, 52
Schubert plans fall release and
01’
(“never more than 104”),
which can be* merchandised more is currently in negotiation for two
easily, Collins noted.
undisclosed names to topline casts

On Page 40

Breweries Mad About ‘X’
Ziv’s “Man Called X,” already
set in 163 cities according to sales
v.p* M. J. (Bud) Rif kin, is spon¬
sored in one out of every four of
them by a brewery. Latest top sudser in the house is Anheuser-Busch,
which bought the show for Chicago
via WGN-TV. Buy'marks still an¬
other instance of a national ad¬
vertiser reinforcing his network
lineup with local or regional spon¬
sorship.
Other hew sudsers on the “X”
list are Reisch Brewing, for Springfield, Ill.; Arizona Brewing, adding
Yuma to its regional list; StegmaiCr
Brewing, for Wilkes-Barre; Lone
Star Beer, El Paso and Dawson’s
Brewery, picking up Boston via
WBZ-TV. Previous breweries inked
included Blatz Beer, Hamm Brew¬
ing, Genesee Brewing, National
Brewing and Piel Bros.

‘Cavalcade Oldies
Into Reruns Via
OF-DuPont Deal
Official Films wrapped up a deal
last week for syndication rights to
39 “Cavalcade of America” epi¬
sodes produced between 1952 and
1955, which it will market under
the new title of “The American
Story.” Deal was-set directly with
E. I. du Pont, sponsor of the net¬
work show-, which unlike other
bankrollers, retained residual
rights to the films.
The 39 pictures, all but three of
them in a historical vein, are above
and beyond Official’s earlier acqui¬
sition of rights to the current-sea¬
son “DuPont Cavalcade Theatre”
series running on ABC-TV. The
latter group was acquired by Offi¬
cial in its Four Star Productions
purchase because in duPont’s cur¬
rent-season deal with Four Star, it
had assigned residual rights to the
production company, which in turn
sold them to Official. No plans yet
to market the current crop of “Du¬
Pont Cavalcade Theatre,” with
Official concentrating on the 39
oldies.
The original 39 which gets the
new title of “The American Story”
were produced at various Holly¬
wood production outlets, among
them Jack Denove Productions,
Jack Chertok, Screen Gems, Sov¬
ereign Productions and Gene
Autrv’s SHA Productions out of
his Flying A stable. Official will
aim chiefly at institutional spon¬
sors like banks, utilities, etc., with
tie-ins with local civic and educa¬
tional groups. Placement of “Cav¬
alcade” into syndication accents a
trend toward the sale of pubservice - educational show.
Besides
“Cavalcade,” there’s CBS Televi¬
sion Film Sales with “The Search”
and “Under the Sun,” Television
Programs of America with “Sci¬
ence in Action” and George Bagnail Associates with “I Search for
Adventure.”

Metro is close to finalizing its
first release of feature films to
television, the release to consist
of the “Andy Hardy," “Dr. Kil¬
dare” and “Maisie” series, 37 fea¬
tures in all. Three companies are
in the running for the pix, for a
price of about $1,800,000 against a
percentage of the gross, under a
two or three-year, lease arrange¬
ment.
Two of the three outfits are
known to be National Telefilm As¬
sociates. which took on the David
O. Selznick pictures a couple of
months ago, and PRM, the Cana¬
dian industrial concern which to¬
gether with Eliot Hyman bought
the Warner Bros, backlog for
$21,000,000 last month. The deal,
according to a top Loew’s exec.,
could go to any one of the three
companies, but terms and price
have already been narrowed down
to the $1,800,000 vs. percentage for
the 37 pix under the lease arrange¬
ment.
Stations already reported they
had been felt out on their re¬
actions to the three groups of
pictures, which would indicate
that if a deal hasn't yet been
signed, it’s about to be. Also, it’s
pointed out that Metro had al¬
ready decided that a lease arrange¬
ment would be the most feasible,
and having thus made up its mind,
had merely to pick out the pictures
and decide on terms. M-G had al¬
ready been talking over all possi¬
bilities, including an outright neg¬
ative sale on its backlog, with
several companies.
' Lease arrangement has been by
far the most common method of
selling features to television, al¬
though this fact had been all but
obliterated in light of the industry
excitement- generated by the. out¬
right sale of the RKO and War¬
ners libraries. Under the lease ar¬
rangement, by which the greatest
number of features on the televi¬
sion market up to now have been
acquired, the tv distributor gets tv
(Continued on page 46)

Ed Madden Joins
Latex as Veepee

Ed Madden this week joined In¬
ternational Latex Corp. as a vee¬
pee, thus laying down more foun¬
dation-blocks for the company’s
$10,000,000 spot deal with Matty
Fox’s C&C Television via Fox’s
sale of the RKO backlog. Madden
has been a longtime Fox lieutenant,
and the moveover to Latex indi¬
cates the wheels are already turn¬
ing on the spot campaign. Just a
couple of weeks previously, Don
McClure, former sales chief for
Bonded TV Film Service, had
joined Latex as director of films,
so that Madden’s responsibilities
will no doubt lie over the entire
field of the company's television
activities.
Before joining Fox three years
ago, Madden had functioned as a
v.p. at NBC and previously a veep
at McCann-Erickson. With Fox, he
first became v.p. over the Motion
Pictures for Television syndication
operation, latterly an overall trou¬
bleshooter for Fox in all his ac¬
tivities. He was active in the in¬
itial deal with C&C that saw the
GE’s ‘Turning Point’
softdrink outfit buying up Fox’s
As WRCA-TV Entry Western Television Corp. and tak¬
General Electric will sponsor ing over its $10,000,000 worth of
“The Turning Point” on WRCA- spot time accumulated through
TV, N. Y., starting April 28. The “barter” (films for time) deals.
MCA-Revue Productions telepix se¬
Under Fox’s method of selling
ries ran as a network on CBS-TV the RKO backlog, he’s asking cash
last summer under original “Under¬ and spot commitments from pur¬
chaser stations. With an aggregate
current” title.
“Point” replaces the Henry Fon- Of such spots, totalling five a day •
do skein, “The Star & The Story,” over a five-year period in 70-100
backed by Rheingold, with beer- markets, he’s presenting the entire
maker beginning a summer hiatus spot package to Latex in return
and resuming next fall with Hal for a flat $10,000,000. McClure
Roach’s
“Code Three” series, presumably would prepare the com¬
though not necessarily on the NBC- mercials for these spots, while Mad¬
TV flagship. Rheingold, however, den would supervise the entire op¬
continues on “Douglas Fairbanks eration, covering production place¬
Presents” as a Tuesday slotting on ment, advertising',-approach* ac¬
counting, shipping, etc.
WRCA-TV.
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THEM TO
REMEMBER ?
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13,714 women in an Advertest survey*
told us,,.
On the day they go to supermarkets: Before
entering the store, for every 18 shoppers

t'

who read magazines, every 55 who watched y, if'JO 41,X-

television, every 81 who read newspapers...
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100 shoppers heard radio.
In time spent with all four media on the
shopping day: Before entering the store, for
every 5 minutes spent with magazines,
every 32 minutes with television, every 16
minutes with newspapers... shoppers spent
one hour and 10 minutes with radio.
During the hour before they shop: For every
7 shoppers who read magazines, every 50
who watched television, every 21 who read
newspapers... 100 heard radio.
Day. Time. Hour. Radio is their favorite
;;pre-shopping companion. Now... .where do

mas* mi

they listen most?
In the 10 biggest markets, the most popular

xJ'viKAi
' Aj>A» Cu^

'*
|^'"V {

/ i

!

daytime radio programs* are network

'

programs (71 out of 100). And of these 71
shows, 68 are oh the CBS Radio Network!
Who reminds them to remember? Radio does.
CBS Radio.
; * *-A l!l55'survey in supermarkets in 4 metropolitan ureas to<u:> ed by o.U media. . ..
■ jPulse,So i-nee 1955'. JO cities with largest number of metropolitan area families,. .
Sales Management, VI55.

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
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1,746 ‘New’ Features for TV Since
Jan. 1 Cueing Depressed Market

SG’S ‘MOVIE PARADE’
IN 10 MORE CITIES

Following swiftly on the heels
of its $750,000 deal with WCBSTV, N. Y., for its 104-feature “Hol¬
lywood Movie Parade” package,
Screen Gems set the entire pack¬
age in an additional 10 key markets
last week. Though Screen Gems is
selling the Columbia oldies in varying-sized packages, ranging from
13 to the entire 104, the 10 deals
wrere for all 104 films.
Stations buying the pix were
KTTV, Los Angeles; KRON-TV,
San Francisco; KFJZ-TV, Dallas;
KCMO-TV, Kansas City; KUTV,
Salt Lake City; WOW-TV, Omaha;
KOB-TV, Albuquerque; WTTV, In¬
dianapolis; KCRA-TV, Sacramento;
and KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls. Deals
were for multiple runs over two
. and three years.

Unprecedented total of 1,746 4No Secret* ♦
feature films have become avail¬
This telefilm business is get¬
able to television since the first
ting so complicated in terms
of the year, with an additional 249
of ownership of properties that
pictures known to be on the selling
a company just can’t keep its
block and falling into the “just a
books from the eyes of its
matter of time” category. This.is
competitors anymore.
the “opening of the Hollywood
The company that started
floodgates” era that had been, an¬
things off was MCA, when it
ticipated over the past few years,
bought in on ownership of
and although the much-feared
.“Dragnet.” This gave MCA’s
breakdown in the price structure
syndication arm access to pri¬
of features hasn’t occurred, sta¬
vate information on just how
tions believe it is just a matter
competitor NBC Film Division
of time before the general price
was doing with the “Dragnet”
level for features will be de¬
reruns, “Badge 714.” Then,
pressed at least 20%.
couple of months baok, Hal
Roach Jr. turned over distri¬
One reason for the failure of
film prices to crash rock-bottom
bution rights of his “Public
Defender” series to Interstate
has been the manner in which the
TV. A competitor of Inter¬
major acquisitions, the RKO li¬
state’s, namely ABC Film Syn¬
brary and the Warners backlog, are
being handled. In the case of the
dication, happens to have a
RKO pictures, C&C Television
5% ownership in the “Defend¬
Chief problem faced by station
er” series via its 50-50 part¬
topper Matty Fox is insisting on
film directors in handling syndi¬
“all or nothing” deals with sta¬
nership with Roach in Rabco
cated and feature films is late
tions—that is, the station must buy
Inc., which had a 10% stake in
arrival of prints at the stations
all 740 films or none at all. Under
the show.
and damaged prints due to im¬
such a system, Fox might well
Finally, ABC Syndication
proper inspection by the distribu¬
come out on a profit basis with
got the bite too, when Four
tors, according to survey on film
sales to as few as 30 key stations,
Star Productions sold out to
room practices by the National
but the effect of such sales on the
Official Films, with the latter
Assn, of Television Film Directors.
general market would be negligi¬
acquiring under the deal, apart
ble—he’d just be drying up 30 out
from the “Four, Star Play¬
To one of 10 questions included
of 440 sources of demand.
house” and “Star and the
in the survey, “What one detail
Story” properties, a 25% piece
gives you the most, trouble in film
In the case of PRM and Eliot
of ABC’s “Sheena, Queen of
room operation,” 33% of the re¬
Hyman, who purchased the War¬
the Jungle.” So Official now, if
spondents
mentioned late
ar¬
ners backlog, the approach is dif¬
it wants, can take a gander at
rival, another 33% mentioned re¬
ferent but still will have little ef¬
ABC’s books, at least. insofar
pairing damaged film. An addition¬
fect on prices. Hyman is planning
as they relate to “Sheena.”
al 10% said editing features to fit
a slow-and-easy approach, since
time slots, 10% said blocking out
he’s got solid and longterm finan¬
old cues and 8% had difficulties
cial backing. His initial announce¬
with. syndicated shows not marked
ment was that only half of the
for commercial inserts. Another
pictures would be earmarked for
question, as to the detail that gives
tv at first, and subsequent reports
film directors the least trouble,
from stations indicate he’ll release
brought a less enthusiastic re¬
them in groups of 52 or 104 per
sponse, with 42% giving no an¬
year. Again, the impact of 104 films
swer, 12% mentioning the prepara¬
a year is not enough to act as the
straw on the camel’s back.
That telefilm problem of “title- tion of syndicated 'shows and 15%^
Breakdown of the newly avail¬ itis” which plagued the industry a saying shipping.
Survey, run by WJAR-TV, Prov¬
able films includes the Warners year ago is back again, this time
and RKO pix, plus 104 Columbia in two pairs of competing entries idence, film director Bill Cooper,
films being released through coincidentally centered on CBS who’s head of the NATFD Techni¬
Screen Gems, the Col subsid. Television Film Sales. One is the cal Standards Committee and
Other distributors with new prod¬ “Border Patrol” series, and on this founder of the organization, placed
uct are Hollywood Television Serv- one it’s more a matter of a con¬ special emphasis on cueing sys¬
j ice (Republic) with 22 features, flict over rights than of titles. Sam tems, and found that stations all
M. & A. Alexander, with eight, Gallu, who does the “Navy Log” over the country were using no less
National Telefilm Associates with series for Film Sales, has the CBS than 24 different cueing methods.
10 Selznick features and 25 other subsid's financial backing on the Preponderance was the 5&1 second
assorted pix, Hollywood TV again “Border Patrol” project and also system (38%), with studio and vi¬
with 52 westerns, Atlantic TV with claims he has a Treasury Dept, sual cues only getting 14% of the
13 features and Hygo with 32 new- okay. But Abner Greshler also replies.
to-tv’ers, plus a guarantee of 26 claims to have secured rights from
Final part of the survey asked
more new-ones every 13 weeks.
the Dept, and has announced plans for suggestions of problems to be
Known to be on the selling block,' to do a series on the work of the discussed at the NATFD Conven¬
though not yet set with tv distrib¬ Treasury outfit. Right now the mat¬ tion in Chicago this spring, with
utors, are the 34 Pine-Thomas ter’s in the hands of the legal de¬ cueing again coming in for chief
films, 40 Sam Goldwyn features, partment at CBS, while Greshler’s attention, 40% of the respondents
62 in the miscellaneous bracket, also conferring with his attorneys. wanting a standard cue. Better
14 Dorothy Lamour pix made for
Second case in point is “The checking of print quality by distrbs
Paramount, 18 20th-Fox Shirley City,” which CBS Film Sales is was next with 22%, better tranship¬
Temple features, 18 Universal De¬ shooting abroad against the back¬ ments system got 12%, proper,
anna Durbin pix, and a total of 37 grounds of foreign capitals. But methods of cleaning film 8%, stand¬
Metro features from the “Andy only a week ago, Mark Stevens an¬ ard method of shipping charges
Hardy,” “Maisie” and “Dr. Kil¬ nounced a coproduction deal with got 5%, while 3% asked for new
dare” series, these latter reported¬ .Four Star Films for a series called equpiment better suited for tv use
ly already set with NTA. What sta¬ '“The City,” this to be localed in and 3% want a standard type of
tions are banking on to crash the New York. Film Sales v.p.-general leader supplied on all film. De¬
price barrier is the wholesale un¬ manager Leslie Harris has writtgn tailed report on findings of the
loading of another major studio to Stevens apprising him of the NATFD committees during the con¬
backlog, and this is not beyond network’s prior claim on the- title. vention will be issued after the
the realm of possibility, what with Another recent case was the Lee conclave.
stockholder pressure on all of the Loeb-Harmony Productions Joan
holdouts growing/by the day.
Leslie starrer, “Court of Human
Relations,” which Loeb sold out¬
right to Television Programs of
America. Here it was A. L. Alexan¬
der, the vet radio domestic ad¬
Hollywood, March 13.
visor, who claimed an infringement
Toluca
Productions,
William
on his radio title (and a tv package
Holden’s
indie
company, has ac¬
ABC Film Syndication, which al¬ of the same name he’s peddling),
ready had sold an East Coast-West and TP A subsequently changed quired tv rights to “The Red Spar¬
row,” original intrigue-adventure
Coast regional deal on the new the name of the series.
Hal Roach Jr.-Bernard Fox “Code
Some tfelepixers are wondering yarn by Charles Rufer. Sked for
Three” series to Liebmann Brew¬ if it isn’t time to start some sort 26 half-hour “Sparrows” is now
eries, wrapped up still another re¬ of title registration bureau, like being prepped, with a per-telepic
gional in the west with Signal Oil that of the Motion Picture Assn, of budget of $28,500, according to To¬
luca v.p. Andrew Hickox. Toluca,
Co. Signal picked up six western America’s in the theatrical field.
incidentally, recently purchased
markets—those which hadn’t been
"English Coronets” for another
bought by Liebmann—and op¬
vidpix
series.
tioned several more. Liebmann has
12 western markets and holds op¬
Meanwhile, Toluca is currently
Chicago,
March
13.
tions on several more, with one
Walter Schwimmer has signed a filming “Toward the Horizon,” a
result of this being the unusual
feature, for Warners release*
situation wherein Signal’s options syndication deal with Laufman
are really second options, with Film Productions to handle nation¬
Liebmann holding first refusals on al and regional sales on latter’s
“It’s Baby Time.” Quarter-hour
some markets.
show designed to be used as a
CBS Television Film Sales Is
Liebmann has already begun cross-border is underwritten in 25 due to get exclusive sales rights
sponsorship of “Code Three” in markets by Libby Baby Foods.
in about 50 additional markets fb
several markets on the Coast, with
Series, with 52 episodes canned, the “Buffalo Bill Jr.” vidpix spon¬
Signal due to start early next is produced by Herb Laufman and sored national spot by Brown Shoe
month. In Liebmann's six eastern Jim Jennings in cooperation with and Mars Candy. Sponsors, via the
markets, however, the show won’t the American Medical Assn. It Leo Burnett agency, had been
start till next fall. Signal’* last re¬ feautres Dr. W. W. Bauer, director bankrolling the series in 110 spotgional telefilm venture, incidental¬ of the AMA’s health education bu¬ booked markets, with Film Sales
ly, was a Coast spread on “The reau and graduate nurse Jane War¬ holding “sell-off” rights in the re¬
Whistler.”
ren.
mainder.

Hazards of Telefilm
Distribution: Damaged
Prints, Tardy Shipments

Vidpixs New Rash
Of Title Conflicts

HOLDEN GETS TELEPIC
RIGHTS TO ‘SPARROW’

Another Regional Deal
On ‘Code Three’ Series

Schwimmer’s ‘Baby’ Deal

‘Buffalo Bill’Sell-Off

Features Fatten Ratings
_
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of $3.57 per-1,000, but a five-times fourth' and fifth, occasionally drop¬
weekly buy brought the audience ping to sixth.
Tradesters are now wondering
up to 6,868,000 homes and the cost
what will happen to the feature
per-1,000 down to $2.65.
film ratings when admitted power¬
Associated Artists, compiling its house packages like Matty Fox’s
own estimates from ARB ratings in RKO catalog, Eliot Hyman’s WB
19 markets (Oct.-thru-Dec., ’55) pile and Screen Gems’ 104 Col pix
came up with a cost per-1,000 (in¬ are tabulated in.
cluding time as well as picture
price) of $1.60 for eight commer¬
cial minutes out -of every 90-min¬
ute feature film show. The low¬
est rating delivered on this esti¬
mate was 12.5 via WKRC, Cincy,
from 10 to 11:30 Saturday nights,
and the highest was a 24.9 by WBZ
Sundays, 6 to 7 p.m. in the two.What with the spate of novels
station Boston market.
about the television business and
The punch of features is mani¬ its people, it was inevitable that
fested further in a study (ARB one should come along about the
figures) of how first-run features telefilm industry.
That’s finally
jack the ratings from leading happened with Willis T. Ballard’s
shows, and, often, take the play “The Package Deal” (Appletonaway from the stronger leading Century-Crofts, $3.50), a tome
competition.
WSB, Atlanta, using backgrounding the early days of
a combination of Hygo, AAP and vidpix production in Hollywood,
General Teleradio on Sunday before telefilms went completely
afternoons, pulled
19 against legit. .
WAGA’s ’6.8 on “Stars of Tomor¬
While Ballard, a vet radio-tvrow” and WLW’s 1.9 (for rerun
pix). WSB drew a 3 in the previ¬ films scripter, paints what seems
an
accurate enough picture of
ous quarter hours while WAGA
those sucker days, he hasn’t writ¬
again had 6.8 and WLW 1.9.
ten
much
of a book. It’s strictly
Another case was Baltimore,
where WMAR started fairly strong¬ in the pulp vein—all plot, no
ly with “Gunsmoke’s” 26 on Satur¬ characterization and certainly no
day nights; WBAL pulled 33.6 with subtlety or insight. “The Package
George Gobel, and WAAM had 0.3 Deal” is ~ar fascinating enough
with “Tomorrow’s Careers." When story, what with the ins and outs
WMAR turned to pix at 10:30 p.m., of scraping enough coin and
it got 29; WBAL with “Mr. District cheating enough to get,a telefilm
Attorney” got 17.5, and WAAM story (based on a comic strip, yet)
with John Wayne featjures (reruns) off the ground, but it’s singularly
unrewarding reading beyond that
got 3.0.
point.
ARB comparative studies in Chi,
Frisco, Seattle, Albany and Cleve¬ , Ballard’s pictorialization of Hol¬
land all give first-run featurp films lywood and his key characters are
decided edges over the competi¬ all out of the stock ..library—a
tion, and in Cincy features on both hero who tries to act tough and
WCPO and WKRC beat strong is in and out of bed; a stereotype
WLW!s wrestling by from 2.3 of an agent with powerful “connec¬
(WCPO) to 7 CWKRC) rating tions” and a nymphomaniac of a
leading lady.
And there’s the
points.
non-pro financial backer, probably
Albany’s Nifty
Against the networks on Satur¬ the most plausible character in the
day KING pulled a 19.1 after an 11 book. Ballard has written a fair
leadin.
The NBC affil got 28 color piece on pioneer telefilm
with Como,, to beat the features, production—he knows his way
but Gleason only pulled 17.4 after around a studio—but it’s not much
Chan.
a 16.1 leadin by “Big Surprise.” as a work of fiction.
This was in December, according
to the rating firm. In Albany, the
new UHF WROW pulled one of
the cutest rating tricks in the biz
by downing 10.1 to 6.2 and 7.0 to 3
the entrenched VHF’er WRGB on
Chicago, March 13.
a given Monday and Tuesday last
Fred Niles, who ankled Kling
December. This was at 11:15 p.m., Films to set up his own film com¬
and the next two days both sta¬ pany, says he already has $500,000
tions ran pretty much even on the
orders lined up. Biggest project
scorecard, with WRGB not taking in
is the locatidn lensing of 32 halfa decided lead (despite its inher¬
hour
films for evangelist Oral Rob¬
ent strength) until Friday night.
(Interesting is the report that* erts. Balance of the new biz is in
tv
commercials
and training reels.
WRGB maintains a nice lead most
Niles has launched a Hollywood
of the rest of the day over its U
animation department and has en¬
competitor.)
Telepulse, which worked up tered in a rental deal for space at
some comparative ratings for the General Service Studios. Chris
Variety, explained that it was Peterson Jr. heads up the Coast
hard to get the lowdown on high¬ division.
rated features in small tv markets;
Roger . Keene, formerly with
the one and two station towns gen¬ Pathescope in New York, is pro¬
erally limit themselves to net¬ duction supervisor on the Roberts
work feeds and half-hour syndica¬ religioso series. Initial batch of
tions. In the one small market Roberts films, lensed during the
measured by Telepulse, that being preacher’s actual personal appear¬
Duluth-Superior, “Million Dollar ances, is currently running on 147
Movie” (GT and AAP pix) belted stations. Evangelist buys the time
the competish. KDAL, with a himself.
10:30 to midnight film ffeature hit
20.0, 20.5, 20.5, 23. and 18.5, Mon.thru-Fri. WDSM got a 13.8 with ABC Film Syndication
“Justice,” a 12.8 with “The Hunt¬
In Midwest Expansion
er,” a 9. with the local “Polish TV
ABC Film Syndication is open¬
Party,” 14 with “Confidential File”
and 14.3 with “Star Stage.” (Par¬ ing two more offices, in St. Louis
tially accounting for the KDAL and Minneapolis, and is planning a
sweep is that it had a higher leadin third in Detroit within a week. J.
Chris Hetherington, former man¬
to the 10:30 p.m. slottings.)
ager of John Blair & Co.’s St.
Even the rerun full-lengthers, Louis office before his Retirement
provided they are not too old, come
under
the Blair plan last year, will
in for their share of ratings. In
Chi, for instance, WGN’s various head up the St. JLo. office. Theo¬
dore
Wold,
KTSP-TV staffer in
feature shows after 10 p.m., on
Tues.-thru-Thurs. basis drew 11.5, Minneapolis, will operate the new
office
there.
Nobody tapped for
15.7, falling to 6.3 (Thurs.) Monday
was fight night. The best com¬ Detroit yet.
New
setups,
including the De¬
petish did thusly: “I Led Three
Lives,” 17.7 on Tuesdays; “Liber- troit office, bring the number of
branches
operated
by ABC Syndi¬
ace,” 10.7 on Wednesdays, and
weather-news, a 6.3 on Thursday. cation to eight. The new offices
will
be
under
the
supervision of
WGN’s Friday night rating was an
18.1 on a first run pic, while “City midwest division manager Howard
Anderson.
Detective” did 12.4. Another new
pic on Sundays for WGN drew 23.4
BARNES TO BONDED
Which Telepulse said was the high¬
est at the hom* (in January).
Wade Barnes, formerly south¬
In markets like N. Y. and L. A., east sales manager of the Film
featurefilm stations can’t crack Division of General Teleradio, has
the one, two* three status of the joined Bonded TV Film Service as
network keys, but in L. A. by general sales manager. Post marks
Telepulse calculations, KHJ-TV, a return to N. Y. for Barnes, hav¬
with its own “MDM” ran an aver¬ ing been with NBC in the mid-’40’s
age fourth out of seven.
WOR- and sales manager of RCA Record¬
TV in N. Y. vacillate* between ed Program Services in 1949.

Telefilms Background
Ballard’s‘Package Deal’
Novel, But It’s N.S.H.

NILES’CHI FILMERY
BILUNGS HIT 500G
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turning high adventure into high ratings
(and that means high sales)

For years CRUNCH and DES have had a faithful
following among the 11,750,000 weekly readers of the Saturday Evening Post. On TV these Philip
Wylie characters are more popular than ever. Already this new program is hard at work in
over one hundred markets, building success after success for sponsor after sponsor. If you’d like
to know what. CRUNCH and DES can do for your product, call or wire NBC Television Films
at 6.63 Fifth Avenue in New York, Merchandise Mart in Chicago, Sunset and Vine Streets in
fmm
_
—^
Hollywood. In

Crunch and Des
popular characters of the
Saturday Evening Post series,
now available for syndication
NBC Television
Films
Programs for
All Stations
All Sponsors
A DIVISION OF KAGRAN CORPORATION
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lOTEBNATIONAL BABIO-XV

Associated-Rediffusion Cuffoing
Plugs as British Coipl TV Biz
Fails to Hit Anticipated Stride

Schoenbrun Makes Out
A Good Case for Radio

Paris, March 13.
According to David Schoenbrun,
CBS
news
correspondent
for
France,, radio is still very< much
alive arid vital. . In his daily radio
newscast to the U. S. last week he
talked about the high price of
steaks here and the French house¬
4.-:- wife’s discontentment. Almost im¬
By HAROLD MYERS
mediately it was picked up by a
London, March 13.
64,000 Kroner Quizzer
Senator in Washington who read
One of London’s commercial pro¬
this problem into the Congressional
Copenhagen, March 13.
grammers has entered the giveaway
Record and recommended help to
Now the- Danish listeners
field. Associated-Rediffusion, which
France.
and tv viewers will get a
operates the competitive station on
President Eisenhower reacted to
64,000. kroner ($9,000) quiz
weekdays, is giving advertisers
this, and a new aid program to
show for charity — with only
one free plug for every spot paid
France of foodstuffs was set in
the number of coins similar to
for.
motion. Guy Mollet thanked Amer¬
the famed American show.
ica for the help. The recent cold
Danish Breweries’ Assn, has
This is the first frank admission
wave was responsible for some
given the whole prize amount
that advertising revenue is way be¬
to the Statsradiofonien, which
shortages and the corresponding
low expectations and special in¬
usually doesn’t go in for money
price raises. So Schoenbrun is well
ducements are necessary to lure
prizes
(except
on
a
Sunday
Convinced that radio, as well as
advertising support for the week¬
night “Stop the Music” show,
video, has its proper place in the
day programming. The decision
where the top prize is $15).
dissemination of thought, plus still
was taken at a full day sesh with
“The 64,000 Kroner Quiz
being a powerful influence.
the other program contractors, andShow” will be held night of
was announced in a formal press
April 8, and both the 1,000,000
statement last week, reinforced
listeners and 12,000 tv view¬
with a full page advertisement in
ers will follow the show and
the London Times.
are expected to send in money
A breakdown of advertising
or
buy lottery tickets to help
time sold on the London station
Danish crippled persons,
reveals, all too clearly, that the
network has failed to sell anything
like the time permitted in the Tele¬
London, March 13.
vision Act. By statute, advertis¬
With the full cooperation of the
ing time is restricted to a maxi¬
industry, BBC-TV will launch its
mum of six minutes in every hour,
own film magazine next month.
but there have been times in re¬
The program, to be. directed by
cent weeks where they’ve not
Alan Sleath, is now in an advanced
reached this total in a full day.
planning stage and fuller details
should be known within a week
On Feb. 13 and Feb. 15, for ex¬
or two. Peter Haigh, one of the
ample, advertising spots sold on
top BBC announcers, will omcee.
A-R programs were two mins. 58
The program, which will be
seconds and five mins. 13 seconds,
aired weekly, will select snips
respectively. A week later, on Feb.
CBS Television Film Sales, the from all pre-releases, thus getting
22, the day’s advertising schedule
absorbed only six mins, nine sec¬ network’s syndication subsidiary, a beat on comparable programs
onds of screCn time. Consistently, has taken ,on all foreign sales featured on the commercial webs
which feature general releases.
the best weekday has been Friday,
and in the last two weeks the time rights to most of the network’s
The most important of the latter
sold was in the region of 20 min¬ filmed and some of its kinescoped is the new ABC-TV Sunday after¬
utes, with Thursdays following as properties, with the result that it noon “Film Fanfare,” which is be¬
a close second with 17 and almost has forged to the front in at least ing networked from Birmingham
19 minutes, respectively.
one foreign market in terms of to London, pending union agree¬
In the first week of the new properties sold. That market is ment to use the Elstree studios.
Birmingham outlet, the same lack England, where it is way out in This program Includes the weekly
of response has been apparent. On front of its competition with 11 releases and among other features
the first weekday (Feb. 20) of reg¬ shows sold and on or about to go has a weekly showdown between
ular transmission, the amount of on the air via either the BBC or a critic and a star. Two film pro¬
advertising time fell below three the commercial channels.
grams emanating from London on
minutes.
Space sales improved
At the same time, however, the the commercial outlet are “Movie
progressively through the week, web subsid is plowing back far Magazine,” which concentrates on
however, with five mins. 30 sec¬ more money in the country than releases and personalities, and
onds on the following day and 14 it has taken out via an intensive “Portrait of a Star,” which spot¬
mins., 15 mins., and 32 mins, on production schedule in England lights one star name each week.
successive days.
that currently sees three series be¬
Associated Television, which is fore the cameras and a fourth
responsible for weekday program¬ slated for June or July. CBS Film
ming in Birmingham and which also Sales v.p.-general manager esti¬
has control of weekend time on mates that his current production
the London station, has consist¬ budgets for England when project¬
ently had an encouraging adver¬ ed to 39 shows per series would
tising response for their London run to $3,120,000—when the fourth
London, March 13.
programs. On Feb. 18 and 19 they starts, it will be well over $4,000,Tests started in London last week
sold 33 mins, and 41 mins., respec¬ 000. The money CBS will take
tively, and the following weekend out of England via the sale of its which, if successful, may make a
space ratings hit approximately 38 11 shows, however, won’t run to transatlantic tv hookup possible
without the use of a coaxial link.
and 33 minutes. The first tWo Sat¬ more than $1,000,000.
The experiments 'are being con¬
urday nights in Birmingham (run
CRS shows set in the U.K. are ducted by the Marconi Wireless
by ABC-TV) were supported by ad¬
vertisers with 29 and 23 minutes, “Annie Oakley,” “Amos ’n’ Andy,” Telegraph Co. with the approval of
“Range Rider,” “Adventure of the Post Office which has granted
respectively.
The Associated-Rediffusion gift Champion,” “San Francisco Beat” them a temporary license.
terms took effect from yester¬ and “Under the Sun,” all out of
The company is testing the trop¬
day (Mon.). Their 100% bonus the Film Sales stable, and “Gun- ospheric scatter, a VHF system
will apply to all advertisers other smoke,” “I Love Lucy,” “Decem¬ with a potential radius of around
than those using slides, time sig¬ ber Bride,” “Person to Person” 300 miles which is considered ade¬
nals, seven second spots or maga¬ and “Our Miss Brooks” from quate to achieve an effective trans¬
zines. They now reckon that with among the network properties to atlantic link. It could run from the
the new incentive advertisers can which the subsid has acquired for¬ mainland to the Shetland Isles, to
reach a thousand homes in a half¬ eign sales rights.
Iceland via the Faroes, then on to
But Harris, like other American Greenland, Baffin Island and the
minute advertisement at a cost of
approximately $2.65. They esti¬ distribs, is annoyed over the Brit¬ Canadian Arctic, eventually reach¬
mate, on the basis of latest statis¬ ish protestations at the BBC-ITA ing the northern districts of Amer¬
tics, that there are 640,000 sets in expenditures for American vidpix. ica.
the London area equipped to re¬ Not only is all that coin from Brit¬
Commenting on the tests, a Mar¬
ceive the alternative program.
ish features sold to American tv coni exec said last week that while
counterbalancing
Britain’s
ex¬ the possibilities of a transatlantic
penditures for American vidpix, hookup had been discussed for
Harris states, “but look at all the some time, the project must be
money we’re plowing into produc¬ Considered as purely experimental
tion in England.” He points to at this stage. There was no guaran¬
three of his* own shows, “The Le¬ tee that- tv programs could be
gionnaire,” which has started transmitted across the Atlantic in
London, March 13.
In anticipation of the launching shooting a cycle of 39, and “King the near future.
of state and commercial tv net¬ Richard the Lion-Hearted” and
works in Melbourne and Sydney “The City,” both of which are in
this year, the Australian Broadcast¬ the pilot stage but will undoubtedly
ing Commission, which will be op¬ go a full 39 each, bringing total*
erating the national outlets, has production monies spent in*. Eng¬
named Global Television Services land to $3,120,000. Once produc¬
London, March 13.
as their exclusive purchasing tion starts this summer ' on “Sir
For the first time BBC-TV have
agents. They’re authorized to buy Francis Drake,” the ante will be negotiated
a
deal for a live tele¬
all types of filmed programs, other even higher.
cast of an American musical from
than those emanating from the
Drury
Lane.
Next Tuesday (20)
BBC-TV.
they will feature a 40-minute ex¬
As part of the deal, Global have
cerpt
of
“Plain
and Fancy,” with
also been given a mandate to ac¬
Washington, March" 13.
Shirl Conway, Richard Derr and
quire suitable programs from
Anticipating plans for commer¬ Joan Hovis.
France,.Germany, Italy and other cial tv in Guam, the FCC last week
In the past, West End manage¬
European countries.
assigned channels 8 and 10 to the ments have found that these live
ABC will have one station in Territory.
telecasts
are an effective means of
Sydney and another in Melbourne,
Station KUAM in Agana intends
and their income will be dependent to-file for channel 8. Island popu¬ hypoing the b.o. It is no secret
that
“Plain
and Fancy” has been
on licensing fees, as is the case lation is largely composed of Air
doing disappointing biz since it
with the BBC here.
Force troops.
opened on Jan. 25.

BBCJVGetthig
Trailer-Happy

CBS-TVFiim Sales
Has a $3,120,880
Stake in Britain

Transatlantic Video
Hookup, Sans Coaxial,
In London Test Stage

AUSSIES PREP FOR
COM! TV SETUP

‘PLAIN & FANCY’ AS
BRC-TV SPECIAL

Guam Preps Com’lTV
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Benny to the ‘Rescue’ (or BBC-TV
London, March 13
BBC-TV apparently has no intention of taking a back seat'to
the new commercial television enterprise here when it comes to
spotlighting of major show biz personalities. For one thing the
BBC is taking its cue from the Palladium in lining up top Ameri¬
can stars as a means of curbing the inroads in viewership since
tv also went commercial here.
/
Jack Benny is due over the latter part of May. He'll be starred
in a one-hour BBC-TV variety show. In addition Benny is plan¬
ning to film several half-hour segments for his Sunday night
CBS-TV series for use next season, a la the same pattern put into
use this season by Bob Hope in giving his Tuesday night NBC-TV
entry an international flavor.
In all Benny will remain abroad from two to three months.

Moscow Liberalizes Privileges For
CBS, NBC Correspondents in Soviet

-+
Show No Quarter
London, March 13.
A restriction on the use of
15-minute programs is to be in¬
troduced by Radio Luxem¬
bourg from the spring on¬
wards. This is the only sound
outlet for commercial broad¬
casting into the United King¬
dom.
In a report prepared re¬
cently by the Luxembourg sta¬
tion, it is stated that experi¬
ence has shown that too many
quarter hours are Unaccept¬
able to the listener and give
the evening’s broadoasting an
unsatisfying impression. As a
result,
half-hour programs,
with a preference for Jive
shows, will be given key spots.
Refusing to accept the de¬
featist view that radio is tv’s
poor relation, Luxembourg’s
statement points out that the
potential listening audience
for radio still stands at around
20,000,000 adults."

‘Assignment UN’
Series for ABC;
Set Global Ride
A major series of documentary
radio stows, for .which special
audio material is being gathered
vis' tape in many parts of the
world, will be broadcast by United
Nations Radio under the title
“Assignment United Nations,” with
the domestic kickoff slated for Fri¬
day (16) 10:30-11 p.m., over ABC.
John Daly will narrate the entire
series.
“Assignment United Nations,”
the first big Series of UN shows
to be put on the air since .last
year’s celebration of the world or¬
ganization’s 10th anniversary, will
attempt “to combine thoughtful
analysis of the issues with special
actuality reporting from the field,”
according to Michael Hayward,
chief of the UN Radio Division’s
English-language services.
The opener, starring Francis
Sullivan, will take up the tough
international subject of disarma¬
ment, and has been written by
Gohl Obhrai, who is also super¬
visor for the entire series. For the
second show, a month later, Irving
Berenson is making 12,000-mile
trip through Asia and the Far
East, recording the actuality ma¬
terial. for this show, which will
deal with the Asian economy.
George Movshon is leaving next
week for Togoland, Africa, to wrap
up the actuality material from that
area where the natives will hold a
plebiscite - under UN auspices.
Later shows scheduled a month
through October, will take up the
celebration of the UN Charter
Day in June, the subject of food
for the world In July, atoms for
peace in August, the Latin Ameri¬
can economy in September, and
the annual report of SecretaryGeneral Dag Hammarskjold in-Oc¬
tober.
The series, as broadcast in this
country over ABC, will be broad¬
cast by every English-speaking
network in the world. In addition,
the show will be translated and
adapted for domestic broadcast
around the globe in at least 20
other languages.

By IRVING R. LEVINE
(NBC & Variety Correspondent)

Moscow, ‘March 13.
For what is believed to be the
first time ever, American radio cor¬
respondents in Russia are now able
to broadcast from Moscow to the
United States without dependency
on Radio Moscow.
A broadcasting booth has been
set up in Moscow’s Central Tele*
graph Office, a grey stone building
on Moscow’s main Gorky Street,
and the two American radio news¬
men now accredited to the Soviet
Union are permitted,*" for the mo¬
ment at least, to make daily broad¬
casts.
Previously correspondents were
entirely dependent; on the govern¬
ment’s radio station, Radio Mos¬
cow, for studio facilities which
were granted with irregularity and
withdrawn in rather whimsical
fashion. As far as is known, no
radio broadcasts were ever done
from the Soviet Union outside of
Radio Moscow before this time.
The first broadcast from the new
facilities at the Moscow Central
Telegraph Office were made on
Sunday, Feb. 19, for the NBC
World News Roundup by NBC's
Moscow commentator Irving R.
Levine. He was followed a few
minutes later by Dan Schorr, cor¬
respondent for CBS. Since then
Schorr and Levine have been
broadcasting from Moscow daily.
The facilities consist of a tele¬
phone booth of somewhat larger
dimensions than the usual Ameri¬
can booth. For the first few days
the undraped wooden walls caused
an echo which interfered with the
quality of the reception in New
York.
However, soon after the Ameri¬
can radiomen hung up their own
blankets in an attempt to baffle
the sound, the Soviet authorities
provided a rich blue plush cloth
With which they lined the booth.
One American correspondent de¬
scribed the cloth-lined booth with
its glass door as looking 'like “a
coffin turned on end.”
The broadcasts are beamed from
Moscow to London to New York so
that the Moscow correspondents
are able to talk directly with their
home studios. The quality of the
circuits have varied greatly. Poor
circuits may be due in part to sun¬
spots and in part to the fact that,
despite the blue plush cloth there
is still considerable work to be •
done in the way of improving the
quality of the lines from the Cen¬
tral Telegraph Office to the Mos¬
cow transmitter.
At the end of one day’s feed, a
CBS engineer in New York ex¬
plained the poor circuit by coinplaining that “whoever is moni¬
toring your broadcast there is do¬
ing a technically poor job.”
Easier Access to Photos
The Moscow Telegraph Office
also provides facilities for radio
photos, for telephone calls during
two and three-quarters hours a day
to the U. S., and for .cabling of
news material.
It’s at the Central Telegraph
Office that all correspondents, radio
and otherwise, hand in their ma¬
terial to censorship* which is easy
on certain subjects and difficult
on others.
Correspondents never see the
censor. They cannot argue with
.him—or her.
Scripts and dis¬
patches are handed in through a
window to a clerk who delivers
the material to the "censors in an¬
other room. The copy, when re¬
turned, bears a stamp. Often ma¬
terial is returned without dele¬
tions. Sometimes a few words are
(Continued on page 46)
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THE SUPPORTING CAST
of

“THE FOURPOSTER”
as produced by

NBC-TV PRODUCERS’ SHOWCASE

Congratulates

MISS JESSICA TANDY
✓

*

on being nominated for an

“EMMY”
by the ACADEMY of TELEVISION ARTS and SCIENCES as

BEST ACTRESS, SINGLE PERFORMANCE,
1955

Also supporting MISS TANDY
in the Crotan NBC-TV Production of

"THE MARRIAGE"
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1280 ROCKET
With Jocko Henderson
120 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 10 p.m.
Participating
wov, n. y.
Jocko
Henderson
comes to
Gotham’s rock ’n’ roll wars from
Iris Philly base at WDAS. He
winds up his WDAS at 7:30 p.m.
and hustles in nightly for a 120minute platter spin from Harlem’s
Palm Cafe. Jack Walker, long¬
time WOV decjay takes over on
Saturdays to give Henderson a
weekend breather.
Henderson’s out to get a slice of
the aud already captured by Alan
Freed
(WINS) and Dr. Jive
(WWRL) and he’s got th'e stuff to
come out okay, for the r&b ear,
anyway. At any rate, he’s working
hard and loud at it.
The r&b vogue has sprouted a
new style of platter jockeying.
The disks pack plenty of rhythmic
excitement and the deejays try to
match it with high-powered spiel¬
ing and intros. In Henderson’s
case proper English usage and
language have been thrown over¬
board to get the message across.
The lingo is strictly for the hip¬
sters and his grammatical bloop¬
ers probably go unnnoticed.
Could be even that his offbeat
lingo will catch on in the Harlem
area, stronghold of the r&b beat.
Lines like “great gugga mugga,”
“well all roother,” and 4 great
gugga mugga shooga booga” are
examples of the Henderson hodge¬
podge.
Other more
familiar
pharses such as “daddy-o,” “mommy-o” and “sing it pretty, daddy”
are pounded out relentlessly.
That’s not as bad, however, as
his Tniscues on pronunciation and
grammar.
It’ll do the young
listeners no good at all to fall un¬
der the influence of Henderson
reading “modren” for “modern” or
his flinging out of the double com¬
parative “more lovelier” without
embarrassment.
Henderson also likes to blow
his own trumoet. He .regularly re¬
minds the dialer “don’t forget to
tell your friends where you heard
it” and he bleats about his Gotham
showcasing w*th “brace yourself
New York.” New York mav very
well have to.
Gros.

THE QUIET BONES
With Eddie Finnigran, Tom Man¬
ning, Jack Clowser, Harrison
Dillard, Mrs. Terah Dillard,
Jesse Owens, Hank Greenberg,
Jimmy Lee, Arnold Walker,
Ivan Greene
Producer-Writer: Neil Flanagan
Director: Bill Schwarz
30 Mins.; Fri. (2) 8 p.m.
KYW, Cleveland
Neatly capturing the “Biogra¬
phies in Sound” format for cover¬
age of a local hero, Neil Flanagan
scripted a half-hour salute to
Cleveland’s Harrison Dillard,
famed track man.
As conceived by Flanagan and
directed by Bill Schwartz, the oneshot easily could set a pattern for
series of hometown celeb vignettes.
Cementing the whole as narrator
was Tom Manning, dean of Ameri¬
can sportscasters.
Show gave plenty of evidence of
ingenuity in getting various facets
of Dillard’s career through assorted
crew of friends and mentors.
Moulding of “skinny” kid into
fabulous Olympics star was told
in stories by^ high school coach,
Ivan Greene^" and college coach,
Eddie Finnigan.
Efforts to get Dillard coveted
A^U Sullivan Award, which he
finally won last month, were de¬
scribed by Jimmy Lee, CAC direc¬
tor. Runner’s mother, Mrs. Terah
Dillard, gave home-life background
of highly respected athlete.
Dramatic highlights of Dillard’s
Olympics appearances effectively
handled by Jack Clowser, Cleve¬
land Press sportswriter and man
referred to as trackman’s unofficial
biographer. Drama in Clowser
stint was matched by that in com¬
ments by Jesse Owens, Dillard’s
boyhood idol.
The athlete’s position as beloved
Cleveland citizen was pointed up
by Hank Greenberg, “Hall of
Fame” manager of the Indians,
and Arnold Walker, local Urban
leader.
Taped interviews were well in¬
tegrated and Flanagan’s writing
economically set continuity for
story. It was a production of the
KYW news and special events de¬
partment, now headed by Sanford
Markey.
Stan.

MUSIC AND YOU
With Frank T. Menendez
60 Mins.; 9:00-10:00 p.m. Mon.
Sustaining
KMOX, St. Louis
The Public Affairs Dept, of this
CBS outlet has cooked ud an out¬
standing co-op with the local Uni¬
versity College of Washington U.
whereby students of music mav
cop an extra hour of college credit
by enrolling in a 13-week radio
course and t>?ssmg a written ^xam.
A fee of $17 is charged. Those
who do not. ^eek the extra credit
are charged $5 and given a printed
syllabus with suggested reading
and listening assignments as well
as a printed auditor’s certificate
upon completition of the course.
Natives in this burg may take
the exam at the Washington U.
while those living outside of the
St. Louis area and who have com¬
pleted the listening course • may
trek to an accredited college, near¬
est their home, where some exec
agrees to proctor the exam. The
auestions are prepared by Menendez and forwarded to the college
where the exams are to be held.
Menendez. who is a lecturer In
music at the university, is also a
composer and, on occasions, dis¬
plays his versatilitv on’the 88 as
well as on the violin t.o draw dis¬
tinctions between variations, tem¬
po, etc. While the initial program
was topheavy with longhair ^uff,
excerpts from Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Oklahoma” and some
lighter stuff in addition are used
to stress points made by Menen¬
dez.
Tuition fees are turned over to
the University College. The for¬
mat is a departure but seems to
pivot on radio’s ear-anpeal and
lends the possibility of further ex¬
pansion
in
other educational
fields.
Sahu.

Ohio B’casters to Fleet
Cleveland, March 13.
Paul Braden, WPFB, and J. L.
Bowden, WKBN-TV, have been
nominated for the presidency of
the Ohio Association of Radio-TV
Broadcasters, with election sched¬
uled for the Spfing Meeting in
Cleveland, Friday (16).
Other nominees include Truman
Morris, WBEK, and Hubbard Hood,
WKRC, vice-president, radio; and
Ward Quail, WLW-T, Robert
Moody, WHIO, tv, vice president;
Richard Klaus, WERE, Jack Kelley,
WJW, director, three-year term,
and Russell Gohring, WOIIO, and
Robert Miack,” WIMA, director, one
year.
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RADIO REVIEWS

JUST ENTERTAINMENT
With Burgess Meredith, Mahalia
Jackson, Gogi Grant, Four Lads,
Lenny Colyer, Caesar Petrillo
Orch; Joe Foss, announcer
Director: Doug McKay
Producer: Howard Miller
Writer: Mort Hall
25 Mins.; Sun., 9:05 p.m.
WRIGLEY
CBS, from Chicago
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
Although it must have been a
sudden change of pace for the
Gene Autry fans, the Chi CBS
crew assembled a sprightly variety
package as an interim replacement
for the sagebrush star who’s tak¬
ing a doctor-ordered hiatus from
his Sunday night show for Wrigley
gum. There was obviously no stint¬
ing on the production pocketbook
to bring in a Grade A aural diver¬
tissement (11) more than a little
reminiscence of the days of yore
when radio 'did things in a big
way as a matter of course.
Burgess Meredith, doubling from
the “Teahouse of the August
Moon” legiter, came through as a
facile host and was buttressed with
a/solld lineup that offered some¬
thing for every taste, ranging from
the host’s reading of Hamlet solil¬
oquy, a Lenny Colyer quickie com¬
edy monolog and gospel singer
Mahalia Jackson’s “I Believe”
closer. In between Gogi Grant
thrushed a warm “Who Are We”
and the Four Lads dashed off “No
Not Much.” Lush backing was pro¬
vided by Caesar Petrillo and the
CBS orch and Mort Hall’s script
neatly wrapped up the 25 minutes.
Joe Foss did the honors
^he
gum firm.
Dave.

RAB Reshuffle

R. David Kimble’s ankling Radio
Advertising Bureau for a job at
Grey Advertising has resulted in a
realignment of duties under Arch
Madsen at the promotion outfit.
RAB’s station relations and local
sales and service, latter having
been under Kimble, have been con¬
solidated under Madsen’s com¬
mand.
RAB’s local sales-service han¬
dles the annual sales clinic and
sales committee activities. Mad¬
Greensboro, N.C. — U. of No. sen will finish detailing the 100
Carolina Woman’s College is offer¬ clinics planned this semester.
ing its fourth course via the facili¬
ties of the school’s WUNC-TV for
New Orleans—New dee jay addi¬
either graduate credit or teacher
certification. First such graduate tion to staff of WTIX here is
video course was carried in June Gerry Spinn, who transferred from
sister station KOWH, Omaha, Neb.
by the school.

From the Production Centres
M4 ♦♦♦♦♦♦+-+ + + + »+-+

IN NEW■ YORK CITY . . .
CBS news-director John Day vacationing in Florida ... a painting by
Pegeen Fitzgerald will be raffled off at the UN . . . WRCA’s Bud Ford
to Cleveland to produce a radio drama . . . Gary Crosby back on Edgar
Bergen CBS show after tour with Les. Brown orch but will take an¬
other hiatus in April to join Satchmo Armstrong Australian concert
trek for two weeks . . . Tex & Jinx McCrary planning 10th anni ses¬
sion on WRCA . . ; Gen. Mgr. Carl Ward and sales chief Henry Untermeyer of WCBS back from nine-day swing through middle west . . .
WRCA-plus-tv v.p. Ham Shea serving as chairman in radio-tv of N. Y.
City Cancer Committee of national drive . . . Bill Firman, mgr, of
CBSales office in Detroit, in town for biz huddles . . . Bob Haymes
(WCBS) and brother Dick Haymes forming telefilm producing com¬
pany . . . John Henry Faulk, radio chairman for Federation of Protes¬
tant Welfare Agencies, started drive to place 300 Negro children in
foster homes, via his WCBS program covering all of March . . . Phyllis
Lombardi, secretarial aide to CBS exec v.p. Jim Seward, back after
Florida hiatus . . . NBC o&o’s here readying documentary series on
juve delinquency under auspices of N. Y. C. Youth Board . . . Mrs.
Kathryn Godfrey, mother of Arthur and Kathy, to guest on daughter’s
CBS’er Saturday/G.7) . . .
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio prexy, takes off for San Francisco
for a brief vacation Friday (16). He and Mrs. Hayes will then spend
a week in Honolulu, return to Frisco for Easter and back to New
York with his family April 2, settling in their new Larchmont home
. . . Robert Boesl, formerly assistant controller at the Fletcher D. Rich¬
ards agency, joined Olmsted Sound Studios as comptroller . . . Alan
Sands sold a package of 52 “Great American Women” programs star¬
ring Basil Rathbone to RCA Thesaurus . . . William Schuller talent
agency has bpened a branch office in Hollywood. Heading it are
Barry Levenson and Elliott Kastner.
Arnold Katinsky left promotion directorship of WMAL, Washington,
to join radio Ad Bureau as local promotion writer . , . Bette Reilly is
handling some of the gab chores on “Your World At One,” a roundup
news stanza heard cross-the-board on the newly-formed Long Island
network (WGBB and WGSM); other three gabbers are John Hicks,
John Frogge and Don Dunphy . . . Raymond Katz, WMGM’s program
chief, back at office after hospital siege . . . Dean Hunter renewed by
BBDO as Walter Winchell’s TWA announcer on Mutual . . . Exec com¬
mittee of Radio Ad Bureau set to meet at the Waldorf-Astoria today
(Wed.) . . . Mort Schwartz quitting the* Henry C. "Brown talent agency
on Friday (16), with no announcement yet of future plans.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
“CBS Radio Workshop” will be almost a real “Cops and Robbers”
affair this Friday (16). Stanley Niss, producer-scripter of the web’s
“21st Precinct” series, came up with this experimental idea: Long
curious about what a real detective could do when confronted with
the principals in a fictional crime situation, he persuaded four retired
dicks of New York’s police force to cooperate in Friday’s “Cops and
Robbers” story.
With the sleuths assembled, Niss began to enact a sequence in which
the details of a holdup and shooting were revealed. It ended with an
agreement among the culprits to “cover” each other. The dicks then
entered the studio—with no prior knowledge of script except for an
“official” police report containing some clues—and went to work. Ex¬
periment became a contest between reality and makebelieve. Hard
put were the actors, Larry Haines, John Sylvester, Elspeth Eric and
Ken Lynch, who were obliged to go in for ad libbing instead of stay¬
ing with the script. The improvisations produced newer situations
which will probably be reflected in this Friday’s show.
Exec secretaries and their lawyers from the various American Fed¬
eration of Radio-Television Artists locals around the country convene
in Chicago Thursday (15) and Friday (16) for a general kickaround of
union problems. Session will be helmed by national exec secretary
Don Conaway who recently succeeded the late George Heller in the
top AFTRA post.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Hunt Stromberg Jr., drew the added duties of directing the pro¬
grams for ABC’s regional tv network now grown to 22 stations. He’ll
get an assistant to help him on local station programs . . . Tom Mc¬
Dermott of Benton & Bowles and Bill Craig, of Procter & Gamble, tv
heads, respectively, around to work out the problems of renewing the
Loretta Young show . . . Jim Andrews holing up at the Dan B. Miner
agency as aide to Hilly Sanders . , . The trade is wondering if NBC
and CBS will stage another of their trans-oceanic races to get on the
air first with the film of Grace Kelly’s wedding. Remember the coro¬
nation? . . . Raymond R. Morgan agency lost the L. A. Soap account
after 26 years. It runs to around a million a year . . . CBS-TV daytime •
program head, Lester Gottlieb, spent most of the week working out a
daytime format with writers for Johnny Carson, detached from his
after-dark underwriting. Five half hours weekly will be cleared for
him. Whose? Gottlieb isn’t saying . . .

IN CHICAGO ...
' Chi NBC press department’s efficient Frannie Clark this week
clocks a quarter of a century with the network . . . Johnny Walker has
ankled the WNBQ sales staff to join the tv side at the Katz station, rep
firm . . . AFTRA’s new national exec secretary Don Conaway introed
to the local membership Monday night (12) . . . Betty Johnson, singer
on ABC’s “Breakfast Club,” guests on ABC-TV’s “Ozark Jubilee” Satur¬
day night (17) . . . Joe (Broadway) Diehl and his Rex the Hex canine
being auditioned for a latenight gab show on WBBM-TV . . . Lawrence
Buck, ex-WABD account exec, added to NBC-TV’s national spot sales
staff here . . . Ronny Born new WBKB personality. He hails from
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa . . . Fairfax Cone and Leo Burnett co-chairing a steering committee comprised of top .Ghi advertising and public
relations execs to help Mayor Richard Daley\ tell the Windy City story
. . . Herb Futran producing an hour-long live latenighter hosted on
WGN-TV Thursday nights by Frank and Rita Drury for the Chi Hud¬
son Dealers . . . James Ascher exited his City News reporting berth
to join the ABC ad-promotion-publicity department . . . CBS news and
sportscaster John Harrington visiting the Florida spring training
camps . . . Florence Abrahamson, AFTRA’s local exec secretary Ray
“Jones’ gal Friday, checks out Friday (16) after 10 years with the union
. . . WGN news director Spence Allen named a director of Sigma Delta
Chi’s Headline Club . . . Foote, Cone & Belding radio-tv director Jack
Simpson and Bill Hyer of the same department on the Coast this week
. , . Jack Rebney, formerly with his own ad agency in Minneapolis,
new WBBM producer . . . Don Anderson, with a variety of Chi radiptv and legit assignments under his belt, has signed on with WKRCTV, Cincinnati, to holt its “Home Theatre” . . . WBBM-TV news direc¬
tor Billy Garry vacationing in Florida.

George Kondolf, vet legit producer and chief story editor in BBD&O’s
tele department, will address the New School for Social Research,
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) on “Television and Stage Writing Today.”
Address will be delivered to the Radio and Film Writing Workshop.
IN WASHINGTON . . .
Kindolf’s last Broadway show was “The Fifth Season,” 1953-54,
A belated salute to Mamie Eisenhower’s 59th birthday will be tele¬
and currently he’s the agency’s editorial and production herd-rider on
cast
by CBS Thursday, March 23, 1-1:30 p.m., with pickup here of a
the CBS-TV “U. S. Steel” show.
luncheon given in honor of First Lady by wives of the Federal Inde¬
Harry Muheim, teleplaywright, will direct the tv drama workshop pendent Agencies of the Government, and musical portion originating
of the U. of Colorado's 23d Writers’ Conference, at Boulder, July 24- in web’s New York studios . . . American Public Relations Assn,
Aug. 10. Muheim, a Stanford U. grad who teaches creative writing skedded its 12th annual conference in tfie capital, at Hotel Statler,
at NYU, was touted for the appointment by NBC producer Fred Coe, April 4, 5, 6 . . . WGMS scooped the NBC telecast of “Richard III”
a Conference staff member in 1954. Muheim will use scripts and by playing entire soundtrack, including dialog and score, Saturday (10),
day before tv version . . . Federal Civil Defense has released three
kinnies furnished by NBC.
new films to all tv stations . . . “Dugout Chatter,” pregame baseball
More than 43,000,000 tv receivers were shipped from factories to show on WTTG-DuMont, with sportscaster Bob Wolff reporting, has
dealers during the last 10 years, according to a compilation issued last been bought by Washington Gas Light Co. . . . Donna Douglas, WTOPTV femmecaster, is sponsoring a “Perfect Mother-in-law” contest . . .
week by the Radio-Electronics-TV Manufacturers Assn.
Layne
for Department
of Agriculture, back
Heaviest shipments during the period went to New York State deal- ..
. ,Beaty,
-- radio-tv chief
—. ~
—.at
ers -who
took
over
5,400,000
sets. Shipments
to
California
totaled-£isk
after a swin2 through New York-and Connecticut, and a stint
--*
—
-----_
I
. .
,
rm NHP'c ‘‘WAnlr/lotr
3,651,000
and- to
Pennsylvania
3,596,000. Smallest
shipments were to on NBC’s “Weekday.”
Wyoming with 23,000.
CBS Radio’s “My Son Jeep” had a running story last week with
singer Don Cherry as a key figure. The 8 to 8:15 p.m. situation comedy
crossboarder coincidentally developed into a big plug for Cherry’s
“Band of Gold” and “I'm Still a King to You” on the Columbia label.
Last week’s sequences had daughter Peggy (Joan Lazer) stung with a
case of infatuation for recording stars, playing 'em nightly on the
Jeep” stanzas. Cherry climaxed the gimmick with an in-person visit
at Friday’s (9) windup.
Another bit of “offbeat” casting on the aural will have Freddy
Robbms, deejay and host of “Young Ideas,” in the March 24 segment
of..JCi,ty HosPrtal.” Dramatic assignment has him playing the role of
a fiddler.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
It’s a nice jump for Herb Bachman—he’s leaving KPIX, where he’s
been ad-promotion manager, to become the new manager of KEX, the
Westinghouse outlet in Portland. Assuming some of his functions, at
least, is Don Mills, who's been elevated to director of publicity . • •
Ed Radenzel, telegraph editor of The Chronicle, has taken a leave of
absence to try his hand at writing news for NBC in Hollywood . . .
Pat Sweet, late of KSFO, has joined Frank DiMarco’s flackery . . •
KLX has, lined up Walter (Duster) Mail?, the old hurler, to do a pre¬
game quarter-hour before every Seals game this season .. . Ted Rogers,
the “Home” producer, popped into town briefly preparatory to a mass
(Continued on page 48)
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“IT’S FOR YOU, MR. MURROWPERSON TO PERSON"

Va^\

l\\9oY.
v
"Congratulations, Ed!
We've just heard about the
show placing No. 4 in the new Trendex.
We're proud of you, John Aaron,
Jesse Zousmer, and the rest of the staff.
Thank everyone for us, won't you..."

ELGIN

HAMM

National Watch
Company

Browing
Company
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BAMO-TELEVISIOX

Legit, TV’s ‘Bread & Butter Thesps
Now Getting Into That Radio Swing

Lotsa K. C. Ballcasts,
KMBC’s 8-State Web
On Athletics Contest

Metro TV Leas*
■

- - Continued'from page 37

WABC-TVs Payoff
On Spot Discounts

rights (sometimes theatrical too,
depending on the deal) for a speci¬
Kansas City, March 13.
fied period," after which all rights
Baseball play-by-play will again revert to the producer. For this
Formulation of a competitive
Television-legit’s “bread & but-| mour, Dick York (“Bus' Stop"), be a dominant factor in spring- he may pay a down payment plus spot discount plan by WABC-TV,
Leon Janney (“Threepenny Opera”) summer radio here, and is due to
ter" acting corps—the featured I and a host of others. Joan Alex¬
a participation in the tv profits, or the ABC-TV flagship in New York,
be carried out on an even more
pros who are seen week-in and ander, longtime radio soap vet extensive basis than last year. an outright cash payment.
a couple of months back is start¬
That Metro has decided on this
week-out on top dramatic stanzas who’s “graduated" tv and legit KMBC, Kansas City, and sister sta¬
ing, to pay off handsomely. Dur¬
except for hiatuses into legit ven¬ (“Witness for the Prosecution”), tion KFRM, Concordia, Kansas,, method of releasing has a dual ing the 29 days of February, the
significance. For one thing, an out¬
makes frequent appearances, and
tures—are getting some added coin to top things off, Wendy Drew, will originate games of the Kansas I right sale of its entire backlog first month of its “7-14 Plan,” the
out of radio to an extent not pos¬ who’s the lead in CBS Radio’s City Athletics against American would unquestionably have broken
sible for them during the past sev¬ afternoon “Young Widder Brown,” League rivals to a 46-station the back of feature film pricing in station wrote a total of $580,000 in
new business under the plan, aver¬
eral years. In return, their avail¬ bounces over to ABC mornings to eight-state network.
Setup was announced this week tv, coming on top of the RKO and aging out in terms of weekly bill¬
ability to the aural medium has do occasional roles.
WB unloadings. The “limited re¬ ing to $31,000 (much of the busi¬
by
Don
Davis,
v.p.
of
KMBC,
who
helped maintain the quality of
said the 1956 web will have at least lease” will have virtually no effect ness was for 13, 26 and' even 52
radio drama in a day and age when
six more stations than the 1955 at all on prices,, if anything raising weeks; the $580,000 represents
the medium is all but forgotten by
hookup.
Airings
are starting them simply by convincing stations total contracts written).
the entertainment trade. Stumbling
earlier this year, too, as net will that better quality is available for
Plan, which gives spot buyers up
blocks in the past to the availabil¬
better price. The other signifi¬ to 50% discount for buying up to
carry a schedule of 17 grapefruit
ity of the “bread & butter” thesps , .. - Continued from pace 28 ..
cant aspect is that Metro has
to radio daytimers were two: the straint about the press conference league games, including the opener turned its back on a capital gains 13 spots and as high as 60% for
with the Pirates last Saturday.
more than 13, has garnered the
matter of tv rehearsals tieing them to which Marx was'invited.
As last year Ray and Merle Har¬ deal and can instead devote the station some bluechip clients who
up during the day, and the longDeFore disclosed Art Linkletter mon will voice the play-by-play, coin from the pictures toward in the past have ignored the out¬
range commitments involved in a will emcee the Coast telecast of
building up its net profit picture
running part in a soaper which the awards. DeFore stated, too, both having been in Florida since at a time when that’s on .the skids. let. Procter & Gamble and Lever
might militate against a fat tv part that he will not be in the race for beginning of the A’s training sea¬ Actually, if Metro continued this Bros, are examples; other new¬
coming up during that radio run. reelection when the annual elec¬ son. Sam Molen, KMBC sports di¬ type of releasing pattern, it comers are Wrigley (a firm 52rector, will do his pre-game and
weeker), Duffy-Mott, and one par¬
The latter roadblock has been dis¬ tions are held in May.
post-game sessions, and goes to wouldn’t have to worry about ticularly satisfying to the station,
appearing to a great extent due to
Bob Longenecker said 2,250 are Florida next week for a round of where the dividends come from Ballentine. Latter had been miffed
the growing use of the “completed expected for the Emmy awards
for the next 20 years.
a year ago when it was bounced
story” on radio—the soaper that here, and 1,000 will be at the N. Y. taping player interviews and color.
Back of all this is the Schlitz
from a Wednesday 10:30 program
tells its story in a week, then awards, held at the same time. A
sponsorship by competing brew
moves on to a completely different national board is being created, Brewing Co., picking up tab for
Pabst, who brought its “Blue-Rib¬
one with a full cast changeover. with N. Y. and Hollywood to have the second year on the five-year
bon Bouts” over to the ABC web
There’s even a case of a “daily” equal representation, and this> package deal it made with the
in that time slot.
Smaller ac¬
= Continued from page 37story, with ABC’s “My True Story” board will elect the next officers. team and the station. Last minute
telling a complete soap each day Local boards will elect local of¬ details of the network are being play-by-play sports remotes. Com¬ counts aren’t neglected either-in
worked out in Florida now between
the plan, since the minimum buy
as a half-hour entry.
peting KROD has the CBS feed
Latter network has gotten the ficers. It’s expected new branches George Higgins, KMBC sales chief, and WFAA and WBAP switch for eligibility is $500.
Plan, which went into effect
edge on grabbing off the better will be opened this year in Boston, and Guy Patterson, of Majestic around on NBC and ABC. Most of
featured names, both because its Chicago and Philadelphia, and Advertising, handling the Schlitz the KFJZ Sunday sked is con¬ Feb. 1, is the brainchild of sales
chief Joe . Stamler and general
soap block completely comprises later in St. Louis and Baltimore. baseball account.
Longenecker, in answer to some
New in the picture this year is sumed by seven half-hour pack¬ manager Bob Stone. Stamler, who
the “completed story” type —
ages and three feature film shows
“Whispering Streets,” “When a questions about the awards struc¬ Interstate Bakeries, which is buy¬ plus the hour-long Autry and had been an account exec at the
ture,
acknowledged
that
there
was
ing
the pre-game warmup session
station for some years before be¬
Girl Marries” and “True Story”
some
errors
in
the
nominations
set¬
over the net for Butternut, its Rogers westerns from MCA. Week¬ coming sales manager a few
all wind in a week or less—and
day afternoons it goes strictly kidup
but
pleaded
the
Acad
should
be
bread
label
in
this
area.
because it airs during the morn¬
film from 4 to 7:30, when it starts months ago, states it’s the first
ing, with rehearsals running from given time and understanding.
its first-run “Million Dollar Movie” time the station has h&d such a
De
Fore
disclosed
last
year
the
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the latest,
with a new film every three nights plan, and in terms of acceptance
leaving the thesps free for their Acad received $25,000 for tv rights
and Sundays. With the exception at the agencies, the reaction has
to the Emmy awards telecast, and
In fact, some
tv rehearsals later in the day.
of Monday wrestling, the 9 to 10 been excellent.
Continued from page 42 5
Result for ABC has been the this year it will get $30,000. NBCanchorage is completely half-hour sponsors who have come in under
Some scripts are films. Then after a live 30-minute the plan for spot schedules on a
ready availability for their shows TV is carrying the telecast, with crossed out.
never returned.
of such vet thesps as Alan Bunce Oldsmobile sposoring.
news and weather session, it discounted structure have shifted
One of the difficulties of working launches into a latenight feature, their orders to regular card rates,
(“Ethel & Albert”), Roger de
in
Moscow
is
that
a
correspond¬
Koven (currently “The Lark”),
Cleveland — Upcoming baseball
“Starlight Theater.” Sign-on (at the reason being that their spots
Staats Cotsworth (“Inherit the season finds WERE already pact- ent never knows how long his news 2j30 p.m.) is with a feature film can be preempted by card rate ad¬
Wind”), Paul McGrath; Donald ing sponsors for pre-game time’s material may be held up by the too.
vertisers, and the newcomers want
Buka, Melville Ruick, King Calder, , “Knothole Club” and “Tenth In- censor. This, of course, compli¬
Station doesn’t run first in the to protect their adjacency fran¬
cates the job of a radio correspond¬ market, except on occasional in¬ chises.
Lilli Darvas, Jan Miner, Anne Sey- ning.”
ent who has a circuit time to meet. instances. But in its half year of
On most stories, though, material is operation it rates second or third
returned quickly with the approval in most of its kid block, and third
stamp, and considerable critical on “MDM.” Things aren’t quite
material is passed.
as rosy against the webs in the
However, the limited facilities syndicated 9 to 10 block.
at the Central Telegraph Office
are still an improvement over the
Hotel Great Northern
situation,
118 WEST 57th STREET
When he received his permanent
accreditation in August, 1955,
• Idoal for TV rohoarsalt
month after arriving in the Soviet —— Continued from page 25 i——^
e Ballot School
Union on a month’s visa, NBC’s inspired.
And
whatever
the
e Dance Instruction
Levine was granted permission by squawks from the “outside boys”
• Photographic or Art Studio
Radio Moscow to use its studios it’s a cinch that when a good pack¬
• Or living quarters
daily to broadcast to New York.’ In age comes along (as in the case of
24-liour Blevattr end iwltth1i*v4 ewvlit
mid-September, the privilege was Cowan’s $64,000 Question”), it’ll be
suddenly withdrawn. The only ex¬ grabbed up pronto for network
planation was that studio space showcasing.
was not available.
Strictly in the web’s favor is the
Two weeks later, after register¬ fact that, in the majority of the
The Voice of
ing complaints with the Foreign I cases involved, the shows headed
Ministry, facilities were again re¬ for oblivion have “had it” and de¬
stored to Levine, but on the basis serve the hatchet,, either because
of four days a week' rather than they’ve outlived their usefulness or
died aborning.
daily.
Meanwhile, CBS’ Schorr, who ar¬
The Congressional-Justice' Dept.rived in Russia in September on FCC looking-with-askance at the
a temporary visa and obtained ac¬ webs’ so-called monopolistic trend
ceptation some three months was foreordained the day that NBC
later, was unable to obtain permis¬ knocked off Firestone to make
PLUS 50 OTHER CHARACTERS
sion to broadcast from Radio Mos¬ room for the Sid Caesar hour dis¬
on tho 'HOWDY DOODY SHOW*
cow. The explanation offered by play. The Firestone clan made no
Radio Moscow was that there was bones as to their feelings after a
neither the studio space nor en¬ quarter-century of NBC bankroll¬
gineers to accommodate two for¬ ing. And right after that came
The Voice of
eign correspondents. It was a case the NBC bumping of the U. S. To¬
bacco Co.-sponsored “Martin Kane”
of first come, first served.
Upon returning from a brief to pave the way for “Lux Video
visit to New York in February, Theatre,” which also sparked some
WRITER - FILM PRODUCER
Levine found that he too was de¬ accusatipns (a move that also en¬
Recently completed writing and pro¬
nied the use of Radio Moscow’s fa¬ abled NBC to move In on 10:30 to
duction of 30 TV films In Now York.
PLUS 10 OTHER CHARACTERS
cilities. The explanation again was 11 station time);
Excellent literary background. Frew
As
to
the
relative
merits
of
the
Idea*
for now programs. Available ^
lack of studio space.
FOR RCA VICTOR
wrltor, story odltol* or producer ter
Finally, with the cooperation of “Firestone Hour” vs. “Caesar’s
11 vo or film program.
Hour”
it’s
strictly
no
contest.
As
the Soviet Foreign Ministry and
Box V 11-14, VARIETY,
154 W. 44th »t„ Now York 34
the Soviet^Ministry of Communi¬ for Lux vs. “Kane,” this one can
cations, facilities were set up in the get you an argument.
THE VOICE OF 85 CHARACTERS IN OVER 40
Central .Telegraph Office.
This gesture appears part of the
ANIMATED FILMED COMMERCIALS FOR U.P.A.—
present Soviet attitude of liberal¬
STORY BOARDS — SHAMUS CULHANE — ACAD¬
izing a bit in its attitude toward
coverage by foreign newsmen. Dur¬
EMY — CINEGRAPHIC — TRANS FILM — Y&R
ing the past seven months, the
— BBD&O — N. W. AYER — DANCER — COMP¬
American press colony in Moscow
has more than doubled.
TON — WM. ESTY — WEISS & GELLER — HILTON

Emmy

All-Film Station

Moscow

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse

ALLEN SWIFT DOES
MORE ‘VOICES’ THAN
ANYONE IN SHOWBIZ

TV’s Dispossessed

HOWDY DOODY
MR. BLUSTER
THE FLUB-A-DUB

MIGHTY MOUSE
DINKY DUCK

& RIGIO —
AND OTHERS

JOSEPH KATZ

—

FITZGERALD

CALL MUrray Hill 8-6600

Portland, Ore. — Herbert L.
Bachman, former advertising and
sales promotion manager of KPIX,
San Francisco, was named general
manager of KEX here. He replaces
John B. Conley, manager of the
local Westinghouse Broadcasting
station for the past six years, who
was appointed to the WBC staff last
week.

JAYNE MANSFIELD
Television Management

JO VAN PATTEN
PLaxa 7-3*tt

Thank! Don Gf0lt
‘The Mows"
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Television Chatter
New York
ABC-TV programs & talent veep
Bob Lewine named. an honorary
special chairman in the communi¬
cations field for the 12th annual
observance of National Sunday
School Week April 9-12 . . . Andy
Coscia, research director of Guild
Films, moves to Matty Fox’s West¬
ern Television Corp. as assistant
to operations v.p. Martin Robinson
. . . Harry Belafonte guesting on
the N. Y. end of the Academy
Awards telecast March 21—set to
sing one of the Oscar song con¬
tenders . . . Harvey Fischman,
one of the original Quiz Kids, now
a program coordinator on the
Robert Q. Lewis daytimer .
Imogene Coca guests on the Perry
Como show Saturday (17) before
prepping for her straight dramatic
role on “U. S. Steel. Hour” April
11 . . . Leonard Bernstein, Gloria
Strook and Leslie Stevens join the
panel of “Down You Go" on ABCTV, Miss Strook replacing Georgiann Johnson and the two gents
spelling Bill Williams on an alter¬
nating basis.
Lydia Jean Shaffer slated for
new Crisco vidpix blurbs, via
Compton agency . . . Fran Spanier
playing lead in this week’s “Mod¬
ern Romances" serial on NBC-TV
. . . Jack Lord in lead role on NBCTV’s “Justice" (18).
Herman Raucher makes his bow
on “Alcoa Hour” April 1 with
“Finkle’s Comet" script . . . Fred
Coe, producer of “Playwrights
*56," has tapped Charles “Chuck"
Weiss as his ad and promotion di¬
rector . . . Jim Elson of WRCA-TV
named director and Barbara Olson
production asst, of upcoming “Guy
Lombardi Diamond Jubilee" on
CBS-TV Elson just back from
Oklahoma vacation . . . Joseph
Cochran’s “Love Is a Lawyer” on
ABC-TV’s “Star Tonight" (15) and
Jerome Ross’ “Doll Face" on “Al¬
coa" (18) . . . Dan MacDonnell to
sub for Bob Hite as off-camera announcer on WCBS-TV “Late
News” April 9-16. Station’s new
Saturday discussion series with
Ron Cochran starts March 24 in
2:30 slot . . . Bauer & Black (Curity)
takes 10 shares in CBS-TV
i
“Capt. Kangaroo" starting Monday
(19), via Leo Burnett. On same
web, Wander Co.- exits Saturday’s
“Capt. Midnight" Screen Gems
series . . . Joe Mantell on “Big
Story” (16), Brian Donlevy on
on “Studio One" in “Daughter of
Giants” (19), Frank Campanella on
“Robt. Montgomery Presents" in
“The Secret" (19) and Lamont
Johnson directing musical, “Man
In a Minor Key," on “Matinee
Theatre" (20) . . . CBS-TV goes
nags on successive Saturdays, Gulfstream Handicap $100,000 race
(177 and Florida Derby (24), 5 to

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
Guest Star: FRANK SINATRA
Saturday Night, Mar. 24. N.B.C.-TV
Mtit.t William Morris Agency

5:30, with Bryan Field calling.
No sponsors yet.'
Martha Wright appointed tv
chairman of the Boys Town of
Italy by Mrs. George Skouras, in¬
ternational chairman of the fund¬
raising committee . . . Nancy Wal¬
ters set as “time-keeper” on “Mas¬
querade Party” . . •. Agent Grace
Lyons moving to larger quarters,
with Ann Sorg heading up a new
commercial department . . . Con¬
stance Bennett, Una Merkel, Lanny
Ross and Bill Johnson guest on the
Ray Heatherton WABC-TV’er to¬
day (Wed.) . . . Mark Goodson back
from Coast after supervising pro¬
duction on the first few films in
the “Landmark” and “The Web”
telefilm series . . . Roberta Salter,
production exec with her husband,
producer-bandleader Harry Salter,
on his CBS-TV “Name That Tune"
program, is writing a biography I
of her mother, evangelist Aimee
Semple McPherson.
Norman H. Wriglft has re¬
joined John Sutherland Produc¬
tions as associate producer after
having operated his own industrial
film company during the part eight
years . . . Tony Charmoli doing
choreography for Maurice Evans’
“Taming of the Shrew” presenta¬
tion . . . Robert Dryden doing tri¬
ple duty Friday night (16), ap¬
pearing in a featured role on “Star
Stage,” lias the lead in the filmed
“I Spy” on WABD and appears on
a taped United Nations salute on
ABC Radio . . . National Television
Film Council’s March 29 forum at
the Delmonico is on “The Use of
Color Film in Television" and will
have RCA consultant and NTFC
board chairman Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith as panel chairman . . .
Marc Brandel set to script “The
Human Touch," play based on an
idea by singer Lisa Kirk, for the
April 15 “Front\Row Center," with
the presentation' to star Miss Kirk
. . . Elizabeth • Mears moves from
DuMont to Pyramid Productions
to take over as casting director
(“Big Story," et al.) vice Gladys
Rave, who’s ankling the Ev Rosen¬
thal shop after several years.
Josephine Lyons, ex-BBD&O, exABC-TV, etc., now with J. Walter
Thompson as tv writer on the Lux
account doing Arthur Godfrey’s
daytime show . . . Thomas Hay¬
ward, Metropolitan Opera tenor,
will make his tv debut on the
“Home” show Friday (16). In
honor of St. Patrick’s Day, he will
sing a medley of Irish songs.

‘Adventure’
■
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Continued from page 24

■

another innovation, the character
of the artwork to illuminate the
story.
“Audiences have rarely seen
drawn or painted films that could
be considered anything but amus¬
ing or cartooned.” The right artist
for the job was, strangely enough,
traced through a black and white
photo of an abstract painting in
an exhibition catalog. Though this
was his first venture away from
his easel, Hazard Durfee was en¬
gaged to produce “as many illus¬
trations as would be necessary” to
complete filming, Liss took over
the direction, a dynamic score was
written by Carlos Surinach using
only five musicians, Charles Collingwood hopped on the narration.
Some 200 illustrations were pro-

duced by Durfee in five weeks with
the aid of just one assistant.
Whole project consumed but six
weeks with a creative staff of four
persons supplemented by less than
10 technicians such as cameramen,
editors. Final cost, between $18,,000 and $20,000. This compares to
a minimum of $100,000 for the
production of an animated film of
20 minutes taking nine months to
a year using a staff of 30 to 100,
it is claimed.
With the coin factor resolved at
a staggering saving, the “Adven¬
ture” staff is proudest of the art¬
istic values achieved. Says Venza:
“What- is important is that the
quality or feel of the original
Toughs’ (sketches) had been re¬
tained—something that has always
frustrated artists and art directors.
One of this technique’s elements
that is most related to traditional
animation is its synchronization of
the soundtrack to the pictures. In
live tv and in most films produced
for tv, specific synchronization is
not attempted.”

‘Matinee’
-

Continued from page 29 =

From the Production Centres
.Continued from page 44 v- ■

-

“Home" invasion from the east . . . Terry Lee, KOVR’s general mana¬
ger, junketed to the Eastern seaboard, thus reviving rumors of a pos¬
sible change in KOVR’s status from indie to network . . . Edith Green
the radio-tv cookery expert, is heading for the West Indies to cele¬
brate 30 years of marriage to husband Dan—he’s going along, yes
Howard Gossage is the new director of tv production for the Brisacher*
Wheeler agency . . . Don Mozley, KCBS director of news, has been
named to head the awards committee of the Associated Press Radio
and Television Association with an eye to setting up a national com¬
petition for AP member stations similar to present state competitions]

IN MINNEAPOLIS

...

After 12 years as One of WCCO radio and tv’s top producers, an¬
nouncers and performers, Ed Viehman has resigned to become a manu¬
facturer’s salts promotion executive . . . Daryl Laub, WTCN-TV per¬
sonality, resigned to join KSTP-TV ... Dave Moore of KSTP-TV
launching a five-days-a-week local “Person to“Person" ‘8 aim. 15-minute
show with wives and secretaries of prominent men the interviewees.
For third time WCCO Radio was named Northwest Radio and Televi¬
sion association’s news and community service award winner and got
permanent possession of the award trophy ., . Louis House, Negro disk
jockey, a WMIN addition

...

IN PITTSBURGH

Jerry Lee has been named by KDKA-TV to direct telecast of Pitts¬
burgh Opera Co.’s “Madame Butterfly," starring Liciai Albanese, from
stage of Syria Mosque April 5 . . . Betty Jane Wylie, traffic manager
at WENS, and Ray Lehman, WWSW announcer, getting married in
May . . . Kenneth Bruce, engineer at Channel 2, upped to post of
Technical Facilities Supervisor . . . Harriet Ackerman resigned as
WQED’s public relations director to prepare for her marriage to a
Clarksburg, W. Va., business man the end of next month . . . William
Bendix revealed here he’s §et for a return engagement on Goodyear
PlayhousefoSunday night, April 8, in “Ham On Rye, N. Y."
. Pete
Shore, WCAE announcer, flew to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for a week’s
vacation . . . Bill Powell, WILY deejay, appointed to board of directors
of Irene Kaufmann Settlement . . . Ray Scotts moving into their new
home in Fox Chapel district in a few weeks . . . Phil Davis, now at
WWSW, started in radio 20 years ago this week at WCAE. He picked
.the “Champagne Music" label for Lawrence Welk while Welk was
broadcasting over WCAE from William Penn Hotel here.-

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Ann Hard¬
ing, Richard Boone, Richard Arlen,
Marilyn Erskine, Geraldine Page,
Judy Canova, Jim Backus, Kevin
McCarthy, Ernest Truex, Alan
Mowbrew, Darren McGavin, Wil¬
liam Bishop, James Daly, Claire
Luce, Margaret O’Brien, Sarah
Churchill, Elaine Stritch. That’s
a mixture of the legit-tv-cinema
crowd. Coast producers and talent
scouts have been watching “Mati¬
nee” regularly to prowl both play¬
ers and writers.
O’Keefe gave a slight hint of a IN PHILADELPHIA
casting director’s job. “Figure 10
LeRoy Bell, WRCV-TV newsreel cameramen, received top award
parts to be filled per day, 50 per
week, with four actors to be looked for Best Film Feature in 1955 from local Press Photographers Associa¬
tion,
for 60-second shot of the frenzied last-minute income tax re¬
over for each role. That’s 200.
Multiply that by 52 weeks. Wow!" turns filing . , . Frank Hall, former WFIL-TV newscaster has joined
the 1956 Cancer Crusade as radio and tv chairman for the area . . .
Local broadcaster Sally Starr, winged to Nashville (8) for ihitial Mer¬
cury recording session . . . Steve Allison will emcee variety show
headed by stripper Julie Gibson at the Nixon, West Philly nabe . . .
Wendy Phillips, will cover the.Grace Kelly wedding for WIP . . . Gun—— Continued from page 25
nar Back, former NBC correspendent now chief of the WFIL-TV news
to SRO and continued for* 18 dept., has purchased farm near Paoli, Pa., moving his family up from
months after that with a replace¬ Washington, D. C. . . . The Women’s Club of Dillsburg, Pa. doing
own version of “Cinderella Weekend,” WCAU-TV’s long-running quiz,
ment for Coward.
show. Sun Ray Drug, .sponsor of the channel 10 stanza, is furnishing
Coward has a file of 26 other the prizes . . . John Raleigh, WRCV news director, preparing special
plays from which CBS can choose. Pennsylvania primary election report for the NBC network.
He’s already done an adaptation
of “This Happy Breed" for “Jubi¬ IN DENVER . .
lee” which is being “looked over"
Ken Hildebrand, recently checking in with KMYR in the sales de¬
by the network. Fact that he’s partment, has been named general manager, succeeding Barry Long
contracted for a third program . .. Jack Foster, News editor, on Soundmirror (ABC-KVOD), twice this
with, the web doesn't mean it month, with editorial comment on topical subjects . . . KTVR is spon¬
would have to be aired on the Ford soring the regional contest to pick an entrant in the Mrs. America
show.
contest at Daytona Beach, Fla. Eight semi-finalists will parade on
Current*fuss reportedly turns on KTVR television for the Mrs. Colorado title April 11 . . . Mark
the fact that while the Noel Schreiber, sportscaster, will describe two games a night during AAU
Coward-Mary Martin show and basketball tournament in Denver March 19-24 . . . Entries in the
“Blithe" (with Coward, Claudette KMYR slogan contest continue at the rate of 150 per day. Station
Colbert, Lauren Bacall) dfrew criti¬ wants a new slogan . . . Perplexed taxpayers are asked to phone ques¬
cal kudos for the most part, the tions to panel of tax experts on KLZ. Weekly show for seven weeks
Trendexes were 20.0 and 21.5 re¬
spectively, lowest in the “Jubilee"
spread of seven shows so far (with IN CLEVELAND .
“Day Lincoln Was Shot" tied with
Sohio named as co-sponsor for Indians' telecast . . . WXEL’s new
“Blithe” at 21.5). In addition, 11 p.m. news-sports Sunday segment will be shared with Jim Doney
Coward has been insisting that the doing news, Jim Graner, sports . . . Robert Waldrop ends Cleveland
May stanza emanate from New stay by joining NBC announcing staff in New York . . /Swift picking
York, as against his first two orig¬ up tab for WEWS Pooch Parade with Bob Dale aijd Freda Champion
inations from the Coast. This may * . . Noel Wical, Cleveland Press school editor, did guest appearances
not sit so well with Columbia on KYW’s “The Big R” . . . Sam Levine to stage annual Bowlathon
brass.
charity on KYW-TV Saturday . , . WSRS’ Chris MUler spinning disks
J. Walter Thompson, the Ford from Russo’s.
agency, was up in the air about
the whole affair. Another Paul
Gregory production has teen
talked about for May, perhaps in¬
Washington, March 13.
volving
Charles
Laughton
in
“Open Window," a dramatic array
John C. Johnson, manager of
Gals
which would embrace his w.k. WTOB and WTOB-TV in Winston“readings" in part.
His wife, Salem, N. C., took over as chairman
America's Most Exciting
Elsa Lanchester, and Agnes Moore- of the UHF Industry Coordinating
TALL Shops, Featuring
head may appear in it.
Committee last week, succeeding
Harold H. Thoms, owner of WlSEDRESSES • SUITS
TV, Ashville, N. C.
COATS • SPORTSWEAR
Thoms, who has been chairman
LINGERIE • HOSIERY
of UHF-ICC since its formation
Continued from pace 29 —
two years ago, said he resigned be¬
TALL Gals Find Our Clothes
EXCITING with HIGH FASHION
Portland; WHTV-TV, Huntington cause his station interests have de¬
manded more and more of his time
at LOW PRICES !
(W. Va.), KAKE-TV, Wichita; In recent months.
WSBA-TV, York (Pa.); and WSIXThe Committee also elected John
TV, Nashville. Also, the o&o man¬ W. English, head of WNAO-TV,
by
agers meeting in N. Y. last week Raleigh, N. C., and part-owner of
immedately got busy with the plan, WSEE-TV, Erie, Pa., as vice chair¬
With WABC-TV in N. Y. to use man to replace Fred Weber. Weber
13 Ea«t 47th St., New York
members of Daly’s own news staff said he felt the office should be
188 Main St., Hackemack, N. J.
and WBKB, Chicago v.p. Sterling held by a UHF operator.
Johnson said the Committee will
(Red) Quinlan announcing the ap¬
pointment of WBKB news & spe¬ wage “a vigorous and determined
cial events chief Con O’Dea to head fight on all fronts to insure the
up the school. Russ Baker, program great future possible in an all¬
ONIVUYCHANNIlA
chief at KGO-TV in San Francisco, channel tv system."
will head up the school there, while
execs at KABC-TV in Lon Angeles
Cleveland*—Jim
Grahtfr
will
and WXYZ-TV in Detroit are for¬ emcee
“Stump the Sports," Sun¬
mulating their operations too. day WEWS stanza while Jim’my
Some stations will tie in with local Dudley tours with Cleveland In¬
* w..t 44V1X
ru 7-5*00
colleges and schools in the plan. w dians., .. >*
V .. u
, I .

...

Noel Coward

.
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UHF’ers Name Johnson

Tall

Coaching Schools

TRYING TO PICK A WINNER?
you’re^ifter.'we'TO %!bUt “ ** * —
MTV
th?t KSTP-TV, the Northwest’*
fir sc i v Station, is the odds-on favorite to sell your product.
KSTP-TV reaches and sells a market of 615,000 television
fi?r?bia'n<f nearJy four billion dollars in spendable income. For
further information, call our jockeys!

IfCTD Tl#
r=T1
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HHEiNUS
SUNT HUfL

Basic NBC Affiliate
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Bow Far Can You Stretch a Mouse?
WCBS-TV

Wonders If WABC-TV Is Slipping Trade
A ‘Mathematical Mickey’

WLS Prunes News As
Small Exits for L’ville

Tn current tradepaper advertis¬
ing and publicity, WABC-TV, flag0 in of ABC-TV, claims the largest
ciiare-of-audience in New Yo:k
from 12 noon to 6 p.m., says
•
Chicago, March 13.
WCBS-TV, the CBS-TV k<>y.
With news chief Bill Small de¬
“The claim is plausible, but the
basis is ouestionable,” declares the parting to become news director
Columbia flagship. “It is obvious at the Courier-Journal’s WHAS
that WABC-TV researchers started (AM and tv) in Louisville, WLS
with 'their acknowledged leader¬ here has shifted its news handling
ship with “Mickey Mouse Club,” policy from a multi-staffed rewrite
5 to 6 p.m., and computed back¬
operation to a virtual one-man set¬
wards to see how many hours they up. Harold Salzman, the last of
could average and still claim an what only a few months back was
overall
share-of-audience
lead. a fivehnan newsroom crew, is stay¬
Happily for them, according to ing on to handle the routing of the
ARB, they apparently found they wire service copy to the gabbers.
could average their high Mickey
It’s understood tile WLS deci¬
Mouse ratings with lesser ratings- sion to prune the news adjunct was
all the way back to 12 noon and.• strictly a matter of cutting down
slill come up with a slight share- on overhead even though, per the
oi-audience lead.
usual radio pattern, the news strips
“On the same basis they could are virtually SRO. During Small’s
stretch their Mickey Mouse leader¬ tenure as news director the past
ship back to 3 p.m. in both Nielsen five years the station garnered a
and Telepulse to claim a higher bundle of news awards, including
share-of-audience 3 to 6 p.m.
the ’55 Radio-Television News
“In Telepulse, WABC-TV is Directors “Distinguished Achieve¬
neither first nor second at any ment” kudo.
time from noon to 5 p.m. — five
Small starts his WHAS assign¬
hours of the six-hour period in ment next Monday (19).
which it claims greatest share-ofaudience.”
Following are the figures for 12
to 6 according to the latest Nielsen
and Telepulse, along with the ARB
figures quoted by WABC-TV:
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Nielsen Telepulse ARB
WCBS-TV.32
29
30.0
WABC-TV. 19
19
31.9
WRCA-TV. 18
21
23.9

"But,” says Ch. 2, “drop out the
5 to 6 p.m. hour aind make this
comparison f»f the five hours, noon
to 5, and WABC-TV’s share takes
quite a tumble.” The figures:
Jan.
Nielsen
WCBS-TV. 40
WABC-TV.
14
WRCA-TV. 19

Feb.
Telepulse
36
13
20

"Wouldn’t it be right to say that
someone was trying to slip us a
mathematical Mickey?”
Des Moines—-Frank Phelanr on
the sales staff of KRNT, Des
Moines, for 20 years, has been
named director of the new sales
service department of KRNT radio
and television.
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With WISN Shedding
Its CBS Tag, Chi WBBM
Moves Into Milwaukee

Chicago, March 13.
Now that the Hearst-owned WISN
in Milwaukee has severed its af¬
filiation pact with CBS radio,
WBBM, ^Columbia's Chi o&o, is
launching an all-out “invasion” of
the beer capital. Heretofore its
been the practice of the web-owned
Windy City 50,000 watters to playdown any hint that their signals
cover the Wisconsin city so not to
incite the wrath of their respective
Milwaukee affiliates. For example,
NBC’s WMAQ is careful not to
make any boosts about covering
Walter Damm’s hometown where
his WTMJ is a basic NBC affiliate.
f But since CBS has apparently de¬
cided against finding another Mil¬
waukee outlet to replace WISN,
its Chi anchor no longer has any
compunctions against bringing the
WBBM “story” directly to the
dialers in the neighboring market.
WBBM advertising and sales pro¬
motion manager A1 Greenberg
broke an ad campaign this week
in the Milwaukee Journal and the
Milwaukee Sentinel spotlighting
the claims that the suds town’s
citizens can get their favorite CBS
shows via the Windy City station.
Series of 600-line display ads to
run over a 14-day span is estimated
to cost WBBM about $6,000.

200G KUDL SALE
UP FOR FCC OKAY
Kansas City, March 13.
Sale of Radio Station KUDL
here to Tele-Broadcasters of New
York is up for approval of the
FCC. Sale, pending approval, was
announced here last Week by David
M. Segal, president and general
manager
of
the Mid-America
Broadcasting Co. owner-operator of
the station.
Segal said Mid-America will re¬
ceive more than $200,000 for the
property and good will. Such a
figure is regarded by industryites
as a fat one for small station which
Segal originated here in May, 1953.
Station operates daytime only on
1,000 watts,, entirely on records,
news and weather.
Tele-Broadcasters is headed by
H. Scott Kilgore, and company now
has stations in Knoxville, Tenn.;
Ware, Mass.; and Concord, N. H.
No change has been indicated in
station staff here.

Glassman’s Empire
Washington, March 13.
Another broadcast station em¬
pire came into being last week
when the FCC okayed the transfer
of two tv and three radio stations
from Frank Carman and Grant
Wrathall to the A. L. Glassman
family, publishers of the Ogden,
Utah, Standard-Examiner. Purchase
price for the package was $883,000.
Transaction included sale of
KUTV (TV) in Salt Lake City for
$683,000 and KLIX and KLIX-TV
in T^vin Falls, Ida., for $95,000.
Also transferred were KGEM in
Boise, Ida., and KPOR in Butte,
Mont.
Acquisition gives the Glassman
family control or substantial hold¬
ings in six radio and two tv sta¬
tioner The Glassmans own KIMN
in Denver, and have 40% interests
in KMON, Great Falls, Mont., and
KLOjfin Ogden.

Closed-TV Subject
To Wl Tax Ran
Washington, March 13.
Closed circuit television’s transmis¬
sions are not exempt from the 10%
Federal tax on amounts paid the
telephone company for leasing of
wires and equipment, the Internal
Revenue Service has just ruled.
Revenue Dept, received a query
on this from a party who sought
4he same exemption as that given
to regular broadcasts.
The law provides an exemption
from the levy for radio and tele¬
vision stations and nets. If closed
circuit received the same treat¬
ment, it would make cheaper the
operation of Theatre Network Tele¬
vision, the proposed pay-see tv,
etc.
“Since closed circuit television
transmission,” said Internal Reve¬
nue, “is not intended to be received
by the general public but is direct¬
ed through controlled outlets to
limited audiences, it does come
within the scope of the business
of a ‘broadcasting station or net¬
work,’ within the intent and mean¬
ing of the Code.
Therefore,
amounts paid to a telephone com¬
pany for the lease of wires and
equipment utilized in connection
with such transmission are not ex¬
empt from the tax of communica¬
tions.”

Lotsa Ted Steele
Ted Steele is now about the
busiest performer in New York
radio - tv.
With the addition
of a new quarter-hour strip on
WOR, starting this week in the
6:15-6:30 spot, his combined radio¬
tv, local-network hours now total
18% a week, all on WOR, WORTV and the Mutual network.
New show replaces the Dorothy
& Dick Kilgallan & Kollmar) eve¬
ning strip, which had been taped
(as contrasted with their live morn¬
ings show, which* continues) for the
past few months. It’ll be a music
and chatter show, featuring Steele
as emcee and organist, pianist
Corky Robins as his conversational
vis-a-vis and Steele’s band supply¬
ing the music. - His lineup now
comprises three hours each after¬
noon on WOR-TV, a half-hour a
day oh Mutual and the new local
radio quarter-hour strip.

Giveaway Warfare Breaks Out Anew
Among Radio Stations in Twin Cities
Minneapolis, March 13.
motorists must register with the
What has reached the propor¬ station to participate. They re¬
tions of radio stations’ cash give¬ ceive stickers to paste on their
autos’ rear windows. If their autoaway warfare here continues to
lisense numbers are singled out by
spread and to give local dialers an WDGY spotters and called out over
unprecedented number of chances the air and they call the station
to cop substantial money gifts with¬ by phone within five minutes they
out be.'ng participants on shows as get the jackpot cash.
In all cases, of course, telephone
is the tv case.
Giveaway format is almost iden¬ numbers are selected by various
devices
by random and there’s rio
tical all down the line, but the con¬
tests do have slight variations and specified times for such numbers
being
called
over the air or for
different names. Idea is to induce
setowners to keep tuned in contin¬ dialers to receive the phone calls.
uously to a single station day and
night so that they won’t lose their
chance to cop the dough if they're
lucky enough to be singled out by
having their telephone number
called or announced over the air.
Jackpots increase every time the
! cash isn’t claimed or won. ‘
It’s figured that some house¬
holders even may be weaned away
Albany, March 13.
from tv and back to radio or, at
WTRI, which suspended opera¬
least, that they’ll want to keep
their radio sets turned on all their tions in January, 1954, after 11
waking hours even though they months and heavy financial losses,
might watch video at the same time will return to the air on* UHF
if they can do so enjoyably. If Channel 35 “about August 1” with
they aren’t listening to audio when a full ABC network affiliation, ac¬
and if their number is called.they, cording to industry sources.
of course, miss out on the free
The .station, conducted by Van
money haul. One drawback for
them is that unless they have a Curler Broadcasting Co., with Col.
Harry
C. Wilder as president, and
number of radio sets and many of
their family members listening to with Stanley Warner as owner of
50%
of
the stock, signed off when
all stations they may not have the
right one turned on and the cash its limited alternate tieup with
CBS
went
to WROW (slated to be
still may gel. away from them. For
most the big decision is which sta¬ a full affiliate of Columbia Aug. 19.
An authoritative source said the
tion is keep tuned in.
Under its new ownership WDGY WTRI management would like to
a few weeks ago set the pattern get back into operation by July 1,
and apparently has whipped most but doubted this could be dohe.
competitors into line. At least, one Station, which has modern studios
by one, all the other nine Twin and offices at north city line of
Cities’ commercial stations have Albany,- dropped $457,000 in 11
followed the WDGY suit or are months, General Manager Richard
about to do so and each seemingly Wheeler testified at a hearing be¬
is trying to outdo the other in part¬ fore FCC last May.
ing with coin of the realm.
For example, KSTR (NBC) just
Louisville—Two more Illinois
has started giving listeners a radio
personalities joined WHAS,
chance to win up to $1,500 if then- during the first three weeks of
telephone number is announced March. William J. Small, former¬
over the air and they call the sta¬ ly of WLS, Chicago, moved from
tion within a minute and identify a the news directorship of that sta¬
musical number that just has been tion to news director of WHAS
played. WCCO (CBS) this week radio and tv, while Charles L.
will begin to hand out as much as Stephen joined the WHAS-radio
SI,000 to a setowner who can give production department. He for¬
the “secret word” to be announced merly was production manager of
on the air before his or her tele¬ WMBD, Peoria, Ill.
phone number is called. WTCN
(ABC) gives a dialer five minutes
to call the station after his tele¬
phone number is announced and to
answer two questions similarly to...
Representing
how they’ve just beea answered
over the air. Station also has its
mobile unit “money wagon” cruis¬
ing the streets and if a person
spots the right one and can name
the amount of the current radio
jackpot.
A Direct Factory Retail Branch
WDGY, which started the give¬
Can Make You the
away pot boiling so furiously with
a pair of listener cash contests, al¬
VERY BEST DEAL
ready has given $1,200 to one dial¬
in All of Greater New York
er. A WTCN dialer last week won
$345.
■ pi/* CHRYSLER
One WDGY cash contest jackpot
'H|<%
PLYMOUTH
builds
indefinitely
until
it’s
WV
IMPERIAL
claimed,
whereupon
it
starts .
again-comparatively modestly. The
Call HAL HIXON
station announces a telephone
At Circle 6-4362
number and if its possessor calls
the station within a minute he or.
For Complete Details—
she wins the jackpot. Station also
And a Money-Saving Deal
has an auto cash contest for which

HAL HIXON

Chrysler Manhattan
Company, Inc.

raB
Dallas-Ft.Worth,Z*„53

KTSA’s 306G Sale
• San Antonio, March 13.
Sale of the city’s second oldest
radio outlet, KTSA, to the McLendond ■ Investment Corp., of Dallas,
has been announced here by O. R.
Mitchell, prez of O. R. Mitchell
Motors, local owner and Gordon
McLendon, prez of McLendon in¬
vestment Corp. The purchase, contigent upon the approval of the
FCC, was for the sum of $306,000.

Albany’s Defunct
WTRI Tries Again

i over big TV audiences,
get in touch with * • -

Wherever ZIV-TV’S CISCO KID goes,
tune-in action follows ... week after
week! For instance, for the month of
January 1955, ARB* reports a 25.4
Dallas-Ft. Worth re¬
ception for CISCO
|. against a 9.8 and 2.4
for his direct com85 ^ petition.
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
HERM SCHOENFELD..
Tony Bennett: “Can You'Find It
In Your Heart?’’-“Forget Her” (Columbia). Tony Bennett has a winner in “Can You Find It in Your
Heart?” a standout ballad with a
strong beat that fits right into the
contemporary pop groove, which is
belted home by Bennett for maximum returns. “Forget Her” is an
okay side also with good chances,
Tony Travis: “The $64,000 Question”-“Drummer Boy”
tor. Out of the one-bar theme for
the video show, “The $64,000
Question,” a cute tune has been
fashioned for the pop market,
Whether jocks will go for this cuffo commercial for another show
(which they did in their, spinning
of the “Dragnet Theme” a couple

builds into a powerful kick, while
Bobby Darin & The Jaybirds' slice
for Decca also is compelling, even
if Darin sounds as if he’s been listening to Harry Belafonte a shade
too much for his own good. Len
Dreslar, for Mercury, also comes up
a colorful cut. On the Coral flip,
“Na-Ne-Na” is a pleasing changeof-pace lullaby in an Italo melodic
format.
Eddie Fisher: “Without You”“No Other One” (RCA Victor),
After clicking with one in the current juve idiom, Eddie Fisher
wisely returns to form with a class
ballad in “Without You.” It’s the
type of material he does best and
this one could go all the way. “No
Other One” is a slow rhythm num-

and His
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
238th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Best Bets
TONY BENNETT.CAN YOU FIND IT IN YOUR HEART?
(Columbia) .• •.
Forget Her
TONY TRAVIS.
{RCA Victor) ..

THE $64,000 QUESTION
. . Drummer Boy

ROBERTA SHERWOOD.
(Decca) ..

.1 GOT LOST IN HIS ARMS
.In A Strange Pair of Arms

DON CORNELL.
(Coral) .

.ROCK ISLAND LINE
.....Na-Ne-Na

EDDIE FISHER.
(RCA Victor).

.WITHOUT YOU
... .No Other One

of years ago), may decide the fate
of this number, which has been
attracting a stack of wax. Tony
Travis "has an excellent version
with a catching echo chamber ef¬
fect that gets that ‘^'isolation booth”
atmosphere.
Jim Lowe has an¬
other solid version for Dot while
Karen Chandler’s slice for Decca
is only fair. On the Victor flip,
Travis has a typical rock ’n’ roll
number which he handles without
the requisite drive.
Roberta Sherwood: “I Got Lost
In His Arms”-“In a' Strange Pair
of Arms” (Decca).
Although a
veteran songstress, Roberta Sher¬
wood is a newcomer on wax and
she shows enough talent and savvy
to hit the top with the right tune.
Irving Berlin’s “I Got Lost In His
Arms” could be the one, a fine bal¬
lad, which she projects with a high¬
ly commercial style. Flip is in a
well-traveled quasi-hillbilly groove,
okay for the genre and good
material for Miss Sherwood.
Don Cornell: “Rock Island Line”“Na-Ne-Na” (Coral).
It took a
long time and the long way around,
via Lonnie Donegan’s British ver¬
sion, for the old American folk¬
song, “Rock Island Line,” to hit
popwise. Among the cover disks,
Don Cornell’s version for Coral

LAWRENCE WELK

ber with a big beat and it could
give this routine side the edge.
Rusty Draper: “Held For Ques¬
tioning” - “Forty - Two” (Mercury).
“Held For Questioning” is a clever
piece of pop material with a lyric
that continues the “Wanted” idea.
Rusty Draper handles it effective¬
ly. “Forty-Two” is a talky ballad
about an oil well.
. Jack Carroll: “We Could Make
Such Beautiful Music Together”“Why Don’t You Call Me?”
(Unique). “We Could Make” has
freshened up a cliched phrase into
a lovely ballad which rates jock
attention. Jack Carroll croons it
with a pleasing smoothness. “Why
Don’t You Call Me?” is a so-so
effort.
Sunny Gale: “Rock and Roll
Wedding"-“Winner Take. All” (RCA
Victor).
In the light of Kay
Starr’s click with “Rock and Roll
Waltz,” this new Sunny Gale disk
is a try at getting lightning to
strike twice, more or less in the
same, place.
“Rock - and Roll
Wedding” has a cute idea and Miss
Gale gives it a rousing workover.
For a more melodic, but perhaps
less commercial slice, there’s. Helen
Grayco’s version for Vik. On the
Victor flip, “Winner Take All” is a
complicated attempt to parallel
Las Vegas with love. It also at-

tempts to cash in on Miss Gale’s
original hit, “Wheel of Fortune.”
Russ Miller: “Watch My Smoke”“Somebody Bigger Than You and
I” (Kapp). “Watch My Smoke” is a
potent piece of material with a
standout inspirational lyric. Russ
Miller, whose similarity to Frankie
Laine may be a handicap rather
than a help, does a superb job. Flip
is a fine religioso that has been
climbing recently.
Bobby Scott: “I Had a Lover”“I Don’t Have to Worry No More”
(ABC-Paramount). Bobby Scott is
an excellent blues stylist. He at¬
tacks with a catching beat and au¬
thentic-sounding pipes. “I Had a
Lover” is a swinging number
which he belts all out, .while “I
Don’t Have to Worry” is a slowtempoed ballad which Scott han¬
dles feelingly^
The Lovers: “Let Me Be the
First to Know”-“Don’t Touch Me”
(Decca). The Lovers, a new Dec¬
ca duo, have a distinctive vocal
styling that rates attention from
jocks who want offbeat, but com¬
mercial sides. The blend of an
excellent soprano with a good male
singer has been set in unusual ar¬
rangements. “Let Me Be the First
to Know” is a lovely number.
“Don’t Touch Me” may be slightly
too tricky.
Dylan Todd: “The Ballad of
James Dean”-“More Precious Than
Gold” (RCA Victor). Since the
post-mortem . James Dean cult is
apparently rather widespread," this
ballad about the late actor may
have a large audience. But it’s a
pretentious attempt, with folksinger Dyland Todd giving it a
dramatic reading. Flip has the
virtues of simplicity in the folk
genre.

Pft&IETY
1.
2.
3.

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ GO) ... Kay Starr .Victor
POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (4) ..*7".. Les Baxter.Capitol
NO, NOT MUCH (5) .' Four Lads.Columbia

4

LISBON ANTIGUA
i Nelson Riddle..*.. . Capitol
LISBON ANTIGUA (9) ..j Mitch Miller .Columbia

'

5.
6.

[ Dick Hyman Trio. MGM
MORITAT (6) ...1 Billy Vaughn . Dot
[Hayman-August.Mercury .
GREAT PRETENDER (10) . Platters .Mercury

7.

SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (6) .

8.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (14)

9.

SEVEN DAYS (3).

10./ARE YOU SATISFIED (10)

Bill Haley’s Comets.
Comets..Decca
!.Decca
( Dean Martin...Capitol
( Gale Storm .Do£
\ Crew-Cuts .Mercury
l Dorothy Collins.'..... Coral

.

) RustlJ Draper . .v..Mercury
.( Sheb Wooley ■. MGM

Second Croup
BO WEEVIL .. .
I’LL BE HOME
IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.

Teresa Brewer .Coral
Pat Boone.Dot
\ Dream Weavers . Decca
I Jo- Stafford .. . Columbia

TUTTI FRUTTI .
i
.\
LIPSTICK AND CANDY AND RUBBERSOLE SHOES.
JUKE BOX BABY....

Pat Boone . Dot
Little Richard.. .Specialty
'Julius LaRom.
’ Victor
Perry Como .Vic/or

EDDIE, MY LOVE .\ ^tanflistcrc '.^Bot
1Teen Queens .. . .RPM
BAND OF GOLD .
..
(Don Cherry.Columbia
.(Kit Carson.. ;.•_Capitol
CHAIN
CHAIN GANG
GANG .
.;. Bobby Scott. .7..ABC-Par
ELEVENTH
ELEVENTH HOUR
HOUR MELODY
MELODY......kibbler /....Decca
[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top id]

Elvis'Presley (RCA Victor). This lumbia). This set, cut with an au¬
young singer from the south is the dience of kids in the studios
latest performer to cash in on showcases The Four Lads in some
• frenetic highjinks. Elvis Presley slick, fast-moving harmonies. One
belts away in uninhibited style and of the distinguishing marks of this
his current click continues where young combo is that it has some
the Johnnie Ray vogue of a cou¬ polished technique. Collection in¬
ple of years ago left off. In this cludes “The Wabash Cannon Bail "
collection Presley works through a “Bye and Bye,” “When You and ’l
repertory that’s a blend of hillbilly Were Young, Maggie,” “My Blue
and rock ’n’ roll, ranging from such Heaven,” and a medley of oldies
contemporary classics as “Tutti that presumably traces the history
Frutti” to the Rodgers & Hart of jazz from ragtime to bebop.
Verlye Mills: “The Magic Harp”
oldie, “Blue Moon,” in which an
echo effect and some falsetto pip¬ (HIFI). Since the harp rarely gets
ing almost succeeds in making the prominent spotting on disks, this
platter fills a gap. Verlye Mills
song unrecognizable.
Eddie Constantine (Kapp). An is a virtuoso harpist and her-skill
American who has become a fix¬ has added impact via some multiple
It’s a wellture on the French show biz scene, dubbing effects.
Eddie Constantine sings a group recorded platter, befitting the la¬
pf French pop songs on which he bel’s name, of tunes that range
has clicked overseas.
Although from “Brahms Lullaby” to “The
one of his hits, “L’Homme et Kerry Dance.”
Jazz from overseas gets a show¬
L’Enfant,” is now current in the
U.S. under the title of “The Little casing this session via some Decca
Child,” this “native” songalog is imports from Germany titled “Das
limited to special audiences. 1st Jazz” and “Jazz In Germany”
Among the tunes in this set are First platter features various Reich
French versions of “Make Your¬ combos while the other is framed
self Comfortable” and “Three around the Kurt Edelhagen orch. a
swinging aggregation which can
Coins, In The Fountain.”
play in any league. Back to the
“The Fabulous Eddy Duchin” U.S., Fantasy spotlights “Modern
(Vik). Tying in with the upcom¬ Jazz in San Francisco,” via the
ing biopic of the late Eddy Duchin, work of the Ron Crotti trio, and
this set from the RCA archives the Vince Guaraldi and Jerry Dodstrikes a nostalgic note in recalling gion quartets. More modern jazz
one of the top society bands of 20 from Indiana U. on the .same label'
years ago. Unlike the recent re¬ with Jerry Coker and his combo
issues of Benny Goodman and featured. Pianist Art Harris’ trio
Glenn Miller sides, these Duchin works out slickly in a Kapp pack¬
band numbers have 'a definitely age, “Jazz Goes To Post Graduate
dated sound. That, however, is School.” More jazz keyboarding
their appeal. Among the vocalists by Bill McGuffie for Epic while
heard on this platter are the late the same label presents a fatherBuddy Clark, cleffer Harold Ar- son package ‘ featuring Will Brad¬
len, Lee Sherwood, Jerry Cooper ley and his son, Bill Bradley, in
and the DeMarco Sisters.
some contrasting styles; father
Four Lads: “Stage Show” (Co¬ swinging, son bopping.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman.
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. fFilm. tiTV.
Survey Week of March 2-8, 1956
Ask Me ...ABC
Band of Gold...Ludlow
Blue Suede Shoes.Hi-Lo—H&R
Eddie, My Love.Modern
Eleventh Hour Melody.Paxton
Great Pretender .:.
Panther
Hot Diggity.:.Roncom
If You Can Dream—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”... Feist
Innamorata—t “Artists And Models”.Paramount
Lisbon Antigua .... Southern
Lullaby Of Birdland .. .Patricia
Man with Golden Arm—t“Man with Golden Arm” Raphael
■Memories Are Made of This ..Montclare
Memories of You—t“Benny Goodman Story”. Shapiro-B
Moritat—“Three Penny Opera” ..Harms
Most Happy Fella^*“Most Happy Fella”. .. Frank
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .7.. Laurel
No. Not Much .Beaver
Poor People of Paris .Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz .-..
..Sheldon
Rock Right .Marks
See You Later, Alligator.Arc
' Serenade—f“Serenade’ .'..Harms
Small Town ...Amer. Acad.
Stars Fell on Alabama ...Mills
To You, My Love .'.Leeds
Valley Valparaiso..’..Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” .Paramount
We All Need Love .Remick
When You’re in Love—it “High Tor”‘.Chappell
Who Are We ..Thunderbird

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls”...Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
Band of Gold .
Ludlow
Dungaree Doll .Marks
et
G.et Fp .Lowell
Hot Diggety..
Roncom
I Could Havb Danced All Night—*“My Fair‘Lady” ChappellInnamorata t Artists and Models” . Paramount
John Barleycorn—rj-High Tor” .•.Chappell
Lipstick and Candy and Rubbersole Shoes. Jimskip
^b°n Antigua .
Southern
Lullaby of Birdland .Patricia
Memories Are Made of This.77.7,7 Montclare
Memories of You—t “Benny Goodman Story” ’!7! Shapiro-B
Merry Mousketeer.
ni™AV
Missing ..7.7.7.7.77’'.'.7 Mellin
Moments to Remember .
Beaver
Penny °pera” ..‘.’.’.‘.‘.’’.‘.’.'.’Harms N°, Not Much-...::::.:..:;::Beaver
Poor People of Paris. ,
Connellv
Rock and Roll Waltz ..
’ “ V ‘ ' Sheldon
See You Later, Alligator.777777771 Arc
Sing, You Sinners—I ll’ll Cry Tomorrow” 777 7 Famous
Tender Trap-t“Tender Trap” ■. ■'/.’.7.7.7.7.7,’Da?ton
ln Love—“fiHigh Tor” ...Chappell
Why Do Fools Fall in Love ....-.
Patricia
Why Is Your Dog Following Me.7.777 ’.Porgie

’
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NEW GLOBAL DISK PATTERN
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local 47 Defies Petrillo, Ousts

-

I

4----

ULUU1

Prexy te Groen at Illegal’ Meeting
Hollywood, March 13. 4With the wrap-up of RCA Vic¬
An aroused membership threw
Saga of Sameness
tor’s reciprocal distribution deal
John te Groen out of the presi¬
with British Decca, the major ele¬
As much as any other facet
dency of Local 47, American Fed¬
ments of the new U.S.-European
of show biz, the music biz
platter setup are now firmly in
eration of Musicians, this morning
follows the prevailing winds
place. The British Decca-Victor
of success. With the recent
(Tues.) in an overwhelming vote
tieup, which goes into effect April,
click
of
“Lisbon
Antigua,”
the
of ..defiance against dictates of
1957, and maybe sooner, is part
disk artists & repertoire men
AFM prexy James C. Petrillo.
of a general pattern which has
have been recently flooded
seen
Columbia Records in the U.S,
More than 2,500 members turned
with Hispano - styled items,
affiliating with the Philips Co.
many of them written by the
out for the midnight meeting but
overseas
and Britain’s EMI (ElecBrill Bldg, set which had
niany wearied of waiting in long
tric & Musical Industries) buying
recently been trying to get the
liues to be registered for balloting.
Capitol Records in the U.S.
rock ’*i’ roll knack.
Final vote was 1,535 to 51, the
The Victor-British Decca long¬
Song titles also are running
greatest expression of anti-admin¬
term agreement for mutual ex¬
in bunches with a flock of
istration feeling in the history of
change
and distribution of masters
“memory”
songs
such
as
the union.
replaces Victor’s 50-year tieup with
“Moments
to
Remember,”
Meeting, chaired by. local veepEMI’s
His
Master’s Voice label in
“Memories Are Made of This”
pee Cecil F. Read, leader of the
England. Although April of next
and the oldie’s revival, “Me¬
insurgent membership faction, was
year is the set date for termina¬
mories Of You.” Also there’s
held 'tt Hollywood Palladium,
tion of exchange of masters be¬
the numbers game with “16
scene of stormy February 27 ses¬
tween HMV and Victor, it’s under¬
Tons,” “99 Years,” “Seven
sion at which te Groen originally
stood that execs of the U.S. com¬
Days,” “Seventeen,” “Street
was "susptnded” in an action that
pany are pressing for an earlier
of 33 Steps,” etc.
subsequently brought a five-man
split so that there will be no
committee of the AFM Interna¬
stymies for the next year since it’s
tional Executive Board to the
clear that neither Victor nor HMV
Coast for an investigation of
will be enthusiastically pushing
charges that the meeting was
each other’s product before the
"packed.” By contrast, this meet¬
formal windup. The HMV-Victor
ing was orderly but strongly de¬
deal, as it now stands, calls for the
termined. Tenor of session was set
mutual return of all masters by
at very beginning y/hen read, who
April, 1958, after which time
automatically becomes president
neither company can sell the
by vote, announced special rules
other’s disks.
of order for meeting.
In England, Victor loses the
Members gathered from all sec¬
“little dog” trademark to HMV
tions of Los Angeles, caravans
but retains it in the U.S. For the
with local 47 members also ar¬ . Instrumentals are moving into first time, however, the RCA mon¬
rived from Las Vegas, San Ber¬ the spotlight again. There’s been ograms will be used on platters
nardino and Palm Springs, where a rash of instrumental -wax hitting manufactured in England by Britmembers have been working.
(Continued on page 58)
Te Groen was charged with “dis¬ the market during the past few
loyalty” to local membership, weeks and several have moved up
"subservience” to Petrillo, threat¬ to share the bestseller brackets
ening expulsion of board members with the vocal entries.
(Continued on page 60)
The trend away from words was
highlighted on NBC-TV’s “Hit
Parade” last Saturday (10). Show,
which tabs seven top tunes every
week, gave three slottings to in¬
strumentals. They were “Lisbon
MGM Records is tying in its art¬
Antigua,” “Poor People of Paris”,
and “Theme from the Threepenny ists more closely with Metro pix.
Opera.”
Label has worked out an arrange¬
Los Angeles, March 13.
Instrumentals, of course, have ment with the studio for a film
Helen Forrest slapped a $500,000 made the “Hit Parade” before but
damage suit against Radio Corp. it’s the first time in many years showcasing of its diskers not only
of America, RCA Victor Distribut¬ that three have been running con¬ in musicals but in any scenes
ing Corp. and others charging that currently. Several tradesters be¬ where vocalists, orchestras, trios,
her voice was used in an album lieve that the current vogue for etc. are shown.
Kicking off the disk-pic tieup is
sans her permission..
instrumentals is an indication that
Singer claims that recordings of the public’s passion for rock ’n’ Art Mooney who heads Coastwards
April
1 for a spot in Metro’s up¬
songs she did in 1938 and 1939 roll is on the wane. Others, how¬
were included in an album recent¬ ever, are more restrained in their coming “The Opposite Sex.” Num¬
bers
performed
by the band in the
ly issued by defendants. Songs enthusiasm and aren’t predicting
were part of an Artie Shaw pack¬ the demise of the r&b beat. What pic will be released by MGM as a
age released about two years ago, pleases them, though, is the fact soundtrack set.
actually air checks made in late that there’s room for all kinds of • Tieup is keyed to the need for
more exposure for artists. Colum¬
'30s when Shaw and his band were music on top.
bia Records, for example, gets
appearing at the Hotel Pennsyl¬
plenty of mileage via its affiliation
vania and Hotel Lincoln in N.Y.
with ‘CBS as does Victor with its
Chirp at that time was the vocalist,
NBC alliance.
and was heard on three sides of
the Victor album.

Lyrics Get Lost
As Cycle Switches
To Instrumentals

MGM in Studio
Tieup for Plugs

Helen Forrest Sez Voice
On Disks Unauthorized,
Sues RCA for $500,000

HARRY LINK SETTLES
‘HE’CASE FOR $6,800

Bob Weiss to U. S. For
Capitol Powwows
Paris, March 13.
Bob Weiss, European represen¬
tative of Capitol Records, planes
to the U. S. Friday. (16) for conlabs with Cap execs in N. Y. as
veil as for attending the premiere
of the new Capitol Tower Building
on the Coast. This is Weiss’ first
stateside hop in two years and he
Vill huddle with interhational de¬
partment head, S.'A. Porges, and
prexy Glenn E. ,Wallichs on his
work of coordinating sales and
promotion of the label in Europe
«nd England.
Weiss hops back at the end of
here *°r *he ^tan K^n^on concert
Weiss In Barcelona
,
Barcelona,. March 13.
nob Weiss, European represenCapitol Records, was in
mm? *vna re<?.ently after a deal
dutiju ? Comania <jel Gramofono,
j *ors °* His Master’s Voice
here» t0 handle Capitol
crmw-t in sPain. Weiss tossed a
lorl • Party at the Ritz after
tn1eton^2 a pic showing the Capifaot,!U1
*n Hollywood and the
Alm,l7«where they are produced.
ut 300 guests attended.

Hassle between Harry Link and
the writers and publisher of “He”
/was settled out of court last week.
Link had charged that royalty
money was due him for his aid in
the promotion of the song.
’ Link relinquished all claims to
the song with the settlement. He
received $4,800 from the cleffers,
Jack Richards and Richard Mullen,
ahd $2,200 from Avas Music, the
publisher. Link had claimed that
he was entitled to 33%% of the
tunesmiths’ mechanical royalties
'and 16%% of their sheet music
royalties. In another agreement
with Avas, Link alleged that he
was to receive 5% of all copies
sold by Music Dealers Service.
“He” has already racked up more
than 460,000 sheet sales and the
A1 Hibbler slicing was a top sell¬
er at Decoa.

Decca ’55 Net Zooms to Alltime High;
Sales at $22,610,809,20%Over 1954
■4

Why So Late?
The indie Unique label
latched on the upcoming Grace
Kelly-Prince Rainier nuptials
with a waxing dedicated to the
couple called “Monte Carlo
Moon.” It was etched by Dolly
Houston and Jack Carroll.
Tune was written by two
fraus from Philadelphia, Miss
Kelly’s home burg. They are
Olivia Watson Hoffman and
Gertrude Burns and it’s their
first crack at tune writing.
Chappell is publishing.

New Plan for Paid
ASCAP Exec Gets
Cleffer Support
A controversial move within the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers to establish
a new salaried executive position,
presumably for outgoing prexy
Stanley Adams, was given added
support last week from a group of
songwriters, most of them in Hol¬
lywood. Proposal was originally
made to the ASCAP board a few
weeks ago by Otto Harbach and
Herman Starr, head of the, War¬
ner Bros, music combine. At that
time it touched off a bitter fight
between Starr and board member
L. Wolfe Gilbert. It’s understood
many of the writer members on
the ASCAP board support Gil¬
bert’s position.
The writer statement for the
creation of a new exec post to keep
on top of the Society’s logging
(Continued on page 58)

WELK TV SHOWCASE
PRESELLS 2 CONCERTS
Latest performer to cash in on
video as a trailer is Lawrence Welk.
Bandleader has been set for two
concert dates in Washington, D. C.,
and Richmond, Va., later this
month and both dates went SRO
soon after the tickets went on sale.
Tix for the Washington stand at
Constitution Hall March 22 went
on sale Friday (9) and were com¬
pletely sold out the following Mon¬
day. House is scaled from a $4.40
top. Tix for the Richmond gig at
the Mosque March 23 went on sale
Monday morning (12) and were sold
out that evening.
Top price $3.75

A Mis-Guided Tour Thru Tin Pun Alley
__ By AL STILLMAN ---—
COMPOSER—An arranger with a good memory.
LYRICIST—A disciple of Mr. Arbuthnot.
BRILL BLDG— An edifice with offices on the sidewalk.
A & R. MAN—An executive who has just left for the Coast.
DEE JAY—A human record changer (3 speeds).
CONTACT MAN—A member of a professional group that puts on a
show for Fred Waring once a year at Shawnee.
S. P. A.—My protector!

That 1955 disk boom is now
materializing in the profit state¬
ments of the major companies.
Decca, in its annual report to
stockholders, reported the ‘'top
earnings in its history last year,
with record sales totalling $22,610,809, a spectacular climb of al¬
most $5,000,000 over the previous
year’s gross.
Decca’s net income for the year
was $3,794,585, including the un¬
distributed earnings of Universal
Pictures, in which the diskery
owns over 74% of the shares.
Profit was equivalent to $2.37 a
share on the 1,602,501 Decca
shares outstanding. In the previous
year the comparable net income
was $3,070,205, or $1.92 a share on
the same number of shares.
For the dibK division alone, net
income amounted to $1,955,134, be-’
fore taxes, compared with $1,170,000 for the previous year. Decca
made a particularly strong show¬
ing in both the single and package
market last year, to bring its sSles
20% over the previous year. Gross
dollar income was up despite the
fact that the industry prices of
longplay merchandise were drasti¬
cally reduced at the outset of last
year.
Milton R. Rackmil, prexy of
both Decca and Universal, stated
that “we anticipate that 1956 will
show continued improvement. The
tremendous amount of phono¬
graphs . sold in 1955 augurs well
for a growing record market. Also,
the continuing rise in the popula¬
tion of the country, especially in
the teenage group, can be expected
to bolster motion picture attend¬
ance and the demand for phono¬
graph records.”
Decca’s heavy investment in
Universal has been paying off as
the latter’s profit continues to rise.
U’s net earnings for the year end¬
ing October, 1955, were $4,018,625,
compared to the previous year’s
net of $3,797,688. Decca’s board,
meantime, declared a regular
quarterly dividend of 25c per
share payable March 30 to stock¬
holders of record March 19.

M.I.T. Student Gravely
Injured as Record Hop
Turns Into Major Riot
Cambridge, Mass., March 13.
A Massachusetts Institute of
Technology junior faces paralysis
following an emergency operation
for a brain injury he received dur¬
ing Saturday night’s (10) riot set
off at a record hop, in the univer¬
sity gym, at which Bill Marlowe,
WCOP disk jock, was nearly
mobbed. Arthur E. Bergles, of
Rhinebeck, N. Y., is believed to
have been hit on the head with a
golf club as fist fights and free-foralls suddenly erupted among some
3,000 college and highschool stu¬
dents attending an annual benefit
carnival.
Cambridge City council put
(Continued on page 60)

Yale Students Angel
Click Brubeck Concert

A^performance agency frowned upon by ASCAP publishers
New Haven, March 13.
without BMI affiliations.
Now it’s a group of individual
DEMO RECORD—The Voice of Ginny Gibson.
studes at Yale who have done an
PINKY HERMAN—ASCAP’s Billy Graham.
impresario turn, and profitably at
COPY SALE—An antiquated expression.
that. When the Eli radio station,
BROKEwBbo'p^M bTsTON-A record for which Ailcn Dairy WYBC, got a notion to sponsor an
appearance locally of Dave BruSLEEPER—A record which, if awakened in time, could break wide beck’s outfit, they found it neces¬
sary to seek individual bankrollers.
SHOW^ONG—/^superior composition designed for limited apprecia¬ They got ’em, among the student
body, and the venture panned out
tion which the author hopes will become popular.
„1ooeOTlt
ROYALTY STATEMENT—A periodical surprise, generally unpleasant. Okay for all concerned. Take for*
WRITER’S CONTRACT—A document entitling the signer to a royalty the single concert was an approxi¬
mate $3,000. Attendance was just
Abe Olman, vet music man, just
short, of capacity.
back from a West Indies vacation, PUBLISHER—A man with an unlimited supply of writer’s
Incidentally, Brubeck’s appear¬
is going into the mu$ic publishing THE RACK—An advance order, insuring a considerable number of r
ance at Yale’s Woolsey Hall last
business on his own. Vet songsmith
was longtime g.m. of the Big Three , RHYME^CHEME—A plot to make a lyric insidiously attractive, which month (23) shattered another Eli
tradition by being the first jazz
(Robbins, Feist and Miller Music) ,
until his recent resignation.
11 JAZZ&AR^NGEMENT^A°^pi&y of instrumental virtuosity which, concert to crash the spot in the
long history of this staid audi¬
Olman says he’s going back into I
after the first chorus, makes every tune ever written sound like
torium.
the publishing business “m a big
|
“How High the Moon.”
way.”

Olman Into Pub Biz
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THE BLUES IS MAN
(Part 1—Part 2)

20/47-5448

A “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording

the dealer's choice BaWJ
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Lombardo Bypasses Tour

Chicago Swinging Again With Jazz For New CBS Video Show Mark Stevens TV Co. Switches to Live
Music With ASCAP Payoff Part of Plan
Upbeat From Dixie to Dissonance
By GABE FAVOINO
Chicago, March 13.
Chicago nitelife is currently off
on a swinging jazz “kick.”
The home of the jazz greats of
Chicago jazz is experiencing a
booming renaissance of jazz that
has seen, within the last two years,
four niteries open with a music
policy or switch to one, while a
series of jazz concerts here has
been very successful. A jazz teevee
show is currently being pitched to
local stations and a local .booking
agency is expanding its jazz line,
in response to calls from custom¬
ers who never played jazz groups
before.
Prices for musical acts are rising
as a result of competitive, bidding
between cafe owners; the agencies
are enjoying a business boom and
the cafes with music are making
money. A possible return to concert-type jazz stageshows at exvaudfilmieries is being experiment¬
ed with.
.
..
Conversely, niteries . with the
traditional floor show format are
finding it rough going, unless they
land a top name. For example, the
Chez Paree has SRO crowds only
with the Tony Martins, Nat (King)
Coles and the Joe E. Lewises. The
Chez has found it necessary to ad¬
vertise a bargain price dinner
with after-dinner drink for $5.50
per person, to draw crowds con¬
sistently when the big names are
• not headlining there. Also the
Black Orchid instituted a $1.35 and
$1.95 chuck wagon lunch and din¬
ner to lure, the daytime and early
evening patrons, to make up for
spotty late business.
The jazzeries have a no cover,
no minimum policy and reasonable
(Continued on page 60)

Blackboard Jungle
Payola is going to school.
Disk jockey Bill Randle and
ABC-Paramount artists & rep¬
ertoire chief Sid Feller will
discuss the situation in the
music biz at the New School
for Social Research, N. Y., in
a course on show business
conducted by Bill Smith.
CBS, on which Randle has a
show, is taping the classroom
session for possible air use.

ASCAP Opens Hdqtrs.
To Cover Florida Area
Growth of the Miami area as an
entertainment center had cued
ASCAP’s opening of a new office
Miami "Beach. Formerly, the
Florida area was covered from the
Atlanta offjce under David Nelson
who, as division manager for the
southern territory, will continue to
supervise the operation of the
Florida office.
William J. Barzen, formerly
manager of the ASCAP New
Orleans branch, will take over as
Florida district manager. Joseph
J. Adlesic moves up to district
manager in New Orleans.

ASCAP N.Y. Meet April 3
ASCAP's annual meeting and
dinner in New York has been set
for April 3 at the usual place, the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Stanley Adams, ASCAP prexy
who is due to exit that post this
spring due to bylaws limiting him
to three successive one-yeart terms,
will give the annual report.

Manie Sacks Honored
By Philly Printers Club
Philadelphia, March 13.
Manie Sacks, RCA veepee and
general manager of the RCA Vic¬
tor disk division, was honored
here Saturday night (10) by the
Pliiladelphia Club of Printing
House Craftsmen with its 1956
“Share Your Knowledge” award.
Sa.cks„ a Philly native, was cited
for bringing “rich and lifting
treasures of music to the millions,
zealously expending his labors to
record new achievements in the
art of recording.” In accepting,
Sacks said that “show business was
simply another field of human en¬
deavor where selfishness and . un¬
selfishness, truth and falsehood,
accomplishment and fakery, have
the same opportunities of mani¬
festing themselves.”
Sacks stated that the field of en¬
tertainment^. differs from all others
in its wide exposure. “We are
aware of this influence,” he said,
“and are also aware of the re¬
sponsibility that goes with it.”

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On March 10 NBC-TV Show)
1. Libson Antigua.. .Southern
2. Rock & Roll Waltz. Sheldon
3. No Not Much.Beaver
4. Poor People Paris. Connelly
5. Moritat .Harms
6. Memories This.. Montclare
7. Great Pretender.. .Panther

Jazz On the Go a New
Fad for Boston Buffs
Boston, March 12.
Jazz buffs took over the Metro¬
politan Transit Authority, hiring a
special street car for a 52-mile
jaunt around the town to the blare
of dixieland from Bugge Brown’s
Brothers Orch Saturday night (10).
Some 80 students and graduates
from 33 colleges boarcled the trol¬
ley on which was painted “Street¬
car Named Disaster,” and were off
on a four-hour trip, from the Ar¬
borway to North Station and back
four times.
*
The group known as “The Smart
Set,” collegians hipped on jazz,
paid $150 to charter the street car.
A school teacher and a Boston
University law student pronounced
the jazz tour a success.
Group
plans its next jazz party on an air¬
plane.

fflftlETY Scoreboard
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Decca Stockholders
Again Face Proposal
For Cumulative Voting
Once again, Decca Records’
stockholder meeting, set for April
10 in New York, will vote on a
proposal to institute cumulative
voting for board members. De¬
feated on the same proposition last
year, stockholders John J. and
Lewis D. Gilbert have again sub¬
mitted a resolution to the same
effect.
Under cumulative voting, a stock¬
holder is entitled to cast as many
votes for one candidate as equal
the total number of directors to be
elected, multiplied by the number
of shares held. It’s a form of “bul¬
let” voting that gives minority
stockholders a chance to elect
board member.
One of the arguments in favor
of the proposition is that it is used
by Universal Pictures, company
owned by Decca. Decca's manage¬
ment opposes the proposal on tne
grounds that it sets up the possi¬
bility of friction on the board and
“harmful interference” with the
administration. The Gilbert broth¬
ers also are proposing1 that a sum¬
mary of the stockholder meetings
be made available. The manage¬
ment also opposes this suggestion
on the grounds that it can serve
no “useful purpose.”
There will be no contest for
board members. According to the
proxy, statement, the following in¬
cumbents will run again; prexy
Milton R. Rackmil; exec vice-prexy
Leonard W. Schneider; Robert W.
Lea, v.p. of Olin Mathieson Chemi¬
cal Corp. and director of Univer¬
sal; Harold I. Thorp, investment
banker and Universal director, and
Samuel H. Vallanee, vice-chairman
of Industria Electrica de Mexico
and U director.
Salaries for the officers are as
follows; Rackmil, $42,5p0 for his
Decca job and $80,002 for his Uni¬
versal post; Schneider, $45,199,
and Samuel Yamin, Decca secre¬
tary, $32,5Q0. In addition,, Rackmil
gets a flat $18,550 from Universal
for expenses.

Guy Lombardo is bypassing his
annual spring concert tour to hold
over at the Roosevelt Grill, N.Y.
He’s extending his engagement
there until June 1.
In past years Lombardo left the
Roosevelt to tour until after the
Lenten season. He’s staying in
Gotham for his new CBS-TV show
which preems March 20.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

i

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu''merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks J and three ways in the case of tunes\(coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music J,
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•POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS.. Connelly

1
2

■/LISBON ANTIGUA. Southern
/ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ. Sheldon
•NO, NOT MUCH ..
Beaver

■ The Palladium at Last
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Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

%

TUNE

LES BAXTER (Capitol)..'..Poor People of Paris
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua
KAY STARR (Victor). Rock and Roll Waltz
FOUR LADS (Columbia)..,.........IKnts^oRemember
PLATTERS (Mercury).!.j Qnl^You
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM). MoritatBILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) ..

See You Later, Alligator

PAT BOONE (Dot) .
v
’
/Tutti Frutti

10
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Week Week
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2
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Local 47 Has Upbeat
In Offbeat Instruments,
But No Kazoo Players
Hollywood, March 13.
An upbeat in caterwauling
around town becomes apparent
with a cursory glance through the
new directory of Musicians’ Local
47, AFM, issued1 last week. Direc¬
tory shows what might be consid¬
ered an alarming increase in num¬
ber of offbeat instruments played
by members.
There are now seven one-man
hands, as against six a year ago;
13 musical saw players, as against
12; and three washboard experts,
as against two. Three instruments
unlisted,a year ago are now* in the
directory; the Ullultimonica, an ac¬
cordion deviee played by Norman
Panto; the Treble Violin, played
by Murray Lefkowltz; and the Sistro, an ancient Roman instrument
Which has been revived by Nat
Leslie. (Though little > known the
Sistro is included in at least one
Mozart score. It’s a rattling device
with a wire on it, to produce a
jingling sound).
Incidentally, newest instrument
in the biz isn’t yet listed, although
a couple of drummers around town
are using it. It’s a boo-bam, a sort
of intimate drum, made out of a
cluster of thin bamboo tubes oi
various lengths arid covered wim
skins.
There’s still no one in Local 47
who admits to playing a kazoo.

TALENT

10

Hollywood, March 13.
Convinced that canned music de¬
tracts from the quality of vidfilms
Mark Stevens TV will reverse the’
present trend in the industry aqd
begin using only live, original
music on all shows henceforth
Music will, in turn, be published
by a new subsidiary, Mark Stevens
Music. It’s figured .that over the
years, operation* of the ASCAP
point payoff system will earn back
the added expense of live music
as against library or foreign tracks.
Stevens, reported that he had
asked AFM prexy James C. Petrillo to waive the usual 5% fee in
return for a guarantee to give
steady employment to seven musi¬
cians. Part of the pitch was the
idea that other telefilmeries, most
of whom aren’t too happy with
canned music, would also fall in
line,, thus creating a major source
of new employment for local musi¬
cians. Petrillo rejected the pitch
and Stevens came up with the alternativersuggestion.
Walter Scharf had been named to
head the musifc phase of the Stev¬
ens operation, including the pubbery. Future vidfilms will use all
original music, written either by
Scharf or composers whom he will
assign in the manner of the ma¬
jor motion picture studios. Stevens
plans to use an orchestra of 25
men for the scoring of main and
end titles and bridges. Small com¬
bos, averaging eight men each,
will probably be used for musical
background during the course of
the action.
“This live music plan,” Stevens,
emphasized yesterday, “is some¬
thing we are now wholeheartedly
committed to for all future opera¬
tions. This means not only our
own Shows, but those we film for
other producers (outfit now lenses
the Joan Davis show) and the com¬
mercials we are making. We will
not accept "work from outside pro¬
ducers who do not want to use live
music.”
Stevens said he is convinced
after an exhaustive Study of musi¬
cal libraries. that “there Is Insuffi¬
cient material for the proper musi¬
cal treatment, of. our stories. That’s
why you'll sdmetimes hear the
' (Continued on page 60)
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PERRY COMO (Victor) ... (HotDiggity
/Juke Box Baby
DON CHERRY (Columbia). Band of Gold
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•GREAT PRETENDER.
Panther
•MORITAT (MACK THE KNIFE) .Harms

7

6

/MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS.....'. Montclare

8

8
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/SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR . Arc
•IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.
Northern
/BAND OF GOLD.:..
Ludlow

Hollywood, March 13.
“I’ll play the Palladium before
I’m 50,” Charlie Barnet vowed
some years ago. He’s going
make it—with a few years to spar .
Barnet goes into the Hollywood
Palladium June 20 for a two-wee*
stand, using a 15-piece band ana
girl singer.
. T nne
He’s current at the Peacock L
here with a'small jazz combo.
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Music Trust Fund Allocations Soaring
To JilOJOO Next Year as Take Climbs
The Music Performance Trust
Fund, which has become an issue
in the revolt of American Federa¬
tion of Musicians Coast Local 47
against AFM prexy James C. Petrillo, will allocate nearly $4,000,000 for footer employment pro¬
jects for the 12 months ending
June 30, 1957. Growing rate of
royalties from the disk and video
film makers will make possible the
hike over the $2,800,000 being al¬
located for the year ending June
30, 1956.
The Fund, operated for the disk
and tv industries by trustee Sam¬
uel R. Rosenbaum, was set' up as a
result of* agreements with the
AFM. Although originally admin-

Disk Sales
Following is the annual
breakdown of sales on disks
licensed through the Ameri¬
can Federation of Musicians
and on which royalties were
paid to the Music Performance
Trust Fund:
1949 .$150,600,000
1950 .$151,000,000
1951 . .$156,400,000
1952 .$163,800,000
1953 ...$172,000,000
1954 .$178,000,000
(1955 figures will be avail¬
able on June 30 of this year.)

Stratford Stomp

Peatman’* TV Credits
Growing importance of tele¬
vision as a showcase for origi¬
nal musicals and/or tunes has
won video a credit in* the Dr.
John G. Peatman chart run
weekly in Variety’s music
section. Need for the tv billing
was pointed out by producercomposer Arthur
Schwartz
who produced the musical ver¬
sion of “High Tor” over CBSTV last Saturday (10).
“When You’re In Love,”
and “John Barleycorn” from
“Tor” are now repped on the
chart. In the past such clicko
songs as “Let Me Go, Lover,”“Hard to Get” and ‘Love and
Marriage,” from various video
shows, made the chart.

Stratford, Ont., March 13.
Shakespeare teams up with jazz
next summer at the fourth Bardfest here. Five jazz programs will
be given during the Festival in
July and August. Louis Applebaum, Canadian composer, is plan¬
ning the festival’s music.
Jazzmen to appear include Wil¬
bur de Paris, Jimmy Rushing, Wil¬
lie (“The Lion”) Smith. Duke El¬
lington, Calvin Jackson Quartet,
Phil Nimmons, Dave Brqbeck’s
Quartet, Norm Syriionds’ octet,
Modern Jazz Quartet and Art Ta¬
tum. Paul Draper will dance on
London, Ont., March 13.
one of the jazz shows.
Sparton of Canada, diskery here,
Festival plays are “Henry V”
and “Merry Wives of Windsor.”
is now Canadian outlet of ABCParamount Records.
Safari for Sounds
Sparton originally cut 14-yearold Priscilla Wright’s “Man In a
Chicago, March 13.
Mercury Records is shipping a Raincoat,” which became a smash
soundtruck to Europe in June to in Canada and a moderate U. S.
record European opera and classi¬ hit on Unique last year. Harold E.
Pounds, merchandising manager,
cal music groups.
David Hall and Bob Fine will su¬ presently heads its expanding
pervise the trip.
* a. & r, department.

istered by the AFM, the TaftHartley Law illegalized that oper¬
ation and so the Fund was trans¬
formed into an industry body.. The
Fund’s,money is used for financing
cuffo concerts in hospitals, parks,
etc., in projects suggested by the
various AFM locals. During 1955,
the Fund financed over 23,000 per¬
formances involving 179,000 jobs
for musicians.
Coast Local 47 members have
been squawking that coin has been
diverted from their pockets to
swell the Fund’s treasury. AFM
execs, however, contend that un¬
ion members' make no contribu¬
tions to the Fund, since it is fi¬
nanced from royalties paid by the
disk and tv industries. According
to Local 47, that is purely a techni¬
cality since the last AFM pact with
the diskers provided that the in¬
dustry would pay more into the
Fund in lieu of a wage hike.
Collections from the disk indus¬
try have been steadily rising over |
the years,* along with the rise in
the gross sales. During the first six
months of last year, the Fund col¬
lected some $1,300,000 from disk
royalties. From the tv film indus¬
try, the Fund collected over $700,000. Total allocations made by the
Fund from 1950 to June 1956 will
be over $10,000,000.

Wilde Joins Levy In
Birdland Jazz Setup
A1 Wilde has wound up a 20-year
association with the Gale Agency;
to team up with Morris Levy in*
the management of the Birdland
jazz concert activities as well as
other jazz package ' promotions.
Levy heads for Europe March
16 to line up a first overseas tour
for the Birdland group. The Birdland Jazz Concert takes its name
from Birdland, N. Y. jazz* nitery
operated by Levy.
The 1956 Birdland tour wound
up a three-and-a-half-week trek
recently in Washington, D. C., and
plans are already in the works
for next year’s tour. Wilde expects
to extend the tour from the usual
three-and-a-half-week run to seven-and-a-half weeks'^ in ’57. Mike
Hall will continue to pressagent
the tour.

Col Ups Jack Fuller
To Sales Press Chief
Columbia Records has upped
Jack Fuller to the newly created
post of manager Of sales publica
tions. In the new- spot, Fuller will
handle the weekly “confidential”
to Col’s sales staffers, a weekly
deejay newsletter and a monthly
“dealer confidential bulletin.” . _
Fuller was previously Merchan¬
dise manager in Col’s pop and
country & western division.
Jack Fina orch to open the new
business room in Galveston, Tex.,
in May.

Sparton to Distribute
ABC-Paramount in Can.

SPA to Lay Down Law to Publishers
Re Curbing Cut-Ins on Getters’ Coin
The
Songwriters
Protective
Assn, plans to laj% dbwn the law to
music publishers in its fight against
the cut-in on cleffer royalties. SPA
will sit down with the top publish¬
ers at a formal meeting at which
time the writers’ organization will
state that any pressure to divvy up
the royalties with persons known or
unknown is a violation of the basic
SPA contract.
SPA’s council issued the follow¬
ing statement last week: “SPA
believes thqre can be no compro¬
mise with the payola or with simjlar practices in the music indus¬
try. These can lead only to disaster.
Because talk is no substitute for
vigorous action, a committee has
been appointed to consider the
means of eradicating these prac¬
tices. “The committee will report
its findings and recommendations
to the council within the next 10
days. Members of the SPA com¬
mittee are prexy Abel Baer, Otto
Harbach, Alex Kramer, John Jacob
Loeb and Charles Tobias.
From the cleffers’ viewpoint, the
publishers bear the major respon¬
sibility for the existence of the cut-

in technique. It’s claimed that the
pubs put the heat on the writers
particularly the less experienced
ones, to make any deal necessary
to land a platter.
*
From the publishers’ standpoint
it’s the diskers who should take
the rap. It’s held that they hold
the whip-hand in the music biz’s
present setup and force them to
make all sorts of comer-cutting
deals. Not only the under-the-table
payola is involved, but also the
diskers* pressure on pubs to share
exploitation costs, take royalty
rates, buy disk jockey and jukebox
copies, etc.
One SPA exec stated frankly
that he “expected no cooperation
from the publishers in this mat¬
ter.”

JUDY'S SISTER ON WAX
Dallas, March 13.
Virginia Thompson, sister of
Judy Garland* and her arrangerhusband, Johnny Thompson, have
been signed by Linn Records.
Their first release will combine
Thompson’s “Crying in the Night”
and “Beyond a Shadow of a Doubt”
by Peg Morrison pf this city.

RETAIL DISK AND ALDUM DEST SELLERS

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”. X
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Poor People of Paris”.. ..
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”. 8
KAY STARR Victor)
'
“Rock and Roll Waltz”. 3
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Great Pretender”.
2
“DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat** . 5
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
“Band of Gold”..
TEEN-AGERS (Gee). .
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
“Blue Suede Shoes”...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“
“I’ll Be Home”.
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later* Alligator”’. 4
PERKY COMO (Victor)
“Hot Diggity”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Heart Break Hotel”.
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“Memories Are Made of This”.... 0
“PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Juke Box Baby”. ..
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
“A Tear Fell”.
.
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
CHORDETTES (Cadence)
“Eddie, My Love”.
DREAMWEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”. ... 10
TURBANS (Herald)
“When You Dance”.
BONNUTsISTERS (Rainbow)
VCry Baby”.
BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)
I’ll Wait”.
BILLY MAY (Capitol)
“Main Title”.
TEEN QUEENS (RPM)
“Eddie, My Love”... ..
Al7"HIBBLERlDecca)
“Eleventh Hour Melody”.

HARRY

BENNY .

BELAFONTE

GOODMAN
STORY

Film Soundtrack

;
,
,
film Soundtrack

’ Harry Belafonte

Benny Goodman

Capitol

Capitol

W 694

LPM 1150

ED 797-8-9

EDM 694

2

11

10

3

4

7

OKLAHOMA!

Victor

12

71..

4

7

2

1

2

4

1

..

1

5

10

5

3

4‘

4

1

A,

2

34

CAROUSEL

Decca
Dk 3252.3

1
4

,

SOA 595

5

..

2 149
8

144

6

128

4 117

10

7

8

9

1°

MUSIC TO
CHANGE HER

ELVIS PRESLEY

4
4 FRESHMEN
FRESHMEN

MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN ARM

GUYS AND
DOLLS

Four Freshmen

K|ros.»nd.,..k

5 TROMBONES,

Capitol
T 683

FDM 1, 2-595 EAP 1,2,3-683

,

film soundtrack

Jackie Gleason

Dedca
Capitol
DL 8257
W 632
ED 2335-6-7 EBF; 1, 2-632

Victor
,
LPM 1254

„
DL 9023
ED 2308

LANZA at his BEST
Singing

>

%

R.C.A. Victor

Serenade also recorded by

SLIM WHITMAN (Imperial)
DAVID ROSE (m.g.m.)
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)
RAY HEINDORF (Colombia)
HARMS, INC. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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New Global Disk Pattern
Continued

Irom pagre 51 ;

and classification problems was
signed by Milton Ager, Mack Da¬
vid, Gene DePaul, Ray Evans, Ira
Gershwin, Mack Gordon, Sammy
Fain, Lester Lee, Jerry Living¬
ston, Herb Magidson, Don Raye,
Bob Russel, Harry Ruby, Harold
ish Decca. That is in line with
RCA’s program of the past couple
of years of establishing its trade¬
mark wherever its products are
sold.
E. R. (Ted) Lewis, British Decca
prexy who made the deal with
RCA execs, plans to continue his
own disk operation in the U.S. via
London Records. Although Victor
will have access to most of the
British Decca artists who are re¬
leased in this country via London,
the repertory will be completely
different.
At the outset of each year, Vic¬
tor execs will present their reper¬
toire plans to British Decca in¬
volving the cutting of new works
for RCA distribution. As one RCA
exec put it, “British Decca’s
artists roster in the longhair field
is so extensive, there’s enough for
both London and us.”
For RCA, the deal was consum¬
mated by Manie Sacks, v.p. and
general manager of the disk divi¬
sion; and Albert F. Watters, v.p.
and operations manager of the
RCA International Division. In a
related pact signed at the same
time, RCA has made >a similar
reciprocal distribution deal with
Musikvertrieb
of
Switzerland,
owned by Maurice Rosengarten,
and Teldec, of West Germany, of
which Lewis is prexy and Rosen¬
garten a director. The latter leaves
for Europe today (Wed.).
The new deal gives RCA Victor
blanket world coverage, except for
the Iron Curtain countries. In Nor¬
way, Sweden, Denmark, France,
Belgium and Holland, RCA has
made tieups with independents. In
Italy and Spain, RCA ha$ its own
subsids as it does in Canada and
many Latin American countries. In
the Far East, RCA Victor releases
through Japanese Victor, once
owned by the U.S. company but
now an independent.
Victor has launched immediate
plans for distribution of its disks
in West Germany and Switzerland
undeft- the new deal since the ex¬
isting Victor-HMV pact only ap¬
plies to England. George R. Marek,
Victor’s album division chief, is
currently in England to o.o. the
situation.
The HMV catalog in the U.S. is
expected to be split between Angel
Records, an EMI subsid here which
has become an important factor
in the longhair market, and Capi¬
tol Records, in which EMI owns a
dominant share.
The Victor tieup with Lewis will
give the American company a vig¬
orous distribution outlet in Eng¬
land and the Continent. Sacks, in
fact, informed the complete roster
a wonderful
seasonal song
•TYNE AND CAHN'8

Another

of Victor artists that the new deal
will greatly expand their disk-buy¬
ing audiences. It's known that Vic¬
tor execs have long been unhappy
with the HMV slough-off of its pop
product. Columbia Records in the
U.S. also was in the EMI setup
before making its deal with Philips.
Sacks and Watters, who covered
up the deal with Lewis in cloakand-dagger fashion via a trip to
Bermuda in order to avoid any
information leaks, predict that on
the basis of the new distribution
operation, RCA will be the top disk
trademark in Europe within three
years in light of its artists roster
both in-the longhair and pop fields.

ASCAP Execs
Continued from page 51

Spina, Ned Washington, Paul
Francis Webster and Victor Young.
Although not specifically desig¬
nated, it’s generally understood
that the proposal for the new post
is meant for Adams.
Latter is
barred from serving again by
ASCAP bylaws limiting prexies to
three consecutive one-year terms.
Previous suggestions to name a
general manager for the Society
have been sidestepped. The pres¬
ent proposition will, in effect give
limited powers to the paid exec.
Gilbert, meantime, has made a
“last call’’ for support among the
rank-and-file in his bid for the So¬
ciety’s presidency. Although the
board, and not the membership,
elects the ASCAP prez, Gilbert is
putting pressure on the board via
the membership. It’s expected that
Gene Buck, former ASCAP prez,
will nominate Gilbert at the board
meeting.

Band Review
BILL HADLEY & HIS COMETS (7)
City Auditorium, Omaha
Bill Haley’s Comets have under¬
gone almost a complete turnover
in personnel the past year—but the
name remains potent as witness
the 6,300 that turned out in a howl¬
ing blizzard to Witness three shows
at the new City Aud last Tuesday
(6).

‘

'

This is a versatile and talented
combo. For example, Rudy Pompilli, sax, solos on “Night Train”
with all the usual gimmicks—doing
contortions, playing with one hand
around back—and still doing only
one or two chords, although the,
kids probably thinking he’s doing
the entire scale.
Later Pompilli ‘and A1 Rex, bass,
do the usual up^and-down-theaisles bit, winding up with Pom¬
pilli straddling Rex’s instrument
and riding down to the stage on it.
Rex also serves as a vocalist.
Franny Beecher, guitar, is the
group’s standout, doing “You Made
Me Love You” and dishing up the
outfit’s top beat most of the even¬
ing. Billy Williamson, chord gui¬
tar who doubles as arranger, turns
in a clever vocal on “Hide and Go
Seek.”
Haley, on guitar and bass when
Rex is singing, also does song
stints that generally wind up as
community efforts — unsolicited
that is. Ralph Jones, drums, and
John Grande, accordion, round out
group.
At shows, here, kids took over
aisles for jitterbugging to “Rock
Around the Clock,” “Shaken Rattle
and Roll” and “See You Later Al¬
ligator” despite attempts, of gen¬
darmes to keep ’em seated.
Trump.

BMI ■Pin Up* Hit

WHY DO FOOLS
FALL IN LOVE
GIOWA MANN..**“rd*‘' blf
TEEN AGERS.,..
..
Dfcco
©ALE STORM..
. ©••
THE DIAMONDS.... Dot
. Mercury
,
^bllihed by
Patricia music hjiushino cow.

EWEN’S EXCELLENT
BIOG ON GERSHWIN
By ABEL GKEEN
Not for nought is David Ewen’s
intimate biography of George
Gershwin, “A Journey To Greatness” (Holt; $5) a bestseller. It is
a good book period.
Its timing is almost topical m its
impact, although Ewen’s contract
with Holt for the Gershwin book
was made ' some 18 months ago,
long before the excitement attendant to “Porgy and Bess” invading
the Iron Curtain countries, and the
like.
What’s more important, despite
the amazing amount of Gershwiniana—the bibliography lists nine
volumes and countless magazine
articles as sources—this is certainly the most adult treatment of the
composer who died prematurely at
38.
Gershwin, with Ifving Berlin, is
on most lists of 20th century per¬
sonalities who will be remembered
in mid-21st century. The book
points up his human frailties and,
essentially, as the young man in a
hurry to make his music have fullest impact. The biog is garnished
with lively arts, love and personalities of a calibre, as to make
“Journey To Greatness” also an
historical closeup on many show
biz personalities whose lives
touched on Gershwin, and vice
versa. It is replete with bibliography and discography. It is loaded
with names, facts, figures and
solid reading for entertainment
and retrospect
Until his death from brain tumor
in 1937 at the age of 38, his prolific
creative record included 11 concert
works; 30 stage productions, in¬
cluding two revivals (Broadway
and the West End): 18 stage inter¬
polations; seven filmusicals with
Gershwin scores including the
Warner Bros, biopic in 1945,
“Rhapsody In Blue” (Robert Alda
personated Gershwin) and a post¬
humous collection of Gershwin
songs for a so-so 20th-Fox filmusical, “The Shocking Miss. Pilgrim,”
with tunes “edited” by Kay Swift
and, of course, lyrics by Ira Gershwin. This was a Betty Grable-Dick
Haymes starrer. His last original
score, “The Goldwyn Follies” (UA>,
was released in 1938, a year after
his death, and contains such items
as “Love Walked In” and “Our
Love Is Here To Stay.” Gershwin
was stricken while working on this
score, and Vernon Duke was called
in to polish a ballet number.
.
In addition, four Broadway legits
by Gershwin had been adapted by
Hollywood into pictures: one for
RKO and three via Metro. (Paranthetically, note that Par plans
“Funny Face” for Fred Astaire
and Audrey Hepburn).
The bibliography indicates that
three books published in America
dealt with Gershwin; six books
were in foreign languages; 23 other
volumes discussed him; and Ewen
also called on excerpts from 16
selected magazine articles for
Gershwiniana. One of the U. S.
books was Ewen’s own biog on
Gershwin but primed for the ju¬
venile market.
Book has had an unique impact
on Gershwin’s catalog, not that his
music is ever wanting for plugs,
but' a skillful utilization of Ewen’s
work has sparked sundry new
“Salutes” to the composer on net¬
work video and radio shows. As
such, this has interpreted itself
into strong sales—an initial 10,000
first printing has been sold out and
Ewen’s book is in its second 7,500
print order.
Unusual kudo to Ewen is the spe¬
cial citation by the George Gersh¬
win Memorial Foundation of the
B’nai B’rith Victory Lodge (domi¬
nantly with show biz membership).
It’s the first ever conferred on an
author and -was made Saturday
(10) from the stage of Carnegie
Hall, N. Y., on the occasion of the
annual
all-Gershwin -Memorial
Concert.

Don Cornell to Britain; '
Dicker Cherry for Tour

Inside Stuff-Music
RCA .Victor’s manager of artists & repertoire George R. Marek who
jis also music editor of Good Housekeeping and, under a nom-de-piume
.
also
of House Beautiful, has veered from his usual longhair penchant
jinto a pop piece in the current GH. He titles it “The Italian Invasion”
.and utilizes this quote: “Variety reports that pizza pies ‘are replacimr
jhot dogs, the American standard bearer, as the leading food item’ at
,drive-in movie houses.”
From that Marek develops the upsurge of the Roman influence on
’Yank pop songs, a switch from the traditional Gallic overtones in
]romantic ballads. Besides Marcel Legrand’s “Holiday in Rome” and
]Frank Chacksfield’s “Evening in Rome” albums (Col and London re¬
,
spectively),
the sundry pop titles speaks for themselves: “Croce dt
jOro,” Arriverderci Roma,” “Eh Cumpari,” “That’s Amore,” not to
mention the sundry pop variations of “Come Back to Sorrento” and
!“O Sole Mio.” Italian influences in film scores include “Summertime”
,“Indiscretions of an American Wife” and “3 Coins in the Fountain”
]Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Julius LaRosa, June Valli* Frank Sinatra
,Dean Martin, Toni Arden, Vic Damone, Lou Monte (with his Italian
^versions of American pop items, such as “Darktown Strutters Ball ”
,“Italian Jingle Bells,” etc.) as personalities speak for themselves. ’
Marek doesn’t overlook a little plug for. his favorite diskery's import
Katyna Ranieri and her Victor album, “Girl on the Spanish Steps.” *
J
“Rock Island Line,” traditional American folk tune, is rolling onto
\tfce U. S. hit lists via an Irish hillbilly and a British record company.
’The crooner is 25-year-old Lonnie Donegan who is being released
1here by London Records, British Decca’s U. S. outlet. There have been
jseven or eight versions of the tune, published previously but Donegan
;added new word's and music making it a new copyright. It’s being
]published by Howie Richmond’s Hollis Music. Song was picked up
jfrom Donegan by Richmond's British rep David Platz.
Disk comes from a Donegan folk and jazz album cut for British
]Decca. A BBC disk jockey started “laying” on the “Rock Island Line”
<etching and the company soon released it as a -single backed with
*“John Henry.” Within two weeks it was on the English bestseller
]list and has been on the top 10 there for the past 16 weeks. For the
\U. S., London Records already has run off 200,000 copies.
The American Red Cross is using a theme song on disks to get
for its fundraising campaign this year. Number, titled “Share
the Luck,” was written by Meredith Willson and was cut by Vaughn
Monroe especially for the Red Cross. Some 8,000 disks are being
distributed to radio outlets and Red Cross chapters across the country.
jplugs

On The Upbeat
•

New York

Hollywood

Mary Johnston, thrush pacted
1to the indie Cindy Record label,
under the management of John
J
O’Connor . . . Neal Hefti laid up
last week . . .
‘after a disk session
Monchito’s
orch opens at the
jGolden Slipper, Glen Cove, L. I.,
^tonight (Wed.) . . . Milt Buckner’s
jazz group began an engagement
;at Small's Paradise, Harlem nitery,
‘yesterday Tues.)... Frances Faye
;starts a two-weeker at the Sonny
]Boy Athletic Club, Pittsburgh, to(day (Wed.) . . . The Four Voices
<set for one week stand at the
jMetropole Club, Windsor, Ont.,
beginning March 19 . . . The Rover
Boys touring the Canadian deejays
with their current ABC-Para¬
.
mount slicing . . . Don Elliott re¬
j
turns
to Basin Street for a week1
stand Friday-Saturday (16-17)
*end
.: . . Joni James set for the Totem
pole, Auburndale, Mass., for three
days beginning April 6 . . . Alan
]Dean kicks off a two-weeker at the
-Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta, be¬
'ginning March 29... Singer Eileen
(Geis set for Muscular Dystrophy
jbenefit April 17 at Paramount The¬
■
atre,
Staten Island, N. Y.

Billy Jackson Quintet has been
!set for a five week stand at the
1Rag Doll following their current
:stint at the Tajlspin. Sam Altonian
1of" Paramount—Booking agency
1handled both deals * . . Composeriarranger Johnny Mandel is prep]ping his initial album for Pacific
«Jazz, entitled “The Swing Era Re¬
1visited” . . . Chicago Hamilton
<Quintet re-records “The Morning
.After” for United Productions of
.America, which. has purchased
\tune for theme song of a new
iseries . . . Page Cavanaugh trio has
!signed a recording pact with HI-FI,

Kansas City
Spike. Jones’ crew in a onejnighter last Friday (9) in the Vic¬
toria Theatre brought a solid
house for a $5,000 take . . . Carl
Ravazza heads for Dallas and the
New Statler, opening a two-week
stand March 23 . . . Happy Jesters
(3) return to Eddys’, taking up
March 23 where Ravazza leaves off.

Chicago
Audrey Morris and Jackie Lynn
to open the new Churchill Room,
Chi, later this month . . . Bill
Haleycurrently! on a one-niter
swipg
through, the
midwest;
played the Aragon Ballroom,. Chi¬
cago last night (Tues.) . . . Jean
Swan currently at dun De Lisa,
Chi. . . . Ben Arden into the De¬
troit Statler. March 26 for 10
weeks . . . Johnny Hamlin quintet
opening at Chi’s .Blue Note tonight
(Wed.) for two frames . . . Max
Roach and Clifford Brown to play
the Blue Note, Chicago, June 27
for two . . . Jimmy Blade orch will
reopen the Camellia Room of the
Drake Hotel, Chicago, on Labor
Day after the room is remodeled
. . . Easy Street, Chicago, bows a
Sunday afternoon dixieland concert
policy next week, with the Freddie
Wacker band . . . Negotiations be¬
tween Russ Carlyle and Bally Rec¬
ords are off.

■■
mmm

London, March 13.
Don Cornell returns to Britain
for a second tour, opening at Fins¬
bury Park -Empire, London, next
Monday (19). Mannie Greenfield,
Cornell’s manager, is with him on,
the trip.
Latest U.S. recording singer to ■
get the offer of a British tour as
the result of one hit record is Don ■
Cherry. Following the success of
his “Band of Gold” disk, he hasbeen invited to play here duping I
the summer, touring the London
suburban and provincial variety
I theatres.
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A thrill

Capitol proudly presents

JOE BUSHKIN
his piano and orchestra

Local 47
and making false charges against
board members. Acting under or¬
ders from the IEB committee,
v/hich had ordered the meeting
cancelled, te Groen did not appear.
Meeting ended with circulation
of petitions for similar meeting
March 26 td hear charges against
recording secretary Maury «Paul.
Meeting was held in defiance of
a directive from a five-man com¬
mittee of the International Execu¬

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WOODY HERMAN

& Roll Waltz (Sheldon).

♦People of Paris (Connelly)..
♦No, Not Much (Beaver)..
♦Moritat (Harms).
tMemories of This (Montclare)
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern)
tHe

(Avas).

24—Harrisburg, Pa.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pres.
Chicago
I
203 No Wobaih |

Hollywood
8619 Sunset Blvd.
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♦Great Pretender (Panther)..

♦11th Hour Melody (Paxton).
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♦Mr. Wonderful (Laurel)..
tEddie, My Love (Modern)
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Los Angeles—(Preeman Music)
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Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)
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tBand of- Gold (Ludlow)..
♦Hot Diggity (Roncom)...
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♦Forever, Darling (Miller).

tive Board which instructed the
local to cancel the session pending
completion of the group’s work.
The order was announced at noon
Friday (9) and included a prohibi¬
tion against any similar meeting
until the board’s decision had been
announced and implemented. Board
also directed te Groen not to an¬
swer the charges brought against
him.
Meanwhile, a minor furor erupt¬
ed over a Daily Variety report
that Petrillo had offered to aid
Read gain the presidency of the
Local if he would drop the fight
and not “take the Federation to
court.” Read declined to comment
and members of the board said the
story was “premised on a false
comment.” However, it is known
that Read had reported this, fact
to the membership at the stormy
Feb. 27 meeting which precipitated
the present union battle, and there
had been no refutation until the
story was printed, some 12 days
later.
^
The IEB committee emphasized
that it had no power to take “dis¬
ciplinary” action but. was concerned
merely with investigating allega¬
tions that the Feb. 27 meeting was
“packed” and that it was preceded
by a “caucus” of dissident forces
at which “predetermined illegal”
actions were “plotted.” The admin¬
istration forces, it was learned, are
in possession of a secret wire , re¬
cording made of that caucus.
Side Issue
A side issue was momentarily
injected when the House Commit¬
tee on Un-American Activities an¬
nounced from Washington that 35
members of Local 47 had been sub¬
poenaed to appear before a probe
beginning in Los Angeles April 16.
It was quickly established, how¬
ever, that those called were not in¬
volved in either faction in the
local's dispute.
With the IEB committee continu¬
ing its hearings at a snail’s pace,
it was evident that it might be a
matter of two to three weeks be¬
fore all the evidence is compiled.
How much time will elapse there¬
after before a report will be sub¬
mitted and action taken, could not
be learned.
Meanwhile, NBC, CBS and ABC
have reassured members of Local
47 that musicians need have no
fear of their jobs as a result of
the dispute. Similar assurance came
from Metro musical director John¬
ny Green .last week.

5

suing them entertainment license.”
In Boston, John P. McMorrow,
Boston school commiteeman,
charged that “disgraceful scenes”
ensued during a disk jock record
hop at a recent informal dance in
a Dorchester school. He requested
Boston school superintendent Den¬
nis C. Haley to make report on
“record hop activities either offi¬
cially or unofficially” in Boston
Schools. Police sergeant Nicholas
Fratto blamed rock ’n’ roll music
for starting the riot in which 20
other students and a police officer
were injured. “Modern music ap¬
parently has an unwholesome ef¬
fect on teenagers. They crowd
around the bandstand and stir up
trouble instead of dancing,” he
said..
Disk jockey Marlowe disclaimed
any responsibility for the riot'. He
said he was hired by the sponsors
of the musical carnival as “a celeb¬
rity to introduce the various
singing acts.” He blamed M.l.T.
students for allowing non-col¬
legians to attend and said that the
Institute had “failed to provide
adequate police protection.
“One of the causes of the out¬
break,” Marlowe... said, “was the
fact that the platform was cen¬
trally located in the gymnasium
and was' not properly elevated.
People on the edge of the crowd
could not see the entertainers. In
addition, the crowd completely
surrounded the platform and the
performers were unable to get to
or from their dressing rooms.”

Mark Stevens
Continued from page 54 ■mmmm^

same musical passages on a num¬
ber of shows during the week. I’m
sure that tlje initial added cost
will be more than compensated for
by the added quality we get—and
eventually, the publishing com¬
pany’s revenue will make our music
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costs no greater than any on#
else’s.”
Stevens estimates that the music
cost for each half hour show will
run about $1,700' more than is
now common. Once the plan gets
underway, however, the added cost
to the advertiser for each vidpic
will be around $600—a figure that
will later be cut. Producer-direc¬
tor-star is convinced that no spon¬
sor will boggle at a $600 figure
when he sees the qualitative advan¬
tage.
Publishing house, he added, will
also - accept outside material and
pop tune stuff, functioning as does
any other publishing firm.
“Eventually,” he contends, “we’ll
be turning out .shows with live
music as cheaply as others turn
out their shows with canned mu¬
sic. And we’ve got to start adding
more quality to television films.
It’s part of the industry’s growing
up process.”
Firm now is making "Big Town,”
and “The City,” and'starts “Deci¬
sion” on March 19. Stevens also
is ready to go with a new series
based on the files of the U. S.
Secret Service. This one will us#
material covering the entire span
of years that the agency has been
in operation, thus bringing an occa¬
sional period motif to the who¬
dunit class.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
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ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.
1270 Sixth Av*.

New York 20

CURRENT PLUGS
LIPSTICK AND CANDY AND RUBBERSOLE SHOES
JULIUS LA ROSA—Victor

DON’T GET CARRIED AWAY — KAY (KIT) CARSON—Capitol
HELD FOR QUESTIONING- FRANKIERLEPSTER—Vik 1
Many thanks.

LARRY TAYLOR

March 16—Rochester. N. Y.; 17—Carnegie Hall. N.Y.C.;
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CONCERT TOUR—CONTINUING
18—Richmond. Ya.; 20—Allentown, Pa.; 21—Pittsburgh, Pa.j
22—Fox Theatre, Brooklyn; 23—Philadelphia;
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P'jMRIETY
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

New York—(MDS)

ing a jazz teevee show to local
sponsors. Williamson now also has
to keep everybody happy. Recent¬
ly,. recognizing the drawing power
of such musical acts as Louis
Armstrong, the Chez Paree had
him booked; Blue Note proprietor
Holzfeind hit the ceiling when he
heard about it. At any rate, Arm¬
strong did not appear; he was in a
N.Y. hospital with an eye infec¬
tion.
As far as the talent is concerned,
they have more places to play and
they’re making more money. A jazz
stageshow experiment at the River¬
side Theatre in Milwaukee, also
Williamson’s brainchild, may point
the way to musical vaudfilmeries.
As is, the only picture house in
Chicago operating with a regular
once-a-month vaudfilm policy, the
southside Regal, does so with
music acts exclusively.
,
Offbeat Spots
Smaller offbeat spots, like the
near northside’s Easy Street have
also converted to jazz; Easy Street
now has a girl singer, Leigh Tra¬
vis, and the Billy Wallace Trio five
nights a week. On Mondays and
Tuesdays they have “Blind John”
Davis, a blues pianist and next
Sunday (18) they bow with social¬
ite Freddie Wacker’s dixieland
band for a cocktail hour jam ses¬
sion.
Further north, vet pianist Max
Miller has opened his own place,
The Max Miller Scene, with ad¬
vanced keyboarding behind the
bar. The Preview Lounge in the
Loop plays dixieland, rock ’n’ roll
and straight jazz combos to packed
houses. On the south side, the
Crown Propeller Lounge and the
Bee-Hive are music spots of major
importance. And there are plenty
of smaller spots around doing busi¬
ness with anything from a littleknown trio to a piano player.
A new entry in the jazz agency
field, McConkey Artists Corp.,
heretofore specializing in .cocktail
units for the most part, is current¬
ly expanding its jazz roster. Prexy
Dick Shelton reports requests for
jazz groups from customers in
Detroit and Cleveland, who never
played groups of this type before.
Shelton has signed longterm pacts
with the Leon Sash, Wooly Restum,
Skippy Williams and Rex Stewart
groups, and has re-signed the
Johnny Hamlin Quintet, opening at
the Blue Note, Chicago, tonight
(Wed.).
Whether this surge of interest
in musical groups can be traced to
the spadework done by the record
companies or not, the live music
is helping record sales and viceversa. Only people unhappy are
the comedians, who have less
places to work, and the large cafe
owners with traditional floor show.
formats. In any event, the live en¬
tertainment business in Chicago is
being increasingly dominated by
its musical segment.

Continued from page 51
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prices. Their “productions” cost
less than the big floor shows and
they pack the customers in. The
Cloister Inn, for example, opened
as a jazz showplace little less than
two years ago with a history of
failures in the room. It now enjoys
a thriving business practically ev¬
ery night in the week. And this
with a no-name policy. The room
showcases little known singers and
musical groups, but specializes in
the comers and has developed a
hefty ''v’nivbi'z trade.
Merienthal Bros/ Payoff
Best example of the current jazz
boom are the Merienthal brothers,
Oscar and George. Operating a
Michigan Ave. restaurant, the
London House, successfully for
many years, two years ago they
launched a bistro on Rush St., Mr.
Kelly’s. Business was dull for the
first six months, but climbed
quickly as soon as they began book¬
ing singing piano-players and mu¬
sical acts. Their appetites whetted
by the success of this kind of en¬
tertainment at Kelly’s^ the Merienthals converted their Michigan
Ave. eatery to a modern music
policy and now showcase such ma¬
jor units as the Art Tatum Trio,
Barbara Carroll and Teddy Wilson.
Business is booming and . NBC’s
“Monitor” picks up the London
House every Sunday night.
Chicago’s, oldest and best-known
music spot, the Blue Note, is also
doing well. Being the only Loop
spot that can play the big bands,
it does wall-stretching business
when it can get Basie or Kenton or
Hampton. But it is not too well
suited for the medium price com¬
bos, who fare much better in the
intimeries, A little competitive
warfare is shaping up between the
Merienthals and Blue Note pro¬
prietor Frank Holzfeind over the
Brubecks, the Shearings and other
top combos who have generally
played the Blue Note in the past.
The man in the middle in all of
this is Associated Booking Corp.
veepee Freddie Williamson. He
sold the Merienthals the idea of
music in their eateries and he
groomed Cloister co-owner Paul
Raffles into an Orchestra Hall jazz
impresario, who is now also pitch¬
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clamps on all future disk jock ap¬
pearances at record hops and all
other' entertainments. Order was
passed unanimously “prohibiting
entertainment at any form at
which so-called disk jockeys are
in attendance and engaged to con¬
duct or any way take part in said
entertainment.” Council directed
city manager to get reports from
police juvenile delinquency bureau
on “all applicants connected with
any school or college prior to is¬

: America's- Fastest
Selling-Records!

Wednesday, March 14, 1956
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Nevada's New ‘Get Tough' Policy;
Vegas Closings, High Talent Scored

Chevalier Set For
Short Canadian Tour
Montreal, March 13.
Maurice Chevalier tees off a Ca¬
nadian tour March 26 at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre in Toronto for
four days and follows with eight
performances in Montreal March
31 through April 6. Chevalier will
play at the St. Denis Theatre, a
2,505-seater, with prices scaled
to $4.
Present tour, under the direction
of Nicholas Koudriavtzeff of Cana¬
dian Concerts & Artists, will con¬
clude with a single date at Shawinigan Falls April 8 and the follow¬
ing two nights at the Capitol The¬
atre in Quebec City.
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See Winter Payoff Threat toNamesIn
Sudden M. B ch Beachcomber Fold

By ALAN JARLSON
By LARY SOLLOWAY
Las Vegas, March 13.
Miami Beach, March 13.
Led by former FBI sleuth Wil¬
Sudden decision to close down
liam Sinott, Nevada’s Gaming Con¬
the huge Beachcomber Sunday
trol Board—the agency that polices
night (11), after failure of a triple¬
the state’s greenfelt industry for
Constance Bennett will embark
name lineup
(Sophie Tucker,
New Haven, March 13.
the Tax Commission^-wrapped up on a nitery career. Actress has
Frankie Laine, Buddy Hackett) to
a weeklong inspection of Vegas’ been booked for the Cotillion Room
Victor Borge’s one-man concert attract patronage in profit-making
casino row last Friday (9). Behind of the Pierre Hotel, N. Y., for her
pulled a substantial 2,000-plus fans numbers, illustrates the offish
them, the Board’s three members first stand, starting April 24. An
into Loew’s-Poli here last Wednes-. season that the majority of enter¬
left a warning to all aspiring gam¬ act is being staged for her by
day (7). This was about three- tainment emporiums—hotel - cafe
bling house ops that licenses, Herb Ross, who performed simi¬
quarters capacity, and a $1.80-$4.50 and night club—experienced this
whether merely for slot machines lar chores for Marguerite Piazza
scale, it represented an approxi¬ year. And with it, it may well
or a complete gaming layout, are and Patrice Munsel.
mate $7,300 take.
| mark the beginning of the end for
now at a premium.
Local one-niter climaxed a quar niteries in this area as big payoff
Miss Bennett, who has been in
Bracing up a working founda¬ films and legit, has eschewed nitertet of stopovers at Springfield winter locations for top acts.
tion for Sinott and his Control ies during her professional career.
Portland, Waterbury^^jind New
Only the Beachcomber and Latin
Board colleagues, Newell Hancock During the summer she’ll tour in
Haven, which pulled/Almost $35,- Quarter are left of the big night
and Bill Gallagher, is the Tax “The Best of Steinbeck,” which
000 on the four-stand^tOtal.
clubs. The Vagabonds do not re¬
Commission’s new “get tough’’ may go into New York next season.
quire names for their spot, using
policy which is detailed in a set
new faces and middle-bracket acts
of rules and regulations, due off
as supporters. The Clover Club
Ben White, recently dismissed
the press for general distribution
shuttered some weeks ago and re¬
as organizer in charge of the out¬
to the gaming fraternity next week.
cently
had a chattel-mortgage fore¬
door department of the American
closure action filed against it, in¬
Investigator Sinott said that all
Guild of Variety Artists, is seeking
dicating
definite demise as a big
future license applicants, regard¬
a hearing before the union’s na¬
operation. Copa City has been
less of previous Nevada casino per¬
tional board, requesting it to go
turned
into
an art-auction gallery,
mits they may have owned, will
Into the reasons for his discharge.
Boston, March 13.
but even that project seems to be
Binghamton, N. Y., March 13.
be completely investigated anew.
Ouster had been approved by- the
Theatrical
Agents
in
New
Eng¬
having
its
troubles
in the ill-fated
Sinott obviously was referring to
Traveling ' carnivals have been national board at its recent meet¬
Jake Kozloff, who with musicon- given the old heave-ho in this city. ing several weeks ago. However, land (TAINE) okayed the $50 plushery.
AGVA
franchise
fee
this
week,
fol¬
After
Ciro’s,
rest
of
the non-hotel
ductor Phil Spitalny has taken The City Council has upheld a White claims that' the union’s con¬
over the Royaj. Nevada, and Bill veto of a pro-carnie ordinance by stitution is being flouted in deny¬ lowing a meeting in which discus¬ connected bistros are on the in¬
time
order,
or
else
bases
for strip
sion
was
held
on
possible
action
re¬
Miller and Robert Rice who, with Mayor Donald W. Kramer, who ing him a hearing where the rea¬
Major Riddle, are the new Dunes blasted carnival personnel in a sons for this action would go fully garding tightening of legislation to shows. Despite such lures as no¬
minimum,
five-buck
dinner
tempthalt
bypassing
of
local
bookers
by
ops. Kozloff was formerly licensed long veto message.
stated.
ings by a Latin Quarter, or the
out-of-staters.
to operate the Last Frontier; Mil¬
He
said
the
cops
have
been
During
the
past
month,
White
$3.95
dinner-$1.90
beverage
tap at
Biggest
thorn
in
the
side
of
Bos¬
ler was licensed for 6% of the
Sahara, which he has since dis¬ called to investigate, during past has written national board mem¬ ton bookers is out-of-state and un¬ Beachcomber setup, the tourists
appearances
of
carnivals
here,
“of¬
and
locals
would
fill
early
shows
bers
and
officers
of
the
union
indi¬
licensed
booking
which
has
gotten
posed of, and Rice is a member
of the original Dunes operating fenses involving personnel of some vidually, but states that there were to the point where Hub bookers on some nights. But come mid¬
of
these
shows
with
reference
to
night,
the
waiters
had
plenty
of
no
answers
from
any
board
mem¬
complain, “everybody’s booking
group headed by Joe Sullivan and rape, assault and disorderly con¬
time to figure the next day'sbers and only one reply from an acts except the bookers!”
A1 Gottesman.
horses.
duct.” The police also, he said, officer, prexy Joe E. Lewis, who
Boston bookers pay $200 a year
Sinott said the Control Board have
Hotels Too •
apprehended
substantial stated in his letter that he had for a license from the state. Under
is puzzled as to why Kozloff, Rice, numbers of people in connection been unaware of the action.
The lack of late business applies
state law, to book in Massachu¬
Miller and Riddle have not yet with crap games using the facilities
as well to the hotel spots. What
setts,
a
booker
must
have
a
license
White,
who
had
been
with
AGVA
submitted their applications for of one of these shows.”
for eight years, prior to his han¬ and be domiciled in the state. has helped the larger cafes in th»
licensing. When Kozloff stepped
In vetoing a bill that would have dling the outdoor section, installed There has been no enforcement of oceanfronts are the several businto the Royal Nevada, and Miller,
continued on page 62)
Rice and Riddle announced their permitted a May midway perform¬ the new method of dues collection the law, according to TAINE, and
out-of-state bookers are sending
takeover of the Dunes, there was ance‘here, the mayor incurred the in the union.
acts into Mass, left and right. Be¬
an apparent air of eagerness on wrath of veterans groups here. Vet¬
tween out-of-state bookers, unli¬
the part of the new operators to erans organizations usually are the
censed bookers and performers
get into action.
To date, only sponsors of carnival showing here¬ St. Louis CARE Benefit
abouts.
who
book themselves, the lot of the
Spitalny has filled out his appli¬
Nixed On Union Hassle Boston
bookers is not a happy one.
cation. “We’re not going to go out - The mayor conceded his civic
Denver, March 13.
St.
Louis,
March
13.
The
$50 AGVA bite did not oc¬
pride, however, in taking Jim
Clyde McCoy, bandleader now
(Continued on page 62)
A hassle between Harold Kopler, casion any great hassle among the living here, and Don Gilbert,
Strates off the hook. The James
booker's
association,
but
they
took
E. Strates Shows are owned and maestro of the west end Chase
vaude performer, have opened a
operated by a former local boy, Club, and the local AVGA last quite a few weeks before making theatrical agency here. Known as
who used to be a Binghamton shoe- week, caused a cancellation of a the decision to pay.
the
Gilbert-McCoy Enterprises, the
It’s estimated there are now
shine artist and made good in the CARE benefit show in the club. A
agency will book acts, bands and
traveling show business. He called $1 admish tap had been set for the some 200 bookers in Massachusetts, combinations for conventions and
David N. Martin, booker for the Strates’ show “one of the most benefit, at which “Three Ladies with the greatest number located in sales meeting as well as the usual
Tivoli Circuit, Australia, will be in reputable in the entire business.” In the Shade,” a Koplar producer Boston. Biggest competition seems outlets.
musical revue current at the club, to be among the nitery bookings,
New York around March 29 on a
The Dixieland band,, directed by
was to have been presented. This and most profitable bookings are
talentrbuying trip. He’ll headquar¬
is now appearing at the
coin
would have been turned over understood to be club dates and McCoy,
ter at the Lew & Leslie Grade
Park
Lane Hotel here.
to CARE.
hotel and industrial shows.
Agency, N.Y., during this junket.
The convention biz is on the up¬
Koplar stated that union actors
Martin will be working on a Tivoli
would not be permitted by AGVA swing in the Hub and should give
Olympic Show to be presented at
the
booking biz a shot in the arm
Pittsburgh,
March
13.
to participate unless a percentage
the Tivoli Melbourne toward the
end of October, to coincide with • Kossol Sisters, who were ama¬ of the contributions was turned this year. Last year, $25,000,000
was
spent in Boston, according to
the gaipes in Melbourne.
teurs working around their home over to the Theatre Authority.
Minneapolis, March 13.
Among the U.S. acts now playing town, in nearby Charleroi, for pea¬ Maurie Wayne, of St. Louis AGVA, Donald J. Hurley, president of the
Boston
Chamber of Commerce, by • After hearing testimony on both
the Tivoli Circuit are Frank Mar¬ nuts just a few months ago, have said Koplar neglected to obtain
lowe, Stuffy Bryant, Jack Powell been booked into Twin Coaches permission for the show, and that conventioneers. He said the Cham¬ sides, Municipal Court Judge Lu¬
and iceskater Adelq Inge. Mel¬ week of April 16 at nearly four any actor who works in a benefit ber expects to double the figure in ther Sletten took under advisement
the cases of four stripteasers
bourne has booked Katherine Dun¬ times the salary the singing trio which had not been authorized by 1956.
Last year Boston had 375 conven¬ charged by Police Morals Squad
organization
Aces
union
ham to start as the next production got at Ankara in February for their the
charges._j_
tions
in
the
12-month
period.
head
Jake Sullivan • with disorder¬
at that house. Martin will also pro¬ first bigtime pro en&agement. Hike
ly conduct, and will give his de¬
mote several concerts by the Don js result of their winning appear¬
cision
tomorrow (Wed.).
ance recently on Arthur Godfrey’s
Cossack Chorus and Dancers.
Trial came on the heels of Sul¬
“Talent Scouts,” followed by a
livan’s
raid of the Alvin Theatre
stretch on the Godfrey daytime
Monday, a week ago (5), only four
shows.
days after it had resumed roadshow
Not only that, but the Kossol
burlesque following an almost
girls •Will get a civic reception
three-year interim during which
from the hometown, which is only
the showhouse functioned as an
London, March 13.
a few miles away from the Twin
evangelistic tabernacle.
Howard Keel will play the Lon¬ Coaches, on their opening night
Boston, March 13.
prised” when he arrived in the Hub
The theatre’s lessee and man¬
don Palladium for two weeks, com¬ there. City fathers will be out in
Another hassle over free talent and found billboards, newspaper ager, Edward Ross and Alfred Krimencing April 16. Booked by the force to welcome the conquering into newspaper sponsored shows, ads and streetcar posters all ad¬
Lew & Leslie Grade office, Keel heroines. Trio's only previous ap¬ sore spot with AGVA, came at the vertising Miss James as the star korian of Kansas City, Mo., and
will be in Britain for a month, pearance at Coaches was as enter¬ First Corps Cadet Armory here of the Post show. Despite the “un¬ the top billed stripper, Mrs. June
opening at the Glasgow Empire tainers at a banquet Shirley Jones’ where the Boston Post staged a authorized use of James billing,” Carpentier (June Harlow, “the
April 2, followed by the Empire, home town, Smithton, held for her “Magic Living Show,” an electri¬ he said, “he agreed to allow the blonde bombshell garter snapper”),
Lwerpool (9) and concluding with in Tony Calderone’s big room in cal appliances and frozen foods ex¬ chirp to make an afternoon ap¬ who also were arrested, will also
be tried tomorrow (14) on charges
ms Palladium styit.
January.
hibit, with refusal by AGVA to let pearance after a conference with in connection with the alleged dis¬
was las^ liere *n vaude in
Joni James, current at Blinstrub’s members of the Post promotion orderly conduct. Two of the show’s
l++ua11 °* 1^54, when he appeared
staff. However, Smiley Hart, local seven strippers had no charges
last week, go on.
ai the Royal Variety Performance. Fetchit’s Pay Claim
Show, staged 8, 9, 10 and 11, AGVA head, stepped into the pic¬ against them.
ture
and refused to sanction Miss
Snarled by Dispute billed the name chirp as opening
If the defendants are convicted,
the event Thursday (8). AGVA’s James’ appearance at the show.
A. C. Steeplechase Pier
Los Angeles, March 13.
the theatre's license will be sub¬
The other acts went on and in¬ ject to city council revocation.
nixing of Miss James put Connie
Stepin
Fetchit’s
claim
for
$152.88
To Get Show Enlargement
Anderson, breaking in a new act cluded Jerry Colonna, Liz Mulli¬
for five days work at the Club as singing comedienne at Charlie gan, current at the Rickshaw; Con¬ When arraigned in Municipal
Atlantic City, Maroh 13.
Court, all defendants pleaded not
Amusement Co., Sirocco, North Hollywood, has re¬ Locke’s Guys and Dolls intimery, nie Anderson, current at Guys and gujfty.
Previously, immediately
sulted in a three-way headache for
Vnt^i by George Tilyou, of New Deputy State Labor Commissioner into the limelight, with Mark Fin¬ Dolls; Three Delights, the Contra¬ after their arrests, they had been
orit, last week announced plans
ley, Post mromotion manager/ giv¬ bands, square dance group; Baron released on $200 cash bail each
Conrad
L.
Kelin.
th
the Steeplechase Pier omj
ing Miss Anderson the ribbon-cut¬ Hugo band; Jimmy Stella, Betty and shows were resumed in the
After hearing the sepia enter¬ ting job, top billing at the show Ann Grove, Bob Dini, Lorraine Ny¬ theatre the same day and have con¬
ne madcity beachfront by 113 feet
tainer say he hadn't been paid for and resultant page one publicity man and Teddi King.
tinued ever since.
hient°Vlde r?om for more amuse" his five-day stint, Kelin then heard
Action of AGVA was seen as first
blurbs and photos in the newspa¬
Steepieehase. Pier, with the Til- nitery owner Charles Boyd testify per.
reprimand for Finley, whose deals
Tony Acquaviva, Miss James’ for “swaps,” talent for free pub¬ J. Kalcheim Quits Irwin
n? tl as operators, had been one he had paid Fetchit for two days’
the resort’s first attractions un- work. Whereupon batoner Joe manager, said that he had been licity, has been irking the Guild.
Agent Jack Kalcheim has re¬
Liggins
(The
Honey
Drippers)
came
contacted some time back re the Finley previously ran an automo¬ signed from the Lou Irwin Agency,
„
I*®? nearly consumed by a
VQJoral al?rm fire in the winter of forward to say neither knew what Post show and had told the promot¬ bile show in which he had Hilde- Hollywood. He hasn’t announced
It was partly rebuilt and he was talking about, and Fetchit ers to hold up until he arrived in garde, who was current at Blin¬ future plans as yet.
actually worked three days,
Prior to leaving for Hollywood,
Boston for the date and took a look strub’s that week, open the show,
^riliSr34.5(Lf?et long and 150 feet
together with a list of local and Kalcheim operated his own agency
Kelin took the case under ad¬ at the setup.
childr ** bQU$es amusements for
in New York for a number of year*.
Acquaviva said he was “most sur¬ New York vaude and tv acts.
visement.
,

Connie Bennett Set For
Hotel Pierre, N. Y., Room

Borge Draws $42,300 In
5 New England Stands

Hearing Asked On
AGVA Firing

Binghamton Heave-Ho To
Carnies; But Mayor Lauds
Local Boy James Strates

New England Agents OK
$50 AGVA Fee; Beefs
On Out-State Bookings

McCOY, GILBERT OPEN
DENVER SHOW AGENCY

TIVOLI’S MARTIN DUE IN
N.Y. FOR TALENT BUYING

Kossol Sis’ Pitt Date As
Hometown Gals Make Good

Keel Due at Palladium
In Month of Brit. Dates

Mpls. Judge to Decide If
Burlesk Is ‘Disorderly’

AGVA-Boston Post in Hassle Over
Free Talent Use; Joni Janies Nixed
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‘Politico’ Joey Adams Gets His From
Confreres at 25th Anni Gala
By JOE COHEN
| souare or not, the mock-seriosoed
pleas to his spouse to please not
Joey Adams, who marked his; to lose him his friends.
25th anni in show biz with a gala
Before Buttons hit his stride,
at Gilmore’s Restaurant, N. Y., Jack E. Leonard had hoped to
last week, started his first public hasten the process of killing off
appearances as a politico. As a the conferencier, by heckling.
youth, he was one of the campaign¬ “What was your final remark?”
ers for the late N. Y. Mayor Fiorcl- However, as the introes and
lo H. LaGuardia. He addressed speeches wore on, Buttons got off
corner meetings, entertained the such remarks as the one to
crowd, and ultimately this project¬ Rudolph Halley, counsel to the
ed him into the entertainment Kefauver Committee, “You killed
it for everybody.”
field.
Whi’e Buttons d'd an excellent
Actually, in the quarter-century
job
on the toastmastering, it re¬
that Adams has been paid for it,
he has never abandoned that po¬ mained for Leonard to deliver the
prize
oration. To Rocky Marciano,
litical touch—not that his comedies
carry a political tinge, but he Leonard suggested that he fight
seemingly
has
developed
the his manager to get some of the
Tn his
knack of a ward boss to cater to money coming to him.
those who stand in line at the tribute to Adams, he stated that
boxoffice, and the ability of a Adams has worked hard for Israel.
statesman to make his presence “Now you see hew they’re doing.”
The most sustained laughs were by
felt in the higher councils.
A roomful of celebs and newspa¬ A1 Kelly, who double-talked into
permen came to pay tribute to continuous yocks.
Adams, who beamed at the turn¬
Adams at Gilmore’s last Tuesday
(6). A lineup of the town’s top out, remarked that the only celeb
columnists, including Earl Wilson, who didn’t turn out was Grace
Louis Sobol, Frank Farrell, Lee Kelly, who is busy learning how to
Mortimer, Danton Walker and Hy deal (for Monte Carlo). He inGardner took the mike to give troed Mrs. Fiorello H. LaGuardia
Adams plaques and cups from and was all humility in the rest of
various organizations for his as¬ the evening, thanking everyone.
sistance in raising funds for some
Adams is alsb a well-known au¬
charitable endeavor.
thor, having his name on four
Adams has played a lot of bene¬ books. He has now delved into
fits, probably as many as most en¬ the field of film production with
tertainers who have been land- “Singing in the Dark,” which
based in New York. This type of preemed in three houses in vari¬
endeavor has its own type of ous sections of New York last
He is also available for
payoff.
But it’s an instance week.
where the politics. of show busi¬ weddings, engagements, etc.
ness and the commonweal have a
mutual link, and Adams has been
one to fuse the best features of
both for the good of himself and
a lot of organizations and even
■
v Continued from page 61
—for the entertainment industry
itself.
and ask them for their applica¬
Beaucoup Amis
tions,” Sinott said. “Furthermore,”
Adams certainly has beaucoup he continued, “we’re trying to em¬
amis in all fields.
Virtually phasize that an investigation can
every show biz personality who take up to six months, the period
could make it showed up, and the allowed by state statute.”
room was loaded.
.Sinott said that in order to get
Red Buttons emceed the show a license under the Commission’s
with some interruptions from
Cindy (Mrs. Adams). After about new rules, the applicant must not
two sentences, Mrs. Adams heckled only have past gambling experi¬
“Joey, you told me he was going ence, or be represented by a for¬
to be funny.” But as he got into mer gambler, but he must also
the subject, Buttons displayed his be ready to prpve- that he can as¬
usual good form at these functions. sume complete financial responsi¬
The hecklings by the Adams dis¬ bility for his acquired interests.
taffer forced Adams into the act. “This means,” said S|inott,” the
Whether he was kidding on the applicant will have to be prepared
to even go so far as opening his
safe deposit boxes for the board’s
personal inspection.”
I taka this occasion to express my
Sinott disclosed that figures
gratitude for the continuing confi¬
compiled over the past six months
prove conclusively that of the three
dence placed in me by my cus¬
Vegas resorts that folded last year,
tomers and friends in show business.
only the Dunes had a valid ex¬
cuse. The latter hotel, according
to Sinott, “simply wasn't making
money.” But, said Sinott, the cash
register receipts of . the Moulin
Rouge and the Royal Nevada were
Registered Representative
plenty sufficient to sustain-the two
IRA HAUPT & CO.
operations even through the slack
Investment Brokers
winter months.
Sinott blamed
50! 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
mismanagement and too heavy a
LOongacre 5-6262
coin outlay for operating expenses
on the Royal Nevada, Moulin
Rouge collapses.
“One expense that appears ut¬
COMEDY WRITER
terly ridiculous,” said Sinott, “are
A new writer with a talent for creat¬
those
fantastic salaries paid enter¬
ing effective material would like to
make some contacts.
Monologues;
tainers, especially in cases where
situations; topical—tailored to your
the
resultant
business doesn’t war¬
delivery and style.
Any reasonable
rant it. But,” he added, “that’s up
"pay-for-what-you-use" plan available
to responsible parties.
to
the
casino
owners—the wallets
Write to: VARIETY, Box 314,
are
theirs,
not the
Control
612 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.
Board’s.”

‘Tough’ Vegas

JESSE BLOCK

Circus Review
I Cirque Medrano, Paris
Paris, March 7.
Gilles Margaritis presents “Chesterfollies ’56,” in two parts, with
Zavatta, Charivari (5), Balladinis
(2), Mona Silvy, Salvatore & Kate,
Marie Sergent, Drena, Isolina,
Lydia & Linda, Talo Boys (5), Bob
Bromley, Alex, Simo Charlies, Gau¬
tier Dogs (2), Jean Laporte Orch
(20); $3 top.
Gilles Margaritis, while the reg¬
ular Medrano Circus is on the road,
has taken over the house to mount
a composite circus-music hall
revue, JL,eavened with a “Hellzapoppin’ "-like carrying-on around the
one-right house, this shapes as an
overall comic, as well as sawdustridden show, and should get
patronage.
Main reason is the consecration
of the house clown Zavatta. Be¬
sides inventiveness, slapstick and
daring, Zavatta also displays a satir¬
ical and pathetic sense and
emerges a complete clown well rat¬
ing star billing. A bevy of good
acts, some fine sketches and a gen¬
eral- good pacing make this a
worthy entry, though lacking some
of the more diverse qualities of the
real circus.
Show begins with okay clown
shenanigans of Charivari (5) and
then into an equine number of
Florian that has the horses well
trained and showy. Balladinis (2)
essay a quick juggling bit for an
okay offbeater. Zavatta comes on
for a zany takeoff on a ballerina
who is hired to dance on a bareback horse. Then a hefty soprano,
Marie Sergent, is annoyed by a
tiny piano player in Salvatore for
a lowdown risible bit.
Bob Bromley brings in his perl fectly manipulated puppets and his
trapezist and sad clown fit in per¬
fectly. The uncanny mime of the
stringers is in for big mitts. Zavat¬
ta again comes in with a funny
desert island routine. Salvatore
& Kate is a fine contortion number
with a long-limbed girl flung about
like a sack by a tiny fellow and
finally wedged into a small box. A
good sight act for U. S. interest.
Isolina does some fancy balancing
on a trapeze to keep eyes aloft
while a cage is put up for the lions,
Lydia & Linda do some fine
arabesques and balancing on the
trapeze, with one muscular girl
supporting the other from hand¬
held rings, etc., while the other
balances on her toes. Talo Boys (5)
are an acrobatic number mixing
plenty of comedy into it. This is a
good number and ending with a
vervy takeoff on the 1900-type ac¬
robatics with more handclapping
and posing than acrobatics, which
fits their style well.
Gautier Dogs (2) has a man and
a woman putting five shaggy dogs
through some clever tactics.
Quaintness and ease of the act,
with no forced harassing of the
canines, make this an excellent
entry and it’s warmly applauded.
Mona Silvy abets Zavatta in his
sketches. Drena is $ fine emcee
and Jean Laporte. Orch (20) give
good accompaniment to the cavortings. Clown trio of Alex, Simo &
Charlie also helps in the buffoon
aspects of the spectacle. Mosk.

R. I. Terp Binge
The Rhodes Ballroom, Cranston,
R. I., has gone on a name-buying
binge to hypo trade.
Spot has
bought Julius LaRosa, for next Sat¬
urday (17), with Frankie Laine and
Pat Boone for subsequent weeks. *
The Abe Feinberg Agency sets
the talent in that spot.

Troupers’ Easter Project
Welfare Committee of The
Troupers, femme counterpart of
The Friars, is now working on the
annual Easter project of"furnish¬
ing clothing to needy theatrical
children.
Organization at this time Is also
lining up medical and dental care
for the kids.

u&iias

ANGELAIRES
HOWARD LANIN. MANAGEMENT
113.W. 57Hi 51., Naw York
JUd.oR &-304S

Dave Brubeck Quartet slated f
March 26 at State Fair Aud . .
Nat Cohen, 88’er, and Ski
Fletcher, WFAA-TV vocalist, in
Village Club . . . Danny Marsh;
and Gary Eoss, comedy team, nc
at Colony Club, with Geor
Shearing: quintet due March 16 .
Gary Morton and Patty Thom
are additions to Nat (King) C«
show at State Fair Aud April
Show also has June Christy, Fo
Freshmen and Ted Heath’s orch.
Charlie Applewhite due for An
induction March 26 In Fort Won
«i
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New Houston Club
Houston, March 13.
A new, posh private club opened
here recently.
It’s The Park
Towers Club, located in the Park
Towers Apartments, a newly-con¬
structed luxury apartment house.
Management plans to have en¬
tertainment, but because of the
limited room, acts will have to be
confined to solos or duos. Texas
liquor laws give private clubs their
existence.
For the opening, a Dallas duo
was brought to town. Bobby Bat¬
son, singer and 88’er, teamed with
femme warbler Lieux Dressier.

MCA Veep Stripes
Hollywood, March 13.
Music Corp. of America handed
out veepee stripes to four here.
Herbert Brenner was upped in
MCA Ltd., and Lou Lindsay, Man¬
ning O’Connor and Dale Sheets in
MCA-TV Ltd.

Winter Threat
.Continued from page 61
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tour plans which blossomed this
season: for $10 per, the night in¬
cluded stops at three places, with
a drink provided in two and hotturkey supper in the third.
As many as 300 persons per tour
have been accommodated on a big
night, in some cases filling a hotel,
room for the first show to the point
where legit cafegoers couldn’t get
the sort of table they usually duked
the maitre d’"for; the hotelmen
however, are catering to the tours
more than ever, feeling that year
’round business can be established
thus enabling them to hold on to
help, and most important, chance
of tempting some tourists into
checking into their hostels on
their next trip down.
Middlin’ Pickln’s
Night clubs, too, booked in the
bus-groups, but didn’t seem to get
them in enough numbers to help
late'shows any. The bargain price,
too, couldn’t aid in keeping their
financial heads above water, where
a hotel owner could mark off any
losses to promotion.. Of the past
season’s attractions only Tony Mar¬
tin, Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy and one or two others
racked up the big crowd returns
for the Fontainebleau; Harry Belafonte and Joe E. Lewis for the
Eden Roc; Myron Cohen for the
Sans Souci; Jackie Miles, Lillian
Roth, Dick Shawn were among the
winners in a generally winning
Roulette Room of the Monte Carlo;
Jan Murray at the Nautilus; Sam¬
my Davis Jr. packed Ciro’s for 10
days.
Other acts in the various spots
worked to fair to bad business;
new rooms such as the Seville’s
Matador and Lucerne’s Club Chalet
never got off the ground, despite
booking the best attractions their
budgets could afford. The Empress
hotel’s Regency Room, which was
a late entry, is still trying to break
the good-biz barrier. Of them all,
Alan Gale, doing his one show a
night in the Celebrity Club of the
Versailles, is the only consistent
moneymaker, thanks to his fanati¬
cal following who come time and
again to pack the place and listen
to his one-man show.
Withal, the Eden Roc and the
Fontainebleau are planning ahead,
setting in for next season those
acts which have proved winners,
and looking for other likely pros¬
pects in the upper brackets. Both
will continue booking the best at¬
tractions available for one-week
stands through the late spring and
summer, at fairly healthy budgets.
The Seville, Lucerne, Sans Souci
and Nautilus hotels have not set
their sights as yet, although reports
have several going to one-night
bookings for the summer. Among
night clubs, the Latin Quarter
closes, per every annum, on the
17th. The Vagabonds will run to
June at least. Ciro’s is staying open
with Dorothy Dandridge current.
The strip joints and late-spots stay
open the year ’round, no matter
what conditions prevail, thank* to
low operating costs.

New York
’ Constance Moore signed for the
Statler, Los Angeles, March 15 .
Helen Halpin goes into El Morocco*
Montreal, May 28 . . . Spellbinders
open at the Palace, N.Y., Friday
(16) . . . Terri Stevens moves into
the Lotus Club, Washington, to¬
morrow (Thurs.) . . . Jan Murray
opens at the Flamingo, Las VegasJune 7 for three.weeks . . . Sally
Blair drew a holdover at the Vanity
Fair, Miami Beach . . . Billy Fields
into the Muehlebach, Kansas City,
Friday (16) . . . Vet London agent
Will Collins, father of filmster
Joan Collins, set to visit the U.S.
with a new protege, Dave King . . .
Michael Jarrett bows at Le Ruban
Bleu, N.Y., March 28 . . . Cab Cal¬
loway to El Morocco, Montreal,
March 19. . . . Irving Fields Trio’
started at the St. Moritz Hotel,
N.Y., last night (Tues:).
Lolo & Lita (Lannegrand), origi¬
nally from Argentina, obtained
their final citizenship papers last
week . . . Winged Victory Choru*
set for El Patio, Mexico City.

Hollywood
George Shearing Quintet opens
a two-week stand Friday (16) at
the Colony Club in Dallas . . . The
Ames Bros, play a three-week
stand at the Cocoanut Grove be¬
ginning March 28 . . . Yma Sumac
and her Peruvian instrumentalists
and dancers have been set for a
three-week engagement at the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, April 23
. . . Chirp Ann Hathaway opens a
four-week stand at Johnny Walsh’s
“881 Club” on March 21 . . . Con¬
stance Moore opens a three-week
stint tomorrow at the Statler Ho¬
tel .. . Bill Andrews will stage
and choreog Mae West’s new nitery
act, skeddefl. to break in April 2 at
Palumbo’s, Philly ... Sir Lancelot
stars in “Calypso Carnival” at
Philharmonic Aud Saturday (17)
. . . Elliott Bros, orch set for Rain¬
bow Gardens Ballroom, Pomona.

Chicago
Beverlee Dennis set to replace
Morty Gunty at the Chez Paree,
Chicago, tomorrow (Thurs.)
through March 28 . . . Helen King
into the Chez Paree, Chi, March
29-April 22, on the Tony Martin
show . . . FeKcia Sanders tops the
bill at Chicago’s Black Orchid,
opening March 26 for three frames
. . . Nat (King) Cole opens at the
Chez Paree, Chicago, May 10 . . .
Stanton & Peddie, who close at the
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, tomorrow
(Thurs.) night, bought by the
hostelry for three years . . . Jerry
Lester re-signed with Music Corp.
of America . . . Betty Madigan into
the Palmer House, Chicago, April
19 for four weeks . . . Billy Wil¬
liams Quartet pacted for Peacock
Alley in the Midtown Hotel, St.
Louis, April 20 for eight days.

1 JEAN
EVANS
Singing
Star

Currently'
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New Arenas, Auditoriums Adding
Fresh Revenues for Major leers
An important source of new-f
revenue for major ice shows has1
been coming from new arenas and Hub Booker Dickering
auditoriums. Bulk of the new largeO’Seas Trek for Troupe
heaters have been returning kingBoston, March 13.
c.ved grosses for the blades dis¬
Daniel White, Boston and Rome
plays As result, the top frappe
troupes are expected to repeat a booker, who has brought over
banner season.
three acts so far this season, is ne¬
With important coin coming in gotiating a deal to send the Nick
from the new stops, several ice
shows will either eliminate several Jerrett Quartette, current at the
stands, and may cut short the Sherry Biltmore Hotel, to Milan
amount of playing time on other and on tour of Continent. Quar¬
dates
Some of the towns elimi¬ tette plays progressive jazz and
nated will be picked up by the White’s Rome office reported that I
second companies. “Ice Capades,”
which now has two companies, is Italy is beginning to flip for Amer¬
considering a third troupe. “Holi¬ ican jazz.
White now has Helen Munro of
day on Ice” has a second company,
London, English chirp; Lil Larsson
“Ice Vogues.”
Of course, ice show execs antici¬ of Sweden, chirper, and Gianna
pate that the big grosses of the new Massi of Naples, Neapolitan so¬
time will wear off in a couple of prano, booked around New Eng¬
seasons, and as more events are land. Booker is first in New Eng¬
booked into a particular town. land to set up new policy of im¬
The saturation point is reached porting and exporting acts.
in several years, and soon the icers
must depend on their own merit
for their grosses, instead of count¬
ing on the novelty of any situa¬
tion.
Fortunately for the ice firms,
mucipilaities and county govern¬
ments are continuing with new
Boston, March 13.
arena construction. At this point,
the question is one of apportion¬
Chirp Liz Mulligan, wjho switched
ing time to the various new build¬ to her true name after singing in
ings and at the same time con¬ Rome and London as Cindy Park¬
tinue to service the spots where er, has opened in the Ming Room
they have played for many years.
of the new Rickshaw Chinese eat¬
So far, the towns which have ery, town’s newest and plushiest
been eliminated completely are fried ricer, with her routine of
those in which the arena has no Italian and French language num¬
refrigeration plant. Shows such as bers.
“Holiday on Ice” and “Ice Vogues”
Inking of the thrush by Bob Ab¬
have their own freezing units, but rams, manager of the spot, which
they have been using equipment has a 65-seat upstairs cocktail
comparatively infrequently. For lounge above the 105-seat dining
these shows, the fact that they do room, was seen as kicking off a re¬
not have to go to the expense of turn of the old fried rice circuit,
installing ice means that they can dead for more than a decade.
walk off with a considerably higher
Other Chinese eateries are audi¬
profit.
tioning talent this week as the
scramble gets hot. One spot, Ruby
Foo’s Den, inserted a special no¬
tice in its newspaper advertising
stating: “We are not associated
with any newly-opened Boston
If ytu have tried the rest, now try tho BEST.
Chinese restaurant. There is only
The Jevnlkar designed toupee Is a modern
one Ruby Foo’s in Boston.”
miracle.
Features the exclusive uao of U.8. Patent
Buying of talent by the Rick¬
No. 2233100, combining the use of the finest
shaw
makes it the only Chinese
Plastie-lace-FRONT, with the hand work of
spoolallsts In the art of toupee making.
restaurant in the Hub now pre¬
senting an act. There are some 25
If you wear a toupee you owe It to yourself
to wear thei latest Jevnlkar patterned PlastieChinese restaurants in Boston, and
lace-FRONT piece. Crew-cut If you wish.
most still have stages and dance
For further proof and information
floors, built in the ’20s when or¬
writo or calf
chestras and acts were booked
around the circuit.
JOHN E. JEVNIKAR
In the Rickshaw, Miss Mulligan
Nlnth-Chester Bldg.
Cleveland 14. Ohio
accompanies herself on the 88 up¬
stairs in the cocktail lounge, which
is built along the lines of the new
intimers.
Management shuffles
table waiters upstairs and room is
beginning to get a good sprinkling
of the theatre crowds.

Liz Mulligan Kicks Off
Fried Rice Circuit In
Hub; Eateries on Alert

TOUPEE??

Zeno, Russo in St. Louis
For ‘Mid-America Jubilee’

WHEN IN BOSTON
If's Mo

HOTEL AVERY

The Home of Show Folk
Avtry & Waahtngron Sts.
Radio In Every Room

St. Louis, March 13.
Norman Zeno, author-lyricist,
and James Vincent Russo,- Broad¬
way
producer - director, have
checked in here to assist in the
“Mid-America Jubilee” extrava¬
ganza skedded for a 30-day run on
the local waterfront area.
Zeno, who was brought here
by Alfred Stern, managing direc¬
tor of the enterprise, to write the
script- for a spectacle show that
will involve a cast of more than
350 pro actors, singers and danc¬
ers, has written numerous tele¬
vision scripts. He’ll work with
Stern in collaborating historical
data that will be woven into an
.entertainment feature.
_

the amazing and amusing

LUCILLE AND EDDIE ROBERTS
Stars of "WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND’*
Currently Appearing—thru MARCH 25th

COTILLION ROOM, Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
Direction: MUSIC CORPORATION of AMERICA

_PSrie^ty
Waikiki Nitery Hit
By Bankruptcy Suit
Honolulu, March 6.
Creditors’ petition for bank¬
ruptcy has been filed against own¬
ers of South Seas, one of Waikiki’s
major niteries. Headed by William
Gonsalves, firm has until March
10 to answer the petition in federal
court. Two liquor firms and Hono¬
lulu Advertiser claim a total debt
of $2,545.
Four other firms have earlier
claims, however, having acquired
a lien through attachment pro¬
ceedings in territorial court. These
creditors, represented by a collec¬
tion agency, were awarded $10,843.
Bankruptcy threat comes during
height of winter tourist season,
! attesting to the uneasy status of
nitery biz irf Honolulu.

Chicago Deadlock
On AGVA, EMA
Chicago, March 13.
American Guild of Variety
Artists’ hussle with the Chicago
Entertainment Managers Assn, is
still deadlocked, with both sides
refusing to budge, and showdown
shaping up for this week. AGVA
refuses to recognize EMA as the
agents’ association and EMA will
not pay the AGVA service fee of
$50 per principal agent and $25
per associate agent. Nor will it
sign the same code as signed by
the Artists Representatives Assn,
until it is recognized.
Both stands stem from the prob¬
ability that AGVA will draft a new
club date code regulating agents’
commissions and club date proced¬
ures in the near future. AGVA
thinking is that if it can break
EMA now, it can force agents to
sign the forthcoming code one by
one. For the same reason, EMA
members want to retain their or¬
ganization for a stronger bargain¬
ing position when the club date
code becomes an issue.
Heavy ARA pressure is being
put on EMA members to join its
group. ARA favors a single agents’
association with greater bargain¬
ing power than the present two or¬
ganizations. ARA is also refusing
to buy or sell EMA acts.
Acts, are in the middle. Faced
with the quandary of risking
AGVA suspension and fine by
working for unfranchised agents
or losing work by following AGVA
orders, best thing they can do is
lay off. With AGVA national exec
sec Jackie Bright due in town to¬
day (Tues.) for a membership
meeting, entertainers are being
wooed from both sides with heavy
bombardment of mimeographed
papers.
EMA is mulling legal action
against the union unless its cur¬
rent stand is modified.
Over the weekend, AGVA forced
a buyer to pay actors’ salaries di¬
rect to the union for a company
show in the Morrison Hotel, push¬
ing the agent out of the picture
under threat of pulling the show,
and sympathetic action by other
unions.

VAUDEVOLLE

MCA Revising Setup for Band Act
Dept.; To Junk Its Cadet System
Music Corp. of America is ap¬
parently ready to junk the cadet
system in its band and act depart¬
ment. Offers are reportedly being
readied to several experienced
agents to lend a hand in the cafe
and theatre sector.
The cadet
system was inaugurated nearly a
decade ago, when it sought college
grads who were to be broken into
the business and trained in MCA
methods. It has been working out
fairly well in several departments,
notably video, but hasn’t caught on
in the variety fields as strongly.
MCA recently had an overhaul in
the department and had made one
approach toward getting more ex¬
perienced help in the field with the
acquisition of the Gerber & Weiss
Agency. Norman Weiss is in the
N. Y. office, while Roy Gerber is
in the Hollywood branch.
The cafe situation at MCA is
such that several of its top per¬
formers have gone to other agen¬
cies. Recently, Tony Bennett de¬
parted. Tony Martin has given
notice to MCA that it no longer
has an exclusive on his services
in the variety field. Other top
names in the cafe field have been
working In other segments of the
industry. Thus the department no
longer has that powerhouse of
names at its disposal, so that it re¬
quired only the services of ordertakers and not salesmen.
Now It Takes Selling
Further indication of the fact
that it needs full-grown and good
agents to operate lies in the fact
that the bulk of the performers on
the MCA cafe roster now require
selling.
When MCA had such
names as Frank Sinatra and Lena
Horne, like any other outfit, they
were entitled to slotting the rest
of the bill on any cafe show where
their headliner was working. To¬
day, the office has lost several
entrees and so they’ve got to go
out and sell. The college boys
aren’t up to standing tie-and-toe
with the experienced and oldtime
nitery bosses and slugging it out
on the question of talent and terms.
The Brooks Bros, models, how¬
ever, under guidance of the experi¬
enced MCA hands, have been do¬
ing comparatively well in the other
sectors, primarily because of the
headliners they represent.
The agency is .reportedly defi¬
nitely in the market for some of
the more experienced percenters
in order to get back in the running,
in keeping with its position as a
major agency.' The situation be¬
comes more acute when it’s realized
that the older lads generally
would stop long enough to pick
out some newcomer for grooming.

i Many new acts and sometimes
headliners used to be developed in
that fashion. It’s also been learned
that when an agent has to concen¬
trate exclusively on selling, there’s
little opportunity for developing
new acts.
At any rate, MCA has fared con¬
siderably better when it peppered
the act sector with experienced
men, and apparently the toppers
feel that could get back in the
running with just a few more men
who know the business thoroughly.

BAIRDS SKED UPTOWN
N.Y. PUPPET SHOWING
Bil & Cora Baird will attempt to
do another puppet show during a
school holiday. Duo, who played
the Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., during
the Christmas holidays, is now ne¬
gotiating for the 48th St. Theatre
for week of March 26, during Eas¬
ter vacation.
Change of location will give them
a midtown stand, and therefore
more accessible.

Ted Lewis’ New Formula
For Nitery Trouping
Ted Lewis is trying a new de¬
parture in trouping. The vet band¬
leader-entertainer is going on tour
with only a conductor and a troupe
of entertainers. Previously, he car¬
ried either a fullsized band or
enough key men so that only a
couple of fillins were needed in
his various stops. Lewis has re¬
tained batoneer Sol Klein to do the
ihaestroing for him.
In his jaunt, which starts at the
Roosevelt, New Orleans, tomorrow
(Thurs.), Lewis will open- with a
show which comprises singer Lynn
Lyons; Caribbeans, dancers; Denita D’Andrea and Barbara Eskoe,
singers, and comediah Elroy Peace.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL

SHOW-BIZ GAG Flit
(The Service of the STARS)
First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
e MINSTREL BUDGET.
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00 •
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., New York 19—Depf. V
Circle 7-1130

Gene

Gordon

WESSON-POLK
Recent Engagements

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 13.
Lee & Lew (Clarabelle) Ander¬
son (he is clown on the HowdyDoody tele show, and Muriel &
Bob Raff off, dealers in theatrical
costumes, Mliford, Conn., in for
bedside chat and visit with Bob
(Mello-Larks) Smith; they found
his progress away above par..
Allan Zee, producer and man¬
ager, ended a six-month o.o. and
rest period by rating a 10-day
furlough; this allowed him to make
a trip to N. Y.
Ruth Cockrill, staffer of Theatre
Supply and Film Exchange, Char¬
lotte, N. C., who graduated here
in 1954, back again but not as a
patient; joins staff of Research
Laboratory.
“We the Patients” thank Jerry
Vogel, of VVogel Music Co., for
gifting all patients with an Easter
thought.
.
„ _
' Ann Morsch, wife of Frank
(IATSE) Morsch, N. Y., mastered a
major operation at the general
hospital; she is in Will Rogers to
recuperate.
Henry Bishop, staffer of Rowley
United Theatres, Palestine, Texas,
into general hospital for second
stage of the Thoracoplasty opera¬
tion. Ditto for Daniel Wagner,
Radio City Music Hall. Both now at
Will Rogers recuperating.
Write to those who are ill.
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FONTAINEBLEAU
Miami Beach

BLACK ORCHID
Chicago

CASINO ROYAL
Washington

ALPINE VILLAGE
Cleveland

‘TOWN CASINO
Buffalo
"Just wait

until

the

Television

producers get a gander at Wes¬
son and Polk and ZOOM1"
GEORGE BOURKE, Miami Herald
"The boys clown it up with great

Gabe, Variety

gusto."

"At tho Black Orchid Gene Wes¬
son

and

original

Gordon
and

Polk

refreshing

are
a

as

com¬

edy teanl as Chicago has seen
in a long time."
BENTLEY

STEGNER,

Chicago Sun-Ti/not

Currently

Le RUBAN BLEU, New York
(Thank. IRV ARTHUR)

Personal Mgf.: KAL ROSS. 1733 Broadway. Now York

M&tmrr
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 14

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or spilt week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent;^) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R) 15
Rocketlcs
Corps de Ballet
Choral Ensemble
Peiro Bros.
Michael Danzl

Palace <P) 15
Joyce & Ginger
Nicolls St Renee
George Kirby
Bev Sc Sue
Milt Douglas
Spellbinders
Chaz Eva Walker

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Royal
(T)
12
3 Gypsys
Eddie Vitch St P
Neal Sc Newtpn
Joe Church
Romaine St Claire
Jenny Howard
Alain Diagora
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
Frank Ward
Jack Baker
Nola Molloy
J's’p'n'e McCo’m'k
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 12
Adele Inge
B Rayes & D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Redcliffe
Rih-Aruso
Lawman Sc Robins
Romano St Maureen
Barry Rugless

Robert O’Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb St Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wim De Jong
Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker
Dorothy Hickey
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 12
Hite St Stanley
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salici Puppets
J & D Barker
M & .E Rose
Laycock St Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chater
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter

BRITAIN
Dash's
ASTON
Bruce Forsyth
Hippodrome (I) 12
LONDON
Miles Twins
Metropolitan (I) 12
Winsor St Hatton
Terry Cantor
Duo Russmar
Pauline Penny
Barney Powell
Hal Swain
Rio. Ron St Rita
Michael Morgan
Betty & Harry
L St T Kee
Lee Lawrence
Susan Scott
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 12 Red Preston
Andrew Allen
Jimmy Young
Gabrielle
“Bow St Darnel
Brian Seymour
Albert Burdon Co.
Kenny
Cantor
2 Boris
LONDON
Henderson St Kemp
Palladium (M) 12
Medlock St Marlowe
Slim Whitman
Billy Maxam
Tommy Trinder
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 12 Patachou
Three Monarchs
Carroll Levis Co.
Arthur Worsley
Edorics
Ghezzi Bros.
Mrs. Shufflewick
Page St Bray
Edmund Goffron
Bob Hammond Co.
M St B Winters
Flying De Pauls '
BRIXTON
George Carden Dcrs
Empress (I) 12
Tommy Fields
MANCHESTER
Adelaide Hall
Hippodrome (M) 12
Arnley St Gloria
Terry-Thomas
2 Pirates
hLorrae Desmond
Chris Carlsen
K St A Alexis
John Tiller Co.
Elizabeth St Collins
CARDIFF
Grossetto & Gaston
New (M) 12
Martin Granger Co.
G. H. Elliott
•
Sharpe St Iris
Morris St Cowley
NEWCASTLE
Randolph Sutton
Empire (M) 12
Dawn White
Peter Brough
Billy Danvers
Ballet Montparnasse
Ben Ali Hassans
Jones St Arnold
Flack St Lucas
Ronald Chesney
Roberti's
Leslie Welch
CHELSEA
Ossie Noble
Palace (I) 12
Rayner St Betty
Harry Locke
NORTHAMPTON
Norman Stanley
New (I) 12
Billy" Wells
Enos St Lane
Sam Linfield Co.
Dennis Shirley
Peggy O'Farrell Co. Havall St Byl
EAST HAM
Arthur Gordon
Palace (I) 12
June Carle
'Cyril Dowler
J St P Sharratt,
Rhoda Rogers
NORWICH
Flying Renoes
Hippodrome (I) 12
Verdini
Jimmy Gaye
3 Debs
Iris Poliakova
Wayne St Brett
Prince Sisters
Bourne St Barbara
NOTTINGHAM
Kalev 2
Empire (M) 12
EDINBURGH
Hylda Baker
Empire (M) 12
Renee Dymott
Rlchiardi Jnr.
Gitsom Sisters
Rey St Ronjy
Angelos
George Martin
Freddie Harrison
M St B West
Kazan St Katz
Anita
Jimmy French
Maxims
Alexander St Co.
Bert Bendon
PORTSMOUTH
GLASGOW
Royal (M) 12
Empire (M) 12
Jat Herod
Murray St Maidie
Manhattan Models
Granger Bros.
Syd St Paul Kaye
Jones Boys
Walthon Sc Dorraintf
Billie Wyner
^Gosport Ore
Fraser's H'rm’nura's Betty Bryant
Des O'Connor
' SHEFFIELD
Dennison St Diane
Empire (M) 12
David Whitfield
LEEDS
McKinnon Sisters
Empire (M) 12
Harry Bailey
Betty Miller
Renee Strange
Ronnie Carroll
Brosl St Junee
Tom Mennard
George Meaton
Davy Kaye
Rita Martell
Ladringlos
SOUTHAMPTON
LEICESTER
Grand (I) 12
Palace (M) 12
Issy Bonn
Jack Storey
Noberti
Rima Rudina
Fey
Jover
Gaunt Bros.
Edwin St Rachclle
Allen Modley
Barry Sisters
Joe Crosbie
Ray Alan
Susie St Russell
Stan Van
M St M Norris
Sylvia Sc Audrey
Buffoons
YORK
LIVERPOOL
Empire (I) 12
Empire (M) 12
Jane Delmonico
Frankie Vaughan
Dancers
Francois & Zandra
Colin Robins
Fayne St Evans
Sid England
Wareham St
Ford St Sheen
Barbara
A J Powers
Harry Worth
Margaret Davies
Bobby Limb
Harry Wayne

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
Areie-s
George Stone
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
Judy Martini
H Roth Ore

Beverly

Bobby Short
Blue Angel
Enid Mosier
Steel Band
Jorie Remus
Ruth Price
Bon Solr
Kaye Ballard
Sylvia Sims
3 Flames

Phil Leeds
Jimmie Daniels
Cameo
Mel Torme
Corky Hale
Stan Free
Roger Steele
Chateau Madrid
Luisa Triana
Tun Tun
Pancho Ore
Ralph Font
Copacabana
Tony Bennett
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calia

Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Oro
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs
Julius Monk
June Erickson
Jack Fletcher
Dody Goodman
Gerry Matthews
No. 1 Fifth Av#
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvillo
Elegante
George Jesscl
Annette Warren
Rollo St Cressy
Russ Currie Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Quintero Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plaza
Edith Adams
Richard Hayman
Ted Straeter Oro
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre
Gloria DeHaven
L & E Roberts
Aileen Morales
Alan Logan Ore
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Statler
T Sc J Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
Hotel St. Regis
Monique V’n Vooren
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Jerry Lester
Julius LaRosa
George Tapps
Chiquita & Johnson
Wazzan Tr
Harold & Lola
Rita Noble
Yasmina
Jo Lombardi Oro
B Harlowe Ore
Le Cupldon
Gretchen Wyler
Herb Jeffries
Ernie Warren Oro

Ainapola
Menenghito Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Wesson & Polk
Norman Paris 3
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe La porte Oro
D'Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Mimi Warren
Eddie Layton
Red Carpet
Pat Harrington
Sheila Reynolds
Dave Rogers
Red Benson
Town & Country
Harry Belafonte
Burnell Dancers
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis
Eugene & Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Jack Cassidy
Betty Benee
Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook Sc Corey
Neile Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Dick Hall
George Hopkins
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon
Alan Holmes Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Benny Goodm’n Ox’C
Nat Brandywynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Hartig Sc Mazursky
Ada Moore
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Gloria Van
Len Dresslar
Blue Angel
"Royal Calypso"
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Johnny Hamlin B
Tony Scott 4
Chez Paree
Nick Noble
Morty Gunty
Little Buck
Chez Paree Ad'rTj'a
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4

Lurlean Hunter
Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton
“Icearama"
Neff Sc Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman & Mimi
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears Sc
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Art Tatum Trio
Palmer House
Hildegarde
Jay Nemeth Sc
Nicky
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Peggy Lee
Anthony, Allyn
Hodges Trio
Russ Morgan Ore
(18)
Bar of Music
Oscar Cartier
Eileen Scott
Zulch Sc Noble
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heidt Revue
Biltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Lenny Kent
Wonder Sc Barks
Hal Derwin Ore
Ciro's
Mary Kaye Trio
Step Bros. (4)
Dick Stabile Ore

Gerl Galian Ore
Crescendo
Mills Bros.
Dick Hazard Ore
Macayo
Lili St. Cyr
Isabella Campo
Frankie D'Amore
Dante Varela Trio
Mocambo
Alan Dale
Rubin Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bob Williams
Romanos Bros.
W. W. Stevens.
Ffolliott Charlton
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Statler Hotel
Gracie Fields
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Patti Page
Wiere Bros.
Pony Sherrell
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Larry K. Nixon
Abbey Loncoln
Kumar
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Eartha Kitt
Myron Cohen
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Flamingo
Dick Shawn
De Castro Sisters
Rickie Layne
Ron Fletcher Dncrs
L. Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
H. Ranch Band
Polly Possum
Joe Wolverton
Townsmen
Betty Taylor
New Frontier
"Hooray For Life"
Jack Carson
Cass Daley
Leo Diamond
Giselle Szony St
Cabots
Dorben Dncrs
Garwood Van Oro
Riviera
Ben Blue
Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Dorben Dncrs

Ray Sinatra Oro
Sahara
Bob Crosby
Sarah Vaughan
Modernaires
Bobcats
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Martin Sc Lewis
Bunny Briggs
Dick «Stabile
Copa Girls
A. Morelli Ore
Showboat
Jimmy Casanova
Sharon Knight
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Lawrences Sc
Beverly
Rossi Sc Mac D’rm' tt
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Sally Rand
Four JECnights
Hank' Henry
Sparky Kaye
3 Dolls
Cliff Ferre
Denise Bennett
J. Cavanaugh
Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore
Thunderblrd
Beatrice Kay .
Sonny Howard
Cordolins
Roby St Dell
Barney Rawlings
Thunderblrd Dncrs
A1 Jahns Oro

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina St Renea
Arne Barnett Oro
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica St Novello
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente

Hal Fisher
Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners
Bob Regent Ore
Ciro's
Dorothy Dandridge
Lenny Maxwell

Johnny Conrad Dcrs Antone Sc Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Bob Savage Trio
Place Plgalle
The Treniers
Mary Mack
DILIdo Hotel
Pat HaUaday
Barton Bros.
Wick-Wacks (4)
Sager Dancers
Joe Cash
La Playa Sextet
Kaye Ghyle
Emilio Reyes Oro
Roney Plaza
Bea Kalmus
Eadie & Rack
Eden Roe
Calo
& Musette
Jane Froman
Noro
Morales Ore
Bobby Van
■ San Souci Hotel
Cy Coleman Trio
Cab Calloway
Mai Malkin Ore
Freddy Calo.. Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Saxony Hotel
Fontainebleau
M McPartland 3
M St G Champion
Dave Lester Orch '
Paul Grey
Johnny Silvers Ore
Sacasas Ore
Frank Stanley Ore
Lucerne
Seville
Shecky Greene
Gene Baylos
The Tip Toppers
S St V Baker
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Ore Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Latin Quarter
Sea Isle Hotel
Arthur Lee Simkins
Harry Harden Ore
Johnny Pt»leo
Pasty Abbott
Harmonica Rascals
Thunderbird
Charlivels
Lou Walters Revue Maxie Rosenblooiil
Nic-Nax
Dagenham Girl
Luis Gomez Dncrs
Pipers
Vanity Fair
Tony Lopez Ore
B S Pully
Leon & Eddie's
Pearl Williams
Can-Can Girls
Alicia Marquez
Flash O'Farrell
Sallie Blair
Marian Wilkens
Noro Morales Ore
Denise
Versailles Hotel
Atoma
Alan Gale
Kenilworth
Billy Shepard
Carroll & Gorman
Michael Marvin Ore Buddy Clayton
Monte Carlo Hotel A J & Ron
Teddy King Oro
Billy Eckstine
5 O'clock
Martin St Maio
Tommy Raft
Leonard Young
H. S. Gump
Ben Novack Ore
Parisian Rev
Murray Franklin's
Vagabonds Club
Roberta Sherwood
The Vagabonds (4)
Danny Rogers
Jan Welles
Murray Franklin
Ronnie Eastman
Allan Walker
Janet Grey
Nautilus
Frank Linale Ore
Joey Bishop
Woody Woodbury
Naomi Stevens

HAVANA
Tropica na
Gloria St Rolando
Nat (King) Cole
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
Nanolo Torrent#
Carlos Santos
May Julio
C)arlsse Novo
Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos
P. Godino

Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
Sans Souci
Tony Martin.
Ceferino Barios
Sonia Calero
Nancy ^ Lopez
Victor Alvarez
Ramon Iglesias
Rivero Ore
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Nacional
Felicia Sanders
Parislen Ore
Cuban Ore
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Stir (Store)-Crazy
Frequent changes In prepared’ wired music programs for banks,
storecasts and kindred institutions have been found necessary be¬
cause of the personnel. Otherwise, (1), it becomes a mental haz¬
ard, as they know that at 10:53 a.m. they’ll hear Jerome Kern's
“Who?”, at 1:27 Friml’s “Allah’s ^Holiday”, at 2:46 Romberg’s
“Maytime”, and the like. The repetitiveness, which is ;no concern
of the transient customer, of course, has an irritation on the em¬
ployees, day after day.
It's reached the stage where they have been quite vocal about
“hating all music because of the sameness; we even hate to put
on the phonograph and the radio when we get home at night, as
we used to do.”
Some institutions hav? resolved the matter either by frequently
switching repertoire or even abandoning wired music in favor
of the Seeburg type of jukebox, which permits shifting repertoire
at will, as with the conventional nickel-in-the-slotters.

Tape Peps Background Music
Continued from page 1 ———,s

veteran programming vice presi¬
dent, Don McNeil. He adds., “The
point to remember about us is that
when we say background we mean
just that.
We create a melodic
environment but otherwise do not
seek to influence the activity or
condition at the point of outlet.”
“Work music” for offices and
factories constitute a large segment
of subscribers. Banks are notably
numerous.
Sports centres per
Yankee Stadium and the Roosevelt
and Yonkers harness parks take
Muzalf. Oddly enough so do many
postoffices, - although Uncle Sam
doesn’t-pay the cost and postal
employees must do so personally.
Just the other day the police sta¬
tion in Oklahoma City contracted
for background music..
Background music of the Muzak
sort does not' escape soine criticism

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Rose Marie
Woodson* Family
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick

Riverside
Davis & Reese
Remanos Bros.
Beverlee Dennis
, Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford Ore

Dominican Hotels
Continued from page 2 —^

per double daily. Smaller hotels
(like the Fausto) are also available
at more modest rates. Such sports
as swimming, water skiing and
fishing are easy to indulge in.
Entertainment charges at the
Fair are very nominal. It costs 25c
to enter grounds, 50c to see one
floor show in an al fresco theatrerestaurant. Actually the customer
has to order one drink, but that’s
all, as the waiters do not hustle
for re-orders. Main item of the
show is the Dancing Waters flash,
fountains of various. sizes with
mood music, a permanent installa¬
tion occupying a three-tiered set¬
ting 100 yards long. In itself a
visual aural experience, the tropi¬
cal Dominican sky and balminess
makes an ideal proscenium. How¬
ever, the act is overworked at 30
minutes, the ohs and ahs of the
first quarter hour subsiding into a
polite had-enough-now reaction.
Balance of that particular floor
show may be loosely described as
Cuban-type revue with singers and
dancers, plus very dubious “come¬
dians.” Inferior to its surroundings.

Don’t Whistle!
In respect to the background
music industry (see separate
story), there are two swim¬
ming pools at, respectively
Beverly Hills and Eaton, O.,
which used Muzak in a unique
way. The music is audible only
beneath the surface of the
water.
Divers alone can listen, if
they keep their mouths shut.

in offices and factories where the
jive generation is restless under
too-steady a diet of purposely
“neutral” selections, sans dance
beat, sans vocals and sans send.
This is an issue of some potential
troublesomeness since the older
employes may dislike the jazzier’
stuff as much as the youngsters
fancy it. Whose nervous system is
supposed to be soothed?
Program chief McNeil argues
that music for general on-premise
consumption must be non-assertive.
Stylized music has a fallowing and
the phonograph record playing on. a
home machine is definitely “per¬
sonal taste” music.
But back¬
ground music cannot cater to per¬
sonal tastes precisely because there
are too many kinds. He considers
many “mood music” albums now
on the counters too assertive for
the descriptive. “If the vocalist
demands attention for the words
she singing, or if the tune has been
orchestrated big with 23 fiddles the
results may be terrific, but it’s not
what the background music indus¬
try means by mood.”
‘Downbeat Showmanship*
; Continued from page 1 ——,
If background music is a formid¬
color tv receivers being installed able
medium of entertainment,
in homes .daily, the entertainment shrinking violet style, many' of its
value and other advantages of clients would not classify it as
color pictures become Increasingly such, but rather as an aid to em¬
ployee morale or customer humor.
apparent and are stimulating the In any event there is a special
desire of more people -to acquire kind of “downbeat showmanship”
color sets.” The year 1956, Fol¬ involved. Muzak has made over
som said, “will see color television 600 surveys of music taste since
1945, and constantly checks and
become a major factor in the elec¬ revises its know-how. It was first
tronics industry. RCA alone plans to record hi-fi quality on Vinylite.
to produce more than 200,000 color McNeil points out that there are
sets this year.”
The transition no hard and fast rules, but these
from black-and-white to color, he considerations apply:
(1) There are never any spoken
added, is already under way, “and
before many years, the sale of credits.
of color sets will exceed the sale of
(2) There are never any vocals.
black-and-white sets.”
(3) Although film and show
Accenting the double-the-na- tunes, Strauss waltzes, and the
tional-rate expansion of the elec¬ whole repertory of standards are
tronics industry, Folsom pointed the ham ’n’ eggs of the service,
out that fully 80% of RCA’s total tunes are periodically “put aside
sales of over $1,000,000,000 in 1955 temporarily” to fight sameness.
stemmed from items that did not
(4) Orchestral instrumentation is
exist or were not commercially varied, in some instances strings
developed 10 years ago. “We ex¬ being wholly' omitted. Uiiusual in¬
pect to witness a similar pattern struments are used. Harps, yes;
of progress, in the next 10 years,” harmonicas, no.
he stated.
(5) A basic working library of

Folsom

7,000 selections (all on disks) sup¬
ply the daily tapes, but some 30
new selections by McNeil are
added each month. Typically, a
Muzak tune runs two and a half
choruses. (Complete file: around
50,000 selections).
(6) Breakfast, luncheon, cock¬
tail and dinner motifs are carefully
respected.
(7) If surveys indicate a certain
type of music
“liked” by 40%
but is also “disliked” to the same
extent, it will not be used. For
this reason alone Muzak eschews
hillbilly-type stuff, another reason
being that country folk laments
depend predominately on lyrics.
Although factory workers of Polish
extraction favor polkas and the
Puerto Ricans around New York
cheer for latino stuff, such cate¬
gories are avoided as not meeting
the definition of background music.
(8) Although the accent is al¬
ways on melody, never on rhythm,
McNeil is guided by a recognition
that Muzak programming must
break the monotony of sweetness
even though in factories, offices
and bank its mission is to break
the monotony of concentration.
Additional facts about Muzak:
There are some seven dog-legs
in the States, an eighth in Canada.
Each day’s spools of ta^es go by
Railway Express. Without prior
shipping instructions, this outfit
picks up and forwards the spools
from city to city.
Muzak’s 20,000 outlets are all
tied-in with America’s Civil De¬
fense (Conelrad Plan) and would
be utilized for official information
in the event of war.
Some business houses advertis¬
ing for employees in the recent
labor shortage market list Muzak
among the advantages of employ¬
ment.
Muzak is the property of former
U.S. Senator William Benton, and
his former advertising agency,
Benton & Bowles, is" a Muzak sub¬
scriber. *
#
Some unusual ijsers of back¬
ground music: maternity wards,
law libraries, bowling alleys, Satevepost. Reader’s Digest, Time,
Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles
Times, BBDO agency, psychopathic
hospitals and dog and cat (sic)
hospitals.

Columbia
-
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month from now on. Describing
the product In this * category, the
exec stated; “I mean pictures with
surefire boxoffice values, with top
name stars, produced and directed
by top creators utilizing every pro¬
duction value at their command.”
The policy shift, said Montague,
is designed to counteract that boxoffice softness which, he conceded,
has been in existence since last
September.
Col and most other distribs tra¬
ditionally have spaced their toprung films at intervals dependent
on the number of them on the shelf
and in relation to the entire back¬
log. Of the 15 definitely set for
handling through to next Septem¬
ber, seven' are in CinemaScope and
color.
Other sources stated that Col, in
making its grandstand play with
product, is running the risk of
winding up with a minimum of tall
entries immediately after Septem¬
ber. However, the push is on now
because the first half of the cur¬
rent Col fiscal year was disappoint¬
ing and sales of the top films over
the next six months is designed
to compensate for this.

Wednesday, March 14, 1956
Valacc, NT. V.
Helen Kane, Wally Browh, Danny
Alexander & Gloria, Reneaux, Jon,me & Stanley Kayne, Nancy &
Michael Mann, Ladd Lyon (2), 3
Tuckers, Myron Roman Orch;
“Steel Jungle” iWBL
Current Palace session is a
little show, unexciting, unpitentio.us yet -pleasing.
Helen
Kane the feature, brings a iraerant’trend towards nostalgia with
her warming turn. Bill starts off
smoothly; sags a little in the mid¬
dle with so-so ballroom and aero,
acts- gets a lift from Miss Kane,
and’sails on neatly to the finish.
Alexander & Gloria, Negro tap
duo are a good opener, embellish¬
ing ’their tapping with rope twirl¬
ing solo and in duet. Femme is a
graceful, longstemmed gal and
male a neat hoofer, doing some
fancy stepping while twirling the
twine.
Reneaux has a smooth magico
act with familiar ingredients of
appearing and disappearing cigarels cards, confetti and doves,
winding the turn with a neat, mul¬
tiplying, lighted match trick. Jo¬
anne & Stanley Kayne kid around
entertainingly, most of the act be¬
ing built around the rubber¬
mouthed male’s impersonations of
singers on disks. His carbons are
deft, while femme sings acceptably
and is a good foil.
Nancy & Michael Mann, ball¬
room duo, aren’t too impressive in
their turn, which comprises a bal¬
let adagio, Spanish dance and Vien¬
nese waltz number. Ladd “Lyon,
with stooge brother Bob, brought
up from the audience, has - a good
acrobatic turn, with some tapping
while standing on his hands added
for good measure, but act lacks
sparkle and a sock windup.
Miss Kane doesn’t try to over¬
whelm the audience with an elabo¬
rate act, or all stops pulled -but
on the nostalgia, so that the end
result is a good, pleasant turn.
Buxom and big, but attractive and
well-groomed, Miss Kane shows a
pleasant personality and tuneful
voice. The boop-boop-a-doop girl
jazzes up the themer in “Hoop-dedoo,” then drops the business to
reprise some oldies from her ne f
MGM album. She winds her aci
with a mawkish, sentimental so t \
“Wrong Side of the Tracks,” and
a comic monkey-talk tune with im¬
pressions.
Wally Brown is back with amus¬
ing patter and stories, a couple of
them a little on the blue side. His
trick of unfinished phrases and
sentences is still laugh-provoking,
and he winds with a cute song,
“The Older You Get.”
'
The Three Tuckers, two men and
a girl, have a firstclass trampoline
act. Femme is a tiny, attractive
and shapely bit, adept on the
bouncing pad, while both men are
tops. One, playing the' comic, has
'some dexterous tricks in his boun¬
tiful bouncing bag.
Myron Roman and orch lend fine
support throughout the proceedings
after opening the bill with a breezy
overture.
Bron.
hrisk

Palladium, London
London, March 13.
Slim Whitman, Tommy Trinder',
Patachou, Three Monarchs, Ghezzi
Bros. (3), Arthur Worsley, Page &
Bray, Boh Hammond’s Cockatoos,
Flying De Pauls (6), George Car¬
den Dancers, Eric Rogers’ Palla¬
dium Orch.
. The billings of two contrasting
singers, one a western vocalist with
several major disclicks to his
credit, the other a French- chanteuse, with a reputation built
niainiy in niteries, produced an
odd and unfortunate result in the
opening program of the new Palla¬
dium season. Each attracted a pa¬
nnage which had the effect of
dividing the house, but gave the
advantage to the gal from Paris.
Slim Whitman, in his London
debut, sorely missed, support from
the gallery and that robbed the
snow of the .responsive reac¬
tion which has.become an integral
Part of the entertainment provided
°y all visiting headliners.
supported on stage by a musical
quintet, two members of which acu??Panied him from America,
whitman goes through a standard
r.Put}^e which lacks showmanship
sparkle and is all too casual. The
Backgrounding., particularly by the
steel guitar, gives the performance
f, P?.uch-needed boost, and it isn’t
viLP16 star gets to his windup
rendition of “Rose Marie” that he
succeeds in sparking anything ap¬
proaching real audience enthusiasm. Other numbers, including
T.ove Call,” a Texan yodel,
an£ i*11! a Fool” register mildly.
ta^h°u, on thte Other hand,
•tlie st:aEe vtfith1 confidence
®nd within a couple' of seconds her
personality is a dominating influnce- A show-woman of immeas¬
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urable skill, she has a voice that
easily adapts from the demands of
an intimate cafe to this large thea¬
tre. Still wearing the familiar skirt
and blouse, her act is a neat mix¬
ture of songs in English and
French, with a sprinkling of show
tunes which she delivers in sock
fashion. The French medley of
classics with which she closes her
show is in the best tradition.
Tommy Trinder, resident host
for Val Parnell’s “Sunday - Night
at the London Palladium” tv pro¬
gram, takes on a similar chore for
the entire vaudeville season and
he’s a positive asset. Indisputably
one of the best ad libbers this side
of the Atlantic, he-has a racy style,
a non-stop flow of gagging mate¬
rial and a free and easy delivery.
His introductory honors are an ef¬
fective means of linking the vari¬
ous acts.
None of the supporting acts is
new to Palladium audiences, but
they all have a consistent quality.,
j The Three Monarchs attract most
of the laughs for their comedy
harmonica rdutine by the antics of
one of the trio, who deliberately
affects effeminate gestures. They
can, as they show, also play the
classics with considerable effect.
The Ghezzi Bros., for their part,
get the laugh reaction by adopting
a broad slapstick style.
Their
knockabout antics, particularly
some horseplay on the top of a
high ladder, are a good example of
precision timing.
Arthur Worsley, recently re¬
turned from an American tour, is
a polished ventriloquist, who
leaves his dummy to do almost all
the “talking.” It’s a novel ap¬
proach which deserves the top au¬
dience response. Page & Bray im¬
press with their stylish dances and
there is a natural appealing qual¬
ity in Bob Hammond’s performing
cockatoos. The Flying De Pauls, a
femme Australian sextet, give a
lively tumbling display.
The
George Carden Dancers effectively
open the show with attractive
dances, and Eric Rogers and his
resident ofch do a highgrade show¬
casing job.
Myro.
•

-

I/OIynipia, Paris
Paris, March’ 6.
Jacqueline Francois, Gerry Mul¬
ligan Sextet, Nicholas Bros. (2),
Jean- Poiret & Michel Serrault,
John & Rene Arnaut, Warren, Devine & Spark, Hclano & Partner,
Marie-Josee Neuville, Morles (3),
Monique Tanguy; XI.50 top.
An imposing array of talent for
all tastes, makes this show one of
the best-paced vaude entries this
season. Jacqueline Francois is
nominal head and her disk-known
pipes give out with a smooth bunch
of regulars and standards. She has
a fine voice and excellent musi¬
cianship, but needs a more definite
songalog to make for stardom.
Gerry Mulligan Sextet makes its
first music hall appearance here
and' first Continental stop. Music
is pure and fine but the house
crowds do not dig it all, haying
gotten used to the more showy
jazz aspects of Lionel Hampton and
Louis Armstrong. However, it is a
good inroad of more progressive
jazz into the regular house spots.
Nicholas Bros. (2) score best with
their dynamic dance and song in¬
terlude. Svelte aero terp taps are
underlined by two fine song inter¬
ludes to end with the leaps over
each other down a staircase. They
shape as the real stars of this show.
Jean Poiret & Michel Serrault
fit their nitery humor into this big
house with ease. Two skits on overzealous fan clubs and traffic prob¬
lems are in for big yocks. John &
Rene Arnaut bring their comic fid¬
dle talents and lovebird courting
takeoff into vaude, after their Lido
engagement, for good results.
Aero4® and filler aspects come
from Helano & Partner, Warren,
Devine & Spark and Morles (3k
Helano & Partner essay a good
opener bit with gal being twisted
and thrown around with ease, end¬
ing with them both chomping on
mouth bits as she is held over his
head with no hands. Warren, Devine & Sparks are a racy trio com¬
posed of two -men and a girl who
go through a tumbling bit laced
with good comedy. Morles are a
clever juggling - balancing trio
worth a New Act peg.
Added attraction is a femme
adolescent
singer,
Marie-Josee
Neuville. Pigtailed girl comes out
with guitar and has a poised mien
and delivery. Chanting self-cleffed
songs of girlish desires and befuddlement, she emerges an interest¬
ing new offbeat chantoosy and may
well develop into a regular addi¬
tion to the song corps here. New
femcee, Monique Tanguy, has the
right voice and figure for introing
these acts fcnd gets her share of
good-natured wolf calls, which is a
friendly mark of appreciation here.
She looks to stay a long time.
Mosk.

Pavilion, Glasgow
Glasgow,1 March 7.
G. H. Elliott, Jean Kennedy, Dud¬
ley Dale,& Gang (7), Billy Crot¬
chet, Madame Truzzi’s Ppts, Billy
Stutt, Dean, Dixon & Day, Cortez
Bros. (2), Cagney Bros. (2).
G. H. Elliott, 71-year-old Eng¬
lish singer, although a vaude vet¬
eran, scores strongly with local ad¬
mirers of his stage artistry. Long¬
time singer, garbed in white suit
and madeup in blackface, clicks
with a repertoire of oldies, partic¬
ularly “Lily of Laguna.” For this
tune he brings on his own femme
as dancing partner.
Elliott displays a Peter Pannish
quality of eternal youth, and is
agile in the terping for his age.
Also scores with “My Southern
Maid,” "Silvery Moon” and other
tunes. Exits to warm mitting.
Madame Truzzi, a blonde femme
assisted by a partner, handles a
variety of pooches, mainly French
poodles, in attractive skipping, hur¬
dles and leaping routine.
Dudley Dale’s boy gang, seven
juves, close the'layout with a smil¬
ing choral act, tunes ranging from
“Sky-Blue Shirt” to “Seventeen.”
Act, presented in person by Dale,
has a lively small-boy attractive¬
ness, and is strong for vaude.
Jean Kennedy offers earthy
Glasgow patter with local appeal.
Cortez Bros, are* satisfying acrocomedy openers, and Dean, Dixon
& Day, family trio of husband,
wife and daughter, hold down the
hoofing slotting, gal of threesome
showing personality. Billy Stutt
provides Irish blarney and jokes,
and the Cagney Bros., two new¬
comers, are triers with unpolished
miming. Billy Crotchet, musical
clown, bald and amusing, rouses
yocks with instrumental novelties.
He is visually good for most loca¬
tions, but should avoid even a
suggestion of gabbing.
Gord.

Robino, I* sir is
Paris, March 6.
Philippe Clay, Francis Claude,
Maria Candido, Odellas (6), Mor¬
gans (5), Mac Ronay, Tom & Jer¬
ry, Olanders (5), Bagheras ' (2);
$1.50 top.
Philippe Clay gets his well-de¬
served consecration as a fullfledged music hall star this round.
A lanky chanter, his malleable
body, hands and physiognomy ade¬
quately back up and mime his
well-selected songalog.
Add a
catchingly-timbred voice and a
personalized attitude of gentle
anarchy and honhommie, under¬
lined by sudden shafts of poetry
and dramatics, to make him an un¬
usual, offbeat entry.
Rest of show doesn’t live up to
the headliner but has a few flashes
of house robustness to make it
passable. But they are all coming
for Clay anyway. Francis Claude
gives a fine patter routine to
proceedings with Maria Candido, a
soubrett.e type with a sweet voice
and taking ways-for the nabe audi¬
ences, but still more at home in
the old-fashioned Gallic operettas
than in house surroundings. Odel¬
las (6) are a Hispano dance outfit
composed of three men and three
women who add a needed swirl of
color and rhythm.
Mac Ronay is a deadpan comico
who ribs a magico act by doing
everything wrong. However, it is
usually more fun to be fooled and
this is only intermittently funny
and rates only as a fair entry. Tom
& Jerry do a fast-paced parallel
bar number with some fancy whirl¬
ings and leaps on their contraption
to make for a fine aero entry.
Bagheras (2) are an acro-dance en¬
try with girl, dressed as" a leopard,
being thrown around by a stalwart
partner. Okay, but mainly for Gal¬
lic tastes.
Morgans (5) are a Gallic hillbilly
outfit who essay comic songs and
slapstick -interludes, A pleasing
knockabout act, this still lacks the
original comic brashness and feel¬
ing to make it more than a good
fiPer. Olanders (5) are the bright¬
est house act, in five youngsters
who do a robust gymnastic bit with
whirling, flip-flops and other aero
stuff to a dynamic, solid rhythm.
Mosk.

Theatre Shortage
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showing the film, “Altars of the
East,” for a limited run. Another
(the Winter Garden) has the
straight play, "Bus Stop,” which
closes April 7. The other six the¬
atres are the 46th Street (“Damn
Yankees”), Hellinger (“My Lady
Fair,” opening this week), Im-.
perial (“Silk Stockings,” exiting
April 14), Majestic (“Fanny”), Shubert (“Pipe Dream”) and the St.
James (“Pajama Game”).
Of the seven upcoming tuners*
five have theatre bookings, as
follows: “Mr. Wonderful,” Broad¬

way, March 22; “Strip for Action,”
Winter Garden, April 12 for an in¬
terim stanc[, followed by “Ziegfeld
Follies,” May 26. • “Most Happy
Fella,” Imperial, May 3.
The three other scheduled en¬
tries are “New Faces of 1956,”
“Four Dolls on a Dime” and
“Shangri-La.” t The latter two are
scheduled for Hie first two weeks
of next season. ^’Faces’’ is slated to
open in May, but may have to take
a non-musical house (if one is
available), as did the 1952-53 edi¬
tion of the show.
The latter
played the Royale Theatre, whose
1,050-seat capacity is small for a
song-and-dance offering.
“Dolls” has been announced for
Broadway production the week of
May 28 by Ray V. Johnson, a
Coast producer. “Shangri-La” is
due the week of June 4. It’s un¬
derstood the producers have a
promise of the Broadhurst, where
their own “Desk Set” is current.
But that would be An interim
booking, as their next production,
“Auntie Marne,” gets the house in
the fall.
Of the shows at the remaining
three theatres, “Yankees,” now in
its 44th week, has been a steady
sellout and looks certain to hold
through next season. “Fanny,” currecently in its 72d week, .is ex¬
pected to continue into early sum¬
mer, while “Pipe,” which preemed
15 weeks ago. has been getting
virtual
capacity
grosses most
weeks, with theatre parties a fac¬
tor, and “Pajama Game,” still
prospering in its 97th week.
Musicals already announced for
production next also include the
following titles: “The Bells Are
Ringing,” “Candide,” “Countess to
Boot,” “Girl from Sardi’s,” “Go
Fight City Hall” (two manage¬
ments have announced plans for
shows of that title, pending litiga¬
tion or compromise), “Goldilocks.”
“Grand Hotel.” "Heavenly Bodies,”
“In the Pink,” “Jazz Getaway,”
“Last Resorts,” “Legendary Mizners,” ‘L’il Abner,” “My Royal
Past,” “Peer Gynt,” “Saratoga
Trunk,” “Serena,” “Top Ten.”
“Twenty-nine Rainbows” and
“White Witch of Rose Hall.”
It’s a cinch that various others
will be announced. It’s equally ob¬
vious that a number of those al¬
ready announced will never see
the opening-night footlights of a
road tryout, let alone the steely
gaze of a Broadway premiere audi¬
ence. However, there’ll probably
be a few late-starters that’ll actu¬
ally reach production, and perhaps
even survive the New York criti¬
cal ordeal.
But where the major hurdle for
musical production a few years ago
was money-raising, the prime ob¬
stacle these days is getting a Broad¬
way theatre.
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Is Ten Feet Tall,” also by Aurthur,
will be filmed in New York short¬
ly as an indie venture with
Metro providing the financing and
the complete releasing, facilities.
“Shadow of Champ,” another Aur¬
thur property, will be filmed in
association with Kirk Douglas’
Bryna Productions with United
Artists providing the financing.
This picture is scheduled to roll
early in 1957. There’s also a pic¬
ture deal involved with “A Very
Special Baby.” Douglas’ Bryna
Productions has put up a $100,000
investment to guarantee tne pic¬
ture rights.
Film, according to
Susskind, will be filmed independ¬
ently without a prior release ar¬
rangement.
After completion of
the film, it will be offered to the
highest bidder for the distribution
rights.
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New Acts
RICHARD HAYMAN
Harmonica
20 Mins.
Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
It’s been about two years now
since Richard
Hayman
broke
through with his hit Mercury re¬
cording of “Ruby.” At that time,
however, he was not only waxing
for the diskery, but was also dou¬
bling as the company’s a&r man.
Ilis administrative duties some..what curtailed the usual disclick
cash-in via the personal appear¬
ance route.
Hayman is still recording for
Mercury, but is no longer in the
a&r post. Since leaving the exec
position, he’s toured with his own
orch. However, his current book¬
ing in the Plaza Hotel’s Persian
Room marks his emergence into
the big time as a solo performer.
He’s a topgrade harmonica han¬
dler, but more important, he’s got
an entertaining act.
For his J^laza stint, Hayman
works over several pop numbers,
a liitlo longhair and some special
material. His musicalizing is easy
to take, while a medley of tunes
culled from tv commercials is
standout in a humorous vein. An¬
other strong item is his use of a
miniature piano in offering his
version
of
“The
Threepenny
Opera” theme. He also gets in an
inoffensive plug for his Mercury
LP album in a gag intro to a rou¬
tine with a one-inch harmonica.
The act moves swiftly and reg¬
isters solidly.
Jess.
RITA FARNAN
Songs, Comedy
30 Mins.
Seven Seas, Omaha
Rita Farnan, one of the top mid¬
west and eastern club date acts the
past five years, made her nitery
debut at Don Hammond’s Seven
Seas something to remember—both
by herself and the payees.
The attractive redhead, clad in a
low-cut blue formal that displays
her physical attributes admirably,
discovered it’s much different in
the saloons than the club bookings.
And her material—just blue to the
point of being cute—was so much
of the same manner that it brought
back regular customers, night after
night. However, she’ll have to ex¬
pand the material 'if she is to stay
in the nitery field.
Gal has a lusty set of pipes and
scores best on "I’m In Love With a
Married Man.” She uses a com¬
munity sing on “I Never Knew,”
strolling through aud with a hand
mike, for an effective closer and is
accorded a big salvo.
With the assist of a good comedy
writer. Miss Farnan is capable of
reaching the top scale. Trump.
LESLIE WELCH
‘Memory Man’
T5 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Leslie Welch, “Memory Man” of
radio and vaude, offers interesting
fact-spouting act that has the cus¬
tomers trying to beat him with odd
queries.
Specializes in football facts and
figures, and can reel off without
trouble the names of cup-winning
teams for generations back. Also
has in encyclopedic mind the
names of all winners in leading
Du’by. races.
Okay for vaude and video, and a
useful booking for Commonwealth
show spots.
Gord.

MORLES (3)
Juggling-Balancing
10 Mins.
L’OIympia, Paris
Two women and a man go
through some fine opening juggling
and thence into high unicycler
from which they continue juggling
while balancing on the tricky
pedals.
High point is a girl on the man’s
shoulders, on a tall unicycle, who
throws up six cups and saucers on
her head and then adds a spoon
Continued from pa Re 1 ,
and sugar. A fine sight act for
between the Louis B. Mayer- vaude and video in the U. S.
Clarence Brown bid on one side;
Mosk.
Columbia Pictures on the other;
and the Blevins Davis-Robert KEN MORRIS & JOAN SAVAGE
Breen group itself. Last has been Songs, Comedy
the potent legit production team 10 Mins.
which underwrote the “Porgy” Pavilion, Glasgow
Here’s a honey of an act in the
tours in South America, in Europe,
making—neat mixture of comedy,
and other global fronts.
and singing.
Leonard S. Saxe, attorney for personality
He jflays and sings at piano,
the Gershwin family, and John W. while she similarly fools and sings
Rumsey (American Play Co.) rep¬ at the microphone. Zany acting is
resenting the estate of DuBdse well put over, particularly the gal’s
Heyward and Dorothy Heyward, impresh of a modern American
authors of the original “Porgy,” blues singer. Distaffer has much,
are awaiting the top bid. With personality and most customer eyes
it also are some details to 'be are on her for most of the time.
Exit to solid mitting. A musi¬
worked out via The Theatre Guild
whose managerial interest dates cal act that has strong potential
for
vaude and nitery dates, and
back to the original 1935 produc¬
also for American tv. •
Gord,
tion.

‘Porgy’ Pic Deal
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just another chirper when
The Elegante, Brooklyn becomes
she tries the jump tunes. With a
George Jessel, Annette Warren,
Rollo & Cressy, Russ Currie and
Pepito Arvello Orchs; $5 minimum.

headstart appearance-wise, Miss
Fredericks would be more convinc¬
ing with better material and rou¬
tining.
Al Antonio returns to this room
and covers several show biz facets
in short order as he sings, tells,
stories, does an impresh series
and then winds up playing a vari¬
ety of musical instruments. The
material is- sometimes spotty but
his energy and personality draws
salvos.
Hoofing moments belong to Doris'
& Roberts, who do an Apache
number that incorporates the usual
slambang antics with too much pat¬
ter and a surprise ending; nobody
gets shot. Saxaphonist Bob Har¬
rington directs the music for the
show; Kim Irwin emcees and the
Perry Carman group plays be¬
tween productions.
Newt.

'Wednesday, March 14, 195(5

PfotmfY
Fontainebleau, Miami
Miami Beach, March 11.
Marge & Gower Champion Co.,
Paul Gray, Murray Schlamm, Sacasas Orch; $3.50 & $5.00 mini¬
mum.

and “South Pacific” - numbers.
Crowd enjoys Miss Bal's alternate
bounce and low style, from her
initial “The Way You Look To¬
night” to her “Might as Well be
Spring,” with every number over
in the 25 minute stint.
The tall, brown-eyed brunet has
been astute in her song selections
and is hep on her alternate viva¬
city and sigh-singing, with the
lady-like quality showing in her
between-numbers
introductions.
She’ll be held over here after her
opening contractual engagement.
Also big is Johnny Felice, ac¬
cordionist. He alternates fast fin¬
ger technique and low, slow notes
for contrast, all to his own imagin¬
ative arrangements. Youngster can
switch from sweet and low to hot,
and is also • generous with his re¬
quest numbers.. He has an elabo¬
rate accordion that does everything
but light up like a jukebox.
On for two in-between numbers
are the Dorothy Taylor Dancers
(four girls and a guy), first for a
•staccato and stylized Siamese ex¬
ercise, then back for a'h Oriental
fantasy. Both dance conceptions
are in the class definition.
In addition to expert Jback-'
grounding of all acts, Bill Butler’s
orch (7), in tribute to Miss Bal,
plays a “Guys and Dolls” medley
for dancing. It's a floor show well
up to the Club One-Two standard.
McStay.

Bllnstrub’s* Boston
Boston, March 5.
Joni James, Haydens (2), Young
Bros. & Sister (3), Stuart Morgan
Dancers (3), Dieter Tasso, Michael
Gaylord Orch (10), Lou Weir; $2.50
minimum.

The appearance of George Jes¬
sel in a nitery is a special occasion.
Marge and Gower Champion’s
The Elegante on Ocean Parkway
With the hot record chirp who
song-dance-dialog vignets, which
in Brooklyn is a plush large-capac¬
first sang at his mammoth caverne
comprise their revue-themed act,
ity room and is ideally suited for
some 3V2 years back at $600 a
are perfectly attuned to the class
Jcssel's unique talents. With Jes¬
week going for him now as one of
aura of the La Ronde in this
sel at the Elegante and Harry Belthe biggest names off the disking
plushery that also provides full
afonte at the nearby Town &
circuit and commanding heavy
facilities
for
the
staging
and
light¬
Country, Brooklyn appears to have
loot, boniface Stanley Blinstrub is
ing required by intricacies of the
become an important cog in New
seeing his 1,700-seater bulge out
imaginative
concepts
they
put
on
York nitery activities. It’s in line
with Joni James enthusiasts. Miss
display. Abetted by a well-versed
with the flight of population to
James, accompanied by Joe Berlintrio of male songsters, the hand¬
suburbia; apparently the Brook¬
geri on the 88, is on for some 55
some pair weave their inventive
lynites favor their own backyard
minutes and is calm, assured and
themes into a soundly balanced
nitery.
hep
on the teen chatter. She is
array
containing
wily
change
of
Jessel does what comes natural¬
obliging in requests even to the
mood and pace to sustain tabler
ly to him—story telling. He’s a
point
of improvising.
attention
to
the
original
patterns.
master raconteur. His fund of
Wearing a bouffant white draped
yarns «is endless and his manner
Opening segments are bright
chiffon over beige net dovetail ball
of presentation is always appeal¬
and breezy, the trio singing them
gown by Charles James, the record
ing and witty. His material for
on for bright and breezy routines
PSaza, 3T. Y.
chirp gets off a long list of her
this Brooklyn outing may be some¬
capped by boy-meets-girl basics.
Edith Adams (with Gene Bianca Penchant for the feathery, lighterhits starting with her first album,
what secular — dealing consider¬
“Let There Be Love” and winding
ably with his experiences as a and Kay Holley), Richard Hay man, than-air lifts, spins and glides pro¬
fundraising speaker -for Jewish Ted Straeter Orch, Mark Monte's vides cappers to cop the hand-toup with her current “Don’t Tell
causes. However, his audiences Continentals; convert, $2-$3.
Me Not. to Love You.” Whistles
hand returns in short order. The
know the people he’s talking about
and cheers greet her offerings.
“Duke Magee” sequence is another
—the effusive, all-important chairFrom walkon to bowoff she has the
The Persian Room has a couple palm-primer. With Gower lead¬
lady, the longwinded rabbi, the of quality performers in songstress ing the trio of backers, a hard-guy
readymade aud neatly wrapped up.
“gracious” greeters, and other fa¬ Edith Adams and harmonica player picture is belted across to estab¬
Haydens open the long show
miliar types associated with lo¬ Richard Hayman. The pair provide lish plot of* things to come. Ap¬
with fast musical comedy terping,
cal philanthropic organizations. a nifty entertainment session. Miss pearance of Marge on a pedestal
using chatter and song bits to nice
There’s no sensitivity in his stor¬ Adams, who was featured in the as Aphrodite returned, provides a
round of palm whacking. Blonde
ies. They’re all done tongue-in- “Wonderful Town” legituner, has mddern-myth, spinning her to
femme and partner are okay in
cheek as a commentary of Jewish- made prior nitery appearances. This winged-life in a highly intelligent
the tap department and score with
American foibles.
engagement, though, rates as her spoof on the tough-boy gambit Beverly Hills, IVewpbrt a hotcha Charleston routine in cos¬
Newport, Ky., March 3. - tumes of the '20s,
In his satirical thrusts, Jessel top bistro booking. She’s well- played out to a rising beat. It’s an
does not omit himself. “I haven’t equipped for the occasion. Hay- ingenious twist that wraps up the
Lauritz Melchior (with Yola CasYoung Bros. & Sister amaze with
ibeen up so late since I took Lois man’s qualifications are under New auditors.
selle, William Chapman, .Constan¬
difficult head and hand stands on
Andrews to school,” he says. He Acts.
Topper is a superior character¬ tine Callinicos), Roger Ray, Doro¬ table. Femme does contortions
discusses his experience as a Hol¬
Miss Adams, , a neat looking ization of a team of clowns, con¬ thy Dorben Dancers (10j, Dick and two lads do stands on her
lywood producer; how “Zanuck blonde, broke in her Plaza act a taining a clever frame to create Hydeh Gardner Benedict Orch (10),
^
and I” left, and how “Cinnamon few weeks ago in a Sunday night dressing room mirror effect. Jimmy'Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; limbs.
Stuart Morgan Dancers are two
toast” changed the appearance of special at Sherman Billingsley’s Dialog between the hypochondriac $3 minimum, $4 Saturdays.
the screen. Some of his stories Stork Club. The' stint is loaded male and partner who likes her
six-footers in turtle-neck black
are glightly blue, but they’re never with appeal. Besides giving pleas¬ “exotic” foods is well-written, es¬
sweaters and black trousers, and
A switch to operatic fare has a slim auburn haired femme who
offensive.
ant piping to a few tunes, the tablishing character and plot, lead¬
He employs the title songs of singer does an expert job on some- ing to sequence in the “ring” lam¬ bravos fill ins Greater Cincinnati’s is tossed about in dizzying routines
several of his pictures—“I Wonder clever special material. A takeoff pooning magico tricks and^vork-in ace casino this two-week “session. of the adagio type which has aud
Who’s Kissing Her Now” and “I’m on Marilyn Monroe is strictly sock, of rhythmic effects. It’s original,
spellbound. Working smoothly and
Always Chasing Rainbows” (from while her German version of “Hey colorful and authentic, flawlessly Every now and then John Croft, fluidly, the trio comes up with
the head man, calis in a James some terrif reverse and triple
“The Dolly Sisters”) as introes to There” is also top-draw.
executed. Overall, Champions’ act
stories, segues into familiar im¬
Her b.oo-boop-a-dooping a la could easily fit into a tv one-shot Melton or other name arty singer spins with the distaffer being
personations of Jolson and Cantor, Helen Kane is another plus entry, on its own for a highly entertain¬ for a change of pace, and none of Hurled back and forth across stage
and talks confidentially to the while an audience participation ing hour.
them has let him down. Lauritz and high into the air to heavy
audience requesting them to bring “name the tune” gimmick comes
mitting.
Paul Gray, a suave, amiable ra¬ Melchior & Co., here for the first
their parents “who probably re¬ off okay. Only weak item is a take¬
time as current headliner, is no
Dieter Tasso, red-coated balanc¬
member me from the Orpheum off on Grace Kelly. Her legit conteur finds himself in a tough exception.
ing juggler, performs his cup sau¬
spot, opening the show cold. He
days.”
.numbers include “It’s Love” and soon gets them to chuckling, how¬
cer routine with one foot on the
The
vet
ex-Met
Opera
tenor,
It’s all socko stuff which suc¬ “Scarlet Ribbons,” which she uses
slack wire. Tasso’s final fillip of
ceeds in arousing beaucoup laugh¬ for an effective windup. Harpist ever, and resultant laugh-build with three capable assistants, racks the spoon into the teapot on top of
ter. Jessel is at ease in his famil¬ Gene Bianca and 88er Kay Holley with his off-beat comedies. A far up an ovation with his dramatic the six cups and sucers balanced
cry from the “tumult” comedians rendition of the “Vesti la Giubba”
iar role of Toastmaster General work with the singer.
Contributing on his head gets him off to boffola
who abound in this sector’s cafes, from “Pagliacci.”
and not as a tv pitchman or emcee.
Instrumentallzing by* Ted Strae- his easy, almost self-effacing deliv¬ with him to a fine 45 minutes returns.
If there’s any fault in Jessel’s act, ter’s
crew and Mark Monte’s Con¬ ery embraces a collection of are Yola Casselle, lyric soprano;
Mike- Gaylord’s orch. cuts a slick
it’s his stern-visaged and serious tinentals is fine, as usual. Jess.
screwy twists, oldies that wind up William Chapman, baritone, and show and works out some nice
appearance. He never smiles.
in new dress, and quietly effective Constantine Callinicos, musical di¬ pops and specials for the dance
The Elegante has provided Jes¬
jibes at personalities. There’s a rector and piano soloist. Miss Cas¬ sets. Lou Weir pleases on the or¬
sel with solid supporting acts.
Chez Paree9 Chi
touch of the Robert Benchley in selle, known here in particular for gan in the interludes.
Guy.
Annette Warren is a comer in the
Chicago, March 9.
his wordage and manner: it’s ob¬ her successful engagements in
chirper sweepstakes. She has an
Nick Noble, Morty Gunty; Little vious Gray’s approach credits Ins Cincy Summer Opera, scores with
excellent voice, style and delivery.
Sahara,
Las
Vegas
He com¬ “La Vie En Rose” and Chapman
She can shift from a low to a high¬ Buck, Chez Paree Adorables (6) hearers' intelligence.
Las Vegas, March 6.
er register although, on occasion, (with Jimmy Lee), Brian Farnon mands respect and earns mitting dittoes with" “Soliloquy” from
Bob Crosby, Sarah Vaughan,
the change appears too abrupt. In Orch; $1.50 cover, $3.75 minimum. for finding a good measure of stuff “Carousel.” At the 88, Callinicos
pot heard before.
The dapper rings .the bell with “Rhapsody In ,Modernaires (4) with Paula Kelly,
her slow ballads, her style is sim¬
Bobcats (7), Saharem Dancers (12),
This three - weeker showcases monologist is off to hearty reac¬ Blue.”
ilar to that of Lena Horne, espe-1
Roger Ray opens pleasingly with Cee Davidson Orch (10); $2 mini¬
cially in her rendition of “Tame three youthful, aspiring acts and tion.
Murray Schlamn makes for a 20 minutes of wheezes, marimba mum.
Me,” her first recording for ABC- they all look like they have a rich
potential ahead of them. Though smooth emcee, while Sacasas and clowning and a dash of aero terps.
Paramount.
Her repertoire encompasses dif¬ they are-not yet names, and this his crew rate kudos for their sharp Dorben Dancer's, with three new
The accent is all music this
Lary.
ferent types of love, giving her a room survives on names, they showbackings.
members; Dick Hyde, singing threerframe stand of Bob Crosby
chance to chant “More Than You present an entertaining card albeit
emcee, and the Benedict band give with the Modernaires and his mu*
Know,” “Love For Sale” and one weak in drawing power.
Koll.
Sicmen, the Bobqats, plus Sarah
Hotel Xacional, Havana body to a good show.
“Dat’s Love”
(from “Carmen
Nick Noble tops the bill with a
Vaughan. It’s lightly entertaining,
Felicia Sanders, Parisien & Cuban
Jones”). Miss Warren would do poised, though lustreless songology
with enough name value to bring
Steuben’s, Boston
well to improve her gowning. Her turn. This fast-rising young man Orchs; $5 minimum.
in fairish amounts of customers
short formal is not flattering.
is here largely on the strength of
during the run.
Boston, March 7.
Havana, March 7.
Rollo & Cressy are terpers of his Wing hit, “The Bible Tells Me
Charles Manna, Floyd & Mari¬
Crosby engages in pleasant ban¬
Felicia Sanders is a little girl anna, Veronica Martels, Don Den¬ ter during his emcee role, knocks
the Jack Cole school. Barefooted So.” His cafe turn does not come
mixed pair, garbed in Oriental on quite as strong as his disclick. with a lot of personality. Shifting nis, Tony Bruno Orch (5), Harry off a solo and participates in some
costumes, favor choreography Biggest plus in the act is selection from sweet love to raucous humor, Fink Trio; $2.50 minimum.
vocal tours with the Modernaires.
based on Middle East and Asian of material; no heavy stuff but a she is entirely fetching. Her sing¬
He has a gimmick using brother
dances. It’s a pleasant turn, al¬ slew of tuneful faves. Turn is ing is pleasant to listen to, and
Word-of-mouth from first-night¬ Bing’s voice taped for two-way
though not standout.
smoothly presented and Noble has her face and figure are pretty to
conversation for amusing results,
ers
will
bring
crowds
to
Joe
and
Russ Currie orch provides top- charm and warmth, but the real look at. The voice is not sensa¬
although sustained a little too
notch showbacking and alternates power of a topflight vocal act is tional, but nevertheless more than Max Schneider’s pleasant boite in long.
the heart of the Boston theatrical
adequate.
with the Pepito Arvello crew for missing.
In Paula Kelly and the Modern¬
customer dancing. Food and serv¬
Morty WTunty is the comedian
Miss Sanders is the fourth in a district where boniface Arnold aires, Crosby has the brightest ad¬
ice at the Elegante are also of this time around and manages to row of singers the Nacional’s Ca¬ Benak has the slickest show in ditions to his transplanted pack¬
weeks.
Charles
Manna,
a
comic
firstrate quality.
Holl.
elicit chuckles during his stay on sino Parisien has had since open¬
age from the daily (five-a-week)
the floor.' It takes him a little ing last January. Having only a with new, updated material that, vidstint. -Alan Copeland is feawhile to get off the ground, to single act irt each of two shows is a welcome relief from the tired tured male of the Mods, socking
Down Beat, Montreal warm
bits
being
sold
on
the
nitery
cir¬
himself and the audience up, nightly, however, hasn’t hurt busi¬
over big with “Lonesome Road,”
Montreal, March 2.
but once his act gets going it gets ness at all. The Parisien and its cuits, gets big applause for'* his and impreshes of Cole, Como and
Phil} Allen & Ray Edwards, Al good response from the patrons. adjoining
Casino., internacional stint. He’s off on a dizzying psycho Sammy Davis Jr. Paula Kelly hits
Antonio, Doris & Roberts, Dolores Comic does a potpourri, seeking to (where the gambling is;, both run kick for heavy yoks and has a strong in “Customer is Always
Fredericks, Bob Harrington Orch hit every segment of the house by Las. Vegas’ Wilbur Clark, are mirthsome routine on how various Right” and “I Can’trCarry a Tune.”
(5), Perry Carman Quartet', no with some bit; he does visual gags never short of customers. Located singers could use handkerchiefs, as The Crosby Bobcats are used main¬
reminiscent of Jerry Lewis, he tells in the city’s main tourist hotel, props. For encore, he comes on with ly to augment, Cee Davidson’s
cover, minimum or admission.
stories and he does a medley of with several other hotels nearby, a tv frame and demonstrates the house band, but drummer Jack
Lent may have a bad effect on carbons, with even a few songs the Parisien-Internacional has the tv-telephone of the future. This Sperling and bassist Morty Corb
bit is good for large number of
Mall,
most of the boites and saloons thrown in. Gunty generally gets best spot in town.
routines and he milks it for ulti¬ smack with the novel “Big Noise
around Montreal, but no season a plus reaction and his little-boy
mate effect to long round of palm From Winnetka.”
look
disposes
many
favorably
at
seems to have any effect on the
Miss Vaughan’s debut is disap¬
dull
One-Two,
Toronto
whacking.
Down Beat. There is nothing pre¬ the outset.
pointing to the extent that she’s
Toronto, March 1.
Little Buck opens with a superb
Floyd & Marianna stop the show kept under wraps, without being
tentious about this room; the pa¬
Jeanne
Bal,
Dorothy
Taylor
&
with their dance routines. Femme given a chance to wail in her es¬
trons know the type of show by exhibition of tapology; though a
heart and keep coming back for bit weak on showmanship, the. art Dancers (5), Johnny Felice, Bill is a tall, blonde looker clad in tablished jazz style. Audiencewhite misty costume and exhibits wise, she registers well with
more with biz okay during the of making easy things look liard, Butler’s Orch (7); cover $3.
week and capacity over the week¬ Buck is the best hoofer seen here
grace and fluidity of movement. “Sometimes I’m Happy,” “C’est la
end.
in some time. It would help if he
On her previous stage appear¬ Both score with a yoked-up Apache vie,” “S’Wonderful” and “Mr.
In the present layout, comedians would learn to make the customers ances as the mission doll and the number • and a hot boogie-woogie Wonderful.” In her metier with
Phill Allen and Ray Edwards prove realize that what he is doing is a nurse in “Guys and Dolls” and bit.
the jazz standard, “Perdido,” the
the formula works as they hammer virtuoso performance. But they “South Pacific” respectively,
Veronica Martels opens the show Saharem line prances on to shatter
the payees with 25-minutes of "col¬ do catch on eventually and send Jeanne Bal made a lot of local with some fancy juggling and a any effectiveness begun by her
orful gags (mostly blue) and their him off to salvos.
fans. She’s the hit attraction Of fine.aud-pleasiflg routine in which swinging, vocal effort. For her
The bill is Introed and spaced, Tommy Holmes’ Club One-Two, she bounces tennis balls off a Sahara term, singer lias good back¬
clever song-and-dance impresh of¬
ferings. Latter prove most effec¬ as usual, by the house line, the the town’s posh nitery.
round platform while blindfolded. ing from Jimmy Jones, piano; Joe
tive and original, particularly the toothsome Chez Paree Adorables.
Miss Bal, in pale blue evening Don Dennis pipes “Sixteen Tons” Benjamin, bass, and Roy Haynes,
miming of Allen as his partner Backed firmly by the pipes of gown, is breaking in three new for sock returns, and winds up his drums.
does the actual singing and danc¬ Jimmy Lee, the girls look good songs here—a rhythm treatment of stint with a room stilling “Inamo¬
George Moro’s opening line steping.
and dance .well. The Brian Farnon /‘Stairway to Paradise,” a bouncy rata.” Tony.JBruno cuts a slick pery is a good getaway, with the
Songstress Dolores Fredericks, orch. backs expertly and does a “Manana,” a .mambo styling of show and the Harry Fink Trio does Saharem chicks presenting a flashy
who opens the show, has the figure good job on the dansapation, too. “Gentleman Is a Dope,” plus a neat its usual competent job in the front with taps and Tiller.
and voice for the torchants but
Gabe.
medley of her “Guys and Dolls” dance interludes,
Guy.
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Wfdneaday, March 14, 1956
in as pleasingly plump. A
ThundcrliiriB* Las Vegas weigh
soulful wringer of Spanish blues,
*
Las Vegas, March 6.
Beatrice Kay, Sonny Howard,
rordolins (4), Roby & Dell, Barney
KttwUngs, Thunderbird Dancers ( ),
% John* Orch (12); no coyer or
minimum._

she writhes and draws a heavy
mitt from the ringsiders, because
even if they don’t understand the
Spanish lyrics, her sex-appeal
translates.
The seven-piece Don Pablo or¬
chestra is standout in the sambarhumba-mambo department, very
popular here, and colorfully clad
in ruffled shirts, cummerbunds and
sleek trousers to match the music.
Club, with its low- cover and
inexpensive drinks policy, is draw¬
ing both the steady German trade
and the GIs stationed in the area.
Haze..

Pfi&mfY
Cocoaniit Grove, L. A.
Los Angeles, March 9.
Peggy Lee, Anthony, Allyn &
Hodges, Russ Morgan Orch; $2$2.50 cover.
Few saloon entertainers today
get billing as “Miss,” as Miss
Peggy Lee does for this threeweek stand at the Cocoanut Grove.
She earns it.
It’s a long jump from the band
and smoky bistro days, but Miss
Lee has made the grade with little
difficulty to purvey a nitery turn
that registers hefty interest. It’s
a little badly-paced (or was, open¬
ing night) for peak results, but the
letdowns are easily correctible.
Basically, she needs to do a little
more familiar stuff and lean
heavier on the rhythm numbers,
dropping at least two of the four
husky-voiced whispertunes she’s
using now. Best of these are “I’m
Glad There’s You” and “When the
World Was Young.” It’s in "the
switches from material of this kind
to such items as “You Gotta See
Mama Every Night,” that she ob¬
tains a powerful impact, demon¬
strating her versatility and range.
There are few singers extant
who can handle a song as she
does, or generate the driving
rhythm that marks many of her
numbers. This time out, she has
a six-man combo backing her in
addition to the Russ Morgan or¬
chestra. Her own instrumentation
includes piano, bass, guitar, harp,
conga and drums, to provide a
liquid sound, and occasional dou¬
bling on vibes and celeste gives
the material added quality.
Show opener is Anthony, Allyn
& Hodges, who get better every
time around. Trio is a smooth, ef¬
fective ballroom team and when
they suddenly break . up a waltz
with their zany acrobatics, it pro¬
vides a change of pace that keeps
the ringsiders constantly happy.
Morgan crew, as usual, has, an
impeccable sound and peddles
foot-easy arrangements. Maestro
doubles between trumpet and
piano, with an occasional vocal
thrown in, and has an okay comedy
monolog as a closer to use as^a
cover for the removal of the Lee
combo’s setup.
Kap.
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taneously, his whistling beingi Nautilus. Miami Ronel.
added. It’s easy on the ears, too.
S,
Don McGrane’s orchestra backs
r
?Teach: JJarch 11up Williams in shipshape fashion '
Blsh°P> ^a-omi Stevens, Am
and also plays well for dancing. , “°ne &. *V,a>
Stanley Orch; $3
Rees.
| °ev- minimum.

„ I Joey Bishop, the wan-faced jobe-smith, plays the oceanfronters
Los Angeles, March 9.
regularly—this is his second apAlan Dale, Paul Hebert & Ruoln P^rance at an oeeanfronter in reMoreno Orchs; $2 cover.
] cent weeks—and per- every stand,
'comes up with a fresh assortment
This could turn out to be aj°i’ one-liners and yarns that wanThe rollicking Gay ’90s satires
sleeper for the Sunset Strip soph-j
c,.on,sisten^yBishop’s
delivery, of late, has
ro Still in the Kay book, from a
isticates. On form, Alan Dale
^^
Medley of disk faves through “1
doesn’t figure to be much of a had an added zing in the workout
5wt Care,” “Ace in the Hole,”
draw in the Mocambo. His normal of his^ waggery, the uptempoed
?Piano Roll Blues,” “Ballin’ the
following doesn’t travel in this pace, however, held in line to keep
timing keyed to tabler pickups.
lack” and “Oceana Roll.
Then,
rarified atmosphere.
London House, Chi
for good measure, she tosses in a
But Dale showcases so strongly His adroit approach shows a sound
Chicago, March 7.
marshalling of basic routines so
humorous version of
Old Black
here
that
good
word-of-moul'n
Art Tatum Trio (With Everett
Seic” and runs up quite a time
may generate better business than that when he shoots off on a series
Sd in a drunk bit at a piano Barksdale, Slam Stewart); no cov¬
expected. He’s a standup singer of.lines sparked by a big howl on
w
The latter could be exten¬ er, no minimum.
with a fine voice, but he embel¬ an ad lib, the return to theme
sively cut and still have impact.
lishes his 30-minute stint with doesn’t require memory joggings,
The usual full house was on
Her accomper, Phil Della Penna,
some showmanship Attributes that the aud picking up where he left
opening night for Art
Joes well as 88er and tossing hand
generale interest. As a result, the off.
Material
is a _...
compote of ideas
straight lines from time to time. Tatum’s bow at the London House,
turn holds interest, whether it’s i Yji.-j...,
on a recreation of some of his i -le ^dividual can identify with
Sonny Howard swings along the Chi’s less-than-a-year-old music
(Coral) disclicks like “Cherry Pink everyday occurances and experi¬
ImDression road, with Joe E. Lewis, showcase with the uncanny, so far,
and Apple Blossom White” and ences, to add a universal touch
Tony Martin and Ink Spots garner¬ ability of providing what the
"Sweet And Gentle,” or his special that keeps all points of the room
ing best attention and a zany Mar¬ aficionados want.
Tatum
plays
a
facile
piano
with
stuff like "Laugh, Clown, Laugh” happy. It is in the ad lib depart¬
tin & Lewis “Vesti la giubba
and the "Marilyn Monroe Sym¬ ment that Bishop garners his
meriting big mitts. A Pinza song- inspiration, and is ably backed by
phony,” which is used as a vehicle heaviest yocks, aiming at waiters,
spiel however is not thoroughly Everett Barksdale on guitar and
for vocal impressions of other bandsmen, ringsiders and self, add¬
thought out, requiring some more bassist Slam Stewart, each a stand¬
ing to the party-like atmosphere he
singers.
solid inclusions and a better con¬ out artist in his own right.
Dale is personable and at ease creates. Takeoff on dead-panned
The gentle, light Tatum touch
clusion.
orch leaders ala Goodman et al.,
on
the
fldoi,
and
he
turns
in
a
evoking
a
delicate
tracery
of
in¬
Cordolins, four mobile femme musatisfying stint. Whatever he does and his standard chopping down
sickers on fiddles and accordion, ventive harmonies is apparent
of
Ted Lewis impressionists, winds
for the Mocambo, he’s a cinch to
are held over from previous framds from the opening number, “I Cover
a handy winner.
do himself some good with the him
and still register well. Roby & the Waterfront.” When Tatum has
Naomi
Stevens, pert, smartlyshowcasing Augmented Paul He¬
Dell have a neat collection of ada¬ the lead, the rhythm never ob¬
eoiffed and couteriered blonde, of¬
bert
orch
backs
effectively
and
gio tricks and gymnastics, with the trudes, but when given the gofers
up
a
bagful of comedy-lined
shares the terp stuff with the lyrics to good
petite brunet being tossed expertly ahead, both bass and guitar shine
effect, interweaving
Rubin Moreno Latin combo.
by husky male partner for an orb- solo.
straight tune-tales to spell the spe¬
Kap.
ensnaring prime turn.
Baniey
When bassist Stewart gets the
cial material. There’s a tendency
Rawlings vocalizes the Red Gar¬ spotlight, he impresses with an un¬
to slow up during her changes of
ters” line opener,” and the How- usual gimmick. He bows the fid¬
theme, but attention pickup comes
Steuben’s., Boston
ard-Kay spacer, “In Old New dle while humming the melody, a
fast once she gets her lineage off
Boston,
March
7.
York,” with the eight fetching surprisingly pleasant combo. Gui¬
Barry Clarke & Larry Knight, the intro-ground. Climaxer is an
chicks terping the themes.
A1 tarist Barksdale is equally im¬
old-vaude softshoe routine that’s
Bobby Whalen & Yvette, Perry & enthusiastically accepted.
Jahns orch romps along measure pressive with' his solo guitar in¬
Diane,
Don Dennis, Tony Bruno
Antone & Ina, house dancers, de¬
tricacies. Using mostly standards
for measure without a hitch.
Orch (5), Harry Fink Trio; $2.50 part from Latin terps to delineate
Will.
and obviously a product of the
minimum.
a pair of bright, bouncy routines,
swinging school of the late *20s
warming them up quickly. Syd
Dellevne Casino, Mont’I and '30s, they offer a more than
Max and Joe Schneider have had Stanley and his orch, per usual,
unusually advanced musical treat¬
Montreal, March 2.
a winning season using a variety are expert on musical matters.
ment of their kind of book. The
show format and showcasing their
Lary.
Elsa & Waldo,'Martin Bros. (2), crowd eats it up.
Gabe.
singing emcee, Don Dennis, whose
Don Arres, Marion & Vic Miller,
piping
pulls
the
distaffers
from
the
Carmen Pizzera, Ruth Kelley, Ca¬
Cloister Inn9 Chi
surrounding office buildings. As
Bimbo’s 365, Frisco
sino Lovelies (10), Bix Belair Orch
evidence of the success of the pol¬
Chicago, March 4.
(11), Stan Sperbgr Trio; $1 ad¬
San Francisco, March 9.
icy, this week found boniface Arn¬
Lurlean Hunter, Pat Moran Quar¬
mission.
Rusty Draper, Evers & Dolorez
Riverside, Reno
old Benak again putting up the tet (with Beverly Kelly, John
(2), Dorothy Dorben Dancers,
ropes, even with the Lenten sea¬ Whited, 'John Doling); no cover,
Reno, March 1.
With owner Harry Holmok back Derle Knox Orch; $1 cover.
Barry Clarke & Lari'y no minimum.
Pepper Davis & Tony Reese, Bev- son.
after a lengthy illness, a marked
erlee Dennis, Romanos Bros. (3), Knight, impressionists, go over big
Rusty Draper and his electric Starlets (8), Bill Clifford Orch; with carbons of almost every per¬
improvement is evident in the Bel¬
Victor recording artist Lurlean
former in the book. Their fast- Hunter first attracted attention in
levue Casino shows, and current guitar returned to Frisco before a $2 minimum.
paced act, in which they spell each Chicago’s Cloister Inn, local mu¬
layout is one of, best in some jampacked crowd at Bimbo’s, and
weeks. Maintaining his tried-ftnd- it seemed as if the readhead—who
Unknown here on their first Other, one doing one coy, the other sic emporium rapidly becoming a
true formula of an attractive pony played eight years at Frisco’s trip, Pepper Davis and Tony the next, and so on, has aud asking springboard for career-launching.
line and solid sight acts, Holmok Rumpus Room before he took to Reese will probably be perennial for more.
Jo Ann Miller’s showcasing here
Perry & Diane (under New Acts) also pointed the road to better
brings back comedy dancers Elsa & the road^had never been away. in the Riverside’s two dozen head¬
Draper, savvy and relaxed, lines a year. Pretty much typical, open the show in fine style for a things for her and Sylvia Syms has
Waldo, who never miss in this
Bobby Whalen & thrushed here several times. Not
room, and clinches with the hep comes on with “Sittin’ on Top of with the songs of Reese and the big hand.
juggling antics of the Martin Bros, the World” and eases through sev¬ idiocy of Davis, the duo manages to Yvette, w.k. cycle act, has aud ex¬ names, but those who are perhaps
in their first Montreal appearance. eral of his standbys. He gets a big pull the standards of their setup cited Viith tricks and stunts on names-to-be are featured in the
Latter duo, who hail from South hand for some guitar boogie- higher.
For further versatility, bike at breakneck pace. Whalen’s Inn’s entertainment policy.
Fact that the Cloister is a hang¬
America, start at top speed tossing woogie, and tops this with a cou¬ they beat some drums and dance solo with the breakaway bike gets
ple
of
zither
numbers
on
the
gui¬
a variety of items, level off mid¬
plus a little aero. They work up a top aud reaction. Partner, night out lor music industryites and
way through routine and then tar. Encores include some hick good lather and a lot of response. caught, was his daughter, a red- those, passing through, including
haired stunner, who commands
who want to relax and take
build sharply to a* smash finish gags and a specialty number, “I’ve
Beverlee Dennis takes a long plenty of attention. Don Dennis, stars,
their shoes off, makes for a very
which sees both blindfolded and Got Tears in My Ears from Layin’ time to get off the ground, and in on
a pop kick, takes "Dungaree perceptive audience and one that
hooded ^throwing flaming Indian on My Back While Cryin’ Over fact, it * isn’t until she takes her Doll”
for a nice ride, wraps up can latch on to a good thing when
clubs across Hie floor to one an¬ You”; his current record hit, “elevator” routine that things "No, Not
Much” and bears down
“Whispering Sands,” another spe¬
hears it. Hence the value of a
other.
really begin to happen.
Some on “Sixteen Tons” for boffo ap¬ it
cialty,
“Gambler’s
Guitar,”
and
booking to the upcoming.
Marion & Vic Miller, who open
shifting around of her material, plause. Tony Bruno cuts a slick Cloister
Miss Hunter has a rich, full
You Satisfied?” ,*
and
the
deletion
of
a
not
so
perti¬
show, score with their slow-motion “Are
Draper is a strong man in this nent Reno-written opening, will show and Harry Fink Trio pleases voice that reaches around a song
aero offerings, with the femme
in the dance sets.
Guy.
to capture a listener. Poised and
and. his recent records have help.
half of team, a looker, doing much area
She »sells an authentic
graceful, she has the vibrance and
his draw. He gets 100%
to boost overall session. Pert Ruth enhanced
feeling for a tune that captures a
out of a song, never tries to step Sophie Tucker for good returns.
Hotel
Muelilebaeh,
K.
C.
Kelley gives a sparkle to all the beyond his own limits, and is a
The Romanos Bros, do some
mood and projects it with her own
Jeannette Hackett production num¬ crowd-pleaser.
Kansas City, March 2.
good aero but come off best when
comments added. Thrush shows
bers with her acro-terps, and emcee
Tito Guizar, Carmen Lopez, Tom¬ versatility; she'can belt and cop;
Evers & Dolorez are competent they’re clowning in an unsynchrOn
Don Arres is more than adequate with their highwire dancing as a ized dance.
my Reed Orch (8); $1, $1.50 cover. she can play it straight melodica'las a singer in his solo spot. Song¬ second act and Dorothy Dorben
ly or ad lib the harmonic exercises
“Song of India” is the Starlets’
stress Carmen Pizzera seems: un¬ Dancers prove okay fillins. Derle opening bid, working from the
Current two weeks in the Ter¬ of the modern school. She has been
certain during opening songs but Knox’s orch backs capably.
Oriental steps to a jazzed-up end¬ race Grill of the Muehlebach have a fixture at the Cloister for over
IS reasonably effective in the finale
Stef.
ing. The short dresses and cupid a decided Latin flavor, with Tito a year now, and the end is not yet
with the Mexican overtones. The
bow lips of ’20s are the outline Guizar strumming the guitar to his in sight.
Belair orch backs entire proceed¬
In their first major Chicago date,
vocals and danseuse Carmen Lopez
of the finale.
Mark.
ings in usualy fine fashion and the
clicking castanets to her Spanish the Pat Moran Quartet, four very
Shamrock, Houslftn
operber trio does interlude music
young
musicians, display a high
footwork.
It
is
certainly
a
change
Houston, March 1.
tor customer dancing.
Newt.
Hotel Radlsson, Mpte.
of pace for the Grill, and sums up degree of technical skill in their
Jose Greco & Co., Shep Fields
as an entertainment-filled show for four-part instrumentals and quad¬
Minneapolis, March 3.
Orch (10); $2-$3 cover.
The 40-minute ruple vocals. Cutting down to three
Roger Williams, Don McGrane the customers.
Tropicana, Frankfurt
route is keyed by orch leader to back Miss Hunter, Pat Moran
Jose Greco’s Spanish dance Orch (8): $2.50 minimum.
Frankfurt, March 6.
Tommy Reed, serving affably as at the piano, John Whited on drums
tn\Vnen D’Espagna, Don Pablo troupe scores well here in a 50
,
, . and bass-player John Doling are
Another performer new to Min¬ m.c.
minute show in the Shamrock
' •>; 25c cover.
Miss Lopez, in the initial spot, is joined by Beverly Kelly, a vocal¬
Room.
Greco, showed his usual neapolis has quickly • established a delectable senorita, with a four¬ ist. for their' own quartet spot.
himself.
Pianist
Roger
Williams,
Miss Kelly goes it alone on the
ih
,°f
clubs-to snap for fine showmanship by getting his who scored with his “Autumn some of unusual Spanish dances
me irankfurt evening-out business acts on and off the floor quickly, Leaves” recording, turned the trick for her 11 minutes. She starts off vocals occasionally, but her solos
letting the room cool to the
do
not have the impact of the fourwith
a
paso
doble,
and
switches
to
ino e ^ropicana, which is show- never
easily before filled tables at the
up m its third renovation. in tempo of the boot stomping and opening night’s dinner show at a spirited gypsy folk dance. A part harmony. Doing such as
flamenco rhythm is her closer, well "That’s My Girl,” la Kelly does a
two years. First as a cabaret- castanet wdrk.
the
Flame
Room
here.
Opening number gets polite re¬
showwise job of selling a song, but
cance spot, Esplanade, it lost
■ Act seems made to order for taken to by the house, as is her
then it was taken over for ception, but once Gr.co comes on cafe society. Williams popularizes work throughout. She’s a new¬ lacks that spine-tingling timber in
Two-week
the pipes. Occasional phrasing dif¬
comer
to
the
cafe
circuit
here.
§ans dicing, and it did an- the show is home.
a wide variety of musical selec¬
Guizar is no stranger to the ficulties don’t help, either.
Jjjer fast foldo. Now converted stand should do healthy biz.
The company of 13 fills the floor tions, unloads distinctive and strik¬ hotel-club boards here, but he has
When the Moran four sing or
Ick
1?°dern into a classic Spaning
arrangements
while
embellish¬
sn patib, ^ with arches, red bricks with colorful costuming, terping, ing the tunes with showmanly not been seen locally for four or play together, however, they come
Any
five years. This time he scores up with some pretty fair sound.,
and potted palms, it’s doing sellout and clicking castanets.
frills,
and
even
supplies
novelty.
®urts^ess weekends and better than chafice of monotony is ruled out by Performer also is endowed with again, vocally in Spanish and Eng¬ Pat Moran’s piano is really the
most during . the . week in a no- the way numbers change quickly, good looks, youth and a smiling, lish and strumming his guitar in mainstay of the group and her
from serious terping to well-con¬
full Mexican troubador fashion. classical training bears fruit here
, toriously bad nightclub town.
amiable manner that helps.
in enriched musical yields from
nder
skillful aegis of pro- trolled comic capers. These are
Novelty is supplied by a minia¬ He gets a good deal of personal
jucer-manager Helmut Dettmer handled by a young (21) and tiny ture piano atop his large grand. charm and friendliness into the the keys. Group plays together
new
femme
mdmber
of
the
troupe,
smoothly, warming up the house
songs,
and
registers
strongly
on
a
rAowns two more of the town’s
Under its own power it mysterious
p°Pular eating and drinking Pepita Savilla. Show winds up m plays duets with Williams or alone. list of mostly Spanish numbers. with an instrumental; Miss Kelly
P?ts* Place elieks like the caste* a feverish finish with entire troupe Gimmick is good for audience There is “Granada” as an effective sits in for two-part piano. They
segue with the addition of the
.
, ,
ets that are scattered throughout, on stage.
#
„ , opener and a switch to a Mexican singing and get a plus for an ex¬
Floor is adequate m size, but a laughs.
v,„11n8er. Carmen D’Espagfia is a
_
Also unusual are Williams’ feats boogie, an especial favorite with cellent medley.of standards as well
raised
jalatform
would
sho^
hoofplf^haired Spanish looker roundthe customers. “Irish Eyes Are
the proper proportions, to ersToff to better advantage.’ Shep of playing two songs at-the same Smiling” makes for a strong close, | as singles like “I Should Care.
Gabe.
. Qiun.
*^ease the *' German viewers— Fields’ orch bounces through'the- time, one with each hand, and foltough
score
in
fine
shape.
Fors.
>lowing
this
up
with
three
simulleaning that in -the States she’d
With Beatrice Kay’s following
fathered over the years
there
should be a showing in good numEj of her cheering section for
{he next three weeks.

Moeail|l»o9 Hellyiv#od

Shows Out of Town
olinsoil
Mister Johnson
8.
New Haven, March 8.

Uoberf Lewis
Lewis pro.
proCheryl Crawford & Robert
three acts,
duction of drama in three
acts, by
by NorNor
n a novel by'Joyce
man Rosten, based on
by Joyce
"it "ffl Wtol'llS S* <S
tumes, lighting by William and Jean
Eckari; assistant to Lewis, Pearl Primus,
Sv" nod^cr1'.
rcnee Fletcher', Thayer* David. Ruth Attaway, Rosetta Le Noire. At the Shubert
TO«,tre. New Haven. March 0,
S4.a0
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LEGITIMATE

Shows Abroad

Off-B’way Shows

Glass Clock,” an English importaAnoon Afrf or Dentil
tion by Hugh Mills whi^ suggests
T
that lightning IS Unlikely to Stllke ^on “Sideshow" production of drama in
twicejn
two.acts
Montherlant._Staged
twiceJn the same place.
two.
acts by Henri de Montneriant.^cagea
Thfre’s a Dretense T)f satire in
Alan _ Cooke; produced by R'^frd
Thfte’s 3 PJet,lnSe Vf. satlre •!?
»rS8!?uinPMiSAoi, Edward
this mixing of the military With Parone. At Phoenix, N.Y., March 12, '56.
l’amour, but the traditions are up- $3^5 top.
T m,__ T mi* TUlia
held when thc upstage,center door* Austrin, E. G. Marshall, Paul Clarke,
open to reveal a red plush bed- Louis Edmonds. Barbara* Lester, Philip |
get in a French chateau during Minor, James Lacn'ignola, Danny Dennis,
^ flf Louis xv, the mllilary

SdetU.

SohasUan

B.ook.

Lu>n<.l

One Bright Bay
•dj- u wt, -n/r * i, n
Edinburgh, March 9.
Peter

Saunders

Production

of

draiba

Franklyn Scott has little more than
a walkon as the police surgeon.
Harold French has directed the
piay wj[th a deliberate leisureliness
and Stanley Moore’s setting SUg, gests the shabby attic bedroom

Miller.eeDirectedVebyCeWaliace Douglas;
decor, Michael Weight. Stars Clive Broolc,
Mauntnn Wayjie,
Wavn*. Renee Asherson,
AchCl’SOn. Derek
Dei'Ck
71 rr
Naunton
Farr, Mary Hinton. At Lyceum Theatre,
Edinburgh, March 5, '56; $1.20 top.
Julian Prescott . Clive Brook
Frederick Newberry . Reginald Long
Tom McGowan . Ilamlyn Benson
Glasgow, March 2.
Stanley Archer .Tom Conway
Michael Argy (for, M.F.A. Productions
George Lawrence . Derek Farr Ltd.) production comc-dy in three acts
Louise Gordon . Ulllian, 9,we5 by NeviUe Brian. Staged by Kevin. Barn Ginny . Margot Boyd decor, Jefferson Strong. Stars Jean Kent!
Sheila Prescott ..
Mary
j0jln Robinson, Avis Scott.
At King's
Margot Prescott . Renee Asherson xheatre, Glasgow, Feb. 27, ’56; $1.20 top.
Arthur Mitchell.N mntt Charlcs Mortimer .John Robinson
Paul LaBarca . Michael Scott Maurice .Rudolf Offenharh
JohnHageyty ..,Tane Mortimer .. .. Jean Kent
Dr. Ferguson . Milton ltosiner Louise
.
Rita Bail
Theodore Cahill ..•
Gerald Case Henry Watson-Smitli .... Anthony Sharp
Paul Rust ( Rusty ).Nicolas Tannai
gteua Adamson . Avis Scott
-=Hortense
.
.Eileen Dale

The Gay Deceiver

.Lawrence Fletcher and church satire blend unpalat. Charles McRae .ably with the inevitable lure of the
There’s mordant philosophizing
Benizmin .p&S boudoir.
in Henri de Monther*ants tragedy,
MiSter'Johnson'Earle Hyman
On the wedding day of the “Queen After Death,” and the
Bamu . Josephine Pumice Count and Countess de Montfort, company of the Phoenix’ “Side.. JTh1aevSei- David several influential admirers of the show No. 5” enunciates it clearly.
Auciu
Rai Saunders new countess conspire to have her jn fact, it’s necessary to cock a
Moma ..
Earie, JoBV®i eager husband commissioned for sharp ear lest the playwright’s
.:.V Miitin"}. Williams immediate military duty before barbs slip by unnoticed, so fast
Brother
.La Veme French their marriage can be consumated. they follow. Possibly this is the •
Peter Saunders has given this
Uncle .'iwaHnrife7umcs Reversing the “Lysistrata” situa- script’s theatrical flaw, for though drama about American big-busiMother'
Ruth Attaway tion, the bride refuses to remain matters of moment continuously ness a strong, well-chosen
cast.
jgew comedy marks the third
Policeman".’..
dayton Corbin faithful if the husband accepts the threaten, they are nearly always This, together with play s own in- attempt within recent months of
&ai!“mbi ... R<Phiiian Henburn commission.
talked out, and a verbally rational- terest -quality, augurs for its sue- English actress Jean Kent to find
waziri.
Jay Riley
On top of this comic twist, sec- jzed conflict can be just as com- cess when it gets to London.
a successful vehicle. ,This lightisa . WboS ond act complications involve the pelllng on the printed page.,
Three-acter, originally done on some, sunny piece, not over-engjiaf.;;;;;; Percivai Borde exchange of identities between the
Certainly de Montherlant has set Broadway in spring of 1952 and dowed with wit or originality, has
Petitioner •... - • • • • • • • • • ■
Curtis James husband and the resourceful priest up a dramatic situation. The King recently
broadcast on London a promising opening, but fails to
Guards. Samuel phiiis, 9fpir®^seB^fbei’ who married the couple.
Addi- 0f Portugal’s son, secretly wedded radio, involves a clash between un- hold. Production qualities are not
Scribe
... .curtis James tional detours on the road to bed to a subject, resists his father’s scrupulous big-business and hon- of the best.
Townspeople, etc. Louise Gjikes. Esther bring the lecherous marshall who blandishments on behalf of tbfe
Central figure is a fortyish EngLiburd, Pearl Reynolds, Mary Waithe masterminded the plot to evacuate politically
desirable Infanta of orable methods, as a patent mediCine company is sued by a father lish husband, who takes his wife
mu
„
nf an nut- the husband and, for a third act ir- Navarre. When the King learns the for death of his cjuld through al- on a vacation to a small French
Qtainrraft wUh relevancy,
the equally wolfish truth he imprisons his son. The legedly harmful effects of a drug. seacoast hotel where he had amor&8S*JSSL£
SffiLX
... ___
guileless young wile, however, cuts.
The locale
locale switches
switches between
between the
the 0us
ous weekends
weekends in
in his
his bachelor
bachelor days,
days.
Misterr Johnson,”
but
the
assignfhis
*“‘*1—
,in
oc Qn
„1H_
JLms is’an
is an empty
empty play
pmy without
wuimut herwavthrough^court
ner way tnrougn court intrigue
intrigue in'
ill The
ment
nent of bringing
bringing- it
“ in
in.a!
a:s an
a“ u
genuine
eenuine1ShumormP
humor.
TheiVs
There’s "not™
not a her
w 'XmoTto
attempt to X*
win the
the^ng"
King’s
When he is confronted by a formate winner is somewhat akin
sojid gock in the three-act stretch, blessing, but is sacrificed when he the office. Thanks to fine charac- mer mistress, • this time accompathe task of walking a tigntrope It alternately fumbles and strains learns of her pregnancy. When the tenzation, both by author and his «jed.by a moustachioed bore of an
over a chasm there s just no mai- for half-realized comedy.
ailing King dies, his son places the cast, interest is held through the Englishman, there is a series of
lengthy
to-and-fro
arguments farcical mixups.
gm for error.
The company plays with little dead wife on the throne as Queen. round
conference table.
rp.
0 . . ,, „ _ . ,_,
.,
Still in the formative stage, and imagination. Eva Gabor, though
De Montherlant’s point-of-view
„
, ,
. ,
,,
The script lacks consistent wit,
CRve
Brook
has
-quiet
dignity an(j the central role could usereplete with dramatic potential, alluring in Cecil Beaton’s gasp- is bitter, and although the legend
the Norman Rosten dramatization provoking period gown£, lacks style deals with an era long past, the and depth aa the honorable com- funy j,e rewritten to make the
of Joyce Cary’s novel presents a as ^e countess. Reginald Card- irony has a contemporary note. It’s pany head. In (he predominantly character less stolid and a gayer,
stiff challenge in the two-week iner has some pleasant moments hard to think of “Queen” as a male cast, Naunton Wayne scores m0re humorous type. Set of a
pre-Broadway tryout.
Followup as fhe priest masquerading, as gen- commercial possibility, however, as the gay, casual, interfering but French hotel terrace is conventional, but sea-and-sand decor is
skill is the key to the situation. eraii and Bramwell Fletcher is due to its very objectivity. The’ always lovable character.
Play has humor, sympathy, trag- forthright as the marshall.
Portuguese grandees stay behind
Renee Asherson has emotional artificial. Dresses, while colorful,
edy, novelty, characterization and
Lloyd Bochner makes the most the proscenium arch with their moments as'the president’s daugh- need wardrobe attention,
action ' in varied allotments. In 0f fhe straight part nf the husband emotions instead of letting some tei in love with an unscrupulous
john Robinson, stage and tv
brief, the ingredients are present, aRd Robert Carroll does well with of it spill over the footlights,
young executive, Derek Farr is actor> could quicken his style with
and need only expert developing. a first acf bit as a pompous lieutenWhile Alan Cooke has inhibited strong as the company manager better results as the stuffy EngThe story concerns .a young anf
George- Curzon is an ade- swashbuckling, he has provided and Mary Hinton is suitably dig- Rshman, but turps in a well-proAfrican (now in British govern- qUate Louis XV. Negative contri- color, taste and knowledge. Under mfied and gracious as the presi- portioned,
sound
performance,
ment service in a small bush-coun- buttons-are delivered by John Me- his precise staging, a sense of his- dents wife.
Jean Kent has little to do but look
try town), whose ambitious too- Giver as an energetic general and toi^ is given on an almost bare
Other acceptable portrayals are pretty, wifelike and temperamenbig - for - his - britches philosphy Richard Longman as a not very pi- stage costuming and lighting help- given by Reginald Long, Hamlyn tal as the offended femme, and
eventually brings about his own ous cardinal.
~
ing background and continuity Benson, Tom Conway, Michael Avis Scott has rather too much
execution. He’s a character of conDirector Alan Schnqider takes a respectively. E. G. Marshall, as the Scott, Paul LaBarca, Joby Blan- flesh as the blonde distracter. Best
sid’erable audience sympathy de- conventional approach to a play King, has a long, taxing part, and shard and Milton Rosmer.
portrayal is by* Anthony Sharp as
spite his egotism and petty trick- that might have benefitted from an carries it with dignity and quiet
Wallace Douglas, as director, the obnoxious British lover,
ery. Play sheds absorbing light on antic, burlesque point of view, strength. Anne Mea-ra-'-iS' the
Rudolf Offenbach seems miscast
what is apparently taking place to- Beaton’s set and costumes main- spurned Infanta, finding herself has avoided the easy mistake of
day in these far reaches of the tain his usual opulent quality.
some strong moments in trying to giving leading English actors the as a French hotelier. Eileen Dale
-£lobe.
!
persuade the young wife to flee. cue for false American accents, fails to catch the Gallic accents as
Louis Edmonds is as handsome and stages the drama with skill, his wife. Acceptable secondary
Central character, played by
a young prince as might be wished, The Michael W;eight decor is mod- portrayal is by Rita Ball as a vivaEa.ie nyman, is an odd mixture
Tanorama
cious French maid.
while Barbara Lester plays his ern and tasteful.
of Emperor Jones, Ananias,, and a
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
Play, currently opening British
wife with direct simplicity. The
Billy Graham convert. It calls for
Nick & Eclna Stewart production of retour
prior to hoped-for London
rest,
supporting
parts
only,
are
Tabitlia
a wide range of expression as the Vue
two acts and 18 scenes with music,
pai
run, is by Neville Brian, .who has
character oscillates from primitive lyrics and sketches by Nick Stewart, competently handled.
handled,
Geor.
London,
March
9.
amMinno
onH Hvmnn I Staged by Jack Pierce; dances and musi_
John Wildberg & Harold French prolargeIy for English repelto Civilized emotions, ana
i cal numbers staged by Jimmy Field;;; muduction of comedy-melodrama in three DOry.
LzOJ a.
does a thoroughly competent job. si,:ai arrangements,, George Wyle and • The furious
C/BiriOllS Savage
Other fine thesping contribu- Bill Jones; choral director, John iletod;
Equity
Library Theatre
Theatre revival
revival of
of comcom- acts, by Arnold Ridley and Mary CathEquity Library
cart Borer. Staged by Harold French;
W_T
tions
are
turned
in
bv
William
Syl5,ets’,J^lYarad?*
M*
®easiey*
executed by
tiiree acts, by John Patrick, decor, Stanley Moore. Features Marjorie
fV W Oil
liunsj die milieu, in uy y
y)1
Gorold Garnett; costumes, Jennifer Nicn- qtaeed bv Gene Searchinaer- settinc and
o
vester, as a young British officer els; pianists, Herod and Wine*!, Perry^
Lenox Hill Fielding, Christine - Silver, Janet Barrow.
At Duchess Theatre. London, March 8,
„
^
EdinbUlgll, March 3.
faced with the task of shooting I| man. At Eb
Ebony Showcase, Los Angeles, playhouse, N.Y., March 8, '56.
'56; $2.20 top.
Gerald Gelberg production of melo*
Johnson to save him the disgrace j Feb* 10, 56<
Martin Brentwood . Jack Watling .drama in three acts by Pierre Frochaidc,
Janet Bowering . Janet Barrow from the French "Le Loup Qui Sourit.’
of a hanging;
Althmnrti
01
nangmg; Gaby
uaoy Rodgers,
itoagers, who
who
AlthmiPh thprp’c talont in Hip
<The Curious Savage” .seems an Mary
Trellington . Anne Leon Staged by Edgar K. Bruce. Stars Frank
does an excellent about-face from cacT6f “Tanorama ” Nick^Stewart’s odd choice for Equity Library’s Mr. Fawcett . Morris Swedeh Leighton, Cliarifllan Innes, Bruce. At
a superficial young wife on her arQfferfnJ it his Ebonv Show- Community series. It didn’t get to Ruth Prendergast.Marjorie Fielding Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, Feb. 27, '56;
Eleanor Trellington.Gillian Lind 5J-29 toP*
. . ,
rival in Africa to scenes of good Iase ^s^defea^ bv ITnaivehmany customers (S1 performances) Lavinia Goldsworthy.Christine Silver Hugh . Frank Leighton
dramatic content as the play pro- £asde ciUmsffv inserted ^^ blackout when Produced by the Theatre Det, Inspector Bruton.... Philip Stainton Inez . Patricia Haines
Dr.
Brownlie
.
Franklyn
Scott
Stella
.
Aline
Waites
gresses; Josephine Premice, who s/cdtches ^lso Jack Pierce called Guild in October’50, and it doesn’t
Rosina . Vivian Ma>ne
scores impressively as the native f.7L3‘ tviineJwUl^have to liave seem llkely to be a strong nabe
Mrs. Ballantyne . Charmian Innes
A mild* and innocuous comedy Mr. Flnkelstein.Edgar K. Bruce
girl whom Johnson marries. Also JJJ
rehearsaf ’time has indicated vehicle now- That there can be
in for good support are Lawrence
more tranquility in a nursing home thriller “Tabitha” emerges as a
•
-tFletcher, Thayer David, Ruth At‘he rough openlng P«donn- for the insane than outside is a gentle piece of entertainment, , New play, “Cry Wolf,” transtaway and Rosetta Le Noire.
+i,r-nc oo
i,-. valid, if trite, idea, but there must hardly strong enough for much of lated from the French by Pierre
“Johnson”
makes interesting'
be Plays be“cr “l^ted to pro- a West End run, although because Frochard, is an average melodrama
and significant use of dialog.;
mote theatregoing in. the Bronx of its modest operating nut it may soundly acted by a cast of six. It
chant, ritual and symbolism. A j
and Queens.
.
come out on the right side finan- pulls out all the stock thriller forUnluckily, this production doesn’t cially. It should have considerable mulas, but remains routine enternative marriage ceremony danc« j reo”raoher Jimmv Fklds and a
is an eflcctive curtain piece, and I F®?^raPbaF ^™^y ^®fdsA and a well serve ELT’s other purpose, appeal for stock.
tainment.
a ballet-type sequence of a road- i Pa^r Brothers dDick Reid 1 a bras^ the showcasing of talent. When a
Although basically a comedy
Subdued lights in a drawingbuilding episode carries more i voun? comic^’two femme ’warblers Playwright hasn’t provided charac- whodunit, it develops as near room, softly-moving thieves, knockpunch than it would in dialog j
u!i!lSa ter in depth, actors are prone to farce. One main situation is out pills in drinks, a murder, nusform. A fluid scenic setup that Huehis- ^nn? Wood^ whoHhas a seiza one facet' exPloiting it for all stretched to provide most of the taken identity, etc., all are emhas numerous overlapping changes | J?1Shir’i Bates they’re worth, usually with stereo- laughs, and much of the incident Ployed in conventional style. Lo¬
in audience view adds interest j
and Shira Bates> typic results. It happens to the is clearly obvious. ' The dialog cale is a luxurious villa on the
within limitations, but risks dis-| dnT®^BU^r BaB?er’,
Lenox Hill -“Savage” with a ven- rarely rises above the pedestrian, French Riviera, where a wealthy
trading Irom the nlay’s moods.
i maJnob”tIJ^°L?5dD1Ynoa at times' «eance- “'a moot whether stager but the principal players occasion- widow keeps her precious jewels
Staging has laid an efficient ■ 1'1”' tnward^ OTe^oudness ’ but G™e Searchinger recognized what ally work wonders with common- in a drawing-room wall panel. An
groundwork and maintains a Pace i ^eBdrali®waaffflrd eood sunaort ,was haPPening, but it’s a cinch he place lines.
assortment of -visitors- keeps dropthat builds to a ten^e ettmax. I |fBei*al/y Sli g0e°loSULPoi: didn’t tone it down.
The “Tabitha” of the title id a Ping in to steaI the valuables, and
Physical setup, which includes r j fg^iceabie The lKhtins is senS- , There’s a nostalgic 10-minutes at
nle*odrama bocus*
“landscape” background around I
The 11‘=>htmg
the end when Mrs. Savage is ad- pet cat owned by one of three old
roil¬
vvhich scenes revolve, offers a vyide s ailJ' Poor*
_
judged sane and leaves her new- ladies living in a smalltown room- P°pVfT7eSf^c‘
range of playing areas, and native
““
found friends, and Jane Moultrie, ing house. When the cat is found wSf^ffem|„S5J)bfti0UiSSarC K
dead they plot to poison her and,
7.%,. «iso
costumes add color.
Bone.
Pitt CLO Will Resume"
as
tbe
Widow-philanthropist
finds
Resume;
and be
t» JL ttr.ii r\ i
/»
something genuine here. Other- when she is found poisoned, there’s”
Go .
I
-t*ut With Ullly O ohOWS .wise, the play belongs to Marcia an uneasy time until the case -is dliected capably.
Gilsass Clock
cleared up.
,
Baltimore. M®ch
Pittsburgh, March 13.
gBb^f a^theQfeI failJ May- ^iss
Balitimore.
March 12.
The best scene in the piay is Framingham (Mass.) Tent
Richard Aldrich
Success of latest camnaign to Uubeit has a field day, getting
Richard
Aldrich (k
& Richard
R'^hird Mvers
Myers Un
f!
association
with
Julius
Fleischm-mn)
nr
when the three old ladies decide to
1 ft Wnnlr ClAJiQnn
association with Juiiu,
SGgk Guarantors for^the ri??e Lisht evei’ything
laughs to
duchon of remedy in tl'”co
Hurh I SCCK guarantOlS 101 the UlVlC Lilght yocks
Herfrom
onlvwistful
oomnetittnn
i’q test for themselves whether a bobduction
th’-ce acts, bv Hur
-^TCpS XU-Week reason
Mills: stalled by Al:-n .S”.hnc’der;%ettin" Opera Assn, has assured Pittsburgh ffom vSeini?
« thl
Framinghaip, Mass., JMarch 13.
and costume supervision, Cecil Beaton. !
,„Atua„
Ifom Vllginia 110naia$0n as the tie of whisky left behind in the
Stars Eva Gabor, Retdnald
Gardiner; j
an°fbeir ®umJ?er series
ou^“ Silent,
eye-rolling painter, ' Mrs. bedroom cupboard was poisoned,
A new music tent, now under
features BramwcU Fletcher. George Cur- 1 door musicals. The season Will be Paddv
Clenr
of course getting tight in the construction here, has been skedzon,
At
Theatre. Baltimore,
March : curtailed
12,'56
. Ford's.
.;
cunanea to
to just
just six
six SllOWS.
snows, hownowprocess. The three aging heroines, ded for June l opening under the
Abhe Matignon
Matignon .
Abbe
. Reginald
Reynold Gardiner1
Gardiner ever*
ever- instead of eight or nine as in ~
^
,1
,
rr. ,
,
= £lay!d by Marjorie Fielding, auspices of Stanton Shifman m
. . Angela Thornton ; the past. Herbert May is the new
Couldn't Take It
Srhfilfv6
J?Ret 2,?iT0,w’ association with Benjamin Segal,
Gabrieiie 7.7.’.V." ""7... onaEvaSGS ‘ President of the CLO, replacing
virtually carry the play. Tlrey’re Among thr chnw* nmrilled for a
The Broadway set had its
Ai-mand . Lloyd Bochner : long-time prexy, Irwin D. Wolf,
the essence of impoverished gen- ft^SnP<
Paown interpretation last week
tility and have a perfect sense of
50n„/^Te»*
and'
Drummer Boy
RoFredCBai;er I
bas been niade honorary presof the news that Walter Kerr
comedy timing.
„
cific, ‘ King and I/’ Guys,
Hyppoiite
. Norman Barrs j ident of the association. William
had resigned' as Washington
■ Tartvl
Dolls,” “Kiss Me Kate and Fm
Marcchal
Sevres . Braihwell
rpflirns BS
ns managing
mnnncn'ncr 01rli
Anne Leon is little more than i,,,..,,
»
General dedeCourcelles
John Fletcher
McGlver I Wvmetal
vvJinetal returns
bureau chief for the N. Y.
Soldier .
. Theodore George ' rector.
adequate as the suspected stepov* nrnducers
Herald Tribune.
daughter and Jack Watling has , Sbl{n1!^ aBd §e^al Jf ® PSSeatre
SSHWareTl6"..; Wym^a has announced “Kis“Of course,” one of the show
little scope as a family doctor. Gil- at J?e Warwick Music;al. Thealie
. met,
King and I” and “South
biz oracles observed, “it was
lian Lind effectively makes the *n Pi evidence, R, I. ®ega^f h
Aldrich & Myers may win the Pacific” (a repeat for the latter)
only a question of time how
landlady an unpleasant character former manager of the Shuou l
title of sexiest producers on Broad- f°r the schedule, and' is in' New
long he could stand being
and Philip Stainton is a portly, but Theatre, New Haven, and also
way. After cashing in with “Moon ^’o.k to set the remaining three
confused with Trib drama
not too bright cop. Morris Sweden operates the Oakdale Musical TheIs Blue,’ they are offering “Little shows.
critic Walter F. Kerr.”
is a fussy little neighbor and atre, Wallingford, Conn.
Buiteei
Adamu

e(jy jn
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Bill fields, Between-Times P.A.
When Not Arranging Show Schedule* for Visiting
Scribe*, He Rep* Playwright* Co.
_
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Jay Lurye, With 8-City Circuit,
Envisions a 50-City ‘Road’ Setup

Maxwell Anderson made
the celebrated anti-critic crack
about the "Jukes family of
journalism.” That was in early
March, 1946.
Richard Watts Jr., critic of
the N. Y. Post, retorted, "Drame critics may be related to
the Jukes family, but some of
our foes sound suspiciously
like the Kallikaks.” That ap¬
peared in the .issue of March
6, 1956.

'. If the road is dead, or even dy¬
ing, somebody must have forgotten
D, C. STUDIO RELIGHTS
'TEAHOUSE' IN CLOVER
William Fields, pressagent for
| to notify Jay Lurye of it. With his
the ‘ Playwrights Co. and other
own
eight-town circuit in MinneOpens
Stock
Policy
Next
Week
2d Company Payoff $270,000 To
Broadway managements, has be¬
spta, Wisconsin and Michigan, he
With 'Picnic'
Date on $65,000 Stake
come a sort of unofficial showhas his own "road,” a sort of legit
booker for. out-of-town legit critics
minor league.
■
Washington, March 13.
visiting New York Being person¬
The second company of "Tea¬
According to Jules Pfeiffer,
Studio Theatre here is beally acquainted with mo$t of the .
house of the August Moon” has whose touring production of "An¬
mg
reactivated
as
a
stock
operascribes as well as established in
passed the 50% profit mark. That’s niversary Waltz” recently played
the trade, he’s especially qualified tmn The house has been leased
figured oh the production’s net as that territory, the 31-year-old
by Robert Speaker and Richard
to provide such service.
of a Feb. 4 accounting, plus addi¬ Lurye is keeping legit alive in
Walters for a stock season begin¬
tional
profit for the ensuing five eight towns.
The stint has become so routine ning next Tuesday (20) with "Pic¬
Besides offering
weeks ending last Saturday (10).
profitable playing time for moder¬
with Fields and his office staff nic.” •
that there’s a regular procedure
Highlights of the audit on the ate-budget operations, Lurye is
Plays will be presented for a
for it. Most key city critics plan¬ minimum of two weeks. The Stage
Burgess Meredith - Hugh Reilly demonstrating how energetic and
It’s getting so a starring assign¬ starrer, currently in its 27th week astute promotion can still pay off
ning New York' trips write to & Arena Guild of America will
Fields, specifying when they’ll be handle the bookings for the spot. ment in "Teahouse of the August at the Erlanger Chicago, include outside the key cities, Pfeiffer
says.
in town and what shows they’d
Moon” is becoming a routine cred¬ the following:
like to see. Fields contacts the
The towns in Lurye’s minorOriginal investment, $65,000.
it.
Eddie
Bracken,
who
succeeds
respective p.a.’s and ■ arranges,
league circuit are Wgusau, Mani¬
Net profit, $316,173.
Burgess Meredith in the Chicago
towoc, Eau Claire and Green Bay,
passes for the various shows.
Total distributed profit to dale, Wis.; Duluth, Virginia and Hibbing,
company of the comedy April 11,
He then prepares .a mimeo¬
$270,000.
Minn., and Ironwood, Mich. Lur¬
graphed schedule for the, visitor’s
will be the 11th actor to have his
ye’s subscription setup calls for
stay, giving dates, titles and re¬
name above the "Teahouse” title.
five plays which; as a package, in¬
spective pressagents (with respec¬
That’s only the total for the three
volve
a reduced price and pre¬
tive phone numbers), the name of
U. S. productions (Broadway and
ferred locations.
the hotel where the' scribe will
two road companies) and does not
“DeskJet,”
the
William
Mar,
“The
sale of the subscription and
stay and a footage suggesting that
include starring roles in a flock of
I the general operation are on a very
everyone involved should be noti¬ chant comedy, has earned approxi- foreign versions of the play.
chi-chi
level,” Pfeiffer explains.
?5% profit t0 date on its
fied promptly in case of a change
David Wayne and John Forsythe
"The leading citizens of the respec¬
in plans. Copies are sent to the $75,000 investment. That’s figured
originally
costarred
in
>.the
Broad¬
on
its
$46,590
net
as
of
a
Jan.
28
tive
towns
participate. In some of
critic and all the p.a.’s concerned.
way presentation as Sakini and
the towns, they even agree to
5i n^nn*?8’
an six
estimated
"Pajama Game,” with the orig¬ underwrite the series. Therefore,
For example, during the current $10,000
for +v,plus
the ensuing
weeks Captain Fisby, respectively. Mere¬
visit of Herman Kogan, of the
Income on the Shirley Booth dith then came in for Wayne, while inal company on Broadway and a they do some fast ducat peddling
Chicago Sun-Times, the schedule starrer includes coin from 20th- Scott McKay took over Forsythe’s second troupe on tour, is coining so the season will be successful.
arranged by Fields comprises 13 Fox for the film rights for $75,000 role. The replacement duo left the
"When I visited these towns re¬
shows (including four matinees) in down, plus weekly payments up to N. Y. production to costar in the profits at the rate of around $25.10 days, ending next Friday (16). a $250,000 ceiling. Miss Booth, initial road company and were 000 a week. The payoff on the cently ahead of “Waltz,’ I met with
Frederick
Brisson-Robert
Griffith(Continued on page 70)
As in all cases, this is purely a incidentally, gets 2Vk% of the total succeeded by Eli Wallach as Sakini
Harold S. Prince production is now
courtesy service
provided f by profits, plus 7*4% of the gross.
and John Beal as Fisby. That com¬ $1,100,000, including a recent dis¬
Fields. It enables him. to maintain
bination
broke
up
when
Wallach
Operation profit on the Robert
friendly contact with critics and Fryer-Lawrence ■ Carr production’s was given sereval months leave, tribution of $50,000. The coin is
split 50-50 between backers and
editors in the principal road cities.
J™
weeks» ending Jan. 28, with Terrence Kilburn taking over management.
. That’s presumably useful in totaled $81,042, while the picture as costar.
The Broadway production. Star¬
planting publicity material for avenue for the period came to
Wallach is back with the Broad¬
shows he may be handling in New $33,281. The profit distribution way company, but is now sharing ring John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., and
Helen
Gallagher, is currently in
York and on tour. It also enables was $30,000, of which the backers star billing with Gene Blakely, who
its 97th week at the St. James
London, March 13.
the p.a. to keep in touch with the got half.
replaced Beal last month. On the Theatre. The hinterland edition,
The West End, which has had a
attitude of the out-of-town press
road, Hugh Reilly has succeeded starring Fran Warren, Larry Doug¬
theatre
shortage
since the end of
and public, particularly in theatri¬
McKay, while Larry Parks, as Sa¬ las and Buster West, has been hik¬
cal matters.
kini, is sole star of the second ing for over a year and is now in World War. II, is facing an unpre¬
cedented
dearth
of
houses suitable
Most of the established Broad¬
touring company. Parks may exit its 18th week at the Shubert The¬
for musical shows. The result will
way pressagents help arrange the¬
the show . shortly, however (see atre, Chicago.
apparently
be
to
delay
or perhaps
atregoing for .visiting scribes, but
separate story).
According to a Feb. 25 audit, the permanently prevent the produc¬
few are as widely known as Fields,
The setup for David Susskind’.,
tuner’s basic financial status is as tion of some song-and-dance offer¬
either in New York or out pf town, scheduled Broadway production of
follows:
ings.
Independent managements
and none has such a continuity Robert Alan- Arthur’s "A Very
Original investment. $250,000.
are likely to be the most seriously
setup as the Playwrights Co. gives. Special Baby” involves a prelimin¬
N. Y.' operating profit, last eight affected, and some modest British
Fields.
Increasingly, therefore, ary deal for the film rights, with
; weeks, $48,343.
tuners are due to. be held up.
critics and editors planning trips the backers guaranteed against
to New York tend to ask Fields to loss but limited to a 25% slice of
The Drury Lane Theatre, which
the
profits
instead
of
the
conven¬
bas become the major home for the
do their Broadway show-booking.
Total cumulative net profit. biggest Broadway musicals, has-no
tional 50%.
Also, they will not
The board of governors of the $1,172,310.
share in the revenue from the pic¬ Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
tenancy problems. For some nine
ture deal. The project is being & Managers has backed down on
years it housed the string of Rod¬
capitalized at $100,000.
gers and Hammerstein hits, start¬
its attempt to muzzle press cover¬
The film is to be produced by age of the union. The board has
ing with “Oklahoma” and continu¬
Susskind and Hollywood actor-pro¬ rescinded its "unauthorized state¬
ing ,\vith "Carousel,” "South Paducer Kirk Douglas via their ^re¬ ments’’ by-law, which was attacked
j eific” and "King and I.” The curspective firms, Jonathan Produc¬
T\/ro,.M, io
rent tenant, "Plain and Fancy,”
by the drumbeaters and press be¬
Ottawa,
Maich
13.
j
wiu probably make w’ay eventually
tions""
and
Bryna
Productions.
-T
Ottawa, March 13.
cause of its gag implications.
Canadian Repertory Theatre, io-1 f0r a return by R & H with “Pipe
J\ on-Catholic playgoers are get¬ Douglas is guaranteeing the legit
The official stand on the repeal
ting censor-free legit here with the backers against loss by putting up is that the substance of the meas¬ cal stock group, has folded. The ! Dream ”
entry of a new group, Television $100,000 collateral in the form of ure relating to misconduct of mem¬ outfit ended its .seventh season I Much the same is true o£ the
Players, formed by actor Norman securities. For this he .gets 25% bers is already covered in the March 3, abandoning plans foi a London Coliseum, which has also
Broadway
Ettlinger. The other local outfit, of the profits on the production union's constitution. That explana¬ second semester of 10 weeks. Pros- become a base f
^anadian Repertory Theatre, uses (half of the backer’s normal share), tion was contained in a letter is¬ peets of resuming next season are luners. currently, “The Pajama
j Game” is playing to capacity biz
the LaSalle Academy theatre and besides removing the property sued to the ATPAM membership uncertain.
The outfit reportedly lias a ! at around $30,000 ‘per week, and
is thus subject to Catholic Church from competitive bidding by other
by the union’s secretary-treasurer,
Longtime angel pluvious importations have includcensorship. TP is housed at the film companies. Susskind gets the Milton Weintraub. However, the sizable deficit.
remaining
50%
of
the
profits
as
.the
Charles
Southgate is understood to
opo-seat Little Theatre, owned by
pressagents’ chapter, which pro¬ have paid off a number of bills, ed- "Can-Can,” "Guys and Dolls”
usual producer’s share.
Ottawa Drama League.
and "Annie Get Your Gun.”
In another offbeat move, Suss¬ tested the rule, did so on the sim¬ but many old debts remain, Ian
As a result of the theatre short¬
„fJe!ev*sion Flayers are currently kind has already booked the Be- ple ground that it was objectiori- Fellows, managing and produc¬
age,
Jack Hylton took a chance
?/fe“n?T 'Moon Is Blue,” the F. lasco Theatre, N. Y., for a Nov. 13 able.
tion director; Reginald Malcolm,
Hugh Herbert comedy which has oor 14 opening. Ezio Pinza will star
The constitution contains a rule of the managing committee, and with his $140,000 production of
"Kismet”
at the offbeat Stoll The¬
^cohdemned by Catholic
in the offering, which was origin- stating that "Any member whose Peter Sturgess, business manager,
?n Picture form and I ally done as a’tv show by Talent conduct shall tend to bring dis¬ worked the last three weeks with¬ atre. The gamble paid off and for
many
months
the show ran at ca¬
credit upon the union, or who is
Tireci«<°!?-Vlous*y ke tabu for legit I Associates, in which Susskind is
pacity.
Presentation at the sectarian play- 1 partner. -Martin Ritt will direct. guilty of conduct against the inter¬ out salary.
The
group,
W'hich
used
the
694iiouse. The previous TP produc¬
Another theatre, traditionally re¬
est of the union, may be expelled
tion Was date Boothe’s "The
by the hoard of governors upon seat theatre of LaSalle Academy, garded as acceptable for musicals,
Women, retaining the line, "Are
written charges made by at least lost heavily on' its season opener,
(Continued on page 70)
y?H 1 Catholic or just cai'cless,”
three members in good standing of a Christmas pantomime, and didn’t
*the author bas reportedly
the union and the recommendation recover sufficiently with the en¬
fm. ^
have omitted since she
of the Trial Board after trial and suing bills, including Oscar Wilde’s
Ft. Wayne, March 13.
.tinned Catholic.
"An Ideal Husband,” Ben Travers'
Festival Music Theatre, Inc., has hearing.”
cfZ?1 ^ Tp edition of "Moon” was
The scrapped by-law read, "Any "Wild Horses,” Frederick Knott’s
announced
plans
for
its
summer
fn +1
J°e Austin, who’s also
member who issues' unauthorized "Dial M for Murder” and Moliere’s
S tle cast with Ettlinger, Joan season in the Franke Park Out¬ and/or non-factual
Lawrence
Tibbett
is being
information "School for Wives.”
door
Theatre.
The
shows
.will
be
sought to succeed Ezio Pinza as
fn\ac- ,an and Ted Follows. The
about the activities of ATPAM,
costar of "Fanny” next June.
Tnn
*?y £*eoi'ge Palmer and Kirk "South Pacific,” June 22-24 and tending to bring the union into dis¬
ones is handling publicity.-. Ett- June 29-July 1; "Guys and Dolls,” repute, shall be subject to a pen¬
Pinza quits the Broadway musical
July 20-22 and July 27-29, and
nger and
hav#» appeared
nnnpnrpr
an,d Follows
Follows have
at that time, at the expiration of
alty of at least $100 and such other
r?adw,ay> and the latter has "Kismet,” Aug. 17-19, and Aug. disciplinary action'that the board
his contract. Walter Slezak, the
otl^r star of the Joshua Loganthl0 oTay^d *or two seasons with 24-26.
way
see
fit
to
take.”
Wellesley, Mass., March 13.
This is a change from earlier
David Merrick production, exits at
i?i-fiSt?atford (Got*) Shakespeare
Two
other
recent
board
meas¬
Group 20 Players, which has tire same time.
rnn?Vial* , A11 the cast have done policy, when four performances ures, also opposed by the pressconsiderable work in tv.
were given of’ each production. | agents were an after-the-fact revi¬ operated the last three years in
Tibbett, a former Met Opera,
This year, each show will have six sion of the so-called Sheaffer the outdoor amphitheatre at Wel¬
performances, divided into succes¬ Amendment and a claim of board lesley College, will open a. 10-week concert and ” film star, last ap¬
peared on Broadway in 1950-51 in
sive weekends.
jurisdiction over rules, regulations season June 25, according to Ali¬ "The Barrier” and toured the fol¬
The Touring Players* currently
and wage scales for off-Broadway son Ridley,, director.
lowing season as Captain Hook in
Joining Marceau
a t°ur of one-nighters
theatres or comparable operations
Among the shows being consid¬ “Peter Pan,” with Veronica Lake.
^Shthe south, under the manered are “Tempest,”' “Twelfth
Pinza and Slezak, the original
Lionel Shepard, producer of the outside of New York.
£
of the Dr* John Myers off-Broadway Pantomime Theatre,
The board, apparently in a move Night,” Agamemmon,” "Cyrano de stgrs of "Fanny,” have both sched¬
to!?n.ratlon' may be presented on will appear in France with French to get off the hot spot, has formed Bergerac,” "Playboy of the West¬ uled European vacations this sum¬
way next season under the mime Marcel Marceau when the a committee to study the beef on ern World,” "Devil and Daniel mer, but the former is already
same sponsorship.
"Mourning
Becomes signed to star next fall in David
latter returns there at the windup its doctoring of the Sheaffer Webster,”
Amendment and in the case of the Electra,” "Shoemaker’s Holiday,” Susskind’s scheduled Broadway
tJhe pr<*Ject depends largely on of his successful U.S. tour. .
+ ® availability of a suitable theaThey’ll play Paris and then other measure the controversial 'Ring Around the Moon” and production of "A Very Special
e for a limited engagement.
phraseology has been revised.
J "Man and Superman.” ’
move out to the provinces.
Baby.”

Bracken Is 11th
Teahouse Star

$46,590 Profit
In Booth s‘Desk’

Pajama Game’
Is Worth Playing

London Theatre Dearth
Delaying Tune Shows;
Especially Indie Mgts.

‘BABY’A SPECIAL DEAL;
LIMITS PAYOFF SHARE

ATPAM Drops Gag Rule,
Modifies Wage Clause,
‘Studies’ Sheaffer Move!™ 0 proflt' same period-

Ottawa Legit Group’s
‘Moon Is Blue’ Follows
Non-Expurgated ‘Women’

CANADIAN REP FOLDS,
HALVING 7TH SEASON

Ft. Wayne Music Skeds
‘Pacific,’ ‘Guys,’ ‘Kismet’

YEN TIBBETT AS PINZA
SUCCESSOR IN‘FANNY’

Group 20 Players Plan
New Wellesley Season

Tourers Eye B’way
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Legit Bits

Anouilh’s Edited ‘Waltz’
Transfers to West End

London, March 13.
Robert Douglas has replaced production next season by Jack
In slightly censored form, Jean
Norman Felton as director of “Af¬ Goldberg, director »of Studio Films’ Anouilh’s * “The Waltz of the
fair of Honor,” currently breaking Theatrical Division.
Toreadors” transfers from the
in out-of-town.
Norwegian playwright Stein Arts Theatre Club to the Criterion
Morton Da Costa, who’s been va¬ Bugge, in the U. S. on a Fullbright next Tuesday (27).
The Lord
cationing in North Africa since fellowship, will speak at the Senior Chamberlain, who has no jurisdic¬
staging the*. London . edition of^ Dramatic Workshop, N. Y., tomor¬ tion over club theatres, has or¬
“Plain and Fancy,” is due back to¬ row (Thurs.) on “Scandinavian dered three lines to be deleted
morrow (Thurs.) on the Cristo- Drama in the Light of European for the public presentation.
foro Colombo. His next assign¬ Civilization."
The play, which opened Feb. 24
ment is directing the forthcoming'
Owen Dodson’s “Divine Comedy”
touring edition of- “No Time for will be presented by the Afro Arts at the Arts, has been drawing ca¬
Sergeants.”
Theatre at N. Y.’s 135th Street pacity attendance.
Harold V. Cohen, critic of Pitts¬ YMCA beginning March 28.
Larry Parks is taking a fourburgh Post-Gazette and local
Variety correspondent, will be in week leave of absence as star of
New York next Wednesday (21) the second touring company of
through March 28 to catch the “Teahouse of the August Moon”
Broadway shows.
starting next week. Jerry Oddo
“Anastasia,” which folded in
Helen Richards is associate to will pinch-hit for him.
Producer-realtor Roger L. Ste¬ Chicago last January after a threepressagent Richard Weaver, for
vens and author-director Moss month tour, is being revived for
“Fanny” and “Matchmaker.”
The annual Southeastern The¬ Hart have joined the executive another hinterland hike. The rights
atre Conference will be March 24 board of the Council of the Living. have been leased by Edward
Choate and A1 Rosen, formerly re¬
at the Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Theatre.
Sy Travers has joined the cast spective general manager and
Va.
Dudley Jenkins, assistant drama of “Great Sebastians.”
company manager.
Literary agent Carl Cowl returns
critic of the Philadelphia Bulletin,
Viveca Lindfors and Eugenie
who was fatally injured recently to his N. Y. office March 23 after Leontovich will repeat the starring
in an auto accident, was the father a three-month Latin American va¬ roles they originated on Broadway,
. . and Lili Valenty will be featured.
of Broadway and tv actress Patricia cation.
Sydney J. Harris, drama critic Miss Leontovich continued with
Jenkins.
Harold Gary has taken over the of the Chicago Daily News, will.be the show when it originally went
role of the film producer in “Will in N. Y. from tomorrow (Thurs.) on the road, but Miss Lindfors was
Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” at the through March 24 to o.o. the succeeded at the, time by Dolly
plays.
Belasco, N. Y., succeeding the late Broadway
The Musical Theatre Studio has Haas. Rosen will ditto as company
Harry Clark.
been organized by legit director manager on the new tour, which
Sara Stamm, owner of the New¬ David ' Alexander as a training begins April 11 at the Hartman
port (R. I.) Casino Theatre, will ground for singers, dancers, com¬ Theatre, Columbus.
lease the strawhat this summer in posers, lyricists and librettists. ’
A week’s stand is set for the
order to take a sabbatical for rea¬
Bill Whiting, Bob Murphy and American Theatre, St. Louis, be¬
sons of health.
Dick Nelson, who recently formed ginning April 16, to be followed
Don Hershey has taken over the Theatrical Stock Representatives, by several one-niters in Kansas
direction of “Strip for Action” Inc., have taken over the lease on and a May 3 opening at the Geary,
from John C. Wilson, who’s report¬ the off - Broadway Provincetown San Francisco.
edly -still attending rehearsals. Playhouse and will begin produc¬
Wilson will get program credit as ing there May 21.
stager.
The rights to “Time Limit” have which will have songs by Irving
|
Bert McCord, drama reporter of been purchased by Williamson Mu¬ Berlin.
Guy Bolton’s “Golden Egg,”
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, got a sic Ltd., Rodgers & Hammersteins’
funny four paragraphs by reprint¬ London affiliate. Variety reported based on Philip King’s British J
ing in full last week a release frdm the deal was in the works several comedy, “On Monday Next,” is
slated for fall production by Alex¬
pressagent Gerald Goode about weeks ago.
Stark Hesseltine, assistant to the ander luce and Joe Schenker.
producer-director Herman Shum“Diary of Anne Frank” has re¬
lin’s return visit to “Inherit the Phoenix Theatre producers T. Ed^
ward Hambleton and Norris covered its $75,000 investment.
Wind” after a Florida vacation.
Houghton, leaves next Monday (19)
Corbin Patrick, drama critic of
Tim (Johnny) Kirby, Pittsburgh for
a Bermuda vacation. He’s been the Indianapolis Star wijl be in
radio, tv and nitery singer, has doubling
as stage manager of N.Y. from March 26 through April
been signed for the new “Ziegfeld “Miss Julie,”
which finishes a 1 to catch the Broadway shows.
Follies.”
four-week Phoenix run next Sun¬
Bernard Simon has succeeded
William Eythe and Lon McCal- day (18).
Jim Hughes as publicist *for the
lljster, former screen actors, have
George Schaefer, associate pro¬ touring “Can-Can.”
joined Huntington Hartford and ducer of “Teahouse of the August
Pembroke Davenport has suc¬
Ray Golden as associate producers Moon,” will stage the Dallas (Tex.) ceeded Lehman Engel as conduc¬
on current revue, “Joy Ride,” at State Fair Musicals for the fifth tor of “Fanny,” with the latter
the Huntington Hartford Theatre, consecutive season this summer.
moving over as batoner for the.
Hollywood. They’ll assist in prepBentz Plagemann’s own adapta¬
production of “Shan¬
ping the revue for its proposed tion of his novel, “This Is Goggle,” forthcoming
gri-La.”
Broadway opening, for which ne¬ has been optioned by Paul Greg¬
Peter
Davis,
business manager
gotiations are underway.
ory.
for the Theatre Guild, will take a
H. Clay Blaney and Geoffrey leave of absence next month to
Joseph Buloff will guest-star in
“Fifth Season” opening March 22 Jones have scheduled Joseph succeed Michael Ellis as managing
Carole’s “The Gay Felons” for director of the Coconut Grove
at the Alley Theatre, Houston.
(Fla.) Playhouse.
Salvatore Dell’Isola has returned Broadway production next July.
Zachary Scott will appear in the
Choreographer Anthony Nelle,
as conductor of “Pipe Dream” after
being hospitalized six weeks be¬ N. Y. City Center revival of “The who’s been convalescing at his N.Y.
cause of a kidney operation. - His King and I” in the role created by home from an emergency, opera¬
assistant, Robert Stanley, subbed Yul Brynner.
tion performed on his right eye
during his absence. •
George S. Kaufman has bowed last January, off to St. Louis to
Ellen Parker, actress-wife of per¬ out as S. N. Behrman’s collaborator handle dancer, auditions for Muni¬
sonal manager Hillard Elkins, due on “The Legendary Mizners,” cipal Opera summer season.
for motherhood next fall.
“Tea and Sympathy” is getting
its first stock production this week
at the Tucson (Ariz.) Winter Play¬
house.
Cornelia Otis Skinner will pre¬
Sparked by a recent Variety item about pressagent Sol Jacobson’s
sent her one-woman show April 4
at the Philharmonic Auditorium, little-known background as an actor at the Hedgerow Theatre, Moylan,
Pa.,
about 25 y^ars ago, legit-tv actor Alan Hewitt writes, “My knowl¬
L. A., and April 10 at the Pasadena
edge of Jacobson’s secret life goes back even further than that. I
(Cal.) Civic Auditorium.
saw
him
play the title role in Molier’s Th$ Miser’ at Dartmouth, played
Producers Charles Bowden, Rich¬
ard Barr and H. Ridgley Bullock with him there in Boucicault’s ‘Streets of' New York,’ in which he was,
Jr. are planning a fall production as I recall, Mr. Puffy.
of “Laughter of Giants,”- a new
“Also, when the siren song of Hedgerow was loud in his ears, I saw
play by Paul Crabtree, producer- him off one snowy night, and very cold it was at 1 a.m. at White River
director at the Palm Beach (Fla.) Junction as we waited to put him aboard ‘The Washingtonian’ for
Playhouse. A tv version of the Philadelphia. That was February, 1933, in the middle of our junior
script will be presented March 19 year. I stayed on and got my diploma, but later 1 saw Sol play a
on “Studio One.”
An untitled revue with sketches juvenile in Susan Glaspell’s ‘Alison's House’ at Hedgerow. Hfe was
by Charles Sherman and Nat Hiken good, too, and you can quote me.”
and music by Gerald Marks has
Although some of the patrons of Sardi’s Restaurant, N. Y., were
been announced for Broadway
talking about its 29th anniversary last week, Vincent Sardi Jr., explains
that refers to the present location. The establishment was actually
started sometime in April, 1921 (the exact date isn’t certain) in the
ground floor of an old brownstone house on the site of the present
St. James Theatre, farther west on 44th St.
Vincent Sr., was the
waiter and Mrs. Sardi did the cooking in a tiny kitchen- in the rear.
Both have been retired for about 10 years, since Vincent Jr. returned
from service with the Marines in World War II. Young Vincent, who
)(■ CONCESSION A OtCWS A CAtNTVAl,
¥'
now runs the establishment, plans no special celebration for the up¬
.
TTWATMCAL A MOVIE A SKATING
coming 35th anniversary. “I’m waiting for the 50th,” he adds.
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Harry Fromkes is back from downtown real estate to Times Square
as the renewed owner of The Playhouse on West 48th St. which he
originally sold to Ben Marden for $650,000. He bought it back from
Marden for $750,000 which Fromkes considers “about the same price
as I sold it, considering $150,000 in decorations Marden put it into
it.” House is noXV 994 capacity as against 920 seats; money capacity
has been upped from $20,000 to a $27,259 potential' in light of the
new $4.60 and $5.75 scale for the incumbent “Fallen Angels.”
Playwright-scenarist George Oppenheimer, who does a weekly col¬
umn of legit criticism for the Long .Island daily, Newsday, concluded a
brief pan of the recent Broadway flop, “Debut,” with the following
paragraph, “I am afraid that I can only report on two-thirds of the
proceedings. The lady I brought with me is possessed of infinite
strategems and so, as the curtain fell on the second act, she recited
the Gettysburg Address and had us both ejected summarily from the
auditorium.”

Query on Clerical Collars
Current national quiz contest has recently resulted in flock of
letters piling up on drama desks of N. Y. City dailies, in the
office of curator George Freedley of the N. Y. Public Library’s
Theatre Collection, and at Variety. Seems that a question in
said contest queries the identity of a theatrical manager who wore
clerical attire. The answer, obviously, would seem to be David
Belasco; for “The Governor’s” standard wardrobe for most of his
professional life was decidedly “priestly.” It should be noted,
however, that while legend hints that Belasco, whd was Jewish, af¬
fected his clerical costumes out of admiration for a Roman Catho¬
lic priest who had been one of his early teachers in a West Coast
monastery, that Mr. Belasco never really adopted the completely
“turned-around” collar of bona-fide priests. His collars, out high,
and apparently meeting in front, actually were split down the
front and sometimes overlapped slightly, often giving the effect
(particularly in poorly reproduced photos) of the circular Roman
^collar.
Some contestants’ questions hint that the figure to be identified
in the quiz is not Belasco, and have asked Broadway experts to
name another gentleman of show biz who was similarly attired.
Consensus states there just “warn’t none”—but in view of that
“surprise testimony” that often whips the carpet from beneath
the best authorities, Variety would be interested to know of
other theatrical personages, if any, who habitually affected clerical
outfits offstage.

Set ‘Damn Yankees’ For
Texas State Fair Date
The touring edition of “Damn
Yankees,” starring Bobby Clark,
will play the State Fair Audi¬
torium, Dallas, during the Texas
State Fair next Oct. 6-20. That is
one of the choice touring stands
of the year, and has seen some
record-breaking grosses chalked
up, notably the $320,000 pulled by
“South Pacific” several years ago.
“Yankees,” currently at the Na¬
tional Theatre, Washington, will
play the Texas stand following
subscription
engagements
this
summer for the San Francisco and
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera.
Meanwhile, the original edition of
the musical is in its 46th capacity
week at the 46th Street Theatre;
N.Y., with Gwen Verdon as star.

George Sonnies Leaves
250G Estate to Widow
Denver, March 13.
George Somnes, legit director
who died recently, left .an estate
valued at $250,000. Beneficiary is
his widow, Helen Bonfils, part
owner of the Denver Post, and a
former actress.
Somnes, originally an actor,
staged several Broadway shows
and was resident director for many
years for Elitch stock here.

London Shortage
Continued from pace 69 i—.j

is Her Majesty’s, but for almost
two years it has had the straight
play, “Teahouse of the August
Moon,” and that will be followed
later this year by “No Time for
Sergeants.” Those are the major
big-gross theatres, \vith capacity
enough to amortize the substantial
, Continued from page 69
production and operating costs of a
the leading citizens, including tuner and provide a chance of an
eventual profit.
newspaper owners, socialities, in¬
In a more restricted group are
dustrialists and business men. theatres like the Princes, HippoTheir interest in legit is high, and, 'drome, Palace, Saville, Piccadilly
they are ready to lend complete and Winter Garden. If available,
cooperation for good professional they would be suitable for less ex¬
pensive British tuners. But even
theatre.
in this field, the theatre shortage is
“These natives are not rubes,” acute.
Pfeiffer continues. “They are hep
One independent management,
and they know the real ‘values.’ We
are, of course, referring to the up¬ expanding from the longhair and
cqncert
field into legit, is feeling
per echelons. They are your audi¬
ence. They are willing.to pay, but the theatre pinch. S. A. Gorlinsky,
who
last
year acquired British
they want the real merchandise.
They must have an established rights to “Fanny,” has no imme¬
diate
hopes
of presenting the show
Broadway hit with a firstclass pro¬
duction and cast. After all. when in the West End, and may have to
wait
until
the
summer.
they see Cinemascope in Techni¬
He’s mulling a proposition to
color with stereophonic sound, they
get what the yokels in Paris, Lon¬ take over an offbe'at West End pic¬
ture theatre, the . Odeon, Marble
don and New York get.
“Lurye has done a great pioneer¬ Arch, and convert it for the legit
ing job. Some of these towns show. It is one of the Rank pre¬
hadn’t played a legit show in 25 release houses, quite- a distance
years.
But he has made his win¬ from the Shaftesbury Avenue the¬
ter theatre series an integral part atre district. That location would
of the community thinking and explicity eliminate any casual trade
planning. He has given some of and the show would haVe to rely
the suburban matrons a ‘cause’ by bn patrpnage expressly heading
having them hustle tickets as well for it.
The theatre scarcity will also
as ads for the playbill.
“Lurye trys to keep his program ■inevitably .delay the West End
presentation
of “Damn Yankees,”
on as high a level as the natives
can absorb,” Pfeiffer declares. also tp be staged by the R & H
“Thus, after presenting an arty at¬ British company, Williamson Mu¬
traction like ‘Two’s Company,’ sic, in partnership with Prince Litwith Albert Dekker and Edith At¬ tler. • It will also stall other pros¬
water, he throws the natives a her¬ pective U. S. imports for some
ring with ‘The Mariners.’ The shows time.
come to Lurye by train. He takes
the actors around to> the various
WHAT HAVE YOU?
stands by chartered bus, as the
railroad moves would |>e impossi¬
SAM STARK
ble. Lurye serves as master of
Collector
ceremonies on the hus' and enter¬
Wants
Old Thaatro Itams
tains the company with specially^
78 North La Sonda Drlva
rehearsed material for the oc-"
South Laqana, California
casion, He knows that if the ac¬
tors are not happy, the shows
won’t be good.
“Lurye generally guarantees the
attraction against loss. .He hopes
FOR LEASE
to enlarge the scope of his opera¬
MODERN, AIR-CONDITIONED
tion to 50 towns. That would give
900 SEAT SUMMER THEATRE
each show eight weeks of playing
time. Instead of the cuspidorMASONIC TEMPLE CORPORATION
spitting, cigar-chewing manager,
NORWICH, CONNECTICUT
the disgruntled bill poster and the
fishy-eyed booffice man, Lurye’s
circuit has alert young people who
go out after the scratch and get it.
Yoon* THEATRE DIRECTOR. M.A.
Available far Stock or OfM'way
“Lurye has played ‘South Paci¬
fic,’ ‘Caine Mutiny Court Martial,’ . DIRECTED In community and coIIm®' ,
Oft-Brasdway, Stock, TV films with
and other solid New York attrac¬
ARENA and MUSICAL oxperitnee. '
tions. His difficulty is getting New
A.E.A. Offtr or salary opan.
York producers interested. He de¬
Writ* BOX 2461, VARIETY
serves the wholehearted coopera¬
1S4 W. 46th St., New York
tion of everyone in legit.”

Jay Lurye
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Philly Bouncy; ‘Lady’ SRO $53,900,
•Wonderful’ $42,200, ‘Affair’ $17,300
Philadelphia, March 13.
“My Fair Lady” wound up its
third SRO week last Saturday (10)
to pace lively Philly lineup of four
houses lighted, three .of them of¬
fering musicals. “Plain and Fan‘ cy” was welcomed back for fourweek stand at Forrest.
' “Mr. Wonderful” slipped in its
third stanza at the Shubert but
was still plenty potent. Subscrip¬
tion series helped “Affair of Hon- or” better its first week’s take.
Estimates for Last Week
My Fair Lady, Erlanger .(MC)
(4th Wk) ($6; 1,880) (Rex Harrison,
Julie Andrews). • Season’s biggest
hit departed Saturday (10) after
three solid weeks in which gross
was determined only by number
of standees; $53,900 on the finale.
Plain and Fancy, Forrest (MC)
(1st wk) ($5.40; 1,760). Big.ad¬
vance interest in the musical,
which preemed here over.-a year
ago; first stringers gave it a warm
welcome — Murdock (Inquirer);
Sensenderfer (Bulletin) and Gaghan (News); $32,500 for first seven
performances.
Mr. Wonderful, Shubert (MC)
(3d wk) ($6.60; 1,870). Nitery star
Sammy Davis Jr. exhibiting boxoffice draught; fine $42,200.
. . Affair of Honor, Walnut (CD)
($4 20; 1,340) (Dennis King). Com¬
edy about Revolutionary War
wound up as victory of Theatre
Guild American Theatre Society
• subscription series; despite bad
notices, boff $17,300.

‘Can-Can’ $45,300,
•Bus’$26,209, Hub
Boston, March 13.
■Legit is perking again in the
Hub this frame.
“Most Happy
Fella,” new Frank Loesser musical
based on Sidney Howard’s “They
Knew What They Wanted,” opens
a. tryout at the Shubert tonight
,(Tues.) There was a benefit per¬
formance last night (Mon.). The
show is in for four weeks before
Broadway.
^
“Bus Stop,” last Theatre Guild
play for the season, racked up a
nice first week and holds for two
more. “Can-Can” had a good first
week and holds for a second.
Estimates for Last Week
Bus Stop, Colonial (C) (1st wkl
($4.40; 1,590).' Tourer pulled a
neat $26,200 and holds for two
more weeks.
Can-Can, Opera House (MC) (1st
wk) ($4.95, 3,000). Tourer racked
up a1 sizzling $45,300.

British Shows'
(FigiLres denote opening dates)

LONDON *
Boy Frlondt Wyndham’s (12-1-53>.
Buccaneer, Apollo (2-22-56).
Charley's Aunf, Globe (12-22-55).
Cranks Revue, St. Mart. (3-1-56),
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-10-54).
Doctor Jo, Aldwych1 (2-15-56).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Fresh- Airs, Comedy • (1-26-3?)..
Girl Called Jo, PiccadiUy (12-13-55).
Hamlet, Phoenix. (12-8-55).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55),
Lucky Strike, Duke York’* (9-14-53).
•Morning's at 7, W’stm’st’r (2-7-56),
Mr. Fennypacktr, New (5-18-55):
Mousetrap, .Ambassador (11-25-52).
Faiama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Paris by Night, Prince Wale? (4-9-55).
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1,25-56). '
Plume de ma Tanfe, Garrick (11-3*55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24*55).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Ring for Catty, Lyrlo (2-14-56).
Rivals, Saville.(2-23-56). .
SaUor Beware, Strand (2-16-33); .
Salad Days, Vaudeville* (8-5*54).
Separate Tables. St. James's (9-22-B4>.
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-34).
*Strong Are Lonely, H'market (1-24-56).
Such Is Life, Adelphi (12-14-55).
Summer Song, Princes (2‘-16-56).
Tabitha, Duchess (3-8-56).
Teahouse Aug. Moon,: Her Mai. (4-22-54)
3 Penny Opera, Royal CL (2-a-56).
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-35).
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55),
♦Interrupted run.

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
f Theatres indicated if set)
Mi. Wonderful, B'way (3-22).
Little Glass Clock, Golden (3-26).
Mister Johnson, Martin Beck (3-29).
Affair of Honor, Barrymore (4-4).
Strip for Action, Wlnt. Gard. (4-12).
Wake Up Darling (wk. 4-15).
Waiting for Godot (4-16).
King and I, City Center (4-18).
Lovers, Helen Hayes C4-18).
Most Happy Folia, Imperial (5-3).
Kiss Me Kate, City Center (5-9).
Ziegfbld Follies, Wlnt. Gard. (5-26).
Four Dolls on a Dim* (wk. 5-27).
Carmen. Jones, City Center (3*30).
Shangri-La (4-4).

OFF-BROADWAY
Beautiful Changes, President (3*20).
Beaver Coot, Greenwich Mews (3*28),
Plough A stars, Barbizon-PIaza (3*29).
Month In th* Country, Phoenix (4 3).
Antigone, Carnegie. Hall (4-4).
Beautiful People, Theatre East (4-5).
fu?.*
Temple (4-4).
“West Revue, Phoenix (5-15).
The Desert, Provincctown (5-21).

‘Johnson’ $10,500 in 4
In New Haven Preem
New Haven, March 13.
Moderate business greeted the
premiere of “Mister Johnson” at
the 1637-sgat Shubert here last
Thufsday-Saturday (8-10).
Four
performances at $4.50 top grossed
a fair $10,500.
This Saturday (17) gets a preview
performance of the musical “Strip
for Action,” to be followed by a
full week through March 24. Other
bookings include “Can-Can,” March
26-31; tryout of “Wake Up Dar¬
ling,” April 11-14; tryout of
“Shangri-La” April 21-28, and “Bus
Stop,” May 2-5.
,

‘Bridge’ Amsterdam Hit
As 2-Act Single-Bill;
Heads U.S. Play Surge
Amsterdam, March 6.
American plays are dominating
the legit season here. Latest of
the U. S. imports is Arthur Mil¬
ler’s “A View From the Bridge,”
which opened Feb. 25 at the
Municipal Theatre.
It’s being
presented as a single entry and
looks like a b-.o. winner. When or¬
iginally produced <m Broadway, the
play was preceded by a shorter
companion-piece, “A Memory of
Two Mondays.”
Produced by the Nederlandse
Comedie, “View” was‘directed by
Henk Rigters and has Ko van Dijk
in the role created . on Broadway
by Van Heflin. The play, originally
a long one-acter, is being present¬
ed here in two acta.
Other U. S. plays that have
clicked here this season include
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” “Thea¬
tre” and “Requiem For a Nun,”
while “Desperate Hours” was the
only flop import. Another Ameri¬
can p}ay, “Inherit the Wind,” is
due to preem soon.

‘Night’ 50% Recouped,
Earning $8,000 a Week
‘Middle of the Night,” earning
an operating profit of around
$8,000. a week, has recouped over
half of its $100,000 investment.
The Joshua Logan production of
Paddy Chayefsky’s drama, starring
Edward G. Robinson, has an ad¬
vance sale of about $260,000 (ex¬
cluding tax, which is approximate¬
ly what it had at the opening, de¬
spite having used up numerous the¬
atre parties.
There has already been a 25%
return of capital to the backers,
leaving .a balance of approximate¬
ly $15,,000 in cash and $17,000 in
bonds. ’

Touring Shows
(March

12-25)

Affair of Honor (tryout) (Dennis King)—
Shubert, Wash. (12-24) (Reviewed in VA¬
RIETY. Feb. 29, 56).
Anniversary Waltz (Augusta Roeland,
Richard Eastham)—Orpheum, Springfield,
Ul. (12); Murat, Indpls. (13-14); Shea a,
Erie (15); Erlanger, Buffalo (le-lpj Aud.,
Lynchberg (19); WRVA, Richmond (20-21);
Playhouse?
Wilmington
(22-24)
(then
Cl^fad>* Seed (Nancy Kelly)—Biltmore, L.
A. (12-17); Curran, S. F. U9;24)
Boy. Friend—Hanna, Cleve. (12-17); ShubeBus’DSttop19(2d’ Co.)—Colonial,

Boston

^^an-Can—Opera House, Boston (12-17);
Shubert, Boston (19-24).
Canadian Players (repertory) — H. S.
Aud., Saginaw, Mich. (12); Northern Il¬
linois U.. DcKalb (14); Aud., St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minn. (15); £ud;, N.
Dakota State College, Fax-go (16-17) (then
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
National, Wash. (12-24).
^ v
„
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn
Douglas)—Blackstone, Chi (12-24).
Little Glass Clock (tryout) (Eva Gabor,
Reginald Gardiner) Ford's Balto (12-17)
(Reviewed in VARIETY this week).
Mister Johnson (tryout)—Walnut, Philly
(12-24) (Reviewed in VARIETY this week).
Mr. Wonderful (tryout)—Shubert, PhiUy
(12-17) (Reviewed in, VARIETY, Feb. 29,
'56).
Most Happy Fella (tryout) — Shubert,
Boston (13-24).
Palama Game (2d Co.) (Fran .Warren,
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,.
Chi* (12-24)*
Plain A Fancy—Forrest. Philly (12*24).
Strip For Action (tryout) — Shubert,
New Haven (17-24).
Tea and Sympathy (Marla Riva, Alan.
Baxter)—Civic, New Orleans (12-17); Aud.,
Birmingham (19-21); Tower, Atlanta <2224).
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly)—Erlan¬
ger, Chi (12-24).
k
, J „ .
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks)—Aud., Shreveport (12-13);
Music Hall, Houston (14-17); Del Mar Col¬
lege Aud., Corpus Christie (19); Mumdi'pal Aud., San Antonio (20-21); Municipal
Aud.,. San Angelo, Tex. (22-23); H. S.
, Aud., Midland. Tex. (24).

‘Boy’ Passable $29,100,
Buff-Rochester Split I

LEGITIMATE

■' •

71

B’way Sluggish; Robinson $36,299,
‘Diary’ 251/4G, ‘Janus’ 23^(3, lark’ 21G,
Wayne 11 Muni $28,999, ‘Bus’ 18G

Rochester, March 13.
“Boy Friend” grossed over $29,100 in eight performances last
week split evenly between the Er¬
langer, Buffalo, and the Audi¬
torium here. The musical played
the former locale Monday-Wednesday (5-7) and was here ThursdaySaturday (8-10).
It’s current at the Hanna Thea¬
Broadway continued downbeat
tre, Cleveland.
last week. Receipts sagged slightly
for most shows, but a few regis¬
tered moderate hikes. The situa¬
tion, though, looks glum for sev¬
eral entries. The capacity offer¬
ings again last week were "Cat on
a Hot Tin. Roof.” “Damn Yankees”
and “No Time for Sergeants.”
There were no closings or open¬
ings. while this week’s sole preem
is “My Fair Lady.”
Estimates for Last Week

)$,

‘Pajama $28,709,

‘Wmff $29,209, Chi

Chicago, March 13.
Loop biz was spotty last week as
tWo shows slumped and the other
two eked out small gains. After
a slow start", Marcel Marceau’s oneman show is building strongly and
it’s expected the current finale will
fetch the best gross of the threeweek run.
“Bad Seed,” slated for April 20
at the Harris for a run on subscrip¬
tion, remains the only definite
spring booking.
Estimates for Last Week
inherit the Wind, Blackstone
(5th wk) ($5; 1,450) (Melvyn Doug¬
las).
Nearly $29,200 (previous
week, $28,800).
Marcel Marceau, Harris (2d wk)
($4.40;
1,000). Almost $19,000
(previous week, $11,500 for' seven
performances); pantominist ends
his stay here Saturday (17).
Pajama Game, Shubert (17th wk)
($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, Larry
Douglas, Buster West).
Nearly
$28,700. (previous week, $33,000).
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Erlanger (26th wk) ($5; 1.335)
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly).
Almost $27,900 (previous week,
$29,400).

‘JUDAS,’‘BURNS’PREEMS
DURING SCOT SEASON
Edinburgh, March 13.
“A Man Named Judas,” adapted
by Ronald Duncan from the French
of Puget and Bost, and starring
Duncan Macrae, is set for produc¬
tion at the Lyceum Theatre here
opening April 3.Q. E. Martin
Browne will direct.
The play is one of the first six
to be announced by Henry Sherek
and Howard & Wyiidbam for their
spring-summer repertory season at
the Lyceum here and the King’s
Theatre, Glasgow. Also on the
schedule Is “Rabbie Burns Slept
Here,” by Donald Mackenzie, also
starring Macrae, opening. May 14.
An American entry will be “Har¬
vey,” by Mary Chase, featuring
Stanley Baxter. The same actor
will also star in “The Lass Wi’ the
Muckle Mou” and in “The WhiteHeaded Boy,” by Lennox Robinson.
Apart from Carpenter and Mar¬
tin Browne, a third producer set is
Edward Burnham, uiio will also
co-direct Dylan Thomas’s “Under
Milk Wood” at the Edinburgh In¬
ternational Festival in August.

‘Seed’ Pops Up to 25G,
■Ride’ Faster 14{G, L. A.
Los Angeles, March 13.
Both legit' holdovers upped their
grosses last week. “Bad Seed” in
its second stanza at the Biltmore
showing a very good $25,000, up
from $17,700 for the previous take.
“Joy Ride,” with continued
polishing and alterations in its
eighth frame at the Huntington
Hartford, hit its highest figure to
date, $14,500, still not enough to
break even.

800) (Hildegarde Neff, Lawrence
Brooks) (previous week, $26,500;
closes April 14, to tour).
Last
week, nearly $27,200.
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (126th wk; 1,113; $6.25$4.60; 1.214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
Gene Blakely) (previous week,
$21,300; closes March 24, to tour).
Last week, over $22,700.
Tiger at the Gates, Helen
Hayes (D) (23d wk; 184; $5.75;
1.039; $30,845) (Michael Redgrave)
(previous week, $15,200; closes
April 7). Last week, over $16,600.
Time Limit, Booth (D) (7th wk;
55; $5.75-$5.20; 766; $24,330) (Ar¬
thur Kennedy) (previous week,
$17,000). Last week, nearly $15,800.
Will Success Spoil ROck Hunter,
Belasco <C) <22d wk; 172; $5.75;
1.037; $31,582) (previous week,
$15,300). Last week, over $17,-

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Opretta),
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Fed.eral aud
5% City ta.c, but grosses are net; 000.
i.e., exclusive of tax.
Witness

Bus Stop, Winter Garden (CD)
(54th wk; 430; $5.75-$4.60; 1,494;
$43,000) (previous week, ^$18,800;
closes April 7). Last week, over
$18,000 on twofers.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
(D) (51st wk; 404; $6.90; 946; $31,000) (Burl Ives, Patricia Neal)
(previous week, $31,600). Last
week, nearly $31,300.
. Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD)
(20th wk; 157; $5.75-$4.60; 1 077:
$27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siob'ian
McKenna) (previous week, $14.000). Last week, nearly $13,500.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
(45th wk; 356; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573) (Gwen Verdon) (previous
week. $50,700). Last week, almost
$50,600.
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) (20th
wk; 160; $5.75-54.60; 1,182; $31,500) (Shirley Booth) (previous
week, $16,200). Last week, over
$15,600.
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort <D
(23d wk, 331; $5.75; 1,036; S23.854) (Joseph Fcbildk.raut, Susan
Strasberg) (previous week, $25,500). Last week, over $25,500.
Fallen Angels, Playhouse <C)
(8th wk; 63; $5 7f.-Hi4.60; 994 S27,251; (Nancy ' Walker, Margaret
Phillips) (orr xous week* $14,800).
Last week, nearly $14,100.
Fanny, .Majestic (MD) (71st wk;
564; $7.50; 1.655; $62,968) (Ezio
Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous
week, $38,500). Last week, almost
$35,400.
Great Sebastians, Coronet (C)
(10th wk; 77; $6.90; 998; $34^500)
(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne)
(previous week, $31,500).
Last
week, almost $28,900.
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D)
(18th wk; 141; $5.75-$4.60; 995;
$23,339) (Shelley Winters, Ben
Gazzara) (previous week, $21,000).
Last week-, over $21,000.
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
(45th wk; 357; $5.75-$4.60; 1.162;
$31,300) (Paul Muni) (previous
week, $29,000). Last week, over
$28,900.
Janus, Plymouth (C) (16th wk;
122; $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; . $32,700)
(Margaret Sullavan, Robert Pres¬
ton, Claude Dauphin) (previous
week, $23,600; Claudette Colbert
joins the cast April 2). Last week,
almost $23,500.
Lark, Longacre <D) (17th wk;
132; $5.75; *1,101; $29,378) (Julie
Harris, Boris Karloff) (previous
week, $21,600). Last week, nearly

$21,000/

for the Prosecution,
iD) <65th wk; 516; $5.75946; $23,248) (previous
$17,700; closes June 30, to
Last week, over $17,800.
Miscellaneous
Miss Julie, Phoenix (D) (3d wk;
24; $3.45; 1,150;' $24,067) (previous
week, $9,000; closes next Sfinday
(18). Last week, almost $8,500.
Opening This Week
My Fair Lady, Hellinger <MC)
($7.50; 1,527; $02,452) (Rex Harri¬
son, Julie Andrews). Musical with
book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner, score by Frederick Loewe,
adapted from George Bernard
Shaw's “Pygmalion,” presented by
Herman Levin; production financed
at $360,000 (including 20% over¬
call), cost about $400,000 to bring
in, and. can break even at around
$37,000 gross; opens tomorrow
night (Thurs.).
,
Miller
$4.60;
week,
tour).

Off-Broadway
Admiral Bashville, Cherry Lane
(2-20).

/ '

Candida, Downtown 2^23); closes '
April 22.
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
(12-1).

lie Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
Playhouse (1-20).
Private Life of Master Race,
Open Stage (1-30).
Romeo & Juliet, Jan Hus (2-23).
Salome, Davenport (2-2).
Shadow & Substance, Temple (313).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20)
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. (1-3D.

‘YANKEES’ FAST $35,100
FOR 5TH WEEK IN D. C.
Washington, March 13.
Fifth week of “Damn Yankees”
slid off a bit, but was still profitable
at nearly $35,100 last week, at the
National Theatre. Musical, playing
,to a $5.50 top in. the- 1,677-seat
house, went into its final three
weeks with an advance of $20,000
in the till and indications there
would be a pickup for the remain¬
der of the D. C. stand.
“Plain and Fancy” follows
Yankees” into the house April 2
for a three-week run. The Shubert
was dark last week. It reopened
last night (Mon.) with “Affair of
Honor,” starring Dennis King, for
a fortnight pre-Broadway.

Parks-‘Teahouse’ $30,300,
New Orleans Holdover

Matchmaker, Rovale (C) (14th
wk; 112; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000)
(Ruth Gordon, Eileen Herlie, LorNew Orleans, March 13.
ing Smith) (previous week, $30,‘Teahouse of the August Moon,”
200). Last week, over $30,100.
starring Larry Parks, grossed a
Middle of the Night, ANTA fine $60,850 in a two-week stand
Theatre (D) (5th wk; 37; $5.75; at the 1,587-seat Civic Theatre here
1,185; $39;116) (Edward G. Robin¬ ending last Sunday (11). Second
son)
(previous week, $35,600). week total of almost $30,300 beat
Last week, almost $36,200.
the opening stanza by better than
‘Clock’ Ticks Off $11,700
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin $2,500. Top was $4.50.
\ .
(C)
(21st
wk;
164;
$5.75-$4.60;
legit offering, opening
In 5 On Princeton Bow 1,331; $38,500) (previous week, lastCurrent
night (Mon.) is “Tea and Sym¬
Princeton, March 13.
$38,800). Last week, over $38,800. pathy” starring Maria Riva and
“Little Glass Clock,” costarring
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
-5
Eva Gabor and Reginald Gardiner, (96th wk; 764; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118) Alan Baxter.
grossed around $11,700 in a five- (John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen
performance breakin at the Mc¬ Gallagher) (previous week, $40,- ‘Waltz’ Potent $18,200
Carter Theatre here last Wednes- 500). Last week, over $40,900.
On 17th Week, Frisco
day-Satutday (5-10).
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (15th
The comedy is current at the wk; 117; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039)
San Francisco, March 13.
Anniversary
Waltz” continued
Ford’s Theatre, Baltimore.
(Helen Traubel, William Johnson)
(previous week, $54,400).
Last strong last week, its f^th at the
Alcazar,
and
grossed
$18,200. Both
week, nearly $53,700.
Ponder Heart,- Music Box (C) the Geary and the Curran were
(4th
wk;
28;
$5.75;
1,010;
$30,000)
(March 12-25)
Curious
Savage—Clinton
Community (David
Wayne) (previous ■ week, da“Bad Seed,” with Nancy Kelly,
Center, Bronx (16-17); Bryant Community
$24,700). Last week, almQSt $27,- is scheduled' to open next Monday
Center, Long Island City <23*24).
(19) at the Curran, and “Reclining
Edward My Son—Lenox Hill Playhouse,
N. Y. (21*23).
50 Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC) Figure” is due April 9 at • the
Home of the Bravt—Lenox Hill Play¬
(55th wk; 436; $7.50; 1,427; $57,* Geary.
house, N. Y. (14-18).

Equity Shows
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‘Fraud & Duress’ Claimed by Callas■.
Answering Bagarozy’s Suit in Chi
Chicago, March 13. f
Singer Maria Callas presented '
by proxy last week her side of the
legal hassle with E. Richard Bag¬
arozy, New York attorney and New
Jersey manufacturer, who has sued
Cincinnati, March 13.
her for an alleged breach of con¬
Constantine Callinicos was forced
tract. Miss Callas’ rebuttal in the
out
of.
the
Beverly Hills show
form of affidavits signed by her
in Milan, Italy, was presented in Monday night (12) by an American
Chi Federal District court by her Federation of Musicians suspen¬
The
pianist - conductor
attorney in support of his motion sion.
to dismiss the Bagarozy suit and a opened at the Kentucky nitery
second action entered by the Ze¬ March 2d in act of Lauritz Mel¬
nith Management Corp. Latter chior.
claims it subsequently bought the
Union claims Callinicos owes
singer’s pact from Bagarozy.
$625.50 for worthless checks he is¬
Miss Callas charges that Bag¬ sued as musicians’ pay at recent
arozy used “fraud and duress” to Pacific Opera Co. performances in
He said opera
get her to sign a management con¬ San Francisco.
tract in 1947. Bagarozy claims the backers failed to bank $7,000 to
pact entitles him to 10% of her cover checks for artists, stage¬
earnings, which he figures total hands and chorus, as well as mu¬
$1,000,000 over the 10-year period. sicians.
Melchior, continuing with Bev¬
The Zenith suit asks 10% of the
$300,000 it says she earned during erly director Gardner Benedict as
replacement,
contends the dispute
the ’54-’55 season.
Soprano’s affidavit charges that is a matter between Callinicos and
the
union.
Bagarozy concealed the fact from
her that he was under indictment
for conspiracy to sell $237,000 in
bonds taken in a Chicago robbery
in 1932. (Indictment was later
lifted.)
In support of the “duress” angle,
Miss Callas charges that in '47 she
gave $1,000 to .Bagarozy on his
Liselotte Koester and Jockel
promise to handle the details of Stahl, principal dancers of the Ber¬
her trip to Europe that year. She lin Municipal Opera, have been set
alleges he refused to turn over for their first U. S. tour by. Andre
either the steamship tickets or the T'ertens, of Columbia Artists Mgt.
change-unless -she signed the 10- Duo will be here from December,
year pact. She said she signatured ’56, to March, ’57.
the contract rather than miss the
Debut will be a delayed bow,
sailing.
dancers originally having been due
to terp here in 1953. They were
expected in N. Y. in March, ’53,
for a student series, but couldn’t
come and cancelled out. Then, Na¬
tional Concert & Artists Corp. (now
Only a company as good, and as National Artists Corp.) booked
sure of itself, as the N. Y. City Bal¬ them for a Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y.,
let can afford to kid itself, and the concert, plus a short tour, in De¬
world of ballet, as it does with cember, ’53. Duo arrived in the
Jerome Robbins’ “The Concert,” U. S. on time, but Miss Koester
which had its world preem at City .was detained overnight at Ellis Is¬
Center, N. Y., last Tuesday night land “on medical terms,” although
(6). This is a rollicking burlesque, released the next day. Experience
with all the stops pulled out. It’s apparently so unnerved her that
terrific comedy for the first half; she couldn’t go through with the
then it starts to fall apart, and debut performance next day, and
eventually goes to pieces. But the couple (they’re Mr. and Mrs.)
edited down to practically the first promptly returned home.
Since then, there’s been a hassle
half, it’ll be quite a hit.
with a European manager over
Early segment is full of fine their U. S. appearances, but his
things—Tanaquil LeClerq’s com¬ contract is supposed to have ex¬
edic capers, followed by her wist¬ pired, and the matter cleared up.
ful solo; Robert Barnett racing
madly around the stage to the
“Minute Waltz” (whole ballet is
set to different Chopin pieces), and
the corps de ballet in varied for¬
mations, with one or another of
Kansas City, March 13.
the dancers constantly out of turn
Hans Schwieger, Kansas City
or step.
Blackout sketch biz of
Yvonne Mounsey and Todd Bolen- Philharmonic conductor, will leave
der is too repetitious and drawn here early in April to become gen¬
out to be effective.eral music director of the City of
Troupe did a healthy $42,750 at Nurnberg, Germany, for the springthe b.o. last week, about $7,000 summer season. His first batoning
up over its previous, and initial there will be April 20. Philhar¬
stanza, when the take hit $35,525. monic board of directors approved
Biz has been encouraging, as ad¬ the shift. It’s believed to be the
vance on the season was light. Re¬ first time a fulltime symphony con¬
views have been good, and the ductor here has held a fulltime job
nightly window sale has been abroad. Schweiger will be back in
strong thus far.
early fall.
Meanwhile, Schwieger is busy
BACKHAUS SABBATICAL
prepping the Philharmonic for its
Wilhelm Backhaus, now con- heavy season-end work, when it
certizing in the U.S., wants a sab¬ will present two major operas in
batical, and is sticking to his plans two successive weeks, “Marriage of
for an 18-month layoff, from July, Figaro,” Thursday and Saturday
’56, to January. ’58.
15 and 17), and “Rigoletto”
German pianist is 72 now.
March 22 and 24.

AFM Suspends Maestro
On Bounced Opera Checks

Berlin Opera Dance Duo
Due for U.S. Fall Debut
After Series of Delays

BALLET IN FOR KIDDING.
VIA ROBBINS’‘CONCERT’

K.C.’s Schwieger to Be
Nurnberg Maestro Too

FIRST NATIONAL TOUR
RUTH PAGE'S

CHICAGO OPERA BALLET
— WITH —

MARJORIE TALLCHIEF and GEORGE SKIBINE
Original Ballets: "THE MERRY WIDOW" and "REVENGE"

NOW BOOKING
Nov. 26 thru Dec. J6-Chicago, East to N. Y. and Return
Jan. 7 thru Feb. 3—Midwest to Southeast
Feb. 4 thru Feb. 22—Gulf States and Texas
Feb. 23 thru Mar. 20—Southwest and Pacific Coast
March 21 thru Apr. 14—Montana, Wyoming and Midwest

FOR DATES

COLUMBIA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
Personal Direction: KURT WEINHOLD
113 West 57th Street

Ncjr York 19. N. Y.

Pocketing Pickets
San Francisco, March 13.
Nineteen pickets from ‘ the
Frisco and Oakland branches
of the anti-Communist Serbian
National Defense Council of
America appeared, in front of
the Opera House here shortly
before the first performance
of the Yugoslav National Folk
Ballet Thursday night (8).
Ed Sharkey, ,the house man¬
ager, and Ralph Stern, a mem¬
ber of the board of trustees
which controls the 3,500-seat
house, huddled together and
came up with an idea. They
went to the pickets and offered
them choice seats, free.
In a body the pickets laid
aside their placards — and
marched into the Opera House. -

Carol Fox Seen Winning Chi Lyric
Fight; Co. Hardpressed (or Funds
By FARRELL DAVISSON
Chicago, March 13.
The Lyric Theatre’s bitter frontoffice wrangle is apparently wind¬
ing up with a victory for prexygeneral manager Carol Fox in her
well-ventilated feud with man¬
aging director Lawrence V. Kelly,
artistic director Nicola Rescigno
and Lyric Guild prez Mrs. Betty
McAllister.
Only time will tell what dam¬
age has been done to the fledging
opera company during last week’s
hectic maneuvering and personal
recriminations that focused the
spotlight on the Lyric's tangled in¬
ternal affairs.
In what had the appearance of
being a well-planned move, a
group of financial backers rallied
in support of Miss Fox In an at¬
tempt to end the stalemate. A
meeting of 20 such “guarantors”
last Thursday (8) recommended
that the present board of directors
accept the offers to resign made
earlier in the day by Kelly, Re¬
scigno and Mrs. McAllister in their
first public statement on the flareup.
Guarantors, comprised of
those who have contributed a min¬
imum of $1,000 to the opera com¬
pany, at the same time gave Miss
Fox a vote of confidence.
As of early this week, Kelly and
his associates, who, along with
Miss Fox, were instrumental in the
launching of the; Lyric, had not
mapped their next step. But now,
with the open support of Miss Fox
by the key backers, the trio (half
of the board) seemingly has little
choice but to bow out.
Whether Miss Fox’s assumption
of sole command (pending the for¬
mation of a new board) will solve
•the Lyric’s pressing problems is
another matter. The company is
hardpressed for immediate funds.
Miss Fox said that funds ear¬
marked for a $70,000 withholding
tax payment due the Government
April 15 have been used for other
expenses. There are also $24,000
in shortterm notes borrowed since
the end of the '55 season.
Watching developments closely
is the management of the Civie
Opera House, the Lyric’s homebase. The lease for the coming
season hasn’t been signed as yet.
Troupe’s third season is due to
open Oct. 10. While Opera House
execs aren’t ready to put up a
deadline, they’re anxious for an
early decision so they can line up
fall convention rentals around the
opera’s rehearsal .schedule.
/

--.---+

DeMille, Tudor Nights In
Ballet Theatre N. Y. Gala

Two preems and three revivals
will highlight a three-week spring
season of Ballet Theatre at the Met
Opera House,' N. Y., starting April
17. Agnes de Mille’s “Rib of Eve”
will bow April 25 and Antony Tu¬
dor’s “Offenbach in the Under¬
world” April 18. Revivals are Miss
de Mille’s “Tally-Ho” and Tudor’s
“Undertow” and . “Dim Lustre.”
There’ll be an all-de Mille night
April 29 and an all-Tudor eve-*
ning May 1.
Troupe will present 28 ballets in
all. Rosella Hightower and Harold
Lang have rejoined the troupe,
with Nora Kaye, John Kriza, Hugh
A complete Passover Seder Laing, Sonia Arova and Eric Bruhn
(order of the meal service for the as other leads.
Hebrew holiday observance) is be¬
ing released on disks for the first
time, with RCA Victor’s “A Passover Seder With Jan Peerce.” Con¬
sisting of two sides of an LP, the
platter will be out this month in
time for the Jewish holiday (March
27).
Barry Hyams, Broadway legit
Series of roadshow engagements
pressagent and former head of Sol
Hurok’s concert promotion, wrote in concert and other halls over the
the script, and directed and pro¬ country is planned by Harmony
duced the album. His brother, Films for Its three-hour tint ver¬
Rabbi Ario S. Hyams, of Beth Sho- sion of “Don Giovanni,” the Mozart
lom Temple, Roslyn Heights, L. I., opera. Paul Czinner, husband of
selected and composed the music, Elisabeth Bergner, produced the
with choral arrangements by Ab¬ picture, shooting it directly off the
raham Ellstein. A narrator explains stage in Salzburg.
and gives the text in English, while
This week pic has three bookings
tenor Jan Peerce sings the service, at the Brooklyn Academy of Music
accompanied by a chorus. (Hyams, March 13, 15 and 18. It’s the last
a frustrated tenor himself, sings opera to be conducted by Wilhelm
anonymously in the chorus).
Furtwaengler. Harmony, a British
outfit, is introducing pic in concert
style late April and May in about
30 key cities.
Pic previously played a onenighter at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., at
While the Royal Danish Ballet $3.45 top, and took in $5,000.
will be dancing in N. Y., next fall, Brooklyn top is $3, and in its small
the N. Y.. City Ballet by a .coinci¬ 1,200-seateb, will gross $6/7,000 on
dence will be dancing in Denmark. the three showings. There’s strong
Hattie
AlthofT,
Consolidated interest nationally in the film,
Artists Corp. veep and booking among longhair managers, as a
manager, is going overseas end of concert property, two-a-day or as
April for a two-three month talent a one-nighter, with reserved £eats.
hunt, to England and the Con¬
Brooklyn's three showings are in
tinent.
The Rockefeller Foundation last themselves unusual. Managers see
pic
also stimulating interest in the
week made a grant of $37,356 to
the New York Public, Library for leads (SiepI, della Casa) as recital
artists.
the use of its Dance Collection.
Claudio Arrau left N. Y. last
week for Amsterdam, where he
began a three-month tour of Eu¬
rope.
Anna Russell will try out part of
her forthcoming London revue at
her Town* Hall, N.Y., concert next
Verdi: Rigoletto (Angel).
A
Sunday (18).
lusty, spirited, vital version of the
Philadelphia Orch's Eugene Or- tuneful music-drama, sung by La
mandy and Boston Symph’s Scala forces under Tullio Serafin’s
Charles Munch will conduct each masterful direction. Giuseppe Di
other's orch next seasdn, in a pair Stefano is standout with his ster¬
of concerts, for the first time.
ling singing as the Duke; Tito
Merce Cunningham left Sunday Gobbi is an impressive, full-bodied
(11) for Mexico City, on invitation Rigoletto, and Maria Callas a soft,
of the Mexican government, to appealing yet dramatic Gilda
teach dancers of the government- (though at times a little forced in
sponsored company, as well as stu¬ the coloratura passages).
dents in the Institute Bellas Artes.
Concerto (MGM). Mod¬
Roger Wagner Chorale is mak¬ ernHaieff:
work is rhythmic, dancelike,
ing its New York debut Sunday very
easy
on the ear yet substan¬
(18) at Carnegie Hall.
Sondra Bianca, talented young
Escudero Sc Co. due for a nitery tial.
U.S.
pianist,
does it justice, aided
date at the swank Plaza Hotel, by the Hamburg
Philharmonia
N. Y., April 12.
Walther. Some short pieces
Erich Leinsdorf, newly-appoint¬ under
added..
ed N.Y. City Opera Co. director,
Wagner: Good Friday Spell, For¬
is recording all the Mozart sym¬
est Murmurs, Tristan Prelude Sc
phonies for Westminster.
Carl Weinrich, director of mtisic Love-Death, etc. (Mercury). Au¬
at Princeton U. Chapel, is record¬ thoritative, persuasive Wagnerian
ing the complete organ works of readings by the Detroit Symph un¬
der Paray.
Bach for Westminster.
Mason Bliss has been appointed
Mozart: Don Giovanni (Cetra).
southern rep for National Artists Good, serviceable, inexpensive ver¬
Corp.’s lecture and special attrac- sion, with Italo Tajo and Giuseppe
tiqns division.
Taddei, and Cesare Valletti an art¬
Marc Blitzstein, who wrote in¬ istic Ottavio. The Met's Max Ru¬
cidental music for both the Louis dolf conducts the Italian-made
Calhern and Orson Welles “King work.
Lear” productions on Broadway,
Beethoven: Concertos No. 4 & 5
has been commissioned by the (Decca). Stylish readings, with pi¬
N. Y. Philharmonic’s Dimitri Mit- anist Wilhelm Kempff giving as¬
ropoulos to rework the music into sured, musicianly performances,
a symphonic suite, titled” King plus full-bodied support by the
Lear.”
Berlin Philharmonic under Paul
Dolores Wilson will sing the lead van Kempen.
in the Central City (Col.) worldBeethoven: Symphony No. 5 &
premiere, July 7, of Douglas Schubert: Symphony No. 8 (Epic).
Moore’s opera, “The Ballad of The Beethoven is incisive, sharp
Baby Doe,” with a libretto by and dramatic, the Schubert soft
John LaTouche.
yet clearly defined, in the Cleve¬
land Orch’s debut on Epic under
George Saelli, They do as well for
BALLET THEATRE SV^G, ST. L.
the Haydn Symphonies No. 88 Sc
St. Louis, March 13.
Ballet Theatre, in a single per¬ 104.
Verdi: La Traviata (Camden).
formance in Municipal Auditorium
Camden's entry into the complete
Saturday (10), grossed $5,500.
operas field with this La Scala
Show was scaled to $3.50 and Opera combo is a good one, tune¬
sponsored by Entertainment En¬ ful, proficient as well as inexpen11
terprises Inc.
sive.
Bron.

Peerce Leads Passover
Seder for 1st Complete
Service on Victor Disk

Mgrs. Eye ‘Giovanni’ Pic
As Fine Concert Item;
3 Brooklyn Showings

Concert Bits

Longhair Disk Reviews

WEBSTER, DE VALOIS IN
SOVIET ON BALLET SWAP
London, March 13.
Plans for an exchange of ballet
companies between Sadler’s Wells
of London and the Russian Bolshoi
Theatre are being discussed in
Moscow this week. David Webster,
general administrator of the Royal
Opera House, Coyent Garden, flew
tp Russia last week with Dame
Ninette de Valois, Sadler’s ballet
head, to discuss the project.
They left for Moscow shortly
after three technical reps of the
Bolshoi Theatre had visited the
Opera House.

N.Y. Philharmonic Gets
190G Raised by Friends
The Friends of the N. Y. Phil¬
harmonic raised $190,029 in its ’55'56 drive for funds to aid the
symph. Goal was $175,000. Figure
exceeds previous season’s drive by
$33,947.
Announcement was made yester¬
day (Tues.) by Chester G. Burden,
Friends chairman, at a tea given
by Mrs. Robert S. Wagner, wife of
N. Y.’s mayor, who is honorary
chairman of the Friends’ women’s
section.

S.F. Renews Jorda
San Francisco, March 13.
Enrique Jorda’s contract as con¬
ductor of the San Francisco Sym¬
phony was renewed for three years
last week.
The 44-year-old Spaniard, who
succeeded Pierre Monteux when
latter retired two years ago, also
reportedly got a raise in salary.
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Literati
Booming Book Clubs
As many as nine fuU-page ad¬
vertisements m the N.Y. Sunday
Times have appeared of late for
various book clubs. The relatively
expensive Times space and the
relatively cheap down payment to
ioin most book clubs has attracted
some attention. Apparently there
is still beaucoup payoff in clubs
and at the same time, competition
for reader-subscribers has never
been greater.
Book clubs tend to become
specialized and the knowing de¬
clare that the first fact- to be con¬
sidered before starting such a
venture at this late date is whether
a “plausible need” exists for the
type of books to be offered. Hence
the latterday emphasis upon cate¬
gories — religious, psychological,
licmefurnishing, self-help, antiques.
French, Spanish, etc.
The biggest new success are the
Header’s
Digest
condensations,
four volumes a year, each contain¬
ing four to five novels or nonfiction
works. Importance of topflight
literary editorship is credited for
this click. Although authors noto¬
riously detest editors condensing
their prose, great skill has been
manifest in the RD cutting. Public
has gone for the books in a big
Wherever members of the Au¬
thors Guild gather there is apt to
be discussion of the broad subject
of book clubs. While all authors
and publishers are enchanted to
get a selection (major book clubs
assure the author about $15,000
apart from whatever normal chan¬
nel royalties he collects) this is not
an unmixed blessing since the book
clubs, in author reasoning, “pay
for their advertising at the author’s
expense.” Book club royalties to
the creator of the text figure
around 5c a copy.
Typically, the book club selects
from galleys, then orders a special
edition for its own use. Fiction is
dot hurt by book club selection
md usually helped, selection being
food ballyhoo and a prestige item
for film sales. Publisher trade
gossip says that specialized books
of a semi-technical nature are
irimped for bookstore sales if
picked up by one of the special
category book clubs.
Book clubs are “promotions,”
usually by experts in direct mail
md depend mostly on mail solic¬
itation, a good list being all-vital.
Sears, Roebuck and other mer¬
chandise mail order houses operate
)ook clubs. It is this aspect of the
)ver-:all outside promoter or midlleman situation which draws criti¬
cism from authors and others who
ake the view that the book trade
tself has been slack in promotional
eal. Meantime there are fewer
han 1,500 retail book stores in
he entire United States—irj turn
ne reason why people do, and
nust, buy books by parcel post.
‘Ken/ New Man's Mag
Martin Goodman has added an¬
ther to the list of his magazine
entures, a new "for men” book
(tied Ken and featuring adventure
nd non-fiction. Mag, which sells
or 25c, went bn sale nationally
esterday °(Tues.) under distribuion by Atlas Magazines. Initialler
> tabbed the June-issue.
James A. Bryans is editor and
foah Gordon as m.e.
Show Biz Yarns Hypo SEP
Close relationship with the picjre, business is partially respon¬
se. for the Saturday Evening
ost rise in popularity, according
) reps of the weekly mag. Post
as averaged over 5,000,000 readers
nee last November due “in large
art” to' the emphasis on pictures
ad pic personnel, it’s said.
Further, over 30 stories pubshed in the mag over the past
sar have been purchased for
creen adaptation.
SEP frontmen also insist that the
uns made contradict a Quest
ewsletter argument of last Deember holding that in contrast to
levision, per Godfrey, “Hollyood cannot help sell single
)pies’ (as quoted in Variety).
( /Bridey Murphy’ Impact
i » e^Se?rch For Bridey M
ay, Doubleday’s runawajr n
-tion bestseHer, has beeii.pick:
? added promotion via serJiali
on m dailies around the count
York’ for sample, i
aily Mirror wound up a two-w<
uahzation Sunday (11). A Mir;
okesman couldn’t ascertain 1
tect of the “Murphy” run
im?n«0n "!lnce lt Played c<

Slth £uch hot items

sident Eisenhower’s decision
n again and a contest. He <
Tnlt0 ?. hefty mail pull.
comt’
<-°unt ^ilc£rls
of Mrs. MZrey
Ruth Bernstei
Simmo

Pfikmff
victory via a battle of proxies and
backing of the board. Board mem¬
bers include outside investors,
mostly Cincinnatians.
That fracas was preceded by
Ferger’s firing of James Ratliff,
company secretary and columnist,
who led in the “employe pur¬
chase” crusade, and city editor
Jack Cronin, who opposed his ad¬
ministration.
Rumors are a dime a dozen
about who will pay the reported
$3,000,000 or more price tag Hal¬
sey-Stuart put on the debentures.
Names heard mostly are the
Times-Star, which was outbid sev¬
eral years ago when seeking to
buy the Enquirer, and the ScrippsHoward Post, both p.m.

tale (under hypsosis) of a previous
life in Ireland more than 100 years
ago as Bridey Murphy, has also
stirred up recording company in¬
terest. Already on the market is
Fran Allison with “The Ballad of
Bridey Murphy” on Mercury and
Billy Devroe with “The Love of
Bridey Murphy” on the indie
Tampa label.
The quipsters, never averse to
hopping on a fad, are also giving
the “Murphy” saga a workover.
Samples: “I’m throwing a comeas-you-were party”; “She ought to
CHATTER
replace her name-sake Audie
Edward Rofheart, art director of
Murphy in a remake of ‘To Hell
Pines
Publications,
promoted to
and Back’,” and “I’m going to
change my will and leave the veepee by Ned Pines, president.
Leap
Year
ball
at
the
Ambassa¬
money to myself.”
dor Hotel March 23 being under¬
written
by
Bounty,
new
satirical
Book Dealer’s Unique Award
Edwin M. Reid, operator of the mag due May 1.
Rochdale
Observer,
Lancashire,
College Bookshop, Toledo, who
filed anti-trust suits for $11,600,000 Eng., celebrated its centenary un¬
against 32 publishing firms, has der same family management as
won a test case against Doubleday, when launched in 1856.
John Vickers, drama editor of
but for far less than had been
sought in the court action. Federal Frisco’s weekly Argonaut, has
a leave of absence. Clarence
Judge Frank L. Kloeb awarded taken
Taylor has replaced him.
treble damages of $1,749, plus G. Gordon
Variety corre¬
attorney’s fees; Reid had asked for spondent inIrving,
Scotland, penned arti¬
$600,000 treble damages under the cle on Tyrone
Power
Holly¬
Robinson-Patman Act. Judge Kloeb wood in Scottish Daily and
Record.
urged Reid to settle his claims
William
Saroyan’s
new
novel,
against the other 31 publishing “The Bouncing Ball” (Atlantic
firms out of court.
Monthly Press-Little, Brown), due
Reid, a book wholesaler, con¬ in May, has a show biz background.
tended that Doubleday gave him
Jan Peerce warns of the pitfalls
a discount of 43% on the books he in a musical career in “Don’t Be
purchased, while giving competi¬ A Sucker, Junior,” as told to Stan¬
tors a 46%. Because of the dis¬ ley Frank, in the March 17 Satevecrimination, he lost business, he post.
said. The judge did' not grant
Henry W. Clune, columnist on
damages for possible sales lost, but the Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat &
awarded Reid the 3% cent discount Chronical, authored “The Big
.differences on books he bought Fella,” political novel, which Mac¬
from the firm, totaling $853, which millan is just bringing out.'
was tripled to reach the $1,749
TV’s Carl Reiner posed for “A
figure.
Saw Screams At Midnight,” humor¬
The publisher argued that it gave ous “Whodunit-yourself book” by
bigger discounts to certain whole¬ G. A. Mills (Dutton; $2.50). Wil¬
salers to meet competitive dis¬ liam H. Kofoed designed it.
counts of other publishers. But
Beth Brown, author of “Hotel
since the books were copyrighted, for Pets” now on NBC (Quaker
the judge said, the publishing Oats-sponsored), coming up with a
houses really were not competing new dog book entitled “Blinky,”
with one another in the sale of to be published by Prentice-Hall
titles.
this Spring.
"The copyrighting granted a
“Encyclopedia of American As¬
monopoly, against which there sociations,” a first-time venture,
would be no legal competition,” hits the stands April 1 under aegis
said Judge Kloeb. Most of the of the Gale Research Co. of Co¬
nation’s leading publishing firms lumbus. It’s to be an annual direc¬
are among the 31 defendants in the tory at $15 per copy.
other suits.
Irwin Shaw dedicates his new
(third) novel, “Lucy Crown,” to
Pasternak’s Autobiog
his editor at Random House, Saxe
“Easy the Hard Way” is Joe Commins. His next book, “The
Pasternak's life story is told to Uncaged Man,” like “Lucy,” is laid
David Chandler (Putnam; $4). in Paris and environs.
This tome will make no enemies
Victor Chapin, former actor, has
for the w.k. film producer, who a short story in current issue of
candidly states that his is “a happy The Reporter. Yarn, titled “Mr.
story with a happy ending”; but Horowitz,” has show biz back¬
neither does the book purvey much ground and reportedly draws its
important Hollywood history about principal characters from life.
Ilka Chase “pouring” tomorrow
a man who has contributed with
distinction to filmusicals during (Thurs.) at her East 57th St.
the past couple of decades. As far manse in connection with publica¬
as Pasternak’s recap - goes, it is tion of her new novel, “The Island
pleasant, innocuous and chatty. Players” (Doubleday). Has to do
Carl Laemmle Sr. would cer¬ with a Caribbean island-hopping
tainly feel that his protege has legit stock company.
Time staffer Bernard Fritzell’s
been recorded successfully as a
first-class good will ambassador for first novel. “10 Days in August.” is
due
via Simon & Schuster. Title
the films.
Rodo.
refers to the 10 days before the
liberation of Paris in August, 1944.
Korn’s 'Orchestral Accents*
Farrar, Straus & Cudahy pub¬ Fritzell was war editor for the
lishing “Orchestral Accents”, by N. Y. Post during WW II and then
Richard Korn, president of the So¬ with OWI.
Jane Troxell Stark, who for the
ciety for the Publication of Ameri¬
can Music and former conductor past few years has been freelancing
of the National Symphony Orches¬ as a fashion photog but previously
tra of Washington. He has also was associate fashion editor of
been associated with such groups Glamour and fashion ed for Charm,
as the National Orchestral Associ¬ has been named fashion editor of
ation, where he was student con¬ Look. She’s the wife of tv an¬
ductor, and the Juilliard Graduate. nouncer Dick Stark.
Virginia Pope, who retired as fash¬
School where he won a fellowship
ion editor of the N.Y. Times in
in conducting.
1955, has joined Parade, the na¬
tionally syndicated Sunday mag, in
Cincy Enquirer’s Control?
Cincinnati Enquirer’s 600 em¬ a similar capacity. Since her re¬
tirement
after 22 years as the
ployes are sweating it out while
waiting to learn who will purchase Times’ couturier editor, she’s been
fashion
consultant
for various
working control holdings in the
agencies.
paper.,
Virginia
Lee
Bishop,
18, has col¬
Halsey-Stuart & Co., Chicago, is
unloading its $1,500,000 in junior laborated with her father Jim
debentures to the highest bidder. Bishop ("The Day Lincoln Was
The debentures carry option of Shot,” the Jackie Gleason biog.
conversion into stock amounting to etc), on “Fighting Father Duffy,”
150,000 Shares, or 37% of the which the Vision Books division
stock that would be outstanding if (Catholic themes) of Farrar, Straus
& Cudaliy is bringing out.
converted-. ‘
Ex-N.Y. editor Stanley Walkers
The Chicago financial firm,
which helped the Enquirer’s “em¬ “Home To Texas” will be pub¬
lished
this spring by Harper. It’s
ploye-owned” venture over the
hump for purchase from the John an intimate memoir of a Gotham
newspaperman
who, in 1945, set
R. McLean estate, Washington,
D.C,. has lost the admiration of out to relive his youth in his na¬
employe stockholders by putting tive Lampasas County, and this
its debentures on the block. Many book is an account of the past de¬
of them say Halsey-Stuart “has let cade on the old family Texas
ranch.
us down.”
Toplevel reps from the four
New move by -Halsey-Stuart fol¬
lowed a bitter factional fight for Chicago newspapers are on the
committee
sponsoring a $50 a
management dominance of the
a.m. and Sunday sheet. Differ¬ plate dinner May 5 to raise funds
for
the
Richard
J. Finnegan me¬
ences between Roger H. Ferger,
president and publisher, and em¬ morial research center at La Rabida
hospital.
Finnegan,
who died
ployes* over management salaries
and expenses, resulted in a Ferger last year, was the editor-publisher
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i; SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
i-mmmm+mmm By Frank Scully -m+mm + mmm
jtcuiu opiiiigs.

The day after I read J. P. McEvoy’s “Charlie Would Have Loved
This,” Mac’s tribute to a lonely widow enjoying a luau, a Polynesian
clambake still carried on for tourists on the beach at Waikiki, I read
where they were setting up a Smog-Control Board for the Hawaiian
Islands and I said to myself, “Oh-oh, Mac got out just in time, and
Charlie and I are lucky for never having been there because by now,
obviously, it’s too late.”
Just when it would have been the right time has left me in doubt
to this day. By the time Charles O’Brien published his "White Shadows
in the South Seas,” I suspect it was already too late, because that was
years after Gauguin combed over its allure.
Nobody can figure-skate between fact and fancy like Mac, and it’s
been a long time since he was between hard covers. This volume, a
frail little thing, published by Duell, Sloan & Pearce in New York
and by Little, Brown & Co. in Boston and Toronto, fills me with a
nostalgic for the Mac That Might Have Been. The Mac who 30 years
ago was writing “The Potters,” “Americana,” “Show Girl,” “Denny
and the Dumb Cluck” and “Mister Noodle,” got swept into a hurricane,
which oddly traveled from east to west, and when dropped in Holly¬
wood must have landed on his large and lovely head.
For when he emerged from the film factories, he scooted off to
the Orient and has been more or less on the go ever since. He never
got back to the guy whose grip on America was destined to win him
a Nobel Prize, and by now I suspect it is too late for him to try. In
Hawaii I suppose this would be the time to sing “Aloha” while tlfe
white haired boy of Illinois and the little white haired old lady from
the same sovereign state wept buckets of tears in their leis.
But I am not the weeping kind, because I don’t believe that lost
opportunities are necessarily bad things to lose. For Mac, it was the
best thing he could have done when he lit out for Hollywood and
scooped up a crock of gold in the depressed and depressing ’30s. He
was broke and in those'days gold was where you found it, and it could
still be found in Hollywood.
Not long after this, he picked his son Dennis under one arm and a
portable typewriter under the other and lit out for the Land of Judo.
Of course he gave Hawaii a once-over-lightly, quite determined that
no widow of his would ever be able to say, “Mac would have loved
this.”
Had he not been in such a hurry to pick up some Japanese proverbs,
which in turn were rewrites of Chinese proverbs, he might have run
into a case-history that would have watered down the case for Charlie’s
having some Poljmesian fun, because it was later than Charlie thought.
In fact Mac knew the parties.
There’s a Fungus Among Us
They were New Yorkers. He was top surgeon in a New York hos¬
pital. She was one of those young and highly competent secretaries
who dash off a novel now and then just to show how easy it is. They
married. Then they cut the Gordian knot and set sail for Honolulu.
I spent some hours with them at San Pedro but didn’t seem to envy
them in the least, Lotus-eating, as far as I was concerned, was as
old hat as Lafcadio Hearn. Well, they went to the isle of their golden
dreams. He didn’t want to touch scalpel again, so he became a school¬
teacher. She became a housewife.
They built a home. Within a few years the fungii were having a
luau of their own. In time they had a quit the place, and start build¬
ing all over again in a less fungus-infested area. They hoped.
Then one day the Japs, figuring we weren’t fit to run an empire,
decided to take Diamond Head, Pearl Harbor, etc., etc., etc., away from
us. Everybody had to- get into the act that Sunday. Including Don
the Beachcomber’s steel guitar-players and grass-skirted hula dancers:
Including the surgeon turned schoolteacher.
He had to operate with a kitchen knife and sew with ordinary thread.
He was running to wherever he was called and operating around the
clock. He was out of practice but he got enough that day to have
made up for a 10-year layoff. In fact, the holocaust left any flower
over his left ear sticking like a dagger, and a lei from then on was
knives in his chest.
He managed to get his wife and children back to the mainland but
he stayed on the island, dragooned into a type of work he never
wanted to do again. One day he decided he couldn’t take it any longer.
He quit while the going was bad.
Thus he left a widow and two children around Pasadena and some¬
how they managed to keep going. His boy is now an honor student
at Cal Tech and his widow is trying to keep from being snowbound
in New Mexico. They were all near and dear to me, but they never
asked my advice about quitting New York for Honolulu.
If they had, I certainly would have told them that the best things
the place had to offer could be found somewhere on Manhattan Isle—
the Chinese food, the Hawaiian music, the rum drinks, the aloha shirts,
the sarongs and the coconut hats. You can’t grow pineapples in Times
Sq., but I guess you can drink your fill of the stuff until you’re sick
of it.
But Mac’s main contention, that if you’re going to enjoy these far¬
away places with strange sounding names, you’d better do it while
young enough to enjoy them, is sound. The only problem is, what are
you going to use for money? Even Irving Berlin couldn’t dream of
a white Christmas amid the comforts of Miami, Palm Springs or even
Honolulu until he had piled up enough moola to get him away from
northern winters.
That Mac in his travels and his reverses has retained his sense of
humor and writing joie de vi.vre is the most inspiring thing about
"Charlie Would Have Loved This.” It is the sort of book one rarely
finds published in. America but often in England. It’s a collection, of
small pieces by a writer who prefers to write that way.
The Dige’s Traffic Jam
It is no cinch to be a roving editor of Reader’s Digest. They have a
regiment of writers, some good ones too, trying to squeeze into those
few pages. The battle is much like a stampede of people trying to get
out of a theatre when some one yells, “Fire!” The mystery is how
they get the book out each month. Through it all the Wallaces seem¬
ingly remain serene.
Almost every issue they cook up a Communist scare, though ob¬
viously they do not believe half of- what they release. Otherwise they
would move out of Pleasantville and try n mountain top, instead of
editing their publication right under a dam that would flood them
all into oblivion with the first bomb.
But they make pleasant reading and this latest McEvoyage is more
enduring proof of it, for most- of his pieces first appeared there. When
one family grew up, he married again and raised another. As he looks
back on his spawn, he gives himself credit as the most far-seeing family
planner in history. This has its laughs, too, for he is not that good.
He only makes it read as if he were.
A great and generous spirit, a delight to read, he has never written
a farm novel—a surefire way to a Nobel prize. And he could have, too,
as thd intro to “Charlie” so well shows.
of the old Chicago Times and
later consulting editor of the
merged Sun-Times.
Ralph Allen, editor, and Pierre
Berton, m.e., of Maclean’s iqagazine have sketches in the ninth
annual “Spring Thaw,” Toronto

revue which opens there April 3.
It’s their first pro appearance as
sketch writers. Other newcomers
to “Spring Thaw” in that depart¬
ment are Ben Lappin of Toronto
land Paul A. Gardner, Variety’s
I Ottawa second-stringer.
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Broadway
Cyd Charisse and Pier Angeli in
from the Coast.
Sammy Cahn in from the Coast
for the premiere of “Meet Me in
Las Vegas."
Elsa Maxwell is not going to
Monaco for “the wedding” because
of her daytime tv series.
Irving and Jack Rosenthal's Pal¬
isades Amusement Park, opening
March 31 for its 59th year.
Forence Desmond and British
vocalist Dorothy Squires sailing
for London today (Wed.) on the
Queen Mary.
Solita Palmer, composer-wife of
film producer Emerson Yorke, in
Hoag Memorial Hospital. Newport
Beach, Cal., for surgery.
Terry (RKO Teleradio) Turner’s
daughter I^aney Nason to marry
Harold Frederick Stone Jr. in St.
Patrick's Cathedral April 7.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigl, San
Francisco ad agency which spe¬
cializes in novelty tv spots, has re¬
tained a N. Y. promotion counsel,
Danny's Hideaway, East 45th St.
dinery, celebrated its 11th anni
with champagne and cake on an
open-house basis this past Satur¬
day (10).
Video and screenwriter Gore
Vidal, just in from the Coast, to
London this week to spend six
weeks on script of the Dreyfus
case for Metro.
Robert Mochrie, Samuel Goldwyn’s general sales manager, and
Mike Hutner, eastern ad-pub
chief, are on the Coast this week
for conferences with the producer.
Theodore C. Streibert, U.S. In¬
formation Agency director, took
off past weekend for a fortnight in¬
spection tour on agency -posts in
Nigeria, French West Africa, the
Gold Coast and Liberia.
Alfred E. Daff, Universal’s ex¬
ecutive vice president, returned
from Europe over the weekend
following a 12-day trip during
which he visited Frankfurt, Mu¬
nich, Paris, and London.
Biderman, Tolk Associates.
Capt. T. Rieber, his daughter
Ruth, and the Waldorf's Claude C.
Philippe hosted a gala dinner for
Albert (Baiser), famed maitre 'd
of Maxim’s, Paris, his wife, and
for Louis Vauda-ble, owner of the
Paris restaurant.
Ernest Dichter, the pyschologlst
once employed at CBS, is heading
for Frankfurt, Germany, in com¬
pany of Ivan Hill, a Cunningham
& Walsh veep, to give a number of
European lectures on U. S. market
research methods.
Joan Crawford back to the Coast
over next weekend, to start a new
picture, and hubby Alfred N.
Steele, board chairman of Pepsi¬
Cola, to Cairo on company busi¬
ness attendant to expanding the
Egyptian market for Pepsi.
Robert K. Shapiro, managing di¬
rector of the Paramount Theatre,
elected president of N. Y.'s Cinema
Lodge of B’nai B’rith at a luncheon
meeting yesterday (Tues.)* Shapiro,
executive v.p. of the group for the
past six months, succeeds Max E.
Youngstein, United Artists veeDee.
Billy Reed says his Little Club
Is netting more now under the new
schedule of a reduced capacity,
meaning a minimization of waitering and kitchen personnel, a se¬
lective menu, and with luncheons
and Mondays closed, than when he
ran a 7-day operation midday and
night.
Bobbye Priest and her dance
partner A1 Fosse are w.k. in show
biz for their personal correspond¬
ence, features of which are the
hand-drawn decorations of rather
unusual skill and design. So much
so that agents become more enam¬
ored with the painstaking tech¬
nique and, she wonders, if it
doesn't militate against their pro¬
fessional bookings as hoofers.
Louis Sobol’s column on a
Broadway Hall of Fame" has
snowballed into the idea of devot¬
ing part of a gallery in the new
Coliseum as a permanent reposi¬
tory for such kudos, patterned
after the Cooperstown (N.Y.) Base¬
ball Hall of Fame. Sobol would
have a show-wise group of con¬
temporary Broadwayites as his
panel committee to screen the
candidates fully qualified for such
distinction.

“Kean," tale of the 19th Century
actor, will be made into a film.
Vittorio Gassman will play the
title role. It will be done in Italy.
Dates of the forthcoming Cannes
Film Festival have been changed
to unspool April 23-May 9 so as
not to conflict with the Grace
Kelly-Prince
Rainier
wedding.
Previous fest dates were April
10-24.
David Lewis, regional director of
Continental Europe for Loew’s In¬
ternational, made Commander of
the Order of Merit of the Italian
Republic.
This is the highest
decoration a foreigner can re¬
ceive and it’s Lewis’ third award
from the Italian government in
recognition of his efforts for the
betterment of Italo-American re¬
lations.
Ingrid Bergman set for a threemonth tour of South America and
Canada with the Paul ClaudelArthur Honegger oratorio, “Joan
at the Stake.” She will be accom¬
panied by husband Roberto Ros¬
sellini who directed the opus. She
then' returns for her role in Anatole Litvak’s “Anastasia" (20th)
and then goes into rehearsal for
a legit version of “Tea and Sym¬
pathy" due at Theatre Athenee
next season.

Phoenix
By Dick Gilbert
Current offbeat billing at Hotel
Westward Ho “features" Tony Mar¬
tini (who is not Tony Martin).
Dr. Lee de Forest, visiting fel¬
low scientist Dr. W. A. Rhodes of
Phoenix, predicts the atomic age
will end in several hundred years
due to a shortage of uranium with
the sun energy age next.
Life magazine’s eight-page color
portrait of nearby Scottsdale
(March 12 issue) being received
critically by most residents of
“The West’s Most Western Town”
who are amazed at the high prices
reported in the text.
Margie Rayburn and Bob Lon¬
don being well received at the
Koko Club. His record, “Lola" (not
to be confused with “Whatever
Lola Wants") is high on hit lists
in Scandinavian countries but just
being introduced here.
Four major league ball clubs,
all spring training in Arizona,
opened the Cactus League season
Saturday (11): N.Y. Giants (Phoe¬
nix), Baltimore Orioles (Scotts¬
dale), Chicago Cubs (Mesa), and
Cleveland Indians (Tucson).
George Gobel due back April 1
for preview of his first film, “The
Birds and the Bees," in Chandler
during annual convention of Na¬
tional Press Photographers Assn,
at San Carlos Hotel. Mitzi Gaynor,
costarring, will be with him.
Marilyn Monroe’s first visit here
and will ride in annual World’s
Championship Rodeo parade for
scenes in “Bus Stop," her next for
20th.
Meanwhile, director Josh
Logan is screening more than 450
local men (many well-heeled) com¬
peting for 150 bit parts.

Washington
MPAA’s Jack Bryson on mend
after major surgery.
Lisa Kirk current topper at Ho¬
tel Statler’s Embassy Room.
James E. Gibson now chief of
Motion Picture Service, U. S. De¬
partment of Agriculture, succeed¬
ing Walter Scott, retired.
Helen Hayes jumped on the
Eisenhower bandwagon in a speech
last wee"k before 2,000 delegates to
Women’s Republic Conference.
Bill Haley and The Platters due
here Wednesday (14) for person¬
als to boost “Rock Around the
Clock” at two Stanley Warner
theatres.

Chicago

Francis Bergen in for a Colum¬
bia recording session and round
of interviews.
Socialite Freddy Wacker profes¬
sionally debuting his dixieland
combo at the Easy Street bistro.
Balaban & Katz prexy JohnJBalaban back at hOmebase after his an¬
nual winter hiatus at his La Quinta
hotel.
Illinois Variety Club Tent 26 to
throw a St. Patrick’s day bash in
their Congress Hotel clubrooms
By Gene Moskowitz
Saturday (17).
(28 Rue Huchette, Odeon 494'
Sam Honigberg, George Gobel’s
Jean Renoir has written a ba
press rep, here laying ground¬
Le Feu Aux Poudres” (Fire
work for comedian’s junket in be¬
Powder) which will be perfori
half of his “Birds and Bees,” pic-'
in Rouen next week.
ture.
Leslie Caron to London to
4 “Helen of Troy” (WB) to follow
in the Anita Loos’ legit versior
Rose Tattoo" at the United Art¬
Colette's “Gigi" which she t
ists*
Robert Rossen’s “Alexander
makes as a pic in Hollywood.
the Great" segues “Carousel" at the
__ Ludmilla Tcherina heads
Chicago Theatre.
N.Y. for opening of her Anglo
Lobby collections in Cook Coun¬
Oh! Rosalinda," and while th
ty theatres, for the 1956 March of
will do two U.S. tele stints in
Dimes totalled $25,195.35, accord¬
ballets.
ing to Chairman Jack? Kirsch', of
Jean Paul Sartre’s revised legit Allied Theatres of Illinois.
Ex¬
version of Alexandre Dumas’ ceeded 1955 collections by 14%.

Paris

London
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Kitza Kazacos’ current stint at
the Cafe de Paris extended for a
third week.
Patricia. Roc makes a British
film comeback in Anglo Amalga¬
mated’s “The Hypnotist."
George Singleton elected head
of Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn,
at yesterday's (Tues.) annual meet¬
ing.
Ronnie Ronalde signed to play
fourth return date at N. Y. Radio
Music Hall; opens there in Octo¬
ber.
British screen newcomer, Julia
Arnall, guest of honor at a dinner
given by the British Assn, of Wom¬
en Executives.
Page & Bray signed by Savoy
Hotel cabaret for two weeks with
option. Opened March 12, doubling
from London Palladium.
Dale Robertson started studio
work on “High Terrace” in which
he co-stars with Lois Maxwell. Pic
will be released through RKO.
Glynis Johns and Herbert Lorn
signed by Marcel Leduc, Inter-TV
Films prez, to co-star in first film
of “Errol Flynn Theatre" series.
Anna Deere Wiman tossed a
press party to welcome Conchita
Montes and Edgar Neville.
The
star will appear in a British ver¬
sion of “The Ball,” authored by
Neville.
4 Two way traffic across the Atlan¬
tic: Ned Clarke, Walt Disney exec,
sails for home on the Queen Mary:
Stan Kenton, David Niven and
Katri Karelia in on the Queen
Elizabeth.
Big British contingent, headed
by Harry Norris, joint managing
director of Rank’s Overseas Dis¬
tributing Co., went to Antwerp
over the weekend to attend the
annual Black and White Ball. They
also traveled' to Brussels for a
Sunday gala.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
Jay Jason current at the Brad¬
ford Roof.
Mickey Redstone opened six
drive-ins in Greater Boston area
this week.
Mike Stanzler inked Julius
LaRosa for his Rhoades-on-Pawtuxet ballroom for March i7. La¬
Rosa opens at Blinstrub’s the fol¬
lowing Monday.
Connie Anderson, singing
comedienne at Charlie Locke’s Guys
and Dolls, opened Mark Finley’s
Boston Post Magic Living Show at
First Cadet Corps Armory.
Louis Cline, manager of Colonial,
where “Bus Stop” is playing, and
fiancee, Gladys McDonnell,- sus¬
tained minor injuries in auto
crash on Newburyport Highway
opening night.

Copenhagen
By Victor Skaarup
“Lady and Tramp" (BV), at Metropol in 12th week.
“Jazz at Philharmonic" at Idraetshuset got mixed notices.
Rosita Serrano starring at Valen¬
cia on March program after Nicho¬
las Brothers’ hit last month.
Four of the Danish gramophone
companies, Philips, Tono, Polyphon and Metronome, started their
own music publishing firm for im¬
porting foreign tunes.
First new Copenhagen cinema in
years, suburban Villabyernes Bio,
with C’Scope screen and modern¬
istic style building, opened- re¬
cently. Mogens Fisker is manager
of 750-seater.
During the Hollywood film
blockade more Continental films
than ever are shown here. “Paisa"
and “La.Strada" from Italy, “Therese Raquin" from France and
“Unknown Soldier" from Finland
were among the best.
Bodil Miller, who became a Unisersal starlet in 1949 (“Ma Kettle"
and “Scarlet Angel") while visiting
relatives in California but subse¬
quently returned to Denmark and
married Knud Jorgensen, U’s
Copenhagen exchange manager,
has now begun appearances in
Danish films, latest being with
comedian Dirch Passer. •

Frankfurt
By Hazel. Guild
(24 Rheinsirasse; 776751)
Eric Pleskow, United Artists’
general manager for Germany,
back after six weeks in New York.
Two days'before his death, Os¬
car Karlweis finished the German
version of MNo Time for Ser¬
geants," scheduled to open here
this fall.
Curd Juergens’ first role under
his new contract with Universal
will be with Jose Ferrer in “The
Great Man." German actor is now
back in Munich.
Herta Staal and Hardy Krueger
to play the leads in the German
presentation of William Inge's
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“Bus Stop," opening April 16 at
Berlin’s Renaissance Theatre.
Television director Rudolf Cartier of BBC to produce Patrick
Hamilton’s play, “Gaslight," over
the South German tele net in May,
with Richard Haeussler in the lead.
Hunt Downs, for the last five
years program director of AFN,
leaves April 10 to join United
States Information Agency in
Washington, D.C., as radio officer.
Germany’s youngest music direc¬
tor, Hans Gierster, who is now in
charge of the Munich City Opera,
becomes general music director
of the Freiburg-Breisgau ,orch
May 1.
“Teahouse of August Moon" be¬
ginning its first English presenta¬
tion on the Continent when it
moves into Wiesbaden’s Kleines
Haus early this month. Also the
first time to be done in a German
theatre with a mixed German and
American cast.

Amsterdam
By Hans Saaltink
(Amsterdam 56316)
“The Conqueror" (RKO) will be
released here in April.
Juliette Greco sang in Amster¬
dam at the Carre Theatre, March
7-11.
The Haagse Comedie produced
Anouilh’s “Ornifle," with Paul
Steenbergen in the name-role.
During the annual Stockholm
Music Fest, the Fourth Symphony
by Guillaume Landre will be per-,
formed.
Cora Canne Meijer, after tour¬
ing Indonesia, will sing for some
months at the Glyndebourne Opera
Festival in England.
Amsterdam City Board granted
the Netherlands Opera a subsidy
of $270,000 and the Conqertbebouw Orchestre $160,000.
Eduard Flipse, conductor of the
Rotterdam Philharmanic, will con¬
duct the Symphony Orch of
Mexico City this summer.
j

Berlin

Hollywood
Lo“er.Dav,d Rose “
Bob riope home after
three
months abroad.
Humphrey Bogart on mend aft*,
throat surgery.
er
Louis B'. Mayer, Mary Ford and
Les Paul planed in from N. Y.
Jack Diamond checked in
Universal-International after in
days in N.Y.
r 10
Victbr Whitlock set as executive
assistant to Sidney Harmon, heart
of Security Pictures.
aa
Fred Briskin will chairman
radio-tv division of United Jewish
Welfare Fund drive.
sn
Elkin Kaufman returned from
England where he set Howard Keel
for three Vaude dates.
Samuel Goldwyn heading for
Tokyo, Manila and Hong Kong to
plug his “Guys and Dolls."
Eileen Heckart will play the
waitress role in 20th-Fox’s Marilyn
Monroe starrer, “Bus. Stop.”
Andre Previn appointed music
director for the Oscar Derby, with
Murray Gerson assisting him.
Dore Schary tossed luncheon for
George Froeschel, first contract
writer to retire under Metro’s
pension plan.
Elsie Janis bequeathed the bulk
of her estate to her housekeeper,
Eileen Lamb, and her chauffeur,
Frank Reme.
Herman Hover, Ciro’s operator,
appointed to L.A. Chamber of
Commerce’s Convention Executive
Hotel Committee.
Gilbert L. Kay, George Johnson
and Earl Colbert organized Mata¬
dor Productions with “Ocean 11”
slated as its first indie film.
George ’ Marshall
negotiating
with Columbia to direct “Quns of
Fort Petticoat," a Brown-Murphy
production starring Audie Murphy.
Hakim Bros, postponed start of
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
to permit Anthony Quinn to com¬
plete his role in “yhe Lonely Gun”

Palm Springs

By Frank Scully
(Tel 4077)
By Hans Hoehn
Village’s Red Diamonds » polo
(76-00-64)
“Himmel ohne Sterne" (NDF/Eu- champs.
Desi Arnaz claims he is now
ropa) is West Germany’s entry at
the forthcoming Cannes Film Fes¬ 39, too.
tival.
Frances Marion caught Zasu
Maxie Herber and Ernst Beier’s Pitts in “Gold Cad."
Ice Ballet and cast of 120 will ap¬
Roberta Linn followed by Paul
pear at Sporthalle am Funkturm Gilbert in Chi Chi’s.
this month. It’s their farewell per¬
Kirk Douglas’s baby got family
formance, since both plan to re¬ on cover of “Villager."
tire.
Honking car horn a clinkable of¬
Simultaneously with preems in j fense around here now.
Moscow, New York, Oslo, Paris
Harold Sherman due in for a
and Rome, the Christian-Jaque I talk on “Thoughts Through Space.”
film, “Si Tous les Gars du Monde,"
Attendance at Date Fair dipped
was preemed at Berlin’s Cinema this year, 18,000 below 1952-rec¬
Paris.
ord crowds.
Marianne Koch (Cook) sued
Eddie Cantor emceed drive
Cleo-Film for not holding to a con¬ which added $20,000 to $25,000 al¬
tract to cast her in CleoTs “Danny, ready raised here for UJA.
Please Write," but instead took
Village fathers balking at exten¬
Sonja Ziemann. Miss Koch asks sion of Cabazon’s city limits,N not
for about $9,000).
wanting gambling spillover.
“Ho Sand Palms" is Chinese
version of “Thousand Palms,”
to a few letters being blown away
India government likely will in sandstorm.
Chas. E. Becker, prez of Franksend a cameraman to Czechoslo¬
vakia for training in the produc¬ .lin Life, announced his firm bought
Pellissier building at Western and
tion of puppet films.
“To Catch Thief" (Par) cashed Wilshire, which houses a Warner
in on recent visit of Alfred Hitch¬ theatre. Made announcement here
cock's here and played three weeks because he was wintering in Palm
Springs.
at the Bombay Eros.
“Fabulous Senorita" (Rep) ran
12 weeks at Minerva Theatre. Odd¬
ly enough the pic played only four
days when it first ran at the New
By Glenn Trump
Elphinstone a year ago.
Dotty Jean, organ and accordion,
Indian censors will face tough at Westward Ho! Room of Castle
problem when they are presented Hotel.
with first Indo-Anglo C’Scope
Bob Hoff’s Airport Drive-in
pic, “Bombay Flight 417," for kicked off local ozone season. Skycensoring.
Picture has Indian view followed suit.
actress Suryakumari being kissed
Ice Capades International wound
by an English actor in the film. up a successful week’s stand at the
It is likely that the censors will Sioux City, la., Aud.
.
clip the entire kissing sequence on
Bob and Bertie Heilman, duo pb
the theory that osculation between anists, leaving Blackston Hotel*
an Indian actress and foreign Cottonwood Room next month.
actor is dangerous to Indian
Seven Seas opens two-week run
morality. of Ford and Reynolds March 9.
The Mascots* come in March 23.
Daughter of KFAB's Don Nor¬
man won local Miss Leap Year of
m2 beauty contest for four-yearBy Jerry Gaghan
Joe Valino, vocalist, inked for olds.
release on Vik label.
Ray Bryant, pianist, had album
released on the Epic Label.
Benefit set for March 18 at
Temporary returnee from N. Y.
Broadwood Hotel for Billy Hey, is actress Marguerite Lenert.
local nitery pianist stricken with
KPRC-TV’s Bob March back
multiple sclerosis.
after his stint with NBC on the
Four Sons Cafe, out of entertain-- Coast.
...
ment action for more than two
Dinah Shore' tv program will
years, reopened show policy with also, originate here the same week,
Art Lund and Ronnie Sterling.
on April 17:
,
Agent Fred Costa back from
Rock Around thf.. Clock champ
European tour where he set the Bill Haley and the Platters are
Playboys and the Nu-Tones,. local skedded for a May go.
combos, for winter runs in Switzer¬
KTRK-TV’s new floor manager
land.
is Bill Gilbreath. Steve Allen set
James E. flyers, Myers Music, to do his April 20 show here.
Inc. chief, pacted the Four Chaps,
Ex-KPRC-TV director Gene
new vocal group, to personal Lewis visiting town; he’s now man¬
management contract in conjunc¬ ager of Temple-Waco station,
tion with Lee Rebadu.
KCEN-TV.

India

Omaha

Houston
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PfiftlETY
had roles was “The Masquera- —
der” with Guy Bates Post.
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Films & TV Get Kicks in Legit

clown and former acrobat, died

■ ■

— Continued from page

1

_.

T h Erne^so^sf^tired legit Oliver McKee “ partnership Wlth forborne 34 years? he started with has a pre-production picture financ- wind. Tele producer Fred Coe was
^ .S/ mMacer Dlavwr lht
n"
« . .. .
. the Sun Bros. Circus and later mg deal.
associated with the Theatre Guild
widespread6 mov?0^ "newcomers
J‘&i^healthcausedhim
leading6 marr
Fiske with whom he remained for
two seasons. In 1908 he became
stage manager for. the Shuberts
and from 1911 to 1915 he func¬
tioned in a similar capacity for
Charles Frohman..
•
With his wife, Anita Loos, who
survives him, he co-authored such
t)lavs as “Gentlemen Prefer
plays
“The Whole Town’s
Blondes.”
Talking,” “Cherries Are Ripe,”
“The Fall of Eve” and “Social

in
1952, and
anu then
men was named consultecretarv
ing secretary.
ecretary.
Surviving are a son and two
daughters.
_CAPT. BEN F. MENKE
Capt. Ben F. Menke, 73, one of
four brothers who operated showboats on the Mississippi since
1904, died March 3 following a
heart attack on the showboat
Goldenrod anchored at the St.
Louis wharf, One of the brothers,
Harry, died three years ago.
^The enterprise presented mellers and has done a thriving business since mooring in St. Louis in
1937.
At one time the brothers
operated three, showboats at the

kfn
KF.N pwipfitst
flRTFFIN
tr
~
.*
Ken Griffin,
Griffin
46 organist
organist^ at
at. the
the
Ken
46,
Chi Old Heidelberg restaurant
for many years, died in Chicago
March 11 of a heart attack. Griffin
had been a Columbia recording
artist whose disks enjoyed wide
popularity over the years.
Surviving are a sister and
brother.
AUGUST KLEIN
August (Augie) Klein, 37, an
accordionist with station WLS for
the past 18 years and a regular
performer on the station’s “National Bam Dance,” died March 8
in Chicago.
Wife, daughter and two sons

af Me tr 0 a n cf c<fl la bora ted'jth* hi s SS^LtS?*^- ^ in 15
wife on a MmberofscM?ni5avsS midwest states.
wife on a number oi screenplays.
Besides his brothers,
Capt.
Emerson served as head of Ac- Menke is survived by a sister.
tors Equity m the 1920s and for
years was honorary perpetual
BETH FRANKLYN
‘
president of that organization.
Beth Franklyn, 83, actress, died
March 5 in Baltimore after a long
GASTONE USIGLI
illness.
illness.
She mad
made her debut at the
ss. she
Gastone Usigli, 59, conductor age of 19 with
°£
it??,
composer,
died
of
a
heart
st0ck
company.
. v, ,
o
-ca•
I otOCK company. theJ?h?fibaugh
She later apattack March 8 in San Francisco peared with the Poll Players and
after
conducting a concert . at
...
”*1 onl Broadway with Henry Miller in
Frisco’s Italian consulate in honor “The
?he Great Divide.”
of visiting Italian President Gio¬
TVTicc FT.aniri«n
olen „«««
vanni. Gronchi. A native of Venice
who studied under
Ger¬ ££aV,n“*, opposite Sank Crwen
ler Busoni in Germany, he came to
to . Frisco
Frisco in
in 1926
1926 Mother Tnember of the Albaueh
afler * conductingf in
m Venice
Venice and
and aJ'®t
Jtodt1Jie^troSpe She teamed wfth
winning the 1924 Ricordi Prize for
®hf„.tea™®d., 71?
hi. “Don
**r>nn Outvote
Amelia Bingham for several seahis
Quixote.”'»
sons in vaudeville.
Usigli taught in the Frisco area,
There are no survivors.
organized and directed two WPA
music projects in the 1930s and in
PAUL BARNETT
more recent years conducted the
Paul Barnett, 40,. a publicist and
week-long Bach Festival at Carmel, autbor of several rplays, including
Cal., the Marin Symphony Guild
• P°i°ffK-iDe4r4uWhTCh«Aa^4Pmi?U<led
m 1?51 at V1® 7?se u o
Tbea •
m Vienna, died March 2 on the isIN MEMORY OF
vfr11 - i

SUmVe‘
-_
.
^Travi.f
76> salesman at
Travis ?**b*r'
Barber, 76,
the V.nijed
United ArtJ
Artist
exchange
Jhe
[st0 e.
xcl3?nP in-DalDu1as, died March 8 in that city. He
S5
M.2
“ *JVr
JS
had been
£aa
Deer] with the same UA branch
6t> yearSi
__
jnue Joaquim Baptista, 42,
Manuel

Register.”
Between

1914 and 1922, Emerson
and his wife produced a total of
27 films. He was also the first director of a picture made by Douglas Fairbanks and was an early associate of David Wark Grtffith.

IRENE BORDONI

:=

scefei-yZi wovu..,vo
“sSmes for P^tu--guese and Latino plays and revues,
died Feb.
in Lisbon.
dled
Feb- 23
23 “ Llsbon_
Tommy Wheeler (Thomas Andrew Walker), vaude artist, die_d
r6=ent>y m Birmingham, Eng. He
IIs ,a ?ar,5fr ln ‘J1® °nSlnaI
Wheeler
& Wilson
wheeler.&
Wilson vaude
vaude act.
act.
4j v
Elvira Fremont. 7ft retired
Elvira Fremont, 78 retired character actress, died Feb. 29 in Bar¬
celona. She once starred in revues
and operettas.
Ernest Lee Sapping-ton, 74, vet¬
eran projectionist, died of a heart
ailment March 2 in St. Louis. His
wife and two daughters survive.
-Georges Simondet, 78, onetime
tenor with the French Theatre and
the San Francisco Opera Co., died
March 8 in Spokane.
.
Widow of George Jaffe, longtime
Pittsburgh burlesque impresario,
died in Pittsburgh March 7 after
a long illness.
. Harley F. Bracht, 69, bandleader
and pianist, died of-a heart ailment
ipeb. 20 in Toledo. His wife, two
daughters and a brother survive.
._
N
Fernanda Glama Melo Lopes, 76,
onetime actress and widow of impresario Melo Lopes, died Feb. 29
in Lisbon.

, REX
E» FAIR
Rev T?i4
-.
leacher and^mrfne
nSuflc^a,u
Beacherrtand composer, died March
U”

nnr^ff :^ IE
Berie and othlrs
While Abroad
he haA oion rnntrlhntpd
to Variety amone others1 b U16 d
to variety, among otners.
His wife, mother and brother
survlvft
_
surviveJOHN RUSSELL
John Russell, 71, author and
screenwriter, died of a heart attack March 6 in Santa Monica, Cal.
A native of Davenport, la., he
worked for several New York newspapers before turning to writing
novels and screenplays.
Russell did the adaptation for
fbe fibn version of P. C. Wrens
Beau Geste and authored the
Alvaro Pinto, 66, . playwright,
stQry uP®n which The Pagan, a journalist and publisher, died Feb.
Ramon Novarro starrer was based. 26 ln Lisbon after a long illriess.
Surviving are his wife and a
Survivii
•
,
daughter,
Father, 69, of Kenneth McKelial*, Scot tenor, died recently in
W. G. WATTY
Paisley, Scot.
W. G. Watty (K. G. Rawlings),
85, veteran actor, died recently in
Manchester, Erig. He was seen in
oldtimd melodramas and appeared
in such successes as “In the
— Continued
Ranks,” ‘‘Harbour Lights” and s=
Continued from
from paxo
paxe 33 ^
=
"Romany Rye.”
most a „must„ to meet the over.
For many yeors
years Watty played!”
played in ™s*
head a/nd
and US‘d'raw
draw T*
a reasonable
a portable theatre owned by the
Th economic setuD thus
.,Etf„lenl'„am™r;nd/lS
profit.
setup
late
John Orton Hayes, and scored Prot
“;* The 1economic
piiftw
fnr thus
Sn
as Cardinal Richelieu In “The
Thrpp
Mnskotoprs.”
aling
smau-cnange
mercnanaise.
dling
small-change
merchandise,
Three Musketeers.”
Reissues aren’t ceasing as an inANDRES DE WAHL
dustry commodity, of course. BackAndres de Wahl, 87, Swedi
Swedish ac- number films kept RKO personnel
tor for. more than 50 years, ,died busy for years when nfew films
March 9, m
in Stockholm. He made were few<
xw.tm.ii
iew. As
as for
ior other
otner distribs,
aistriDs,
biS *iebut in
their oldies in many cases will find
of August Strindbergs
Master their way to theatres via the tv
O.of''EF?oml907-19,^e ap= ^
as°o g" buyer con-

torymo)hMu“rf„ecSh°ihcagoCO|:|erwVaa;
tavTh‘..??rAeyeJ[?1„,bandi
iuttnus ind“dmciua°* ^obn Phillips Sousa. He
rn° Pla/exd
^ench
Opera
Cn
j .7 with
AV .the x
x ciiujul vjycitt
and
the Chicago Little SymPhony
1*1 the Chica8° Little SymPbony.
nJz
For 16 years Fair was director
oi the U.
L. of Nebraska’s woodwind
department, and was director and
wi J»reo w*tb *he Bachman WoodviaiTc s®x^et of Chicago for 12
U’Ac/r Fr,om 1®27 through 1943 ho
FlntoSi0 i of,tb^ Fair School of
erated tifo ingi, ^ni j
opjuted the schooi in Denver untii
Surviving
i,*
x
tlaSeri
fndj.are
fwn his
h1S f^Wlfe>
clanp£Tivlng
wife» tw°
daughters and two brothers.
Jwo brothers.
^ FRED J. HERRINGTON
Fred J. Herrington, 87, retired
exhibjtor who organized the Allied
jjotion Picture Owners of Western
fa-m 1921, died March 7 in Pittsurgh. Born in Bryn Mawr, Wales,
0p 'V°*‘ked in ^ steel mills before
1 ning
the Fairyland Theatre, 1

Thehat™°Ckh0,m’8 ^ Drama‘1C
In_
1922 ne
he_visited
Swedish comcom.
in imz'Z
visuea sweaisn
munities in the US. with an evenSg
of readings
reading! uj
of poetry, and exmg oi
cerpts from
from plays.
plays.
cerpts
F
y __
FRED
MONTGOMERY
FRED. MON
1
. pierrot arFred Montgomery,
Montgomi
tiste and comedian, died recently
In Gretna, Scotland. Forming the
Montgomery Scottish Merrymakers
before World War I, he was an accompllshed character actor, juggler and comedian. He also wrote
mahy of his own songs and
sketches.
sketches.
His wife and daughter survive.
FLORENCEMALONE
Florence Malone onetime legit
actress who ^more reclntlv
appeared on radio and tv? died
March 4 in Lyons NY A protegee of Leslie Carter,’ she was
seen under management Qf David
Belasco and Charles Frohman*
Among plays in which Miss Ma-
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•Orchestra and the San Francisco
.Chamber Symphony. Among! his
best-known works were two tone
poems, “Humanitas” and “The
ine
Song of the River in a Night
of
11 01
War.”
He leaves his wife, a sister, and
his mother and a brother.
ROBERT SHELTON
Robert M. Shelton Jr., 61, presldent of Commonwealth Theatres
Inc., died March 6 in Kansas City,
Mo., after a long battle against
lung cancer. He had headed since
1955 the circuit which operates 65
ind9or and 35 drive-in theatres in
a six-state area surrounding K.C.
A newspaperman before he en¬
tered exhibition, Shelton was in
the film business, more than 25
years. He was born in Mexico,
Mo., graduated from the U. of
Missouri School of Journalism,
and served as a bandleader in
World War I. After managing a
ln ®llesPie. I*1-, he moved
wfarrensbuW Me., in 1932 and
b®cai?e manager of the Star TheS fib?r.e*
ibxr.e* He
116 later became central
district manager
manager for
for CommonCommon, .ali?t?s,ric^
wealth before moving up.
Survived by wife, daughter,
brother, mother.
•
-

Reissue Twilight

a,

Mostly, the candidates are mov- tures
for the future,
srA.taain
such vening over from other entertainPractically every other indie
ment fields, but in numerous cases producer
in tv S
has a similar
prS»W
siS gleam
gieat
they are
are Tshow
biz• tyros
tyros
who have
have
in bis
his eye>
eye, and
and it>s
it’s tbe
the ruIe
rule ratber
rather
they
, ow bl?
in
—
J— who
17
made a cleanup
m
non-thein
-the- | than
cleanJP
ln some
so™e
than the
the exception
exception for
for video
video writwritatrical aline
and fieurp
thev non-theean rmw
now ers, producers and directors to
*
tn LdI! 1
nniLPcTn
ssed regard a tele script as a potential
"en fo?th.s ft long-suppressed
y ?ho
l;ageV_w films and for the stage.
The transfers
, The
transfers from
from films and
generally move into the legit
pasture via an inside track with an
MARRIAGES
author, script, star, director or
Betty Jumel to Giuseppe Castegsome special financing angle in- noli, Leeds, Eng., Feb. 29. Bride
volving acquisition of subsidiary is a vaude comedienne and pan¬
rights to a stage property. Those lomimist; he’s a music hall artist.
rignts
Peggy Lloyd to Robert Patten,
from outside show biz tend to be
venturesome individualists with a Laj?iy?fa‘?’ Ma^cb 4- r,Brl(JfTia tbe
bankroll (or “access” to same) and .publicist-daughter of Harold Lloyd;
a secret belief in their unrecog- ner,s.^
•«. c
,u t
nized instincts and/or talent for
Vegas,
March
10. Bride’s
the theatre.
;ash’ If
31 c£i°*
G l aa show¬
h
girl; he’s a film cameraman.
The latter group, growing in vol- 8 Lvnn
stone7njSn
Mvers CinCin
Lynn Stone
to John Myers,
ume
in
recent
years,
generally
cinnati,
March
10.
Bride
is
continuiume ta, **?nt
*“«”“» einn^Ma™? 10. Bride^c^ttau":
gam entry by raising substantial ty director at WTVN Radio in
backing for shows, usually getting Columbus.
percentage of the producer’s
a Percentage
Frieda Homnick to Mel Morgenshare 0f the profits
having co- stern. New York.
ofits and
York, March 11. He’s
shal:e of the
a«d having oo- stern,
producer
in-association-with shorts booker nationally for Loew’s
billing. In some cases, after hav- 1 Theatres.
Rita Allen to Milton Cassel, New
ing such also-ran status for several shows they acauire "enoiTeh York, March 11. Bride is a Broadsavvy own
to slip
he'S a music£anengineer.
their
" out as “producers on «aJ.„IT"ducer:
1“»”■
ninm, .
...
Betty Kean to Lew Parker,
Eetly
singerRroVLTvJ
■
th
Miami, March 9. Bride is a slngerprod“ctl°", „lnvIas,“b' comedienne (Kean Sisters); he?s a
however, is the return of the I-Iolly- -comedian
wood - studios to the field and the
Minette Gordon to Jerry
Jerrv Pickentry o£ television companies and man, New York.
He's
York, March 11. He’s
individuals.
This could bring Paramount Pictures pub-ad veepee;
about sweeping changes in the bride is a fashion designer.
Barbara Frederickson to Walt
managerial setup of the profeSsional theatre in the U. S„ Dibble, Norwalk, Conn., March 10.
with important' ramifications for He’s a news staffer at WICC,
the public as. well as for estab- Bridgeport.
lished producers and authors, direc¬
tors and actors.
BIRTHS
If, for instance, the big picture
Mr. and Mrs. Donn Winther.
companies and television networks daughter, Binghamton, N. Y., Feb.
were to 6° into legit producing on 28.
Father is with promotion
a major scale, they would have dept, of WNBF-AM-TV there.
vastly greater resources, not only
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Noe, son,
financially but in their control of Manchester, Eng., recently. Father
subsidiary media, than the inde- is a circus clown.
pendent Broadway managements
Mr^ and Mrs; William Shepherd.
now have. Its anyone’s guess how aaugnter, Hoiiywooa, fiarcn o.
such power might be exerted ana Father is ^th Flying A Producwhat effect it could have on the t1?118- Child A1S the granddaughter
present status of authors directors of Producer Armand Schaefer.
artors!
etc! ^
and taTthe^ various ftZrht.?ste,mrenviheUd0 ^*
actors, etc.,
“reHfi‘a*™1 unlons and «u,ids wouId Mother's ’ former Pittsburgh rkdio
reacl*
,
„
personality, Cleda Clark,
ljefflt *oray
■ Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lieber,
With Paramount already in the daughter, Burbank, Cal., March 9.
legit*-producing field
with its Child is the granddaughter of Perry
forthcoming presentation of “L’il Lieber, publicist, and of Eddie
Abner” on Broadway, at least three ^raPer»
suPeryisor.
other major Hollywood studios, _
and
so”’
Warner Bros., Metro and 20th-Fox! Solui?b^’ 4March ,2_ Father iS
are known to be contemplating GlA3d ^nd *Mr?3 A1^ Stember®
similar moves, but on a continuing fi^lightpr
Columbus
Mar-h
basis of at least several shows a Father is WTVN-TV* nroducer-diseason. Among the indie picture Factor; mother is f0™? public
companies, Hecht-Lancaster al- relations director at same station.
ready has a start in a deal to part¬
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Zavon,
ner with Producers Theatre (Roger son, Columbus, March 7. Father
l.
L. Stevens, Robert Whitehead and is client service director at WLW-C.
Robert W. Dowling) in the BroadMr. and Mrs. Denver Pyle, son
way production next season of Ter- Hollywood, March 8. Mother Is a
ence Rattigan’s “Separate Tables,” secretary at 20th-Fox; father is an
as Part*lt of
acquiring the
screen a<*or. and Mrs Dick ncKnrno
cnn
W1-. “'-'‘“““‘b
«wMr
Osborne son
rights. Various
rights.
Various other
other indie
indie film
film out¬
out- co^bSs, Feb S Fath^ is pafits are also known to be hankerrep £or Croslcy Br0‘ad.
lng for a,^to°t In the ^
door °f
of Broad‘ casting.
waVS-oVucing"
Wa^, Pr®ducin8.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dodsworth,
^^Te^ine
Already getting into
into ieeit
legit .as son, Columbus, Feb. 25. Father is
“Sebastians” and the WLW-C
WLW-C sales manager,
backer of "Sebastians”
“Casev Jones,”
Jones.” NBC is
Mi' and
dtiH Mrs.
Mrc Marty
Mnrf-v Roth,
Both daughdaimhscheduled “Casey
Mr.
known to be itching to get into ter. New York, March 4. Mother
stage producing itself, figuring to was formerly with Famous Music;
set up a subsidiary unit to concen- father is a tv and special material
trate in that field. Metro, already writer.
partnered
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herb
Kessler,
partnerea with
witn Gilbert
unoert Miller
Miner in
m
ivn.
imu
xviio.
uciu
xvcooici,
the forthcoming Broadway presen- daughter, New York, March 7. Fatation of “Reluctant Debutante," is ther manages the Four Aces, singSstood^ob^l
of -g groop^"
^

““ exhib^tTo/brighTs66 But
‘ba
won t be sellBefore
Carson,'tv,
• ^ major companies
xx,„ making the deal to »pLJttl
is Jean Carson,
tv, film and legit
lnf them.
,
Ply
entire backing for My ac^ress. father is assistant to Rob.}} ,must be accented that there Lady Fair,” a musical version of ert L Roth^fel, managing director
be ^cepboM, notebiy Metro’s Shaw’s “Pygmalion,” CBS flirted of N> Y.'s Roxy Theatre.
"Gone With the Wind” and pic- with several other more or less
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Gray, daughtures such as Walt Disney’s that comparable legit projects, and did ter. Chicago, March 5. Father is a
are regarded as timeless.
put up a sizable portion of the Chi NBC-TV director,
There are other angles behind budget for the musical “Tree
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Gilbert,
the switch away from licensing the Grows in Brooklyn” several years son, Hollywood, March 7. Father
dated product. Much of it has ago.
is a sound technician.
been rendered obsolete by the new
With “Lady” an indicated finanMr. and Mrs. John McSweeney,
screen processes. Exhibitors won’t cial success as well as an exciting daugbtlr’ ?£nta. Monica, Cal.,
buy R ^nd fbe public is sure to tv and recording acquisition, CBS
7* Jai!?er lsTa«SCc^en edl}rtn*
have itg fill of it ^ tv>
ls
already
considering
other cMr- aJd.Mrs Jeff Stone son.
Santa Monica, Cal.-, March 7. Moth¬
Als0) strictly top-caliber films legit financing propositions, fp^fln^raivetfather
er is
is actress
actress Corinne
Corinne Calvet,
Calvet; father
father
represent a risk for the distrib. There’s also the prospect that the et
is an actor..
Samuel Goldwyn Productions not company might go into production
Mr
and-Mrs.
Sherril
Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Sherril Taylor,
lo.nx5 ?xg0 antIclPated bffty iricome on lts own- through a designated daughter, Norwalk, Conn., March
WJth Its re-offering of “Best Years management or an employee as- 8. Father is co-director of sales
of 0ui; Lives*”
,was sold llke a signed to that project alone, m- promotion and advertising of CBS’
new P^ture, entailing heavy cam- stead of merely financing an indie Radio.
Paign expenditure.
It grossed management, as with “Lady.”
Mr. and Mrs. .Gerald Alters,
only slightly over $600,000 in the
The entry of Susskind into daughter, New York,, March 7.
U. S. and Canada—strictly a dis- Broadway with “Special Baby” is Mother is Maxine Berke, a dancer;.
appointment
j merely a straw in a prevailing 1 father is a composer-pianist.
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ED ZELTNER.

"PATSY SHAW it solid box office... a perfect combina¬
tion of drawing power plus sock entertainment."

^PATSy'sHAW*ls^naw the hottest^

Is'S'ssi ,rs

“T&C* wi«* .

SHAher Music-Music number rates

her hilarious comedy.

JACK ZELL —LE CUPIDON, New York

'be?alslatUhehroomranda'M°ad AbSut (
I GEORGE BOURKE,
I Miami Horald, Florida

her on both shows caught.
b*u"n.

"PATS*"' R<,rWa

M0Hiz%t£S'

• • • She always

if'

?e(r

“PATSY SHAW, for the 7th time,
appeared at the Nautilus Hotel last
night and she had the audience
a so
___
__l many of
__
applauding
loudly that
h<»r best lines were lost. Her
llti
“Broadway Hall of Fame” is a
classic and her comedy versatility
is truly amazing,”

I‘'PATSY
| raves.”

SHAW

show

winning!

.
I
I
j

I

I

■TheTD"0USE-w'^«sk
P'ush nften?ckhage the netv Put
®wned foSVefa had since ?

I easiir
/ ej?« y

"earTwilSON.
New York Post, Now York

x
J/>
f

BILLBOARD

the stare /

I SHAW wmantt0i'U s«msepATly^
l4iH5£*-ervehS.^e ®'
[eD SULLIVAN.
I Dolly Now*, Now York
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. Minutes

the best
this L^eJest

fe*
fern

-tk

Tha
JJ}°

after a

"Tlio crowds horo lovod hor and camo back for more.
PATSY won a solid following. PATSY SHAW can
hoadlino anywhere."

HAROLD SYNDER- GOLDEN SLIPPER, New York
"Opening night was packod and the business held up for
fhroo solid weoks • • . Patsy, come back soon, we
lovo you."

ABE SOBEL-NAUTILUS HOTEL, Miami Beach, Fla.
"PATSY SHAW is ono of the greatost acts to ever ap¬
pear here ♦. .7 times in 3 years, and drawing greater
each time back."

it

girl i!

JOHNNY BERTERA-HOLIDAY HOUSE, Pittsburgh
"PATSY, your great comedy was the finest that I have
ever seen. Your rocont smash appearance here drew
so well, I want you to return in May."

hitman.

"QUEEN OF LAUGHS”

/

TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB
Brooklyn, N. Y,

LE CUPIDON
I

lH

New York

GOLDEN SLIPPER

( fli!
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TELEVISION DIALS IN MUSIC BIZ
When Yanks Build Up Europe's Stars,
Europe Can’t Pay Salaries Anymore

Supermarkets Find Variety Units
Big Sales Hypo; Circuit Expands It
4-Unt. It's beginning to appear that
the
way to sell vaudeville profit¬
ably is to give it away. People, hav¬
ing become accustomed to a wealth
£f talent dispensed for free on vi^eo, may not shell out the coin to
see variety shows, but appear more
than willing to attend name'Show¬
ings when available at no cost.
Super-Market Show of Shows At¬
tractions, which handles sales
drives and campaigns for food
ptores, reports that 1,400,000 peo¬
ple will have seen their shows in
a few weeks of operations. They
have concluded a long stay in Mon¬
treal under auspices of a food
Chain, in .which cash register re¬
ceipts of a certain value were exchangable for a ticket of admis¬
sion. They open shortly in Cleve¬
land, thence to Youngstown, Erie
and Minneapolis, and then a swing
though the south.
- They .use name talent. For ex¬
ample, roster of entertainers in
Montreal included Dennis Day,
JSlaine Malbin, De Marco Sisters,
John (Crazy Otto) Maddox, Fran¬
ces Brunn and others. They work
in either theatres or arenas, and
turnout has been sufficiently profit¬
able so that food chains through¬
out the country are studying the
possibility of hypoing sales through
the use of live talent.
In many cities, food chain com¬
petition is so fierce, that operators
have devised various gimmicks to
get buyers into the stores. The
show idea is expected, to expand.
Some food processors aren’t heavy
(Continued on page 54)
6nly

Intimates Say Allen
Overtaxed Himself In
Working on Autobiog
Fred Allen was a victim Of over¬
work impelled by a desire to finish
his autobiography, the sequel to
his “Treadmill to Oblivion” book.
The comedian, 61, collapsed in New
. York just before midnight on Sat¬
urday (17) while out walking on
West 57th St., just around the
corner from his home. His friends
were well aware that Allen was
burning the midnight oil on his
Autobiog, having managed to come
through with 10 chapters. He suc¬
cumbed after a heart attack
Helen Strauss, of the William
Morris agency, which handles Allen,
States that “Much Ado About Me”
(a working title with which the
comedian wasn’t “very happy”) is
virtually completed. It ran overlong, particularly on the vaude as¬
pects because Allen was personally
yery partial to that segment of his
pioneer' show biz career. Edwin
P Connor, an old friend, was act¬
ing as a sort of “personal editor”
for Allen, because of their longtime
association. There should be no
ihisimpression about O’Connor's
services which were gratis and
strictly advisory because he (O’¬
Connor) was strongest in influ(Continued on page 49)

_____*

7 Features, 7 Cartoons
Houston, March 20.
Ozoner here let local film
, .fans go on weekend bender
with a one-admission stay-as• long-as-you-like deal that fea¬
tured seven full length films
and seven cartoons.
The film lineup carried
everything
from
.westerns
(“Jesse James vs. Daltons”)
to sex (“Pickup On South St.”)
The King Center Drive-In
urged, in its ads, “Come as
early as you like. Stay as long
as you wish! Have fun!”

Just How Big
Is That Disk
Club Market?
Indication of the penetration of
the record clubs on the retail disk
biz will become available when Co¬
lumbia releases the figures on the
first eight months of its club’s op¬
eration. Col, which launched its
LP record club last August, .is now
taking stock of its club’s activity
and plans to issue a statement
within the next week.
Industryites are anxiously await¬
ing the Col tabulation since it is
the largest disk company to take on
the disk club angle. Advance re¬
ports show a healthy membership
enrollment and that dealers have
not Been noticeably affected by the
mail order lure.
When Col
launched its club, dealers around
the country raised squawks that it
would take their customers away
from the stores. Since the club’s
kickoff, Col has been ironing out
the wrinkles in the program to
help the dealer hold on to the cus¬
tomer.
A revamped program,
which brought the customer into
the local shops to join the club,
was successfully tested in Cleve¬
land recently and the diskery now
(Continued on page 54)

J. Stuart Blackton Biog
Pending With Petroff
Hollywood, March 20.
J. Stuart Blackton, one of the
true pioneers of motion pictures,
will be biofilmed by indie producer
Boris Petroff, under a deal near
the closing stage With Blackton’s
widow, Mrs. W. P. Earle.
Blackton, who formed Vitagraph
early in the century, is credited
with having filmed the first news¬
reel, ’ showing Admiral Dewey’s re¬
turn to N. Y. from Manila, after
the Spanish-American War.

The move of video producers,
packagers and performers into the
music publishing field is now gen¬
eral. Latest to open up a music
subsid is the Lucille Ball-Desi
Arnaz team via Desilu Music, the
same name as their production
company. Ann Sothern, star of the
“Private Secretary” video series,
has also formed her own firm, Bar
S Music, as a subsid to her Vincent
Productions company.
They now join a roster of names
with their own publishing com¬
panies that includes Sid Caesar,
Perry Como, Eddie Fisher, Jackie
Gleason, Mark Stevens, George
Gobel, Max Liebman and Louis G.
Cowan, producer of “The $64,000
Question.”
Incentive to open a music sub¬
sid lies in the growing perform¬
ance coin to be derived from tele¬
vision and the power of the tv
plug in creating a pop hit. Just.as
the film companies wanted to own
the music featured in their films
back in the early days of sound
pix, so the video producers and
stars see permanent economic
values in controlling the music
showcased on their stanzas,
whether as theme music or as pop
tunes integrated into the action.
In the case of vocalists, such as
Perry Como, the power to plug a
tune on tv is a direct assist to the
publishing operation. Como’s lat(Continued on page 49)
'

H wood the Star
In New Pix Cycle

Fire, Yes; Pretty, No
Lloyd Shearer, Hollywood
correspondent for Parade,
went to Rome for an inter¬
view with Oscar - nominee
Anna Magnani, came back
with these quotes from the
Italian actress:
“Dio Mio, you Americans
crazy. Fly six, eight thousand
miles. Talk to Magnani. Why?
I can no win the (Academy)
Award. Is impossible ... I no
Hollywood star. Look my fig¬
ure. Look my face. No young.
No pretty. Only fire.”

Pic Star Pactees
At All-Time Low;
Only 6 at Metro
The film industry is now casting
its stars on a freewheeling basis,
with less worry about who’ll be
available and, for economic rea¬
sons, hardly any effort to keep the
stables stacked with names.
This is, perhaps, best reflected
in the current Metro roster. For
years regarded as the studio with
the .most personality personnel
under contract, M-G now' has only
six players of major marquee im¬
portance on board.
The six players who rate star
billing at M-G, meaning their
names usually are listed above the
titles of their pictures, are Eliza¬
beth Taylor, Robert Taylor, Lana
Turner, Ava Gardner, Debbie Rey¬
nolds and Howard Keel. There are
other important names with the
studio but they’re on a non-exclu¬
sive or short-term basis, or work
infrequently.
The new thinking throughout
Hollywood centers on the assump(Continued on page 14)

American interest in foreign
film-actors, and the signing of a
considerable number of them by
Hollywood studios, is of debatable
value as far as native industries
overseas are concerned.
Argument generally is that the
appearance of a foreign personal¬
ity in an American picture is of
double advantage: 1. If the thesp
is popular in his own country, the
U.S. distrib stands to cash in by
having him ot her in a film. 2. The
local industry gains since its talent
gets a boost in the worldwide mar¬
ket and becomes of marquee value
in any subsequent film.
Some foreign producers, while
not inclined to argue with the fact
that appearance in an important
American property is a boon to
their players, see one or two flies
in the ointment. One is Hermann
Schwerin, president of Fono Film,
Berlin, in the U.S. on his first visit.
Schwerin opined last week that,
while he could see advantages in
the popularization of the German
stars abroad, he also knew that the
price of the talent subsequently
skyrockets to such an extent that
the local studios couldn’t afford it.
Same point was made recently by
a British producer who added, with
a touch of bitterness, that anytime
the British industry came up with
a personality “find,” Hollywood
would come along and snatch him
away via the lure of heavy coin.
There has been of late consider¬
able interest in the new crop of
German players, with Universal
particularly eager to sign them.
Among those pacted by the U lot
are O. W. Fischer, Cornell Bor(Continued on page 16)

Show Biz’First'Looming
In Fall With B’way, Brit.
Day-Date ‘Mame’ Preem

Hollywood, March 20.
Despite the spotty record of
most Hollywood-localed films, five
pictures with startown backgrounds
A show biz first may occur this
are among the 20 show biz features
fall when simultaneous premieres
scheduled for production this year
on Broadway and in London’s West
in the first revival of the ehterEnd are staged by Robert Fryer
tainment industry cycle in some
and Lawrence Carr of their produc¬
years. Three are awaiting release,
tion, “Auntie Mame,” from the Pat¬
another is currently shooting. Sev¬
rick Dennis (Vanguard) bestseller
en of the features are biopics.
which Jerome Lawrence and Rob¬
Currently shooting is “Kelly and
ert E. Lee are dramatizing. Rosa¬
Me,” Universal's Van Johnson star- Stan Kenton to Do Score
lind Russell will star on Broadway
rer about a vaudevillian who be¬
and Beatrice Lillie in the London
comes a film star. Lot also starts
For Grace Kelly . Ballet production. Date aimed for is Aug.
two next month, “Star Light, Star
London, March 20.
15.
Bright,” about young starlets, and
Stan Kenton is to write the
Lawrence & Lee, vet radio-tv
“The Great Man,” about a tv-radio rrjusic . for, a„ . 20,-minute . ballet,. scripters-who clicked-with “Inherit
“Homage To The Princess,” which the Wind,” currently on Broadway
(Continued on page 54)
will be performed for the first time (Paul Muni) and in Chicago (Melat - the. Grace. Kelly * wedding • at- vyn Dougla’s), may also set some
kind of a first if Fryer & Carr also
Monte Carlo next month.
Impresario Julian Braunsweg come up with a Broadway hit in
Is there a sponsor around with and artistic director Anton Dolin, their “Shangri-La” musical (the
$25,000 who wants to make a dona¬ of London’s Festival Ballet Co., late James Hilton collaborated on
tion to the U. S. Olympic Fund?- who are presenting the ballet dur¬ the libretto from his famed novel
That’s the price being asked by ing a week’s run there, contacted and filmization) which has a score
NBC-TV for a two-hour telecast Kenton in London on Tuesday (13), by Harry Warren. Lew Ayres has
the lead of “Shangri-La,” his legit
of the Olympic track & field try¬ and settled the project with him.
This would give
outs, headk/'J’for a Saturday at 4
The music will be played by a musical debut.
p.m. h«fthing June 30.
40-piece orchestra, and the ele¬ L&L three concurrent plays on
Broadway, assuming, of course,
le 25G is exclusive of the time ment of modern jazz will be
(Continued on page 14)
strongly featured in the score.

Wanted: Track Sponsor
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B. 0. Melts as Blizzard Howls;
Some Strong Fix Survive Snow

350 Cancel Lewis Opener
Philadelphia, March 20.
Joe E. Lewis was off to 350
cancellations at the Latin Cas¬
ino because of the snow blan¬
ket. Lewis is invariably a sell¬
out opening nights here. Storm
also shuttered Chubby’s, Jer¬
sey spot, postponing A1 Hibbler opening to Wednesday.
Film houses were down to a
trickle, more ushers than pa¬
trons, only 20 customers inside
one Chestnut St. firstrun- at a
certain hour.

Wednesday, March 21, 1956

Fred Allen s ‘New Act’ Reviews
First “notice" on Fred Allen in the Jan. 4, 1918 issue, by Sime
took severely to task the “nut” comedian who billed himself as
“a talking juggler” at Proctor’s 5th Ave. Theatre (N. Y.) for his
alleged “borrowings” of stuff from Felix Adler, Joe Cook and
Edwin George, vaudeville contemporaries of the time. Despite
the critical captiousness, there was suggestion of Allen’s skill as a
monologist, and a later review by Sime urged him to throw away
the clubs and just do comedy.
Three years later, the late Jack Pulaski (Ibee) caught Allen at
Colonial, N. Y., and in the June 10,' 1921 issue observed, “Allen
is a nut comedian ... All his ‘borrowed’ (show biz argot of the
period for lifted material) stuff has gone . . . With whitened face
Allen is now more ‘legitimately’ a comic of the nut school . . .
He could not resist the use of a card . . . reading ‘Mr. Allen is
deaf. If you care to laugh or applaud, please do so loudly’ . . .
Reappearing with a guitar, he said that he was a Hawaiian. Once
he ‘was very dark, but .someone left a pair of dice in the house
and I faded, faded, faded’ . . . Allen’s present act is big time
and it looks all his own.”
An anonymous Variety reviewer caught Fred Allen & Co. (2) at
Keith’s 81st St., N. Y., where apparently he was once again
breaking-in a new Ret, this one titled “Disappointments of 1927.”
Review read in part, “Allen starts as a prolog singer, announcing
he has everything from Paul Whiteman’s band to a mob of vuluptuous chorus girls with him. Phone calls inform him that none
of his company can appear. Portland Hoffa [Mrs. Allen] then
walks on, saying she wants, to work with Allen and be disgraced.
Dialog follows, with’ Allen pulling a strong list of laughgetters . . .
wherein he imitates a ventriloquist and then exposes himself. He
plays a clarinet and finishes with a banjo number after first lec¬
turing the audience on the merits of applause. It’s difficult to
describe the turn, so varied is its material. The idea is that it’s
good comedy and vaudeville needs it.”
v
(Apparently so did all of show business since then.—Ed.)

Theatre business in the New+York area was off 25co to 50, o
for the most part and in some in¬
stances it was virtually nil. I he
New York’s big snow on the eve
storm was a boon to the matinee of springtime’s debut cued some
trade, according to a few circuit last-minute radio-tv program
execs, but the night was murder. changes. A major victim was
The “early show" ticket sales were “Caesar’s Hour” on NBC-TV Mon¬
helped by school holidays both day (19), with Sid Caesar unable
Monday and yesterday.
get out from under at his King’s
The old saw about good pictures to
Point, L.I., home, and ditto Carl
doing good business was apropos Reiner in Westchester. Kinescope
in certain locations. The Skouros of Dec. 26 was subbed and at
circuit had total net receipts on show’s end the announcer said
Monday equal to the level of the Caesar and troupe would be back
same day of last week. The chain next week, “weather permitting."
had a couple of strong boxoffice
Some radio programs had to
The snowfall over the weekend
films in various of its units and throw in recordings or taped
‘these compensated for the lack of stanzas as the near-blizzard threw disrupted the cafe biz throughout
the
entire eastern seaboard. Niactivity elsewhere.
performers.
teries were either forced to close
Circuit head Charles Moss re¬ a block around
Shriner Shovels
because
of inaccessibility, or could
ported: “Saturday night was strong,
CBS producer-writer Kep EngSunday below normal and Mon¬ lund and comedian Herb Shriner not get headliners to arrive in time
for
shows.
Spots that weren’t faced
day nothing.”
Shea Amusement opened a new arrived last Saturday (17) from with the difficulty regarding trans¬
Florida
and
found
that
the
East
portation
of
headliners, were hit
drive-in theatre in Jamestown,
N.Y., last Thursday but the run 37th St. airline terminal in New by the fact that biz was way off.
York
(1)
had
about
eight
Carey
Friday
(16)
was
ruined because
was a short one. House was unable
to operate Friday and Saturday busloads, all converged by planes of the heavy snowfall. Biz returned
from
LaGuardia
and
Idlewild;
to
near
normalcy
on
Saturday and
because of the snow and reopened
(2), the restrooms (for some strange even the St. Patrick’s Day Parade
®n Sunday.
reason)
locked-out;
(3),
no
trans¬
in
New
York
couldn’t
bring the
Suffolk County was the most
severely hit. Prudential Thea¬ portation otherwise from the air¬ trade up to par. However, Sunday,
lines
building.
After
trying
for
when
the
snowfall
resumed,
biz
tres’ four ozoner houses on Long
Island were snowed out over the three hours, both finally hired a dropped down to near zero.
limousine,
but
when
Shriner
got
Cafes
outside
of
New
York
were
weekend. Conventional houses in
thd -area suffered a business to his Larchmont (N. Y.) home the hit very badly. For example, Blinparalysis. One nabe hardtop house hired livery became snowbound strub’s, Boston, was supposed to
in Bronxville was forced to shut¬ and the comedian had to take to open with . Julius LaRosa Monday
the shovel, along with the chauf¬ (19), but the spot shuttered for
ter Monday night.
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
All Loew’s and RKO houses con¬ feur, to get the car started on its the preem and wasn’t slated to
open last night (Tues.)
tinued functioning but the b.o. in return trip.
Fred Allen, who succumbed tq a
It’s expected to reopen tonight
sopie outlets made it appear hardly
heart attack on a New York street
(Wed.). Cab Calloway was to have
worthwhile Monday night.
over the weekend, was a figure
opened at El Morocco, Montreal,
Skouras’ Squire Theatre. Great
with few parallels :n 20th Century
Monday, but couldn’t get there be¬
Neck, remained open all through
showbiz. He was a smalltime
Washington, March 20.
cause of disrupted plane service.
Sunday night to shelter a couple
Laurence Olivier, who told* the vaudeville juggler who developed
A1 Hibbler similarly couldn’t get
of hundred travelers who were
an intellectual patter, a man who
down to Chubby’s, Collingswood, Tex and Jinx radio show in New improvised the kind of quips most
Chicago, March 20.
stranded.
York why he didn’t like his
Gus Van, vaude star of the team N. J., for his Monday night preem. Richard III” film on color tv, got other comics brain-picked from
Lillian Roth barely got into Wash¬
of Van & Schenck, conferred with ington for her Monday opening at off Part II of his critique here. In their scribes. Allen used writers,
an interview with Richard L. Coe, too, in his radio days but he was
Essaness Theatres Corp. head Ed¬ the Windsor Park Hotel.
always the head writer, much in
The agencies had to work prac¬ reviewer for the Washingxton Post the way Goodman Ace has oper¬
die Silverman here last week re¬
and Time-Herald, Olivier pointed
tically
overtime
in
order
to
try
to
garding filmization of the Van &
ated. Like Ace, Allen had occasion
out
that
the
long
shots
and
close
move talent in time for dates. In
Schenck life story. Silverman has some instances, they tried to get shots and largely lost on the small to wonder why some less-original
comedians rose to greater popular¬
New Haven, March 20.
bought rights to the biopic from the cafes to close for the evening, video screen.
‘Furthermore,” he is quoted, ity ratings and earnings, though—
Clipped by the worst storm in a Nat Goldstone.
especially on Monday. The per¬
again
the comparison—both did
“much of the blood and gore that’s
decade, New Haven and vicinity
The Essaness topper recently centers argued that, aside from be¬ an integral part of ‘Richard’ was very well indeed financially. •
found itself virtually paralyzed
ing a dull night, it would be dis¬
Allen’s
sometimes mordant and
today (Tues.). Business stood still made his production bow with astrous to open a new show to an cut for the benefit, I’m told, of
as retail stores, offices and fac¬ “The Phenix City Story,” dis¬ empty house. However, bulk of the children, the omissions of the lit¬ always sardonic slant on life was
apparent
even
while he was still
tories remained shuttered.
tributed by Allied Artists.
bonifaces declared that it was dan¬ tle princes’ deaths, the shot of
Show biz took its share of the j No definite plans for the film gerous to close even for a night, Hastings’ severed head, the bloody doing a single, hitting all the splitweeks.
As
an
early
“tfew Act” no¬
beating, with three downtown film j have been formulated as yet and since it might be construed that rag in the doorway, the look be¬
houses playing to almost a vacuum, resale of the rights has not been the shuttered condition was per¬ tween Jane Shore and Hastings at tice by this paper’s founder, Sime
tLoew’s-Poli (Qnox
<3.025 seats) clocked rule(j out as a possibility.
King Edward’s deathbed, the final Silverman, remarked at the time
manent.
200 patrons at matinee and 250 |
writhings of Richard and the com¬ Allen started with a hodgepodge
evening. Paramount (2.300) hit
plete omission of the ghost scene, turn, a dumb act with interspersed
100 mat and 95 at night. Roger
removed the meat from the play. cracks. Actually this was the de¬
veloping trend in show business
Sherman (2,200) pulled about 250
“The telecasters were overly and many an acrobat was to dis¬
each at mat and night.
sensitive about what children can card his tights and work .in
Shubert, with premiere of “Strip
take. Why, they see more gory streeties in front, of the olio. Will
for Action” close to an advance
pictures than that in the comics Rogers, who came east as a trick
By ABEL GREEN
sellout, played despite the storm
and other tv shows every day. Fur¬
but wound up with approximately
As a onetime Variety columnist, biz columnist or contributor than thermore, violence is part of their roper and used full cowboy re¬
half a house. Management gave Fred Allen’s show biz career took knocking himself out as an actor. inner ^emotions. There’s nothing galia plus a horse in his original
turn, points up the same course to¬
missing stubholders rainchecks for
Allen’s penchant for writing later unhealthy about it.
on a little more intimacy in the
Wednesday matinee.
was to become part of the Ameri¬
“Then there-were the advertis¬ ward comedy emphasis which Allen
annals
of
this
chronicle.
For
one
On the radio-tv front, WNHC
can scene, projected into wider ap¬ ing intervals.
I wasn’t sure followed. Ditto W. C. Fields, an¬
called in full staff to handle extra thing, it still lingers, even after peal because of hi§ basic talent as whether we were watching a movie other ex-juggler.
load of servicing announcements Allen clicked on the bigtime and
Even as? a very young performer
humorist who could write his own about automobiles, or Shakespeare’s
concerning 169 towns in Connecti¬
(Continued on page 55)
material than as a wit who just play. I’d been afraid of this, but
cut, as well as communities in Long musical comedy—this was long be¬ wrote period. Nonetheless, his the fact turned out worse than my
Island and Southern Massachusetts. fore radio—that he would still have “Near Fun” periodic columns were
WAVZ tabulated close to 1,000 preferred founder Sime Silverman much to his personal preference. fears.
“Don’t get me wrong. I’m not
(Continued on page 16)
giving him a job as a weekly show Or so he thought.
against television. But it should
Reproduced herewith is an early have productions create^ for it,
Variety review of Allen (nee John not another medium. And I fully
Florence Sullivan), the juggler understand about advertising, but
3/21
whose small talk was considerably why must it be so overwhelming?
better than his best brand of what Why so much?”
This is the G. B. ShaW season on
he thought was Indian club and
Broadway and Television. Every
kindred dexterity, Allen, the jug¬
generation
the anti-GBS’ers put
gler, was variously known as “Fred
the Irish dramatist on the funeral
St.
James,”
‘Treddie
James,
world’s worst juggler,” and “Paul
pyre and every generation he
Subscription Order Form
Huckle, European entertainer,” but
comes back to confound even his
when he decided to go the whole
A Suzan Ball Memorial Fund, warmest champions.
hog as a comedian, sans clubs, named for the yoUng film actress
Enclosed find check for $
“My Fair Lady,” which opened
cigarboxes and bouncing balls that who was fatally stricked last year,
defied Newton’s law, he became has been established and will op¬ last week as the musical version
Please send VARIETY for
Fred Allen. The surname was in erate under the auspices of the of Shaw’s “Pygmalion,” is such a
honor of his then agent, the late City of Hope Medical Center. Dick smash that it will have become the
Edgar Allen, later to become chief Powell and June Allyson have been
To ..
booker for the William Fox Vaude¬ named national co-chairmen of the playwright’s “longest runner” of all
CPlease Print N»m»)
ville Circuit. It was also as a sub¬ fund. They head a list of show biz time.
NBC-TV’s “Producers Showcase”
terfuge, when booked at Fox’s City and civic personalities sponsoring
Street
star-studded edition of “Caesar ahd
(now the Skouras’ Academy of Mu¬ the fund.
sic) on 14th St., not to woo Keith'
Others include Jeff Chandler, Cleopatra” didn’t shake the ratings
City. ,,
ire for playing the “opposition.”
Zone.... State.
Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, Sam¬ a couple of -weeks back but drew
The Whispering Nasal Twang
my Davis Jr., Rock Hudlson, Gov. coast-to-cnast attention per se. ABC
He was still juggling on the William Stratton, Art Linkletter, TV “sneaked in” ahead of that with
Pantages time in 1919 but when he Dinah Shore, Gov. G. Mennen Wil¬ a repeat of the *C&C” celluloid
Regular Subscription Rates
essayed a Sunday night “concert” liams, Jane Powell, Louella Par¬ oldie in two parts.
at the Winter Garden on Broad¬ sons and Scott Brady.
One Year—-$10.00
Two Years—$18.00
Next fall Maurice Evans stars on
way, in 1922, his nasal twang
The fund will be dedicated to in¬ Broadway in Shaw’s “The Apple
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
couldn’t be heard beyond the fifth creasing facilities for a cajficer cen¬ Cart.”
row. The holiday audience started ter. A national drive for funds
Off-Broadway, GBS is repped
clapping in rhythm. While not of will be launched shortly, with a with “The Admirable BashviUe.”
y^RIETY Inc.
the genre of the notorious ancl goal of $1,000,000 being set for
In short, don’t count the old boy
154 West 46tlp Street
New York 36. N. Y.
dreaded-in-show busines<£ “Colonial 1956. The fund will be a perma¬ out. Her may ,be good foE another
(Continued on page 6W
nent organization. •
' *
century^' • i'- ' * '
’

Caesar’s ‘Whiteout’

Snowfall Sloughs
Seaboard Cafes

Fred Allen Parlayed His Deadpan
Wit Into International Renown

VAN &SCHENCK UP
AS POSSIBLE BIOPIC

I More Olivier Peeve On
NBC Cleanup of ‘Richard’

New Haven Film Parlors
Count Patrons by Dozens;
Stations’ Storm Priority

Fred Allen—Writer At Heart ji

No Biz Like Shaw Biz;
Shavian,Wit Is Or Was
Bustin’ Out All Over
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Legit First Angle for Hecht-Lancaster

Another Plum for O’Neils Revealed;
, RKO Has $18,647229 Tax Loss’

Buy Rattigan's London Play, ‘Separate Tables'—Spe¬
cial Contract Clauses Precede and Condition Film
Hecht-Lancaster Productions, in
a unique film-legit combo deal, has
purchased the screen rights to
Terence Rattigan's “Separate Ta¬
bles” for a minimum of $250,000.
Further, Harold Hecht and Burt
Lancaster will join in sponsorship
of the click London play on Broad¬
way in association with Robert
Whitehead, Roger Stevens and
Robert Dowling. Gotham opening
is planned for next fall.
Hecht and Lancaster film part¬
nership has had such pictures as
“Apache.” “Vera Cruz,” “Kentuck¬
ian” and “Marty,” all substantial
profit-makers. They’ll make their
legit debut with “Tables.”
Each partner saw the Rattigan
legiter in London—it’s in its sec¬
ond year at the St. James Theatre
—and mapped plans to sew it up.
Under the agreement set by Har¬
old Friedman, as Rattigan’s agefrt,
the 250G purchase price could go
higher if the N. Y. version of the
play draws top grosses over a long
haul, the escalator specifics being
unknown. As part of the arrange¬
ment, Rattigan will do the screen¬
play, working in Hollywood.'
Money for the film rights goes
to Rattigan, the British manage¬
ment and the American company.
Meaning a small portion of it will
revert to Hecht and Lancaster
since they’re a part of the Yank
operation. Film cannot be released
until the play runs its course both
in Gotham and on the road. Whitehead, Stevens and Dowling will
have no part fcf the pic.
Capitalization for the play will
be albng the usual private-investor
lines.
“Tables” in present form is two
separate stories under the one
title. These will be intertwined in
the film script.

20th Stockpiling
Scripts to Avoid
Harried Releases
Plans to “stockpile” scripts and
finished films so as to avoid the
rushing of pictures from4 the
studio into the theatres were laid
during his Coast visit, Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, told the
homeoffice staff last week.
Skouras reported that, by fall,
there should be a sufficient ac¬
cumulation of properties to facili¬
tate their merchandising along
customtailorcd lines and to assure
exhibitors of a steady flow of pix,
released at their most advantage-'
ous time in terms of their story
bne, etc.
Quality of 20th’s spring and
summer lineup was praised by
oKouras who, during his 10-day
?/.ay ™ the Coast, also huddled
with Buddy Adler, acting studio
cmef on Adler’s new contract,
weal has been virtually worked out
(Continued on page 14)

PERONS’-DEBUtaG
FILM DUE IN U. S. A.
de Peron Y Evita”
a. 16 ??yth of Peron and Evita),
hnPPtine P°titical documentary
rnias an expose of the Peron
has been acquired for U.S.
distribution bv Cy Bronstein of
4rt Sales- Film, which runs
ightly less than an hour, consists
Primarily of newsreel shots, some
1 it undoubtedly made under the
Peron regime.
Main strength of the pic, now
oeing fitted with an English naration, is the proof it presents, of
he wealth amassed by Peron and
/ate wife even as they posed
i e. champions , of Argentine
orkers. There ate shots of Evita's
(Continued on page 49)

COLUMBIA SUPERSTITIOUS
Happened One Night’
Out Something Else

Turns

Columbia’s experience with the
recent musical remake of “My Sis¬
ter Eileen” is apparently making
the film company cautious in se¬
lecting titles for similar conver¬
sions. “Eileen,” released under its
original title, failed to dent the
boxoffice and some Col execs felt
the reason was due to audience
familiarity with the title and the
feeling among the public that it
might have seen the picture be¬
fore.
As a consequence, Col is taking
no chances with “It Happened One
Night,” the 1934'Academy Award
winner (Clark Ghble and Claudette
Colbert) being remade into a mod¬
ern musical version with June Allyson and Jack Lemmon. Despite a
stiff fight put up by production
personnel (including director Dick
Powell), the sales and pub-ad staff
triumphed and “It Happened One
Night” will*be released in its new
form under the title of “You Can’t
Run Away From It,” the title of one
of the songs in the film. During
its productioh stages, it was re¬
ferred to under the working title
of “Night Bus.”

Gunthers ‘Africa
Into Film Fiction
Screen rights to John Gunther’s
“Inside Africa” have been acquired
by producer Herbert Kline who ex¬
pects to give certain key episodes
in the book a fictionalized treat¬
ment.
Kline said last week that three
or four writers would be employed
to do the various sequences which
will be lensed on location in
Africa. He himself is doing the
adaptation now.
Associated with Kline in the
filming of the book will be Frank
Nugent who is already at work on
one of the key episodes with a
Moroccan background. Lee Garmes
will handle the camerawork and
Alex Hamid, w.k. lenser, also will
be in on the project as Kline’s as¬
sociate. Producer said Gunthef may
do some writing for the film.
Pic should roll towards the end
of the year and will be in color.
New widescreen process is being
considered for the venture. Nugent
and the other scripters will go to
Africa during the year to absorb
local color. Kline, who has a strong
documentary background (“Forgot¬
ten Village,” etc.) and has pro¬
duced features on the Coast, is
huddling with various distributors
on the film.

Hollywood, March 20.
Following its longtime custom,
Daily Variety here is predicting
the winners of the annual Academy
Awards in advance of their official
disclosure tomorrow (Wed.) night
over NBC-TV. In recent years the
prognosis has been on the button,
last year being 100% accurate. In
its eight years of publishing, these
predictions have an .870 batting
average.
For this year’s predictions a
new sampling technique has been
adopted giving voters a chance tu
go beyond the official nominations,
significant in light of dispute this
year that a number of outstanding
creative talents were not put up
as nominees. Daily Variety ex¬
perimented with various polling
techniques. While broadened this
year for the first time beyond the
Academy’s own eligibles, the straw
poll has been strictly confined
within the film industry. Ballots
went to 2,250 within production
plus ?50 key exhibitors around
country.
Of these mailings the
response, remarkably high for any
(Continued on page 4)

BRITISH GOV’T ALOOF
TO U.S. MARKET WOES
London, March 20.
The British government today
(Tues.) flatly rejected the proposi¬
tion that it should interject itself
into the problems being faced by
British films in the U. S.
Spokesman for the Board of
Trade declined to initiate a meeting in Washington to discuss the
situation, stating that the promo¬
tion of British film in the Ameri¬
can market was not a subject of
negotiations between governments,
but rather between the producers
and the American exhibitors.
BOT spokesman also nixed a
demand for reciprocity in circuit
bookings, indicating that the An¬
glo-American film agreement al¬
ready provided an incentive for
U. S. distribs to acquire British
product for the Western hemi¬
sphere. He added it was the dis¬
tribs’job to persuade exhibitors to
show these films.

"t"

MOLLIFY STOCKHOLDERS
RKO Theatres Needled Out of
Wilmingon Annual Meeting
Professional hecklers at stock¬
holders’ meetings will regard as
welcome a change in the RKO The¬
atres by-laws directing a shift in
the company’s annual meeting from
Wilmington to New York. The
minority holders with the barbed
questions are based in and around
Gotham and infrequently can man¬
age a trip out of town for any com¬
pany’s conclave.
The RKO chain’s meeting will be
held in N. Y. beginning next year.
This year, as in past, it’s to take
place in Wilmington the second
week of April.

Jan. ’56 Dividend
Reports Top ’55
Washington, March 20.
Publicly reported industry divi¬
dends for January were $1,451,000,
a strong increase over the $921,000
for the same month of 1955.
The company payments, as re¬
ported by the U. S. Dept. Com¬
merce:—RKO Theatres, $788,000,
compared with $649,000 for Janu¬
, ary 1955. Columbia Pictures, $297,I 000; the company did not pay its
quarter dividend in January 1955.
District Theatres, $15,000 each
time.
Republic Pictures, $100,000 each
year. Allied Artists, $187,000 in
January 1956; and $87,000 in Jan¬
uary 1955. Chesapeake Industries,
$121,000 this January: nothing the
year before. Guild Films, which
produces 16m pix for television,
cut a $70,000 stockholder melon
this January; nothing a year
earlier.
Commerce Dept, figures the pub¬
licly reported dividends in an in¬
dustry represent about 60 to .65%
of all dividends paid.

National Boxoffice Survey
Storms Slough Biz; ‘Picnic' No. 1 for 5th Round,
‘Carousel' 2d, ‘Holiday' 3d, ‘Oklahoma’ 4th

Heavy snowstorms, biggest snow¬
fall in four years or more, in some
areas, is pulling down gross totals
currently. Storms also cut into biz
in other areas but overly-extended
longruns, Lent and income tax
woes are being blamed for dwind¬
ling biz in many locations.
“Picnic” (Col) Is holding the
lead nationally for fifth successive
session although playing mainly on
extended-run or holdover engage¬
ments. Second place is going to
“Carousel” (20th), which moves up
from fourth spot of a week ago.
Additional openings helped this
pic.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) is
In a tieup with Allied Artists,. winding up in third position, same
French producers Robert and Ray¬ as last stanza. “Oklahoma” (Mag¬
mond Hakim, start rolling in Paris na)),. listed for only the second
April 16 with a Cinemascope ver¬ week, is pushing up .to fourth place
as compared with sixth in the pre¬
sion of “Hunchback of Notre vious round.
Dame.” Title is simply “The
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) will wind
Hunchback,” the full nomenclature up fifth while “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
(M-G)
is slipping to sixth spot. It
of the Victor Hugo classic being
was fifth last week.
held by RKO. Property is public
“Backlash” (U), out to any ex¬
domain but RKO has rights to the tent for the first time this stanza,
name via its registration with the is copping seventh position. “Con¬
Motion Picture Assn, of America. queror” (RKO), which was seventh
Producer Pandro Berman made an a week ago, is winding up eighth.
adaptation for RKO in 1939 with “Invasion of Body Snatchers” (AA)
Charles Laughton in the lead. It is ninth while “Court Jester” (Par)
was a Lon Chaney starrer at Uni- is finishing 10th.
versal in the silent screen era.
“Doctor at Sea” (Rep) and
Anthony Quinn and Gina Lollo- /“Diabolique” (UMPO) are the runbrigida are the stars of the Hakims’ Wrup pix in that order,
version. Ben Hecht did the screen.Besides “Backlash,” which may
play. AA, sharing in production ‘be heard from additionally in the
(Continued on page 14)
future, there are several newcom¬

Hakims’ Parisian Remake
Of Hugo’s 'Hunchback’
Omits Notre Dame Tag

3

PICTCKES

er:: which show promise. “Meet Me
in Las Vegas” (M-G) looms as most
promising of the lot. It is socko
in Buffalo, smash in N.Y., good in
Pitt and solid in St. Louis. “Rich¬
ard III” (Indie) hints nice pros¬
pects. being stout in N.Y. and rous¬
ing in Washington.
“Rock Around Clock” (Col) also
reveals possibilities based on its
showing currently. It is hotsy in
Minneapolis, fair in Philly. good
in Denver and great in Seattle.
“Kettles in Ozarks” (U) is rated
fancy in K.C. “Our Miss Brooks”
(WB) continues disappointing. It is
okay in Omaha and good in Bos¬
ton but fair in Balto, mild in Port¬
land and dull in Seattle.
“Last Hunt” (M-G) is rated drab
in Frisco, slow in Denver and Indi¬
anapolis, and mild in both N.Y. and
Seattle. “Come Next Spring” (Rep)
is good in Louisville but not in two
other keys.
“Threshold of Space” (20th) is
fair in both LA. and Buffalo. “For¬
ever Darling” (M-G) is rated mod¬
est in Cincy and- mild in Omaha.
“Never Say Goodbve” <U) is mild
in Philly 'and N.Y. but good in
Frisco.
“Golden Arm” (UA) is stout in
L.A. "Battle Stations” (Col), smash
in Chi, is good in-Detroit and fair
in Cleveland. “All Heavens Allows”
(U) looks smash in Montreal.
“Prisoner” (Col) is fine in Chi and
Baltq and okay in Philly and
Frisco.
{Complete Boxoffice. Reports
on Pages 8-9)

Suspected but until now unveri¬
fied factor behind Tom O’Neil’s
purchase of RKO Radio Pictures
from Howard Hughes is that the
company has a deficit on its books
of $18,647,229 which can be ap¬
plied against future earnings for
tax purposes. Thus, profits up to
that level in the future will not be
subject to the Internal Revenue
bite.
This was disclosed in corporate
data this week and came as a sur¬
prise to the trade. It had been
understood in past that all tax ben¬
efits from the RKO losses over the
past several years would accrue to
the RKO holding,company which
is now largely owned by Atlas
Corp., headed by Floyd Odium,
and Hughes.
The picture outfit last year had
loss of $418,556. A carryover
deficit of the past brings the total
to the figure of $18,647,229 which,
in the opinion of the company’s
counsel, can be applied as a setoff
against future earnings.
Corporate tax is 26% on capital
gains and 52% on income from
operations.

Ed Rowley Thinks
Theatres Operate
T00.OM Style
Ed Rowley, vet southwest theatre
owner and head of the Robb &
Rowley chain which is now part of
the United Artists Theatre Circuit,
has his own views on the whyfore
of downbeat of film theatre busi¬
ness.
The executive, veepee of UA
Theatres likens it to the advent
of the supermarkets and the in¬
roads made on the nondescript
corner
grocery-stores.
“Picture
houses are no different excepting
we still expect the people to come
(Continued on page 16)
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Germany’s'Film Markets Expand
Only If Government Opens Up
With Fiscal Aid—Schwerin

Predictions^ Oscar Chokes

A BULLFIGHT NOT ON TIME
Barnaby Conrad Novel Again
Looks Off—Huston Too Busy

BEST PICTURE .“Marty”
BEST DIRECTOR .Delbert Mann (“Marty”)
The on-again off-again filming of
BEST ACTRESS.Anna Magnani (“The Rose Tattoo”)
Barnaby Conrad’s “Matador” looks
off again, despite the fact that a
BEST ACTOR .... Ernest Borgnine (“Marty”)
new deal for the proposed picture
SUPPPORTING ACTRESS.Jo Van Fleet (“East of Eden”)
was announced only last week. It
SUPPORTING ACTOR.Jack Lemmon (“Mister Roberts”)
was stated that United Artists was
BEST SCREENPLAY .Paddy Chavefsky (“Marty”)
joining Allied Artists in sponsor¬
BEST ORIGINAL..D. Fuchs-I. Lennart (“Love Me or Leave Me”)
ing of the film, which was to be
Unless the Government comes 4produced by John Huston.
BEST SONG ........“Love Is;a Many Splendored Thing”
across with some aid coin, the Ger¬
However, “Matador” was to be _______4man industry’s struggle for an ade¬
done against the round of fiestas
quate foreign market will remain
which take place in Seville in
April. And there’s not enough time
hopeless, according to Hermann
on the calendar to have the prop¬
Schwerin, head of Berlin’s Fono
——; Continued from pajje 3 =_ 7
erty ready.
Film.
poll, amounted to 1,327 HollywoodLondon,
March
20.
Rights to the Conrad book are
Schwerin said in N. Y. last faeek
ites and 182 theatre operators.
John Davis, who last month held by Huston and Jose Ferrer.
that the local industry didn’t have
the necessary funds to do a proper signed a cable to Eric Johnston About a year ago Columbia was to
Constitutionality of Maryland’s That’s 60-70%,'respectively, of the
job of selling the German picture w'ith other British industry top¬ foster its production, according to
two samples.
abroad.
At the same time he pers, appealing to him to stop the announced plans, but bowed out. censorship law is being challenged
In the accompanying box will be
opined that only the typically Ger¬ sale of American feature films for
again today (Wed.) before a Balti¬
found the picks, which predictions
man product, concerned with cur- British commercial television, now
more City Court Judge in connec¬ will be confirmed or otherwise
.. rent problems, had a real chance admits that he is negotiating a
tion with the banning of the Times Wednesday when the sealed en¬
In the international film sweep¬ further deal for the sale of his
Film release, “Naked Amazon.” velopes screened via Price, Waterstakes.
product to American networks. The
Brief attacking the statute is be- house are Tipped open.
He said he was in the U. S. to disclosure is made in a byline
“Marty,”
the
$343,000 film
“smell” the country and to get a piece by the Rank aide in the
Felix Bilgrey.
adaptation of a television drama,
real feeling for the tastes of the Financial Times, the British equiv¬
Hollywood,
March
20.
has
been
selected
as
the Best Pic¬
Maryland
is
the
only
state
which
American audience. “I want to alent of the Wall Street Journal.
This release
Dick Powell, under contract as baTred “Amazon,” even though it ture of the Year.
find out what-we really can do to
Headed “British Film Exports,” producer-director at 20th-Fox, is carries a Code seal and rated a shows as also copping three other
make our films interesting here, article reveals a further block of
he commented. He added that he British product for American tv discussing a rearrangement of his B” tag from the Legion of De¬ awards—Best Actor (Ernest Borg¬
wasn’t averse to coproduction deals may guarantee $3,000,000. That 10-picture 10-year deal with Spyros cency. Censor objected to nudity nine), best screenplay (Paddy
Skouras whereby, he would make in shots showing Brazil natives and Chayefsky) and best director (Del¬
if they seemed attractive to him.
would be in addition to the two seven instead of 10 films, also asked for deletions, which Times bert Mann)—and is only picture to
As a result of the dropping of deals closed last year.
win in more than one of the nine
would postpone start of deal to refused to make.
German Government subsidies for
Davis implies that he is using Sept. 1, instead of March, as was
There was a hearing on the mat¬ categories used-by Daily Variety.
films, Schwerin reported that Ger¬ the tv medium as a means of cre¬
planned.
' Other winners are: Best Actress,
ter
before
Judge
Byrnes
last
week,
man production this year should
Powell, also producer-owner-star at which time both sides agreed Anna Magnani (“The Rose Tat¬
ating a demand for British prod¬
go down to 80 or 90 as compared uct.
“The programs,” he observes, of Four Star Productions, wants to submit briefs. Bilgrey has fought too”); Best Supporting actress, Jo
with a prior 120, and he didn’t
vacation and plans to leave for Eu¬
think that this was necessarily “are sponsored by advertisers. It rope in May with wife, June Ally- censorship cases for Times in vari¬ Van Fleet (“East of Eden”); Best
is reasonable, therefore, to assume
ous other states, notably in Massa¬ Supporting Actor, Jack Lemmon
a bad development.
that they v'ould only handle pro¬ son, and their children. She stars chusetts and Illinois.
(“Mister Roberts”); Best Original
Bank financing in Germany was grams if they ar& satisfied they in Universal’s “Interlude” while
According to Times Film execs, Story, “Love Me or Leave Me” (by
difficult to obtain and rates are are a draw w'hich will assist the abroad.
Powell will, not direct the adventure tinter has had over Daniel Fuchs and Isobel Lennart);
high, Schwerin said. He added sale of their goods. The American “Can Can” for 20th, as was set.
1,000 U: S. dates without running Best Song, “Love Is a Many Splen¬
that the bank had been burned on public and advertisers are, there¬
into any objections. In Toronto, dored Thing” (by Sammy Fain and
film projects in the past. “Our fore, interested in British films.
Canada, it recently set house rec¬ Paul Francis Webster).
banks may give us the first 50% I am still hopeful that the Ameri¬
Under the broadened polling
ords in a five theatre day-and-date
©f a film’s budget, and that only can public will, before long, see
Daily Variety selected (1) the
un.
against a distributor’s guarantee,” them on the cinema screens in
five
Academy Award nominees in
he noted. Consequently, and more quantity.”
each of the nine categories and, in
Hollywood, March 20.
than ever now, the German pro¬
Underlining
the
need
for
export
each
case, except for Best Support¬
L.
A.
to
N.
Y.
Negotiations for Rita Hayworth’s
ducers are fully dependent on the
ing Actress and Best Original
distributors.
Latter necessarily markets for British features, Davis return to Columbia, possibly for
Ernie Anderson
makes
a
comparison
w'ith
the
for¬
Screen
story, added (2) five other
“Joseph and His Brethren” ‘were
are more interested in the proven
Carleton Carpenter
possible candidate^ for honors on
boxoffice formula than in any kind eign earnings of Hollyv'ood prod¬ expected to be proposed within
Jeff Chandler
uct.
From
the
free
world
markets,
the
basis
of opinions from this
the next few days as a result of
of experimentation. They are also
Wolfe Cohen
paper’s motion picture staff. In
more interested in domestic rather he notes, the American producer Federal Court dismissal of her
Alex Cooperman
the
Supporting
Actress and Origi¬
secures
60%
from
the
domestic
suit for $150,000 against Columbia.
Wendell -Corey
than foreign returns.
nal Screenplay classifications, only
market and a further 15% from
Broderick Crawford
The Germans at one. time got as Great Britain. The revenue equiv¬ Actress had contended the studio
four
other
candidates
were con¬
Mary Ford
much as 30% of their revenue from alent to this 15% constitutes the had delayed the start of the film
sidered worthy of being added.
beyond the agreed-upon date.
L. Wolfe Gilbert
abroad. Today, it’s barely 10%.
The results emphasized the
In one of the shortest opinions
Cary Grant
Schwerin, whose latest—“Devil return that a British producer ob¬
accuracy of the Academy Award’s
Sterling Hayden
in Silk,” starring Lili Palmer and tains from his much smaller do¬ ever filed in Federal Court here,
own choices, for in most cases all
Judge Ben Harrison declared that
Myer Hutner
Curd Juergens—is doing good busi¬ mestic market.
Oscar nominees led their fields.
Miss Hayvrorth “repudiated the
Fred Kohlmar
ness in Germany, said very few
Without exception, to honors in the
contract with the defendant with¬
Hedy Lamarr
West German productions afe find¬
Daily Variety poll went to can¬
out
justification.
Any
rights
she.;
Art Linkletter
ing their way into the Eastern zone,
didates named for Academy Award
may have had, if any, prior to her
Anita Loos
partly because of the worthlessness
contention. However, some of the
repudiation,
were
waived
by
her
Jeanette MacDonald
of the East German mark and part¬
added starters racked up more
subsequent
conduct
to
such
Lauritz Melchior
ly because the comrades in the
votes than some of the Academy
David Merrick
In an unusual departure* from claimed breech and as a result she
East zone are sensitive to the fa¬
nominees in certain classifications.
Daniel T. O’Shea
vorable portrayal of “capitalists” customary practice, the board of is entitled to nothing.”
Les Paul
For example, in the Best Origi¬
in the Western product. One of directors of Loew’s Inc. will visit
Richard Quine
nal Screenplay category, Daily
Schwerin’s pix—“My Children and the Metro studio in mid-April and Marilyn Monroe Steams
Martin Rackin
Variety’s
four, added starters
I”—was nixed by the East sector hold its regular meeting there.
Things Up in Phoenix Norman Selton
The plan calls for the members
(“Genevieve,” “Wages of Fear,”
for that reason.
Charles E. Skinner
Quite apart from the fact that of the board to spend April 12-13
Phoenix, March 20.
‘Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” and “The
Joan Tyler
Phenix City Story’) all received
there can be no more stringent at the Coast studio. According to
Marilyn Monroe heads an e
Patrice Wymore
quota in Germany right now', prexy Arthur M. Loew, the Coast tourage of more than 70 persons
more votes than one of the five
Schwerin felt that, even if there meeting was decided upon in order here for a 10-day shooting schedule
Academy nominees and two of the
N. Y. to l. A,
were, it wouldn’t serve any prac¬ that all members of the board could of '“Bus Stop” for Fox. Most of
four even surpassed a second
tical function since the German become familiar at first hand with the scenes are crowd shots and
Academy nominee in that group.
Pier Angeli
product gets some 55% of the local the operations of the studio and sequences involving the annual
Similarly, Charlotte Greenwood
Polly
Bergen
screentime right now. Curtailed have an opportunity to see some Jaycee Rodeo and Parade, which
(“Oklahoma!”)
and Susan Strasberg
Sammy Cahn
flow of imports also would cause of* the productions being readied Miss Monroe attended last week
(“Picnic”) received more votes for
Tony Charmoli
for
summer,
and
fall
release.
unemployment at the dubbing stu¬
Best Supporting Actress than two
Joshua Logan is directing ir
Anatole Chujoy
dios.
of the Academy nominees and
Cinemascope with a cast that in¬
Fred Coe
Daniel Mann (“I’ll Cry Tomorrow”)
cludes Arthur O’Connell,, Eileen
Wally Cox
Huston to London
added entry in the field of direc¬
Heckhardt and Don Murray, latter
Vic Damone
John Huston leaves New York of Broadway and new to films.
tors, nosed out one of the Academy
Norman Felton ’
nominees-for Best Director Award.
Easily Arizona’s No. 1 personal¬
for London this w'eek to^work on
Mark Goodson
Robin Levinson
Voters, incidentally, were also
final color corrections on the prints ity and attraction at this time, Miss
Monroe
is
the
first
occupant
of
the
asked to nominate a candidate for
Bill
Nichols
of “Moby Dick,” w'hich he lensed
celebrity suite at George Gobel’s
the Irving Thalberg Award. How¬
Otto Prejninger’s production of
Manny Reiner
“Man With the Golden Arm,” abroad for Warner distribution.
new Sahara motel. It’s 78 here but
ever, there were so few votes —
Debbie Reynolds
Release is set for the ,end of now hotter with Miss Monroe on
which was turned down for Pro¬
and those so widely’varied — in
Will Sanders
duction Code approval because of June.
this category that it was impossible
the scene.
Herman Shumlin
its drug-addiction theme, is run¬
to arrive at a popular choice for
Bill Todman
ning into censorship troubles for
the award.
Bill Treadwell
Straw poll results, in addition
another reason. Film has been re¬
jected by the Province of Quebec,
to emphasizing the general accura¬
Europe to N. Y.
cy
of the Academy nominations,
not because of the drug angles; but
Lucia Bose
because of its spotlight on gam¬
underlined the fact that talent is
Ania Dorfman
bling.
universally
recognizable in the film
Alfred Drake
The Canadian blue-pencilers
industry. Except in the case of
Jacques Enoch
want deleted all footage focusing
Best Picture and Best Supporting
Walter Gieseking
on the marathon poker game in
Actress, the exhibitor choices
Dean Jagger
session on eve of the Oscar presen¬
Hollywood, March 20.
“Arm.” Scenes of this, in which
matched those of members of the
Aaron Katz
___
Frank
Sinatra is the dealer caught , Academy will present no Irving tations, when they voted on rec¬
production end of the industry and
Reub Kaufman
cheaiing‘“are“ an “integral‘ part* of i G- Thalberg Memorial Award this ommendations by foreign film com¬
in the same percentage • ratio of
Gene Krupa
the picture, in the producer’s opin- >’ear’ at 28th annual Oscar derby mittee and Scientific-Technical com¬
preference. Exhibitors liked “Mis¬
Nicholas Joy
ion, and he’s refusing to cut. A tomorrow (Wed.), making second mittee, as. well as considering the
ter Roberts” rather than “Marty
Alicia Markova
court fight is considered likely un-' successive year that coveted honor Thalberg Award. Heretofore, too,
as the best film and kudosed Betsy
Herbert Wilcox
less Quebec censors withdraw bas been bypassed by Board of no one apart from Governors knew
Blair for her performance in
Cornel Wilde
their objections.
; Governors. No honorary awards- whether the Thalberg kudos would
“Marty” over the work of Miss
Robert S. Wolff
So far as the film’s release in'the >'m be presented, either, according be bestowed until the actual pre¬
Fleet iff “East of Eden.” In the
United States is concerned, only jto Academy prexy George Seaton. sentations ceremony.
latter category, the overall total of
N. Y. to Europe
Maryland is troublesome to Pre-'other than an Honorary Foreign
Early listing by the Governors
ballots left only about a one per¬
minger. He and the censors of this ! Language Film Award and nine of best foreign film and S-T awards
Ernie Anderson
cent margin between tlje two constate are at odds on the pic’s con-! special awards in the Scientific or was made, according to an Acad¬
Morton Gottlieb
tent and he’s already threatened Technical bracket,
Ballots were mailed, without
emy spokesman, to permit suffi¬
Jack Hawkins
fanfare, early this month. Entries
legalistic action. Milwaukee and | This marks the first time such cient recognition for these types of
John Huston
Atlanta wanted to do a scissor job ' an announcement has been made awards. In the past, he said, they
were required to he returned by
Arthur L. Mayer
•midnight‘March 13 to allow’suf¬
©n “Ar.m” .earlier but since have jin advance.. Previously, the Gov- were .lost in the hubbub .of: the
.Jerome Robbins •
ficient' time ft>r ‘cdreful ’tabulation.
okayed the film in,, its entirety.
iernors have always met in secret
George J. Stoetzel’
(Continued on page 16) *•, .

Davis Cabled Outcry On
U. S. Films in Video
Contrasts With His Deals

’Naked Amazon’ Banning
Brings Challenge Afresh
Of Maryland’s Censorship

Powell Lessens, Delays
Chores for 20th-Fox;
Wants European Restj

CURT NIX OF CLAIM;
HAYWORTH TO WORK?

LOEW BOARD HUDDLES
AT STUDIO APRIL 12

QUEBEC’S OWN SLANT:
HITS‘ARM’GAMBLING

Jap 'Samurai’ Wins Special Oscar;
No Thalberg Award For 2d Year

Oscar-Guessing
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400 TRUST SUITS, BUT DIPPING
!:

New York Sound Track
» + »4444»4M ♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦<

FUST-BUCK TRY

Could the activity in the Skiatron stock due to the proximity of a
Matty Fox deal to intro the Subscriber-Vision toll-tv system in Cuba?
Marc Spiegel, the Motion Picture Export Assn.'s Paris topper,
wants to intro MPEA newsletters in France, Germany and Italy. They’d
By HY HOLLINGER
report on the-progress of native films in the U. S: and would be trans¬
lated into the respective languages . . . 20th-Fox's foreign billings dur¬
The film industry, which more
ing the first nine weeks of 1956 continued to run ahead of the domestic than any other United States busi¬
take by a considerable margin. Same period in 1955 the,opposite was
ness has been shackled by a pre¬
^Paramount ads which are billing Jody Lawrance as a Michael Curtiz ponderance of antitrust suits, may
discovery are a source of amusement to the boys at Columbia. Reason at last be seeing a significant de¬
is that Col had the gal under contract in 1951-1952, and gave her the cline in this type of headache liti¬
femme lead in six pictures, including “Ten Tall Men” with Burt Lan>
caster . . . Bing Crosby Enterprises looks planning to do a picture on gation. The suits stem from the
Mohammed . . . David O. Selznick registered “Anna Karenina” with U. S. vs. Paramount decree which
the MPAA’s title bureau . . . George K. Arthur, as he was known as brought about the separation of
an early-day film star, is now George Brest, producer-distributer. The the theatre and production-distri¬
bution interests of the major com¬
name came out George Minter in a recent erratum.
Leo Mishkin, film critic of The Morning Telegraph, was invited to panies. In recent years there have
been
more than 400 antitrust suits
be a guest at yesterday's (Tues.) Variety Club of N. Y. luncheon honor¬
ing the Gotham film critics. Since he’s a member of Variety Club, on file, with the £otal damages
demanded
amounting to as much
he also got a bill for the luncheon . . . Video writer Adrien Spies signed
by Metro to adapt the screenplay of “See No Evil” from an original as $400,000,000.
Perhaps the greatest factor lead¬
screenplay by Robert Campbell. JudU Kinberg and Edgar Small will
co-produce . . . Capitol Theatre has placed on display the costumes ing to the reduction in the number
and props' used in the filming of Robert Rossen’s “Alexander the of suits filed by exhibitors is the
new federal statute of limitations
Great.” Pic opens at the theatre March 28. . . .
Leo Lax of Leo Lax Films, France, in town. He’s going to Holly¬ which went into effect on Jan. 6.
wood and Mexico before returning home via N. Y. . . . MPEA tax com¬ Under the new regulation, a limit
mittee going to Brussels soon . . . SMPTE Journal contributes a very of four years has been placed on
helpful list of basic technical film terms in five languages. It should litigation arising from alleged vio¬
come in mighty handy for the internationally-minded engineers. Who’d lations of the Sherman and Clay¬
have guessed, for instance, that the word “blimp” in German reads ton antitrust acts. Without the ex¬
“Schallschutzhaube!” . . . Those who’ve seen Francoise (Bonjour Tris- istence of a federal statute, state
tess) Sagan’s second novel say it’s a fine story but much too “hot” for an laws prevailed and there was no
American film. “Bonjour Tristess” is being made by Otto Preminger uniformity in the statute of limi¬
. . . Spanish pic satirizing the Marshall Plan will be released here by tations in each individual state.
In addition to the brake on anti¬
Cy Bronstein's Screen Art Sales.
Columbia’s “Barefoot Mailman,” adapted by James Gunn and Francis trust litigation caused by the new
Swann from Theodore Pratt’s novel of the same title, is duplicating statute of limitations, there is a
. the book’s success in becoming something of a Florida institution. The general belief among industryites
film, which stars Robert Cuipmings, Terry Moore and Jerome Court- that the peak in possible suits has
land, was released in 1951 and is an annual winter revival at a number already been reached. This devel¬
of Florida theatres. The book also continues to rack up sales each opment was pointed out by Univer¬
sal’s general counsel Adolph Schiyear. It’s one of a trilogy , by Pratt on the growth of the Florida.
George Raft will direct as well as star in “Devil’s Playground,” to mel at the company's stockholders’
be made by E M Productions . . . Sidney Blackmer into “Beyond a meeting last week. Schimel based
Reasonable Doubt” at RKO ... If is paging Ed Wynn and his son his view on the new statute of
Keenan for “The Great Man” . . . George Neise shifting from tv for limitations, but other industry at¬
a part in Samuel Goldutyn Jr.’s “The Sharkfighters” . . . Fernando torneys felt that the “cream of the
Lamas set to star in Italian producer B. L. Amato’s “The Vagabond,” good cases” were already out of
the way and that if exhibitors had
rolling in Rome next June under direction of Hugo Fregonese.
Doris Day will make two pictures, “Love Affair” and “Stage Door,” any good cases they “would have
for RKO and “The Pajama Game” for Warner Bros. . . . Burl Ives into brought them by now to take ad¬
dramatic role in Metro’s “The Power and the Prize” . . . “Funny Face” vantage of the longer period.”
is final tag on “Wedding Day” at Paramount . . . Arthur Hornblow Jr.
There was a flurry of suits—
and Edward Small will produce “Solomon and Sheba” for United amounting to about 30—filed prior
Artists release . . . Agnes Moorhead replaced Vivienne Segal in Metro’s to the Jan. 6 cutoff date in an
“The Opposite Sex.” . . .
attempt “to get in under the wire.”
Fred MacMurray will top Universal’s “Gun for a Coward” . . . Bar¬ However, since Jan. 6 only about
bara Stanwyck opposite Joel McCrea in Fielding Productions’ first two or three new cases have been
feature, “Trooper Hook” . . . Robert Hardy Andrews will script and placed on the record. Even before
produce his own novel. “Rough Rider,” for RKO . . . Michael Kidd the cutoff date, there were indi¬
directs “Merry Andrew,” starring Danny Kaye at Metro . . . Columbia cations of a decline in the number
has closed with Frank Sinatra for “Pal Joey” . . .
of cases. They were “still coming
Late Henri Cretien is described as “the man who saved Hollywood” in,” an industry lawyer noted,
in France Actuelle, official French propaganda semi-monthly published “but not in the bulk as previously.”
in Washington. Cretien, 77, died last month at the Walter Reed Hos¬
250 Still Pend
pital in Washington. He invented the anamorphic lens from which the
As compared to the 400 cases
CinemaScope film process was developed.
While France Actuelle
and
total
demands of about $400,doesn’t explain what it means by the blurb, the reference is obvi¬
ously to the claims that widescreen processes reversed a downward 000,000 a few short years ago,
there are now between 200 and 250
trend of the film business.
Metro purchased the title “Designing Woman” from Frederick Bris- cases still on the books, represent¬
son for its scheduled (not confirmed) Grace Kelly picture. Brisson is ing about $300,000,000 in total
damages demanded. The astronomi¬
now calling his original yarn “Madly in Love.”. . . .
French producer George Loureau, putting rumors to rest, says John cal figure, of course, does not rep¬
G. McCarthy is his American rep and continues to be that. Loureau’s resent the total the industry will
been huddling with Richard Davis on release of “Le Grand Manoeuvre” have to pay out to settle the cases.
via latter’s United Motion Picture Organization . . . Charles F. Bald¬ Many of the cases are settled for
less than one-tenth than the origi¬
win, new MPEA rep in Italy, has checked into Rome.
If this is the winner, remember this: “Marty, that superb American nal sum demanded under the
film currently on the Oscar list, is in the best Italian style of film¬ treble damages provision of the
making,” wrote Harold Whitehead in Montreal Gazette last week. He consent decree. For example, in a
concludes that “talent is international and the best possible, in any recent suit in which an exhibitor
asked for over $700,000, the case
frame of reference, will be recognized.”
was settled for less than $12,000.
The production-distribution com¬
panies are hopeful that the new
statute of limitations will succeed
in reducing the number of “nui¬
sance” suits. In many instances,
rather than submit to costly and
lengthy litigation, the film com¬
panies have agreed to token settle¬
ments. This, of course, was not
Pennsylvania State Legislature parallels the action taken by the made a general policy because it
this week is expected to push New York Legislature two years would leave the companies wide
through a new censorship law ago. With Church influence clear¬ open to similar suits by exhibitors
spelling out in greater detail the ly in evidence, New York whipped who saw an opportunity “to pick
circumstances under which a mo- up a new censorship law when its up a fast buck.” The settlements,
tion picture can be banned for ex¬ old statute was declared vague.
it’s pointed out, depended on the
hibition. The state’s 40-year-old
circumstances. Where a principal
statute on censorship last week
is involved, the companies will de¬
was declared invalid because of its
fend no matter the cost, for they
vagueness by the State Supreme
feel a clearcut victory will save
Court.
Thomas E. Bailey, Metro’s St. them money in the long run.
This ruling came as the result Louis branch manager since 1953,
Many of the suits stem from
of an action pressed by Hallmark has been shifted to branch man¬ charges of conspiracy in the denial
Productions whose film, “She
of
certain theatres of firstrun prod¬
Shoulda Said No,” which deals ager at Kansas City. He succeeds uct, runs, and clearances. Although
with drug addiction, was turned the late William D. Gaddoni who there will still be plenty of work
down by the censor board.
died at Kansas City on Feb. 12.
for industry attorneys, the new
According to sources close to the
Harry Bache, sales manager of statute of limitations, it’s felt, will
situation, Pennsylvania law-makers the company’s Philadelphia office, remove an important incentive for
are rushing through a new statute takes over the St. Louis post. the instituting of suits dating back
upon the encouragement/qf Gatho- Bailey has been with Metro .since to • alleged violations of six to 20
years ago.
hc . Church , elements. • Thus, i- it 1930 and Bache since 1925.

Churchmen Prod Pennsylvania
To Re-Word, Re-Pass Censorship

Metro Moves Bailey, Bache

If the British Are Too British
For American Film Tastes How
Explain Guinness' Popularity?
Union

Hit*

Aniline

Washington, March 20.
A resolution from the Cen¬
tral Labor Union of Union
County, N. J., urging the Gov¬
ernment to sell General Ani¬
line & Film to some private
American firm, was placed in
the Congressional Record last
week by Rep. Harrison A- Wil¬
liams Jr., (D„ N.J.)).
Several bills for such a sale
have been introduced. The
company, which was Germanowned, was seized by this Gov¬
ernment during World War
II. Among its products is mo¬
tion picture raw stock.

Screen Actors Set
Limit on Trailers;
New Union Rates
Hollywood, March 20.
Higher minimums and a five-day
work week are achieved by actors
in the new theatrical film contract
signed here by the Screen Actors
Guild and Assn, of Motion Picture
Producers. Guild for the first time
has a regulation limiting trailers
for television use.
Negotiations were finalized fol¬
lowing conferences which began
in January. Under the new deal,
the day player minimum is hiked
from $70 to $80 immediately, and
goes up to $90 Feb. 1, 1958; the
weekly free lance minimum is
elevated from $250 to $285 at once,
and shoots up to $300 in two
years.
Actors sought the five-day week,
to conform with the industry’s pat¬
terns set in the contract between
the major studios and IATSE, and
going into effect last Jan. 30. SAG
pact gives them the five-day week
with actors to receive premium
pay for work on Saturdays or Sun¬
days.
Location work will be on a sixday, 48-hour week with pay equal
to the studio 44-hour rate plus
four hours straight time pay. Ac¬
tors earning $25,000 or more per
pic and termpact thesps earn¬
ing more than $1,500 a week
may agree in their negotia¬
tions to work on Saturday even if
it is a sixth day without added
(Continued on page 48)

MAKE PATTINSON 20TH’S
TOPPER IN LONDON

London, March 20.
On the continuing theme of
whether British features get an
even shake or square deal in the
American market, a fair summary
of trade opinion in London would
be this:
“It isn’t an answer to say
that many British films are
unsuitable for America and
therefore do qot get booked
into American theatres—for
the simple reason that many
American films are equally
unsuitable for British audi¬
ences, and yet they do secure
playdates in British houses.”
Another comment on the situa¬
tion would run something like this,
“The Yanks ask us to believe that
almost all British features are un¬
acceptable to the U.S. market other
than features starring Alec Guin¬
ness, who is as British as they
come.”
Having by now heard most of
the American reasons-why, the
British wax expert in detecting
what they regard as flaws in
American logic big enough to drive
a Rolls-Bentley through. The slow
pace, the British accent, thq un¬
known players represent no handi¬
cap as regards one American
market, namely, film theatres. So
here in London the deadpan skep¬
tics inquire, “Do the American
networks and sponsors pay out
good dollars for entertainment
which they expect will drive their
viewers to rival channels?”
A prime complaint of the Brit¬
ish is that they “automatically
book” all U.S. films, without any
restrictions, though many of these
are readily rated as mediocre or
“frightfully American.” Always it
is the American film industry, and
(Continued on page 18)

Flaud Repeats
Same Points,
Ignores Mayer
Paris, March 20.
Jacques Flaud, head of the gov¬
ernmental Centre National de la
Cinematographie, repeated this
week his view that independent
distributors in the U. S. did not
have the means of giving full ex¬
ploitation to French pix due to
their lack of full, nationwide dis¬
tribution facilities.
The main argument against the
indies, he said, was that they
couldn’t even give art house films
the 500 bookings around the U. S.
which should constitute the mini¬
mum circulation for French fea¬
tures.
Flaud added that the
French aimed to have some 20 of
their pictures on the U. S. mar¬
kets—both general and special—
within the next three years.
French Government film topper
opined that there were three ways
in which the program could be
achieved. (1) French producers
will work through the indies on
(Continued on page 48)

London, March 20.
James F. Pattinson, who has
headed the 20th-Fox organization
in Britain as director of sales, has
been upped to the post of manag¬
ing director. The appointment was
made in London last Friday (16)
by Murray Silverstone, the com¬
pany’s international topper, who
came over for the first trade dem¬
onstrations of CinemaScope 55.
Pattinson has been in charge at
20th since William J. Kupper re¬
linquished the managing director¬
ship some years back. He’s been
with the company since 1931, when
he was manager of the Birming¬
ham branch, and came to London
in 1937, being appointed sales man¬
Mort Blumenstock, Warners’ adager in 1946.
pub v.p., has been given a new em¬
Silverstone explained that Al¬ ployment contract providing him
bert Cornfield will continue to with a payoff of $1,500 weekly plus
supervise the activities of the com¬ $250 per. week for expenses, ex¬
pany in Great Britain an<\ the con¬ cluding those incurred wrhile travel¬
tinent and. with Basil Litchfield, ing. Pact runs for three years
will rep 20th on the board of from March 5.
Also, Blumenstock collected $5,Gaumont British.
Litchfield will
also be managing director of 20th 000 to cover the cost of his recent
__^ - _
_ Ltd.,. shift back to the New York.homeCentury
Fox Productions
whose ^British productions activi-1 office after several years of operation on the Coast.
ties are being extended.

Blumenstock’s $1,500
Weekly, $250 Expenses
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fem reviews
Patterns

Tribute to a Bad Man
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)

Small-scale production but a
well-told tele tale. Van Heflin
stars.
berg production, presented by Jed Harris
& Myerberg. Stars Van Heflin; fea¬
tures Everett Sloane, Ed Begley, Beatrice
Straight, Elizabeth Wilson. Directed by
Fielder Cook. Original television pluy and
screen adaptation. Rod Serling; editors,
Dave Kummins and Carl Lerner. Tradeshown N.Y., March 9, '56. Running time,
83 MINS.
.. Van Heflin
Fred Staples ...
,. Everett Sloane
Walter Ramsey
.. Ed Begley
William Briggs .
Beatrice Straight
Nancy Staples ..
Elizabeth Wilson
Marge Fleming .
... Joanna Roos
Miss Lanier
.
Elene Kiamos
Sylvia Trammel
, Shirley Slandlee
Miss Hill.
Ronnie Welsh Jr
Paul Briggs ....
..
Sally Oracle
Ann .
Michael Dreyfuss
Billy
.
. Adrienne Moore
First Secretary .
.... Elaine Kaye
Second Secretary

A w'ell told tele tale, “Patterns”
Is themewise akin to Metro’s
“Executive Suite,” being about big
business, and productionwise akin
to Hecht - Lancaster's “Marty,”
also derived from television.
In theatrical feature form, the
Rod Serling drama first seen on
Kraft TV Theatre might present
sailing problems at the outset be¬
cause of its unelaborate presenta¬
tion and lightness of weight in
name value. But importantly, this
is a skillfully-executed film. Once
over the initial hurdles, when the
word is spread about its genuine
merits, it should do good business.
Substantially it’s the story of a
corporation boss whose only con¬
cern is. the growth of his business
and let the less fit of his executive
personnel fall as they may. Per¬
formances are vivid; the characters
are drawn with an absence of
falsity. The direction keeps the
audience close to the action, allows
for an unusual sense of participa¬
tion.
Holding the reins on the cor¬
porate octupus is Everett Sloane.
He’s steel-eyed, harsh and cold and
every inch the ruler of an indus¬
trial empire who will not have his
business judgment tempered by
concern for the welfare of his col¬
leagues. But in the Serling screen¬
play, as directed by Fielder Cook
(also from tv), another facade of
the Sloane character is deftly
established. In an intensely grip¬
ping climax, he lets it be known
that he’d step aside if another man
could do a better job; the corpora¬
tion is more important than any
individual,
including ’ himself.
Sloane is fascinating all the way
through.
Star of the picture Is Van Hef¬
lin, as an engineer from Ohio
who’s brought to New York and
comes face to face with the imper¬
sonal top-echelon operation. He’s
groomed to succeed Sloane’s sec¬
ond in command, Ed Begley, with
whom he has become friendly.
Thus a dilemma, for Heflin wants
the title but has compunctions
about -seeing Begley placed in an
untenable position.
Heflin shows marked under¬
standing of the role he plays out.
He’s alert, eager for the more im¬
portant position but infuriated
with Sloane’s operational patterns.
Begley competently sketches a
pathetic figure as the exec on the
way out.
Much of this is developed in the
board of directors room and other
portions of Ramsey Corp.’s sky¬
scraper office building. The cam¬
eras play on the high-domed lobby
and busy people on the hop and
the atmosphere of bigness is thus
communicated.
Featured characters add to the
story's depth. Begley’s secretary,
Elizabeth Wilson; Beatrice Straight
as Heflin’s wife and Joanne Roos
as Sloane’s amanuensis all, too,
are part of the pattern, and con¬
tribute sensitive performances.
Michael Myerberg’s production,
as previously noted, reflects a
“Marty”-like budget. But it’s fine
picture-making with major credit
due Serling, Cook, the players and
photographer Boris Kaufman. All
technical work is good.
There’s no music in the back¬
ground. None was needed. Gene.

Rose Tobias to RKO
As a Talent Scout
Rose Tobias, recently on the
staff of the “Morning Show” on
CBS-TV, is shifting to assistant to
Benn Jacobson, RKO’s talent and
casting representative in New
York, effective April 16.
Miss Tobias has had various
posts at the tv network and, in
effect, joins the parade of person¬
nel from that web to the newly
revitalized film company, starting
with. William Dozier, RKO’s pro¬
duction chief.
Last year she was in Europe
with. the management of “Porgy
and Bess.”
,

Alternating- fast and slow pac¬
ing, this scenically striking
early-west action drama has
so-so prospects. Stars James
Cagney.
Hollywood, March 19.
Metro release of Sam Zimballst produc¬
tion. Stars James Cagney; costars Don
Dubbins, Stephen McNaUy, .Vic Morrow;
introduces Irene Papas. Directed by Rob¬
ert Wise. Screenplay, Michael Blankfort;
based on a short story by Jack Schaefer;
camera (Eastman Color), Robert Surtees;
editor, Ralph E. Winters; music, Miklos
Rozsa. Previewed Feb. 29, '56. Running
time, 95 MINS.
... Jamps Cagney
Jeremy Rodock ....
.. .. Don Dubbins
Steve Miller .
Stephen McNally
McNulty .
. Irene Papas
Jocasta Constantine
.... Vic Morrow
Lars Peterson .
. James Griffith
Barjak .
, Onslow Stevens
Hearn .
.James Bell
L. A. Peterson .
,. Jeanette Nolan
Mrs. L. A. Peterson,
Chubby Johnson
Baldy .
...... Royal Dano
Abe .
,.. Lee Van Cleef
Fat Jones .
.... Peter Chong
Cooky .

A rugged frontier drama of the
early west, played off against the
scenically striking Colorado Rock¬
ies, “Tribute to a Bad Man” is
somewhat spotty in entertainment
impact. Thus its prospects at the
boxoffice won’t quite measure up
to the draw worth that might be
indicated by James Cagney’s name
and the Metro release.
Pictorially, the Sam Zimbalist
production is a sight to behold,
using the location sites for full
visual worth—a telling CinemaScope lensing job in Eastman Color
by Robert Surtees. Also, picture
gets two new faces on the domestic
.screen and off this first look both
have something to offer in the
right assignments. Introduced is
Irene Papas, Greek actress, and
her Hollywood debut comes off
well. Scoring also is Don Dubbin,
late of the legit “Tea and Sym¬
pathy” national company. He’s a
young man with promise.
Critically, “Bad Man” is both
fast and slow-paced. Latter, in
part, results from a feeling of
repetition in some of the story
points as scripted by Michael
Blankfort from a Jack Schaefer
short story, and in some scene¬
prolonging beyond the point of
good dramatic return by Robert
Wise's direction. This is especially
true of the cruel, barefoot march
forced on some horse thieves by
Cagney’s title character. Else¬
where, however, the script and
Wise’s direction combine with good
trouping to give some topflight
moments of action and suspense,
all of a rugged variety appropriate
to the plot period.
The title is somewhat of a mis¬
nomer. The man portrayed so well
by Cagney is a hard-bitten pioneer
who must enforce his own law on
the limitless range he controls.
The picture of him is seen through
the eyes-of young Dubbins, eastern
lad come west to make his fortune
and who tarries awhile in Cagney's
employe. The stay is long enough
for him to fall in love with Miss
Papas, strange beauty living at the
horse ranch, and almost win her
away from Cagney when she rebels
at the latter’s arrogant justice of
the rope for breakers of his laws.
At the end, however, Dubbins rides
away alone, leaving the lovers with 1
a bit more understanding and
kindness than they had had before.
There’s some notable supporting
performances from Stephen Mc¬
Nally, James Griffith, Onslow
Stevens, James Bell, Jeanette
Nolan, Chubby Johnson, Royal
Dano, Lee Van Cleef, Peter Chong
and Vic Morrow, in about that
order,, as assorted types in the
rough and ready drama. Miklos
Rozsa’s scoring is particularly
good, as are most of the other
credits.
Brog.
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The Hold and the Brave Hock Around the Clock

Fox is releasing. “Mohawk” might
be termed a western that went east
since it deals with a legend of the
Iroquois and is laid at an Ameri¬
can frontier outpost in New York’s
Mohawk Valley. With familiar cast
names and color to help, pic makes
for a good summer season booking
generally.
The original screenplay by Mauiice Geraghty and Milton Krims is
inclined to lean a bit heavily on
unpioneerish dialog at the start
but soon settles down to business
and Kurt Neumann's direction
stirs up the pace over the 79-min¬
ute course so that things keep
rqoving. Scenic values of the fron¬
tier-outdoor type are good, with
a plus value in having three
lookers in major femme roles. They
are Rita Gam, a striking Mohawk
princess; Lori Nelson, a gentle girl
from Boston, and Allison Hayes,
earthy barmaid in the fort tavern.
Each girl wants Scott Brady, an
artist painting the valley and the
Indians for the Massachusetts So¬
ciety, but it’s Miss Gam who gets
him when an Indian-white war
stirred up by John Hoyt, crazy
settler who believes the entire val¬
ley belongs to him, and some trou¬
ble-seeking braves led by Neville
Brand is finally out of the way.
The femjne trio creates a good
impression and the gals’ separate
yens for Brady provide plenty of
opportunity for clinch scenes and
lobby art. Brady does his artist
role with the right amount of dash,
while Hoyt and Brand are prop¬
erly villainous..
Vera Vague, chaperoriing aunt to
Miss Nelson, rates some chuckles.
Ted de Corsia, wise chief who
wants peace, and Mae Clarke as his
equally wise wife, give dignity and
good performances to their Indian
characters. Rhys Williams, tavernkeeper; John Hudson, fort com¬
mander; Tommy Cook, young
brave, and others perform com¬
petently, too.
Footage expertly lensed by Karl
Struss is blended with some stock
reelage for an overall good effect.
Edward L. Alperson Jr., scored
with Raoul Kraushaar conducting,
as well as clfeffing the title tune
and “Love Plays the Strings of My
Banjo,” to which Paul Herrick did
the lyrics. Tunes fit the pic.

(MUSIC)
Rock V roll- stuff. Bouncy
musical drama with plenty ap„
peel to teenagers. Special han¬
dling can lure extra b.o. coin

*

Hollywood, March 20.
RKO release of Hal E. Chester produc¬
tion. Stars Wendell Corey, Mickey Roo¬
ney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey; features
John Smith, Race Gentry. Directed by
Lewis R.
Foster.
Screenplay, Robert
Lewin; camera, Samuel Leavitt; editor,
Aaron Stell; score, Herschel Burke Gil¬
bert; song, Mickey Rooney* and Ross Bagdasarian. Previewed March 15, '56. Run¬
ning time, 87 MINS.
..
Wendell Corey
Fairchild ..
. Mickey Rooney
Dooley ....
. Don Taylor
Preacher ..
........ Nicole Maurey
Flnmma ...
.. John Smith
Smith .
. Race Gentry
Hendricks .
. Ralph Votrian
Wilbur ....
. Wright King
Technician
... Stanley Adams
Master Sgt.
. Bobs Watson
Bob .
. Tara Summers
Tina .

Action and comedy mark this
wartime drama as an okay entry
for' regular program playdates. In
fact, pic has occasional touches
above the standard dualer classifi¬
cation, but not enough to shape it
for better booking treatment. The
top cast names are good for the
release designation and returns
should reach a satisfactory level.
Hal E. Chester produced the
Irving H. Levin presentation inde¬
pendently, with RKO 'taking over
the distribution. Film stays away
from mass war action, concentrat¬
ing mostly on three infantry sol¬
diers and how life on the front in
Italy during World War II effects
them. Lewis R. Foster's direction
of the Robert Lewin script devel¬
ops the characters with facility and
scores particularly in handling
Nicole Maurey, Italian girl who
figures importantly in story points
developed around Don Taylor, ser¬
geant of the soldier trio.
Wendell Corey does well the
role of an idealist who finds it
hard to kill, even in battle. Mickey
Rooney ably sells the part of an
irrepressible youth and figures in
an hilarious crap game sequence
that makes him wealthy to the
tune of $30,000 and then dies pro¬
tecting his money on a patrol. Taylor is a more complex character,
a religious bigot who can see no
shading between right and wrong.
While counterparts can be found
in real life, audiences won’t be¬
lieve he is so pure and strong in
his convictions that he would not
take the love offered so appeal¬
ingly and freely by Miss Maurey, a
girl forced to sustain herself up to
that point by selling her favors.

Brog.

The Price of Fear
Lacklustre telling of Ingenious
crime .drama with
Merle
Oberon, Lex Barker—strictly
supportive.

Brog.

Hollywood, March 30.

World Without Eiul

Universal release of Howard Christie
production. Stars Merle
Oberon. Lex
Barker;
features
Charles
Drake,
Gla
Scala, Warren
Stevens, Phillip
Pine,
Mary Field. Directed by Abner Biberman.
Screenplay, Robert TaUman; story, Dick
Irving Hyland; camera, Irving Glassberg;
editor., Ray Snyder; music supervision,
Joseph Gershenson. Previewed March 13,
'56. Running time, 79 MINS.
Jessica Warren . Merle Oberon
Dave Barrett ...
Lex Barker
Pete Carroll . Charles Drake
Nina Ferranti . Gla Scala
Frankie Edare . Warren Stevens
Vince Burton . Phillip Pine
RUth McNab . Mary Field
Jim Walsh .;. Dan Riss
Bolasny . Konstantin Shayne
Johnny McNab . Stafford Repp
Lou Belden . Tim Sullivan

The crime dramatics* in “The
Price of Fear” come off with only
so-so success, relegating It to pro¬
grammer classification. Names of
Merle Oberon and Lex Barker in
the star spots will be of little help.
There’s a singular lack of excite¬
ment or suspense to the footage,
although the tricky plot premise
should have generated some. It’s
the story of a man framed for two
crimes, but with each alibing the
other. The first is a hit-and-run
killing in a car reported stolen by
career woman Merle Oberon after
she had done the deed. The second
is the rubout of a partner in a dog
Mohawk
track, which gangsters muscling in
(SONGS—COLOR)
have framed on Barker, owner of
the hounds-and-hares sports spot.
Outdoor drama of the frontier
As the Robert Tallman script,
days in the Mohawk Valley for
from a story by Dick Irving Hy¬
regular action market.
land, tells it, if Barker figured in
the car accident after taking the
Hollywood, March 20.
20th-Fox release of Edward L. Alper- auto in fleeing from some gang¬
son production. Stars Scott Brady, Rita sters then he couldn’t have killed
Gam. Neville Brand, Lori Nelson, Allison his partner. The police let it lie;
Hayes; features John Hoyt, Vera Vague,
Rhys Williams, Ted de Corsia,
Mae figuring the truth will .out in the
Clarke, John Hudson. Tommy Cook. Di¬ end, and it does, after Barker, who
rected by Kurt Neumann. Screenplay,
has fallen for Miss Oberon, is
Maurice Geraghty, Milton Krlms; camera
(Eastman Color by Pathe), Karl Struss; nearly led to his death by her. The
editor, William B. Murphy; score, Ed¬ direction by Abner Biberman is
ward L. Alperson Jr., conducted by Raoul
Kraushaar; songs, Alperson Jr., and Paul hard put to make it all believable
Herrick. Previewed March 19, '56. Run¬ and it never quite comes off.
ning time, 79 MINS.
The two stars in the Howard
Jonathan Adams . Scott Brady
Onida . Rita Gam Christie production do what they
Rokhawah . NeviUe Brand can but, while delivering with a
Cynthia Stanhope ..* Lori Nelson certain amount of assurance, fail
Greta ..
.'Allison Hayes
Butler .
John Hoyt to realize much that is credible or
Aunt Agatha ..Vera Vague creditable, Charles Drake, homi¬
Clem Jones.Rhys Williams
Kowjmen . Ted De Corsia cide detective; Gia Scala, daughter
Minikah .... . Mae Clarke of the hit-and-run victim; Warren
Captain Langley .. John Hudson Stevens, the gang leader; Phillip
Kc°ga . Tommy Cook
. Michael Granger Pine, a gunman; Mary Field, wife
Sergeant ... James Lilbum of a taxi-driver witness, are among
Dancer . Chabon Jadi others who have scant success with
the roles.
Outdoor market will be satisfac¬
Photography by Irving Glasstorily served by ! this ■ Edward L. berg, editing1 and other techriical
Alperson production which 20th- credits are competent/
Bro$.' '

(SONG)
Okay war drama with action
and comedy for program playdates. •

(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
Science-fiction programmer for
ballyhoo bookings.
Hollywood, March 20.
- Allied
Artists
release
of
Richard
Heermance production. Stars Hugh Mar¬
lowe,
Nancy
Gates;
features
Nelson
Leigh, Rod Taylor. Shawn Smith, Lisa
Montell, Christopher Dark, Booth Colman, Everett Glass. Direction and screen¬
play, Edward Bernds; camera (Techni¬
color), Ellsworth Fredricks; editor, Eda
Warren; music, Leith Stevens. Previewed
March 7, '56. Running time, 79 MINS.
Borden . Hugh Marlowe
Garnet . Nancy Gates
Galbraithe .... Nelson Leigh
Ellis . Rod Taylor
Elaine . Shawn Smith
Deena . Lisa Montell
Jaffe . Christopher Dark
Mories . Booth Colman
Timmek . Everett. Glass
Elda . Stanley Fraser
James . William Vedder
Beryl . Rankin Mansfield
Vida . Paul Brincgar
Naga . Mickey Simpson

i

This science-fiction entry, al¬
though dressed up in CinemaScope
and Technicolor, doesn’t figure as
much of a space-spook thriller.
Plenty corny. Edward Bernds’
writing and direction have an ad¬
lib quality throughout that’s re¬
flected in slow-moving pace and
performances.
Richard Heermance production
has several shock sequences, fairly
imaginative settings and a plot
that could have been intriguing
had it been put together better.
Story presents Hugh Marlowe,
Nelson Leigh, Rod Taylor and
Christopher Dark as four scientists
on a space flight to Mars in 1957.
Accidentally breaking through
the time barrier, they crash on a
planet which they are unable to
identify at first but evidence soon
labels it aS this earth, and the year
as 2508.
Seems that the brain men. have
just about run out of everything
but ‘brains and the race is dying
off so the four scientists (with
muscles) look good to the girls of
2508.
Nancy Gates, who ‘pairs off with
Marlowe;
Shawn
Smith,
who
doesn’t quite make it with Taylor,
and Lisa Montell, who does, are
the three with the most to do.
Booth Colman, whp tries ' some
underground dirty work as a big
brain, arid Everett Glass leader
of the intellectuals, complete the
■featured cast.*
1
*
*Brog.

Hollywood, March 16
Columbia
release
of
Sam Katzman
(Colver) production. Stars Bill Haley and
His Comets; features The Flatters, E*ni«
Freeman Combo, Tony Martinez and Hi-.
Band. Freddie Bell and His BeUbov.
Alan Freed, Johnny Johnston, Alix Tal
ton, Lisa Gaye, John Archer, Henry Slat*
Earl Barton. Directed by Fred F.' Seara^
screenplay, Robert Kent,. James B. Gorl
doi>; camera, Benjamin H. Kline; editor*
Saul A. Goodkind, Jack W. Ogilvle: chore*
ography, Earl Barton; music supervision.
Fred Karger. Previewed March 12, 'se
Running time, 76 MINS.
Bill Haley Comets ... . Themselves
The Platters . .Themselves
Tony Martinez Band .. .Themselves
Freddie Bell Bellboys. .Themselves
Alan Freed .
. Himself
Steve Hollis . Johnny Johnston
Corinne Talbot .. - Alix Talton
Lisa Johns . . Lisa Gaye
Mike Dennis . .... John Archer
Corny LaSalle . .... Henry Slate
Jimmy Johns. .Earl Barton

Speaking the teenager idiom,
“Rock Around the Clock” will
prove, a handy entry for exhibitors
packaging a show aimed, by the
sweater-levi trade. It takes off to
a bouncy title beat and never lets
up for 76 minutes of foot-patting
entertainment. Regular program
situations catering largely to youth
should get some good boxoffice
results out of this one.
Bill Haley and His Comets -set
the beat with nine of their record
favorites, including the title tune.
“Razzle Dazzle,” “Happy Baby,’*
“See You Later, Alligator,” “Rudy’s
Rock” and others. Freddie Bell and
His Bellboys are on for two solid
senders, “Giddy Up, Ding Dong”
and “We’re Gonna Teach You to
Rock.” From The Platters, backed
by the Ernie Freeman Combo, are
heard two hits, “The Great Pre¬
tender” and “Only You,” while
Tony Martinez and his band slip in
some cha-cha-cha with “Codfish
and Potatoes,” “Sad and Lonely,”
“Cuero” and “Mambo Capri.”
The talent’s not all musical in
this good Sam Katzman produc¬
tion! Cast members around to enact
the Robert Kent-James B. Gor¬
don screen sfory ‘come off well and
the plot holds together satisfac¬
torily in -back-stopping for the
rock and roll rhythms. Fred F.
Sears’ direction has excellent pace
and keeps interest going with a
story that tells how a band man¬
ager finds the Haley Comets in
the mountains'and brings dancing
back to ballrooms throughout the
country.
Johnny Johnston is likeable as
the manager, while Alix Talton is
a cool chick as a big band booker
who tries unsuccessfully to get her
matrimonial hooks in him. Film is
a particularly strong showcasing
for Lisa Gaye, who could emerge
from this a teenage favorite. She
plays.the rock and roll dancer with
the Comets. Her terping’s good and
that figure the dance costumes
display commands added interest.
Henry Slate adds' some comedy,
while John Archer and others do
right well. Earl Barton, who chore¬
ographed, Is Miss Gaye’s dancing
partner. Playing himself is Alan
Freed as a jazz club operator.
Picture gets good technical sup¬
port from Benjamin H. Kline J
photography, the art direction by
Paul Palmentola, the editing by
Saul A. Goodkind and Jack W.
Ogilvie, and Fred Karger’s music
supervision.
Brog.

Emergency Hospital
Overnight happenings in a big
city emergency hospital, okay
for dual booking.
Hollywood, iMarch 16.
United Artists release of a Howard W.
Koch (Bel-Air) production. Stars Mar¬
garet • Lindsay,
Walter
Reed,
Byron
Palmer, Rita Johnson, John Archer. Di¬
rected by Lee Sholcm. Screenplay, Don
Martin; camera, William Margulies; edi¬
tor, John F. Schreyer; music. Paul Dun¬
lap. Previewed March 15, ’56. Running
time, 62 MINS.
Janet Carey .
Margaret Lindsay
Sgt. Arnold ... *. Walter Reed
Ben Caldwell . Byron Palmer
Norma Mullen . Rita Johnson
Dr. Ellis . John Archer
Jimmy .Arnold . Jim Stapleton
Fran Richards . Peg LaCentra
Edward Northrop . Frank Fenton
Mr. Fanmorn . George Cisar
Ramon . Tito Vuola
Ann Banks . Cary Carver
Mitsl
. Joy Lee
Vera Winston .. Vera Francis
Sylvia Tetlow .. Maxine Gates
Flaherty . Robert Keys
Marie Johnson . Jan Englund
Harry Johnson. Mark Lowell
Will; Teeter ..
Wm. "Red" Murphy
Jack Larson . George Sawaya
Earl Fanmorn . Gary Gray
Miriam Northrup ...... Mayo Loizeaux
Ross.
Rhodes Reason
Traffic Officer . William Boyett
Robert Wilson . Saul Mnrlcll
Alverson . John Merrick

Compactly-edited series of sepa¬
rate incidents occurring overnight
in Los Angeles’ Emergency Hos¬
pital, tied together by a slight
story line involving two sets of
principals.
' Don Martin screenplay combines
romance, tragedy, melodrama and
jisome hrimor’to s'ea’son vmf demerit
I
(Continued on page 16)
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FILM ‘REFORM’S’ CRAZY RESULT
‘Buyer s Market’ in Pix-to-TV Sales;
Won’t Sell Backlog Now: Rackmil

That Screen Vs. Video Contrast As
Reflected in Respective Fan Papers

+

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Points of resemblance—and . of
difference—between
the motion

picture and television media have
additional echo in their respective
fan publications. Though the longestablished “movie” books tend to
look like their video counterparts
so far as layout and physical ap¬
pearance is concerned closer in¬
spection reveals significant varia¬
tions.
Some observers believe the tv
fan mags, which tend to monthlies
and quarterlies, are less corn-fla¬
vored. . Partly this is' because of
a pronounced emphasis in tv arti¬
cles on religion, a'subject gener¬
ally played down in the film books,
and on psychoanalysis stuff. Some
remarkably candid profile stuff has
been published about tv personali¬
ties.
In both the film and tv fan pa-f
pels there is -some tendency, de¬
plored by the powers that be, to
go “sensational” in the caption
though the text frequently does
not support the premise or prom¬
ise. This is blamed upon newsstand
rivalry brought about by the rash
of expose magazines a la Confiden¬
tial. Hollywood stars constitute a
primary stock-in-trade for the
scandalizing of such publications
and their angles rub off.
A longtime aversion in show biz
to tagging performers with their
particular faith—Catholic, Protes¬
tant or Jewish — forfear. this
might feed the bigots has been
gradually subordinated to the gen¬
uine reader interest in faith. Pray¬
er and belief have a big following
among star-gazers as among those
who patronize Norman Vincent
Peale’s literature. Fans seem not
(Continued on page 14)

A Gift, Theatre Still Flops
Palmerston, Ont., March 20.
Canada’s only municipallyowned film theatre, the Norgan, has closed here. It was
given to the town in 1946 by
the Vancouver distiller, George
W. Norgari, to honor his family,
■who were Canadian pioneers.
He specified that children must
be admitted to Saturday mati¬
nees for a nickel.
Town council closed the
house and—just like any ex¬
hibitor—blamed bum business
on television.

Texas to Unveil
‘Thrillarama For
Trade Come May

By GABE FAVOINO
Chicago, March 20.
Prexy John Balaban of the Balaban & Katz theatre chain thinks
it’s ironic that film industry prac¬
tices currently the target of loud¬
est attack by independent exhib¬
itors, were urged, by the indies
themselves as a panacea for the
industry’s “evils,” in the fight lead¬
ing to the divorcement of produc¬
tion from exhibition by the Gov¬
ernment consent decree.
As Balaban sees it, the wheel has
come full circle now with the in¬
dependents asking for an end to
competitive bidding and urging the
circuits be permitted to enter pro¬
duction.
Balaban, a 47-year film vet
whose showbiz career has seen him
rise from usher to circuit presi¬
dent and spans distribution, ex¬
hibition and even the films’ latest
threat, teevee> had this to say to
Variety about competitive bidding:
“I think it is one of the most
destructive practices in the indus¬
try, particularly in view of the
current shortage of pictures, and
especially when the picture being
bid for is the only one of any
quality available.”
"Angles
The B&.K topper said he knew
of cases where the amount bid for
a film by an exhibitor was greater
thaq the amount he could possibly
gross by playing it. He recalled the
days when eight major companies
would each produce from 50 to 70
pictures a year and a theatre would
generally play only one company's
product. “Sure,” he said, “of 60
pictures we bought each year, half
were bought on a perhaps 30%
percentage and the other half on
flat rental. We might lose some
money on a percentage picture, but
there often were a dozen good
grossers among the flat rental films
that more than made up for it.
At the end of the year we could
renegotiate with the distributors
and adjust the losses, and we didn’t
have to play all of the company’s
pictures anyway.”
Balaban went on to say that in
the pre-consent era the exhibitor
had a better choice of pictures.
“After all,” he said, “you’re likely
(Continued on page 16)

A

Conservate

State

Lebanon, N.H., March 20.
Voters here have approved
enforcement of a 40-year-old
curfew law which requires all
unaccompanied young people
to be off the streets by 9 p.m.
The kids found a friend,
however, in Police Chief Clar¬
ence Wright, who said the
cops would give youngsters an
extra half-hour to emerge
from film shows and youth
meetings.

Hoch of Zurich:
Europe Favors
One-Size Only

Indicating that he was being
neither optimistic nor pessimistic,
Universal’s prey Milton R. Rackmil
told the company’s stockholders at
the annual meeting in New York
last Wednesday (14) that he is tak¬
ing a realistic view in predicting
that the company’s business would
hold its own in 1956 and would
probably equal the 1955 take.
He implied that the fnaintenance
of the 1955 level, the second high¬
est in the company’s history, is
quite a challenge in today’s mar¬
ket of television competition. The
company’s second quarter earnings,
he said, would not be better than
the first 13 weeks of the current
fiscal year, but he noted that U’s
first quarter was the best in the
industry.
Meeting was a comparatively
mild session without prolonged
sharp exchanges between manage¬
ment and stockholders. The out¬
come of the meeting was obvioussince Decca, the parent company,
controlled 74% of the outstanding
common stock. Much in evidence,
however, was Lewis Gilbert, peren¬
nial minority stockholder. Gilbert
was charged with attempting to
inject Decca problems in the U
meeting.
Views Re Video
In answer to stockholder queries,
Rackmil and other U officials pro¬
vided the following information:
The company has no plan to
sell its backlog to television since
it did not believe the time was
“propitious.” The company’s major
business, Rackmil stressed, is sell¬
ing to theatres and that U would
make “darned sure” not to “do
(Continued on page 49)

Hollywood, March 20.
Swiss film theatre owners are
urging a standardization of screen
The “all quiet” on the new
size and projection processes, a
process front, a condition happily
Swiss distribution exec told Holly¬
accepted in exhibitor quarters, was
wood last week.
broken last week with the revela¬
tion that a Texas outfit is prepared
Rudolf Hoch, sales manager for
to market a new widescreen projec¬
Columbus Films Inc., which reps
tion system which can be shown
Allied Artists in Switzerland, head¬
with regular equipment and re¬
ing a group of 14 Swiss exhibs
quires
no
theatre
alteration.
visiting Hollywood, declared:
Known as Thrillarama, the new de¬
“As do exhibitors of many other
velopment is~the property of Thril¬
European countries, we find it im¬
larama Productions, Inc., a Dallas
possible for economic, technical
outfit composed mainly of theatreand practical reasons to introduce
men. The new company is headed
all the different screens and dif¬
by Albert H. Reynolds, president,
ferent projection, processes.”
and Dowlen Russell, vice president.
Outdoor dramas rank as the
The basic principles involved in
most popular type of film in his
the new process are said to have
country’s
553 theatres, according
been ponceived by Reynolds who
to Hoch, who added that films pri¬
wafrked on the system together
marily
aimed
at the juve trade will
with Russell and “top technical
flop in Switzerland. Except for car¬
men of the industry.”
toons, he said, children under 18
First film in the new process—
are prohibited from attending film
“Thrillarama Adventure”—was pro¬
theatres..
duced by Raphael G. Wolff Studios,
Hoch, who headquarters in Zu¬
a Hollywood company specializing
rich, in one of the German-lan¬
in industrial and documentary
guage cantons, where majority of
films.
The Wolff company, it’s
American film companies have
stated, also developed the special
reps, reported that all foreign-lan¬
American film companies have
camera equipment required for the
guage films, whether English, Japa¬ had indications that the Italians
new process “at a cost of approxi¬
nese et al, exhibited in these can¬ again want to press the question
mately $50,000.” The first picture
Washington, March 20,
tons are shown in their original of U. S. color printing in local
Internal Revenue Service has in Thrillarama will be unveiled in
version, with use of subtitles.
Italo labs. The Italians are said to
Texas
early in May.
just squelched a new gimmick to
want 50% of all Hollywood tint re¬
Descriptive
information
regard¬
duck the 10% admissions tax.
lease to be printed up locally.
Stunt involved splitting the ing the process reveals a similarity
This, in addition to the fact that
price of a ticket costing between to Cinerama. It is a two-strip
the new Italian film legislation is
50c and $1, so that one charge of process as compared to Cinerama’s
still
bottled up, is a source of con¬
50c or less was made for admis¬ three-strip system. The. “taking”
cern to American film execs who
sion and a separate charge was equipment consists of two cameras
are
also
chafing under the Rome
made for reserved seat or similar mated on a special base mechanism
Deutschmeister Argues, ‘If French Can Learn To refusal to issue advance licenses.
accommodations. Admission tick¬ and using a special optical system
The
Italians
argue they can’t come
ets costing 50c less are exempted of mirrors and lenses. It’s said to
Like Coca-Cola, Yanks Can Like Gallic Pix*
across with the permits until the
be capable of covering an area
from the 10% bite, of course.
question
of
the
legislation is set¬
Revenue Service pointed out more than twice that of a normal
tled.
that the Code provides that “where camera. The scene is . filmed in
out making hybrid films that
Paris, March 20.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
after paying one charge, a second two parts on separate film strips
“1/ the French, who loathed it would appeal to neither. “Antoi¬ Export Assn, prexy, will stop off in
charge is made for accommodations using the full aperature on both.
at first, could acquire a taste for. nette” was made in two distinct Rome on his way back home from
(Continued on page 16)
which are essentially an extension
versions
with
one
completely
Coca-Cola, sometimes to the exclu¬
of the accommodations granted in
French and the other English. his current Fareastern tour. John¬
sion of wine, then there are no lim¬
return for the payment of the first
Things that the French would ac¬ ston also plans to go to Paris, and
its to changing national taste and
charge, the tax attaches* to the
cept, such as the accusation of may go to London, which is shap¬
the United States could learn to
total of the two charges made.
Marie Antoinette having commit¬ ing up as a potential trouble-spot
like
French
films"
. “It is held that where, under the
ted incest with her son, could be as the local industry is to recom¬
So
reasons Henry Deutsch- shown in the French version but mend to thg Government what
circumstances described, a person
Hollywood,
March
20.
meister,
head
of
Franco-London
pays a charge of 50c for a reserved
not in the other. A system of pre¬ should be done to aid the business
Two to three films can be han¬ Films here. He credits New York dubbing could also be instituted there. There is a possibility that
seat or similar accommodation in
independent
distributors
with
not¬
dled
simultaneously
by
newly
com¬
Addition to a charge of 50c for gen¬
with the French company assuring Griffith Johnson, MPEA v.p., will
eral admission, the total of the pleted recording, scoring and able aid to the cause but adds, this for an American looksee as to join Johnston in the Rome talks.
“they
just
can’t
get
us
widened
charges paid, or $1, constitutes the" dubbing facilities which Todd-AO’s
The printing question has come
general possibilities of the pic for
amount paid for admission within motion picture production division playdates in the States. Only the their markets.
up periodically to plague the
the meaning of the law and regula¬ is making available this week to majors can help us.”
The first' film to be made with Americans who claim that the
tions.”
industry. v It’s stated that scoring
Showman points out that France a complete American version is Italian labs aren’t even set up to
time can be reduced 25% for defi¬ has no illusions of “competing” in Jean Renoir’s “Elena Et Les handle the kind of work volume
nite savings in costs, via special America with American product. Hommes” (Elena and the Men) with they demand. Apart from that, the
closed circuit tv operation between It would be dandy if each major Ingrid Bergman, Mel Ferrer and quality of the color work being done
stages and Todd-AO control room. took two French releases annually Jean Marais. The American ver¬ in Italy varies. When thfr Italians
Device permits mixer to see and he thinks enough product sion was written by the former first brought up that problem, the
what’s* going on in adjoining stage, would be. available via dubbing of CBS radio writer, Cy Howard, and MPEA agreed to investigate: later
Hollywood, March 20.
is
in instant, direct contact with action and costumes stories, leav¬ differs from the Gallic version in the U. S. distribs said they’d do a
Republic's foreign earnings will
be up more than 50% over 1955 conductor, sound operation has six ing the native Gallic material to certain respects. However, one reasonable amount of tint printing
drawback was the difficulty the locally.
channel
orthosonic setup. Conver¬ the U.S. art houses.
according to'Reginald Armour, in¬
Deutschmeister has just com¬ actors found in playing the same
ternational veepee wh'o arrived sion of stage three at Kling studios
The Italians have on their books
scene
consecutively in two differ¬
here from South American tour at cost of around $1,000,000 has pleted a two-language picture,
a law under which they could force
for huddles with President Herbert provided what S. A. Sanford, gen¬ “Marie Antoinette” starring Mi¬ ent lingos with slightly different the U. S. outfits to do all of their
Yates.
Prediction is based on eral manager of division, believes chele Morgan and Richard Todd. impact. Warners will take this for black-and-white printing in the
talks with branch managers and is most modern recording-scoring¬ He has been assured booking by the U.S., and it is being watched country. There have apparently
e*hibs in Latin America and Eu¬ dubbing stage in Hollywood. Facil¬ ABC in IJngland who also supplied as a forerunner by film circles . been hints that this could easily be
rope.
ities permit 96 soundtracks to be an Anglo writer and star, but the here as to whether this is the first- amended to take in color pix.jJS
wedge in the American market and
Armour goes from here to N. Y., put together simultaneously In film is primarily a Gallic produc¬
well. It’s the local labs which are
London, Near East then Tokyo in dubbing process, films can be tion. This may be the proper way whether it will show that a film putting the pressure on the Gov¬
can be made for the American
May to preside over Far East meet¬ dubbed in any one of several .dif- tp make films slanted for Angloernment to get the work.
ing.
•
American markets, he feels, wiLh- market here.
fferenjt qcreensize versions.

No Trick Ticket
Slants to Elude
Over 50c Tax

French Film Problem in United States

SCORING TIME CUT VIA
T0DD-A0, FACILITIES

REP 0SEAS OUTLOOK;
PREDICT 50% HIKE

See Italy Back
To Color Prints
Vexation Again
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BOPS BALTO BUT ‘Cry Sockeroo $19,000 Paces K.C.;
‘Backlash’ Big 15G in Storm-Swept BUZ
‘TOO BAD’GOOD $4,000
Kettles’ Hot 17G, Tattoo’ 11G, 2d
Philly; ‘Carousel’ Tidy 24G, ‘Cry’ 16€
. __
. _
Philadelphia, March 20. +-■
The Blizzard here knocked out
n
three nights of biz .over the weekInOcluWllY JuMSSCS
end. Saturday night respite was
»
J
not enough to overcome damage
ST77*
done by the storm. “Backlash
Estimated Total Gross
shapes big at the Goldman, being
This Week.. . .$421,400
the best newcomer currently.
{Based on 23 theatres)
"Rock Around the Clock looks
Last Year .$487,400
fair at the Stanley.
a v.
(Based on 19 theatres)
Even some of the recent big
holdover pix are slipping. “Rose
Tattoo” is only okay in eighth ri
11*1
II f* D..JL
stanza at the Trans-Lux while \||AlAy HlfC III
Kill
“Conqueror” is very weak in fourth UllVTf llIlO l/s\/« I/lil
Mastbaum round. “Carousel” is
rated tidy in second week at the
ffl 11 -| ifl
Fox. “Picnic” still is sturdy in
Kl/»hoi*n I oil l/ll«
fourth Randolph stanza.
Itll/lldl It 1 dll 1 “U
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
Washington, March 20.

Baltimore, March 20.
Weekend snowfall is reflected in
sagging grosses here this week.
"Carousel” remains staunch for
second round at the Century while
"Oklahoma” is still rosy at the
Film Centre. “Our Miss Brooks”
was a
disappointment at the
Stanley. Double bill of “Three
Bad Sisters” and “The Killer Is
Loose” is sad at the New. “Too Bad
she’s Bad” is okay at the Little,
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This week
Cejitury (Fruchtman) (3,000, 50$1.25)—“Carousel” (20th) (2d wk).
Solid $18,000 after $23,000 opener,
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l)
—"Animal Farm” (Indie). Opens
today (Tues.). Last week, “Eight
O’clock Walk” (Indie), $3,000.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890;
$1.25-$2.50)—“Oklahoma” (Magna)
<3d wk). Hotsy $17,000 following
<2 100-

Kansas City, March 20.
Big. money this week ^goes to
“i’ll Cry Tomorrow” at Midland
and second round of **Rose Tat¬
too” second session at Paramount,
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,290,050
“Kettles in Ozarks,” playing down¬
(Based on 21 cities and 206
town in Durwood circuit’s Roxy
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
and also in competitive Fox Mid¬
cluding N.Y.)
west trio of houses, looms strong.
Total Gross Same Week
“Killer Is Loose’’ is lean at the
Last Year .$2,504,700
Missouri.
(Based on 25 cities and 228
Weather is true to the March
th eatres.)
_ tradition, warm one day, snowing
the next right up to the springlike
weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75)—
"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (reissue).
Brought back at new low admis¬
sion for artfilm policy. Fair $1,200.
Last week, “Mau-Mau” (Indie) (2d
"Cry
„[Mweek <S$14 000
Sunday's <18) snowstorm hit local 5o"l 25)-"Picn^ (Col) (4th W
G<^d $1^0-. Last
$14,00^
with aa ovvo
50% or
$8,000 after $10,000 for
wk), $700.
--- week,
oc.cto
fiO)_ boxoffices
Doxoinces wun
or more
muie skid
siuu Fairish
Fain:
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)—
“C?neramaWHoUday” $(Indie) '(57th in ticket buyers according to house third,
Pittsburgh, March 20;
Little
(Rappaport)
(300;
50-$l)—
Worst snowstorms of the year “Tales of Hoffman” (Indie) (reis¬
wk). Fairish $11,000. Last week, managers. Loss was a shade over 'Too
1,11 Bad She’s Bad” (Indie).
sue). Okay $1,500. Last' week,
are
knocking
business
everywhere
$12,000.
Q. 99 $1 8Q)_ 50% m midcity and almost as bad Pleasjng $4,000. Last week, “Litfor a loop. Hardest hurt, of course, “Lease of Life” (IFE). (2d wk),
•‘r^.,«l?»th(90th) (2d wk) Tidy in the nabes- Prior to the storm« tlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d wk), $2,500. were the new pictures, “Rose Tat¬ $700.
onn Last week $37 000
y standout amongst this session’s
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50-$l) too” at Stanley, “Meet Me in Las
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
$2rS?L™(GoldmaJ)(1 250* 65- three newcomers was “Richard -“Killer Is Loose” (UA) and Vegas” at Penn and “The Man “I’ll Cry Tomorrow!’ (M-G). Smash
*1?r)_.«Backlash" (XJ)
Big $15,- IN-” Launched by a newsmaking “Three Bad Sisters” (UA). Drab Who Never Was” at the Fulton, al¬ $19,000; sure to hold. Last week,
nno5 nr near Last week “Hot p r e e m attended by President 5,000. Last week, ‘Never Say though “Picnic” at Harris got “Picnic” (Col) (3d wk), $9,000,
wSod” (Col) $9 000
Eisenhower, it’s living up to its Goodbye” (U), $7,000.
■hurt, too, after three great weeks. over expectations.
Mastbaum’(SW)
B Mastbaum
(SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) building with a sock gross.
11fla,yb^f;^ch7^r) Ad^wk)'
Estimates for This Week
,»* Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)—
—“Conqueror” (RKO) (4th wk).
Estimates for This Week
n1 -T
onn
* | Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)— “Killer Is Loose” (UA) and “Post¬
Weak $9,000 Last week, $16,000.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l) ^Stanley00 (WB) (sAoO*0 35-$l)— “Man Who Never Was” (20th) mark for Danger” (RKO). Light
Midtown (Goldman) (1 000; 75“Rock Around slock” (Cob
■ World” (FM) Started Never got off the ground and isn’t $6,000. Last week, “Conqueror”
$1.49) —“Slightly Scarlet (RKO) $4 50o. Last week, “Our Miss c„adavA(«,)after* “Our Miks likely to better $5,500, even with (RKO) (3d wk), $6,500.
(2d wk). Dull 16.000. Last week, Brooks.. (WB)i $3,500.
(WB) fulled $2,20Q to 4 help of a preview last night (Mon.)
Paramount-(United Par) (1,900;.
w-niininii -(Goldman) (2 250* 99Capitol (LpeWs) (3,434; 85-$1.25) days. In ahead, “Lone hanger” of “On Threshold of Space” (20th). 75-$l)—"Rose Tattoo” (WB) (2d
Last week, “World in My Corner” wk). Fancy $11,000; holds. Last
®!P?ento" <Co" <4th wk) -"Carousel” (20th) (4th-final wk). (WB), $8,000.
week, $15,000.
twrtv tifinnn Last week $24 000 Fairish $n.000 for final eight days.
Town (Rappaport) <50-$l-25)— (U). Under $4,500.
*‘ntantnn (SW) (1 483^ 99-.1 49)— with Monday night (19) blacked 'Til Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)—
GSoto“n Am” (UA)Sh wkhGood
Last wk).
Okay $10,000 alter $12,500 “Final Test” (Indie). English com¬ “Kettles in Ozarks” (U). Good $5,week, pleasing $15,000.
edy rushed in at last minute when 000; stays. Last week, “World in
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.
“Special Delivery” (Col) died at Corner” (U) (2d wk), $2,500.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 70-95)
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.491—
$1,350. “Test” will do $1,800 and
“Rock Around Clock” (Col). Fair —“Top Gun” (UA). Oke $6,500.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,100; OS¬
sticks until “My Number Came es)—“Asphalt Jungle” .(M-G) and
Last week, “Battle Sta- Last week, “World in Corner”
Up,” the Easter attraction at this “Battleground” (M-G) (reissues).
(U), so-so $5,500.
tions” (Col), $9,000.
arter.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)—
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
Fair $4*000. .
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (8th wk). Oke! —“Samurai” (Indie) (2d wk). Winds
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 85-$1.25) " Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Foi
$6,500. Last week, $8,500.
up short run^with nice $4,000 after
—^’Picnic” (Col) (4th wk). Prob¬ Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 65-85)
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)— $4,500 last week.
ably down to $8,000, but may re¬ —"Kettles in Ozarks" (U). Unusual
“Never Say Goodbye” (U) (3d wk).
bound and will stay through Holy booking with orily three of usual
Kelth's (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
Mild $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Week. Last week, terrific $13,500. four houses in act, fast $12,000
—"The Conqueror” (RKO) (3d wk)
San Francisco, March 20.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 98- $11,000.
“1,000. Last week, far below hopes
Holdovers are carrying the real
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$1.50)— looms. Last week, with Tower in
Prisoner’ (Col) (2d wk).j^ith
$13t)00
th $13,000.
load here currently with few big “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk). 4-house deal, “Come Next Spring”
Okay $3,800. Last week, $5,500.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l) newcomers to help. “Picnic” is Dropping to its lowest take, (Rep) and “Flame of Islands”'
■ “Rock Around Clock” (Col), standout new entry with a terrific around $5,000. Figured to come (Rep), $10,000 in 9 days.
1,000. Last
$8,000.
Last week,
week, “Our Miss session at St. Francis “Never Say back, however, and stays through
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
rooks” (WB) $6,000.
Goodbye” .looIi£ falrly , *ood at Easter at least. Last week, almost “Bringing Up Baby” (RKO) and
Brooks”
_ .
<T_, >
oc
Golden Gate. “Carousel” is down $7,500.
“Informer” (RKO)- (reissues', (2d
Pa;?c«
<Loews)
(2,360;
85-$l.25)
L0
Fox
Ull
iVV V|
MUU^VMVl V
linn
m
..
^
IU a
<1 light
JUgllt total
lUldl in
ill fourth
1UUJL til T
UA week.
WCCIV.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 85-$1.25)~- wk). Oke $1,000. Last week, $1,200.
r T J
y
—“I'll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (4th «T ^ Hunt ” nUn npw
ratpd
“Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G).
™nvasio”
Biz climbing after opening day’s
t >
>
J
y
$i4,000, and holds.
Body Snatchers” looms okay in •blizzard
and may close in on $16,Minneapolis, March 20.
Playhouse (Lopert) (456; $1- first stanza at the United Artists.
Last week, third of “I’ll Cry
As numerous holdovers continue $1.80) — "Richard III” (Lopert). “Rose Tattoo” is big in third Par- 000.
Tomorrow,”
(M-G), $13,000. giving
to click in a big way, fresh entries Rousing $14,000 at tilted scaleand amount week.
it around $60,000 on the run, great.
again are numerically few cur- -grind
policy. ^ays
Stays. Last
week,
;ma policy,
i,ast weex,
Estimates for This Week
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25)—
rently. Moreover, except for “The "All Heaven Allows” (U) (6th wk),
im Ss'oo'o11
’
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- “Rose Tattoo” (Par). Splendid $19,Court Jester,” which is off to a slim
$3,000.
WflrtiAP
n
qnn- $1.20-$2.40)
*1 90
m $1)—“Never
Say Tomorrow”
Goodbye” (U).
(U) 000, couple of grand less than it
St. Louis, March 20.
slow start, newcomers probably
Wamer
Warner (SW)
(SW) (1,300;
(1,300,
$1.20-$2 440
and «Hold Back
will never cop any quality prizes _.“Cinerama
.‘Cinerama Hobday
Holiday” __ (Indie)
(Indie) Good $10f00o. Last week, “Con- would have done' with any kind of
Combo of rain, sleet and snow
a break in weather. Sticks, of
However, Rock Around the Clock (23d
wk).
Fine
$15,000
after
$13,(23d last
wk).weelc
FineStays.
$15,000 after $13,- qUer0r’’7RK6) (Sd wkr.l’lS.OOO: course. Last week, third of “Con¬ aided by high winds over the past
and 4 Invasion of Body Snatchers” 500
Stays.
Fox (FWC) (4>651; $i.25-$1.50)— queror” (RKO) about $8,500.
weekend is slowing down biz at
and Indestructible Man aualer 500
m last week.
T
T ? /oaa aa
look fairlv stout psnpfiallv the
Trans-Lux
(T-L)
Squirrel Hill <SW) (900; 65-$l)— firstrun here‘this week. “Meet Me
"Pi?niV’U<PAn
]^th(600; 90-$1.25)
9.°t( a2
“Carousel” (20th) (4th wk). Lean
former
*
espetially the —“Picnic”
— Picnic (Col) (5th wk). Still out $i2,000. Last week, $17,500.
“Prisoner”
(Col).
Brought -In
in
Las Vegas” was hurt along with
Better weather .is helping all
with sock $15,000 after
ahead of time when “Trouble With
1vrcau,cl4/?
a“ huee
Warfield
down the line,
with boxoffice benhu®e Slfi 000 last
iast week
weex. ’ Stavs
totays.
„Last
Hunt»(Loew)
(M.G)(2,656;
Drab65-90)—
$7>000. Harry” (Par) began to sag. Latter the others, but still managed a
Saturday (17) to $3,300 in solid opening rpund at Loew’s.
j31?.0. sbartd by ,,Ci«f5arr^aH
Last week, “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) 9closed
“Never Say Goodbye” wound up
days of fourth week.
Holiday in its 37th week, “Picnic” ip , lirL
.
c
13d wk). $17,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40) its week at the big Fox with a good
in its fourth and “I’ll Cry Tomon- ^fV VYDODDIM «bl0,UUU,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
Holiday”
(Indie) total. “Helen of Troy” looms as
row and Rose Tattoo in thoir
*
m 11
11 .
“Rose Tattoo” (Indie) (3d wk). Big —“Cinerama
(58th wk). Down below $10,000 best holdover. “Doctor At Sea” is
third sessions.
|/VhIP* Rnckln^h Hoi'
$H,000. Last week, $18,000.
again. Last week, almost $12,000. rated big .at the Pageant while
Estimates for This Week
u TUIC> iWM»IUO»U UUl
gt Francis (Par) (1400.
Ticket
sale alread started for “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” loofs’ okay in
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75Ilf <To^fAA, Toll OP $L25) — “Picnic” (Col). Terrific
$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Inllu, ldllOO ldU JU $25,000. Last week, “Court Jester” “Seven Wonders of World” which third stanza at Orpheum.
opens
April
19.
Estimates for This Week
die) (37th wk). Holds to a steady,
Louisville March 20
(Par> I3*1 wk), $9,000.
profitable pace. Potent $13,000.
Prv
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20Last week, $12,500.
1 11 Cry Tomorrow is rolling up Calif<) {1 458. $i.75-$2.65)—“Cine$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” Un¬
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)— a
toAaa^' SFii1 i? rama Holiday” (Indie) (33d wk).
die) (57th wk). Nice $ft),000. Last
“Rock Around Clock” (Col). Looks new P^cRose Tattoo still is gock $15,000 or a bit over. Last
week, $12,500.
like big $7,500. Last week, “World socket the Kentucky in second week> *18 200.
Fox
(F&M)
(5,000;
51-75)—
in My Corner” (U), $2,500 in 6 round.
Blacklash at the Rialto
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,“Backlash” (U) and “World In
Providence, March 20.
days.
looks yery good. Weather has been 207. 70-$i)—"invasion of Body
Corner”
(U).
Opened
today
(Tues.).
Several
thousand
stranded
sailors
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—“Pic- changing from snow fluines to Snatchers” (AA) and “Atomic
nic” (Col) (3d wk). Holding up very heavy rains, and sunny Periods, Man» (AA) Gke $10,000 or near, en route to Newport and Quonset Last week, “Never Say Goodbye
well at fat $6,500 ani holds. Last with temperatures somewhat be- Last week, “Killer Is Loose” (UA) as well as other snow-bound trav¬ (U) and “Red Sundown” (U), good
week. $6,000.
56.000.
l°w normal.
week,
and ..chQrfA«,
"Shadow nf
of Eagle” (UA), elers comprised the only biz yester¬ $13,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-90)—
Estimates for This Week
day (Mon.) for blizzard-ridden
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 86-$l)—
$9,-200.
“Court Jester”
"Court
Jester ” (Par). Very wellBrown (Fourth Ave.) (United
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25) mainstemmers. Strand, sole down¬ “Meet Me In Las Vegas” (M-G).
liked and gamering crix bouquets. Artists) (1,200; 55-85)—“T h r e e —“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (18th town indie, closed its boxoffice and .Solid $16,000. Last week, “Killer
However, Danny Kaye is not pull- Musketeers” (M-G) and “Stratton wk). Oke $6,000. Last week, $6,200. held open houses for all strandees. On Loose” (UA) and “Timetable
ing them in. Shapes slow $10,000 Story” (M-G) (reissues).
Slow
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)— RKO Albee was lone house report¬ (UA), $7,500.
*5 nine days. Last week, “Man Who $3,500. Last week, "Littlest Out- “Diabolique” (UMPO) (12th wk). ing close to a normal Monday, j
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
Never Was” (20th), $6,000.
Others were weak.
Big $5,000. Last week, same.
“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Fair $7,000
law” (BV) (2d wk), $5,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85Clay (Rosener)* (400; $1).— “SaEstimates for This Week
after $9,000 teeoff.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 55-85)
$1)—“Invasion Body Snatchers”
Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk).’ Show- ^rai’’ Undie\ (2d wk)- Good $3r
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-80) —
Orpheum (Loe^) (1,400; 50-$l)-(AA)
Man” i Rose
iTZi and *“Indestructible
indestructible Man”
R strength at bin 59 000
Last °00- Last week, $3,400.
“Slightly Scarlet” (RKO) and “I’ll Cry. Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d
wk).
Good $8,000 following $10,500
“Brain
Machine”
(RKO).
Fair
Mnfbfliervris1^1’?^
w#ek.$12%0at
^
$8'°00«?•
'i
«"»
♦«!
has twin-billed. Fair $8,500. Last weeK*
“The Prisoner” (Col) (3d wk). $7,000. Last week “There’s Always in second frame.
week, “Square Jungle” (U) split
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; Okay $2,700. Last week, $2,800.
Tomorrow” (U) and “Naked- Sea”
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 50with “Larceny” <U) and “Shake- 65-85)—"Come Next Spring” (Rep)
Coronet (United California) (1,- (U), nice $8,500.
90)—"Doctor At Sea” (Rep). Big
down” (U) (reissues) twin bill and “Flame of Islands” (Rep). 250.
10 *2 7m
"nkiahAma"
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-80) — $3,000. Last week, “Hill 21 Doesn t
$5,000.
D1U’ Nice $5,000 or close. Last week, ^Magna^ (4"th wk)“Fa^t l^Ton
RKO Pan (RKO) a,600: 65-85)— Our Miss Brooks” (WB), same.
Las^week^ 527 000 F 1 $24’000, “Come Next Spring” (Rep) and Answer” (Indie), $2,500.
“Track Mari Down” (Rep). Average
3°^’’ (?KO) and “Bengazi”
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; Last week,_$27,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400:
$7,000. Last week, “Man Who
>5-85) —
Blacklash” (U) 'and
and STOETZEL'S EUROPEAN TASK Never Was” (20th) and “River $1.10) — “Trouble With Harry”
(RK10,-(jTSaSsfactory .$3>500’ Last 55"85)
~ ‘Blacklash”
Inside Detroit” (Col) and “Bobby Ware is Missing" (AA).
(Par)
(2d wk). Fine $2,000 after
Changes” (20th), nice $9,000.
Georle J Stoeteel^w
Civc*ag0 Syndlcate" *Ool), $4,000. Good $11,000 or better. Last week,
State (Loew) (3,200; 50-80) — $2,500 opener.
'Man Who Never Was” (20th) and jamcra»»n, left for Europe over
r^Par (2,300; $1-$1.25)— “Man
St.
Louis
(St. L. Amus.) <4.000;
“Picnic” (Col) (3rd wk). Satisfac¬
(3dwk)> “yiva Zapata” (20th) (reissue), the past week to lens “The Black tory $8,000 after sock $11,500 in 50-90)—“Helen Of Troy” (WB) (2d
Nice $9,000 and holds. Last week,’ $9,500.
Seven” for producer Jean, Carmen
wk).
Neat
$11,000
after $16,000
second.
Dillow.
\ / a aa nr
st*te (United Artists) (55-85)— Uillow.
Strand. (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80) opening frame.
n/r>
— 4 pi1 Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Big
Ted Sills is directing the picture, — “Court Jester” (Par). Good
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
oSpr6 TiAvnffiA PaJ 3d wkJ:
?(J6'000* and Bkely h.o. Last week, which is to be locationed on the $7,000. Last week, “Battle Sta¬ $1.10)—“Too Bad She’s Bad” (In¬
Hunt” uvi-ijrj
(M-G) ana
and “It’s A Bavarian and Swiss Alps, with sUp tions” (Col) and “Joe MacBeth” die). Sock $3,500. Last week,-“Cock¬
*«aaa
j l. VI” v topper. Sturdy “Last
AjiU>L nuni
$6,000 and holds. Last week, $6,000.1
$6,000. Dog’s Life” (M-G), $7,000.
dio work in Munich
(Par), fairly good $7,200.
tail* In Kitchen” (Indie), $3,000.

Key City Grosses

Tattoo’Sharp 19G,
Pitt; “Vegas’ 16G

‘Picnic Huge 25G,
Frisco; ‘Okla.’ 24G

Mpls. Okay; ‘Rock’ Rolls
Hep $7,500, ‘Snatchers’
OK $8 500 Crv 9G 3d SLS"1 ^i*'000' after flne d»^»?^arfiSd!

of

‘Las Vegas’ Solid 16G,
St Loo; ‘Goodbye’ Good
13G, ‘Helen’ Hotsy 11G

Bliz Clips Prov.; ‘Scarlet’
Fair 7G, ‘Jester’ $7,000
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PlfcRIETY

PICTURE GROSSES

N.Y. TAKEN FOR SLEIGH RIDE
Chi in Lent Doldrums But ‘Battle’
Boff $14,000; ‘Ransom’ Okay atlG,
‘Picnic’ 22G, 5th; Holiday’ Wow 26G

BIZ BLITZED L.A. Holds OK; ‘Arm’ Golden $35,000,
BY BLIZZARD ‘World End’ Trim 70G in 9 Spots,

Broadway film business was
lagging badly enough as a result
of Lent and/income tax blues. But
it really went into a nosedive when
Chicago, March 20. 4*
the winter’s worst snowstorm
Chi firstrun biz is in Lenten
blanketed New York City Sunday
doldrums this round, with hold¬ ‘Man’ Tall 11G, Omaha;
(18) night and Monday. City was
overs at most Loop situations
‘World’ Average $5,000 still digging out yesterday (Tues.),
getting sparse play,
Omaha, March 20.
with biz improving. Coming on top
“Battle Stations" and “Joe Mac¬
Despite heavy Academy hoopla of the allday snow of Friday (16),
beth" combo should get sock $14.- in the World-Herald and an excel¬ the boxoffice was really sloughed,
000 in first week at the Grand. lent review for “Man Who Never pushing grosses at some firstrun to
“Ransom" looks mild $7,000 for Was," biz is. in the doldrums at the lowest point this year. St.
opener at the Monroe.
the downtown first runs this week. Patrick’s Day parade hurt Satuz“Invasion of the Body Snatchers" “Man/’ though, is the pacesetter, day matinees but the night upbeat
and “Indestructible Man" double being slightly above average at made the day’s total take big.
bill looks sturdy in second frame the;. Tristates flagship, the Or¬
Brightest newcomer is “Meet
at the Roosevelt. “The Prisoner" pheum.'
Me in Las Vegas," which landed a
is nice in second at the World.
smash
$32,000 in its. first week at
Estimates for This Week
“Rains of Ranchipur" is a drizzle
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)— the Astor desuite' all handicaps.
In third Woods round. “Doctor at “World in My Corner" (U) and "Richard III” in its initial round
Sea" holds big In same week at “Lover Boy" (20th). Average $5,- at the Bijou racked up a sturdy
In contrast, “Slightly
Esquire. “Carousel" is rated dull 000.
Last week, “Conqueror" $15,000.
in fourth frame at the Chicago. (RKO) (3d wk), $4,000 at $1-$1.25 Scarlet.” having to battle the snow¬
storm Friday (opening day1) never
“The Conqueror" looks staunch in scale.
fourth at the Oriental. . “Rose
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90) did recover, with a mild $12,000 or
Tattoo" is steady in the fourth —“Our Miss Brooks” (WB) and less likely. Same fate was -experi¬
United Artists session.
“24-Hour Alert’-’ (WB). Okay $5,- enced by "Timetable” with vaude
"Picnic" is holding well in fifth 500. Last week, “Trouble With *at the Palace, being just okay
week at State-Lake as “Oklahoma" Harry" (Par) and "Jaguar” (Rep), I $16,000.
As always, the Music Hall suf¬
remains strong in 12th round at $7,000.
from the storms, which kept
McVickers.
“Diabolique" shows
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70- fered
thousands
out of the city. “Picnic"
remarkable staying power in 13th 90)—“Man
Who
Never
Was"
stanza at Ziegfeld.
“Cinerama (20th). Pleasing $11,000 or near. with stageshow looks to wind its
current
stanza
at the Hall with a
Holiday" still is in the chips on Last week, “Never Say Goodbye".
mild $100,000. lowest weekly fig¬
40th frame at the Palace.
(U), $9,000.
ure at the Hall this year. “Sere¬
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)— nade" with annual Easter stageEstimates .foie This Week
Chicago .(B&K) <3,900; 98-$1.50) “Forever Darling" (M-G) (2d wk). show opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
—“Carousel" (20th) (4th wk). Dull Mildish $3,500. Last week, $6,500.
“Carousel" with iceshow also was
hurt similaiiv but is showing
$25,000. Last week, $30,000.
enough at $54,000 in fifth session to
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
justify holding through Easter at
85-$l>—“Doctor at Sea" (Rep) (3d
the Roxy.
“Court Jestei'” wound
wk). Hotsy. $7,000 in 5 days. Last
a 6Vfc-day seventh round at the
week, $10,000.
Paramount
with mild $20,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
“Anything Goes” reulaces today at
“Battle Stations" (Col) and' “Joe
the Par flagship. “All Heaven Al¬
Macbeth" (Col). Socko $14,000.
lows" slipped to mild $9,000 in
Last week, “Square Jungle" (U)
third week at the Mayfaii*.
and “Inside Detroit" (Col) (2d wk),
Boston,
March
20.
“Last Hunt” dipped with the
$0,500.
blizzard in history of Bos¬ others, with a mild $12,000 or less
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)— tonWorst
last Friday sloughed pix biz in third stanza at the State. “Good¬
“Volcano" (Indie) (2d wk). Slow at firstruns
and Saturday (17) man Story" slumped to a light $15.$6.500.. Last week, $8,000.
downtown Hub deserted 000 in fourth week at the Capitol.
. McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- found
with
abandoned
cars clogging the “Golden Arm.” too. fell off, di'Op$3) — “Oklahoma" (Magna) (12tli
streets. • Then Monday's plng to a just good $13,000 or un¬
wk). Stout $30,500. Last week, main
storm
put
on
the
finishing touch. der in cuiTent (14th) session at the
$31,000. .
Victoria. “The Ladykillers" also
Monroe (Indie)' (1,000; 67-87) — Four ’ new entries were whammed
(Continued on page 14)
“Ransom" (M-G). Okay $7,000. by the storm. “Our Miss Brooks"
appears
best
of
lot
at
Paramount
Last week, “The Yearling" (M-G)
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow"
nnfl .■ “MrtvHniract
t~* \ and Fenway.
and
“Northwest tlorfortn1*
Passage" /T\/T
(M-G)
in second stanza at Astor took the
(reissues) (2d wk), $3,600.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) No. 1 spot foff holdovers. “Cine- “Conqueror" (RKO) • (4th wk). irama Holiday" held surprisingly
Strong $22,000. Last week, $25,000. in its 30th stanza at Cinerama.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
— “Cinerama Holiday" (Indie)
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.50)—
(40th wk). Boffo $26,000 or near. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow" (M-G). (2d
Last week, $28,000.
wk). Snappy $21,000. Last week,
Cincinnati, March 20.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65^98)— $45,000, better than expected.
“Invasion Body Snatchers" (AA)
Beacon (Beacon Hill) (678; 90
'Til Cry Tomorrow," town top¬
$1.25)—“Diabolique" (UMPO) (5th per currently with a longtime high
(Continued on page 14)
wk). <3ood $3,500.
Last week, gross for the small Grand, is bulg¬
ing ovei-all business despite Holy
$6,500?
- .
Cinerama
(Cinerama Produc¬ Week approach and first half
tions) (1.354; $1.2-$2.65)—“Cine¬ hindrance from cold and snow.
rama Holiday" (Indie) (30th wk). “Forever Dai'ling," another new¬
Solid $16,000. Last week, $18,000. comer, shapes moderately at the
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)— Palace. Holdovei's “Picnic” and
—“Doctor at Sea" (Rep) (2d wk). “Rose Tattoo" carry on favorably.
Big $4,000, Last week, $10,000.
,„
Buffalo, March 20.
Estimates for This Week
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—Meet Me In Las Vegas" at the
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25) —
Buffalo and “Backlash” at Lafa¬ “Our Miss Brooks" (WB) and “Rose Tattoo" (Par) (2d wk). Okay
yette are standout this session. “Steel Jungle" (WB). Okay $5,500. $.9,000 after $16,000 preem.
! ormer is rated lush at- the former , Last week, “Court Jester" (Par)
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corn)
housq while “Backlash" shapes farid “River Changes" (WB) (2d wk>, (1,376; $l'.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama
sturdy. “Man ’ Who Never Was" $5 300.- •
Holiday"
(Indie) (39th wk). Looks
•kenmore (Indie)- (700; 85-$ 1.25) like $17,000
looms dull at Century. “On Thres¬
or better after last
hold of Space" is fair at Center. —“Night Number Came Up week’s $17,300, still plenty potent.
Cinerama Holiday" looks big in (Cont) (2d wk). Oke $3,000. Last
Grand (RKO). (1,400; 84-$1.25)—
sixth week at the Teck.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow" (M-G). Smash
W Memo7rfa°l0'(RKO) (3,000; 70-1.25) $18,000
Estimates for This Week
in Sight; tops here for
(20th) (5th wk). many months.
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85) — —“Carousel"
Holds indef. Last
Fourth
week
ended
Monday
(19)
Meet Me in Las Vegas" (M-G».
week,
“Man
With Golden Ann"
Lush $17,000. Last week, “I’ll Cry \vas neat $13,000. .Third week, $21,- (UA) (4th wk), $6,000.
lomomw” (M-G) (3d wk-9 days),
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)
Metropolltan (NET) (4,357; 60M.200 at $1 top.
“Picnic" (Col) (4th wk). Con¬
—“Come Next Spring" (Rep) —
. Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-80)—
tinues
at rollicking $8,000 pace
Hot Blood" (Col) and “Track Mgn and “Fighting Chance" (Rep). after $10,900 third round. Stays
Last week,
Man
Hown* (Indie). So-so $10,000. Last Sad $10,000.
to Easter.
Who
Never
Was"
(20th)
and
Sud¬
week, ‘Steel Jungle’7 (WB) and
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
den Danger" (AA), $12,000.
River Changes” (WB), $11,300.
Darling" (M-G). Moder¬
Pilgrim (ATC) (2,100; 65-95)— “Forever
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)—“On
ate
$8,000. Last week, same for
J.^sbold of Space" (20th). Fajr “Wiretapper" (Indie) and Please “Bottoih of Bottle" (20th).
Murder
Me"
(DCA).
Oke
$13,000.
pi'000 or near. Last week, “Deep
Last week, “Slightly Scarlet
Blue Sea" (20th), ditto.
Lafayette (Basil) (3J)00; 50-80)— (RKO) and “She Wore YeUow Rib¬
Estimates Are Net
Backlash" (U) and “Uranium bon" (RKO) (reissue), $15,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
Film gross estimates as re¬
Boom" (AA). Sturdy $12,000. Last
—“Our
Miss
Brooks"
(WB)
and
ported
herewith from the vari¬
Kk. Picnic" (Col) (4th wk), $10,Steel Jungle” (WB), Oke $12,500.
°00 at $1 top.
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85) Last week, “Court Jester (Par)
— • ‘Man Who Never Was" (20th; and “River Changes" (WB) (2d wk),
utors shai'e on net take, when
‘Cash -on Delivery" (RKO).
playing percentage, hence the
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—Dull $7,000 or near. Last week,
estimated figures are net in¬
Jn £ Conqueror" (RKO) (3d wk;, “Picnic" (Col) (4th wk-» days).
come.
Nice 14,000. Last week, fl7,0°0.
?10,000 at $1 top.
The parenthetic admission
State (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—
*1^ (Cinema Products) (1,200:
prices, however, as indicated,
31.20-.S2.40) — “Cinerama Holiday" “Three Bad Sisters" and “Time¬
include
the U. S. amusement
Sad $8,500.
Last
Indie i 16th wk). Neat $13,000. table" (UA>.
tak.
Hast week, same. • ‘ .'
iveek, “Picnic’/ (3d-9 days), $8,5p0.

‘Brooks’Bright
18G in Dull Hob

‘Cry’ Sock 18G,
Cincy Topper

'Las Vegas’ Lush $17,000,
Buff.; ’Backlash’ Sturdy
12G, ‘Blood’ NSH10G

Backlash’ Hot 61G, 11, Okla/ 43G

Los Angeles, March 20.
Extended-runs still are supplying
the backbone of local fii’strun biz,
with continuing good takes keep¬
ing outlook for current fi'ame
ahead of same stanza a year ago.
Indianapolis, March 20.
Biz is spotty here again, with “Man With Golden Ai'm," moved
grand finale of the state high into regular release after long
school basketball tournament Sat- showcasing, is taking a strong $35,ui'day plus rain and snow Sunday 000 in four theatres.
New entry, “World Without End"
holding down trade. But Carou¬
sel” opened great at Keith’s to is sighting a good $18,000 in two
lead the city. “Invasion of Body locations plus $52,000 in seven ozSnatchers" is getting surprise re¬ oners. “Court Jester” is rated a
turns at the Indiana. “Rose Tat¬ middling $15,000 at Hollywood
too” is nifty on holdover at Circle. Paramount. “On Threshold Space"
is fair $23,009 in four houses or
“Last Hunt" at Loew’s is tepid.
near.
“Blacklash" is rated fair
Estimates for This Week
Circle
(Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800: $14,000 or close in two sites plus
60-95)—“Rose Tattoo" (Par) (2d fine $47,000 in one nabe and eight
wk). Nifty $9,000 after $13,000 drive-ins.
Stageshow with “Long Memory"
opener.
Indiana (CD) (3,200; 50-85)— is heading for thin $10,000 at Down¬
“Carousel" is
“Invasion Bojiy Snatchers" (SS) town Paramount.
and “Indestructible Man" (Indie). okay $18,000 in fifth Chinese week.
Big $11,000. Last week, “Never*! “Oklahoma" is fancy $43,000 in two
sites. “Cinerama Holiday" shapes,
Say Goodbye" (U), $8,000.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-81.50)— fine $36,000 in 19th round at War¬
“Carousel” (20th). Solid $15,000. ner Hollywood.
Last week. “Man Who Nevfer Was"
Estimates for This Week
(20th), $4,500.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
Loew’s (Loew) (2427; 50-80)— (1,430; $1-$1.75>—“Court Jester"
“Last Hunt” (M-G) and “Fury at (Par). Okay $15,000. Last week,
Gunsight Pass” (Col), Slow $7,000. “Guys, Dolls" (M-G) (16th wk),
Last week, “Picnic" (Col) (3d wk), $10,600, with sodko $322,700 for
$7,500.
full run.
Lyric (C-D) (1,300; 50-75)—
Orpheum, Vogue, Uptown, Fox
“Apache Woman” (ARC) and “Beat Beverly (Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213;
With Million Eyes" (ARC). Oke 885; 1,715; 1,334; 90-$1.50)—“Gold¬
$5,000. Last week. “Shack Out On en Arm" (UA) and “Volcano" at
101" (AA) and “Massacre River” Orpheum, Uptown). Stout $35,000.
(Indie), $4,000.
Last week, 11th wk at Fox Beverly,
$7,000; Vogue, “Rose Tattoo” (Par)
(3d wk), $5,400; Orpheum, with Up¬
town, New Fox, Loyola, “Killer Is
Loose” (UA) and “Ghost Town”
(UA), $13,700.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz, Loy¬
ola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,363; 1,248;
90-$1.50)—“On Threshold Space"
(20th) and “Lover Boy" (20th).
Fair $22,000 or over. Last week,
Denver, March 20.
L.A. with El Rey, “Gloi'y" (RKO)
“Carousel" at the Centi'e cuiv and “Cash On Delivery" (RKO),
l'ently is outstanding new pic, with $4,900.
Warner Downtown, Hollywood
a smash take. It is holding on.
“Backlash" looms socko at the (SW-FWC) (1,757; 756; 90-$1.50)—
‘Blacklash”
(U) and “Kettles In
Paramount. “Rose Tattoo" contin¬
ues fancy in second week at Den¬ Ozarks” (U). Modest $14,000. Last
week,
with
Ritz,
“Hot Blood” (Col)
ham, and stays on. “Last Hunt”
shapes very slow at Orpheum while and “Uranium Boom” (Col), same.
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2“Rock Around Clock" is good at
the Denver. Fine weather is cred¬ 404; 1,106; 90-$1.50) — “World
ited with helping the theatre box- Without End” (AA) and “Inde(Continued on page 14)
office.
Estimates for This Week
. Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Diane" (M-G). Poor $1,500. Last
week, on reissue.'
Centre (Fox) (1.247; 60-$ D—
“Carousel" (20th). Smash $25,000
or close. Last week,' “Man Who
Never Was" (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
Detroit, March 20.
Holdovers in all but one down¬
Denham (CockrilD (1,750; 60-SI)
—“Rose Tattoo" (Pan (2d wk). , town theatre remain fairly strong
Fancy $11,00(5. Last week, $15.000..] after a corking good week to keep
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)— Lenten season biz above average.
‘Rock Around Clock” (Col) and Lone newcomer, “Battle Stations."
'Hot Blood" (Col). Good $14,000. shapes only average at the BroadLast week, “Picnic" (Col) (3d wk), way-Capitol. “Oklahoma,” in fifth
frame at the United Artists, and
$14,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)— “I’ll Cry Tomorrow," at the Adams
'Last Hunt" (M-G) and “Naked and “Conqueror” at the Palms,
Sea” (RKO). Slow $9,500. Last both in second stanzas, look solid.
Estimates for this Week
week, “Conqueror" (RKO) (3d wk),
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1$7 500.
$1.25)—“Carousel”
(20th) (3d wk>.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2.200; 60$1)—“Backlash" (U) and “Shadow Very poor $13,000. Last week,
of Eagle" (UA). Socko $12,000. $14,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Last week, “Killer Is Loose" (UA) $1-$1.25)—“Rose
Tattoo” (Par) and
and “Top Gun" (UA), $13,000.
“Diane”
(M-G) (2d wk). Good $18,Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-75)—
Last week, $28,000.
“Teen-Age Crime Wave (Col) (2a 000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 81-81.25)—
wk). Good $3,500. Last week, ‘Conqueror”
(RKO) and “Sudden
$4,500.
_
Danger” (AA) <2d wk). Fine $20,000. Last week, $37,000.
‘Near-Orphanage’ Squawk Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
‘Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Oke $16,Vs. Drive-In Negated 000. Last week, $22,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3.500;
Cincinnati, Mai’ch 20
$1-$1.25)—“Battle Stations” (Col)
City Planning Commission has and “Joe Macbeth" (Col). Average
taken a stand favoring drive-in $12,000.
Last week, “Ransom"
theatres within city limits, over¬ (M-G) and “River Changes” (WB),
riding Councilwoman Dorothy M. $9,000.
Dolbey’s recent objection as un¬
United Artists (UA) d.667; $1 25$2.75)—“Oklahoma!” (Magna) (5th
desirable for minors.
wk).
Steady $26,000. Last week,
Commissionei’s, however, pro¬
posed some physical restrictions same.
Adams
(Balaban) (1,700; $1through zoning-code amendments.
— “I’ll Cry Tomorrow"
One requires placing of screens a $1.25)
(M-G) (2d wk). Strong $22,000.
minimum distance from a residen¬ Last week. $29,500.
tial distinct.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
Mrs. Dolbey had opposed the tions) (1.194:- $1.40-$2.65)—“Cinegranting of a permit for a, drive-ir I rama Holiday” (58th wk). Steady
1 $18,400. Last week, $13,200,.V.v ^
near an orphanage’.

‘Carousel’ Stout 15G
In Indpls.; ‘Hunt’ 7G

‘Backlash’ Lusty
l Denver

‘Battle’ Average 12G, Det.;
‘Cry’ Big 22G, ‘Conqueror’
Strong $20,000, Both 2d

we engaged FRANK NUGENT, twke-Scrten
Writers Guild winner foj; "The Quiet Man"
and "Mr. Roberts" to, write the screenplay.
Nugent had great success with John Ford

and Merian C. Cooper in writing for them
"Fort Apache" and "She Wore A Yellow Ribbon" *
as well as "The Quiet Man."

ffirst production is

THE

C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INI
1256 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Next Whitney and
Cooper signed the only

PATRICK FORD
widely experienced in
making motion, pictures

four-time Academy
Award winning director

in far places of tke world,
as well as Hollywood,

JOHN FORD

we assigned as

to direct
"THE SEARCHERS"-

Associate Producer.

pfe ^

WINTON HOCH
three-time Academy Award
winner for Cinematography,

P

to photograph
"THE SEARCHERS"
for C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, Inc,

Then we signed

JOHN
WAYNE
many times top
box office champion.

For the music we engaged
MAX STEINER, three-time
Academy Award winner;
27 times nominated ... and
to write the song, UTHE SEARCHERS/'
Stan

co-starring

("Ghost Riders In The Skf') Jones.

JACK L. WARNER

when
saw
“THE SEARCHERS" he wrote WHITNEY:

JEFFREY HUNTER

VERA MILES

•°"*ANK.CAt,r.

t0 b-

cMp,r

WARD BOND

NATALIE WOOD
*ZilZn,r
j
LI i^svsHsC1'
l256

With John yQualen, Olive Carey, Henry Brandon,
Ken Curtis, Harry Carey, Jr., Antonio Moreno, Hank
Worden, Lana Wood, Walter Coy, Dorothy Jordan,
Pippa Scott/Pat Wayrie, Beulah Archuletta.

Mow.

T

Then placed by
--—.
C V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INC. in the
capable hands of WARNER BROS,
for wide world presentation in 1954.

SHAMHBRS

yiStA^ISIOM
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

THE BIGGEST, ROUGHEST, TOUGHEST
AND MOST BEAUTIFUL PICTURE
EVER MADE OF OUR COUNTRYI
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London Loaded With H.0.$; Alice’
Sets Pace, Sock 12G, 2d, ‘Tarantula’
Botfo 8G, 1984’ Ditto, Both 2d

^SfSIEft

Edith Piaf on Mex TV
After Nightclub Hit
Mexico City, March 13.
Edith Piaf has won Mexico's
heart and purse. Originally booked
for two weeks at the new high
here of $1,000 nightly for two
shows by the elite El Patio nitery
(plus ‘ traveling costs for herself
and 'retinue of 12), the date was
expanded to 28 nights. Then the
French thrush copped $5,000 for
rendering two songs in two se¬
quences of the Mexican tinter pic,
"Music Today and Always.”
Now Miss Piaf is booked by local
tv station XEWTV, channel 2, for
13 shows at $1,000 each, scheduled
to start tomorrow (14). Like the
one at the El Patio, this tv date
will be exclusive, since she returns
here expressly for. it.

London, March 13. -f
A British picture, "A Town Like
Alice,” leads current returns at
"West End firstruns. Second week
at the Odeon, Leicester Square,
looks smash $12,000. Another local
Amsterdam, March 13.
entry, "1984,” shapes nice $8,000
Permission for a Netherlands
or near in second Warner frame.
"Cinerama Holiday” is leading production of "Diary of. Anne
the holdovers with a great $17,000 Frank” has been given by Otto
or more in its fifth Casino round. Frank, father of the young author¬
A
"Richard III” is winding its cur¬ ess of the original journal.
rent run at Leicester Square Thea¬ translation of the Frances Goodtre with a great $7,400 in its 13th rich-Albert Hackett dramatization
sesh. Pic transfers to the Gaumont of the work will be used, produced
for a m.o. before going into gen¬ by the local group, Theatre, head¬
quartering in Arnhem.
eral release.
The elder Frank, sole member of
"Tarantula” still is socko $8,000
the
family who survived Nazi
at London Pavilion in second
round. "Quentin Durward” looms slaughter, has not seen the origi¬
London, March 20.
Broadway
production
of
fair $10,000 in its second week at nal
The all-industry ; campaign to
"Diary,’’ and there was understood
the Empire.
secure
substantial
admission tax re¬
to be some question whether he
Estimates for Last Week
would authorize a presentation in lief moved into its final phase last
‘ Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$.1.70)— the Netherlands, where there might week when a prepared document
"Rains of Ranchipur” (20th), (4th be complications as to authentic¬ was sent to every Member of Par¬
wk). Fair $4,000 or near. Last week, ity as well as of a personal emo¬ liament. A shorter leaflet, embody¬
ing the main heads of the agita¬
$5,000. "Man Who Never Was” tional nature.
(20th) opens with Royal Gala
tion, also has been sent to every
However, rights have been given member of the four trade associa¬
March 14.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)— for production in London by H. M. tions who are .conducting the fight.
"Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (5th Tennent, in Switzerland by Fisch¬
The two official documents do
er Verlag, and in Germany and not indicate the amount of relief
wk). Great $17,000. Holds indef.
Empire <M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)— Austria.
being sought by the industry, but
“Quentin Durward’ (M-G) 2d wk).
it is known they ask for a substan¬
Fair $10,600. Last week> $12,000.
tial amount, reportedly as much as
.. Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
$50,000,000 a year. This, if. granted,
—"Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th wk).
would vitrually halve the present
Big $6,000 or near. “Richard III”
incidence of the duty which takes
(IFD) transfers here March 15.
an annual toll of over $10,000,000
Leicester Square Theatre (MCA)
from the boxoffice.
(1,376; 50-$1.70)—"Richard III”
The Chancellor of the Exchequer
(IFD) (13th wk). Sock $7,400. Last
has been told that in view of the
week was $7,800. "Black Tent”
pressing
needs of the industry, it
Berlin, March 13.
(Rank) follows March 15,
The German film, "Three From is not intended that any relief ac¬
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;
corded
should
be passed on to the
50-$1.70)—"Tarantula" (Rank) (2d Filling Station” (Berolina-Herzog), paying public. It will, instead, be
wk). Boff $8,100 or close. First a bit disappointing as a’remake of shared among the various sections
a once great hit, became top
was $8,400.
of the industry, to enable them to
Odeon,~ Leicester Square (CMA) grosser of February in West Ger¬ meet rising overheads,in a period
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—"A Town Like many’s eight most important key of diminishing returns.
cities.
"Love,
Dance
and
1,000
Alice” (Rank) (2d wk). Heading for
A 13-page statement of case sent
great $12,000 or better. Opener Songs” (CCC/Gloria), German mu¬ out to M.P.’s emphasizes the steady
sical, captured second spot. “Die
was $13,000.
decline
in admissions and the
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) Deutschmeister,” an Austrian fea¬ losses incurred by a substantial
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—"The Conqueror” ture, and "Yes, Yes, the Love in segment of the exhibiting indus¬
(RKO) (6th wk). Sturdy $5,000 or Tyrol” (Berolina/Constantin), two tries. About 10% of all cinemas are
near. "Jubal” (Col) preems March other unimpressive pix, took third operating at a loss, and theatres
and fourth spots. Most successful
14.
with a weekly net of less than $700
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)— Hollywood picture of the month are considered particularly in need
wa's
“To Catch Thief” (Par) mainly
"Court Jester” (Par) (5th wk. Good
of special consideration. The case
because
of
the
big
popularity
here
$7,000 or close. "Extra Day” (BL)
of Grace Kelly. Film was last for giving British pix a better re¬
bows March 16.
turn from the domestic boxoffice
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$J.30)— month’s fifth best grosser.
In Berlin, seven out of 14 preem is summarized in returns from 134
"Private’s Progress” (BL) (4th wk).
features. They cost over $35,000,houses
currently
are
showing
Boff $4,100. Third was $4,500.
000 to. produce, earned under $27,“Beyond tile River” (20th) opens American features, as against two 000,000 in rentals. After allowing
German, two French, one British
March 15.
for write-offs, etc., these ended up
and
two
Austrian
pix
played
at
the
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—
with a deficiency of more than $10,"Mogamba” (M-G) (2d wk). Solid ot^ier eight houses. NewU.S. films 000,000. Their combined share
include
"Mister
Roberts”
(WB),
$2,800.
Warner (WB) G.785; 50-$1.70) preemed at Delphi and Titania from the Eady fund, at around
—"1984” (ABP) (2d wk). Shaping Polast; "Black Friday” (UA) at $5,800,000, failed to bridge the gap.
"Desperate Hours”
The trade case also takes into
for fine $8,000. First was. $9,500. Bonbonniere,
"One Man Mutiny” (WB) opens (Par) at Filmtheater Berlin, while account rising distribution costs,.
Capitol
again
had
"Kiss Me, Kate” which have increased by more than
March 15.
(M-G). “Roberts” was generally $2,200,000 from 1950 to 1954. Dur¬
rated a good film. "Desperate ing that same period, however, film
Hours” found also above-average rentals, out of which the increased
press appraisal. Both products expenses must be met, improved
strongly contribute to prestige, for by only $550,000.
American films.
Very good reviews were given to
Carol Reed’s first tinter, "A Kid
for Two Farthings,” preemed at
Mexico City, March 13.
the Studio. France’s "Rififi” com¬
The film trade’s own bank, the pleted an eleven-week run at the
Banco Nacional Cinematografico, is Cinema Paris.
Frankfurt, March 13.
readying a program (to cost a
The old UFA studios at Geiselminimum of $6,400,000) to provide
gasteig, which were recently sold
Mexican pix with more showcases High Production Costs
to a new German grotlp under
in Central and South America.
Italian Headache Too the Allied liquidation demand, are
There will be ■ 20 of them. Pro¬
already
doing big business. With
gram will take five years to com¬
Rome, March 13.
-Reduction of production costs in Americans, with five U. S'films set
plete. It is being superintended
for
.
their
production schedule this
by Juan Bandera, manager of general as well asva/one-third drop
. .
Pelieulas Mexi'canas, oldline dis¬ in yearly Italian film production year.
Universal
plans to start "Unfin¬
tributor of Mexican pix in Latin were among the important motions
America outside Mexico.
voted by the National Producers’ ished Symphony” starring June
Program will begin before sum-, Union at its recent general as¬ Allyson and Rossano Brazzi, at the
mer with the simultaneous start sembly. Goffx*edo Lpmbardo, head Bavarian studios July 8. Producer
of construction on two cinemas, of Titanus Films, was re-elected Gene Martel begihs work March
each 2,000-seaters costing $320,000 • president for the next two years. 19 on "Black Seven.” King Broth¬
apiece. Sites are now being de¬ The union is a subdivision' ot: ers scheduled the studios* for a pair,
cided upon.
of films. First, beginning May; 3,
ANICA.
Mex-Film, the new distributor of
The Union also* voted for tighten¬ is "Hunt Through Germany,” wjtfh
Mexican pix in the U.S., is seeking ing , controls in- production where Kurt Neumann directing. Second,
more showcases for its films. But fly-by-night production seriously directed by John Ford, is ,lThe
instead of building, it plans to buy damaged both the film credit sec¬ Two-Headed Spy,” to roll July 25.
or lease cinemas.,
Metro has also boojked tlje ,UJTA
tor and public opinion -via an- un¬
disciplined rise in costs and a drop studios for June, when they plan
in general film .quality.
to film "Love/' with Leslie Kaldos
According to the Union, feature directing.
production figures fol*: the year
Brisbane, March 13.
should* be revised to total an ap¬
End-of-summer heat is not harm¬ proximately 100, a third of these
The Rains Came
ful to biz here. Metro ‘looks like in co-production with other coun¬
Sydney, March 13.
taking -but good returns with "The tries, the producer's group consid¬
Hoyts launched "The Rains
Cobweb” at’; its own showcase. ering this 'figure ns "better suited
of
Ranchipur”
1 at the Re'gent
"Daddy Long Legs” (20th) replaced to (Italy’s) technical and artistic
here three -.weeks afco.,
"Helen of .Troy* (WB), non-sqccess, means under the new regime of
It
hasn’t.
stopped
! .raining'
and should reap, a nice harvest.,.
lower , costs.”
since the film bowed in.

Set ‘Diary* Production
In Netherlands Locale

British Film Industry
Makes Pitch to Govt.
For Large Tax Relief

Thief High On
W. German fist

Mex Film Bank Buying
Showcases for Native
Product in So. America

Brisbane $tays Strong

5 YANK PIX SET FOR
PRODUCTION AT UFA

'VARIITY'*' LONDON OFFICI
f It. Martin'* Flae«, Trafalgar Square

British Ire at Ben Hecht Still Boils
Sunday Express Suggests Boycott of 4Not for Money’
—No Legit License for Jennie Hecht
-:-:-:-f '

Hirsch to Pep Up Paris
Opera; Ballet to Get Lift
Paris, March .13.
Georges Hirsch, who has re¬
placed the ailing Jacques Ibert as
head of the state-subsidized lyric
theatres, the Opera and OperaComique, has told the press that
his objectives will be to modernize
and extend the repertoires of these
two houses and also do the same
on the ballet side. _
The Opera Ballet will be given a
greater share of the budget, to try
to regain its former eminence.
Hirsch also intends to reinstate the
corps de ballet of the OperaComique, which was disbanded last
year for lack 'of funds. Modern
choreographers will be called on
to do ballets for both the Opera
and O-C.

ACT Hits Govt
For ‘Inertia’

_ '

London, March 20.
Ben Hecht, who has lately been
in. London on a film-writing assign¬
ment, has felt the full brunt of
British displeasure. This dates
back to his vitriolic pro-Israel
pageant in Madison Square Garden
ar.d various paid ads in the Ameri¬
can press. Hecht, a mean man with
a phrase, succeeded only too well
in getting under the British skin.
So much so that years, later he is
remembered only for his public ex¬
pression that the death of British
Tommies in the Near East was a
matter of jubiliation.
Most of the snubs experienced
by Hecht while in London have not
been reported here but two facts
are known: (1) Attempts of Hecht
to get his smali daughter Jennie,
a controversial figure in her own
right within America’s Actors
Equity, licensed for a London legit
appearance were spurned with curt
brevity, the British having no taste
for the progeny of a man they feel
went over the line of permissable
partisanship.
” More to the point, the editor-inchief of the important Sunday Ex¬
press, John Gordon, is . leading a
campaign to boycott the Britishmade feature, "Not For Money,”
starring Bob Hope and Katherine
Hepburn because the script is by
Hecht. All Hecht films have been
passed up in Britain in recent years
but this latest issue differs from
other instances in the British ori¬
gin.
Recalling Hecht’s "holiday in
,my heart” crack upon the Palestine
killings of eight years ago, editor
Gordon comments: "Even if this
should be the best film Hepburn
and Hope ever made, I wouldn’t
take a penny out of my pocket to
put it in Ben Hecht’s. I hope you
feel that way too.”
•Express editor suggests there has
been a "seductive publicity cam¬
paign” for the film which has taken
the form of special interviews for
gossip writers with Miss Hepburn
and special television dates for
Hope.
"Why all this buildup?”
he asks: "The answer,” he avers,
"lies in a little secret which the
publicity boys carefully avoid men¬
tioning. This’ is the Ben Hecht
film.”

London, March 13. ,
"As far as the government is
concerned, the past year has been
one of inertia.” That’s the opening
phrase in a report on production
facilities compiled by the Assn, of
Cine .Technicians.
The union’s 23d annual report
complains that the Board of Trade
prez has ignored its representa¬
tions to stop the sale of film
studios, and did not heed the
advice given in a special memo¬
randum to revise the Anglo-Amer¬
ican film agreement by restricting
remittances and limiting imports.
Another, union beef is directed
at- the . British Film Producers
Assn., which failed to ratify a
tentative agreement for extending
the quota arrangements for foreign
directors and producers "in view
of criticisms expressed by the
Ministry of Labor.” The tentative
arrangement had been for an um¬
brella scheme covering tlm entire
British industry, instead of' apply¬
ing to BFPA members only.
Among the 31 resolutions to be
debated at the two-day annual
meet, is one from the producerdirector section on the shrinkage
of production facilities as a threat
to the maintenance of the quota.
Mpxico City, March 13.
Another* criticizes the standard of
Any coproduction film between
production by ACT’s own filmMexico
and
Russia, like that re¬
making outfit.
cently made between Mexico and
France, is out for the present, an¬
nounced Congressman Jorge Fertetis, chairman ofc the National
Cinematographic Board. His state¬
ment was prompted* by the report
that Emilio (Indio) Fernandez, a
top Mexican director, claimed a
. Sydney, March 13.
Russo-Mexican pic pact was in the
Coast-to-coast Aussie cinemas offing.
are looking forward to a smash
Ferretis indicated that the Mexi¬
end-of-March boxoffice intake. The can government is holding off mak¬
current plush bik garnered in the ing any pic deal with Russia. He
pre-Easter soan points up how big explained that during his recent
the trade will become when out-of- brief visit here Gregori Alexandrov
towners hit town loaded with did nothing about an official film
greenbacks . obtained from wool- deal and dealt strictly on a com¬
and-wheat sales.
mercial basis with some Mexican
Surprise hit here presently is producers.
"Marty” (UA) at Hoyts’ Esquire,
Fernandez, who with Maria
Sydney. Sellout sign goes Up on Felix, top boxoffice Mexican pic
the’ four sessions daily. Universal actress, is leaving soon fop Russia
likewise is copping major coinage to make three pix which the Krem¬
.with "Benny- Goodman Story” at lin will finance, .claimed, he was
the'2,600-seat £tate, Sydney. "Sec¬ not a Communist.
ond Greatest* Sex” also is big at
2,800-seat Capitol, Sydney. • .
Wm. Faulkner’s Japan
"To Catch a Thief” (Par) is giv¬
ing 1,400-seat Prince Edward its
Short at Cannes Fete
greatest biz ever. “East of Eden”
Tokyo, ftiarCh 13.
(WB) is another topper at- the Cen¬
The U.S. Embassy in Japan has
tury. "Seven Year Itch”’ (2Qth) announced., that1 the ’pne-and-a-half
looni^ solid in 10th week at May- reel'documentary, "Impressions of
fair: '
Japan—William 'Faulkner,” will be
one of the ,ltS. entries., in the
•‘Sister/ ^Thief’. Melbourne. Hits , Cannes Film Festival to be held
Melbourne, March .13.
next month . at Cannes, France.
"M-y Sistet Eileen’.’.(Col) is.nifty : Short was ,made; by the Motion
at the 3,400-seat State,, .and is set Picture Branch of the Tokyo office
for a rjun. .‘.‘Man Called Peter” of USIS during :Faulkner’s visit to
(20th) is pulling solidly in fifth Japan iast year:
- - * •
.week *at. 3,300nsea.t Regent.. ^ “To * -Mosfctof. .the narration; ,based-on
Catch- Thief'’ (Par) opened* briL Faulkner’s published ‘essay, "Im¬
liantly and- looks'to give Par’s pressions of , Japan,” and-his "Mes¬
showcase, King’s, a-high- intake.
sage to the Youth of Japah',” uses
the' author’s1 own' words. Film was
Adelaide) March 13.
directed by Hal'ry Kieth, chief of
‘Itch/ ‘Country’ Adelaide Hits
the Motion' Picture Branch, USIS,
"Scv.en Year Itqh” (20th), "Coun¬ ahd photographed, by Ifunio Mitry Girl” (Par) aqd ."Footsteps in npura,' staff, cameraman for, the
Fog” (Col) are. the toppers here. 1 branch.

MEX PIX EXEC DENIES
MEXICAN-RUSSO DEAL

Aussie Pix B.O. Climbs
Pre-Easter; Thief,* ‘Sex’
‘Goodman,’ ‘Marty’ Aces
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Exhibs Orgs Present Solid Front
As D.G. Probe Opens Today (Wed.)
Exhibitor organizations which
will present testimony to a Sen¬
ate Small Business Subcommittee
starting today (Wed.) in Washing¬
ton are displaying what strikes
veteran tride observers as a rare
unity of spirit and action. Except
for the Independent Theatre Own¬
ers Assn., the small New York'area
group which under Harry Brandt’s
leadership has long been consid¬
ered a maverick outfit, organized

Wednesday, March 21, 1956

PSriety

PICTURES

their strategy under wraps. It’s
not expected that the film compa¬
nies will formulate their answer
until the theatremen have aired all
their complaints to. the Senate
group. One report has it that the
film companies will not offer their
reply to the Senate committee un¬
til six weeks after the exhibitors
have testified.
It’s, understood,
however, that distribution still
plans to submit the proposed in¬

Spokesmen for Exhibs larch 21-22
[SENATE HEARS DISTRIBS AT LATER DATE]
Washington, March 20.
Two days of hearings on exhibitor complaints about film indus¬
try distribution practices and charges will open tomorrow (Wed.) be¬
fore a subcommittee of the Senate Small Business Committee. .
Following witnesses are slated to testify tomorrow tand Thurs¬
day:
Allied States Assn.:—Ruben Shor, president; Abram F. Myers,
board chairman and general counsel; Trueman T. Rembusch, Ben¬
jamin Berger and Wilbur Snaper, past presidents; Julius Gordan,
secretary.
Independent Theatre Owners: Harry Brandt, president; Max A.
Cohen, board chairman.
National Tax Campaign Committee:—Robert J. O’Donnell, chair¬
man.
Theatre Owners of America: Myron M. Blank, president; Her¬
man M. Levy, general counsel; George C. Kerasotes, assistant
to the President.
Although Harry C. Arthur, board chairman, and James H.
Arthur, counsel, of the Southern California Theatre Owners, were
originally slated to appear, it is understood they will not be here,
but will send a statement of their views.
At a later date, the subcommittee will invite spokesmen for the
distributors and for the Justice Department anti-trust division to
give their views.
Subcommittee chairman is Senator Hubert Humphrey (D.,
Minn.). Also on the committee with him ate Senators John F.
' Kennedy tD., Mass.), Wayne Morse, (D., Ore.), Andrew F. Schoeppel (R., Kans.); and Barry Goldwater (R., Ariz.).
exhibitor units throughout the dustry arbitration plan to the Sen¬
country seem agreed on their beefs ate group. A letter, accompanying
against the film companies and on the plan, it’s said, will contain no
the manner in which the condi¬ explanation of distribution’s po¬
sition in the present dispute. There
tions can be improved.
As to Allied States Assn, and will, however, be a number of dis¬
Theatre Owners of America, since tribution executives—mostly law¬
the "alliance” between the two yers and sales toppers—on hand as
groups—which saw TOA agree to observers when the^ exhibitors
press for arbitration of film rentals testify.
and Allied to support the produc¬
tion greenlight for the formerlyaffiliated circuits—the rival organ¬
izations have been working in sub¬
stantial harmony. Allied units have — Continued from page 7
■- invited TOA prexy Myron Blank to
address their local conventions and to care by what route the individu¬
Allied’s topper Rube Shor has been al arrived at spiritual discovery.
Spotlight Marriages
loud in his praise of TOA for join¬
In both video and screen fan
ing the "united front.”
Prior to today’s hearing, leaders books there is consistent interest
of both TOA and Allied gathered in successful marriages, although
in Washington to finalize strategy divorce angles are still prominent.
and to determine the subjects each Certain professional couples get a
designated representative of exhi¬ big buildup on the basis of a click
bition will introduce at the probe. marriage, Glenn Ford - Eleanor
TOA has named Blank, general Powell are a case in point. This
counsel Herman M. Levy, and Metro star and his dancer-wife
George Kerasotes, prominent Il¬ lately had a rash of such stories.
linois exhibitor, to give testimony Their titles explain the angles, "I’d
at the hearing. This trio con¬ Marry Her Again,” "This Love Is
vened with Allied’s Shor and gen¬ Ours,” "Money Isn’t Everything”
eral counsel Abram F. Myers, who and “The Marriage Gossip Couldn’t
are among those designated by Wreck.”
Allied to give testimony.
Teenage public dotes on howthey-met stories, honeymoon de¬
Combat Mood
Exhibitors will enter the hear¬ tails and especially as regards*
ings in a fighting mood, for it’s young stars a la Debbie Reynoldscharged that in recent months con¬ Eddie Fisher, how they spend their
ditions have worsened rather than leisure hours. Phonograph tastes,
improved despite the constant dining room facilities, outdoor bar¬
complaints and
attacks
made becue entertaining are niatters of
against distribution practices. The¬ perennial fascination. Film fan
atremen, for example, regard as editors in particular—video fan
ludicrous the film company charge editors less so—depend wholly
that exhibitors "are lazy” and are upon the questions and comments
negligent in promoting pictures on of their readers in evaluating sub¬
a local level. It’s stressed that it’s ject-matter. There is fan interest
almost impossible to promote pic¬ in the children of stars but many
ture at all because of the complete pro parents decline to cooperate
upsetting of the availability and and insist on protecting their off¬
clearance systems. There is no spring from too early an exposure
longer any orderliness to buying to publicity.
Strongest desire of the film com¬
and booking, it’s charged, and the
placement of pictures has turned panies, all of whom have special
into chaos. It’s noted, for ex¬ fan paper contracts, is for "loca¬
ample, that many theatres are tion” stories. Value lies in such
booking so close to the vest that yarns being on upcoming product
they are unaware what they will and . integral to release-time ex¬
show the next day. Availabilities, ploitation.
it’s s^id, mean nothing under cur¬
There’s evidence that the tv fan
rent conditions.
audience is broader, includes the
The complaints, in general, are whole family segment and hence
those that have been prevalent for tends to be more adult. Interest in
the last two or three years—high personal problems is expressed at
film rentals, shortage of product, a more sophisticated level than the
insufficient prints, upsetting of teenager interest in film stars.
availabilities, holding back of pic¬ Paul Dfcnis, former radio editor of
tures, and too many pictures desig¬ the N. Y. Post and a prolific writer
nated for special handling.
of tv fan mag copy (under various
The distributdrs so far have kept by-lines) during the past several

Fans Wanna Know

years* points out that Phil Silvers
was interviewed very straight, on
his problems in achieving emo*
tional maturity, that Ken Murray
went very solemn for a funnyman
in describing how faith helped his
recovery from serious; illness and
that one video mag printed a de¬
tailed list of broadcasters who’d
been psycho-analyzed and more
than hinted the reasons.
TV Mag’s Favorites
Television editors play hot fa¬
vorites much harder than is the
case in films where more stars
spread over more companies. Denis
reports major demand currently is
for copy on Phil Silvers, Lawrence
Welk, Ed Sullivan and Perry Como
in that order, Welk, he points out,
is a mature man who achieved
theatrical fame after many years
and Ed Sullivan was once consid¬
ered impossible copy. Perry Como
was also hot in 1955 along with
Liberace, Arthur Godfrey, Eddie
Fisher and Jackie Gleason. Going
back to 1954 on a tempus fugit
basis, Denis recalls that Godfrey
rated tops then as the man tv fan
editors wanted most to know more
about. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
were constant repeaters that year.
So was Sid Caesar. It was also the
heyday of stuff about Julius La
Rosa.

Pix Star Pactees
Continued from page 1

tion that a star for a certain prop¬
erty can be found, or "made,” and
there’s no longer any valid reason
to keep the talent on the payroll
permanently. Variety of factors
lies behind the shift.
Benn Jacobson, RKO’s new
talent director in the east, contends
that the players themselves don’t
want to tie themselves down to
any long-term deal. They prefer
freedom of motion, to play pictures
or television or legit, he feels.
Importantly, the growing number
of tieups between major studios
and independent producers has
encouraged the lopping of contract
players. With fewer of their own
pictures on the production sched¬
ules, the lots need commensurately
less manpower. The indies in many
cases do their own casting.
Also, of course, top-caliber per¬
formers are nixing pacts with the
studios in favor of their own cor¬
porate setups and the possible
capital gains benefits these entail.
This all leads to the question of
star availability in the future, and
efforts the studios are exerting to
assure the. supply. Most of the
lots claim they’re moving in this
direction via the employment of
promising tyros. But vets in the
business attach not too much
importance to this.
They make the point that a
player can achieve stardom with
the appearance in only a single
picture, and. point to Eva Marie
Saint in "On the Waterfront” as
an example. Further, television has
matured as a source of significant
size.

But Not Notre Dame
;—

Continued from page 3

costs, has the distribution rights
for the United States and Canada.
‘Juggler of Notre Dame’
Hollywood, March 20.
Danny Thomas' via Fred Niblo
Jr. is negotiating, a theatrical film
package for a modern version of
"Juggler of Notre- Dame,” in which
he would star. Calls for Niblo to
write the screenplay; Thomas, as
‘star; Louis Edelman to produce,
and Sheldon Leonard as director.
Niblo is in Thailand at the pres¬
ent time, and talks will continue
when he returns next’month.

20th Stockpiles
mm Continued from : page 3

and is now being given the o.o. by
the lawyers in N.Y.
Skouras said that "Can-Can,”
the next film to go in Cinemascope
55, will go before the cameras in
Paris in June, and most of it will
be made in the French capital.
Stockpiling of films—20th will
make 34 in 1956 — is considered
important to give-them more of an
advance buildup. Releasing two
CinemaScopers a month, 20th has,
for the past year, been releasing
features almost the day they came
in from the Coast. It’s felt that the
lack of advance work may have
hurt some of these pix at the b.o.

Picture Grosses
BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9)
was hurt but managed a smash
$11,000 .in fourth frame at the
Sutton.
Cinerama Holiday,” while off
from recent weeks, still made a fine
showing with $41,400 in its 58th
week at the Warner. "Oklahoma,”
obviously saved by some special
parties and shows, is down to
around a good $28,000 in present
(23d) round at the Rivoli.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—.
Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G)
(2d wk). First session ended last
nfght (Tues.) climbed to smash
$32,000 or near. In ahead, "Rose
Tattoo’ (Par) (13th wk), $14,500.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80) — “Don Juan”
(Times) (3d wk). Initial holdover
rounded ended Sunday (18) held
with solid $7,800 after $14,200
opener.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$1.50) — “Adorable
Creatures”
(Cont) (11th wk). The 10th stan¬
za completed Monday (19) was fair
$3,600 after $5,400 for ninth
week. "Return of Don Camillo”
(IFE) opens March 26.
Bijou (Lopert) (603;. $1.50-$2.80)
—"Richard III” (Indie) . (2d wk).
First round concluded Sunday (18)
hit sturdy $15,000 playing 17 shows.
This is fairly big in view of con¬
ditions. Stays on indef. •
Capitol (Loew) (4.-820; $l-$2.50)
—"Goodman Story” (U) (5th-final
wk).
Fourth week ended last
night (Tues.), was light $15,000 or
close after $20,000 last stanza.
Alexander the Great” (UA) opens
March 28.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
—"Slightly Scarlet” (RKO). First
week ending tomorrow (ThUrs.)
looks to hit moderate $12,000 or
under. Holding. In ahead. "Helen
of Troy” (WB) (7th wk-8 days),
$10,000, helped by “Scarlet’ pre¬
view on closing day. "Conaueror”
(RKO) already set to come in here
March 31, which will "ive "Scar¬
let” only a couple of days over
two weeks.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—"DiaboliqUe7’ (UMPO) (18t.h wk).
The 17th frame ended Monday
(19) was good $6,800 after $7,000
for 16th week. Stays on.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-$1.50)
—"Sins of Borgias” (Indie) (3d
wk). This week hurt by storm, of
course, and sagging to fair $6,000
or close. Second week was $9,000.
Guild (Guild (450: .$1-$1.75)—
‘Touch and Go” (U). Opened
Monday (19). Last week, "Golden
Demon” (Indie) (7th wk), was
fair $3,200 after $4,000 for sixth
week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 75-$1.80)
t—"All Heaven Allows” (U) (4th
wk). Third week finished Monday
(19) was mild $9,000 after $14,000
in second frame. "Patterns’ (UA)
opens March 27.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—"Fantasia” (BV) (reissue)
(7th wk).
Sixth session ended
Monday (19) was very good $4,000
after. $6,200 for fifth.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Timetable” (AA) and vaudeville.Week ending tomorrow • (Thurs.)
looks to get okay $16,000 or less.
Last week, "Steel Jungle” (WB)
with vaude, $16,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3.664; $1$2)—"Anything Goes” (Par). Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, "Court
Jester” (Par) (7th wk), was mild
$20,000 for 6V£-day week since in¬
vitational preview for exhibs was
held last night (Tues.). Sixth full
week was $29,000.
Paris (Pathe-Cinema) (568: 90$1.80)—"Letters From My Wind¬
mill” (Indie) (14th wk). The 13th
stanza finished Sunday (18) was
okay $5,000 after $5,500 for 12th
week. "Ballet Romeo and Juliet”
(Tohan) opens April 2.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 9j5-$2.75)—"Picnic”
(Col) with stagesnow- (5th-final wk).
Current session winding up today
(Wed.) looks like mild $100,000.
Fourth week was $110,000. "Sere¬
nade” (WB) with Easter stageshow.
including "Glory of Easter” and
"Welcome Springtime” onstage,
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Rivoli (UAT) 1.545; $1.50-$3.50)
—"Oklahoma’.’. (Magna) (23d wk).
Present session finishing today
(Wed.) looks to hit good $28,000
or near after $30,000 in 22d week.
Special parties and added shows
helped this overcame the -slower
days. Tix now being readied to
go on sale into June.
RoXy.(Nat’l. Th.O (5,717; 65-$2.40)
"Carousel” (20th) with iceshow on¬
stage (5th wk). Current round end¬
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit
nice $54,000. Holds. The fourth
was $73,000. Stays on through
Easter, at least.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 8-$1.75)—
"Last Hunt” (M-G) (4th wk). Third
stanza concluded last night (Tues.)
was mild $12,000 or thereabouts
after $17,000, over hopes, for sec¬

ond. "Miracle in Rain” (WB) opens
March 31, according to present
plans.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)_
"The Ladykillers” (Cont) (5th wk).
Fourth week ended Monday (19)
was smash $11,000. Third was
$14,300. Stays on.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) <540; $1$1.50)—"Doctor At Sea” (Rep) 4th
wk). Third frame ended last’ night
(Tues.) was fancy $6,500 after $12,000 in second. Stays on indef.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$2)—"Golden Arm” (UA) (14th
wk). Current round winding to¬
morrow (Thurs.) is heading for
good $13,000 or near after $16,000
in 13th week. Holds in, with "Man
Who Never Was” due in April 3.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600*
$1.20-$3.30) — "Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (59th wk). The 58th round
finished Saturday (17) was solid
$41,400 after $45,600 in 57th week.
"7 Wonders of World” (Indie)
opens April 10.
World (Times Film) (385; $1$1.50)—"Dark River” (Times) (4th
wk). This week is heading for mod¬
est $3,100 after $4,100 in third.
Stays.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 9)
structible Man”, (AA). Good $18,000. Last week, “Stratton Story”
(M-G) and "Northwest Passage”
(M-G) (reissues), $7,200.
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
(3,300; -90-$1.50)—"Long Memory”
(Indie) with Dick Contino, Helen
O’Connell, Ink Spots, Jerry Field¬
ing onstage. Thin $10,00. Last
week, in unit.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1$1.80) —"Ladykillers” (Cont) (3d
wk). Nice $8,000. Last week,
$10,300.
Iris (FWC) (816; 90-$1.25)—
"Helen of Troy” (WB) and "Steel
Jungle” (WB) (3d wk). Light $2,600. Last week, with D’town Par¬
amount, $13,300.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.612; $1$1.75)—"Picnic” (Col) (4th wk).
Good $17,500. Last week, $20,000.
Hillstreet,
Pantages,
Wiltern
(RKO-SW) (2,752; 2,812; 2,344; $1$1.50)—"Conqueror” (RKO) (4th
wk). Slow $15,000.
Last week,
$24,800.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.40-$2)
—“Carousel”
(20th)
(5th wk).
Okay $18,000. Last week, $20,800.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (6th
wk). Modest $3,600. Last week,
$4,600.'
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25$1.80)—"Cry Tomorrow”
(M-G)
(13th wk).
Good $7,000.
Last
week, $7,700.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬
homa” (Magna) (18th wk), Egyp¬
tian, 13th wk U.A.) Pleasing $43,000. Last week, $45,500.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364;
$1.20-$2.65)—"Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (19th wk). Into current
frame Sunday (18) after fine $36,000 last week.

CHICAGO
((^oWtinued from page 9) and "Indestructible Man” (AA)
(2d wk). Big $16,000. Last week,
$22,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
— "Picnic” (Col) (5th wk). Okay
$22,000. Last week, $27,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
"Queen of Spades” (AA) (2d wk).
So-so $3,400. Last week, $3,900.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6598)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th wk).
Good $19,500. Last week, $25,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98$1.25) — "Rains of Ranchipur”
(20th) (3d wk). Weak $14,000. Last
week, $17,000.
World (Indie) (430; 98) —"The
Prisoner” (Col) (2d wk). Nice
; $3,600. Last week, $4,000.
| Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98) —
"Diabolique” (UMPO) (13th wk).
Stout $5,800. Last week, $5,000.

‘Mame’ Preem
Continued from page 1

that "Wind” continues into a sec¬
ond season as the Herman Shumlin production-appears likely lo do.
“Marne” Is a straight comedy
which Miss Russell and the authors
conincidentally read and liked and
envisioned for dramatization. It’s
been 53 weeks on the national best¬
sellers list, second only to Mac Hy¬
man’s "No Time, for Sergeants.”
L&L and Warren, incidentally,
have written a "theme song” titled
"Auntie Mame,” but it’s otherwise
a straight play. Song would not be
in the legit unless perhaps played
as entr-’acte music.

M-G-M present* In

CINEMASCOPE-COLOR

JAMES CAGNEY
"TRIBUTE TO A
BAD MAN”
Co-Starring

DON DUBBINS • STEPHEN McNALLY • VIC MORROW
And Introducing IRENE PAPAS
Screen Story and Screen Play by MICHAEL BLANKFORT
Bated On a Short Story by Jack Schaefer
Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR

•Directed by ROBERT WISE • Produced by SAM ZIMBAUST
★
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

Wednesday, March 21, 1956
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Throw Out ‘Salt’ Suit

Film 'Reform's’ Crazy Results
’-

. . _- Continued from page 7

to get more good pictures out of
60 than you are out of 20.”
Pointing out that under the pres¬
ent system of “freelancing” stars,
coupled with the emergence of
many stars as indie producers, an
actor winds up competing against
himself. He cited a recent instance
in Chicago’s Loop, when three
firstrun houses were playing pic¬
tures starring the same actor.
"Contrast this with the old days,”
Balaban stated "when a theatre
played the same group of stars
each year, because they were all
under contract to the company the
theatre dealt with. It was a whole¬
some, healthy thing that built up
a following for the theatre.” He
thinks that the current system is
the "surest way to destroy a star
that I know of,” and adds, “I don't
say I have the answer to it,
though.”
With regard to the formerly af¬
filiated circuits receiving govern¬
ment permission to produce pic¬
tures, Balaban. averred: "The di¬
vorced circuits should be permit¬
ted to produce. But I don’t think
they should be permitted to in¬
dulge in the practices that brought
about divorcement. Under our sys¬
tem of free enterprise, we can do
it and should abide by the law
in doing so. They shouldn’t have
a monopoly on their pictures.
There were flagrant violations of
this by both exhibitor and distrib¬
utor in the pre-consent era.”
With regard to arbitration, prexy
Balaban said he was in favor of
it and that something had to be
done to equitably adjust film
rentals.
He said: "Arbitration
seems the most logical answer. It’s
the logical, American way of do¬
ing things.”
Commenting on the current
product shortage, Balaban said:
"Of course our greatest problem
is flexibility of programming in our
neighborhood
and
downstate
houses (the Publix Great States
chain is a downstate B&K sub¬
sidiary). It’s hard to come up with
consistently good double feature
bills.” He said that as far as quan¬
tity of pictures was concerned,
"We have hit bottom and are on
the way up. It looks like we’re
going to get more pictures of bet¬
ter quality than ever before.”
Balaban said he didn’t think the
distributors deliberately set out to
create a seller’s market but that
rising Costs and necessity of meet¬
ing the television threat with bet¬
ter pictures has brought about a
market with fewer, costlier pic¬
tures available. "Now they have
paid as much as a $1,000,000 for a
story property. Why, it used to be
that only 10 or 12 pictures even
grossed a million.” He touched on
rising labor and material costs,
stars’ salaries and percentage deals
and story costs as the major fac¬
tors in the increase in film rentals.
Commenting on American pic¬
tures produced abroad, Balaban
stated: "I don’t know why, but pic¬
tures produced in foreign countries
somehow have a taint on them;
something happens to them grosswise in this country, although many
of them are very good pictures.”
Balaban said he thought the
majors’ advertising and publicity
staffs should be moved from New
Yorjt to the Coast. He also said
he thought the top executives’ of¬
fices should be moved there. "The
publicity men should grow up with
a picture as it’s being made; the
presidents would be better off if
they were out there, too.”
The B&K president also hit cur¬
rent distribution
practices as
"archaic, old-fashioned, outmoded
and they should be revised.” He
said that pictures are being dis¬
tributed today exactly as they were
35 years ago, Balaban feels that
a distribution center like Chicago
should have a single distributing
agency handling product for all
companies, a central booking of¬
fice in one building. Each com¬
pany of course would continue to
send out its own salesmen but all
* pictures would be centrally booked
and distributed. Balaban feels this
system would cut distributing costs
by centralizing booking, shipping
and poster departments for all distribs.
Gotta Get Excited
Answering critics of film indus¬
try advertising. Balaban stated:
"We’re in a glamorous busino^;.
We have In get excited about our
pictures. Wo shouldn’t misrepre¬
sent, but 1 think a little over-sell¬

~

ing is good. Americans are prone
to oversell anyway.”
Bullish about the future, prexy
Balaban said that when United
Paramount Theatre, B&K’s parent
company, will have completed com¬
pliance with the consent decree,
B&K will start building theatres
again. United Paramount is slated
to divest itself of its last theatres
to comply with the decree this
year.
B&K has not built a conven¬
tional . theatre since 1936 and
erected its last drive-in in East St.
Louis, Ill., in 1940. According to
Balaban, the chain has several sites
in mind for ozoners and hardtops
as soon as United-Paramount com¬
pliance with the decree is com¬
pleted.

Europe’s Stars
Continued from page 1

chers and Marianne Cook. Fischer
and Miss Cook are top marquee
names in Germany, and U obvi¬
ously feels that their appearance
in a film would be a b.o. incentive
in the important German market.
Fischer is said to be getting top
money for his appearances.
Universal’s policy differs some¬
what from that of several of the
other • studios which have been
signing foreign talent more with
a view of introducing fresh new
faces to the screen that have the
Continental touch. In such cases
the benefit in the foreign market
would be slight. On the other
hand, Gina Lollobrigida starring in
Hecht-Lancaster’s "Trapeze” no
doubt will help give the pic addi¬
tional international appeal.
Also, the transfer of popular
overseas personalities hasn’t al¬
ways been successful. Good ex¬
ample would be France’s Jean
Gabin, for decades a favorite in
his own country and in Europe. He
appeared in one or two Hollywood
films, but didn’t click.
Ditto
Maurice Chevalier.
In recent years, some* of the
older foreign players who had
made a success in American films,
have been returning to their na¬
tive lands to appear in local pix.
Schwerin, for instance, has a new
German film—"Devil in Silk”—
costarring Lili Palmer and Curd
Juergens. Latter is very popular
in Europe and also is Hollywoodbound. Miss Palmer, who is known
here, gives the film marquee
strength via her name alone.
Charles Boyer also has gone back
to France to make films, and so
has Claudette Colbert.

Ed Rowley
__ Continued from page 3

into our old-style and old-school
theatres when everything about us
has been streamlined and ballyhooed into super-proportions. But
we still continue to operate like,
those oldfashioned grocery stores
which long ago discovered that the
supermarkets had greater appeal
for their former customers.
"It’s the same with our theatres.
It’s our own fault that we haven’t
kept pace with the general im¬
provements in everything else. It
was one thing when, like the old
joke about going up against a
crooked wheel ‘because it’s the
only gambling game in town,’ well
that’s no longer true of the pic¬
ture business. During the war
years, with shortages and nothing
else to buy and inability to drive
because of the gas rationing, no
wonder we did the boom business.
But it’s no longer a case of just
opening the doors and getting out
ol the way of the customers. We
gotta attract or, more Specifically,
reattract our customers with new
values. The only thing that begins
to approach it has been the drivein.
“But we’ve, gone on for 25, 30
and 35 years with the same old
methods and little to give it that
ultramodern appeal as in the days
when the people, for all their kid¬
ding. were appreciative of such
then newfangled values as no tippmg, ‘Publix service,’ ‘cathedrals
of the cinema.’ house attaches who
dressed like admirals, and all that.
Put it was solid showmanship.
That, combined with ultra environ¬
ment that eclipsed anything most
of us had at home, gave the the¬
atre a luxurious atmosphere that
impoalcd to all of us. We’ve lost
that.”

Chicago, March 20.
Independent Productions Corp.,
of New York, suit against Chicago
Moving Picture Machine Operators
Union, Local 10, for union’s refusal
to supply operators to show film,
"Salt of the Earth,” at Cinema An¬
nex Theatre here, was dismissed
by Chicago Federal District Court
Judge Joseph Sam Perry.
Suit
asked $36,500 damages.
J*idge cited failure of plaintiff
company’s officials to answer de¬
fense lawyers’ questions as to
whether they were Communist
party members.

Blizzard B. 0.
——^ Continued from pace 1

a

public service announcements in
its dawn to dusk period. Station
taped interviews with key state
police barracks for local broadcast¬
ing, also furnished tapes to WORCWorcester and WVDA-Boston with
info on New Haven storm picture.
WELI cancelled all network
morning programs in favor of pub¬
lic service announcements. Station
policy of no sales for spots wishing
to cash in on storm emergency was
in effect. This meant that all P.S.
announcements were gratis and if
a regular advertiser wanted to send
a special message, it was charged
off against his regular spots.

STORM CRIMPS HUB;
DELAYS ST. PAT MARCH
Boston, March 20.
Worst blizzard in years cost
show biz interests more than $100,000 in lost revenue sloughing the
film, cafe, nightclub and legit biz
Friday and Saturday nights (16-17).
Actually this was the sixth suc¬
cessive stormy weekend for Bos¬
ton.
On Sunday (18), radio and tv
warned those outside the heart of
the city not to come in town unless
absolutely urgent. The famed St.
Patrick’s Day parade in South Bos¬
ton at which Ed Sullivan was to
be honorary marshal, was can¬
celled and postponed to Saturday
(24).
Transportation was paralyzed.
Street cars were unable to make
it Friday night (16) to the Opera
House where “Can-Can” was fin¬
ishing off a two-weeker.
Three
legit attractions were sloughed by
the storm, "Can-Can,” "Most Hap¬
py Fella” at the Shubert and "Bus
Stop” at the Colonial.
Picture houses suffered big cuts
in their week grosses, losing out
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, al¬
though there was a little activity
Sunday night. The fierce March
storm cut the film grosses some
30% in Boston, house managers
estimated.
Night clubs were hard hit. Steubens, the Bradford Roof and Blinstrub’s lost out on their usual Fri¬
day and Saturday night business,
biggest of the week.
Film distributors said that the
storm prevented out of town buy¬
ers from Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island from
coming in to make purchase!.
Storm also held up record ship¬
ments and killed retail record busi¬
ness in the stores.
Drive-Ins Delayed
Albany, March 20.
Season’s
heaviest
snowstorm
clobbered exchange district busi¬
ness Friday. Improvement was re¬
ported Saturday and Sunday in
situations’ playing strong product.
Lighter fall here Monday depressed
biz again.
"Never Say Goodbye” high-dollared at Strand Saturday and Sun¬
day with "Kettlesi'In Ozarks” in
Schine keys bucking weather nice¬
ly.
With two feet on ground, and
drifts higher, drive-in openings
were and probably will be delayed.
Kills Window Sale
Washington, March 20.
Film business was badly knocked
in the Washington exchange area
including Harrisburg and Reading,
Pa. and Baltimore. Some dives
were calculated at 60% over the
doubleheader blizzard weekend.
"Damn Yankees” musical at the
National lost its Sunday window
sale and had a lot of afternoon
switches of tickets. The 7 p.m. cur¬
tain for the Sunday performance
both helped <l) in terms of getting-homu fears and (2) hurt in
terms of getting to the theatre
earlier than usual.

ARTHUR L. MAYER
PRO TEM WITH PAR

Oscar’s Happy Home
Coincident with the annual
awards, these are the background
facts on the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences:
The Acad has about 1,600 mem¬
bers, each paying $36 a year In
dues and each having enlisted via
application plus proposals two
members of the industry branch to
which the candidate belonged, i.e.,
writers, actors, directors, produc¬
ers, public relations, art directors,
sound men. Each branch has two
representatives on the Acad’s
Board of Governors.
Members are either "active” or
’"inactive,” depending on their
activity in films and standing in
the trade. Only those on the "ac¬
tive” list are entitled to vote.
Members are not called upon to
discharge any duties, are free to
resign and presumably could be
expelled although film vets do not
recall this ever happening.
New members are not accepted
from December to the end of
March, within which period the
nominations and final voting take
place. Ruling is designed to avoid
any possible accusations that the
membership roster was "loaded”
for the purpose of balloting in a
favored individual or film.
Membership in each of the
Hollywood guilds does the nomi¬
nating for its respective category.
The Acad membership itself only
nominates in the best-picture cate¬
gory. The 1,600 "active” members
engage in the final Oscar awards
voting, using a general ballot.
There are a few exceptions, such
as covering best shorts, documen¬
taries and sound, where the voting
takes place at special showing of
the product, and participating
usually are only those interested
in the category involved.
All takes place under the close
watch of Price, Waterhouse.

Oscar to Japan
Continued from page 4

;

more popular awards, such as ac¬
tors and actresses.
^ Best Foreign Language award
goes to "Samurai” (The Legend
of Musashi), Japanese film pre¬
sented by Homel Pictures, Inc., a
Toho production released in this
country through Fine Arts Films,
Inc. Claudette Colbert, from NB£
Century Theatre, NY, will present,
award during cut-in from the pres¬
entations show at the RKO Pantages Theatre here.
Claire Trevor and Mel Ferrer
are slated to handle awards in the
Scientific or Technical Award cat¬
egory, with both Paramount and
20th-Fox copping three apiece.
Farciot Edouart, Hal Corl and Para¬
mount Transparency, Department
won one each in Class II and Class
III brackets. Awards go to follow¬
ing:
Class I (statuette): National Car¬
bon Co., for development and pro¬
duction of a high efficiency yellow
flame carbon for motion picture
color photography.
Class II
(plaque): .Eastman
Kodak Co. for Eastman Tri-X Pan¬
chromatic Negative Film.
Farciot Edouart, Hal Corl, Para¬
mount Transparency Department
for the engineering and developI ment of a double-frame, triple-head
background projector.
Class III (honorable mention):
20th-Fox and Bausch Lomb Co.,
for new combination lenses for
Cinemascope photography.
Walter Jolley, Maurice Larson
and R. H. Spies of 20th-Fox for
spraying process which creates
simulated metallic surfaces.
Steve Krilanovich for improved
camera dolly incorporating multi¬
directional steering.
Dave Anderson, of 20th-Fox, im¬
proved spotlight capable of main¬
taining a fixed circle of light at
constant intensity over varied dis¬
tance.
Loren L. Ryder, Charles West,
Henry Fraker and Paramount Stu¬
dios for Projection film index to
establish proper framing for vari¬
ous aspect ratios.
Edouart, Corl, Paramount Trans¬
parency Dept., improved dual stereoptican background projector.
This marks second successive
year where no Thalberg Award has
been presented, most recent being
George Stevens for 1953. Since
this award came into existence in
1937, when it went to Darryl F.
Zanuck, five years have gone sans
the Thalberg honor, including 1940,
1945, 1947, 1949 and 1954.

Arthur L, Mayer, whose last offi¬
cial film industry post was that of
exec v.p. for the Council of Mo¬
tion Picture Organizations, has
joined Paramount on a temporary
deal, probably to run about six
months.
He’s taken on the job of unit
promotion exec on "War and
Peace,” which incorporates liaison
work between the ad-pub and
sales departments. Par’s partici¬
pation in the Italian-made produc¬
tion includes its rights ,to distribu¬
tion in the Western Hemisphere.
Mayer left New York Sunday
(19) for Rome to glimpse the film.

Stanley Barnes to Bench
Washington, March 20.
Stanley Barnes, head of the Jus¬
tice Dept.’s antitrust division, to¬
day (Tues.) was confirmed by the
Senate as a Judge in the 9th U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals. Latter
embraces California.
Barnes, a Californian himself,
will remain in charge of the anti¬
trust division pending the selection
of his successor. During his ten¬
ure in office, he has prosecuted a
number of shgw biz cases.

Texas Thrillarama
—

Continued from page 7

t

The soundtrack is recorded and
played on a separate reel. The
two picture films are mated to¬
gether on the screen as one and
shown on a ratio of about three
and a half to one. The cameras
used are made in France, but the
photographic system was devel¬
oped by the Wolff organization.
For projecting the picture, two
conventional film projectors are
locked together and the two films
are projected simultaneously (with
crossed beams), each covering one
half of the screen’s surface. A
special patened device dovetails
the two scenes where they meet in
the center of the screen. Another
patented device is attached to the
base of the screen for horizontal
adjustments. Magazines of 5,000
feet are used and there is a short
intermission period in the middle
of the program for the changeover.
It’s stressed that no alterations
are -needed in the regular- booth
and that Thrillarama would sup¬
ply all the necessary booth at¬
tachments on a loan basis. A spe¬
cial, deeply curved vinyl plastic
screen, together with an erectortype screen frame, will also be pro¬
vided on a loan basis, according to
the company. The screen, it’s said,
can be quickly erected outside the
stage arch without disturbing the
regular screen. The screen frame
was designed by Tom Pauken,
Dallas engineer and architect and
the screen is being manufactured
by the Raytone Screen Co. of
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Film Reviews
== Continued from page 6 —a

Emergency Hospital
of the Howard W. Koch produc¬
tion, directed on an even keel by
Lee Sholem. The individual stories
of a femme doctor, Margaret Lind¬
say, and a detective, Walter Reed,
assigned to the hospital, are in¬
terwoven in the pattern of emer¬
gency cases brought in during the
night. Incidents slide naturally
from one to another through the
expert editing of John F. Schreyer.
Miss Lindsay persuasively under¬
takes her medic role, being ro¬
manced by wealthy Byron Palmer,
whose marriage proposal she nixes
because of his speed demon tactics
on the highway. When she discov¬
ers he deliberately wrecked his
expensive sport car on the Holly¬
wood^ Freeway to save an injured
motorcycle rider, her feelings
change. Reed’s story is climaxed
by his 16-year-old son being
brought in after latter killed a
passenger in an auto accident, and
the boy grabbing a gun in an at¬
tempt- to get away when he thinks
he’s to be railroaded to prison.
Rita Johnson as a nurse, the lad’s
godmother, and. John Archer, an¬
other doctor., lend the same cre¬
dence ,to their roles that Reed
offers.
. William Margulios’ photography
is fluid in catching the moving
events of a single night, and Jack
Collis’ production designing cre¬
ates the proper atmosphere.
Whit.
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the producer: James B. Harris

2. the director: Stanley Kubrick
the suspense picture of the year: “THE KILLING1*
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Paul Lazarus’ Ideas
Cite TV in Realty Assessment Plea
Winter Here But Spring Pulsates
On Big-Sell Budgets
No Hit in Manhattan
In Hearts of Drive-In Owners

Keene, N. H., March 20. :
A 30% reduction in the realty assessed valuation of two film
theatres here has been recommended by Atty. Leonard C. Hard¬
wick of Rochester, master in a tax appeal by D. Latchis, Inc., in a
report to Superior Court.
Citing the impact of television on exhibition, the report asked
a reduction from $124,650 to $105,220 in the appraisal of the
Latchis theatre block, and a decrease from $103,730 to $87,733
in the appraisal of the Colonial theatre block, owned by the same
company.
_

Statement by Paul N. Lazarus,
Columbia v.p., rapping some dis¬
Even with snow on the ground, tributors for "substituting” adver¬
and many of the country’s drivedollars for showmanship has
Minnesota Audit to Chi tising
ins still closed, the booking sea¬
several ad-pub toppers at rival out¬
Chicago, March 20.
son for the ozoners is at hand.
fits doing a. burn this week. "Vari¬
Accounting offices of Minne¬
Drive-ins, now estimated to
ous companies are vying for great¬
sota Amusement Co., a sub¬
number about 4,400, are expected
er and greater expenditures and
sidiary
of
United
Paramount
advertising spending has reached
to figure more importantly than
Theatres, will move to the
ever in the distributors’ scheme
the point of economic hari-kari,”
Balaban & Katz homeoffice in
of things this' summer. For the
Lazarus told a Col convention in
Chicago April 1.
Indoor operators, the auto lots
Chicago.
Centralizing move is de¬
will offer greater competition.
The exec named no names but,
signed to cut costs.
Company execs say that, in the
as pointed out last week, $2,000,000
forthcoming season, more drivehas been reported as the campaign
ins than ever will he vying with
budget for Hecht-Lancaster’s "Trap¬
the hardtoppers for firstrun prod¬
-,-:-——=-4eze” at United Artists.
Canton^O., March 20.
uct.
An all-white jury hearing the
In any event, some of Col’s adUnlike the regular situations,
first of nine suits charging racial
pub competition rebutted private¬
the drive-ins aren’t hit by any
discrimination in an Ohio theatre
ly that while budgets are on the
As forecast here some weeks was unable to agree on a verdict.
product shortage since they've
rise this doesn’t mean an ab¬
currently
got close to half a year’s product
John Kelly,
33, of nearby
sence of showmanship. Further, ago, Walter Slezak,
to fall back on. At the same
Cannes film festival has invited they add, there’s no way of get¬ starring on Broadway in "Fanny,” Waynesburg, was seeking $5,500
time, the ozoners now are defi¬ two American films to participate ting important publicity breaks for will portray his father Leo Sle¬ damages from Ralph Bevington,
zak, the great Viennese tenor, in owner-manager of the Mohawk
nitely in the big league and ready in the competition. They are Co¬ free.
a motion picture to be filmed in Theatre in that village of 1,500.
to act accordingly.
lumbia’s "The Harder They Fall’’
The trade’s ad-pub showmanship
To many in distribution the : and 20th-Fox’s "The Man in the takes the form of tieups with com¬ Europe in the near future.
The six-man, six-woman jury de¬
Slezak will reveal the story at liberated three hours but returned
drive-ins represent a natural an Grey Flannel Suit.”
mercial products or merchandisers, Sardi’s tomorrow (Thurs.).
swer to television and a form of
to inform Common Pleas Judge
Official U.S. entries are Para¬ appearances on radio-tv programs,
exhibition which, if anything, mount’s "The Man Who Knew Too premieres, etc. All of these, it’s
George N. Graham it was hopeless¬
promises to grow in the future Much” and Metro’s "I’ll Cry to- underlined, require some outlay
ly deadlocked.
even as the regular houses may Morrow.” Total of 34 countries, of cash to cover supervision of the
Kelly testified at the two-day
be having their difficulties. Some including Russia, wilLbe repped at bally work and the actual expenses
trial that on Feb. 23, 1955, he seat¬
feel that, in certain areas (not in the fest.
incurred. It's also emphasized by
ed himself in the right section of
the East) the saturation point in
those quarreling with Lazarus that
the theatre and shortly afterward
outdoor locations has virtually
these activities are engaged in to
was asked by the usher and Bev¬
been reached. Yet, each season,
go hand in hand with the ad pro¬
ington to move to the left section.
Hollywood, March 20.
the business volume has indi¬
grams.
Screen
Producers
Guild
will
When he made neither comment
cated otherwise.
But that more and more money launch a Classics Festival next nor motion to move, Bevington
There is no question that, in a
is going into advertising is not de¬ spring, screening a total of 20 films called a policeman who offered
good many instances, the rising
British producer Herbert Wilcox nied. Universal last year spent selected by the membership as the Kelly a chance to move or leave
b.o. potency of the drive-ins has
$3,800,000, compared with $2,920,- greatest pictures made in Holly¬ the theatre. Kelly sought $500 for
badly hurt the suburban runs, checked into N.Y. Monday (19) for 000 the year previous. UA went' wood between 1913 and 1939. It shame, disgrace and ridicule he
ruddles
with 20th-Fox on his latest
particularly if the ozoner near
for $1,300,000 on "Hot As a is hoped that there will be other claimed resulted from the incident
them books a feature day-and- film, "My Teenage Daughter,” and Stranger.” And in the case of voting for further Festivals.
and $5,000 on his contention that
date with the downtown firstrun. the possibility of two future co¬ "Marty,” UA’s budget is about
Scheme grew out of the conten¬ he was forcibly deprived of his civil
The neighborhoods, of course,
equal with the production costs of tion by Cecil B. DeMille, in accept¬ rights.
productions.
*
have to await their turn. Mean¬
ing the SPG Milestone Award this
Wilcox also said he was dis¬ about $375,000.
Bevington testified it had been
while, a section of their potential
The time and space cadets are year, that Hollywood "will not the policy of this theatre for 18
audience has already seen the cussing possible coproduction of
two tv film series with Guild Films uniform in stating there’s no sci¬ come of age until it makes a deter¬ years to limit Negro seating to the
picture
entific formula to guide them on mined effort to keep its own great left side of the auditorium. On the
topper Reub Kaufman.
Distribs at times will turn down
classics alive and to present them
"My Teenage Daughter,” dis¬ how much coin should go into a regularly to the public in a man¬ tickets is printed a notice that the
a drive-in bid even though it’s
campaign. It’s all a matter of judg¬
higher than that submitted by its tributed in Britain via British ment based on experience and each ner worthy of their merit and management reserved the right to
hardtop competition, the theory Lion, stars Anna Neagle (Wilcox’s picture must be considered on an worthy of the great names who seat patrons where it pleased, he
said.
being that, under certain circum- wife) as the mother, and introes a individual basis.
made them.” In keeping with the
Judge Graham told the jury that
sances, it isn’t profitable to new personality, Sylvia Syms. Ken¬
Universal, for example, wouldn’t idea, SPG has promised that the the legend on the tickets was not
preem a film in a spot that’s so neth Haigh has the male lead. Film
old pix will be shown to their best legal and binding.
give
much
backing
to
a
"Ma
and
far out-of-town that people have isn’t in Cinemascope. If Wilcox
advantage,
including
screening
The other eight cases were filed
to get into their cars to see it. goes into any coproduction arrange¬ Pa Kettle” entry on Broadway for them at 60 feet per minute, as
It isn’t so serious if it’s a small ment with 20th, the resulting pix the known reason that this type of they formerly were shown, instead by other Negro men who attended
product simply doesn’t sell in the
the
theatre the same evening as
place where there’s one theatre would be in Cinemascope.
area. On the other hand, a Goth¬ of at 90 feet per minute as is the Kelly.
and people have cars anyway.
am opening for an "A” picture re¬ current practice.
Approximately 3,500 of the
Pix selected, in chronological
quires an expenditure of about
drive-ins in the country now are
SECRETARIES' CONTEST
$40,000. Thereafter the money fac¬ order, were: "The Squaw Man,”
equiped for Cinemascope. Last
1913;
"Birth of a Nation,” 1915;
tor depends on the length of the
year, some of the C’Scope films
"Intolerance,” 1916; "The Kid,” ‘A Miracle Can Happen to You*
run,
with
the
longer
engagement
' did outstanding business in the
1920; "Four Horsemen of the
Pays off In Hollywood Flight
Universal has received assur¬ obviously meaning commensurate- Apocolypse,” 1921; "Ten Com¬
ozoners even though the overall
gross of 20th-Fox, the Cinema- ance from the U.S. Defense Dept, ly more ads. A 10-week run at the mandments” and "Covered Wag¬
■v
Hollywood, March 20.
Scope company, fell somewhat that it will enjoy full services’, Capitol, for instance, would mean on,” 1923; "The Gold Rush” and
nearly $175,000 for the promotion,
Warners will fly 32 secretaries
short of expectation,- possibly be¬
"The Big Parade,” 1925; "Ben
cause the distrib didn’t have cooperation on promotional en¬ according to one ad-pub director. Hur,” 1926; "All Quiet on the from 32 cities across the country to
Hollywood for a four-day, all-exenough 2-D features to back up deavors for its forthcoming "Away
Western Front” and “Anna Chris¬ penses-paid prize in connection
its C'Scope bookings.
All Boats,” scheduled for release
tie,” 1930; "Public Enemy,” 1931; with its "A Miracle Can Happen to
this spring.
"I Am a Fugitive From a Chain You” contest, ballying release of
Gang,” "Grand Hotel” and Fare¬ "Miracle in the Rain,” starring
Based on the success of “To Hell
ECONOMY AT PAR EXCHANGE
well to Arms,” 1932; "It Happened Jane Wyman and Van Johnson.
and Back,” which received similar
One Night,” 1934;-"Mutiny on the
aid,
U
has
scheduled
the
same
type
Winners of contest, limited to
Universal has increased by about
Two Oldtimers Exit Chicago Sales
of
promotional campaign
for 33V6% the amount of life insur¬ Bounty” and "The Informer,” femme secretaries same character
Branch
Boats.” Details of the drive were ance available to its 3,500 em¬ 1935; and "Gone with the Wind,” portrayed by Miss Wyman in film,
set this week following 10 days of ployees in the United States under 1939.
will be selected in their respective
Chicago, March 20.
towns on April 2, when a soldier
company’s
comprehensive
Paramount Exchange here is in meetings Tn^few York between the
will pull winning name out of a
the throes of an economy wave pub-ad v.p. David A. Lipton and gioup insurance plan which in¬
drum. Entire group will make a
which has seen several vet staffers homeoffice pub-ad officials. It will cludes a medical program. New
include
a
national
tv
spot
cam¬
guest
appearance on Art Linkplan,
effective
April
1,
1956,
will
lopped off the payroll. Latest to go
letter’s "Houseparty” over CBSis projectionist Herman Busch, a paign and a national billboard enable employees to subscribe to
campaign
which
will
be
launched
TV
April
6.
life
insurance
in
the
amount
of
38-year vet. Paramount closed the
United Artists encountered cen¬
branch screening room here and well in advance of the release date about twice their annual salaries sorship on the newspaper front
without
being
specifically
tied
to
instead
of
one
and
half
times
as
plans to use Igel’s Screening Room,
this week. Two-page ad for "Alex¬
CLEMENS HEADS UA, DALLAS
heretofore.
. .
a film row indie operation, for any playdates.
ander the Great” the company had
Dallas, March 20.
The cost of the insurance is be¬ going in 13 key city dailies was
trade showings, etc. Only distribs
James Clemens has been named
ing shared by the company and ruled unacceptable by the Cleve¬
still operating their own projection
branch
manager
for United Artists
the
employees
in
the
same
ratio
as
rooms here are 20th-Fox, Universal
land Plain Dealer, which objected
present. More than 90% of the to art work showing Claire Bloom branch exchange here.
and Warner Bros.
He
has
been
the
local sales man¬
company’s
employees
who
are
elig¬
Busch .followed Paramount ~ ■
Continued from page 5 ~—
in a reclining position. Too much
ager and replaces Duke Clark who
ible have elected to participate in bosom and thigh, said the CPD.
branch office manager and assist¬
particularly
the
U.S.
exhibitors,
resigned.
the
insurance
program.
They
have
ant division manager Bill Hamm,
UA obliged with a retouch job
with 39 years of service, and his who multiply excuses for not being until April 30 to exercise their lowering the hem and raising the
option to take the additional in¬
secretary, Gertrude Mix, to the equally receptive.
neckline
of Miss Bloom’s gown. As
surance.
exit. Hamm's assistant division
It is especially "needling” to
,/„/,/.///,
J/„;
The major medical expense in¬ a result, the double truck will run
manager post was axed in the
March
30.
economy move. Several other British film folk to have British surance, added to the program in
The
actress,
ironically,
has
1952
for
employees
and
their
de¬
blanket-condemned
as
clerical employees’ jobs have also product
avoided cheesecake and sex copy
been abolished.
hopeless for American circuits and pendants, is a new form of insur¬ in past.
regular playdates other than arters ance devised by Benjamin Lorber,
at the very time leaders of Allied head of the company’s insurance
States Assn, and its confrere body, department, and the John Hancock
I take this occasion to express my
the Theatre Owners of America, Mutual Life Insurance Co.
gratitude for the continuing confi¬
Application by Loew’s Theatres
are raising piteous cries, easily
dence placed in me by my cus¬
to acquire a 1,250-car drive-in
heard across the Atlantic Ocean,
site in Sharpstown, Texas, a sub¬
tomers and friends in’show business.
that they are being crucified be¬ Reels on C'Scope 55
urb of Houston, was approved
cause of product shortage.
In Demand, Says 20th yesterday
(Tues.) in N. Y. Federal
Here’s the snapper in London’s
Lively exhibitor demand for its Court by Judge Gregory F. Noonan.
reasoning: “If British films have Cinemascope 55 demonstration reel Latter signed the order after the
been trying to crack the American' is reported by 20th-Fox which al¬
— RADIO CUT MUSIC HUL—i
Dept, of Justice gave greenlight.
market with only piddling results ready has shown the reel at a ser¬
Rockefeller Center
Registered Representative
There was no opposition from
for something like 40 years; it is ies of nationwide exhib powwows.
exhibitor quarters.
MARIO LANZA
IRA HAUPT & CO.
just possible that the American
Spokesman for 20th said that
in
This is fourth outdoorer added
Investment Brokers
film industry, distributor and ex¬ there are 10 reels currently in cir¬ by Loew’s since separation from
“SERENADE”
hibitor alike, want it that icay and culation, and that current plans
501 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
co-starring JOAN FONTAINI
production-distribution
company.
all their arguments are no .more didn’t call for additional ones to Others: Evanston; I1L, Jacksonville,
A Warner Mroi. ficfgra
LOohgacre 5-$262 '
. end INC MlltlC MLL't HUT 1MUI«Ni ^
than double-talk.”
be made.
Fla. and New' Jersey.

Negro’s ‘Shame & Disgrace’ Action
Against Ohio Theatre Deadlocked

Cannes Festival Invites
Columbia’s ‘Harder Fall’
And 20th’s ‘Gray Flannel’

Confirm Slezak as Dad

Producers Guild Sponsors
A Festival of ‘Classics’;
Screen 20 Next Spring

HERBERT WILCOX INTO'
GOTHAM ON TEENAGE’

Services Pledge U’s ‘Boats’
Full Promotional Assists

UNIVERSAL BROADENS
INSURANCE BASE

‘ALEX’CHEESECAKE COPY
. BUMPED BY DAILY

British Too British

The -Hollvujooo
KNICKERBOCKER

Okay Loew’s 4th Ozoner

JESSE BLOCK

New York Theatre
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TELE ON A ‘DO GOOD’ SPREE
CBS Subsid: GBS
CBS now has a dream spec in the house, but the fact that it
ran’t put it on for perhaps another three years is a cause for
iubilation.
Property, of course, is “My Fair Lady," the Alan Jay
Lerner-Frederick Loewe musicalization of George Bernard Shaw’s
“Pgymalion,” which opened on Broadway last week to the anti¬
cipated rave notices.
On hand for the premiere to officially represent CBS, which
owns 40% of the show (the network having put up the full $360,000
financing) was prexy Frank Stanton.
Board chairman Bill Paley
and most of the other network brass were obliged to witness a preview the night before because of the opening night conflict
with the Friars shindig honoring Ed Sullivan. (Stanton’s lament:
he had two seats far on the side; only saw half the stage.)
Since producer Herman Levin’s 60% is divided several ways,
chiefly with Lerner, Paley has the biggest single ownership stake
in the legiter, which spells out a lot of loot for Mr. P. for the next
few years (they’re already talking in terms of an all-time-high
$2,000,000 picture deal).
As part of the Paley-Levin deal, CBS has the right to do “Lady"
Immediately after the Broadway run.
CBS envisions a 1959 spec.

INDUSTRY DOES Robinson, Jones’ Upped Status At
ITSELF PROUD CBS-TV Forerunner of Expansion
By GEORGE

ROSEN

The period spanning Sunday to
“do

good"

service

stripe

in

the

archives of tv that’ll be hard to
duplicate in a month or maybe an¬
other year of Sundays.
Reading left to right, in terms
of NBC-CBS contributions toward
upgrading the spectrum in the in¬
terest of a more enlightened public
(and costs be damned), the concen¬
trated and packed-with-riches log
included the NBC premiering of

Quiz Goes to Congress

the three-hour “Richard III" film

National Press Club Enlists Hal March for ‘64,000
Votes’ Rib at D. C. Solons
4--:The National
Press
Club is
cooking up an unusual show this
year for its Congressional Night
Dinner, to be staged in Washing¬
ton the night of April 25.
This is
the annual event in which each
club member who attends invites
a member of Congress to be his
guest and usually about 250 Con¬
gressmen put in an appearance,
including many of the topranking
solons and Washington newsmen.
Vice President Nixon and Speaker
of the House Sam Rayburn will
also be present.
- ■
On behalf of the National Press
Club, Ted Koop, CBS’ director of
Washington News and Public Af¬
fairs; has enlisted the support of
Hal March and the Lou Cowan
packaging org in order to do a
“private
version”
of
“$64,000
Question" with members of Con¬
gress as the participants.
Instead
of money, the committee on ar¬
rangements proposes “$64,000
Votes" as the grand prize.
Con¬
gressmen would be selected on the
basis of the specialized knowledge
and the questions would be pre¬
pared by the committee.
March and Cowan org have
chimed in with an okay.

Trendex Top 10
(March 1-7)
I Love Lucy.45.0
Ed Sullivan Show..38.9
$64,000 Question... 36.9
Person to Person.. 28.6
Perry Como.28.3
December Bride. ..28.2
Jackie Gleason-28.0
Disneyland .27.6
The Lineup.27.4
Lux TV Theatre...27.3
I’ve Got a Secret... 27.3

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS

Disney, ABC Set
’56-’57 Schedule
But No‘Crockett’

Hollywood, March. 20.
Davy Crockett has had it. What
the assorted villains he has faced
on ABC-TV “Disneyland” were
unable to do, Walt Disney himself
has done.
The frontiersman is conspicuous
by his absence in the 1956-57 telepix production schedule of the
Disney studios.
As part of Disney’s firm sevenyear pact with the net, he will
again supply ABC with 126 hours
of film for next season—26 hours
of “Disneyland" and 100 hours of
Sid Caesar, who packaged his
across-the-board “Mickey Mouse
own hiatus filler last season, with
Club.” Disney is reported to have
Phil Foster as the star, will again
gotten a substantial hike. in the
be doing summertime duty for
per-segment budget from ABC.
NBC-TV, this time packaging a
Next year marks third season for
couple of 90-minute specs in which
he’ll
star.
It's
expected
that “Disneyland"; second for “Club.”
ABC merely acts as distributor of
they’ll go into the Monday night
Disney’s telefilms, with Disney
“Producers Showcase" which, it’s
getting all the profits.
now revealed, will continue as a
While not completely, set, sked
summertime entry. However, the
brace of shows will come out of calls for an increase of original
material. Of 15 hour-length “Dis¬
the Caesar production unit.
One of them will be utilized as neylands" currently in production,
a tryout showcase for the “Funny seven will consist of entirely new
Man” script which Caesar intends material. Important in the new
shows is a new live-action stanza
to convert into a theatrical film.
on the American Revolution, as yet
unnamed.
New stanza is slated
for the “Frontierland" segments,
where Davy once reigned, indicat¬
ing that' Disney is going on to new
historical characters.
Cartoon characters briefly inLehn & Fink is cancelling the
(Continued on page 38)
Saturday'edition of “I Love Lucy,"
titled “The Lucy Show" for the
repeat run on CBS-TV, Cosmetic
company has been having a high
rating windfall on the Lucille Ball“Navy Log," the half-hour Tues¬
Oesi Arnaz reprises,
originally
day night film series in the 8:30-9
beamed Sunday and then sent into
CBS-TV period (following Phil Sil¬
the Saturday 6:30 p.m. slot.
vers) becomes a casualty at. the
Sponsor checks out after April 7
end of the season. Despite the posttelecast.
Silvers slotting it takes a drubbing
from the competition.
Tuesday night is slated for a
going-over by the CBS-TV program
Old Gold, longtime moneybags dept. “Millie" at 9 is already be¬
“Truth or Consequences" on ing replaced by the new Guy Lom¬
NBC-TV, is ready to surrender al- bardo entry.
Network is happy
Fridays to another sponsor. with the Red Skelton comedies,
The network is prowling an un- but expectations are that the fall
derwriter effective with the March schedule will bring about a realign¬
f/how,_ with the P. Lorillard to- ment of the various:, entires with
hadqq Kduse’‘g<Ji)dg • rotation as of several shows winding up in new
Previous week.
I time periods.

Sid Caesar’s Pair
Of Summer Specs

LEHN & FINK AXES
‘LUCY SHOW’RERUNS

Twilight of the Gobs

OG Trims Truth’ Coin

Keyed to TV as ‘Big Boy’s Medium’

Sunday (11-18) last week earns a

in all its British VistaVision splen¬
dor; the CBS “See It Now” 90minute
in-depth
appraisal
of
“Egypt and Israel” by Ed Murrow
& Co.; NBC’s ambitious “Project
20" undertaking of “The Twisted
Cross," recreating in an expertlyedited film analysis the era of the
Hitler carnage, and lastly last Sun¬
day’s powerful 90-minute “Out of
Darkness" mental health survey
off the CBS Public Affairs top
shelf.
Coming at a time when the tv
industry an'd the networks in par¬
ticular are under relentless bom¬
bardment from the FCC-Justice
Dept.-Congressional sleuths appar¬
ently eager to pin an “excessive
commercialism" and “monopoly”
rap on the video entrepreneurs,
the foursome of high-minded en¬
deavors, completely bypassing the
profit motive, could not have been
more fortuitously timed.
34,000,000 Saw ‘Twisted Cross’
That the “Twisted Cross” filmed
telementary as a reminder of a
totalitarian holocaust garnered, for
NBC a Trendex rating (pegged at
34,000,000 viewers) which even
knocked the competing Wednesday
evening “Millionaire" off its lofty
Top 10 perch is, indeed, a signal
victory for both the network and
the LaRoche agency, which went
way out on a limb in inviting its
prize client, North American Phil¬
lips Co., to underwrite the telecast.
It's a gratifying note, since such
audience acceptance could well
serve to springboard a succession
of sponsorships in public affairs
programming—an area long since
suffering from bankroll malnutri¬
tion.
Including preemption of three
half-hour’ commercial
segments,
the Murrow “Egypt and Israel”
Tuesday night sustainer probably
entailed an out-of-pocket cost to
CBS in the neighborhood of $250,000, a commendable gesture toward
alerting the American public to
the frightening Middle East tinderbox. True, it didn't fare so well on
the rating scorecard, yet even a
10,000,000 audience exposure more
than justified this distinguished
excursion into electronic journal¬
ism.
Similarly, CBS’ mental health
probing, reportedly representing a
cost of $150,000, entailed a pre¬
empting of the 90-minute spon¬
sored “Omnibus." Yet here was a
network opening up choice Sunday
afternoon time because of its
awareness of a responsibility in
impressing on the American view¬
er the crucial mental health prob¬
lem.
That NBC will probably wind
up in the profit margin on its
$500,000 lend-leasing of the “Rich¬
ard III" film for a one-shot U. S.
premiere (by virtue of its % on
the theatrical gross) is beside the
point.
The enormous prestige Tedounding to the network far outweighed
any economic consideration, and
NBC was all too cognizant of the
financial risk entailed. That 50,000,000 audience claim on “Rich¬
ard," which far exceeded anyone’s
fondest expectations, will stand out
as a beacon light in the onward
and upward strides of tv to uplift
its programming.
Here, in one week, were four
positive answers in telling figures
I to prove that nothing’s too good
for the viewing public.

t

That's My Emmy
NBC let out a scream which
could be heard clear across the
tv
spectrum last
Saturday
night (17) when the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences
awarded an Emmy to CBS for
coverage of last year’s Yucca
Flat atom blast.
It was NBC that organized
the pooled network pickup.
Further, adds the network,
CBS didn’t want to come in
on it; finally joined in at the
last minute and even then
wanted to pull out.

§4,01 Sixpence,
3 Bob Hope Specs
Set for British TV
London; March 20.
“The $64,000 Question" is com¬
ing to British commercial tv, prob¬
ably towards the end of next
month. But instead of dollars, the
multiple will be sixpences, roughly
equivalent to about seven cents.
Although
substantially
smaller
than its American counterpart, the
maximum prize will be the largest
ever offered on a local program.
The top prize of $4,480 can be
won within a four-week span. John
Irwin has been assigned to the pro¬
duction, but an emcee has not yet
been appointed.
The announcement was made by
Val Parnell, production executive
of Associated Television, at a
press conference called last Friday
night (16), primarily to announce
the arrangements for the telecast¬
ing of the trio of Bob Hope spec¬
taculars filmed in Britain. He said
“$S4,000 Question" would get peak
Saturday night time, and unless
networked to Birmingham would
be kinescoped for weekday trans¬
mission in that city.
The first of the Hope trio will be
screened on the Birmingham chan¬
nel next Wednesday (28) and in
view of the nature of the show,
ATV have upped their advertising
rates by 50%. The maximum time
permitted for the program was
sold within half an hour of the
announcement and will yield a rev¬
enue of $12,600 from the Birming¬
ham shot. It will be shown in Lon¬
don on the Associated-Rediffusion
network on Easter Monday, but no
announcement has yet been made
as to whether or not they’ll up
their rates, too.
Parnell indicated that the policy
of hiking advertising rates would
be followed for all shows of a
spectacular class and that policy
would apply to the other Bob Hope
telefilms.

Upping of Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
veepee in charge of network pro¬
grams, and Merle S. Jones, v.p. in

charge of CBS-owned tv stations
and general services, to status of
executive vice presidents, is part of
a major expansion program for
CBS-TV, cued to the recognition
that tv is now a “big boy’s medium"
requiring
constantly
improved
product. Within the week several
new appointments in both areas
are scheduled to be announced.
With Robinson now being re¬
lieved of many of the day-to-day
operational chores and details to
give him wider scope in planning
for the future (although the entire
broad area of programming will re¬
main under his direction), his two
key program aides, Harry Ommerle
in the east and A1 Scalpone on the
Coast, will take over some of the
Robinson burdens. Over and above
that, Robinson plans the addition
of two new general creative execu¬
tives who will work close to him as
major troubleshooters.
At the same time, expansions are
on tap in other major program
areas. Pending is the appointment
of an executive story editor, with
the present east and west coast
story editors under his wing. Ap¬
pointment is in line with the con¬
viction that more and more tv is
becoming the incubating ground
for fresh new writing talent and
the major source for material
eventually destined for films and
legit, with the multiciplity of CBS
shows becoming so unwieldy as to
necessitate an overall executive.
Such shows as “Playhouse 90,"
“Studio One," “Climax," “Front
Row Center,” “Four Star Jubilee,"
among others, will come within the
orbit of the new appointee not only
in terms of immediate program¬
ming but in creating a long-needed
backlog as well.
Moving in still another direction,
(Continued on page 40)

Admiral Sheen
Calling It Quits?

Looks like Admiral Corp. is call¬
ing it quits on its four-year asso¬
ciation with Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen after the current contract
runs out April 5.
Although the
setmaker doesn’t have to indicate
for another couple of months
whether it will return or not next
October, it’s understood the de¬
cision to drop' the “Life Is Worth
Living" segment has been made in
Admiral’s Chi homeoffice.
Admiral had sponsored Bishop
Sheen for three years on the Du¬
Mont web before moving to ABCTV this season after ABC prez Bob
Kintner had snatched the cleric
away from DuMont.
Previously,
Bishop Sheen had been pulling re¬
spectable ratings on Tuesdays op¬
posite Milton Berle, but ABC de¬
cided to slot him Thursdays op¬
posite Groucho Marx, with the re¬
sult that “Life" never went above
a 15 on the Nielsens, was usually
lower.
No doubt ABC-TV will
Noel Coward, planed back to
seek a new sponsor, since it’s tied
Jamaica, BWI, last week with as¬
to a longterm pact with the Bishop.
surances from CBS-TV that he will
open the network’s new “Playhouse
90” series in the fall. He’ll star in
his own play, “This Happy Breed,"
made into a British film a dozen
years ago after its legit preeming
in London.
“Playhouse" is CBSJoseph R. Stauffer has been
TV’s Thursday night 90-minute en¬
tapped as director of tv-radio pro¬
try parlayed with “Climax."
gram
development at the N. W.
Coward had come in from Jamai¬
ca in a hurry after receiving word Ayer agency. Stauffer, who’s been
with
the
ad house nearly 11 years,
that his script marking his third
contribution (May 5) on Ford Star will work under James E. Hanna,'
tv-radio
v.p., to promote closer
Jubilee" was being dumped. His
contract is with the web and links with networks and pack¬
doesn’t apply to a particular show, agers.
Stauffer started at Ayer in charge
hence the switch.
There’s no word on the May of radio production and moved up
“Jubilee” although a possibility is a with tv’s advent. He entered the
format .headed by Phil Silvers, ad field in .1933.as a jeadifl director .
who’d be available since the comic’: of Young & 'Rubicaunanq.in 1936o}
Las Vegas date occurs af.er May 5. operie’d ‘Y&K’s Hollywood' office;*"

Coward to Tee Off
‘Playhouse 90’ Series

STAUFFER’S UPPED
STATUS AT AYER
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D.C. Probers Sifting Charges That
FCC Personnel Intimidated’ By
Major Networks; Subpoenas Issued
Washington, March 20.
Sensational charges ^ that FCC
personnel are “intimidated” by
major networks and that the agen¬
cy wants to withhold identification
ol certain staffers with specific
memoranda for fear of reprisal
were contained in a statement last
week by Rep. Joe L. levins (DTenn.), chairman of a House sub¬
committee on small business which
is investigating regulatory agen¬
cies.
The subcommittee is scheduled
to start hearings today (Tues.) to
look into charges that RCA, NBC
and CBS are “controlling policies”
of the Commission. Evins said that
subpoenas for records of these
companies have been issued and
will be the subject of testimony.
Evins said that the complaints
were made at a recent conference

Fishing Expedition?
Washington, March 20.
Charges of politics broke out
as the House Subcommittee on
Small Business today (Tues.)
started an investigation to de¬
termine whether the networks
are controlling policies of the
FCC.
Republican member of sub¬
committee, William M. McCul¬
loch of Ohio, blasted the con¬
duct of proceedings and sug¬
gested the inquiry may become
a bi-partisan fishing expedi¬
tion.
McCulloch was particularly
critical of subpoenas issued
for records of RCA, NBC and
CBS bearing on FCC matters.
Scope of correspondence called
for, he said, is “wide beyond
compare, wide beyond belief.”
with FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, Robert Larue, as¬
sistant to
McConnaughey, and
FCC general counsel Warren E.
Baker.
At this conference, according to
the statement, “those officials of
the FCC lent their voices to in¬
formation previously received by
the House Small Business Commit¬
tee relating to control over the
Staff of the FQC.”

Ted Mack Hits Road

Steve Allen's “extracurriculars”
are believed responsible in part
for the NBC-TV “Tonight” show’s
upsurge on billings.
Gross take
last year was $3,290,000. Already
on. the ledgers for 1956 is $2,983,000 in billings, giving tha network
visions of a total of $5,300,000
wrapped up for the calendar year,
with near-SRO Thursday-Friday.
Allen’s been getting crosscoun¬
try plugging on his* pic, “Benny
Goodman Story”; his
books,
“Fourteen
for
Tonight,”
“Bop
Fables” and upcoming “The Funny
Men.” Then there are his record
albums,
“Let's Dance,”
“Steve
Allen
All-Star
Jazz
Concert,”
"Steve Allen at the Piano,” “To¬
night at Midnight,” “Music for To¬
night” and “Jazz for Tonight.”
Advertisers participating in ex¬
tensive skeds include Miller Brew¬
ing, 120 spots at a gross outlay of
$900,000; Minnesota Mining, 11
spots; Calif. Packing (Del Monte),
26; Gruen Watch, 19; Seiberling
Rubber, 19; Polaroid Land Camera,
26, and Gem Razor, with a pact
running from April 9 to May 25
and Aug. 1 to Sept. 12.

BarenBregge Exiting
WABD; Kieran Hired

Hazel Bishop’s Got
Bigger TV Yen

This marks first time for Bishop
representation in nighttime tv on
the web, though repped daytime
via Crosby and Garry Moore, and
on CBS Radio with “Wendy War¬
ren.”
Raymond Spector, the ad agency
head who also runs Bishop, is nego¬
tiating with both networks for time
slots on a pair or audience partic.. Ration packages out of his house.
They'll be hot weather shows, one
" for,- each network if-the talks on
right riots jell.
.

Werner Michel to B & B
Werner Michel has joined Benton
& Bowles agency in Manhattan to
produce the new half-hour day¬
time serial which rolls April 2 for
Procter & Gamble. Tab will be di¬
vided between Tide, Crest and
Fluffo.
Michel will report to the agency
tv-radio veep, Tom McDermott. Pro¬
gram, title not yet definite, will be
something of an innovator in tv
serialization with 22 minutes of
daily playing time. This is expect: ed to give tv strip a chance to de¬
velop characterization, largely im¬
possible in the quarter-hour serials
tried to date.
It was Benton &
Bowles and P&G which pioneered
television soap opera via “The First
100 Years.”
Michel’s most recent credit was
as senior producer at DuMont.
Previously he had worked as a pro¬
ducer at CBS, was a co-director
some years ago at Kenyon & Eck.hardt ■
,
.
. .
.

A REFLECTION ON BROADCASTERS

** More than once Variety has inveighed against the fast-buck
Hollywood, March 20.
independents, in and out New York (frequently New Jersey, origJean Hagen, who created the
- inations), accepting spurious advertisers just because it’s easy
role ,of Danny Thomas’ wife in
money. It’s a sorry note that Edward S. Silver, Kings County
“Make Room for Daddy” is ankling
(Brooklyn) District Attorney, has had to install a 24-hour,
the series this week after three
round-the-clock, monitoring system of all metropolitan N.' Y.
years to concentrate . on feature
films and tv dramatics. Miss Hagen
radio and tv stations “to protect the public against fraudulent
found it “impossible to devote
and misleading advertising on television and radio.” A squad of
only three months each year to
young N. Y. City policemen monitor “suspicious” programs ’ on a
motion pictures with any degree of ‘ seven-day-a-week schedule and District Attorney Silver has
success? Rarely has the right role
installed six tape-recorders to pick up the sales talks under
come along during my free time
suspicion.
either in motion pictures or tvwise.”
The d.a. takes the FCC to ta$k “for failure to protect the pub¬
Last ye,ar she did “Big Knife,”
lic.” He observes, “I regret to say that the FCC is of 'little or no
her first film role in two years.
help in the matter. The tv and radio stations are licensed by the

Zenith and CBS
Are at It Again

Evins account of what was said
at this conference was far differ¬
Two key executive changes have
ent from that given to report¬
ers by McConnaughey’s assistant, taken place at WABD, N. Y. Du¬
whose name is L’Heureux, a for¬ Mont owned-operated tv’er this
mer chief counsel to the Senate week. George BarenBregge is ankInterstate Commerce Committee. ling the sales chieftancy for the
According to L’Heureux, the Evins management of WIRI, the ABCaccount was a mistatement of what TV affiliate in Plattsburg, N. Y.,
and WABD boss Ted Cott is im¬
took place.
porting John Kieran Jr. from
Evins said that McConnaughey
NBC’s “Monitor,” on which he has
told his committee “he was per¬
been sports editor, to oversee pro¬
haps the ‘weakest’ chairman of any
motion,
publicity
and
special
of the regulatory agencies with re¬
events.
spect to his powers over personnel
BarenBregge came to WABD
and the establishment of policy”
over a year ago from WDTV, the
and that “he did not have even
Pittsburgh outlet which DuMont
(Continued on page 38)
later sold to Westinghouse.
He
started as station manager and
when Paramount, which has a sub¬
stantial interest in DuMont,
brought in Ted Cott as boss,
BarenBregge became WABD sales
manager.
Kieran, son of the columnized
sports scribe and radio pesonality,
began at WABD on Monday (19).
After taking a powder on its
longtime identification with “This
Is Your Life” on NBC-TV, nixing
the summertime kine versions,
Hazel Bishop will be more active in
tv than ever before. • Cosmetic
house is pouring “millions” into
the medium and, as indicated pre¬
viously, is latching on as rotator
with Toni to "Athur Murray Par¬
ty.” That show goes in for the can¬
celled Johnny Carson on CBS-TV
Thursdays at 10 starting April 5
. and rides until next September.

Jean Hagen Exiting
Danny Thomas Show

Kansas City, March 20.
Ted Mack and “Original Ama¬
teur Hour” are set to do a special
show from the. Municipal Auditor¬
ium here April 29 for the benefit
of the Order of DeMolay. Mack
and troupe are to do a two-and-ahalf hour show, an hour of which
will be the regular weekly portion
over
ABC-TV,
originating
via
KMBC-TV Channel 9 here.
This is the second time within
recent years that Mack has ap¬
peared here for DeMolay. About
two years ago he made a personal
Prolonged hassle between Ze¬
appearance at a $10-per-plate din¬
nith and CBS, stemming originally
ner held at Eddy’s Restaurant.
from the fight over Channel 2 in

‘Extracurriculars’
Up Steve Allen Biz
To $3,290,000 Gross
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Chicago and resuming, on the mat¬
ter of subscription tv, has flared
up again, this time in N. Y. fed¬
eral district court. Zenith last
week filed a $213,749 breach of
contract suit against the network,
washing up all the dirty linen over
the channel and toll-tv matters.
Zenith’s suit asks two separate
causes of action, both relating to
its sponsorship of “Omnibus” on
CBS-TV. As a result of the com¬
promise that saw CBS get Channel
2 and buy $575,000 worth of equip¬
ment from Zenith, the set manufac¬
turing company came in as a spon¬
sor of “Omnibus” under a rebate
arrangement whereby
CB& as¬
sumed half the cost of the sponsor¬
ship. Suit charges that CBS failed
to rebate its portion of the coin
for the four shows during March,
1955, and asks for $75,932 in the
first cause of action.
Second cause of action relates to
the toll-tv hassle, wherein Zenith
asked to telecast as its commercial
a two-minute documentary on its
Phonevision method of toll-rtv on
either one of its last two shows,
and was turned down by CBS.
Complaint charges that under the
contract, a sponsor could air‘a doc¬
umentary-type commercial on any
phase of its 'operations, and also
states that the commercial was
okayed by the Ford Foundation,
producers of the show, butnixed
by CBS. Reason, says Zenith, is
the network’s w.k. opposition to
toll-tv, and this constitutes a con¬
tract breach.
Zenith is asking
$100,000 for the breach of contract
plus an additional $37,817 for the
rebate on the last two shows which
it alleges CBS has not paid, bring¬
ing the total to $213,749.

Newest Harbinger Of
Spring: TV Parties’
All Over Gotham Scene
With onset of spring, “TV Par¬
ties” are springing up all over the
place. NBC-TV started the ball
rolling in New York last Wednes¬
day (14) with a shindig at the
Holland
House’s
Netherlands
Club to mark the emergence of
John Cameron- Swayze’s “News
Caravan” show into its ninth
year. Next day, Guy Lombardo
took over the private Theodore
Club of the Roosevelt Hotel for a
cocktailery calling attention to
his “Diamond Jubilee” program
launched last night (Tues.) on
CBS-TV as replacement for “Meet
Millie.”
Monday’s (19) command per¬
formance at the Pierre Hotel’s
roof gard'&n was to have centered
on Katharine Cornell, with NBC
hosting a fete re her teledebut in
“Barretts of Wimpole St.” on the
April 2 “Producers Showcase,” but
the storm caused a last-minute can¬
cellation.
Meanwhile, Dodge Corp. is do¬
ing the invite honors on ABCTV’s Lawrence Welk, who with
his orch and other Dodge talent,
including
Daijny .Thomas
and
Bert Parks, will appear at Madi¬
son Square Garden next Monday
(26) for Dodge Dealers. On the
tv-Hollywood front, writer’s rep
Blanche Gaines will “pour” for
client Rod Serling at her 57th St.
home-office Tuesday (27) to mark
•opening . of • film version, of his
“Patterns” at Mayfair Theatre.

Government through the agency of the FCC. They have a . real
responsibility to the people not to permit the airwaves to be
used to the citizens’ detriment. Their machinery is slow and
cumbersome. In my opinion, they are not doing their job.”
Silvers is incensed against the radio-tv pitchmen and the
“smooth-talking advertisers.” His staff has obtained six convic¬
tions for misleading and fraudulent advertising since Jan. 1.
. As Variety has pointed out, the machinery of the FCC may be
slow but when it catches up it will be a headache of sizeable
proportions for the greedy local stations which care more for
the fast^buck revenue than their responsibilities to the commu¬
nity they serve and should, theoretically, service.
The “food clubs”; the “loan” organizations which are made to
sound like big brother benevolent societies, but whose operations
have more than a touch of the usury about them; and the “wall¬
paper” stock brokers (anything from uranium to gold mines,
but apparently gold bricks basically) have already been curbed.
Not to mention the other “bait and switch” pitchmen that run
the gamut from Home appliances to> sundry “services,” gyp tv
repair charges included.
The local stations which go for this sort of quick-dollar take
are chumps. It’s inevitable that, when the weight of evidence is
correlated, that they'll face a big problem that is as fundamental
as losing their licenses. It’s as simple as that, and if it takes such
a severe penalty—which is another way of saying the station is
put out of business—Brooklyn district attorney Silver will have
done‘a good service. Maybe the FCC, per se, can’t be as omni¬
potent as to police every locality, but when public spirited offi¬
cials like Silver go about this with scientific technique of pre¬
paring the evidence, the mills of the FCC machinery will un¬
doubtedly grind exceedingly hard. And it can’t be too soon.
Some of the “ad copy” spouted in and around the metropolitan
New York area makes a carnival pitchman sound like a Sunday
schoolteacher.
Abel.

McConnaughey to Broadcasters:
‘Go Easy On Those Commercials’
-:-f
A

stem

Cleveland, March 20.
warning that if the

Prexy Defends NARTB | broadcasting industry doesn’t do
something about overcommerciali¬
Congress will, with the pro¬
Stance on Elimination zation
grams coming under Government
surveillance, was delivered here
Of ’Bait & Switch’ Ads last week by FCC Chairma'n George
Washington, March 20.
National Assn, of Radio and TV
Broadcasters agrees with Federal
Trade Commissioner Lowell B.
Mason that bait and switch adver¬
tising should be eliminated from
the air, organization prexy Harold
E. Fellows said last week.
However, said Fellows, the Com¬
missioner was wrong in saying (in
his speech at Harvard March’ 12)
that the Television Code Review
Board “works at an extremely low
point of visibility.”
The Code
Board, Fellows pointed out, “anti¬
cipated the Commissioner’s own in¬
dignation about this matter by in¬
corporating in the Code within
the past • year specific language
adjuring against such advertising
which the Association considers is
fraudulent.”
Fellows said he would not debate
Mason’s views as to the effective¬
ness of the Code “except to ob¬
serve that I honestly don’t believe
he is as well informed on this
subject as he is on the major
burden of his statement. The im¬
plication that the practice of bait
and switch is limited to the
broadcasting industry is not sup¬
portable either.”
Nevertheless, Fellows said, most
broadcasters will “applaud” Ma¬
son’s analyses of the problem and
any “progressive and thoughtful”
operator would not object to the
exercise of “any sanction that
exists under the law.” .

Nancy to ’Dream,’ Too
Another capsule show with Nan¬
cy Berg, tagged “Dream,” is being
assembled by Lester Lewis Asso¬
ciates. Latter is packager of the
“Count Sheep” quickie in which
Miss Berg has been soloing on
WRCA-TV, N. Y. Aim is to follow
“Sheep” with “Dream” if a spon¬
sor comes along.
“Sheep,” inoidentally, has been
renewed by Englander Beds;

McConnaughey.
✓
In a frankly “preaching” ad¬
dress to the Ohio Assn, of Radio
and TV Broadcasters, McConnau¬
ghey said that the fact that legis¬
lation is before Congress to pro¬
hibit overcommercialization "should
be sufficient notice to broadcast¬
ers that affirmative action on their
part to correct this abuse is long
past due.”
If the bill proposed becomes law,
he said, it will be mandatory for
the Commission to enforce it and
it will be necessary to set up some
“program criteria” to be applied
to all broadcasts, which will re¬
quire monitoring.
“When we get to this point,” the
FCC chairman
asserted,
“your
child is already in juvenile court
and sentence has been passed.
From then on he will be under
surveillance and his life will be
government supervised. I do not

C.

(Continued on page 38)

Pabst, Mennen In
Again (or Bouts
Chicago, March 20.
Pabst Brewing and Mennen have
reinked another year-around pact
with the International Boxing Club
for the Wednesday night pug card
aired on ABC (AM & tv). Spon¬
sorship duo is paying the IBC $18,500 per show for the' regularly
skedded midweek bouts vyith the
boxers getting $4,000 each.
Top events, such as last week's
Johnny Saxton-Carmen Basilo tiff
for • the welterweight bauble, are
separately negotiated at a consider¬
ably higher scale. Radio-tv rights
for that fight, carried on the PabstMennen Wednesday night sched¬
ules are- listed 'it $60,000.'
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NEW SHOWS FOR CBS-TV
Long Live the King

As evidence that NBC-TV’s gotta do something about Tuesday
8 to 9 apparently it's now a case of the Milton Berle segments
battling it out with ABC for the No. 2 position—with CBS-TV's
Phil Silvers" Show now undisputed champ in the three-way rivalry.
Last week’s Trendex, for example read: Silvers, 23.4; Berle, 12.4;
with ABC’s “Warner Bros. Presents” moving into the No. 2 spot
with 16.3 for the 8 to 8:30 rivalry. Even “Wyatt Earp” outpointed
Berle, 21.9 to 19 from 8.30 to 9.
Berle will return to New York as the originating base of his
tv shovvs next season. After eight years on NBC-TV, for at least
five of them the topdog in video, the comic, under longterm con¬
tract to the web, is scrapping his Tuesday night fixture and will do
only four of his own programs in the 1.956-57 season. These will
be of one-hour range and probably in color. He has four entries
to go during the current season—all of them in the hues in the
'55-’56' string. Next up is April 3.
Berle had given evidence of late that he was “tired” of the
medium and wanted a year’s rest after hanging up a record of 350
entries in the historic Tuesday niche._

Caesars ‘No No Nanette
Shirl Conway, Pat Carroll Seen Moving In as Miss
Fabray Checks Out
_._

4-:-r-

It was “No No Nanette” and
“Hooray for Fabray” in one fell
swoop last week, but with neither
Sid Caesar (nor Nanette Fabray,
in separate “mutual admiration”
statements', mentioning the exact
reason for the rift. But whatever
the reasons, Miss Fabray won’t be
with the NBC-TV “Caesar’s Hour”
next season.
Caesar’s statement, issued late
last Tuesday “to arrange for the
continuance of Miss Fabray’s asso¬
ciation” with the show beyond the
current, season.
He lauded her
work over the last two seasons.
Originally she was engaged for
guest shots and was made a per¬
manent member of the troupe
after a couple of exposures as Mrs.
Vicfor, his helpmeet. Miss Fabray
said she had “sincerely tried to
negotiate for next year’s contract
and its options,” but that “we
were apart on many phases of the
contract.” She lauded Caesar.
The money fac’.or immediately
came into focus. A figure of $3,750
per show was pushed as Miss Fab¬
ray’s take, though it’s believed the
amount is less than that. But on
the basis of the published figure,
she was asking for twice as much,
(Continued on page 38)

GAC’s Threesome
To Sub for Como
The Perry Como summer re¬
placement show on NBC-TV will
wind up, to all intents, as a “Gen¬
eral Artists Corp.” package, with
GAC head Tommy Rockwell utiliz¬
ing the Saturday 8 to 9 slot as a
showcase for his stable of top sing¬
ing artists.
Initially it was planned to install
Julius LaRosa (who, like Como, is
a GAC client) as the summertime
entry. But now it will be a rotat¬
ing parlay of LaRosa, Patti Page
and Peggy Lee, each doing fourweek duty on the show.

Dicker New Time Slot
For TV’s ‘Big Town’
Hollywood, Mar. 20.
Three-cornered
talks
among
Mark Stevens, sponsoring Lever
Bros, and NBC-TV brass are under
way, over new time slot for Stev¬
ens’ “Big Town” teleseries.
Show is currently aired at 10:30'
P.m. Tuesdays, and Stevens and
Lever Bros, want a better time.
Topic was discussed in N. Y. by
three parties involved, during re¬
cent biz trip east by Stevens.

Blaufox Exits AG
When Arthur Godfrey returns
from his vacation April 2, missing
from his roster will be Paul Blau¬
fox, his talent scout for five years
on the CBS-TV show of that name
Resignation of Blaufox has been
fin open secret for some weeks.
Blaufox said announcement of his
future plans will be made.later.

Taylor to RAB
Sherril Taylor, co-director of
sales promotion and advertising
for CBS Radio, is switching to Ra¬
dio Advertising Bureau as veep
and director of promotion.
At the same time, the RAB exec
committee, meeting in N. Y. this
past week, made RAB veep John
Hardesty general manager of the
organization under prexy Kevin
Sweeney.

Freberg Puppet On
‘Comedy Hr.’ Basis
Of $2,01,000 Suit

ALL IN IRKS H wood’s 2-Out-of-3 Strike Out
FOR 1856-57 In TV; GE Seen Ankling 20th
The CBS-TV program mill is
operating at a feverish clip these
days. In terms of “upcoming at¬
tractions” the present activity is
unprecedented. A total of 17 new
shows, all of them carrying the
“Columbia owned”- tag (though in
a few instances there is a coownership stake) and representing
a multi-million investment, are
now in preparation. Since virtual¬
ly all of them are scheduled for a
’56-’57 premiere, it suggests a
major
programming
upheaval,
with probably each night of the
week affected in one way or an¬
other,
Perhaps the most remarkable as¬
pect of the new programming
lineup is that, with but two or
three exceptions, most of the show's
are on film and .will originate
from the Coast, indicative of the
fullblown N. Y.-to-Hollvwood pro¬
duction trend w'hich will hit a new
high in the fall.
The “17 for ’56-’57” covers all
categories of programming, with
the majority of them in the halfhour film format—a reaffirmation
of Columbia’s chapinioning of the
30-minute show as the bread-andbutter staple of the Hubbell Rob¬
inson programming regime, even
though 90-minute and full hour
show’s are included in the upcom¬
ing list.
A breakdown of the new' shows
reveals, that, in addition to the
Herb Shriner 60-minute variety
show' w'hich is being eyed at the
Friday night 8 to 9 entry (with
“Mama” and “Our Miss Brooks”
going off), still another hour
variety show' is in the w'orks. This
one is tentatively titled “The Big
Record,” though CBS is k°eping
the general content and format
under wraps for the present.
The “17 by CBS” follow:
“Playhouse 90,” the hour-and-ahalf dramatic scries going into the
Thursday night 9:30 to 11 period
under overall supervision of Carcv
Wilson, with Martin Manulis as
producer. Three directors, a story
editor and a stable of writers are
being assigned to the ambitious
project, which will include eight
film entries to be made by Colum¬
bia Pictures, with five additional
film shows to be produced by the
network itself. A Coast origination.
“Landmark,” a half-hour film
show' in which Goodson-Todman
also have an ownership stake and
with Landmark Books having an
auxiliary interest. Coast origina¬
tion.
A weekly UPA cartoon series in
color. (CBS bought out the cartoonerv some months back for

Los Angeles, March 20.
Puppet character of “Grover,”
intro’d by Stan Freberg on the
NBC-TV “Comedy Hour,” is point
of contention in legal hassle which
developed last week, with net and
Freberg named as defendants in a
S2.000.000 suit brought by Bob
Clampett. Superior Judge John
Ford issued a show cause order
against the net, after Clampett
charged net with unfair competi¬
tion and inducing breach of con¬
tract. Freberg, a former Clampett
employee, was also named.
In short, through attorneys
Harold A. Fendler and Jacobs &
Wilson, Clampett charges that Freberg’s “Grover” is an imitation of
Clampett’s longtime puppet char¬ $5,000,000.)
“Air Power,” a 30-minute film
acter, “Cecil, the Sea Sick Ser¬
pent.” Show cause order issued by entry out of the Public Affairs
Division
• designed to do for CBS
(Continued on page 38)
what “Victory at Sea” did for
NBC. Coast origination.
The full hour “Herb Shriner
Show.”
New York live origina¬
tion.
“Joe and -Mabel,” half-hour
(Continued on page 38).

NBC Radio’s ‘You Name
It, And We’ll Sell It’
On Flexibility Pattern

Chicago, March 20.
Flexibility continues to be the
network radio keynote with pur¬
chases being made in all shapes
and sizes. Newest tailormade for¬
mula whipped up by NBC and
Kenyon Sc Eckhardt for the Chi¬
cago
Lincoln - Mercury
Dealer
Assn.’s tri-state district is a com¬
bination co-op and spot deal.
Dealer group is buying direct
from the stations in six midwest
markets Alex Dreier’s “Man on the
Go,” nightly 15-minute dinnerhour
newscasts which are sent out as
co-op programming by NBC. Proj¬
ect tees off April 16 for a minimum
of 26 weeks and is costing the car
merchants around $56,000.
Web affiliates being used are
WMAQ, Chicago; WTMJ, Milwau¬
kee; WIBA, Madison; WEEK, Pe¬
oria; WOC, Davenport; WMAM,
Marinette, Wis., and WSAU, Wau¬
sau. Latter station joins the Dreier
lineup in June, meanwhile, taking
the “News of the World” under
the same setup*

Weekend Ratings
Emmy Awards on NBC-TV
Saturday (17) scored a 30 on
the Trendex to rough up the
rivalry. Started at 29 at 9
o’clock to beat combined
marks of 12.2 for CBS-TV’s
"Two for the Money” and 15.6
for ABC-TV’s Lawrence Welk;
then 30.8 to 8.8 for “It’s Al¬
ways Jan” and 11.9 for Welk;
and 30.1 to 12.6 for “Gunsmoke and 6.2 for “Chance of
Lifetime.” It was network’s
highest rated Saturday spec
of the season, beating the 28.1
of Oscar Nominations telecast
in February.
Perry Como drew ahead of
Jackie Gleason’s “Honeymooners” for the first time
since latter’s switch to 8 p.m.
five weeks ago, hitting 27.8 to
22.3 for Gleason and 6.6 for
“Ozark Jubilee.” In next halfhour, Como climbed big to
35.2 against 15.6 for “Stage
Show” and 8.5 for “Ozark.”
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With WB as the Lone Survivor
♦

GRACE NUPTIALS' LETTUCE
Upcoming Ceremonies Inviting
Some Offbeat Sponsors
The Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier
marriage-in-Monaco hoopla got a
new kind of sponsorship lift last
week. Before that, the radio under¬
writer complexion consisted of
strictly personal milady products—
Bourjois onJSFBC’s coverage of the
April doings, Peter Pan Bras on
ABC and Lanvin’s Arpege on CBS.
CBS, w'hich has set up .four halfhours for the nuptials grind,
bagged Lanvin for tw'O of the seg¬
ments. It then made it SRO with
luring of C-7 Lettuce, Purex Corp-.
Bleach and Old Dutch Cleanser,
plus, however, another perfume
house, Coty.

CBS‘Big Shift To
$6,080,080 Plant
Under Way in Chi
Chicago, March 20. ■
Chi CBS is in the process of
moving into its lush new' auarters
in the Chicago Arena which is
being converted into an up-to-theminute television and radio layout
at a cost that figures to exceed
$6,000,000 before the job is com¬
pleted. The moveover from Co¬
lumbia’s three present locations is
being done in stages w'ith the final
exodus from the Wrigley Bldg,
headquarters, the network’s Windy
City homebase since 1928, not due
until April next year.
With Studios 1 and 2 ready for
use in the Arena (to be retagged
as “CBS-Chicago”) WBBM-TV this
w-cekend is moving out of the StateLake Bldg, location inherited from
WBKB w'hen CBS took over the
indie’s Channel 2 after the United
Paramount-ABC .merger.
CBS.
however, is retaining for another
year the Garrick Theatre audience
studio.
(WBKB, incidentally, is
moving back into the State-Lake,
owned by the Balaban & Katz the¬
atre circuit, a United Paramount
subsid.)
The WBBM radio setup, sales
and office staffers and exec person¬
nel will shift from the Wrigley
Bldg, in the coming months as
work progresses in the new' allunder-one-roof site.
While the new facilities shape up
as a technician’s dream with all the
latest electronic gear, much of it
custombuilt, there are no imme¬
diate plans for local color. To be
sure, space has been set aside and
the necessary leadins are being in¬
stalled for eventual tint 'equipment
but it’s obvious that the CBS’ers
(Continued on page 40)

‘B’fast Club’ Nears SRO
In ‘Comeback of Year’
As Morrell Meat Signs
Chicago, March 20.
ABC is on the verge of tacking
the soldout tag on “Breakfast
Club.” The John Morrell meat
packing firm, via Campbell-Mithun.
joins the Don McNeill-hosted aural
crossboarder April 16 for a daily
five-minute insert extending over
28 weeks thereby enriching the
ABC coffers to the tune of nearly
$250,000.
With still another unidentified
bankroller waiting in the wings
to take over the few remaining
open segments, “Club” has scored
the radio comeback of the year as
it’s moved to virtual sponsorial
capacity under- the new participa¬
tion sales plan incepted last fall.

Two out of the three major Hol¬
lywood studios who entered the
television
programming sweepstakes this season w'ith “institu¬
tional” shows of their own have
struck out. The other looks to be
a sure thing for next year. The
strikeouts have been registered by
Metro and 20th-Fox, w'ith the for¬
mer’s “MGM Parade” already writ¬
ten off the rolls by ABC-TV and
its sponsors and the latter reportedjv about to be cancelled by Gen¬
eral Electric, bankroller of “20thFox Hour” on CBS-TV. Barring in¬
soluble coin problems, “Warner
Bros. Presents” will continue on
ABC-TV next season, although
whether with the same sponsor
lineup is still a matter of conjecr
lure.
ABC-TV itself clamped the lid
on “MGM Parade” with the deci¬
sion that the show will go off the
air after May 2. It was “mutually
agreed” between ABC prez Bob
Kintner and M-G ad-pub v.p. How¬
ard Dietz that “Parade” would not
go into the customary rerun cycle,
but would go off as soon as the
current contract expires with the
May 2 showing. As to the sponsors.
General Foods and Pall Mall, they
are sticking with the Wednesday
poot-“Disneyland” time slot next
season, although what show would
go into the spot hasn’t been de¬
cided; an hourlong western is a
•possibility.
General Electric, which sponsors
the alternate-week “Fox Hour”
(with U. S. Steel and its live Theat e Guild dramatics in on the skipweek Wednesday;, is virtually a
certainty to drop the show, mainly
because the price doesn’t justify
the ratings and prestige involved.
GE wants to limit its program
spending to $65,000 for the hour;
20th can’t produce the hours for.
less than $100,000—hence the de¬
cision to call it quits. GE reported¬
ly is urging CBS-TV to bring in a
live dramatic show for its skip(Continued on page 34)

Ham Shea Exiting
NBC; Buys Station
Hamilton Shea, v.p.-general man¬
ager of WRCA and WRCA-TV,
N. Y„ the NBC owned Sc operated,
who has long coveted his own op¬
eration, is checking out to buy
WSVA (AM Sc TV), Harrisonburg,
Va. Outlets, NBC affiliates, cover
the Shenandoah Valley.
Shea’s
resignation is effective in May.
Purchase was from Fred Allman.
Shea himself was not available
for comment. He was stuck at his
Chappaqua home in Monday's big
snowstorm, and was in Washington
yesterday
(Tues.).
His chief,
Charles R. Denny, v.p. of NBCowned stations, was reported out
of town and due back today (Wed.).
Shea has been g.m. for several
years and a striper for about a
year. He was originally brought in
from Cleveland, as was Bill David¬
son, latter about eight months ago
to become assistant g.m. Davidson’s
name immediately arose as a pros-'
pect to succeed Shea.

Two More Teleplays
Sold for Pic Versions
Ashley-Steiner office has sold
two more teleplays for cinema ver¬
sions. First of these gives Reginald
Rose another Hollywood ride via
“Dino,” homescreened a couple of
months ago on CBS-TV's “Studio
One” and bought by the indie duo
of Bernice Block and David Kramarsky. Sal Mineo is being sought
to recreate his tv role.
Other script is “Man on Fire,
by Malvin Wald and Jack Jacobs,
given a few weeks . ago on NBCTV’s “Alcoa Hour” and bought by
Sol Siegel for Metro release:»
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If ATAS Wants Emmy’ Recognition,
NBC Telecast Ain’t the Way to Get It
By BOB CHANDLER
♦—-inis telecast necessary*? Ifs. TAMING OF THE SHREW
irnmr thaf iI p i (Hallmark Hall of Fame)
something of an
o 3
* ^yith ]yjaUrlcc Evans, Lilli Palmer,
television industry, wishing to re¬
Diane" Cilento, Philip Bonrneuf,
ward its members for their eon- j John Colicos, Douglas Watson,
tributions, should do so in a man-1 Jerome Kilty, Robinson Stone,
Ronald Long, Will B. Able, Jack
ner that reflects so poorly on itself. | Fletcher, Chrisse Hayward, Un¬
In oilier words, the industry un- j dine Forest, Nadeen Day, Mar¬
sha Reynolds, Charles Bolcnder,
dertook to reward the “best” to’en¬
Bob T r e v i s, Mario Lamm,
vision of the year in one of the
Charles Fatone, Billy Herman,
worst programs of the year.
Bob Casper, John Dutra, John
'Why an “Emmy” telecast? At
Perkins, Richard Buck, Ron
Cecill, Steve Wiland, Richard
best, like any other awards cere¬
Tone, Eleanor Boleyn, Gloria
mony, it can only be dull as a
Hamilton, Helene Ellis, Paul
video vehicle. The industry can
Godkin, Mara Lynn
line up the best wits, the best: Producer: Evans
speakers, the best comics in the ! Rector: George Schaefer
7
'
,
...
. . . , ,, i Writer: William Shakespeare
business and put them behind the ; (adapted by Michael Hogan, Wilrostrum, and it will still be dull j \i?,m Nichols)
if only from the sheer time con- i Staged By: Nichols
sumed in announcing and handing Choreographer: Tony Charmoll
and Production Design:
out the awards and in the reitera¬ Costumes
Rouben Ter-Aruttmian
tive acceptance speeches involved. Music:
Composed, conducted by
Nobody can relieve that monotony,
Lehman Engel
and if the networks or anyone else
90 Mins.; Sun (18), 4 p.m.
thinks that the “glamor” can carry HALLMARK
the occasion, they’re mistaken. NBC-TV, fromCARDS
N.Y. (color)
Like the line about women’s
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
dresses, it’s what can’t be seen
that’s the more fascinating.
Shakespeare played it for laughs,
If the “Emmy” dinner is the but Sunday’s show tried on the guf¬
high spot of the awards year for faw garb for size. After a while,
the industry and for the public—
and that’s stretching an “if” to it became too much of a good
eternity at this juncture—then why. thing, suggestive . of the theme
ruin the pubrelations splurge by song from a rival spectacular, the
giving John Q. a bad show? And Mary Martin-Noel Coward foray
if under any pattern of awardsgiving the public can’t be given a into “90 minutes is a long, long
good show', better no show at all. time.” The johnny-one-joke note
So much for the general view. was overlong, though the Sabbath
“Shrew” had its virtues. Aside
from the Evans-Palmer superiority
EMMY AWARDS
With Art Linkletter, John Daly, in carrying the load of fun, and
emcees; Bob Cummings, Jimmy with an especially effective clown¬
Durante, George Gobel, Phil ing mark hung up by Jerome Kilty
Silvers, Sam Levcnson, Hal as Grumio, these virtues were
March, “presenters”;
Gordon many. They included some grand
Jenkins Orch; Frank Barton, and glorious costumes and “car¬
commentator; Bob Lemond, an¬ pentry” settings out of the atelier
of Rouben Ter-Arutunian which
nouncer
Producers: William Kayden, Herb gave an airiness to the rapid ac¬
tion spread over a dozen and a half
Braverman
Directors:
William Bennington, scenes; cheerio music smithied and
batoned by Lehman Engel; a bagful
Richard Schneider
Writers: Hal Goodman, Larry of circusy props and a live parrot
to boot, and a cleverly fashioned
Klein, Glen Wheaton
commedia dell’arte approach
90 Mins.; Sat. (17), 9 p.m,
created by Nichols. In addition,!
OLDSMOBILE
NBC.-TV, from Hollywood and N.Y. there were some fine dance and
panto sequences arranged by Tony
(D. P. Brother)
Charmoli and fronting lively terpers Paul Godkin and Mara Lynn.
As to specifics, the matter of nom¬ Big cast showed off well, with
inations and categories that caused Philip Bourneuf acquitting him¬
so much consternation throughout self amusingly as the harried
the industry brought things to a Baptista and Diane Cilento as Binear-fiasco stage when the final r.nca endowed with looks and
tallies were in.
“Disneyland,” curves if not especially noteworthy
which last year won the award for in the thesping department.
It was a rich, resplendent show,
the best variety show, this year
took laurels for the best “action with a fine example of compatible
or adventure series,” beating out color, and a great big tomfoolery
such unlikely adversaries as “The showcase for Evans and Miss Pal¬
Lineup” and others in the police mer. Too bad it failed to sustain
genre. Phil Silvers walked off interest throughout as it got bogged
with three awards, best comedian, down in an overload of farce-withbest comedy series and best actor in-a-farce. There is such a thing
Trau.
in a continuing series, a matter of as padding out Padua.
overlapping if there ever was one.
Nanette Fabray, only a couple of
days out of “Caesar’s Hour” took
two as best comedienne and best
supporting actress (a contradic¬
tion?) while bossman Caesar (“my
best friend”) left empty-handcc^
Super Circus
Some of the awards there was no
ABC-TV turned a liability into
quarrel with, but the entire setup
of categories and nominations an asset by taking “Super Circus,”
made the event rather puzzling for which the Monday (19) “Voice of
Firestone” spectacular virtually
the trade and public.
As to the evening’s performers forced out of town due to a shortage;
themselves, Art Linkletter and of studio space, to Miami-where web
John Daly made only passable flackers captured lots of hoopla for
emcees, Daly being a little too for¬ native daughter and co-star of the
mal and Linkletter too casual kidvid series, Sandy Wirth. As a
(with his reference to Mrs. Weav¬ result of remoting the hour tele¬
er's zipper being in the worst pos¬ cast on Sunday from the 76,000-seat
sible taste). Among the presenters Orange Bowl (a substantial part of
(what a word!). Silvers, Jimmy which was filled by junior sun wor¬
Durante (at the top of his form) shippers) web will in all likeli¬
and Sam Levinson lightened the hood be able to boast to any pros¬
long road; George Gobel was pass¬ pective advertiser that it has the
able; Bob Cummings n.s.g. and Miami juve contingent pretty well
Hal March wisely stuck strictlv to locked up. The special didn’t hurt
business. Technical aspect of' the around the rest of the nation
affair was well handled on both either; green football turf isn’t saw¬
Coasts. Frank Barton’s voice-ov..r dust, but it is more circusy than
commentary was fine, making like 1 the confines of a N.Y. studio.
everything was the affair of the' Using the cameras of WITV for
year, while Bob Lemond’s com¬ its first out-of-town playdate, ‘/SC”
mercials for Oldsmobile were wel¬ focused on some substantial" bigtop turns. Additionally, there was
come reliefs.
the traditional exchange of greet¬
One other point, the “protest- ings between local government and
eth too much” bit: everybody Miss Wirth and Jerry Colonna,
spent so much time sermonizing ;SC” ringmaster. (The Sabbath
about a "united industry” and snow was preceded by a whole week
about “we’ve had our little sauab- of festivities for Miss. Wirth, beau¬
blcs, but—” that one wondered teous blond baton twirler who once
whether they were trying to con¬ pranced for the U. of Miami band.)
vince themselves
or
Darrell Hornbeck
+u—, ,
v the public.
ijcuicu
nurnuecK mounted a
the 0<?ks* of things, they 150-pole in the center of the field
tUdnt succeed in either depart- to set the kids to squeaking as he
zneni*
I swayed precipitously 50 feet to
Was

PfiRIETY
SPRINGTIME, U.S.A.
(Voice of Firestone)
With Helen Hayes, Patrice Munsel,
Rise Stevens, Brian Sullivan,
Ray Middleton, Earl Wild, others;
Paul Whiteman, Howard Barlow, conductors; Bobby Hackett
combo; Firestone Orch & Chorus;
Gene Bayliss, choreographer;
Harry Simeone, choral director
Producer: Fred Ileider
Director: Cort Steen
Writer: Jean Meegan
60 Mins.: Mon. (19), 8:30 p.m.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
ABC-TV, from N.Y.
(Foote, Cone & Belding)

Apart from a ridiculously illtimed title and some in-script re¬
marks about the beauties of spring
during the northeast’s worst snow¬
storm in eight years, an overenthusiastic and at times simpering
script and a poor acting cast that
suffered the etxremes of fluffs,
“Springtime U.S.A.’ was a pleas¬
ant hour of music. Which is to say
that it was a standard “Voice of
Firestone” outing, with the added
elements of an extra half-hour of
time, a thematic script with Helen
Hayes narrating and extra space,
costumes and cast. As a “spectacu¬
lar,” it was spectacularly unspec¬
tacular.
Most of the trouble stemmed
from Jean Meegan’s script, which
waxed overly ecstatic in the narra¬
tive portions and overly simple in
the dramatic vignettes. Miss Hayes
got carried away in her narrative,
which is as it should be, but it’s
doubtful whether she, carried any¬
one with her. As for the dramatic
portions, the Washington-at-Yorktown bit was a fine example of how
not to write a script, and also how
not to act one.
But after all, the music’s the
main thing, and the panorama of
American music made good listen¬
ing, and for the most part, good
choreographic , and costuming stepoff points. Cast comprising Patrice
Munsel, Rise* Stevens, Brian Sulli¬
van and Ray Middleton did full
justice to the music, with Gene
Bayliss’ dancers turning in some
excellent work and the Firestone
orch providing fine backing. Best
number of the lot was “Rhapsody
in Blue,” with Paul Whiteman con¬
ducting, Earl Wild at the pi&no,
and the work choreographed bril¬
liantly by Bayliss. Number was set
on a huge stage designed by James
McNaughton, and was the high
spot of the show. As an added
fillip, show featured jazz for the
first time in 27 years, with a
combo led by Bobby Hackett in an
all too short dixieland number.
Technically, the show provided
a field day for producer Fred
Heider and director Cort Steen.
Occasion marked tffe first use of
ABC-TV’s huge block-long studio,
comprising its TV-1 and TV-2, with
the wall broken through between
them and the combined setup run¬
ning the entire block between W.
66th and 67th Sts. Heider and
Steen made good use of the space,
giving the “Rhapsody” and other
sets a sense of vastness that was
nonetheless compatible with the
small screen. Technical credits
were tops—McNaughton, the net¬
work’s art director, did himself
proud on the sets; Alfred Leh¬
man’s costumes were excellent and
Danny Franks’ lighting topflight.
If the creative side had matched
the technical, it would have been
quite a show.
,Chan.
►♦+♦♦♦♦♦<

Tele Follow-Up Comment
either side. Even when the zoo
mar wasn’t used and he appearei
as a speck on the homeserpen
Hornbeck’s act was exciting, but i
had to happen: just as he wa:
about to go into his big final<
handstand up there, the networl
cut out for a commercial. Chris
tain’s performing pachyderms wer<
a big-sized treat and so was Sau
Solomon’s 126-foot plunge into ;
six-foot water tank. Most of th<
rest "was the usual “SC” fluff
clowns, an unfathomable tributi
to Florida’s redmen (Sandy on ai
elephant), and such. Miss Wirtl
leading 150 aficianadas from th<
North Miami Baton Club wa:
mostly a confusion of little girl:
criss-crossing the field.
Art.
‘Alcoa Hour*
A sock script, matched by exper
performances, gave “Alcoa Hour’
on NBC Sunday (18) one of its bes
shows in months with the presenta
tion of Jerome Ross’ “Doll Face.’
It was a slice from life, done ii
good taste and yet completely—
and at times embarassingly—real
istic.
This was one of those occasion:
when everything seemed to jibe
when all the many different frag
ments that go into the making
of a show perfectly matched. I
was moving, it touched on a prob
lem common to .millions—1 he re
(Continued on page 40)
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EGYPT AND ISRAEL
(See It Now)
With Ed Murrow, Howard K.
Smith, Gamel Abdel Nasser
David Ben-Gurion, others
’
Producers: Murrow, Fred W.
Friendly
90 Mins., Tues. (13) 8:30 p.m.
CBS-TV (film)
“See It Now,” tv’s sole remaining
news-in-depth
program,
distin¬
(C. J. La Roche & Co.)
guished
itself anew last Tuesday
The era of Hitler and his brown
(13) with its 00-minute presentation
and blackshirted hordes now has of
“Egypt and Israel.” The Eel
receded sufficiently to allow a
broad historical perspective of the Murrow-Fred Friendly “introspecevents that saw an Austrian paper- tacular” probing into the core of
hanger rise from the gutters of the Middle East tinder-box was not
Munich to become the Fuehrer of only Page 1 copy hot off the Gamal
ithe Third Reich. The story, fasci- Abdel Nasser-David Ben Gurion
griddle, but once more testified to
1 nating in its horror and an object
lesson in how dictators are made, tv’s ever-expanding sphere of im¬
was retold on NBC’s “Project 20” portance and influence as perhaps
last week (14) in “The Twisted the most vital of today’s communi¬
cations media.
Cross.”
Last Tuesday’s hour-and-a-half,
1
Patterned along the lines of the on-the-spot
report on the Arabearlier “Nightmare in Red,” the
show, for the most part consisted Israel tensions was “electronic
journalism”
at its best, at once
of German films, some of them
captured by the U.S. Army in Ger¬ frightening and fascinating. CBSTV,
which
knows
a «“hot story”
many and seen here for the first
when it sees one, merits the respect
time. Under the direction of Henry of
the
American
public
in placing
Salomon, the footage was intelli¬ at “See It Now’s” disposal
unques¬
gently assembled to serve the dual tionably
the choicest time segment
purpose of tracing the career of on the Columbia
schedule—the
90
j Hitler and Nazism, and to attempt
I to explain what made the Germans minutes sandwiched between the
Phil
Silvers
Show
and
“$64,000
! bend to the will of a madman and
Question,” to allow for maximum
[his cohorts. “Twisted Cross” was viewership.
That it meant preemp¬
notably more successful in part one
ting
two commercial half-hours in
of that endeavor.
order to sustain the Murrow show¬
There is much to be. said for case is a tribute to the public serv¬
periodic reminders of Hitler and ice-consciousness of a network and
the misery he and his people an industry so easily subjected to
visited on the rest of the world an “overcommercialism” rap.
before he—if not they—could be
brought to justice. As documenta¬ ' Murrow and CBS were all too
ries go, “Twisted Cross” was effec¬ cognizant of the fact that no 1 mat¬
tive and made its point. Possibly, ter how objective or down-theit might have been more analytical middle “Egypt and Israel” tried to
in its evaluation of the Nazi period. be, nonetheless this was going way
As it was, it presented the histori¬ out on a limb. And, no matter how
cal record without coming to grips much caution exercised, CBS was
with the peculiarities of the Ger¬ leading with its antenna exposed
man mind or the impact Nazism in this laudable move for a visual
had — and continues to have — on updating of history for the, millions.
It wasn't necessary for Murrow
men all over the world.
(who did the Israel portions) or
Show was pictorially out-stand¬ Howard K. Smith (as the on-theing and gained from the narration, spot man in Egypt and interviewer
written by Salomon and Richard of Nasser) to editorialize at any
Hanser and delivered in properly time. Nasser, Ben Gurion and the
unemotional voice by Alexander camera did it far more effectively
Scourby. Possibly there were too than they could have done it.
many marching scenes, and the
From the very start, when Mur¬
script tended toward oversimplifi¬
cation. . Example might be the ref¬ row and Smith gave the salient
facts
as to the size, historical and
erence to Austria which, Scourby political
setup of the lands of Israel
declared, was conquered by Hitler
through “sheer intimidation.” No and Egypt and into the editorial
re$umes
>of
leaders, the issues
reference there to the jubilant were real their
and the people alive.
masses that welcomed Hitler to The Egyptians
were
slightly handi¬
Vienna in 1938.
capped by the need of translators
The star of this show was Hitler, and in the case of Nasser by a
the arrogant little rabblerouser difficult accent which necessitated
who whipped the Germans into concentration by the listener, but
organized frenzy, threw them the Smith compensated by his tight
Jews as welcome fodder for their control of the interviews and some
inferiority complex and, in the end, telling questions. Yet no amount
caused his country to go down in of fairness or objectivity could
ignonimous defeat. There were eliminate the potent fact that Egypt
shots of Himmler, Goering, Goeb- bore hatred, vituperation and re¬
bels, Hess and the rest of the Nazi venge against Israel, the Israelis,
leaders, and narration carried an the UN and mostly the United
ample dose of Hitler quotes which, States, while Israel was immersed
from our current vantage point, in the problems of the land and its
made it seem even more ludiorous people, in living and working,
that the Germans should have although by n*> means devoid of its
allowed their decency and commoni statesmen, as witnessed in the
sense to be swept away by a wave kncwledgable answers of Foreign
of regimented emotionalism.
Minister Moishe Sharett. On a
Salomon chose, in many in¬ small and easily understandable
stances, to supplant the original scale, one of the foremost problems
German soundtrack with original involving all of the nations of the
music by Robert Russell Bennett. world today was posed—can one
Considering the inferior quality of ! arm for defense alone?
Bennett’s score (he had violins
Pictorially the program was ex¬
weeping at the sight of bombed tremely rewarding. The contrastsI out houses and his marches of the big city of Cairo, with its
sounded American, not German) tall buildings and modern apart¬
this was regrettable.
Hift.
ment houses and ancient crowding,
poverty and squalor, the proposed
new
dam and its obvious potential,
TELEOPERA—56
With Robert David Nagy, Thomas the plans of the new regime, and
again
the great arid wastes of the
Tipton, Hildred O. Kronlokken,
Cleveland Orchestra; Paul Bed¬ desert and their possible reclama¬
tion on one side, and the youth,
ford, announcer
intensity and tremendous refugee
Producer: Cal Jones
problems of the newer nation,
Director: Ray Shane
Israel, right on its border, were
30 Mins: Sunday 6 p.m.
clearly and effectively delineated.
KYW, Cleveland
It
was all there, and Murrow,
This half-hour (11) one-shot was
a prestige tribute to the winners Smith & Co. had the background,
the
understanding and the know¬
of the Metropolitan Opera Asso¬
ciation contest here. Carrying, out how to transfer these statistical
the prestige presentation of the' facts and very real people in an
occasion, the stanza moved with exciting yet sympathetic manner
Rose.
grace and captured the high tones into the living room.
of the hour.
The three singers, Robert D. OUT OF DARKNESS
Nagy, dramatic tenor who sang a With Orson Welles, Dr. William
selection from Aida; Thomas TipMenninger, Dr. Louis Cholden,
ton, baritone, “Eri TiC’; and Hil¬
others
dred O. Kronlokken, lyric soprano, Producer-writer: Albert Wasserman
“Musetta’s Waltz,” all showed
techniques and quality deserving Exec producer: Irving Gitlin
of area Met winners. For the Associate producer: Lewis Jacobs
stanza, KYW brought in Cleveland 90 Mins., Sun. (18)/ 5 p.m.
Orchestra
assistant
conductor CBS-TV, N.Y.
Louis Lane with 40 members of
CBS-TV’s unusual as well as
the group, whose accompanying rare move,- pre-emptying a spon¬
music, plus three other selections sored “Omnibus” hour-and-half
made for most acceptable, listen¬ for a pubservice sustainer Sunday
ing.
(18), can’t be too highly com¬
Production staff of Cal Jones, mended, on several counts, in ad¬
dition
to the coin loss involved.
Joe Tanski and Ray Shane real¬
ized 30 minutes of quality enter¬ I Web used the time for an absorbing
tainment and presentation with a looksee at a very touchy subjectspecial mention going to 'Bill Bern- mental illness. It treated the sub¬
saw for hi$ identification slides. . ject, via an actuality drama, {with
Mark,
I
(Continued on Pflge 40)
THE TWISTED CROSS
(Project 20)
With Alexander Scourby, narrator
Producer: Henry Salomon
Writers: Salomon, Richard Hanscr
Editor: Isaac Kleinerman
Music: Robert Russell Bennett
60 Mins., Wed. (14) 9 p.m.
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO.
NRC-TV (film)
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WEB CAUGHT IN A MOUSETRAP
The Music Goes Round & Round
Minneapolis, March 20.
Radio setowners hereabouts, anxious to win anywhere from $10
to $4,000 throughout the day and night without having to take part
in any quiz or other contest, are finding that they have to pay a
rather stiff penalty or price for listening in continuously on the
chance that their telephone number or house address will be among
those. selected at random.
With one or two exceptions, all nine Twin Cities’ commercial
audio stations, taking the lead from WDGY under the latter’s new
ownership, are tossing the dough out in chunks at numerous times
throughout the day and night. And inasmuch as the times aren’t
specified in advance and the owner of the lucky telephone number
or address must call the station immediately or when he or she
answers the phone call must know a word just called or a tune
played, constant listening is necessary if a giveaway is to
be claimed.
As far as most of the stations is concerned, here’s the rub:
They’re confining themselves almost entirely, if not entirely, to
disk jockey shows and the same leading pop tune recordings are
played innumerable times during the course of 24 or fewer hours,
let alone a week.
There just aren’t enough new top pop recordings hitting the
market, of course, to permit sufficient musical variety. And sta¬
tion operators are keeping their fingers crossed and hoping that
their dialers won’t be driven insane listening to the same tunes al¬
most interminably.
They concede that “listeners probably are
paying a high price for the possibility of getting money for nothing
by having their lobar extremities assailed by the same song over
and over/’_

‘Richard’ Pattern (TV & Theatrical)
Sparks New NBC-Williams Dickers
Discussions on the packaging of 4:
motion picture productions for si¬
multaneous television showing and
theatrical release under a release
London, March 20.
pattern similar to that of “Richard
“People* Are Funny,” which had
III” are going forward at NBC-TV
been
subjected
to severe criticism
with Theatrical Enterprises, new
agency opened by former MCAite on the grounds that many of the
stunts
perpetrated
in the program
Jack Talan. Discussions are being
spearheaded by Jay Williams, who were in bad taste, was withdrawn
from
the
commercial
tv network in
conceived the “Richard III” pat¬
tern and helped set the deal be¬ London last Saturday (17). .That
tween NBC and the Korda-Olivier marked the end of its 26-week run.
combine as an indie agent, and
Show will be replaced next Sat¬
who joined Theatrical Enterprises urday with an American import,
this week as v.p.
“Highway Patrol,” with Broderick
Williams, who was one of the Crawford starred.
pioneer telepix execs, having
helped set up Unity Television in
1947, was involved in production
of the first “Fireside Theatre” se¬
ries for Procter & Gamble with
Gordon Levoy in 1949 and set the
national spot pattern for the Frank
Leahy duPont-sponsored “Football
Forecasts” before a stint as station
sales chief at Official Films up to
a year ago—sees the production of
feature films for tv as a natural
following the success of “Richard.”
As he envisions the pattern, the
Washington, March 20.
networks would contribute oneA special Senate Small Business
third financing toward production
subcommittee,
headed by Sen.
of a feature film, with British or
other studios putting up the rest of John F. Kennedy (D.-Mass.), will
start
hearings
within
the next six
the coin. Networks would get tele¬
vision rights, for several plays of weeks to investigate the problems
of daytimer radio stations. The
(Continued on page 38)
inquiry was prompted J>y com¬
plaints that it is “impossible” for
the AM’ers to provide adequate
service in their cpmmunities be¬
cause of the sunset signoff require¬
ment.
Pointing out that there are over
900 daytime stations in operation,
Kennedy said, the subcommittee
will look into allegations that the
“favored position” of the fulltime
Packard-Clipper Division of the stations, on whose frequencies the
Studebaker-Packard Corp. and .the daytimers operate', prevents “ef¬
Grand Union food chain.ttiis week fective advertising” by small busi¬
joined the list of firms employing ness men and denies daytimers fa¬
closed-circuit for the relaying of cilities for evening coverage of
sales messages.
local events.
Using the facilities of Sheraton
“These limitations of hours,”
Closed Circuit Television Inc., a said Kennedy, “are based on rules
subsidiary of the Sheraton hotel set out 30 years ago when there
chain, Packard, unveiled new mod¬ was only a handful of stations in
els yesterday (Tues.) in a “sneak the entire country. The subcompreview” to 2,000 dealers gathered
(Continued on page 36)
in hotels in 25 cities.* Five of the
25 cities were linked with a twoway audio hookup enabling view¬
ers to “talk back” to company offi¬
cials at the tv point of origin in a
Detroit retail showroom. The five
Chicago, March 20.
two-way audio cities were New
WIeboldt’s, local neighborhood
York, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas
department
store
chain, is taking
City, and Los Angeles. Actor Gene
a powder from radio after 20
Raymond served as emcee.
years.
It’s
understood
a general re¬
The Grand Union telecast, sched¬
uled for today (Wed.), represents a trenchment has caused the lopping
regional hookup of hotels in five of the AM budget which means the
eastern cities—New York, Wash¬ axing March 30 of the “Your
ington, Albany, Syracuse, and To¬ Neighbor,” morning quarter-hour
ronto. All will also be linked by on WMAQ hosted by Virginia Mar¬
two-way audio. Program will origi¬ lowe for the past couple of dec¬
nate from ABC-TV's Little Thea¬ ades.
An evening version which ran
tre in l^few York, with Tex and
Jmx McCrary on. hand for the one- on WIND for a 'fcouple of cycles
was dropped earlier this winter.
hour telecast. '■
1

‘People’ Brit. Casualty

Daytimers to Get
Their Day in Sun
At D.C. Hearings

More Firms Climb
Aboard Closed-TV

WIEBOLDT’S EXITS
CHI RADIO SCENE
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BOW TO MICKEY

‘Omnibus’ Rides Again Next Season
But CBS Grid Slotting Cues Snafu
--f

By LEONARD TRAUBE

New Talent

After raising havoc with the tv
networks, particularly CBS, with
his 7:30 Wednesday night “Disney¬
land,” Walt Disney is “doing a job.”
on the rival chains, particularly
NBC, with his 5 to 6 cross-theboard “Mickey Mouse Club.” As
result of Disney’s mickey finning,
there’s a daytime upheaval in the
NBC-TV camp that revolves around
a pair of erstwhile solid fixtures.
Who would have thought pre“Mickey Mouse Club” that “How¬
dy Doody” and Pinky Lee would
have their slots threatened? But
it’s coming to pass. “Doody” is be¬
ing edged out of its longtime 5:306 berth (this season in compatible
color) to become a morning entry
on the web. Up ahead at 5 o’clock,
Pinky Lee, the butt of everyone’s
joke in and out of the trade, is due
for the scrapheap.
“Mickey Mouse” has become the
“runaway bestseller” in kiddieland
video, averaging about 3 to 1 over
the opposition, give or take a cou¬
ple of Nielsens. “Howdy” apparent¬
ly has “had it” as a 5:30 longtermer. It’s been in these since
August of 1948 after landing as a
web entry the December previ¬
ously when it ran as a Saturday 5
to 6 show and was later switched
to Thursday in the same hour
time. Kid opus will be moved into
10:30 to fight it out with Arthur
Godfrey on CBS-TV. Thus Ernie
Kovacs, who was given the 10:30
NBC spot a few months ago, will
become a noontime comedian.
In the chain reaction, Tennnessee Ernie Ford will move from'
high noon to 2:30, as a lead-in to
the network’s daily “Matinee The¬
atre” dramatics. Thereby hangs an¬
other tale. The 2:30 slot is station
time, with a load of clearances to
be worked out.
(In New York, for instance, it’s
Jinx Falkenburg on the WRCATV o&o.) To recapture the time
upon which the Tenn. Ernie shift
hinges, NBC would give the af¬
filiates the "Howdy” 5:30 slot. And
with Pinky Lee out ^t 5 o’clock a
new show, though not of kiddie
proportions, would be sent in. NBC
figures that “anything but a mop¬
pet menu” is fit fodder for 5 p.m.
against the formidable “Mickey”
the Moocher. Under NBC’s new
daytime blueprint, the whole op¬
eration will take to the ramparts
sometime in May.
CBS-TV, too, is in the shuffling
picture. Some weeks ago Procter &
Gamble made a declaration of in¬
tentions to toss in the sponge on
the 1:30 “Love Story” and 4:30
“On Your Account” to work in a
pair of half-hour dramatic .shows,
with “Account” especially vulnera¬
ble as NBC-TV’s “Queen for a Day”
proyed an immediate click at its
debut a couple Of months ago.
“Love Story” gives way to “As the
Earth Turns” and “Account” to
“The World Within.”
As for “Queen,” it’s been riding
90% SRO with the gap being
closed in Dow Chemical’s buy of
the alternating Monday 4:30 quar¬
ter-hour, leaving only the skipweek Monday open for a sellout.

Complete newcomer to tele¬
vision has been assigned the
important staging - designing
chores on Judy Garland’s spe¬
cial CBS-TV one-shot in the
“General Electric Theatre”
time April 8. He’s fashion and
commercial photog and con¬
sultant Richard Avedon, who’s
brand new to the medium but
whom producer Sid Luft inked
because of his “novel innova¬
tion in the blending of light
and shadow, music and dance.”
Peter Genario has been inked
to stage the dance numbers
for the show, which is being
sponsored by the combined
electrical industries as a halfhour special. Ralph Nelson
will direct.
Day after the Garland show,
Avedon checks into Paramount
as visual consultant on “Funny
Face," musical starring Fred
Astaire and Audrey Hepburn
with a score featuring George
Gershwin numbers.

Upped Costs On
TV‘Mickey Cues
Sponsor Bowouts

“Mickey Mouse Club,” the Walt
Disney strip which projected ABCTV into the big (day)time with a
pre-season $15,000,000 SRO, which
posted new daytime highs in the
ratings department, and which has
just cued a wholesale daytime re¬
shuffling by NBC-TV, (see separate
story) has been having some trou¬
bles of its own lately. This is re¬
newal time for the fall on the
series, but ABC has been finding
the going rough, with a major share
of the one-a-week bankrollers hav¬
ing bowed out and some of the
multiple-segment sponsors cutting
back on their exposure for next
fall. ABC-TV is keeping the exact
extent of the damage—there are
said to be a couple of new sponsors
signed too, however—under wraps,
but sales v.p. Slocum (Buzz) Chapin
said the web is “surveying the situ¬
ation, and from the present look
of things, we may have a couple of
spots open” on the sho v.
One reason for the cancellations
is the upped cost, which amounts
to a 25% hike. Show last year was
sold at a one-quarter-hour-weekly,
52-weeks-firm rate of over $800,000 for time & program. The hike,
mainly involving increased pro¬
gram costs, would put the one-time
weekly rate over the $1,000,000
mark.
Considering the fact that
some of the smaller bankrollers’
total video appropriations don’t
often reach that figure, it’s little
wonder that some are scramming.
There’s also the matter of diversi¬
fied tv spending—using different
types of programming and time
periods to reach different audi¬
ences. With all their dough tied up
in “Mickey Mouse,” the sponsors
can’t afford to hit other areas of
television; hence the walkouts.
But as far as ABC is concerned,
the question the web is asking is
With Robert Q. Lewis checking off just how high one has to go in the I
his afternoon CBS-TV show the ratings category to grab a renewal.
week of April 9 (he’s going to!I With “Mickey Mouse” hitting the
mid-20’s on the Nielsens regularly,
Paris), the network’s daytime pro-1 they figure it .can’t go much higher.
gram head, Lester Gottlieb, is in¬
stalling Johnny Carson in the slot
as a “test tube” for the projected
Carson cross-the-board daytime
Burlington, March 20.
show.
John J. “Dusty” Bbyd, WCAXGottlieb returned from the Coast
last week after giving the “go TV cowboy, was elected to South
ahead” for whipping a Carson en¬ Burlington board of selectmen this
try into shape. No permanent slot week—the hard way.
has been assigned as yet, but if -the
Boyd, who came to Burlington
comic clicks on the Lewis trial-run via Philadelphia and Texas,'asked
CBS will open up a half-hour.
for a recount w'hich turned up 100
Carson winds up his Thursday missing votes. That gave him onenight CBS-TV series for General year term. It was his local political
debut.
Foods this week.

Carson to Test New
Show in Robt. Q. Seg

Galloping Gabber

Ford Foundation has given the
TV-Radio Workshop its budgetary
vote of confidence for another
year’s “Ombinus” ride, it’s been
learned. Series ends its fourth
season with the April 1 telecast.
But apparently still a big question
mark' is whether the 90-minute
series will again wind up on CBSTV as the 5 to 6:30 Sunday after¬
noon entry.
Involved in the “iffy” network
status of “Omnibus” is CBS-TV’s
slotting of the professional football
telecasts Sunday afternoons start¬
ing in September and continuing
into December. Since some of
these games will come from out of
town areas (Detroit, Chicago, San
Francisco, etc.) where time zones
become a major consideration,
obviously these* contests won’t be
off the air in the east to permit for
a 5 o’clock “Omnibus” curtain.
CBS, of course, continues to eye
“Omnibus” as one of its enviable
properties, but how it intends to
resolve the pro grid conflict is the
key to the show’s continued berth¬
ing on the web.
[ It’s no secret that NBC-TV has
coveted the 90-minute entry for
some time. It’s also known that at
least two of “Omni’s” sponsors,
Scott Paper and Aluminium Ltd. of
Canada have been making inquiries
around NBC as to possible institu¬
tional programming availabilities
for next season, which would tend
to put them in a questionable status
as to their "Omni” allegiance next
season.
Understood that, while Ford
Foundation has already given its
blessing for next season, the TVRadio Workshop is awaiting bids
from all the webs on time availa¬
bilities. That any of the networks
would regard the acquisition as a
major feather in. its cap is indi¬
cated by the prevailing feeling
that the show enjoyed its “finest
hour—and a half” this season, with
such entries as the Leonard Bern¬
stein and “Constitution” segments
winning unanimous raves coast-tocoast.

Gleason Back To
Hour in 56- 57?
It’s still considered highly pos¬
sible that Jackie Gleason will re¬
turn to a full .hour format next
season, taking over the Saturday
night 8 to 9 period as of yore, even
though the comic seems to have
gotten back some of his rating
bearings since his recent switch
around with “Stage Show,” with
Gleason now meeting Perry Como
headon.
The fact that “Stage Show” is
getting clobbered so badly in the
8:30 to 9.period may be the mo¬
tivating factor in sparking a return
of the king-size Gleason. The
comic, of course, has a financial
stake in the 8:30 time period, since
“Stage Show” is his package, and
in view of his two-year Buick deal
it isn’t likely that he’ll relinquish
his hold on the period by allowing
an outside (or CBS) package to be
installed,
Gleason has already wound up
the season’s remaining Electronicam-processed film installments of
“Honeymooners.” He and the re¬
mainder of the cast and staff are
on a hiatus until June.
Last Saturday Gleason was
beaten by Como for the first time
since switching to 8.

Gower Champion In
Debut as TV Director
Hollywood, March 20.
Gower Champion makes his
debut as a vidfilm director on the
Marge
and
Gower Champion
stanza of the “Screen Directors
Playhouse” series. He’ll join SDG
next week to qualify. “Playhouse”
must be directed by an SDG mem¬
ber.
He directed the “Three for To¬
night” color spectacular last year
on CBS-TV but lias never dona
anything on film before.
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It happens every

T

in a row — eveiy spring—
the Ferry-Morse Seed Company has spent
the greatest part of its advertising budget on
the CBS Radio Network. (Last year, 66%.)
Ferry-Morse sells more seeds than any company
in its field. And every planting season, it
buys CBS Radio’s Saturday morning program,
1'Garden Gate,” for this major selling effort.
WELVE years

The success of the choice speaks for itself...
In the clear evidence of a first-year venture
followed by il "renewals,”regular as spring!
Now, it’s time to think of summer. People
will be heading outdoors... for backyards and
barbecues and weekend drives. It’s a good
time to start using the special sales power of /
a campaign on CBS Radio.

on the
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spring

Throughout the entire broadcast day-week after
week-this network is the outstanding favorite
.with listeners across the nation. On CBS Radio, the
average sponsored program (Oct. 1955-Feb. 1956)
attracts a 72 per cent larger audience than the next
nearest network;... Hiper cent larger audience
than the third, network... 177per cent larger than
the fourth network. The big reason, of course, is

CBS Radio Network!

•the “product” ..CBS Radio’s unbeatable array of
top stars and shows, four seasons a year. Each
spring, Ferry-Morse buys CBS Radio to reach home
v gardeners. If you, similarly, want to reach a
specific audience...or sell a seasonal product...or
if you want to talk to everybody all year round...
use the proved power, persuasiveness and flexibility
of CBS Radio for the job.
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TV-FILMS

PAmSfi
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may.
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

eau on a monthly basis.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are tJHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

Attention should be paid to time—day and

STATION

NEW YORK

DISTRIB.

2.

4.
5.
5.
7.

.

8

9.
10.

FEBRUARY
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

SHARE
(%)

SETS IN
USE

Those ad agencies listed as

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

RATING

*
.
WCRS (2), WRCA (4), WARD (5), WABC (7),
Stations—WOr (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)_

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

.22.4.../., ... 52.5. .... 42.7 Early Show; Rain-Shine-WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards. WCBS
Early Show; Rain-Shine.... WCBS
Guy Lombardo (Mus). ...WRCA. .MCA. . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... .14,4. ... 41.4. .... 34.8
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS
Great Gildersleeve (Com).. ..WRCA. .... NBC. . Tues. 7:0Q-7:30 - .13.2...... ... 40.4. .... 32.7 Early Show; Rain-Shine.... WCBS
CBS News—D. Edwards . . WCBS
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .. .WPIX. .... CBS. . .Sat. 6:00-6:30 . .12.8. .. / 43.4. .... 29.5 6 O’clock Report.WCBS
Cisco Kid...WABC
.. Mon. 6:00-6:30 .... .11.8...... ... 38.8. .... 30.4 Clubhouse Gang.WPIX
Superman (Adv). .. .WRCA.
Gene
Autry.WCBS
....
38.2
.. Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .11.8...... ... 30.9.
Rheingold Theatre (Dr).... .. .WRCA.
. .Wed.7:00-7:30 .... .11.8. ... 33.0. .... 35.2 Early Show; Rain-Shine.WCBS
Death Valley Days (W) . .. .. .WRCA.
CBS News—D. Edwards. .WCBS
. .Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .11.2. .S’35.6..:.. .... 31.5 Early Show; Rain-Shine.... WCBS
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv). WRCA.
CBS. News—D. Edwards. .WCBS
Annie Oakley 4W). ...WCBS. .CBS. . .Sat. 5:30-6:00 ..... .10.2. ... 34.0...., .... 30.1 Rin Tin Tin.WABC
Waterfront (Adv). ... WABD. .MCA. .. Tues. 7:30-8:00 _ . 9.8.,... 20.8. .... 47.1 Name That Tune.WCBS

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)..... ..WRCA. .Ziv. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30

8.

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Dot), documentary; (Mus), musical;

CHICAGO
1. Secret Journal (Dr).

7. Wild Bill Hickok (W).
8. Liberace (Mus).

....

Stations—WBKB

Approx. Set Count—2,055,000
.WNBQ. .MCA. ... Sat! 10:00-10:30
.WNBQ. .Ziv. ... .Sat. 10:30-11:00

... ... .26.3. . ... 48.5. .... 54.3
... .. ..22.5. .... 46.2. .... 48.8

... . Sun. 5:00-5:30 .WBKB.
. WBKB. .CBS . ......... _Sun. 2:00-2:30 __
... Sat. 5:00-5:30 .
.WBKB.
.WBKB. .Ziv.!.... ..! .Thurs. 9:00-9:30 ...
"Flamingn
WRKR
... Sun. 1:30-2:00
. WGN. .Guild . ... .Wed. 9:30-10:00 ...
NBC
WNBQ
... Sat. 6:00-6:30 .

.WBKB.
10. Little Rascals (Ch).WBKB

BOSTON

.. ..19.3..... _51.3. .... 37.6
....16.8. .... 68.8. _24.4
....15.8. _54.7. _28.9
.. ..15.7. .... 25.8. .... 60.8
_14.3. .. '. 60.0. _23.9
....13.9. .... 21.2. .... 65.5
... .13.8. _42.2. .... 32.7

... .M.-F. 4:00-4:30 .... .....13.5..... .!.. 48.6. .... 27.8

4.

Stories of the Century (W).

7. Annie Oakley (W)
8. Follow That Man (
9. I Led 3 Lives (Dr)

(7), WGN (9)

Stations—WBZ (4) , WNAC (7)

Approx . Set Count— 1,250,000

Approx. Set Count—640,000

1. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). ..
2. I Led 3 Lives (Dr)....
2. Highway Patrol (Adv).
4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

9. Wild Bill Hickok (W).
10. Life of Riley (Com).. ..
10. Superman (Ady)-.
... , x

Stations—WLW-D

WHIO. .. .. Ziv . , .... .Tues. 9:00-9:30 _
WHIO...... .... MCA. __ Tues. 7:30-8:00 ....
\
WHIO. ....CBS.
.WHIO. ....HTS. .Sat. 7:00.7:30 .
.WHIO. .... Ziv. .....Fri. 10:30-11:00 ...

Approx. Set Count—515,000

Stations—WCCO

WNAC ..
,WBZ ...
,WBZ ...
WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
. WNAC ..
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
.WBZ ...
. WBZ .. .

. 8.2
. 6.7
...:. 7.2
..... 5.5
.12.5
.24.1
.18.1
.11.3
.12.8
.24.2
.15.3
.16.6

(2), WHIO (7)

. 60.2..;.. .... 66.3 Fireside ’Theatre.
....39.9...
_30.6... .... . 57.4..... .... 53.3 Dinah Shore.
News Caravan.
... 28.3...
. 69.6. .... 40.7 D. Fairbanks Presents..
.24.1...
. 48.0..... .... 50.2 Midwestern Hayride....
... .23.4...
. 58.8. .... 39.9 Cavalcade-Sports.
- Red Barber....
WLW-D....
... .21.6...
. 52.1. .... 4T.5 Little Rascals.
. WLW-D.... .CBS. .Fri. 6:00-6:30 . ....21,0...
. 59.0..... ;... 35.6 Little Rascals..
.WHIO. ....MCA..Sat. 6:00-6:30 . ....18.6...
. 44,9..... .... 41.5 Midwestern Hayride
. WLW-D.... .Ziv. .Fri. 9:30-10:00 . ....17.9...
. 32.8. .... 54.5 Playhouse of Stars..
.WHIO. .. ..ABC.
. .. .17.8...
. 37.9. .... 47.0 Wyatt Earp.

MINNE APOLIS-ST. PAUL

6.2

8.0
.6.5
7.0
4.1
6.8
14.2
9.0
7.2
9.8
6.7
8.0
16.2
,

People’s Theatre...WBKB .... . . 9.7
Wrestling ........ WGN. .. 9.0
People’s Theatre..........WBKB .... . . 9.0
.. 8.8
Meet the Press........WNBQ
Face the Nation..WBBM ... .. 3.6
Annie Oakley...WBBM ... ..10.7
Lux Video Theatre..l^NBQ .... ..30.1
Adventure ....WBBM ... .. 6.0
U. S. Steel Hour.......WBBM ... ..24.4
Gene Autry...'..WBBM ... .,11.9
4:00-5:00 ’ j
Bandstand Matinee....,.WGN .... 5.0

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .wbz.
Ziv.. . .Wed 10:30-11:00 ... ... .29.6. ....70.8. _41.9 U. S. St$el Hour.
. WNAC . .Flamingo. . Fri. 6-30-7 00 . _28 3.,,.. _78.7. .... 36.0 TV News Reporter........
Annie Oakley.
8. Wild Bill Hickok (W).
. WNAC. .Flamingo.. . Tues. 6:30-7:00 . .. ..27.0. .... 79.4. .... 34.0 TV News Reporter..
Hopalong Cassidy.
4. Range Rider (W). .WBZ. CBS... . .Sun. 7:00-7:30 . ....24.2.. 48.9. .... 49.5 Waterfront.•.
5. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WNAC. .’MCA. . .Sun. 10:30-11:00
... .24.0......64.0. .... 37.5 Masquerade Party.
6. Ellery Queen (Myst). .WNAC. .TP A. . .Fri. 10:30-11:00
... .23.0_.48.2. .... 47.8 Cavalcade-Sports .
Sports Mad. Sq. Gar.
7. I Led 3 Lives (Dr)
WNAC. Ziv., .. . . .Mon. 7:00-7:30 . ... .22.7.... .63.8. .... 35.6 Wyatt Earp.
Nightly Newsletter.
8. Waterfront (Adv). .WNAC. MCA. .. Sun. 7:00-7:30 . .... 22.4.... .45.3. .... 49.5 Range Rider.
9. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .WNAC. .Ziv. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ...,...,20.5.... .51.4. _37.9 Studio 57.
10. Stories of the Century (W).. . .WNAC. .HTS. . .Tues. 6:00-6:30 ..20.2. ... .54.4. .... 37.2 Carnival ....

DAYTON

.

9.0
6.5
9.3

...WLW-D ;
.. . WLW-D .
...WLW-D .
...WLW-D .
...WLW-D .
...WLW-D ,
...WLW-D .
..;WHio ...
..fWHIO ...
...WLW-D .
...WHIO ...
...WLW-D .

...23.4
...16.7
...17.9
... 9.5
...24.5
...14.4
...17.3
...11.8
...18.9
...33.8
.. .27.7

(4), KSTP (5), KEYD (9), WTCN (11)

.WCCO. .CBS. ... .Sat. 11:30-12:00 A.M.. . .18.0. ... 88.7. •... 20.3 Junior Action..
.KSTP
.KSTP. _Ziv..
. . .Tues. 9:30-10:00 . . .15.9. ... 31.2. ... 50.9 Wrestling
. .WCCO
.WCCO. .Ziv. . . .Thurs. 10:00-10:30 ... . .15.9. .... 35.4. . .. 44.9 Headlines—10:00 . .KSTP
Weather; Sports—10:15.. .KSTP
KSTP. .... Ziv. . . .Wed. 10:30-11:00 . . .14.9 .... . .59 1
25 2
WCCO
Amos ’n’ Andy. .WCCO
.WCCO. .CBS. .. .Sat. 4:00-4:30 . . .14.6. _ 70 5 _ ... 20.7
. KSTP
.WCCO. .NBC. ... Sat. 6:00-6:30 .... . 14.6. .,., 54.4.
rcfTp
26.9 Great Gildersleeve.......; . IVulr
.WCCO. .MCA. . .. Thurs. 9:30-10:00 _...14.4. . . 30.0'.. ... 48.0
Lux Video Theatre... .KSTP
.KSTP..MCA.,.Wed. 9:30-10:00 . .. .13.4. _ 23 8 .. .
TTrmr
... 56.4 TT
. WCCO
• WCCO. .... Flamingo. ... Sat. 5:30-6:00 . .. .13.2. .... 52.6. ... 25.1 T.anrpl Hr TTnrHy
. WTCN
.KSTP ..NBC . . .. Sun. 6:00-6:30 . .. .12.6. .... 26.8
... 47.0 Tiflijsip
. WCCO
.WTCN.
„.. Mon. 6:30-7:00 . ...42.6..;.. i... 32.6.........i 38.6 Robin Hood... .....WCCO

.

1.8

.
.

_31.5

.
*
.

. 3.0
, 7.7
.26.7

.
...

.. 15.0
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APRIL SHOWER OR DELUGE?
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4-Star in Major Expansion,
Plans Enteric live TV, Too

NEXT FEIN WEEKS Matty Fox, Eliot Hyman Merger Seen
KEY TD TELEFILMS Near in 1 Big RKO, Warners Bundle

Hollywood, March 20, 4The next four to eight weeks
possible expansion into live
will in large measure determine
video, perhaps with a quiz show',
the
financial status for the rest
and into teleblurb and industrial
of 1956 of at least half a dozen key
film fields are among future plans
outfits.
Mark Stevens, who already has telefilm distribution
of Four Star Films Inc., according
three new properties in the works With an unprecedented concen¬
to Walter Tibbals, v.p. and crea¬ for the fall, this week sigqed a tration on national-network sales
tive exec. As for telepix, admitted¬ deal with Alan Young for a new by the telefilmeries, the next two
ly the main area of Four Star, series about a psychology prof in months will determine whether
Tibbals noted that approximately a girl's college, ‘‘The Professor Is they end up in clover or face a
10 series are currently on the Young.”
Shooting on the pilot long hard struggle in market-by¬
drawing boards.
starts April 11 at American Na¬ market sales.
Aside from the extant groups, in tional Studios, with Stevens as
If a syndicator snares a net¬
production and up for renewal— exec producer, Gary Stevens as work deal, he can ride high on it
the CBS “Four Star Playhouse.” producer and Frank Gill Jr. script¬ for the rest of the year, leaning
the ABC “DuPont Cavalcade The¬ ing. Gary Stevens, who formerly on syndication merely as a sup¬
atre” and “Stage 7-Hall of Stars”
headed the Warner Bros, telefilm porting arm of his operation. If,
eeven other projects are in prep ventures, conceived the seris.
however, he fails in making a
stages. Already in can is pilot of
Series, being handled by the network deal, he is forced into
“Here's Jeannie,” starring Jeannie William Morris office, will get a the far-tougher syndication mar¬
Carson and created by Charles post-pilot buildup via a national ket, both because he's got to keep
Isaacs, and of “Roommates,” a col¬ contest auditioning six femmes his organization running and be¬
legiate situation comedy, toplining
Maureen O'Sullivan. Currently be¬ who will have running parts in the cause he is committed to finance
fore Four Star cameras are two series. Stevens, who started in the properties he may be offering for
western series pilots, "Man On the telefilm production sweepstakes national sale.
The extent to which the syndi¬
Dodge,” starring Scott Brady, and with his “Big Town” series, now
“Arizona Ames,” with newcomer has in the works pilot ventures on cators are in the national sales
picture this year is unprece¬
a
Joan
Davis
starrer
for
ABC-TV;
Richard Anderson.
•
I
Screen Gems, for -ex¬
Other , possibilities include a “The City,” in collaboration with dented.
“Richard Diamond” series, based Four Star Films and “Decision,” ample, has no less than 13 prop¬
on character created by Four Star series based on Dr. Norman Vin¬ erties it's offering up; Television
co-owner-producer Dick Powell in cent Peale’s Guideposts mag. Ste¬ Programs of America has four
radio, but without Powell in the vens was in N. Y. last week pitch¬ and may add a couple within the
starring role; and Powell's “Willie ing some of the packages at the next couple of weeks. ABC Film
Syndication has four, CBS Tele¬
Dante” character from his “Four iffetworks.
vision Film Sales three, Ziv at
Star Playhouse” stanzas, which re¬
least three, Official three. Guild
quires certain clearances. Still an¬
Films, NBC Television Films, Na¬
other western series, possibly an
tional Television Associates and
anthology, is being readied.
MCA-TV Syndication (as distinct
Half-hour telepio backlog of Four
from
the parent company) at least
Star Productions, recently bought
one .each. And that’s far from
by Official Films, Is being organ¬
all.
ized into four packages for re-run
Gone are the days when the
syndication. Three packages will
distribs committed themselves for
consist of films starring Powell and
Official Films has made its first 26 half-hours, before feeling out
other Four Star co-owner-produ¬
cers, Charles Boyer and David “station sale of its “Four Star” the market. The pattern today,
Niven, respectively.- Fourth will be package, selling the 153 half-hours except where a distrib distinctly
anthology package of other guest to KNXT, Los Angeles, for $500,- earmarks a particular series for
000 under a library arrangement syndication in order to keep a
stars on-“Four Star Playhouse.”
which will permit the outlet un¬ flow of product going out to his
limited runs over a couple of years. sales force, is to make a pilot film
In deciding to make the package, and stop there.' If the pilot is
which comprises 129 “Four Star sold, well and good; if it’s not, the
Playhouse” pix and the 24 original distrib can then go ahead with a
“Stage Seven” films, available to decision whether to continue
stations, Official is foregoing any production or not, depending on
chances of .a network summer re¬ the needs of his sales force, the
placement deal on the series.
condition of the syndication mar¬
Under the KNXT deal, the sta¬ ket, the presence of similar pro-^
In still another expansion move, tion is permitted to break down
(Continued on page 36)
latest of many, Screen Gems has the group into a number of sepa¬
shaken up its west coast sales op¬ rate series. As a starter, for ex¬
ample, it is grouping all the David
eration, moving its western head¬ Niven pix under one overall series,
quarters from San Francisco to and is taking 39 other films to
Hollywood and adding two staffers. make a separate anthology series.
Under the new alignment, Dick Same library-type terms would be '
I
Dinsmore is upped from west coast available to other stations.
Sale followed by a day Official’s
sales manager to western- sales
Hollywood, March 26.
manager and shifts into the Holly¬ special stockholders meeting called
Meetings last week between
wood office with supervision over to ratify the stock swap deal which
and Screen Actors Guild,
11 western states, plus Alaska and saw all the properties of Four Star CBS-TV
over acting jurisdiction in elec¬
Hawaii. At the same time Haan Productions turned over to Official tronics filming (i.e. Electronocam,
Tyler is joining Screen Gems as in return for 695,000 shares of video tape), broke up without
station sales supervisor of the pfficial stock. About 75%'of the agreement and with no further
western division, having moved stockholders were present or meets skedded. However, SAG is¬
over from a sales managership post repped by proxy, and ratification sued notice in statement that it
with Tom Corradine's telefilm sales was unanimous. On the heels of will “take all steps necessary to
operation. Before joining Corra- the KNXT deal Official has given protect its rights” unless such
dine, Tyler was with Guild Films Four Star Films the greenlight to filming, is done under SAG con-r
and previously general manager of go into production^ on new “Four tract.
KFI-TV, Los Angeles. Also new on Star Playhouse” films which Offi¬ Talks with net execs was result
Dinsmore's five-man staff is Starley cial will attempt to sell for the of “clarification” agreement re¬
Bush, formerly with KUTV in Salt fall on a national basis to network cently made in N. Y. between ma¬
sponsors. Series was dislodged
Lake City.
from its present CBS-TV berth by jor nets and ad agencies, and
the web’s upcoming “Playhouse American Federation of TV and
90,” and its sponsors, Singer and Radio Artists, giving electronic
Bristol-Myers, are switching to filming jurisdiction to live video
union. SAG contends this agree¬
Gene Deltch, formerly with “90.”
ment is a “flagrant violation” of
Storyboard and onetime N. Y.
jurisdictional lines covering vid¬
supervising director for UPA, has
pix
actors,
since
previously
joined Robert Lawrence Produc¬
AFTRA was limited to those pre¬
recorded programs filmed “in the
tions as creative supervisor in
manner of a live broadcast.” In
N. Y. Deitch was an Art Directors
Production" on Guild Films' new return, AFTRA contends that
League winner for his “Busy Day”
“clarification” merely sets down
i7r>nei^ F°ods commercials at “Tobor” series, described as the what already exists in field, and is
JJPA and was animation director story of a little boy with his own no extension of its jurisdiction.
on the “Bert & Harry” blurbs for electronic robot, starts on the
Goldwyn lot on the Coast March
Piel s. Beer.
DAVE GORDON TO SG
Robert Lawrence, head of the 29, coinciding, with the windup of
Dave Gordon, former publicist
production
on Guild's “Liberace”
Production firm, says he's trying a
with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, has
new approach to teleblurbs with series. Start of “Tobor” production
joined the press department of
Jbe appointment of Deitch. He's will involve a shift of crews from Screen Gems under publicity di¬
:?un(L Lawrence says, that anima¬ the Liberace stages, with Duke rector Frank Young. Department
tion experts have been able to Goldstone moving over to direct
oome up with creative ideas that the new pix and Richard Goldstone- is the largest in the business, with
fulltime flacka in N.Y. alone.
12® be Projected into live action (no relation) stepping in as pro¬ three
Gordon’s appointment marks
, ,
Pioductioii, and one* of Deitch’s ducer.
first
time a telefilm outfit has
Windup on the Liberace vidpix
,duties will be to . project
♦^ mafion techniques into, live ac¬ gives .Guild a total of 113'of the signed a flack to handle trade press
exclusively.
tion shooting,.
musical half-hours

Stevens, Alan Young Set
'Professor'; Pilot to Roll

OFs 500G KNXT
Deal on ‘4 Star’

Screen Gems In
Revamp on Coast

SAG, CBS Get Nowbere
In Trying to Resolve
Electronic Filming

Deitch to Robt. Lawrence

Guild Tobor’ Series
Set for Goldwyn Lot

N. Y. Animators Seek
Share in Residuals
Animators will be pushing for a
share of the residuals from their
work when contract negotiations
get under way in May between
New York producers and Screen
Cartoonists Local 841. New York
group is setting its sights on some
of the goals won by the Coast ani¬
mators in their recent campaign to
sign new contracts with cartoon
producers there.
Coast animators won an accept¬
ance of their rights to residuals in
principle, but with the proviso
that no residual payments will be
given to the cartoonists until the
entire industry, covering all craft
unidns, is accorded the same rec¬
ognition. New York local will make
a point of this.
Similarly, the
Coast producers won a new mini¬
mum of $185 weekly, while the
N. Y. minimum remains at $133,
though the Gothamites are on a
35-hour week. Although few car¬
toonists are working at minimum
scales, they feel a minimum boost
will help push their scales higher
anyway.

B&Eto Package
Unused TV Pilots
Project to put to use the thou¬
sands of pilot films that have never
seen the light of a tv screen is
being put into the works by Barry
3c Enright, the indie packaging
outfit headed by Jack Barry and
Dan Enright. B3cE are currently
searching out pilots, particularly
in the adventure vein, both to
package groups of them into series
and to select singles which could
be fitted into the format of existing
shows.
B3cE want to group pilots into
series of 39 films in a single cate¬
gory, namely adventure, and to
shoot in a host in opening and
closing sequences and voice-over
narration in order to tie the films
together. Effort here would be to
sell the series to either national
or regional sponsors out of N. Y.
If they are thus enabled to land
a regional bankroller, they would
turn the series over to a syndi¬
cator to get other regional ac¬
counts. What could make such se¬
ries attractive to sponsors is the
low cost involved, since many of
the pilots have been around for
years with no hopes of recouping
any of the original production coin.
As to the singles, B3cE would
break them down into program¬
ming categories for possible sale
to packagers and producers. For
example, a pilot on medicine might,
be' pitched for “Medic” showing,
idea being that if there’s enough
quality in the pic, the advantages
of having to shoot one less film
or balancing budget's might make
it attractive. Here again, the low
cost is a key factor.
CHI'S TELEFILM PEEVE
Protest Use of ’Outsider' For
State-Financed Travelog
Chicago, March 20.
Windy City commercial film in¬
dustries and allied interests last
week registered a strong protest
with Gov. William Stratton over
the use of an out-of-state film
company to lense a state-financed
travel promotion reel. Illinois
Mississippi River Scenic Parkway
Commission is shelling out $5,000
in state funds to Continental
Travelog Pictures of Tulsa, Okla.,
for a 30-minute film to be dis¬
tributed by Sterling TV,
Illinois Assn, of Film Produ¬
cers, local Screen Actors Guild
office and Chicago Unlimited, in¬
dustry group- organized to pro¬
mote Chi radio-tvi-film activity,
sent individual protests to the
governor.

Malty Fox and Eliot Hyman,
who with their respective RKO
and Warner Bros, feature film
backlogs represent the largest sin¬
gle feature film distributors in
television, are getting together.
Pair are holding extensive discus¬
sions on a “merger” which would
.stockpile the two libraries into
one group for selling to U.S. tv
markets. No deal has been signed
yet, however, though Fox admitted
there have been talks.
One possibility is that the
merger would consist of a “swap”
deal plus other considerations un¬
der which all the RKO pictures
would be turned over to Hyman's
Associated Artists Productions for
television distribution in the U.S.,.
while Hyman in turn would hand
over the Warner Bros, pix to Fox
for foreign sales. Under such an
arrangement, Hyman’s AAP would
easily emerge as the biggest sin¬
gle sales unit in the television in¬
dustry, with a backlog of 1,500
films from Warners and RKO, plus
short subjects and other features
previously acquired by Hyman. On
the other hand, Fox has been set¬
ting overseas theatrical distribu¬
tion deals with local distributors in
each country on the RKO films,
and he would merely continue the
same practice with the Warners
pix.
But Fox said this was only one
basis of discussion and there are
several alternative plans under
consideration.
He said the dis¬
cussions have taken no final form.
The agreement, once it's signed,
leaves unanswered a lot of ques¬
tions. One such would be how
the agreement affects the relation¬
ship of each ^of the principals to
the companies they Represent; i.e.,
Fox and C&C Super Corp. and
Hyman and PRM Inc. Another
would be the matter of Fox's pres¬
ent sales pattern on the RKO pix,
his “in perpetuity” offering of the
entire backlog to, stations. Would
this be abandoned under an ar¬
rangement with Hyman? " A final
point is Fox's projected $10,006,000
deal with international Latex
Corp. under which Latex would as¬
sume the heavy spot schedule
amassed by Fox under his barter
arrangement with- stations. Would
this too be abandoned, or at least
modified?

New Col Batch Of
93 Goes on Block
Columbia Pictures, which sev¬
eral weeks ago unlocked its vaults
for the first time by releasing 104
of its features to Screen Gems, it’s
telefilm subsld, has now put an¬
other 93 films on the block. The
new group, it's understood, is be¬
ing offered for sale to the net¬
works, but whether it would be
released even if a network sale
doesn't come through isn’t de¬
cided.
New package includes later re¬
leases, some of the pix being “711
Ocean Drive” (Edmund O’Brien),
“The Petty Girl” (Robert Cum¬
mings), “Ten Tall Men,” and “Sirroco” (Humphrey Bogart). Mean¬
while, the package of 104, which
Screen Gems has dubbed the “Hol¬
lywood Movie Parade” package, is
sold in 11 key markets with a
gross of over $1,500,000 thus far.

Freed’s 'Roommates’
Hollywood, March 20.
“Roommates,” new Four Star
Production vidseries, is being
produced by songwriter-turnedproducer Ralph Freed, who creat¬
ed the show which is about a
couple of college femmes, one an
exchange student from France.
Sue George and Dianne DuBois
are the stet leads, and Harry Kel¬
ler is directing the pilot. William.
Morris agency packaged the deal.
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Film producers for Motion Picture Theatres and TV spend thousands of dollars weekly,
millions yearly, for fine, outstanding productions. Discriminating producers protect
their creative efforts by having their negative developing and printing done at
Consolidated Film Industries located in New York, Fort Lee and Hollywood. For
over 35 years, Consolidated Film Industries has been renowned for the highest
quality film processing in both color and black-and-white. CFI is ready to serve you
at any of their plants located at: 959 N. Seward Street, Hollywood, California •
521 West 57th Street, New York, New York • Consolidated Park, Fort Lee, New Jersey
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MOST ECONOMICAL, FASTEST,
AND HIGHEST QUALITY SERVICE
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THE BILLBOARD FOURTH ANNUAL TV FILM SERVICE AWARDS FOR

1955

Winning Laboratories

THE BILLBOARD FEBRUARY 18, 1956

WHICH LAB EXCELLED IN QUALITY OF ITS WORK?
Place

Company

Points

1.Consolidated Film Industries.151
2.. .Moviejab......
3..Pathe Law....... 9*
4.
5.
6.
7.

Precision Film Labs.
DeLuxe Labs
.
General Film-Labs.’
Acme- Film i.abs ...’.

83
?5
59
56

8. Guffant; Film labs..
43 '
8 Film Associates. ., . ►.43
;(>. Ou-Art Film Labs36

WHICH LAB EXCELLED IN SPEED OF ITS PERFORMANCE?
Place

Company

Points

1 .Consolidated Film Industries.137
2 ..Pathe Labs ,. .....
4.
5.
6.
7.

Movielab. 80
DeLuxe Labs. 74'
Acme film Labs.69
General Film Labs. 56

7.
9.
10
10

Cut#ariM Film tabs.56
f‘lm Associates. 5i
Mecca Film Labs...,. 40
Hollywood Film Enleipiises. 40 _

«► WHICH LAB WAS OUTSTANDING FOR THE ECONOMY OF ITS WORK?
Place

Company

Po'nts

» 1.Consolidated Film Industries.149
3.Precision film Labs.
4.
f>
6.
7-

Pathe Labs.
98
Movielab . 85
Guffanli Film Labs. 73
On-Art Film Ubs.65

8. f ilm Associates..
63
9. Acme Film labs. 54
10. filmservice Labs. 47
10. Mecca Film Labs.47

Consolidated Film Industries
Repeats 3-Way Win for Labs
Keeping pace with the increas¬
ingly important role that film
labs play in a TV industry that
has embraced film more and
more, Consolidated Film Indus¬
tries has stayed atop its compe¬
tition and again this year copped
all three first-place service
awards in the laboratories cate¬

gory. Consolidated, a subsidiary
of Republic Pictures, was voted
tops of all the labs in the quality
of its work, the speed of its per¬
formance and the economy of
its work. Its feat in winning ail
three first-place awards in this
year’s balloting duplicates its
showing of last year.
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Mayor Wagner Again Blames
Webs for TV City Stalemate

NCAA-NBC 9-GAME
1
TV GRID SKED SET
Kansas City, March 20.
Slate of nine games has been
set by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association for televising
next fall, according to an an¬
nouncement by Howard Grubbs,
chairman of the television com¬
mittee, and Tom S. Gallery, NBC
sports director. Network rights
went to NBC at a meeting of the
committee in New York recently.
Setup includes seven Saturday
games and dual broadcasts on
Thanksgiving Day.
Opener is to be KentuckyGeorgia Tech Sept. 22. Others:
Texas Christian-Arkansas, Oct. 6;
Notre Dame-Oklahoma, Oct. 27;
a Big Ten game to be selected,
Nov. 10; U.C.L.A.-Southern Cali¬
fornia, Nov. 24; Army-Navy, Dec.
1; Miami-Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
This is in line with the plans
announced a few weeks ago at
NCAA headquarters here, after a
careful review of previous ap¬
proved football telecasts.

. .......

:

From die Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY ...

New York’s Mayor Robert F.4WRCA’s Keil Banghart takes two-week lease from newcasting chores,
Wagner last week pinned the blame
sailing today (Wed.) on the Homeric to the Caribbean . . . WCBS' Lanny
directly on the networks for the
Ross to m.c. kickoff fundraising dinner of Nassau County Committee
failure of the webs and the city to
of American Cancer Society March 21 at Garden City Hotel . . .
establish a television centre that
Richard F. McGeary to NBC Spot Sales in L. A. . . . Cliff Jenkins, son
would halt the exodus of live and
of Lillian Jenkins, publicity director of Madison Sq. Garden, has joined
CBS Press Info to learn the ropes under George Crandall . . . WRCA’s
filmed programs to the Coast. The
Deal under which Westinghouse
Johnny Andrews m.c.’d N. Y. Press Photogs Ball at Plaza Hotel (17)
Mayor was backed strongly in his
Broadcasting Corp. would have
. . . Martyn Green on CBS “Make Up Your Mind” (23) . . . Herman
contention that the industry itself
Hickman celebrates second anni with WCBS and sponsor Shell Oil . . .
purchased WINS, N. Y., from J. El¬
is to blame by George E. Spargo,
Jack Sterling returns to legit next month for a role in “Lighnin’ ” at
roy
McCaw
for
considerations
general manager of the Triborough
Stamford, Conn. . . . Isabel Finnie of WRCA traffic lost her mother
Bridge & Tunnel Authority, rep¬ amounting to nearly $2,500,000 has
, . . William Conrad of “Gunsmoke” to narrate CBS Radio Workshop’s
ping Parks Comr. Robert E. Moses, fallen through and is now com¬
“Legend of Jimmy Blue Eyes,” based on Edmund Brophy poem with
who also heads the authority.
special music by Ray Noble (23) . . . Charles Collingwood subbing for
pletely dead. McCaw, who pur¬
Statements by the two city of¬ chased the station from Crosley a
Ed Murrow’s newscasts March 26-April 1.
ficials were made in reply to a
John Mulvihill switches from WOR-TV where he’s, been a salesman
letter to them by Eaves Costumes couple of years ago for $450,000
for the past three years to sales in another RKO Teleradio arm, Mutual
exec Andrew Geoly, who made the and built it to its present poten¬
.
.
. Also at WOR-TV-AM, John Fogel becomes Ted Steele’s exec pro¬
correspondence public. Geoly spe¬ tial, appears set to hold onto the
ducer on all shows; started with Steele as cameraman . . . Nick Pitas!
cifically took the officials to task property indefinitely, although he’s
to head radio sales at H-R Representatives . . . Don Dunphy, Russ
on their backing of a sports centre reportedly now been approached
Hodges, Bill Stern, Red Barber, Bryan Field, Jimmy Powers and Sam
in Brooklyn to house the Dodgers, by Storer Broadcasting on possi¬
Taub comprises N, Y. Sports Broadcasters’ new advisory committee
commenting that “it must be much bility of selling.
. . . WQXR got that new 50,000-watt transmitter going this week; upped
more important to concern yourself
Exit of Bob Leder, who as gen¬
from 10 kw . . . WHLI, Hempstead, L. I., breaking ground next month
with the plight of a baseball club, eral manager of WINS, is given the
on new $250,000 radio centre, and execs expect to move in by summer’s
which charges exhoribitintly for lion’s share of credit for the suc¬
close ... Frank Lovejoy into MBS’ “Family Theatre” tonight (Wed.); wife
seats, instead of interesting your¬ cess of the operation, is said to
Joan Banks, up for this one too . . . Joe Given, longtime chief gabber
The
Masters
golf
tourney,
one
of
self in a major industry which em¬ have had nothing to do with the
at WOV, ankling for freelance and film work. He’ll be succeeded on
ploys thousands, spends millions negotiations
for sale.
Leder the year’s prize fairway packages, the 7 to 9 ayem “Wake Up New York” by Jack Walker, shifting from
in New York City, to provide won¬ signed last week to take over as has been snagged by CBS (radio
an evening trick . . . Alma John will moderate a Saturday integration
and
tv)
for
April
4-8
coverage.
derful free entertainment for each general manager of WOR, General
and every set owner in all areas.” Teleradio’s outlet in N. Y. and the Both the aural and homescreen series (in co-op with the Church of the Master and the Fifth Ave.
Presbyterian)
on WRRL . .. . Vern Hendrickson tagged as WMGM as¬
sides
are
skedding
special
pickups
Mayor Wagner referred to the Mutual flagship station. Leder’s
10-year history of talks with the switch cued a reshuffle of Gordon from the Augusta Natl. Golf Club, sistant' sales chief under Sam Faust . . . Arthur C. Nielsen, boss of
A.
C.
Nielsen
Co., back from Europe . . . WNYC will be taking appli¬
with
John
Derr,
CBS
exec
pro¬
networks on the matter, and stated Gray’s posts, with Gray becoming
that “every one of these conscien¬ v.p.-g.m. over WOR-TV instead of ducer of sports (radio), handling cations for film editor and program production assistant until March
27;
N.
Y.
C.
Department
of Personnel doing the examining. . . .
commentary
for
both.
The
tv
end
tious attempts was unsuccessful, both WOR radio and tv. Leder
Diahann Carroll guests on Kathy Godfrey’s CBS radio show Satur¬
because each network has its own moves into the Teleradio shop will spotlight three special. shows,
5-5:30
on
Friday
and
5
to
6
on
day (24)... WLIB “preeming” Jan Peerce’s new recording of the Passpeculiar problems which make it ApriV 15.
the weekend days. CBS Radio, al¬ over Seder services Sunday, with Mrs. Peerce on live as commentator
difficult for one station to get to¬
ready fortified with NIT basket¬ . . . Latest ad in Calvert’s “Man of Distinction” series features Henry
gether with the others on a com¬
ball, Olympics hockey, Florida Olmsted, whose prez of Olmsted Sound Studios . . . WABC’s Claire
mon lot. Only last week one of
horseracing, etc., will give the golf Mann doing a Voice of America stint March 28 on dieting beamed at
the large companies reportedly
show a more extensive play with West Germany . . . S. L. Meulendyke, prez of Marschalk & Pratt, host¬
evinced interest in a site in Man¬
Chicago, March 20.
hattan. We shall certainly encour¬
Motorola’s ’55 sales were a rec¬ a dozen pickups over the four days. ing a VIP luncheon at the Metropolitan Club and a tour of the McDerr, incidentally, is a top golf¬ Cann-Erickson subsid’s new Park Ave. offices on Friday (23).
age them. We want the television ord $226,653,953, up 10% from the
stations to remain in New .York previous year, for net earnings of er, having recently bagged No. 1 in
and to that end we shall continue $8,490,539, or $4.39 a share. Last the radio-tv-press division end of IN HOLLYWOOD ...
our efforts to induce them to stay. year’s net was $7,572,024, equal to the 16th annual Baseball Players
Raymond R. Morgan agency lost the White King account to Erwin,
Tournament.
I hope that some satisfactory solu¬ $3.91 a share.
Wasey after 26 years. Bills better than a million a year . . . When
tion can be worked out eventually.”
Godfrey's “Talent Scouts” anchors here March 28 Bob Crosby will con¬
Hizzoner referred to sites that
duct the competition ... Shirley Willson moved from Dancer-Fitzgeraldhave been talked up, specifically
Fitzgerald to Compton as office manager . . . Tom Cole joined KNXT
mentioning the Washington Sq.
publicity staff replacing Mike Connolly, who becomes assistant city
Title I project, the N. Y. Coliseum
editor of City News Service and a benedict all in the same week . .. .
and more recently the Lincoln Sq.
Frank M. Folsom, as president of RCA, has sundry other posts in
Title I project (ABC-TV, incident¬ national and civic affairs in Washington that run the gamut from the Paul Masterson calls it a new low in commercial routining when a
ally, is headquartered presently Defense Dept., the Atomic Energy Commission and the national USO. mortuary’s cremation pitch was followed by American Meat Institute’s
just one block from the borders At a recent D. C. powwow with another industrialist, while conferring plea to eat more roast pork . . . Phil Rapp is creating comedy ideas
of the Lincoln Sq. setup). “In June with Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson, the only thing one manu¬ for Wally Cox, Imogene Coca and Nanette Fabray . ... Gen. David Sarof last year, at Governor Harri- facturer seemed to remember about Folsom's wartime job as Chief noff passing a week here after his Hawaiian holiday before returning
man’s instance,- the whole problem Procurement Officer of the U. S. Navy was, “You’re the so-and-so who east . . . Jim and Marion Jordan are once again interested in a tele¬
was restudied and a number of edicted no vests and take the pleats out of pants as one means -to save version of “Fibber & Molly” and a second pilot may be coming along
sites reviewed again. The sites in¬ cloth while the wartime shortages were on!” It was Folsom, as a mem¬ soon . . . While at CBS Elliott Lewis produced a series called “Crime
cluded, among others, the Jamaica ber of the War Production Board, who told manufacturers of Govern¬ Classics” for radio. Now that he’s an NBC-TV producer he’ll be re¬
and Aqueduct race tracks, the Oak¬ ment Issue that this would result in a great saving of needless viving it for early piloting . . . Now that she’s a regular with Jack
Carson, Sue Clausen becomes Sue Raney.
land golf course, the Flushing air¬
port and part of Idlewild airport, materials.
all in Queens; the Curtiss airport
The 13th annual commentator award of the Alfred I. du Pont Radio IN CHICAGO . . .
and the Edenwald-Seton Falls area and Television Foundation was awarded Friday night (16) to Howard
NBC veep Jules Herbuveaux addresses the annual Public Utilities
in the Bronx.”
K. Smith, chief European correspondent for CBS news. In Smith’s Advetising Assn, luncheon next Tuesday (27). Subject: color, natch
Spargo, replying in the absence
it was accepted by Elmer Lower, CBS News director of . . . British photographer Jack Whitehead has joined Fred Niles Pro¬
of Comr. Moses, was more direct, absence,
special projects. Smith is in London. The award committee cited
stating that “it is just about 10 Smith “for his service to the American people through his emo¬ ductions as director of photography . . . Earl Steele, ex-WCCO, Minne¬
years ago that we started to work tional insight into the meaning of European events and his ability to apolis, added to the WBBM production department . . . Producer-direc¬
tor Don Meier, assistant director Tom Arend and script girl Gwen
with the various concerns in the communicate that meaning with clarity, liveliness and warmth.”
Griffen in Marineland, Florida, lensing footage for an upcoming NBCtelevision industry to encourage
Station
WTIC,
of
Hartford,
won
the
award
for
large
stations
and
TV “Zoo Parade” . . . WCFL, indie owned by the Chicago Federation
them to stay in N. Y. I cannot re¬
member how many conscientious WICC, of Bridgeport, Conn., was selected for top “meritorious service of Labor, made a $5,000 donation to WTTW, Chi’s educational tv sta¬
attempts we have made to be of .to the American people” among the smaller power stations. Presen¬ tion . . . Bernie Saber has ankled United Film & Recording to become
Kling Film’s musical director . . . WNBQ-WMAQ news and sportscaster
help. Every effort has been unsuc¬ ilation were made at the annual awards dinner in Washington.
Norm Barry guestspeaks at today’s (Wed.) meeting of the Publicity
cessful because each of the sta¬
ABC Radio’s eight-man Station Planning & Advisory Committee Club . . . Richard Reinauer joined Foote, Cone & Belding’s radio-tv
tions has its own problem and
seems to want to attack it in its goes into a full-day session tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y., department after a hitch at Kling Films . . . Vince Garrity starting
own way If portions of the indus¬ for a full-scale workover of the nighttime programming problem and his 11th year with his “Inside on Sports” on WAAF . .-. Sears is drop¬
ping the “What’s the Pixie” quizzer on WNBQ but may- hang onto the
try move from N. Y. it will not be a looksee at the questiTJR of network option hours.
Understood the SPAC will o.o. nighttime programming plans to be Wednesday night slot ; . . Virginia Graham, hostess of NBC’s “Week¬
because the City and State offi¬
cials were negligent. It will be submitted by the web for “New Sounds for You,” the 7:30-10 block day,” comes in March 29 to help launch the Greater Chicago Cancer
because some of the people in the which got good critical and clearance reactions but was unable to latch Drive ... . ABC ad^-promotion-publicity chief Ell Henry-and family driv¬
industry decided they want to move onto any sponsors. Web has been working out several replacement ing south this weekend for, a Florida vacation . . . Mars Inc. installing
and no one can stop them.” (Wag¬ possibilities, but wants to give its affiliates a gander before making its ^Buffalo Bill Jr.” celluloid series on WGN-TV Thursday nights
ner said essentially the same thing any decisions. Also up for consideration, reportedly, is the Campbell . . . NBC newsman Alex Dreier departs-next week for two weeks of
in an interview with Variety two Soups system of cue spots, which has aroused some ire on the part of rest in . Honolulu. Jim Hurlbut will sub on his network “Man on the
stations as an “invasion” of their spot business.
months ago.)
Go” crossboarder and George Stone will work the Sunday night WNBQ
news show.
.
Philadelphia lawyer Irving Segal joins Abe Lastfogel and Manie
Sacks as one of the chief speakers at the testimonial dinner for Martha
Raye being given tomorrow (Thurs.) night at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., IN WASHINGTON . . .
Washington femmecaster Hazel Markel will cover the Grace KellyWanna know more about how to by the National Nephrosis Foundation. Segal, president of the Foun¬
make with the statistics on the in¬ dation, has been in the show biz picture for sometime via represen¬ Prince Rainier nuptials for NBC’s “Weekday” and “Five Star Final”
tation,
of
Hollywood
majors
in
anti-trust
and
other
suits.
.
.
. CBS news, correspondent Bill Downs back in web!s, capital, bureau
come tax returns due April 15?
Segal is a member of Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis.
after a Rome assignment for past two-and-a-half years .. . : Radio sta¬
Hear and see “The Bill Cullen Tax
Party,” carded by WRCA and
tion. WWDC's sales manager Herman Paris has chalked up an SRQ
Radio and television continues its gradual lifting of the legal curtain record for all program and spot adjacencies for entire season of Wash¬
WRCA-TV, N.Y., March 24, from
which traditionally has stymied electronic coverage of courtrooms ington American League baseball broadcasts. . . Ted Cott, DuMont
11:15 to midnight.
Show, of which the first version proceedings.
v.p., due here April 5 to speak to town’s Women’s Ad Club . . . CarleMilwaukee Journal’s WTMJ and WTMJ-TV had their day in court ton Smith, WRC-NBC boss and winner- of web’s management awards,
was presided over by A1 (Jazzbo)
Collins, was readied with co-op of last week with an exclusive sound film report of the. sentencing of off for a Florida vacation with frau . „ . Paul Norton added- to an-,
Internal Revenue’s regional office, Robert O’Connor and John Johns, who were handed a life rap for nouncing staff at. WTOP-CBS . . . George Washington U student poll
and will consist of questions from killing a local tavern keeper. WTMJ news director Jack Krueger got named WMAL-ABC’s Milton Q. Ford town’s top d.j. . . . Sportscaster
studio audience thrown at a board the okay from Criminal Court Judge Clarence E. Rinehard who agreed Jim Simpson teeing off a new Saturday. (6:45-7 p.m.) interview and
of tax experts. For the glam side the filming of actual sentencing would not jeopardize the defenders’ film show over WRC April 7 .
. CBS newscaster. Bill Shadel was
there will be six taxettes—three legal rights.
speaker at Tex;as. convention of Sigma Delta Cho, professional journal¬
“Miss Long Forms” and three
ism fraternity, past weekend.
“Miss Short Forms”—who’ll cir¬
Phil Nalle, musical director of CBS-TV’s “Mama” stanza rang up
culate in the aud with portable a double anniversary last Friday (16). Since that was the 300th tele¬
mikes. WRCA’s .mobile unit will cast of the series (in its seventh and perhaps last year, incidentally), IN BOSTON ...
cruise the city to pick up queries it was also the maestro’s “300” batting average. Same show marked
WBZ-WBZA sent out Irish pennies, flown in from Ireland, to press,
from street paraders.
Nalle’s 3,000th chore in tv since his preem on the homescreens back ad agencies and VIP’s in honor of St. Patrick’s Day and-placed a full
Program’s being offered to in 1946.
page, headed “Shure, and it’s greetings from Boston, U. S. A. to all
Bromo-Seltzer and other headache
Dual milestone was celebrated by Nalle at a party after the “Mama” of the boys at home!” in the Dublin Irish Independent Sat. (17) . . *
vanishers.
show. *
(Continued on page 34)

Westinghouse-WINS
Dickers Collapse;
Bob Leder to WOR

Masters Golf Tourney
Set for CBS Radio, TV
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The Joan Davis Show
A brand-new comedy half hour.'with an old favorjte of
TV audiences! Joan Davis plays the starring role, of
course. But to make the package even more sure-fire,
Joan produces the series, too. Each show will be on film
. . . and, almost surely, on most TV screens next fall.
n teries vou'll want to take a look at soonl

Frontier Judge
^
Half-Jbour CbertokjTV production starring veteran actor
.

(Leon Ames. ’Plots revolve around the adventure^ of Judge.
John Cooper as he rides a frontier circuit. A crack staff

If

is backing up these productions! Chertok's successes
include 180 "Lone Rangers/'* "Private Secretary/* "Sky
King/* many "Du Pont Cavalcade Theaters.*'

R. F. D.-U.S.A.
Half-hour documentor^ films,Jwritten and narrated by
Carl Carmer, distinguished American folklorist. Productions are on location, off the beaten track—in Tennessee
bill country, a Utah bluff village (Pop. 50), a tiny island
off the Florida cpast, a typical New Hampshire town.
A "Window

on

America** series —real, heart-warming.

Wire Service
An hour-long filmed adventure series based on news
stories and the stories behind the news. Three stars

i

!\jo^
•

rtfl/)t/

r -

C(Geprge Brent, Dennis Morgan, Dane Clarkrotate,
lead performances as reporters. Robert Fiorey directs—
he was winner of the Screen Directors Award for best
television director last year, a nominee this year. Don
^Sharpe|and Warren Lewis are executive producers.

•a

Command Performance

0^

90-minute filmed drgigM&J^hology, produced by Me¬
ridian Productiohs.4o.hn Gibbs/Meridian head, will use *
three wide-ranging production companies—at Goldwyn
studios, in Bermuda, Europe and other locales. Unusual
scripts and all-film production will make available Holly¬
wood stars like Don Taylor, Raymond Burr and Sally

fa

Forrest—all in the first film.

International Theater

^'■v.
Produced in Europe by Sheldon Reynolds; this hour-long
anthology features hard-hitting American stories, Ameri¬
can stars. Scripts will be outstanding originals, as well as
adapts of classics by Scott Fitzgerald, E. Phillips Oppenheim. Present plans include some comedy and romance
os well as adventure. Sheldcm Reynolds is the series*
permanent host.

Publicity Girl
Half-hour film comedies produced by vCherto.k.wS(LeVh«s^
stars a lovely public-relations gal.v.Jan Sterling/Scripts
revolve around the items she attempts to get printed—
and those she tries to keep out of the papers. There's
plenty of drama and romance (gal plays opposite no
less than four leading men) as well as fast-paced com¬
edy. Locale is southern California.

/

-
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Blade
^Lo^-E^teoili^i^fe^ fi.!*! 9*X and jfpjjj^^

-

-ffer

filmed adventure series based on the life pf colorful Jim
Bowie—father of the Bowie knife. Bowie's career as
backwoodsman, general, Indian fighter, intimate of

;/fW

celebrities and statesmen supplies. an almost it ex¬
haustible source of material for what promises to be
one of 1956#s most exciting newcomers.

It’s a Great Country .
Half-hour
Edelmanjone of
jr film series produced by lou Edelman/one

-'flu

t

.

/) +

TV's most successful film producers. Stories revolve
around warm, believable Americans both here and
abroad. Exciting subjects include a boy on the edge of
delinquency, a doctor faced with performing an opera¬
tion while in a critical condition himself, and many others.

African Safari
Authentic African adventure series shot on location- in
the heart of Africa. Famed explorer Attilio Gatti is in
charge of production. He and his safari will appear in
the film, but adventures will be fictionalized to add
drama, excitement and suspense. Three separate cam¬
era units will cover all photography.

The Long Highway

Iki,

Half-hour film series. Authentic, highly dramatic stories
about truck drivers, their women and their lives, pro-.
duced by Lou Edelman. Hard-hitting adventure scripts
J°C<:a$j!on:all^ spiced with comedy) by best-selling writer
^ ' A.T. Bezzeridesv

iPat O'Malley plays the dispatcher

%*J(n the first film, will star throughout the series.

>Av,s..^

60- and 90-min. "Teleramas”
These special "one-shot" productions will be BJG shows ^

•tfftSrffa'

in every sense of the word! Six will be premiere Theater
Guild performances,- others will be divided between the
N

Metropolitan Opera, and ABC-TV's News Department
under the personal supervision of John Daly. These
might be 1956's best TV buys!

;•

fl

U I;

$4 tfsco Gut iM, itwe,

m/dsdeo

ko/c aMofiuj t/&u/ epocdGofl K/e
^dttd shi aMtfiUad cfoaht/mat/io
del 'ft&Ht, flo& ad ti/iuuf. d&Of oM/motfto fiod
(pafctafyOtoo{ate^oU^Sit'll Te^uzmoof. 'Tbtt~
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Alan Dary joined WBZ Mon. (19) taking over the 10:25 to 11:55 p.m.
segment for his disk jock show and will work cross the board at the
same time except for Saturdays when he has the 9 a.m. to 12 noon
spot . . . Leo Egan, WBZ sports director, covering the Red Sox spring
training in Florida with phone and film reports of the team’s training
activities. Lindy Miller filling in on the "All About Sports” program
during Egan’s absence. Filmed reports of the Red Sox in spring train¬
ing are shown on WBZ-TV news programs and the phone reports are
broadcast on the sports program Mon. through Sat. at 6:15 p.m. . . .
WTOA-TV, Channel 56. Cambridge, Greater Boston’s only ultra high,
frequency station, will suspend operations until “further notice” March
31, Wallace Dunlap, gen. mgr., reported this week . . . Lp.uis A. Web¬
ster, director of WEEI’s "Country Journal,” left Mon. (19) for a Ber¬
muda vacation. Henly Wendler fills in . . . Phil MacDonald replacing
Howard Nelson on Priscilla Fortesque’s program on WEEI Mon.
through Fri. from 3 to 4 p.m. Nelson devoting fulltime to producing
the new "Beanlown Matinee” with Carl Moore, 4:30 to 6 p.m. Mon.
through Fri. . . . John Mario took over "On a Saturday Afternoon”
for "WEEI Sat. (17; and continues each Sat. from 2 to 6 p.m.

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
KRON, NBC’s Frisco outlet, seems intent on bumping live, local
programming off the air. Tom Groody and Bonnie Kever depart their
Wednesday-Thursday spots starting the week of March 25 and that
leaves those two days completely without any live, local programming
—and leaves only a half-dozen shows beirg produced at KRON alto¬
gether. Groody, who was once KRON’s big
rd winner, is through
at the NBC outlet, apparently, but Kever still has a couple of other
spots. Explanations include (1) KRON (owned by The Frisco Chroni¬
cle) is interested in keeping NBC happy (2) slipping ratings don’t make
that much difference (3) KRON, which has been plugging color-tv
assiduously, vrants to clear the boards for a tinter onslaught . . . New
West Coast boss for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. is Phil Lasky,
KPIX general manager . . . Don Keating, the Frisco flack, is engaged
to Beverly Hudson, singer on the Don Sherwood-KGO-TV show . . .
First sponsor an KNBC-FM’s new schedule was the local RCA distrib,
Leo J. Meyberg Co. . . . Rates on KNBC-TV were set at $50 to sponsor
an hour’s program, $5 a one-minute spot .'. . Don Arlett is leaving the
publicity biz May 1 to produce "People with a Past” on a fulltime
basis, kick around a couple of ideas with CBS-TV.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
Bob Forrest, WCAU-TV program director, replaces John McClay as
station’s assistant manager in charge of tv . . . Ed Devenny exits WFILTV film dept, to join Beacon Advertising Agency . . . Bob Powell,
WIP’s "Dawn Patrol” host, quitting radio to sell newsprint . . . Sam
Elber, WPEN public relations chief, to act again this season in Valley
Forge Music Fair productions . . . Broadcaster Stu Wayne (WPFH) hos¬
pitalized with virus infection . . . "Big Top,” WCAU-TV origination
for the CBS network, to devote entire stanza (31) to students of the
U. of Florida’s circus school . . . Lloyd E. Yoder, veepee and g.m. of
WRCV, WRCV-TV, will speak on "Color Television and the Adver¬
tiser” at the Poor Richard Club (27). . . . George Mathews, formerly of
KCA, Denver, and KCSJ, Pueblo, Col., appointed business manager
of WRCV-TV; Robert' Woodburn, a transfer from NBC, Chicago, gets
the assistant post . . . WFIL-TV’s program director, Jack Steck and

H’wood’s 2-0ut-of-3 Strikeout
Continued from page
— Contlnued
,rom
MSe 21
might well shift the budget to the
21 ;

With
Fves on
Future
mill
UU 1 Uiuic

thls o£ course costing con_
’
.
,h
siderably less t
$ ’
000 GE is willing t" spend.
The sole survivor among the majors is Warner Bros., which in the
course of the season has doubled
its ratings and on more than one
occasion has taken the measure of
Milton Berle, Martha Raye and the
CBS Phil Silvers, besides completely dominating the first halfhour 7:30-8 priod on Tuesdays.
Show’s first Nielsen rating on Sept.
13 was a 15.7; its latest, for Feb.
14, was a 32.7, topping Miss Raye
and Silvers both. Much of the
credit for the rating rise, which
has dumped the cost-per-thousand
on the series below the $3 mark,
is due to a change in format which
saw the “King’s Row” third-week
dropped completely, the more popular "Cheyenne” raised to alternate-week standing and a new anthology segment interpolated into
the format. Only problem remaining in the studio’s pact with ABC
is the question of coin, with Jack
L. Warner having warned that he’ll
require $100,000 per pic instead of
the $65,000 he’s now getting. As to
sponsors, the picture isn’t certain
yet, particularly in the case of
General Electric, which has bought
another slice of time on ABC and

Atlanta, March 20.
Any thoughts that radio has fallen upon evil days was dispelled
hereabouts Thursday (15) when
WSB, owned and operated by Atlanta Newspapers, Inc., celebrated
its 34th birthday anniversary.
Civic, cultural and political leaders, participating in station’s observance of occasion, forecast a
"bright future” for radio.
The outlook for WSB and radio
specifically was keynoted in a special
program,
“Radio
Looks
Ahead,” which featured WSB’s
birthday theme and the future outlook of the station and the industry.
Participating in the discussion
of radio’s future on this special
broadcast were Mayor William B.
Hartsfield, Frank K. Shaw, Dr.
Charles Allen, John M. Outler, Jr.;
Furman Bisher, Don Carter, Henry
Sopkin, John Settelmayer, Ronnie
Stephens, Ernest Rogers and Haskell Boyter.
This representative group touched
on the part played by radio in the
fields of civic endeavor, religion,
sports, music and journalism.
John Outler, Jr., general manager of WSB Radio and WSB-TV,
summed up the station’s own plans
for the future.
—-:
staffers are conducting a seminar for politicos on camera procedure—
a service which started in 1948 . . . WRCV’s "Rover Boys,” Bill Givens
| and Vince Lee, emceed a special Education Week for blind benefit
Gimbers.

IN PITTSBURGH . .

.

Janet Noel Farrell, music librarian at KDKA^TV, playing piano for
cocktail and dinner sessions at Hotel Sherwyn . . . Duquesne Beer has
bought the four-a-day "Sports Extra” segments on A1 Nobel’s platter
show over KQV . . . Fred Davy, former radio and tv announcer here,
has just been named sports director of WSUN-TV in St. Petersburg,
Fla. . . . Wendy King pinch-hitting for Janet Ross on KDKA while
she’s visiting her folks in Florida . . . George E. McGary Jr., has
resigned as sales manager of WKST in New Castle to accept a similar
post at WANT in Richmond, Va. . . . Jean Connelly, of Channel 2
staff, signed by Kaufmann’s department store for four fashion shows
. . . Gateway Upholstering has signed Alan Boal, of WPVP in Beaver
Falls, to do all of its tv spiels . . . George Tons, former sales manager
of KDKA and more recently sales representative for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. in midwest with headquarters in Chicago, has returned to Pittsburgh and is joining KDKA-TV sales staff.

new period..
Cancellation of the Metro and
20th shows won’t necessarily mean
^hat
great Hollywood raid on
television is at an end. In the case
Metro, the studio and ABC are
ticking around ideas on a possjbte new approach for next season> though this is in the preiiminary stages. There’s also the
possibiIity that M-G might talk
turkey with another network, mebbe CBS since B0b Weitman is now
over there as program development
veep< As for oth, it is still very
much alive with its "My Friend
Flickawhile its pilot on the "Mr.
Beivedere” is said to be attracting
a good deai 0f agency attention,
Moreover, it’s slating some halfdoen 0tber progrzam projects for
next season.
But the "institutional” approach
by the studios seems to have "had
» The Metro format of short subje'cts pius trailers got a cool crilical and rating reaction and kept
it that way, despite a last-ditch
enct-of-season attempt to rectify
the situation with serialization of
m-G classics. The 20th stanza got
mixed critical reaction, with its
sbows varying in quality throughout the year, while its ratings
showed a slow’ but steady upward
spiral.
Its
"behind-the-scenes”
plugola segments, however, came
in for plenty of razzing
-
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CBS Radio Snares
Brace of New Clients
CBS Radio has snagged a couple
more sponsors for daytime stanzas,
Renuzit Home Products comes in
on the network’s segmented selling plan for the Robert Q. Lewis
Saturday show starting this week
(24). Average is two segs per week,
In the other coingetter, CBS
grabbed Carter’s Little Liver Pills,
in a dropout from NBC, as a soaper co-sponsor on "Helen Trent”
and "Young Dr. Malone,” using
three-a-week on one and twice
weekly on the other.

Now-more power ■
for the best music on the air

Open and shut case!

billboard says it with its top award in The Billboard 1956 Annual Promotion Competition. Variety says it in

its latest run-down of the top ARB-rated film programs in New York:
Seven out of the top ten film programs in New Yorkare on WRCA*TVI

Rrst-rate film promotion wins prizes ... but more important, it wins, audiences. “The Great Gilder sleeve”
(wrca-tv’s

Billboard entry) doubled its Telepulse rating... tripled its abb .._/.in just six months on the station

• • * an open and shut case for the all-out promotion wrca-tv provides its programs... and their sponsors!
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New York

represented by NBC Spot Sales

Pitt Theatres Sponsor
Oscar Preview on TV

Television Chatter
New York
It’s Leonard Levison (known in
financial circles), not as errattunied
last week Leonard Levinsori .(the
tv-radio writer), named as defend¬
ant in Rockhill suit . . . Bill ifenn,
producer of B’way Chapel Players,
in featured role on ABC-TV’s
“Star Tonight” tomorrow (Thurs.)
in “The Chevighy Man.” . . .
“The
Conqueror,”
new
John
Wayne - Susan
Hayward • film
(RKO), has bought saturation
campaign on WCBS-TV starting
tomorrow (Thurs.) in 10-day drive
embracing 72 day and night spots
of all kinds.
Lynn Dollar of “$64,000 Ques¬
tion” added to Lester Lewis roster
. . . Easy Washer takes Monday
slice of “Arthur Godfrey Time” in
addition to Wed. . . . Hubert Wilke
to Teleprompter Corp. as sales
exec . . . Blue Cross-Blue Shield
picks up Ron Cochrane seg of
WCBS-TV’s Saturday “Six O’Ctock
Report" starting March 31, giving
Blue Shield six-day exposure on
the program, being already in on
Robert Trout slices three-a-week
and Bill Leonard’s end twice week-

at the
• PIANO
• ORGAN
• CELESTE

BILLY
NALLE
I REMEMBER
MAMA
CBS-TV

BROOKS
COSTUMES
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MIADIO-TEIJE VISION

ly . . . Announcer Don Morrow to
Mexico City for two-week holiday
It’s a boy (March 15) for Mar¬
shall Stone?-^o.d<TQi^dtrector of
WRCA-TV’s VJitwC" Diary ’.. .
George de WBt’s^ption on CBS,TV “Name Tfr^t-tfune” picked up
.■ . . 'Marx Bfp^next-to-last film,
“Night"Jin CaS#lanca,” bought by
WCBS-TV fr'ohi Standard TV for
exclusive N.Y. unreeling on a twoyear, 10-run deal. At same sta¬
tion, R. J. Reynolds (Winston Cigs)
and Ballantine Beer to share in final
game of NIT basketball tourney
(24), via William Esty, in what may
be the first local co-op bite . . .
Millette Alexander, 22, in tv thesping for only four months, drew a
lead on Sunday’s (18) “Appoint¬
ment With Adventure” and a role
in “Kraft TV Theatre” March 28
dramatization of “Titanic.” Also
has four commercials running.
Richard J. Goggin, formerly with
ABC-TV and latterly a lecturer and
writer on television, named chair¬
man of the motion pictures and ra¬
dio departments at New York U . . .
With Ted Collins mending after
his heart attack, Kate Smith has
set April 29 for her first appear¬
ance of the season on the Ed Sul¬
livan Show . . . Cornel Wilde guestcelebs on “I’ve Got a Secret” to¬
night (Wed.) . . . Herb & Pixie
Shriner back from a Florida vaca¬
tion . . . “Beat the Clock” celebrates
its sixth anni Saturday (24) . . .
Richard Carlton upped from sales
manager of Minot TV to eastern
sales manager of parent company
UM&M-TV . . . Chris Schenkel and
Bud Palmer sharing commentary
chores for CBS-TV on the National
Invitational Basketball tourney
from Madison Sq. Garden Satur¬
day (24) . . . Parker Fennelly, Je¬
rome Cowan, Cliff Hall and How¬
ard Smith did voice parts for
Transfilm’s “Calling All Salesmen”
color cartoon for Life mag being
shown to a'agencies, product sales¬
men and sales managers showing
relationship of sales to national
advertising. Frank Cordell penned
the score . . . Ray Meyers named
research director at Guild Films,
replacing Andy Coscia, who moved
to Western Television . . . Bob
Welles, songwriter-husband of Lisa
Kirk, wrote two new tunes for Miss
Kirk’s “The Human Touch” for
“Front Row Center” on CBS-TV
April 15.
It’s Lenny Traube, press agent,
not Variety’s Len Traube (Trau)
his cousin, hurt in auto accident
last week . . . Evelyn Patrick gets
the nod as the new Revlon spieler
on “$64,000 Question” starting April
6 with Barbara Britton moving
over to the new Sunday night
$64,000 Challenge” (also Revlon.)

Pittsburgh, March 20.
Downtown Theatre Managers As¬
sociation for the second straight
year will bankroll an Academy
Award Preview on KDKA-TV to¬
morrow nijtht (Wed.) for 15 miniifes ImnTd'diat.ely preceding the
telecast 6$ the-'Oscar ceremonies
Quarfer-hApr features, as it did
last March) city's three first-string
movie critics, Harold V. Cohen, of
Post-Gazette and’ local Variety
mugg; Karl Krug, of the Sum-Tele¬
graph, and Kap Monahan, of Press.
Reviewers will discuss and sum¬
marize their selections between
movie clips for Penn, Stanley, Hairis, Fulton and Warner Theatres,
sponsoring the ..show.
ing produced by Dubm-Feldman
agency, which first sold the idea to
the DTMA a year ago.

WBZ-TV Gets Ballcasts
Boston, March 20.
WBZ-TV, Channel 4, gets all the
baseball games this season. During
1955, both Boston channels, 4 and
7, split a 52-game tv sited.
Red Sox officials and W. C.
Swartley, vice president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. activi¬
ties in Boston, inked the deal this
week which gives WBZ-TV the en¬
tire 51-game Red Sox baseball tv
sked for ’56.
First televised game of ..the sea¬
son will be played Tuesday, April
17, between Baltimore and the Red
Sox at Fenway Park at 2 p.m.
There will be 34 home games
and 17 on the road. Of these, seven
are night games, all played at Fen¬
way Park. Seventeen of the games
to be televised are skedded for
Saturdays, and 24 others will be
seen on Sundays.

Caners WATV Stint
Buck Canel, vet Spanish-language sportscaster who does Voice
of America shows and handles
Spanish versions of the Friday
night Gillette fights for the West¬
ern Hemisphere airing, has signed
for his first tv stint, which also
by the way is his first non-sports
effort in broadcasting. Canel signed
a deal to host Spanish-language
feature films on WATV, Newark,
which has been upbeating its
Spanish-language programming of
late.
Product for the series, which
airs 90 minutes' Saturday nights,
was acquired a couple of weeks
back from George Caputo, indie
film importer.
_

Daytimers
; Continued from pape 23 ;

= HARRY ALAN TOWERS
ORG IN LIQUIDATION

London, March 20.
Production Services (radio and
tv), one of the companies con¬
trolled by Harry Alan Towers, has
gone into voluntary liquidation,
following a meeting of creditors.
It was reported that, over $135,000
was outstanding to creditors and
assets were listed at over $100,000.
’ According to John B. Rubens,
who was appointed joint liquida¬
tor with Kenneth R. Cork, the
company was making films for
Associated Television and Incor¬
porated Television Program Co.
without contract, without setting
down how much they were to cost
and how much. was going to be
paid. (Until a few weeks ago Tow¬
ers was a director of both ATV and
ITP).
Rubens added that these two
companies agreed to pay the total
cost of the films made, including
some $644,000 they had already
advanced. He thought the company
had been insufficiently financed at
the start, although Towers himself
had put more than $44,000 into it.
Among the assets listed by the
liquidator were over $31,000 for
- ■ - Continued from page 27 £film scripts. $25,000 for films and
gramming on the market and any aalmost $22,000 for due debts.
other numbers of factors Includ¬
Sari Antonio—Bob Pearson has
ing availability of financing and jjoined the announcing staff of
possible of large regional deals.
IKMAC here. He comes here from
This accent on national sales IKVOU, Uvalde._

mittee is interested in whether the
public interest requires the ex¬
tension of broadcast hours for
those stations presently limited to
daytime broadcasting.”
Kennedy said his committee
wants to learn the views of FCC
on the problem “and is especially
interested to know what justifica¬
tion there is, if any, for the fail¬
ure of the FCC to come to a de¬
cision on- the issue which has been
pending before it for more than 11
years.” He referred to the clear
channel proceeding, which in¬
cludes an issue relating to inter¬
ference caused by daytimers op¬
erating on the same frequencies as
clear channel stations.
In addition to the FCC, Ken¬
nedy said, the Committee will take
testimony from daytime, clear
channel and other fulltime sta¬
tions.

Shower

(backgrounded by the establish¬
ment last fade of national sales de¬
partments in many syndication op¬
erations) has resulted in a new
production pattern as well. Pre¬
viously, the syndicators made
production deals at all times of
the year; still do, in fact, when a
property is aimed for syndication
But this year, virtually all pilot
film activity and the preceding
matters of acquiring rights, etc.,
were all made about the <same
time, from the first of the year
till now.
Consequently, there’s
also an unprecedented hustlebustle on the Coast as producers
on dozens of pilot pix.
Fact that all the decisions will
be made in the next two months
is something new, too. Never be¬
fore has the buying season begun
so early—in fact, the clients and
agencies for the first time are
are putting the finishing touches
on purchasing their fall shows the
same time and even before they
are picking their summer replace¬
ments . Some d i s t r i b s were
fast asleep at the switch; the
networks have, gotten all their
pilots in by this time, jumping
the gun on the syndicators, and
the result has been some hurrup- visits
to the
Coast by
syndication execs to push produc¬
tion along and. see what’s holding
up the show. “Where’s that pilot
print?” is the cry of the day
among the syndication houses.

Radio Followup

Announcement—
OPENING APRIL 3, 1956

WARD ACRES STUDIOS
and

J. B. WARD PRODUCTIONS
JACK B. WARD, President

OLAF OLSEN

JACK JASON

Vice President

V.P. Charge of Production

435 North Ave.( NEW ROCHELLE, New York

Complete Filming Facilities

Contact JACK JASON

PHONE FOR BROCHURE

CBS Radio Workshop
^
Radio still has some tricks up its
sleeve. That was reflected in an
interesting experimental drama
presented last Friday (16) on “CBS
Radio Workshop.” The presenta¬
tion was titled “Cops and Rob¬
bers” and as noted on the show it
employed “real cops and not so
real robbers.”
The real and unreal aspects of
the program were in the creation
of a crime and the evenutal solu¬
tion and arrest of the criminals.
A robbery and shooting were
brought into play via narration,
scripting and acting by profession¬
al actors. That constituted the ar¬
tificial portion of the drama. With
the crime established, four re¬
tired N. Y. City Police Dept, de¬
tectives moved in on the scene for
spontaneous handling of the situa¬
tion.
The quartet’s sole knowledge of
what was transpiring was the - in¬
formation contained in a simulated
“official” complaint, known in po¬
licy stations as a “squeal sheet.”
In other words, the detectives
worked off the cuff as if on an ac¬
tual case, while the actors set the'
scene for the dialers and then had
to ad lib answers when finally
nailed by the Sherlocks.
Although the cracking of the
case wasn’t particularly dramatic,
the offbeat elements of -the pro¬
duction had merit. The .detectives
worked as though ori an-actual job
and the actors handled their as¬
signments capably. .The show’s
major weakness, though, was that
| it seemed to be riggeji in favoy of
| a quick solution by the police.

pioneering
1
an even
better tomorrow ^

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
NBC and CBS

On March 18, 1949,;,
pioneering WGAL-TV telecast its first)
programs. WGALTV now enters its
eighth year with a'
determination to con-,
tinue pioneering . . .to give the best tele-1
vision service possible
to its viewers and the
many communities in
which they live..
STEINMAN STATION'
Clair McCollough, Pres,

WF»

316,000 WATTS

IN** Ywfc'

v' %!*?,

M' Cfcfc*#
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Thank you,
Emmy...
9 times
BEST DRAMATIC SERIES . Producer/ Showcase.. .for Ford and RCA
BEST MUSIC SERIES

... Hit Parade... for Lambert-Hudnut

BEST VARIETY SERIES . . Ed Sullivan Show,. .for Lincoln-Mercury Dealers

and congratulations to these Producers'* Showcase winners . . .
MARY MARTIN

_ . . Best Actress... Single Performance.. ."Peter Pan"

NBC . ... . . . . . Best Single Program of the Year ... “Peter Pan”
SAMMY CAHN

\

JAMES VAN HEUSEN)

. . Best Musical Contribution...
"Love and Marriage" from "Our Town”

FRED COE. .... Best Producer... Live Series
OTIS RIGGS. . . . Best Art Direction... Live Series
and to this Hit Parade winner . .. TONY CHARMOLI. . . Best Choreographer

Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.

RADIO-TFXEVISIOX
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17 New CBS-TV Shows
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Pfi&IETY
Fabray, at about the same time as
news of the split became public
property, was filing an appeal with
the U. S. Tax Court against a claim
by Internal Revenue that she owes
$12,009 in back taxes. Contention
is over payment of $17,880 she
made to Gibraltar Financial Corp.
which she said was for interest
and thus deductible, whereas the
Government says it was solely
“for reduction of Federal income
taxes.”

Disney
-■= Continued from page 19

-

tro’d in past sessions, such as "Ho¬
mo Sapiens” and the “Cyrano” of
“Man and the Moon,” will get
highlighting treatment in hourlong animated segs. Also to be
aired is tv version of Disney’s 1954
theatrical pic, English-filmed “Rob
Roy,” co-starring Richard Todd
and Glynis Johns.
Two more hour-long science
stanzas are on drawing boards,
“Our Friend the Atom” and
“Weather,” in a trend away from
space-travellers of past seasons.
Into five-weekly “Mickey Mouse
Club” go 20 more “Spin and
Marty” quarter-hour episodes, to
roll in June, with David Stollery
and Tim Considine continuing in
co-starring roles. As already dis¬
closed, a new quarter-hour series,
“The Hardy Boys,” starts filming
next month, with Charles Haas di¬
recting and Jack Gillis scripting.
Over 4,000 feet of film from 60
cameramen over the world is al¬
ready edited and ready for to air
on next year’s “Mickey Mouse
Newsreel,” while the 10-segment I
“Wliat I Want to Be” series will
deal with dairy farming this time
around.
Scope of “Mouseketeer” kiddie
performing troupe will be expand¬
ed next season, in keeping with
Disney’s declared intention of
showcasing moppet talent. Nine of
original 24 tykes remain on studio
contract list, but troupe will be
built up to full quota by next year.
Original cartooning for “Club”
will fall into “Jimmy Cricket”
quarter-hours, with segments up¬
coming on “Safety,” “Book Club,”
“The Nature of Things” and
“You.” Also planned are original
animated strips on educational
topics, with a series on the U. S.
constitution under discussion.

variety show out of New York
which is now in process of being
finalized.
“Cavalry Patrol,” a half-hour
filmed adventure series starring
Dewey Martin. Exactly what its
title implies. Coast origination.
Pro Football Sunday ^fternoons
from September to 'December
with possibility that “Front Row
Center” may move back in Janu¬
Continued from page 20 ■ - - ■■
ary.
want this to happen to the broad¬
casting industry.”
McConnaughey suggested that
broadcasters deemphasize profits,
- Continued from page 21
set sales, and advertising “and
or $7,500. It was not “in the cards” build a record of public service
for even a “Caesar’s Hour” to pay that cannot be successfully chal¬
lenged.”
that much.
Likening the broadcast industry
In the trade, the price factor,
even if considerably less than the to a family in which some chil¬
one bruited about, was not be¬ dren “try to get as much out of
lieved to be the main considera¬ life as possible and put as little
tion, although not unimportant in into life as they can.” Chairman
tv’s dazzling moneybags era. Miss McConnaughey noted that “one of
Fabray, according to reports, split the signs of maturity 1s the attempt
with Caesar on a matter of billing. to put more into life than you get
She was pressing for more prom¬ out of it.”
“Translated,” he said, “this
inent pinpointing of her role in the
show, perhaps under equal billing means that adults tend to em¬
phasize
competition in giving pub¬
status. Since Caesar couldn’t “see”
himself surrendering such a pre¬ lic service because they know it
rogative on his own production, the will pay off in a sustaining mone¬
tary reward. It does not seem nec¬
split ensued.
Meanwhile, Arthur Murray, essary for me to compare the shal¬
whose “Party” under his name is low, childish efforts with substan¬
getting a 24-week ride on CB£>-TV tial and sound approach of the
with Tony sponsorship in the John¬ adult. But this might help you to
ny Carson Thursday spot, put in determine your own broadcast age.
for Miss Fabray’s services at a re¬ Are you an adult?”
McConnaughey said he does not
ported $5,000 per guest shot. Miss
Fabray has appeared several times believe in calling the police to
on previous .“Party” shows. There control the conduct of a child.
was no word from the singer-ac¬ Similarly, he said, government
regulation of the broadcast indus¬
tress as to acceptance.
Curiously, when Caesar was in the try should not be necessai’y except
throes of his first "season and ex¬ as a last resort. “I would call the
periencing trouble in setting up the whole (broadcast) family together
femme vis-a-vis, Miss Fabray was and work out the problems on a
but one of three femme perform¬ self-regulation basis. I would wash
ers under consideration. When her out the soiled spots- in the family
guest shots clicked, the other two washer. Then I would put it on
were shut out. But now it looks the clotheline where everyone
Continued from page 23
like the discarded pair, Shirl Con¬ could see that it is genuinely clean.
way and Pat Carroll, will both get It should not require dyeing or the pic either under special spon¬
a crack at Caesar shows next bleaching.”
sorship (like “Richard”) or inte¬
season.
grated into the already-sponsored
In Washington, D. C., Miss
framework of a regular spectacular
series. Additionally, it would- share
Continued fsom page 20
in Western Hemisphere theatrical
the power to hire and fire.”
rights. Web would also help supply
At this conference, said Evins, a top American star and a top pro¬
Larue had indicated fear of re¬ ducer and possibly a director. Stu-'
prisal from members of the indus¬ dio, with Theatrical Enterprises
try which FCC is supposed to be takings a share, would foot the
regulating*’ and suggested that rest of the bill. Under such a pat¬
names of personnel who prepared tern, production would be limited
certain memoranda “should not be to no more than $1,500,000 per
divulged because if their names picture to make the network stake
were known in instances where feasible, but at this figure the web
they had taken positions unfavor¬ has a chance even for a profit on
able to the networks, the networks the theatrical side, says Williams.
would see to it that such staff per¬
Role of Theatrical Enterprises
sonnel were fired.”
would be to package each produc¬
Evins said that “these .allega¬ tion, getting the property to begin
tions by the FCC to the effect that with, bringing together the net¬
the networks have the power to work and studio, helping get the
hire and fire those who do not star and producer, and arranging
vote or speak in the networks’ in¬ theatrical ‘distribution in the West¬
terests are serious matters and de¬ ern Hemisphere. Another phase,
mand an immediate: and thorough which Williams feels wasn’t prop¬
investigation. Therefore, I have is¬ erly executed with “Richard,” Is a
sued the subpoenas as one of the fullscale promotional effort, both
steps in our resumption of hear¬ for tv And theatres; that would
ings in this continuing investiga¬ seize on the video showing and the
tion of regulatory agencies and in idea of simultaneous premieres
an effort to serve the interests of and exploit that to build up thea¬
the public, and small business.
tre grosses.
Williams. Is talking
PLUS 50 OTHER CHARACTERS
first to NBC,
course; but Isn’t
restricting
Jhis
efforts to that web
on tho 'HOWDY DOODY SHOW'
alone.

filmed situation comedy series.
With 13 already in the can, pro¬
duction staff has taken a hiatus
pending finalization of a sale. New
York origination.
“Whirly Birds,” half-hour film
series carrying the Desilu banner.
All about the adventures of a heli¬
copter. Coast origination.
“Harte of Honolulu.” Half-hour
dramatic entry being shot on lo¬
cation a la ‘‘The Lineup” in San
Francisco.
‘‘The Brothers.” This half-hour
filmed situation comedy will star
Bob Sweeney (ex-Sweeney
&
^arctv) which will also feature
Gale Gordon, familiar to ‘‘Our
Miss Brooks” viewers. Coast origi¬
nation.
“Probe,” starring Wendell Corey.
Another half-hour filmed series on
which the web is.extremely bullish
based on three scripts already
completed. Deals with use of medi¬
cine in solving crimes. Coast origi¬
nation.
New Marie Wilson half-hour
filmed situation comedy series
titled “It’s Me, Marie,” which
George Burns is producing. Miss
Wilson plays herself, an actress,
who inherits 50% of a banking
house fortune and has to make de¬
cisions. Coast origination.
“Mr. McAdams and Eve,” a halfhour filmed situation comedy
series starring Ida Lupino and
Howard Duff. Sol Sacks, ex-writer
of “Favorite Husband,” is penning
this one. Coast origination.
“Perry Mason” filmed full hour
series, based on the Erie Stanley
Gardner stories, tentatively slated
for Saturday night, now that
“Stage Show,” “Two For the
Money” and “It’s Always Jan” are
slated to get the heave. CBS and
Paisan Productions are filming the
series on the Coast. Ben Starr has
completed the initial script. Wal¬
ter Doneger will direct. Cast has
not yet been chosen.
“Chicago 212,” based on the
Chicago Fire Dept, files. This halfhour film series being shot in Chi
‘ will star Frank Lovejoy with Nor¬
man Foster as director and Bill’
Russo as producer.
“The .Big Record” hour live

McGonnaughey

‘No No Nanette’

‘Richard’ Pattern

Pallan’s Pit Switch
Pittsburgh, March 20. '
Second topflight WWSW person¬
ality to be picked off by KDKA
radio in the last year is Art Pallan,
indie station’s No. 1 deejay who
moves over to Westinghouse op¬
eration flext month. Pallan fol¬
lows Rege Cordic, who went with
KDKA last fall after building him¬
self into one of the leading figures
in broadcasting circles here at
WWSW over the years.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
Guest Start FRANK SINATRA

,

Saturday Night. Mar. 24 N.B.C.-TV
Mgt.i William Morris Agancy•

Interested in
The

THE FLUB-A-DUB

Got. Johnson in 300G
KTLN, Denver AM Bn

MIGHTY MOUSE
DINKY DUCK
PLUS 10 OTHER CHARACTERS
FOR RCA VICTOR

THE VOICE OF 85 CHARACTERS IN OVER 40
ANIMATED FILMED COMMERCIALS FOR U.P.A.—
STORYBOARDS — SHAMUS CULHANE — ACAD.
EMY — CINEGRAPHIC ~ TRANSFILM — Y&R
BBDio — N, W. AYER — DANCER — COMPTON — WM. ESTY — WEISS t GELLER — HILTON
& RIGIO — JOSEPH KATZ
FITZGERALD
AND OTHERS

CALL MUrray Hill 8-6600

Washington, March 20.
Gov. Edwin C. Johnson of Col<
rado, who when a member of th
Senate and chairman of the Intej
state & Foreign Commerce Con
mittee, was a consistent thorn i
the side of the FCC, has becom
a broadcaster himself. Togethe
with his son-in-law, Bob Howsan
owner o^ the Denver Bears, Got
Johnson has acquired a one-thir
interest in a group which this wee
purchased KTLN, a. 5,000-watt Der
ver indie.
Group purchasing the station, a
a price of $300,000, from Leonar
Coe, comprises besides Gov; Johr
son and Howsam former Sen. Bui
ton Wheeler of Montana an
Wheeler’s two sons, John L. an
Richard. Former is an attorney fo
Sears Roebuck, latter is forme
manager of WIRE in Albany, N.Y
and ex-sales manager of WTQP-T1
in Washington. Richard Wheele
will manage the outlet. Wheele
family will 6wn two-third of th
station, the-Johnson-Howsam conbine one-third. Sale is subject t
FCC okay.

Freberg
==X Continued from page 21 --

-

judge directs defendants to show
why they should not be enjoined
and restrained, as requested In the
suit, from further performances
which use a “colorable imitation”
of the “Cecil” character.
When Freberg was a Clampett
employee from 1949 to 1954, he
inked a contract prohibiting him
from divulging or using the “Cecil”
characterization. However, NBC
deliberately induced Freberg to
breach this contract, suit' charges.
Puppet character of “Cecil,” de¬
veloped over years by Clampett
and staff, is unique in field because
of human-like facial expressions
and emotions, suit contiues. Meth¬
ods, techniques and procedures by
which the puppet smiles, . cries,
sneers, sneezes, kisses and spits are
trade secrets given to Freberg in
confidence, with the contractual
obligation that he would not di¬
vulge or use them for other em¬
ployer*, suit charges.

Very

best deal on a new

HOWDY DOODY
MR. BLUSTER

The Voice of

Detroit, March 20.
The pros and cons of educational
tv got a going over at the annual
conference of fee National Educa¬
tion Association’s Department of
Audio-Visual Instruction.
One group charged that boards
of education “with an eye on the
taxpayer” and the prejudices of
some teachers were-keeping tv sets
and movie projectors out.of many
classrooms.
Charles F. Schuller, director of
the audio-visual center at Michigan
State said: “Most Michigan high
schools and many elementary
schools are equipped to show
sound movies. But many boards of
education have still to learn that
by spending a few dollars more
they could increase the efficiency
of classr<*->m teachers more than
25% with tv and other audio-visual
equipment.”
Lyle W. Ashby, NEA assistant
executive-secretary, urged teachers
to resist any movement to use tv
in the classroom as a solution to
the nation’s teacher shortage.
“Such efforts to deal with mount¬
ing public school enrollments by
providing mass tv classroom in¬
struction are pure nonsense,” he
said. “Too many people are going
overboard on the use of television
through closed circuits in the
schools. Education never will be¬
come an automation or assembly¬
line process.”

D. G. Probers

ALLEN SWIFT DOES
MORE ‘VOICES’ THAN
ANYONE IN SHOWBIZ
Th. Voice of

Pros & Cons on Educ’l
TV Raked Over Coals
At Audio-Visual Meet

THUNDERBIRD
FORD
Call or write SAM ANGER (brother

of

Harry

Anger,

& A C )

LYnbrock 9-OfcOO
TED ROWLAND, Inc
Lynbrook, Long Island N

Y.

Delivery Anywhere in the U S.

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
Hotel Great Northarn
11B WEST 57th STREET
e
•
e
e
e

Idaal for TV rahaariala
eallat School
Dane# Instruction
Photographic or Art Studio
Or living quarters

24-htur BlevatK and iwItthbMrd mi-vIib

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
If you have a pilot film cultablo for TV wa would lika a
briaf summary of your format.
Preliminary screen for network
•how.
Daadlina April 10th.
MOROAN-ILSRICHT A ASSOCIATE
*11 gt. Philip St.
Naw Orloons/ La,
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.. to a great show
... and a great guy !
Wonderful, wonderful things happened on that
“red letter’’ day back in 1952 when we first met Ralph
Edwards. We acquired a show that soon became great 1
We formed a friendship that became even greater!
.And we started a relationship that has always been
stimulating, exciting and rewarding. Fun, too!
For Ralph Edwards is far more than a superb show¬
man and a “perfectionist.” He is a man of tremendous
enthusiasm, understanding, and warmth.

end. Even though the show is high in popularity and
the sponsor enjoying his greatest sales.
But before we partall of us at Hazel Bishop
and at Raymond Spector
Company want to say
“thanks a million” for
the wonderful cooperation
we’ve received not only
from Ralph, but from hi$
entire team. Especially
Axel Gruenberg, Charlie Steinglass, Dick Gottlieb,
Paul Edwards, Von Dexter,. Don Malmberg, Sue
Clark. Also MCA’s Charlie Miller and Berle Adams.
And our own Bob Warren and Joanne Jordan.
As to the future, our deepest, warmest wish is that
“This Is Your Life”-like Hazel Bishop’s LongLasting Lipstick-will “stay on and on and onl”

Ralph knew “ydti gotta have heart” long before
the famous song in “Damn Yankees” became a hit.
He put plenty of heart in “This^Is Your Life’ ...pro¬
duced a show that quickly won the loyalty of millions
—and at the same time became a vital force for good.
But strange things happen- in TV. Sometimes the
best of relationships between sponsor and show must

P, St

A word to Procter & Gamble—our co¬
sponsor of “This Is Your Life” for the past year and
a half. We sailed a darn good ship together. Now
it’s all yours. Good sailing!

40

by their father, one of the leading
circus clowns In France. The trio
are one of the more versatile acts
extant.
Jose.

Tele Followups

HAL HIXON
Formerly Ziegfeld Follies and Club 18

Representing ■

Chrysler Manhattan
Company, Inc.
A Direct Factory Retail Branch
Can Make You the
VERY BEST DEAL
in All of Greater New York
CHRYSLER
PLYMOUTH
IMPERIAL

f

Call HAL HIXON
At ClrcU 6-4342
For Complete Details-—
And a Money-Saving Deal

Beautiful Charcoal Portrait
Done Fjom Your Photo $10
Unusual Gift

JOHN WALENCIK
17 N. STATE ST.
Rm. 1704
CHICAGO 2, ILL.-

a perceptive play that never went
overboard in emotionalism. “Doll
Face” was extremely well balanced
comedy-drama.
Director Sidney
Lumet, in much better form than
two weeks ago, handled his players
deftly and -action kept flowing
smoothly. Final scene was done
very skillfully and the lensing on
the whole was imaginative. It was
a show to remember.
Hi/t.

Shower of Stars
Jack Benny has found the video
equivalent of his famed screen
blooper, “The Horn Blows At Mid¬
night.” It’s‘George Kelly’s vintage
one-acter, “The Flattering World.”
The playlet, penned in 1918, took
up the major portion of CBS-TV’s
“Shower of Stars,” which comes
out once a month in color and
black'-afid-whttc: Its only distinc¬
tion, however, is that it was an off¬
beat entry in a variety show for¬
mat. Play, pegged on a bluenose’s
attitude toward show biz, is a light
hearted caper in the writing but
came heavy and sluggish in the
playing. Benny surrounded himself
with some all-star players but they
never got in tune. Aside from some
expert mugging by Elsa Lanchester,
there was little to laugh at or com¬
mend. Benny was stolid and un¬
inspired as a bluenose college
dean, Peggy Lee was miscast as his
wife, Fredric March showed some
spirit as a ham, Miss Lanchester
played the housemaid and Sharon
Bell essayed her young daughter.
Ralph Levy’s direction didn’t help
either.
Fore and aft, the stanza was back
on more familiar vaudeo lines.
Benny's patter was mostly unin¬
spired, Miss Lee* came off okay
warbling “Riding High” and “Mr.
Wonderful” and the foursome,
Benny, March, Misses Lee and Lanchaster, romped through “Heart,”
from the legituner “Damn Yan¬
kees.”
In addition to the Chrysler plugs,
neatly, handled by Bill Lundigan,
Benny got in a line for his Lucky
Strike show, Miss Lee got in a
phrase about her stint at.the Cocanut Grove and March got in para¬
graph about his upcoming pix,
“Alexander The Great” and “The
Man In The Grey Flannel Suit.”
Miss Lanchester said nothing. Ap¬
parently, she’s at liberty.
Gros.

U.S. Steel Hour
Last week’s (14) “The Candi¬
dates” on CBS-TV's “U.S. Steel
Hour” was a cliche-ridden piece
attempting to latch on to the
“smoke-filled room” phase of a
national political convention. The
jockeying for ballot position in the
S.S. Schweitzer hocus-opus was
headed up by Ralph Bellamy as a
veteran senator who missed the
nomination several times before
and figured this was his last
chance. Rival was a younger sena¬
tor, played by Larry Gates.
Between the two of them, plus
their
henchmen,
the
country
would be in a bad way if either
was nominated and elected. That’s
how “Candidate” struck home in a
negative way. Daniel Petrie di¬
rected the Theatre Guild produc¬
tion with a good feeling for pace,
the closeup.? of each camp in ac¬
tion on the maneuvering for dele¬
gates’ votes were skillfully exe¬
cuted, and only a play was miss¬
ing. The lead characterizations
were inconsistent, with show plac¬
ing it for suspense to throw a
viewer off.
Truth to tell, the tipoff came al¬
most at the beginning >vhen the
convention chairman was shown
behind a battery of microphones—
all of them “CBS.” Were they
kid ding J Bellamy and Gates did
the best they could. Among those
in the cast were the able Russell
Collins as Bellamy’s principal ad¬
visor and Joan Wetmore as Gates’
wife in a couple of bits wasting
her talents.
Ttciu.
■ - Ed Sullivan Show
Ed Sullivan did well with some
of the top talent in several fields
with, his Sunday (18) edition on
CBS-TV.
The
sole
drawback
seemed to be in the quality of the
filmed sequence by Marcel Marceau. Much of the fine detail of’
his pantomime was lost, but even
in a haze, this speechless wonder
impressed as one of the fine art¬
ists in this endeavor.
Sullivan went through some de¬
partures, particularly his use of
Joe E. Lewis, who toastmastered
the Friars dinner honoring Sul¬
livan few days earlier. Normally,
Lewis’ brand of humor isn’t for
family consumption, but this cap¬
suled dosage of the nitery head¬
liner stayed on the right side of
the Comstockiah line. There were
a couple of moments in which a
hep ; viewer wondered how he
would ektricate .Jiimself. Lewis
managed handsomely and pro¬
vided a lot of laughs in the process.
On the classical side, Sullivan
brought in a pair of Metsters who
did right handsomely by the tunes
assigned them. Roberta Peters in
“The Doll Song” from “Tales of
Hoffmann” while Caesare Siepi
executed “La Mer.”
In the legit field, Ell Wallach
headed a troupe of actors who did
the early part of “Teahouse of the
August Moon.” It constituted a
good teaser for the company em¬
barking on a tour.
Other plus values were con¬
tained in the songs by Nat (King)
Cole in a smooth delivery of a trio
of tunes, and the Charlivels aided

CBS-TV Chi Shift
Continued from pace 21

view color as something for the
future.
“When there’s enough demand
for it, we’ll be ready for color,”
Chi veep H. Leslie Atlass asserts.
Columbia’s “no color now” stance
for its Windy City o&o is in sharp
contrast to NBC-TV's WNBQ which
is currently going through a com¬
plete remodeling itself for an
April 15 debut as the nation’s first
“all tint” station with all its local
live shows getting the rainbow
treatment.
The t new CBS quarters include
four tv and five AM studios, plus
a brace of • recording rooms that
can also be used for radio. Video’s
Studio 1, the largest of the quar¬
tet, measures 63x80. feet and has a
40-foot scenery loft. It’ll be used
as the main audience studio with a.
seating capacity of 300, using fold¬
ing chairs. It also has a builtin
two-lane bowling alley which is
floored over when not in use.The other three tv studios meas¬
ure 50x60 feet. The entire video
layout is on .the groundfloor, thus
eliminating the elevator problem.
Dallas — Jimmy Mundel of
WFAA-TV here has been elected
prez of the Dallas-Wort Worth
News Photographers Association.
Other officers are Hal Hunt,
KRLD-TV, Dallas, veepee and Key
Herbert, WBAP-TV, Fort Worth,
also a veepee.

.1

CINCINNATI,

With a mighty 29.1 ZIV-TV’S CISCO
KID (Duncan Renaldo) gives the
bum’s rush to a long list of big-time
operations on the Cincinnati scene,!
including TV Play¬
house, Climax, Jack
Benny, Comedy Hour,
I Love Lucy, etc.
To get command of a bigger TV audience,
get in touch with •

Television Reviews
; Continued from pase 22 ;

Continued from paste 22

fusal to grow old gracefully—and
there was no attempt to candycoat
the characters. Everyone sounded
just as they might have in real
life.
“Doll Face,” costarring two per¬
formers with a long and distin¬
guished showbiz record—Glenda
Farrell and Frank McHugh-told
of a" former, beauty queen who
could never live down her moment
of glory. During a visit to a con¬
vention, where her husband hopes
to get a promotion, she turns her
charms on the boss. It is a rude
awakening for her when the hus¬
band loses the promotion on her
account.
Yet, and every tv viewer should
be eternally grateful to scripter
Ross for this, the ending didn’t
bring on the traditionally sudden
reformation in which, in the space
of five minutes, a character is able
to gain .complete insight into him¬
self. As a matter of fact, in “Doll
Face,” it appeared that the wife
realized only dimly her shortcom¬
ings. Her first reaction was to
blame her failure on a poor job
done by the hairdresser.
Miss Farrell gave the part of the
matron- life, bounce and vitality.
It was a firstrate performance.
One could feel sorry, for her, even
dislike her, and yet she also held
the audience’s sympathy through¬
out. McHugh was warm and quite
wonderful in the role of the weak
husband.
Possibly the most engaging and
exciting performance was given by
Nancy Malone, a pretty and extra¬
ordinarily winning young actress
who brought understanding to the
difficult part of the daughter. Miss
Malone made a very distinct con¬
tribution and registered via her
unaffected simplicity. Here’s a gal
Hollywood should rush out to get.
In the smaller parts, Addison
Powell did very well as the young
new owner of the firm who suffers
under Miss Farrell’s uninhibited
attentions; Gene Lyons as the press
agent etched a convincing por¬
trayal and Jeff Harris did a surpris¬
ing lot with the-small role of the
bellboy.
Scripter Ross can take a bow for
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simple, sober, non-sugarcoated yet sistants, circus acrobat Nick Cravat
never morbid approach that earned as a bearded mute who saved his
the respect as well as attention of physical feats for another occa¬
the viewer. It was not only dis¬ sion, and hefty Fortunio Bonanova
tinguished public service; it was the other faithful second. Cristo’
also a compelling tv drama. And in this first- N. Y. showing, con¬
though it had its faults, it was very ceals his Dantes identity from Faith
sensitive, adult treatment, and its Domergue, deadpan beauty, who
overall effect was impressive.
comes to him seeking her father’s
Produced by CBS Public Affairs murderer. It turns out that her
in consultation with the American fiance,'de Villfo^s (Sutton) is the
Psychiatric Assn, and National guilty party, who is finally dueled
Assn, for Mental Health, show, into a corner by Cristo and turned
built its emphasis mainly around over to Napoleon’s troops for final
an actual filmed report of three dispatch.
months in a patient’s life (and
Nineteenth century costuming is
treatment) in a California hospital. subdued but effective, and not
There were vignettes on other much out of the ordinary is made
patients that were fascinating, of the camerawork, which is only
amusing or depressing, by turn. adequate.
But the progression of 13 • weeks,
As- for the selling potential of
as a doctor brought a woman out this TP A skein, Dolenz’s handsome
of mental darkness, was the main maturity could easily have an im¬
subject. Rather slow moving, the pact on a goodly number of hausprogram nevertheless, always held fraus.
Art.
interest. When the doctor, after
10 weeks, brought the mute woman
to utter her first remark, any
viewer must have experienced a
quiet thrill.
Continued from page 19 -■ -r
The sessions between the patient,
a Doris L., and the psychiatrist, Dr. Robinson is setting up two key
Louis Cholden, had a compelling
honesty and intensity. Brief shots aides to Bo|> Weitman, recently
of other patients were no less ab¬ named veepee in charge of talent
sorbing.
Some were articulate, anjl program development. This
others mute. Some discussed their
past hallucinations very fully and particular unit is due for a major
frankly. The film picked up won¬ expansion, with a Weitman Coast
derful moments—hands awkwardly aide and another functioning in the
covering faces, bedraggled hair, east.
dejected figures; visiting hours,
Thus the CBS-TV program dept,
song' sessions, games. The care, will move more and more in the di¬
solicitude and gentleness of doc¬ rection of a major film studio, with
tors and attendants shone out.
the upcoming key appointments de¬
Format of the show was a little signed to implement Robinson’s
complicated. Perhaps it was neces¬ new operational pattern for tv.
sary to get a name, and Orson
In his new exec veepee status,
Welles proved an ingratiating Jones similarly will be divested of
reader, reading parts qf a book on many routine chores but at the
insanity in a Glasgow hospital of same time provide relief to tv
100 years ago. He read simply prexy Jack L. Van Volkenburg.
and effectively, with no histrionics.
Book was for contrast to the more Jones will move into every promi¬
humane conditions and treatment nent area of operation except net¬
of mentally sick' patients today, but work programming.
actually the real passages some¬
times confused a viewer, and might
Louisville—Bud Abbott, WHAS
have been dispensed with. More
effective were the cogent remarks disk jockey and announcer, has re¬
and- explanations by Dr. William signed to become public relations
Menninger, as the program pro¬ rep for Radio Free Europe in Mu¬
nich, Germany.
ceeded.
Program didn’t completely
satisfactorily explain to this viewer
what treatment had cured the pa¬
INDU8TRIAL HCART
tient, Doris L., of her melancholia
OF TH8 TRI-STATE AREA
and recession—whether drugs had
been used as well as psychiatry,,
etc. But perhaps too much had
been crowded into 90 minutes as it
V\\l///
was.
Event was a bold, adult and rare
thing, probing into such a touchy
subject. After all, as one medico
(or Welles) said, there are no sharp
lines between mental health and
316,000 watts of V. H. F. power'
mental illness. The program not
only threw penetrating light on
what may be the nation’s-No. 1
health problem, but it also gave Groater Huntington Theatre Corp.
hope to many a viewer that was
Huntington, W. Va. Huntington 3-0185
once regarded as definitively ill
could be curable. Program point¬
ed up eloquently the need of care,
as it demonstrated that most of
the mentally ill could return home
if money and doctors were avail¬
able.
It can’t be too often said—CBSTV can’t be too highly commended.
Bron.

Robinson, Jones
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COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
With George Dolenz, Faith
Domergue, Nick Cravat, Fortunio
Bonanova, John Sutton, Paul
Cavanaugh, others
Producer: Leon Fromkess
Writer: Sidney Marshall
Director: Bud Boetticher
Distributed by: Television Pro¬
grams of America
WABD, N. Y.
Last Saturday (17) “The Count
of Monte Cristo” got started on
WABD, N. Y. Producer-distrib
Television Programs of America
reports it has the half-hour film
series inked in some 90 markets.
The George *JDolenz starrer strives
for more realism than its many
(of late) costume counterparts in
vidfilm, but still it isn’t much more
than standard period derring-do.
Stanza is aimed more at adult
viewers than at the kids, judging by
the fact that the title character, as
portrayed by Dolenz, shows his
wrinkles more than most of the
leading man breed. Nor does he
escape getting cut up—neither do
his assistants in many brawls with
the faction of French nobility that
opposed King Louis Phillip in 1834.
Adapter Sidrtey Marshall skipped
the Dumas’ transformation of Ed¬
mund Dantes into Cristo and
plunged right into an episode in
which the nouveau nobleman downs
John Sutton, who greatly resem¬
bles the arch villain prevalent in
the early days of costume talkies.
Dolenz has two permanent as-
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SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Producers of

PRODUCERS’ SHOWCASE
(NBC-TV)
Gratefully acknowledges the 1955 "Emmy" awards of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences to PRODUCERS' SHOWCASE:

Best Dramatic Series
Best Producer For A Live Series
Best Single Program of the Year 1955
Best Musical Contribution
Best Art Direction
Best Actress In A Single Performance
PRODUCERS' SHOWCASE, NBC-TV, takes pride in presenting
Katharine Cornell in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" pro¬
duced, staged and adapted by Guthrie McClintic and also star¬
ring Anthony Quayle, Henry Daniell andfNancy Coleman on
April 2, 1956, 8 to 9:30 P.M., EST.
*

PRODUCERS' SHOWCASE is sponsored by
THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY and RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

THE ALCOA HOUR and The GOODYEAR HOUR (NBC-TV) are also productions of
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

Frank Sinatra: "Songs For Swin¬ nitery in'New York’s Greenwich
gin’ Lovers" (Capitol). Once again Village. The Jazz Messengers have
is just adequate platter fare. Ar¬
Frank Sinatra has rounded up a
rangement is too reminiscent of
flock of standard items to make up been attracting plenty of hipster
the?clicko "16 Tons."
a compelling wax package. He’s attention during the past year and
Mantovani Orch: "Candlelight"been a solid album seller for Capi¬ this LP shows why. The combo £
"Spring In Montmarte" (London).
tol
since he started with "Songs imaginative, inventive and W
Once again Mdntovani has come
For Young Lovers” a couple of wheeling and packs a lot of ex'
up with two instrumentals accent¬
in
their instrumental
years ago and this set will sustain citement
ing the lush melody lines. Both
the hot pace. The Nelson Riddle flights. It’s conceiveable that even
sides are good programming bets
arrangements do the set a lot of the squares can get some message
that’ll please a wide aud. "Candle¬
good, but in the long run, it's the from the Messengers. Art Blakcv’q
light" has the spinning edge.
Sinatra style that brings the tunes drums spark this package which
Buddy Bregman Orch: "Picnic""Soft Winds," "Alone
home. He works over 16 standout includes
"Riviera" (RCA Victpr).
Theme
Together" and "Minor’s Holiday.”
oldies.
from the Columbia pic, "Picnic,”
Eddie Albert and Margo: (Kaon)
is okay instrumental fare which
Betty Bennett: "Nobody Else But
Buddy Bregman turns into an at¬
Me" (Atlantic).
Ex-band singer Eddie Albert and Margo, his wife*
tractive shellac entry via top ar¬
(Claude Thornhill, Charlie Ven¬ whipped up a nitery act some years
ranging and tootling. It rates deetura), Betty Bennett is a modern back which received some critical
jay attention. "Riviera" Is a light¬
singer with old-fashioned tastes. kudos. Both have a pleasant wav
hearted piece fashioned with a
She likes the standards and sh$ with a song, excellent taste and
likes to tackle ’em with a new the know-how to get a tune across
brisk beat.
and his
George Cates Orch: "Moonglow’ approach.
So with arrangements They work ensemble and solo with
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
“Rio Batucada" (Coral).
George
by
Shorty
Rogers
and Andre care and affection for the material.
239th Consecutive Week
Cates’ version of the oldie,, "Moon- Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal. Previn, her husband, she updates Included is Albert’s current poo
glow," could come out of left field
a lot of faves in an attractive and entry (with Sondra Lee), “Little
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-iO P. M. EDT
Child."
fashionable manner. For those who
Sponsored by •
Marian McPartland: "After Dark"
think
they’ve heard "Mountain
Dodge Dealers of America
Greenery," "You Took Advantage (Capitol). Marian McPartland is a
of Me.” "You’re Driving Me Crazy" jazz pianist with a classic touch.
treatment on the Capitol label. To. and "Nobody Else But Me," among When she takes over a pop stand¬
square the gender, the title of the others, this set will be a revela¬ ard, it’s given a fresh meaning and
a new importance but it never
McRae slice has been changed to tion.
BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS .R-O-C-K
“I’ve Grown Accustomed To Your
(Decca) .•• ..The Saints Rock V Roll
Belmonte Orch: "Oha-Cha, Mer- strays from the composer’s original
intent.
In this package, she highFace."
"Aloi\e
In
New
Orleans,"
engue, Bolero and Mambo" (Co¬
CHARLIE APPLEWHITE . COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT
on the Epic flip, doesn’t get to lumbia). Tag for this package is tens the mood via a cello and harp
• (MGM)
..... Shangri-La
assist.
Backing
her deft keyboard¬
mean much.
all inclusive and Belmonte captures
ing are Bill Crow, bass; Joe MoDON CHERRY..WILD CHERRY
Caterina
Valente:
"Similau”- the various Latino beats with an
(Columbia) ....I'm Still a King to You
Set is a rello, drums; Lucien Schmit, cello,
“The Way You Love Me” (Decca). authoritative bounce.
JIMMY GAVIN .JOHNNY ROLLING STONE.
“Similau” is an brisk item which terp lure, but it's also good for and Betty Glamman and Margaret
Caterina Valente turns into excit¬ those who like their chile kicks in Ross sharing the harp assignment.
(Epic) .Rock Island Line
Gros.
ing wax via her vibrant piping. She an armchair. Especially good are
kicks it off in high gear and sus¬ Belmonte’s south-of-the-border ver¬
tic reading.
He’s in a similar for a big score. Cates has given the tains the pace with slick styling. sions of such gringo items as
Garner Into Basin St., N. Y.
groove on "Shangri-La " title tune melody an extra added attraction She’s also good on "The Way You “Learnin’ The Blues" and “12th
Erroll Garner set for a two-week
by inserting the background theme Lcve Me," a less energetic offer¬ Street Rag.”
from an incoming legit musical.
stand
at New York’s Basin Street
from
"Picnic"
and
it
comes
off
as
Don Cherry: "Wild Cherry”-“I’m
The Jazz Messengers: *'At The
ing.
starting April 26.
imaginative
and
charming
Still A King To You" (Columbia). an
Joe .Ward:
"Mama Darling"- Cafe Bohemia" (Blue Note). This
Coupling of a stickout ballad, piece. "Rio Batucada," oh the other
He plays a special concert at
"Upsy Down Town" (King). Juve is Vol. 1 of a two-part set cut on
"Wild Cherry," and a hot rocking hand, has a routine Latino lilt.
the spot at the Cafe Bohemia, jazz Town Hall, N. Y., April 29.
Don
Costa
Orch:
"Flamenco singer Joe Ward is way ahead of
item. “I’m Still A King To You,"
Mother’s
Day
with
his
song
tribute,
gives Don Cherry a solid chance Love”-"Heart of Paris" (ABC-Para¬
"Mama Darling." Moppet still is
to follow his clicko "Band of mount). Don Costa has been turn¬
in the high-pitched class but hd
Gold.” Standout blending of mel¬ ing out some flavorsome arrange¬
knows
how to follow a beat and
ody and vocal on “Cherry" will ments for the ABC-Paramount
deliver a lyric. Youngster turns
get it the deejay nod but reverse pactees and now he’s done as much
to
a
novelty
mood on “Upsy Down
follows the pattern set by "Band for himself. With “Flamenco Love,”
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
Town,” and does well by it, too.
of Gold” which could sway the Costa gets his best opportunity to
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Richard Himber Orch: "Lbve
score
in
the
wax
sweeps.
“Heait
play.
Can
Be
A
Stranger”-“Tom
and
Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman.
Jimmy Gavin: "Johnny Rolling of Paris,” a romantic instrumental,
(Rolls).
Rhythmic
py¬
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit musical. jFilm. ttTV.
Stone”-"Rock Island Line" (Epic). will also attract attention. Nick Huck"
"Johnny Rolling Stone” gets new¬ Perito’s harpsichord solo on “Fla¬ ramids, longtime trademark of the
Survey Week of March 9-15, 1956
comer Jimmy Gavin off to a fast menco Love” and accordion work Richard Himber orch styling, gets
Ask Me .ABC
an attractive showcasing on "Love
start. It’s an offbeat entry that or. “Paris” rates a nod.
Can You Find It in Your Heart.Witmark
Frances Wayne: "I’ve Grown Can Be A Stranger.” Highlight of
packs plenty of excitement via its
Dungaree Doll .Marks
blending of a rocking and folk- Accustomed To His Face”-“Alone the side is Himber’s melodic pat¬
Eleventh Hour Melody.Paxton
style beat. Gavin is an emotional In New Orleans” (Epic). One of terns which may be novel enough
Flamenco Love .BVC
singer who’s sure to pick up a big these releases Frances Wayne will' these days to get it a good push
"Tom
Gal with the Yaller Shoes—1“Meet Me, Las Vegas". Miller
following. He covers “Rock Island get hold of something that will lift on the deejay turntables.
her into the best seller lists. Al¬ and Huck," on the reverse, has a
Line” on the flip side.
Great Pretender ..
Panther
The Mariners: "The Large, Large though "I’ve Grown Accustomed To pleasant lilt.
Hot Diggity.Roncom
House’’-"His Gold Will Melt” (Ca¬ His Face," from the legituner "My
If You Can Dream—t "Meet Me In Las Vegas”...Feist
dence). “The Large, Large House” Fair Lady,” is way above par as
Gene Krupa, who returns this
Innamorata—t "Artists And Models"...Paramount
is in the spiritual vein with enough far as current ballads go, it’ll be week from a European tour with
It’s Almost Tomorrow .Northern
pop overtones to earn it a whirl on a tough fight to pull it through. If “Jazz at the * Philharmonic" will
Lisbon Antigua ..Southern
the deejay turntables. The Marin¬ the deejays get behind it, however, open at the Rouge ^Lounge, De¬
Love Is Just Around the Corner.Famous
ers give it a socko vocal beat. "His it could make it. Gordon MacRae troit, with his trio, for one week
Love Is the $64,000 Question...Tree
Gold Will Melt," a folk-styled song, gives the tune a not too interesting starting April 2.
Memories Are Made of This ..Montclare
Moritat—*"Three Penny Opera" .Harms
Most Happy Fella—*“Most Happy Fella". Frank
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful" .Laurel
No, Not Much .;.... Beaver
No Other One.Meridian
[ Les Baxter.
Capitol
Nothing Ever Changes My Love for You.Marvin
1. POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (5).
' \ Lawrence Welk .Coral
Poor People of Paris .Connelly
Port-Au-Prince .Marks
( Nelson Riddle.
.Capitol
2. LISBON ANTIGUA (10)
Rock and Roll Waltz
.Sheldon
‘ \ Mitch Miller.Columbia
Serenade—f“Serenade’ .Harms
3. ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (11) .
Kay Starr.Victor
Sleepy Head..*Movietown
4. NO, NOT MUCH (6).
Four Lads.Columbia
Small Town .Amer. Acad.
Stars Fell on Alabama .■.Mills
f Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
Vino Vino—1"Rose Tattoo" ......Paramount
5. MORITAT (7) .-j Hayman-August.Mercury
We All Need Love .Remick
L Billi/ Vaughn .Dot
When You're in Love—tt“High Tor" .Chappell
6. GREAT PRETENDER (11) .
Platters .
Mercury
Without You .Broadcast
.„..Mercury
Bill Haley & His Comets:
"R-0-C-K”-"The Saints Rock ’N’
Roll" (Decca). Bill Haley continues
strong in the rockin' idiom with
the simply titled "R-O-C-K." It s
not much different from Haley s
previous wax outings, but the
jocks and jukes are still high on
the beat and side should go far.
It'll also get an added push via
its showcasing in the upcoming
Columbia pic, "Rock Around The
Clock.” Reverse is a rock 'n' roll
version of the dixieland fave,
"When The Saints Come Marching
In." It’s okay for some kicks.
Charlie Applewhite: "I Could
Have Danced All Night"-"ShangriLa" (MGM). Charlie Applewhite
is headed for big returns with “I
Could Have Danced All Night," his
first outing for MGM. It’s a class
ballad out of the current Broad¬
way click. "My Fair Lady,” and
Applewhite gives it a solid roman-

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

PAkIETY

7.

10 Best Sellers tm Coin-Machines

SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (7).
BO WEEVIL (1)

.

9.
10.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (15)
BLUE SUEDE SHOES (1)

Bill Haley's Comets.Decca
[Teresa Brewer ‘.Coral
■{Fats Domino .Imperial
| Dean Martin.Capitol
\ Gale Storm .
Dot

.

Carl Perkins .Sun

Second Group
HEARTBREAK HOTEL

,

JUKE BOX BABY.

,

WHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE

.

EDDIE, MY LOVE

f Chordettes .Cadence
. -{ Fontane Sisters.Dot
1Teen Queens .RPM

Elvis Presley.Victor
Perry Como .Victor
f Teen Agers.r.Gee
\ Diamonds .Mercury
(Gale Storm.Dot

Crew-Cuts .Mercury
Dorothy Collins.Coral
, ' Pat Boone.Dot

SEVEN DAYS

j
’ (

I’LL BE HOME
A TEAR FELL .

.

TUTTI FRUTTI
LIPSTICK AND CANDY AND RUBBERSOLE SHOES.

’
.

(
(

Teresa Brewer ..Coral
Pat Boone.Dot
Little Richard.Specialty
Julius LaRosa .Victor

\ Rusty Draper .Mercury
Sheb Wooley . MGM
[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

ARE YOUr SATISFIED .. . .*.

.]

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
A Little Love, a Little While—tt"High Tor".Chappell
Addio Bimbo .'.Jubilee
All.At Once You Love Her—*"Pipe Dream".Williamson
Angels in the Sky....Ridgeway
■ Are You Satisfied.Cordial
Band of Gold...!.!.!! Ludlow
Eleventh Hour Melody .Paxton
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*"Pipe Dream”.. Williamson
Great Pretender .Panther
John Barleycorti—tt“High Tor”..
Chappell
Juke Box Baby .
Winneton
Lisbon Antigua .
. Southern
Living One Day At a Time—tt"High Tor".Chappell
Madeira ...Ardmore
Memories Are Made of This.......Montclare
Moritat—*"Three Penny Op6ra" .’ ’Harms
Mr. Wonderful—*"Mr. Wonderful" ..Laurel
No, Not Much .’ ’ § ’ Beaver
Once Upon a Long Ago—1 t"High Tor" .’.’.’..’.’.’Chappell
Poor People of Paris.
Connelly
Rock and Roll Call .......Goday
Rock and Roll Waltz .’.!!!!!!!!!.! Sheldon
Rock Island Line ..*!.* .’!!.*!!]!!!!.*! Hollie
Sad Is the Life of a Sailor’s Wife—tt"High Tor”.. Chappell
■ See You Later, Alligator'.
Arc
Tender Trap—1"Tender Trap"' 7.7.7.’.'.’V. .7. .7. Barton
That’s Your Mistake.•...r.T
Vibrations ..
.c<h#»idnn
.We All Need Love
7’ 7! 7! 7! 7! 7!
J ISk.
,
When You’re in Loye—“ttljigh Tor”*'!. ..;.:.Chappell

MUSIC
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DISKS NEED SUPERMARKET SELL
1

Scopp Sees New Mask Biz Potential
Via Closer Writer-Publisher Liaison

On Retailers in Suit Vs. Sam Goody

Mickey Scopp, new head man of-fTlie Big Three (Robbins, Feist and
By ABEL GREEN
Miller Music companies), on the
RCA Victor Records’ operations
heels of the resignation of Abe
A new rock V roll package, veepee L. W. (Larry) Kanaga, long
Olman as general manager, is of
the opinion that the economic titled “Rock-A-Rama,” hits the committed to new unlimited hori¬
boundaries of the music business road April 2 on a 23-day tour of zons for the disk business sees the
have not been fully tapped. Par¬ 17 theatres in the Stanley Warner necessity first for a revision of
the
ticularly does he stress the im¬ chain in upstate New York, Con¬ merchandising methods at
portance of the writer and the be¬ necticut and Massachusetts. Troupe point of customer sales.
includes
The
Penguins,
The
The answer will come from the
lated recognition—or so he feels—
Chuckles, Eddie Fontaine, Shirley supermarket technique at the cus¬
that the writer, above all, should
Guenter and The Blockbusters.
tomer-level. He points to the Sam
get from the entire publishing in¬
Associated Booking Corp. set the Goody store in New York and Clyde
dustry.
bookings
for
the
troupe,
which
was
Wallichs’
Music City in Hollywood
"It’s strange that, conversely,
this is not true abroad even though packaged by the Joe Delaney- as the ideal samples.
Buck
Ram
office.
a publisher could enjoy the fruits
“The oldfashioned record dealer
of his copyright for 50 years after
is not only a hindrance to himself
the death of the authors. And yet
but to the business when they ad¬
here, with bur iimited.28 years,
here to the principle of ‘hiding’
and the knowledge of a second 28their stock in limited racks, dis¬
year ‘renewal’ period, traditionally
playing only what they think are
the American publisher seems to
the 'leaders’ or sellers. But, as in a
have taken the writer too lightly.
supermarket, by displaying every¬
The writers who matter, of course,
thing, it’s the best customer in¬
have over the years protected
ducement. They come in for coffee
themselves by the simple expedi¬
and also wind up buying some
ent of going into business for them¬
fancy salad dressing. So with rec¬
selves.
ords.
Put it out on the open
“But there are many popular
shelves and let them see for them¬
writers today who have every bit
selves
and
help themselves. That’s
Columbia Records is setting the
(Continued on page 44)
pace in the Broadway original cast where volume counts and from
whence
many
a sales
sleeper
album field this season. With “My
Fair Lady” already in the bag, emerges because, in the final ana¬
4-the diskery has the inside track lysis, the public decides, and no
on Frank Loesser’s “The Most dealer knows more than his cus¬
Happy
Fella.”
Latter
show tomers, especially when tastes may

‘Rock-a-Rama’ to Roll

Telia Follows
lady on Cols
Legit Set Spree

Meadowbrook Sues RCA
Over ‘Remote’ Platters opened in Boston last week to rave
In Glenn Miller Album ino^ough nothing definite has
The aircheck albums of . the yet been set on 'Fella,” Col is act¬
Glenn Miller and Artie Shaw orchs ing as though it has the deal all
are developing into a legal head¬ wrapped up. Label’s pop division
ache for RCA Victor. Latest suit is giving the tunes a hefty single¬
slapped against the disk company platter coverage assigning its top
was filed by the estate of Frank diskers to the Loesser melodies.
Dailey’s
“Meadowbrook
(Cedar Only disk out so far is Frankie
Grove; N. Y., ballroom) in N. Y. Laine’s slicing of the title song.
Federal Court last week. A week Others by The Four Lads, Doris
before, in a Los Angeles court, Day, etc., are in the can waiting
Helen Forrest hit the diskery with for the release date.
a $500,000 damage suit, charging
Sidebar to the Columbia-“Fella”
that her voice was used sans per¬ tie is that there’s only one per¬
mission in its Artie Shaw package former. in the show attached to a
of airchecks.
disk company. He’s Shorty Long,
In the Meadowbrook suit (Frank who doubles at RCA Victor as disk
Dailey died several weeks ago), the artist to Steve Sholes in country &
target is the Glenn Miller albums western a&r.
released a few years ago. Action,
Frank Music, Loesser’s publish¬
which also names Helen D. Miller, ing firm, turned over its last score,
the bandleader’s widow, as defend¬ “Damn Yankees,” to Victor.
Its
ant, asks for an accounting of all previous two shows, “The Pajama
profits from the sale of Victor’s Game” and “Kismet,”' however
two-volume tribute to Miller and went to Columbia.
any reproduction of the 16 tunes
Of the other tuners headed for
which originated from the Meadow¬ Broadway, “Shangri-La” and “Ziegbrook in 1939 while the Miller orch feld Follies” are still up for grabs.
was performing there.
“Shangri-La,” with a score by
Plaintiff claims that prior to ’39 Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee
an agreement was made with Miller and Harry Warren, is published by
whereby the Meadowbrook, at its E. H. Morris Music. The “Follies”
own expense, installed wires and score will be contributed by sev¬
equipment
for
the
broadcasts. eral different tunesmiths and the
Among the songs were
"Blue publication will be shared by Tom¬
Skies,” “My Heart Belongs to my Valando and Chappell.
Daddy,” “Tiger Rag,” among others
“Mr. Wonderful,” the Sammy
which ASCAP cleared by issuing
(Continued on page 44)
the room a license.
Complaint charges that Victor
and Mrs. Miller used these airchecks for recordings without the
Meadowbrook’s permission.
The
plaintiff claims that the defendants
have appropriated his property
Latest in the rash of indie labels
rights and have grossed over $10,000,000 and that a fair and reason¬ to move into the market is Patio
able royalty fee would be 5% of Records, a. subsid. of WDSU, a
New Orleeans radio station. Label,
the gross.
which will release in the pop, jazz,
rhythm & blues and country &
western fields, will have offices
both in New Orleans and New

WDSU, N.O., INTO DISKS
WITH NEW PATIO LABEL

Gale Storm Video Tune
Awaits Sale of Series 1*°^ stem

Hollywood, March 20.
A new tune gets its showcasing
in an unusual manner this week
when Gale Storm introduces "I
Ain’t Gonna Worry” in the pilot
of her hew telefilm series, “The
Gale Storm Show,” at Hal Roach
studios. Tune was written by Billy
Vaughn, musical director of Dot
Records, for whom Miss Storm re¬
cords.
She’ll cut tlie tune for Dot at a
session in the near future, but it
won’t be released until the vidpic
scries has been sold and the pilot
is ready to go on the air. Format of
the series casts Miss Storm as a
social directress on an oc.ean liner
and present plans are to make
every fourth show a complete mu¬
sical. ''i

WDSU owner,
will also head up. the Patio disk op¬
eration as well as its music pub¬
lishing subsids. Artists & reper¬
toire topper and distribution are
currently being set. Already set to
record are John Garry, Sal Vance
and The Headliners. Patio expects
to start rolling by April 1.

(Continued on page 48)

ASCAP (Mere
Start to Caucus
On Presidency
The
Writer-members
on
the
board of the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
are starting to caucus on the nam¬
ing of a new prexy for the Society
to
replace
incumbent
Stanley
Adams, who must step down this
spring after serving the maximum
three consecutive one-year terms.
L. Wolfe Gilbert, who has been
conducting a vigorous campaign
among the rank-and-file for the
presidency, even though only the
board names the top officers, is
due to be nominated by ex-prez
Gene Buck.
Paul Cunningham, ASCAP’s rep
in Washington, has also been men¬
tioned as a possible successor to
Adams. If Gilbert fails to get sup¬
port from the publisher-members
on the board, the writers will then
likely present a name acceptable
to all, rather than risk a bitter split
on the board similar to the one a
few years ago before Otto A. Harbach was finally named.
Gilbert has gained considerable
support in the ranks for his prexy
bid and letters from several top
writers, including Johnny Mercer,
Nacio Herb Brown, Rudolf Friml,
the estate of Gus Kahn, have been
sent to all board members, urging
them to name Gilbert to the $25,000-a-year ASCAP presidency. Gil¬
bert, incidentally, in due in N. Y.
this week for board meetings and
he will stay over to address the
N. Y. membership meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria April 3.
Meantime, a controversial pro¬
posal to name a new paid exec to
(Continued on page 44)

CAPITOL TOWER PREEMS
FORMALLY ON APRIL 6

Hollywood, March 20.
Capitol Records is planning an
April 6 formal opening of its
$2,000,000
Capitol Tower
with
Tunesmiths Sammy Fain and Paul plans underway for a CBS-TV net¬
Francis Webster have been tagged work show in May unveiling the
by Paramount Pictures to pen the circular building to television au¬
score for the Dean Martin-Jerry diences.
Since some Capitol artists are
Lewis film, “Hollywood or Bust.”
The tunes will be published by under exclusive tv contracts else¬
Famous Music, Par’s musjc publish¬ where, deals > are underway for
clearances.
ing subsid.

Fain-Webster to Clef
Next M&L Pic for Par

t

Rush Session
Charlie Applewhite had to
move fast to take advantage of
his new MGM Record pact.
Young crooner, who recently
joined
MGM
after
exiting
Decca, received the draft call
from the U.S. Army shortly
after the new deal was made.
Label called a rush record¬
ing session and got in under
the wire before Applewhite
marched off last Monday (12).
First coupling, “I Could Have
Danced
All
Night”
and
“Shangri-La,”
reached
the
market this week.

A precedental decision absolving
disk retailers from any responsibil¬
ity

in

the

marketing

of

pirated

disks was handed down in N. Y.
Federal Court -last week by Judge
Irving
R.
Kaufman.
Decision
favored Sam Goody, heading a
group og retailer defendants named
in the suit brought by several top
publishers and the Glenn Miller
estate over admittedly pirated plat¬
ters of the Miller band issued un¬
der the now-defunct AFN label.

Although Judge Kaufman said
he was compelled to rule against
the plaintiffs because of the clear
intent of the Copyright Act, he
said: “I have reached my decision
in this matter with reluctance, but
the conclusion is one from which I
cannot escape. The inequities and
Inadequacies ' of tlie present Jaw
j-cry out for correction.” Since the
publishing industry urgently wants
a “correction” of the Copyright
Act, Judge Kaufman’s decision may
serve as the legislative spark in
this direction, and hence this de¬
feat may prove a much-needed
turning point in the industry’s
heretofore unsuccessful pleas for a
RKO Teleradio Pix is expanding revision of the Copyright Act.
into the disk business via a tieup
The present case stemmed from
with the indie Unique Records. a drive against disk pirates by the
Deal was firmed last Friday (16) office of Harry Fox, agent and
when Teleradio bought up 25°o of trustee for the plaintiff publishers,
the diskery. Teleradio had been Shapiro:Bernstein, Gershwin, E. B.
hunting for a disk tie for the past Marks, Miller, Lewis and Mutual
six months.
music firms, and Mrs. Helen D.
The Teleradio-Unique tie marks
Miller, wife of the late Glenn Mil¬
the second time in less than a
ler. One Joseph Krug was origi¬
year that a broadcaster (Telera¬
nally charged^ with selling Glenn
dio owns the Mutual net) has
Miller albums, taken from airmoved into the disk field. A few
checks, without authorization. As a
months ago American Broadcast¬
result of Fox’s crackdown, through
ing-Paramount Theatres launched
attorney Julian T. Abeles (& Bern¬
the new ABC-Paramount label
stein), Krug was put out of busi¬
after several abortive attempts to
ness after handing over his ma¬
buy into a going indie disk com¬
trices for destruction and paying
pany.
$2,000 to Mrs. Miller.
Purchase was made via Visual
Several
retailers,
headed
by
Films, subsid of RKO. With the
Teleradio movein, it’s expected Goody and Portem Distributors,
that Unique will spread out along were also named as defendants.
the lines of the pic company and The plaintiffs asked for $250 for
each copyrighted tune infringed in
broadcasting affiliations.
Label’s tag will remain the same the AFN labels sold through the
and Joe Leahy will continue as retailers.
prexy and artists & repertoire
The defendants argued, and the
chief. Stanley Borden stays as veep judge concurred with them, that
and general manager.
they were not guilty of infringeA general expansion program is
(CQntlnued on page 44)
now in the works which will bring
more artists to the label as well as
get the diskery into the packaged
goods field.
Unique was launched about a
year ago and its roster now in¬
cludes Jack Carroll, Dolly Houston
and Lee Sullivan among others.

RKO Teleradio
Buys 21% Of
Unique Records

Victor Gets Beecham,
Exclusive EMI Artist,
For la Boheme’ Album

ALLBRITTEN TO HEAD .
ABC-PAR C&W LINE
The new ABC-Paramount label
will expand into the country &
western field with Dub Allbritten
as artsits & repertoire chief for
the line. Allbritten, who recently
managed Red Foley, has been ‘ in
the c&w field as promoter, manager
and booker.
He’ll headquarter in Nashville.
Allbritten rounds out the diskery’s
a&r team which has Sid Feller for
pops and Creed Taylor for jazz.

Joni James in Pic Via
Republic Soundtrack

Sir Thomas Bcecham, who is an
EMI artist, started conducting a
complete wax version of “La Bo¬
heme” for RCA Victor over last
weekend. It’s the first time Beecham has maestroed an operatic re¬
cording in the U. S.
The Victor “La Boheme” set
stars Victoria de los Angeles, Jussi
Bjoerling, Robert Merrill and Gior¬
gio Tozzi, latter making his bow
on Victor. Album is due for fall
release.
Although Beecham is an exclu¬
sive EMI artist who has been re¬
leased recently in the U. S. via
the Angel label, Victor is record¬
ing on the basis pf its tie with.
EMI.
Latter deal\ expires next
year when Victor’s new pact with
British Decca takes effect for the
English market.

Joni James will make her film
soundtrack bow singing the title
song of Republic’s “The Maverick
Queen.”

MGM

Records

has set

release of the disk for April 1 and
is tying in with the pic company
to promote the platter.
To kick off the record on the
disk jockey level, the diskery, with
the cooperation of Republic, has
prepared a- wrapper for the deejay
disks.

Cover features art on Miss

James and the pic’s stars, Barbara
Stanwyck and Barry Sullivan. The¬
atres booking the film will receive
special disks for lobby ■ and audi¬
torium . plugging..
^ j

Lisa Kirk Back on Wax
Via Own TV Show Idea
Lisa Kirk has parlayed an idea
for a television drama into a re¬
cording deal. Thrush came up with
an idea for a video drama which
was picked up by CBS-TV’s “Front
Row Center” for ’kn April 15 show¬
casing. The plot calls for her to
sing two original songs and Mitch
Miller tapped the warbler and the
tunes for a Columbia Records re¬
lease.
Miss Kirk, who has been away
from the wax field for some time,
previously' recorded for RCA Vic•tor.
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Col. The Frederick Loewe-Alan Jay
Lerner score is published by Chap¬
pell. Only other tuner to get an
original cast album workover this
season
has been Rodgers-Haramer; Continued from page 43 ;
; Continued from page 43 ;
stein’s "Pipe Dream” by RCA
ment, because a record is not a In short, it's still an open question
the standing of the yesteryear type by a statistical training, and as the Victor.
copy of a musical cc mposition with¬ of whether a pirate can legally
of songsmiths, such as Gus Ed¬ watcher of the exchequer, for
which purpose he was initially
in the meaning o the copyright sell a Perry Como disk, for in¬
wards, Harry Von Tilzer, Charles brought into Robbins-Feist-Miller
stance, if he pays a 2c royaty.
law and the sale "of that which
K. Harris, Fred Fisher, Joe McCar¬ by . Loqw’s Inc. veepee-treasurer
Judge Kaufman’s decision also
thy Walter Donaldson, to mention Charles C. Moskowitz (Scopp’s
is not an infringing copy is not a raised another question about re¬
—- Continued from page 43 ,
a few of the pioneer crop whp went brother-in-law). The new g.m. of handle problems arising from writ¬ violation of the copyright law.” The cordings "not being copies” of a
the pubberies has'"assimilated a
Into business on- their own. And strong dollars-and-cents pei’spec- ers’ classification may be put for¬ manufacturer, on theTother hand, song. He^said: "With the current
must pay the statutorjN2c._royalty'| ■popularity of records as opposed
even today, apart from such crea¬ tive on the values of copyrights.
ward again at the ASCAP board.
1 to sheet music, a practice has
tive business men like Irving Ber¬
This proposition was originallly rate to publishers for the use of arisen of releasing musical selec¬
lin, Rodgers & Hammerstein, and
suggested by Harbach to the board copyrighted tunes. The judge stated tions in recorded form before pub¬
and was supported by Herman that it was "Congress’ clear pur¬ lishing the sheet music. The ques¬
a handful of others, unless they
Starr, Warner Bros, music head. It pose to impose primary (if not tion arises, is such a recorded re¬
have
quasi-independent
setups ■
Continued from page 43 .. w'as generally acknowledged that sole) liability upon the manufac¬ lease a publication within the
with Max Dreyfus (Cole Porter, Davis Jr. starrer, which preems on the new post, if it was set up, was turer of infringing records.”
meaning of the copyright law which
and the like), they must still oper¬ Broadway tomorrow' (Thurs.) will designed for Adams. Gilbert op¬
Judge Kaufman said he made his would deprive the composer of a.
ate through a major publishing be put into the groove by Decca. posed the move originally and has decision in favor of the defendants right to later file a ‘copy’ of his
succeeded in getting general sup¬ even though he was not moved song and receive statutory protec¬
arm.”
Davis is a Decca pactee. The "Mr. port from the writers on the board. “by defendants’ protestations of in¬ tion?”
Scopp is for that, as sound busi¬ Wonderful” score was written by His stand, hov/ever, has reduced nocent intent.” The judge pointed
Judge Kaufman also dismissed
ness, from both viewpoints. But, in Jerry Boch-Larry Holofcener and chances that the publishers on the out that everything about Krug’s the plaintiffs’ charges against the
reciprocity, the "servicing” should George Weiss and is published by board will support him for the operation pointed to the fact that defendants that there were “un¬
he was "record pirate.”
fair trade practices” and. “unfair
be as much to the writer as seems Valando. "Strip for Action,” an¬ presidency.
In deciding the case against the competition” as well as copyright
to be the 'present-day publishing other tuner headed for Broadway,
Meantime, H. J. Lengsfelder, a
operations’ concern of "servicing” opened in New Haven Saturday persistent critic of the ASCAP ad¬ publishers, the judge threw the infringement. Abeles, who was at¬
everything’from plugs to licensees. (17). Original cast album has been ministration, has proposed the set¬ whole question of disk piracy into torney for the plaintiffs, stated that
-Whether ASCAP of BMI, none of set by Capitol. Score by Harold ting up of a complaint committee contention, especially if some pi¬ he would appeal the decision to the
these is possible without the init¬ Adamson and Jimmy McHugh is of two publishers and two writers rate had the foresight to pay the Circuit Court“of Appeals.
Abraham M. Lowenthal, of Telial regard for the established being published by Robbins Music, to handle grievances on classifica¬ 2c royalty on each tune. The judge
writer.
tion matters. The committee would said . . . “the question of whether sey, Lowenthal, Rothenberg &
Big 3 firm.
Mason,
was legal rep for Goody,
a
performer
like
Miller
is
pro¬
act
in'
an
advisory
capacity
and
Durable Catalogs
"My Fair Lady,” already an es¬
while Raucher & Leftoff handled
Scopp says The Big Three, tradi¬ tablished Broadway smash, will be would represent members before tected from such re-recordings has
the
case
for Portem Distributing.
not
yet
been
definitively
settled.”
tionally, has had that obligation to put into the groove Sunday (25) by the appeals committee.
its writers although he intends' to
intensify that by pointing up the
value of the popular standards and
the durable catalogs. This, he feels,
is the only answer to those "nerv¬
ous” widows and kin who, on occa¬
sion, have been charmed into veer¬
ing away from the original pub¬
lisher beause of an attractive ad¬
vance on the final 28-year renewal
period.
yft&IETY
Robbins, Feist and Miller have
Survey of retail disk best
little concern about preserving
sellers based on reports ob
their copyrights but, as a matter
tained from leading stores in
of* observation, Scopp points up
19 cities and showing com¬
that already many of the defectors
parative sales rating for this
have regretted this because their
and
last week.
royalties have been meagre. "Once
that fat ‘advance’ is paid,” some¬
how the new publisher just waits
National
until a. period picture or some
Rating
other circumstance comes along to
This Last
help them amortize the initial in¬ wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Tit’e
vestment. That’s the trouble —
these new opportunistic publish¬
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
ers operate with copyright renewals
2
2
1
3
7 145
2
1
1
6
4
1
"Poor People of Paris”.
2
9
2
5
1
1
1
1
1
like they’re ‘investments’ for longNELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
range capital-gain, but meantime
2
2 124
3
2
2
1
8
2
1
4
2
"Lisbon Antigua”.
3
3
5
2
1
1
the widows and estates find their
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
earnings from heretofore active
4 107
4
4
3
9
4
2
8
4
1
4
3
5
3
8
3
"No, Not Much”.
3
3
copyrights suddenly retarded and
lethargic.”
KAY STARR (Victor)
5
7
3
5 82
Since l’affaire Olman sparked
4
4
, 7
"Rock and Roll Waltz”.
4
4
4
3
7
4
3
5
the renewed industry spotlight on
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
payola, Scopp reiterates that if a
10 59
8
1
1
2
3
8
"Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
5
7
9
7
6
8
film company wants to indulge in
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
any "drives” or hypos on film
55
6
6
4
5
6
6
"Moritat” .,.
2
5
7
5
5 10
tunes, then that’s the headache and
PLATTERS (Mercury)
and problem and economic invest¬
6
6
6 50
5
7
"Great Pretender”.
5
2
6
8
9
1
ment of the picture company. And
let the picture companies pay for
PAT BOONE (Dot)
it any way they want. A music
42
8
8
4
10
"I’ll Be Home”.
1
2
6
6 10
9
publishing company which has
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
dominant Hollywood ownership
12
2
9
7
1 41
"Heartbreak Hotel”.
6
3
6
(which is the case of Robbins,
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
Feist and Miller, with Metro and
37
10
9
"Blue
Suede
Shoes”.
2
6
9
3
8
7
5
20lh-Fox in control) should not be
simply an exploitation arm of a
BILL HALEY'S COMETS (Decca)
film operation.
"See You Later, Alligator”.
3 31
11
11
10
10
8
6
5
4
Ed Slattery Post
PERRY COMO (Victor)
29
12
15
"Juke Box Baby”.
6
8
The enlistment of Ed Slattery as
3
5
4
"coordinator” of the Big Three is
PERRY COMO (Victor)
in line with Scopp’s plan to make
12
"Hot Diggity”.
13
9 27
9
8
10
7
1
6
Robbins (Murray Baker), Feist
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
(Norman Foley) and Miller (Lester
« 5
26
14_
"Band
of
Gold”....
7
4
10
7
9
7
9
Sims) autonomously operative un¬
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
der its indicated top professional
14
15A 17
"Why Do Fools Fall in Love”..
8
9
8
5
managers, along with Oscar Rob■bins for the standard exploitation.
CHORDETTES (Cadence)
14
15B is
"Eddie, My Love”.
The Friday morning ’ cabinet
2
7
10
meetings to review the past week
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
dud plan the upcoming program,
17
16
8 13
"A Tear Fell”.
10
9
8
7
along with the screening of new
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
material, is where Slattery will
10
18A 14
"Memories Are Made of This”.
6
9
8
figure importantly. He is a season¬
LONNIE DONNEGAN (London)
ed music man-composer, conductor,
10
18B
"Rock
Island
Line”.
1
arranger, -executive — with radio¬
television program and broadcast¬
PEGGY LEE (Decca)
ing background. He was long with
9
20A
"Mr. Wonderful”.
8. 5
Air Features Inc., of which Scopp
RICHARD MALTBY (Vik)
was 51% owner and which he and
_9
20B
"Man
With
the
Golden
Arm”.
.*.
8
5
Jim Sauter (his partner) long oper¬
PLATTERS (Mercury)
ated in conjunction with Frank and
_9
"Magic Touch”.
20C
2
Anne Hummert. At one time Music
Corp. of America had bid $1,000,000
BILLY WILLIAMS FOUR (Coral)
for Air Features; eventually Sauter 23
_8
"Crazy Little Palace”..
3
and Scopp sold out to CBS.
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
Where Metro-20th’s alliance with
_5
24
19
"It’s Almost Tomorrow”. ... 10
7
the Big Three can be affirmative,
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
says Scopp, is in the greater utiliz¬
4
"Bo Weevil”. .
25
10
8
ation of the wealth of film scores
from these two major lots. Ameri¬
10
1
2
6
can background music of the best
MUSIC FOR
HARRY
BENNY
MUSIC TO
I JULIE IS HER
CAROUSEL
OKLAHOMA!
5 TROMBONES, ELVIS PRESLEY [MAN WITH THE
calibre flows regularly from the
CHANGE HER
GOODMAN
SWINGING
soundtracks of these two studios
GOLDEN ARM
4 FRESHMEN
NAME
BELAFONTE
Film Soundtrack
Film Soundtrack
STORY
MIND
Elvis Presley
and their performance revenue
LOVERS
|Film Soundtrack
Four Freihmen
values are a huge untapped source.
Harry Belafont*
Benny Goodman
Jackie Gleason
Capitol
Julie London
Capitol
Frank Sinatra
The British seem to have done
Decca
Capitol
Decca
Victor
Capitol
Victor
much better in that connection, ac¬
Liberty
W 694
SOA 595
Capitol
DL 8252-3
DL 8257
W 632
T 683
cording to Scopp.
-kPM-1150
EDM 694
' W '653
ED 797-8-9 FDM 1, 2-595 EAP 1,2,3-6831 .LPM'1254
ED 2335-6-7. EBF, 1, 2-632 LRP3006 ■
' Latter’s background's.accented
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Scopp Sees New Music Biz
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Stan Kenton Kicks OK British Tour
With Progressive Bang; Heath to U.S.

AFM Local 47 Petrillo ‘Loyalists’
Prep Showdown Vs. Ouster Moves

Bronxville, N. Y.
Editor, Variety:
After many years -of instrumen¬
London, JVIarch 20. 4*
talists “rearranging” composers’
Over 7,000 people packed Lon¬
tunes, the ultimate* .-was-- reached
don’s Royal Albert Hall last Sun¬
last night when .1. heard jazz
day (ID for stan Kenton’s orch
pianist
Dave Brubeck play a chorus1
when they inaugurated their Brit¬
of “Stardust” which Contained- not
ish tour. With the exception of a
one
single
phrase pf, op. any simi¬
E. H. Morris Music has gone all
one-day appearance in London by
RCA Victor is making a mass
larity to the original. I’m sure out in its promotion of the score
Norman Granz’s “Jazz at the Phil¬ conversion of its 10-inch LPs into
Hoagy
Carmichael
was
glad
to
get
based
on the James Hilton book,
harmonic” group a couple of years
12-inch. Set for early release are the ASCAP credit, title-wise, but “Lost Horizons,” upcoming musical,
ago, in aid of the victims of the
29
12-inch
LP
sets
based
on
num¬
it
was
100%
Mr.
Brubeck’s
com¬
“Shangri-La.”
Firm went to un¬
Flood Disaster, no American band
has been permitted to play in Brit¬ bers formerly available on the position. I’m sorry I can’t say that usual expense with the publication
smaller
sets,
in
addition
to
some
he
improved
it,
as
it’s
my
favorite
of a deluxe limited edition albumain since 1935.
Victor is giving popular song—the way Carmichael type book containing the Jerome
Kenton is here on a reciprocal new repertoire.
*
Lawrence-Robert E. Lee script and
union man-for-man exchange deal the new sets a complete packaging wrote it!
with new four-color
Pat Ballard
Lawrence-Lee-Harry Warren score.
with Britain’s Ted Heath orch. overhaul,
About 50 copies, bound in white
Heath leaves for the States this jackets.
leather, were distributed last week
Initial release was culled from
week and he and his band open
to record company execs, the
10-inch albums, Italo Cleffer Claims
their American tour on April 1 in the bestselling
producers and the press.
topped by “The Glenn Miller
Texas.
‘Tomorrow’ Plagiarism show’s
According to Sidney Kornheiser,
Heath was a spectator at Sun¬ Story” set. Others feature Perry
Italian
songwriter
Guido
V.
Morris’
general professional man¬
Como,
Jose
Iturbi,
Three
Suns,
day’s Kenton concert, along with
all the members of his; orchestra, Paul LaValle, Eddie Fisher, Pedro Sgambellone brought suit in N. Y. ager, the exploitation for “ShangriLa,”
is
part of the firm’s drive
Vargas,
Benny
Goodman,
Eartha
plus other famous British bandleadFederal Court claiming infringe¬
ers—Cyril Stapleton, Ray Martin, Kitt, Tommy Dorsey, Melachrino ment of his tune, "Non Mi Tradir,” to get into show-score publication
in
a
big
way.
On Morris’ legitune
Tito Burns, Ronnie Scott, Manto- Strings, Wayne King, Frankie
vani, Billy Ternent and Jack Hyl¬ Carle, Perez Prado, -Henri Rene, by the current click, “It’s Almost agenda are the songs for "Auntie
Marne,”
to
be
written
by LawrenceGeorge Beverly Shea and Shorty Tomorrow.” Named as defendants
ton.
Bandleader Vic Lewis, who. has Rogers. Victor is also issuing the were Northern Music, Keys Music, Lee-Warren, and a new Harold Arfor years been a disciple of Ken¬ same material in EP form in one Decca, Columbia and writers Wade len-E. Y. (Yip) Harburg musical.
Buff and Gene Adkinson.
ton’s music and so modelled the and two-disk sets.
Victor has no plans to issue any
For the alleged infringement of
progressive style of his band,, in¬
PREVIN TURNS LONGHAIR
troduced him to the audience. additional new 10-inch LPs in the his tune, which is unpublished, the
Decca is moving jazz pianist
This was no fan audience, jiving foreseeable future. For the past plaintiff is asking for an injunc¬ Andre Previn into the longhair
in the aisles or swoonfng in their year, the major labels have been tion, damages and an accounting of field with a new 12-inch album
seats; this was an appreciative accenting the 12-inch LPs as profits. “It’s Almost Tomorrow” now in the works.
gathering of people who knew Ken¬ against the 10-inchers, With some was cut by The Dream Weavers
Package is actually a twin-piano
ton’s music and knew whatTie stood of them cutting the smaller size for Decca and Jo Stafford for Co¬ album, with Previn sharing key¬
out completely.
lumbia.
for.
board spotlighting with Lucas Foss.
With Kenton working hard
throughout, the band was sparked
not only by his own personality but
by the warmth and appreciative¬
ness of the reception. They had
arrived in England only two days
before, and had been hard at work
rehearsing behind locked doors—
OF
but. their playing was fresh, pre¬
cise and uninhibited. That last is,
perhaps, the feature noticed most.
American musicians let themselves
go. When they have to blow loud,
they blow as loud as is humanly
possible. There is no reserve in
their approach to their work; no
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
holding back. British musicians,
however hard they tiry, are handi¬
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
capped by their heritage of selfeffacement.
Top soloists were fenor-sax Bill
Perkins, drummer Mel Lewis;
trombonist Carl Fontana, and altoas Published in the Current Issue
sax Lennie Niehaus. Outstanding
throughout was the bass-playing of
Curtis Counce; the tone-color pro¬
vided by Jay McAllister (tuba)
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
and Fred Fox and Irving Rosenthal
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
(French horns); the trumpet lead¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
ing of Ed Leddy, and Bob Fitzpat¬
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
rick’s sensitive work in the trom¬
bone section.
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent <coin machinest retail
The repertoire covei’ed such
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
Kenton standards as “Artistry in
Rhythm,” “Intermission Riff,” “Ar¬
TALENT
tistry in Bolero,” “Concerto to End
All Concertos” and “Peanut Ven¬
POSITIONS
dor”; some fine Bill Holman ar¬
This Last
rangements of conventional ever¬
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
Week Week
greens—“Stompin’ a.t the Savoy,”
LES BAXTER (Capitol)...Poor People of Paris
“I’ve Got You Under My Skin,”
etc.; Holman’s own outstanding
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua
composition, “Royal Blue”—spe¬
cially written for the occasion; Bill
Russo’s “Theme of Four Values”
FOUR LADS (Columbia)...{Moments^oRemember
and “23 Degrees North, 82 De¬
grees West”; solo versions of “Soli¬
KAY STARR (Victor).. Rock and Roll Waltz
taire,” “Polka Dots and Moon¬
beams,” “Stella by Starlight,”
PLATTERS (Mercury) . Magic Touch^
“Cherokee,” “Yesterdays,”, “Out of
Nowhere” and “Painted Rhythm.”
DICK HYMAN TftIO (MGM). Moritat
Johnny Richards’ “El Congo Valiente,” an exciting merger of jazz
(Hot Diggity
overtones and Cuban rhythm,
PERRY COMO r\Tirtnv\
(Vlctor) .) Juke Box Baby
brought the crowd to' its feet. •
The Kenton concerts are getting
(I'll Be Home
tremendous national and local press
8
PAT BOONE mM\
7 Tutti F:
Frutti
. coverage. Monday's national news¬
papers all carried long reviews and
TEEN AGERS (Gee)..
.Why Do Fools Fall In Love
9
photographs of the Albert Hall
’Concert, nearly all of them appre¬
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) . See You Later, Alligator
10
ciative, and many of them thor¬
oughly eulogistic. Where there
TUNES
were any criticisms it was about
the loudness of the band—the con¬
POSITIONS
(‘ASCAP. fBMI)
ventional lay-press dig at anything
This
Last
to do with jazz.
Rayo,
TUNE
PUBLISHER
Week Week

E.H. Morris Plugs Show
Tunes in De Luxe Style

RCA in Mass Conversion
Of LPs Into 12-Inchers

fflkRIETY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Refail Sheet Music

j

(Dot) .*.j

Pat Ballard Producer
Songsmith Pat
Ballard has
bought the motion picture and
stage rights to the Irving Bacheller
•novel, “The Turning of Griggsby,”
and has commissioned London
writer Alan Winston to prepare a
musical comedy book based upon
tbe property. Ballard doesn’t en¬
vision himself as providing the
musical scoi'e, rather turning it
over to a composer identified with
•Broadway and H'ollywood musicals.
Last week Ballard received ian
outline';;,of the,=. script, . which . has
.

1
2

‘POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS. Connelly
f LISBON ANTIGUA. Southern

3
4

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ.

♦GREAT PRETENDER.

Panther

fWHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE ... Patricia

7
8
9
10

Sheldon

‘NO, NOT MUCH. Beaver
‘MORITAT (THEME FROM THREE PENNY OPERA) .Harms

5
6

■IT’LL BE HOME .. Arc
•

8
7

45

fSEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR .. . . Arc
•■(•MEMORIES ARE MADE' OF THIS..
.*.•
Montclare

Holfywood, March 20.
AFM Local 47 recording secre¬
tary Maury Paul, facing removal
proceedings by the anti-Petrillo
forces led by Cecil F. Read, lias
carried the- fight to the member¬
ship via pages of overture, the lo¬
cal’s monthly magazine, in which
he defended his activities, and
blasted Read.
Paul said he had been notified
he would be tried but had not been
given charges because Read “ob¬
viously intended to give me the
smallest possible chance to pre¬
pare my defense by serving me
formally with charges at last pos¬
sible moment.” He also explained
his position regarding the use of
mailing list, which was taken away
from him last, week by Board of
Directors. Read charged the Paul
notice contained “Deliberate mis¬
statements of fact,” constituted
"self-admitted evidence” of neglect
of duty and improper conduct.
Formal charges were handed Paul
Monday afternoon together with a
call for special membership meet¬
ing at Palladium Monday morning
to try charges.
At regular meeting, members
also will vote oi> a board of direc¬
tors vacancy, replacing Bob Kimic
who resigned. Uan Rasey, tempor¬
arily appointed to post, is a Read
candidate; the Petrillo faction is
led by deposed prexy- John te
Groen who is expected to name
candidate today (Tuesday).
Read group, which now controls
the board of directors, moved at
the board meeting Friday to im¬
plement the smashing 1,535 to 51
membership vote to oust teGroen
president.
Action had been
“stayed” by a directive from AFM
prexy James C. Petrillo, but the
board voted 9-2 to take teGroen
off payroll as an officer of Local 47.
At the same time, the Board
stripped recording secretary Maury
Paul of his authority, removing the
official mailing list from his pos¬
session and castigating him for
sending out notices two weeks ago,
cancelling the March 12 meeting
which had been called by member¬
ship petition.
IEB committee, in winding up
its investigation here over the
weekend, declared that the entire
investigation will not be concluded
until “other data is collected.” It
was understood that the commit¬
tee hopes to submit a report to the
IEB on March 27.
Despite recurrent reports that
expulsion faced these members and
that the charter of Local 47 might
be revoked, it was unofficially re¬
ported that such drastic action is
not too likely. Board members
pointed out that no charter has
been lifted in such circumstances
in the last 25 years—the last in¬
stance being the N. Y. revolt, out
of which grew the present local
-802.
Hoard added that the date for
trial of charges against Read and
members of his group had been
delayed as a result of the filing of
new charges against some Local
47 members and the amending of
some of the charges against others.
It was learned that financial sec¬
retary G. R. Hennon has now filed
charges against George Wald and
Marshall Cram and that teGroen
has amended some of his charges
against Reed, Uan Rasey, Ray Toland, Warren Baker, John. Clyman,
William Ulyate, Earl Evans and
Crom.
Hennon’s charges the members
“conspired unlawfully to oust offi¬
cers of Local 47” and that tbe men
“openly invited the loss of the
charter of Local 47 . . . and to defy
the orders and directions of the
AFM (and) to set up a separate in¬
dependent and rival organization.”
TeGroen’s amended charges in¬
cluded those made by Hennon and
also charged that arrangements for
the March 12 meeting were “con¬
trary to the laws and procedure”
of the local.
ATLANTIC DROPS LP PRICE
The indie Atlantic label has
realigned its 12-inch LP album
liners to get in step with the
major companies. The diskery
dropped its tab last week from
$4.85 to $3.98.
Change goes into effect simul¬
taneously with the diskery’s
stepped-up album program. Kick¬
ing off the new program are sets
by Lennip Tristanq, , Je^s, jStacy
) and Betty’Behriett.1 ;
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theme from the new Columbia Picture

BUDDY BREGMAN’S ORCH
c/w

RIVIERA 20/47-6471
A ‘‘New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording

the dealer’s choice

Hollywood
Vet songplugger Sammy Fried¬
man mending slowly at Queen of
Angels after a heart attack and
will be hospitalized for another
week . . . Vincente Gomez prepping a guitar album at Decca . . .
Four of the original Bobcats, Ed¬
die Miller, Charlie Teagarden, A1
Hendrickson and Moe Schneider,
are with Bob Crosby at the Sahara,
Las Vegas . . . Liberty Records has
inked Rod McKuen to a term pact.

Billy Williams Quartet closes
at the Safari Room, New Orleans
next Sunday (25); the Gaylords
segue into the Safari Monday (26)

fnmmmist
<»■«

1

I MARY HEALY’S |
Great New Record
(Kapp)

I FOR EV’RY |
1 DROP OF 1
1
RAIN
|
§

(The Sun Will Shine Again)

I

By PAT BALLARD

"I

|

ascaP-

|

| BREGMAN, V0CC01
|
and CONN
|

G’wich Village Spot
Doubles As Studio

SAG s New Glauses

coin except that such work can not
be for principal photography or
recording. Th$rt last clause actually
means such players can only do
publicity stills or rehearse on
Saturdays; not appear in actual
shooting.
Guild also obtained upped rates
for singers, stunt men, airplane
pilots an'd termpact players.
Beginning Feb. 1, 1958, overtime
provisions of pact which now bene¬
fit actors up to $1,250 a week will
be extended to $1,500 a week, and
for termpact players, up from $600
a week to $750 a week.
Precedental regulations cracking
down on hitherto unlimited work
for teleblurbs for pix limit such
trailers to film of not more than
400 feet (4V£ mins.) and not less
than two scenes. Purpose of the
“two scenes” phraseology is to
eliminate one big production scene,
which could be shot in the time
limitation.
Narrators for trailers used either
in theatres or on tv are to get not
less than $100 a day for two trail¬
ers, and $50 for each additional
trailer. Old pact had no limitations
on the number of trailers on
which a narrator would work dur¬
ing a day.
Ballots on the agreement will be
mailed to members for ratification
the end of next week. Pact is retro¬
active to last Feb. 1 for new mini¬
mum rates, with new working con¬
ditions effective April 1, and runs
to Jan. 31, 1960.

GERRY MULLIGAN
SEXTETTE
After Principal Cities of ITALY
Now Concluding 3 WEEKS at OLYMPIA, PARIS
to Be Followed by
Switzerland, Belgium, Germany, Holland
MERCURY RECORDS
*

★

*

ASSOCIATE? BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.
New

York

I

FL

I

5.J60C

Chicago
203

Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.V

St. Louis—(St. L. Music Supply)

Los Angeles—(Preeman Music)

Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.)

I Am All
Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.)

Chicago—(Carl Fischer Music)

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

u AMI

Indianapolis—(Pearson Music Co.)

San Antonio—(Alamo Piano Co.)

Title and Publisher

A

T
O
T
A
L
P
O
I
N
T
S

4
2
1
1
1
1
2 110
tRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon) 1
4
1
3
1
2
1
Another rock ’n’ roll package
headed by Clovers, Ruth Brown,
3
3
4
1
3
5
6
3
tLisbon Antigua (Southern). . 4
6
1
1
2
1
1 102
Cadillacs, Fats Domino and Little
2
2
4
3
6
4
♦No, Not Much (Beaver)..
3
3
5
4
5
1
8
3
86
Richard booked for two shows at
2
1
5
3
4
5
4 ■7
3
♦People of Paris (Connelly).. 3 10
3
4
3
82
Syria Mosque night of April 11 . . .
Larry Faith band, now at Melody
5
8
4
7
8
8
2
4
4
♦Moritat (Harms).
5
5
5
7
59
Mill Ballroom in Chicago, has re¬
2
2
6
tHe (Avas).
2
9
7.
6
8
7
5
4
55
placed Mary Lou Haugh on piano
2
7
6
9
♦Great Pretender (Panther)..
9
10
5
7
5
33
with Wilbur Hildebrand and added
a girl singer, Jeannie Claire . . .
2
9
8
6
7
9
9
6 10
f Memories of This (Montclare)'
6
30
Bill Bickel okay again after major 1
9A 7
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern)
6
6
5
10
6
22
surgery, back playing organ at
2
9B 11
♦Hot Diggity (Roncom). . .
7
10
6
8
22
Shamrock Room; Frances Faye
2
8
9
9C
13
♦Mr.
Wonderful
(Laiirel)..
hired Joe Negri tr;o to play with
9
5
22
her for two weeks at Sonny Boys
12
♦11th Hour Melody (Paxton). 8
9
5
10
8
8
17
Athletic Assn. . . . Walt Harper
6
13
♦To
You,
My
Love
(Leeds)
8
8
11
wound up long run at Crawford .
14
tEddie, My Love (Modern)..
3
14
10
Grill Saturday night and plays two
9
weeks of one-nighters before re¬
~7~
(Band of Gold (Ludlow)..
10 10
15
11
9
8
turning to Sky Vue on April 2 . . .
Bill Haley & the Comets set for
Twin Coaches week of April 2 . . .
Virgil Sambuco, pianist and accor¬
dionist, rejoins the Dick Hulbert
Trio in New England . . . Frank
Yankovic’s polka combo set for a
Hi-fi went to school last week when RCA Victor made a gift of its
The Cafe Bohemia, jazz club in
one-nighter at West View Park
New York’s Greenwich Village, is $1,600 Mark I phonograph to the High School of Music & Arts in N. Y.,
April 2.
RCA
artists Morton Gould, Zinka Milanov and Rise Stevens made the
. Mary Lou Valle is the new vocal¬ doubling as a^ recording studio. presentation to the school in behalf of the diskery. Alan Kayes, man¬
ist with the Baron Elliott band, re¬ Three disk firms have come down ager of classical artists & repertoire, addressed the student body on
placing Bobby Blanque . . . Bill for on-the-spot sessions.
the development of the phonograph over the years, illustrated with
Tabbert will be one of the soloists
On the market are such albums
Kayes pinchhitted for RCA exec
with the Pittsburgh Symphony^ as “Bohemia After Dark” with the the help of actual instruments.
under Karl Kritz, when it presents Kenny Clark Septet on the Savoy George R. Marek, who was delayed in arriving back from England in
time
to
make
the
address.
Victor,
incidentally, is also cuffoing the
a Rodgers & Hammerstein night label, “George Wallington Quintet
Mark I to most of its longhair artists.
at Syria Mosque March 24 .
at the Bohemia,” cut by. Progres¬
sive Records, and “The Jazz Mes¬
sengers at Cafe Bohemia,” on the
Blue Note label.

EUROPEAN TOUR—Continuing

★

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Pittsburgh

;s—■ Continued from page 5 j—

Chicago

-VARIETY
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
' and Idst week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

Philadelphia—(Charles Dumont)

through April 11 . . . Gloria Hart
subs for Lurlean Hunter at the
Cloister Inn, Chi, Wednesdays and
Thursdays . . . Batoner Lou Breese
to Palm Springs last Sunday (18)
for a two-week respite . . . Mercury
Records veep Art Talmadgc off to
Florida last week for a couple of
weeks in the sun . . . The Nu-tones
open at the Palladium, East St.
Louis, March 30 for two stanzas.
Kid Ory set for Tutz’ Lounge,
Milwaukee April 13-29 . . . Shar¬
key Bonano pacted for the Crest
Lounge, Detroit April 1-15.

Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

New York
Mitch Miller, Columbia’s pop
a&r chief, set for a profile by Dean
Jcnning 4rt the April 21 issue of
Sateve
Post . . . Paul Kapp’s
daughter Judith, a senior a Swarthmore, awarded the Henry Fellow¬
ship to Oxford . . . Dick Linke,
head of pop singles promotion at
Columbia, to chairman the Music
Publishers and Records Division of
the 1956 Red Cross campaign . . .
Johnny Mathis, new Columbia
pactee, opens at the Blue Angel
March 27 . . . Greta Keller back in
town after an engagement at the
Crystal Palace, St. Louis, to pro¬
mote her new Dolphin album.
Orch leader Jacques Belasco
touring the deejays in the east for
his debut MGM waxing . . . Ar¬
ranger Ray Ellis whipped up a
nitery act for the DeJohn Sisters
. . . Dick Duane, ABC-Paramount
crooner, into Blinstrub’s, Boston,
April 2 for two weeks . . . Hill &
Range and Hi Lo Music now joint¬
ly publishing “Blue Suede Shoes’'
. . . This year’s Ballroom Dancing
Championships will be held at the
Arcadia Ballroom March 23-25.
The Avalons, Groove Records
combo, inked to a personal man¬
agement pact by songwriter Fanny
Wolf . . . Vocal coach A1 Siegel
readying a new thrush, Jacqueline
Taylor . . . Ray Carroll exited
WMCA to work on a pilot film for
a new tele series . . . Nat (King)
Cole kicks off his tour with the
Ted Heath orch in San Antonio
April 1.

New York—(MDS)

RETAIL SHEET BES T CPILi FI1C1)
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Washington—(Music Sales)

48

No.

Wabash

I

Hollywood

|

8619 Sun*ft Blvd

Inside Stuff-Music

Flaud Repeats, Ignores Mayer

MGM Disk Sub Service
Covers 1,900 Stations
MGM Records’ newly formed
subscription service has brought
up the number of stations serviced
by the diskery to 1,900. This in¬
cludes stations receiving platters
on a gratis and paying level.
Since the launching of the sub¬
scription service, a heavy response
has been coming in from college
stations subscribing to the paying
service. The diskery also has set
up a special subscription depart¬
ment, headed by publicity chief
Sol Handwerger, to concentrate on
promotion in fringe areas border¬
ing large markets.

Supermarket
Continued from page 43

vary regionally, which is partic¬
ularly true in the packaged record
business.”
Unlike the book business—Kanaga cites 15,000 book dealers have
dwindled to 1,700 local book out¬
lets because the book business has
become a mailorder and/or “club”
business— the record dealer should
be perpetuated as the backbone of
the music business.
“For one thing, you can't wait
for a mailorder because record
tastes are so mercurial. When your
customer wants an item he wants
it pronto, and. not by carrier
pigeon. There are 10,000 record
accounts of which 7,000 are ‘good,’
i.e. they are the real backbone. And
in a business where 80% of the
units comprise popular items, you
can see how important the local
dealers are to service their clien¬
tele. And quick!
Kanaga’s bullishness on horizons
unlimited are predicated on two
factors: 25% population increase in
five years and a 50% upbeat of
disk customers within the same
period of hi-fidelity, along with the
new-generation buyers.
Kanaga is also quite vocal about
dishonesty on charts and polls and
the general technique of mislead¬
ing trade information. The manner
in which certain “information” can
be fed the. trade “just because
some slick distributor throws in an
extra box of free records, in order
to say this or that one is on top,
or ‘breaking for a hit,' fools nobody
but themselves. Real sales figures
don’t lie—only the claims that this
or that item is ‘on top.’ ”

———s

Continued from page 5 s——■—a

specialized jfilms, but using IFE
Releasing Org where necessary.
Also, they hope for more goodwill
on the part t)f the majors in tak¬
ing on the few Gallic features that
lend themselves to dubbing and
wide distribution.
(2) Creation of a tandem of
French owned or leased houses in
key U. S. spots to allow for show¬
casing.
At the same time, the
French under no circumstances
will invest in any distribution out¬
fit. (3) Activities to be undertaken
by Joseph Maternati’s French Film
Office, which will attempt to make
the hinterlands more conscious of
French pix as an entertainment
and cultural force.
Mayer’s Previous Reply
In substance, these are the same
points made by Flaud some time
ago in a Variety interview when
he was in New York. His state¬
ments then netted him a sharp
letter from Arthur L. Mayer, prez
of the Independent Motion Picture
Distributors Assn., in which Mayer
noted that he had been associated
with two Italian pictures that
grossed $1,000,000 in the American
market.
^
“If the business which we are
doing with French films is far in¬
ferior, possibly this is not entirely
due to lack of ability on our part,
hut has at least some' connection
with the nature of the product
and the failure of the French to
afford as effective publicity coop¬
eration as have the Italians and
English,” Mayer wrote in defend¬
ing the indies as the best releasing
channel for foreign pix.
Mayer said that the Flaud term
of “distribution in depth” was “so

intangible that I do not know ex¬
actly what you mean.” He thought
the next step should be to build
up the reception of French pix in
key cities other than New York,
and he pledged the indies’ coop¬
eration with the French film
office.

iwK/.
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Allen Overtaxed on Autobiog
Continued from page 1 ;
encing Allen to “finally get your
stuff on paper for book publica¬
tion.”
Between Atlantic Monthly editor
Ted Weeks and O'Connor’s prod¬
ding, that’s how “Treadmill to
Oblivion” finally became an Atlan¬
tic Monthly-Little, Brown book and
a bestseller. It went over 50,000
copies, exceedingly good on its own
and, in the book trade, regarded
the more remarkable because it
was bucking, coincidentally Bob
Hope’s “Have Tux, Will Travel”
(Pete Martin collab) and Arthur
Marx’s biog on “Groucho.”
The Satevepost has a $100,000
deal for the Allen book and “while
it’s too soon to talk about those
things,” Miss Strauss is certain
both the SEP and Little, Brown
publications will proceed.
Allen knew from “Oblivion,”
which started slowly, that presentday show biz book publishing auto¬
matically calls for much personal
plugging.
Jack Benny, George
Burns (& Allen), Marx, Crosby,
et al., did it, and so did Allen
who "gave away a million dollars
worth of cuffo spot bookings” to
personal with AM and tv shows to
shill for his book.
His wife-partner, Portland Hoffa, said her husband was in good
health, although he had suffered a
breakdown about a, year ago, suf¬
fering from high blood pressure
and heart trouble. He had been
walking to the building .where a
party was being given by a friend,
Dr. Milton Berliner. Leaving the
party at the time of Allen’s collapse
was Leonard Lyons, columnist of
the N. Y. Post, who participated in

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

ON THE BEACH
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Music by

JESSE GREER
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STYNt A CAHN'S

I "Saturday Night is the 1
lonliest night of the week”

arrangements on removal of the
body, also informing various wire
services of the death. Dr. Berliner
had given him emergency treat¬
ment, but to no avail.
Only two days before (15), In
company ~of John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president and longtime friend
of Allen’s, the humorist had made
a tape with Royal in'Vhich they
chatterboxed on Royal's having
given Allen his first vaudeville
work in Boston. This was put on the
network’s "Monitor” show Sunday
(18) as part of a tribute to Allen
from Jimmy Durante, Jack.Benny,
Bob Hope and others.
Allen was born John Florence Sul¬
livan, in Cambridge, Mass. May 31;
1894, of a bookbinding father who
died when Allen was 15. His moth¬
er died when the future bigtime
wit was four. He became a juggler
in vaude and appeared in a number
of Broadway shows, including “The
Passing Show” (1923), where he
met and married Portland Hoffa,
“Greenwich Village Follies,” “The
Little Show,” and “Three’s a
Crowd,” plus a couple of films.
His national reputation was made
in radio, beginning in the early
1930s, and he put together a string
of memorable “Town Hall To¬
night” shows with equally memor¬
able characters from “Allen’s Al¬
ley.”
Never one to pull away from a
fight or provoke one when neces¬
sary, he lit out against the inroads
made on his ratings by the then
“Stop the Music.” This came after
Allen’s peak as a radio performer.
In recent years he tried a number
of television formats, none of them
successful, and had made many
guestarring appearances, finally
finding his groove in CBS-TV’s
“What’s My Line.” That show paid
tribute to him briefly Sunday night,
since it was Miss Hoffa’s wish that
no elaborate eulogies be expressed,
nor did she react favorably to
scrapping of the “Line” in favor
of an allout memorial stanza or a
kinescope of a previous Allen ap¬
pearance. Steve Allen, who had
been on the quizzer before, went on
in Allen’s place in the panel lineup
of Arlene Francis, Dorothy Kilgallen and Bennett Cerf, with John
Daly in his regular moderator’s
chair.
Funeral services were held yes¬
terday (Tues.) morning at St. Malachy’s R. C. Church on West 49th
St. where many of show biz wor¬
ship, with Msgr. James B. O’Reilly,
its pastor, officiating at the re¬
quiem mass. Last rites had been
administered Sunday night at the
West 54th St. police station where
the body had been taken.
|
(For additional comments
Allen see Page 2.)
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fabulous wardrobe and her collec¬
tion of ivories and expensive cars.
Picture was recently banned in
Mexico. Apart from the personal
angle, it also gives an impressive
account of the rise and fall of a
dictator. Final scenes, including
the bombing of Buenos Aires and
the destruction of the churches,
hold considerable impact although
the quality of the film leayes much
to wish for.
This isn’t a balanced version of
the ' Peron dictatorship, and • it
doesn’t pretend objectivity. It is a
strong and deliberate indictment
of the country’s former ruler and
an object lesson in thq, fickleness
of any mob.
Verve Preps Big Ella Set
Hollywood, March 20.
Verve Records, Norman Granz’s
new pop label, is moving into the
album field with a hefty Ella Fitz¬
gerald package.
Singer 'is making an album of
Cole Porter tunes under the super¬
vision of Buddy Breginan. It will
have 32 sides. Final recording ses¬
sions are slated for next week.

MUSIC

Dick Gilbert Sees Jock
As Modern Counterpart
Of Radio’s Soap Operas

TV Into Music
■.Continued from page 1

-TSelling-:Records!

Piano Sales Up
ButWha Hoppen
To Sheet Music

est hit, “Hot Diggity,” is owned by
his music publishing operation,
Phoenix, March 20.
Dick Gilbert, disk jockey on Roncom Music, which stands to
nearby WKYL, Mesa, Ariz., which make a hefty slice of coin from.
blankets Phoenix as well as Scotts¬
dale, is one platter-chatiterer who ASCAP as a result of the plugs via
has no truck with “lists,” In his disks and on Como’s show.
Piano sales continue on the up¬
Frank Sinatra, who starred on
words, “Since we disk jockeys
‘make’ the lists, why bother look¬ the . NBC-TV musical version of beat. The National Piano Manu¬
ing at them? True, as an old “Our Town,” also published the facturers Assn, survey for the
Variety hand I crosscheck your Sammy Cahn-Jimmy Van Heusen
month of January indicates that in¬
lists, just in case, let’s say, some¬ tunes via his Barton Music firm.
the
other
hand,
Arthur dustry sales were 18.3% greater
thing might be stirring around On
Nashville or Boston or in the Schwartz, who produced the recent than in the same month of last
“High Tor” video stanza on CBS- year. This marks the 13th consec¬
northwest.”
“But in the main,” he continues, TV and wrote the score with Max¬ utive month that piano sales have
“since it is .our own selections well Anderson, turned the score topped
those
in
comparable
which literally create these ‘lists,’ over to Chappell Music. Chappell
it’s an extraneous matter to me.” stands to gain plenty from the months of the previous year.
hefty video exposure of the score
Pop music publishers can’t un¬
Gilbert is typical of deejays which was cast albumed by Decca.
derstand why the zooming piano
generally who have no respect for
sales have had comparatively lit¬
major labels or even consistent
stars. He is just as apt to find a
Betty Madigan, MGM song¬ tle influence on the sheet market.
hit item on an obscure platter as stress, set for four weeks at the Sheet copies continue to move
from one of the majors, and it’s Palmer House, Chicago, opening slowly and a hit tune seldpm passes
the 200,000 sales mark.
just as likely that an obscure ar¬ April 19.
tist may contribute a “style” or a
—
distinctive recording as to eclipse
the big-name personality with a
longtime wax contract on one of
’the majors.
Gilbert calls the disk jockey the
modern counterpart of the yester¬
year radio "soap opera,” with ac¬
cent on youth. Each deejay has an
OF /rear RECORD RATINGS
ardent personal following, and the
responsibility is to keep ’em cliff¬
BY THE TRADE PRESS
1
hanging by an easy chatter style 1
Variety
and, above all, a savvy selection of
Cash Box
Billboard
records.
“It’s for that reason that just BLUE SUEDE SHOES
because it’s winter I don’t play
(Hi-Lo—Hill & Range)
•
‘winter songs,’ and certainly don’t
C&W
want any controversial, ‘race’ or
Sure Shot
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
Best
Buy
raucous and offensive rock ’n’ roll
stuff. If it’s a solid r&b beat, all
74(Good)
B (Very Good)
JERRY MERCER (Mercury)
right, we try it and give it expos¬
76(Good)
B (Very Good)
BOYD BENNETT & HIS ROCKETS (King)
ure and await listener reaction.'

U’s Stockholders
Continued from page 7 -—

anything to kill our theatre busi¬
ness.” Referring to recent pix-totv sales, the U prexy declared that
a buyer’s market currently exists
and that “anybody’s crazy who
would sell now.” He said he did
not think that the value of the
backlog would decline. He refused
to evaluate the worth of the com¬
pany’s backlog of 800 pictures.
Rackmil reiterated that there are
no plans for a merger between
Decca and U and that the idea had
been completely dropped, saying
a merger did not make sense and
that economically It would be bet¬
ter for both corporations to con¬
tinue operation under the present
system. Rackmil also denied re¬
ports that he is interested in sell¬
ing his holdings in Decca, of which
he is also president.
The company has no plan to in¬
crease its dividend payments. An¬
swering arguments that other film
companies paid higher dividends
despite lower earnings, Rackmil
noted that they were paying out of
surplus while U Is replenishing
its treasury for the years it lost
money.
U Ad Costs Rise
It was revealed that U spent
$3,800,000 for advertising in 1955
as compared with $2,290,000 in
1954.
Rackmil said that the company’s
policy in purchasing its own com¬
mon stock and warrants was not
designed to increase Decca's equity
in U. He said it would make no dif¬
ference if Decca owned 80% or
85% of U’s stock instead of the
present 74%. The average price
paid by the company for warrants
during the year was $16.74 while
an average price of $30 was paid
for the common stock.
A total of 938,523 shares, or
91.7% of the voting stock was pres¬
ent in person or by proxy at the
meeting which reelected all the
Incumbent directors. Following
the meeting, the board convened
and reelected the present officers.
At the same time, it declared a
quarterly dividend of 25c per share
on the common stock, payable
March 30 to stockholder of record
March 24.

PEE WEE KING & BAND (Victor)

73(Good)

C&W
B+(Excellent)

SAM (THE MAN) TAYLOR (MGM)

R&B
79 (Good)

R&B
B (Very Good)

75(Good)

B+ (Excellent)

RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)

Spotlight

Disk of
the Week

TINY MURPHY (Ronel)

C&W
75 (Good)

B (Very Good)

75 (Good)

Best Bet

Spotlight

Disk of
the Week

78(Good)

Disk of
the Week

79. (Good)

Best Bet

75(Good)

B (Very Good)^

CHAPERON

(Mar-Koy)

BONNIE LOU (King)

FORTY-TWO BARRELS (Fr"leritk)

(Webster)
BILLY DEVROE'S DEVILAIRES (Tampa)

MIDNIGHT BLUES

<e-i* * <s«v'«>

NELSON RIDDLE ORCH. (Capitol)

MOBY DICK

(Village)

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

Very Good

Good

MUMBLES BLUES (f**i»v)
BOYD BENNETT & HIS ROCKETS (King)

NOSEY

(Weiss & Barry)

LU ANN SIMMS (Columbia)

PORT AU PRINCE (e ». m«h»)
Spotlight

NELSON RIDDLE ORCH. (Capitol)

the Week

Best Bet

RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT
(Beneil)
CONEY ISLAND KIDS (Josie)

74(Good)

B-f (Excellent)

MITCHELL TOROK (Decca)

C&W
Spotlight

C&W
Bullseye

77 (Good)

Best Bet

75 (Good)

B (Very Good)

THE HI-LO'S (Starlite)

74 (Good)

B (Very Good)

ELLA FITZGERALD (Verve)

70 (Good)

B (Very Good)

Good

76 (Good)

Sleeper of
the Week

Very Good

75 (Good)

Sleeper of
the Week

Good

THE SONG THAT GOD SINGS
(Rush)
THE FOUR COINS (Epic)

Fair

TENNESSEE WALKIN’ HORSE
(Dandelion)
THE SUNSETTERS (Abbott)

TOO YOUNG FOR BLUES

(Warman)

VIBRATIONS <sti«w«>
JIMMIE KOMACK (Victor)

THE WAY SHE TALKS

w

JIMMIE KOMACK (Victor)

‘Hit Parade’ Liheup
(On March 17 NBC-TY Show)
1. Libson Antigua... Southern
2. Rock & Roll Waltz.Sheldon
3. No Not Much.Beaver
4. Great Pretender.. .Panther
5. Poor People Paris.Connelly
6. Moritat .Harms
7. Band of Gold.Ludlow

Good

THE LOVE OF BRIDEY MURPHY

WHEN YOU’RE ALONE

America's ^Fastest

49

1
1

(Arc)

THE HILLTOPPERS (Dot)

77 (Good)

Best Bet

THE DAPS (Marterry)

R&B
70 (Good)

Sleeper of
the Week
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AGVA Okays Strike Vote Vs. Circus;
May Jeopardize N.Y. Garden Bow
The national board of the-f*
American Guild of Variety Artists
has okayed a strike vote against
the Bingling Bros.,; Barnum 2c
Bailey Circus, which • Is slated to
Galveston, March 20.
open April 4 at . Madison Square
Garden, N. V. Union is seeking
Sophie Tucker will reopen the
an overall contract with the big remodeled Balinese Room here
top.
AGVA, together with the
Teamsters Union, have demanded i
*•.
pacts with the circus.
I Town’s topdrawer nitery has
The circus nas already told the | beep shuttered for over a year and
performer union “that we can’t [ a hai£ after a fire gutted the cafe,
afford you this year.” However,
union is persisting in its efforts
to get a pact, which would include
payments to the welfare fund and
guarantees for performer salary.
Union last week sent out wires
to its 45-man board, asking
whether they would be in favor
of a strike in order to sign the
circus. So far, according to na¬
One of the older theatrical
tional -administrative
secretary
Jackie Bright, 34 replies, all af¬ agency partnerships in New York
was
dissolved last week. Miles In¬
firmative, have been received.
galls and Joe Flaum, together since
AGVA, along with the Team¬ 1940, split up. Ingalls is retaining
sters Union, made their demands the new quarters in the Loew The¬
on the circus last week. In order atre Bldg, annex, and Flaum moved
to see that the circus preem, for into the Milton Berger office, where
the benefit of the N. Y. Police he is on a space-sharing arrange¬
Athletic League, would come off ment for the time being.
;
with no difficulty, city officials
Reasons weren’t disclosed, but
attempted to mediate the tiff. A the temperaments of both men in¬
conference was called at City Hall dicate that some differences ex¬
on Friday (16), where Deputy Com¬ isted on the modus operandi of the
missioner of Labor Harold Felix business. Both, however, remain
was to hear both sides. However, close personal friends. Ingalls feels
the meeting was called off. AGVA that in these times, an agent can¬
has since decided that it would not remain in his office and expect
work through the Fact Finding
Committee, made up of represen¬ business to fall his way. A per¬
tatives of all theatrical craft center must go out, he says, and
dig up new business wherever it
unions.
can be found. On the other hand,
AFTRA Attitude
Flaum felt that travel was expen¬
An important factor in the cir¬ sive, whereas an agent got more
cus tiff will be the attitude of the riianeuverability
via
telephone,
American Federation of Television wire, etc.
& Radio Artists. There's a com¬
The partnership was formed af¬
mitment for a televised preview, ter Ingalls resigned from Music
to be sponsored bya General Foods, Corp. of America, where- he’d been
in which the circus gets a reported for a short period. Prior to that,
$100,000, which is said to be im¬ Ingalls was partnered with Jack
portant to them of they are to Davies! Flaum, prior to his al¬
open in time at the Garden. If liance with Ingalls, had been part¬
AFTRA decides to support its sis¬ nered with Meyer North for nearly
ter union, it’s possible a settlement two decades.
may be hastened. At this point,
pledges of support have been ob¬
tained from American Guild of
Musical Artists, Screen Actors
Guild and Actors Equity Assn.
Neither side is anxious to go
into a strike situation. There had
Panny Kaye has signed Senor
been picket lines thrown out by Wences, The Dunhills, and the
the Teamsters Union in other Three Houcs for his show at the
cities, but the circus was able to Carter
Barron
Amphitheatre;
continue operations. It’s expected Washington, June 20.
to be different in New York.
Kaye is currently dickering for
AGVA has made previous at¬ Jo Lombardi, conductor at the
tempts to organize the circus, and Latin Quarter, N. Y., to baton the
one season the circus sent a check crew, but no deal has been set as
and application blanks for its per¬ yet. Lombardi, who conducted at
formers to AGVA, but since the Palace Theatre, N. Y., during
AGVA wouldn’t be allowed to Kaye’s engagement couple of years
police the show, check was re¬ ago, has since been with the comic
turned.
on. every personal appearance.

Soph to Reopen Nitery
Burned in Galveston

In Agency Split

KAYE SIGNS WENCES,
DUNHILLS FOR D.C. ACT

Dailey’s Nitery Bow
Hollywood, March 20.
Dan Dailey will make his nitery
debut early in August at the Sa¬
hara, Las Vegas.
Dailey and Sahara’s entertain¬
ment director Stan Irwin current¬
ly are working out .details of a 75minute original musicomedy in
which Dailey will star for a fourweek stand.

Talent Splnrge;
Admish Cut, Too
Louisville, March 20.
Kentucky State Fair Board, aim¬
ing for a possible 500,000 attend¬
ance at the 1956 State Fair, cut the
admish from 60c to 50c at which
there is no tax.
Last.year’s at¬
tendance at the Fair' was about
360,000. Admission price was cut
partly because all entertainment
shows this year will have admis¬
sion fees. These will range from
50c to $2.50. Free grandstand
shows have been given in previous
years.
Board has lined up some top en¬
tertainment to pull patronage. (In¬
cluded will be Gene Autry with a
180-animal rodeo, Dave Garroway’s
“Today” television show, and tv’s
“Super Circus.” A musical revue
and a daredevil thrill show also are
set. In addition up to $3,000 was
earmarked for another unnamed
nationally known entertainer to ap¬
pear with the musical revue, Pre¬
viously the board had lined up Ice
Capades International and a Chi¬
cago Cardinals-Baltimore Colts pro
football game. Board is dickering
with Jan Garber’s orch to play for
the horse show.

AGVA Breaking 10-Year
Rule to Okay Benefit
For Crippled Dancer

Friars’ Kudos to Sullivan Warm; ‘Nice’
Event Despite Free & Easy Guests
Passaic House Trying
Experimental Vauder
The Central Theatre, Passaic,
will try an^ experimental vaude
show for two days, starting April 3.
House has booked a bill compris¬
ing the Duke Ellington orch,
Johnny Desmond, Lillian Briggs,
Artie Dann and the Four Skating
Whirlwinds. A1 Rickard Agency is
booking out of New York.
Rickard has also set a two-day
bill at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,
for March 31 and April 1. Layout
will include Pat Boone, Artie
Dann, Three Lesters, Les Cardinals
and Berk & Hallow. The Tommy &
Jimmy Dorsey band will be in the
Pier’s ballroom on April 1.

Reno Facelifting
For the Summer
Reno, March 20.
Marquees are dimmer this week
than they have been in six years.
But it’s only a temporary arrange¬
ment while clubs gear for the sum¬
mer. The Riverside is remodeling
its theatre-restaurant and the
Golden is turning its theatre-res¬
taurant into more of a lounge-type
room. The Mapes Skyroom is the
only spot currently running shows.
Despite the two-week shutdown
of the Riverside nitery, Mert
Wertheimer has already put into
action a new theatre-bar arrange¬
ment adjacent to the theatre. Now
featuring the Bill Johnson Quartet,
this will become a regular between
shows policy.
At the Golden, recently taken
over by two young brothers from
California, James and Bill Tomerlin, the facelift of the Gold Room
will also remodel the entertain¬
ment policy. Plans now' call for
cocktail units and combos serving
continuous fare.
The Mapes Skyroom, besides be¬
ing the only spot currently running
shows, has achieved success with
its new streetfloor, comer casino
which features cocktail units from
5 p.m. too.
The Holiday Hotel, to be com¬
pleted some time this summer still
has ruled out entertainment but
may install dance music.

Hollywood, March 20.
Breaking a 10-year tradition,
AGVA is permitting a benefit for
an individual member. Vaude
union has okayed an April 5 ben¬
efit in Cleveland for Mrs. Dorothy
Kochs, dancer who worked under
the name of Rene La Monte. She’s
credited with saving the lives of
two cops by jogging the arm of
gunmen who fired at them. How1*
ever, a bullet from a policeman’s
gun accidentally hit her in the
spine, and she’s permanently dis¬
abled.
“Glory of Easter,” which is a fea¬
Coast AGVA office, under Irvin
P. Mazzei. is contacting top names, ture of the annual Easter stageshow
at the Radio City Music Hall,
asking them to contribute their
N. Y., is being presented for the
services.
24th consecutive- time, this year.
Leon Leonidoff, production chief
at the Hall, is staging this in the
current year while Russell Markert
is producing “Welcome Spring” the
second presentation which is part
of the Easter show.
The Hall’s Easter show opens
with “Serenade,” new Mario Lanza
starrer, tomorrow Thurs.).
The
previous Lanza starring vehicle,
“The Great Caruso,” holds the alltime money record at the Music
Hall.

LE0NID0FF ‘EASTER’S’
24TH MUSIC HALL YU

By ABEL GREEN
The Friars Club’s annual din¬
ners, invariably in honor of some
show biz personality, last Thurs¬
day (15) at the Waldorf, N. Y., gave
the nod to N. Y. Daily News col¬
umnist Ed Sullivan, in this in¬
stance chiefly kudosed as a tele¬
vision star. Nonetheless, it was a
first in. the choice of personalities
which, heretofore, have been of
the calibre of Jimmy Durante, Boh
Hope, Jack Benny, Martin & Lewis,
et al.
It may have been the journalistic
aura which, for a time, created a
somewhat overly respectful atti¬
tude. But it was soon broken-down,
such as with Jack E. Leonard’s
crack, “I don’t care what you
think—I like Walter- Wincheli.”
The nifties were plenty and the
ebullient Joe E. Lewis, debuting
as toastmaster (besides being the
abbott of The Friars), set out to
prove his pre-conception that “I
thought that’s the guy who, all
night, does nothing but drink
toasts.”
It was a somewhat overlong af¬
fair. chiefly because of AFM prexy
James C. Petrillo’s thoroughly un¬
inhibited reminiscences about the
White House; Carmine DeSapio’s
neo-politico speech, and vet lib¬
rettist Otto -Harbach’s sincere al¬
beit a shade fulsome encomium
to the g. of h.
Opposite Lady
Sullivan, as a seven-year-long
CBS headliner, with beaucoup loot
in the Madison Ave. till, was buck¬
ing a $360,000 legit investment by
CBS, Herman Levin's production
of “My Fair Lady.” CBS board
chairman Bill Paley sat on the
dais and prexy Frank Stanton
went to the show. The affair ap¬
peared a little “dressed” but, be¬
cause of the show, there were
paid-for tables with non-attendees.
As a charily pitch for The Friars
it pulled the peak gross of $75,000,
thanks chiefly to the ad journal,
topping Bob Hope’s 71G of two
years ago.
- The nifties were many, some in¬
spired, and some obviously of the
“stone-face” genre. Sullivan dis¬
proved that, in person, with an
effective .thank-you speech in hon¬
or of “the four women in my life
who, wittingly or unwittingly, in¬
fluenced me the most.” This was
in relation to the healthy quality
of his “Toast of the Town” Sunday
night vaudes—all solid, clean,
folksy, family entertainment. The
four women were his mother, his
sister Helen, his wife Sylvia, and
their daughter Betty, the latter
three in attendance, and Betty
with her husband Lt. (j.g.) Bob
Precht.
Sullivan belied Lewis’ cracks—
“he can light up a whole room just
by leaving it”; “he started as a
greeter at Forest Lawn Cemetery,”
and “he’ll go down in history with
Jefferson, Adams, Lincoln and
(Continued on page 52)

Universitatus
Entertains
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FRANK LYNN
A

the Spirit of '56
Seven writers haven’t
been able to describe
this many-faceted, bubbly
buoyant, fresh and
friendly tour de force.
The only thing they
all agree on is “This
you’ve gotta see!”
Opening at

SANS SOUCI HOTEL |
Miami Beach, Florida
MARCH 27th, 1956

,

Produced by Roger Adams ■
Staged by James Nygren
" Booked by Ray Mitchell
Sid Harris Agency, Miami Beach
.y

Borge Sued for Contract
Breach by Theatre Op
Detroit, March 20.
Victor Borge, who packed fans
into Masonic Temple Auditorium,
for a $32,525 take on two shows,
was sued for $30,000 by theatre
operator James Nederlander on a
charge of breach-of-contract.
The suit, filed in Circuit Court,
alleged Borga failed to keep a
scheduled ' engagement booked by
Nederlander in, Minneapolis in
1953.

HARBERS
3rd RETURN ENGAGEMENT

I

CASINO MUNICIPAL
SAN REMO, ITALY

and DALE
WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the ■

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show folk
Avery & Washington Sts.
Radio in Evary Room

$15,000 Columbus Take

Columbus, March 20. ♦
Victor Borge’s one-man show
grossed $15,000 here Wednesday
(14) 'when he played one perform¬
ance in the 3,962-seat Veterans
Memorial AUditorium. A total of
4,225. persons, including 263 on
stage, paid up to $5 each to see the
show.
Borge appeared under the HastAmahd' tbties.
.v
v

1

WARD
~

*

HALL

ANB

LEONARDO
Currently
MIAMI CLUB DATES. .
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PATACHOU
at the
LONDON PALLADIUM
"PATACHOU took over the Lon¬
don Palladium stage last night
and held it with an intimate
easy-going act which was far
and away the best thing on the
bill. SHE WAS PARIS to her
fingertips."
THE STAR.

"She has a sense of humour: she
knows what British

audiences

EVENING NEWS.

"Mffe. Patachou is a /oy.

She

seems to possess in her laughing
voice and beautiful hands more
of the essence of France than
you could find in a whole ship¬
ment of Veuve Cliquot."
SUNDAY EXPRESS.

"The rich flood of her voice eas¬
ily fills the theatre . • . her ex¬
traordinarily mobile, gleaming
features ... she is. of course, an

THE TIMES.
★

★

i\

★

"Gleaming . . . with pugnacious
warmth Patachou takes the
house by storm.

"She brings a personality as big
as all Montmartre to her Lon¬

lient skill that is granted only to

don variety debut."

the few,"

DAILY SKETCH.
★

★

Patachou sings

for the many with the rare ebul¬

THE OBSERVER.

★

"Brought the house down."
DAILY EXPRESS.

,

and of course ffiRIETY
"She has impudent good looks
• • • Puts oyer old songs in a new.
wicked way."
DAILY HERALD.

"Patachou takes the stage with confidence and
within a couple of seconds her personality is
dominating influence.
A show-woman of Im¬
measurable skill, with a vojce easily adapted from
the demands of an intimate cafe to this large
theatre ... act Is g neat mixture of songs in Eng*
lish and French with a sprinkling of show tune!
which she delivers in sock fashion.".

"Madame Patachou . . . from
Paris . . . the most provocative
woman in town."
SUNDAY GRAPHIC.

"She is Irresistible
SUNDAY TIMES.

Thanks VAL PARNELL and LEW and LESLIE GRADE

DIRECTED BY ARTHUR LESSER
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AGVA Wins Franchise Fee Fight
Vs, Chi EMA; ARA on Unions Side

Disneyland Doubling:
Rides for New Season

ELKORT OFF TO MEXICO I
FOR MARTIN HUDDLES 1

D.C.VBreeskinAs
Talent Booker

Anaheim, Cal., March 20.
Disneyland will virtually double
Eddie Elkort, head of American
its ride capacity in time for the operations for the Lew & Leslie
new tourist season, beginning in Grade Agency, London, will take
June. Amusement park’s rides off for Mexico City today (Wed.) to
Washington, March 20.
agents and the union emerged from now can accommodate 114,000 per¬ meet David N. Martin, ’head of the
By GABE FAVOINO
Barnee Breeskin, Hotel Shorethe fight in a • stronger position sons weekly. By June 1, the ca¬ Tivoli Circuit, Australia. They will
Chicago, .Maxell 20.
ham
maestro
for the past 25 years,
pacity' will be -165,000 weekly.
than they held at its start.
gander talent in that city before 1
Franchise-fee battle between the
Parkis business for the first returning to New York. Martin is {announced his debut last week as
Retppn o|fvEiVJA.».tO: thd AJt^.fql.d.j
American Guild’of Variety Artists . signals
the ejnd of a .three-ye^y re¬ Sight *month$' has steadily in¬ currently on a worldwide tour to 1a booker of talent and consultant
and Chicago • Entertainment Man¬ sistance to AGVA.hy-.EjVIA agents. creased and- now is almost 100% case acts for the Down Under 1for musical arrangements and com¬
agers Assn: ended'in a tot^Tvtctory They originally bolted ARA jn ,.better th^n'originally anticipated.
chain.
]positions. New venture is recogni¬
for the entertainers union "'here 1953 when they refused to pay '
Elkort is also slated to make a jtion of the growing market for
last week, after AGVA national welfare assessments to the union
here engendered by numer- ’
trip to Rio de Janeiro April 4, for talent
‘
administrator Jackie Bright per¬ for performers. ARA had agreed
the April 6 opening of Edith Piaf <ous conventions and political meet¬
sonally took command here during to do so. In addition, AGVA is
at the Casino Copacabana there.
1ings.
the crisis.
-Continued from page 50 ___
now in a position to “control” ac¬
Though the Breeskin enterprise
Major point at issue was recog¬ tivities of agents by issuing sepa¬
will operate independently of the
nition of the EMA as an agents’ rate franchises and certificates for Mercury"—with a very warm, sin- l
hotel’s supper club, the Blue Room,
association. Though originally op¬ agents, personal managers and cere address.
it’s an open secret that it was or¬
Getting Their Licks In ‘
posed to paying the $50 and $25 dub date producers. This would
ganized with the blessings of Shorefranchise fees recently set for halt the practice of one agent be¬
In sequence, the comics and the
ham v.p. and entertainment boss
agents by AGVA. toward the end ing active in all three fields, long dignitaries got in their licks, start¬
Bernard Bralove. Breeskin, who
of the hassle the EMA agents were a sore point with AGVA.
will continue on the podium of the
ing with Phil Silvers, who lives in
willing, for the most part, to plunk
the same Delmonico Hotel with the
Las Vegas, March 20.
]Blue Room, headquarters his new
down the coin, but only on condi¬
Sullivans.
And while that Park
The possibility of the original 1office in the Shoreham, and plans
tion that their association be rec¬
Ave., hostel is by no means no- (operating group of the Moulin 1to use many of the nitery revue
ognized. This AGVA refused to do.
torious for the musical comedy- jRouge, getting out from under the «acts on a freelance basis in hi*
“service” the bespectacled come- ^financial debris of the shuttered 1bookings.
In addition to Bright’s perform¬
dian ad libbed about, there were j.hotel dimmed last week (14), when
ance before the local AGVA mem¬
New bureau will work closely
references like the following: “I j.the interracial spa was declared 1with the Eddie Elkort office in New
bership and his adamant stand
thought they were painting the j.bankrupt. Moulin Rouge Corp. 'York.
throughout, the Artists Representa¬
front of the hotel until I found out .partners Alex Bisno and Louis
tives Assn, played a big part in
Philadelphia, March 20.
it was Willie West & McGinty do- -j
bringing the EMA agents, mostly
Experimental variety show pro¬ ing an audition,”- and “Ray Bloch gRubin were held personally re- ,
club date bookers, into line. In
sponsible to pay off the hotel’s
moted
by
two
local
cafe
men
plays the background music and ccreditors, and Federal Judge John
acceding to Bright’s request that
Chi ARA members refrain from played four days at United Para¬ Mario Lewis stages the room serv- jMowbray gave the pair until to¬
buying acts from or selling them mount Theatres’ Nixon, West Phil¬ ice.” (Among the sincerest tributes rmorrow (Wed.) to list their per¬
to EMA agents, the ARA bloc adelphia key nabe, and despite bad paid by Sullivan, at the post-mid- ssonal assets and liabilities with the
helped deal the coup de grace to weather, which cut into Friday night end of the affair, was one ccourt.
EMA.- In asking for the embargo, evening’s (16) returns, garnered a to his co-producer, Lewis.)
Mowbray set another meeting
Hollywood, March 20.
Bright was making use of provi¬ neat $9,000.
Silvers wound up with a tribute jApril 5, at which time it will be
Revue featured Julie Gibson, to the abbott of the Friars, which cdetermined if any of 40 other in¬
Phil Spitalny and Jake Kozloff,
sions of the recently signed AGVAstripteuse who has been a -head¬ prompted Lewis to observe, “Had I cdividuals in the sorcalled limited \new operators of the Royal Nevada
ARA pact.
Led by EMA prexy Jim Roberts, liner during the last three years known this was to be a eulogy for ]partnership group shall be ad¬ Hotel, Las Vegas, .have received
the maverick agents had, by last at the Wedge, North Philly spot me, I’d have done the decent thing jjudged liable to the creditors. Un¬ notice from Irvin P. Mazzei,
<derstood that during the next AGVA’s Coast chief, stating the
Friday (16', almost unanimously owned by Buddy Ottenberg and and died first."
bowed to AGVA's demands and Al Nirenberg. Anxious to show¬
Sullivan, the Portchester, N. Y., 1hearing Bisno and Rubin will pre¬ hostelry is still on the union’s un¬
case
their
dance
star.
Wedge
own¬
were joining ARA. Out-of-town
kid who made good in the Big City *sent a new plan for reorganization, fair list and no stage shows can be
agents in Cleveland, Kansas City ers have presented dancer in sum¬ is, nonetheless, a Connecticut 1while at the same session Mow¬ presented at the inn until AGVA
and Columbus, who had been mer stock and recently made offer farmer to Gov. Abraham I. Ribi- 1bray will name Receiver Harry is appeased.
According to Mazzei, the Royal
watching the fight to cue their to the defunct Hedgerow Theatre, coff, who saluted Sullivan as a 1Miller as the trustee as previously
moves,
followed
the
Chicago offering to star Miss Gibson in neighbor, a taxpayer and an arch- ]recommended by the corporation^ Nevada was placed on the union’s
blacklist last January, because of
agents’ lead. Lone holdout was “White Cargo” to help rescue the exponent of the art of communica- <creditors.
Paramount Attractions’ topper Art repertory group.
tion. It was a properly sincere . During last Wednesday’s show¬ unpaid salary claims totaling $30,Headline item on variety bill note amidst the buffoonery, and [down hearing, it was revealed that 000 filed with AGVA against the
Goldsmith, who will probably get
his franchise direct from AGVA. was star’s piece de resistance, when toastmaster Lewis wise¬ Rubin owns extensive New York spot by . Anna Maria Alberghetti &
Under its deal with the perform¬ “Dance of the Bashful Bride." In cracked .something he added, “If 1restaurant (i.e., Chandlers), tavern Family, Georgie Tapps and Jackie
ers’ union, ARA collects franchise the cast were Guy Marks, come¬ that line is in bad taste, then I’ll 1and real estate properties. The ex¬ Kannon.
fees from its members and turns dian; Tato & Julia, Cuban dance use the immortal words of Willie 1act financial position of Bisno was
“In addition," said Mazzei, “Olsen
them over to AGVA.
duo; Johnny Crawford, songster, Sutton, ‘Pardon me, Governor!’”
]not made clear, however. Bisno at & Johnson, scheduled to play the
is the center of a grand hostelry next month, are also on
Outcome of the hassle strength¬ and Joanne Dubois, tapdancer.
Lewisisms throughout the night jury
;present
probe here, in which he and AGVA’s unfair list for a $500 claim
ens AGVA's position nationally Victor Hugo led the pit crew (16). ran something like confusing net- ;
Nevada Real Estate Loan Co., filed against them. I a*lso have no¬
and locally while reinforcing ARA,
Instrumental in publicizing the work call letters (NBC for ABC), his
\
since it is now the sole agents' affair was the hiring of Steve “That’s the trouble with me, in ’are being investigated on charges tified them that they can’t eyen
usury. It was also revealed rehearse the show until this clairri
organization recognized by AGVA Allison. WPEN late-evening com¬ school I never knew my ABC’s” . . . of
•
in the variety field. Both the mentator, who acted as emcee “two plus two equals four; three ,Wednesday that Rubin shoveled is settled."
Mazzei asserts either . the hew
three nights. Marvin Burak, who plus three equals six; six plus six !$300,000 cash into the Moulin
conducts the station’s all-night equals craps" ... “I drink for my :Rouge and owned' outright 24% of ops of the Royal Nevada must pay
COMEDY MATERIAL
the $30,000 or show cause why they
show, took over the introductions laryngitis—I’ve had laryngitis now the corporation’s stock.
For All Branches of Theatricals
are not responsible for the hotel’s
Saturday evening.
for 28 years" . . . “the richest man
previous debts.
FUN-MASTER
in the world is the guy with the Pitt Instrumental Trio
fHE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
most money" . . . “Ed Murrow, the
(The Service of the STARS)
Forming
New
Nitery
Act
only
Peeping
Tom
with
a
sponsor,"
Martha Raye to Be Feted
First 13 File. $7.00-All J35 issues $25
Pittsburgh, March 20.
and,
after
DeSapio’s
lengthy
Singly; $1.05 per script.
At Nephrosis Dinner speech, “You’re so right!" Talking New nitery act is being organized
Martha Raye will be guest of of his recent operations, “I was on here by Lou Mauro, bass player,
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET.$25 •
AND
honor at a dinner of the National the operating table for 8V2 hours; and Dom Trimarkie, accordionist,
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.. $25 •
Nephrosis Foundation, at the that’s more sleep than I had in both with Joe Negri’s trio on -the
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., next Thurs¬ years" . . . “if he made my incis- “Buzz ’n’ Bill" tv show, and Ralph
$3.00
day (28). Her 30th anni in show sion three inches longer, I’d be do¬ Granada, pianist, under the name
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
biz will be marked with this shin¬ ing a sister act with' Christine of the Three Muses. Boys are buildr
HELD OVER 8th WEEK
No C.O.D.'s
dig. She’s been active in raising Jorgensen."
ing' an instrumental comedy turn
BILLY GLASON
funds for the organization.
with special material by Sarii Sil¬
So Who’s Tchaikovsky?
Tex McCrary is chairman of
John Daly, Red Buttons, and ver, longtime WB theatre manager
the dinner, committee.
Murrow were followed by Rise who has been writing for radio and
Stevens singing “One Night of television personalities for the last
DALLAS, TEXAS
Love,” segueing into Otto Harbach, couple of years.
Muses will break in sometime
Texas Representative
who deprecated “this deaning busi¬
ness-all you gotta do to be a dean next month at the White Horse Inn
)
of anything, is to live long enough." in nearby Scottdale.
It also inspired the crack, “I had a
nightmare—I dreamt Tchaikovsky
was alive with a good lawyer."
Harbach was deeply appreciative of
the sundry Sullivan ..“salutes” to
and his
ASCAP.
Jan Murray next .with: “Next to.
.VIOLIN BEAUTIES
John Cameron Swayze, he (Sulli¬
van) is the funniest guy" . . . “he’s
done more for Lincoln than Carl
Sandburg" . . . “he only hires .you
after you’re fired" . . . “I liave the
greatest jackpot—we will give away
a state every Sunday night op¬
posite you; we’ can only last 48
CONCERTS • FILMS • TV • CLUBS • CONVENTIONS
weeks but we’ll murder you!" ^
Petrillo was pure unadulterated
Record Release:
Mgt.: Jerry Levy - Fred Atnsel
James Caesar with his uninhibited
“PIZZERIA PIZZICATO"
Direction: William Morris ‘Agency
language and a very funny reminiHOWARD LANIN MANAGEMENT
scense of an excursion to the White
113 W. 57th Street
New York «
JUdson 6-3045
House. Eddie Fisher and Debbie
Reynolds took a bow; Sam Leven! son scored; ditto Jack E. Leonard
(“they kid you about your person¬
DANCING STAR MARGARET BROWN
ality; well, with me, I just don’t
Current ABC-Par Record Hit
Will Henceforth Be Billed and .
think you have any!"); Cyd Charisse
Known as:
and Tony Martin bowed; Martin
did “Arivcrderci Roma" straight,
and' a parody on “Memories Are
Made of This" (Sullivan Is Made of
This”). . .
The newspaperman-conferencier
Currently
<CiirrenVfy Featured at the. Famous .
. was poised, spoke without notes,
and
was coherent and consistent
EL MOROCCO, Montreal
in all the bouquets to family,
Mgf. BILL MITTLER, Ulf (roadway. Now Tori
friends and business associates.
1' ilt wd$ ’4< Vlidrdtffjliltf. ‘'mhe’?feVent'
k'U 1 .mj ’ii r»{
/ jj'vi uu>l

Vegas Moulin Rouge Ops j
Held Personally Liable j
To Hotel’s Creditors \

Experimental Vauder
Hits 9G in Philly Nabe
On 4 Days Despite Snow

Vegas’ Royal Nevada
On AGVA’s Unfair List
Till Old Debts Cleared

SEILER
SEABOLD

CENTURY ROOM
Adolphus Hotel

VING MERLIN

THE ANGELAIRES

THANKS, ED SULLIVAN!

“LITTLE CHILD’'

CAB CALLOWAY

MEG BROWN

Thunderbird Hotel, Las Vegas
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^onueabana, N. Y.
Tony Bennett ( with Chuck
Wayne), harry Storch, Foiir Coins,
Gary Mann, Sandra Devlin, Copa
Girls
Michael Durso & Frank
Marti Orchs, staged by Douglas
Coudy; music and lyrics, Durso,
Mel Mitchell, Marvin Kahn; cos¬
tumes, Billy Livingston (Mme.
Berthe);
orches' rations,
Deac
Ebcrhard; $5 minimum.
Tony Bennett ^eads the Copa’s
Easter show and is doing a hangup
iob The singer covers the jumps
and the ballads in a 16-song, 40minute turn that’s a smash all the
Way
Also on tap for a strong
showing are the songstering Four
Coins, while Larry Storch handles
the comedy slot with a variety of
routines for overall satisfactory
impact.
. Bennett’s nitery floor demeanor
is strictly bigtime. He knows how
to handle himself and does so ef¬
fectively from his specialty opener,
“Why Can’t I Say Hello?” to his
rousing windup delivery of “Sing
You Sinners.” He rocks the room
with “Rags to Riches,” goes robust
on “Without a Song,” renders a
snappy “Taking a Chance on Love”
and gives out with a rash of other
tunes, some mellow, some dra¬
matic, but all good. -The singer,
incidentally, gets special guitar ac¬
companiment from Chuck Wayrte.
The Four Coins provide a driv¬
ing session with their rapid-fire
vocaling. The quartet opens with
a tailored “Crazy Little Copa” and
then move into a frantic “Shake,
Rattle and Roll,” with one mem¬
ber of the unit doubling on sax.
The boys then work over a med¬
ley
of
standards,
advance
to
“Memories of You” and close with
“I’ll Be True to You,” with the
audience joining in on handclapping.
Storch starts the yocks going
with a routine relating to his youth
and then gets in a laugh quickie
via his takeoff on a shaky tv
screen. He’s got an okay bit in
his singing tv cowboy, but doesn’t
fare too well in the General Cus¬
ter-Sitting Bull sequence.
His
Japanese, French and adagio items
are all okay and his impression of
a drunken gal has risible value.
The Copa girls provide the usual
eye-appeal in Billy Livingston’s
colorful
costumes.
Production
singer Gary Mann does a solid job
on the Michael Durso-Mel Mitchell-Marvin Kahn tunes, while
Sandra Devlin’s terp talent is ef¬
fectively showcased in the prodbction numbers.
The Copa orch,
fronted by Durso, supplies topnotch
showbacking,
while
the
Frank Marti band takes Over for
the customer terp interludes.

Jess:

Sands, Las Vegas
< Las Vegas, March 20.

UfiRIETY

Par pic. After the recent splitup
of the pair, the song socks over
for whopping reaction as they walk
off, arm-in-arm. Begoff speech by
Lewis is neatly essayed.
Bunny Briggs primes with a
protracted round of taps. Young
sepia terper should make his ex¬
hibits brief and build to climaxes
instead of long immobile standup
taps. He's a whiz* with the beats,
but too subtle. Audience would
like more flash. Antonio Morelli
orchsters perform solidly under
Dick Stabile’s baton, and same for
their own maestro during the line
holdover, “Calypso,” prance and
for Briggs.
Will.

Knickerbocker, H’wootl
•

Hollywood, March 9.

Sylvie St. Clair, Jack Dailey,
Joyce Collins Trio; no cover or
minimum.

*

The
extensively
refurbished
Hollywood
Knickerbocker
Hotel
finally got into show biz with the
opening of its new Holiday Room
and a trio of singing acts. From
both the performers’ and the pub¬
lic’s standpoint, a lot has to be
done to achieve the desired effect.
Physical layout of the room
makes it difficult to work, since
the performer must always be
facing away from a segment of the
room.
Too, the location of the
bar provides an additional clatter.
And the thin drape across the
glass wall leaks so much light as
to be distracting.
On the entertainment side, Ben
Bard, vet actor and drama teach¬
er, who is in charge, has rather
unwisely
selected
only singing
acts. By the time star Sylvie St.
Clair comes on after close to half
an hour of vocalizing by the Joyce
Collins Trio and Jack Dailey, she
has a tough time overcoming ring¬
side lassitude.
She finally makes
the grade, though, with a good
voice, easy personality and some
okay material.1 Wisely, she doesn’t,
lean too heavy on her Gallic back¬
ground, singing much of her stuff
in English to win plaudits.
The Joyce Collins Trio, who also
play for dancing on the 15x20 com¬
position floor laid down in the din¬
ing room, do four numbers pass¬
ably, and Dailey has a pair that
showcase him fairly well.
He’s
also around as a strolling sere¬
naded: between shows.
Room’s layout and price policy
indicates it would do better to con¬
vert to an intimery basis, letting
Miss St. Clair work in a baby spot
rather than.with the lights full up,
and utilizing the others only as in¬
terim entertainers.
Kap.

Amato's. Portland
Portland, Ore., March 13.
. Lancers (4), Paul Meeres & LaRainc (with Juno Lewis), Lady
Francis, Herman Jobelman Orch
(6); no min., $1.50 cover.

Martin & Lewis, Introducers (6)
Bunny Briggs, Dick Stabile, Copa
The Lancers are making their
Girls (8), Sandmen (4), Linda second return trip here in six
Laioson, Lew Brown, Ray Toland, months, and should pull in the cus¬
Antonio Morelli Qrch (20); $2 min¬ tomers during the next two weeks.
imum.
Handsome, well-disciplined out¬
A Martin & Lewis stand com<
once in a blue moon here—but tl
moon is blue, and Sands bonifaci
are m the pink for the next thr<
frames. Not oi^ly is there sup<
biz; its a stampede. For the ei
tertainment never stops, movir
from the Copa Room out into tl
casino where Pied Piper Jen
keeps the place in an uproar unt
sunup.
'
n.rIli-this Particular Sands sorti
Martin & Lewis are funnier tha
Martin & Lewis. They are the on!
known comedians better than the
material, which is excellent. Th
Is, ?? a‘l-new frame'for the sonj
of Martin, the cutups of. Lewis an
combination of both.
Su
rounded by a sextet of song-am
oancers, The Introducers,
pli
iv;ei.r longtime associate, conduct
D.ck Stabile, pianist Lew Browi
oiummer Ray Toland, augrhente
sinng section for Martin’s purrin;
special tunes by Sammy Cahi
Jfnces £ta£ed fey Nick Castle, tl
hour is superbly integrate!
Martin opening songspiel hi
funny byplay breakups by The Ii
no ocers & Lewis, but he mai
0 wa»op over three numbei
finding up with, of .course, “Men
ones Are Made of This,” whic
. Ylles. the permanent, entrance «
* :rt!'vis. *nd all madhouse capers 1
They swing into -an ol(
time terps with straw hats A: cane
mss in.the slaptsick; kid with fill
Siar impressions to. reach.-anoth<
Igdfw. *nd level off witn a craa
side By Side” duet, ,
tne • Introducers have a funn
. ot-M in a , deadpan warb
and-hoofing, .of '“Stage' Wait,1” 1
kin time while Lewis dons' costqro
for his. outstanding, bit, a-Japahes
?!n£,er>. with Martin interpretin
the. lyries. . Closing yodel and- mim
-s neat -toUch wh<?n the' *Mm&'-,
kinship is .tellingly ‘portrayed' i
H>dners,’; a Hftfrom their ne

2

fit offers plenty of entertainment
for 30 full minutes. Guys slam out
some of their top platter stuff and
other special material for solid re¬
turns. They work hard, sell big,
offer a fine change of pace, and
thoroughly enjoy their work.
Paul Meeres & LaRaine get
things under way with some hectic
Afro-Cuban
terping. Orb-filling,
well-stacked femme surprises with
her scanty costume. Duo knocks
out some wild dance numbers.
Juno Lewis accompanies on the
bongo drum and scores with a solo
stint. -Lady Francis in the deuce
spot pleases with some standard
magico stuff and the 50-nhnute
layout is entertaining throughout.
Herman Jobelman and his house
crew play their usually good show
and set the tempo for dancing.

Feve.

Bradford Hoof, Boston

_'_NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Savoy Hotel, London
London, March 15.

Gino Donati, Page & Bray, Pan
Yue Jen Troupe (3); Ian Stewart’s
Savoy Orpheans, Francisco Cavez
orch; $5 minimum.
As an example of in-betweenseason bill, the current Savoy show
is well above average. Gino Donati,
who headlines, has played this No.
1 hot*el previously, and the two
supporting acts add to the general
quality, of the entertainment.
Donati has one of the best gim¬
mick shows in Europe. It opens
conventionally with a soso vocalist
onstage trying his hand with oper¬
atic arias, with noisy interruption
from a ringside young couple.
Quarrelsome pair’s male partner
is lured onstage. Then the fun
begins. Not only is he a firstclass
comedian, but he’s no mean acro¬
bat too, and from that point the
show goes with a zing and the
customers-:respond accordingly.
Page & Bray, doubling with their
Palladium stint, give a fine dem¬
onstration of fast and smooth
ballroomology, with classic twirls
and lifts. The f*an Ye Jen Troupe,
a Chinese trio, make a lively open¬
ing act, climaxed when the sole
male member of the team does a
handstand on four chairs perched
on an equal number of bottles. Ian
Stewart’s resident combo provides
adequate -backgrounding, and with
the Francisco Cavez rhythm orch.
takes good care of the dance ses¬
sions.
Myro.

St. Regis, Yew York
Monique Van Vooren; Milt Shaw
Orch, Ray Bary Ensemble; cover,
$1.50 weekdays, $2.50 Saturdays.
Not everything that glitters is
gold and not everyone with a
French accent is necessarily a
cinch for the Maisonette, a room
traditionally the home for the
Continental touch. Monique Van
Vooretf, a tall, blonde looker from
Belgium proves that point in her
current session at the nitery.
Perhaps Miss Van Vooren has
been away from home too long, or
maybe she’s been told that, in the
U.S.,
the . customers
like
it
“rough.” At any rate, she exhibits
a surplus of vocal energy in her
songalog which is a curious mix¬
ture of French and American, with
not enough of either. She does
make' up for this in part via a
pleasing
personality
and
good
touches ip acting out her numbers.
Starter sets the tone for her
stint. It's a lively novelty. “Re¬
lax,” delivered with more energy
than skill. She follows this with
“I Never Kiss,” which again is
belted across with unnecessary
roughness. This she follows with
a sentimental ditty, “A Street in
Paris,” which reveals that Miss
Van Vooren not only js capable
of the sotto voice but also knows
how to handle a good tune. Then
comes another novelty, delivered
with charm, and a comedy bit
about wbmen : that registers with
at least spme of the ringsiders.
“I Want’ More” is another loud
vocal exercise; and the encore i?
“If She Likes You Very Much,”
which floors ?em via sheer lung
power. It’s obvious that Miss Van
Vooren, who sometime? sings with
ah accent and sometimes without,
has yet to find her style; also that
she’s a talented performer with
striking looks to match an engag¬
ing
personality.
Perhaps
she
thinks Americans don’t go for a
typically French repertoire, and
this may be a sound theory in
some places. It misfires at the St.
Regis.
Milt Shaw orchestra backs her
up nicely and the Ray Bary En¬
semble is fine for the dancers, as
per usual.
Hi/t.

Hotel Muelilebatch, K. C.
Kansas City, March 16.

Merry Macs (4), Billy Fields,
Billy Papon, Tommy Reed Orch
(8); $1, $1.50 cover.

/Boston, March 15.

A temporary switch in policy
Jay Jason, Gaye Dixon, Harveys
Harry DeAngelis Orch (5), brings a three-act bill, most un¬
usual here. Heading it are the
Versitones (3); $2.50 minimum.
(2),

Jay Jason is wowing auds here
with his clowning and boniface A1
Taxier is holding him ©vet at the
roo£ garden. Working to a small
room Ion night caught), Jason
throws away-the mike, comes down
■to ringside and gives a whale of a
s-how. On for 50 minutes; he makes
•the most of material at hand, with
fast-paced repartee, but always
making himself the butt of the
snappers.
.Gaye Dixon, reviewed under
New. Acts, gets .fine returns, with
dynamic blues piping and a Lillian
Roth drama and ' song medley;
Opening the show,' the Harveys,
blonde femme and blonde lad, go
over nicely with ballroom, softshoe
and'PAntomime terping.. Harry Jpe-r
Aw#Hs .cuts\* ..slick.:dhow and th<?
VfefiKltbnes -are mueho' okay In' the
interludes.
Guy.'

long-established Merry Macs, with
Billy Papon on for m.c. and com¬
edy,, and singer Billy Fields, un¬
known in these parts.
Opener
proved a long 55 minutes, with
some really entertaining moments
and some that could be judiciously
trimmed, even after routine set¬
tles.
Serving as m.c., Papon runs in
some comedy chatter, has a stint
on harmonicizing, and draws a
passel of laughs with his panto¬
miming of Tibbett’s “Figaro.” A
hometown lad, he hasn’t been seen
here in 10 years;
Fields is k good-looking, hard¬
working lad with an okay baritone,
and given that hit recording, he
could easily make higher brackets.
•As it stands, his singing is okay,
his stage, presence good,, and hi£
sOng selections mostly pagifcter.
The Merry Macs, for all their
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warbling have never ma'de a p.a.
Buplex, N. Y. v
here, and their-advent to the Ter¬
Butterfly McQueen, Lovey Pow¬
race Grill is the real strength of
the show. As one of the first vocal ell, Brooks Morton; $2.50, $3, $3.50
groups to eschew close harmony minimums.
with the melody on top; they’re es¬
Since its opening in October, the
tablished, if little heard from re¬
cently. This is evident throughout upstairs room at the Duplex (there
eight numbers and a medley of is a bar below), has established it¬
self as a place to go for the Green¬
several hit recordings.
Quin.
wich Village vagabonds. It’s a com¬
pact spot, run by the- entertainers
Village Vanguard, X. Y. Hal Holbrook, Lovey Powell and
Maya Angelou, Eve Rober,s, 'Brooks Morton, and the divertisse¬
Herb Hartig & Paul Mazur sky, Clar¬ ment is keyed along offbeat intim¬
ence Williams Trio; $3 miniinum. ery lines. It probably won’t be too
long before the Duplex will rank
Boniface Max Gordon manages alongside such other popular Vil¬
to keep his Greenwich Village cel¬ lage ventures as the Bon Soir and
the Vanguard.
lar in order by constantly import¬
With Holbrook off on a month’s
ing fresh talent with a flair for
hiatus, Butterfly McQueen
has
intimate room work. There seems
has
been called in to liil the gap.
to be a never-ending flow in Gor¬
don’s source of supply, and a trip Negro comedienne of the highto the Vanguard usually winds up pitched voice already. has plenty
with a couple of appraisals for the of screen and radio credits under
hex belt, but ihis is her first try
•New Acts files.
at the nitery field in these parts.
New Acts candidates in current She’s appi’aised further in New
Vanguard bill are thrush Eve Rob¬ Acts.'
erts from Cleveland and the com¬
Miss Powell holds down the main
edy team, Herb Hartig tk Paul spot with a l'epertoire that packs
Mazursky, from the Coast. Both lots of appeal for those running
fit into the Vanguard scheme and away from current pops. The songhelp round out a bill headed Up bag is full of class showtunes and
by calypso stylist Maya Angelou. standards and she delivers ’em in
Miss Angelou,
a tall Ne^ro
highly mannered mood that holds
femme with plenty of bounce, has the tablers. She’s got a coy way
been plying her trade on the of woi’king into a song that gets u
Coast with some success.
She bit bothei’some, but once she gets
should do as well in these parts, going with such items as “Miss Otis
and could even go a little farther Regrets,” “Bidin’ My Time,” “Tea
if she'd spread out and tackle a In Chicago," “Once In A Lifetime”
few pop ballads instead of stick¬ and “I Love a New Yorker,” she
ing to the calypso beat. But for comes over strong.
those who can’t pet enough of the
Brooks Morton handles the key¬
island tempo, Miss Angelou fills board accomp and indicates a deft
the bill. A strong rhythmic sense, touch. Some solo work between
fine body control and a wry way the vocal tunis would help brighlwith songs and palter, all add up en the lulls.
Gros.
to a slick turn for the Vanguard
and rooms like it.
BOinsfruBt’s. Boston
The Clarence Williams Trio con¬
(FOLLOWUP)
tinues at the same old stand, back¬
Boston, Mai’eh 12.
ing the turns and playing for the
Harry Snow, personable young¬
terpsters in fine style.
Gros.
ster with a big voice, is keeping

Hotel Rariisson,
Minneapolis,

March

17.

Robert 'Clary, Don McGrane
Orch (8); $2.50 minimum.
Robert Clary makes his local
bow brilliantly.
There probably
has never been a nitery performer
here to display more sheer vocal
gusto, bounce and vitality on the
amusing side than this tiny ballof-fire Frenchman whose reputa¬
tion had preceded him, judging by
the warmth of his reception and
the near-capacity premises.
Booking impresses as a
10strike, if only for the reason that
Clary wanders off the beaten
songology path with his comedy
and spoof-packed vocalistics that
bear the imprint of a distinctive,
Gallic style and personality. Also,
it’s a different sort of fare from
that usually served here.
At show caught, there were swift
pacing and rare liveliness as he
exploded in dynamite fashion with
unfamiliar French and English
numbers sung and performed dif¬
ferently, and enhanced by ri-btickling gestures, grimaces, pranc¬
ing-and incidental business. Every
number clicked.
As usual, Don McGrane and his
orchestra are always on the ball,
backing up Clary and playing for
guest dancing.
Rees.

boniface Stanley Blinstrub’s regulai’s in the big 1,700-seater happy
with a stint of fancy vocalizing.
Opening offstage with “Therq’s No
Tomorrow,” his powerful .piping
reverberates throughout the’ room,
reaching the furthermost l'ecesses.
Bounding on stage, he lets go with
a siick rendeidng of “Sti'anger in
Paradise” to heavy palm-whacking
and takes “Cara Mia” for a nice
ride. He scores with show tunes,
S’ Wonderful,” and “Hi Lili, Hi
I.o,” and throws “in “When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling” for the big Eire
contingent, which gets him off to
big mitting.
Encore is a sock
“Granada.”
Snow, who has alternated be- •
tween the nitery circuit and musi¬
cals, owns a fine set of pipes and
can open up all the stops. Woi'd
of mouth will undoubtedly bi'ing
large carnage loads to Blinstrub’s
during his booking. Balance of the
show is the same as last week.

Guy.

C hateau Madrid, X. Y.
Tun Tun, Luisa Triana (with
Mario Escudero), Line (4), Pancho & "Ralph Font Orch; $3.50, $5
minimum.

Heavily Spanish flavor of the en¬
tertainment customary at the Chat¬
eau Madi’id is lightened this round
with the return (from Mexico City)
of Tun Tun, whose comedy capers
are pretty much univei’sal. On the
more rigid side is Luisa Ti'iana
Le Cupi«lon. X. Y.
who, accomped by guitarist Mario
Gretchen Wyler, Herb Jeffries, Escudei’o, is said to be making her
Ernie Warren Trio, Louis Ortiz first nitery appearances after hav¬
Trio^ninimum $5.
ing restricted herself to the con¬
cert halls in Spain. Her flamenco
Le Cupidon has a sock two-act tei’ping is more fully covered in
bill in singers Gretchen Wyler and New Acts.
Herb Jeffries.
For Miss Wyler,
Tun Tun, a midget who com¬
who’s featured in the longrun bines a quick wit with a fine sense
Broadway musical, “Silk Stock- of physical ^
comedy, is an easy
ings,” this eastside stand marks kfcrowd-pleaser.
fcrowd-pleaser.
One of the first
her nitery debut and is covered1 things
- •
he does is make the audi¬
under New Acts; for Jeffries, it’s ence forget he’s a midget except
his first Gotham date in about where it shows to advantage, i.e.,
eight years. He was in Europe with his dancing, his audience in¬
most of that time.
terplay with the femmes and with
While overseas, he operated his the props (like a midget piano).
own Paris club and also did some But in his comedy bits with the
singing in Italy and elsewhere. In band and with* leader Pancho, in
his current bistro booking, he dis¬ his impressions (Liberace. Nat
plays showmanship savvy and a (King) Cole, Billy Eckstine, Ed Sul¬
good resonant voice. His manner livan and Vaughn Monroe), he’s
is polished, and pleasing and he all business as a comic without
knows how to handle an audience, thought of his stature. As such,
as evidenced by his “I’m in ■ the he’s an entirely likable gent who
good
results
despite
Mood for Love” table-hopping achieves
spreading
himself
thin
among
stint.
Besides scoring on the songster¬ songs, dances, impressions and
ing, be glso has a neat bit in hid panto. He might achieve even bet¬
tune introes, which are sharp and ter results with some' tightening
usually humorous. His songalog and concentration on fewer facets
,
,
includes “Basin Sti’eet,” “Ol’ Man of his routine.
Pancho’s oi*ch backs the show,
River,” “Adam and Evil Blues,”
“Honeysuckle Rose,** • “Black Mag¬ and docs a topnotch job,
ic” and his trademark tune, "Fla¬ for one unfortunate number with
mingo.” Jeffries, an effective per- Miss Triana at dinner .^h«w, m
foraieron a nitery floor, ajiso im¬ which she apparently didnt like
presses as having the vocal equip¬ the shifting tempos and made her
ment and physical makeup for displeasure plain. He graciously
took the blame and every thing
legit exposure.
The Ernie Warren Trio backs was hunky after that, Pancho orch.
also
provides excellent. t$rpmg al-.
the-acts smoothly and alternates
with the Louis Ortiz Trio on dish¬ ternating with the Ralph
unit
Chan,
ing out the tern tubes.
Jess.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 21

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter tn parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll/ (T) Jlvoll; (W) Warner

NEW YOftJC CITY
Music HaJi; (R) 22
Rockettes
Corps de. Ballet
Choral Ensemble
Larry Griswold
Inez Barker
William Upshaw
Ed Powell
J Langee

. Palace (P) ?2
3 Royal Rpcketa
<
Table Turners
Leonardo & Anita
Harveys
Chords
Rosemary O'Reilly
Cy Reeves
L 8c G Anders

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 1*
Adele Inge
B Hayes 8c D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Redcliffe
Rih-Aruso
Lawman 8c Robins
Romano Sc Maureen
Barry Rugless
Robert O'Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb Me Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wlm De Jong
Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker
Dorothy Hickey
PERTH
Malestys (T) 19
Bill Finch
Billy Banks
3 Gypsys
Brox Sc Myrna

Vitch Sc Partner
Neal Sc Newton
Joe Church
Romaine Sc Claire
Jenny Howard
Alain Dlagora
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
Frank Ward
Jack Baker
NoU Molloy
J's’p'n'e McCo'm'k
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) It
Hite Sc Stanley
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salici Puppets
J Sc D Barker
M Sc E Rose
Laycock & Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chater
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (I) IV
Issy Bonn
Nobertl
Barnes Sc Jeanne
Edwin Sc Rachelle
Barry Sisters
Stan Van
Ray Alan
Sylvia Sc Audrey
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome. (M) 19
Slim Whitman
Key Sc Ronjy
Harry Bailey
Cynthia Sc Gladys
Ladrlnglos
Tommy Locky
Nordics
Lizzet Sc Eddie
BRIXTON
"Bubble and Peep"
Empress (I) 19
Cyril Bowler
Rhpda Rogers
Flying Renoes
3 Debs
Wayne & Brett
Bourne Sc Barbara
Roy Murray
•CHELSEA
Palace (I) 19
Terry Cantor
Pauline Penny
Hal -Swain
Michael Morgan
L Sc T Kee
Susan Scott
Red Preston
Andrew Allen
Gabrieile
Brian Seymour
Kpnny Cantor
CARDIFF
New <M) 19
Tommy Fields
Adelaide Hall
Arnley St Gloria
a Pirates
6- Smashers
Chris Carlsen
Napoleon Sc
■ Josephine
Happy Hikers
.CHISWICK
Implre (M> 19
Eddie Gray
Arthur English
MAH Nesbitt
Clarkson Sc Leslie
Christine Glanville
Larry Turner
3 Skylarks
Patsy Sylva
EDINBURGH
Empire (Mi 19
1 Murray Sc Maldle
Granger Bros.
Jones Boys
Wareham Sc Barbara
Morecarabe Sc Wise
Harry Worth
Billie Wyner
Bruce Forsyth
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 19
Don Cornell
Ballet Montmartre
George Martin
4 Furres
Wright Sc Marlon
King Bros.
Kemble Sc Christine
Jeff Sc June
-GLASGOW
•Empire CM) 19
Rlchiardl Junior
Lane Twins

M Sc B West
Maxims
Desmond Sc Marks
Grossetto Sc Gaston
Dickie Dawson
Bert Bendon
LONDON
Metropolitan (I) 19
Phyllis Dixey Co.
Dargle Quintette
Billy Livingstone
Godfrey Sc Dee
2 Rexannos
Jack Tracy
Ciro Dancers
LONDON
Palladium (M) 19
Winifred Atwell
Kenny Baker
Petula Clark
Alma Cogan
Jack Jackson
Stargazers
Malcolm Vaughan
David Whitfield
Tommy Trlnder
MANCHESTER
-Hippodrome IM) 19
Hylda Baker
Bob Hammond
Rene -Strange Les Marthys
Freddie Hai-rlson
Jimmy French
Rene Dymott
Anita
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 19
Jat Herod •
Walthon Sc Dopraine
Dennis Hale
SAP Kaye
Keppel A Betty
J A J Bentley
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 19
Enos A Lane
Dennis Shirley
Havall A Byl
Arthur Gordon
June Carle
JAP Shat-ratt
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 19
Jimmy Young
Horler Twins
Albert Burdon Co.
Marcies
Joe Black
P Sc P Page
Juggling Brauns
Arthur Tolcher
SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) IV
Ronnie Hilton
Rayner A Betty
Arthur Worsley
Louise A Co.
Baker A Douglas
Del Cortina
Gold A Cordell
SUNDERLAND
Empire <M) 19
Billy Stutt
Bob Dale
Dawkes Sc Webb
R A R Marlow
McDonald Sisters
3 Robertis
Peter Merrill
YORK
Empire (I) 19
Carroll Levis Co.
Edorlca
Daly. A Wayne
Eddie Goffron
Billy Maxam
s

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY.
Arete**
George Stone
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
Judy Martini
H Roth Ore
Beverly
Bobby Short
Blue Angel
Enid Mosler
Steel Band
Earl Hall
Ruth Price
Ben loir
Kaye Ballard
Sylvia Sims
3 FlamesPhil Leeds , „
Jimmie Daniels
Camee
Mel Torme
Corky Hale
Stan Free
Roger Steele.
Chateau Madrid
Luisa Triana
Tun Tun
Pancho Ore
Ralph Font
Cepacabene
y Bennett
Chic Layne

Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calin
Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
„ . Dewnsfalra
Julius Monk
June Erickson
Jack Fletcher
Dody Goodman
Gerry Matthews
Ne. 1 Fifth Ava
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Elegante
Elaine Jordon
Bob McFadden
Pierce Knox
Pis* Currie Ore
Ket'l H'nry Hudson
| Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plase
Edith Adams
Richard Hayman
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Metal Pierre
Wit i
Angle A Margo

Ailcen Morales
Alan Logan, Ore
Stanley Melba -Ore
Hotel Roosevelt ■
Guy .Lombardo. Ore
Hotel Statler
TAJ Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Monique V'n Vooren
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Charlivels
A. L. Simpkins
George Tapps
Chiqulta A Johnson
Wazzan Tr
Harold A Lola
Rita Noble
Yasmina
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Le Cuplden
Gretchen Wyler
Herb Jeffries
Ernie Warren Ore
Amapola
Menenghito Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Wesson A Polk
Norman Paris 3
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Minii Warren
Eddie Layton
Rea Carpet
Pal Harrington
Sheila Reynolds
Dave Rogers
Red Benson

Town A' Country
Burnell Dancers
Johnny Morris Or.c
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis- 1
Eugene A Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Jack Cassidy
Betty Benee
Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook A Corey
Neile Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold -Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Dick Hall
George Hopkins
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon
Aran Holmes Ore
Watdorf-Astorla
Benny Goodm'n Ore
Nat Brandywynne
Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Hartlg A Mazursky
Ada Moore
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Gloria Van
Len Dresslar
Blue Angel
"Royal Calypso"'
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compsott
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Johnny Hamlin S
Tony Scott 4
Chez Peree
Nick Noble
Beverlee Dennis
Little Buck
Chez Paree Ad*r’b’s
Brian Farnon Ore

Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4
Lurlean Hunter
Dick Marx
Johnny P^rigo
Conrad Hilton
"Icearama"
Neff A Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael 'Meelian
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman A Ml mi
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears A
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Art Tatum Trio
Palmer House
Jose Greco
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Peggy Lee
Anthony. Allyn
• Hodges Trio
Russ Morgan Ore
(18) ‘
Bar of Music
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
ZUlch A Noble
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heldt Revue
Blltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Lenny Kent
Wonder A Barks
Hal Derwin Ore
Clro's
Mary Kaye Trio
Step Bros. (4)
Dick Stabile Ore
Gerl Galian Ore

Crescendo
Kay Brown
Dick West
Tony Martinez
Macaye
Lili St. Cyr
Isabella Campo
Frankie D'Amore
Dante Varela -Trio
Mocambe
Arthur Blake
Rubin Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bob Williams
Romanos Bros.
W. W. Stevens
Ffolliott Charlton
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Statler Hotel
Constance Moore
Danii A Genii Prior1
Eddy Bergman Ore

Martin A Malo
Leonard Young
Ben Novack Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Danny Rogers
Murray Franklin
Allan Walker
Nautilus
The Novelites
Margerlta Sierra
Antone A Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Place Plgalle
Mary .Mack
Pat Halladay
\Vlck-Weeks t4)
Joe CosH

Kay&Onylfr .

. tt.Qney Plaza
Eadle'A Rack
Calo A Musette
Noro Morales Ore
San Souci Hotel
Gypsy Rose Lee Co.
Freddy Calo Ore
Saxony Hotel
Jose Cortes Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Seville
Zero Mostel
Vargas A Ortiz
S A V Baker

Van Smith
C Reader. Or?
Sea Isle Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
Pasty Abbott
Thunderblrd
Maxie Rosenbloom
Nic-Nax
Luis Gomez Dncrs
Vanity Fair
B S Pully
Pearl Williams
Alicia Marquez
Sallie Blair
Noro Morales Ore
Versailles Hotel
A-lan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
A J A Ron
Teddy King Oro
5 O'clock
Bubbles Darlene
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gurtip
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds <4.
Jan Welles
Ronnie Eastman .
Elissa Jayne
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury

HAVANA
Tropicana
Gloria A Rolando
Billy Daniels
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarlsse Novo
Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos
P. Godino

Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
Sans Souci
Mello Larks
Ceferlno Barlos
Sonia Calero
Nancy Lopez
Victor Alvarez
Ramon Iglesias
Rivero Ore
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Naclenal
Havana Cuban Boys
Parislen Ore
Cuban Ore

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Sonny Howard
Johnny Bacheniln
Colleanos
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick

Riverside
Davis A Reese
Remanos Bros.
Beverlee Dennis
Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford Ore

H’wood the Star
Continued from page 1 —,j

personality. Studio also owns “The
Bill Robinson -Story” but probably
won't start it until next year.
Paramount has five films in the
amusement cycle, beginning with
Hal Wallis' “Hollywood or Bust,"
the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis starrer, and “The Buster Keaton
Saory,” Others are “The Red
Nichols Story,” “The Gertrude
Lawrence Story,” and “The Joker
is Wild” (Joe E. Lewis biopic).
At 20th-Fox, four films are be¬
ing prepared, “The Best Things in
Life Are Free” (career of DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson)* “Solo,”
“The Cheese Stands Alone” and
“Do-Re-Mi.” Warners is planning
.“The Helen Morgan Story,” Repub¬
lic has “Annie Jordan” and Allied
Artists will do “Mr. Radio.” Colum¬
bia has completed “The Eddy
Duehin Story” and “Rock Around
the Clock” and will do “The Great
Sebastians.”
United Artists, which will re¬
lease Hecht-Lancaster’s recently
completed “Trapeze,” also will han¬
dle “Priijce Bart,” the KennedyMann indie based on Jay Rich&rd
Kennedy’s novel about a film star.

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Patti Page
Wiere Bros.
Pony Sherrell
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Larry K, Nixon
Abbey Loncoln
Kumar
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Ranche Vegas
Eartha Kitt
Myron Cohen
Ted Flo Rlto Ore
Flaminge
Dick Shawn
De Castro Sisters
Rickie Layne
Ron Fletcher Dncrs
L. Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
H. Ranch Band
Folly Possum
Joe Wolverton
Townsmen
Betty Taylor
Now Frontier
"Hooray For Life"
Jack Carson
Cais Daley
Leo Diamond
Giselle Szony A
Cabots
Dorben Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore
„
Riviere
Ben Blue
Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Dorben Dncrs
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Bob Crosby
Sarah Vaughan
Modernalres
Bobcats
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson JJrc
Sands
Martin A Lewis
Bunny Briggs
Dick Stabile
Copa Girls
A. Morelli Ore
Showboat
Jimmy Casanova
Sharon Knight
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Lawrences A
Beverly
fowl
D'rm'tt
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Sally Rand
Four Knights
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
3 Dolls
Cliff Ferre
Denise Bennett
J. Cavanaugh
Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore

«,Mic

Thunderblrd
Beatrice Kay
Sonny Howard
CordollnsRoby A Dell
Barney Rawlings
Thunderblrd Dncrs
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
_ Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina A Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica A Novello
Emli Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente
Hal Fisher
Beth Challls
'Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
r .... C»««blance
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners
Bob Rogent Ore
„ pILIdo Hotel
Barton Bros.
Sager Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bea Kalmus

...

Men *•«

Vic Damone
Hazol Scott
Cy Coleman Trip
Mai Malkin .Oro .
Chuey Reyes Oro

Empress Hotel
Diosa Costello
DOn Qasino
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
George Jessel
Ella Logan ■
The Szonys
Sacasas Ore
L'Alglon
Marlon • Colby
Horaco Diaz Ore
Lucerne
Allen A DeWood
The Tip Toppers
Stan Porter ■
Jacques Donnet Ore
Leon A Eddie's.
Can-Cab Girts
Flash O Farrell
Marian WUkeju
Denise
Atom*
Kenilworth
Jimmy Carrol
Carroll A Gorman
Michael Marvin Ore
Monte Carle Hotel
Jackie Miles' >
’
Judy Lynn

M

> l
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Disk Clubs
, Continued from page 1

plans to extend the lest program
into other key cities.
Among the rash of clubs that
have moved into the disk picture
in the past year, the Book-of-theMonth Club has made a solid im¬
pact. In almost a year of operation
with its Music Appreciation Rec¬
ords outlet, the club claims 150,000 members. Music Apprecia¬
tion’s new release program will
now include a 12-inch LP (at $3.90)
with a 10-inch LP analysis of the
music as a bonus. BOM, in a tieup
with, the Metopera, is also kicking
off another club operation called
The Metropolitan Opera Record
Club.
Nine operas have already
been set for release with George
Bizet's “Carmen” as the first
bonus platter.
And in the offing Is a new disk
club subsid of the Crowell-Collier
publishing firm.
Crowell-Collier
already has nabbed the Urania
catalog and plans to kick off its
club this summer.

Supermarkets
== Continued from page 1

Smm^*

video advertisers, and supermar¬
kets can apply pressure to some:
of the non-advertisers to back up
the tab on some of the ■’talent
bought for these shindigs. This
form 'of direct subsidy sometimes
works better for merchants In some
areas than other means of exploita-'
tion.
With all the progress in the en¬
tertainment field, the old idea of
the medicine show is coming back.
Those oldtimers felt that there was
nothing like personal contact with
th? ,cU?&Wrs.' This idea is again,
getting tq, he in; vogue.
. ,

House Reviews
Palace* IV* V.
Bobby Joyce & Ginger, George
Nicolls & Rene, George Kirby, Bev
& Sue, Milt Douglas Sc Priscilla,
Spellbinders (5), Chaz Chase, Eve
Walker, Myron Roman
Orch;
“Tirrietable” (UA), reviewed in
Variety Feb. 8, '56.
Palace bill adds up to a satisfy¬
ing entertainment package. The
per usual eight acts are well bal¬
anced, what with vet pantomimist
Chaz Chase, aerialist Eve Walter,
comedy
of Milt Douglas &
Priscilla and impressionist George
Kirby on hand among othe'rs.
Chase, who’s spotted next-toclosing,' scores nicely with a cari¬
cature of a Gypsy Rose Lee strip.
Eccentrically costumed, he also
makes a stab at some terping and
winds solidly with his lighted
cigaret munching bit.
Milt Douglas & Priscilla, prac¬
tically a fixture here, have come
up with some fresh material—for
Palace patrons, that is—and they
click handily with fast repartee.
Youthful-terp duo of Bobby Joyce
& Ginger kick qff the slate with
some soso routines. Couple also
toss in acrobatics and a diverting
softshoe bit for okay results:
Magico department is handled by
„ George Nicolls & ■ Rene. They
'dump, a variety of ingredients in
sundry receptacles to produce such
things as a puppy and a lighted
birthday cake, Nicolls’ sleight-ofhand at times could be improved,
but withal it’s a clover novelty
tupi.
George Kirby, another Palace
regular just back from Australia,
dishes up impersonations of Peter
Lorre, Cary Grant and Marlon
Brando,- et al. They’re good for
warm returns. The spellbinders,
three males and two femmes, are
a fair harmony group whose effec¬
tiveness would be improved if
they’d, do tunes more in vogue than
“Bye Bye Blackbird" and “Get
Happy.”
Eve* Walker closes the layout
with a sock display of aerialisti9S
on rope and trapeze. Her forward
body throw to a one-leg catch on
the bar draws gasps from the aud.
Novelty dance duo, Bev &. Sue, is
reviewed under New Acts. Backing
the show with- its usual proficiency
is Myron Roman's house band.
Gilb.
i
Downtown Param’t L.A.
Los Angeles,-March 15.
Dick. Contino, Helen O’Connell,
Ink Spots • (4), Jerry. Fielding
Orch (14); “The Long Memory”(Indie)., reviewed in Variety,
Feb. 4, '53.
Dick Contino and Helen‘O’Con¬
nell share headline honors in
the vaude layout that opened Wed¬
nesday (14) at Downtown Para¬
mount, working four shows daily,
to assure house a good draw for
its one-week run. Show, is over¬
loaded with singing, with the Ink
Spots and Jerry Fielding’s orch
completing a well-rounded, 65minute bill.
Fielding, whose group romps
through three numbers to space
specialty acts, emceed opening day
for the skedded but' ailing Johnny
Grant. Contino, who appeared lo¬
cally last December at the CocOanut Grove, shifts from his talented
accordion to the piano, for one
number, “Piano Boogie,” for good
effect, and also does a vocal in a
trained baritone, “From the Vine
Came the Grape,” while accom¬
panying himself on the squeezebox.
Miss. O'Connell, former Tommy
Dorsey thrush who has been mak¬
ing a new name for herself since
her appearance on NBC-TV's
“Beverly Hills Story,” is on for six
numbers, delivered with style and
buoyant personality which clicks.
Most \appetizlng is “Whistle,” her
first attempt at special material,
and medley of her past favorites
and “Still of the Night” are strong
runners-up to give her act'polish.
Ink Spots get good response for
five songs headed by “Shanty
Town,” which hit a particularly
warm note with customers, and
Fielding ana his orch give acts ex¬
pert backing.
Whit.
F our Aces, Diahann Carro
Nipsy Russell, Hines Kids (2
Aristocrats of Rhythm (2), Luc)
Mtllinder Orch (15); “King of t)
Khyber Rifles” (20th).
The Apollo has Rooked a good
variety show for this semester. The
various elements hold up nicely,
with name value, being contained
in the Fotir Aces and Diahann
Carroll, both turns- making their
debut in this Frank Schiffman
house.
■ ,
.
Miss Carroll is a singer ^of sen¬

sitivity who operates best in inti¬
mate surroundings.- With this date
she’s had to enlarge her scope in
order to reach every part of the
house, and the transition is success¬
fully made.
Miss Carroll, has
selected tunes that require a big
dramatic delivery, along with the
added element of familiarity. It’s
a combination that does excellently
for her. Her topper, “Why Was I
Bom,” makes certain that applause
returns will be big.
In this house, . where Negro
quartets appear frequently, an ofay
foursome seems a rarity, but-the
Four Aces hold the audience well
with their selections. Nipsy Rus¬
sell works at this house quite fre¬
quently. He’s a w.k. performer in
the Harlem environs and seems to
have built up a following. Russell
has some good lines, both in his
emcee work and in his own bit.
He sets himself in solidly with the
audience when he explains that
be just completed a long run in
Southern Alabama. They dig hiiq
well.
• The Aristocrats of Rhythm, also
repeaters at this house, have a
series of taps that barely pass
muster. Their best is a sitdown
terp which gives them a fair sendoff.
Band is headed by Lucky Millinder, who comes in with an orches¬
tration of seven brass, fice reeds
and three rhythm., MillinxieT con¬
ducts energetically and not only
provides a picturesque brand of
music during .his turn, but showbacks excellently. The Hines Kids(2) are further discusse under New
Acts.
Jose.

Unit Review
Johnnie Ray Show
Sydney, March .13.
Lee Gordon presentation, in as¬
sociation with Beiin F. Reyes and
Arthur Schurgin. Stars Johnnie
Ray, with Leo De Lyon, P.eg-leg
Bates, Lola Dee, Holly Sisters,
Denis Collinson band. At Stadium,
Sydney, March 6,. ’56; $3 top.
On his third Aussie chore under
the Lee Gordon management,
Johnnie Ray should hit a solid boxoffice intake. Naturally, it won't
be as strong as on his two former
junkets; nevertheless, he’ll return
his sponsors.a nice piepe of coin
on. his two-week, coast-to-doast
stopover, prior to hitting the road
to Singapore.
Around 13,000 payees were' in
for the initial two shows despite
a terrific heatwavfe- coming at the
finale of the* Aussie summer. •
Ray’s popularity with the teen¬
agers remains unabated, and he
still has to call«on the local con¬
stabulary for protection both com¬
ing and going from the huge, tinJ
roofed Stadium on his two-a-night
stint.
Ray, sincere and showmanship-’
skilled, worked for nearly 70 min¬
utes in sweltering heat to-give his
fans full value for-their money.
His numbers included “Walking
My Baby Back Home,” “If You
Believe*” “As Time Goes Bye,”
“Broken Hearted,” “I’m Gonna
Walk and Talk With My Lord,”
each ope going over for a whani.
As this will probably be Ray’s
Aussie swan song, he’s determined
to leave a . lasting’ impression.
Hence his long stay before the’
mike at each show.
Peg-leg Bates, on his Down
Under debut, almost stole the shovr
from Ray. Nothing like his tap**
ping has been seen here before;
Bates had to beg off after 35 min¬
utes. Leo De Lyon, out here pre¬
viously with Frankie Laine, scored
a major hit with his zany imper¬
sonations, also begging off after a
lengthy stay* Lola Dee, pop singer,
quickly hit popularity with, the
out-fronters on her debut and left
them yelling mor more. Show's
only weak spot is the Holly Sisters,
with a not-so-hot tap routine.
Gordon, a Yankee showman, is
presently dickering for more U.S.
topnotchers for a Down Under
winter trip. Louis Armstrong is
due to open in Melbourne April 5
on second Aussie runaround.
Rick.
1-

REEVES' L. Q., N. Y., WEEK
Cy Reeves went into the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., last Thursday (15)
on a one-weeker after Julius LaRosa and Jerry Lester wound up
their engagement at that sptft.
New headliners, . ArthUr Lee
Simpkins and,.Charlivels, start at
the- spot toiporptftf (Thun?;)/-, - ;

Wednesday, March 21, 1956
GRETCHEN WYLER

P^Sriety

NEW ACTS

winning but she’s taken on a bit
more than she can handle.
Lacking the proper vocal equip¬
ment, Miss McQueen tackles her
songalog with a patter style. Some
have been able to “talk” a song
and get away with it but it takes
a lot of style to get it across. Her
attributes fall in other directions.
What she does have working in her
corner, however, is a warmth that
keeps the tablers attentive., if not
enthused.

55

KARL INWALD
Ac MICHAEL . of this downtownery. On first view¬ spoof on the medical profession
KENT
Songs
ing she adds up as. a strong pros¬
comes to mind as another example
El Morocco, New' York
30 Mins.
pect for the class cafes. All that is
Le Cupidon, N. Y.
This is not a New Act strictly, lacking is insert of a couple of of the vaudevillian-with-intellecmerely a revamp of the longtime Americano themes to add to clever tuality. But always such* perform¬
Last year Gretchen Wyler broke
standard piano-violin combo in El group of Spanish concepts which
into the legit limelight via her fea¬
ers were performers first and last*
Morocco’s famed Champagne now comprise her act.
tured Broadway assignment in
Room, Now, as when Andre Bodo
"Silk
Stockings.”
The
singerModel of Original Wit
A slim little looker, boasting an
was alive—he died prematurely authentic, eye-filling and obvious¬
dancer is now demonstrating she’s
Radio broadcasting, rather than
some months ago—the man of a ly expensive wardrobe, Senorita
also got what it takes for cafe cir¬
television, was the great new in¬
1,001 melodies, Karl Inwald at the Sierra commands respectful atten¬
cuit success. She’s delivering a
fluence in the lives of Allen and
ivories, and his new partner vio- tion from walk-on. Her quartet of
top-calibre act in her current bis¬
lining partner Michael Kent, are chansons, introduced in rhythmic the other vaude grads. That Allen
tro bow at intime eastside Le
an
endless
and
indefatigable' form -via expert castanet work was always highly respected by
Cupidon.
Working in a blouse, peasantother comics,Mand frequdiUly held
Her stint has click values both style skirt and flat shoes, she sets source of Continental aijd domes¬ serye to project a warm, winning
• .
personality
that
oozes
charm. up as the model of original wit, is
in execution and material. Miss a proper tone for the intimery. tic melodies.
one
way of suggesting the manyTheir
accent
on
the
Austro-GerVocally, she is stoutly equipped
Wyler is an attractive and ener¬ The
songbag includes
“Walter,
getic performer. Her delivery has Walter,” "All Of a Sudden My man operetta airs of another gen¬ with a full-ranged contralto that sided quality of his talent.
eration
and
the
latest
from
the
Eu¬
embraces
the
upbeat,
gay
identi¬
a warm quality and is enhanced by Heart Sings” (en Francais), a cou¬
The actual details of his career,
smart routining and a 'bright song ple of lullabies, “Ballin’ The Jack” ropean boites and American stage fier “Marlrirf'* onA
and much more of the color of the
selection. Several tunes are orig¬ and a special material bit about a and film scores, all done in slick, manly phrasing and timing to Fred Allen saga, will follow. Mean¬
subdued
style,
constitute
an
ex¬
make the.Latin lyric come to bright time, Variety numbers him among
inals by Lyn Duddy and Jerry melodramatic
film.
Her
high-r
Bresler, who also put together the pitched voice is her trademark and traordinary musical background to point.
its former contributors (of a regu¬
A version in her native tongue
special material used by Marion asset and she’s probably get more the plush atmosphere and the so¬
lar column) and among the enter¬
Marlowe in her recent stand at t’he mileage out of her turn if - she’d phisticated clientele at John Per- of “Who’ll Buy My Violets?” is
tainers who made showbiz more
ona’s
away-from-the-dansapation
original
and
enables
her
to
work
Copacabana, N. Y.
brighten it up wtih some wellinteresting
when they “sounded
retreat.
around the ringside to establish
Gros.
Miss Wyler has a likeable open¬ chosen monologs.
As has been observed once be¬ rapport with the tablers, also serv¬ off” on various subjects in these
er comprising various personal
fore when Inwald-Bodo were the ing to illustrate her vital appeal. columns. Allen’s personal letters,
comments, while in a similar vein HINES KIDS (2)
combo, and now with Inwald-Kent, Throughout, she injects the cas¬ written for 35 years in all lower¬
she clicks with her account of be¬ Dance
this is an ideal record album—a tanet beats for change of pace and case, were little gems of wry
ing a legit understudy from 1949 12 Mins.
series in fact—with a readymade color additions.
humor. He delighted in observa¬
until her “Stockings” break. The Apollo, N. Y.
chichi audience potential. Because j
As is she’s a bet for tv and once tion of Broadway (and Variety)
idea is reminiscent of Judy Gar¬
The Hines Kids are a pair of this two-man team with their pol¬ she learns the lingo the roundout idiosyncrasies.
land’s “Born in a- Trunk” and
youngsters reminiscent of the ear¬ ished vocal and instrumental in-1 is a matter of short time. Working
paves the way for the execution of
There is absolutely no evidence
ly days of the Nicholas Bros. The terpretations would listen as well to a mixed crowd here—bus-tour
a couple of tunes from past shows
that Fred Allen ever put on any
Abel.
lads are likable and carry a big po¬ on wax as in person.
types and hep Miami vacationers—
in which she was employed in a
“side,”
even at the crests, and h$
tential.
In
their
present
state,
she marks up solid reaction de¬
standby capacity. It also leads into
had several, of success. He remem¬
spite lack of Yankee inserts.
“Stereophonic Sound,” her “Stock¬ each of them appearing to be in BILLIE WYNER
bered and spoke to everybody, in¬
the sub-teen bracket, they seem to Piano
Lary.
ings” solo.
cluding tradepaper advertising so¬
have a lot of savvy in the dance
Other items include “Televi¬ department. The elder sings well, 8 Mins.
licitors who used to knock on his
sion’s Tough on Love,” which and the younger knocks off an ap¬ Empire, Glasgow
LUISA TRIANA
dressing room doors in the old
"Tall
amply-built
femme,
with
Buddy wrote with Joan Edwards. plause-getting bit on the drums.
With Mario Escudero
days.
It’s a pleasant laugh-getter with a In addition, the younger one, has attractive smile and reddish hair, Flamenco
sits at. the ivories and tinkles 'em 13 Mins.
Allen was not the first highly
self-explanatory title. Also in the
a comedic knack and throws a with glee and jollity. She has
talented comedian of the vaude
yock idiom, she uses “Lady is a
Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
line so that it registers.
much of the quality that has set
generation to become personally
Tramp” as a springboard for an
Luisa Triana’s bow at the Cha¬
But kids like this need work in Winifred Atwell on’ road to fame.
“embittered” but his bitterness
okay monolog on various types of
Opens with “Old Piano Rag,” teau Madrid is billed as her first came out as gags, often very amus¬
females. A “John and Marsha” bit order to reach their maximum.
nitery appearance, having restrict¬
then
into
a
medley
of
numbers,
The
problem,
is
where
to
get
provides a funny ihtro for a ren¬
ing.
If comedians cited him for
ed
herself
to
the
concert
halls
in
dition of “Do It Again,” Miss Wy¬ enough engagements for a moppet mainly oldies, that has the not-so- Spain heretofore.
advertising
agency
She appears originality,
They shouldn’t be working young customers joining in heart¬
ler also gives “Cockeyed. Opto- turn.
with Mario Escudero, who does a minds, with their faith in in “forily.
'Caters
next
for
the
juves
with
mist” a nice workover, while the niteries, and television shots can¬
single
on
guitar
in
mid-act
and
mat,”
sometimes
complained
that
give
them
the
necessary pops, including “Softly, Softly.”
only terping done 'by her is in the not
Femme, a worthwhile vaude then accomps her in her terping Allen was too unique to be packclosing number when she accom¬ depth, nor are there enough U.S.
finale.
I
aged
and
peddled
the
way
less
inpanies her vocaling of “Mimi, the theatres to permit them to hit booking in most locations, is best
Miss Triana’s one of the better dividualistic but more pliable tal¬
Toast of the Rue de la Paix” with their peak. If they can seek out at lively fast tunes, and shows a
ents
could
be.
Despite
his
famous
flamenco
artists
to
hit
these
shores
personality
asset
throughout.
enough theatres,' wherever they
some strenuous footwork.
Gord.
in some time. In the matter of public feuds with network vice
The songstress is given slick are, these youngsters have the in¬
sheer technique, she’s topflight, presidents (Allen practically blew
backing by the Ernie Warren Trio. nate ability to achieve name status.
with some fine heel-and-toe work NBC’s Clarence Menser out of the
Jose.
GRANGER BROS. (2)
Incidentally, her stay at the club,
pulling applause throughout her water) and agency Boy Scouts, Al¬
.Dancing
•which was originally for two
stint. She’s also highly inventive len was never a difficult man in
8 Mins.
weeks, has been extended to. six. EARL HALL
in her choreography, as evidenced the studio.
He never gave pro¬
Empire, Glasgow
Since she’s still with “Stockings” Comic
by a colorful interpretation in the
Two males, using near-perfect flamenco vein of “Fire Dance.” In ducers and directors the hard time'
her Le Cupidbn engagement is on 22 Mins.
precision, engage in easy-on-the- her three separate numbers (two in they got, in the old radio days;
an after-theatre basis. She’s also Blue Angel, N.Y.
going on tour with the musical,
Young,
slight,
collegiate-type eye tap dancing. Act is a good bet a traditional peasant costume, the from, say, Ed Wynn.
which winds up its long Broadway comic looms as .coming talent, for vaude opener spots.
finale in toreador outfit), she dis¬
Dean of 'Idea’ Comics
Males, freshly garbed in white played entirely separate styles, all
run April 14.
Jess.
thanks to a relaxed style of work¬
Theatrical bull sessions during
and "chocolate — colored of them, admirably done in terms
ing and a pixie flavor. He could jackets
be filed under the category “pan¬ trousers, have fast pace in. their of technique,, rhythm and concept. the late 1930’s and 1940’s often
EVE ROBERTS
tomimic monogolist” if there was movements, and work skilfully in First number, unfortunately, was drew a distinction between the dif¬
Songs
The
any such category. Suffice that he time with each other. Half-way marred by a mixup on tempos with ferent schools of comment.
10 Mins.
audience
hysteriawrites
his own stuff and that it’s through act, they switch to garb of the Pancho orch, and she made it hard - hitting
Village Vanguard, N. Y.
straw hats and carrying Canes.
tinged delivery of a Jack Pearl was
Eve Roberts trainfed for her ideal for saloons where attention Later, they don flat caps plus old- plain she wasn’t happy. Although
everything else went smoothly and contrasted with the more “mod¬
Gotham bow on the Cleveland is paid to the patter.
Hall is a former Marine and be¬ fashioned moustachlos, and bring some additional rehearsal will cor¬ ern” funnymen, and nearly always
nitery circuit. The. incubation pe¬
fore that he was a onetime the¬ comical cleverness to an oldtime rect this, Miss Triana certainly Fred Allen was hailed as the dean
riod was well spent for she’s now
Gord.
ology student at the Norbertine routine..
won’t benefit by such displays of and prototype of the comics who
ready for such intimeries as the
Fathers’
College
in
Wisconsin.
temperament.
played around with ideas—as dis¬
Vanguard and looks like a poten¬
(He’s from Appleton and includes GAYE DIXON
cracks
on
current,
As for Escudero, he displays top¬ tinct from
tial for the larger chic spots after
Appleton allusions which could be¬ Songs
flight technique in his one solo events, of which many monologists
she gets more playing time, under
come a stock-in-trade if he makes 25 Mins.
number. Of course, classical gui- besides Will Rogers were masters.
her belt and a more rounded
the grade). His entertainment sav¬ Bradford Roof, Boston
taring isn’t the most acceptable
repertoire.
She’s got the pipes
Whether a definitive biography
vy was acquired by playing some
Gaye Dixon is a versatile pack¬ nitery fare, and he wisely limits
and the looks to go over.
1*450 dates before GIs in the Pacific, age of dynamite in the diminutive himself to the one number. In ac¬ of Allen will now be written, or
As it stands now, her turn is a meanwhile getting shot up in com¬ size. Chirper, attractive redhead
companying Miss Triana on her whether it is possible to capture
pleasant affair that hits its peak bat. He appeared in the ill-started clad in a turquoise net low cut
finale, he does a fine job, and at his elusive essence, time will tell.
with a warmly romantic workover “Meet the People” revue but blue gown with rhinestones, is 5times it looked as if they were There was a basiev irony, fully
of “When the World Was Young” slipped into the Blue Angel on a foot-2 with a lusty set of pipes
working extemporaneously. Act can. sensed by Allen himself, in ending
and the frisky “A Bar on .the Pic- gumshoe as a single, a risk both specializing in some sockeroo blues
fit into any nitery or vaude situa¬ up asking questions of mystery
cola Marine.” Latter tune is more ways, for artist and management offerings. She does “Birth of the
guests on a panel show.
It was
tion.
Chan.
commonly associated with Noel but Hall was in no trouble by the Blue^,” and “Shadraqh” with mucho
evidence of the way show business
Coward but Miss Roberts takes it second performance opening night. expression, sitting on the floor
had changed and bent talents like
in stride. Her opener, something
Hall works understated but still with the mike for latter for ulti¬ BEV & SUE
Allen (or think of Groucho Marx)
about whether she should sing hot punches his lines. He has valuable mate -effect.
Opening a makeup Dance novelty
to a new fireside technique. Allen
or sweet could be spruced up as change of pace in some of his bits | kit, she transforms to a minstrel 9 Mins.
the panelist was good and his wit
well as a special material piece in which facial expression is max¬ bit, replete with white gloves and Palace, N. Y.
could intermittently break through,
tagged, “Sound . of Swing.”
But imum and words minimum.
Un¬ top hat. Working under strobe
Billed merely as Bev & Sue, this
they get. by
because
of
her usual subject-matter includes bur¬ light, she gives with a boff Jolson turn comprises a sexy blonde and though it was his general mental
sprightly song styling.
“Swanee,”
“Rockabye” redhead who have a cute pantom¬ alertness which was wanted, as
lesques on fencing, bullfighting and medley,
with his fellow-panelists, Arlene
Gowning does her physical at¬ a western film hero who loads up and “April Showers.” With slick imic novelty. Togged in scanty at¬
Francis, Dorothy Killgallen and
tributes justice and it’s all topped on gin, then strides out of the patter she intros her encore, a tire, femmes open their routine
Bennett Cerf.
Probably Allen
carbon
of
Lillian
Roth
with
a
med¬
swinging
doors
into-the
street
only
apparently
asleep
in
a
boudoir.
off by an attractive auburn coif.
to realize he’s forgotten his guns. ley of songs and a straight dramatic
Ring of a phone., a'roifses them never fully appreciated that'.the
Gros.
A special kind of comic, prob¬ bit. She does the w. k. Roth walk- and they leap out of bed in as¬ young comics who 'pop up at the
ably with some problems still to around singing “Love Thy Neigh¬ sorted posturing reminiscent of Blue Angel and Le Ruban Bleu*
HARTIG & MAZURSKY
solve, but refreshing and very well bor,” shaking liands with ringsid- modernistic
choreography,
Pair were often his spiritual children,,
Comedy
ers; then goes back to centre-stage then entwine themselves about their style, deadpan and fancy ver- ,|
received
at this boite.
Land.
12 Mins.
for a rousing “Red Red Robin.”
q
two chairs, the 'better to display biage an echo of him.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.
The straight drama sketch from their figures and gams. •
KITZA KAZACOS
Personally conservative, living
u Young, comedy team of (Herb) Songs
the Roth film, “I’ll Cry Tomor¬
While act when caught at this in the same two-room hotel suites
Hartlg and (Paul) Mazursky look
row,” the “David, why did it have family vaude house was strictly
17 Mins.
as of yore when he was at the peak
for their laughs on a cerebral
to be you?” bit leads into her decorous, one gets the impression
Cafe de Paris, London
of his radio acclaim, Allen saw no
plane. Via barbs, parodies, subtle¬
“Don’t
Take
Your it can take on Lili St. Cyr over¬
Kitza Kazacos, a vocalist of clincheroo
reason to join a la-de-da club for
ties and innuendo they put such
Love
From
Me.”
For
added
fillip,
tones,
hence
a
possibility
for
the
Greek origin, has acquired a repu¬
his exercise but, for 15 years, ex¬
targets in their sights as sex, tv
tation as the best dressed woman she uses her rich, full voice for more sophisticated niteries. Those
ercised regularly in the West Side
in general and “Omnibus” in par¬
in local show biz.
Certainly, for smash version of “Sing You Sin¬ spots with down-to-earth tastes
YMCA.
His long marriage with
ticular,
apartment
hunting
in
arent ruled out either.
Gilb.
this stint at the Cafe de Paris she ners” for bowoff.
Greenwich Village and old English
Portland Hoffa, a former per¬
Miss Dixon, no newcomer to
is most handsomely gowned and
oaiiads and fire away.
former,
was
a showbiz idyll. Mrs.
the
nitery
circuit,
shows
profes¬
immaculately groomed. . And her
Allen (the James Masons named a
Some of it is clever, most of it is striking appearance gives her an sionalism in every move. Her new
act looks to have good aud catch¬
strained and none of it is of big immediate advantage.
child for her) was equally unpre¬
yock quality.. The boys are pleas¬
tentious about money and success.
•Although she tries, and has ob¬ ing potential and thrush shows
Continued from page 2 ■
ant and work with
assurance viously put some thought into the much versatility. She can belt, play
When the wife of a’top radio comic
through their various plots.
It’s show, her talents hardly match her it straight or hot, is hep on patter Allen’s poker face was part of his spoke one time of being tired of
f *1 special but ’they’ll probably de^- appearance. She’s a trained singer and showmanship and looks good
trademark. Those who came to her mink, already nearly a year old,
veiop a cult among the small-room and her voice will doubtless im¬ for class niteries, vaude, video and
know him only as a television and said she would buy a new one,
habitues.
♦
Gros.
Guy.
prove as she gains more experi¬ show spots.
panelist on “What’s My Line?” will Portland Hoffa remained silent but
ence. She gives her act an inter¬
not realize how seldom Allen in later in the evening she remarked
gmnLT mcqueen
national flavor in her ^election of MARGARITA SIERRA
the old days made with the open she had bought a new linen collar
songs, but some of them, are not Songs-Castanets
and cuff set for her dress.
grin.
12 Mins.
well suited to her personality. 25 Mins.
Born in Lynn, Massachusetts, ,a
It’s a truism that the alumni of
Duplex, N. Y.
She’s at her best when using the Nautilus, Miami Beach
Sullivan, Fred Allen was always
the
old
vaudeville
circuits
had
a
ih?Stterfly .McQueen has brought trailing mike and mixing among
Young Castilian beauty Marga¬
Xmffy quality that’s won her some the tables with “Someone on Your rita Sierra, a big favorite in such timing and richness of audience addicted to Maine vacations, fre¬
TiS»U ir-011,
screeu (“Gone With Mind,” but what she urgently Latin
entertainment
fonts
as instinct. To these traits Allen quently favoring Old Orchard long
tn
lnS»
especially) and radio needs is some sexy special mate¬ Madrid, Mexico City and Havana, added a flair for sharp, acid com¬ after that resort had lost its earlier
the ,?ltery fleer, but it doesn’t rial to mix with the ballads.
is making her first appearance in ment on’life -and; character. “Doc-» class. That, didn’t! bother '*Ft£d. 'at
Qme cff as- welL She’^pixieish and i
v. •:
-i
.
Myrdl
George ‘Rockwell's classic •all
' ■ ' ''
'''
this country in fhe'DrifWobd'Rdbm tor”

Allen Parlayed Wit
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I make a resounding impression as
g*« » res—•
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Like Everybody” %dltor> Variety:

pZZS&^TSttSt in S5S ISSTi
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scenes), with book, music and lyrics by
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_
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Show On Broadway
Herma?,^vl!F“r,0raul“dir ^
comedy in

two

acts,

(is

scenes), adapted

dlgr^fonowiX hlfs^/Z
rearranges events, shifts locales in

&yi..SS'S3c. * ““e

taddSrt

1°n!

light-

Made1 a Fist." Miss Johnson,
most 0f tile time as friend
of Rosabella’s, has a fat part a
pert Winning style, and, makes tjie

&eoJg%pffi?nari^S
er° Weedei-features Jo * SulliVan. Susan
WSft
At sbuDeit, Boston, 4
;
easier ....^
.
^ «'^n^oh&on
Rcfsabeiia
V.‘. Jo
V.‘.
Jo Sullivan

°^st^K: vocal *ta?ent'
mugging and dancing.
;
With 35 sangg torchpdse from;
aud feans toward Miss Sullivans
l^ve a?d Kind“?ss\! _‘LLJk?.*,*
lLJkf„,Z
Woman Loves 'a Man an(|
and My

W-it''sXlhW.Mv^:'1XnaroGn"^rtMMai;

Weede’s ‘laPpFy Fena.-Ul' uSrt

As your readers know, foreign

Mr, Eynaford.„m .. y^nKSS to beMoss.Hart's brilliantly inte-

Know Nothin’About
KnowNothin;
About you
You ” ;;Mama
“Mama

V-rlr ivnpri#»npp arpat diffipultv in
York experience
experience great
great auncuity
auncuity in
in
York

fhts
This?*
fs
repited!?
rentateSr^^t.
e“dent. to?S£
TMS
IS repeateaiy
eviaen
nTTmlp <n
amDie
in *Vup
the pnmnapt
conmact *and hHcir
aippic^ m
compact
I
<uin*,aC v-ti
D1^S*S
opening, With
with its combination of
Opening,
group
group movement
movement and
and emphasized
emphasized

^KiS5ewh?Mn.wwSf«i."0st«l4
by

Joseph

Anthony; settings, and

Jake
. John Hensen
AI
. Roy Lazarus
Tony ..
Robert Weede
Doctor . Keith Kaidenberg

Mama” and “Young People."
-j.
..
«,ltrvlw cic
Mona Paulee, OS the Witchy SISter who seeks to prevent Tonys

Pasauale
Ciccio
Giuseppe
Tessie
Gussie

Freddy Eynsford-Hlil.-Jonn Micnaei mng
Col Plckering .
. Robert.Coote
Robert Coote
Col
Bystanders.Christopher Hewitt,
Hewitt.
.
j thic ic a nltv fnr two r«»a- '.
Rod McLennan
way, and this is a p;ity, lor two re
j,enry
Rex
Henry Higgins
Higgins ...
Bex H^son
Harrison

obtaining facilities to cover Broad-

best to Site! with an S£?eabte
range of stvles and at least nn thf
limited S3? “VtoEh&tag
several likely hits
6
A majQr element in the show’s
obvious success, however, appears

is

good

Mona Pauiee Meredith, as Joe, is okay as the
Morley Meredith ranchhand, with vocalistics in the
Lou roiaceK .
....j.
.Rico Froehllch top Biaae; ,
,
. John Hensen
Jo Mielzlner’s sets are the best
.r,„AI}useen here in some time and light-

"'' V V\Y V.Y.V. *
.

zinL Bethune
Christopher Sneii

Singers
& Dancers: Helen Blount,
Thelma Dare, Carolyn Maye. Genevieve
Owens, Lillian Shelby. Marjorie Smith,
Toba Stevens, Lois Van Pelt. Betsy
Bridge, Theodora °Brandon. Art* Arney,
Ken Ayers* Lanier Davis# Henry Director,
cflb^rt.^Rus^ell^ood'winr1^^^.^:^^!.1:
Richard

spondept concerned with the news
aSS?'music™
value -Of the many British contnbu- rangepaents, Trude Rlttman; musical contions to the-success of the production. J-Avas disappointed by the re- way. cathieen Nesbitt. Robert Coote. At
fusal of the management to recog- Mark^
Mark Hunger Theatre. N.Y., March is.
nize this very real interest.
Buskers..imePida de Martin. Carl Jeffrey,

Maan'
and^ Morley «b°”h‘
'f.5S Hoxton
SS&lBi
V" V.V?ga.,?SS!2 principals,
Principals, . and in such bits as
stage is suen a Drimant iacet oi tne Cockneys....Reid Shelton. Glenn Kezer.
Kezer, Eliza’s arrival at Higgins’ home
American scene that it is discourJames Morris. Herb surface an(j the visit to Mrs. Higgins.
MOrriS’D^rd Thomas *“5 th?•VlS‘.t t0 M«. HfgginS.
aging to
so many obstacles
in Harry . Gordon
cordo^oTiwo'S
Hex Harrison and Julie miuicvvs
Andrews
— find
**-*--V*
-7_."_j—
Dilwortni
the path of those who want to de- jramie . Rod McLennan are delightful costars. Harrison is
scribe it to people abroad.
The AHred p. DoohtUe......handicapped by his lack of singing
ing effects are superb. Joseph An- other is that it means a great deal j{”: Hopkinsoiiv^neeves^mith voice, but he. succeeds in putting
thony’s staging is fine, even and to stage people from abroad to have Butler .. Reid Shelton over his numbers effectively, mak-

marriage,

Marla
.
joe ...’.

After so many nice things have £.m
new
at^thf
been said about My Fair Lady
Frederick Iaoewe; staging. .Mo“
Sic inST, JEf* d« „ „ ™ « cl e £scot
one hestitates to strike a discord- &Vn)fa'"So?ray ,c“ty.-"“w“r u&w ^mbe™andd?nuproariou?lom?dv
ant note, but as a British corres- tumes. Cecil Beaton; musical arrangeTa"f|LUS,,?«5p SaI?y

Hermany.

Walter

Kelvin,

Roy

My^n^ Aarona^Pattf'

Schrnldt.^Beverly
Gaines. Marilyn Greer. Martha Mathes,
Mert MUler, Bob Daley. Athen Karras,
Jerry Kurland. Arthur Partington. Hunter
Ross. John Sharpe.

Fella”- looms
hit forPyKermU Bloom___novo
+V10
garden.
First-night aud gave the
big musical drama, with its.35 gay
and lively show tunes, rousing apnroval in the Shubert Theatre here,
Pmnnon innirc liirA a emgch with
sevCTal sones ready for hit parade
discovery among them “Happy to
Mak?^ Yonr^^Tcauaintance " “love
ant^Kindness” and “I Like Everyt^ “ __tu:—
body"’"Show" ha's everything in'its
favor; great music, arias, duets,
trios quartets, full choruses, and
choral dances; a cast of seemingly
hand-Dicked
hand-picked voices,
voices, and
and a
a strong
strong
story line. Big panorama of scenes,
from
dining room
room to
to
from restaurant
restaurant dining
village streets to fields, vineyards
and barns and fiestas, gives it boff
picture potential, although last act,
full of salty Anglo-Saxon dialog,
would have to be cleaned up.
“The Moqt HaDov

,s ,T happy0

As it stands now, ‘‘Happy Fella’’

^?!1;La:ed.’r/n^n«vatindpanCHanDV thc story of their achievements on
quenpes are captivating, riappy Broa(jway
Broadway recounted in the newsprospects are in Store for Happy Danpr„
Df their own countries
papers 01
of
their own
own countries*.
countries.
Fei]a'» and it should make a re- PaPers
ineir
^ ena
ana it snoum u
a
Most foreign correspondents here
Most toreign correspondents n_ere
sounding impact on Broadwaj’.
Guy.
I are well sware
aware of
Of the difficulties
involved
aCCOmmodaUon
involved in finding accommodation
for Action
for them in the New York theatres,
and they sympathize with the har"
jJew Haen, March 17.
“dJh'LSs
S^e^o'f
tte
occorl nrocc ^enht's“
aonrtfe
Crvma
tha
Some
of the
Howard Hoyt and Igor ^Cassini,
Cassini, irt
ift asSo- assed press agents.
bome Of
ciat,on wlth william G. Costin Jr., pro- press agents recognize the value

in§ expert use of his Ingratiating
comic
acting talent and even
whacking
over
a
of
in
whackinghis
oversonffs
a sort
sort His
of climax
climax
in
talkinff
straiPht
piking his
ms songs
ms straight
talking
scenes are, of songs.
course, His
superb, comhininEf
the
humor
a
ltd
attractive-*
lining
and attractive^
^ of
Bf Higgins without losing
V;’;r.V.V.V.
boss
iosi^ the
to
characters,
zoitan Karpathy ... Christopher Hewett arrogance of the characters.
Flunkey
• viViSi^Hminer
Miss Andrews, an unknown even
",dr*&
»
Queen of.Transylvania. .Marlbel Hammer . :A
* „,UJL ell4k
.!
she came
Came to the
Ambassador ..
Rod McLennan HI England When She
Bartender ..;......Paul Brown XJ.S. two years ago as the lead in
Mrs. Higgins
Higgins* Maid,.
Maid.Judith
ductj0n of musical comedy In tv^o acts
f rpnorts in the foreign nress
MrA....Judith Williams I ••jjov
Friend”
is a CaDtivatinff.
"Boy
Friend,”
is
captivating
a6 scenes). Top features Yvonne Adair, w reportS in Uie lOieign press,
Singers:
Congdon.
J?oy
rriena
IS
a
capxivaung
Melilande
Congdon,
Lola
also
features
Jack
Whiting,
Jerome which, all cultural considerations Fisher, Rosemary Gaines, Maribel Ham- . Eliza Doolittle. She catches the
Courtiand,. Lois O'Brien. Jessica James. acMg heln to forward careers and
Jp°lleen <J'9°1}110^, MVvriel s^,aw; vulgarity and spirit of the Cockney
guttersnipe, mfd
and adds the necei
neces(Jg
often play an imp^rtant part in enSS guttersnipe
„ Jimmy
J... McHugh;
MoUnnh. lyrics,
lvvioc. couraging
_1 ri__Ham
Kranh. .Tamae Mnrrl.e. Wffid Shelton.
<£arV subtlety
ffllhtletv comic
PftlYlIP touch
tnlieh and
JinH rorneu Basse; music.
the production of a play
^helton* ^ary
H«.id Ad.m»n
y^How. or musical ^ a fore.gn caplt#li or
ConHin. manta: appeal Her. ^voice is dear
and musical'ensembles. James starbnek; its screen adaptation.
Margaret Cuddy; Imeida De Martin. Pat and true, but seemingly is limited
settings. Stewart Chaney; costumes. Mile;
,
,
,
'
Diamond, Pat DryUe. Barbara Heath, m size for the finale of a big numwhit«' luting. Gene Braun; furs. MilAs a general rule, however, for- y^LLere*
her. She’s a looker, with-a bright
Ronge?erAdams^anorchTslt?atio^yiseRaiSh eign correspondents .are not wel- -SanJ?cariJeHreyPsarlol! Munlkw.^ ene personality and a suggestion of
Bufns: musical" direction. Buster Davis; come at anything that is not an NeUHPaui oison,Jr>eRocco. Fernanda style. With more experience and
d?r.ectioJ} byT ?on »e^ey; enAtirecifXrrt assured flop, and “My Fair Lady” Scsong3 -U'Whi cln?Wthe English ** confidence, she may also develop
T&e?yNe%
17, *56; $6.00 is a good example of this attitude,
**B»PmVan'VrT^arv* mS!1® the authori*y and Pr°Jection to betnn
With RprnurH
lowHlwo Bit of__Luck.*_*.“I'm an Ordinary _Man,'
come a maior star.
j0«y fw« With Bernard Shaw’s ghost lending
'SSS'ff'aSB? «*f»
Brooklyn' ‘.‘.‘.’’'.‘.’.'.'.'.‘/.'.‘.'.’/Danny Dayton a hand and Cecil B.eaton providing *'i Could Have Danced All Night.** * Ascot
Of the principle featured playChu.xy...the ^costumes there was involved
lowav'sves aT^hablvb^ad perl
^‘tcji ..
Bob Bernard m the proceedingg a cast which in- it,** "Show Me;" "Get Me to the church «>way gives a.iaugnaDiy Droaa por
"A feymn to Him,*1
.w?
’'"’’’’Merrill
British'artoris
“Afaymn
Him,** "Without, ti'ayal of Eliza s disarmingly amoral
jeff .
Merrill Hilton
Hilton rinded
eluded snrh
such British
actors and
and ar~
ac- 9.n
Sgn
‘^VZ-V ‘ V.V;.*.-.
k^ Hersey Jesses arRex Harrison; Julie An- ?a°cUe> "rvd Grown Accustomed t0 Her father, Cathieen Nesbitt gives an*
9?.nTnia_nder .* —' \Loua^rawne drews, Cathieen
r’otv.iaor. Nesbitt,
VaeKitf Stanleyct.niov
_i_
other
of heras vutuoso
comic per—
f°o
dances
ffigghis’0mothe?
gaily .
Holloway, Robert
Coote,
Viola
When a new show arrives in
ScSdn* ™ h?S
ftSSdW
-*-IAdlSr Roache, Philippa Bevans, Olive town with a terrific advance buildPhQtoS
j*®r .•. Marion Moore Reeves-Smith Christopher Hewett UP lt;'s difficult to approach it with- I;^rsJ:Piei}d evniff,i er!?ig’
Hazel . Mara McAfee "t?
a
out prejudice. There’s a natural Levans is skillful as Higgms
P|i*«iT . Linda Harper and Rod McKlennan., It was a fair +en(jencv +0 eXnect it to be sheer housekeeper, John Michael King

r'uise ‘iSi? <mien

Van1'5*. .V.'.V.’.V.V.V.V' Jerome Courn»nd
Siren
_*_....... Lilly Christine
Singers, 8; dancers, 20; show girls, 9.

S'”*nls o'CcnS?" Mu?i.SlhVi. ciori!

Dorpe, Glen Kezer
Van Dorpe.
H^Sthis . Cathieen Nesbitt
cha»Kll's.
.WW"::.'. CB«rto“
Mu'miw
Chauffeur
............
Barton Mumaw
Footmen Gordon Ewing, wuiiam
william Krach
Lord BoxIngton . Gordon
DUworth
Lady Boxington ....oiivc
.•..Olive Reeves-Smith
Conjtablgir,.
Bjrt.n Sil
Mumaw

readers would
would3be
lnterestedS?nPall
readers
be interested
in all Perfect'on- to exaggerate its inevi- anrf^Gordon^Dflwort^’and’^RoS
this.
.
4

pointed.
Nevertheless requests for press P°“My
on
“My ' Fair Lady” ’ opened on!
seats, made many weeks before the Broadway last week to the biggest
show reached New York were ig- preliminary ballyhoo since *“King
nored, and seats were not even of- and I,” perhaps since ’’South Pafered for the preview that preceded cific.” Whether it’s everything it
the first night, or for the second was touted isn’t important since
night. British reporters who were £ s clear this musical version of

?uns ?o„g a°K]eflrstyact n'eedsfeme
firming, but these are minor problems. Result of the marriage of
Sidney Howard’s
“They Knew
What They Wanted” story base
with Frank Loesser’s music, book
and lyrics is a score of unrivalled

S;
show so-.., a.
“Strip for Action” is.
more than
is.more
a title in the case of this new
musical—it’s an admonition!
Most accurate statement concerning premiere status of the
show is that they have blocked out

gay, zin^y ?how tun®s* a
The lyrics match the artistic
standards of the music in this case,
This Is rather more than a “musical,” verging on the opera of
American type, which succeeds
where many others have failed.
But an opera per se scares the
people from the wickets, it will be
billed
Diuea as
as a
a “musical.”
musical.
The story hews to the same line
of the Howard opus, presenting the
middleaged, rotund wine rancher,
Tbny, who, enamored of a blonde
waitress and worried that she will
nut like him, sends her a photo of
a handsome ranchhand in a mailorder proposal. On arrival at the
ranch, the waitress finds all is not
kosher, but marries Tony, who has
just been smashed up in an auto
accident, in a fit of pique and has
an
affair with the handsome
ranchhand the same night. Love
blooms between the waitress; Rosabella: and Tony, but becomes com-:
plicated when Rosabella finds she
Sts .to have a baby by the handsome
jfanchhand. tells Tony in a salty
stormy scene, and is thrown out.
Xove and forgiveness enter and
Tony reclaims his bride in a final
curtain bus station scene.
Tony is made warm, likeable,
sympathetic and human in an excellent portrayal by Robert Weede,
who scores a triumph both, in the
acting and singing departments,
His big baritone voice of tremendous power and range is just right
for the turbulent, emotional character he portrays. Weede, who
came to the musical stage from
concert and grand opera, proves a
great find in this medium. Jo Sullivan, as Rosabella, turns in- a nice
job in a difficult singing and acting role. She plays it restrainedly
and makes the love of the young
S?,?
tZ SL2!mJ™hI?

the gaps
. . of which there are cor{jed the uncomfortabl
plenty. First thing to be deteif ctandine at th<» hark
mined is whether auspices w*ant to
8 at ithe back.
■
Faulkner.
__
make this a real book show or just
Alex H. Fa
i
straight burlesque. As of now, it’s
(Correspondent, London Daily
neither.
.
Telegraph & Morning Post.)
Book is inconsequential and at
times pretty dull. It’s a trite story
(From the advent of the Comedie
about a hurley troupe putting on
a
for the
a show
snuw iur
me men
men at
<h the
me Brookmuun- ilrz™
nut-mar) JZ™
ihnw iinrfpr ailhorf Mil
lyn navy yard. Seems like this
“naer Gilbert Mil
could be a riotous combination but \fjL 8
zo legit, items UKe
the spark hasn’t been ignited at
i ifirer tic tne uaxes,
with its
this writing.
strong British cast, this past season
Show’s biggest laughs come from again has been an imtation*with
standard burlesque sketches (Flu- the top foreign press covering New
gle Street and Wrong Apartment) Ydrk politically, socially and artiswhich hardly constitutes $6 fare tically.
Seemingly the Broadway
for Broadway. Much of the present pressagents don't know or don't
dialog is sophomoric and shy on care, and it has been brought to
chuckle material.
Variety’s attention that
when
Score has some worthwhile mel- these papers
under instruction
odies, particularly “Dame Crazy,” from LoTidon’nr Pari* tn “him if
“Too Young to Go Steady,’ “I Just
Found Out About Love,” “Love^■
teKinniL n?? <>*? i?.™^
Me As Though There Was No.
are S{111 unco°P’
Tomorrow.” Lyrics ar.e routine.
;
me one-wpriaeaness of
Dance .department shapes , up as- st}ou> oiz, with capitals an overnigru, .jugni
a major asset, with a standout act night,
flight across .me
.the Atlantic,
two opener by a line of Gobs and hnd
and even with language no longer
a good production number in a barrier, makes this foreign seg“Papa From Panama.”
ment wonder about the insouciance
r.ur.~+<.i~u+r.j__ of'the
Yvonne Adair works hard but is \and/or
and/or the shortsightedness
inrfpd litHp
Man. V/*rl.
handed
little snnk
sock material,
material, result
result I New
York ^conn^f.
pressagents, and the lack
being a moderate click. She wears 0f good will that is engendered.
striking wardrobe stunningly. Jack The fact that the
^irua ito4
Whiting scores handily as a song ^
off
and dance man, contributing his ioto u
an prfra tirkPic” enrn*
usual stylized hoofing.
ti
h
kicked hark nrrnrSi^n
Joey Faye and Danny Dayton :
tlas , Kicked oac,kj according
draw laughs in the bqrley sketches 10 some oj the foreign newspaperand Lou Browne is amusing in a m£n contacting Variety, especially
pitchman bit. Lois O’Brien and when the foreign star is vocal and
Jerome Courtiand make an attrac- makes specific request to the thetive pair of young romancers. Jes- atre p.a., which sometimes also gets
sica James puts over a couple of the brushoff. There have been inlively vocals. Hilly Christine draws stances, too, where the managea hand with her torrid torso toss- ments themselves professed having
ings.
inls’..
authorized press courtesies. What-
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:^
to
Make
Your
Acquaintance,”
which practically stops the show.
This is one of the best lyrics,
Susan Johnson, as Cleo in the
main comedy role, runs away with
the honors. She is electrifying in
a
production number,
a big
big production
number, “Big
“Big
with Shorty
‘D’,v with
Shorty Long,
Long, and
and pair
pair

epidermis.
run to the
tne their resentment when
when Hlinn
min nrh*
epidcimis Costumes iun
di*.
gorgeous in some instances.
mV* a
ng .
Show runs smoothly from a conoften, however, intinulty angle but pace slows hot tesnty compels them to mtthhold
and cold according to production Personal vexation; a mental attisubstance and lack of it
tude th^J feel should not be per“Action” has a considerable row mitted to exist in light of the freto
to hoe
hoe bef
before it can raise a Broad- quent show biz traffic between
way
way crop.
crop.
. u
Bone.
Broadway,andjhe West End.~EdJ
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way in a couple
of comedy songs.
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YoU Live ” “Get Me to the Church
on Time ” “Without'You” and “I’ve

reS

turTWLto Te bigge^ th/n^tSe
Rodgers-Hammerstein masterpiece,
the b.o, champ in modern legit his-

P^de^ned TSi^S
dfcslgan®d a
costumes are a triumph. Feder’s
lighting is notably helpful; ^ranz

That it rates mention in context
with ’’South Pacific” indicates the
suDerlative aualitv of “Mv Fair Robert Russell Bennett, Phil Lang
^uperlaUve quality of “My Fair ^n0dDe*uXSSR7ttman are assets
Lady.”
To .r,a"
Shaw's
8 vigorous and and Arude Klttman are assets.
Hnha
Wltty play> lt adds a popular ro_noOQmantic emphasis, enjoyable songs
^
^
and dances, plus handsome scenery Pitt PlavhoUSe Pf6DS
and stunning costumes, and all the
A
, ^
/a
»i
glitter, tempo and excitement of
AlUlUm JvCVUC (April IZ)
the musical stage. This Herman
Pittsburgh March 20.
Levin show is an irresistible hit.
Pittchiirph
annual
There are, however, a few lim- enr}ng miipai 4.^- vpav ^what's
Nations in this most successful of £ ■RIir»» ^ n
hv
Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
.,7 Jr.";
collaborations. Perhaps the most paries btrouse (music; ana -Lee
serious is Ahat, despite the gaiety Adams (lyricsf, and they ve already
and infectiousness of the Loewe arrived in town from New York to
score, there isn’t a real audience- sit in on rehearsals. Show opens a
stampeding song in the. show, run April 12. Strouse and Adams
That's an old Lerner-Loewe fail- turned out two London revues in
ing, compounded in this case by past couple of seasons and also had
the lack of a star with the com- a hand in "The Shoestring Revue”
bination of talent and personality a few years ago
ago.
to overwhelm an audience with a
To do the choreography PlayPla?number. Anyway, that big, exploexplo- house director Fred Burleigh has
sive song, such as a “Wonderful
“Wonderful hir^d Fulka TnndP n lnoal eirl
riiiv”
“Finin'
ww
rvxnnea
reiisa
uonae,
a
local
gm
Guy," “Doin' What Comes NatuNatu- „.T,n v,ac kpafi a«np{atpd latplv
Guy.”
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oeven ana
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nrndnptions
the hallmark of the best American
^
musicals, is missing in “My Fair
Revues have been big events anLady , '
8
Also, the
A15U»
LIie .new
-new show
snow seems a °f them
- were
’’L*'* written
VVi by Charles
-Y'j
trifle overlonS- That it ran almost Gaynor, vvho later incorporated
three hours opening night is less them into the Broadway Lend an
significant than that it seemed Ear.” Gaynor also turned out the
long, especially the first act. There 1954 show, which was optioned for
are apparently no unnecessary Broadway by Bill Eythe and Lon
scenes, but the lean, swift econ- McCallister
and
later dropped
omy of the opening scene is not when sufficient money couldn’t be
consistently ' followed,
and
ap- raised.
parently there could be consider* _:_
able line-cutting.
1171 •« t »r
.if*
l u
iL
Shaw’s original play, it almost

comedy but at least two good
sones “Whv ran'f
andgi«’Rain in gpain ” And the bite
ofthebasic situationarui
tersesDeciallvwlththedcv^n'
1T1P nV nPetCiJaUy
shavv scorned m?kes an adnfirahfJ
musLld 1 “
• .retaining

White’s
Heads NOm
North
WMe S Tent
lent HeadS

’ Tucson, March 20.
Alex White, who Wound up a
10-week tent season here last Sunio-week
fc>unday (18), is planning to return next
winter with a regular theatre operation Closing bill at the canvastop
was “Tea and Svmnathv ”
Ia'his
Tu^con tentPtn oShor SaU Lake
Sv nV
T „f
n lummer
season
St’-. L°UIiS ,f°l a. fummer
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Playwrights Co. in 3-Show Mopup;
$1,200,000 Profit on Tat/ ‘Seed/ Tea
The Playwrights Co. is on a pros- ±
verity kick.
Recent returns on1
three of the producing firm’s prop¬
erties have brought their combined
profit thus far to nearly $1 200,000.
The entries are “Cat on a Hot Tin
"What’s the Rush,” a new revue,
Roof,” "Bad Seed” and “Tea and
will be given a four-week tryout
Sympathy.”
Of the trio, "Cat” Is the only at the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Playhouse
one current on Broadway.
The beginning April 12. Sketches and
Tennessee Williams play, costar¬ lyrics are by Lee Adams and Mike
ring Barbara Bel Geddes and Burl Stewart, while Charles Strouse is
Ives, is now in its 53d capacity responsible for the music. The pro¬
week at the Morosco Theatre. duction was put together by Hil¬
"Seed,” adapted by Maxwell An¬ lard Elkins, who manages the three
derson
from
William
March’s writers.
Fred Burleigh, director of the
novel, began touring last fall, nine
weeks after the windup of a 42- Playhouse, will stage the sketches
week Broadway run. The Nancy and Rod Alexander is handling the
coordination.
Felisa
Kelly starrer has been duplicating production
its New York success on the,road. Conde is doing the choreography.
"Tea” finished an 89-week New
York run last June, while a road
edition of the play wrapped up the
following month. The Robert An¬
derson drama, which was produced
by the Playwrights and Mary K.
Frank, was farmed out a few
months ago to George Brandt,
Philadelphia, March 20.
who’s sponsoring a current tour,
A new Music Circus on the out¬
costarring Maria Riva and Alan
Baxter. The production has been skirts of Camden will be operated
by Mitchell M. Cohen, Camden
playing to moderate business.
In the case of all three entries, county prosecutor, and St. John
Terrell;
impresario -of the Lamthe
profit
includes
payments,
either partial or complete, on the bertville and Neptune, N. J., Music
Circuses.
Cohen is an avid angel
sale of the film rights. Besides this
and has been an investor in every
trio, the Playwrights may wind up
theatre venture of Herman Levin
with a small profit on "Tiger at
including latest bonanza "My Fair
the Gates,” which closes April 7,
Lady.”
at the Helen Hayes Theatre, N. Y.
The tent will be set up on an 11The firm is presenting the Chris¬
acre tract leased from the Park
topher Fry adaptation of Jean
Commission, in Delaware ^.Town¬
Giradoux’s French original in part¬
ship, bordering on Haddonfield.
nership with Robert L. Joseph and
The season will run 12 weeks
Henry M. Margolis.
starting .June 25. Opener is ex¬
The latest Playwrights’ produc¬
pected to be "South Pacific.” The
tion, "Ponder Heart,” has been
sum of $100,000 has been raised
playing to substantial business
for the project.
since its Broadway preem four
President of the venture will be
(Continued on page 58)
Samuel P. Orlando, general coun¬
sel and veepee of the Garden State
Racing Assn.; Maurice H. Clyman,
chairman of Camden City Board
of Assessors, is treasurer.
Meanwhile co-producers of the
Valley Forge (Pa.) Music Fair —
Lee Guber, Frank Ford and Shelly
Gross — are also expanding ac¬
Philadelphia.
tivities. In two weeks they begin
Editor, Variety:
construction of a Music Fair, at
. Noticed your piece about Frank Westbury, L. I., first musical tent
Brookhouser rapping N.Y. critics in that area. Season of 15 weeks
on page 63 of this week’s Variety. is skedded to run from June 15
Also recent tiff of the Shuberts and through Sept. 20.
the Boston critics points up prob¬
lems in reviewing shows in tryout
towns. I cannot speak for Boston,
but in Philly we have a dearth of
objective criticism with the excep¬
tion of Jerry Gaghan when he
reviews for The Daily News.
Boston, March 20.
Criticism of tryouts is usually
Debate on question "Are Critics
quite poor. The average review Human?” has quieted down here
talks about the past works of with the return of Elliot Norton
the performers or writers, and of the Boston Post to the free list,
then in a small paragraph you and a belated acknowledgement
might get a clue as to the actual by his paper of his restoration to
show under discussion. It is indeed grace. Shubert advertising in the
rare that a reviewer, with the "ex¬ Post, however, stays at two inch,
ception of Gaghan, has sufficient one column insertion, although
imagination ^o suggest, objectively, show producers may take whatever
how the show might be improved.
space they wish at their own ex¬
After all, the shows try out in pense.
The Post, which ignored the
Philly and Boston to polish up per¬
formances, and to get reasonably wired reply to Mayor John B.
accurate objective appraisals from Hynes from J. J. Shubert follow¬
the critics. They might as well try ing the Mayor's telegram that he
out in Timbuctoo with all the ob¬ was "disturbed” over the Norton
jectivity they get here.
dropping, conceded return of Nor¬
Producers are kidding them¬ ton credentials in an editorial last
selves when they charge N.Y. Tues. (13)' coinciding with the
prices in a tryout town like Philly, opening that night of "The Most
and hope to get objectivity from Happy Fella” at the Shubert to
local critics. They might do a heck which Norton gave a rave notice.
(Norton’s return to the free list
of a lot better if they dropped
their prices 25%, and passed out was disclosed in a page one
Questionnaires to the audience for Variety story In the March 7 is¬
their reactions. After all the mov¬ sue.)
ies do it with "previews.”
Fraud never worked for long in
the theatre, and that is just what
< Continued on page 58)

Camden Prosecutor Heads
New Jersey Music Tent;
Guker Trio Into Wesibury

Quaker Legit Fan Ayers
Objectivity’s Impossible
In a Pkilly Play Tryout

BOSTON POST NOTES
END OF SHUBERT BAN

Vanessa Brown Leads
Actors to H Patio, L A.

Washington, March 20.
Globe Repertory Co., a new theatre-in-the-round
operation,
tinveiled here tonight (20) with Wilham Inge’s "Picnic.” Film of the
play is being first run in Washing¬
ton at pr?sent, so that the new the¬
ft1’® hopes to benefit from the pub¬
licity.
Occupying the 229-seater which
was for several years home of the
Arena Stage and, more recently,
°f the short-lived Studio Theatre
operation, Globe will run each play
three weeks, eight performances
weekly—Tuesday through Sunday
evenings, with Saturday and Sun¬
day matinees. Scaled to $2.50.

v

Hollywood, March 20.

American Acting Co., a new act¬
ing group headed by Vanessa
Brown, has taken a lease on the
former El Patio Theatre in Holly¬
wood and will begin operating it
next month as the American The¬
atre. House was called the Music
Box for a short spell last Decem¬
ber when it housed the ill-fated
"Hellzapoppin’ of ’56.”
Company is now seeking a ve¬
hicle for its initial presentation, a
deal to premiere William Saroyan's
"The Slaughter of the Innocents”
having been called off by the au¬
thor.

British ‘Never Too Late’
Clicks as Swiss ‘Family’

‘Quiet Place’ (And How),
With Loss of $68,246
On $75,000 Investment
"Quiet Place,” which folded in
Washington last Dec. 31 after a
six-week tryout tour, represented
a loss of $68,246 on a $75,000 in¬
vestment. Produced by the Play¬
wrights Co., the Julian Claman
play starred Tyrone Power.
The production played a five
performance break-in at the Shu¬
bert Theatre, New Haven, then
moved to Boston for a fortnight,
followed by one-week stands in
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Wash¬
ington.
The show involved $45,423 production cost and dropped
$19,896 on the hinterland run,
registering losses on all weeks ex¬
cept the New Haven frame, when I
a $4,088 profit was tallied on a
$21,577 gross.
The $6,754 balance on the in[ vestment has been returned to the
backers.

PETER DAVIS TO MIAMI;
LANGNER CONSULTANCY
Miami, March 20.
George S. Engle, owner of the
I Coconut Grove Playhquse, this
week placed Peter Davis as man¬
aging director, replacing Michael
Ellis, who resigned to return north.
Davis, associated with the Thea¬
tre Guiid for some 20 years, takes up
his duties shortly. He'll come down
with Lawrence Langner, Guild
chief, who will^act as adviser to
Engle on the year-round operation
of the Playhouse. First step under
the new regime has been inaugu¬
ration of a four-play subscription
plan, which saw a $30,000 advance
sale for the series: The just closed
production of "Tea and Sympathy,”
with Linda Darnell; current "Solid
Gold Cadillac,” featuring Billie
Burke; Judith Anderson In "Black
Chiffon” arid Victor Borge with his
i "Comedy In Music” rounding out
the quartet of presentations of¬
fered. All play two weeks with ex¬
ception of "Black Chiffon,” in for
a week.
Present plans call for a springsummer season with closedown for
the offish fall months beginning
after Labor Day, and reopening in
November.

Zurich, March 13.
In its recent Swiss preem at
Theatre am Central here, the
British comedy, "It’s Never Too
Late,” by Felicity Douglas, re¬
tagged "Die liebe Familie” ("Be¬
loved Family”), registered strongly
and looks set for a four to fiveweek run. The performance turns
it into a director’s triumph. Hans
Jaray is outstanding in his initial
directorial assignment on a Swiss
stage.
He is also responsible for
the excellent German adaptation.
Hertha Heger is femme lead and
the cast includes Alice
Lach,
Rainer Litten, Hedda Ippen, Es¬
ther Widmer, Sylvia Luedi, Fritz
Nussbaum and Robert Campiche.

Atlantic City Theatre
Gives $5 Stock Bonus
On $30 Season Ticket
Atlantic City, March 20.
When there are new wrinkles in
legit financing and ticket-selling,
strawhat theatres will originate
them. Latest gimmick is a combo
subscriber-angel comeon being of¬
fered by Barney Sackett, lessor of
the
Gateway Music - Go - Round
Playhouse,
at
nearby
Somers
Point.
The "package” deal gives one
-share of common stock in the the¬
atre, par value $5, with every pur¬
chase of one season ticket of 10
admissions at $30.
Tickets are
good for the best locations in the
1,600-seat house, good any day ex¬
cept Saturday.
Limited partner¬
ships are also offered in a pro¬
posed capitalization of $75,000 for
the 10-year operation of the Play¬
house, with a minimum investment
of $300.
Theatre is being put in the
round this season, with a schedule
of 10 shows starting June 26. Ten¬
tatively planned tuners include
“Kismet,”
"Plain
and
Fancy,”
"Desert Song,” "Annie Get Your
Gun,” "Make a Wish,” "Brigadoon” and "Great Waltz.”

[
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Actors Equity Is tightening its
hold on alien employment In legit.
Casting of all foreign performers
is now subject-to the .union’s ap¬
pro va.L
A Resolution p'assed last
week by the 1 Equity ' council re¬
quires that, producers get a written
okay from the union before hiring
an alien actor.
The ruling followed the collapse
of negotiations between Equity and
the League of N. Y. Theatres to
correct the employment situation.
The union had been working on the
problem with a League committee
and had reached an apparent
agreement. However, the commit¬
tee’s recommendations were re¬
jected by the League’s board of
governors.
Equity had been stewing over the
high rate of alien employment on
Broadway this season. A major
cause of the disturbance was the
importation of seven performers
for "Tiger at the Gates.” Besides
beefing to the producers, the union
had also protested to the U. S. Bu-.
reau of Immigration and Naturali¬
zation, since that department con¬
trols the issuance of work permits
to foreign talent.
In passing the new rule, Equity
stated, "This action was taken after
an investigation over a consider¬
able period of time had disclosed
that some, though not all producers,
were violating the spirit of existing
regulations by engaging^ number
of alien actors for supporting roles
which could be performed ade¬
quately by resident actors.” The
regulation
does
not alter the
union’s present alien rules, includ¬
ing the 40% limitation on the num¬
ber of foreign performers permit¬
ted in a production.
The nCw ruling will not affect
productions currently playing, or
in rehearsal. It also doesn’t apply
to those in the special alien cate¬
gory, who’ve been in the U. S. more
than three years and have declared
their intention of becoming U. S.
citizens. Also exempted are alienswho are resident members of the
union.

‘Silk Stockings’ to SF;
Ritckard in ‘Rosalinda,’
j
For Lester’s Civic Co.

EQUITY MUSCLES UP
ANTI-BLACKLISTING

Actors Equity Is strengthening
its stand against blacklisting in
legit. The union, which already has
an anti-blacklisting clause in Its
basic contract on Broadway shows,
is now cracking down on the stock
field. A more severe version of the
Broadway measure is being insert¬
ed in the new Equity stock con¬
tract.
The Equity move stems from
past incidents when attempts were
"Top/Man,” the Albert Lewis-I. made to pressure managers into
B.
Jpselow
production,
which refusing employment to certain
folded last Nov. 26 during its out- performers because of their po¬
of-town tryout, represented a $45,- litical reputations. The union feels
217 loss on a $75,000 investment. that the new stock -clause will not
The Albert Halper play cost $39,- only protect its members, but will
737 to produce, while another $15,- also give the managers an out in
480 was dropped on the breakin refusing to comply with the pres¬
sure groups.
tour.
Ralph Meeker and Polly Bergen
starred in the drama, which played
FRESHEN STARLIGHT REP
five performances at the Shubert
Theatre, New Haven, and another
Seven of 10 Operettas New
eight at the Shubert Theatre, Phil¬
To Kansas City
adelphia. A second week in Philly
was cancelled. The show dropped
Kansas City, March 20,
$2,891 on an $11,834 gross in New
Schedule of musicals to. be pro¬
Haven, and another $7,770 on an duced by the Starlight Theatre
$8,288 gross in Philly.
this summer was completed last
An additional $4,819 was lost on week with the addition of "Annie
the cancelled Philly stanza, with Get Your Gun” and "Plain and
$2,431 of that amount going to the Fancy” to the list. ’’Annie,” a re¬
theatre to cover house costs, in lieu peater, is due July 16-22, and
of * $4,000 guarantee.
The $29,- “Plain and Fancy,” a newcomer to
783 balance on the investment has the list, is set for July 23-29.
been returned to the backers.
Seven of the 10 are to be seen
at the Starlight for the first time,
Ccmes the Caribou Queen These .include, "Peter Pan,” the
opener, "Kismet,” "Best Foot For¬
Cambridge, March 20.
"Paint
Your
Wagon,”
Fourth production in the 1955-56 ward,”
season of the Poets’ Theatre in “Wish You Were Here” and "King
Harvard Square here is a new com¬ and I,” in addition to "Plain and
edy by John Ashbery, "The Com¬ Fancy.”
Other repeaters are
"Desert
promise” or "Queen of the Cari¬
Song” and "Chocolate Soldier.”
bou,” opening April 14.
Pre-season preparations got un¬
The new play, directed by Ed¬
ward Thommen, involves Mounties, der way last week as Dick Berger,
good Indians, bad Indians, a dance- producer-director, came into town
hall queen with a heart of gold for a spring stay. Auditions and
dance try-outs both were held, and
and the black hearted villain,
"Compromise”
plays.. through others are to be held in other mid¬
west cities.
•April 21.

Top Man’ Hit Bottom
With Loss of $45,217
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Equity Tightening Hold on Aliens
In Legit; Will 0.0. All Casting

New York’s Mayor Robert F.
Wagner is making his "legit
debut” tomorrow (Thurs.) at
the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y.f<w
in a comedy sketch with Alice**
Pearce, who’s featured in the
current Broadway revival of
"Fallen Angels.”
The audience for the oneshot will be principally female
since it’s being bresfented' at
the American Federation f,'of
Women’s Clubs annual-conven¬
tion.
.
•• f • •

Writers’ Mgr. Produces
Their‘What's the Rush’

229-Seater's New Tenant

LEGITIMATE

P^RIEfY

San Francisco, March 20.
Full lineup for Edwin Lester’s
Civic Light Opera season here in¬
cludes two post-Broadway touring
productions, a road edition of a
current Main Stem entry, and a
new version of an old operetta.
"Silk Stockings,” which ends its
Broadway run April 14, moves here
for an April 23 CLO bow.. It’ll be
the leadoff production.
A new version of ''Rosalinda,'*
with Cyril Ritchard starring, is
scheduled for a May 28 bow and
the touring "Boy Friend” is booked
for July 16. Windup show of the
season will be the national com¬
pany of "Damn Yankees,” starring
Bobby Clark.
It’s slated for an
Aug. 28 opening. The productions
will be presented at the Curran
Theatre.

DETROIT MELODY CIRCUS
SETS 1956 VEHICLES
Detroit, March 20.
Melody Circus Theatre, a tent
operation which had a fairly suc¬
cessful initial season last year, has
the following schedule for this
summer: "Call Me Madam,” two
weeks June 11; "High Button
Shoe,” one week, June 25; "Gentle¬
men Prefer Blondes,” one week,
July 2; "Annie Get Your Gun,”
two weeks, July 9; "Guys and
Dolls,” two weeks, July 23; “Paint
Your Wagon,” two weeks, Aug. 6;
"Kismet,” indefinite after Aug. 20.

40G for ‘Goodbye’
"Goodbye Again,” the revival of
the Allan Scott-George Haight
comedy, is being capitalized at
$40,000, without provision for over¬
call.
According to a solicitating
sent to prospective backers last
week by producers Shepard Traube
and J. H. del Bondio, in associa| tion with Eleanore Saidenberg, the
show goes into rehearsal this week,
with Traube
directing, Donald
Cook starred and Polly Rowles fea¬
tured.
,
.
The play was originally produced
on .Broadway in 1932-33 and re¬
vived. in 1943-44.
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Chi Off Again; Teahouse’ $27,900,
Chicago, March 20.
Windy City legit traffic was
lethargic again last week, per the
seasonal pattern. Downbeat biz is
causing “Pajama Game” to weigh
anchor April 14.
Nothing definite upcoming be¬
sides “Bad Seed,” arriving at the
Harris April 30 for a run on sub¬
scription.
Estimates for Last Week

Revised ‘Mr. Wonderful’
Hits $33,600 in Philly;
‘Johnson’ Fair $16,400

Philadelphia, March 20.
Snow and sleet bopped weekend
business in theatres.
“Plain and
Fancy” (Forrest) moved out front
Inherit the Wind, Blackstone in the boxoffice stakes as “Mr.
(6th
wk)
($5;
1,450)
(Melvyn Wonderful” eased off in its fourth
Douglas). Almost $28,500 (previous and final stanza at the Shubert.
“Can-Can” returned last evening
week, $29,200).
•
Marcel Marceau, Harris (3d wk) to .the Shubert for a week’s stand
($4.40; 1,000). Nearly $24,300 (pre¬ at house where It opened its previous week, $19,000). French mime Broadway run three years ago.
Jllizzard conditions found the
closed his American tour here
three theatres lighted last evening
Saturday night (17).
Pajama Game, Shubert (18th making arrangements to honor
wk) ($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, tickets later in run for patrons un¬
Larry
Douglas,
Buster
West). able to make the shows.
'Mister Johnson,” lone straight
Nearly $28,200
(previous week,
$28,700); continues tour April 14. play about Colonial and native life
Teahouse of the August Moon, in British West Africa, had satis¬
Erlanger (27th wk) ($5;
1,335) factory first week at .Walnut al¬
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly). though reviews were not overMurdock (Inquirer)
Over $27,900 (previous week, $27,- enthusiastic.
gave newcomer good notice; Sense900).,_
deri’er
(Bulletin)
qualified
his
praise, and Gaghan (News) slough¬
ed it off. All three crix, however,
gave standout writeups to Earl Hy¬
man, in. title role.
Estimates for Last Week
Plain and Fancy, Forrest (MC)
(2d wk) ($5.40; 1,760) Amish musi¬
cal bettered its first week take, de¬
Houston, March 20.
spite poor weather over wefekend.
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” Fancy $42,500.
Mr. Wonderful, Shubert (MC)
starring Larry Parks, grossed a
strong $35,400 in eight perform¬ (4th wk) ($6.60; 1,870) Snow and
ances, last week split between the sleet cut into last week’s take for
Sammy Davis Jr.
starrer,
Auditorium, Shreveport, and the the
Music Hall here.- The comedy took which underwent a total revision
in over $7,600 in two performances during stay here. $33,600.
Mister Johnson, Walnut (CD) (1st
at the former spot Monday-Tuesday (12-13) and nearly $27,800 in wk) Theatre Guild-American Thea¬
six local performances Wednesday- tre Society subscription big factor
in helping newcomer. Critical and
Saturday (14-17).
$16,Parks began a four-week vaca¬ audience * reception mixed.
tion this week, with Jerry Oddo 400.
pixichhiting.

Larry Parks in Teahouse’
Boffs-Shreveport-Houston
For Combined $35,400

WASHINGTON'S PAIR
'Yankees* 6th Week Strong—'Hon¬
or* Grosses Mildly
Washington, March 20.
Stormy weather, which swept
the northeast corner of the nation,
slowed weekend trade in the na¬
tion’s capital. First week of "Affair
of Honor,” which got a mildish
critical reception was., slow. Sixth
week of “Damn Yankees” tapered;
eff but continued profitable.
Estimates for Last Week
Affair of Honor, Shubert (C) (1st
wk) ($3.85; 1,542) (Dennis King).
Started slowly, around $12,500.
Looks better in this current and
final session.
Damn Yankees, National (MC)
(6th wk) ($5.50; 1,677) (Bobby
Clark)—Nice $31,200. Down from
the previous week but still com¬
fortably in the black.

Bliz Bops Hub;
‘Fella’ OK $32,700,
‘Can-Can’

‘Good Soldier’ NSG
London, March 20.
. The only new legit entry in the
West End last week was “The
Good Solditer Schweik,” adapted
from Jaroslav Hasek’s classic novel
of the first World War by Ewan
Maccoll. The play, which opened
at the Duke of York’s last Thurs¬
day (15), can only hope to survive
a limited season.
The production is presented by
Theatre Workshop, which operates
its own theatre in the east side of
London. Joan Littlewood staged
and the title role is filled by Max¬
well Shaw.

Touring Shows
(March 19-April 1)
Affair of Honor (tryout) (Dennis King)—
Shubert, Wash. (19-2-4); Hanna, Cleve. <2631) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Feb. 29, '56).
Anniversary Waltz (Augusta Roeland,
Richard Eastham)—Aud., Lynchberg (19);
WRVA, Richmond (20-21); Playhouse, Wil¬
mington (22-24); then closes.
.
_
Bad Seed (Nancy KeUy—Curran, S. F.
(19-31).
Boy Friend—Shubert, Det. (19-31).
.
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Colonial, Boston (1924); lays off next week.
Can-Can—Shubert, PhiUy (19-24); Shu¬
bert, New Haven (26-31).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
National, Wash. (19-31).
. Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn Doug¬
las)—Blackstone, Chi (19-31).
Mister Johnson (tryout)—Walnut, Philly
J’19-24) (Reviewed in VARIETY. March 14,
56).
Most Happy Fella (tryout) — Shubert,
Boston (19-31) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
this week). ■
, F*lama Game (2d Co.) (Fran Warren.
Barry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,
Chi (10-31).
Plain and Fancy—Forrest, Philly (19-31).
Strip for Action (tryout)—Shubert, New
Haven (19-24); Shubert, Philly (26-31) (Re¬
newed in VARIETY, this week).
Tea and Sympathy (Marla Riva, Alan
Baxter)—Aud., Birmingham (19-21); Tow¬
er, Atlanta (22-24); lays off next week.
.Teahouse of the August 'Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess Meredith* Hugh ■ ReiRy)—Erlan¬
ger. Chi (19-31).
^ Teahouse of the August,Moon (3d Co.)—
Del Mar College Aud., Corpus Chrlsti (19);
Municipal Aud., San Antonio (20-21); Mu¬
nicipal Aud., San Angelo, Tex. (22-23); H.
a
Midland, Tex. (24); Baylor U.
Waco (28); Will Rogers Aud., Ft.
r.Vrrth
Municipal - Aud., Wichita
)p;di <Aud„. Amarillo (30-
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B’way Still Bleak; lady $38,300 (5),
‘hints’ 30^G, ‘Matchmaker’ $28,100,
‘Pipe’$48,109,‘Fanny’3iG,‘I
Business ,op Broadway was off
again last-week.' Receipts shot up
for a few shows, but most regis¬
tered moderate-l.o-substanlial dips.
Oddly enough, the snowstorm last
Friday (16) didn’t have much of a
damaging effect on the b.o. that
night or the following eve. The
Saturday (17) matinee, though, was
generally weak.
Only capacity entries were “No
Time Jor. Sergeants” and “My Fair
Lady,
the stanza’s sole preeni.
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” and
“Damn Yankees” fell below the
sellout mark for the first time.
There were.no closings, but several
bowouts are slated within the next
few weeks. Current frame has one
opener, “Mr. Wonderful.”
Business for this week got off
to a generally bum start as a result
of
the
Sunday-Monday
(18-19)
blizzard.
Estimates for Last Week

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Opretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of tax.

Herald Tribune; McClain, JournalAmeriean; Watts, Post); over $38,300 for'first four performances and
one preview.
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
<C) <22d wk; 172; $5.75-34.60; 1.331;
£38.500) (previous week, $38,800).
Last week, over $38,800.
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
(97th wk; 772; $6.90; L615;' $52,118)
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., Helen
Gallagher) (previous week, $40,900). Last week, almost $38,900.
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (16th
wk; 125; $7.50;
1,453; $55,039)
(Helen Traubel, William Johnson)
(previous week, $53,700).
Last
week, nearly $48,100.
Ponder Heart, Musifc Box (C)
(5th wk; 36; $5.75; 1,010; $30,000)
(David Wayne)
(previous week,
$27,500). Last week, almost $25,500
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
(56th wk; 444; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
(Hildegarde
Neff,
Lawrence
Brooks) (previous week, $27,200;
closes April 14, to tour).
Last
week, over $25,700.
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (127th wk; 1.121; $6.25$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
Gene Blakely) (previous week, $22,700; closes next Saturday (24), to
tour). Last week, nearly $26,000.
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
(D) (24th wk; 192; $5.75; 1,039; $30,845) (Michael Redgrave) (previous
week, $16,600; closes April 7).
Last week, almost $16,000.
Time Limit, Booth (D) (8th wk;
63; $5.75-$5.20; 768; $24,330) (Ar¬
thur Kennedy)
(previous week,
$15,800). Last week, over $16,900.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Belasco (C) (23d wk; 180; $5.75;
1,037;
$31,582)
(previous
week,
$17,000). Last week, nearly $15,600.
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
ler (D) (66th wk; 524; $5.75-$4.60;
946; 23,248) (previous week, $17,800; closes June 30, to tour). Last
week, almost $17,400.

:

Boston, March 20.
Although blizzard of Friday (16)
sloughed biz. local legit is hot with
two on the boards and “The Most
Happy Fella” at the Shubert a po¬
tential smash, ’opening to rave re¬
views.
“Can-Can” departed town
Saturday (17)
for Philadelphia
after a two weeker at the Opera
House which racked up healthy
grosses. “Bus Stop” continues in
Bus Stop, Winter Garden (CD)
its third round at the Colonial to (55th wk; 438; $5.75-$4.60; 1,494;
nice takes as last of the Theatre $43,000) (previous week, $18,000;
Guild presentations this season.
closes April 7). Last week, over
Followup Sunday-Monday (18-19) $3 5,000.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
snowstorm resulted in cancelled
performances
for
“Fella”
and (D) (52d wk; 412; $6.90; 946; $31,“Bus.” Both shows went dark last 000) (Burl Ives, Patricia Neal)
Last
night (Mon.), with “Bus” relighting (previous week, $31,300).
tonight (Tues.) and “Fella” tomor¬ week, over $30,700.
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD)
row (Wed.). “Bus” will make up its
cancelled
performance
with
a (21st wk; 165; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
matinee next Friday (23), while $27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan
“Fella” will give matinee and eve¬ McKenna) (previous week, $13,ning performances next Sunday 500; closes March 31). Last week,
nearly $14,100.
Miscellaneous
(25).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
Kermit Bloomgarden and Lynn
Miss Julie, Phoenix (D) (4th wk;
(46th wk; 364; $8.05; 1,297; $50,Loesser,
producers
of
“Happy
Fel¬
New Orleans, March 20.
573)
(Gwen Verdon)
(previous 32; $3.45; 1,150 24,067) (previous
“Tea and Sympathy,” costarring la” are streamlining the big musical week, $50,600). Last week, over week $8,500). Last week, over
$7,000; closed last Sunday (18).
Maria Riva and Alan Baxter, for Broadway, chopping away at $49,700.
grossed estimated and good $18,- running time and first act clutter.
Opening This Week
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) (21st
100 at the Civic Theatre here last Sellout looms for the new show
wk; 168; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182; $31,Mr. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
week.
which has three weeks more of its 500)
(Shirley
Booth)
(previous $7.50-$6,90; 1,900; $72,000).
Mu¬
The play is splitting the current four weeker here before Broad¬
week, $15,600). Last week, over sical, with book by Joseph Stein and
week between the Auditorium, way.
$15,200.
Will Glickman, music and lyrics by
Birmingham,
and
the
Tower,
Hub legit season looks to be
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D) Jerry Block, Larry Holofcener and
Atlanta.
longest for some time, with the (24th wk; 189; $5.75; 1,036; $28,- George Weiss, presented by Jule
Shubert going through to June. 854) (Joseph Schildkraut, Susan Styne and George Gilbert (in as¬
British Show*
“Ziegfeld Follies” is booked for Strasberg) (previous week, $25,- sociation with Lester Osterman
(Figures denote opening dates)
April 14; “Shangri-La” for May 1, 500). Last week, almost $25,800.
Jr.); production financed at $225,and “Pajama Game” for June.
Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C) 000, cost about $240,000 to bring
LONDON
“Teahouse of the August Moon” (9th wk; 71; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,- in; opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
Boy Frlond, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
begins a key city tour of the East 251)
(Nancy
Walker,
Margaret
Cranks Rovuo, St. Mart. (3-1-36).
Crazy Gang, Vic. PaL (12-16-54).
in Hub at the Colonial opening Phillips) (previous week, $14,100.).
Off-Broadway
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Last
week,
nearly
$14,100.
April
2.
Also,
the
Plymouth,
dark
Fresh Air*, Comedy (1-26-56).
Admiral Bashville, Cherry Lane
Girl Called Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
for some weeks, will see at least
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (72d wk;
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
one more production before the 572; $7.50; 1,625; $62,968) (Ezio (2-20).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Candida, Downtown (2-23); closes
season’s end. Nothing is in sight, Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous
♦Morning's at 7, • W'stm’st'r (2-7-56).
Mr. Pennypacker, New <5-18*35).
week, $35,400). Last week, over April 22.
however, for the dark Wilbur.
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52).
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
$36,000.
Estimates for Last Week
One Bright Day, Apollo <3-20-56>.
(12-1); closes April 29.
Pa|ama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Most Happy Fella, Shubert-(MD)
Great Sebastians, Coronet (C)
He Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
Paris by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
(1st wk) ($4.95; 1,717). Tryout got (11th wk; 85; $6.90; 998; $34,500) Playhouse (1-20).
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne)
Plume de mi Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
rave
reviews
and
racked
up (Alfred
Private Life of Master Race,
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
week,
$28,900).
Last Open Stage (1-30).
$32,700 for first seven perform¬ (previous
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-35).
week,
over
$30,500.
ances
and
one
preview.
Holds
for
Romeo & Juliet, Jan Hus (2-23).
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
Rivals, Saville (2-23-56).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D)
three more weeks -before Broad¬
Salome, Davenport (2-2).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Shadow & Substance, Temple (3<;
way. The Kermit Bloomgarden- (19th wk; 149; $5.75-$4.60; 995;
Salad Days, Vaudeville <8-5-54).
(Shelley Winters,
Ben 13).
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
Lyn Loesser tryout got six affirma¬ $23,339)
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Gazzara) (previous week, $21,000).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20).
tives
(Hughes,
Herald;
Doyle,
♦Strong Aro Lonely, H’market (1-24-50).
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. (1-31).
American; Norton, Post; Maloney, Last week, almost $20,200.
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
Summer Song, Princes (2-16-56).
Inherit the Wind, National <D)
Traveler; Gaffney, Record; Durgin,
Tabltha, Duchess (£8-56).
(46th wk; 365; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her MaJ. (4-22-54). Globe) and one no definite opinion
$31,300)
(Paul Muni)
(previous
3 Penny Opera, Aldwych (2-9-56).
expressed (Melvin, Monitor).
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Bus Stop, Colonial (C) (2d wk) week, $28,900). Last week, nearly
Water Gypsies, Wlnt. Gard. (8-31-55).
($4.40; ’ 1,590).
Tourer nabbed a $28,200.
•Interrupted run.
Waco, Tex., March 20.
Janus, Plymouth (C) (17th wk;
Scheduled Openings
nice $25,000, and holds for a final
Likely Tale, Globe (3-22-56).
130; $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32,700)
Charles Laughton will be here
week.
Comedy of Errors, Arts (3-29-56).
(Margaret
Sullavan,
Robert
Pres¬
most of the month of April to as¬
Can-Can, Opera House (MC) (2d
' Closed Lest Week
wk) ($4.95, 3,000).
Blizzard Fri. ton, Claude Dauphin) (previous sociate himself with Paul Baker’s .
Buccaneer, Apollo (2-22-56).
week, $23,500; Claudette Colbert production of "Hamlet” to be pre¬
Charley's Aunt/ Globe (12*22-55)*
night (16) bopped gross; ho cars
Doctor Jo, Aldwych (2-15-56).
joins the cast April 2). Last week, sented May 5 by the Baylor Thea¬
running to Opera House. Got $35,Lucky Strike, Duke York's (9-14-55).
over $23,700.
tre.
200 and exited Sat. night (17) for
Lark, Longacre (D) (18th wk;
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS Philadelphia.
Burgess Meredith will star in the
140; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) (Julie
experimental
staging, which also
(Theatres indicated if set)
Harris, Boris karloff)
(previous
Little Glass Clock, Golden <3;26>.
week, $21,000. Last week, nearly will have “shadow” Hamlets. (Ba¬
• Mister Johnson, Martin Beck (3*29).
ker’s
“Othello”
divided the title
Affair of Honor, Barrymore (4-4).
$21,000.
Strip for Action, Wint. Gard. (4-12).
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (15th role among three actors.)
Waiting for Codot (4-16).
Wk; 120; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000)
King and I, City Center (4-18).
Lovers, Helen Hayes (4-18).
(Ruth Gordon, Eileen Herlie, LorGoodbye Again, Helen Hayes- (4-24).
>
Cleveland, March 20.
ing Smith) (previous week, $30",-j
Wake Up Darling (wk. 4-29).
“Boy Friend” grossed a big $40,- 100). Last week, almost $28,100.
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (5-3).
Kiss Me Kate, City Center.(5-9).
900 in eight performances at Hanna
Los Angeles, March 20.
Middle of the Night, ANTA
Zlegfeld Follies, Wint. Gard. (5-26).
last week, running into heavy Theatre <D) (6th wk; 45; £5.75;
Four Dolls on a Dime (wk. 5-27).
“Bad Seed” continued to build
snowstorms that hurt it at wind-up. 1,185; $39,116) (Edward G. Robin¬
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-31).
last week in its closing frame at
Shangri-La (4-th_
Scaled,at $4.50 top in 1,515-seat son) (previous week, $36,200>. Last
the Biltmore Theatre* racking up
house, the musical still managed to
week, over $36,200.
$26,700 as against previous stan¬
OFF-BROADWAY
come up to expectations box-officeBeautiful Changes, President (3-23).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) za’s $23,500. Downtown house goes
wise.
.
.
„, „
Mary f, Fairy, Club Cinema (3-23).
Hanna has Dennis King m Af¬ (1st wk; 4; $7.50; 1,527; $62,452) dark.
Beaver Coat, Greenwich Mews (3-28).
Month In the Country, Phoenix (4-3).
fair of Honor” by Ehvood C. Hoff¬ (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews).
Town’s only other legiter, “Joy •
Anna Lucasta, Temple (4-4).
man slated for March 26, followed Opened last Thursday (14) to unan- Ride,” hit $13,800 in ninth full
Antigone, Carnegie HaU (4-5).
raves
(Atkinson, Times;
by “Damn Yankees”. April 9 for , imous
Plough A Stars, Barbizon-Plaza (4-5).
week
at
Huntington
Hartford, i
Chapman,
News;
Coleman,
Mirror;
Beautiful People, Theatre East C4-10);
.three weeks. Latter stars. Bobby
. Littlest Revue, Phoenix (545).
•Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr, around $5,000’ in the red.
Clark.
'
The Desert, Provincetown (5-21).

Eva Gabor’s ‘Glass Clock’ Riva-Baxter ‘Sympathy’
Ticks at $13,300 in Balto $18,100 N. Orleans Take
Baltimore, March 20.
Eva
Gabor in
“Little
Glass
Clock” grossed a fairish $13,300
last week at Ford's. The Aldrich
and Myers production was the
sixth and final play on Guild-ATS
subscription.
Ford’s will be dark until the ar¬
rival of “Can Can”"April 30.

Legitimate

PfctlETY

Laughton Helps’Offbeat
‘Hamlet’ With Meredith

‘BOY FRIEND’ WHAMM0
$40,900, CLEVELAND

‘Bad Seed,’ $26,700 L.A.
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Hurok Wins Moiseyev Plum, With NBC
Seen in On Deal to Import Soviet Co.

Symphony of Air Back On j
Radio, Starting Aprfl

Wednesday, March 21, 1956

Inside Stuff-Concerts

The Symphony of the Air, for¬
Several summer spots, including N. Y.’s Lewisohn Stadium and the
mer NBC Symphony Orchestra, Hollywood Bowl, have been angling for a Soviet artist as a b.o. hypo,
will go back on the air Saturday, and contacting the N. Y. bureaus in that regard.
Latters’ efforts,
April 14. This may start a series of however, have been in vain. One artist particularly sought was Igor
full-hour programs over the Mutual Oistrakh, young violinist son of violinist David Oistrakh. Music fest
Broadcasting System, at 10 p.m.
at Stratford, Ont., tried to get composer-conductor Aram. KhatchaSol Hurok announced in Mos-+'
Program will be made available turian, Igor Oistrakh, and others. But there’s little likelihood of any
cow last Saturday (17) that the
to all 550 Mutual affiliates, and will Russ artist showing al fresco.
Moiseyev Dance Co, would visit j
be produced by Hardy Burt Pro¬
the U.S. next fall for eight to 10
ductions. Network; which has a
Actress-dancer Vera Zorina (she’s also wife of Columbia Records
weeks under his banner—thus
year’s option for a series, will de¬ exec veepee Goddard Lieberson), is leaving March 28 for Rome, where
ending a long struggle With
David W. Rubin Artists Mgt. is cide after reaction to the first pro¬ she’ll appear at the Rome Opera in mid-April in four performances
Hurok’s arch-rival, Columbia Art¬
of Stravinsky’s “Persephone.” She’ll do both the narration, and the
ists Mgt., to snap up the folk-bal¬ importing Les Harmonistes de gram.
dancing, for a “first” in this doubling-up. Miss Zorina will be back
let group (and confirming a pre¬ Paris for a U.S. debut tour in Febend of April to do her 20th performance as narrator of Honegger’s
diction in Variety six weeks ago). ruary-March, 1957. Group com¬
prises a quartet of male singers
“Jeanne d’Arc” at the U. of Nebraska. Next season, she’ll do the
Hurok, In Moscow for a two- from the ”• Paris Opera-Comique
“Persephone”
narration (not the dancing, of ^course) in a concert ver¬
week visit, also completed plans (plus a piano accompanist) that has
sion with the N. Y. Philharmonic, with Stravinsky himself as guestfor an Isaac Stern Russian totir of played nitery and concert dates in
conductor.
a month, to open with a solo re¬ France, plus concert bookings in
cital in Moscow, May 3, and a tour Italy, Germany and Spain. ^Reper¬
Jerome Robbins leaves Sunday (25) for Copenhagen, to begin work
by Jan Peerce in June. Hurok tory is a mix
of their Operasaid he was working on Soviet Comique roles plus lighter cabaret
What quietly shapes as a new on the 26th with the Royal Danish Ballet in rehearsing and staging
tours for Artur Rubinstein and fare.
N.Y. City Ballet ’hit, to displace his ballet, “Fanfare,” with the troupe. He had returned to N. Y. late
Marian Anderson, and also hoped
Rubin, aiming for biz a la Les an overworked “Cage” in the Saturday (17) after a 10-day stay at St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, where
to bring the Bolshoi Theatre bal¬ Compagnons de la Chansons, is repertory, is Todd Bolender’s “Still he had acted as consultant on the annual weeklong carnival there.
let troupe to the U.S. in ’57-’58.
setting the group for an extended Point,’’ set to Debussy music, Robbins may stay in Denmark to do another work, an original, for
The Moiseyev folk troupe has concert tour here, plus some hotel which preemed at City Center, the Danish ballet company. He returns early summer for his legit
N.Y., last Tuesday (13). Work, a assignment, directing as well as choreographing “Bells Are Ringing’*
scored strongly in previous visits dates. Fee is under $1,000.
romantic reverie with strong psy¬ for Broadway.
to western Europe. Visit of the
chological overtones of varied in¬
’jpO dancers will mark the first time
Glenn Gould, highly-touted young Canadian pianist, is in big demand
terpretation, starts slowly, is a
for a major Soviet dance company
little reminiscent and somewhat as result of two U. S. dates and one disk. He gave one recital in New
in the U. S. Hurok will present
repetitious. But it also has imagi¬ York and another in Washington in January, 1955, and Columbia
them in N.Y. for a short run, then
in Philly, Boston and Chi, and per¬
nation and style, with appealing Records issued his version of the Bach “Goldberg Variations” about
haps. on the Coast. Troupe will ap¬
beauty of story and line, and grows six weeks ago. Next season, Gould will not only have an extensive
U. S. recital tour, but will also play with the N. Y. Philharmonic, San
pear as one of his NBC-TV spec¬
on one.
The National Ballet of Canada
taculars (a la this season’s Sadler’s
Melissa Hayden, dances beauti¬ Francisco, Dallas, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and some Canadian sym¬
Wells Ballet in (“Sleeping Beau¬ cut its recent U. S. tour short and fully in the lead role of a trou¬ phonies. Next May he’ll give three concerts in Berlin with the Berlin
ty’’), with NBC reported financially has returned to its Toronto home- bled, cast-off femme who finally Philharmonic. Walter Homberger of Toronto is his manager. Colum¬
involved in the deal to bring them base. Troupe lopped off a week finds adjustment and herself. bia reports that Gould’s Bach disk is now its best-selling oaw classical
of a 414-weeker, cutting out St. Jacques d’Amboisd partners her¬ record, and that the pianist will be back in N. Y. in April for more
oyer.
: However, Hurok announced from Louis, Milwaukee, Des Moines and self effacingly yet surely. Support¬ disk sessions.
Moscow that the Soviet Govern¬ Davenport dates because prior biz ing quartet satisfactorily sets- the;
Alexandra Danilova, who wound up her winter tour in “Great
ment would subsidize the Moiseyev had been bad. Last-named were mood and what story line there
dates.
Tour,
the is. Jean Rosenthal’s lighting, too, Moments of Ballet” at the Brooklyn Academy of Music recently,
company up to 1,500,000 rubles percentage
will fly to South Africa in September, with her. partners, Michael
($375,000), to cover roundtrip troupe’s third in the U. S., wound calls for kudos.
transportation from Russia to to a $30,000-$40,000 deficit. Re¬
Troupe’s third new work (first Maule, Moscelyne Larkin and Roman Jasinsky, for a five-week tour,
America, and other expenses. Tour views were generally good, but was Jerome Robbins' hit “Con¬ beginning Sept. 14, under auspices of African Consolidated Theatres
troupe
didn’t
draw
and
there
were
cert”) of this winter season, George Ltd. Ballerina will dance in the Union and Rhodesia, using local
is too short a season for Hurok to
Balanchine’s “Allegro Brillante,” ballet companies.
make any real money on it, but too few guarantee dates.
A big success in its first al to Tchaikovsky music, is an attrac¬
troupe could probably come for no
fresco
visit
to
Washington
last
With Alexander Brailowsky switching over for next season from
tive abstraction in the romantic•longer visit, and Hurok’s deal with
the Soviets may be more favorable June, for 10 days, the troupe has classic vein, and a welcome addi¬ National Artists Corp. to Columbia Artists Mgt., latter .has lined up 29
been
invited
back
to
D.C.’s
Carter
recital
dates for the pianist, plus orch appearances with the N. Y.
tion
to
the
repertoire,
giving
the
than usual.
Barron Am phi by promoter Irvin
Philharmonic, Philadelphia; New Orleans, El Paso, Denver, Baltimore
Troupe was founded in 1937 by Feld for a repeat two-weeker next company' a 1.000 batting average and New Haven symphs.
on
its
season’s
premieres.
Not
topIgor Moiseyev, then ballet master August. Troupe is trying to build
of the Bolshoi Theatre, and in¬ up a small summer tour of three to grade Balanchine, it nevertheless
cludes dancers from various parts four weeks around the D.C. date, has much of his inventive and im¬
aginative appeal. Maria Tallchief
of Russia.
with an eye on an Empire State dances the lead ingratiatingly, ably
(N.Y.) Festival bid. Troupe is also partnered by Nicholas Magallanes,
hoping to go abroad next year for with an octet of mixed dancers in
the first time, and is angling for support.
an Edinburgh Fest invite.
Despite the two blizzards over
With its two-month summer the weekend, the N.Y.C. Ballet did
school for teachers from all over a healthy $43,200 (at $3.80 top) for
"t" Opera fest held the last two sea- ’
Canada utilizing talent, troupe is last week, comparing favorably
sons in San Juan, under auspices
now giving its dancers eight with the $42,750 take of the week
St. Louis, March 20.
months’ work annually. Next yeai
of the U. of Puerto Rico, will be
Louis Benson, • a bus driver for it hopes to up that to nine. Troupe before, and $35,525 for its initial
stanza.
Troupe
got
$5,965
in
Friday
given again this June, but this
the touring Ballet Theatre, suf¬ works on tv, too. It had a twonight’s
storm
and
$6,700
in
Sunday
time sponsored by the newspaper
fered eye damage from tear gas week home season in Toronto this
TheJBoston Pops Tour Orchestra, El Mundo, as the Opera Festival
fumes last week when Francis A. year (to be upped to three- next night’s blizzard. Figures are very
Klein, music and art critic for the year), and a seven-week Canadian encouraging — although not sol¬ under Arthur Fiedler, has been set
vent.
Troupe
needs
abbut
$45,000
for its fifth U. S. tour by the Jud- of El Mundo. Newspaper, and its
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, sole tour.
for weekly break-even on this
radio and tv adjuncts, WKAQ and
a.m. sheet, fired a weapon during a
Five-year-old company lost only winter-spring season. If it ran son, O’Neill & Judd diviison of Co¬
hassle with a taxicab driver. Klein $24 on an outlay of $90,000 its first
lumbia Artists Mgt. Unit will tour WKAQ-TV (better known as Ra¬
longer
than
four
weeks,
troupe
10 weeks, in January-March, 1957, dio El Mundo and Telemundo), will
said the latter nearly ran him year. Touring, with long hops,
•down while he was on his way to brought a $20,000 deficit the sec¬ could come out alright. But decor, for 65 dates from Florida and
the Kiel Auditorium, where the ond season. Third year, 104 per¬ costumes, rehearsal period for the Texas to. Canada, paying its first not only finance, but heavily pro¬
new
works,
etc.,
have
to
be
ballet was presented for one per¬ formances in 27 centres brought charged off against the four-week visit to eastern Canada.
Tour mote the project. The week of
should bring in from $260,000 to eight
formance.
performances
will take
an $87,000 red. Company limited run.
$275,000.
While Klein was arguing with its fourth season to 12 centres, and
place, as before, in the University
the taxi driver, he said that Ben¬ lost another $20,000. Fifth and
The Pops is winding up its fourth Theatre, with the university buy¬
son, a passenger in the cab along present season (’55-’56) began with
tour Saturday (24) in White Plains, ing up the balcony for its students
with Cameron MacCardwell, stage a deficit of nearly $50,000. A fund¬
N. Y., when it will have done 82 for all performances. In two years,
manager for the ballet, alighted I raising campaign throughout the
dates over a 12-week period since the fest has become established
and approached him with upraised | Dominion, with Toronto merchants
January. Group went as far as the as the major music event on the
hands and in a threatening man¬ as mainstay, helped wipe out the
Verdi: Forza del Destino (Lon¬ Coast for the first time. It has es¬ island.
ner. Klein fired the gun and then deficit and give the troupe enough don). This album has a “dream’* tablished itself as a regular annual
Albert B. Gins, N.Y. attorneyran to the auditorium, with Ben¬ funds for this season. Summer cast, but what is just as good is concert attraction, with a number
impresario, will again be in charge
son and others in pursuit.
school has been profitable, and the perfect ensemble blending of of repeat dates pointing to its con¬ of the event, lining up the usual
this group, end result being a rich, sistency of appeal. It sells between
Cops pinched Klein and lodged helps offset deficits.
quota of Met Opera singers and
charges of assault with intent to
Troupe of 60 (which includes 20 dramatic, surging version of the $4,000 and $4,500.
N.Y. production facilities as before.
kill, flourishing a deadly weapon musicians) is headed by founder sturdy operatic warhorse, and
Operas and casts are pencilled in
Pops $7,000, Omaha
and disturbance of the peace. He, Celia Franca, as artistic director, great buy. Renata Tebaldi and
though all contracts aren’t signed
Del Monaco, the leads, are
Omaha, March 20.
along with Benson and the taxi and is being booked in the U. S. Mario
aided superbly by Ettore BastiaArthur Fiedler and the Boston yet, so no announcement of same
. driver, were cross-charged with by the William Morris Agency’s nini,
Cesare
Siepi,
Giulietta Pops Orch grossed a handsome is being made. Maximum take on
disturbing the peace. Circuit At¬ Klaus Kolmar.
Simionato and Fernando Corena, $7,000 at the new City Aud Music the event is estimated at $115,Q00,
torney’s office said further action
with lesser support all good. Fran¬
with a $100,000 budget for artists,
will be taken after the police court
cesco Molinari-Pradelli handles Hall last Wednesday (14). The etc., from the N.Y. end.
2,610-seater, at $1.80-$3.85 scale,
cases are settled.
overall reins securely.
Sibelius & Paganini Concertos was three-quarters capacity.
Klein said he carried the tear
It was the third straight year
(Victor).
Solid versions of two
gas gun for protection, as he is on
violin
standards by Yehudi Me¬ for Fiedler here, for promoter Dick
the street many times at night.
Chicago, March 20.
nuhin, ably abetted by the London Walter, and he’s proved a money¬
Benson’s condition was reported as
Chi Lyric Theatre’s managerial Symph and Philharmonic..
maker every time.
not serious.
squabble is still unresolved this
Elmer Wiener is on a six-week
Balakirev: Russia, Islamey,
week, with two factions on the Thamar (Angel).
leave of absence from Friedberg
Lush picture
chores, to handle press
American Chamber Orch deadlocked board of directors sit¬ pieces by an earlier Russ master, Christoff's U* S. Bow With booking
and promotion for the Cleveland
ting tight. Continuation of stale¬
and varied, and well-played
Set to Tour in '56-’57 mate, which has prez-general man¬ exotic
by the Philharmonia under von S. F. Opera in Rus&‘Boris' season of the Met Opera, April 23San Francisco, March 20.
American Chamber Orchestra, ager Carol Fox pitted against man¬ Matacic.
Boris Christoff, Bulgarian basso,
The Bach fchoir of Bethlehem,
conducted by Robert Scholz, will aging director Lawrence Kelly, ar¬
Beethoven:
Concerto No.
3
will
make
his American debut with Pa., will present the B Minor Mass
tistic
director
Nicola
Rescigno
and
(Capitol).
Neat,
clean,
musicianly
give three concerts in Town Hall,
by pianist Ventsislav the San Francisco Opera next fall, at Carnegie Hall next Tuesday
N.Y., during 1956-57 and also will Lyric Guild prexy Betty McAllister, playing
tour extensively. Guiomar Novaes, is seen seriously jeopardizing plans Yankoff, with good backing by the director Kurt Herbert Adler said (27J, in the group’s first visit to
N.Y. in about seven years. Johnnie
NWDR
orch under last week.
Brazilian pianist; Leontyne Price, for the third season, starting next Hamburg
Evans, of Columbia Artists Mgt.s
Schmidt-Isserstedt.
Negro soprano, and Helen Kwal- Oct. 10.
Christoff will bow in the title
Bach: Suites No. 1 & 2 (Epic). role of “Boris Godunov” and the recital department, is handling the
wasser, concert-mistress, will be
Kelly trio two weeks back of¬
the soloists in N.Y.
fered to resign if no other solution Flavorsome symph suites well- company will, for the first time, do event, as he did last time.
played by the Concertgebouw un¬
Pianist Eugene Istomin will ar¬
Friedberg^Mgt., headed by Cesar could be found, but as yet has der van Beinum, with flutist Hu¬ the Moussorgsky work in the origi¬ rive in Japan on April 23 to begin
Saerchinger, will manage the series made no formal move to do so. bert Barwahser the soloist in the nal Russian.
a 30-concert tour of the Far East,
They represent half of board and B Minor (No. 2).
and book the tour.
Bron.
including 15 appearances under
thus cannot be “involuntarily”
Robert Veyron-Lacroix, harpsi¬ the joint auspices of the InternaJose Iturbi has signed a long¬ ousted. Possibility looms that the
The Boston Symphony Orches¬ chordist, will tour the U.S. for the tional Exchange Program of the
term contract with Pathe-Marconi, affair may wind up in a legal has¬ tra’s 1956 Berkshire Festival, at first time next season, making his American National Theatre # &
French subsidiary of E.M.I. Angel sle unless, the impasse is ended Tanglewoqd, .Mass., will be held debut in New York , in November, Academy and,- the, Sangyo- Ketzai
soon.
: Records will release in the U.S;
from July. 4 to Aug. 12.
' ’
1956. He records for Westminster. , Shimbun.
‘
. •

Paris Harmonistes Set
For D. S. Concert Bow

N.Y. Ballet Batting 1.000
With 3 Winter Preems;
B.O. Okay Despite Snow

Can. Ballet Booking U.S.
Return in’57; Working
On 1st O’Seas Junket

El Mundo to Back Puerto Rico Opera
Fest; Gins Handling It as Before

Ballet Bus Driver Burned
In Hassle With Tear Gas
I Gun-Toting Music Critic

Pops Orch Readies Fifth
Trek in 260G/275G Tour

Longhair Disk Reviews

LYRIC MGT. HASSLE IN
CHI STILL UNRESOLVED
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FRED ALLEN AS A COLUMNIST
Excerpts
From His ‘Near Fun
'un’
Exc
Written
for FARIETY in 1925
Wri
)25
jjow to Break a Magician's Heart
Book a magic act ih your the¬
atre for a full week, stipulating
that for a finish the professor will
escape from a milk can filled with
water.
Once the act opens, proceed as
follows: From Monday to Thurs¬
day nights, inclusive, ignore the
magician entirely. Friday is the
night.
When the professor enters the
milk can, and the cabinet curtains
are closed, turn out all lights in
the theatre, quietly dismiss your
audience, lock up and go home.
|_* Bedtime Story_|
Once upon a time there was a
little man whom we shall call Hal
Flint. He was 38 years old and
stood 36 inches in his stocking feet.
The real reason little Hal didn’t
grow was because he was forever
thinking. At grammar school he
thought.
“What if the school
teacher loses her job? A girl can’t
get far wrho has no class.” Later,
at college, he thought again, “Why
should I join the handball team?
Why should I play ball by hand
when so many things are being
done by machinery?
So you see, little kiddies, never
think, as little Hal was so busy
thinking he never had time to
grow. Today he is 38 years old and
36 inches high.
Nothing but a
yardman in a dry goods store.
The moral for parents who
would have tall sons and daughters
—Never let a child grow up with a
weight on its mind._
| The Best Joke I Ever Heard |
:
(OmT)
’
Apple: “Who was that lady I
law you walking with yesterday?”
Sauce: “That was no lady and I
was running.”
(Two)
Humpty: “We stand in back of
every bed we sell.”
Dumpty: “Who goes with you
when you sell twin beds?”
There’s many a battle fought daily
We never hear about,
To keep an act in a theatre
That the manager wants to throw
out._
|
Our Novelette
j
The back room at Mother Shan¬
non’s boarding house was crowded
with mourners. The Great Mal¬
colm, who,, with his trained pig,
has played the smaller houses for
many years, had passed away.
A disturbing silence permeated
the air and many an actor’s head,
never bowed in front of an audi¬
ence, experienced a new sensation.
Dumb' acts were in the majority
and nothing was said.

• The madame was so affected that
none dare approach her until that
arrival of the insurance company’s
representative. Forging his way
through the side of Madame Mal¬
colm, he said: “Death is perma¬
nent.’’ “Yes,” replied the madame,
“unless you can have your spot on
the bill changed.” This was wasted
on -the insurance man. “What did
he die of?” broadcast the claim
agent,
“Starvation,”
said
the
madame.
Paling a trifle, the insurance
man queried, "You mean to say
that the Great Malcolm, owning a‘
trained pig, died of starvation?”
“Yes,” sadly answered the madame.
' The wonder of the insurance
caused him to exclaim: “It is laugh¬
able. Had the Great Malcolm'been
really hungry, he could have
cooked and eaten his trained pig.”
“Alas,” moaned the madame, "it
is true, thfe Great Malcolm might
have eaten the pig, but as he lived
so he died. A vegetarian.” '
Energine, Wash.—Hi Tom Min¬
strel Show closes here. Both End
Meii had fights with the Interlocu¬
tor and stopped speaking to him.
Liverpool, England—Left-hand¬
ed American leaves the country,
finding it impossible to keep re¬
placing monocle in right eye.
Excess, Neb.—Crosseyed swordswallower with circus proposes to
one of the Siamese Twins. Wrong
one accepts him.
.Ansonia, Conn.—Manager Huff¬
man of the Cozy Theatre announces
that, due to the length of the
vaudeville progra’m, he will have to
split his feature picture, "The 10
Commandments,” during the com¬
ing week. The Cozy will feature
“Five Commandments,” Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, and the
remaining “Commandments” with
an entire change of vaudeville the
last three days.
Pike’a Peak — Forecasters of
America adopt official club song
called “It’s Always Fair Weather.”
Raincoat Maker’s Local No. 123
claims that this infringes on the
local’s staff number, “It Ain’t
Goin’ Rain No More.”
Zion City, Ill.—House of David,
at annual show, is forced to play
“Razor Jim” afterpiece as “Ham¬
mer Jim,” there being no razors
at the House of David._
} Height of Absent-Mindedness |
After the Monday matinee, the
manager of the Gem Theatre, Torrington, Conn., closes his wife and
goes home to dinner with a Single
woman on the bill.
Mary bought a special song
The price she paid was low;
In every house that Mary played
The song refused to go.

Fred Allen-Deadpan Wit
S—i Continued from page 2 ——J——■

clap” or the “Bronx cheer” (which
started at Keith’s Royal in the
Bronx) it unnerved the fledgling
comedian.
"Sunday night concerts” were a
show biz euphemism because of the
technical tabu on certain type of
vaudeville acts and besides the
Winter Garden’s fancy scale made
possible such headliners as A1 Jolson
(who, ’ incidentally, never
played xhe competitive Palace, for
Keith, although a longtime Shubert star at the Winter Garden).
The unusually sophisticated audi¬
ence at the WG goodnaturedly in¬
sisted that'Allen come back and do
his stuff. He did return from the
wings, but curtly told his custom¬
ers, "'‘Sorry you don’t like me this
time,” and promptly walked off.
It wasn’t long before Broadway
did like Allen, because a year later
VnnWas in “The Passing Show of
1923” with Willie and Eugene How¬
ard and Francis Renault (“The
^J’eole Fashion Plate”) as costars..
■That year belonged to. the Great
Ladies of .the American Theatre—
Jane Cowl and Ethel Barrymore
were dueling in rival Juliets; Eva
LeGallienne rose to-stardom inMolnar’s “The Swan,”, the same play
which Metro is now rushing out to
cash in on the Grace Kelly nuplails; Eleanora" Duse, after a flop
tour in Gabrielle d’Annunzio rep¬
ertory whammed ’em with a single
tarewell performance at the Met;
Dorothy:* ‘Stone' ‘wafer4 introduced to
Broadway with her famous ’ dad

Fred in “Stepping Stones”; Jeanne
Eagels catapulted with “Rain”;
Helen Menken, Frank Morgan and
George . Gaul were in Austin
Strong's “Seventh Heaven.”
But the funny men were also
around that 1923 year—Raymond
Hitchcock in his first legit role
as “The Old Soak”; W. C. Fields
with Madge Kennedy, Jimmy Barry
and Luella Gear in "Poppy”; and
Joe Cook costarred with Peggy
Hopkins Joyce in Earl Carroll’s
first “Vanities.”
It was about the same time that
Allen was juggling on the Pan time
that a vaudeville fiddler, Ben K.
Benny, became disturbed that an¬
other bandleader-fiddler called Ben
Bernie was creating confusion—
and thus Jack Benny’s billing was
born.
That A & B Publicity ‘Feud’
In later years Allen and Benny
were the pioneer of a widely known
publicity "feud” which became a
pattern also for the sundry "feuds”
between the aforementioned Bernie
and Walter Winchell although in
la.ter years the latter’s feuds with
Westbrook Pegler, Time mag, O. O.
McIntyre and Drew Pearson were
not in the same idiom. Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby still continue
their cross-ribbing. Another nokidding show biz feud of the jour¬
nalistic genre was the Bugs BaerOdd McIntyre feeling.
The feuds, for benefit of Hooperatihgs, continued until the ra‘did jackpots and' giveaways, capped
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by "Stop the Music,” embittered
Allen. It* started first as kiddingon-the-square—"it’s a sorry note
that a Frigidaire is a jigger head¬
liner than a comedian”—but as the
merchandise, cash, free trips, vaca¬
Collier’s' 1st Profit In 3 Years
tions to anywhere, transportation to
adelphia Inquirer, and president
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. [ of the Poor Richard Club of that
Paris, etc., climbed into a perpetual
bank nite it was the beginning of hung up its first profit sign in city, will be the speaker at the
luncheon.
Holland
L.
the end, not only for the Allens but three years, annual stockholders award
the shows themselves. Merchan¬ report?,’reveals^-.;Compknj't_ wound, Adams, 'president of. the-Atlantic
dise given away .on sundry radio up t’he year wfth a‘net of $*773,917, City Press, and head ef the Penn¬
shows was estimated at $165,000 a. after having posted- losses of $4,- sylvania . Newspaper . Publishers
1953 ana $2,419,539 in Assn., will,be the toastmaster.
week and totaled $7,000,800 in-that* '069.827'inr*
1954, .....
This year’s event will be fea¬
one year. It also resulted in so
Commenting
on what he termed* tured by a “salute to Pennsyl¬
many hitch-hike cuffo commercials
vania” with editors and publishers
a
"progressive
doctrine
of
sound
for "promoted” commodities that
operation,” prez Paul S. Smith of the 130 daily papers in that
one wasn’t sure who was the over¬ said the three magazine properties state special guests.
all basic sponsor.
The 23 winners: Lawrence K.
(Collier’s, American mag and
In 1927 when Allen was part of Woman’s Home Companion) had Soth, Des Moines Register & Trib¬
Allen & York, in an emcee chore been “refocussed” in editorial ap¬ une; H. G. Salsinger, Detroit
at the declining citadel of bigtime proach and that regional editorial News; John Milt Morris, United
vaudeville, t the Palace on Broad¬ offices had been set up to serve Press; St. Louis Globe Democrat;
Schafer.
Associated
way, he was gagging with his part¬ all three. He reported on the Theodore
Michael J, O'Neill. Andrew
ner of the moment, 'each address¬ firm’s diversification program that Press;
Tullv, Scripps-Howard Newspapers:
ing each other as Mr. Fink and Mr. includes establishment of a re- Charles E. Shutt, Telencws and
cording-radio-tv division under
Smith.
v.p. Wm. Birnie; the operations of INS; Sports Illustrated; Bill Sea¬
Allen’s idea of the perfect four- P. F. Collier & Son, wholly-owned man. Minneapolis Tribune; David
letter signature for a Variety re¬ subsid engaged in bookselling, and Mathias, Denver Post; Massimo
viewer was Fing because of what company’s own Springfield, O., Ascani, U. P. Newspictures; Bill
London
Ontario
Free
he thought "some of them did to printing plant. William H. Fowler, Smith,
former v.p. at Capitol Records, has Press; Ejic Sevareid, CBS; WBT,
the poor actors.”
Charlotte, N. C.; Movietonenews
been
named
manager
of
the
new*
Round of Show Biz Tributes
recording
department, inciden¬ and George Chassignes; NBC and
Show biz never witnessed such a tal^.
William Birch and Bruce Powell;
spontaneous outpouring of warm
Total revenues for 1955 were WTVJ, Miami; WAVZ. New Haven;
salutes as continued all through $70,899,616, breaking down to WHAS, Louisville; Tom Duffy,
the weekend and particularly into $45,144,111 for sales of magazines East St. Louis (Ill.) Journal; Jack
Monday (19). The daytime variety and books and $24,298,746 for ad¬ Roberts, Miami Daily News.
Newspapers, 10,000 to 25,000;
shows (Dave Garroway, Garry vertising, with the miscellaneous
Times and Standard,
Moore, Steve Allen, Jack Paar, et balance being $1,456,758.
The Humboldt
Eureka, Calif.; 25,000 to 50.000;
al.), on both networks, all had a profit, first since 1952, amounted Manchester,
N. H. Union-Leader.
to 50c a share, contrasted with a
kudos #for the comedy star.
Headliner Valor Award for
Dorothy Kilgallen’s “Tribute to loss of $1.56 a share in 1954.
"heroism in the line of duty” will
awarded posthumously to Gene
Fred Allen—The Show Went On”
N. Y. Times Nixes Mortimer Ad be
in Monday’s N. Y. Journal-Ameri¬
Lee
Mortimer,
author
of Symonds, Southwest Asia manager
can was good topical journalism "Around the World Confidential” of U. P., killed by a mob in Singa¬
with a special subjective touch in (Putnam) advises by wire (some¬ pore.
Selections were picked from
light of her regular Sunday night what edited down herewith):
1,500 entries by nine judges rep¬
paneling with the comedian on
"The N. Y.4 Times which . . . resenting newspaper, radio, tele¬
"What’s My Line?” The CBS holds itself . . . the champion of vision, newsreel and photography
coast-to-coaster undoubtedly drew freedom of speech and the press fields.
peak looker-inners because of the refused to accept any advertising,
natural curiosity, and while news¬ regardless of copy or content, for
Claire Reis Eyes Music
casts heralded the fact the show my new book, ‘Around the World
Mrs. Claire Reis, the hub and
would go on, at Portland Hoffa’s Confidential’. The Times, how¬ sparkplug of N. Y.’s modern-music1"
(Mrs. Allen) request, the manner ever, has accepted ads for . . . life the past quarter century, tells
in which it would be done natural¬ Alger Hiss . . . and Polly Adler of the struggles of the modern
.... Advertisements . . . were ac¬ composer while limning the Amer¬
ly attracted.
Moderator John Daly’s intro¬ cepted by the N. Y. Herald Trib¬ ican music scene in the interest¬
ductory explanation was in the une and the N Y. World Telegram, ing, chatty memoir of her life,
N. Y. Mirror [that's Morti¬ "Composers, Conductors & Crit¬
best tradition. Other than Arlene the
mer’s home sheet] and even the
Francis and Dorothy Kilgallen N.Y. Post, which abhors everything ics” (Oxford; $4.25).
Founder of the League of Com¬
swapping chairs on the panel, the I stand for. So far only the N. Y.
posers and Us exec chairman for
lineup was the same, with Bennett Times . . . has
book - burned
years. Mrs. Reis talks of the
Cerf next to Daly and last-minute ‘Around The World Confidential’." 25
greats and near-greats; has some
guester Steve Allen (no relation)
Vincent Redding, in charge of sound, common-sense observations
in Fred Allen’s chair. At show’s the advertising acceptability dept, on the vagaries of the music scene,
end each paid a sincere personal at the N. Y. Times, had no com¬ and sensible suggestions for its
tribute. Miss Kilgallen thanked ment on the situation.
betterment.
Bron.
her colleagues for bearing up with
The Times ad was to have been
Good Idea—But!
her, apparently incapable of per¬ a 'full page. Book publishers are
David M. Podvey, general man¬
sonal expression. The emotional accustomed to turndowns and the
quotient was highly dramatic and knowledge that the Times has its ager of the Philadelphia Daily
a vivid manifestation of high re¬ own standards and, in nixing any News, claims it isn’t the circulation
gard for the departed star.
copy, it almost always chooses not it s the readership that counts. To
prove his theory Podvey hired a
On Steve Allen’s Monday night to give any reasons.
Putnam's planted "irritation" fingerprint expert.
show it was all in the form of a
sleuth was given a copy of
tribute to Allen with excerpts from advance proofs with the British theThe
News which 12 salesmen at a
old radio shows and in-person trib¬ press knowing it would get a clothing store had read. The ex¬
utes and reminiscenses by Bennett strong reaction. The blasts are pert was to photograph their fin¬
Cerf, Howard Dietz and Herman starting to come in. Book is in its gerprints for News salesmen to
Wouk, the novelist who started as third printing and has orders for show advertisers thereby proving
47.000 advance copies.
an Allen gag writer.
Putnam is also surprised be¬ multiple readership.
Allen on Benny
The idea was novel, but news¬
cause the Times accepted ads on
Show biz recalls the Friars’ din¬ the other Mortimer-Jack Lait print is too dry. The fingerprints
ner to Jack Benny at the Waldorf- "Confidential” books from Crown. didn’t show.
Astoria Nov. 9, 1951. Of all these
Another Huckster Novel
events, with honor-guests over the
National Headliner Awards
Dutton, which clicked with "The
years like Bob Hope, Joe 5- Lewis,
National Headliner Club awards
Great Man,” by Al Morgan, radio¬
Martin & Lewis, Ed Sullivan (last will go to 23 winners for journal¬ tv
writer turned novelist, is pub¬
week), et al., none will deny that istic achievement in 1955 at a lishing another in somewhat the
Fred Allen’s contribution, amidst luncheon to be held in Atlantic same idiom by Peter Keveson, exa battery of funnymen like George City April 17. The affair will high¬ ad exec. It’s called "Tubie’s Mon¬
Burns, Milton Berle, Joe E. Lewis, light the 1956 Headliners Frolic ument” and also has a Madison
George Jessel and the like, was which starts the preceding eve- Ave. background.
standout. This was pure Fred
Jose Ferrer is currently filming
n-m P‘1'1 il.
“Great Man" for Universal release.
Allen at his wittiest. As Variety
reported it in part:
CHATTER
h
", . . Fred Allen was the real big the cat . . . he was the first sailor
Mack Sennett is writing a bobk,
boff. The affection this comedian to get seasick in a Naval recruiting
5
enjoys intra-trade is something office (referring to his World War "Don’t Step On My Dream.”
Peer Oppenheim is doing < 'the
fellow-showmen are not prone to I service). In fact to this day he
express. It’s even a bit off-course gets seasick whenever he sees the biography of Helen Ainsworth,
titled,
“All This and 10°b. Too,”
Yacht Club Boys . . . things got so
in this report.
for publication by Prentice-Hall.
“The true Allen . wit came bad he was using his dandruff for
Holiday’s
entire April issue is
through with jet propulsion. Al¬ resin . . . By the way, I get no devoted to a single subject—the
most every line rang a bell. The laughs in tv, so I’m glad to see city of London. This doesn't hap¬
boffolas were suave, pungent, affec¬ I’m getting some now, if it’s only pen frequently in magazine pub¬
tionate. ‘If Adam had been a cho¬ at the expense of the guest of lishing.
A Scottish reader of Variety,
rus boy there’d be no human race,’ honor’.”'
Jessel Floored
complaining to the London bureau
he teed off. ‘And if the guest-of"Jessel couldn’t top. All he said of occasional delays in sea-mail
honor is seen sitting up then we
all know it’s not a funeral . . . was, "My notes here say, ‘Bay shipments of the paper from New
This is a big week socially for Sin¬ many humorous things,’ but astute York, began his plaint by attempt¬
atra, who is breaking in in Phila¬ showman that I am I’ll now recite ing to emulate the headline style:
delphia; if it's OK he’ll bring it to the ‘Gettysburg address.”’ Jessel. "Had Sad Lag, Variety Mag.”
Robin Levinson, a Variety baby
delivered a great personal tribute
Broadway.’ . —she was born wTiile her father
Recalling both their struggling to Allen.
was
on the Hollywood staff—left
"The
Governor
of
Illinois,
Adlai
days in vaudeville, ‘One date in
the art department of Sports Illu¬
Centralia, Ill., that is, a suburb of E. Stevenson, came on in a spot strated. for a California vacation,
which
they
shouldn’t
give
to
a
Centralia, Ill., stands out in my
after which she will return to N.Y.
memory. The theatre was so far leopard but he was no No. 2 act, and switch to the Times picture
back in the woods that the man¬ even in this -fast company. After bureau.
^ , .
ager was a bear. He paid the acts opening up with, ‘I told Allen we
Gene Symonds, southeast Asia
off in honey. Jack Benny was next- should have exchanged manu¬ manager of the United Press who
to-closing on a two act bill. The scripts’ he humorously but pointed¬ was killed last May by a Singapore
theatre was so far back in the ly saluted Benny for. his clean hu¬ mob while covering a riot, will re¬
woods that Field & Stream (not mor, for his artistry, for his Sun¬ ceive a posthumous award for
Variety) reviewed the act v . . day night fun which makes this valor April 7 in Atlantic pityMat the
when Benny played ybU^elt ,that part of the'world and the place, we National,. Headliner Club-.* awards
ceremony.
the violin bow belonged back in all want to live it,’ etc.”
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Broadway
Harry Sosnik to Coast to compose-conduct another Fred Coe
telecast for Chewy.
Joe Flaum, formerly with Miles
Ingalls, now has theatrical agency
business on his own.
Show biz vet A1 Shayne, pioneer
radio songster, in Beth Israel Hos¬
pital for checkup and minor ab¬
dominal Surgery.
Alfred Drake, who’s been star¬
ring in the London production of
“Kismet,” and concert pianist Ania
Dorfman in from Britain Monday*
(19) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Jacques Enoch, v.p. of the Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs
et Editeurs de Musique (the French
ASCAP), arrived from Paris Mon¬
day (19) on the S.S. Liberte.
Dick Foran, currently* in Bob
Hope’s NBC-TV version of “The
Awful Truth,” is negotiating to star
in a B’way version of Ruth McKenney’s “The Loud Red Patrick.”
After his current Fontainebleau
Hotel (Miami Beach) stint, George
Jessel returns to emcee the “Alex¬
ander The Great” (UA) hoopla
over radio-tv from New York on
the 29th.
Pier Angeli, who has*completed
location time in Gotham for
“Somebody Up There Likes Me,”
and her husband, Vic Damone,
returned to the Coast over the
weekend.
Helen Morgan (Brenon &) Asso¬
ciates, which is doing special flack¬
ing for Robert Rossen's “Alexander
the Great,” left last week for Lon¬
don where the film preems tomor¬
row (Thurs.).
Faye Emerson now being person¬
ally repped by Mark Hanna who, in
the main, specializes in the literati
set although he also has personal¬
ities like Helen Hayes, Dorothy
Kilgallen, et al.
Lester B. Isaac, Cinerama’s na¬
tional director of exhibition, has
named Ray Conner as managing
director of the new Cinerama the¬
atre in Atlanta and Eddie Howe as
publicity and advertising manager.
Muzak Corp. last week feted its
veep-treasurer John R. Andrus at
the Metropolitan Club, equipping
him with a scroll and watch for
25 years’ service. Andrus also has
business connections with Roch' ester and NYC radio stations.
“The Overset Set,” as the show
biz flacks call themselves, are
hosting an informal dinner for
columnist Louis Sobol at Toots
Shor’s April 2 in celebration of the
N.Y. Journal American columnist’s
quarter - of - a - century milestone
with the Hearst newspapers.
Vet announcer Ted Husing, who
has been ailing and in enforced
retirement, may wind up in Miami
Beach, more or less on doctors’
orders and, coincidentally, with a
good p.r. job for a local radio-tv
station. Husing just came back
from the Mayo Clinic where he
went for further observation.
Edwin O’Connor, who wrote “The
Last Hurrah,” cancelled out his
N.Y. Herald Tribune authors’
luncheon yesterday (Tues.) out of
respect to old friend Fred Allen.
O’Connor had much to do with
prodding Allen into putting
“Treadmill To Oblivion” on paper
and latterly starting his auto¬
biography.
Joan Crawford back to the Coast
this midweek returning shortly be¬
fore sailing for England for an
indie picture at which time her
husband, Pepsi-Cola board chair¬
man Alfred N. Steele, would ac¬
company the star and her children.
Steele cancelled a weekend flight
to Cairo on Pepsi’s expanding
Egypt market until a later date,
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ing a home here and rehearsing
for a part in “The Vigil” at the
Phoenix Little Theatre.
Don Ameche loafing at Arizona
Manor until late April when he
reopens in San Francisco with the
national company of “Silk Stock¬
ings,” whicl^ role he created on
Broadway.
Bettina Hall (Mrs. Raymond
Rubicam, of Young & Rubicam)
steps out of retirement for five
days (April 5-9) to play the lead
in the Phoenix Civic Opera
presentation of “The King and I.”
Rudy Vallee left for Palm
Springs Sunday after a very suc¬
cessful week at the Sombrero Play¬
house in “Jennie Kissed Me.”
Hopes to find his niche in tv and
put an end to six years of theatre
and nitery touring.
John Ireland, Kirk Douglas and
Burt Lancaster, filming “Gun
Fight at the OK Corral” here and
in Tucson, eyeing “The Rain¬
maker” at the Combrero (with
Tom Drake and Sally Brophy),
which Hal Wallis will produce soon
with Katharine Hepburn and Wil¬
liam Holden.
Around the town Katharine Cor¬
nell, who will make her first tv
appearance next month in “The
Barretts 'of Wimpole Street”; Rex
Allen, “The Arizona Cowboy,” of
Willcox, starring in the Rodeo and
visiting; William Sistrom, British
and Hollywood producer, directing
“The Vigil”; Elliott Roosevelt, to
visit his children attending school
here; the Jeff Chandlers, vacation¬
ing; Forest Lewis, Mr. Peevey on
the “Great Gildersleeve” show;
John Russell, star of tv’s “Soldiers
of Fortune” series.

Minneapolis
c By Les Rees
Singer Robert Clary into Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre hold¬
ing over “The Heiress.”
Lyceum landed another show,
“The Boy Friend,” May 7-12.
Annual Builders Show features
WLS National Barn Dance on
Theatre-in-Round following “The
Tender Trap” with “Goodbye, My
Fancy.”
Annual Shrine 10-day indoor cir¬
cus, boasted 66 acts in three rings
and Clyde Beatty as topper.
June March, who quit burlesque
to become a dramatic actress and
then a local nitery disk jockey,
guest exotic dancer star currently
at Alvin, burley house here.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Slam Stewart back as a regular
at Billy Krechmer’s Jam Session.
Former Buddy Morrow vocalist
Frankie Lester has first release on
Vik label.
Bon Bon, former Jan. Savitt vo¬
calist, to appear on Steve Allen’s
“Tonight” (28).
Arthur Philips, co-owner of the
Lexington Casino, suffered eye in¬
juries from an exploding soda tube.
Pianist Calvin Jackson at head
of Canadian quartet (Showboat),
making first appearance on home
lot in 20 years.
Claramae Turner, Cousin Nettie
of “Carousel,” now at the Fox.
sang Amneris in the Philadelphia
Grand Opera’s “Aida” (16).
Louis Armstrong and his AllStars and Woody Herman and his
Third Herd to stage' two evening
shows at the Academy of Music
(23).
Alfred Genovese, Curtis Institute
grad, quitting as first oboist with
the Baltimore Symphony, to fill
similar post with the St. Louis
Symphony.
Mike Sarge, bandleader at Big
Bill’s, doubling as a racing driver.
He’s signed for summer runs at
the Municipal Stadium,’ Hatfield
and Saratoga tracks.
Stewart Ross, pianist at New
York’s Blue Angel for 10 years,
doubles as assistant manager and
accompanist for Odette Myrtil at
New Hope’s Playhouse. Inn.

By Dick Gilbert
Toots Shor vacationing here for
with Horace Stoneham and the
Giants.
Jackie Gleason watched the an¬
nual Rodeo Parade from the box
of Gov. Ernest McFarland.
Nathan Milstein, here for two
concerts last week, blasted jazz as
“wild, brutal, and vulgar.”
Champ Butler visiting the local
deejays on behalf of his latest
By N. Zarar
Coral waxing, “The Joshua Tree.”
Dizzy Gillespie orch contracted
Currently the most hexed, vexed,
and perplexed woman in Arizona: for first week of April. Band will
Phoenix’s Marilyn Monroe, a non-, give six concerts at the Palais des
pro.
\ iSports.
Will Osborn, once the great rivaH-. Universal director James Sher¬
of Rudy Vallee, fronted the band wood here to film exteriors of
that played the Policeman’s Ball Errol
Flynn - Cornell
Borchers
on St. Patrick’s Day.
C’Scoper, “Istanbul.”
Mary Kaye Trio booked for a
Resit Gurzap and Nedret Guvenc
17-day stay at the Koko, starting star in Anna Boccaci’s legit hit,
April 12, managed by Billy Burton, “L’ora della Fantasia” (The Hour
former producer of KPHO-TV.
of Fantasy), at the Yeni Tiyatro.
Ann Freedman, for 12 years sec¬
English Cultural. Attache an¬
retary to Loews Charles C. nounced that Lewis Casson and Sy¬
Moskowitz, managing the Carriage bil Thorndike will visit here in
Trade Antiques shop in Scottsdale. April. They will appear in three
Summer has arrived early this plays during their stay.
year, judging by the number of
Ugo Betti’s “Island of Goats”
persons steaming at the March 12 closed at Kucuk Sahne after only
issue of Life’s coverage of nearby 18 performances. Italian legiter
Scottsdale.
will be replaced by “Deval’s
Carol Anne (daughter of Wal¬ L’ombre Chere,” starring Munir
lace) Beery and her-mother build- Ozkul, opening this month.

Istanbul

London
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Julia opened her first solo caba¬
ret run at the Colony this week.
Murray Silverstone in town for
the 20th-Fox demonstration of
C’Scope 55.
.
Herbert Wilcox to film Fitzroy
Maclean's “Eastern Approaches”
in Cairo, Benghazi, Persia and Yu¬
goslavia.
Paul Dehn being nominated for
presidency of Critics’ Circle in
place of Paul Holt who died sud¬
denly last week.
Independent Television Author¬
ity named T. E. BrowtfSdon as its
regional officer in the midlands
with h.q. in Birmingham.
Valerie French returned from
Hollywood to do personal at Odeon,
Marble Arch, preem of her first
American picture, “Jubal.”
Peter Rathvon returning to N. Y.
via the Liberte. His “1984” has
just completed a two-week pre-re¬
lease run at Warner Theatre.
Joy Nichols, femme star of the
Coliseum production of “Pajama
Game,” signed for a featured role
in Charles Chaplin’s “A King in
New York.”
Bob Hope show, filmed while the
star was making a British picture
at Pinewood, gets local airing on
Associated-Rediffusion network on
Easter Monday.
Marcel Le Bon off for a theatre
date in Antwerp and going on to
Paris for a Decca recording ses¬
sion, before coming back to Lon¬
don next month.
James Bums of Glasgow voted 1
champion manager on the* Associ¬
ated British circuit, gets a trip to
N. Y. with his wife, for which
Stanley-Warner acts as host.
Harry Secombe planed to Ber¬
muda last Monday (19) and will go
on to N. Y. for a guest shot on Ed
Sullivan tv show before returning
to head new Palladium revue here
in May.
Big showbiz contingent on Queen
Elizabeth for N. Y. included Cap¬
tain T. M. Brownrigg, general man¬
ager of Associated-Rediffusion;
Philip Harben, the tv cook, on a
tour sponsored by British Travel
and Holidays Assn.; Alfred Drake,
who starred in the Stoll version of
“Kismet”; and Dean Jagger, who’s
been doing film.-work here.

as toppers for the big annual Fes¬
tival Show in June.
The Lancers, Paul Meeres- &
LaRaine with Juno, and Lady
Francis held for’ second week at
Amato’s Supper Club. Mills Biros,
inked to follow.
The “Big 5” disk jockeys on ra¬
dio Station KEX-Barney Keep,
Bob Blackburn, Russ Conrad, Bob
Adkins, and Al Priddy. formed a
successful Acapella Choir.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Billie Burke current in “Solid
Gold Cadillac” at Coconut Grove
Playhouse.
The Vagabonds bidding for Vic¬
tor Borge to take over at their
club when they leave town for a
respite in May.
Eden Roc and Fontainebleau
hotels return to one-week book¬
ing policy for their cafes begin¬
ning in April.
Saxony Hotel dropped entertain¬
ment in Pagoda Room with onenighter act policy installed in ad¬
joining
Tropical
Room,
and
Lounge.
Eden Roc and Shelborne hotels
signed three year pacts with hotelworkers union, joining the Seville,
Monte Carlo, DiLido and Delano.
Other major oceanfronters still
refuse to recognize the AFL-CIO
local as reps of majority of work¬
ers.

Santiago

William Edwards, cameraman for
WWJ-TV, Detroit, gathering scenic
and fishing film material.
Ingrid Bergman skedded for
Municipal Theatre in July for two
performances on “Joan of Arc/’
, Bolivian folklore unit composed
of Espinoza Sisters and Gilberto
Rojas, composer, signed by Radio
Mineria.
Helvio Soto and Ricardo Mon¬
tenegro, scripters for Radio Mine¬
ria and Radio Cooperativa Vitalicia, respectively, ’ signed by Costa
Rican radio stations.
Emelco signed by local office of
U. S. Information Agency to film
short based on life of William
Wheelright, American pioneer who
built Chile’s first railway.
McCann-Erickson
took
over
Cesar Rossel’s pop radio show,
“Residencial La Pichanga,” and
moving it from Radio Corporacion
By Florence S. Lowe
to Radio Coaperativa Vitalicia as
RCA Victor chantoosey Terri of April 1.
Stevens current at Lotus nitery.
Leonard Bernstein will both
baton National Symphony and
solo with it at Wednesday (21)
By Karin Thimm
night’s concert.
Private theatre Kleine KomoeActor Henry Hull will give an die,
celebrating
its tenth anni.
evening of readings from Mark
Gerhart Hauptmann’s play,
Twain at Library of Congress
“Fuhrmann Henschel,” will be
Wednesday (21) night.
by Sascha Herzog soon.
Exhibit of popular and longhair filmed
American actress Jaye Rose and
music by some of top present-day .husband
Don Rose trying to create
composers presented to Library of a little American
Theatre in Mun¬
Congress by Broadcast Music, Inc. ich, not for Americans
only.
Bill Haley and hus Comets, along
Producer
Herman
Milakowsky
with The Platters' ’dombo, did ca¬
pacity biz in lobby stint to hypo and Metro director Leslie Kaldos
preem of “Rock Around the looking over locations here for
June - scheduled production,
Clock” at Warner’s Metropolitan a“Love.”
last week.
British-German actor Hugo
Schuster, back after many years,
to take part in play, “Nach Damaskus,” by August Strindberg at
the Kammerspiele.
Publicist Alan Edelson in Colum¬
bus hqppital for minor surgery.
Chicago Tribune gossip column¬
ist Herb Lyon taking a breather
By Maxwell Sweeney
under the Florida sun.
(22 Farney Pk; Dublin 684506)
Mr. and Mrs. John (Balaban &
Katz) Balaban observed their 40th
Irish tour being mulled for Jose
wedding anni last Thursday (15).
Torres and Ballet France-Espagne.
After plying his trade as orch
Playwright Donal Giltinan to
leader and later as a radio-tv per¬ Spain to finish writing a tv series.
sonality for -more than three dec¬
Visit of Abbey Theatre Co. to
ades in the Windy City, Herbie Argentine in 1957 currently being
Mintz is moving to Ft. Lauderdale, mulled.
Fla., where he’s purchased a cock¬
“Memories Are Made of This”
tail lounge.
currently pick of pop disks on all
George Sarathain, formerly man¬ labels here.
ager of the Cinema Theatre here,
Orch manager Kevin Roche
has been appointed* manager of upped to Assistant Music Director
Richard Davis’ Ziegfeld Theatre. at Radio Eireann.
He replaces Tom Dowd, upped to
“I Am a Camera” (Brit-Lion)
division manager of United Motion okayed by censor after scissoring
Picture Organization, Davis' dis¬ with some added narrative.
tributing outfit here.
Tourist gimmick here is special
Jack Oehlers has been named 10-day air tour to Monaco for
treasurer of the -Talace Theatre Grace Kelly’s wedding to Prince
and the Chicago Cinerama Corp. Rainier.
here replacing the late George
Scenic designer Michael O’HerlRochford. Oehlers had previously ihy, brother of announcer Dan
been assistant treasurer at the Pal¬ O’Herlihy, plans to visit U. S. in
ace, now showing “Cinerama Holi¬ October.
day,” and recently was the cashier
Israeli Film Producers Assn,
at the Civic Opera House.
notified Cork Film Festival of in¬
tending to participate in the docu¬
mentary section.
The government has ordered Na¬
tional Film Institute to set up in¬
By Ray Fcves
quiry oh establishment of a film
Hugh Becket inked “Damned industry in Ireland.
Yankees” for the Auditorium in
Dublin Gate theatre will stage
June.
Victor Borge follows in new translation of Dumas opus,
September.
“The Lady With the Camellias,” by
Lawrence Welk orch pacted by Christine Longford.
Central Catholic High Dad’s Club
Alan Simpson to direct Samuel
for a one-nighter at the Audi¬ Becket’s . “Waiting for Godot” on
torium June 6.
Irish tour; he staged the Dublin
Rose'-''Festival Assn, pencilled production which passed 100th'
Walt Disney- and Jackie Gleason : performance recently. ;
’
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Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Oeon 4944)
“Seven4 Year Itch”
»
-j-y. (20th) m for
rave reviews and fine biz here at
four houses.
Mischa Auer into a legit revival
of Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon’s “Les
Enfants D’Edouard.”
es
Roland Petit will do a revue at
Theatre De Paris next season star¬
ring Zizi Jeanmaire.
The weekly newspaper L’Express, which became a daily three
months ago, has now reverted back
to a weekly. Editor is J. ServanSchrebier. It’s the Pierre-Mendes
France organ.
Les Compagnons de la Chanson
will do its first musical here next
season at the Theatre ■ GaiteLyrique. It will be “Minnie Maustache,” written by Jean Bressoles
and Andre Hornez..
Sol Hurok will take the JeanLouis Barrault-Madeleine Renaud
Co. to N.Y. next September where
this legit group will do*Paul Clau¬
del’s “Christoph Colomb,” Lope
De Vega’s “Le Chien Suites Des
Courses” and Moliere’s “Le Misan¬
thrope.”
Jules Dassin’s Gallic gangster
pic, “Du Rififi Chez Les Hommes”
(Brawl Among Men), one of top
grossers here last year, is repeat¬
ing over the Continent and in Eng¬
land, where it has received circuit
booking. ‘ Heading for U.S. soon
under aegis of Richard Davis’
UMPO.
Francoise Sagan’s new book, “Un
Certain Sourire” (A Certain Smile),
already has film and theatre peo¬
ple bidding for it. The killing made
by Ray Ventura, who bought her
previous success, “Bonjour Tristesse,” and sold it to Otto Premin¬
ger for $100,000 is also an induce¬
ment. “Sourire” has gotten rave
notices.
An American won 100,000 francs
($285) on the giveaway radio show,
“Un Million Cash.” This is the
first time this has happened. Win¬
ner is Eugene Kurtz, an American
composer who has lived here since
1947. He answered questions on
music and then stopped at 100,000
francs instead of going on for
million francs prize ($3,000). His
reason was that he wanted the
money to orchestrate a symphony
he has written.

Palm Springs
By Frank Scully
(Tel. 4077)
Lily Pons in for six weeks.
Cops swooped down on bookies
and got six.
'Kirk Douglas bought Chi Chi
waiter’s new house.
Pat Ziegfeld (Mrs. Howard Ed¬
gars) at Smoke Tree with hubby.
Leo Carillo, old Variety car¬
toonist, drawing crowds instead
these days.
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rog¬
ers looking in at Jimmy Van Heusen’s nitery.
Dr. Emil Lengyel, Don Blanding
and Harold Sherman entertaining
culture chumps.
Duncan Renaldo came in with
the Clyde Beatty Circus as an
added attraction.
Earl Gardner claiming total
sales of his mystery mellers have
passed 90,000,000 copies.
Tommy Noonan played the Tom
Ewell roie in the Playhouse ver¬
sion of “Seven Year Itch.”
Marion Davies looking over her
Desert Inn before it goes into a
$3,000,000 facelift this summer.
Rosalind Russell and Freddie
Brisson entertained the Dick Rod;
gers on their 26th anni at Chi
Chi’s.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving)
(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)
“Picnic” (Col) doing solid biz at
Odeon Theatre, Glasgow.
J. B, Milne, leading exhib, ready¬
ing new cinema in Dundee.
Popplewell family readying
burned-out- Gaiety Theatre, Ayr,
for gala reopening in June.
Margaret Rutherford and Robert
Morley to Glasgow in new Gerald
Savory comedy, VA Likely Tale.
Suzanne Warner flackery tossed
Western-style press reception for
Slim Whitman on British bow at
Glasgow.
„
“Teahouse of August Moon
skedded for fohr-week season at
Alhambra, Glasgow, opening
March 26.
Robert Wilson, top Scot tenor,
and the Jimmy Shand Scot coun¬
try dance band, pacted for new
radio stint. .
Jack Milroy, comic, set to top
cast of summer revue at reopening
of Gaiety Theatre, Ayr. House was
gutted by fire last August.
“Wild Grows Heather,” Jack
Waller musical, based on J. M.
Barrie’s “The Little Minister,
now set foir tKreC:WeteH"run,at Em¬
pire, Edinburgh. v>”
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OBITUARIES
FRED ALLEN
Fred Allen, 61, the comedianuit-humorist-author, collapsed and
died March 17 in New York.
Additional details On Pages 1
and 2.

able David,” “Mata Hari” and
“Farewell to Arms.”
Associate producer at United
Artists and Warner Bros., Glazer
also headed production at Pathe in
-1928. He produced such films as
“Love in Bloom,” “Paris in the
Spring,” “Animal Kingdom” and
“Tragic Symphony.”
His wife, onetime star Sharon
Lynn; three sisters, a brother, Bert,
who is an assistant director, sur¬
vive.

LOUIS BROMFIELD
Louis Bromfield, 59, author and
agriculturist whose novels fre¬
quently became Hollywood films,
died of jaundice March 18 in Col¬
umbus. Winner of the Pulitzer
prize in 1926 for “Early Autumn,”
DANNY NIRELLA
a yarn about a Massachusetts fam¬
Danny Nirella, 83, Pittsburgh’s
ily he was a native of Mansfield,
o ’ who won fame in both writing “Mr. Music” for more than a half
century, died March 8 of a heart
and farming.
After brief stints with the old attack in that city. Born in Italy,

Those of us whose business if is to bring

PSRltTY
first distaff performer to earn
$1,500 a week. Miss La Rue’s
marriage to Chandler ended in
divorce and she later married legitfilm actor Hale Hamilton, who also
died in 1942.
A sister survives.
NATHAN HIRSH
Nathan Hirsh, 83, vet exhibitor
and states right distrib, died Mon¬
day (19) at Park Wfcst Hospital,
N.Y., following a brief illness. He
had been in retirement’ for some
time.
"
Hirsh came to this country from
Roumania at the age of 13. He
held the fourth film theatre license
to be handed out in New York.
That was in 1905. Subsequently,
he established his own exchange
and went into states right distribu¬
tion. At the time of his retirement,
he still owned two houses in Brook¬
lyn.
Hirsh was a member of the Mo¬
tion Pictures Pioneers and the Ma¬
sons. Funeral will be at Riverside
Chapel tomorrow (Thurs.) morn¬
ing.
Besides Ms wife, Emma, survi¬
vors include a son, Melvin, and a
daughter, Mrs. Sylvia Arias.

63
U.S., Canada and Australia. His
Broadway credits include, among
others, “Winterset” and “Top Ba¬
nana.” He was also in the original
tv cast of “Casey, Crime Photog¬
rapher.”
*
His wife, daughter, brother
Charles, a film actor, and three
sisters survive.
PAUL HOLT
. Paul Holt, 50, film and drama
critic who for many, years was aisle
sitter with the Daily Express and,
more recently,, with the Daily Her¬
ald, died of a hemorrhage March
13 in London. He left the Herald
a few months ago; since then he’s
been a magazine contributor.
Holt was vice-president of the
Critics’ Circle and was due to be
upped to the chair at . the annual
meeting this week. He was a war
correspondent for some years, but
returned to reviewing at the end of
hostilities.
Survived by his wife and two
children by a former marriage.
GEORGE WALSH
George Cockerill Walsh, 60, at¬
torney and former theatre-chain
executive, died March 18 in Yon¬
kers, N.Y. At one time he had
served as manager of a 15-tneatre
chain on the New Orleans circuit
of Paramount Pictures. He then
managed the Commerford theatre
circuit, making his headquarters in
Scranton, Pa. After that he di¬
rected the eastern N.Y. theatre
circuit for Paramount.
Wife, three sons, two daughters
and sister survive.

MARION GREEN
Marion Green, 74, actor and con¬
cert singer, died March 17 in Rye,
the scene of
N.Y. He* launched his career in
musical comedy on the London
stage, and in 1915 made his Ameri¬
can debut in the title role of the
N.Y. operetta production of "Mon¬
sieur Beaucaire.” Since then he
A great American humorist and a fine,
had appeared in numerous produc¬
tions, including “Du Barry,” “I’d
Rather Be Right” and “State of
LUIS R. MONTES
God-fearing man.
the Union,” his last Broadway
Luis R. Montes, 45, pioneer
appearance.
Mexican exhibitor and representa¬
His brother survives.
GEORGE JESSEL
tive for Variety Clubs International
in South America, died of a heart
JOYCE COLE
Chairman, Friars of California
attack March 14 in Mexico City.
Mrs. Etta Mae Coleman, 80, Head of the circuit bearing his
radio and legit actress known pro¬ name, he founded the Mexico City
fessionally as Joyce Cole, died Tent of the Variety Clubs.
March 13 in San Carlos, Cal. A na¬
Surviving are his wife,., son.
tive of Oakland, Cal., she-began daughter, father, mother and a
N. Y. City News Assn, and Asso¬ he migrated to Pittsburgh at the her stage career at the age of 16 brothel*.
ciated Press, Bromfield abandoned age of 12. In his early days he led
journalism for a writing career. a three-piece outfit that played for
LUIS AGOSTINOS
Aside from
“Early Autumn,” dancing aboard a river packet
Luis Agostinos, 60, veteran cir¬
cus performer, died of a heart at¬
which he authcped in 1926, he also 'steaming between that city and
tack March 5 on the stage of the
turned out “The Green Bay Tree” Cincinnati, and at the turn of the
Teatro Victoria, Barcelona, where
in 1924 and “A Good Woman” in century had saved enough money
1927.
he was appearing with his animal
to go to Germany for two and a
March 19, 1953
act.
Thereafter his prolific literary half years of formal musical train¬
A member of one of Spain’s best
tendencies were pointed up via ing.
known circus families, he trouped
dozens of works ranging from nov¬
for
years as head of his own aero
Although
his
fame
was
earned
els to an autobiography. Perhaps
Chet
Rupert
Toby
Tom
act.
leader of a
best known of his books which principally as the
later saw the screen were “The brass band, Nirella conducted a
HARRY DENNY
Rains Came” and “Mrs. Parking- concert orchestra for a time at
Harry Denny. 50, manager of
ton.” Former was first produced Pittsburgh’s old Exposition Build¬
the
Fairfax
Theatre in Los An¬
in 1939 by Darryl F, Zanuck and ing. His music was the vogue for with the Dewey stock company and
I later appeared with the Fulton geles, died March 10 following a
heart
attack.
He was former city
Theatre group as well as the Henry
manager for Fox West Coast in
Duffy Players.
More recently Mrs. Coleman had San Bornard.no.
His wife and son survive.
roles in a number of NBC dramatic
shows including “One Man’s Fam¬
RICHARD SCHAYER
ily,’ “Hawthorne House” and Mem¬
Richard Schayer, 75, pioneer
ory Lane.” She also had been a
dramatics instructor at San Mateo screen writer, died March 13 in
Hollywood. He was active in the
(Cal.) High School.
Surviving are a daughter, and film industry for more than 40
years.
In recent years he wrote
two sons, one of whom, Caryl Cole¬
March 19, 1953
man, is a San Francisco tv writer- screenplays and television scripts
for
Edward
Small.
producer.
A sister survives.

about laughter, deeply feel the passing from

FRED ALLEN-

ED. EVERETT HALE

IRENE BORDONI

BERNARD GRANVILLE
Bernard Granville, vaude and
circus clown, died recently in
Bradford, Eng. He was known as
“Bernard, the Singing Clown." He
sang in Prince’s International Cir¬
cus at the Pavilion Theatre, Rhyl,
North Wales, and was also a clown
in same circus. He is no relation
to or should be confused with

was re-made last year as “The
Rains of Ranchipur.”
Bromfield’s flair for turning a
phrase was further accented by a
deal in which ’he was said to have
received $60,000 for the film rights
to his “Mrs. Parkington” in 1943.
What made the transaction so re¬
markable was that the money was
Paid on the basis of a one-para¬
graph synopsis before he had even
started the book. Metro filmed it
in 1944- with Greer Garson por¬
traying the title role.
Three daughters survive.

some of the city’s biggest society
weddings. Since 1909, when Forbes
Field was unveiled, he had played
for every opening* game of the
Pirates.
His wife, who died in 1953, was
FRANK N. HEARN, JR.
one of Pittsburgh’s leading soprano
March U, J932 .
soloists until her retirement. In
My Darling* Boy
addition, Nirella was also a com¬
Forever in My Heart
poser of march1 tunes; his best
Mother, Julie Knox
known was “Ra'inbpw Division
March,” written when he headed
the old Fourteenth Regiment Band. Bernard (Bunny) Granville,- vet
Two sons are his only survivors. American musicomedy star and
father of film actress Bonita Gran¬
ville.
BENJAMIN F. GLAZER
GRACE LA RUE
His wife, who survives, is pro¬
Benjamin Glazer, 68, veteran
Grace La Rqe Hamilton, 75, who
nlm producer and screen writer, as Grace La Rue sang In Broadway fessionally known as Sonia Leslie,
and is a member of’ the circus
orch.

JACK KAPP
March 25. 1949
Always in the Hearts of

Irene and Sam Lutz
hed of a circulatory failure Ma
rlIn,Hol,lyw0od- He won two i
rais for his screenplays, “Seve:
•ueaven and “Arise My Love.”
PmUne-°f the founders of the Ac
of Motion Picture Arts & £
nces and a lifetime memt
once a Producer of ea
in^i8i^ros^y musicals at Paramoi
wm i?1?8 “We’re Not Dressin
VWllch he also wrote.
Ft,!. peiined legit adaptations
f^enc Molnar’s . “Liliom” i
awan and collabed with Ern
Rvn ingway 011 “Fifth Column”

musicals and revues in the World
War I era, died March 12 in Bur¬
lingame, Cal. Widow of silent film
star Hale Hanfiltoh, she appeared
in the “Ziegfeld Follies” among
other productions.
Miss La Rue was a favorite sub¬
ject of imitators. She was one of
the four wives of Byron D. Chand¬
ler, who was known along Broad¬
way early in the century as the
“Million Dollar Kid.” She studied
voice on the Continent while
married to Chandler, who died in
1942. Besides playing vaude and
legRy <Mi$s.,.La Rue gave concerts
ana was reputed to have been the

Walter L. Murtagh, 39, former
announcer and news reporter for
radio station WFEA, Manchester,
N.H., died of a heart attack March
11 in St. Albans, Vt. More recently
he had been editor and general
manager of the St. Albans, Daily
Messenger.
Luis Cabanas, 72, retired impre¬
sario and agent, died March 1 in
Madrid after a long illness. Until
his retirement in 1950, he was ac¬
tive as an impresario in Spain’s
provinces and also conducted a
theatrical agency in Madrid.
Olaf Werner Olsen, 62, a pianistcomposer, who was an accompa¬
nist in a number of Broadway pro¬
ductions and radio shows, died
March 14 in Sea Girt, N. J. Mother
and father survive.

Antonio Martin Ruiz, 75, play¬
wright and critic, died March 3 in
Saragozze, Spain. He wrote some
20 plays and operettas aside from
RICHARD V. SINGLETON
contributing to books of many
Richard V. Singleton, 81, direc¬ revues.
tor of Singleton Cinemas Ltd.,
Glasgow, died March 9 in that
JoSe de Azarola, 49, jazz pianist,
city. A pioneer in the trade, he died March 2 in Acapulco, Mex¬
began touring vaude and film ico. A native of Spain, he started
shows ’round Scottish towns at the as a concert pianist but later left
turn of ’ the century, and opened longhair-music.
his first regular cinema in 1910.
His sons, George and Vincent,
Elmer E. Wiggins, 94, reputedly
now control the Singleton group, the oldest active bandmaster in the
which comprises nine leading country, died March 11 in Barring¬
West Scotland cinemas. George ton, N.H. He was cornetist and
Singleton is v.p.-elect of the Brit¬ conductor of the Barrington band
ish Cinematograph Ex'hibs’ Assn. for more than 75 years.

NAT CANTOR
Nat Cantor' 59, actor who was
last seen in the Broadway produc¬
tion of “Lunatics and Lovers,”
died March 15 in Queens, N. Y.
He began his career as a child per¬
former in a Philly revue. He then
appealed in vaudeville;;-burlesque,
1 Istock,' 'radio,- films and Jtf lh the

Alexander M. Skibinsky, 72. for¬
mer concert violinist, died March
7 in Philadelphia. After his retire¬
ment as a touring viojinist, he
played with Philly symphony or¬
chestras.
Widow; (Lady Hensohel), *82, 'of
Sir George Henschel’, first con¬

ductor of Boston Symphony Orch,
died March 10 in Inverness, Scot.,
from burns suffered in a hotel fire.
Mrs. Emma Arnold Scales, 79,
concert singer and voice coach,
died March 1 in Dallas.
Mrs. Mittie Banks Howard, 84,
noted folk singer, died March 12 in
Austin, Tex.
Jacob Ludwig Strobel, 82, re¬
tired violinist, died March 12 in
Philadelphia. Surviving ' are his
wife, son and two daughters.
Angel de Leon, 65. onetime pro¬
ducer and more recently stage
manager at- the Teatro Alcazar,
Madrid, died of a heart ailment
March 3 in that city.
Ramon Casas, 75, retired actor,
died Feb. 29 in Barcelona after a
long illnes*:. He played leads for
years in Spanish l^git.
Edna M. Kretschmer, actress
who appeared on the N.Y. legit
stage for more than 25 years, died
March 19 in Brielle, N.J. Mother,
sister and brother survive.
Lewis C. Tierney, 48. president
of the companies that operated
station WCHS in Charleston, W.
Va., died March 18 in Boston.
Father, 76, of Joseph Boland,
legit, radio-tv actor, died March
11 in Cleveland. His wife, two
sons and daughter also survive.
Angelina Caparo, 83, former ac¬
tress who appeared in revues and
melodramas in the Spanish thea¬
tre died March 4 in Barcelona.
Sergei N. Vassilenko, 83, Rus¬
sian composer, died March 11 in
Moscow.
Pascual Parera, 65, retired char¬
acter actor, died Feb. 28 in Bar¬
celona.
Laura Santos, 73, retired legit
actress, died March 13 in Lisbon.

MARRIAGES
Carmencita Baker to Niven
Busch, San Francisco, March 17.
He's a film writer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Ruscio, son, New
York. March 11. Mother, former
actress Jane Sparks, is daughter of
actress Nydia Westman; father is
an actor-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Mai Deitch, daugh¬
ter. Manhasset, L.I., March 10.
Father is president of Shorehaven
Beach Club; mother is former
model Gabrielle Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kingsley, son,
Tenafly, N.J., March 8. Father is a
Warner Bros, homeoffice publicity
staffer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stief, daugh¬
ter, San Francisco, March 12.
Father is Frisco Variety corre¬
spondent.
Mr. and Mrs. James O’Neill Jr.,
son, Washington, March 13. Father
is film critic for Washington Daily
News.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon D. Selznick,
daughter, Hollywood, March 15.
Father is sound technician.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hurst, son,
Philadelphia, March 14. Father is
disk jockey with WPFH, Wilming¬
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. William • Steere,
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 9.
Mother is Gay Franzi, of tv’s EZC
Ranch Gals.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Harvey, son,
Pittsburgh, March 10. Father is on
the Art Cinema Theatre staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kimball,
son, Pittsburgh, March 8. Mother
is the daughter of Danny Newman,
head of SW Theatres sign shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Hernando Courtright, son, March 14, Beverly Hills. ■
Father is prez of the BevHills
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Shakespeare
Jr., son, New York, March 10. Fa¬
ther is . WCBS-TV general sales
manager.'
Mr. and Mrs. John Stephens,
daughter, Hollywood, March 13.
Mother is actress Merry Anders;
father is a casting director.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Crafton,
son, Cincinnati, Feb. 26. Father is
national sales manager of WCPO
and WCPO-TV in Cincy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pingatore,
son, Wilmington, Del., March 15.
Father is manager of The Jodimars vocal group.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Allen, son,
New York, March 18. Father is a
vaude comedian.
Mr. and Mrs.. Bob Stabler, son,
Rusk, Tex., recently. Father is
manager’ of KTLU in that Gity.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Flanagan,
daughter, Fort Worth, recently.
Father is a cameraman with KFJZTV in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Anthony, son,
Santa Monica, March 19. Mother
is film actress .’Mamie’ Van Doren;
father is-a bandleader.** *.■
•
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« .. not since the early days has a
young comic exploded on Broadway
ED SULLIVAN
with this impact..
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TELEFILMS ON A KINGSIZE KICK
AGVA at War With Army Over Work FEATURE-LENGTH Columnist-Broadcaster Campaign
At Officers Clubs; No Cuffo Tours PRnnilUT RIME
For ‘Mr. Wonderful/ a la ‘Ankles?
The era of cooperation between
the Armed Forces and the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists is
over, says Jackie Bright, union's
national administrative secretary.
Permission for gratis overseas
showings for the armed forces, an
annual event that's staged around
Christmas, will not be given this
season, according to Bright.
Bright says that many of the
shows have outlived their useful¬
ness. 2Che*-Grs in Germany,. Japan
.and'* 6ther centers of occupation
have all the entertainment they
need. It’s the remote and isolated
spots that need the entertainment
and so do the hospitalized vets in
the 'U. S. ^
Bright’s quarrel with the Armed
Forces stems from the deals of
the union's entertainers in officers’
clubs in Army and Air Force in¬
stallations in Europe.
He main¬
tains that U. S. performers are
getting a raw deal in those spots.
The
entertainers
are
booked
through agents, who not only dis¬
criminate against the U. S. per¬
formers, but maintain working
conditions that Bright says are
considerably below those, in effect
elsewhere. Bright stated that the
acts have to pass innumerable audi¬
tions after they are booked, and
failure to pass one hearing means
that the rest of the tour is can¬
celled.
The funds from which the talent
are paid are derived from undis¬
tributed profits frotn the post ex¬
changes. Bright says that these
funds properly belong to the
American taxpayer and therefore
should be used for the common¬
weal rather than for the profit of
(Continued on page 75)

Vegas Wants Industries
(No Boxcars) to Augment
Its Coin From Gambling
Las Vegas is apparently no
longer willing to count on tourism
ior its sole industry. The town’s
of Commerce has voted
f. $100,000 fund .for a survey to
nna out just what industrial de¬
velopments would go in this desert
atmosphere. In addition, with com¬
pletion of the town's water and
sewage systems, the area will be
I? a position to get FHA loans,
^

JrrJr

pupuiauuii

Uldt

^Ve Purely on . the hotel
attracted.
e plans> according to Milton
gj11; - operator of the Sahara
’ ■tjas Vegas, who visited New
JJf"; ^arly this vveek, indicate that
be future of Las Vegas is secure,
♦hi
**as hardly begun, and
n?rf^ure of the town is unlimited.
H°wever, pren says> even
the
«*ea is thrown open to the small
age earner, the special character
Las Vegas will be unchanged.
s tourism 'will still provide the
°ase for the flow of coin. The
(Continued on page 61)

*

Sing in a Bar All You
Want; It's Not Taxable!
Hollywood, March 27.
Internal Revenue Dept, has ruled
that singing by patrons in a bar
is not “taxable entertainment.” D.
Jay Smith, Pasadena tavern oper¬
ator, won a refund of .20% cabaret
tax paid under protest, climaxing
a year-long fight by the California
Tavern Assn.
Government had originally con¬
tended that singing by patrons in
taverns utilizing pianos constitute
entertainment uhder the' cabaret
tax definition.

Bill Would Take
Dems-GOP Off
B cast Coin Hook
Washington, March 27.
A bill to authorize Federal sub¬
sidization of radio-tv campaign
pitches by the major political par¬
ties was introduced in the Senate
today (Tues.) by Sen. Richard L.
Neuberger (D., Ore.).
The hill
would authorize Federal payments
of up to $1,000,000 for the pur¬
chase of radio and television time
for the Presidential and Vice Pres¬
idential candidates of each major
party.
Sen. Neuberger, commenting on
the “immense cost of modern me¬
dia of communications,” explained
that the task of going out and col¬
lecting campaign** funds for radio
and tv “may become .the greatest
objective of the efforts and ener¬
gies" of the candidates and their
supporters. He said it is just as
important to provide candidates
with adequate funds as to tighten
up regulations covering the use
and Reporting of funds, as present¬
ly contemplated in proposals be¬
fore Congress. Bill will be consid¬
ered following the Easter recess.

Kill Bills to Permit
Legit Theatre Bars
Albany, March 27.
The N. Y. State Legislature
thumbed-down last week bills to
permit the sale of liquor in legit
theatres. Slightly different meas¬
ures had been introduced by As¬
semblymen Archibald Douglas Jr.,
Manhattan Republican, and Alfred
A. Lama, Brooklyn Democrat.
A somewhat similar proposal,
advanced last year by Sen. Stanley
J. Bauer, Buffalo Republican,
bailed to get out of committee.

By BOB

CHANDLER

Hollywood’s telefilm industry is
taking on a “big-time” aura which
will see it turning out between 190
and 244 “feature-length" films next
season. As currently projected by
the networks, fhere are planned a
minimum of 143 films in the 60minute class, plus a minimum of
47 in the 90-minute bracket. These
being minimum counts, the totals
may rise to 182 hourlong pix and 62
90-minuters.
Considering the fact that Holly¬
wood’s total theatrical output is
figured for this year at about 250
features, the telefilm industry is
really riding high, since its stand¬
ard half-hour output alone tops
the total theatrical output at this
time. The fact that most of vidpix
will be produced at the rate of one
a week and that some of the hour
and a half: features will be on a 10day schedule gives further impact
to the strides being made by the
telefilmeries.
The trend toward longer films in
television is a direct result of the
success of the spectaculars and the
hourlong dramas, with the net¬
works making the' logical step of
spreading this longer-type program¬
ming throughout their schedules.
But two years ago, it was deemed
impossible for any telefilm studio
(Continued on page 22)

‘To Mamie’ Tune a Hit
On White House Charts
Tunesmiths Ervin Drake and
Jimmy Shirl, whose “To Mamie —
With Music” was the theme of
last week's belated 59th birthday
tribute to Mrs. Eisenhower on
CBS-TV and ABC-TV, as sung by
Tony Martin, have reportedly "im¬
pressed" President Eisenhower
with their new song.
Drake and Shirl reached Ike’s
ears previously, via their “I Be¬
lieve” cleffed for Jane Froman,
one of the President’s “must”
singers in a number said to be
high on his list of favorites.

Robt. £. Sherwood
Tag Planned For
B’way Theatre

Tentative plans are under way
to name a New York legit theatre
for the late Robert E. Sherwood.
It’s figured the first house avail¬
able may be one of those envi¬
sioned for construction in the Lin¬
coln Square area by Roger L. Stev¬
ens, an associate of Sherwood’s in
the Playwrights Co. The author
died last November.
The suggestion of naming a the¬
atre for the late Pulitzer Prize
dramatist and author came up at,a
recent Playwrights meeting. Every¬
one present expressed approval,
but Stevens was the only one like¬
ly to be in position to do any¬
thing directly about it. As a top
realtor-promoter as well as a mem¬
By LARY SOLLOWAY
ber of the Playwrights and the
Producers Theatre, he is interested
Miami Beach, March 27.
in numerous major realty projects,
Guided club-tour at $10 per including the plan to build a block
head with stops at three locations
(Continued on page 75)
is now the big item on hotel-cafe
and night club operator’s books to
guarantee patronage, if not profits,
for their entertainment empori¬
ums. The plan reached full bloom
in recent weeks as entrepreneurs
faced up the problem posed by a
Cole Porter, who still ranks as
near-disastrous winter season for
the majority when even hoteliers ohe df the' 'tbp ’mtisical' comedy
admitted they were tired of Iook- songwriters in the business, marks
40th year in show business to¬
ing at their empty cafes and with his
day (Wed:).* The "composer-lyricist
it, wondering at the wisdom of
made
his Broadway bow on March
marking losses off to “promotion."
Realizing there could be no so- 28, 1916, with the flop, “See Amer¬
ica
'First,*”
Three' years later,
called promotion if there were no
potential future profits, manage¬ though, after a stint-in the French
Foreign
Legion,
he scored with the
ment fell in with the guided-tour
plan to fill their cafes. The idea click Broadway tuner, “HitchyKoo.”
has been in operation for over a
Since then Porter has written
year now, and in cases of straight
night clubs, for several seasons. words and music for 23 other mu¬
sicals.
He’s worked continuously
Ill earlier stages .hoteliers nixed
such propositions.
However, the throughout the years despite going
through
a long, agonizing period
barrier was broken last year when
the
Fontainebleau
buttressed in the ’40s as a result of being
(Continued on .page .18)
(Continued on page 75)

Rubberneck Tour
A Cafe Lifesaver

Cole Porter Cleffed First
Show (A Flop) 40 Yrs, Ago

Some of the columnists and
radio-tv personalities are apparent¬
ly making an anti-critics pitch for
“Mr. Wonderful," at the Broadway
Theatre, N. Y. It’s along the lines
of the campaign last season in be¬
half of “Ankles Aweigh.” In the
present instance, they presumably
have a- better chance, since the
show is generally regarded as su¬
perior to the “Ankles" turkey and
has a likely boxoffice pull in Sam¬
my Davis Jr.
Chief pluggers for the new mu¬
sical appear to be Earl Wilson,
nitery columnist for the N. Y. Post,
and Barry Gray, after-midnight
gabber on radio station WMCA,
New York. In the case of the lat¬
ter, his anti-critics spiel is a repeat
of his campaign some weeks ago
for Paddy Chayefsky’s straight
play, “Middle of the Night,” at the
ANTA Theatre, N. Y.
Gray is beating the drum stren¬
uously for “Mr. Wonderful.” He
had young Davis on his program
last Saturday night (24) and also
has called up various Broadway
performers, notably such nitery
performers as Buddy Hackett, to
plug the tuner and criticize the
critics. Wilson has printed several
boosts for “Wonderful" in his col¬
umn.
On the other hand, Robert Syl¬
vester, N. Y. Dally News columnist
who generally tends to be cabaret¬
conscious and isn’t averse to rap¬
ping the legit reviewers, devoted
the top of his “Dream Street” col¬
umn last Saturday to a criticism
of “Wonderful” and some friendly
(Continued on page 75)

Louis B. Mayer Hand In
Lincoln Hotel Deal May
Activate Arcade Project
William Zeckendorf, head of the
Webb & Knapp realty firm, re¬
portedly acted for film tycoon Louis
B. Mayer in acquiring Maria Kra¬
mer's Lincoln Hotel on 8th Ave.
and 44th-45th Sts. Former produc¬
tion chief of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
owns quite a bit of midtown Man¬
hattan realty, including the Rivoll
Theatre on Broadway.
When Mayer was still active with
Loew’s Inc. he favored purchasing
the Hotel Astor as a Loew-Metro
Capitol building, including tv stu¬
dios, but since then the Sheraton
hotel chain has firmed its hold on
the famed landmark hostelry by
exercising a right-to-purchase lease¬
hold.
v The idea of a shopping arcade,
a development better known in
the European capitals, which Mayer
favored from the Astor west to
8th Ave. (crossing Shubert Alley
and the several theatres on both
44th and 45th streets), may yet
come to pass with the Lincoln
Hotel takeover.
This subterranean passage, as
(Cootihued on page 18)--
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Yank Talent Encouraged in Paris

MARK IBSEN'S DEATH
Oslo Presehting Cycle of 8" Plays
May 23 Week
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Which Way WincM?

Hollywood, March 27.
Walter Winchell is due to confab at Metro today (Tues.) re¬
Washington, March 27.
garding his narrating a tv series for the studio, but Dore Schary
Norwegian
Government
has
in¬
Rome’s Fraying Welcome Mat for Film Players Not
knew nothing about the project yet. In factrhe expressed con¬
vited actors, drama researchers,
siderable skepticism that any such deal was underway. Winchell,
Duplicated in French Capital
literary critics, etc., to commemo¬
however, stated he’d been approached by Loew’s Charles C. Moskorate the 50th anniversary of the
witz
to act as narrator of a half-hour series to feature the studio’s
death of Hendrik Ibsen in Oslo.
old shorts series, “Crime Does Not Pay.”
Ibsen Week opens May 23, says
Commies Pact 2 Mex
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
FBI
Chief J. Edgar Hoover was first choice, but the job won’t
Norwegian Embassy here.
permit him to work in such a- project, added Winchell. Winchell
Film Stars for Pix Eight Ibsen plays will be offered
Paris, March 27.
said
Moskowitz
then called Metro exec Ben Thau about the project
at Oslo theatres. There will be
Mexico City, March 20.
Colony of American actors in
and was to notify studio exec Eddie Mannix, with whom Winchell
Russia has induced two Mexican lectures and an exhibit of Ibsen
Rome, Italy, may be wondering if
would meet. When Winchell called Mannix yesterday (Mon.) latter
they may much longer count on pic toppers, actress Maria Felix material also, during the period.
didn’t know anything about it. It developed that Thau forgot to
Rome being home, but there is no and director Emilio Fernandez,
tell Mannix, said Winchell.
make three pix behind the
opposition here to American play¬
He added he has had other offers, including one from Peg and
er^ in French films. To the con¬ Iron Curtain according to the
Walter McGraw who wanted him to host a new CBS-TV show, “As¬
trary. French showmen now ac¬ Soviet embassy here. Miss Felix
signment—Crime.”
cept the logic that American ac¬ and Fernandez may use any stories
Winchell meanwhile disclosed Howard Hughes told him some
tors and other talent working in they choose, and. there will be no
Paris spells prosperity via co-pro¬ demand that they serve propagantime ago to go shopping for a 6 p.m. simulcast time for a 15-minute
1,
the
announcement
claimed.
news show sponsored by Hughes’ TWA. Only available time, it
duction. It means work for Paris’
Miss Felix and Fernandez are
own troupers, crews and labora¬
developed, was ABC-TV, which Winchell is suing. Prexy Robert
tories. No more is heard nowadays scheduled to leave for Russia soon.
E. Kintner said, “Winchell is welcome back if he brings his own
Glasgow, March 20.
of the earlier outcries- of the Com¬
sponsor,” but it then developed that ABC had turned that time
Henry Sherek, international im¬
munists, potent in French labor
back to the affiliates and Winchell would only be on five stations,
presario. is likely to set up a world
unions, against U. S. personalities.
those owned by the web, so the deal collapsed. Winchell said
record by presenting 28 plays
there’s mixed NBC reaction to a bid that he host a variety hour at
between now and September. They'
Something more which influ¬
8 p.m. against Ed Sullivan. He himself feels doing any live tv
include Scot, Irish, Welsh, French
ences the film industry here: the
and American plays. Total includes
now might jeopardize his litigation against ABC.
hope that American features made
the 12 plays skedded for his Glashere will introduce French stars to
gow-Edinburgh season in associa¬
American audiences — something
tion with Stewart Cruikshank, and Scot Comic to Cyprus
hard to -accomplish via FrenchBy ROBERT F. HAWKINS
a" play a month for the BBC’s tv
made features. France has, of
Rome, March 27.
To Entertain Troops
programs.
course, just opened a French Film
The Oscar award to Anna MagAlso in the list is “Love Affair,”
Glasgow, March 27.
Center in New York City and
nani
has
had
a
tremendous
effect
new
play,
by
Dulcie
Gray,
which
there is a special office in. Paris to
Alec Finlay, Scot vaude and pan¬
this country, ‘probably doing had its preempt Lyceum Theatre,
facilitate U. S. producers’ activities
more, public relations-wise, than Edinburgh, March 12. Another new tomime comedian, will plane to
here.
anything .in years, both in giving
under the Sherek banner is Cyprus April 9 to entertain Brit¬ Editor, Variety:
Main U. S. regulars in Paris are value and prestige to the Academy play
Alex H. Faulkner’s half-column
actor Eddie Constantine and di¬ Award and in doing the same serv¬ Ronald Duncan’s adaptation from ish troops there. Group will also lament (“Another Beef on B’way
the French original of “A Man
rectors Jules Dassin, John Berry ice for the American film industry Named Judas,” in which Duncan include singer- Alastair • McHarg. Snub to Foreign Press”) in Variety
and Preston Sturges. Constantine as a wfiole. The papers are full of Macrae will play the title role. Finlay also will take a party of March 21, that the press agent for
was an unknown U. S. singer who it with headlines, features, etc. It Sherek planed to Scotland to con¬ vaude artists to Kenya in October. and management of “My Fair
has become a top star here via is one of the fejv things on which duct auditions for his upcoming
He is set for a summer revue at Lady” ignored requests of London
tough guy gangster parodies of the the Commies and the Demo-Chriscorrespondents for first and second
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh.
Cagney-Robinson sort of thing. tians have agreed upon in the last play season here.
night press seats has a single flaw.
His screen hit has also made him few years: both have praised the
Comedian opened here last night It isn’t true. „ What’s more, it’s a
a top musichall and disk name at U. S. industry for “re-discovering”
(26) in Citizens’ Theatre produc¬ tissue of twaddle and tommyrot.
present, as a change of pace, he’s Magnani, for drawing the maxi¬
tion of T. M. Watson’s comedy,
Long before the opening, pro¬
(Continued on page 24)
“Beneath the Wee Red Lums,”
mum value out of her (while Ital¬
switching from his usual vaude and ducer Herman Levin instructed me
ian producers had given her up),
to
honor first night requests from
revue chores for a legit role of
and for giving her, a foreigner, a
Gilbert Dalgleish, Scot mortician. London correspondents providing
prize so traditionally and closely
they were filing reports to their
tied to U. S. industry merit (and
home office on the opening. Thus
Washington, March 27.
sentiment), ahead of other worthy
opening night or second night seats
A tribute to Jane Froman and
U. S. femme contenders.
were allotted to and s occupied by
Miss Magnani herself repeatedly Gypsy Markoff has been placed in
P: W. Powell, London Star;> James
has said same in public, praising the Congressional Record' by Rep.
Cooper, Daily Express; Bruce Rothfair play and objectivity of the
By Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr.
well, News Chronicle; and Ruth
Academy and the U. S. industry, Abraham Multer (D., N. Y.). He
Kimberly, March 20.
Lloyd, London Sunday Times and
also
Introduced
legislation
for
a
Here in one of the three richest enabling her to “make this gift
Kemsley Newspapers, Ltd. Because
Linda Darnell, long a 20th-Fox their requests came belatedly, after
cities in South Africa, the natives to my people.” She also claims that Federal payment, to the two enter¬
(Negroes) who work in the dia¬ she did not expect the prize, and tainers because of severe injuries star, has been freelancing in recent press lists had been made up and
mond mines are nuts about John¬ her sincere joy at getting it may suffered during World War II. The years and expects to turn producer tickets issued, Christopher Lucas
ny Weismuller, Walt Disney and indicate that this was a fact, and seaplane in which they were pas¬ soon with a venture of her own, of the Daily Mail, Evelyn Irons of
Hopalong Cassidy. Every Satur¬ that she may have felt that senti¬ sengers under Government orders which will be lensed in Italy. the Evening Standard and Gerald
day night the Anglo-American ment would have swung the vote crashed in Lisbon harbor. They Titled “Constanta,” it’s being McKnight of the Daily Sketch,
Corp., which owns the vast De to Susan Hayward (“I’ll Cry To¬ were on their way to entertain screenplayed by Anthony Palm- elected to stand on the first night
morrow”).
U. S. troops.
Beers enterprises, puts on
erio. Gregg Tallas will direct.
rather than be seated at the second.
More than the award itself (there
open air show inside the com¬
Multer said: “The usual insur¬
Miss Darnell, who also will star (At no time did Mr. Levin wax so
pounds where the natives live are few who doubt her value as ance coverage obtainable by pas¬ in the project, said in New York rash as to suggest that I solicit
during their four months stretch an actress), “the significance of an sengers in normal air transporta¬ this week that it’s based upon an customers for press seats for the
in the mines. Every type of film award” (as the Messagero, top tion was not .available to them be¬ original which she acquired several opening.)
has been tested on these men who Rome daily headlined and edi¬ cause of the military secrecy sur¬ years ago. Financing is now being
As early as Jan. 24, Mr. Faulkner
spend eight consecutive hours torialized) is pointed up here. This rounding the flight. Miss Froman arranged. Film is to be done in of the Daily Telegraph requested
daily over a mile down under particular comment is full of such and Miss Markoff were precluded Italy “because the romantic story
opening
night seats. When the first
notes
as
“particularly
significant
every type, that is, except sex,
from obtaining proper relief by rea¬ takes place there.” This film, in¬
which is rigidly banned all over (victory); it implies an act of sin¬ son of the terms of the outmoded cidentally, would be the actress’ night press list was n\ade up he
was
assigned
N 103-104. Before the
cerity
and
loyalty,
an
absolute
dis¬
Africa for. natives to see.
Warsaw Convention of 1929, an in¬ third Italian-made picture. She
The old Tarzan and Hopalong tinction which gives the Oscar an ternational treaty that regulates previously completed “Donne Pro- tickets could be mailed to him he
wrote
me
(March
9) that he had
unusual
(meaning
special)
value,”
Cassidy serials go over exception¬
and limits the liability of air car¬ ibite” (Forbidden Women) and “Gli
ally well.
Said general manager and further: the piece points out riers engaged in international trans¬ Ultimi Cinque Minuti” (The Last another engagement for March 15,
hence
would
like
seats
for the 16th
that
again,
as
in
the
case
of
the
Gallagher, who studied at Harvard
portation. Moreover, these claim¬ Five Minutes), both foi producer
instead. Seats were at the boxoffice
and UCLA, “They’re crazy to see postwar Italian neo-realist success¬ ants had-mo choice in the matter. Giuseppe Amato.
in
Mr.
Faulkner’s
name
for that
es,
they
have
been
“discovered”
white men plug each other with
They .were engaged in a voluntary,
Aside from her upcoming Italo
bullets.” So crazy in fact that the abroad. It then goes on to note patriotic task, the arrangements of locationer, Miss Darnell is mulling performance. They were unoccu¬
pied,
says
Mr.
Faulkner
now,
since
that
the
Italian
industry,
“caught
biggest single item sold in the com¬
which were unknown to them and a part in “Drango,” a Hall Bartlett
he says he was^ never told that they
pound stores are 10-gallon hats, in its euphory of physical exhibi¬ were beyond their control.
production now being readied; may were left.. These two seats may be¬
which retail at cost, but are often tionism, it could find no more place
In view of these circumstances, tour in a road company of “Tea and
worth one man’s one month’; for a' true actress such as Magnani, it is the duty of Congress to take Sympathy,” and is considered ap¬ come historic, wind up on a ped¬
estal in the Smithsonian Institute,
(Continued on page 18)
salary!
proper action to express to these pearing in an untitled play now be¬ as the only two unused, seats in the
individuals the gratitude that is ing written by Polan Banks. It’s first five years of the run of "My
in the hearts of our men and wom¬ listed as a prospective entry for Fair Lady” at the Hellinger.
3/28
en. The amounts claimed represent Broadway next fall.
With Mr. Faulkner and Variety
only their out-of-pocket expenses
Actress, who’s been seen in some
for hospitalization and medical ex¬ 36 pictures since launching her I’m all for full cooperation with
penses and their actual loss of career at 15, recently made her London and Paris in piloting first
earnings. No part of the sums legit debut (Feb. 20) in Edith Som¬ night press seats to plays and
claimed is compensation for their mer’s “Roomful of Roses” at the. Shows with international signifi¬
pain and suffering.
Sombrero Theatre, Phoenix. She cance, I’m for even greater coop¬
Subscription Order Form
followed this a few weeks later eration in shows of cosmic signifi¬
with a fortnight in “Tea and Sym¬ cance, i.e.' “My Fair Lady.”
, Richard Maney.
pathy” at Miami’s Cocoanut Grove
Playhouse.
Enclosed find check for $
In commenting on “Forbidden
Pix Flacks’ Greater Savvy
.Women” and “The Last Five Min¬
Please send VARIETY for £wo years
New York.
Producer-director Otto Premin¬ utes,” Miss Darnell said that she Editor, Variety:
saw “nothing wrong” in the plot of
ger
has
dropped
plans
for
a
stage
You
have
done
the
world’s
press
To ...
either pic. “It's true,” she recalled,
adaptation of Francoise Sagan’s “that ‘Forbidden Women’ concerns —and the Broadway theatre— an¬
(Please Print Name)
novel, “Bonjour Tristesse,” which some girls who worked at a house other great service by enabling niy
Street
he had intended to precede the of ill fame. But the picture isn’t colleague, Alex H. Faulkner, to
draw attention to the depressing
film version. Not enough time for about what they did there—it’s difficulties faced by foreign corre*
about what they did after they
the play, he now figures.'--Novel left.”
City, .
spondents here in reporting at firs;Zone.... State.
was a world hit last year, written
Besides Miss Darnell, cast of hand many of the productions tnav
by a French teenager.
“Women” includes such names grace the boards in New York.
I should like now to make just
Regular Subscription Rotes
Preminger will go ahead wijh known to the American market as
the picture, to be locationed in Valentina Cortese, Lea Padovani one point. It is to place on recor
One Year—$10.00
Two Years—-$18.00
southern France in late summer. and Anthony Quinn. “Minutes,” the fact .that we have to overcom
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
Setting talent and production sites based on a comedy by Aldo De no such difficulties in interpreting
would have been too complicated Benedetti, is a light yarn woven and recording developments on i
if he were at work on the play, too. arouhd a man and woman who both American cinema scene. The n
ySniETY Inc.
Preminger is now in New York attempt to rent the same apart¬ pressagents here are about
154 Wert, 4MhS*r*et
N.w York 34. N. Y.
doing the screenplay in collabora-1 ment. Its top players include Miss most cooperative and efficient »
■lion with Sam'Btihtnian.‘''■( I
' (Continued on page '66)
(Continued on page 0#/ ;'

Sherek’s28in’56
A World s Record

Tremendous Goodwill
Impact in Italy Via
Anna Magnani’s Oscar

Two More Fleet St. Reps
Rap B’way Legit Flacks;
Maney Denies ‘Lady’ Snub

Outdoor Pix and Disney
OK for Kimberly Miners
But Sex Themes Are Tabu

Ask Congress to Pay
Froman, Markoff For
Wartime Air Injuries

Linda Darnell Plans To
Turn Producer With Own
Pic to Be Lensed in Italy

Insufficient Time For
‘Tristesse’ Stage Version
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DENY FOREIGN FILM ‘PREJUDICE’
+<

Kramer Buys Inherit Legit Hit
For 500G Vs. 10% Global Gross
“Inherit the Wind,1' click legitf—-drama by Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee, has been acquired
for the screen by Stanley Kramer,
who intends to direct and produce
“Creeping Unknown,” British en¬
the film version next year. He’s
try made under the Robert Lippert
now in Madrid handling the same aegis, has been purchased by
dual assignment on “Pride and the United Artists for a flat payment
of $125,000. Brian Donlevy has the
Passion.”
Kramer, who operates independ¬ lead role.
UA, it’s understood, feels “Un¬
ently and
distributes through known,” which is a thriller-type
United Artists, agreed to a guaran¬ film previously titled “Shock,” has
tee of close to $500,000 against g'ood potential value as a program
lO^o of the international gross offering and it will be released on
in buying the fiim rights. V Several this basis.
others had engaged in bidding for
the property.
Pact also restrains Kramer from
releasing his adaptation prior to
March, 1958, to avoid cohflict with
the run of the play either in New
York or on the road.'*' However, he
is permitted a Los Angeles open¬
ing prior to the last ^week in De¬
cember, 1957, to qualify the pic¬
ture for the Academy Awards
sweepstakes.
“Wind.” which focuses on the
famous Tennessee Scopes trial
Marcel Pagnol, producer of the
concerning man’s evolution, was French “Letters from My Wind¬
produced and directed by Herman mill,” has sent a letter to Msgr^
Shumlin. It opened April 22, 1955, Thomas F. Little, exec secretary
with Paul Muni in the lead. A sec¬ of the Legion of Decency, indicat¬
ond company is playing in Chicago, ing his willingness to make certain
headed by Melvyn Douglas.
changes in the film that would
In addition to releasing Kram¬ make it acceptable to the Catholic
er’s product, UA also provides the rating body.
Legion has <$>ndemned the pic¬
financing.
ture as “a frivolous, disrespectful
and grossly comical presentation
of religion and religious charac¬
ters.”
Pagnol, on the basis of prelim¬
inary talks held in New York be¬
tween the Legion, Frederic Held,
Pagnol's rep, and Joseph Maternati, of the French Film Office,
said he would be willing to insert
a foreword indicating that “Let¬
Chicago, March 27.
Nine members of the Chicago ters” was based on an old French
Moving Picture Machine Operators legend rather than on fact.
Furthermore, he indicated he
Union, Local 110, appeared before
a Federal grand jury here last would insert into the picture a
week in a probe of possible mis¬ purgatory sequence showing the
handling of union welfare funds. glutton-priest paying for his sins.
(Continued on page 26)
Last financial statement showed
$1,417,064.59 in the fund as of Au¬
gust 31, 1955. The fund is admin¬
istered by a four-man board com¬
prising two uniotf reps, local presi¬
dent Eugene Atkinson and busi¬
ness agent Clarence Jalas, and
two exhibitor members, Allied
Theatres of Illinois topper Jack
Kirsch and Balaban & Katz execu¬
Albany, March 27.
tive veepee Dave Wallerstein.
The “new media” of motion pic¬
U. S. Attorney Robert Tieken tures, radio and television, are now
said he had received complaints going through “the Same evolu¬
about the activities of some of the tionary process’-’ which printing
union’s officials. The nine projec¬ a.nd the press experienced “over a
tionists before the grand jury were 200-year period.” They will “en¬
questioned about their contribu¬ joy” the present freedom of the
tions to the fund, about exhibitors’ press when they "develop suffi¬
contributions and about their gen¬ cient protective and guarding laws.”
eral knowledge of the use of the
So Dr. Hugh M. Flick, former
fund.
N. Y. state “censor,” told members
Union attorney Daniel D. Car- of the Albany chapter, Daughters
mell said the theatres contribute of the American Revolution, in an
23°o of each man’s pay to the fund, address on “Freedom and Censor¬
with the union members paying ship.”
nothing. Members of the 600-man
Flick stressed throughout his in¬
union get sick, death and retire¬ tellectual preference for the more
ment benefits from the fund as modern euphemism of “restraint”
well as a four-week vacation with as against the uglier political im¬
Pay every year, Carmell said. The plication of the word “censorship.”
Projectionists
questioned
were
from the Chicago, the United Ar¬
tists, the State-Lake and the- Ori¬
ental Theatres.

UA Buys ‘Unknown,’ Brit.
Entry for $125,000

Legion Wooed By
Prod. Re Changes
On‘Windmill’Film

Chi Jury Probing
Union fund Use

Flick Prefers ‘Restraint’;
Tells DAR Newer Media
Evolve to Press Level

Revised SPG Proposals
To 4 Companies Today
The Screen Publicists ‘Guild, cur¬
rently negotiating with Warner
»ros., 20th-Fox, Universal and Co¬
lumbia for a new contract for pubfid staffers, will present a set of
revised proposals in their talks
with the film . companies today
(Wed.). The four companies, hold¬
ing joint negotiations with the un¬
ion, flatly turned down the SPG's
uemands in two previous sessions.
Today’s meeting Is regarded as
fi crucial session, since the present
contracts with WB and Col expire
next Monday «(2). The pacts with
(Continued on page 26)

JAC0N AIMING ‘HAMLET’
FOR COLLEGE TOWNS
Reissue rights to “Hamlet,” star¬
ring Sir Laurence Olivier and orig¬
inally released in the U. S. by Uni¬
versal, have been acquired by
Jacon Film Distributors.
According to preky Bernard Ja¬
con, formerly sales topper, for IFE
Releasing, the black-and-whiter will
be aimed particularly at college
towns, with the Jacon org to seek
showings sponsored by schools, uni¬
versities and other specialized out¬
lets.
Jacon said there was an ample
“repeat” audience for film classics
such as “Hamlet” and that he
hoped to acquire other pictures of
that type.
Jacon obtained the
“Hamlet” rights from Fine Arts
Films, .

irk u. s. pies
By FRED HIFT .

Continuous charge of “preju¬
dice” hurled at the American in¬
dustry by producers in practically
all major film producing countries
—and particularly Britain—is be¬
ginning to be- of more than passing
concern to responsible industry
leaders in the U. S.
They feel that, as the impression
sinks in abroad that there is a
real “national” prejudice among
American audiences, exliibs and
distribs, the incentive increases to
take compensatory action rooted
in national pride.
Furthermore, they are concerned
over the fact that the industry as
a whole so far hasn’t adequately
replied to these charges, which
have even been voiced in Britain’s
House of Parliament.
One company foreign topper
acknowledged last week that the
U. S. industry’s task in countering
the “prejudice” charge was made
additionally difficult because, in
some respects, it had a basis in
fact.
“What is so badly needed is a
clear definition of the term ‘preju¬
dice.’ To the Europeans, perhaps
conveniently, it simply means that
the American trade and public
don’t like films coming from any
particular country. This, of course,
is pure nonsense. Except perhaps
for Russia and the Iron Curtain
countries, there is no such thing
as national prejudice, and that is
(Continued on page 20) .

COMPANIES ACTIVE IN
BUYING UP OWN ISSUES
Various film and theatre com¬
panies are continuing active in buy¬
ing their respective stock issues on
the open market. National Theatres
bought in an additional 12,700
shares of its common, bringing the
total now held to 53,700.
Stanley Warner acquired 2,800
of its common; Columbia 350 shares
of its $4.25 cumulative preferred,
and Paramount 100 shares of its

M-G May Do One-Shet TV With Dance’;
Art-House Setup for Film Abroad
Col Nixes Art Pictures
For Its Replar Sked
Columbia has set a firm policy
of nixing art pictures for its reg¬
ular distribution schedule and in¬
stead will channel all of them
through its special sales unit head¬
ed by Edward Kingsley.
Decision to this effect was made
as a result of the Col experience
with “The Prisoner,” Alec Guin¬
ness starrer. Film originally* was
set for handling by the Kingsley
division but, with the possibility of
greater revenue in mind, Col
switched the picture to its main
selling organization.
“Prisoner” proved disappointing
and the new policy resulted.

Wilcox Dickers
Video Deal For
His ‘Daughter
Possibility of a tv preem a la
“Richard III” is being weighed by
British producer Herbert Wilcox
for his latest film, “My Teen-Age
Daughter.”
Wilcox, who returns to London
today (Wed.), said he was negotiat¬
ing a possible tv deal. In any
case, he emphasized, the picture,
which is in black-and-white and
stars Anna Neagle and a new find,
Sylvia Symons, will not be re¬
leased in the U. S. by a major
company.
“I have come to the conclusion
that the American market today is
most receptive to coproductions,”
he observed. “At the same time, I
am quite certain that British pic¬
tures should not be handled by
major distributors who can’t give
them the kind of attention they
need.” He said that he was close
to making a deal for the film with
(Continued on page 20)

National Boxoffice Survey
Holy Week Crimps Trade; ‘Carousel* First, ‘Picnic*
2d, ‘Holiday’ 3d, ‘Cry* 4th, ‘Oklahoma’ 5th
While many key cities covered by and “Body Snatchers” (AA) are
are staging a smart come¬ runner-up films in that order.
“Anything Goes” (Par) looms as
back from previous week’s snowburdened session, the advent of one of best newcomers, with fancy
Holy Week is holding down biz gen¬ takings in Philly and at N. Y. Par¬
erally over the nation. This is un¬ amount standout of initial playderstandable since in numerous lo¬ dates. “Creature Is Among. Us”
cations- exhibs are just coasting (U), good in Detroit, is brisk in
with overly-extended pix rather L. A. and fair in Philly.
“Serenade” (WB) shapes socko
than open fresh fare until just be¬
in first week at N. Y. Music Hall,
fore Easter Day (1).
with
annual Easter stageshow, of
“Carousel” (20th) is edging “Pic¬
nic” (Col) out of first place to course, a magnet. Crix approval
on
this
teeoff engagement is a plus
become champ at wickets for ini¬
tial time. “Picnic,” which held in factor. “Ladykillers” (Cont), smash
in
N.
Y.,
is nice in Denver and
No. 1 spot for five consecutive
rated fair in L. A.
weeks, is winding up second.
! “Comanche” (Col), good in Port¬
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) is land, is fine in Denver. “Threshold
finishing third, same as last frame. of Space” (20th), slow in Detroit,
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) is Buffalo and L. A., is fair in Philly.
climbing up from sixth to fourth
“Square Jungle” (U) is rated
position.
“Oklahoma” (Magna) nice in Buffalo. “Forever Darling”
will capture fifth spot.
It was looms brisk in Chi. “Meet Me in
fourth a week ago.
Las Vegas” (M-G), stout in St.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) is landing Louis and Buffalo, still is smash
sixth money as against fifth in pre¬ in N. Y.
vious stanza.
“Mister Roberts”
“Golden Arm” (UA), big in N.Y.,
(WB), rebooked to cash in on Acad¬ is neat in Philly and good in L. A.
emy laurels, captured seventh “Backlash” (U), good in St. Louis,
place. “Marty” (UA), also brought shapes great in Omaha.
out again because of Oscars show¬
“Our Miss Brooks” (WB) looks
ered on it, the cast, director, etc., I okay in Cincy. “Man Who Never
wound up eighth.
: Was” (20th) is rated light in K.C.
“Court Jester” (Par) managed to and Washington “Goodman Story”
land in ninth position while “Song (U) looms fast in Montreal.
“World in Corner” (U) shapes
of South” (BV), out on reissue,
“Over-Exposed”
was 10th.
“Conqueror” (RKO) socko in Chi.
(Col)
is rated fair in Cleveland.
and “Last Hunt” (M-G) round out
(Complete. Boxoxffice Reports on
Top. 12 in that order. “Diabolique”
(UMPO), “Doctor At Sea” (Rep) Pages 8.-9.)
Variety

Metro has received an offer from
NBC for a one-shot television air¬
ing of “Invitation to the Dance,”
the full-length dance picture made
in Paris by Gene Kelly and starring
Kelly and Tamara Toumanova. The
picture, completed more than a
year ago, has represented a chal¬
lenge to the film company in find¬
ing the proper method of -distribu¬
tion. The success of the tv ex¬
posure of Sir Laurence Olivier’s
“Richard III,” followed by art
house engagements, may prompt
the film company to cAnsider the
proposal for its “problem’.’ film.
While Metro tends to favor the
full art-house treatment for the
film for United States distribution
—starting with roadshow engage¬
ments—it has as yet set no policy
for the domestic release of the pic¬
ture. It has, however, settled on
the full art method for engage¬
ments abroad. In Paris, for ex¬
ample, “Invitation” will be pre¬
miered at the Champs Elysees The¬
atre, a house dedicated to concert
and ballet and which doesn’t show
motion pictures. It will be pre¬
sented like a performance of a bal¬
let company, with one evening
showing daily.
Following the
Champs Elysees run, the film will
be shifted to a small art house for
(Continued on page 26)

Soundtrack ‘Abuse’
Burns Petrillo
American Federation of Musi¬
cians has called back for rediscus¬
sion a recently-decided agreement
with the film companies which
permitted the latter to use excerpts
from features on television with
original background music. The
understanding was an unwritten
one and ostensibly allowed the
producers to run clips from the
pictures along with soundtrack and
sans any payment to the union.
(Continued on page 26)
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PICTCBES

FOUNDATION
RKO, WB Library Sale Irks Distribs; COOPER
FIRES MC GEE AIDES
See It Easing Dp Pressure O’Seas
!
To Garner Better Rental Terms
Sales of the negative rights to 4
the RKO and Warner Bros, librar¬
Copy-Cats?
ies is worrying other distribs, who
“It’s a funny world,” cracked
fear the release of this product
may affect their operations over¬
one industryite last wqpk about
the
Academy
Award
to
seas.
Particularly, they wonder what
“Marty.”
Impact these old features might
“When the Italians made
have in such “critical” markets as
their neo-realist films, Holly¬
Spain and Denmark where, at the
wood shook its head and
moment, members of the Motion
looked down its nose. Now, the
Picture Export Assn, aren’t ship¬
Italian industry has ditched
ping new film as a protest gesture
the neo-realists and is hip-deep
against existing rental and other
in crises, and the Americans
restrictions.
give an Oscar to ‘Marty.’ which
It’s pointed out that, in several
is practically patterned after
of the European markets, there is
the early postwar Italian
an automatic restriction on the age
style.”
of pictures being imported by any¬
one. In France and Italy, specifi¬
cally, any picture more than two
years old and up for reissue has
to get a new: license. This is be¬
ing done to protect the local mar¬
ket from overflooding.
Yet there are other important
markets, such as Germany for in¬
stance,. where there are no such
Producer-director John Huston
restrictions, and many feel that, if
nothing else, the distributors of the has a new deal to make three
RKO and WB pix would tend to pictures over the next three years
‘‘undersell” to get their product for Allied Artists, the first of
which will be an adaptation of
played off.
One foreign topper said last Herman Melville’s “Typee.” He
week that the RKO library was left New York Saturday (24) for
nothing much to be concerned Ireland, where he intends to fash¬
about, since for several years RKO, ion the screenplay. In mid-April
with little new product to offer, he flies to Tahiti to scout locations
had been “squeezing”; the last for the filming.
penny out of its older pictures. It’s
Prior to leaving Gotham, Huston
a different1 situation with the WB
disclosed he’s negotiating with
films.
Exhibs abroad prefer, of course, Gregory Peck to play the male
to play new films to old ones. But, lead, and figures on casting a South
note the companies in N.Y., it all Sea Islander for the principal
depends on what price the reissues femme role. Actual production is
are being offered at. They have set for mid-July.
Huston has had a contractual tie
(Continued on page 20)
with AA for some time, but has
been unable to follow through with
delivery of a picture because of
delays in his completion of “Moby
Dick.”
“Typee,” published in 1864, was
Melville’s first novel. This is to be
followed on Huston’s sked by
Mqtion Picture Export Assn.'s “Alouette,” from the original Jean
long-panned international public Anouilh play, to be scripted by the
relations program has finally got producer in collaboration with
rolling and is finding good recep¬ Anouilh, and Kipling’s “Man Who
tion abroad. Some weeks ago, for Would Be King,” to be shot in
the first time, the p.r. activity also Nepal with Humphrey Bogart as
was extended to the U.S.
the *star.
MPEA, while aware of the need
for some -sort of p.r. effort, has
been hesitant to do -something
about it. Only two of its offices—
Paris and Rome—have a p.r. rep
attached to them. (A third is plan¬
ned for Frankfurt).
Warwick Productions, independ¬
About a year ago, MPEA sent
Alfred F. Corwin to the Coast to ent film-making unit headed by
coordinate an international p.r. Irving Allen and Albert Broccoli,
program. His initial activity, the has signed over global distribution
writing of feature stories about rights to all its product for the
Hollywood, has caught on abroad. next three years to Columbia. This
is an extension of a releasing ar¬
(Continued on page 24)
rangement which the two parties
entered in 1952.
Warwick operates abroad, large¬
ly in England, and usually with at
least one American star cast in
each feature. Initial releasing deal
Hollywood, March 27.
with Col was for three pictures, all
Walter Wanger suffered a mild starring Alan Ladd. Unit now has
heart attack yesterday (Mon.) fopr productions set for early re¬
while undergoing an electro-cardia- lease in the domestic market and
graph test at Cedars Lebanon Hos¬ five others on the near-future pro¬
pital. Producer, resting comforta¬ duction schedule.
bly, will remain in the hospital for
two weeks’ care and observation.
He was taken ill at home Sunday.
L. A. to N. Y.
RKO, which recently inked Wan¬
Lew Ayres
ger to a six pix deal, consequently
Ann Blyth
is pushing back start of the iniRay Bolger
tialer, “Underdog,” to May 24.
Vanessa Brown
John Cameron
Richard Carlson ,,
Maurice Chevalier
Robert Cummings
Arlene Dahl
Stepin Fetchit
Hollywood, March 27.
Ella Fitzgerald
Bernard Feins, literary agent,
Nina Foch
succeeds John Mock, who is ill, as
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Paramount story and writing de¬
Eileen Heckart
partment head, checking in May I
Celeste Holm
after dissolving his agency.
Les Kaufman
Mock, not expected back for sev¬
Fernando Lamas
eral months, will be given more
Maureen
O’Sullivan
extensive functions in connection
David Sarnoff
With general production when he
Hans
Joseph
Schneider
recovers.
Herb Stern
Mike Todd
LOUDEN'S AUSSIE SWITCH
Charles Vidor
Norman Louden, formerly with
Jack L. Warner
Warners in Sydney, has been
Bretaigne Windust
named RKO’s ad-pub director of
Ed Wynn
Australia.
Dana Wynter
He succeeds Joe Joel, who exit¬
Alan Young
ed the company.
Max E. Youngstein

Huston s 3-Pic,
3-Year AA Deal

MPEA Pubrelations Pgm.
Catches on Domestically
Too; Corwin Yarns Score

WARWICK SIGNS OVER
GLOBAL RIGHTS TO COL

WANGER OKAY AFTER
MILD HEART ATTACK

Feins Subs Ill Mock
. As Par Story Dept. Head

Oklahoma City, March 27.
Further shakeup in Cooper
Foundation personnel apparently
indicates a purge of longtime asso¬
ciates of Pat McGee, the former
general manager who was replaced
several weeks ago.
The McGee, move was followed
this week by resignations of Ed
Thorne, Oklahoma City manager
for Cooper since 1952, and Gordon
Leonard, the circuit’s No. 2 man
here as manager of downtown Cri¬
terion.
New Cooper boss in Oklahoma
City is Norman T. Prager, who
will be both city manager and boss
of Criterion. No changes have been
set for three other Cooper houses
here.
Replacement of McGee was
blamed in industry reports on Coo¬
per management’s dissatisfaction
with his extracurricular industry
activities, which have covered a
wide range. Under his leadership
other Cooper men also have been
active outside their own houses,
and the shakeup seems to mean
this practice will cease or be
sharply curtailed.
Circuit operates in Lincoln, Pue¬
blo, Grand Junction, ^Colorado
Springs and Greeley, Colo.
Robert Livingston of Lincoln, is
said to be calling the shots for the
circuit. Understood both Thorne
and Leonard were offered transfers
but declined. They have no imme¬
diate plans. Thorne has been with
Cooper 17 years.

Par’s Jess McBride Sees
Security Plan A Click
Despite Tepid Berger
n
Minneapolis, March 27.
Although Bennie Berger, North
Central Allied president, finds
fault with Paramount’s new securi¬
ty contract plan, approving it only
“in principle” and conceding “it’s
a step in the right direction,” this
territory’s initial independent exbitor response to it has been good.
Such is the report of Jess Mc¬
Bride, local Paramount branch
manager.
Berger claims the $100 rental
cutoff is too low and eliminates too
many exhibitors- “who need help.”
He also objects to the exclusion
of three top pictures from the
blanket contract.
“My insistence has been that it’s
such top pictures that the small
exhibitors need at reasonable
rentals in order to survive,” says
Berger. “If Paramount excludes
three top pictures and every
other company adopting the same
or a similar plan does likewise, the
small exhibitors will be denied 24
top pictures a year except at
rentals not within their reach.”

N. Y. to L. A.
Richard W. Altschuler
Richard Avedon
Mortimer Becker
Cyd Charisse
Albert Dean
Martin Goodman
James Harris
Alan Hewitt
Charles Isenberg
Grace Kelly
Stanley Kubrick
George Jessel
Raymond Massey
Paul Badura-Skoda
Elaine Stritch
Jean Wallace
Bobby Weiss
Cornel Wilde

N. Y. to Europe
Frank Chapman
Milton Goldman
Cary Grant
John Huston
Emile J. Lustig
Moure Lympany
Yehudi Menuhin
Rodney Millington
Merle Oberon
Fess Parker
Leontyne Price
Sheldon Reynolds
Peter Riethof
Irene Mayer Selznick
Gladys Swarthout
Vienna Boys Choir
L. Arnold Weissberger
Herbert Wilcox

Europe to N. Y.
Barbara Bel Geddes
Russell Holman
Arthur L. Mayer
Tanya Moiseiwitsch
Darryl F. Zanuck
.
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So far, no new contract between Darryl F. Zanuck and 20th-Fox has
been signed and some are increasingly skeptical that it will be. Im,
pression persists that chances are at least 50-50 for Zanuck to return
as studio head following his four-months hiatus . . . Tight booking
sutuation in the arties is putting the squeeze on “The Miracle of the
Reef,” the Butterfield & Wolf nature documentary, which several ex¬
hibs have seen and liked. Feature-length pic is the outfit’s first ven¬
ture into the theatrical field. Several mag layouts on it are in the
works . . . Maurice Bergman, Universal studio liaison in N. Y.. back
at his desk following an operation which kept him away eight weeks.
With confirmation lacking, film companies are under the impression
that Paddy Chayefsky’s “Middle of the Night,” the tv original now
turned into a Broadway*, play, has been sold to a Hollywood outfit.
Terms are said to be $150,000 in cash, 100% financing, and 60% of
the profits to the Chayefsky group after recoupment. Delbert Mann
will direct, with Chayefsky getting credit as associate producer and
screenwriter. Warner Bros, at one time was hot in pursuit of the
property, later cooled off . . . Spyros P. Skouras, 20tJi-Fox prexy. was
praised by Rep. Dewey Short of Missouri for “On the Threshold of
Space” in a speech inserted into The Congressional Record.
Walter Thompson, who served as a director on “This Is Cinerama”
and “Seven Wonders of the World,” has signed up to work on Mike
Todd’s Todd-AO “Around the World in 80 Days” . . . Celeste Holm in
Gotham after completing her role in “High Society” for Metro . .
Metro studio publicist Morgan^ Hudgins, who has worked on many of
Grace Kelly’s pictures, enroute to Monaco for the wedding. . . .
Loew’s re-signed Howard Dietz for anpther three years at $1,750
salary and $250 for expenses per week . . . Cary Grant off to Spain,
tomorrow for work with Stanley Kramer . . . “Conqueror” opens at
the Criterion Friday and grinds through to dawn . . . Alfred Hitch¬
cock will be at Cinema 16 today (Wed.) to show an excerpt, and dis¬
cuss, one of his new pictures . . . Fess Parker’s going on a European
junket to sell “Davy Crockett” . . . Members of the Diners’ Club will
have the privilege of seeing Mike Todd’s “Around the World in 80
Days” on a “charge it” basis . . . Oarol Channing came in to fetch
her son, Channing Carson (he’s three), back to the Coast . . . Lots of
brass due at tonight’s (Wed.) benefit bow of “Alexander the . Great”
at the Capitol . . . Parade, the Sunday supp, thinks its Lloyd Shearer
deserves a special nod for crystal-balling Anna Magnani as Oscar’s
best actress. How about Daily Va&iety for its tipoff on all the winnahs? . . . Sammy Cahn is represented via three pictures on Broad¬
way. Music man has “Meet Me in Las Vegas” at the Astor and “Sere¬
nade” at the Music Hall (both in collaboration with Nicholas Brodszky)
and “Anything Goes” (with Jimmy Van Heusen) at the Paramount.
Tillie and Barney Balaban to Monte Carlo the end of next week for
“the wedding,” and the Par prez returns pronto to the States, leaving
his wife to vacation in Paris and on the Riviera. He may fly over
later to bring her back home.
Considering the raw nature of the novel, Warner Bros, isn’t exactly
stressing that its “Serenade” is based on the James M. Cain book.
Picture beaVs little resemblance to the original yarn . . : Circuit op
Walter Reade Jr.' going to the Cannes fest . ; . Universal building last
week got a thorough going-over from the police when a crank phoned
in a bomb threat . . . Le$ Whelan, drive captain of 20th-Fox Interna¬
tional’s 1956 sales push, recently ordered a combination Jlighter-musicbox as a-promotional gimmick from a Swiss concern, 'it’s supposed
to tinkle the 20th theme song. Whelan. tested the accuracy of the
tune via the trans-Atlantic telephone . . . Universal’s Americo Aboaf
now a member of the N. Y. Athletic Club
From Fred Butler in Paignton, Devon, England, has come the fol¬
lowing belated reference to that golden-overcoated special of ours.
Quote:
“Sir, I have never seen the Niagara Falls, the Grand Canyon, the
Empire State Bldg, or the Golden Gate, and from my youth (I am
now approaching 70) I have had to rely solely upon reports of the
‘Big Things’ to be found in the United States of America, but this
issue of over 500 pages, covering 50 years of entertainment history and
goodness knows how many hundreds of names of knom’rt and un¬
known stars and' satellites in every form of Variety Entertainment,
forces me at last to accept that those often misused words ‘Stupendous/
‘Colossal/ ‘Tremendous” and ‘Marvelous’ are at last justified in at
least one instance,. My imagination reels at th.e^ thought of what
your Centenary number will be like; I shall, of course, not see it, but
I do suggest quite seriously to those who will be responsible for its
production that they do not fail to issue with it a book-rest.”
Chotzinoff-Genser Productions, Inc. has been chartered to conduct, a
motion picture business in New York. Capitol stock is 200 shares, no
par value. Directors are Blair Chotzinoff, Howard Genser and Arthur
R. Stelljes . . . Film Mechanics, Inc. has been chartered to conduct a
motion 'picture business in New York, with capital stock of 100 shares,
no par value.
Arthur Silverstone, 20th-Fox’s Canadian sales topper, off to Miami
to recuperate . . . Herbert Wilcox says he has strict orders from his
wife, Anna Neagle, to return to London today (Wed.)—with a new
Easter bonnet for the actress . . . General Teleradio has acquired the
English-language “Angst” (Fear), starring Ingrid Bergman and directed
by Rossellini. Price was $15,000. Film, made in Germany, never got
a theatrical date . . . British producers say they know nothing of any
projected sale of British films to the Russians . . . Museum of Modern
Art preparing to review its entire film collection in a series of weekly
screenings to extend over a period of years. First show is April 14th
and there’ll be 30 screenings the first year . . . Gaston Hakim to the
Coast.
Otto Preminger and S. N. Behrman' sail next month for France
where Behrman will complete the screenplay of “Bonjour Tristesse,”
which Preminger will produce and direct for Metro release . . •. Uni¬
versal is scheduling a series of special “sneak previews” of “Toy Tiger”
during Easter Week . . . “A Man Is Ten Feet Tall,”'which will be
filmed completely in New York by Jonathan Productions for Metro
release, goes before the cameras Monday (2), with Martin Ritt direct¬
ing. Sidney Poitier, Ruby Dee, John Cassavetes, Kathleen McGuire
and Jack Warden have the top ro^es in the Robert Alan Aurthur screen¬
play, based on his own teleplay . . . Pat Brady, chief barker of the
Variety Club of Ireland, arriving May 9 to attend the 20th annual
Variety convention at the Waldorf-Astoria . . . Cyd Charisse returned
to the Coast over the weekend . . . Metro’s “Forbidden Planet” booked
in more than '100 key cities for saturation showings in a number
of territories.
Charles Feldman, Universal’s general sales manager, on the Coast
to view new*product and. for confabs with studio officials . . . Alfred
Hitchcock will analyze his work with sequences from his yet unreleased
“The Man Who Knew Too Much” for Cinema 16 members today (Wed.)
af the Central Needle Trades Auditorium . . . “Tap Roots,” Universal fl
Civil War drama originally released in 1948, reissued with special
premiere engagements in New Orleans and Atlanta before saturation
bookings in each territory . . . American Dubbing Co.’s Peter Riethof
to Paris on business . . . Richard Avedon to the Coast for preliminary
work as special visual consultant on Paramount’s Fred Astaire-Audrey
Hepburn starrer, “Funny Face” . . . Wall Street brokerage houses con¬
tinuing to tout Loew’s Inc. stock. Burns, Nordeman Co.’s market letter
by Paul Peers is the latest to pitch the stock, saying that at its present
price “we consider this stock attractively priced for lQng-term growth
jpotentialties „
, ,
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FILM REVIEWS

The Harder They Fall
Rousing “expose” of the flight
biz; strong b.o. though not a
wonan’s picture.
Columbia
release
of Philip Yordan
production. Stars Humphrey Bogart; fea¬
tures Rod Steiger, Jan Sterling, Mike
I.ane, Max Baer. Jersey Joe Walcott.
Directed by Mark Robson. Screenplay,
Yordan; from tin: novel by Budd Schulberg; camera, Burnett Guffey; editor,
Jerome Thorns; music, Hugo Friedhofer
(directed by Lionel Newman). Previewed
at Locw’.s '72(1 Slrcct Theatre, N.Y., March
6, '56. Running time, 109 MINS.
Eddie Willis . Humphrey Bogart
Nick Benko . Rod Steiger
Beth Willis . Jan Sterling
Toro Moreno
. Mike Lane
Buddy Brar.ncn .
Max Baer
George
. Jersey Joe Walcott
Jim Weyerhr.usc . Edward Andrews
Art Leavitt
. Harold J. Stone
Luis Agrandi . Carlos Montalban
Leo ..
. Nehemiah Persoff
Vince Fawcett . Felice Orlandi
Max ..
Herbie Faye
Danny McXeogh . Rusty Lane
Pop
.
Jack Albertson
Frank . Val Avery
Tommy .
Tommy Herman
Joey
. Vinnie DeCarlo
Gus Dundee . Pat Comiskey
Sailor Rigazzo . Matt Murphy
Chief Firebird . Abel Fernandez
Alice . Marion Carr

could servo speed-up purposes.
Music heightens the dramatics at
points. Camera- work by Burnett
Guffey is standout; other technical
credits good.
Gene.
Gaby
(C ’Scope-Song-Color)
Tender tale of wartime
mance; special appeal
distaffers.
Hollywood, March 26.
Metro release of Edwin H. Knopf pro*
(luction. Stars Leslie Caron, John Kerr;
features Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Taina Elg,
Margalo Gillmore. Directed by Curtis
Bernhardt. Screenplay, Albert Hackett,
Frances Goodrich; based on a screenplay
by S. N. Behrman, Paul H. Rameau,
George Froeschel; from the play, "Water¬
loo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood; cam¬
era (Eastman Color), Robert Planck; edi¬
tor, John McSweehey Jr.; score, Conrad
Salinger, conducted by Charles Wolcott;
choreography, Michel Panaleff. Previewed
in Hollywood, March 22, '58. Running
time. 96 MINS.
Gaby . Leslie Caron
Gregory Y. Wendell.John Kerr
Mr. Carrington.Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Elsa ..
Tiina Elg
Mrs. Carrington ...... Margalo Gillmore
Jan . Scott Marlowe
Registrar . Ian Wolfe
Allen . Joe Di Reda
Pete ... Joseph Corey
Jim . James Best
Claire . Lisa Monteil"
Denise . Ruta Lee
Olga . Narda Onyx
Bottle Club Singer . Gloria Wood

Burrows .Rex Evans
Waiter .King Donovan
Mrs. Burnside. Mary Treen
Jenkins .Charles Lane
Guests: Bartlett Robinson, Douglas Evans,
Barry Bernard, Kathryn Card
—

George
Gobel
segues
from
Budd
Schulberg’s
vehement
video’s small tube to VistaVision’s
novel about the fight., racket is
big screen in easy style and if his
given a stfrong pictorial going-over
fans follow him into the nation’s
theatres then “The Birds and the
in “The Harder They Fall.” It’s
Bees” will shape to promising
main-event stuff.
This remake of the old “Water¬ prospects. It’s light comedy di¬
The Schulberg story, as scripted loo Bridge” tells an updated, tend¬ version, harum-scarum enough to
(and produced) by Philip Yordan, er tale of World War II romance be amusing, but not necessarily
deals boxing some rough blows. that should have special appeal for limited to risibility-tickling be¬
The? vicious racket within, the pro¬ the distaffers. Its dramatics are cause it has Mitzi Gaynor around
to participate in the fun and add
moters and managers who exploit
the pugs, tank divers on the take, warm and moving and, while a beautly to the scene. Film, in¬
widespread
popular
draw
is
not
in¬
cidentally,
is a remake of Para¬
the pressagent who builds the hoax
* .
about the phoney ring sensation^ dicated, the film’s returns should mount’s 1941 “Lady Eve.”
they’re under scrutiny. And all still hit a satisfactory level.
Paul Jones produced the Gomaldone in modern-day, the original
Leslie Caron and John Kerr are. co (Gobel and David P. O’Malley)
“expose” of the Primo Camera era aptly cast as the two young lovers feature for Paramount release and
having been updated by Yordan.
in the Edwin H. Knopf produc¬ the antics are tailored to Gobel’s
Today’s “purified” punchingbag tion. She’s particularly effective wistful comedy talents. The script
practitioners, as a consequence/ as a ballerina in wartime London by" Sidney Sheldon and Preston
might claim a foul. Mebbe. too, and handles well the emotional Sturges, from a story by Monckton
some hotsy controversy or the stresses the story puts upon her. Hoffe, is mostly sight gag stuff,
type that stimulates added inter¬ Kerr appeals, too. as an American with some music mixed in to bal¬
paratrooper living up a 48-hour ance the hoke. Norman Taurog’s
est could be generated.
just before D-Day, although direction keeps a good hand on the
The crowd that roars for the pass
blood along the cauliflower ear those bashful boy mannerisms he fun’s pacing and does right well in
circuit, obviously, is made up effects at first are too studied to showing off Gobel and such others
as Miss Gaynor, David Niven, Fred
mainly of males. So, how could a appear real.
Source material for the modern¬ Clark, et al.
picture on fighting appeal to the
The nutty tale has Gobel as the
distaff ticket-buyer? Some limita¬ ized script by Albert Hackett and
tions along these lines must be ex- Frances Goodrich is the Robert E. vegetarian son of millionaire meatected. The ring action is savage. Sherwood play and a former packer Clark. Coming back from
loseups of the gory canvas spec¬ screenplay by S. N. Behrman, Paul a snake-hunting trip to Africa he
taculars are not for the sensitive. H. Rameau and George Froeschel. gets mixed up with some card
The new scripting creates dialog sharps aboard ship and falls for
But “Fall”
sufficiently well and situations that play off with ..the pretty one, Miss Gaynor. She’s
done, is such rousing fare, that it a becoming naturalism under the leveling with him, too, but before
still rates as a strong drawing card keen, understanding directorial siie can tell him all. Harry Bella¬
despite the sanguine sightseeing. handling by Curtis Bernhardt.
ver, his bodyguard, spills the
Story concerns a ruthless man¬
As told here, the young couple’s beans and Lonesome George re¬
ager-gambler who imports a be¬ love affair is quick and uncon¬ nounces love. Miss Gaynor, eager
hemoth from South America, dis¬ summated because he’s called up to to get even, then switches' to a
covers he’s a pugilistic cream puff, the front and reported killed in French pose and wrangles an in¬
but gives him the buildup via fixed action^ Grief-stricken because she vite to papa Clark’s estate, where
fights across the country. (How had not given herself to him in Gobel falls in love again and
much Schulberg went overboard their last moments together, the through a series of complicated
in depicting ring violence in his girl turns to providing physical complications, some funny, some |
tome—specifically, how close to solace to other young soldiers who not, the couple winds up married
the truth he came—well, this is must soon face death. When the at the finale.
not to be considered herein.) Bar- paratrooper literally returns from
Gobel does his version of the
num & Bailey bally for the inex¬ the dead months later she refuses title tune and Miss Gaynor wraps
pert giant from S. A. is provided to marry him because she’s no up “La Parisienne” for a nice
by an erstwhile sports columnist longer innocent. However, his love score. Both-tunes are by Harry
who turns flack and in so doing is strong enough to forgive her Warren and Mack David and are
abandons integrity because he erring, so there is a happy ending easy listening as part of the gen¬
wants a bankroll.
eral fun. Miss Gaynor is a strik¬
after all.
Others in-the cast haven’t much ing looker in her smart Edith
Humphrey Bogart Is the news¬
paper man who goes ethically to due in the concentration on the Head costumes. *Niven clicks as.
awry when his paper folds. He’s two stars, but do their work well. her card-sharp dad and Clark
glib and persuasive in promoting Appealing is Taina Elg, ballerina makes much of the meat packer.
the boxer, cynical and defiant in who lives with Miss Caron. Sir Reginald Gardiner and Hans Con¬
his attitude toward the boss and Cedric Hardwicke is good as the ried, fellow gamblers, are okay in
finally reveals his courage when he friend who arranges a marriage for short footage,, as is Bellaver.
The Technicolor footage rates
breaks with the racket. Perform¬ the young couple and Margalo
ance-wise, this is competent as-per- Gillmore scores as his warm, sym¬ expert lensing by Daniel L. Fapp
usual Bogart at work.
pathetic wife. Scott Marlowe, Ian and the other technical contribu¬
Rod Steiger rates hefty mitting Wolfe, Joe Di Reda, Joseph Corey tions perform their functions neat¬
as the crooked dealer in ring flesh. and James Best are among others ly in giving the pic a plushy look.
Brog.
He’s an intriguing figure, con¬ giving capable supnort. Gloria
temptuous of the battlers, cunning Wood is in as a bottle club singer
Tito Black Tent
in making deals and in his phoney vocalling the oldie, “Where or
show of sympathy for a pug who When.”
(BRITISH-VWISION-COLOR)
Knopf’s production guidance
is killed, and all the while near
maniacal in his determination to particularly smart in handling the
British war pic filmed in
have his “boy” in a championship film’s one ballet. Instead of being
Libyan desert, handsomely
shown as a single big production
bout.
mounted but weak on action;
Jersey Joe Walcott is surprisingly number it is used as a graceful
fair for home trade.
effective in acting the part of a backdrop to the initial boy-meetswarm-hearted trainer. Jan Sterling girl action. The choreography by
Rank production and release.
Stars
fits in well as Bogart’s wife; Mike Michel Panaieff is to Chopin’s Con¬ Anthony Steel, Donald Slnden. Anna
Man! Sandri.
Directed by Brian DesLane works well in striking a certo in E Minor. The music mond
Hurst. Screenplay, Robin Maugham
sympathetic chord as the muscle- adapted and composed by Conrad and Bryan Forbes; camera, Desmond Dick¬
bound captive of Steiger's who’s Salinger, with Charles Wolcott inson; editor, Alfred Roome; music, Wil¬
Alwyn. At Leicester Square Thea¬
too dumb to know his opponents conducting, contributes notably to liam
tre, London. Running time, 93 MINS.
the film’s mood. Robert Planck’s Pav»d Holland .Anthony Steel
are paid to fall.
lensing
in
Eastman
Color
with
Charles Holland . Donald Sinden
Max Baer wears a goofy smirk
.Anna Maria Sandri
on his face and is less than ideal, print by Technicolor is outstand¬ Sheik Salem
. Andre Morell
considering the calendar, as the ing, as are the art direction and Croft .Ralph Truman
Brog.
..Donald Pleasence
champion eager to beat Lane to set decorations.
Har.in£ .Anthony Bushell
shreds. Edward Andrews, Harold
fans .
. Michael Craig
1st German Oifficer. Anton Diffring
J. Stone, Carlos Montalban, Her¬
2nd German Officer ....Frederick Jaeger
bie Faye and Pat Comiskey pro¬
Khalil
..
Paul Homer
vide adequate support all around.
Interpreter ..Derek Sydney
Stone, as a television sportscaster,
Daoud .Terenc^ .Sharkey
has a particularly impressive scene
4
ucago, March 27.
“The Black Tent” is handsomely
street-interviewing a punchy ex¬
‘Diabolique,” French pic dis¬ mounted and has been superbly
fighter. Latter is Joe Greb, who
for real was in the ring years ago tributed by Richard Davis’ UMPO, lensed in color, but lacks adequate
and now, in “Fall,” seems real as currently in its 14th week at the incident to sustain the yam. Mar¬
a financially and mentally down- Ziegfeld Theatre here, has turned quee strength is mainly of local
ahd-outer.
oul to be the house’s all-time appeal and in the domestic market;
the pic should record fair grosses.
Direction by Mark Robson gives grosser.
Main plot background is the
Fall” much of its force. In addi¬ | Previous b.o. champ at the ?iegtion to the performance he drew ■ fc*ld was “Come Back Little Sheba.” Libyan desert, and expert use of the
out, the action is staged with ex¬ j Thirteen-week gross for “Dia- locales adds to its visual quality..
citing effect and the story builds j bolique” is in' excess of $90,000, A Bedouin wedding ceremony,
nicely all the way. In a 'few in¬ ! compared to $65,00.0 grossed by which is part of yarn,. has a fasstances, though, closed editing I “Sheba” in theT&me tfe * 1'' *
*--'•i'i -a * ■
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The Birds and tlie Bees leisurely, with the action almost
restricted to a few odd scenes.
(V’VISION—SONGS—COLOR)
Related mainly by means- of a
prolonged flashback, story de¬
Video’s George Gobel in di¬
scribes
the experiences of Anthony
verting comedy with music;
Steel as a British army captain,
promising prospects.
who receives shelter from a Be¬
douin tribe during the desert re¬
Hollywood, March 27.
Paramount release of Paul Jones (Go- treat.
He marries the chieftain's
malco) production. Stars George Gobel, daughter,
but is actually killed
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven; costars Regi¬
nald Gardiner, Fred Clark; features Harry when trying to rejoin British lines.
Bellaver, Hans Conreid. Directed by Nor¬
Main fault is to be found in the
man Taurog. Screenplay, Sidney Sheldon,
Preston Sturges; story, Monckton Hofle; script, jointly authored by Bryan
camera (Technicolor), Daniel L. Fapp; Forbes and Robin Maugham. Their
editor, Archie Marshek; score, Walter
Scharf; songs. Mack David, Harry War¬ story is not without merit, but falls
ren; ‘ musical numbers staged, by Nick short in dramatic values. The cast
Castle.
Previewed in Hollywood, March does well enough with the mate¬
20, '56. Running time, 94 MINS.
rial. Anna Maria Sandri, an im¬
George Hamilton .George Gobel
Jean Harris . Mitzi Gaynor port from Italy, makes an appeal¬
Colonel Harris . David Niven ing British film debut. Steel gives
Gerald ..Reginald Gardiner
a standard portrayal as the cap¬
Mr. Hamilton . Fred Clark
Marty Kennedy.Harry Bellaver tain, but Donald Sinden is severe¬
Due Jacques de Montaigne. Hans Conried ly • limited
by his role. Andre
Mrs. Hamilton.Margery Maude
Morell, as the Sheikh, heads an
Purser .
Clinton Sundberg
Assistant Butler.Milton Frome average supporting cast. Myro.
Who Bono It?
(BRITISH)
Stereotyped slapstick comedy
of amateur sleuth on spy hunt
starring-revue and radio comic
Benny Hill; good, for stag’s
fans.
London, March 20.
Rank, release
of
Michael
Balcon
(Ealing) production. Stars Benny Hill.
Direeted by Michael Relph and Basil
Denrden. Screenplay, T. E. B. Clarke;
camera, Otto Heller; editor, Peter Tan¬
ner; music, Philip Green. At Dominion
Theatre, London. Running time, 85 MINS.
Hugo
. Benny Hill
Frankie .
Belinda Lee
Zacco . David Kossoff
Hancock . Garry Marsh.
Barakov . George Margo
Sir Walter . Ernest Thesiger
Stumpf .
Denis Shaw
Gruber .Frederick Schiller
Himself . Jeremy Hawk
Raymond Courtney.Thorley Walters
Frankie's Agent . Philip Stainton
P.C. Roberts .
Warwick Ashton
P.C. Coleman . Stratford Johns
The Scientists..
Nicholas Phipps, Gibb
McLaughlin, Ernest Jay,
Harold Scott

There is plenty to please the
fans of tv comic Benny Hill in this
rollicking slapstick comedy, but
the situations and stock ingredi¬
ents are corny and unlikely to
make the grade with more fastidi¬
ous picturegoers. Pic will cash in
with the lower bracket audiences
and nabe houses.
While acting as cleaner at an ice
rink, Benny wins a cash prize and
a bloodhound in a sleuthing con¬
test and sets up as a private eye.
He gets involved in a spy hunt
centering on a top ranking scien¬
tist from behind the Iron Curtain.
From then on, in different dis¬
guises, the hunt is on with all the
trimmings. A blonde tags along
with him.
Opening shots provide the big¬
gest laughs but the story tapers
off in ludicrous improbabilities
with the culmination of a tepid
romance. Scenes at the radio ex¬
hibition and a stock car racetrack
give ample scope for crashing of
equipment and cars, highlights of
this type of farce.
Benny Hill, for the first time,
deserting the stage and mike, ex¬
ploits his fatuous personality to
the full, while Belinda Lee, as his
casually acquired femme friend,
lends fleeting glamour to an al¬
most allmale background. David
Kossof and George Margo give the
most legit performances as the for¬
eign plotters, with Garry Marsh
giving an explosive interpretation
of a harassed inspector. Seasoned
players supply convincing support
in contrasting roles, and the whole
is briskly^ welded together by di¬
rectors Michael Relph and Basil
Dearden.
Clem.
Bandidos Be Rio Frio
(The Bandits of Cold River)
f . (MEXICAN—SONGS)
Mexico City, March 20.
Columbia Pictures release of Filmadora
Argel production by Emilio Tuero. Stars
Luis Aguilar, Rita Macedo; features J. M.
Linares Rivas, Prudencia GrifelL Alfredo
Varela Jr. Screenplay, Alfredo Varela,
based on novel by Manuel Payno. Di¬
rected by Rogello A. Gonzalez; camera,
Raul Martinez Solares; music, Gonzalo
Curielv At Cine Metropolitan, Mexico
City. Running time, 95 MINS.

Pane, Amore, E • . .
(Scandal In Sorrento)
(ITALIAN—COLOR—C’SCOPE)

m..

,

Home,'March-20.

Titanus release of a Tltanus (Marcello
Girosi) production. Stars Vittorio DeSica
Sophia Loren; features Lea PadovanS*
Antonio
CiffarieUo, Tina Pica, Mario
Carotcnuto, Joka Berretty. Directed hu
Dlno Rlsi. Screenplay, Ettore Margadonmf
from story by Margadonna, Risi, Girosi
and Vincenzo Talarlco; .'camera (Eastmancolor),
Giuseppe Rotunno. At
Salone
Margherita, Rome. Running time, 1Q6

"i Third in the successsful “Bread,
Love. . .” series, this time dressed
up in color and C’Scope, it looks
headed in the direction of its pred¬
ecessors’ top local income brackets
Subbing of Sophia Loren for Gina
Lollobrigida as Vittorio DeSica’s
film opposite, plus the change in
locale give the sequel a novelty
factor wjt'hin the pattern. Export
returns should be strong. Pic was
sold to DCA for U.S. distrib.
Plot follows the retired village
marshal to his home town of Sor¬
rento, where he’s named chief of
police and soon becomes involved
with a saucy fish vendor (Sophia
Loren), who has been living in his
apartment during his- long ab¬
sence (with her young suitor, Antonfb Ciffariello). Meanwhile, i e
overlooks the spinsterish landlady
(Lea Padovani) in whose home he
boards, until she herself unveils
her beauty for the final clinch.
Although this pattern repeats
those of preceding pix of series,
it’s brought off neatly, and the
new setting offers plenty of col¬
orful sideline and backdrop inci¬
dents to fill a smooth-paced enter¬
tainment.
DeSica is properly flamboyant
as the village Don Juan, properly
assisted by Miss Loren. She is
given" plenty of open spaces to
cross in her characteristic undu¬
lating motion. Lea Padovani is
fine as the part-time spinstress,
ably backed by Tina Pica as DeSica’s perennial sidekick maid.
Mario Carotenuto, as his priest
brother and Ciffariello, as Miss
Loren’s jealous suitor also are ade¬
quate. Ettore Margadonna’s sun¬
ny dialog rings true.
CinemaScope lensing in color' captures
the natural beauty of the South
Italian coastline for added appeal.
A lilting musical background and
fine technical credits round out a
sound production.
Hawk.
filaeconlf Romani
(Roman Tales)
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
Rome, March 20.
Diana release of an I.C.S. (Niccolo
TheodolD-Cormoran production. Stars Giovanna Ralli, Silvana Pampanini, Antonio
.CifarieUo,
Franco
Fabrlri,
Maurizio
D’Arena, Maria Pia Casilio; features Toto,
Vittorio DeSica. Directed by Giannim
Franciolini. Screenplay, Sergio Amidei,
from short stories of Alberto Moravia;
camera (Eastmancolor), Mario Montuon;
music. Mario Nascimbene; editor, Adriana
Novelli. At Aventino, Romfe. Running
time, 100 MINS.

Skillfully produced, this combines
popular story ingredients with
colorful Roman settings lensed in
color and C’Scope for a boxoffiee
fillip. Combination, topped by mar¬
quee weight of Toto and Vittorio
DeSica’s names (both are in for
bits), should make for very strong
home market returns.
Export
chances appear good to spotty.
Plot links several short stories
by Alberto Moravia. These con¬
cern the efforts, of a group of
Roman youths to make a fast buck.
Most of the gang leader’s ideas
backfire, however, while the failure
of a counterfeiting venture finally
sets them back on the straight and
narrow, and they return to their
more respectful jobs. Most of the
gang’s activities and frustrations
are plaved for laughs, out the
humor is mainly surface quality
and locally colored.
Thesping is competent by all
hands, with Franco Fabrizi regis¬
tering as the gang leader and
Silvana Pampanini giving her role’
as his wife a nice reading. Musical
score by Mario Nascimbene is often
used creatively to highlight a
scene, while lensing catches a
scenically beautiful Rome in almost
every shot although technically the
camerawork is uneven. Soundtrack
also was noisy on cony seen, with
annoying audience effect ?"d ’oss
of dialog clarity.
Haiok.

Remarkable part about this is
that it is a case of a bad pic hav¬
ing several bits of brightness. Di¬
rection is wobbly, lensing is under
par and acting barely misses being
mediocre. As a period, piece, it is
dated. Presence, of the late Jose
Maria Linares Rivas, who died
Fscut^a Bft Mnsiea
early last year, fails to save this
(Music School)
one entirely.
(MEXICAN-SONGS-COLOR)
However, the film • played two
strong weeks at a top cinema here.
Mexico City, March 20.
And it is studded with the rich,
Pellculas
s'acinnales release of ^ro*
ringing tenor of Luis Aguilar, the ducciones Zacarlas ‘ production. Stars
rnfante, Libertad Lamarque; fea¬
sleek Rita Macedo, the grand¬ Pedro
tures Luis Aldas, Mari* Chacon, Lalo
motherly grace of Prudencia Grif- Gonzalez, Georginla Barfagan. Directed
Miguel Zacarlas. Serednplay, Edmundo
ell, one of Latin America’s ac¬ by
Baez: music, Manuel Esperon. At Cine
tresses; and the homespun clown¬ Palacio Chino, Mexico City. Running
ing of bandits. Often it is so crude time, 95 MINS.
that it’s funny.
Warbling of two of Latin Amer¬
A real mishmash has been made
of the work of Manuel Payno," ica’s toppers, Pedrq- Infante and
famed Mexican novelist of the. Libertad Lamarque, provides a
19-h century, and it’s served up in. neat tabloid travelog of Mexico.
godlike
,Yet,-this turnout Tfte polvOrful. nftipnal, dance nura,$ood screen
,... t^.-Doug^M '
(Continued on page.22)
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Senate Warns H wood to Tighten Code
In Juve Problem Probe; Cites Sadism
Washington, March 27. 4
Following closely the line Of its
report on television, the Senate
Subcommittee Investigating Juve¬
nile Delinquency yesterday (26)
warned Hollywood to tighten up its
Burlington, Vt., March 27.
production and advertising code.
Mixed reactions were reported
The committee found that the mo¬
by
theatre
managers here after the
tion picture industry shows in¬
creased emphasis on “sadism, bru¬ first Sunday matinee in Vermont’s
largest
city
under a new state law
tality and violence" in its product,
and that this was largely an ef¬ which was given local option ap¬
proval
in
the
recent city election.
fort to win back audiences from the
Rayden Cody, manager *x>f the
competition of tv.
Strong theatre, reported a good at¬
The committee found that a child tendance, but the management
has easier access.to television or said the State was not crowded.
crime comic books, but that the to¬ Ralph Gilbert, manager of the
tal impact" of a motion picture is Flynn theatre, thought it was too
much greater than that of other soon for fans to “catch onto" the
media.
legalized Sabbath matinees.
As in its report on television, the
committee took the position that
films generally are not responsi¬
ble for juvenile delinquency.
However, it added, the impact of
the “overly brutal, violent or sadis¬
tic" might “provide the many ^socalled trigger-mechanisms that may
initiate and provide the content
for anti-social behavior on the pay:t
Changes in the advertising code
of emotionally disturbed children,"
Hence, the report argues, “the adhered to by the film companies
violence and brutality in motion were termed “extremely unlikely"
pictures which has coincided with List jveek by several of the distribs’
increased behavior of this type on a'd-pub toppers. Comments came in
the wake of a letter sent out by
(Continued on page 24)
Gordon White, administrator of
the advertising code, which func¬
tions via the Motion Picture Assn,
of America.
White’s letter was part of the
MPAA's current examination of
the entire code structure on which
staff work is currently in progress.
Committee to go over the code is
skedded to hold its first meeting
next
month on the return of MPAA
Geoffrey Shurlock, the Produc¬
tion Code administrator, this week prexy Eric Johnston.
It was pointed out that, should
tentatively agreed with Congres¬
sional critics on the necessity to the group decide on any deepgoing
tone down violence and brutality changes in the code itself, the ad¬
in films, but noted that their tim¬ vertising end might be affected.
However, there are few complaints
ing was off.
“They were looking at and com¬ over the. manner In which White
menting on films that- were made runs the ad code and the compan¬
back in 1954 and released in 1955," ies themselves admit that they’ve
he said.
“Since then, we have been given considerable leeway in
been very successful in getting the their ads. It’s pointed out further
studios to tone down the sadistic that the ad code is run primarily
stuff. There may still be violence on the basis of good taste and less
in pictures, but visual brutality on points of specific rules, so that
has been greatly reduced and in¬ changes might be difficult to de¬
dividual scenes of cruelty -also fine.
have been cut to the bone."
The Senate subcommittee to in¬
vestigate juvenile delinquency, in
a report made public Monday (26),
noted the Hollywood tendency to
make films that are brutal, violent
Chicago, March 27.
and sadistic and urged tightening
Aided by early mild weather this
up of the Production and Adver¬ year, the Chicago area’s drive-in
tising Codes in these respects. theatre. season is currently being
Specifically cited was “Blackboard launched, with five '•ozoners now
Jungle.”
open and the remaining six set for
Shurlock said that the efforts of early unlatching this month and
his office, which were intensified in April. There are 11 in the area.
in late fall of 1954, were now One drive-in, the 2,000-car Starlite,
showing up on' the screen. “The did not close at all during the win¬
new crop of pictures is much bet¬ ter.
ter," he stated.
“We have far
Two newest pair of outdoor fUmfewer complaints now than be¬ eries, the 2,200-car Bel-Air, largest
fore." He' added that the Code ozoner hereabouts with seats for
had made a point of checking with 1,000 walk-ins as well, and the 66
various women’s review groups Drive-In, opened last Friday (2).
and had found that they were con¬ The Essaness Harlem Outdoor and
scious of the change.
North Ave. drive-ins opened Feb.
Shurlock mentioned “The Con¬ 10 and last Friday (2), respective¬
queror" as a “violent” picture, but ly; each holds 1,000 autos. Of the
stressed that, despite this, it was remaining Essaness outdoor houses,
less visually brutal." He also said the 1,400-car Halsted is set to open
that films today generally show at the end of March and the ABC
fewer killings than before. “We drive-in, with room for 800 auto¬
t[yJr0
much of the brutality mobiles, will bow in April."
The Double Drive-in, with an
stuff off-screen," he commented.
1,800-car capacity, owned by three
partners, the two Marks brothers,
Raymond J. and Jerome J., and
Martin G. Rosenfield, is slated to
open later this month. The three
Minneapolis, March 27.
Police were called to Gopher partners also own the Belair and
theatre last Sun. (18) to quell near- the Sunset Drive-in; the latter has
not which ensued after 16-year old been open since Feb. 17 and holds
girl patron missed her pillfold and 1,350 automobiles.
accused three youths sitting in
balcony row behind her of stealing
Reade-Schwarz Parting
it- Argument developed into brawl
Walter Reade Theatres has di¬
v/ith - other patrons participating
vested
itself of its 50% interest
and blows struck. Film, “Rock
Around Clock" (Col), was stopped in the Bridge Theatre, San Fran¬
and lights were turned on while cisco. Art house had been jointly
ushers and management tried to operated by the Reade circuit and
cope with fighting. It took police Schwarz Theatres of California
since Oct. 1953.
squad to restore order.
Reade-Schwarz parting became
Purse wasn’t recovered and no
effective Feb. 29, 1956.
* '
one was held.

LEGALIZED SABBATH
MATINEES’SLOW START

Ad Code Changes
Seen Unlikely

Solan Timing Off,
Claims Shurlock

CHI AREA OZONERS
JUMP THE ROBINS

Rumpus Halts ‘Rock’

By HY HOLLINGER

-
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[|Indie Exhib Situation Desperate,
They Tell Solons; High Rentals,
Lack of Product Basic Reasons

Long-running pictures, particu¬
larly those running over 100 min¬
utes, continue to plague the na¬
tion’s theatres and are causing
conditions that make it more and
more difficult for theatremen to
plan Suitable programs to meet
the requirements of the public in
their areas. The length of the
films is affecting single as well as
double feature situations.
The seriousness of the problem
came to a head this week when a
major chain, confronted with a
two-feature program running past
its usual closing time, wrestled
with-the task of cutting several
minutes from a trailer ballying an
extremely
important upcoming
picture. Since the trailer was one
specially prepared to pitch the
film, the chain was reluctant to
make the cuts. However, if the
time of the complete program
were not cut, it would have meant
a considerably extra coin expendi¬
ture in overtime costs for the
boothmen. Since the same pro¬
gram was booked in some 30 the¬
atres at the same time, the cost to
the circuit would have been great
and represented a difference of
profit and loss in playing the pic¬
tures.
Extra cost for overtime pay is
only one of the difficulties caused
by the long-running pix, theatremen claim. It’s charged also that
considerable patronage is lost be¬
cause of the problem of meeting
public transportation time sched¬
ules and the reluctance of people
to stay out past midnight.
Theatremen have long cam¬
paigned for shorter pictures and
have argued strorfgly that there
isn’t “a picture around that can’t
be improved by judicial cutting."
Strongest opponents of cutting, of
course, have been the creative per¬
sonnel, who feel that any change
represents serious tampering with
their “baby." The lengthy picture
is a product of the industry’s new
widescreen era.
The pictures, all conceived as
blockbusters to meet the competi¬
tion of television, are presented as
definitive works. Any effort at cuts
is usually met with strong argu¬
ments relating to “artistic integ¬
rity."
Theatremen, more concerned
with profits than artistic accept¬
ance, feel that much of the boxoffice potential is lost because of
the extended playing time. It’s
stressed, for example, that pro¬
grams running over two hours de¬
crease the turnover and thereby
reduce the boxoffice take.
No Solution Yet
Despite efforts to solve the prob¬
lem during the past two years, no
one appears to have come up with
a solution. From the standpoint of
production, the picture must run
as long as necessary to tell the
story. With so many film properties
being based on pre-sold novels and
plays, it's felt that it’s essential
(Continued on page 22)

GAP EARNINGS UP 67%
BIZ AT‘RECORD’LEVELS
General Aniline & Film Corp.
yesterday (Tues.) reported net in¬
come for 1955 of $4,217,000 or
$5.29 per common A share, com¬
pared with the 1954 net of $2,519,000 equivalent to $3.15 per share.
Earnings were up more than 67%
on total sales of $121,248,000, the
highest in the company’s history.
Business in the Ansco Division,
GAF prexy John Hilldring re¬
vealed, wqs at “record high levels."
He added that while the company
had introduced some 40 new prod¬
ucts in the dyestuff, pigment and
other fields, principal consumer
interest was attracted to Anscochrome, a new high speed color
film.

Poland Buys Pix
In France, Italy

Washington, March 27.
A Senate Small Business Sub¬
committee this week pondered the
reauest that it turn the heat on
Hollywood for an industry arbitra¬
tion system which would include
the arbitration of film rentals —
downward only.
The committee also had before
it the proposed Myers bill, turning
motion pictures into a quasi-public
utility, with the sales prices of dis¬
tributors only to be controlled by
law.
Finally, it was studying the sug¬
gestion that the consent decrees
against the divorced theatre affili¬
ates — UP-PT,
Stanley-Warner,
Loew’s RKO Theatres, National
Theatres—be amended to permit
any of these to produce films with
pre-emption rights for showing in
its own theatres.
For two days, spokesmen for the ^
indie exhibitors said their plight'
was worse than ever—worse than
before the divorcement and di-,
vestiture of the majors,' worse than
before the admissions tax reduc¬
tion of 1954.
The basic reasons, they said,
were high rentals and insufficient
product.
Television competition was tossed
in as a secondary reason.
The film companies were por¬
trayed as selfish and rapacious,
lacking the sense of public service
that large corporations have in
other lines of business.
The need for immediate relief
(Continued on page 17)

Poland’s film monopoly in recent
weeks has purchased a large num¬
ber of foreign films, including fea¬
tures from France and Italy, Artkino, the Soviet film agent in New
York, reports.
This appears to be the first time
since the termination of relations
with the American industry that
the Poles have gone to the outside
to any significant degree to buy
pix. There has been of late some
emphasis on Russia wanting for¬
eign imports.
Countries from which the Poles
bought films include the Soviet
Union, France, Italy. Germany,
Washington. March 27.
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugo¬
The Senate hearing on exhibitor
slavia and Germany.
beefs proved a good springboard
for a renewed drive for eliminating
the remaining 10% admissions tax.
Robert J. O’Donnell, of Texas
Interstate, chairman of COMPO’s
Tax Committee, a scheduled wit¬
ness, reminded that Congress
Los Angeles, March 27.
passed a bill in 1953 to eliminate
Orpheum and Downtown Para¬ the levy on film theatres, but
mount Theatres have entered into that this was vetoed by President
an unusual reciprocal arrange¬ Eisenhower. The reduction from
ment to plug each other’s offerings 20% to 10% followed in 1954.
in a growing campaign to sell
“Experience has shown." said
downtown - picture - going to the O'Donnell, “that you were right the
public. Each house will run full first time, and that our industry
trailers of the other’s attractions, still needs, as it needed then, com¬
beginning with the March 28 open¬ plete elimination of this tax.
I
ing of “Anything Goes’’ at the Or¬ appear before you, therefore, to
pheum and “Meet Me in Las ask that you ohee more recommend
Vegas” at the Paramount.
the reoeal of this tax."
Cross-plugging has unusual an¬
During his testimony on Wednes¬
gles, one of them being that day (21), Abram F. Myers, of Al¬
“Goes” is a Paramount film while lied, admitted elimination of the
the other is a Metro release. Deal levy would benefit the exhibitors,
was worked out between Jerry Sig- but he hedged this with the com¬
mond, western district head for ment that the distributors might
American Broadcasting-Paramount “confiscate” the other 10% if the
Theatres and Harold Citron, exec Government gave it back to the
of the Metropolitan Theatre Cir¬ industry.
O'Donnell announced a little
cuit which operates the Orpheum.
later: “I am gratified at the Myers
statement that the admissions tax
repeal will be of benefit to the ex¬
hibitors. I’m not surprised. I still
hope for all-out Allied coooeration.
As I’ve stated before, Allied is
most welcome to join the cam¬
paign.”
Albany Solons Encouraged to Stand Sentinel Over
The members of the Senate
Small Business Subcommittee sit¬
(1) Ad Trailers and (2) Private Clubs
ting at' the hearings all declared
themselves in favor of eliminating
trols the censorship operation, but the admissions tax.
Albany, March 27.
Closer watch on both film ad¬ trailers are not.
BELIEVES IN 'RICHARD*
As for private pic showings, the
vertising and the operation of pri¬
Minneapolis, March 27.
vate clubs which show pictures, legislative group stated: “The com¬
plus the submission of trailers to mittee recognizes that the use of "'Confident,,, that the “Richard
the state censor board, are recom¬ motion picture clubs can be used III" network telecast hasn’t seri¬
mended in a report submitted to to circumvent the state law rela¬ ously injured the picture’s theatre
the legislature here n by a joint tive to review of motion pictures boxoffice potential, Bennie Berger
committee investigating obscenity. and recommends that this develop¬ is negotiating to bring it into his
legitimate
showhouse
Joint Senate - Assembly unit, ment be carefully scrutinized in Lyceum,
here.
headed by Assemblyman James A. the future.”
If he lands it, he'll present it as
One of the largest of such or¬
Fitzpatrick, has had the matter un¬
der study for the past year and ganizations is N. Y. City’s Cinema a roadshow attraction, he says.
found indications that foreign 16. The committee stated there was Since he took over the house two
films are the “most objectionable." no evidence suggesting a link be¬ years ago he hasn’t presented any
there, although the theatre
All' films are submitted to the tween this outfit and obscene film films
ontiinnpfl for them.
State Board of Regents, which con- matter.

Capital Gets Tax

SELLING ‘DOWNTOWN,’
TWO HOUSES CROSS-PLUG

Censorship Broadens Jts Horizons

*
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PICTURE CROSSES

$18,000, ‘Anything’ Oby $18,000, Del; ‘Space’
‘Marly Smart $22,000, Ace New L.A. ‘Cry’Whopping
Port.; ‘Carousel’ 14G, 2d
Slow 17G;‘Ciy’18G, ‘Picnic’ 15G, 3d
Entry; ‘Creature Bright 52G in 10,
Key City Grosses
‘Song Light 14G, ‘Arm’ Hep 25G, 2d
Los Angeles, March 27. "Marty,” back for an Academy
win booking, is shaping a smart
$22,000 in two theatres to lead this
week’s openers. This pic, paired
with "Summertime,” also ranges
from big to great in 18 nabe spots.
"Creature Who Walks Among
Us” looks to get a fair $13,000 in
two house plus good $39,000 in
three nabes and five ozoners. Re¬
issued "Song of South” is very
light as is combo of "Mister Rob¬
erts” with "Rebel Without Cause.”
"Roberts” brought back to cash in
on Oscar award but $15,000 is slow
for the three spots it is playing.
Final week of "I’ll Cry Tomor¬
row” is bouncing up to a nifty
$7,500 at Four Star. Second round
ot "Golden Arm” is rated good
$25,000 in four houses.
"Court
Jester” looks fine in second Holly¬
wood Par stanza. "Oklahoma” is
sturdy $41,000 in two locations
while "Carousel” is neat in sixth.
Estimates for This Week
State, Iris (UATC-FWC) (2,404;
816; 90-$1.50>—"Marty” (UA) and
"Summertime” (UA).
Back for
Academy booking. Smart $22,000.
Last week, State with Hawaii,
"World Without End” (AA) and
"Indestructible Man” (AA), below
hopes at $16,900, plus $45,800 in
seven ozoners; Iris, “Helen Troy”
(WB) and "Steel Jungle” (WB) (3d
wk), $2,600.
Downtown Paramount, Hawaii,
Wiltem (ABPT-G&S-SW) (3,300;
1,106; 2,344; 90-$1.50) — "Mister
Roberts” (WB) and "Rebel Without
Cause” (WB).
(2d runs).
Slow
$15,000. Last week, Par., "Long I
Memory” (Indie) with Dick Contino, Helen O’Connell, Ink Spots
on stage, $8,700; others in units.
Hillstreet, Pantages, Ritz (RKOFWC) (2,752; 2,812; 1,363; 80-$1.50)
—"Song of South” (BV) and "Bend
of River” (U) (reissues). Mild $14,000. Last week, H’street, Pantages
with Wiltern "Conqueror” (RKO)
(4th wk), $15,000; Ritz with unit.
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M)
(1 ,'430; $1-$1.50) — "Court Jester”
(Par) (2d wk). Nice $13,500. Last
week, $14,800.
Orpheum, Vogue, Uptown, Fox
Beverly (Metropolitan-FWC) <2,213; 885; 1,715; 1,334; 90-$1.50)—
"Golden Arm” (UA) and "Vol¬
cano” (Indie) (2d wk) (13th at Fox
Bev.). Good $25,000. Last week,
$35,800.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Loyola
(FWC)
(2,097;
965;
1.248) —
"Threshold
Space”
(20th)
and
"Lover Boy” (20th) (2d wk). Dull
(Continued on page 24)

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$490,600
(Based on 23 theatres)
Last Year .$513,300
(Based on 19 theatres)

‘Carousel’ Big 14G,
Prov.;‘Cry’0K15G
Providence, March 72.
Another all-day snowstorm, last
Saturday is knocking the props
out from otherwise socko grossers.
Loew’s State and Majestic are
leading with "I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
and "Carousel” respectively. RKO
Albee’s "Mister Roberts” is rated
good at Albee. .
Estimates for This Week
Alhee (RKO)
(2,200; 50-85)—
"Mister Roberts” (WB) and "Rebel
Without - Cause” (WB) (reissues).
Good $7,000. Last week, "Slightly
Scarlet” (RKO) and "Brain Ma¬
chine” (RKO), $6,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 75-$D=“Carousel” (20th). Fancy $14,000.
Last week, "Come Next Spring”
(Rep) and "Track Man Down”
(Rep), $7,000.
~ State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$l)—"I’ll
Cry Tomorrow” (M-G).
Expected
moderate $15,000, way below pre¬
vious possibility. Last week, "Pic¬
nic” (Col) (3d wk), $8,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80)
—"Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk).
So-so $4,500.
First week was
$7,000:

‘Snatchers’ Snappy 13G,
‘ L’nlle; ‘Roberts’ $6,500,
‘Marty’ 6G Via Awards
Louisville, March 27.
Oscar-themed product seems the
rule this week. "Marty” at the
Brown looms rousing $6,000, and
may top the biz done when same
film played here previously. "I’ll
Cry Tomorrow” at State is still
sturdy in second week. Mary An¬
derson brought back "Mister Rob¬
erts” and "Rebel Without Cause”
for big returns. "Invasion Body
Snatchers”
and
“Indestructible
Man” dualer at the Rialto, shapes'
lively, the lone newcomer of week.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (United
Artists), (1,000; 55-85) — "Marty1
(UA) and "Summertime” (UA) (2d
runs). Turnaway biz Saturday (24),
and will tab swell $6,000. Last
week, "Three Musketeers” (M-G)
and "Stratton Story” (M-G) (re¬
issues), $3,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 55-85)
—"Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk).
Still hefty at $6,500 after last
week’s $9,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.000;
55-85)—"Mister Roberts” (WB) and
"Rebel Without Cause” (WB) (2d
runs).
Both played this house
previously, but Academy Award
mentions are helping to a big
$6,500. Last week "Come Next
Spring" (Rep) and "Flame of Is¬
lands” (Rep), $5,000.
Rialto 'Fourth Avenue) (3.000;
55-85)—"Invasion Body Snatchers"
(AA) and- "Indestructible Man”
(AA). Excellent $13,000 or near.
Last week, "Backlash” <U) and
"Bobby
Ware
Missing”
(AA),
$11,000.
State (United Artists) (3.000; 55$5) — "I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
(2d wk). Big $9,000 after first
week’s $10,000.

Portland, Ore., March 27.
Big news here currently is the
terrific money being registered by
"I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at the Broad¬
way. "Marty” brought back to cash
in on Oscar awards is near capac¬
ity at Guild. —Picnic” holds socko
in
fourth
week
at
Orpheum.
“Carousel’* stays for a 'second ses¬
sion at the Fox.
Estimates; for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1$1.50)—“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G).
Mighty $18,000. Last week, "Our
Miss Brooks” (WB) and "Steel Jun¬
gle” (WB), $6,100.
Fox (Evergteen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
"Carousel” (20th) (2d wk). Lively
$14,000 or near. Last week, $18,500.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—"Marty”
(UA) and "Summertime” (UA) (2d
runs). Near capacity at $4,500. Last
week, "Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (7th
wk), $2,700.
Liberty (Hamrick)
(1,890; 90$1.25) — "Comanche”
(UA)- and
"Shadow of the Eagle” (UA)i Good
$9,000 in 8 days. Last week, "Back¬
lash” (U) and "Let’s Make Up”
(UA), $7,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25) — "Picnic" (Col) (4th wk).'
Sock $8,000. Last week, $9,500.

‘Never Was’ Lean $10,000,
K.C.; ‘Cry’ Loud 11G, 2d,
‘Tattoo’ Tight17G, 3d
Kansas City, March 27.
Surge of new films in city but
downtown firstruns 1 lean heavily
on strong holdovers. "I’ll Cry To¬
morrow” in second -week at the
Midland continues boffo.
“Rose
Tattoo” earned a third week at
the Paramount. "Man Who Never
Was” shouldn’t have been, judg¬
ing by results at Fox Midwesjt
foursome. "Three Bad Sisters” is
very bad at the Missouri. News of
Academy award spurred interest
in "Rose Tattoo” downtown. "Diabolique” at Kimo and “Doctor At
Sea” at Vogue both are strong.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-$l)—
Devil in Flesh” (Indie). Medium
$1,500, Holds. Last week, "Julius
Caesai*” (M-G) (reissue), played at
straight 75c to get $1,200.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)"Diabolique” (UMPO). Fancy $2,500; stays. Last week, "Tales of
Hoffman” (Indie) (reissue), $1,500.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
"I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d
wk). Still.great at $11,000; stays.
Last week, $19,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)"Three Bad Sisters” (UA) and
"Storm Fear” (UA).
Very dull
$4,500.
Last week, "Killer Is
(Continued on page 24)

‘Anything’ Brisk
$18,000 in Philly
Philadelphia, March 27. '
Lack ,of new product coupled
with Passover and usual pre-Eas¬
ter dip is hurting several hold¬
overs this session. However, "Car¬
ousel” at Fox, "Picnic” at Ran¬
dolph and "Golden Arm” at Stan¬
ton are topping blizzardly last
week’s takes. Pacing newcomers
is "Anything Goes,” which is rated
good at Midtown but more was ex¬
pected. "Creature Walks Among
Us”
looks
good
at
Goldman.
Award to "Rose Tattoo” pushed
biz to SRQ over the weekend at
Trans-Lux.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
"Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (9th wk).
Steady $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
"Cineraria Holiday” (Indie) (58th
wk). Still good at $10,000. Last
week, $11,000.*,
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80)—
Carousel” (20th) (3d wk). Town
topper at $22,000.
Last week,
$21,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—"Creature Walks Among
Us” (U). Fair $11,000. Last week,
"Baokfllash” (U), $15,000.
Mastbaum (SW) 4,370; 99-$1.49)
—“Conqueror” (RKO) (5th wk).
Poor $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75$1.49) .— "Anything Goes” (Par)
Fancy $18,000. Last week, "Slight¬
ly Scarlet” (RKO) (2d wk), $6,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99$1.80)—"Picnic” (Col) (5th wk).
Pushed to great $17,000 or near.
Last week, $16,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
"Golden Arm” (UA) (10th wk).
Neat $8,500. Last week, $7,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
"Mister Roberts” (WB) and "Reb¬
el Without Cause” (WB) (2d runs).
Fair $10,000. Last week, "Rock
Around Clock” (Col), ditto.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (9th wk).
Solid $11,000 or near. Last week,$6,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“Threshold of Space” (20th). Fair
$10,0te|0.-fiast week, $6,000.
TrafeXux (T-L) (604; 98-$1.50)
—"Prisoner” (Col) (3d wk). Weak
$3,000. Last week, $3,800.

Hoot’ Paces New Cincy Pix, $11,000;
“Brooks’ 8V2G, ‘Cry’ Hot 12G, 2d
Cincinnati, March 27.
Downtown trade is holding up
okay for Holy Week. "Last Hunt,”
brightest of two new bills, is just
okay at the big Albee.
Same is
true of "Our Miss Brooks,” just
getting by at the Palace. "I’ll Cry
Tomorrow,” heftiest holdover, con¬
tinues sock in second Grand week.
"Cinerama Holiday” still is in
chips in 40th Capitol round. "Pic¬
nic” is hot in fifth stanza at
Keith’s.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)—
“Last Hunt” (M-G). Okay $11,000.
Last week, "Rose Tattoo” (Par)
(2d wk), at 75c-$1.25 scale, $9,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,376; $1.20-$2.65)—"Cinerama Holi¬

day” (Indie) (40th wk). Looks like
$14,000, low-level but still in win¬
ning stride, after last week’s $15,200. Out-of-town pickup in sight
after Easter.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 84-$1.25)—
"I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Hotsy $12,000 or near on
heels of $19,500 bow for theatre’s
top figure in more than a year.
Holds for third week.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
"Picnic” (Col) (5th wk). .. Two days
added to closing stanza, shaping
for $7,000, plenty good. Last week,
$7,600.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)
—"Our Miss Brooks” (WB). Oke
$8,500. Last week, "Fd’rever Dar¬
ling” (M-G), $9,000.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,349,600
(Based on 22 cities and 215

theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. YJ
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,489300
(Based on 24 cities and 228theatres.)

Tattoo’ Sock 18G,
St. Loo; ‘Marty’ 9G
St. Louis, March 27.
Springlike weather over ' the
weekend, first in months, sent na¬
tives out into open spaces, with
biz at firstruns suffering as a re¬
sult.
However,
"Rose
Tattoo”
shapes socko at the St. Louis to
pace city. "Marty,” brought back
because of its Oscars, is solid at
Orpheum. "Meet Me in Las Vegas”
is rated neat in second Loew’s
week. “Cinerama Holiday” contin¬
ues fine as it heads into final four
weeks at Ambassador. "Doctor At
Sea” is big in second frame at the
Pageant while "Picnic” looks good
in third at the Missouri. "Back¬
lash” is winding a good round at
the Fox.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)—"Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
die) (58th'wk). Nice $11,000. Last
week, $12,200.
Fox (F&M) (5,000;- 51-75)—"Court
Jester” (Par) and "Battle Stations”
(Col). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, "Backlash” (U) and “World
In My Corner” (U), good $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 60-90)—
"Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G).
(2d wk). Neat $11,000 after $18,000
in first.
"
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 51-75)—
"Picnic” (Col) (3d wk). Good $8,000
following $8,500 in second. >
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-85)—
"Marty’ (UA) and "Summertime”
(UA) (2d runs). Solid $9,000. Last
week, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
(5th wk), $7,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
50- 90)—"Doctor At Sea” (Indie)
,(2d wk). Big $3,000 after $4,000 for
opener.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—"Trouble
With
Harry”
(Par) (3d wk). Oke $1,500 after
$2,000 in second.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.)*' (4,000;
51- 75)—"Rose Tattoo” (Par). Big
$18,000. Last week, "Helen of
Troy” (WB) (2d wk), $10,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10)—"Man, Who Loved Red¬
heads’ (UA). Fast $3,500. Last
week, "Too Bad She’s Bad” (Indie),
$2,500.

Detroit, March 27.
Holy Week is causing its usual
slow-up on biz, with downtown deluxers suffering. "Anything Goes”
shapes, okay -at tjie Michigan.
"Threshold of Space” looks slow
at the Fox.
"Creature Walks
Among Us” Is only average at the
Broadway - Capitol.
"Picnic” is
rated sturdy in third Madison
round. "Oklahoma” at' United Art¬
ists looms fast in sixth week, "m
Cry Tomorrow,” in third round at
the Adams, shapes socko. Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit)
(5,000;
$1$1.25) — "Threshold
of
Space”
(20th) and '.‘Indestructible Man”
(AA). Slow $17,000. Last week,
"Carousel” (20th) (3d wk), $13,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
$1-$1.25)—"Anything Goes” (Par)
and "Our Miss Brooks” (WB). Okay
$18,000. Last week, "Rose Tattoo”
(Par) and "Diane” (M-G) (2d wk),
$18,500. '
Palms (UD) (2.961; $1-$1.25)—
"Conqueror” (RKO) and "Sudden
Danger” (AA) (3d wk).- Slowing lo
good $16,000. Last week. $20,000.
Madison (UD) (1.900; $1-$1.25)—
"Picnic” (Col) (3d wk).
Steady
$15,000. Last week, $16,000.
Broadway-Capitol -(UD) (3,500;
,$1-$1.25)—"Creature Walks Among
■
Us.” (U) and "Price of Fear” (Uk
Average $16,000. Last year, "Bat¬
tle Stations’* (Col) and "Joe Mac¬
beth” (Col). $12,000v
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25$2.75)—"Oklahoma” (Magna) (6th
wk).
Fast $22,500.
Last week,
$18,000.
Adams (Blaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25)
—‘Til Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) <3d
wk). Socko $18,000 or near. Last
week, $22,000.
Music Hall (Cinerama Pro due*
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—"Ciner¬
ama Holiday” (Indie) (59th wk),
Smooth $15,000. Last week, $15,700.

‘COMANCHE’ COOL 10G,
SEATTLE; OT 9G, 3D
Seattle, March 27.
Three holdovers and some new
fare at the firstruns this week are
being helped by cool, rainy weath¬
er. "Cry Tomorrow” is still big
for third stanza at Blue Mouse.
"Carousel” in second looms swell
at Fifth Ave. "Backlash” shapes
best of newcomers with fairish
take at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90$1.25) — ."I’ll
Cry
Tomorrow”
(M-G) (3d wk). Huge $9,000. Last
week, $9,800.
Coliseum
(Evergreen)
(1,870;
90-$1.25)—"Comanche” (UA), and
"Manfish” (UA). Hefty $10,000 or
near. Last week, "Rock Around
Clock” (Col) and "Over-Exposed”
(Col), $11,700.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; $1-$1.50)—"Carousel” (20th).
(2d wk). Swell $11,000. Last week,
$14,500, below hopes.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25) — "Lone Ranger” (WB).
Thin $2,000 in 6 days. Last week,
"Conqueror”
(RKO)
(4th
wk-9
days), $3,800.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Backlash” (U) and "Ket¬
tles of Ozarks” (U). Looks laggard
at $7,000 or near.
Last week,
"Miss Brooks” (WB), $4,200 in 6
days.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25)—"Creature Walks Among
Us” (U) and "Price of Fear” (U).
Mild $5,000 in 6 days. Last week,
"Last Hunt” (M-G) and "When
Gangland Strikes” (Rep), $6,200.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
90-$1.25)—"Picnic’r CCol) (4th wk},
I Socko $9,000. Last week, $8,400.

‘Holiday’ Mnls. Winner,
$14,000;‘Marty’Hep 7G,
‘Goodbye’ Good $11,000
Minneapolis, March 27.
With holdovers
and pictures
playing return dates much in evi¬
dence there’s only one pic new to
the town. It is "Never Say Good¬
bye,” very good at Radio City.
With the exception of "Cinerama
Holiday” and "Sbng of South,” it’s
a case of a big effort to capitalize
on
Academy
Awards
winners.
"Cinerama Holiday” in its 38th
week at Century is top coin-get¬
ter.
"Picnic” in fifth at Lyric is
still potent.
"Rose Tattoo” in
fourth continues big at the World.
Estimates for This Week
Century
(S-W)
(1,150;
$1.75$2.65) — "Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
die) (38th wk).
Little variation
from week to week.
Fancy $14,000, best coin in city. Last week,
$13,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$D—
"Marty” (UA) (2d run). Booked in
on gamble it lyould pluck "best
picture” Oscar and other awards.
Has played for lower admissions
in neighborhood subsequent-run
houses since Loop preem.
Sockeroo $7,000.
Last week, "Rock
Around Clock” (Col), $7,300.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—“Pic¬
nic” (Col) (5th wk). Plenty of boxoffice vitality here at $8,000. Last
week, $6,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$D—
"Never Say Goodbye” (U). Rock
Hudson’s cast presence helps this
one. Very good $11,000. Last week,
"Court Jester” (Par), $12,500 in 9
days.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
75-$l)—"Song
of
South”
(BV).
Boff $12,000. Last week, "Invasion
of Body Snatchers” (AA) and "In¬
destructible Man” (AA), $8,200.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$D—
"Mister Roberts” (WB) and “Rebel
Without Cause” (WB) (3d runs).
Coming to the well again, but ap¬
parently not too often. Academy
Awards publicity helping. Strong
$8,500. Last week, "Glory” (RKO)
and "Bengazi” (RKO), $3,000 at
65-85C.
State (Par) (2,300; $1-$1.25)—"I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) <4lh
wk). Still hefty $8,500. Last week,
$9,000.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20}--"Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th wk). VV ith
Magnani picked "best actress,
this is still -good at $5,500. Last
week, $5,700.
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HUB SLOUGHED BY 3 STORMS
Chi Still Quiet; ‘Jester Modest 26G,
‘Corner M18G, ‘Darling’ Nice 25G,
South’ Smash 16G, ‘Okla.’ 29G, 13th
9

7

Chicago, March 27,
Chi firstrun situations continue
ouiet this frame, with only a few
openers to attract patrons to the
Loop.
“Court Jester”, looks only light
$26 000 in first week at “the Chi¬
cago “Forever Darling” heads for
fine $25,000 in same week at the
Woods. “World In My Corner”
shapes sock with $18,000 at the
Roosevelt. “Song of the South” is
sock $16,000 at the Loop.
“Battle
Stations”
and
“Joe
Macbeth” combo continues healthy
in second round q.t the Grand.
“Ransom” is mildish in same frame
at the Monroe.
“Rose Tattoo” goes after an
award-getting gross in fifth week
at the United Artists.' “The Con¬
queror” is still strong in the fifth
at the Oriental.
“Picnic” looks
okay in sixth frame at .State-Lake.
“Oklahoma” continues big in
13th stanza at McVickers while
“Diabolique” continues to amaze
in 14th Ziegfeld week. “Cinerama
Holiday” is sturdy in 41st session
at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week'
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.2fi)
—“Court Jester” (Par). Thin $26,000. Last week, “Carousel” (20tnl
(4th wk>, $25,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$D
—‘ Battle Stations” (Col) and “Joe
Macbeth” (Col) (2d wk).
Solid
$7,000. Last week, $14,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Song of South” (BV). Boff $16,000. Last week, “Volcano” (Indie)
(2d wk), $6,500.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3) — “Oklahoma” (Magnal (13th
wk). Hefty $29,000. Last week,
$30,500.
Monroe (Indie! (1,000; 67-87) —
“Ransom” (M-G) (2d wk). Mild $4,000. Last week, $7,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
— "Conqueror” (RKO) (5th wkh
Nifty $17,000. Last week, $22,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (4fst
wk). Swell $25,600.
Last week,
$26,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“World in Comer” (U) and “Red
Sundown”
(U).
Socko
$18,000.
Last week, “Invasion Body Snat¬
chers” (AA) and “Indestructible
Man” (AA) (2d wk), $16,000.
State Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
---“Picnic” (Col) (6th wk). Okay
$19,000. Last week, $22,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6598)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (5th wk).
Hotsy $18,000. Last week, $19,500.
Woods
(Essaness)
(1,206;
98$1.25)—“Forever Darling” (M-G).
Trim $25,000. Last week, “Rains
Kanchipur.” (20th) (3d wk), $14,000.
^ World (Indie) (430;. 98)—“The
Prisoner” (Col)
(3d wk).
Fair
$3,400. Last week, $3,600.
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98) —
Diabolique” (UMPO) (14th wk).
btaunch $5,400. Last week, $5,800.

‘Carousel' Mighty 25G,
Toronto; ‘Corner’ Crisp
14G, ‘Goodman’ 11G, 2d
A,,
Toronto, March 27.
Aftermath to blizzards, “Carou¬
se1 is oil to a big start and top¬
ping the town. “Three Stripes in
?u.n
ooks just fair. Oscar award
hdped “Rose Tattoo” in third
:a"zaBenny Goodman Story”
JL.^Plding great in third frame.

stiu at capaclty in
Estimates for This Week
Loony,
Danforth,
Fairlawn,
JI“mb,er» Odeon (Rank) (839; * 1,,U65; 1,203; 2,318; 60-$l)—
ton ft!nlpes in Sun” (Col). Light
$20,000,
Odeon,
Rank flagship,
“rd\nf with $8,000. Last week,

wSwJoo.

Heroes“

(Col)

(2d

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
Cen,Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
995; 694; 696; 994; 40-7.5)—“World
r,£<rr” (U) and "‘Naked Dawn”
\ Nice $14,000.
Last week,
‘•tv! id
Amazon”
(IFD)
and
$2o5oolest Ma" Alive”
1

(AA)>

Slin„ton’ University (FP) (1,080;
,0J(j; U0-$1)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par)
(Continued on page.24)

‘Comanche’ Lusty 13G,
Denver; ‘Carousel’ 14G
Denver, March 27.
Business is dropping off some¬
what here currently because of
Holy Week but there are some
bright spots. Three films are hold¬
ing. “Carousel” goes into a third
stanza at the Centre after a -nice
second. “Rose Tattoo” lo'oms smart
in third Denham, session. “Ladykillers” is so nice at the reopened
Vogue that it is holding over.
“Comanche” looms sturdy at Para¬
mount.
Estimates for This Week
Centre
(Fox)
(1,247; 60-$l)—
“Carousel” (20th) (2d wk).
Good
$14,000. Last week, $25,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk).
Fancy $10,000 or close. Last week,
11 000
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
“Invasitfn Body Snatchers” (AA)
and “Atomic Man” (Indie).
Fair
$11,000. Last week, “Rock Around
Clock” (Col) and “Hot Blood”
(Col), $14,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(756;
75-$l)—
“Lease of Life” (IF^). Fair $2,000.
Last week, on reissues.
Paramount
(Wolfberg)
(2,200;
60-$l)—“Comanche”
(UA)
and
“Storm Fear” (UA). Fine $13,000
or over. Last week, “Backlash” (U)
and
“Shadow of Eagle” (UA),

$ ,

.

$12,000.

Vogue (Shuman) (442; 75-$l)—
“Ladykillers” (Cont). Nice $3,000.
Last week, house shuttered.

‘Picnic’ Plump 13G,
D.C.; ‘Holiday’ 17G

BUT SKI GROUPS B’way: Lanza Loud 155G, ‘Anything’
UP W SPOTS Goes to 41G, Palace Mild 17G, ‘Vegas’
Boston, March 27.
The Hub boxoffice was sloughed
by three blizzards in an eight-day
period, Friday (16), Monday (19)
and last Saturday, when a total of
44.7 inches of snow fell here. Sat¬
urday storm left over a foot of
snow. Hence, picture grosses are
off about 60% at the big firstruns.
Surprisingly, the smaller 'houses
did okay with nabe residents and
parties ’ arriving in ski clothes.
Hardest hit was “Cinerama Holi¬
day,” it being estimated the storm
cost $10,000.
Trade was so bad, the Met went
to second-runs this frame; so did
the Pilgrim. Only two new entries
to brave the snow were “Forever
Darling” at State and Orpheum
and “Invasion of Body Snatchers”
at Paramount and Fenway. Both
opened slowly but picked up later.
“Doctor at Sea” picked up to a
hotsy take at the Exeter in third
frame. “Night Number Came Up”
was slick in third round at Kenmore while “Diabolique” in sixth
week at tiny Beacon came through
okay.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” in
third frame at the Astor is the- big¬
gest thing in town.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1.500; $1-$1.80)—
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d
wk). Sturdy $15,000. Last week,
$18,500.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
90-$1.25) — “Diabolique”
(UMPOl
(6th wk). Neat $4,000. Last week,
$6,200.
Cinerama
(Cinerama
Produc¬
tions) (1.354; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cineiv
ama Holiday” (Indie) (31st wk).
Oke $9,000. Last week, $9,600.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
“Doctor At Sea” (Rep) (3d wk).
Pickup to
$7,000.
Last week,
$6,800.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—
“Invasion of Body Snatchers” (AA)
and “Indestructible Man” (AA).
Slim $4,500. Last week, “Our Mis'-'
Brooks” (WB) and “Steel Jungle”
(WB), $4,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
— “Night
Number
Came
Up”
(Cont) (3d wk). Slick $4,000. Last
week. $5,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 70-$1.25)
—“Carousel”
(20th)
(6th
wk-4
days). Fifth week ended Monday
(26) nabbed okay $10,000. “Concontinued on page 24)

Wa'shington, March 27.
Unseasonable cold wave and
onslaught of Easter buying season
will combine to keep the downtown
biz at a lower level. While longruns are marking time for holiday
entries, three newcomers are not
attracting much attention.
“Man
Who Never Was,” at the Capitol,
praised lustily by crix, is very
disappointing.
“Too Bad She’s
Bad” at Lopert’s Dupont is below
Omaha, March 27.
hopes while “Slightly Scarlet” at
Biz is perking up at downtown
Columbia is average.
“Picnic”
continues socko in sixth week at houses this week although half
Trans-Lux.
“Cinerama Holiday” are playing reissues while “Rose
Tattoo,” panned by local critic, is
is solid in 24th week at Warner.
just average at the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
“Backlash”
is setting the pace with
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l)
—“Mister
Roberts”
(WB)
and sock total at the Omaha. “Rebel
Without
Cause”
and “Mister Rob¬
“Rebel Without Cause” (WB) (2d
runs).
Nice $4,500.
Last week, erts” are strong at State. “Kiss
“Rock Around Clock” (Col), same. Blood Off My Hands” and “Johnny
are surprisingly
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)— Stool Pigeon”
“Man. Who Never Was” (20th). Slow" good at the Brandeis. /.
I
Estimates
for
This Week
$15,000 in 9 days, despite crix
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)—
raves.
Last
week,
“Carousel”
“Kiss
Blood
Off
Hands”
(U) and
(20th) (4th wk), oke $12,000 at
“Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U) (reis¬
tilted scale.
Okay $5,000.
Last week,
Columbia (Loew) 1,174; 70-95)— sues).
“Slightly Scarlet” (RKO). Average “World in My Corner” (U) and
$7,000. Last week, “Top Gun” (UA) “Lover Boy” (20th), $4,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
ditto.
(U)
and
“Square
DuPont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)— —“Backlash”
“Too Bad She’s Bad” (Indie). Oke Jungle” (U). Sock $8,000. Last
$4,500. Last week, “Samurai” (In¬ week, “Our Miss Brooks” (WB) and
“24-Hour Alert” (WB), $4,000.
die) (2d wk), $3,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
“The Conqueror” (RKO) (4th-final $1)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par). May hit
average
$10,500. Last week, “Man
wk). Solid $7,000 after $11,000 last
Who Never Was” (20th), $7,000 for
" Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$ 1) six days at 90c top.
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)—
—“Mister
Roberts”
(WB)
and
“Rebel Without Cause” (WB) (2d “Mister Roberts” (WB) and “Rebel
Without
Cause” (WB) (reissues).
runs). .Fine $8,500.
Last week,
“Rock Around Clock” (Col), $9,000. Sturdy $6,000. Last week, “Forever
Darling”
(M-G) (2d wk), $3,500.
Palace (Loew (2,360; 85-$1.25)—
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (5th
wk). Fast $10,000 after $12,000 last
Estimates Are Net
last week.
Playhouse (Lopert)
(456;
$1Film gross estimates as re¬
$180)—“Richard III” (Indie) (2d
ported herewith from the vari¬
wk).
Bright $9,000 after $12,000
ous key- cities* are net; i.e„
last week. Stays.
without usual tax.
Distrib¬
. .Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
utors share on net take, when
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (24th
playing percentage, hence the
wk). Solid $17,000, thanks to pick¬
estimated figures are net in¬
up in tourist trade. 'Last week,
come.
$15,000. Stays.
The parenthetic admission
Trans-Lux (T-L) T600; 90-$1.25)
prices, however, as indicated,
—“Picnic” (Col) (6th wk). Weather¬
include |hq U, S.. amusement
ing storms best in town; great $13,tax.
’
000 after ,$14,000 last twqek-

‘BACKLASH’BIG $8,000,
OMAHA; TATTOO’ 10iG

Rich 27G, 2d, ‘Richard’ Robust 14G, 2d

-:--f

Although New York City was not
hai'd hit by the snow Saturday,
threat of it and heavy snowfall in
the surrounding area crimped mat¬
inee business and cut down the
normal
take for the full day. Start
Montreal, March 27.
of Holy Week is reducing the total,
Two new entries and two hold¬ too.
overs are not doing much, with the
Standout newcomer is the Music
offish tone blamed on the fact that Hall’s “Serenade” with^its annual
this is Holy Week.
Universal’s Easter stageshow. This combina¬
"Benny
Goodman
Story”
still tion is climbing to a sock $155,000
or close in first session ending
looks best with a fast session in
today (Wed.).
“Anything Goes,”
second Loew’s week. “Last Hunt” the other big new entrant, wound
is rated big at Capitol. Other new its initial stanza at the Paramount
pic, “Texas Lady” looks dull at with a nice $41,000. Fact that the
Princess.
“All That Heaven Al¬ pic opened last Wednesday, on the
lows” is good in second Palace heels of the year’s worst storm,
round.
undoubtedly hurt.
'Estimates for This Week
“Hot Blood”
with
vaudeville
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l)—“All looks like an okay $17,000 at the
Heaven Allows” (U) (2d wk). Good Palace.
“Meet Me in Las Vegas” held
$16,000 following $21,000 opener.
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 50-85-).— with smash $27,000 in second round
at
the Astor, and continues’ inde¬
“Last Hunt” (M-G).
Big $15,000.
Last week, “Bottom of Bottle” finitely. “Richard III” still is stout
at
the
Bijou with $14,000 for first
(20th), poor $8,000.
holdover stanza.
Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 40-65)—
“Carousel” with iceshow onstage
“Texas Lady” (RKO). Dull $6,000.
is heading for a nice $52,000 in the
Last week, “Man With Gun” (UA),
sixth frame at the Roxy, and will
$10,000.
hold through Easter. It is being
Loew’s (C. T.) (2,847; 60-$l)— replaced by “Man in Gray Flannel
“Goodman Story” (U) (2d wk). Suit” on April 12.
Fast $16,000 after $22,000 in first
“Man With Golden Arm” is push¬
week.
ing up to a big $15,500 in its cur¬
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,048; 30-50)^- rent (15) week at the Victoria.
Last week, “Inside Detroit” (Col) I “Last Hunt” was just okay $11,500
and “Crooked Web” (Col). Usual in fourth session at the State, with
$4,500. (House closed this week in “Miracle in Rain” due in March 31.
preparation for legit revue open¬
The Criterion brings in “The
Conqueror” on the same date, next
ing April 1.)
Saturday (31). “On the Threshold
of Space” moves into the Globe
tomorrow (Thurs.) after three fine
weeks plus five days of “Sins of
Borgias.” Latter was about the
best b.o. draw at this house in
many months.
"Patterns”
opened . yesterday
(Tues.) at the Mayfair after four
weeks with “All Heaven Allows.”
“Oklahoma” looks lusty $27,400 in
Cleveland, March 27.
24th week at the Rivoli.
“Carousel” shapes as topper here * A number of arty theatres are
this stanza, with a strong take in bettering their previous week’s
second week at the Allen. How¬ business in the current round.
ever. best showing likely will be These include “Diabolique” at the
turned in by “Rose Tattoo,” with Fine Arts, “Fantasia” at the Nor¬
a smash take on moveover at the mandie, “Letters From My Wind¬
Ohio.
“Creature Walks Among mill’’: at the Paris, “Ladykillers” at
Us” is rated good at the Palace. the Sutton and “Doctor At Sea”
“Song of South” shapes as okay at at the Trans-Lux 52d Street. “Cine¬
the State.
rama Holiday” also pushed ahead
to land a great $43,600 in 59th
Estimates for This Week
Allen (3,000; 70-$1.25)—“Carou¬ week at the Warner.
Estimates for This Week
sel” (20th) (2d wk). Strong $18,Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
000. Last week," $21,000.
“Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G) (3d
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
wk). Initial holdover round ended
^“Over-Exposed” (Col) and “Rock
last night (Tues.) was smash $27,Around Clock” (Col). Fairish $11,000 or over after $32,000 in opener.
000 or less. Last week, “Picnic”
Stays on. '
(4th wk). $13,000.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Ohio
(Loew)
(1,244;
70-$l)—
(550; $1.25-$1.80) — “Don Juan”
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (m.o.). Robust
(Continued on page 24)
$12,000, helped by Oscar awards.
Last week,
“Guys and Dolls”
(M-G) (13th wk), $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,285; 70-90) —
“Creature Walks Among Us” (U).
Good $12,500. Last week. “Battle
Stations” (Col) and “Joe Macbeth”
(Col), $9,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
San Francisco, March 27.
“Song of South” (BV) (reissue).
Oscar awards are helping “Rose
Okay $12,000. Last week, “Rose
Tattoo”
to big coin in fourth Para¬
Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk). same.,
Stillman (LoewO (2,700; 70-90)— mount session, and “Marty,” which
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (6th was brought back for a run at
Latter is rated
wk).
Smart $6,000.
Last week, United Artists.
fancy. “Picnic’’ still is great in
$6,200.
second round at St. Francis. “Dia¬
bolique” still is big in 13th stanza
at the Larkin.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—“Song of South” (BV) (reis¬
sue) and “Lord of Jungle” (Indie).
Buffalo, March 27.
Combo of “Mister Roberts” and Good $12,000. Last week, “Never
“Rebel .Without Cause,” former Say.Goodbye” (U) and “Hold Back
brought back because of Oscar Tomorrow” (U), $10,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651: $1.25-$1.50)—
award, looms outstanding here this
week with a good take at Para¬ “Carousel” (20th> (5th wk). Small
mount.
“Square Jungle” looks $8,500 in 4 days. Last week, $12,nice at Lafayette as does “Body 500.
Warfield) (Loew) (2.656; 65-90)
Snatchers” at Century.
Second
round of “Meet Me At Las Vegas” —“Last Hunt” (M-G) (2d wk). Oke
$9,000. Last week, $14,000, way
is sturdy *at the BuffaLo.
over hopes.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 90-$l)—
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
“Meet Me in Las Vegas” (M-G) (2d “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (4th wk). Big
wk). Sturdy $15,000. Last week, $15,000. Last week. $13,000.
St Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
$19,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-30)— —“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Great
“Mistef Roberts” (WB) and "Rebel $20,000. Last week. $25,000.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre,
Without Cause” (WB) (?d rims).
Good $9,000.
Last week, “Hoi Calif.) (1.453; $.1.75-$l65)—“Ciner(Continued on page ^24)
, (Continued on page.24)

‘Goodman’ Big 16G, 2d,
Monti; ‘Hunt’ Hot 15G

Carousel’Hotsy
$18,#00 in Cleve.

Oscar Boosts ‘Tattoo,’
Big 15G, Frisco; ‘Marty’
9G, ‘Diabolique’ 5G, 13 th

‘Jungle’ Torrid $10,500,
Buff.; ‘Las Vegas’ 15G, 2d
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O.S. Pix Get Fewer Swiss Playdates;
Show 342 Filins Vs. 395 European
Zurich, March 20.
During the first half of the 195556 Swiss film season in the five
key cities of Zurich, Basle, Berne.
Geneva and Lausanne, U.S. pix are
slipping as to number of releases
ns well as playing time. They lost to
European product, nqtably French
and German. Number of U.S. re¬
leases from last Sept. 1, to Feb. 29.
1956, adds up to 342 totalling 487
weeks of playing time as against
395 European pix with 816 weeks.
Top position among Yank distribs is still held by Metro with
63 releases during that period
followed by 20th-Fox and Warner
Bros. Others high on list are: Para¬
mount, Universal and Columbia.
Gallic product is ahead of all
other European features there be¬
ing 194 French films on Swiss
screens during these six months.
The Swiss themselves reached a
comparatively high number
of
weeks this past half-year in only
three cities, stemming from only
two pix which both racked up top
grosses and were held over for
many
weeks,
sometimes
even
months. Most successful U.S. pix
so far have been:
“Vanishing
Prairie” (BV), "Marty” (UA), "Catch
A Thief” (Par), "Glass Slipper”
(M-G) and "Daddy Long Legs”
(20th).

Lee Gordon Taking Ray
On Far East Tour After
Current Aussie Trek
«

'

Sydney, March 20.'

Lee Gordon, Ben Reyes and Ar¬
thur Schurgin, Yanks who hit the
bigtime here with the importation
of top U. S. pic and vaude talent
such as Frank Sinatra, Nat "King”
Cole, .Johnny Ray, Bob Hope,
Frankie Laine, Louis Armstrong,
now plan a loop extension taking
in Singapore, Tokyo and''Manila.
This starts with the current third
playdate of Ray here. Troupe with
him includes Leo De Lyon, Peg
Leg Bates, Holly Sisters and Lola
Dee.
Louis Armstrong, making his sec-'
ond Aussie tour'in Melbourne start¬
ing April 5 under the GordonReyes-Schurgin management, will
follow Ray on the Far East cho.’e.
Gordon plans were all set to build
up a major Down Under loop, with
the added Far East playing time
making the tour that more attrac¬
tive for top U. S. talent.
The Aussie playing time takes in
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Perth and Newcastle, averaging
three weeks quick dating with no
lost time. Talent is planed in from
the U. S.; then through to the Far
East dates and back to America.
The Aussie maximum dollar take¬
away for a solo performer is $10,000. It’s understood that the Far
East dollar takeout will be attrac¬
tive to performers following dick¬
ers between Gordon and the mone¬
tary moguls there.
Gordon said Aussie patrons were
keen to see top U. S. talent, paying
as high as 30 shillings ($3) per seat.
It was cited that Nat "King” Cole,
on his second stint here three
weeks ago, played to 12,000 each
performance in the Sydney Sta¬
dium. Johnnie Ray is presently on
his third trip here. Gordon added
that it was the intention of ..his co¬
partners to maintain a steady flow
of U. S. talent on the Aussie-Far
East route throughout this year.

Eady Sixmonth Coin
Shows $1,400,000 Dro]
London, March 20.
, Rentals earned by British film
in the first six months of the cui
rent Eady year, Aug. 1 to last Jar
28, show a drop of nearly ,$1,40Q
000, compared with same perio
in the previous year.
In the latest returns publishe
by the British Film Productio
Fund, income to the Eady pool i
the same six months showed a
improvement over the previoi
SJ:5f«comparable fi6ures> beir
$.1,607,312 against $3,553,348. C
the strength of these returns tl
Fund is making a dividend distr
bution to British films Tat* the rai
0

t*ie distribution gross
British feature film rentals ai
rijown
to have dropped
fro
$9,730,966
to
$8,371,286,
whi
shorts have gone up from $924,0'
to $1,128,142.
'
■ • • ■ , .\
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Putter Signs Lens Deal

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICI
t It. Martin'* Placa, Trafalgar Square

Paris Terp Season Sparse in Touring
Troupes; New Local Groups Excite

Paris, March 20.
Walter Futter has closed a deal
for exclusive, rights to the Dyaliscope lens, an anamorphoscope
lenses, manufactured by the Satec
Co. here. This has the same dimen¬
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
sions as C’Scope and Futter intends ---’-♦“
to sell them outright. Futter says
Paris, March 20.
he has the lenses in 50m, 75m and
The 1955-50 dance season, be¬
100m setups with the lens and
sides
the
perennial
reappearance
attachment made as one unit.
"
Glasgow, March 20.
of the old guard, displayed two
Tokyo, March 20.
He said his tests in London were
Alec Guinness will star in a young companies with some prom¬
Daniel Mann, Metro director, has satisfactory and he goes back to
stage farce, "Free Exchange,” by ise, and some offbeat exotic terp
arrived here to begin preliminary the U.S. to make tests there.
Georges Feydeau, leading French interludes. Among the known ele¬
work on "Tea House of the August
playwright. Play is skedded for ments were repeats of the Grand
Moon,” which the company is
King’s Theatre here April 16, im¬ Ballet Du Marquis De Cuevas and
partially shooting in Kyoto beginn¬
mediately before London opening. the Roland Petit Ballets De Paris.
ing fn April. Location work is ex¬
Guinness will play a respectable Newcomers were the Ballets De
pected to take four months Mann
middle-class architect caught up in L’Etoile and the Ballets De La
joins producer Jack Cummings
series of comedy adventures as a Tour Eiffel, laced with the heady
and studio director Keith Week
result of his indiscretions.
who have been here for several
showing of the Russian Ballet
weeks. Arriving at the end of this
Star’s last stage role was that of Moisseiev; an Afro dance group,
month are Marlon Brando, Glenn
the Cardinal in "The Prisoner.” He Keita Fodeba, and the ritual terp
Ford and Louis Calhern.
has since been lensing "The Swan” aspects of the Japanese Azuma
Buenos Aires, March 20.
Main body of some 30 techni¬
The most severe polio outbreak with Grace Kelly in Hollywood. Kabuki. It shaped only as a fair
cians represents the biggest con¬ ever known here, starting late in Peter Glenville will direct "Free season, but the new entries dis¬
tingent of Hollywood talent ever January, has knocked show biz for Exchange.”
played enough interest to give it
to visit Japan at one time.
an overall sheen.
a loop. Film theatres in some badly
Most interesting was the Ballet
aftected districts have voluntarily
De L’EtoHe, under guidance of
shuttered to avoid spread of the
Maurice Bejart and Jean Laurent.
contagion. The outbreak has af¬
fected different sections of >the
A rounded rep gave this young
country, but the worst is in the
company a good showy surface, but
capital city.
it was not ready for the attempts
Air-conditioned central firstruns
at classical interps. However, in
have not felt this at the boxoffice
two psychological ballets, "Sym¬
as severely as the nabe houses. But
phonic Pour Un Homme Soul” and
London, March 27.
medical advice to keep young
"Voyage Au Coeur D’Un Enfant”
The
British
film
industry
“Is
un¬
London, March 20.
people up to 18 years of age away
(Symphony for a Man Alone and
Improved performance by British from congested places has worked decided as to whether to accept
Voyage Through a Child’,s Heart,
Eric
Johnston’s
invitation
to
send
exhibitors in fulfillment of their havoc at the wickets. Since school
respectively), it sjiowcd' a new,
quota obligations was lauded by reopening after the summer has a delegation to Hollywood so it
vibrant talent in choreographerthe president of the Board of been- postponed from March to could probe for itself the situation
dancer Bejart.
Trade. Peter Thorneycroft, when April, those families who can arising-from the sale of Yank prod¬
A definite new dance talent is
he spoke as guest of honor at the afford it are staying away at sum¬ uct to tv. The four trade associa¬
also inherent in Bejart, and in a
annual dinner of the Cinemato¬ mer resorts much longer than tions which considered the sugges¬
stunning
partner, Michele Seigeugraph Exhibitors Assn, last Tues¬ usual. This is affecting legit ^ as tion felt there was no need for
day (13). He made his comments well as cinema biz, and delaying urgency in view of the MPAA top¬ ret. Bejart has now brought this
type
of
ballet
into a nitery, Fon¬
just a few hours after his depart¬ the start of the big legit season. per’s trip to the Far East.
The concern felt by all sections taine Des Quatres Saisons, for
ment had released the latest re¬
Comedian Jose Marrone is devot¬
interesting
results.
turns for the year ended last ing a day’s receipts at the Comico of the British film trade as ex¬
Other young troupe,. Ballets De
pressed in the original cable to
Sept. 30.
Theatre to a March of Dimes fund
La Tour Eiffel, is headed by two
These show a substantial decline to combat polio while the Legit Johnston, was in principle en¬
former Paris Opera dancers, Pierre
dorsed
at
the
meeting
of
the
gen¬
in the number of defaults. On the .Producers Assn, is discussing ways
Lacotte and Josette Clavier. Most
first feature quota of 30%, only and means of a similar general eral council of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn. There was strong interesting aspect is the youth and
529 theatres failed to meet the ob¬ collection at all theatres.
feeling in favor of accepting the verve of this troupe, making up for
ligations against 734 in the previ¬
invite, and a special committee has its lack of discipline and cohesion.
ous year. The supporting program
been charged with formulating Presentation of a ballet by U.S.
defaulters dropped from 1,116 to
proposals for the protection of the¬ jazz saxist Sidney Bechet and pop
642.
singer Charles Aznavour, in "La
atre, interests.
The BOT breakdown shows that
Many exhibitors stressed the Nuit Est. Une Sorciere” (Night Is
the three major circuits over-ful¬
Tokyo, Marqh 20.
fact that, while the problem did a Witch) and "Gosse Le. Paris”
filled their quota. Both Odeon and
Foreign currency allocations-for not relate to up-to-date releases, (Kid of Paris), are the mainstays
Gaumont-British showed 33% Brit-,,
many oldies sold by American com¬ of the rep. These display a certain
ish films and Associated British imoprt of motion pictures into
during
the
fiscal
year panies to the webs were still in freshness and insight. But it is still
Cinemas, 32%. They were also Japan
circulation in Britain for Sunday an uneven troupe and needs road¬
starting
April
1
are
expected
to
be
overboard in their supporting pro¬
the same as during the current showings. Their screening on Brit¬ work and more forceful backing to
gram.
ish
tv would have an adverse effect emerge with any definite personal¬
fistal
year,
the
Japanese
Finance
In its analysis of the returns, the
ity and style. BOT survey shows that out of a Ministry having reportedly de¬ on the boxoffice.
Roland Petit’s Ballets De Paris
R.
H. Dewes, a delegate to the
cided.
The
ministry
also
is
ex¬
total of 4.161 theatres, relief was
repeated
two' works in "Deuil En
accorded in the first feature quota pected to set the same number of general council from the Rank
24 Heures’ (Mourning in 24 Hours)
Organization,
explained
his
com¬
imports—180—as
was
used
this
to 1,453, and in the supporting
and
"Le
Loup”
(The Wolf). A new
pany’s policy relating to the sale
qua to 606. Of the defaulters, the year.
Despite pressure brought upon of British product to American net¬ ballet by Albert feiminon, "La
majority failed to meet their ob¬
Japanese authorities by Eric A. works. This was done because the Chambre,” with decor by Bernard
ligations by a narrow margin.
Johnston, MPEA president, during pix produced dollars and helped to Buffet, was the draw of this show.
his recent visit here, the govern¬ bring British product ito the notice Show did well here but needs more
ment here took the attitude that of the American public as never new material and diversity before
another Stateside trek.
Japan’s foreign currency position before.
|
Grand Ballet Du Marquis Du
had not improved sufficiently to
Glasgow, March 20.
increase imports and fund alloca¬
Cuevas’ principal -appeal was in
Mrs. Benny Lynch, widow of
the guesting of Alicia Markova.
tions as Johnston urged. Of for¬
famed Scot flyweight champion,
eign films imported this year, 65%
Otherwise this sombre company
will fight a project to film her
were from the U. S. Ratio is ex¬
has evolved into a straitlaced
London, March 27.
husband’s life-story in Hollywood.
pected to stand for coming year.
classical outfit with competent en¬
A
trebled
dividend
of
15%
on
Vic Herman, former Scot flyweight
tries and performers, but still
ordinary stock has been declared
champion, has flown to the Coast
seeming to lack a perfection in
by British Lion Studio Co., the out¬
to interest proddeers in the biopic.
overall attitudes and chorus work.
let which controls Shepperton stu¬
"I won’t let them do this,” said
It had a good* if not outstanding,
Mrs. Lynch. “I don’t want Benny’s
dios. The distribution for the year
season here.
London, March 20.
background dug up all over again.
ending March 31 will be at the rate
Most exciting was the Russian
Serious effect of double taxation Of 15% against 5%*last year.
They will want to bring out the
folklore Ballet Moisseiev, whose
sordid things in his life, and like in the legitimate'theatre (income
The preferred dividend is being
zest,
excitement and dance perfec¬
tax
and
admission
tax)
was
under¬
:o many people over the years,
maintained at 6%. The company
lined by Peter Saunders, the inde¬ is a subsidiary of British Lion tion took Paris by storm. The
they will tell lies.”
pendent .manager Who was named Films, which is now under state Azuma Kabuki Dancers from Japan
had only an honorable stay here,
theatrical personality of the year control.
with its overritualized dance seg¬
by the Variety Club of Great Brit¬
ments somewhat too poised and
ain.
Speaking at the award pres¬
interiorized for Gallic tastes. Afro
entation luncheon, he referred-to
Ballet Keitp Fodeba depicted more
one of his own productions, "The
Mexico City, March 27.
Water Gipsies,” which was* being
planned excesses of primitive tri¬
Singapore, March 20,
Construction has started in- Tia- bal dances and made for spectacle
withdrawn after a run of seven
New house, the? Sapphire, has
juana on a hew film studio, having and show, which got it a good
months.
been acquired by the Cathay Or¬
That British musical, said Saun¬ three small stages, a lab, dubbing welcome here in a short run at the
ganization in Seremban, Malaya.
ders, had lost a lot of money. Never¬ facilities. Cutting, and projection Theatre Des Champs Elysees.
Circuit now owns more than 40 the¬
theless, it had paid to the Treasury rooms are to follow. Studios will
The Opera added nothing new
atres throughout Singapore, Ma¬
some $42,000 in admission tax. The be approximately three miles be¬ to its staid repertoire, but still re¬
laya, Sarawak, Borneo and Brunei.
total
contribution
from : legit yond Tiajuana. Dual version tv mains one..of the most attended
Sapphire, a 550- seater, will be
shorts on a year round basis will all-year dance entries here. In
amounted to $5,600,000 a year.
devoted exclusively to the exhibi¬
be made.
short, the season had ; some hightion of Asian-language pix.
It’s
Heavy push to the entire project points and some revelations, but
the third Cathay theatre in Serem:
has been gjVen by Baja California was somewhat sparse in visiting
ban.
state Governor, Braulio Maldo¬ troupes, making up for it in some'
London, March 20.
nado, who arranged for much co¬ interesting new companies.
A writ for alleged libel, arising operation from varied government
from the American tv screening departments. and presumably has
.
Frankfurt, March 27.
of "Constant Husband.,” has been offered an extremely equitable tax
For the first time since. 1945, a
situation to tjie financing group.
issued by Frank Laundei^and Sid¬
Tokyo, March 20. '
major U. S. releasing firm has
The Japan office of Republic
taken the rights to a German film ney Gilliatt, the British producerPictures has announced the com¬
to release in the U. S. aiid other director partnership.
They are
pany will hold its first Far East
territories.
seeking damages for injury to their
London, March 20. 1
sales convention in Tokyo1 April 30
Warner Bros, has bought the reputations because of the alleged
A big dip' in the profits of Drury to May 5.
rights to "Solange Du Da Bist,” cutting of their picture on its U. S. Lane Theatre, accompanied by a
Reginald Armour, veepee in
to be titled in English, "As Long video preem over NBC-TV.
slicing of the annual dividend dis¬ pha^ge of overseas sales for Rep,
As You’re Near Me.” Pic stars O.
The action, which will be defend¬ tribution is shown in the company’s
will preside at the qonclave to be
W. Fischer, and was directed by ed, is being brought against Shepfinancial statement.
Profit has attended by branch managers from
Harald Braun. Bert Reisfeld will perton Film Productions and Brit¬
slumped from over $179,000 in 1954 Republic offices throughout Japan
write -the English dialog. * * *
ish Lion. • r*
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Guinness to Star In
French Stage Farce

Metro Starts Prelim
Work on Teahouse’

Polio Sloughing
Arg. Cinema B.O.

Brit. Up in Air
On Johnston Bid

BOT Lauds Upped
Quota Compliance

Japan to Keep Imports,
Remittances Status Ouo

Scot Fighter’s Widow
Battles Biopic Project

Brit. Lion Studio Ups
Common Divvy to 15%

Double Taxation Hit
By British Legiter

Malayan ChauuExpands

Tiajuaiia Film Studio

Sued for Slashing Pic

WB Buys German Prod.

Rep’s Far East Conclave

Drury Lane Profits Off

Vr<i

'VARIETY'*' LONDON OFFICE
t St. Martin's Place/ Trafalgar Square

New Arg. Show Biz Czar Shuttering
Cinemas Not Showing Native Films
Buenos Aires, March 20.
Despite storms of protest, new
Fnterlainment Board Director An¬
tonio Aita continues- shuttering
film theatres for violation of the
Protection Law which requires all
houses to exhibit an Argentine
picture a specific iriinimum number
of da vs a month. Latest ordered
closings were the Atlantic and
Regina in Mar del Plata; Albeniz,
Astor Gran Rivadavia, Principe,
perla,’ Palais Royal, Petit Splendid,
Gran Norte. Majestic, Rio de La
Plata and Mitre here.
What is more the'shutterings to
date cover penalties incurred for
violations in November. Further
penalties will be in order, Aita
fiays because of infractions in De¬
cember. January and last month
when the sanctions started..

Exhibitors are incensed at this
action. The bigger dailies here
have taken up the cudgels in their
defense, editorializing and publish¬
ing irate letters from readers on
the subject.
Many feel that the methods fol¬
lowed by Aita in enforcing this
protection law are as disconcerting
as his tactics. Exhibs were given
neither fair warning nor called in
for consultation. Their written ob¬
jections as to the law’s constitu¬
tional nature were disregarded and
they claim Aita anticipated some
of the shutterings before the Su¬
preme Court could be consulted.
He followed this up by reorganiz¬
ing circuits, to suit producers ex¬
clusively. changing the release
system and dictating to the exhibs
on their choice of native material
for showing over each chain of the¬
atres. None of this can achieve the
main purpose of inducing audi¬
ences to shell out coin to see the
native product. ’Aita’s main objec¬
tive could be to recoup some of
the $4,500,000 owed the State by
the native industry, but indiscrim¬
inate metho.ds seem questionable.
Cites Need for Protection
Producers Assn, spokesman, To¬
bias Efron, cited that the native
industry can't subsist without pro¬
tection. but argues that this is so
in all countries except the U.S. It
is not a case of having a protected
or unprotected moticfa pictures
setup but between protection or no
industry at all. Last week, Aita
urged producers to improve their
quality of pix, otherwise, it was im¬
possible to justify action in their
behalf. This plaintive appeal may
have been inspired by the failure
of AAA’s “Blood and Steel’’ at the
Gran Rex. which did not help the
cause of the native producers.
Advance
information
is now
available on the new protection
law drafted by Captain Efrom with
the Committee for Defense of the
Argenline Motion Picture industry.
A 10% surcharge on all admission
scales will replace the 60-centavo
tax currently applied on all cin¬
ema stubs sold in the country. This
elapses April 13 because of the
exhibitors’ refusal to continue the
agreement under which it was ihsututed.
Foreign Distribs Relieved
The 10% is instead of the tax
on all foreign film Imports which
the committee had recommended,
and this is a load off foreign dis-r
tributors’ minds. It is expected to
yield nearly $5,000,000 a year. The
Anntavo tax yielded close to
$6,000,000 between Oct. 1 1948 and
Lee. 31, 1954, or over six years.
Major share of the 10% would
subsidize featui'e film production.
, ,e ^xhibs had asked for outnju abolition of any-tax, and
under the new plan apparently
they would get nothing at all. A
small proportion of the 60 centavo
ax went to them for social security
Purposes, and complaints by some
?rs that
was misapplied have
«-a to the government’s recent inte ven ,on in the Exhibitor Feder¬
ation (FADEC).

Par’s Dean Down Under
..
Sydney, March 27.
nvo,!
Dean» veteran Paramount
linaiU
now director of Par pubin : Ps‘ 1S due here from N.Y.
n.,Ha few ^ays i0n a vacation. A
the 'tt l°n but long a resident of
uHmn-i ’.D6an is coming over
*°- he here for his mothWK8?th birthday.
tel a o-6 hlre- he will, look into
in ti,2lIACe *!ar pictures has a stake
will k Aussie tv setup. Dean,*w.ho

1st Cuban Pic Prod.
In English Being Set
Havana, March 20.
“The Passionate Prisoner,” _
story by Janet Green, is to be the
first Cuban pix production in Eng¬
lish for worldwide distribution
according to Carl- Dudley, presi¬
dent of Dudley Pictures. Filming
is scheduled to begin in June.
Dudley Pictures recently set up a
Cuban subsidiary to start making
full-length features under a joint
financing plan with the semi¬
official Industrial and Agricultural
Development
Bank
of
Cuba
(BANFAIC).
Carl Dudley and exec veep C.
Bruce Newbery were here to com¬
plete arrangements for the picture.
They were accompanied by Janet
Green, on loan from J. Arthur
Rank. She is writing the screen¬
play. Producer of the picture is
to be Dick Goldstone, who also
did “Time Bomb.’

Israeli Distribs
Battle Censors
By BERNARD EISMANN
Jerusalem, March 20.
Israeli* film-makers this week
won five of six rounds in their
first major battle with local cen¬
sors over the content of “Tale of a
Taxi,” the first all-Israeli fiction
feature finished in the country.
A decision on the last part ii_
due to be handed down within the
next week. The wrangle revolves
around the depiction of a bank
teller who plays a modern Robin
Hood and distributes stolen funds
to poor members of an immigrant
camp.
Original action was started to
have that part of the picture cut
after a complaint from the Minis¬
try of Health alleged that showing
the story would affect the mental
balance of the true-life embezzler.
The censorship board is expect¬
ed to hand down a decision calling
for full approval of the picture as
indicated by its statement this
week that “fiction of this type has
been filmed and publicized in many
variations throughout the world.
“The board sees no reason to be¬
lieve that this particular scene was
based on a true event."
The board chairman added, how¬
ever, that a strict ban would have
been Imposed if he and his col¬
leagues decided an actual person
had been held up to derision.
The censors said that had Geva
Studios, producers of the flick,
submitted the shooting script be¬
fore going before the cameras the
hassle could have been avoided.
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It’s ‘Godfrey’ Again for U
Frankfurt March, 20.
Top German star O. W. Fischer,
who has just signed a contract with
Universal, will do “My Man God¬
frey” as his first U.S. pic. His
name will probably be changed by
the time he starts this-remake.
Fischer, in town for the opening
of his latest German film, “Ich
Suche. Dich” (I Search for You),
said that in his Universal contract
he is to be strictly an actor, with¬
out any directorial rights which he
now has in Germany. Universal is
also releasing two of his German
films on its U.S. schedule this year,
‘ Picture of an Unknown Woman”
and “Ludwig II.”

British Major,
Indie Pix Prods.
. Clash on Policy
London, March 27
A clash between majors and in¬
dependents on future policy for
the British industry highlighted a
special meeting of the British Film
Producers Assn, last Tuesday (20).
At one point in *the proceedings, it
is understood, Robert Clark, pro¬
duction boss at the Associated Brit¬
ish Elstree studios and veepee of
the association, threatened to re¬
sign.
The meeting was specially called
to consider the association’s draft
reply to a questionnaire sent out
by the National Film Finance
Corp., which is conducting the first
stage in the Board of Trade probe
of the British industry. The draft,
as submitted to the meeting, was
thrown out after a secret ballot,
and a new drafting committee was
named to prepare an alternative
document for future special meet¬
ing.
A group of prominent indie film¬
makers turned the issue into a
struggle between themselves and
the production companies allied to
the major groups. John Davis, the
deputy chairman of. the Rank Or¬
ganization, is the BFPA’s presi¬
dent.
The basic difference between the
circuits and the indies was on the
association’s proposed reply to
points in the NFFC questionnaire.
This covered questions ranging
from the future of the Aims bank
to its attitude on American pro¬
duction activities in Britain and
the quota.

Mex Film Trade‘Rank ^
Grabs Last Big Indie
Distrib of Native Pix

Mexico City, March 20.
Absorption by purchase, for an
undisclosed amount, of the Distribuidora Independiente, indie dis¬
tributor of Mexican pix, by the film
trade’s own bank, the Banco Nacional Cinematografico, has led to
reports that the bank intends to
convert Distribuidora into a semi¬
official company as recently done
with Peliculas Nacionales. Latter
company sets dates for Mexican pix
at home and abroad. Distribuidora
Washington, March 27.
Technicolor pic, “Mozart,” pro¬ mostly had handled the output of
such
top producers as Mier &
duced by Cosmopol Film Co. of
Brooks and Roriguez Bros. Wheth¬
Austria, has been selected to rep¬
er or not Jesus Sotomayor, who
resent that nation at this year’s
Cannes Film Festival, according to built up Distribuidora, will con¬
tinue as manager is still in doubt.
the Austrian Information Service
The trade regards Distribuidora
in the U. S.
Significantly, the 1956 Vienna as the last bastion for a group of
producers who operate on their
Music Festival will feature Mozart
own.
The bank, whose prexy is
works. Film showings and stage
Angel Garvajal, Secretary of the
presentations were used extensive¬
ly in the recent Anglo-American Interior, and Eduardo Garduno,
chairman of Cinex, the semi-offi¬
week celebrated in Austria.
cial distrib of Mexican pix in U. S.
and Europe, had no comment in
revealing the absorption of Dis¬
tribuidora.
Frankfurt, March 20.
Cinex has named a commission
comprising
top producers Ferando
-Alfred Daff, vice-president of
Universal International, revealed de Fuentes, Oscar Dancigers, Gonzalo
Elivra,
Salvador Elizondo and
here that his company is planning
to make two major films this year. Jacques Gelman, to plan establish¬
One is “Unfinished Symphony,” ing a Mexican exchange in Paris.
The bank announced that it had
with Douglas Sierk directing and
R. Hunter producing. Other is a paid $24,000 for Distribuidora and
biography of the life of Kemal Ata- that it will be affiliated with Peli¬
culas Nacionales. Bias Fangos, PN
turk, to be made in Turkey.
Stressing that “no land has a manager, will run Distribuidora
monopoly on talent,” Daff an¬ which will specialize in distributing
nounced that he is also searching foreign pix and exploit 16m mate¬
for foreign stars to add to the Uni¬ rial.
Distribuidora was owned by two
versal roster, joining the recently
signed Gprman stars Cornell Bor- top chain operators,, Gabriel Al.arGolden
qher^i Marianne. Koch,; Cuyd Jqer-« ,ppn of the j£a,d/?pa,<jte
’
~ W. Fischer, and yGpimamUClj^igi) and Manuel Espinosa Igel-.,
Helmut Kaeutner.
1
Ksias of’Operadora de Teatros.

‘Mozart’ to Rep Austria
At Cannes Film Fest

U Plans 2 European Films
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Claim Foreign (U.S.) Pix Imports Cost
Britain Over $25,000,000 Per Year
Eric Glass Agcy. Sets
18 Shows for West End
London, March 20.
Three legit; openings in' Lon¬
don's West End recently, all pack¬
aged by the Eric Glass Agency,
are the first of 18 shows the per¬
center has. lined up for presenta¬
tion. The trio were “Ring For,
Catty,” at the Lyric; “Doctor Jo,
at the Aldwych, and “Summer
Song,” a musical, at the Princes.
Among the new plays which the
Glass Agency is lining up are
trio by a new British playwright
of Italian descent, Dario Bellini.
These are “Albertine by Moon¬
light,” which will tour before com¬
ing to town, “Paul and Constan¬
tine” and “Temple of Minerva.”
Other properties are “Pink Ele¬
phants,” a new- play by Hugh Has¬
tings; “Happy Landings” and “Cry
in the Night,” by Patrick Cargill
and Jack Beale (authors of “Ring
for Catty”); “Grace and Favour,”
by Ronald Jeans; “The Cloudsweepers” by American playwright
Alex Samuels: a new Philip King
vehicle for Arthur Askey: “Im¬
perial Concubine,” by Maurice
Collis; “Time Murderer Please” by
Raymond Dyer; Charell’s “Fire¬
works,” a revival of Richard Tau¬
ber’s “Old Chelsea” and four first
plays by undisclosed authors.

London, March 27.
Imports of foreign films are
costing Britain around $26,600,000
annually. This was the estimate
given in the House of Commons
last
Thursday
(22)
by
Henry
Brooke, financial secretary for the
treasury, answering a parliamen¬
tary question on behalf of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
The import of Hollywood prod¬
uct accounted for the bulk of the
total. Remittances to the U.S. were
around $25,200,000. The balance of
$1,400,000 went to pay for films
from the Continent.
The Chancellor had been asked
bv 'Eric Johnson, a Conservative
M.P., to state cost of importations
from- America and Europe during
the past year, but had to admit
that precise figures were not yet
available. The totals mentioned
were the round figure sums for the previous year and he felt the
1955 totals would be about the
same.
A second part of the question
related to the earnings of British
pix overseas, but the treasury
snokesman had no figures avail¬
able to give the House.

Court Halts Skowio" Of
Cavalieri Bionic Until
3 Sequences Are Cut Out
Rome, March 20.

Berlin Legit To
New B.O. Heights
Berlin, March 20.
With few theatrical presenta¬
tions doing well during the past
months, West Berlin sees currently
an unusually large number of firstrate plays. Most of them are still
of foreign origin.
Cole Porter’s
“Miss Me Kate.” preemed last De¬
cember, is still an outstanding
draw at Komoedie am Kurfuerstendamni.
“Dame Kobold.” a comedy by
Don Pedro Calderon, at the Nicho¬
las Stuart Gray's “Beauty and the
Beast,” a big click at the avantgarde British Centre also won crix
approval. Andre Birabeau’s boule¬
vard piece, “The Secret Nest,”
preemed at Hebbel Theater, is re¬
garded as a success. Schlosspark
Theatre preemed “Philemon and
Baukis,” a new play by the young
German playwright Leopold Ahlsen, which also received above-av¬
erage appraisal. Theater am Kurfuerstendamm has “The- Way to
Salerno” by Milo Dor and Reinhard Federmann, also regarded
highly.
In fact, currently there
are few weak plays around.
Anouilh’s “L’lnvitation au Cha¬
teau,” running at Renaissance The¬
ater under
the
German
title,
“Schloss im Mond” (Castle in the
Moon), looms big. It has received
unusually excellent reviews.

Gary Crosby To Join
<SatchIno, Aussio Trek

Further showings of the top¬
grossing
Italo-production,
“The
World’s Most Beautiful Woman,”
starring Gina Lollobrigida as Lina
j Cavalieri were ordered halted by
the civil court of Rome until three
major cuts can be made on prints
of the pic, now in general release
in this country. Court acted on
complaints by Oreste Cavalieri,
who some months ago sued the
producers of the film depicting his
late sister’s life. He termed the
film offensive to the memory of his
sister and to those relatives still
bearing the Cavalieri name.
Three trimmings ordered were
th.e sequence explaining that Miss
Cavalieri was an adopted child, the
one depicting a duel between Miss
Cavalieri and the actress Manolita
and the scene implying her seduc¬
tion by a Russian prince (Vittorio
Gassmann). Intricate court phrasings explained whys and where¬
fores of each cut.
Court also
ordered immediate suspension of
sales of an illustrated booklet pub¬
lished by Star Cineromanzi on the
film as well as confiscation of all
back copies.
The Lollobrigida starrer, pro¬
duced by G.E.S.I., is currently still
far ahead in the seasons boxoffice
race in this country, with over
$•150,000 grassed in firstrun show¬
ings alone. No comment over cuts
was issued by the producers.
In handing down his decision,
Judge Greco opined that . . . “while
we may be interested in learning
aspects of the artistic life of an
actress, a vaudevillian, or a singer
. . . such is not the c&se with her
slrictly private life. This is and
remains reserved. Publication (of
such details) could only be occa¬
sioned by a morbid sense of re¬
proachful curiosity and never by
an appreciable social demand.”

Hollywood, March 27.
Gary Crosby will join Louis
Armstrong when “Satchmo” takes
a troupe to Australia April 5, also
touring Hongkong, Singapore and
other Far East stops.
Bing Crosby said his son will
also accompany the Armstrong
troupe to London where it Opens
London, March 20.
a concert series May 5.
“I think it will be great experi¬
A united effort is being made
ence for him," observed Crosby, by the British picture industry to
who himself began as a band
keep under reasonable control the
singer.
inflow of American feature pix on
tv network. At a special meeting
of the four major trade associa¬
tions last Thursday (15) they set up
Tokyo, March 20.,
specia1 committee comprising
The Japanese Education Minis¬ the four presidents, plus Robert
try announced it will sponsor an
Clark, veepee of British Film Pro¬
international film festival in Tokyo
ducers Assn., to probe the situa¬
this October.
Ministry has set
tion and to make recommendations
aside coin for the project and ex¬
for a permanent basis of settle¬
pects the Japanese and foreign film
ment between British film and tele
distribution companies here to
interests.
help.
At the same meeting it was
Films to be shown will be se¬
lected from those released or agreed that "an existing committee,
scheduled for release from Janjiary headed by Sir David E. Griffiths,
to December.
Japanese motion the president of the Kinematopicture companies will submit one graph Renters Society, which is
feature and a short each. Foreign at present dealing with requests
Jftlma .will ,be, represented in prq- from- tv-: authorities for film _ exportion to number Lqf,
should become an of£i$aJ, L 1}
portea during the yeai\
] panel of the four associations.

British Film Biz Would
Control U.S. Pix on TV

Tokyo Plans Picture Fest
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Theatre-TV
DOS Mulls Cinerama for ‘Farewell’;
Oscar Derby Run Off Like Clockwork; WaldForSees
Oscars to Rescue
‘Marty Gives OA 1st Win in 15 Years Acad From Hucksters SW’s Desperate Hunt for Product
Hollywood.

Hollywood, March 27.

With the ease born of long ex-

Perlberg - Seaton,
John Fulton.

Paramount.

Editor,

Variety;

Comments in Friday’s (23) Daily
Variety
about Hollywood over¬
Sound Recording
looking
one of its greatest promo¬
“OKLAHOMA!” Todd-AO Sound
Dept., Fred Hynes, Magna Thea¬ tional opportunities by allowing
the
telecast
of
the
Academy
tre Corp.
Awards to be used to sell automo¬
Film Editing
“PICNIC,” Columbia. Charles Nel¬ biles instead of its own product,
should serve as a cold, hard re¬
son, William A. Lyon.
minder that we’re giving away to
Short Subjects (One-Reel)
our competitors something that
“SURVIVAL CITY,” 20th-Fox. Ed¬ took a flock of talented people a
mund Reek, Producer.
long ttfne to build up. The motion
Short Subjects (Two-Reel)
picture industry should stop, as you
“THE FACE OF LINCOLN,” U. of put it, letting its nose be rubbed
Southern
Calif.
Presentation. in its own stupidity.
Cavalcade Pictures, Inc. Wilbur
In reviewing your suggested
T. Blume, Producer.
„
solution—that the film companies

+

Stanley Warner has been hold¬

ing conversations with David O.
n-rience the 28th annual Oscar
Selznick relating to the production
perby was run off Hke clockwork,
by
the latter of several pictures
without upsets, accidents or darkin the Cinerama process. Although
hnrse winners, at the Pantages The¬
In another tv-to-pictures shift, no deal has been finalized, the
atre here l(»st Wednesday (21) For
Felix Jackson—for the past three
the first time in many years, how¬
talks are continuing, SW con¬
years producer of CBS-TV’s “Studio
ever the contest among studios
One”r-has been signed by Figaro firmed this week.
was close and stiff, with Paramount
While no
specific
properties
Inc. to produce two pictures a
finally emerging victoriousi with six
year. Jackson has made arrange¬ have been mentioned, there is a
Oscars to show for its 1955 efforts.
ments with the network to join the possibility that Selznick may agree
Twentieth-Fox tied with United
Joseph Mankiewicz indie firm im¬ to make "Farewell to Arms” in the
Artists for second place with four
The Ernest
mediately, although his contract three-strip process.
each although the former held a
will enable him to resume his Hemingway property has been on
technical edge by virtue of three
Selznick’s
schedule
and
he’s indi¬
video
chores
next
season.
scientific awards in addition to the
Jackson’s first picture for Figaro cated he has it planned as his next
four statues.
'
production.
Only
a
short
time ago,
will
be
David
Karp’s
“Good
Old
UA's strong position developed
and the exhibitors should get to¬
Short Subjects (Cartoon)
Selznick appeared to be interested
from only one picture—“Marty”— “SPEEDY GONZALES,” Warner gether and foot the bill for the Charley Faye,” scheduled for pro¬
in the Todd-AO process for “Fare¬
duction
in
New
York
this
summer,
which not only won the Best Pic¬
Cartoon Division. Edward Selzer, telecast—I’ve hit upon another
idea that I think might even bet¬ with George Roy Hill directing. well,” but his current, talks, with
Producer.
ture award, but emerged victorious
United Artists will release the film. SW apparently indicates a shift to
ter solve the problem.
in the Best Performance, Best Di¬
Documentaries (Feature)
The property was originally pre¬ Cinerama.
rection and Best Screenplay cate¬ “HELEN KELLER IN HER
The motion picture industry is
sented on “Kraft TV Theatre.”
If Selznick and SW reach an
gories Win emphasized UA’s re¬
STORY,’’ Nancy Hamilton Pres¬ faced today with a competition of
The Figaro deal marks Jackson’s agreement, it will probably mark
birth in the last few years and
entation. Nancy Hamilton, Pro¬ free entertainment In the home. return to motion pictures. A suc¬
the
beginning of the production of
marked the first time in 15 years
However, we’re not, in today’s
ducer.
cessful European playwright and story-line pictures in Cinerama.
—since David O. Selznick’s “Rebec¬
healthy economy, competing for
Documentaries (Short)
film
scenarist,
he
came
to
Holly¬
The theatre chain, which controls
ca”—that the distrib had won the
the spectator’s money, but only for
’MEN AGAINST THE ARCTIC,”
wood in 1937. His screen credits • he rights to,the medium, has long
coveted Best Picture award.
his time. Even though a more rich
Walt Disney Productions, Buena
a writer include “Destry Rides been seeking a property suitable,
Four of Paramount’s six trophies
and
rewarding
entertainment
Vista Film Distribution Co., Inc.
Again,” “Mad About Music,” and for telling a story in the wide¬
came via the Hal Wallis produc¬
awaits the audience in their local
Walt Disney, Producer.
‘Back Street.” He produced for screen medium. Its three previous
tion, “The Rose Tattoo,” including
theatre, they often enough will
Universal from 1942 to 1949.
films—“This Is Cinerama,” “Cine¬
„
Specnal
Awards
stay home simply as -the line of
the statue for . Anna Magnani for
rama Holiday” and the upcoming
Best Foreign Language Film
least resistance. What we’ve got
Best Actress and one to vet leriser
“Seven Wonders of the World”
James Wong Howe—his first in 10 ‘SAMURAI,” Toho, Homel-Fine to do, in every way possible, is to
(opening in N. Y. April 10)—are
Arts.
have a line of persistence and to
starts. Other awards were for Best
all
travelogs, although there have
Class I
remind people of the pleasure of
Art Direction and Set Decoration.
been attempts to *tie the various
This year, set decorators won an NATIONAL CARBON CO., devel¬ • theatre-going.
segments
together with a thin
opment and production of high
Oscar instead of the plaque former¬
It’s about time that we should
connecting story.
efficiency yellow flame carbon allow the electronic device known
ly handed out in that category.
That
SW
is
desperately in
for motion picture color pho¬ as tv to work for us once, instead
The winners in all classes were:
search of new product to continue
tography.
of vice versa.
Why should the
Outstanding Production its specialized operation has been
-- Class II
movie industry offer its most pub¬
The television-to-pictures shut¬
"M ART Y,” Hecht-Lancaster’s EASTMAN KODAK CO. Eastman
licized event of the year as a sure¬ tle is becoming more crowded, in no trade secret. Under its present
Steven Prods., United Artists.
Tri-X
panchromatic
negative' fire device to keep the entire na¬ part, as noted previously, because policy, SW anticipates runs of at
Harold Hecht, Producer.
' film.
tion at home in front of their tele¬ of the tv properties being pur¬ le«ast a year in its 15 permanent
With “Seven
Best Performance By An Actress PARAMOUNT, Farciot Edouart, vision sets?
Instead of hurting chased by screen producers and domestic situations.
Wonders” bowing in a number of
ANNA MAGNANI, “The Rose Tat¬
Hal Cbrl, transparency dept.,, theatre business, we can help it.
now, too, because of the number spots starting in mid-April, SW
too,” Hal Wallis, Paramount.
engineering and development of
My proposal is that next year we of films being lensed in New York
will have to come up with a fol¬
Best Performance By An Actor
double-frame, triple:head back¬ should
present
the
Academy where tv talent is available.
lowup film before the b.o. value
ERNEST
BORGNINE,
“Marty,”
ground projector.
Awards ceremony only - on closed
Metro this week began shooting of the picture declines. It is us¬
Hecht-Lancaster’s Steven Prod*.,
circuit television, to be piped to "A Man Is 10 Feet Tall,” from the
Class III
ing its backlog of three films to
United Artists.
TWENTIETH - FOX,
Bausch
& the nation’s film theatres. The ad¬ Robert Alan Aurthur teleplay with open
new
domestic
situations
Best Performance by a Supporting
Lomb
Co.,
new
combination mission for the occasion can be adaptation by Aurthur. TV thesps which,
equipped
with
mobile
Actress
lenses for Cinemascope photog¬ upped about 50c which would nabbed for the film include John equipment, do not have to sustain
more than cover the costs and ex¬ Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier, Kath¬
JO VAN FLEET, “East of Eden,”
raphy.
runs of a year or more.
penses involved, and at the con¬
Warners.
TWENTIETH-FOX, Walter Jolley, clusion of the Awards the theatre leen Maguire, Ruby Dee and Jack
Nat Lapkin, v.p. in charge of
Paramount has signed Cinerama production, has made .
Best Performance by a Supporting
Maurice Larson, R. H. Spies, audience can be shown a top fea¬ Warden.
Morris Ankrum for “Omar Khay¬ numerous trips to the Coast in an
Actor
spraying process which creates ture film.
yam.”
JACK LEMMON, “Mister Roberts,’
attempt to interest major studios
simulated metallic surfaces.
Treating the Academy Award
Orange Prod., Warners.
Lauren Chapin, youngster on or important indies to undertake
TWENTIETH-FOX, Dave Ander¬ evening in this fashion will make
Best Direction
a
picture
in
the
three-strip
tv's
“Father
Knows
Best,”
is
set
son, improved spotlight capable it exclusively a motion picture
“M ART Y,” Hecht-Lancaster’s
of maintaining fixed circles of event, and much more of a special for a role in RKO’s upcoming process
Stevens Prods., United Artists.
“Tension
At
Table
Rock.”
George
light at constant intensity over occasion for the movie audience
Delbert Mann.
Gobel’s first film, “Birds and the
varied distance.
throughout the country. They will
Bees.” is now moving into release
Best Original Film Story
STEVE KRILANOVICH, improved be able to share the theatrical ex¬ at Paramount.
Brian Keith, who
“LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME,”
camera dolly incorporating mul¬ citement and suspense of the cere¬ alternates between the two me¬
Metro. Daniel Fuchs.
mony taking place in Hollywood
ti-directional steering.
diums, is dm? for a featured part
almost as though they were at¬
Best Written Screenplay ’
PARAMOUNT, Loren L. Ryder,
in “Nightfall” at Columbia. Going
tending the event itself.
In this
“M ART Y,” Hecht-Lancaster’s
Charles West, Henry Fraker,
into the same film is Rudy Bond,
way the glamour and spectacle of
Steven Prods., United Artists.
projection film index to establish
Palm Beach, March 27.
the Awards will be accentuated who’s been associated with tv and
Paddy Chayefsky.
proper framing for various as¬
“Why does the Academy continue
rather than diminished and there legit Over the past three years.
Best Story and Screenplay
pect ratios.
Edward Binns, wrho’s made 200
will be no interruptions of irri¬
to brush off choreography as some¬
‘INTERRUPTED
M E L O D Y,” PARAMOUNT, Edouart, C o r 1,
tating and pointless commercials. tv appearances, has been signed
Metro. William Ludwig, Sonya
transparency
dept.,
improved Let’s preserve the importance of for a role in Bert Friedlob’s “Be¬ thing too* unimportant in motion
Levien.
dual stereoptican
background the occasion by keeping it, to para¬ yond a Reasonable Doubt.”
pictures to be considered for an
projector.
These, of course, are just a few award or even a word of recogni¬
Cinematography (Black and White)
phrase the words of Mr. Lincoln,
of
the
performers
currently
on
the
‘THE ROSE TATTOO.” Hal Walks
of Hollywood, by Hollywood, and
tion?” Sally (& Tony) DeMarco
Paramount, James Wong Howe.
for Hollywood, U.S.A.—and for shuttle. That more and more can
asks this question and insists that
what that word means in film be expected is evidenced by the
Cinematography (Color)
fact that all film companies, in ad¬ Variety
should
do
something
theatres throughout the world.
TO CATCH A THIEF,” Para¬
dition to casing tv for story prop¬ about getting an answer.
mount, Robert Burks.
We make films as escapists’ en¬
Continued from page 7
•erties, also are on the alert for
“Last year, when ‘Seven Brides
tertainment. Why don’t we escape
Best Original Song
following the instructio'ns of the to reality for a change and face casting possibilities.
for Seven Brothers’ came up for
love is a MANY-SPLENDORED
lensers, displayed as much of
Academy awards there was muen
THING,” 20th-Fox. Sammy Fain, their assets as they possibly could. the facts that you have placed so
talk about what a shame- it was
forcibly before us!
Paul Francis Webster.
Said one photographer: “I bet these
Jerry Wald.
that Michael Kidd’s terrific chore¬
,BTe^ Score of a Drama'or Comedy are the only pictures that will get
ography got no consideration. It
love IS A MANY-SPLENDORED in the papers.”
was then said that choreography
THING,” 20th-Fox.
Alfred New¬
The New York audience had
San Antonio, March 27.
should, be among the arts and tal¬
man.
something to cheer about.
Five
recognition
and that the
Settlement
of
a
nine-month , ents
- for
-.
winners picked up their Oscars at
*<r*T-?8Sv Scor*nff of a Musical
Tt: Continued from paRe 7 _
strike by projectionists gainst | «*■&would
OKLAHOMA!” Rodgers-Hammer- the Century, where Claudette Col¬
and
Joseph
Mankiewicz
slem, Magna Theatre Corp. Rob- bert
victory at the polls. These were, four local ozoners was announced ( somebody gets an Oscar for the
Gotham
ei‘t Russell Bennett, Jay Black- handed out the awards.
here on Thursday (22J. Strike in- ! sound recording of ‘Oklahoma!’ but
of the $5,000,000-and-up variety.
drew first blood when Nancy Ham¬
ton, Adolph Deutsch.
But “Marty” never rated as such volved the Alamo, Rigsby, Mission ’the wonderful dancing in the picilton copped the feature docu¬
tnnn 17 riniwo Tn Th,»i ! turc cannot be given any considera
blue-chip
entry.
Thus
it
has
more
.^f?T,Direction <Black and White) mentary award for “Helen Keller
and South Loop 13 Dnve-In Tic. ; ation because there is no chore1HE ROSE TATTOO.” Hal Wallis in Her Story.” Robert Burks was market to play to—specifically, a
tres, owned by Statewide Drive-In j ography category,” points out the
Paramount. Hal Pereira, Tambi on hand for his color cinematogra¬ greater number of potential cus¬
Theatre Corp., of which Arthur , irate <janSeuse. “A couple years
Larson.
phy Oscar and the Japanese con¬ tomers than its predecessor award
Landsman is prez.
| ag0 <An American In Paris’ was
sul accepted the award for Toho’s winners.
Art Direction (Color)
One-year pact was signed by j one of the few musicals ever to
The big Manhattan
p(pNIC,”
Columbia.
William “Samurai.”
The film has played in 6,200 situ¬
Richard Landsman, general man- ! be awarded the top Oscar. But
outburst came with the announce¬ ations since its world premiere at
r tannery, Jo Mielziner.
ager of Statewide, and'Durward A. : the choreography of Gene Kelly
Set Decoration (Black and White) ments of the Oscars for Paddy New York’s Sutton Theatre last Taylor, biz representative for Local got a snub instead of a nod from
the ROSE TATTOO.” Hal Wallis Chayefsky and Delbert Mann for April. For new dates, UA, in ad¬ 407, Motion Picture Machine Oper- | Oscar. Producers, directors, writthe screenplay and direction, re¬ dition to ordering the extra prints,
Paramount, Sam Comer, Arthur
ators Union,
AFL-CIO. . Taylor ers, composers, costumers, editors,
spectively, of “Marty.”
has fashioned a new advertising
Krams.
“I never wrote for an award in campaign which focuses, of course, said union projectionists will be- J sound recorders, effects-men, deco¬
at
the
four ozoners on i rators, performers — everybody! —
gin
working
i
,lnT„ Set Decoration (Color)
my life,” said Chayefsky back- on the Oscar identity.
has a classification under which
PICNIC,” Columbia. Robert stage. However, he was frank in
Sunday.
Mainly for the trade, the most
Pnestley. •
The nine-month strike had been their good deeds can be recog¬
declaring that “if T didn’t get it,
intriguing aspect of "Marty” is the
Costume Designing (Black and
I would have been hurt and, dis¬
marked by much violence, cul¬ nized. But the hardest .working
initial investment. It was made by
of them
all—the ‘ dance
<T,rT
White)
appointed. I wanted it.” He told
minating last week with orders by •guys
ILL CRY TOMORROW,” Metro. photographers to take Mann’s pic¬ H-L at a negative cost of $350,000, Arthur Landsman to “shoot-to- stagers—get nothing but Oscar’s
and
this
at
a
time
when
the
indus¬
Helen Rose.
ture, because “he’s the unsung
kill” any one prowling’ around his cold shoulder.”
try trend was toward more and
Costume Designing (Color)
Similar squawks are being heard
hero.”
home.
LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED
For the first time, two of the more budgets in the millions. The
Taylor said that the strike would from other sources but so far the
THING,” 20tli-Fdx. Charles Le- song presentations originated from percentage of profit for H-L, meas¬
Academy
continues
to
ignore
continue against three other local
Maire.
New York, with Harry Belafonte uring the returns against original
i, the El Capitan, Roxy and j choreography as an art worthy of
,
Special Effects
and Eddie Fisher providing the outlay, likely will establish a. mod¬
an Oscar.
Fiesta.
ern-day high.
THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI,” vocals.

TV’S JACKSON SHIFTS TO
FIGARO IN DUAL SETH?

TV-Pic Shuttle
Getting Crowded

Sally DeMarco Resents
Oscar’s Snub to Choreos;
Cites Their Work in Pix

, N. Y. Press

Settle 9-Month Strike
Vs. San Antone Ozoners

’56 Oscar
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Harrison Pact as 20th Gen I Sales Mgr.
Part of Home Talent Building Plan
Appointment of Alex Harrison as 4
general sales manager for 20thFox
confirmed
last
week
by
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, con¬
stitutes part of a larger plan to pro¬
mote young exec talent from with¬
in the company.
Harrison, 40, is one of the young¬
est sales toppers in the industry,
although he’s been with 20th since
1935, rising* from poster clerk in
the San Francisco office to be¬
come western sales manager, the
position he. held when he was
named general sales manager.
Position actually hasn’t been
filled for quite a few years.
Al Lichtman, now resigned and on
consultant status, was director of
distribution, and. William C. Gehring was exec assistant general
sales manager until he was made
v.p. an<l exec assistant to Skouras
two weeks ago.
With Gehring to act as 20th’s
exhib “ambassador,” - in the sense
that he will put in appearances at
the various conventions and take
care of other detail, Harrison will
be completely free to devote him¬
self to the pob of selling. He’s ex¬
pected to announce some changes
in the 20th field and homeoffice
sales force in the near future.
The Harrison appointment is
seen
as
implementation
of
a
Skouras plan to insure for the
company the continuing growth of
a new. exec cadre to step in when
the older men get ready to. retire.
It’s known that Skouras feels
strongly that the new blood in the
company must be encouraged and
nurtured along so that, when re¬
sponsible top positions at the
homeoffice or in the field become
open, the situations can be filled
from within.
Commenting on the Harrison
appointment, Skouras said both
Lichtman and Gehring had felt he
“was the man who could brilliantly
carry on our company’s sales poli¬
cies in the spirit of fair dealing and
understanding which has marked
our relationship with exhibition.”
Skouras also paid tribute to
Lichtman “who has served us so
valiantly and well.” In a separate
letter to the sales force, Lichtman
announced his resignation.
He is
currently in Florida and plans to
enter production under the 20th
. aegis as per his contract, which al¬
lows him to make one a year for
five years for 20th release.

Fight Censorship
Washington, March 27.
In one offbeat section of its
lengthy motion picture re¬
port, the Senate Committee
advises MPAA to fight Gov¬
ernment censorship.
“It should contest the deci¬
sions of censor boards which
request additional changes or
deletions and which the asso¬
ciation believes unwarranted.”
Instead, the report advises
tougher self-censorship, assert¬
ing:
“The
subcommittee
feels
that the board of the Motion
Picture Assn, should utilize
dts authority to review and
propose changes in the Pro¬
duction and Advertising Codes,
since at present they do not
encourage the screen in at¬
taining its full stature as a
civic and artistic medium. The
board should seek the con¬
sultation of responsible people
representing diverse elements,
including creative talent from
within the industry, as well as
educators,
religious
leaders
and people trained in the be¬
havioral sciences.”

Distribs Mum But
Burned; Awaiting
Own Turn in April
Distribution . executives,
basis

of

a

preliminary

on the

examina¬

tion of the exhibitor testimony at
last week’s hearing before a Sen¬
ate Small Business subcommittee
in Washington, are doing a burn
at what they term the “half truths”
and “inaccuracies” issued by the
exhibitor witnesses. The film com¬
panies, it’s pointed out, will need
at least six weeks to prepare a
complete
made

by

answer
the

to the

charges

theatremen.

“The

more time we have,” said one dis¬
tribution official, “the better will

Vic Green Reps
New Brit. Chief
Appointment of H. Victor Green
as director of Republic’s opera¬
tions in the United Kingdom and
Ireland was disclosed in N. Y. yes¬
terday (Tues.)by Reginald Armour,
exec v.p. of Republic International.
Green, who flies from N. Y. to
London April 4 to take up his new
post, formerly was Rep's general
manager in Australia, New Zea¬
land and South Africa.
He’s being replaced in Australia
by William C. Heidenrich, former¬
ly with Metro.
In other changes made by Ar¬
mour, Ricardo Canals takes over
as supervisor of the Caribbean
area (he was formerly with RKO
in the Far East) and Pedro Teitelbaum, formerly Rep topper in
Brazil, has been appointed Latin
American supervisor.
Armour, who leaves next week
on a tour of the Far East, said Re¬
public’s foreign income now runs
to about 40% of the company’s
total reyenufe and, with the expect¬
ed rise in foreign business this
year, the ratio should go beyond
50% and closer to 60%. He added
that he hoped that there would be
a corresponding lift in Rep’s do¬
mestic billings, noting that, with
all the restrictions in the foreign
market, such dependence on for¬
eign income might put the com¬
pany “on a hell of a spot.”
Hep foreign topper said he
hoped to accomplish the rise in
foreign revenue via the availability
of better pictures from the studio,
and the new Naturama anamorphic
widescreen process in which sev¬
eral Rep pix are now made. It’s
compatible with Cinemascope pro¬
jection equipment.'
While at the studio recently, Ar¬
mour said he > Saw “Lisbon,” Rep
film now in the. final editing, stages.

be our story.”
Meanwhile, film

attorneys

and

sales executives are digesting the
reams of testimony and prepared
statements entered by the com¬
plaining exhibitor leaders. „The
Senate subcommittee, headed by
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D., Minn.,
has as yet set no date when the
film companies will present their
side of the controversy. The dis¬
tributors, in addition, have not
designated officials who will pre¬
sent the, film company’s answers
to the theatremen’s beefs. It’s con¬
sidered almost certain; however,
that one of the distribution wit¬
nesses will be Adolph Schimel,
Universal’s general counsel who
played a leading role in drafting
the distribution plan which Allied
States Assn, and Theatre Owners
of America turned down.
Distribution toppers are confi¬
dent that the controversy between
exhibition and distribution will
take on' a different complexion
“when our side of the story is
told.” The big job, it’s stressed,
will be “to educate” the Senate
committee by “giving them the
facts we have.” The film companies
this time are determined not to
pussyfoot and will not hold back
any facts for fear of antagonizing
any of their customers.
• On one point—the effect of the
foreign market in establishing do¬
mestic
sales
policies^-the film
companies feel certain they can
destroy the exhibitor arguments.
“When they talk about the for¬
eign market, their views are com¬
pletely cockeyed,” said a distribu¬
tion official. He pointed out, for
example, that the exhibitor reports
of the rental ceilings employed in
some foreign countries were com¬
pletely one-sided and that the
theatremen failed to note that the
regulations were not a one-way
device to protect only the theatres.
It was emphasized that in many of
the countries the ceilings on film
rentals were “the. floor as well.” •

PICTURES

N.Y. REGENTS TO HEAR
‘EDEN’ BAN APPEAL
Albany, March 27.
State Board of Regents will meet
here May 3-4 to consider an appeal
from the banning of “Garden of
Eden,” Florida-made film which
concerns a nudist colony. Ban was
imposed by the Board of Educa¬
tion’s
motion
picture
division,
whose rulings in some cases are
subject to confirmation by Regents.
• Appeal was taken by Sol Rosen¬
blatt, as attorney for Excelsior Pic¬
tures, distributor of “Eden.” He
denied charges of “indecent” con¬
tent of the film and claimed the
state’s censorship unconstitutional.

Indie Exhib
■p..

Continued

from page

7 a—

Mas emphasized again and again;
and it was pointed out that the
situation
had
become
critical
enough to create such strange bed¬
fellows as Allied and TO A.
Witnesses developed the follow¬
ing:
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied, said no arbitration sys¬
tem meant anything without arbi¬
tration of film rentals. He declared,
in response to a question, that it
had to be “one-way” arbitration—
downward for the benefit of the
exhibitors. Another time he ad¬
mitted, “the people aren’t going to
theatres.”
Prof. Wesley A. Sturges, member
of the board of directors of the
American; Arbitration Assn., and
an expert witness for both Allied
and TOA, asserted that film rentals
could be arbitrated. Anticipated
difficulties would be overcome, he
added, *if the arbitration arrange¬
ments were to exclude the admis¬
sibility in evidence of prior awards
in subsequent arbitrations.”
Wilbur Snaper, past president of
Allied, said many exhibitor com¬
plaints would be satisfied if the
Dept, of Justice “would act in a
progressive, active way to enforce
the consent decree.”
Benjamin Berger, former Allied
president, testified he thought mo¬
tion pictures was “equivalent” to
a public utility aifd should be
given Government production. He
was
warned
by
Sen.
Andrew
Schoeppel (R., Kan.) that Govern¬
ment control could be a “straitjacket” and that once the Govern¬
ment gets into a business, it never
lets go. Berger denied that televi¬
sion can make any further inroads
on the film b.o.
Julius Gordon, Allied secretary,
attacked the “cupidity” of the dis¬
tributors. He said this could be
corrected by Government regula¬
tion. Gordon charged the industry
sells abroad on more favorable
terms than it extends domestically;
that this is the only industry where
the distributor refuses to arbitrate
with his customer, and that foreign
film quotas determine the volume
of Hollywood’s production.
Rubin Shor, Allied prexy, ad¬
mitted in response to a question
that Allied had never asked the
Dept, of Justjce whether it would
be a violation of the decree for the
company presidents to meet with
exhibitors on. common problems.
Some companies have contended
they would be violating the anti¬
trust laws.
Herman Levy, counsel for TOA,
appealed for an arbitration system
including film rentals, with the
comment that “everything which
could be litigated could be arbitraiea.
Levy flatly, denied. distributor
charges that. TOA scrapped the
arbitration plan earlier approved
by its board in exchange for Allied
support of a TOA request that .the
divorced circuits be permitted to
produce films.
Levy said TOA
broke off with the distributors
before contacting Allied.
Myron Blank, TOA president,
said product shortage is hurting
worse than television. He admitted
divorcement was a flop from the
viewpoint of the indie exhibitors
and that efforts to stimulate inde¬
pendent production had failed.
George Kerasotes, vice president
of TOA, suggested that the salva¬
tion of the exhibitor might lie in a
rqturn to a reasonable sliding scale
rental system, with flat, high per¬
centage rentals eliminated.
Levy, in an effort to counteract
Myers’ insistence that film rental
arbitration must be a one-way
street, offered to permit distribu¬
tors to “come in and ask foi* an
increase on the same set of facts.”
This would limit distributors to
requesting increases only on pic¬
tures for which exhibitors were
i asking decreases.
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Reduced-Cost Gear Opens Lesser
Situations to Cinerama ‘Backlog’
As Stanley Seeks Fresh Product
Interstate^* Policy
Fort Worth, March 27.
Only second run features
are being shown to service
personnel here at Carswell Air
Force Base because of a move
by the Interstate Theatre Cir¬
cuit.
Formerly,
first
run
pix were shown at the base
prior to their appearance at
local downtown houses.
It was considered “unsound
economically,” according to a
spokesman for the Interstate
circuit, for military posts near
large cities to get top product
before downtown theatres. In¬
terstate decided not to accept
films which had been released
first to the military.

Brandt Attack On
Myers Livens D.C.
Senate Hearing
Washington, March 27.
Abram F. Myers, who for years
has attacked other groups and in¬
dividuals within the motion picture
industry, was on the receiving end
last Thursday (22).
The chairman and general coun¬
sel of the Allied States Assn, was
portrayed by Harry Brandt, presi¬
dent of ITOA, as a man “whose
main interest is to keep the in¬
dustry in a constant state of tur¬
moil.”
In a prepared statement which
took two hours to read before the
Senate Small Business Committee
hearing on exhibitor problems,
Brandt pitched into Myers as a
man whose “victories" have, time
and again, taken the exhibitors
from the frying pan into the fire.
Myers called Brandt a “hatchetman” and announced that he will
reply in a statement’ to be filed
within the next week. Brandt was
the last witness in the two days
of hearings.
Climax of the ITOA prexy’s
pitch was a warning against the
Myers’ proposal for Government
control of film rental prices. This,
he asserted, would “put the inde¬
pendent exhibitors out of busi¬
ness.”
“Over the course of the years,”
said Brandt, “Mr. Myers has mere¬
ly paid lip service to intra-industry
efforts seeking a solution of trade
problems within the confines of the
business.
“The record will clearly demon¬
strate that his main interest is to
keep the industry in a constant
state of turmoil and that he has
succeeded only too well. The rec¬
ord will show that every time he
has won a victory, independent ex¬
hibition has sustained a great loss
and a worsening of its position.
“The ITOA is on guard with re¬
spect to his future activities. We
are of the opinion that one more
victory for Mr. Myers in the name
of independent exhibition will put
independent exhibitors out of busi¬
ness, and we do not intend to let
that happen. . . .
“Mr. Myers hailed the Supreme
Court divestiture decision as an in¬
surance of a victory for free and
open competition and fair industry
trade practices, stating: ‘When the
decrees are worked out and be¬
come effective, artificial product
shortages will end.
Competition
will force fair dealing by all dis¬
tributors. And film rentals will re¬
flect the real value of the product
and not the rapacity of those ac¬
customed to dealing in a controlled'
market.’
“Mr. Myers’ penchant for litiga¬
tion has given distribution a big¬
ger club for extracting higher film
rentals than it ever thought pos¬
sible.
“Mr. Myers has declared that
this industry can be regulated as
a public utility by the Federal
Government. This industry is not
a public utility. Once the Govern¬
ment steps in jthere is no telling
how broad regulation may be¬
come.”

Cinerama is now setting its eye
on population centers of 500,000.
The development of self-contained,
pre-wired units which reduces ex¬
pense of theatre reconstruction has
made the new policy possible. The
fii-st of the new units will be un¬
veiled at the Roxy Theatre in At¬
lanta which opens with “This Is
Cinerama,” first picture in the
process, on April 2.
Before the perfection of the new
equipment, Cinerama was forced to
contain itself in cities of huge
population areas where long runs
of a year or more could be ob¬
tained. This was made, necessary
by the huge outlay connected with
the initial opening. Under the new
system, the equipment can be re¬
moved and shifted to another the¬
atre once the boxoffice potential
of a city has been saturated.
Charged with the task of open¬
ing new outlets is Bernard G.
Kranze, who shifted, from United
Artists to become vice-president of
the
Stanley
Warner
Cinerama
Corp. Kranze has been surveying
the U. S. and Canada on the search
for suitable theatres for the instal¬
lation of Cinerama. The Warner
Theatre in Oklahoma City has
been selected for a May 21 open¬
ing.
Stanley Warner’s new policy en¬
ables it to take advantage of the
backlog of three pictures it now
has available in the Cinerama
process. The new cities will kick
off with “This Is Cinerama,” fol¬
low with “Cinerama Holiday,” and
then with the soon-to-be released
“Seven Wonders of the World.”
Meanwhile, circuit is still faced
with the problem of providing
product for the 15 domestic Cin¬
erama installations operating on a
permanent basis. Starting in New
York on April 10, it will substitute
the long-running “Cinerama Holi¬
day” with “Seven Wonders.” After
the latter, however, it .has no re¬
placement picture unless it makes
a deal to exhibit the picture being
produced by the Hazard Reeves
equipment
company
(Cinerama
Inc.) or makes an arrangement
with another producer.
Stanley Warner and Cinerama
Inc. are presently involved in ar¬
bitration
proceedings
stemming
from disagreements on royalty
payments and other policies. The
outcome of the arbitration, it’s felt,
will determine SW’s policy in this
direction.
It’s understood, how¬
ever, that the theatre chain has
opened negotiations with Cinerama
Inc. relating to the exhibition deal
on the picture.
Actual work on Cinerama pic¬
ture, dealing with the peacetime
uses of atomic energy, will begin
in April with the start of aerial
photography.
Producer Grant
Leenhouts has overcome a major
hurdle in obtaining approval of
the story line from the Atomic
Energy Commission which is lend¬
ing its cooperation to the project.
He expects to have two camera
units working in May and hopes
to have the film completed by the
end of this year.
Meanwhile, Cinerama Inc., seek¬
ing to improve the technical qual¬
ity of its process, is setting up its
own developing and printing lab¬
oratory at its Oyster Bay, N. Y.,
studio.
Cinerama’s appeal, meanwhile,
remains unabated. The announce¬
ment of the closing of “Cinerama
Holiday” has caused a new flurry
of business for the current attrac¬
tion as well as hefty advance sales
for the incoming “Seven Wonders.”
Mail orders for the N. Y. ‘engage¬
ment of “Wonders” have already
hit the $100,000 mark, with $25,700
in for the first week. In addition,
the entire house has been bought
by organizations for 16 subsequent
performances.
At the. same time, Stanley War¬
ner is pursuing its own production
deals. Nat Lapkin, vice-president
in charge of production, has spent
several months on the Coast in an
effort to work out an arrangement
with a major company. Lowell
Thomas, who. produced “Wonders,”
is also talking with SW toppers
about a follow'up picture dealing
with Africa, with John Gunther's
“Inside Africa” being mentioned
as possible source material.
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M-G Sez ‘Raintree’ to Meet Demands
Of All Screens; No Release Plan Aired
Without revealing its release plans for "Raintree County,” the
first picture to be filmed in its
new 65m process, Metro has indi¬
cated—perhaps as assurance to ex¬
hibitors—that a single negative
filmed in 65m can supply prints in
sizes that can meet the demands
of any size screens now in the na¬
tion’s theatres.
It’s noted, for example, that the
65m negative can supply superroadshow prints in 3-1 ratio of
width to height, filling the largest
screens in use today—or even
larger ones if they should. coipe
into use.
In addition, the same
negative, it’s said, can supply prints
in ratios of 2.55-1, 2.25-1, 2.1, 1.55-1,
and standard size screens.
Al¬
though revealing the flexibility of
the new process, Metro continues
to leave the one big question unan¬
swered—what size prints will it
provide for the general run of the¬
atres in the U. S.?
It’s generally agreed that it’s
economically impossible for the
film company to provide prints in
each of the different sizes it has
mentioned.
Some decision will
have to be reached on the ratio
the majority of theatres will re¬
ceive.
In testimony before the Senate
Small Business committee in Wash¬
ington
last
week,
exhibitors
charged that the film companies
were employing "the battle of the
millimeters” as a. new gimmick to
circumvent the standard clearance
method.
For example, Trueman
Rembusch, prominent Indiana ex¬
hibitor, declared that the use of
non-standafrd equipment is helping
the distributor to convert the in¬
dustry from a "mass” to a "class”
business.
Meanwhile, "Raintree County,”
said to be the highest budgeted
-film in Metro’s history at $5,000,000, goes before the cameras on
the Coast on Monday (2). Edward
Dmytryk is directing and David
Lewis
producing from Millard
Kaufman’s screenplay based on the
Ross Lockridge Jr. novel. Mont¬
gomery Clift, Elizabeth Taylor and
Eva Marie Saint head the cast.
The -65m process is said to give
a greatly improved image—with
greater clarity and lack of distor¬
tion.
It is filmed with cameras
having a conventional-type mech¬
anism, but modified to handle nega¬
tive film 65m in width.
Special
camera lenses, embodying a new
optical system, were developed for
the system by Robert E. Gottschalk’s Panavision Inc.
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Webb & Knapp leased the Astor
46
.. 42
Walt Disney ..
Peace.” This is exclusive of bally Hotel in 1954 with option to buy.
—■3
’•'Actual Volume.
expenditures for any local engage¬ Later, however, it disposed of the
Astor
to
the
Sheraton
Corp.
of
{Quotations
furnished
by
Dreyfus
A
Co.)
ments, it was stated this week by
America and it’s understood that
Jerry Pickman, Par’s ad-pub ditalks have been in progress with
rector, who joined Mayer at a New | the Sheraton chain with view to a
York meeting-with reporters. Lat¬ possible Lincoln sale or lease.
With hotel -rooms in the Times
ter returned to Gotham Sunday
Sq. area already at a premium,
125) after a quickie to Rome to
it’s felt that the Lincoln would
view the Ponti-de Laurentiis pro¬ particularly cash in on the trade
duction.
generating from the soon-to-be
George Fraser, member of the opened N. Y. Coliseum, 15 blocks
Total 35m positive print footage negative and the introduction of
Par homeoffice publicity staff, has north on Columbus Circle. Active
been assigned to work on the pic¬ operation of the Lincoln obviously sold by Technicolor in 1955 con¬ large screens.
Techni French plant near Paris
ture
exclusively under
Mayer, would benefit show biz, eafes and tinued to drop for the second year
Pickman disclosed. Charles Boas- kindred interests in its immediate in a row even as the color lab was has been operating since Septem¬
diversifying
its
activities,
the ber, but has been faced with' "un¬
berg will concentrate on the selling, vicinity.
Techni annual report, out last usual difficulties” arising from
at least to the extent of covering
changes in the Techni system and
week, showed.
the first few hundred dates.
Net profit for 1955 was put at shortages of the required raw ma¬
Par has distribution rights to
$2,064,820, or $1.03 per share, terials.
"W & P” throughout the world
which compares to a 1954 net of
British plant produced 40 in
with the exception of Italy, Russia
$2,319,160 or $1.18 per share, To¬ 1955 and has commitments for 14
an,d Finland. In the case of Eng¬
tal sales last year ran" to $32,418,- this year. It remitted $297,469 to
land, Associated British will re¬
Deal for the use of the Skiatron 069 against $34,654,980 in 1954.
lease the film under a , percentage
Technicolor last year, of which
dark trace tube by the Dage tele¬
Report showed total 35m posi¬ $131,108 was deducted for British
deal with Par.
vision
division of Thompson Prod¬ tive print sales running to 488,- taxes.
Mayer, who’s been in both dis¬
tribution and exhibition over the ucts Inc. has been closed by Skia¬ 689,604 feet in 1955. This com¬
Tube, pares with 529,906,813 ft. in 1954
years, is joining Par on a short¬ tron prexy Arthur Levey.
term basis. He had been associated which has extraordinary pictorial and 560;550,813 ft. in 1953, the
retention,
will
be
used
by
Dage
in lab’s peak year. Noting Techni re¬
with the company 25 years ago.
a new closed circuit tv system for search looking to improved qual¬
use in the transmission of business ity of its color system, the report
information via regular telephone said special types of prints already
Minneapolis, March 27.
wires.
shown to customers "will result in
Work-already has. started, or Is
Agreement calls for delivery of an important additional volume of about to begin, on 15 new driveContinued from page 1 --a minimum of $426,000 in dark business to be obtained as fast as in theatres in this territory. They
thrown from a horse and breaking trace tubes.
Tube makes it pos¬ we are equipped to handle it.” It will bring the area’s total to ap¬
both legs.
sible to retain on a tv screen any further reminded stockholders of proximately
120,
considered
a
During that time, from around information, such as bank records,
Techni's entry into the field of highly respectable number con¬
1940-48, Porter turned out a series signatures, exchange data, etc., for amateur processing and graphic sidering the shortness of the sea¬
of flops.. He made a smash come¬ as long as desired. Demonstration
arts which should bring improve¬ son and the fact that are usually
back, however, in ’48 with “Kiss of the system is due soon.
ments "later this year and for the many cold summer nights.
Me, Kate,” followed by another
Some ozoners even are planning
long range future.”
flop, "Out of This World” and then
Techni during 1955 had commit¬ to open On Easter Sunday, although
two more - hits, "Can-Can” and
ments for 73 features in color by currently there’s plenty of snow on
"Silk Stockings.” The latter two
Technicolor and With prints toy the ground and the thermometer
shows are by Cy Feuer and Ernest
Technicolor. Lab at the moment has been flirting with zero. It’#
H. Martin productions. “Stockings”
Philadelphia, March 27'.
has 76 features under contract or pointed out that there apparently
winds up a lengthy Broadway run
In its first rate rise in seven
in -preparation, for lensing.
In is no lack of outdoor theatre in¬
April 14 to tour, while "Can-Can”, years, the Evening -and Sunday
funds,
even, though
1954, Techni had commitments for vestment
Bulletin has upped its amusement
is currently on the road.
88 pix and contracts for 92 in weather conditions generally are
Porter is second only to Irving advertising rates 5c per line, ef¬
1955, Implication would be that unfavorable for open-air entertain¬
Berlin as top royalty earner in fective last week.
i
some of the projects originally ment.
the American Society of Com¬
New rate makes daily cost 92c
planned for 1955 didn’t pan out.
posers, Authors & Publishers ros¬ per line and Sunday ads 87c per
Meeting On Italy
ORDERED TO TR1AI
ter. In his catalog are such stand¬ line. Rise affects local display

Par’s Minimnm
$1,000,000 Sked
For W Bally

j

Magnani’s Oscar
» Continued from page 2

leaving it up to the American in¬
dustry to rediscover her and con¬
firm the fact that she is still . . .
one of the greatest actresses of our
time. Which is certainly another
point in their honor.”
This piece then goes on to say:
"Together with this lesson, another
very important one comes to us
from Hollywood, and a very im¬
portant one, too. . . .”
It then
points out the other prizes given
"Marty” and their significance and
value,
bringing
in
arguments
which must also-be current topics
in the U. S. in favor of an insti¬
tution in which a small company
and picture is able to beat out
"big” productions and producers
for the Oscar, and the significance
of this .for the future of the in¬
dustry. '
On Miss Magnani, while quoted
mostly from an indie paper here,
the same comments are true also
for the Commie press, which for
once credits Hollywood, the Yank
industry, etc.—hence the p.r. value
is immeasurable.
New N. Y. Warner Mgr.
Pat McGarry, formerly at Loew’s
Theatre, Jersey City, has been
named house manager at the N Y
Warner, where "Cinerama Holi¬
day” now is in its 60th week. He
replaces Norman Baruch, who has
moved up as an assistant to Danny
Davenport, treasurer.
Baruch formerly was assistant
manager at the N. Y. Victoria.
Sam
Pearlman
continues
as
managing director and as district
supervisor for a number of Cine¬
rama theatres in . the northeast
area.

Techni Print Sales Drop (or Second
Year Though Color Lab Diversifies

Skiatron Tube Pacted
For New Dage dosed TV

15 NEW DRIVE-INS
FOR MPLS. TERRITORY

Cole Porter

Philly Bulletin Ups Ad
Rate, 1st Time in 7 Yrs.

ards as "Night and Day,” "Begin
the Beguine” and "I’ve Got You
Under My Skin,” among many
others.

-

motion picture
mate theatres,
events. Retail,
fied rates are

theatre ads, legiti¬
concerts and other
general and classi¬
also being revised.

Pickford Museum Blast

Hollywood, March 27.
Rising Hollywood indignation over failure to establish a film
industry museum crystallized last week with a blast from Mary,
Pickford, threatening to leave her niultimillion dollar collection'
of film memorabilia to three other cities if Hollywood doesn’t
establish its own museum.
Former actress called the situatipn "shameful” and declared
industry heads who have failed to support the project are "short¬
sighted.” Miss Pickford declared that, apart from being of great
benefit to the industry itself, a museum in Hollywood would serve
as a major tourist attraction.

Techni prexy Herbert T. Kalmus in the annual report con¬
firmed that there had been a
"meeting of the minds” with an
Italian financing group for estab¬
lishment of a Techni lab, Techni¬
color Italiana.
Basic agreement
between the U.S. lab and the Ital¬
ian toackers, I.F.I. Institute Finanziaro, has been drafted. While ap¬
proval from Washington is expect¬
ed, Kalmus said there was "still
considerable discussion about the
whole matter in Rome.”
Techni’s British plant, while
selling a record volume of 209,452,836 feet in 1955, nevertheless
showed a decline in profits from
£362,756 Tn 1954 to £316,975 last
year. Kalmus explained the drop
was due to new materials, new
procedures
and
new
controls
which had to be introduced to
meet the adoption of new types of

Appeals Court Rules Dismissal
Against Mrs. Steiner Wrong
San Francisco, March 27.
Ninth circuit Court of Appeals
has reversed the dismissal of a
$1,356,300 treble damage antitrust
suit against 20th-Fox, Fox West
Coast Theatres and others and
sent it back to the Federal court
in Los Angeles for trial. Action,
brought by Mrs. Selma Steiner
originally was filed five years ago.
Plaintiff filed suit as. the owner
of the Larchmont Theatre in Hol¬
lywood, claiming the defendant*
violated the antitrust laws by ob¬
taining a lease on the.hbuse at an
allegedly inadequate rental. Suit
•contended the- plaintiff was ’pres¬
sured into a low rental lease ex¬
tending to 1962 on threat of open¬
ing a competing theatre.
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United Artists

proudly congratulates
The Hecht-Lancaster Compani

and
Producer Harold Hecht

on the

ACADEMY AWARDS
to HAROLD HECHT
"Best Motion Picture of the Year”

MARTY
Hecht-Lancaster presents "Marty” starring Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair
Story and Screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky • Directed by Delbert Mann
Produced by Harold Hecht • Associate Producer: Paddy Chayefsky
J
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Brit. Pic Trade No One-Way Street, Sez
Wilcox; U.S. Coin Must Flow Back

Deny Prejudice
Continued from page 3 .,
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Parliamentary Debate Not Anti-Yank
[Cryptic Cablese Misled U. S. Views]

important for the Continental in¬
By HAROLD MYERS
dustries to understand.”
London, March 27.
He went on to say that there
As a postscript to the recent House of Commons debate on the
undoubtedly was something akin
The American film * companies
to prejudice against foreign films problems of British films in the Yankee home market,, it ought to be
have been “unintelligent” in al¬
in the U. S., and that it was prob¬ said that the original excerpts as cabled to the States were chosen for
lowing trading with Britain to be¬
Hence Americans are
ably stronger in some sections of dramatic highlights and gave a wrong slant.
come a one-way street, British pro¬
the country than in others. “I’d poorly informed as to what was actually said and the reactions of
ducer Herbert Wilcox said in New
American
film
men
have
been
based
upon
sketchy
and misleading
prefer
to
call
it
‘resistance’
rather
York last week.
United Paramount,
exhibition than prejudice,” he said. “It really cables.
“The adverse balance is just too
division
of
American
Broadcastingis
a
reluctance
to
make
the
effort
great,” he added.
“The Ameri¬
This Variety representative sat through the entire debate and was
cans have exposed themselves in a Paramount Theatres, will wind up to appreciate something that may pleasantly surprised to find that it did not develop into an anti-Ameri¬
manner that just isn’t very good with less than 600 houses in the be new or different. It would be can wrangle.
On the contrary, it was a fairly balanced survey of the
completely foolish to pretend that problems besetting the British motion picture industry—and in any
statesmanship. A one-sided deal,
United States. This comes as a
even a good foreign film has the such survey the lack of support in the American market must be noted.
with all the money coming out of
The debate lasted over five hours and in that time most, of the
Britain and so little flowing back, result of both the film industry’s same enjoyment and boxoffice po¬
Admittedly,
is bound to collapse sooner jor antitrust suit and the. corporation’s tential in this country as an ordi¬ speakers adopted a healthy and constructive outlook.
there were some suggestions that imports from the United States
later.”
policy of lopping marginal opera- nary good American picture.”
Acknowledging that resistance
What confuses the situation in should be restricted to give more scope in the domestic market to
llions.
the view of some observers who British pictures. This point, as a matter of interest, was made by the
against British pictures did exist
Decree entered in the antitrust have experience on both sides of mover of the original resolution, John Rankin, towards the end of a
among American audiences, Wilcox
deplored the fact that the U. S. action forced the circuit to reduce the Atlantic is that the taste dif¬ speech lasting about an hour, but it was by no means a major issue.
industry did not take the view that to a maximum of 65L units. The ferential between the U. S. and The same applies to comments by Stephen Swingler and one or two
at least 10% of what it earns in company prior to the Government Europe is so considerable.
other M.P.s.
It is particularly interesting to note that Harold Wilson, who, as a
Britain should go back to that suit had 1,450 situations, a majori¬
“When I hear a Paris audience
country via British film earnings in ty of them held in partnership with whistle and boo at a French pic¬ former president of the Board of Trade, replied for the Labor front
the U. S. “The basic concept of other^ exhibitors.
ture, I’m almost 100% certain that bench, devoted most of his speech to an attack on the Rank Organiza¬
Reason for cutting holdings, to the®picture will be a hit in the tion and to criticism of the government for breaches.- of faith in their
trade today is barter,” he com¬
Neither Wilson nor the Min¬
mented, “and barter means a two- less than the level demanded by U, S.,” an indie importer comment¬ relations with the Rank Organization.
ister winding up the debate made ahy reference to the American
way traffic. If Metro makes a lot the decree is the “changing com¬ ed last week. This
of money in Britain, and derives plexion of the business.”
There are, of course, dissenting situation.
dollar'revenue from our country, entails undesirable locations and voices. Britain's Peter Craig-Raywhy couldn’t it then turn around size of theatres, population shifts mond, commenting on the frequent
and make a real effort to sell Brit¬ and earnings potential.
British-“prejudice” charge vs. the
AB-PT houses numbered 605 as U. S. trade, notes: “Nobody—least
ish pictures in .its own market?”
Wilcox said this held equally true of the end of last year and 25 of of all British producers—mentions
these must be dropped by next the salient fact that quite a few
of other American distribs.
Bill Diehl, St. Paul Dispatch, sounded off in his column that a major
Asked about reports of moves June.
British films attain a rather slug¬ film company exploiteer during a recent visit “impugned his (Diehl’s)
afoot in Britain to restrict Eady
gish gross ... in Britain. Yet even integrity and that of his newspaper” by intimating both were “for
Plan benefits to British producers
these quite frequent flops are giv¬ sale.”
He further stated-he’s notifying the exploiteer’s homeoffice,
only, Wilcox stated emphatically:
en headlines if they are not grant¬ but didn’t publicly name the exploiteer or the actress whom the latter
“We can’t do anything in England
ed
Broadway
openings,
circuit had in tow for blockbuster promotion of an upcoming release.
Lashed
that hurts the American industry.
bookings, etc.
out Diehl:
You can be assured that we will not
“Let’s stop flaunting the Union
“A Chicago-based press agent we have known for three years or so
discriminate against American in¬
Jack' and patriotically selling ‘Brit¬ came to town last week with a no-name actress and got into a not-soterests in any way.”
ish film* in bulk. Sell a film as a merry hassle at the St. Paul Auditorium when Shrine officials wouldn’t
film—if it is a moneymaker, who let his little prize appear on the circus program there.. In the course
asks the point of origin? As an of his vocal fireworks (and, dad, he was crackling, according to sev¬
excuse ‘prejudice’—even in Lon¬ eral witnesses), he accused one Shrine official of being drunk 4about
don—rings steadily hollower and the time the official was probably wishing he were) and when it was
|
hollower.”
suggested that Bill Diehl perhaps would give him some publicity on
Continued from pa*e 3 ;
the actress (which actually we had refused to do because she was
St. Louis, March 27.
an indie distributing outfit “be¬
no news), he snorted: “Why, we buy guys like Bill Diehl.”
cause they can do the specialized
Not a • single gripe was made
To which the columnist appended, “To put a bug in his ear, you may
selling we require.”
against producers of motion pic¬
buy guys'LIKE me, but your batting average with me is the lowest,
George Schaefer is being ap¬
bud.
We ain’t not never for sale—and there’s more truth than gram¬
tures
and
distributors
at
a
.regional
Continued from page 5
pointed Wilcox’s representative in
mar in that sentence . . .”
the U. S. If a deal is made with meeting of the Missouri Illinois noticeable that the' list of “test”
an indie, It’ll cover not only “Teen- Theatre Owners Assn, at Louis¬ markets boils down to "a dozen or
Morris Helprin, Korda rep in the U. S., voiced “emphatic objections”
Age Daughter” but a regular flow iana, Mo., last week. Chief theme so cities—and most of the compa¬ to* a claim by Jay Williams, v.p. of Theatrical Enterprises, that Wil¬
of Wilcox product, amounting to
was ways and means for profitable nies select the same spots time liams had conceived the “Richard III” pattern of simultaneous tv
three a year.
after time. For instance, Cleveland and theatrical release and had helped set the deal between NBC and
WilCox said he made a coproduc¬ merchandising of new films being has had as many as 25 or 30 “pre¬ the Korda-Olivier combine as “an indie agent.”
tion
deal
with
Columbia
for released by Holly wood , producers. mieres” in a year, staged by vari¬
Helprin said he alone had originated the ide$ of a tv preem for
“H.M.S. Clay Pidgeon,” the story
L. J. Hill, Mexico, Mo., prez of ous distributors. There is •no secret “Richard”- and had approached the web with the proposition, asking
of the British gunboat Amethyst
NBC nixed that figure and made
Ml TO, sounded the keynote when that Cleveland has become a “pet” $1,000,000 for a' single showing.
which, in 1948, was trapped up the
of the advertising directors be¬ a counter offer. Later on, Williams, according to Helprin, served as
Yang-Tse River by the Commu¬ he declared, “We’re not hei*e to cause each of the three dailies go-between, introducing him to someone in the NBC legal department.
nists but escaped. Franklin Gal-- gripe about anyone. Nothing good
there has film editors who enthusi¬ “For this he received a fee, and it was just about his only connection
lings is writing the screenplay and ever comes out of name-calling.
astically cover the local film beat with the whole deal,” Helprin claimed.
Wilcox hopes to get Trevor Brow¬ We must get back to basic funda¬
and who are given liberal space in
He said that, after this introduction, agreement was reached and he
ard to take the starring role.
mentals and realities to sell our which .to do a -hangup job. The (Helprin) and the NBC legalites then worked out the contract which
20th Huddles
city
desks
of
Cleveland,
reflecting
gave
the Korda group $51)0,000 for the first showing, with options
pictures and get the people to come
British producer also has been
the views of .top editorial echelon, On two additional showings at $100,000 each and participation by NBC
huddling with Spyros P. Skouras back to our theatres.”
believe in news coverage for visit¬ in the theatrical film rentals after a theatrical gross of $1,200,000.
at 20th-Fox yvith a view to making
Some of the ideas suggested to ing starsf newsworthy ballyhoo or
two coproductions with 20th. One hypo b.o. activity included co-op publicity stunts. Taking a cue from
Total .of'50 field exploitation men are now on the payroll at United
is .a remake of the French, “La newspaper advertising with 'local the newspapers, the Cleveland ra¬ Artists to.bally “Alexander the Great.” Additionally, seven were at
Bataille,” and the other is “Eastern merchants with current films; di¬ dio and tv stations, are highly co¬ work on .the Robert Rossen production’s upcoming bow at the Capitol
Approaches,” another was story. rect mail calendars with cuffo the- operative also. How muefi extra ad¬ Theatre, New York today (Wed.). Operating under exploitation chief
If the deal with 20th jells, Wilcox .atre ducats of passes if accompan¬ vertising revenue has poured into Mori Krushen, the fieldsters are assigned to local commercial tieups
will get world rights with 20th ied by -a cash customer; kiddie Cleveland annually is hard to esti¬ with exhibitors, personal appearance tours and various other promo¬
handling the films in the UK. In shows; tie-ins with the Humane mate* but it must run into hundreds
tions.
addition, Wilcox has been talking Society whenv a canine film is of thousands of dollars above nor¬
^“Alexander” also will have homeoffice department.heads on the hop.
to United Artists about its release shown; radio and tv stations ac¬ mal.
Set for various treks to the key cities concerning the campaign are
of his
“King’s Rhapsody,” on cepting ducats for spot announce¬
Roger Lewis, ad-pub director; Al Tamarin, assistant ad-pub chief; pub¬
When
a
city
is
chosen
•
for
a
which UA has given a guarantee, ments; juries to pass on the merits
“test” premiere, the rubberband licity director Mort Nathanson and Krushen.
and to Guild Films about a pos¬ of forthcoming pix; bathing beauty
is taken off the distributors’ bank¬
sible tv film series. Wilcox denied contest; juke boxes playing on
British Technicolor, which normally utilizes six months to process
rolls and budgets are doubled or
reports that Miss Neagle, his wife, sidewalks in front of theatres, etc.
tripled. A normal campaign which prints, is establishing a new speed record on Robert Rossen’s “Alex¬
would appear in the tv films.
The only film branch manager
ander
the Great” for United Artists. Rossen approved final cut, run¬
might run around $1,000 for an
Wilcox said Miss Neagle’s only who attended the shindig was
ning 157 minutes, on Nov. 29. First prints ^for the three American
tv plans involved an NBC spectac¬ Harry Haas, Paramount, St. Louis. opening, skyrockets to $3,000 or
premieres are slated to be ready Friday (16), three months and 16
even $5,000.
ular. That deal is currently in ne¬
days. As a result of the speedup, UA has been able to go ahead with
Being human—and having jobs
gotiation with the web.
to hold down—the film advertising booking the big production into key cities in April. It opens in N. Y.
Wilcox has no details on the pos¬
March
28, in Los Angeles and in San Francisco the following night.
heads naturally pick their spots—
sible dual launching of “My Teenwhere their campaigns have the
Age Daughter” on tv and in the
vContinued from page 4 ■
Alec
Guinness is regarded as a top boxoffice in Minneapolis, but
best chance of showing exciting re¬
theatres, but noted that it was a
for the second time in recent months one of his starring pictures was
wholesome,
family-type
picture. no doubt that ioth Matty Fox,, who sults. They dump in extra effort
unable
to
land a downtown firstrun and is going into a local neigh¬
Apart from “Richard,” the only bought Cie RKO backlog, and and money to give the new picture
borhood “fine arts” theatre for its initial local engagement. This time
other British film that has fol¬ Elliot Hyman, who’ll distribute the every chance to get off on the right
it’s
“The
Ladykillers,”
due this week at the Suburban World. Pre¬
lowed the tv pattern was “The WB library, will make a strong ef¬ foot.
There are a number of socalled viously “To Paris With Love” opened at three local non-art neighbor¬
Constant Husband.” It was poorly fort to collect all the foreign poin
hood
theatres.
key cities which seldom grab off
received, and a theatrical distribu¬ possible on their acquisitions.
tion deal for it haryet to be set up.
Company execs, while keeping these “test” campaigns. There are
RKO Radio, as stated last week, has a deficit of $18,647,229 which
in mind^the age of- the releases, others that get them regularly
can be applied against future profits for tax purposes. But it must
say that neither Fox nor Hyman from all the. companies. > The. an¬
be emphasized npw, because of some confusion 'that developed, that
is bound by any joint policies swer is the editorial attitude of the
this is unrelated* to the old RKO parent (holding) company’s capital•adopted by the MPEA, In Den¬ newspapers in the town. Usually,
loss-carry-forward benefits of about $30,000,000.'
m
i
Continued from page 5
mark, for instance, where the com¬ that attitude is city-wide, so far
successful “The Champion” came panies have been hoping to grad¬ as.the papers are concerned; when
before video was bringing so many ually create a real supply shortage -one paper has good film dbverage, upon to give enthusiastic coopera¬ those bloated premiere budgets,
real bouts to the public. He says to force better rental terms, re¬ they all do, usually—so the city tion. Among such cities are Hous¬ but they are nearly always elimi¬
he’ll watch with interest, however, lease of the WB films might offset becomes known as a “good piovie ton, Texas; Richmond, Va.; Boston, nated from tlje itineraries of tour¬
town.”
the boxoffice fate of the impending the pressure.
Detroit, Minneapolis, Columbus, ing stars and other traveling bally¬
“The Harder They Fall” which is
Of course, New York, Chicago, O.; Syracuse, Rochester, Miami,, hoo attractions used to promote a
In quota countries, even when
advance touted as probably one of there are age restrictions, a good Los Angeles and Philadelphia get Buffalo, New Orleans, Atlanta and new pic. The fish-eye given visit¬
the year’s major grossers.
ing players, publicity-wise, cause
.
many of the RKO and WB films premieres because Of their size others.
The previous Audie Murphy haven’t played off, since imports and
geographical
importance.
At the other end of the line, the promotion chiefs to route their
picture here, "To Hell and Back,” are limited and the companies of There are other isolated cases where extremely few “premieres” expensive emissaries to other cities
had a long run and chalked up course ship in their best product. where the premiere goes to the take place are such “tight” news-* where the promotion path isn’t so
sensational grosses, but that fact While the age limit is definitely spot where the picture was filmed paper'situations as St. Louis, Kan¬ rough and unresponsive.
A city
didn’t help “World.” Recent Tonv enforced, it’s feared that, should or for some other local reason. sas City, Norfolk, Nashville, Provi¬ like St. Louis, for instance, is often
Curtis pictures also have been nationals acquire all or part of the But, by and large, the tryouts, dence, Memphis, et al.
bypassed by touring celebrities
boxoffice clicks locally and yet films, a way might be found to backed by big budgets, are sent
Not only do these “cold” spots., simply because the visit would be
‘Jungle” did the brody.
release them anyway.
to the cities which can be relied on the film map fail to dip into embarrassingly unprofitable.
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Chi Judge Reverses Master on ‘Game’;
Sez Pic Obscene, Censor Law Okay

Film Reviews
Continued from page 6 J—«■„—

Escuola He Musica
bers amply sell this very light
operetta. It has proved the new
longrun champ of Mexico.
Whole cast helps to put, across,
this yarn about a- prim spinster
(Miss Lamarque), music school
proprietress who strives for the
longhair type of music, and a
breezy voung man (Infante). Lat¬
ter is 'a hep cat who drinks too
much and sees too many girls. He
features old folklore songs of Mex¬
ico, Puerto Rico. Cuba and Ven¬
ezuela. The blemish is the inex¬
pert coloring and focusing of
these dance numbers.
But it
doesn’t wreck a highly entertaining pic.
,
It can be said that Mexican pix
are fast perfecting topdrawer tint-’
ing That perfection is looked for
jong before 1956 is ended. It is
the first Mexican made pic with
dance numbers all in color.
Doug.

Chicago, March 27.
In an unusual reversal of his
own Masler-in-Chancery, Chi Fed¬
eral District Court Judge J. Sam
Perry last week ruled that the con¬
troversial French film, “The Game
Both French film production and
of Love,” distributed by Times
Film Corp. of New York, is “ob¬ attendance are at their peak, ac¬
to
importer-distributor
scene” and that the Chi censorship cording
ordinance is not unconstitutional. Gaston Hakim, who's just returned
He thus overruled Master David from a six-week hunt for fresh
J. Shipman who, several. weeks product ir^ Paris. Upswing at the
earlier 'in his report, had recom¬ wickets, he said, can largely be at¬
mended that the film be shown in tributed to sharp improvement in
Chicago since it was not “obscene.” ^quality of. Gallic films.
,
,,
Shipman also stated his view that
Europe’s recent cold wave, rethe operation of the Chi Police portedly the worst in a century,
Censor Board was unconstitutional was another factor in raising grossas was, he said, the city censorship es and getting the public back in
ordinance. Judge Perry later used the filmgoing habit. For Hakim
an advisory jury to help him reach pointed out in New York this week
a decision, and the panel, picked that thousands of Frenchmen,
at random from the jury rolls, whose heating equipment was inad¬
Lois Sahiiuls Vont
voted that the film was “obscene equate for subzero weather, flocked
En Enfor
and immoral.”
to theatres not only to see what
(Heels Go To Hell)
In his ruling, Judge Perry said: was on the screen but to keep
(FRENCH)
“The dominant tone of the film is warm.
sexuality,” and continued: “The
Paris, March 20.
While French producers are em- ]
film appears to casually write off phasizing quality, Hakim noted “at
Discifilm
release of
Champs-Elysees
production. Stars Marina Vlady,
unconventional behavior as a mere the same time,they, as well as other Film
Serge Reggiani, Henri Vidal; features
interlude in the maturing process European filmmakers are striving Robert Hossein, Jacques Duby, Robert
Dalban, Guy Kernel1, Martha Mercadier.
of the hero.” Referring to the Chi¬ for something different, something Directed
by Robert Hossein. Screenplay,
cago censorship ordinance, he unusual. For the public isn’t in¬ Rene Wheeler, Hossein from play by
Dard; camera, Michel Kelber;
stated: "If this ordinance were to terested in the ordinary, they’re Frederic
editor, Charles Bretoneiehe; music. Andre
be voided for the reason that the looking for the bizarre—the infor¬ Gosselain. At Colisee, Paris. Running
terms obscene and immoral are too mal that gets away from everyday time, 90 MINS.
vague and indefinite, the state’s convention.”
Film falls into the category of
police power in the area of health
He conceded, however, that this a Gallic prison film with the added
and morals, which has always en¬
joyed sanction, would be seriously formula cannot always be relied fillip of a couple of escaped con¬
each other over a
invaded and reduced by the film upons, since “Rashomon,” a Japa¬ victs killing
vengeful girl whose lover
industry, which currently presents nese import a few years back, was strange,
they have killed. Strong U.S. in¬
an
"out-of-the-ordinarytf
filpa
in
one of the most popular and effec¬
every respect, but failed to click fluences in 'prison scenes, -plus
tive media of communication.”
general naivity in treatment of
After the decision was an¬ with the exception of a few big city the female; and the gangsters,
nounced, Times Film attorneys runs.
limits this for art houses. It has
While
abroad,
Hakim
acquired
Felix Bilgrey of New York and
some exploitation possibilities.
Abner Mikva of Chicago conferred four French- films for U. S. distri¬
Two convicts are suspected of
on plans for an appeal to the U. S. bution.' They include “Milord being informers by the rest of the
L’Arsouille” (His Excellency, the inmates. Only one of them is but
Court o~f Appeals.
Tramp), “Les Premieres Out¬ the two of them escape together.
rages” (Young- Desires), “Mater- Their friendshio and hardship
nile Clandestine” (Forbidden Pas¬ weld them together. They slay a
sion) and “Faith, Hope and Fidel¬ painter but keep his mistress, and
ity." Latter is.based upon two Guy both grow enamored of her. How¬
T
Continued from page 1 j
de Maupassant stories and one of ever, she stays only for revenge.
For a first film, director Robert
to turn out an entire series of 39 Maurice Dekobra.
Hakim plans to dub “L’Arsoille” Hossein has given this a rugged
hourlength films. A couple of stu¬
mounting. Marina Vladv is a
for
the
American
market
and
en¬
dios proved di:erently this year,
delectable morsel anH p^vs
and as a result the roster of 60- visions release through a major dis¬ mistress with photogenic appeal if
Produced by Florida lacking thespian experience, berge
minuters for next season already tributor.
has zoomed and viewers will get Films, it’s said to be the first all- Reggiani and Henri Vidal are com¬
their first taste of 90-minute shows French production in Cinemascope petent as the friends. Lensing and
Mosk.
on film on a regular basis in the and Eastman Color. An.dre Hagtiet editing are acceptable.
directed from a story by Jacques
fall.
Benac. Yarn concerns Lord Sey¬
ABC In Vanguard
mour, founder of the famed Jockey
Among the networks, ABC-TV Club, and depicts the period imme¬
has thd most ambitious plans in diately prior to France’s 1848 revo¬
Continued from page 7 £55
this direction. Its schedule calls lution.
for a regular series of .90-minute
Following a brief trip to the to give the public the true value of
pix to be produced on the Coast, in Coast to arrange the “L’Arsouille” the story.
N
k '
Bermuda and in Europe by John dubbing, Hakim returns to France
Some theatremen claim they can¬
Gibbs’ Meridian Productions, with the end of April to attend the not afford to^ play some of the
either 26 or 39 of the pix to be Cannes Film Festival. Fest, inci¬ long-running films, and several
made for the first year. - (Meridian, dentally, has developed into an in¬ maintain that they have bypassed
incidentally, turned out the pilot ternational market place for buy¬ certain pictures because of the ex¬
film in the series in 10 days, giving ing and selling of product, aside cessive running time. They feel
an indication of the speed at which from its primary function as a cen¬ they’re. not worthwhile to play if
the telefilm houses can work.) Be¬ tre for distribution of pix prizes.
they can’t obtain the necessary
sides its “Command Performance,”
turnover and if, in addition, it
as the Meridian series is titled, the
costs them overtime pay for em¬
web has scheduled two new hourployees.
long series. “International Thea¬
As examples of recent pictures
tre,” to be produced on the Conti¬
considered too long, the theatrenent by Sheldon Reynolds, and
men point to “Anything Goes”
“Wire Service,” to be filmed by
(106 minutes). “The Benny Good¬
Hollywood, March 27.
Don Sharpe in Paris, London and
man Story” (116 minutes), “The
Metro assigned Anne Francis to Rose Tattoo” (117 minutes), “Guys
on the Coast. Web is also consid¬ play
Robert Taylor in
ering going into an hourlong west¬ “The opposite
Power and the Prize” . . . and Dolls” (150 minutes), “The
ern, but hasn’t found a prochicer Taylor also assigned to the top Conqueror” (111 minutes) and
yet and this isn’t included in the role in “The 32nd Day” on the “Carousel” (120 minutes).
It’s charged that even pictures
totals. Holdovers in the filmed- same lot . . . Meanwhile John
hour class next year will be “Dis¬ Mantley is scripting “The 27th slotted for the lower half of the
neyland” (26 hours) and “Warner Day” at Columbia . . . Forrest program are also running longer,
Bros. Presents” <39 houfs). The Tucker joined the cast of “The and.on many occasions an exhibi¬
totals above, incidentally, do not Maverick” at Paramount . . . Joan tor is faced with the problem of
include the 100 hours of “Mickey Collins assigned by 20th-Fox to putting together a program with
Mouse Club” which will produce play opposite Richard Widmark in two filn^each running over 100
minutes.w
on films ;the totals cover dramatic “The Last Wagon”
features only.
CBS-TV’s schedule, though less
ambitious, has all the earmarks of
being more definite.
Web has
scheduled “Playhouse 90” as a 90minute stanza for the fall, with 13
Neio York indie operator Noel Meadow (who leans towards foreign
of the dramas to be put on film, imports as well) bombards his patronage with the following catcheight of them by Screen Gems, the phrases in his promo', ion pieces:
Columbia tv-film subsid, and five
more by the network itself. Then,
Your local theatre has a “spectacular” every day.
there’s a 60-minute “Perry Mason”
The nice things about the “commercial” motion picture is-—no “com¬
series to be filmed either in 26 or mercials”
39 episodes by Paisan Productions
Your motion picture theatres serves but one master—You!
on the Coast.
The film theatre gives you uninterrupted entertainment.
Finally, NBC, which via RCA
The Theatre had had no legitimate offspring sinces the movies.
chief Gen. David Sarnoff and NBC
Your local movie theatres offers something better than the 17-inch
prcz Bob Sarnoff has indicated an screen.
^ aversion to the use of film, is in disOff all entertainment forms, movies are the least limited.
■ cussions with 20th-Fox over a proCan your entertainment needs be confined to a 20-inch screen?
W jected series of eight or 10 90-min¬
Of all entertainment forms, only the movies keep getting better.
ute filmed spectaculars with the
The movies are1 more than a thing to see—it’s a place *o go!
tentative title of “Writer’s Croice.”
Your entertainment, like your food, should be fresh. Go to the
As far is known, this would be movies!
NBC’s only venture into the 60- or
The best movie channel is the one leading to your favorite movie
90-minute filmed area.
theatre.

GASTON HAKIM SAYS
FRENCH TRADE TOPS

Kingsize Telefilms

Long Pix

Noel Meadow on (Blurb) Lark
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year. 5
This Date, Last Year. 8
"THE INTRUDER"
Prod,—Lindsley Parsons
Assoc. Prod.—John H. Burrows
Dir.—Irving Rapper
„
,
.
!
Edmund
Purdom, Ida
Lupino,1 Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac, Gloria Tal- j
bott, Donald Murphy, Douglas Ken¬
nedy, Mimi Gibson, Eric Anderson,
Ruby Goodwin
(Started Feb. 24)
"THE YOUNG GUNS"
Prod.—Richard Ileermance
Dir.'—Albert Band
Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbott, Scott
Marlowe, Wright King, Walter McCoy

"BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT'4
Prod.—Bert Frledlob
Dir,—Fritz Lang
Dana Andrews, Joan Fontaine, Bar¬
bara Nichols, Arthur Franz, Robin
Raymond, Sidney Blackmer, Philip
Bourneuf, William Leicester, Shep¬
pard Strudwick, Rusty Lane
(Started March 21)

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year,... 4
This Date, Last Year. 8
"WARDENS OF ARIZONA"
Assoc. Prod.-Dir.—Joe Kane
Skip .Homeier, Kristine Miller* George
Macready, Wallace Ford, George Keymas, John Doucette, John Compton
(Started March 26)

(Started March 19)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.. 5
This Date, Last Year...... 5
NIGHT FALL"
Prod.—-Ted Richmond
Dir.—Jacques Tourneur
Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft, Brian Keith,
Frank
Albertson.
James
Gregory,
Rudy Bond
(Started March 20)
REPRISAL"
Prods.—Lewis J. Rachmil, Helen Answorth
Dir.—George Sherman
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr, Kathryn
Grant, Wayne Mallory, Michael Pate,
Otto Hulett, Ralph Moody, Frank DcKova, Philip Breedlove, 'Robert Bur¬
ton, Edward Platt
(Started March 20)
’SHAKEDOWN ON BISCAYNE DRIVE"
Prod.—Sam Katzman
Dir.—Fred F. Sears
Lee J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, Edward
Arnold, Chris Alcaide, Alan Napier,
Hugh Sanders, Harry Lauder, Eleanor
Tanin, Michael Granger
(Started March 26)

WALT DISNEY
Starts,'This Year.1
This Date, Last Year-,-- I
'WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS"
Exec. Prod.—Walt Disney
Prod.—Bill Walsh
Dir.—William Beaudine
Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley,*1 Jeff
York,
Tom
Woodward,
George
Reeves, Doreen Tracey, Tommy Cole,
Cubby O’Brien, David Stollery, Karen
Pendleton, Iron Eyes Cody, Jane Lid¬
dell, Jon* Locke
(Started Jan. 16)

METRO
Starts, This Year. 5
This Date, Last Year.4
"SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"
Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise
Paul
Newman,
Pier
Angeli,
Eileen
Heckert, Sal Mineo, Everett Sloane,
Harold Stone, Sammy White, Tony
'Zale
(Started Jan. 26)
"OPPOSITE SEX"
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak
•Dir.—David Miller
t
June Allysdn, Joan Collins, Dolores
Gray, Ann Sheridan, Ann Miller,
Joan Blondell, Jeff Richards, Leslie
Nielsen, Carolyn Jones, Harry James
it Band, Vivienne Segal, Barbara J6
Allen, Sandra Descher
(Started Feb. 6)
"SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM"
Prod.—Jules Schormer
Dir.—Roy Rowland
James Cagney, Barbara Stanwyck,
Betty Lou Kefm
(Started March 5)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year. 4
This Date, Last Year. 6
"BUS STOP"
Prod.— Buddy Adler
Dir.—Joshua Logan
Marilyn Monroe, Don Murray, Arthur
O’Connell, Betty Field, Eileen Heekart,
Hans Conried, Casy Adams, Robert
Bray, Hope Lange
(Started March 15)
"THE DAY THE CENTURY ENDED"
(Shooting in Honolulu)
Prod.—David Weisbart
Dir.—Richard Fleischer
Robert Wagner
(Started March 19)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year. 5
This Date, Last Year.7
"FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE"
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Charles Lamont
Mickey Rooney, Virginia Welles, Paul
Cavanaugh. David Janssen, Mary El¬
len
Kaye,
James
Flavin,
Ralph
Dumke
(Started Feb. 13)
'ISTANBUL"
Prod.—Albert J. Cohen
• Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Errol Flynn, Cornell Borchers, John
Bentley, Leif Erickson, Martin Ben¬
son, Werner Klemperer, Peggy Knudsen
(Started Feb. 20)
"KELLY AND ME"
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Robert Z. Leonard
Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha
Hyer, Onslow Stevens, Douglas Fowley, Herbert Anderson, Frank Wilcox
(Started. March 7)
"BATTLE HYMN"
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—Douglas Sirk
Rock Hudson, Dan Duryca, Martha
Hyer, Don DeFore, Anna Kashfi, Jock
Mahoney, Alan Hale, Philip Ahn
(Started March 12)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year. ..2
This Date, Last Year.7
"THE BURNING HILLS"
Prod.—Richard Whorf.
Dir.—Stuart Heisler
.
;•
Tab Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Home¬
ier, Eduard Franz, Claude Akins, Earl
Holliman, Ray Teal
(Started Feb. 10)
"TOWARD THE UNKNOWN"
(Toluca Productions, Inc)
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
William Holden, Lloyd Nolan, Virginia
Leith, Charles McGraw. L. Q. Jones.
Paul Fix, James
Garner, Murray
Hamilton
(Started Feb. 17)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year......... 3
This Date, Last Year...... 1
'GUNFIGHT AT THE OK CORRAL"
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—John Sturges
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda
Fleming, John Ireland, Jo .Van Fleet,
Lyle Bettger, Frank Faylen
(Started March 12)
'THE MAVERICK"
Prod.—Hugh Brown
Dir.—Rudy Mate
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert
Roland, Tom Tryon, Bruce Bennett
(Started March 26)

RKO
Starts, This Year.,.4
This Date, Last Year...... 2

"JULIE"
(Arwin Production)
(For Metro Release)
Prod.—Martin Melcher
Dir.—Andrew Stone
„
Doris Day, Louis Jourdan, Barry Sulli¬
van, Frank Lovejoy
(Started March 12)
"THE LONELY GUN"
(Robert L. Jacks Production)
(For UA Release)
Prod.—Robert L. Jacks
Assoc. Prod.—Richard Carruth
Dir.—Harry Horner.
Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado
(Started March 19)
"THE SHARKF1GHTERS"
(Samuel ’Goldwyn Jr. Productions)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in Cuba)
Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn Jr.
Dir.—Jerry Hopper
Victor Mature, Karen Steele, James
Olson, Phil Coolidge, Claude Akins*
Rafael. Campos, George Neise
(Started March 19)

"TENSION AT TABLE ROCK"
Prod.—Sam Wlesenthal
Dir.—Charles Marquis Warren
Richard Egan, Dorothy Malone, Cam*
eron Mitchell, Billy Chapin, Joseph
De Santis, Royal Dano, Edward An¬
drews,
Angie
Dickinson,
Lauren
Chapin
(Started Feb. 29)

"HOT ROD GIRL"
(Nacirema Production)
(Shooting at California Studios)
• Exee. Prod.—David Yokozeki
Prod.—Norman Herman
Dir.—Leslie Martinson
Lori Nelson. John Smith, Chuck Con¬
nors

"BACK FROM ETERNITY"
Prod.-Dir.—John Farrow
Robert Ryan, Anltn Ekbcrg, Rod Stei¬
ger, Keith Andes, Gene Barry, Phyllis
Kirk, Fred Clark, Jesse White, Beu¬
lah
Bond,
Cameron
Prud-homme,
Jan Provost, Adcle Mara

"BLOOD BROTHERS"
(Grand Productions)
(Shooting at KTTV)
Dir.—Sidney Salkow
Buster Crabbe, Neville Brand, Ann
Robinson, Lita Milan, Walter Sande,
Michael Ansara
(Started March 19)
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"Steve Allen is remarkably good in his
first screen role ..
FILM DAILY.
"Steve Allen fans may not know it, but
their hero can act. His performance is
perhaps the best thing about the Benny
Goodman story . .
J. N. TUCK, New York Post.

"Allen . . • delivers a fine perform¬
ance . . ."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY.
"Due to Steve's integrity and selfless¬
ness as an actor this is not a picture for
Allen fans but for Goodman fans. It's a
great performance . .
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER.

"In a superb job of acting Allen sheds
his TV personality and perfectly plays the
part of . . . Goodman."
GERALD, ASHFORD, San Antonio Express.

"Steve Allen's performance... is quiet,
easy, and convincing."
VIRGIL MIERS, Dallas Times Herald.

"Steeped in Goodman mannerisms . . •
Allen is as convincing as James Stewart
was in the Glenn Miller role."
MILDRED MARTIN, Philadelphia Inquirer.

"Allen's performance is one that com¬
pletely captures the flavor and feeling of
his subject ..."

J^Sriett

"Allen's ability to duplicate Goodman's
fingering on the clarinet ... is a pure
delight . . . Love scenes strike a warm,
sentimental note." DETROIT, MICH., TIMES.
"Credit is due to Steve for creating an
accurate portrait of the shy, sincere . . .
musician."
BOSTON, MASS., POST.
"Steve . . . projects the role with com¬
petence. He makes us, the audience, like
Benny."
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., NEWS.
"A real goodie is Steve Allen as Good¬
man. Allen is quite an actor. Reminds
one of a sophisticated Charles Ray, if one
has a long memory."
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., EXAMINER.

"It was a stroke of genius, casting Alleq
in the role of Benny . . . Allen merits high"
praise."
CHICAGO, ILL., NEWS.
"Allen does a fine job of making Un¬
derstandable the character of the shy in¬
articulate musician." .
PHILADELPHIA, PA., BULLETIN.

JESSE ZUNSER, Cue Magazine.

"Steve Alien . . . does an excellent job.
Mr. Allen is a man of so many talents he
could have done the picture by himself
but he subordinates his acting to what is
good for'the whole production and the
result is admirable."
PITTSFIELD, MASS., BERKSHIRE EAGLE.

"Steve . . . portrays Goodman with un¬
canny realism."
HOUSTON, TEXAS, CHRONICLE.

"Allen . . . contributes a fascinating
naturalness ..."
PORTLAND, ORE., OREGONIAN.

"As Goodman brother Allen does a fine
job. Being a professional musician him¬
self Steve understands the professional
pitfalls and skirts them with insight."
WASHINGTON, D. C., NEWS.

"There is Mr. Allen . . . and watching
him perform is quite a rewarding experi¬
ence in itself."
PITTSBURGH, PA., POST GAZETTE.

"Allen does himself proud."
MIAMI, FLA., HERALD.

"TV's celebrated Steve Allen handles
his first major film assignment with re¬
markable poise and conviction. It's a na¬
tural and engaging performance ... in
every sense a winner."
FILM BULLETIN.
"Steve Allen wins raves . . ."
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TRIBUNE.

"The Benny Goodman Story owes a
good deal more to Goodman—and Steve
Allen, who plays him—than it does to
Hollywood . . . Allen's impersonation of
Goodman is not only pleasant but relaxed
and generally believable."
DORIS ARDEN, Chicago, III., Sun-Times.

"Steve Allen employs his own natural
poise and likeable personality in his por¬
trayal of Goodman."
ANN MARSTERS, Chicago, III., American.

"Allen . . . does a wonderful job in the
title role. He carries out his . . . assign¬
ment with poise."
ATLANTA, GA., CONSTITUTION.

"Allen gives a strong portrayal . . ."
TOLEDO, OHIO,* TIMES.

*

"The Goodman role is played rather
handsomely by Steve Allen, whose resem¬
blance to Goodman is close enough to
make other subjects of screen biographies
wish they had had it so good."
WACO, TEXAS, TIMES HERALD.

FRANCES MELROSE, Denver News.

"Steve plays Benny beautifully with an
economy of gesture, word and movement
that is Benny to the life."

23

"Allen looks the part and gives it the
correct touch of underplaying which, in¬
cidentally, is a tougher assignment than
chewing the draperies."
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., TRIBUNE.

"Mr. Allen gives a thoughtful and musicianly performance ... his unassuming
manner strikes one as being faithful to
the Goodman character."
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR.

"Steve . . . proves himself very much
the actor here ..."

". . . All lovers of popular music will be
thrilled . . . with Goodman's choice of the
man to portray him, for rarely, if ever,
has there been such perfect casting . . .
Allen's fine delineation ... is sure to send
his popularity zooming to even greater
heights."
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW.
"The B. G. Story is easily as entertain¬
ing as . . . the Glenn Miller Story, with
Steve Allen doing an amazingly apt job
of miming the famous maestro of jazz." *
AMARILLO, TEXAS, DAILY NEWS.

"Steve Allen . . . gives a believable
performance."
LIFE MAGAZINE.
"Allen gives a very credible perform¬
ance . . . and makes the character sympa¬
thetic and likeable."
HARRISON'S REPORTS.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF., EXAMINER.

"Allen is wonderful ... it would be
hard to find a more attractive perform¬
ance . . . This is no TV star going through
the motions . . . Allen seems to have
buried his own personality and he seems
literally to have become Benny Goodman."
NEW YORK, N. Y., HERALD TRIBUNE.

"TV's Steve Alleq, bespectacled and re¬
laxed, is remarkably good ..."
BOSTON, MASS., AMERICAN.

"Allen . . . contributes a fascinating
naturalness to the part . . . Allen is sur¬
prising in his picture role. Known as a TV
funster, he switches to a serious screenstory and gives an excellent performance."
PORTLAND, ORE.,* OREGONIAN.

"A heartwarming sft>ry beautifully un¬
derplayed by Steve Allen ... If it does
nothing else it exhibits another distin¬
guished facet of Allen's constantly grow¬
ing hold on the public."
ALBANY, N. Y., TIMES UNION.

"Perhaps it is Allen's experience with
the intimate technique of a late night TV
show which brings so much warmth and
appeal to the characterization."
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., GAZETTE.

"Completely captures the flavor and
feeling of his subject . . ."
DENVER, COLO., ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS.

"Allen is impressibly natural and sin¬
cere . . ."
DENVER, COLO., POST.

JULES L. GREEN
Personal Management
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PICTURES

TORONTO

Picture Grosses
BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9)
(Times) (4th wk).
Third stanza
concluded Sunday (25) was good
$5,000 after $7,800 in second.
Holds again.
“Naked Night”
(Times) opens April 9.
Baronet
(Reade)
(430;
$1.25$1.50)—“Return of Don Camillo"
(IFE).
Opened Monday (26).
In
ahead, “Adorable Creatures” (Cont)
(11th wk-6 days), $3,600, but very
healthy longrun.
Bijou
(Lopcrt)
(603;
$1.50$2.50)—“Richard III” (Indie) (3d
wk). First holdover stanza ended
Sunday (25) night was smooth $14,'300 after $15,000 opening week,
hurt obviously by storm.
Now
geared to play 17 shows per week.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)—
“Alexander the Great”
<UA).
Opens today (Wed,).
In ahead,
“Goodman Story” <U) (5th wk),
slipped to mild $12,000 after $14,500 for fourth week.
Criterion (Moss (1,700; 75-$2.20)
—“Slightly Scarlet” (RKO) (2dfinal wk). Goes eight days to bring
in “The Conqueror” (RKO) on Sa¬
turday (31), but only slow $9,500
in extended week despite some
previews. First was $11,000.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (19th wk).
The 18th round ended Monday (26)
pushed to big $7,300 after $6,900
for 17th. Continues on indef.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.50)—
“Sins of Borgias” (Indie) <4th-final
wk). Final week being cut down
to five days to open “On Threshold
of Space” (20th) tomorrow (Thurs.).
Last five days looks like mild $6,000
despite previews nearly every day
after $7,500 in for third week, over
hopes.
* Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Touch and Go” (U) (2d wrk). First
session finished Sunday (25) was
good $6,500.
In' ahead, “Golden
Demon” (Indie) (7th wk), $3,000.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
“Patterns” (UA).
Opened yester¬
day
(Tues.).
In
ahead,
“All
Heaven Allows” <U) (4th wk), mild
$7,200 after $9,500 in third week.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95$1.80)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue)
(8th wk).
Seventh stanza ended
Monday (26)
was solid
$5,000
against $4,000 for sixth.
Holds.
“Lovers and Lollipops” (Trans-Lux)
opens April 16.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Hot Blood” (Col) with vaudeville.
Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
likely will reach okay $17,000.
Last week, “Timetable” (AA) plus
vau{le, $16,500.
Paramount
(ABC-Par)
(3,664;
$l-$2)—“Anything Goes” (Par) (2d
wk).
Initial w'eek ended
last
night (Tues.) was fine $41,000. In
ahead, “Court Jester” (Par) (7th
- W'k-6i/?i days), $20,000, but winding
up a very nice run.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 901$.80)—“Letters From My Wind¬
mill” (Indie) (15th wk). The 14th
frame ended Sunday (25) was solid
$5,300 as compared w'ith $4,800 for
12th week^ “Ballet of Romeo and
Juliet” (Tohan) opens April 2.
Radio City Music IlalK (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75) — “Sere¬
nade” (WB) and annual Easter
stageshow. Climbing to sock $155,000 in opening week winding up
today
(Wed.).
Holds at least
through Easter week, with doors
opening at 7:30 a.m. last Saturday,
with like schedule for Easter week.
In ahead, “Picnic” (Col) with stageshow (5th wk), dipped to $100,000
but rounding out a solid longrun.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
—"Oklahoma” (Magna) (24th wk).
Current stanza ending today (Wed.)
is heading for fine $27,400 or near
after $28,000 in 23 week.
NeW
scale but still with reserved seat
policy goes into effect April 8. This
makes night scale $1.75 to $3 and
matinees $1.25 to $2.25.
Gives
house more seats' at a lesser price.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65$2.40))—“Carousel” (20th) and iceshow onstage (6th wk). Present
session finishing tomorrow (Thurs.)
is heading for line $52,000. Fifth
week was $53,000. Set to stay
through Easter at least, with “Man
in Gray Flannel Suit” (20th) com¬
ing in next.
State (Loew’s) (3.450; 78-$1.75)
. —“Last Hunt” (M-G) (5th wk-3
days). The fourth week ended last
night. (Tues.) was okay $11,500.
The third was $12,500, a bit over
expectancy.
“Miracle in Rain”
(WB) opens Saturday (31).
, Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
The Ladykillers” (Cont) (6th wk).
I'nth session ended Monday (26)
pushed to smash $12,700. Fourth
was $11,000. Stays on indef at
this gait.
*,T/,a^"Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
$l-$l.oO)—“Doctor At Sea” (Rep)

(5th wk). Fourth stanza finished
last night (Tues.) climbed to sock
$8,500 after $6,500 in third week.
Continues on indef.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$2)—“Golden Arm”
(UA) (15th
wk). Present week ending tomor¬
row Thurs.) looks to push up to
big $15,500. The 14th week was
$14,100, over hopes, “Man Who
Never Was” (20th) pencilled in to
open April 3.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.3Q)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (60th wk). The 59th round
ended Saturday (24) climbed to
great $43,600 after $41,400 in 58th
week. “7 ponders of World” (In¬
die) opens April 10, with closing
notice on “Holiday” of course
helping it currently.
World (Times Film) (385; $1$1.50)—“Dark River” (Times) (5th
wk).
Current stanza ended is
heading for oke $2,700 after $3,100
in fourth week. Stays. “Last 10
Days” (Col) comes in April 11.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 8)
$13,000.
Last week, plus Ritz,
$21,700.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1$1.80)—“Ladykillers” .(Cont) (4th
wk).
Fair $7,000.
Last week,
$8,000.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1$1.75)—“Picnic” (Col) (5th wk).
Pleasing $14,000. Last week, off to
$15,800.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.40-$2)
—“Carousel” (20th) (6th wkh.Neat
$14,000. Last week, $17,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
—“Trouble
With Harry”
(Par)
(7th wk).
Good $4,000 in nine
days. Last week, $3,300.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25-)
$1.80')
“Cry
Tomorrow”
(M-G)
(14th w'k). Up to big $7,500 in
final week. Last week, $6,800.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬
homa” (Magna) (19th at Egyptian,
14th at UA). Sturdy $41,000. Last
week, $42,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (20t’h wk). Into this frame
Sunday (25) after smooth $30,000
last week.
Warner Downtown, Hollywood
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 756; 90-$1.25)—
'.'Creature Walks Among Us” (U)
“Price of Fear” (U). Fair $13,000
or near. Last week, “Backlash”
(U) and “Kettles in- Ozarks” (U),
$13,200 plus $45,800 in one nabe
and eight ozoners.

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 9)
Blood” (Col) and “Track Man
Down” (Indie), $10,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)—“On
Threshold of Space” (20th) (2d wk).
Lean $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Square Jungle” (U) and “Red
Sundown” (U). . Nice $10,000 or
near. Last week, “Blacklash” (U)
and “Uranium Boom” (U), $11,000
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85)
—“Body
Snatehers”
(UA)
and
“Indestructible
Man”
(I n d i e).
Heading for good $9,500, or over.
Last week, “Man Who Never Was”
(20th) and "Cash on Delivery”
(RKO), $9,000.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40l— “Cinema Holiday”
(Indie) (8th wk). Big $10,500. Last
week, $13,000.

.

BOSTON
(Continued from page 9)
queror” (RKO) opens Saturday
(31). •
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60$1)—Went
to
second-runs
this
week.
Last week, "Come Next
Spring”
(Rep)
and
“Fighting
Chance” (Rep), $10,900.
Pilgrim (ATC) (2,100; 65-95KWent to second-.runs this week.
Last week, “Wiretapper” (Indie)
and “Please Murder Me” (DCA),
$10,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—“Invasion of Body iviatchers”
(AA) and “Indestructible Man”
• AA). -Fair $9,000. * Last week,
“Our Miss Brooks”
(WB) and
“Steel Jungle” (WB), $7,000.
Orplicum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)
—“Forever Darling”' (M-G) and
“Fury at Gunsight Pass” “ (Col).
Sluggish $10,000. Last week, “Pic¬
nic” (Col) (4th wk-9 days), $14,000.
I
State (Loew)
(3,000; 60-$l)—
j “Forever
Darling”
(M-G)
and
I “Fury at Gunsight Pass” (Col).
I Mild $6,000. Last week, “Three
Bad Sisters” (UA) and “TimeI table” (UA), $4,500.

(Continued from page 9)
(4th w'k). Academy helped to $11,000. Last week, $13,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; $1-$1.50)—
“Carousel” (20th). Wham $25,000
at upped prices. Last week, “Man
Who Never Was” (20th) (2d wk),
$9,000 in 4 days at 60-$l.
International
(Taylor)
(557;
$1.50-$2) — "Richard III” (IFDL
(4th w'k). Still turnaway biz at
$7,000,
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 75-$l)—
“Last Hunt” (M-G). So-so $12,500.
Last
w'eek,
'.‘Benny
Goodman
Story” (U) (2d wk), $9,500 in 5
days.
Shea’s (FP) 2,373;- 60-$l)—“Pic¬
nic” (Col) (6th wk). Hotsy $9,000.
Last week, $11,000.
Uptown (LoewO (2,745; 75-$l)—
“Goodman Story” (U) (3d wk).
With
former two-house
combo
now down to itself, Uptown will
do big $11,000. Last week, $12,000
when with Loew sister-house.

Senate Warns H’wood on Sadism
Continued

from page

7

--

the part of young people, must be what the public desires to see.
counteracted with a strong insist¬ This may, in part, have been sup¬
ence on the fcart 0f the motion pic¬ ported by the boxoffice successes of
ture producers to. adhere to the certain foreign films which dealt
principles of the Motioji Picture with the intimate or sensational
Production Code, which outlaw this or sordid type of content.
type of film content.
“The increasing resistance on
“The motion picture people must the part of certain Hollywood pro¬
assume the responsibility of help¬ ducers and directors against what
ing young children form opinions they feel, tef be unfair restrictions
and attitudes that will help them and limitations as put forth by the
meet the problems of living in our Motion Picture Production Code.”
complex society to the best inter¬
“The feeling that television to¬
ests of both.”
day appeals to more of the very,
The committee report is based on
young people who used to dedi¬
three things—Hollywood hearings.cate- themselves to the movie?.
on June 16-17; 1955; committee staff
Therefore, the same kind of re¬
viewing of certain films denounced
sponsibility to safeguard this very
by witnesses, and questionnaires young audience, as existed here¬
sent to the members of the Medi¬ tofore, has been relaxed.
The
cal Correctional Assn, and the
’more mature audience is given
American Academy of Forensic consideration. •
Sciences. Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.,
Report feels that the Code Au¬
Tenn.) heads the subcommittee.
(Continued from page 8)Following recommendations are thority should be given teeth to do
more than merely “suggest” scene
offered:
*
Loose” (UA) and “Postmark for
and script changes. Such changes
1. The Production and Advertis¬ as the committee found in the cur¬
Danger” (RKO), same.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; ing Code Administrations should rent trend, it claims, came about
consult professional people in the
because of fear the boxoffice might
75-$l)—“Rose Tattoo” (WB) (3d
field of behavioral sciences, plus
be hurt, rather than any “sudden
wk). Awards helping to get nice citizens groups and clergy.
social awareness.”
$7,000. Last week, $11,000.
2. The MPAA board should in¬
The committee says of some film
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)— augurate Code changes “warranted
advertising that it “has definitely
“Kettles in Ozarks” (U) (2d wk). in the light of social changes” since
gone too far and is not excusable.”
Fair $2,500. Last week, $4,500.
the codes were written.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
3. The industry should recognize
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; the value of adhering to Code pol¬
700; 1,217; 65-85)
“Man Who icies. It should “assume its proper
Never Was” (20th) and “Please place as an intelligent, objective
Murder Me,” (DCA). Light $10,- reporter of social problems to bet¬
Continued from page 2
000. Last week, minus the Tower ter prepare the viewing audience
“Kettles in Ozarks” (U) got $8,- in understanding and coping with in “Folies-Bergere” with Zizi Jean500.
Tower
“Asphalt
Jungle”
maiife.
them.”
(M-G) and “Battleground” (M-G)
Dassin was established as a di¬
4. "The public should recognize
(reissues), sparse $3,200.
the potential they have in shaping rector here with his “Du Rifif
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
the policy of film makers wfio’are Chez Les Hommes” (Brawl Among
“Doctor at Sea” (Rep). On midvery sensitive to the demands of Men) which won him an award at
America preem, splendid $2,500;
the Cannes- Festival. His next pic
the motion picture audience.”
holds. Last week, “Bringing Up
will be “Christ Recrucified,” based
Baby”
(RKO)
and
“Informer” - 5. Universities should develop
on the book by Nikos Kazantzakis,
research
projects
on
the
effects
of
(RKO) (reissues) -(2d wk), $1,000.
the mass media. They should seek depicting the effect of playing
ways for the media to make the roles in a Passion Play on the or¬
nation’s young citizens productive dinary lives of the characters who
are to play the Disciples and
and law abiding.
(Continued from page 9)
6. The studios which also pro¬ Christ. Berry has made two of the
ama Holiday” (Indie) (34th wk).
duce films for television should Constantine pictures in which his
Big $16,000. Last week, $16,200.
"submit their product for the pro¬ knowhow gave these parodies firm
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207; duction code seal.
film treatment.
70-$l)—“Marty” (UA) and “Sum¬
Sturges made “Les Carnets Du
Crime Pix Hit
mertime” (UA) (reissues).' Fancy
“When the motion picture is Major Thompson” based on the
$9,000. Last week, “Invasion Body
book
of' essays concerning a re¬
Snatchers”
(AA)
and
“Atomic viewed in relation to the other me¬
dia of mass communication,” com¬ tired English Major’s reactions to
Man” (AA), $9,500.
France.
Other Americans, maihly
mented the report, “certain con¬
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
On the actors, who have become regulars
—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (19th clusions may be drawn.
are Jesse Hahn, now in the hit
wk). Oke $5,500. Last week, $6,000. one hand, movies are less attain¬
able than comic books or television play “Love of Four Colonels”; Joe
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Di¬
.... Discussions with professional Warfield, Jeff Davis and Peter
abolique” (UMPO) (13th wk). Big
people indicate that it may not be Walker who do character parts in
$5,000. Last week, same.
Evelyn Keyes, who
the saturation point that is the Gallic pix.
Clay v(Rosener)
(400;
$1) —
most important factor, but the de¬ made a pic here three years ago,
“Samurai” Gndie) (3d wk). Okay
gree of sadism, brutality and vio¬ “It Happened in Paris,” now feels
$2,300. Last week, $3,000.
lence that is portrayed in any one her French is good enough to do a
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1) motion picture presentation. How- play or Gallic, pic. Betsy Blair,
—“The Prisoner” (Col) (4th wk). evef, the more presentations of this who scored in “Marty” at the last
Nice $2,400. Last week, $2,700.
type available, the greater chance Cannes Fest, made, a Gallic pic
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1- they have of being seen.'
here, “Rencontre A Paris,” and is
$1.25)—“Beachcomber” (Indie) (2d
“It has been definitely estab¬ now in Spain finishing a Frenchwk).
Oke $1,500.
Last week, lished at the hearings that, while Spanish pic,. “Calle Mayor” (Main
$2,000.
there has not been a substantial in¬ Street), being directed by Juan
Coronet
(United
California) crease in quantity of the type of Bardem. Yvonne De Carlo made a
(1,250; $1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma” film
under
consideration—the pic here, “La Castiglione,” which,
(Magna) (5th wk). Great $22,000
western, or modern crime variety— however, did not help her career.
or over.. Last week, $24,000.
there has been a change in the ratio Gene Kelly is now prepping to pro¬
of crime and western movies to duce an indie pic, which Noel
non-crime movies. That is, while Coward will direct. About some
the production of crime and west¬ runaway kids from a Swiss board¬
ern movies has remained constant ing school who bring together
= Continued front page 4
or increased slightly, the production their estranged parents.
Other Hollywoodites in-and-out
of non-crime movies has decreased
Twice a month, Corwin’s arti¬
greatly, making a greater propor¬ of the French studios have includ¬
cles are distributed to newspapers tion of the crime and western ed Anatole Litvak, John Huston,
overseas. In such.markets as Ger- variety available on the market in Kirk Douglas, Orson Welles, Mel
Ferrers
many, France, Italy and Scandi¬ the long run.
Bella Darvi, who broke into films
“The fact that producers and di¬
navia they are translated by the
rectors have increasingly empha¬ via 20th-Fox in California, is here
local MPEA offices and spotted sized sadism, brutality and violence now
making
pictures.
Other
with the local journals. The re¬ in their pictures was also estab¬ French stars who did a hitch in
sponse, according to Tim Claggett, lished.' Although in terms of avail¬ Hollywood, but are now back in¬
the MPAA-MPEA p.r. topper in ability the viewing of a motion pic¬ clude: Michele Morgan, Danielle
N.Y. has been gratifying.
ture is more difficult in relation to Darrieux, Micheline Presle, Fer¬
Topics covered by Corwin have , comic books and television, in nand Gravey, Jean.Gabin. Martine
a “fan” slant. Among his articles, terms of total impact it may be Cafol, one of the top French
which have received a wide pickup, said to be much greater.
femme stars, recently .broke a
are “Hollywood Lures Royalty,”
“With the advant <of superior commitment with 20th-Fox to stay
“Hollywood Looks for Fresh Tal¬ technical devices, such as the wide, on here.
ent,” “Plight of the Movie Extra,” screen, stereoj^Jionic sound, and
etc. In many instances .the papers Technicolor, the impact of a single
run the pieces with his byline. In motion picture is many times that of
Britain, particularly, they’ve been a single presentation in either a
given big play.
comic book or on a s television
~ ~ 1—- Continued from page 5 r
When Corwin recently did a screen.”
TV Impact
where the American industry at
piece on “Your Movie House and
The committee reported the fol¬ the moment is having its difficul¬
the Man Who Runs It,” it was dis¬
They noted, too, that the
tributed to key exhibs in the U.S. lowing as the cause of increased ties.
featuring of Chevalier would be
The response, said Claggett, has violence in pix:
“With the increased threat of en¬ acknowledged In France.
been strong, with many theatreWhile it is thought unlikely that
men writing in for additional croachment on boxoffice receipts
copies to place with local news¬ by television, that movie people the Academy had gone out of its
papers. It’s indicated that, in the feel that their presentations must way to pick Miss Magnani for rea¬
future, the Corwin literature may be on a par or superior to televi¬ sons other than purely artistic
increasingly be channeled to do¬ sion, an therefore they take greater ones, it was commented that—in
mestic as well as foreign outlets. license in /their efforts to meet any case—the choice was a happy
Also, MPEA may add other serv¬ the new competition.
one from the international point-of“The feeling on the part of many view.
ices to its current overseas activi¬
Some thought the award
ties, such as a rundown on local, motion picture people that these might go to Susan Hayward for
reviews of foreign attractions, etc. types of presentations are indeed, “I'll Cry Tomorrow.”
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NEW YORK COP
BLOWS HIS TOP!
Anything can happen when VARIETY CLUBS INTERNATIONAL
pours into the BIG TOWN May 9th to 12th.

This conclave prom¬

ises to be the best and greatest party ever staged.

Get a load

of a few highlights:

MOONLIGHT CRUISE
7Round Manhattan Isle . . . FUN . . . Entertainment . . .
ROMANCE ... Buffet Dinner on Boat

MANHATTAN MARDI GRAS
Cocktails. . . Dinner. . . Dancing. . . Entertainment
A Nite You Will Always Remember!

HUMANITARIAN AWARD DINNER
TM top Variety Award of the year... Who will be the winner?
A thrilling and magnificent event I

Variety Is the Spice of Convention Life...

ACT FAST!

RUSH YOUR RESERVATION!

20th ANNUAL VARIETY CLUBS INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
WALDORF-ASTORIA—MAY 9-12
Sponsored by TENT #35, New York
REGISTRATION FEES:
BARKERS $45
LADIES

35

for reservations write to

MARTIN LEVINE
Convention Chairman:
_OOQ u/.rt AO C*

Klo\A/ Yrtrlr CitV.
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WB Stock Status Studio-By-Studio TV Check-List 550G Damage Suit
Over Film Rights
After Video Deal
To‘Mitchell’Book
Surprises Trade
>4444 444444444444-4-4

Failure of Warner Bros, stock to
rise in the wake of the $21,000,000
tv deal for its library, has observ¬
ers in New York puzzled.
Stock closed, at 21 Friday (23)
alter reaching a year’s- high of
23% in the wake of the deal. On
the basis of 2,000,000 shares out¬
standing (including the 600,000
held by the Warner brothers), the
$21,000,000 cash works out to $10
a share and, sooner or later, should
show up.
.
Some insiders are wondering
whether the price of WB stock is
being .. deliberately kept down
while a group is purchasing shares
in anticipation of a later rise.
It’s recalled that WB has a lot
of money currently tied up in ad¬
vances for three big productions—
“Giant,” “Moby Dick” and “Spirit
of St. Louis” — and that, when
these pictures are released, the re¬
turns should have an effect on the
stock.
At the recent Universal stock¬
holders meet in N.Y., prexy Milton Rackmil, replying to a query
re the sale of U pix to tv, noted
the failure of the WB stock to go
up following the deal.

SPG BARGAINING AGENT
FOR METRO HOMEOFFICE

Tides turn swiftly and run deep in showbusiness.
Only a short year ago, Hollywood studios were still
holding themselves aloof from television. Today,
the two are dancing cheek to cheek, irrevocably
committed in both theory and practice to the kind
of collaboration that could easily spell out ultimate
integration.
The production and talent side of the film biz has
stepped into the video arena with both feet. Vast
sums are being spent in Hollywood on the making
of tv film, and there’s barely a screen actor left
who hasn’t been before the tv cameras. In fact,
many have learned to depend for major income on
the home medium.
Two important companies have sold their entire
libraries to tv and the rest, to varying degrees, are
moving in the same general direction. Apart from
that, the top film outfits are in tv in other ways,
via the production of commercials and the owner¬
ship of processing labs.
Within an incredibly short period, the whdle pro¬
ducer-distributor psychology has undergone a dras¬
tic change.
Without renouncing their traditional
loyalties to the exhibitor-customers, company execs
today feel that Hollywood can be a fountainhead
of celluloid entertainment, and of talent, for both
media. They now argue that the studios could not
afford to ignore the huge demand for filmed tv
shows, just as stockholders find it difficult to dis¬
count the lure of Vast coin for the sale of old pix
to video.
Exhibs, while still kicking, appear to have re¬
signed themselves to the inevitable. They still warn
distributors not to “kill” the theatres for the sake
of a fast buck. But, on the. whole, they seem to
have accepted the Hollywood-tv link. To make
things worse for them, the one obvious tiein be¬
tween exhibition and tv—theatre television—has
been found wanting as a steady diet. It’s expen¬
sive and it lacks program material. The theatres
realize that tv plugging does bring in customers,
and they are aware that some good properties have
been picked up from tv by Hollywood.
Distribution execs, while conscious that tv has
done damage. to the^theatres, are convinced that,
however good tv gets, exhibition on the large screen
will survive. Yet most are willing to admit that
they expect the theatrical market to shrink quite a
bit in the next couple of years. Meanwhile, in¬
exorably, the tv-film bond firms up, and tv is taking
up more and more of the companies’ thinking. Fol¬
lowing is a rundown where each one of them cur¬
rently stands with respect to tv:
Allied Artists: Has released a number of its fea¬
ture pictures to tv via its subsidiary. Interstate Tele¬
vision.

Columbia: Has been in the tv field for several
years via the very; successful subsid, Screen Gems,
one of the most successful in the business with a
reported $11,000,000 gross. Col originally released
22 Westerns and 151 cartoons to tv via Hygo TV.
It recently turned over to Screen Gems for distribu¬
tion a batch of 104 feature pix. Screen Gems pro¬
duces films for tv.
Disney: Among the first to enter tv, outfit con¬
tinues very active in the field, producing two major
shows.
Metro: Has been negotiating for the sale of its
entire library evaluated at $110,000,000. Outfit re¬
portedly is on the verge of closing a deal for the
limited lease of 37 features. Its shorts library is
for sale. Metro has its own tv show on ABC, but
the web may cancel out.
Paramount: Has sold some 1,600 shorts for $3,000,000 and has 34 Pine & Thomas films on the block.
Some time ago the studio gave Dorothy Lamour
an option to sell 14 of her features to tv. Option
has expired, but interest in the pix is said to be
alive again. Has put “Bells of St. Mary” and “Good
Sam” on the block. Par controls DuMont, has a
50% interest in Chromatic Labs, which produces
a colof tv tube, and controls the Telemeter payas-you-see system. It also’ owns station KTLA in
Los Angeles.
Republic: Via Hollywood TV Service has 350 fea¬
tures in syndication.
Through Studio City Tele¬
vision is making, .tv pix. Rep studio is also being
leased out for tv production.
RKO: Sold domestic tv and overseas theatrical
and tv rights to Matty Fox for $1^,200,000. Plans
to go into tv film production. RKO keeps all re¬
make rights, also holds 150 pix for one-shot tv
rights for two years.
20th-Fox: Is heavily in tv film production and
plans to.make four to six series this year. So far
hasn’t sold off features to tv, but may do so via
limited packages when a good deal comes along.
Outfit owns Movietone Studios in N. Y., much used
for tv production and DeLuxe Labs, which do a lot
of tv work. 20th still plans to bring out the Eidophor color theatre-tv system.
United Artists: Was in tv until two years ago but,
being a releasing channel for the indies, isn’t really
a factor in the video, field today.
Universal: Has leased quantities of westerns (97)
and shorts to tv as well as -some more recent fea¬
tures. Some time ago tried tv film production but
gave it up. Its subsid, United World, ranks among
the most active of the tv commercial producers.
Warner Bros: Has just sold its entire library of
features and shorts for $21,000,000. Prior to that
handed 191 black-and-white shorts to Guild Films
on a lease arrangement. Produces its own tv show.

The N. Y. Screen Publicists
Guild received certification Mon¬
day (26) as the bargaining agent
for Metro horneoffice pub-ad staff¬
ers as the result of an election
conducted by the National Labor
Relations Board. With 21 staffers
eligible to vote, the union received
19 votes. One staffer voted against
the SPG and another abstained
from voting.
As soon as Metro receives formal
notification of the results from the
NLRB, the SPG will request a
date to open contract negotiations.
The Metro pub-admen have been
without union representation for
several years and the SPG’s prime
aim will be to bring the M-G shop
Rap against independent distrib¬
up to industry standards. The
Warner Bros., in an unusual ar¬ utors in the United States, which
SPG also represents the homeoffice units at Warner Bros., Uni-, rangement, has acquired the rights was voiced by Jacques Flaud, has
versa!, 20th-Fox, Columbia and to “Mister Roberts” from the now drawn the fire of Edward Har¬
United Artists.
Joshua Logan - Leland Hayward rison, veteran in the field of indie
Orange Productions in exchange distribution. Flaud had beefed that
for WB stock.
the distribs can’t provide 500 book¬
Deal calls for the indie unit to ings for a French feature, whereas
receive 37,000 sharescof WB treas¬ this figure should be the minimum.
Continued from page 3
Flaud, who was in the U. S. recent¬
ury stock, plus another 13,000 ly and is now back'in Paris, is head
20th and U terminate on April 14.
The SPG, seeking to speed up the shares to be purchased by the com¬ of the French government’s Cen¬
talks, has decided “to trim” cer¬ pany on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. tre National de la Cinematographic.
tain of the demands which the film The Warner stock is currently list¬
Harrison’s rebuttal is that in the
companies have termed “unrealis¬ ed at 21, so the value of the stock entire history of the business there
tic.” The SPG will not alter its runs to $1,050,000.
haven’t’ been 10 French films to
money demands—it is seeking a
According to a WB spokesman, receive 500 bookings in the U. S.
$150 weekly minimum for senior the stock deal presumably served There simply aren’t enough outlets
publicists and a 15% general in¬ the producers’ tax purposes. He to provide 500 runs, except in rare
crease—but it will change ‘ its de¬ said, too, that it took in all profits cases. This is not the fault of the
mands regarding security provi¬ accruing from the release of the distributor, states Harrison.
sions.
successful picture, which had been
For an import to reach 500 situa-.
Following today’s bargaining financed by Warners.
tions, it must be a “powerhouse,”
meeting, the SPG will hold a gen¬
he insists. Either that, or the dis¬
eral membership meeting to de¬
tributor must license "the product'
cide what its next step will be.
on small, flat rental deals. HarriThe deciison, of course, rests on
sno is now selling “Gate of Hell”
the answers it receives from the
strictly
on a percentage basis.
= Continued from pase 3
film companies.
Encouragingly, though, the num¬
All for the purpose of ballying the ber of theatres running on an art
films involve^
film policy is growing, the exec
James C. Petrillo, AFM presi¬ said. He cited numerous situations
dent, granted the concession in the where a switch to imports 'has been
course of talks with Charles Boren, made. There are now five art spots
industrial relations chief for the in Detroit alone, for example. And
Assn, of Motion Picture Producers. it was the indie distributor who
~The action display way
It was regarded as a boon to the opened the door to imports in the
pic outfits’ ad-pub departments, first place, Harrison underlined.
to boost your sales!
who theretofore were unable to
use tv to the best promotional ad¬
195
vantage. Soundtrack music often
is important in dramatic scene*
and, of course, is essential in musi¬
i Continued from paxe 3
cal productions.- To use it would ■
SM-10. ROTO-SHO JR. Costs only V/i<?
gday to run! Revolves 3 times a minute. Holds
have meant entire re-recording its regular first-run showing. In
n build-up display fixture permitting full use of dissessions at prohibitive costs.
le play space. Carries 10 lbs. A.C. only.
Switzerland, “Invitation” has been
“
Delivery eut of slock in 24 hours!
Petrillo, however, is now said to booked in five key cities.
be doing a burn over “abuses” of
The same policy, it’s expected,
Get FREE illustrated literature showing
build-up fixtures, prices. Write today!
the privilege he had given the will be followed in the U. S. and
film-makers; The latter, according Canada regardless whether M-G de¬
KASSON DIE & MOTOR CORP.
to pic distribution sources, should cides to accept or reject the NBC
Formerly General Die A Stamping Co.
accommodate the union in some offer.
It’s understood the film
M-14 Northern Rival., Long Island City 1, N.Y.
other way, such as contributions to company is assembling a. staff to
Integrity Since 1919
_
Makers of fractional horsepower motors;
the union’s welfare fund, in Pe- handle the film in a manner simiB skeleton and ceiling turntables for display Industry1
trillo’s opinion, and so far they lar to its treatment of "Julius Cae*
m Quantity discounts available.
haven’t done this.
I sar” two years ago.
I-C3 -i: ) i }r
,'ri ‘2 . e ; I 11. -i i r ? • . 1

WB Stock Swap
For ‘Mr. Roberts

Flaud Rap On French Pic
Bookings Draws Another
Indie’s Ire, As Illogical

SPG Proposals

Soundtrack
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M-G May Do
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AB-PT ’55 Gain
Up 74% From ’54
American Broadcasting - Para¬
mount Theatres had net operating
earnings of $8,218,000, or $1.89 a
common share, for 1955, Leonard
H. Goldenson, president, disclosed
in New York this week. This rep¬
resents a gain of 74% over the
1954 operating profit of $4,722,000,
equal to $1.06 a common share.
Big upbeat, said the chief exec,
was not due to theatre operations.
The exhibition end of AB-PT ex¬
perienced an income drop to $110,503,000, compared with $115,916,000 in 1954, due partially to the
disposition of some houses and a
faulty year end. Theatre earnings
held up* “very well” for the first
eight months of the year, said
Goldenson, but the final ’four
months- cut the entire year’s rev¬
enue below the 1954 level. He at¬
tributed this to a lack *bf top-qual¬
ity pictures during the period. '
* On the other hand, the broad¬
casting division showed a profit for
1955 after losses in 1954 and 1953.
Of AB-PT’s total income in 1955
of $194,662,000 (an increase of
$5,866,000 over the previous year),
ABC contributed operating income
of $81,117,000, compared with $70,424,000 in 1954. The television net¬
work had a 53% increase in gross
time billings and “should continue
to show further improvement from
this point on,” according to Gold¬
enson.
Profits statement showed capital
gains of $155,000, or 4c per com¬
mon share, in 1955, bringing the
combined-net earnings to $1.93 per
share. Cap gains in 1954 were
$210,000, or 5c per share, bringing
combined net earnings to $111 000
a share.
Reading Drive-In Resumes
Reading, Pa., March 21
Sinking Spring Drive-In, a $31
000 ozoner on Route 422 near h<
opened last week for its sec<
season.
Handling some 1,200 cars, i
is operated by Pavilion Drive
Inc.‘ of Batavia, N.Y. ’

Trophy Productions, which is
suing the Wall St. banking house of
Lazard Freres & Co. over film
rights to “Mitchell—Pioneer of Air
Power,” authored in 1943 by Isaac
Don Levine, itself was named de¬
fendant in a $550,000 damage suit
brought in N. Y. Federal Court
last week by Mrs. Roslyn Fisher.
She asks that the court declare her
true owner of the rights to the Le¬
vine work.
Mrs. Fislier, who claims indie
producer Samuel Bronston as¬
signed rights to the “Mitchell”
tome to her late husband,' John
Fisher, seeks $500,000 from Trophy
and its president, Barnett Glassman, for allegedly interfering with'
her lawful ownership. She also
wants $50,000 which' she asserts
Trophy and Glassman received
from Milton Sperling, ^ United
States Pictures and Warner Bros,
for their purported “rights” to
“Mitchell.”
Trophy and Glassman, in an¬
swering the charges, deny Mrs.
Fisher has any rights at all to the
Levine property. Her suit, inci¬
dentally, was previously brought
in N. Y. Supreme Court,* but was
moved to Federal Court upon mo¬
tion of the defendants. They also
counterclaim for $50,000 damages,
charging that Mrs. Fisher’s suit
was brought solely for the purpose
of harassment and annoyance.
Counterclaim further contends
that Mrs. Fisher “maliciously and
fraudulently” represented that she
is the owner of the “Mitchell” lit¬
erary rights, when she “knew that
her late husband assigned those
rights to Glassman.” It’s also con¬
tended that Trofchy and Glassman
recorded the assignment.from Fish¬
er with the U, S. Register of Copy¬
right.
Trophy has a $1,500,000'damage
suit pending in N. Y. Supreme
Court against Lazard Frere$ on the
claim that the banking house false¬
ly represented tq. the film industry
that the plaintiff has no rights to
the Mitchell” work. Lazard was
involved in the case through par¬
tially financing Bronston’s produc¬
tion of “Jack London,” which
United Artists released in 1943.
Producer pledged his rights to the
Levine yarn with Lazard as partial
collateral to secure the loan.
Meantime, the story in question
has already reached the screen as
The Court Martial of Billy Mit¬
chell.” Gary Cooper stars in the
Warner release.

Legion Wooed
• Continued from page. 3

This sequence had been originally
shot, but was left out of the Ameri¬
can version now showing at the
Pans Theatre, N.Y.
Pagnol’s letter said that, should
the Legion find .these additions
satisfactory, he would then scrut¬
inize the dialog in . the second se¬
quence of the picture, also object¬
ed to by the Catholic group. How¬
ever, he emphasized that he was
opposed to cutting and mutilating
the work of the original author.
“Letters” also has been refused
a Code seal. It was shown in
France without any difficulties
whatever, and in fact was recom¬
mended there by the Catholic
Cinema Centre.
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THE HIGH COST OF TV ADS
4-

What Price Money
Talent prices being exacted for one-shots on tv spectaculars are
causing increasing anxiety among the networks.
Chiefly their
main gripes are directed toward the talent agencies, notably
William Morris and MCA, which, it's claimed, are upping their fees
for top stars at an accelerated pace.
One network exec last week ventured the opinion: “It would
appear on the surface that the specs are here to stay. But now
we’re not so sure. If anything hastens their demise, it will be the
exorbitant fees demanded for talent.”
Apparently the gripes go beyond fee extractions, for the charge
was also labelled that the sympathies of the talent houses only lie
with packages where they can get 10% off the top. It's an open
secret , that Showcase Productions, the Jaffe & Jaffe operation
responsible for “Producers Showcase” on NBC, regards the coin
demands for talent out of the Morris stables as way out of line.
In this connection it’s reported that Brian Aherne was turned dowrn
for the Katharine Cornell “Barretts of Wimpole Street” upcoming
“Showcase” production (with Anthony Quayle substituted) because
the Morris office demanded $25,000 for his one-shot services.
Miss Cornell and her husband, Guthrie McClintic, who will
produce and stage, have been brought in as a “package” for
$40,000.

Ford’s Spec Future on NBC, CBS
Still Iffy As Client Wants Control;
Two-Way Breach Seen Widening

By GEORGE ROSEN
Staggering cost of television
commercials, particularly those on
4 Ford Motor Co., which has one
tint, has now' become the industry’s
of the major stakes in the tv spec
No. 1 major headache. A Ford
Frustrated Prexy
color commercial done earlier this
pattern of programming through
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy,
season on NBC-TV's “Producers’ <
its co-sponsorship (with RCA) of
moved into his new town house
Showcase” represented a cost of
in Manhattan's east 90s last
“Producers Showcase” on NBC-TV
$43,000. This was for a one-show
week. New domicile has every¬
and “Ford Star Jubilee” which it
exposure and since it was a live
thing,
and
then
some,
that
bankrolls
solo on CBS-TV, ap¬
commercial there are no residual
a gadget-happy broadcasting
pears to be doing some soul-search¬
benefits. The 43G as such is far
exec
could
wish
for—except
ing
in
regard
to next season.
•beyond the overall program cost
that there’s no tv.
Whether it continues with1 either
of a major half-hour program entry
For
the
past
couple
of
weeks
entry
seems
to
be
a moot point at
on the tv networks and even ap¬
engineers have “been wrestling
the moment. The networks, for
proximates the cost of some of the
with
antenna
troubles.
So
far
one
one,
aren’t
too
concerned over
full hour shows on the air.
no luck.
the ultimate decision, since the
While the one-shot Ford “pro¬
potential sponsor line forms to the
duction” is the exception, spread
right on both of the one-a-mopth
over a season’s span the auto com¬
presentations.
pany's commercials for '55-’56 will
From all indications neither
average about $26,000 per show.
network would be particularly
What makes it all the more intrigu¬
grieved
should Ford decide to pull
‘See It NowV Penetrating African 0.0. Hurdles ing— and expensive — is the fact
.up stakes since there have been
that just as much creative effort
‘disquieting
reports that, as a client,
Lotsa Roadblocks
and ingenuity go into the threeFord hasn’t been too easy to live
minute “hard sell” as in the pro¬
with.
In
regard to “Producers
gram proper, it sometimes not
Showcase,” considered by far the
more.
*
The Ed Murrow-Fred Friendly
most
successful
of the various
document on Africa for “See It
(To get the Ford commercials on
NBC spec entries, Ford would pre¬
Now,” filmed on that continent for
the air necessitates taking over the
fer
having
a
series
of its own so
Hollywood, March 27.
the last six months, may be the
Armory at Columbus Ave. and 62d
Approximately $2,000,000 is in¬ that it would have a more com¬
most penetrating in the'history of
Dave Garroway, the NBC-TV St., N. Y., day before telecast for
manding
voice
on
decisions,
ap¬
the CBS-TV show. It's due April contractee, is establishing a tele¬ a series of dry-runs, just as though volved in a deal NBC-TV is nego¬
23 in the Monday “Studio One” phone answering service for show it were a full-fledged video produc¬ tiating with 20th-Fox, whereby its plies to the CBS “Ford Star Jubi¬
tv subsid, TCF Productions, would lee” specs. On the other hand, there
slot.
people. Headman of the “Today” tion.)
film eight to 10 specs for the net¬ are reports emanating from the
African opus covers 12 countries, sh-ow has put up $105,000 to
Some of the other vital statistics work’s 90-min. weekly series be¬ NBC camp that the network
with a minimum of one week de¬ launch the East Side Answering attending the high cost of tint
wouldn’t be at aH averse to Gen¬
ing planned for next season.
voted to each and some of them Service.
plugs testifies to the mounting
Web and 20th brass are now dis¬ eral Motors moving in and shar¬
taking three weeks, with crew
Named as manager of the com¬ apprehension of the clients. A cussing the deal in N. Y., and ing the 90-minute “Showcase” with
using every conceivable means of pany is Arthur Goodman, from a filmed commercial made by RCA
it's
reported
20th-Fox
prexy RCA.
travel and operating in contrasting rival answering service.
(which, like Ford, is out of the Spyros Skouras favors the project
As for the CBS "Jubilee” series,
climates from cold to heat. Out of
Kenyon & Eckhardt shop) for the as a prestige venture for TCF. that network has been anything
it will come, it’s reported, a view
same “Producers’ Showcase” cost Thus far, the subsid has confined but immune from the Ford people
of Africa seldom heard about and
between $95,000 and $100,000. its production to the “20th-Fox speaking up and trying to exercise
never seen.
'
This particular film will get a total Hour” for GE and “My Friend control over the show. The motor
The “African Story” Is said to go
of four exposures this season in Flicka" series, both on CBS-TV.
company hasn't been too happy
heavily in for the subject of selfthe one-a-month Monday night
The 90-min. vidfilms would be with some of the later entries,
determination and racial color
series. Cost per show: $25,000.
such as “High Tor,” “The Day Lin¬
spotted
once
a
month
in
the
series,
bars, major problems on the Bark
Oldsmobile’s first commercial of with live shows the other weeks, coln Was Shot” and the two Noel
Continent.
CoveredTin this con¬
the season for its Saturday night along same lines as CBS' “Play¬ Coward spects, and put Lent on
nection were Egypt, Ethiopia, the
spec series on NBC-TV cost $20,- house 90" series, for which Screen for the yanking of the third Cow¬
Sudan, Uganda, Kenya, Northern
000. Done live, it, too, like the Gems is filming eight shows.
ard show despite protestations
and Southern Rhodesia, South
Ford commercial, has no residual
NBC has already approached from other quarters.
Africa, Belgian Congo, the Gold
value. Wliirpool, which sponsors such writers as Rod Serling, Gore
Particularly since the Bing
Coast, Liberia and Algeria. All the
the Milton Berle Tuesday night Vidal, Paddy Chayefsky and S. N. Crosby “High Tor” entry, regarded
leaders have been interviewed—
If present plans materialize, NBC-TV segments, spends $10,000 Behrman to script its new series. for the most part as a fiasco (and.
and they speak out.
for each of the two-minute live
representing an investment of
Some trouble was experienced in NBC-TV will open up Sunday after¬ commei'cials which utilize Kukla, No time slotting has been set as about $450,000), it's said that the
the Union of South Africa. No Na¬ noons next season for a 20-week Fran & Ollie. Sunbeam’s tinted yet.
Ford-CBS relationship has been
tionalist made himself available series of additional 90-minute messages on both the Sunday night
anything but a happy one.
for an -.interview, obliging the pro¬ specs. These will go into the 4 to NBC-TV specs and the Tuesday
Whichever way Ford decides to
gram to go to the opposition for
night Berle show have been aver¬
go, the Saturday night CBS-TV
material. There's a story behind 5:30 periods. They will be in aging out to $12,000.
series and the NBC-TV Monday
All of these are exclusive of
this. In Johannesburg there was a color.
night productions will be “back in
hidden costs” which crop up when
rumor that the reason Alcoa can¬
Shifting of Hallmark to a night¬
business as usual,” according to
celled “See It Now” relates to the time segment (possibly Friday the first of the month bill shows
spokesmen from both webs.
up from NBC. These are service
show’s report last year on that
Max
Liebman’s
NBC-TV
spec,
nights
for
a
weekly
full-hour
ser¬
costs from which black-and-white
country, one of Alcoa*s important
customers. Apparently the South ies) would pave the way for the clients appear to be exempt for “Heaven Will Protect the Work¬
African government was not so new entry, which would alternate reasons that are even bewildering ing Girl,” got a Sunday (25) drub¬
much concerned over the telever¬ with 26 “Wide Wide World” dis¬ to some of the sponsors.
bing on the Trendex from CBS-TV,
Sunbeam, for one, has pulled
sion; it resented the theatrical ver¬ plays (on an every-other-week
averaging 15.2 against the rival’s
sion distributed over the United basis) and six NBC Opera produc¬ cut of the color shows, at least for
Kingdom. That did it. The crew’s tions, thus leaving the remaining the time being, having dropped the 31.9 for the 90 minutes. It was 17.6
Sunday night specs and participa¬ vs. 28.8 for Jack Benny, and clust¬
visas were held up for three 20 weeks clear for the specs.
tion in the Tuesday Berle segments
months and there was no coopera¬
Discussions have been going on in favor of co-sponsorship of the ers of 15.4 and 12.7 vs. 32.5 and
Fredric March goes into the
tion from Pretoria.
34.3 for Ed Sullivan, with the Lieb¬
with the Jaffe & Jaffe Showcase
One report is that plainclothes- Productions entrepreneurs with an NBC political conventions and the man specola going downward over lead of “Dodsworth” as the April
30
“Producers' Showcase” entry on
NCAA
gridcasts
next
fall.
How-,
men kept track of the crew's move¬ eye toward J&J assuming the
the route. ABC-TV's “Famous
CBS-TV. Previously the network
ments and activities, making their production burden on the new spec ever, since the Sunbeam tint “sells” Films" averaged out at 7.
had
negotiated for Gregory Peck
lives “miserable” all down the line. series. This would give them a have been translated into a major
In the Saturday shuffle, NBC’s
to play the role created on the
success story for the company, in
total of three major displays on this instance the programs, rather “Big Surprise” made it 22.8 to 17.4 stage by Walter Huston, but Peck
the web since they are now re¬ than the plugs, take the rap for over CBS' “Beat the Clock”; Perry turned it down with the assertion
Como dropped a bit behind Jackie that, at least for the present, he
sponsible for bringing in “Produc¬ the defection.
Gleason, 25.1 to 26.1, and then went was not, interested in playing an
ers’ Showcase” and the AlcoaThe rising cost of tv commercials
Goodyear Playhouse. Jaffe & Jaffe has brought in its wake a new to work on “Stage Show,”.35.8 to elderly man.
are playing around with a new idea approach on the part of network 16.3. ABC’s “Ozark Jubilee" aver¬
Vehicle was agreeable to March,
for the 90-minute presentations, sponsors anxious to cash in on the aged 6.8 for the hour and a half.
but with the proviso that the show
NBC’s 10:30 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. be given a Coast origination. Ne¬
though details are being kept under residual benefits of their expensive
Oscarcast last Wednesday (21 > was
filmed blurbs—an approach that is measured at 37 from 10:30 to 11 gotiations are now on for Claire
Taking « leaf from the major wraps.
creating a lot of unrest and anxiety i Trendex doesn’t go beyond that Trevor to play opposite March.
networks, which have been pacting
among station managers around time). CBS’ “20th-Fox Hour" drew Alex Segal- will produce and will'
writers-producers-directors to ex¬
the country. The clients are now 10.8 and ABC’s Boxing Bouts an 8. ditto on the May “Showcase” pres¬
clusive contracts, the Jaffe & Jaffepeddling ihese already - exposed Previous Oscar telecasts rated 47.1 entation of “Bloomer Girl.”
helmed “Showcase Productions,”
commercials
as station .break spots.
June- entry is still being dickresponsible for both “Producers
year, 43.9 in 1954 and 35.7 in
Ordinarily, the stations would grab last
Showcase” and the Alcoa-Goodyear
1953. NBC claimed 46,000,000 ; ered. In July “Showcase” will pick
them,
not
only
because
of
the
Negotiations
are
on
for
Marge
up
Ed Lester’s touring legit unit
dramatics on NBC-TV, is dittoing
viewers for the ceremony.
of “Rosalinda.” The Monday “Show¬
in inviting top personalities into & Gower Champion to alternate fancy prices the clients are willing
to
pay
the
stations,
but
also
for
case”
time gets preempted in Au¬
the J&J stable.
with Jack Benny next season as
entertainment
gust for a pickup of the Republican
Initial exclusivity was pacted the American Tobacco entry in the the high-voltage
quotient
of
some
of
these
com¬
political
convention out of Sjm
last week when Sid Lumet was
signed to a $75,000-a-year contract. Sunday night 7:30 slot on CBS-TV. mercials which were originally
Pepsi-Cola will sponsor the first Francisco.
If
deal
is
finalized,
it
would
mean
designed
for
major
network
entries.
Mostly his directorial services will
However, there’s one serious telecast held for the presentation
GRADLE'S CHI-TO-L. A.
be utilized on the Sunday night the bowout of the Ann Sothern
of the Antoinette Perry (legit)
Chicago, March 27.
Alcoa-Goodyear show, but he’ll “Private Secretary” film series. hitch. The clients are asking for awards on WABD, N. Y. this Sun¬
also be available for “Producers’ However, latter is enjoying consid¬ more than the one-minute time day (D. It’ll be a. 90-minute show
Michael Gradle is replacing veep
erable rerun success under the allocated for station breaks. Since
Showcase” assignments.
Frank
Pittman
as manager of Need¬
any appreciable acceptance of from the Plaza Hotel with Helen ; ham, Louis & Brorby’s Hollywood
Jaffe & Jaffe are currently dick¬ title of “Susie.”
Hayes femceeing the American
Benny himself is reported on top these blurbs could throw a whole
ering a similar deal with director
office.
Theatre Wing annual event.
Bob Mulligan, who, like Lurtiet, has of the deal since it’s of consider¬ programming pattern out of kilter,
Pittman, who has helmed the.
Tony awards will be made by
r
op,frying,;pn .a frcelance sta¬ able concern to him whaj; the al¬ it's something that is being eyed Walter Slezak and Nannette Fab- Coast shop the past 10 years, li
intensively
by
broadcasters
and
the
ternate
show
will
be.
Champion
tus but devotmr'most .bf ms time
I resigning at the end of May.
ray,
Show
starts
at
9
p.m.
format has yet to be fully resolved. whole ad fraternity*
t® the Alcoa-Goodyear program.

Snafus of a Safari

Garroway Sets Up Phone
Service for Show Bizzers

NBC, 20th Dicker
$2,000,000 Deal
On Spec Flickers

NBC-TV Envisions
20-Spec Series As
Sun. Aft Tinters

Not Even Heaven Can
Protect Liebman Spec
Against CBS-TV Rivalry

Fredric March
Into Dodsworth’

Sid Lumet’s 75G
J & J Exclusive

DICKER CHAMPIONS
AS BENNY ALTERNATE

Tony Gets Sponsor, Too
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AB-PT’s Big Net Earnings in *55
Came Out of TV; 53% Biz Hike

yARIETY

GEN. CIGAR PACTING
NBC-TV BOWLING SEG
Chicago, March 27.
General Cigar is dickering with
NBC-TV for a test whirl on
“Championship Bowling.” If the
deal goes through, the stogie firm
will underwrite the kegler display
for a minimum of five weeks start¬
ing April 8 in the Sunday night
half-hour vacated by American
Tobacco’s “Justice” series.
Tenpin contest will originate
from Chi and will be a somewhat
dressed-up version of the pioneer¬
ing bowling format which caught
on fast locally after being launched
as an experiment on WNBQ two
years ago.
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‘Big Story No Invasion of Privacy
Washington, March 27.
There is no invasion of the right of privacy when television,
and inferential^ motion pictures, dramatize stories of persons
whose experiences have been a matter of public record. So the
U. S. Court of Appeals has ruled in upholding a decision by Dis¬
trict Judge Richmond B. Keech throwing out a $1,000,000 damage
suit against NBC by Charles Bernstein, a Government employee.
Bernstein sued NBC for carrying a fictionalized version of his
prison experience and subsequent pardon in “The Big Story”
program. He had been saved from a death sentence for a murder
conviction through evidence uncovered by Martha Strayer, a re¬
porter of the Washington Daily News.
A panel consisting of Judges E. Barrett Prettyman, Charles
Fahy and Walter M. Bastian held that Bernstein’s privacy was not
violated by the program which was presented in 1952, seven years
after Bernstein was freed. It pointed out that his name was not
used and that nothing derogatory to him was carried other than
that which appeared in court records or in the press at the time
of the event.
Bernstein contended that he had established himself in the com¬
munity after release from prison, that the program was seen by
neighors who were able to identify him with the story and that
he suffered great mental anguish. His attorneys argued that the
“passage of time” entitled him to privacy.

ABC
Division of American 4
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
CBS' NEW HIGH INCOME
operated at a profit during 1955,
the first time it has contributed Net Profit of $13,400,000 Represents
17.4% Hike
black-ink figures to the company
since the 1953 merger of the web
The volume and profit columns
and United Paramount Theatres. made records for CBS Inc. during
While not specifying the exact 1955. Net revenue and sales at¬
contribution of the network to the
AB-PT net earnings of $8,218,000, tained $316,600,000, a hike of
the annual AB-PT stockholders re¬ 12.9% over 1954, the previous high
port stressed the black-ink aspect mark. Consolidated net income was
of the web’s operations and point¬ $13,400,000, compared to $11,400,ed up its operating income in¬
crease of $10,693,000 in 1955 to a 000, or 17.4% up.
Earnings per share were $1.83.
total of $81,117,000. (Full details
of the AB-PT stockholders report compared to $1.62. Figure is based
on
the 7,311,000 average number
in the Pictures Section.)
Webs television, network in par¬ of shares outstanding and reflect¬
ticular showed growth, with a 53% ing last April’s three-for-one splitGalveston, March 27.
billings increase in 1955 over that up. Cash dividends of 76% cents
Negotiations for the sale of
of 1954. With the company show¬ per share were paid during the KGUL-TV to the J. H. Whitney
year
and
a
stock
divvy
of
2%
was
ing a 74% increase in profits oyer
Co., of New York for about $4,000,last year and the report specifying also paid in December.
000 are under way.
that theatre earnings were down
According to Paul E. Taft, prez
for 1955,. it is clear that the net¬
and general manager of the outlet,
work provided the big earnings
some of the stockholders of KGULWashington, March 27.
boost for the company. Report also
TV have had negotiations with the
showed the web now has inven¬
So far, the House Small Business
Whitney group, but nothing has
tories at $7,023,000 and receivables
been finalized.
subcommittee inquiry into alleged
of $14,680,000. Viewing of ABCTaft would not comment about
network and political influence
TV was up during the year from
the reported sales price or a pro¬
51,000,000 home hours during/De¬
over FCC policies seems to be built
viso that would give him a 10-year
The 1956-57 budget of Television
cember of 1954 to 80.000,000 home
ABC-TV has nearly firmed up contract to manage the station at Advertising Bureau will go> to more on charges than substance.
hours in December of 1955, a 56%
its Tuesday night lineup for the an annual salary in the neighbor¬ $700,000, a $300,000 increase over The probe, headed by Rep. Joe
increase.
*
last year’s. Increase and the ap¬ L. Evins (D-Tenn.), a former Fed¬
Another indication was the fact fall, what with having finalized a hood of $50,000.
J. H. “Jock” Whitney is brother- pointment of W. D. (Dub) Rogers eral Trade Commission attorney,
that the web had 25 hours a week spot for the new Alan Ladd show
in-law
of
William
S.
Paley,
chair¬
as new chairman of the TvB board held two hearings last week and
sold commercially in the fall of
’55, compared with 13V4 hours in being brought in by General Elec¬ man of the board of CBS. KGUL- of directors was okayed at the developed practically nothing. The
TV
is
local
CBS
outlet.
.Whitney’s
board meeting in N. Y. last week.
sessions have recessed indefinitely,
1954 and 1014 hours in 1953, with tric and making a strong pitch for
Rogers, of WDUB, Lubbock, apparently pending examination of
the net’s new daytime program¬ the Eastman Kodak business which company already owns KOTV-TV,
Tulsa.
Tex., replaces Richard Moore of a mass of correspondence subpoe¬
ming accounting for part of the is due to leave NBC at the end of
Taft is the largest stockholder KTTV, L. A., as chairman. Rogers naed from RCA-NBC and CBS and
increase but involving a heavy
gain in nightime programming as the season. The Ladd filmed in KGUL-TV; but with 40.5% he last year was board secretary,' a the possibility that something
does
not have a majority of the job taken over by Roger Clipp of juicy will be discovered.
series
will
go
in
at
9
p.m.
Tuesdays,
well.
Report also stated that ABC with the network's pitch at Kodak stock. Next largest stockholder is WFIL, Philly. Lawrence (Bud)
Highlighting the first hearing
Film Syndication Inc., now a sub- being for the 9:30 spot following. R. Lee Kempner, Jr., with 20%. Rogers, WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., was a lengthy statement by Evins
James Stewart, the film star, is returns as treasurer.
sid of the parent company rather
Should ABC succeed in luring also a stockholder.
outlining the aims of the inquiry
than of the network, had doubled Kodak away from NBC—film com¬
and a charge by Rep. William M.
KGUL-TV only last month won
its billings during the year.
pany is letting its pact on “Screen approval of the FCC to relocate
McCulloch (R-O.), a member of
Directors Playhouse” run out and its tower closer to Houston over
the subcommittee, that Evins ap¬
is shopping for another property,
pears to be off on “aspartisan fish¬
though not necessarily another protests of KTRK-TV, Houston,
ing expedition”. Evins said he has
network—it would have its Tues¬ after more than a year of litigation.
received “disturbing reports”1 that
day lineup firmed through 10 p.m.
FCC is not “in fact” an independ¬
“Warner Bros. Presents” would
ent agency, that is is under the
start the evening at 7:30, following
influence or control* of the White
ABC-TV has latched onto three
the co-op “Kukla, Fran & Ollie”
With Hubbell Robinson Jr., and House and the industry it is sup¬
and the limited-network “John more sponsors for its combined Merle S. Jones upped to the status posed to regulate, and that the
Daly & the News,” with “Wyatt “Film Festival” package, compris¬ of executive vice presidents by
Whitehall Drug wants out on Earp” continuing at 8:30 followed ing the Sunday night “Famous Film CBS-TV last week, already in the FCC told the subcommittee that
the major networks have the power
“Quiz Kids” pronto, with result by the Ladd opus and Kodak. Dan¬ Fest” and the cross-board “After¬ hopper for advancement to chev¬ to “hire and fire” Commission per¬
that the Thursday night 10:30 to ny Thomas’ “Make Room for noon F.F.” New bankrollers are ron level had been the name of sonnel.
is set to move to Mon¬ Pearson Pharmacal, whieh via Don¬ Craig Lawrence. Lawrence, direc¬
11 period goes on the availability Daddy’.’
At the second hearing, the prin¬
days at 8, opposite Sid Caesar and ahue & Coe, will use one partici¬ tor of station administration since
list after the April 12 show. In Burns & Allen, following long ef¬ pation weekly on “Famous” for 13 being pulled out of his general cipal development was a letter
from
FCC Chairman George C.
any event, the time will be taken forts by the web to get it into an weeks; Carter Products, which via manager’s post at WCBS-TV, the
over by CBS-TV in the fall to slot earlier spot to capture the kids, Ted Bates and SSC&B has signed New York owned & operated, be¬ McConnaughey, which was insert¬
ed
in
the record, saying he was
the new hour and a half “Play¬ while “DuPont Cavalcade Theatre,” for five “Famous” and nine "Aft¬ comes v.p. over the owned stations.
house 90” series, which goes into currently in on Tuesdays at 9:30 ernoon” spots; and Beltone Hear¬ In that niche, he’ll relieve Jones “astounded” by Evins’ interpreta¬
following “Daddy,” goes to a Sun¬ ing Aid, via Olian & Bronner, two of the burden of routine duties, in¬ tion of a conference he and his
the 9:30 to 11 period.
“Afternoons.”
clusive of the general services de¬ aides had with Evins regarding
For the interim period, however, day early-evening time. ~
partment, and also ride herd on FCC operations.. McConnaughey
Hazel Bishop is casting enviable
Spot Sales, with Clark George the said he and his assistants had
eyes at the time slot, which would
general sales manager of the lat¬ searched their, recollections and
give it a back-to-back parlay with
they could not recall even dis¬
ter sector.
its 10 o’clock rotation with Toni
The exec v.p. appointments hav¬ cussing any subject relatjng to alon the “Arthur Murray Party” en¬
ing
fortified
the
network
at
the
top
try. However, it has not picked a
(Continued on page 46)
programming and all other admin¬
show as yet for the 10:30 period.
istrative firmaments (Robinson and
It w'on't be “Quiz Kids,” which has
Jones, respectively), and with some
been a disappointment since its
resurrection (although years back
The flock of novels on the adver-4 This is evidently the enlightened other high designations yet to
a click radio-tv staple).
tising business over the past few era of the enlarged ego Of ether come, Lawrence steps into a key
Hazel Bishop factotum Raymond years and on television in particu¬ entertainers. One man, in particu¬ post in the web’s “march of prog
Spector has been playing around lar in the past few months have lar, appears to be the subject of ress.”
Lawrence was recruited from
with a bingo-type show, but this all had had one common character¬ the peak hour under electron
has been rejected by CBS.
istic, their bitterness and ferocity microscope examination by a score the N. Y. flagship some 18 months
ago,
with Sam Cook Digges replac¬
in “exposing” an industry and its of novelists, essayists, radio-teevee
Pulse is planning to go into reg¬
prototypes.
Now, along comes columnists and other probing social ing him there. Before taking hold
of
Channel
2, Lawrence super¬ ular competition with Trendex on
JWHAT BOYCOTT?'
Peter Keveson, former agency historians.
vised KSO and KRNT (Des Moines), delivering overnight network tele¬
v.p., with a different sort of book,
Though the adjective jockeys WNAX (Yankton, S. D.), WHOM
Columbus Station Denies Negro a serio-comic fantasy with a pre¬ deny
vision ratings. The Sidney Roslow
they are writing about one
Protest, Hiring of Drummer
vailing undercurrent of gentleness. Arthur Godfrey, it is as plain as a (Jersey City) and WCOP (Boston). firm, which has been experiment¬
It’s called “Tubie’s Monument” hustling huckster’s message that In 1942 he was tapped as a v.p. of ing in “personal coincidental”
Cowles Broadcasting and executive methodology for the past few
Reports of a Negro viewing boy¬ <E. P. Dutton & Co., $3,50).
their prose concerns this muchcott of WLW-C in Columbus be¬
“The "Tubie” of the title is a discussed, much-abused and multi- striper of its subsid companies, At¬ weeks in order • to iron out any
lantic Broadcasting and Massachu¬ kinks in its variation on the short
character
named
Benson
Tubrocause of the station’s refusal to
snonsored cathode-ray character. setts Broadcasting.
order service, is using a 22-city
accept a package offered it are vich, a television copywriter who First came “The Great Man’!, by A1
sample to arrive at the quickie rat¬
verges between the genius and the Morgan, a shrewd, stabbing ap¬
without foundation, the station de¬ insane. His “monument” is Joe
ings.
praisal of a revolting American
clared this week. A story in Lavinpo, an Italian butcher boy hero of the airlanes.
Pulse is .guaranteeing; subscrib¬
With “Topper” going off the air ers to the overnight system a .min¬
Variety had reported that a Jimmy from the Bronx who looks like a
Now, in a new novel tagged “The
Rogers fan dub of 4.000 members younger edition of George Raft God of Channel 1” (Bafftintine this week, ABC-TV is installing a imum sample of 1,500 interviews.
were conducting a telephone cam¬ and whose gentle voice combined Books; 35c) dashed off by Donald filmed rerun package, still untitled, The number of interviewers to be
paign to boycott the station be¬ with his looks, it turns out, can sell Stacy (a pseudonym for two fraidy- in its place starting Monday (2) in used was not disclosed, but they
cause of its refusal to accept a pell soup by the supermarket-load. cat writers) there is the usual dis¬ the 7:30 slot. Films will be pulled will ask their questions while the
program featuring the local drum¬ Joe, unlike his fictional predeces¬ claimer about the characters being out of ’ such previously run pack¬ particular tv showing being meas¬
mer.
sors, is a decent and unassuming fictional and no reference to real ages as “Pepsi-Cola Playhouse” ured is still on the air. Company
Boycott never existed, says the kid, and remains that way; yet, he’s persons intended.
This is as and “Studio 57,” all out of the is using 18. major cities on its
station; neither does such a fan rs interesting a central character ridiculous as a daytime soaper.
MCA-TV stable. Series will run basic radio-tv measurement list,
club.
Moreover, R o g e r s was as the egocentric figures of many ' “The God of Channel 1” is a through the summer, with the and four tv-only towns—Charlotte,
’ never a part of the show” turned mother book. It’s Tubie on whom poorer toTd tale than “Great Man.” web’s upcoming “Frontier Judge” Cleveland, Columbus and Dayton.
down. Station had been offered a Keveson lays the burden of the It lacks the insight and dialog of slated to take over, the time slot
'Pulse measured President Eisen¬
quarter-hour local show which it eccentricities of Madison Ave.
hower’s “I will run again” speech
Morgan’s dissection. It does, how¬ come September. •
had auditioned as “unacceptable
Keveson’s principal interest is in ever, manage to entertain the read¬
“Topper” run on ABC-TV. this as the first overnighter. It has also
from a programming standard” telling a story, and this he does er largely because of the inside year was an all-repeat operation, done the Emmy and Oscar shows.
and not measuring up the station’s very well. The adventures of Joe studio stuff. This is the yam of the originals having played CBS- Sunday (25) the service covered
*ts turndown provoked and Tubie have bizarre and eerie Danny Dahl, the Machiavellian
nothing, declares the station, ex¬ overtones that put them into the redhaired, crinkly-eyed, drawling TV the year before. Web had the NBC-TV’s “Heaven Will Protect the
cept the packager who was turned category of fantasy. And for the idol of 50,000,000 American fami- reruns half-sponsored, with Stand¬ Working Girl,” giving it 19.4
ard Brands carrying them on an against Jflck Benny’s<28.7, And t5.2
down.-; m • » *
. . ,
•(Continued on'page 46)*
j LZ i (Continued on page 46) 'j (j ■alternate-week basis.* '
r
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Jock Wkitney Dickers
For $4,000,000 Buy
Of KGUL-TV in Texas

‘More Charges Than Substance
Keynotes Probe on ffeb Pressures

ABC-TV Kodak Bid
In Tues. Revamp

Spector Angling
‘Quiz Kids Time

TVB’S 700G BUDGET;
$300,000 INCREASE

‘Film Festival’ Coin

Craig Lawrences
Upped CBS Status

Two More Inside TV’ Novels: ‘^^6’
A Gentle Fantasy; ‘God’ About Godfrey

Pulse in 22-City
Overnight Rating

Reruns Replace Reruns
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DICK MOORE VS. TV NETWORKS
Lewis & Pearson Package
A series of. public debates which Music Corp. of America hopes
will rival the historic Lincoln-Douglas discourses is being offered
to sponsors. MCA is packaging a series of spontaneous gabfests
between conservative radio pundit Fulton Lewis Jr. and radio and
videoite Drew Pearson, whose views are usually diametrically
opposed to those of Lewis. Both are understood to have given
their okay to the project, and presently, the talent agency is going
after select sponsors who have desirable time segments.
As currently envisioned, MCA is planning to take advantage of
the pre-election period for presentation of these polemics, wfth
a summation by both on the eve of the Republican convention.
It’s planned to have an impartial arbitrator bait both Lewis and
Pearson. The blueprint calls for both participants to steer clear
of each other until they meet to exchange views so that the
spontaneous character of the debates can be maintained.
According to the present prospectus, it’s indicated that not even
the subject matter will be discussed in advance. The moderator
is likely to throw out a few choice statements, and the participants
can be depended upon to fight it out no matter what the subject
matter might be.

‘Mr. Wizards’ ‘Now We Are Five’
Anni Milestone Cues a Return to First Show In
Updating of Subject
4--:-

After five years (as of this
month), Don Herbert, video’s “Mr.
Wizard,” is planning his first “re¬
peat” telecast. Having done some
200 separate shows over the fiveyear span on NBC-TV, Herbert has
run not out of material but out of
context. Show, which translates
science into everyday terms using
household objects for its “experi¬
ments,” can range far and wide
for topics, but Herbert has finally
run into the problem of the limita¬
tions of his approach and now must
start backtracking.
First repeat, for example, sched¬
uled for next month, is the topic
of the very first “Mr. Wizard”
when it went on .as a local show
on WNBQ, Chicago, five years
back, that of' air pressure, ex¬
plained
in
household
terms.
“We’ve got no-problem in finding
all kinds of topics centered on air
pressure.” Herbert states, “but the
trick is to explain them within our
own limitations, and that’s why
we’re repeating the show.
But
we’ve learned a lot, and the repeat
will be quite an improvement on
the original. Anyway, five years
is a long time, and we can assume
that those 12-year-olds who were
watching then are now interested
in other things and we’ve got a
new crop of youngsters.”
“Mr. Wizard’s” financial setup
continues to be unique—it’s got a
semi-sponsored status and has had
this from the beginning, with the
Cereal Institute picking" up the
tab for the program and line costs,
and NBC-TV carrying it as a sus(Continued on page 46)

Coca & Wayne For
Juve Spectacular?
There’s a “juvenile spectacular”
in the works which may "shake
down into a regular series heavy
on the merchandise angle and with
possibility of Imogene Coca and
David Wayne fronting the talent
side. Out of- the CBS-TV “Capt.
Kangaroo” -morning crossboarder
packaged by Keeshan-Miller Enter¬
prises (with Bob Keeshan as the
Kangaroo-man) has come another
license-tagged show titled “Rag¬
gedy Ann.” The K-M firm has ob¬
tained exclusive tv rights to “Rag¬
gedy Ann” and all other associated
Juve characters created by Johnny
Gruelle, who died in 1938.
"Raggedy . Ann” is virtually a
generic term. The original book
versions have sold in excess of
75,000,000 all over the world since
debuting in 1918. Residuals' in¬
clude RA records* including tunes
written in collab with the late Will
Woodin, Secretary of the Treasury
under FDR, and dolls, one of the
hottest sellers of its type.
Miss.Cofa and Wayne would ap¬
pear., in the guise of “Raggedy

Rebuttal in May
Washington, March 27.
The Senate Interstate Com¬
merce Committee deferred re¬
buttal questions on testimony
of Richard Moore, Los Angeles
indie station owner, until
May, when it’s expected that
prexies of the three networks
will testify.
Committee hearings resume
tomorrow (Wed.) for testi¬
mony by Joseph Heffernan,
NBC financial v.p.

L&M Preps New
Budget; Dancer
Biz at $65,000,000
L&M Cigarets, in the wage of
shifting from Cunningham &
Walsh to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample a few weeks ago, is now re¬
ported about to jump its $4,000,000 budget to twice that amount to
plug the increasingly important
Liggett & Myers filter brand. David
Nyren was named DFS production
chief and veep, in a move to
strengthen the agency radio tv
team that began before the L&M
transfer.
DFS, which expects $65,000,000
in ’56 billings, is following the
pattern along agency row of
spreading broadcast responsibility
among several men. Nyren, pres¬
ently serving as exec assistant,
moves up directly under Jim Neale,
radio-tv veep, in the line of
broadcast command. Beneath him
(Continued on page 46)

Gleason, Sullivan, Et Al.
Mulled for Guest Stints
In Silvers ’56-’57 Series
Phil Silvers is looking ahead to
his 1956-57 “sophomore season”
on UBS-TV. On top of the comedy
heap in his baptismal year, with
awards and kudos streaming in
steadily, Silvers and his producerdirector-writer, Nat Hiken, are
leaving nothing to chance in meet¬
ing the challenging “second sea¬
son” with some new ideas to be
woven into the click format.
Silvers and Hiken are con¬
vinced that a few names here and
there will not hurt on maintaining
the ratings. One of the gimmicks
being thrown into the hopper is a
series of guestar stints from those
in the Columbia ‘ talent roster. For
instance, there’s a gleam in their
eyes that spells out Jackie Glea¬
son, who’d be woven into the GI
series as “will positively appear”
star of a “benefit performance” at
the camp for which. moneyrmad
§gt. Bilkc^ (^U)vprsVlwou,lld bp.,' sgtL
ifig: tickets. Anoth'^ ^^vwqH)(f
be Ed Sullivan.

L. A. INDIE HEAD Pinky’s Kidspecs in New NBC-TV
Deal; ‘No More Torture for Me’
ASSAILS WEBS

♦
Hollywood, March 27.
Pinky Lee and NBC-TV have
By JACK LEVY
Dignified Easter
agreed on a new tv deal for the
Washington, March 27.
Blurbs willwiot bounce off
diminutive comedian next season,
The NBC and CBS networks, the
announcers, name passersby
whereby he will be star of a week¬
Senate Interstate Commerce Com¬
and sundry characters to lend
ly, hour-long show instead of his
mittee was told yesterday (Mon.)
a commercial taint to the
cross-the-board tv series. Lee said
are dominating the flow of pro¬
Easter Parade next Sunday,
here the daily show has him in a
grams to tv stations, including the
because the networks are not
state of nervous and physical ex¬
independents, and are engaging in
telecasting New York’s Fifth
haustion, and that’s why he asked
practices which are in violation of
Avenue processional. Instead,
out of his present deal. Next sea¬
the anti-trust laws.
they’ll cover the event for in¬
son he will be star of a “miniature
clusion on news stanzas, plus
In testimony considered the most
spectacular” aimed at the kiddies,
putting the cameras on re¬
important presented before the
he said.
ligious services.
Committee’s current inquiry into
Lee said after finishing his 629th
WPIX, the Daily News sta¬
tv problems, Richard A. Moore,
show, “I don’t want them to be
tion, will cover the parade
president of KTTV in Los Angeles,
saying, ‘Gee, he was a great little
over a two-hour period start¬
declared that time option and
guy until he dropped dead’.” Lee
ing at 11:30 a.m., with Jack
“must buy” arrangements are il¬
collapsed from nervous exhaustion
legal and urged that the FCC net¬
Barry as curbstone emcee un¬
during a show last September, and
work rules be amended to forbid
der auspices of Peerless Cam¬
he says now “I don’t know1 if I
their use.f Moore submitted a legal
era Stores.
can make it through June, when
opinion in support of his conten¬
my season ends.”
tions.
NBC has added two years to his
Ernest Lee Jahncke, ABC veepact, which now runs through 1960,
pee, who followed Moore on the
but the comic is mainly interested
stand, said he “completely dis¬
in a new telesked, and he flatly
agreed” with Moore’s testimony,
told NBC weeks ago he could not
which included an assertion that
continue on his present schedule.
high quality programs cannot
“I have no family—I never see my
reach the public unless given re¬
boy or daughter. I’ve neglected my
lease by one of the three networks.
children. I get home late at night
Program problems, Jahncke said,
and immediately begin working on
are not caused by network prac¬
the next day’s script. I’m a human
tices but by insufficiency of out¬
Interest :n the up-for-grabs sta¬ being, but you wouldn’t know it,
lets, particularly in the first 100
tus of “Omnibus” next season is from the work I’m- doing. From
markets.
now on, it’s going to be different;
Members of the Committee dis¬ heightened by CBS-TV turning my family comes first, with my
played great interest in Moore’s lover the Sunday 6 to 6:30 period work in the backg.ound.
to
the
Bell
Telephone
System
for
testimony, indicating that veepees
“My program is selling the prod¬
of NBC and CBS who are sched¬ the new John Nesbitt film'series, uct even if it doesn’t have the rat¬
uled to testify tomorrow (Tues.) to be called “Telephone Time.” A ing which Mickey Mouse Club has
will be closely questioned. Sen. variation on Nesbitt’s ex-“Passing in the competing slot. I refuse to
John W. Bricker (R-O.), who has Parade” radio series, “Time” pre¬ barnstorm the supermarkets to
introduced a bill giving the FCC mieres April 8, week after “Omni¬ build up a rating. I may not be a
direct authority to regulate net¬ bus” winds up its 26-week seasonal world-beater, but I’m doing a good
works, was particularly attentive. run.
What happens to “Omnibus” next job, and my sponsors are very satis¬
At one point, he remarked that
fied.
“the networks have so much pow¬ season apparently is in the laps
er, I cannot see why they should of the gods. All the networks ob¬ Monday through Saturday is phys
not be regulated as a public util¬ viously would covet the 90-minute ical torture, and I just can’t take it
entry (which has been slotted in
ity.”
On my hour show next season
Under questioning by Bricker, the 5 to 6:30 Sabbath period on will combine whimsy with fantas:
Moore said that the FCC now has CBS). Whether the Nesbitt show and humor. I’ve already signet
will
be
extended
beyond
26
weeks:
power to outlaw “must buy” deals
Hal Belfer to do the choreography
and that legislation is not neces¬ whether the Sunday afternoon pro we will have guest stars and lot;
football schedule on CBS-TV from
sary.
September to December will spill of surprise. There will be no mon
When Moore asserted that “must over into the 5 to 6 period, particu¬ seven-day work w'eeks, 14 hours i
buy” agreements between net¬ larly when midwest and Coast day for me,” declared Lee.
works and affiliates make it im¬ games are slotted, are factors that
possible in many cases for an in¬ will have a bearing on whether
dependent film producer to sell or the “Omni” producers, the TV-Raan advertiser to buy certain pro¬ dio Workshop, will continue their
grams, Sen. Charles E. Potter allegiance with the web or invite
(R-Mich.) remarked: “It sounds bids from the other networks.
like economic blackmail.”
“Omnibus” winds up the current
Questioned by Committee Coun¬ season this coming Sunday (D.
sel Kenneth Cox whether adver¬
tisers have been forced to choose
inferior programs in order to' get
CBS-TV’s ambition to convert
network time, Moore said “There
the Red Skelton show into a full
are such experiences.” He sug¬
hour Tuesday night <9 to 10) week¬
gested, however, that the commit-1
ly offering has received a serious
tee call for testimony by adver¬
setback, with result that the whole
tisers.
idea may be scrapped, with Skel¬
Moore testified that KTTV,
This Friday (30) evening’s ‘treat¬ ton continuing in his present 9:3b
owned by L. A. Times and Mirror- ment of A. C. Spectorsky’s “The to 10 niche.
Exurbanites”
on CBS Radio Work¬
Apparently Skelton’s sponsors,
(Continued on page 42)
shop figures to hold special impact Johnson’s Wax and Pet Milk, take
for Madison Avenue hucksters. a dim view of the enterprise and
Book deals with America’s symbol- have told the network, in effect,
CBS: Need More V’s
manipulators who come in daily “we’re very happy so u hy not leave •
Washington, March 27.
from Darien, Stamford, Westport, well enough alone.” In expanding
William B. Lodge, engineer¬
etc., and who publish the slick the Skelton show, CBS wanted to
ing v.p. of CBS-TV, today
mags, oversee radio and tv shows, invite two additional sponsors to
(Tues.) urged addition of a
and shape nation’s buying habits participate. The present clients,
limited number of VHF dropfrom their ad agencies.
on the other hand, want Skelton
in channels, thus increasing
Paul Roberts, Workshop produc¬ to themselves.
nationwide tv competition by
er for this one, is himself an
widening the public’s choice
exurbanite, having lived in Westof. service. Lodge, who testi¬
port and Wilton.
Program, inci¬
fied before the Senate Inter¬
dentally, disregards cleavage be¬
state Commerce Committee,
tween two networks. Spectorsky
warned against the “dangers”
is one of editors for NBC-TV’s
Sale of “The Fool Killers” to
either of continued inaction or
“Home” stanza which factor has
“ill-advised” action in current
not deterred CBS from doing its Metro for filmization brings to
tv allocation problems.
four the number of “Kraft TV
mike treatment of his tome.
Lodge said that the CBS
Public relations department of Theatre” entries sold to film com¬
Plan, as presented to the FCC,
New Haven’s Railroad which runs panies since Kraft initially emprovides a practical improve¬
between Grand Central Station bavked five months ago on its $50,ment in the present system
and the Darien-Greenwich-Stam- 000 prize contest for the best video
without cost to the public or
ford-Norwalk circuit has been ap¬ scripts. However, “Killers” alone
loss of service, that it did not
proached by CBS Radio’s exploi- of the four properties is not eligi¬
reduce opportunity for com¬
teers and has indicated its will¬ ble for competition since it is not
munity stations and would
ingness to put time and date. of an original, having been adapted
step up competition to the web
“Exurbanite” stanza on loud by Dale Wasserman from a novel
itself.
'
speaker so that commuting huck¬ by Helen Eustis.
The other Kraft entries involved
Lodge also said that deinter¬
sters traveling either ,way are
mixture—each community allalerted to program’"which should in sales are Louis Pelletier’s
“Number
Four With Flowers,’.’ pre¬
VHF or all-UHF—while at one
hold special appeal for them. CBS
staff writer Charles Monroe is sented last Nov. 2; “Devil. As A
time considered attractive, no
Roaring
Lion,”
by John Gay, pre-longer seems practicable, de¬
doing radio adaptation. Ben Lud¬
low is writing , special musical sented pn Jan, 10,.. and “Good Old
claring it would reduce nar
UOnal tv' .^crv^ce san,d -invplve . backgrounds fevn i-show, one of his t .Charley Fay,’*’ .which, was ..the, Few*
theipes ta^4 ,M“C^wtf\ . fir#?' 1 offering. “Fool Killers” was pre-*
Suite.”
sented on Kraft March 7.

Nesbitt TV Show
Adds Confusion
To‘Omni’Status

Skelton Setback

Workshop’s ‘Exurbanites’
Gets Pre-B’cast Bally
For Admen Commuters

N.Y.-TO-H’WOOD ROUTE
FOR KRAFT FOURSOME
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ACADEMY AWARDS
With Jerry Lewis as m.c. in Holly¬
wood; Claudette Colbert in New
York
Producers: Robert Emmett Dolan
for the Academy; William Hay¬
den (Hollywood) and Herb
higher education should be made against the film version’s more
Braverman (N,Y.) for the net¬
Studio One
Jackie Gleason came up with a available for all or the gifted few, “interesting” playout along with a
work
‘
Directors: George Seaton for the good offbeat story idea and Howard whether its standards are being happy finale.
Joe Maross, in the Don Birnam
Academy; William Bennington Rodman stretched it into an hour’s lowered by the increase in student
booze-fighter’s
role,
gave a grim
bodies,
whether
the
liberal
arts
(Hollywood) and Richard Schnei¬ adaptation for “Studio One.” But
der (N.Y.) for the network
“The Tale of St. Emergency” and humanities are occupying a performance of a sot in torment
Writers: Melville Shavelson, Jack suffered in the stretching—it would place of lesser importance in an over the whole route, eliciting
Rose and Richard L. Breen
have made a solid, tightly written automation society, etc. Many of sympathy in his attempts to re¬
Music director: Andre Previn
parable in half-hour form; as an these questions are no doubt of move the yoke. Mary Fickett, por¬
105 Mins., Wed. (21), 10:30 p.m.
hour drama, it wandered and more pressing nature in the field traying the dedicated girlfriend,
OLDSMOBILE
lagged, dissipating itself in the of higher education than the prob- lent dignity and pent-up emotion
NBC-TV, from Hollywood and N.Y. telling and the making of its point. values discussed by the deans, for to the difficult part. The other
roles, particularly some bits by
(D. P. Brother)
St. Emergency, as capably played example.
But the general nature of the Lenka Peterson, the Fielder Cook
No alibis are required from the by Red Buttons, is a “freelance” entire
program’s approach served direction and all' technical credits
saint called down to help St. Bar¬
talent; the Oscar show last Wed¬ nabas (Henry Jones) do something to point up the values stressed by were well handled, with Birnam’s
nesday (21) came off respect¬ about the wicked town which Bar¬ institutions of higher learning— fall d$wn the staircase done on
ably. Not smash, but considering nabas has in his trust. Rather than gave the public an idea of what film. Average viewer may have
educators are trying to accom¬ found this straight-shootin1 “Lost
the standards set by previous wipe the town out, they seek the the
one honest man in the corrupted plish and the students trying to Weekend” a bit tough to take at
award programs, this one looked city and find him in the local achieve. In this sense, it was a fine times, which may be a plus for tv
Trau.
and listened fair enough. Jerry drunkard, James Barton. Latter, public service and yet a highly in¬ at that.
Lewis, who almost went straight in the end, gives the people humili¬ teresting program’ that was far
more
than
just
a
mere
sightseeing
Ed
Sullivan
Show
ty
by
holding
himself
up
to
shame
(for Jerry Lewis), gave it pace and as their example. Interspersed tour of the campus.
Talent lineup on last Sunday’s
Producer
evenness with emcee gavel in between is a demonstration of the Robert Saudek and director Mann (24) Ed Sullivan Show was gener¬
political corruption and blindness turned in a topflight job, both ally entertaining. The CBS-TV
hand.
Steve Allen, who came on fol¬ of the populace, plus some mildly technically and creatively. Host stanza moved along at a nice gait,
funny scenes with Barton as the Alistair Cooke (or “Cookie,” as
all the acts registering some
lowing the Academy airer, had a “interim mayor” of the town: The Jimmy Durante called him) was with
degree of appeal.
word about the sponsor. He told story could and should have been fine in bridging the various ele¬
Show had a novel opener in the
his audience: "I was late coming to told more concisely, for so much ments.
Chan.
Jackson (Mich.) Zouaves American
the studio because I was caught in of the drama was mere filler ma¬
Legion drill team. The Legion¬
an Oldsmobile commercial.” The terial that served to dilute rather
naires did some fancy strutting
Wide Wide World
crack was fitting, for rarely have than enhance the theme.
“Eating — that great national and rifle maneuvering, winding up
both the trade and the public been
Buttons, in as offbeat a role as pastime,” as Wide Wide World with a slick demonstration on how
given so much cause for rebellion. the story itself, handled himself
group over a high wall
The “sell” was hard and repetitious commendably, occasionally lapsing emcee Dave Garroway aptly ex¬ to get abenefit
.of rope or ladder.
with no effort toward easing the but on the whole imparting a sense pressed it on the NBC-TV 90- without
Some
funny
bits were provided by
minute
show
Siinday
afternoon
pain for the spectator. Oldsmobile of sweetness and.saintliness. Jones
Reese and Pepper Martin in
cut in bluntly and abruptly, show¬ fared 'even better as the hometown (25), was the main course for this Tony
takeoff on “The $64,000
ing no savvy in the way of segue¬ saint, pleading for a last chance General Motors sponsored stanza. their
ing from the Acad material to the for the town but unable to come up Lest the program’s gustatory ele¬ Question,” while Jack Carter, cur¬
spiels about “rocket” engines, etc. with a reason for saving it. Barton ments be a bit too heavy for rently appearing on Broadway in
viewers, producer Robert Bendick “Mr. Wonderful,” also nabbed a
To date, the best-of-this-or-that was more than up to his own also tossed in scenes from a Dodg¬ few yocks with his rapid-fire gagshows have been loaded with names standard, which means he was. top¬ er-Yank exhibition ballgame at stering. .
—personalities who do little more flight in an entirely believable per¬ Miami, coupled with pickups of the
Helen Traubel. who’s costarring
than show up. It’s this program¬ formance as the rigidly honest Dodgers’ spring practice sessions on Broadway in “Pipe Dream,” de¬
ming approach that has invited and lawyer-turned drunkard. And the at Vero Beach, Fla.
livered three vocals for strong ef¬
kept the dialer-iners. Which seems supporting cast, Russel Collins,
Roving live camera remotes, in fect. The numbers were “I Be¬
to run contradictory to those intra¬ Cliff Hall and Paul Ford, all turned spotlighting the flavors of “this lieve” and “Autumn Leayes,” fol¬
show business voices which are in excellent jobs as the crooked land of plenty,” focussed on Holly¬ lowed by a trick intro into “St.
raided in (1) horror, or (2) hallelu¬ politicos.
wood’s Farmer’s Market and such Louis Blues.” Also scoring solidly
jah, over the public’s discernment
Apart from the story, the presen¬ famed eateries as Romanoff’s in in the song department was Nat
anent entertainment values.
tation missed also in the staging. Beverly Hills, Luchow’s in New (King) Cole, with renditions of
Schaffner,
apparently York, Antoine’s in New Orleans “Nothing Ever Changes My Love
This is contradiction because, Franklin
and look close now, where’s the called in at the last minute to and the Sirloin Room of Chicago’s For You” and “Never Let Me Go.”
genuine entertainment? It is in¬ direct, couldn’t avpid a certain Stockyard Inn. Not only did it His workover of “Kee-Mo Ky-Mo”
evitably a non-creative job of com¬ amount of confusion in a tricky whet viewers’ appetites but the for the kids in the studio audi¬
municating to the people the win¬ staging job that at times looked pickups obviously added up to ence was another plus factor.
ners over marathon running time. like something out of “Skin of Our priceless publicity for the .respec¬
In the classical idiom, -Andre
The stars open envelopes, name- Teeth” without the latter’s organ¬ tive cafes.
Segovia clicked with his expert
drop the victors and exchange some ized confusion. Nor could Shaffner
Still another remote was from guitar work. For a topical touch,
overcome the lags in- the script. Syracuse U., where the virtues of Academy Award winning songpatter with the ring master.
The formula, to repeat, has ’Twas a good try, but the script cookies (baked from cat-tail flour) smith Sammy Fain (“Love Is a
clicked to date in terms of the would have been better suited to were outlined betwixt blasts ema¬ Many Splendored Thing”) was
Chan.
ratings but the payoff in the future a half-hour show.'
nating from a Dixieland jam sesh spotted in a vocal medley of his
likely will lessen unless some
on the campus. In keeping with the past hits. Fain accompanied him¬
changes are made. It’s not just
Omnibus
overall dietary theme, it was con¬ self at the keyboard for an im¬
theory that the public wants en¬
What with the Ford Foundation’s veniently pointed out by Mark pressive stint. In the windup slot,
tertainment. This is attested to high interest in education, it was Stevens that “the flow of food from Montez D’Oca and his femme part¬
by the ups and downs in all only a matter of time before farm to table is powered by A. C. ner demonstrated aero agility in
branches of the show world. It “Omnibus” got down to campus Sparkplugs.” That GM division, as their hand-to-hand and trampoline
follows that viewers eventually cases, the campus in case being well as GM’s United Motors Sys¬ stunts.
will grow weary of award outings that of Harvard, as “covered” with tem, Delco Batteries and Guide
Jess.
with the same, tired format.
some 17 cameras, three remote Lamps* share the tab on the first
Last Wednesday’s session units and 100 technicians in the 60 minutes.
Gen. Electric Theatre
emerged okay, relatively, largely 90-minute CBS-TV spread Sunday
Final half-hour, under aegis of
Musical comedy star Ethel Mer¬
because of Lewis. It was cut from (25). The outing was tabbed a GM’s Pontiac, aired scenes from man chose the “General Electric
the familiar pattern but was man¬ “general look at higher education” the Paul Masson Winery near Theatre” on CBS-TV Sunday (25)
aged with a show of skill. The with Harvard as the pinpoint.
Fresno, Cal., and emphasized the to try a change of pace via a
comedian abandoned his usual
Show lived up to its billing: it bounty of “the good earth” via dramatic role. It was an unhappy
zanyisms, deported himself with was a “general” survey, leaving shots of a picnic of Basque shep¬ experiment.
dignity and made with humorous for the most part the specific prob¬ herds in California’s San Joaquin
Title of the play was “Reflected
commentary. His dialog-swapping lems attending the higher educa-j Valley. Withal, it was an appetiz¬ Glory,” telescoped version of the
with James Cagney, Ernest Borg- cation field for the specialists and ing dish that admirably displayed George Kelly legiter and adapted
nine, Dean Martin and Grace devoting itself by vand large to a America’s culinary values. Rating for this’ occasion by Arthur Arent.
Kelly came off amusingly.
tremendous color job on the insti¬ accolades was the fine technical Vehicle was woefully inadequate
Chevalier came through particu¬ tution. One is tempted to call the work of NBC-TV and its affiliates and Miss Merman’s contribution, a
larly well with a rendition of treatment superficial, but it was that, of course, made the show mixture of her old-style brashness
“Something’s Gotta Give,” a tune hardly that, so huge in scope and possible. Unfortunately, in this and strenuous overacting, didn’t
that’s especially suitable for him. earnest in approach was the effort. electronic age most of it is taken improve things .any.
Cut in from New York, Harry Bela- The camera teams, under the di¬ for granted.
Gilb.
Character she was supposed to
fonte handled “Unchained Melody” rection of Oscar winner Delbert
portray was that of a successfulvif
with marked sensitivity. Jane Mann, covered virtually every
Kraft TV Theatre
aging actress who wants to give
Powell’s “I’ll Never Stop Loving aspect of the school, with perhaps
In its surge toward a new vital¬ up the theatre and retire to family
You” was a minor contribution, a greater stress on the extra-curri¬ ity as oldtimer among tv’s dra¬ life where she can be loved “for
Dean Martin’s “The Tender Trap” cular activities, while a lineup of matic s'howcasers, credit “Kraft herself” rather than the glamor of
was a colorful item (along with his graduates that included Leonard TV Theatre” with trying to her stage personality.
Her pro¬
“Side By Side” duet with Lewis) Bernstein, Sens. John Kennedy breathe life into the Wednesday ducer loved her, and she loved
and Eddie Fisher scored fine with and Leverett Saltonstall and John NBC-TV series. The 9 to 10 p.m. him, but didn’t know it. Then her
“Love Is a Many-Splendored Hopkins v.p. Dr. W. Barry Wood spot is too cushy to have even a old suitor turned up to introduce
Thing.’’ Backing by an orch ba¬ expounded the philosophical aspect -bluechips sponsor like Kraft lux¬ his wife, and Miss Merman ended
toned by Andre Previn was good of what a college does for a stu¬ uriate in “the same old stuff.” So up with her producer after all.
all the way.
dent.
last week’s (21) “The Lost Week¬
Walter Matthau as the harried
As usual, there were some misThe pickups included such extra¬ end” is symbolic of the cheesestood out with an engag¬
cues, a glaring one being the fail¬ curricular activities as hockey and maker’s attempts, through agency producer
ing
that almost saved
ure to identify Sammy Fain (mu¬ baseball practice, rehearsals of the J. Walter Thompson, to get out of the performance
show. Phillip Bourneuf as the
sic) and Paul Francis Webster (ly- Hasty Pudding Club and a Shake¬ the conventional groove in which suitor
more
or
less
walked through
pcs) as writers of the winning spearean drama society, figure it’s been trapped for some years his part. Augusta Roeland
showed
Many-Splendored” song.
skating courses and a glee club ses¬ and into a more realistic atmos¬ reasonable animation as Miss Mer¬
Claudette Colbeit f emceed
sion. In the curricular vein, there phere in terms of latterday view- man’s friend, but was weighed
N.Y. with Joseph Mankiewicz lend¬ were oral exams, private tutoring, gers’ appetites. A tipoff, too, to
down by impossible lines. Don
ing an awkward assist.
a mock trial in the law school, a Kraft’s newly ordained drive to¬
The program, to wrap it up, was session on labor relations in the ward greater prestige in the Medford directed and must share
coo long, the technical credit business school and a conference drama arena is tonight’s (Wed.) “A the blame for this second-rate ef¬
Hift.
awards should be scuttled, ingenu¬ of deans discussing the balance Night To Remember,” the Titanic fort.
ity m design is needed, and the between “practical work” by their story from the bestselling book
Jack Benny Show
zealousness of the sponsor was schools and pure research. The by Walter Lord.
Dore Schary, Metro production
tough to put up with.
Gene.
sum total of these, plus pickups of
“Lost Weekend” was straight chieftain and an accomplished
individual students expressing from the Charles Jackson click public speaker from ’way back,
their feelings about school and book of a dozen years ago, and not was by no means also-ran to Jack
Harvard and brief expressions of from the Paramount film which Benny in this past weekend’s
Choose Up Sides,” post-noon the function of various phases of shot Ray Milland and Jane Wy¬ CBS-TV half-hour which served
t Saturday quizzer for juves, is be- the educational process by the man into the monied and prize¬ the purpose (1) of trailerizing the
I irig popped by NBC-TV at the end guests added up to an “in-depth” winning class.
Adaptation for comedian’s upcoming film stint in
f of V1153 month* Goodson & Todman coverage of the function and “Theatre” was by Will Lorin al¬ a Culver City production and (2),
package had failed to lure a spon¬ achievements of modern higher though Jacksdn himself is a script trailerizing Metro’s “The Swan.”
editor of the series and undoubt¬
sor since launching a few months education.
Show was an unusual funny
There were particular areas edly nursed his brainchild for the semester with Joe Besser making
ago.
The 12:30 time goes dark on the which “Omnibus” could have crossover to tv. What can be said every second count as a tempera¬
network, with the slot turned tackled in an overall survey--the about the homescreen* edition, is mental interior decorator, and
problem of overcrowding, the ?ui?; ,1J}at it pulled no punches right .up. ditto foro vArtie; .Auerbach - .(Mrv
back to stations.
rent controversy over whether to the downbeat ending, as set
(Continued on page 44)

Tele Follow-Up Comment

Axe ‘Choose Sides’

HEAVEN. WILL PROTECT THE
WORKING GIRL
(Sunday Spectacular)
With Bert Lahr, Nancy Walker,
Janet Blair, Tony Randall, Helen
Gallagher, Connie Russell, Bob
Carroll, Tommy Grimes, Patricia
Hammerlee,
Art
Linkletter,
Charles Sanford Orch
Producer-director: Max Llebman
Writers: William Friedberg, Neil
Simon
Choreographer: James Starbuck
U.S.
RUBBER, MAYBELLINE,
U.S. SAVINGS & LOAN, AMER¬
ICAN RADIATOR & STAND¬
ARD SANITARY CORP.
90 Mins.; Sun (25) 7:30 p.m.
NBC from N.Y. (Color)
(Fletcher D. Richards, BBD&O,
Gordon Best)
Max Liebman’s venture into
divine protection for laboring
ladies proved a spotty affair, but
with several items on the agenda
that made the outing seem worth¬
while. Primary object of interest
was Nancy Walker, of the legiter
“Fallen Angels” who comes close
to being the most gifted girl buf¬
foon around. Miss Walker’s par¬
ticipation in several skits which
included a funny subway bit with
Tony Randall, and the girls*
shower skit were hilarious bits of
business. Miss Walker hit the
show’s pfeak in these scenes and
seemed to be ample reward for
staging this colorspec.
There were some other rewarding
moments, particularly that of Bert
Lahr in his rendition of “Poor
Young Girl,” and Connie Russell’s
“Ten Cents a Dance” provided re¬
spectively a serio-comic and a
straight rendition. Both of these
held up extremely well.
From the title of the piece and
from its beginning it was assumed
that the entire session would be a
sort of turn-of-the-century rib on
the working gal. The show strayed
far from its original premise dur¬
ing its 90-minute running time.
The bits and satire inherent in the
situation didn’t come off in many
of the sequences, and nothing as
good as the original premise was
substituted.
Some of the talent needed mate¬
rial body. Performers of the cali¬
bre of Tony Randall, Helen Gal¬
lagher, Bob Carroll and Janet
Blair seemed to be wasted for the
greater part of the show. The
hosting role assumed by Art Linkletter Was a bit of unnecessary
boondoggling.
The show was most, distinguished
by a lot of wasted opportunity.
However, in a narrower sense,
there were a lot of bits that either
came off excellently, or . weren’t
bad enough to be a total waste1.
Liebman seemed to have hit a bet¬
ter overall entertainment average
with this show than some of his
predecessors this season, and he
elevated the level of tele comedy
by giving Miss Walker a couple of
skits that resulted in yocks. .
Jose.
DIAMOND JUBILEE
With Guy Lombardo Orch, Kenny
Gardner, Bill Flannagan, Elice
Rhodes; Bob Shepard, Dwight
Weist, announcers
Producer-writer: Gordon Auchin°closs
Director: Charles Dubin
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(Edward KlQtter)
Finding a fresh video format for
d'band show is one of the medium’s
toughest problems and this new
series with Guy Lombardo is an¬
other stab at a solution. The recipe
for this show is one part straight
orchestral, one part giveaway and
one part, “This Is Your Life,” set
to music. If there is any potential
in this grab-bag formula, subse¬
quent shows will have to prove it
since the preem was too badly
marr.ed by a series of technical
errors.
Under format’s setup, Lombar¬
do’s repertory is determined by
winners of a letter-writing contest
in which “the song of my life” is
described. The contestants appear
to read their letters and collect a
ring valued at $1,000. If a Geritol
boxtop is included, they can win
an additional $1,000 in cash. The
Geritol banner, incidentally, is
very much in evidence since it’s
inscribed on the backdrop curtain
against which the show is shot.
Lombardo is a savvy, affable per¬
sonality, but failed to contri^hte
any original points to the opening
stanza. For one thing, the corny
letters were against him; and for
another, the orch seemed to play
loudest when Lombardo was talk¬
ing. It could be that the best quips
were drowned-out; the comments
that were overheard, however, were
stereotyped. No doubt the technical
errors, like Lombardo forgetting
the name of Cornel Wilde’s wife
during the couple’s guest stint, will
be ironed out. The script also
could stand considerable sharpen¬
ing.
''
— Musically,- the' -Lombardo^ crew
(Continued on page 44)
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STATION REP: TV’S ‘MR. BIG’
JWT: N. Y.s Top Casting Office
J. Walter Thompson agency, it would appear, is almost singlehandedly solving the unemployment problem among actors in
N. Y.
A total ^>f 150—count 'em—150 thesps went on the JWT
payroll for last week's “Kraft TV Theatre" presentation of “Lost
Weekend” and tonight's (Wed.) production of “A Night to Remem¬
ber.” For a two-week span, that’s probably tops for any single
dramatic series.
All told, 105 actors will appear in tonight’s dramatization con¬
cerning the sinking of the Titanic, while 45 performers paraded
before the cameras on last week’s "Lost Weekend” production.
Kraft weekly budget will be doubled for tonight's entry. Kraft
show is. one of the few agency-produced dramatic showcases.

HE’S ALL THINGS Radio-TV Program Trends in 12
TO LOTS* PEOPLE Foreign Nations in Hub Kickaround

By GUY LIVINGSTON
A marked change has come over
Boston, March 27.
the station representative business
Disk jocks haven't come of age
from days of yore. Most of the
Cincinnati, March 27. • yet in overseas radio stations, but
principal reps have decided, after
P. Robinson has resigned ort„_
..
.
,
years of operating as loosely de¬ asWilliam
v.p. of Crosley Broadcasting i0ap operas are stlU e»mg strong
veloped bodies comprising sales¬ (WLW stations) after an 18-year 'vith azz on the upswing. These
men and secretaries, that they’ve
“gotta organize.”
Consequently association. He becomes sales v.p. are the views and news from 19
they' have been developing large of Land-Mark Corp., Washington, radio and tv specialists from 12
promotion, publicity, sales service D. C., a firm specializing in high¬ foreign countries currently study¬
ing at Boston U.’s school of public
and traffic staffs to hold their sta¬ way sign “spectaculars.”
Robinson has served Crosley in relations and communications un¬
tions and attract new ones. At best
“supplementary units” in the spot numerous capacities in Cincy, New der sponsorship of the Internation¬
al Educational Exchange Service
sales field not too long ago, these York (WINS1, Chi and Atlanta.
of the U. S. Department of State.
NBC’s Scissorman Has Some Gripes of His Own On specialists equal or surpass the
Commercialism is unknown to
salesmen proper in importance.
A Variety of Issues
,
most
of the radio and tv stations
The reps’ swing from straight j
j abroad: greatest number are gov¬
selling was motivated by three j
ernment
operated,
changes in the needs of stations |
In one of his more penetrating
i At a faculty luncheon, the 19
from the early days of video and ,
reports,
NBC’s
censor-in-chief,
foreign specialists were introduced
Jock Fernhead has stepped in to certainly from what they were in
to Boston radio, tv and press reps
Stockton Helffrich, takes up the
radio’s heyday, the way the reps |
: on Thurs. (15).
case of “cliche” and “special in¬ head radio indie WINS as a con¬ delineate it. First, programs are in
terests” aspects of programmatic sequence of former veep-general a constant state of flux. The rapid¬ !
Chicago, March 27.
Nearest approach to a disk jock
fodder, among a load of miscel¬ manager Rob Leder’s switch to the ity and confusion of stanza switch¬
Zenith Radio Corp. hit its high-: was Pedro Campos De Miranda of
laneous subjects under his radio¬ helm of WOR-AM, also in N. Y. ing far outweighs the busiest days ! est profit in any complete fiscal Rio de Janeiro,*?ports and special
Fernhead
was
veep
and
g.m.
of
tv continuity acceptance wing. De¬
of audio. Secondly, the stations ! period to date during 1955, gar-! program broadcaster of Radio Itascribing himself as “in a mean another Elroy McGay station, are in surprising need of bigtime inering earnings of. $8,034,491. tiaia. “I play records, announce
mood” against the so-called “spe¬ KYA, Frisco, before the station consultation on how to handle their i eaual to $16.31 per share. The. them in English and answer quescial interests” fraternity, Helffrich owner moved him east last week. biz dealings, especially in “network , 1955 net. as reported in the an-: tions about the U. S..” he said,
Irv Phillips, sales head and sta¬
let loose a barrage of his own
relations.” No. 3, it was pointed nual report to stockholders, reore- He has an “American Friend”'proagainst letter-writers “who thought tion manager of KYA, has become out just a few months ago how a 1 sented a 41rr rise over 1954. when gram for an hour every Saturday
acting
general manager in lieu of
we were risking establishment of
number of out-of-town outlets had : profits totaled $5,676,264 or $11.33 , afternoon. Music is mostly classia cliche on uses of the leather a Fernhead' replacement.
been hiring N. Y. flackers to bring a share.
j cal. he said, Gershwin goes good
jacket as the hallmark of hood¬
their importance home to Madison • Profit was earned on consoli- and some jazz. Disks come from
lums" and gangsters.”
Ave., but most of the stations have dated sales of $152,905,005. second the Voice of America.
come to depend on their spot reps I highest in the company’s history
• It’s the scissorman’s view that
Radio Itatiai belongs to the state
to handle part of their publicity for • and representing a 10^ increase government. Station programs lots
“it does get into the area of dam¬
them.
age to some honest interest if you
I over 1954. Company emphasized ■ of soap operas, known as "dramatic
highlight some ‘difference’ in as¬
The fourth factor in the evolu¬ ,that the sales volume was done shows.” Next in popularity is
sociation exclusively with evil.”
tion of the spot rep industry is due . only in electronic business, as con- sports; football, basketball, volleyBut, he says, “the answer obvious¬
to the reps themselves. They are : trasted with other electronics man- ■ ball. The 50 kw station runs a barly is a free expression of ideas
keenly aware of the competition . ufaeturers who have a thriving rage of sports events, with Gillette
which in this case boils down to
New Orleans, March 27.
for their better stations and they : trade in white goods as well. Re- as sponsor. Station has two shortavoiding misuse of the leather
Herman Liveright. fired by are, consequently, willing to offer , port, referring to color tv, states wave transmitters.
jacket: putting it on heroes as well WDSU-TV as ' program director almost any kind of “plus” service ; Uiat while progress has been made
Sunday Sam Young-Harry of
as villains—and equally to the de¬ after appearing before the U. S. ! to hold their contractees. As re- in circuit simplification, picture port Harcourt, Nigeria, announcer
gree it is^possible.
Senate subcommittee about pos¬ I suit the station rep today has taken brightness, focus and cost reduc- and news reader on the Nigeria Ra“Jumping from the leather sible Communist connections, said : on a new importance in the indus¬ ■ tion, Zenith will have ‘reliable ^io Station at Lagos, dressed in
jacket to wider issues, this is to Friday (23) that if he had answered try. .
, color television receivers in pro- native costume, extended greetings
say in so many words that part or | questions his testimony “might j The importance of promotion . duction . when we feel the product, f0f the group. He produces a
our responsibility as ethical broad¬ have cost the jobs of four or five I and research, was slammed home to is right.”
weekly program, “Twenty Ques¬
casters is to reflect with balance people who were friendly to me 1 various observers when the vener¬
tions.” His first experience with
the real world around us. The in the past.”
able Katz rep house upped Danny
commercial radio and tv came in
radio and television media are go¬
this country he said and the sponLiveright refused to discuss Dennehplz, its promotion-research
ing to be awfully dull ones if we whether he was or is a Communist. topper, to its board of directors,
j sor messages were “quite a shock”
don’t and competitively we’ll get
| to "one unused to them.” After
“If I told you I might as well giving him a significant sayso in
I studying the situation, he said, he
(Continued on page 46)
haye told Senator Eastland (sub¬ the operation of the organization.
j could see the value of them in
committee head),” Liveright told
(Continued on page 46)
economy.
But, as for
newsmen. Two days before, how¬
Cleveland, March 27. , the American
c
. .
ever, he told newsmen it was
Through a better Job of public j usc ,of eommercials m his own
“ridiculous” for anyone to suggest
service programming, the broad- county- he indicated it would lake
he had been or is a Communist.
casting industry can offset the jsome timeLiveright said he had been ac¬
growing attack by competition I He said, “It was here that I
tive in a number of “progressive”
critics seeking to gain an economic ! came face to face with commercial
causes in the past, including the
advantage, Rolland V. Tooke, vice j tv and radio.” He pointed out that
1948
Progressive
Party
campaign
president
of Westinghouse Broad- j radio is "holy” in his country—no
ABC Radio will return to a pat¬
casting Co. told the Cleveland >
(Continued on page 46)
tern of straight entertainment in of Henry Wallace for President.'
He
added
he
had
been
arrested
Harry
Alan
Towers
(Towers
of
Sales
Executive
Club.
|
its nighttime programming within
“Too many times,” he said,
30 days, this programming to con¬ during that campaign while making London) is currently in N. Y. hav¬
a
speech
for
Wallace
at
White
ing
discussions
with
the
networks
public
service
program
is
a
real
sist of mysteries, variety shows and
live dance music featuring top Plains, N. Y., where he lived at on a possible tv release of his dog show, unimaginatively pro¬
projected “Capt. Horatio Horn- duced. inadequately staged, put on j
name bands. Straight entertain¬ the time.
The charge, he said, was disturb¬ blower” film as a 90-minute spec the air at an odd time that we j
ment pattern was finalized at last
ing
the
peace.
prior to its theatrical release (a can’t sell anyway, broadcast either [
week’s meeting of the web with its
Liveright again defended his re¬ la "Richard III”). Towers is part¬ for the record, or to get somebody ;
eight-man Station Planning & Ad¬
fusal
to
answer
the
Senate
ques¬
nered
in the “Hornblower” venture off our backs. In our service to the j
visory Committee, which greenRealignment of cross-the-board
lighted the heave-ho of the “New tions. He said it was a matter of with N. Peter Rathvon (ex-RKO). public we’ve got to substitute con¬ drama segments on CBS Radio will
“personal
belief”
and
he
felt
that
Film
will
be shot in England dur¬ science for cynicism,” and he rec¬
Sounds for You” pattern and stren¬
return
“Amos ’n’ Andy” to the ap¬
uously. suggested the entertain¬ “as long as I am not violating any ing July and August and expecta¬ ommended, too. that it might be proximate 7 o’clock time in which
law nobody had a right to inquire tions are that Michael Redgrave advisable to find a brand new
ment format.
into my personal beliefs.”
will play the lead. (Redgrave did word for public service, and “a they became a household word
Web is now working on specific
the "Hornblower” radio series new definition for programming back in the late ’20s. Duo will be
properties and expects to get them
shifted to 7:05-7:30 April 2, when
which were heard in this country in the public interest.”
rolling within 30 days, which means
. Because of broadcasting’s impact, the whole shuffle becomes effec¬
via CBS).
“New Sounds” will be out within a
said Tooke, who directs KYW and tive. The AA “Music Hall" slot has
Although
Towers’
Production
month. Mysteries would probably
been riding from 9:30 to 9:55.
Services company, which was iden¬ KYW-TV, it is more subject to Earlier berthing ousts the recently
be stripped at 7:30-7:55, followed
criticism, whereas .a- newspaper,
by variety segments and closing
“Wide Wide World” will «stay tified with the new British com¬ skimmed through by the readers, is installed Curt Massey show, which
with live dance band pickups. In in the live groove next season, ac¬ mercial tv setup, has gone into less likely, to be attacked. Tooke had taken over irom Tennesseethe whodunit genre, web is dicker¬ cording to NBC-TV’s present think¬ voluntary liquidation, the parent urged for a tightening of stand¬ Ernie in latter’s bowout.
ing for properties, with track rec¬ ing. There have been rumors that Towers of London operation from ards by advertisers and agencies
Jack Carson show moves to 8
ords starring at least one- top name the skip-week Sunday 90-minute se¬ all indications is still jumpin’. He’s “for the understanding we need to o’clock from 9:05-30, picking up an
in each. As for the variety stanzas, ries would be put on film, at least huddling with NTA execs this week keep our house clean.”
extra
five minutes, with "My Sonthey would star a top “selling” per¬ in part. This may have stemmed on distribution of his "Lili Palmer
Jeep” and “Yours. Truly, Johnny
sonality who can move the spon¬ from an idea put in the hopper- Presents” half-hour anthology se¬
Dollar”
going into the Carson spot,
sor's goods, a band, vocalists and some time ago for a European unit ries, 34 of which are now in the
“Jeep” being trimmed down to the
frequent guesters. Band pickups to provide the show with filmed can. Similar Towers series, though
would feature only top name com¬ inserts. This might still be done, with a different host, is being
shown in England under title of
CBS a strong
bos, but would get more produc¬ but probably not during 1956-57.
tion trappings than the ordinary
Show’s entire concept is based “Theatre Royal.” He’s also brought
International Latex is tooling up ! ,ineVP. °£
.ele™l stanzas
consisting
of
“A&A,”
Bing Crosby,
along
a
pilot
of
his
“Slim
Callahan”
band remote.
on “see it as it’s done,” and hence
for a $2,500,000 gross outlay foray ' nnnc,c ’
“New Sounds” was inaugurated going on celluloid would upset the vidfilm series, based on the Peter into NBC-TV’s “Today”-“Home”- Ed Murrow newscasts, Carson; fol¬
Cheney
series
and
is
prepping
an
lowed
by
the
8:30
to
9 Monday to
last October as a drastic departure original pattern that launched the
“Tonight” threesome of participat¬
in nighttime programming, capsul¬ Sabbath afternoon skein last sum¬ Edgar Wallace series for next sea¬ ing stanzas. Deal is not yet firmed Friday” “Talent Scouts,” “Sus¬
pense,”
“FBI
in
Peace
and War,”
ing five-minute segments into the¬ mer under executive producer son designed for U. S. as well as up, but looks better than 50-50 in
British distribution.
the prospect file. Latex would de¬ “21st Precinct” and "CBS Radio
matic half-hours and using remotes, Barry Wood.
Slot vacated by.
As tv representative for Ziv in ploy its multiple rubber products Workshop.”
Incidentally, the show’s plans to
tapes and pickups from affiliates.
“Amos-Andy” will be filled (to 10
High cost of the project, plus a pick up the Ringling circus arrival the United Kingdom he’s had talks equally on “T-H-T” year round.
Already in the bag is an order p.m.) by network’s news and pub¬
total lack of sales, caused a shift in in New York Sunday (1) were here with execs of the distribbery
ABC’S thinking, and the SPAC feel¬ grounded. This may relate to fact and as the British rep for Tele- totaling $200,000 from Pfaff Sew¬ lic affairs programs now scattered
ing that entertainment Would serve that CBS-TV has tied up the circus Prompter, Towers reports the ing Machine. This is for 26 shares throughout the regular sked such
the affiliates best at night caused. for.' next Tuesday’s (-3).- preview, prompting device is now “all over in “Home.” Starting date is as “Leading Question” and “Cam-?
paign ’56.”
■ ,
June 22.
.
. th'e’>plajtfft.7
“NS\y-Soi«i4{i. ” ^nal, demjsfi,
V sponsored Jay’.General -Foods*■:
3>C5i
jTmiiDiv
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Robinson Exits Crosley

TVs 'Hellbent for Leatherjackets

$8,034,491 Zenith
Earnings New High

Fernhead Helms WINS

Balking Witness
Axed by WDSU-TV

: ‘Substitute Conscience
For Cynicism’ Cautions
Tooke in Cleve. Talk

Straight Entertainment
Back to ABC Radio As
’New Sounds’ Gets Axed

Towers Dickering For
‘Hornblower’ Deal As
90-Min. Network Spec

! I Amos ’n’ Andy Back
To Old 7 P.M. Time
In CBS Radio Shuffle

NBC’S‘WIDE WORLD’
EDICT: ‘KEEP IT LIVE’

$2,500,000 LATEX

‘T-H-T’ BUY ON TAP^Ih^Me
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Wasn’t Kiddin’
TV as Propaganda Weapon Major Russell
On Noel Reinstatement i
From the Production Centres
For
Ford’s
May
Spec
Factor in US1A Budget Hike Bid
IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Now it can be told that the noWashington, March 27. +- names-please “spokesman” for Noel
Coward, who insisted a couple of
The world spurt in television has
caused the U. S. Information
weeks back—correctly, as it turns
Agency to figure tv propaganda as
out—that Coward will “definitely”
a major item in its budget the first
appear on May 5 in his own script
time, for fiscal 1957—the year be¬
CBS Radio "racked up some more to make his third outing on CBSginning July 1, 1956.
Simoniz is TV’s “Ford Star Jubilee,” was
This highlights the agency’s billings last week.
presentation of its spending needs pacted for a quarter-hour weekly Charles Russell, the Briton’s co¬
before a House appropriations sub¬ of Arthur Godfrey (radio only). producer. He had also pinpointed
committee. The testimony has just
Nail-Gro is in on segment spon¬ “This Happy Breed” as the prob¬
been ma'de public.
able work among a file of 26 “plays
USIA is asking Congress for sorship of Galen Drake’s Satur¬ by Coward” available to CBS.
$135,000,000 in new money for the day variety show, as is d-Con In¬
Russell’s statement was made at
Kiplinger Newsletter
next year, a sharp increase over secticide.
the time that J. Walter Thompson,
the $85,336,000 which Congress al¬ continues with Sunday quarter of the Ford agency, with an unofficial
lowed for the current fiscal year. the Sidney Walton morning, spiel¬ nod from CBS, was not exactly
Together with $18,812,352, which it ing after tryihg a one-shot in denying that Ford Motors was “fed
will have in appropriations left February and proceeding on a up” on Coward and the low rating
over from the current year, TJSIA week-to-week basis contingent on and was dumping him. Thereupon,
would have total budget authoriza¬ the mail pull.
Coward planed in from Jamaica,
New, business continues the BWI, and was told by CBS that,
tion of $153,812,352 next year.
In 1955, only $376,000 was spent web’s active sales picture in re¬ since his p'act is with the network
for productions and placement of cent weeks, with Schlitz and and not a particular show, he would
video programs on foreign stations. Coldene buying Godfrey, Renuzit be given the privilege of opening
During the current year, the figure signing for Robert Q. Lewis’ Satur¬ the web’s projected “Playhouse
Is running about $1,046,000. For the day show, Kasco Dog Food going 90,” 90-minute dramatic skein next
next fiscal year, USIA asks $5,- for Godfrey, Lewis and Art Link- fall with “Breed,” British legiter
902,000, of the $24,148,000 radio-tv letter’s “House Party,” Carter’s and film of a dozen years ago. All
Pills for soapers “Helen Trent” and that changed over the weekend
budget request.
As of the end of 1955, according “Young Dr. Malone.”
when Cowafd was reinstated on
to USIA statistics, 134 television
“Jubilee,” with “Breed” as the
stations were operating in the free
vehicle.
world, outside the United States, Lorin Scripting Gingold
There's no hint in this that
And there were in use about 6,Show for Kraft TV’er there’s been a general reconcilia¬
912,000 receivers, an increase of
tion in the JWT-Ford camp. In:
Writer
.Will
Lorin
has
been
better than 2,000,000 in a single
signed to no an original script for fact, Ford is known to be dissatis¬
year.
Hetmione ; Gingold for “Kraft fied with not being able, to wield
The Soviet orbit was figured to Theatre.” It will mark the British more power on the show and-: its
have 18 operating stations at the comedienne’s first try on the show. formats (see separate story). Hence
end of 1955, with 1,060,000 re¬ Lorin also did the adaptation of the “status quo” on Coward' for
ceivers in use.
“The Lost Weekend” which went May 5 suggests that the automaker
Largest number of tv receivers on last week (Wed.) for Kraft.
1 and CBS are wider apart than ever.
aside from the United States is in
Britain—5,100,000. Britain has 15
tv transmitters. Germany has the
most transmitters, 24. Italy has 12
and France, 10.
Behind the Iron Curtain, accord¬
If Orson Welles is operating without a full term contract, it’s more
ing to the figures, Russia has 18 than a coincidence that he’s made a flock of tv appearances this sea¬
transmitting stations; there ate son and all of them have been on CBS-TV. Upon returning from
eight in East Germany; and one abroad, the emoter was “person to personned” by Ed Murrow, has
apiece in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland and Rumania. done a pair of guestings on Ed Sullivan’s show, was narrator for the
Russia is estimated to have about Public Affairs sector’s widely acclaimed “Out of Darkness” 90-minute
psychiatric study, and is the April choice (witriTBetty Grable) for “20th
1,000,000 receivers in use.
Century” on the “Ford Star Jubilee” Saturday nighter. He’s also
USIA figures to put its original made a couple of radio-(CBS) appearances.
programs on film, at a cost of
It’s recalled that when Welles Was announced for “20th Century”
$4,603,000. Original productions he kicked up a private storm saying he had not been pacted. Since
would include information stories then, obviously, there’s been a deal with him not only on the ex-legit
built around Riply, “Believe It Or arid film work in its televersion but probably also for a, set number
Not” cartoons; Fred Waring type of spottihgs on the web. There may be a spillover into next season.
musical programs, programs on
American family life, etc.
A four-part series on Don Sherwood, who’s called “the biggest thing
Other highlights from the testi¬ ever to hit the Northern California entertainment world,” starts in
mony:
the San Francisco News Thursday (29). Sherwood, who emcees the
The forthcoming Nehru trip to daily KGO-TV show, “San Francisco Tonight,” is portrayed as a Pagthe U. S. will be opulently filmed liacci type who tends to be unhappy in his work despite the pay—be¬
for use in India, following the pat¬ tween $50,000 and $75,000 a year.
tern of the Russians during Nehru’s
The story, by News assistant news editor Bill Steif takes Sherwood
from his Frisco grammar school days, through his discharges from a
trip there.
The Agency wants $12,883,000 series of local radio stations and his quick success as a disk jockey, to
for its mption picture service, a his present domination of the Frisco entertainment scene. Series is
sharp increase over this year’s $4,- tied in promotionally with both the ABC radio and tv outfits, KGO,
447,000. Films will be made which and Sherwood’s present deejay outlet, indie station KYA. The Scripps“expose Red imperialism,” an an¬ Howard paper also went all-out in plugging series with quarter-cards,
nouncement that pleased members in-paper promotion.
of the committee.
When RCA- president Frank M. Folsom addressed the Boston
There were indications that the
plan of the agency to convert a Security Analysts recently, they finally got around to that $5,000,000
World War II baby flattop into a suit by Zenith against RCA. Folsom said, “Gee, I was afraid you were
floating theatre and exhibition not going to ask me.” He added that “if we (RCA) were failures we’d
hall, with Cinerama as the stellar never have any antitrust actions against us but we did what the public
attraction, will meet opposition in expects of a progressive American industry, making bigger and better
Congress. Agency wants $3,790,- items for domestic progress and consumption.
Our competition
000 for this project, to place a wouldn’t, apparently, so we had to; and then we find ourselves in liti¬
2,000-seat theatre on deck, provide gation.”
closed circuit tv inside the ship,
Around 350 attended the BSA powwow at the Boston Oyster House.
exhibits of industry and culture, Folsom, in the past, did similar seminars before the New York, Chicago
etc.
and Cleveland Security Analysts Assns.

More CBS Radio Biz;
Simoniz Buys Godfrey

Inside Stuff-Radio-TV

Original scripts from the “CBS Radio Workshop” series were pre¬
sented this week to the N. Y. Public Library’s Theatre Collection, with
acceptance by George Freedley, curator of the drama division, which
marks its 25th anni next September. There are 15 works, each with
pencilled footnotes, production suggestions and staging directions by
authors, latter including William Saroyan, Stephen Vincent Benet, Eric
Philadelphia, March 27.
Three executive changes and pro¬ Knight, T. S. Eliot, Archibald MacLeish, Margaret Webster, Norman
motions were announced by Roger Corwin, and Irving Reis;
W. Clipp, general manager of the
radio and television division of Tri¬
CBS Radio’s “Our Gal Sunday” sudser starts its 20th year tomorrow
angle Publications, Inc., following (Thurs.), but a member of the troupe with the longest record of
an organization conference (23).
service is neither an actor nor producer. He’s engineer Joe Travis,
David W. Bennett, former gen¬ who’s been at the controls for every airing.
eral manager of television station
“Sunday” was launched in 1937 with Dorothy Lowell in title role.
WTPA, Harrisburg, has been After her death in 1944 her understudy, Vivian Smolen, took over the
named to newly created post of di¬ part and has been at it since. Karl Swenson played the male lead,
rector of regional sales develop¬ Lord Henry, for 17 years, bowing out in ’54 with Alastair Duncan
ment in the radio and tv division. moving in.,
Clark Pollock has been appoint¬
Daytimer was created by Frank and Anne Hummert and was in¬
ed program director of Triangle spired by the Ethel Barrymore legiter, “Sunday,” remembered therein
stations WNBF and WNBF-TV, | for her famous line, “That’s all there is, there isn’t anymore!”
Binghamton, N. Y. Mrs. Shirley
Ricciardelli was named Pollock’s
Television Advertising Bureau’s national spot tv report will appear
assistant. Edward M. Scala is the on April 16. A conversion of the Rorabaugh Reports to gross dollars,
new program director for Trian¬ it will contain the national spot total expenditure for all advertisers
gle’s Altoona stations, WFBG and for the fourth quarter of ’55 (with a projection probably of the whole
WFBG-TV, and H. George Carroll, year’s take), plus a list of the top 100 or 150 tv spot advertisers in
formerly of WRAW, Reading, is his order of the money each spent, and the amount of money spent by
assistant. Scala was formerly pro¬ the sum of advertisers in each product classification.
gram director of the Binghamton
This will mark the first time any fullscale report was issued on
cutlets.
tv spot billings.

Personnel Shuffles
On Triangle Stations

::

The Red Barbers celebrate 25th wedding anni today (Wed.) at a
baseball training camp as' usual, this. time at .Yankees St. Pete base
. . . BBDO prez Ben Duffy received honorary law degree from Philly’s
St.'Joseph’s College last week . . . WCBS’ Bob Haymes flying his twoseater to the Virgin Islands next month in time for Carnival Week
which he’ll tape for his show . . . Also headed there, Ira Ashley, -CBS
director . . . Walkout of employees of Colbee’s last week virtually dark¬
ened the eatery . . . CBS prexy Art Hayes* new home will be in Green¬
wich, Conn., instead of Larchmont, N. Y., as originally blueprinted . . .
John Matthew Boylan to Joseph Hershey McGillvra as radio-tv ac¬
count exec . . . Bill Firman, .mgr. of CBSales in Detroit, addressed
marketing class of. Wayne U. there last week . . . WCBS’ fix-it
show, “Man Around the House,” featuring Roger Whitman and Dan
Peterson racks up first anni Tuesday (3) . . . Jay Weston, ex-Milburn
McCarthy office, and Clifford Cochrane, who headed his own: com¬
pany, have formed p.r. firm of Weston & Cochrane Associates . . .
James Gregory, star of CBS-“21st Precinct,” • off ' to - Coast to film
“Nightfall” (Col) with radio stanzas taped in advance . . . Mary Alice’
Murphy, secretarial aide in CBS prexy’s office, to Laurentians for vaca¬
tion.
NBC newscribe Russell Willis hitched Saturday (24) to Dot Loeb of
Martin Goodman Publications . . , James Baker upped from Radio Ad
Bureau’s assistant of local sales and service to manager of station
service, helping Arch Madsen on sales clinic arid sales committee ac¬
tivities . . Diana Baldi, WQV commentator; on Easter Pilgrimage to
Italy, aboard “Saturriia” . . . Walter Kaner, WWRL flack in. N- Y.,
opened a Miami office to boot . . . Ethel Barryniore and Robert Young
co-star in tonight’s (Wed.) “Family Theatre” regular stand on Mutual;
but, for. holidays, “FT group doing a special Easteri Eve show, “Tri¬
umphant Hour,” topped by Loretta Ydiing; also, appearing are Walter
Brennan, Don O’Herlihy, Joan Leslie and Stephen McNally
. Alan,
Sands? WOR cross-boarder, “It’s Your Baby,” redacted by Byvirol : . .
Niek Pitasi will not head H-R radio sales but .Will, work under veep
Papl Weeks . . . Vincent Riso to RAB as salesman'. ;
When Leonard Levinson remarked to hisl daughter upon. leaving
downtown 2d Ave. Orpheum that they’d seen two!new CinemaScopers
for 47c Robirr added, “Yes, and we got eight frailerg, too” . . . house
was ballyhooing four coming doubleheaders.
Bill Leonard has been chosen to narrate a weekly series fori the in¬
ternational “hams” under aegis of U. S.. Information Agency, whose
“Voice of America” will devote 15 minutes Saturdays, starting at
1:45 p.m., to technical data of interest to the amateur radio crowd . . .
Elizabeth Lawrence, regular on “Road of Life” and currently on
B’way iri “The Lark,” cast for “Greatest Story Ever Told” and starting
two-week run on “Aunt Jenny.” ...
On the last day of Margaret Truman’s “Weekday” (NBC) stint, be¬
fore taking, off for Independence (Mo.), the station wanted a gimmick
for a new mail pull and Pegeen Fitzgerald, ■ who does both AM and tv
for WRCA, N. Y., contributed a giveaway pattern on “new ways how
to tie a scairf.” To date there have been 8,307 requests, which caught
WRCA short. Previous high was 2,300 mailing pieces.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
John Holbrook, Don ‘ Lee-Mutual newscaster, Is the new prexy of i
Radio and TV News Club of So. Cal. Organization is now in its
10th year . . . Now that Harry Owens has arranged for syndication of
“Polynesian Holiday,” he’ll be off again in May to the South Seas
with his cameraman for another 13 issues of the half-hour films ...
After 12 years as veepee and manager of the Hollywood office for
Needham; Louis & Brorby, Frank Pittman is pulling out (£ get back
into production. He will be succeeded by Mike Grable on a transfer
from Chicago. Pittman was a radio producer with NBC before joining
NL&B . . . Reginald Sheffield, tv actor, can’t seem to live down the
past. Before coming to Hollywood for pictures' he was a model for
Stetson hats. Last week an agency man remembered it and called
him in to pose for Union Oil lithos now flooding the town. He’ll next
be seen in tv on an upcoming “Lineup” on CBS floating phoney checks
all over Frisco . . . Thompson agency wanted an original song for Joan
Weldon to sing on Lux Video Theatre so Jay Livingston and Ray Evans
were commissioned to write “Warm Sun, Cold Moon” . . . Ted Post
hustles back to Hollywood for more telepix assignments after com¬
pleting pilot of “New York Confidential” . . . Dick Linkroum, who rides
herd over NBC’s “Home,” “Today” and “Uonight,” prowling the coast
for talent to build up the west’s contribution to the three shows.

IN CHICAGO . . .
Lou Kravitz elevated to veep Status in charge of sales and adver¬
tising at Lewis & Martin Films . . . Earl Nightingale, WGN’s daytime
philosopher, retiring this week at age 35 from the radio-tv grind to
lecture and write . . . Scripter Marv David added to Kling Films crea¬
tive staff . . . Andrew Zeis, ex-Needham, Louis & Brorby, new media
director at Compton’s expanding Chi office . , . WGN news director
Spence Allen taking a spring hiatus in Florida . . , Veep Lang Thomp¬
son named general manager at Wilding Pictures '. . . Grover Alien pro¬
ducing new variety crossboarder on WBKB in the 11:15 to midnight
spot formerly held down by gabber Tom Duggan* Ronny Born, new
pactee, emcees . . . WBBM’s Fahey Flynn and Tom Ward of U. S. Steel’s
p.r; office addressing the American Assn, for Health, Physical Educa¬
tion and; Recreation convention today (Wed.) . . . Jewel*Foods renewed
Johnny Coons’. “Noontime Comics” for another 52-weeks on WNBQ
. . . Dan Calibraro, assistant to WGN public relations chief Jim Hanlon,
whipping up a profile on evangelist Billy Graham targeted for the
Chicago Trib’s Sunday mag . . . Roger Kennedy, project manager of
NBC-TV’s “Project 20,” speaking at the Broadcast Advertising Club
session tomorrow (Thurs.) .... Carol Ebeling riew staffer at the NBC
press department .• . . With Ken McDonald shifting to the sales staff,
Yale Roe is now handling WBKB’s merchandising adjunct.

IN BOSTON ...
WEEI scored two firsts in the double barreled snow storm. Stations
was first with a line into Mayor Hine’s office at City Hall for the
emergency declaration and first with a line into the Coast Guard
station covering a resume of the saving of 30 men aboard an Italian
freighter wrecked on the Scituate shore. Charley. Ashley, news director,
and Ralph Morse, news man, handled . . . Harvey Struthers, gen. mgr.
WEEI, will be with the CBS contingent of station managers at the
NARTB convention in Chicago, April 15-19 . .
Priscilla Fortescue,
WEEI’s traveling reporter, making p.a.’s at R/H. White’s fashion salon
with station pickup . , . Doris Tirrell, WEEI staff organist, started
station’s traditional program of Easter music at North Station Mon.
(28)„ 7:30 to 9 in the a.m. and 4:30 to 6 in the p.ril. thru Fri. (30) . . •
First U. S. showing of a filmed series of 39 piano recitals by Boston’s
Miklos Schwalb preemed Thurs. (22) on WGBH-TV, Channel 2. Series
of weekly quarter-hour programs; produced in New York and shown
previously only in Europe and Canada, wiH be carried Fridays at
(Continued on page 40)
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BIGGER SALES?
LEAVE
IT TO
STEVE!
Sales are Steve Donovan’s speciality.
Toothpaste, candy, bread, milk—
when Steve recommends them, his
loyal following buys them. And
his following is growing fast!
In market after market,

‘Steve Donovan, Western Marshal’

is the top-rated syndicated western. But high ratings
are not all Steve gives you to help sell your product. With
this half-hour TV film series, you get merchandising
extras that keep Steve working for you around the clock.
It will pay you to get
the facts. Call today.
663 Fifth Avenue in
New York, Merchandise
Mart in Chicago, Sunset &
Vine in Hollywood.
In Canada: RCA Victor
Company, Ltd., Toronto.

Steve DonovanWestern Marshal
o

N BC Television
Films
Programs for
All StationsAll Sponsors
A DIVISION OF KAGRAN CORPORATION
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INTERNATIONAL RARIO-TV

Roland Gillett Back
BriL TV’s Got Stoiy Problem, Too
Radio Lux Makes Like WINS As
Into British Com’l TV
Rock V Roll Craze Hits Britain
Harry Alan Towers, topdog in
the Towers of London radio-tv en¬
terprises, who is currently in this
country negotiating a variety of
deals, says the rock ’n’ roll craze
has taken such a firm hold in Lon¬
don that the commercial Radio
Luxembourg operation is already
repatterning its program operation
to keep pace witl* the stepped-up
tempo. Currently, adds Towers,
five of the top 10 tunes in British
favor are in the rock ’n’ roll idiom.
Towers .is moving in on a twohour Saturday night disk jockey
“Jamboree” which Radio Luxem¬
bourg will start beaming, and
which will put the stress on rock
’n’ roll as the commercial radio
setup “starts making like WINS.”
Among other things, Towers while
in N. Y. has arranged for an Alan
Freed ■ weekly disk jockey tran¬
scribed segment to highlight the
two-hour “Jamboree” showcase.
Eventually', says Towers, Radio
Lux aspires to a regular cross-theboard disk jockey, showcase, a far
cry from the prevailing half-hour
weekly BBC disk jock program¬
ming
Meanwhile, Clement G. Cave,
general manager of Radio Luxem¬
bourg, is due in New York in May
to “preach the gospel to those who
decide policy in. American radio.”
He is to urge a pooling of re¬
sources and knowhow on an inter¬
national basis to provide the an¬
swer to television.
In the battle of radio'versus tv,
Cave asserted, that Luxembourg
had already declared its determi¬
nation to head directly for tne re¬
quirements of a specific mass audi¬
ence.
Suggesting that valuable
time was being wasted in launch¬
ing a too parochial and piecemeal
attack on tv, the Luxembourg top¬
per considered it to be an interna¬
tional situation and not one for
the “exclusive backyard” of every
individual radio station.
As Radio Luxembourg and the
Americans live by sponsored radio,
there was, he believed, every in¬
dication that the pressure of com¬
petition and a joint interest would
enable them to agree on big ideas
speedily, rather than, to move “with
the cautious decorum of our shel¬
tered state-supported brethren in
other forms of radio.”

Quiz-Crazy Italy
Rome, March 27.
“Lascia o Radoppia” (Dou¬
ble or Nothing), the Italian
video giveaway show pat¬
terned after $64,000 Question,”
which only recently panicked
Italo film exhibs into demand¬
ing—and getting—a switch- in
time slot from Saturday night
to Thursday night, has now
grown into a national phenom¬
enon and a one-tracked topic
of conversation.
The hour-long quest for the
5.500.000 lire top prize (over
$9,000), emceed by Mike Bongiorno, rates weekly front
page news stories including
complete steno program' rec¬
ords, as well as bringing fame
and, often, fortune to its con¬
testants, both via the quiz
stakes and by outside dona¬
tions to losers.' Bongiorno him¬
self has become a household'
word in Italy, as wfcll as being
signed up for film work. Quick
to capitalize, Athens-Titanus .
films have a pic coming out
soon, titled “Lascia o Rodoppia” and starring Toto, the
comedian.

Canada Big 4 Grid
In 950G Beer Sale
Despite Ban in Ont.

.Toronto, March 27.
For first time, three-year con¬
tract for television rights to the
Big Four football games in Can¬
ada has been signed between the
Canadian Rugby Union and Dow
Breweries Ltd. for sum reported
at $950,000.
Deal was inked in
Toronto at a dinner for the foot¬
ball executive, headed by James
McCaffrey, president, with spon¬
sor and advertising agency reps.
Big Four includes the Montreal
Alouettes, Ottawa Rough Riders,
Toronto Argonauts, the Hamilton
Tiger-cats.
One snag involving the sponsor
and player management, plus
some millions of football, fans
across Canada, is that the Province
of Ontario (with its top population
concentration) does not allow beer
or liquor advertising'via radio or
tv but brewers or distillers may
broadcast or televise in other parts
of the Dominion, with particular
Edinburgh, March 27.
coverage aimed at the Province of
Target for opening date of indie Quebec, this including the heavy
tv in Scotland is January, 1957, Montreal market. However, it’s
18 months after the London initia¬ known that several sponsors in
tion, according to Sir Robert Ontario-^-not in the beer or liquor
Fraser, director - general of trz—are angling behind closed
Britain’s Independent Television doors on a Dow Brewery sub-let
Authority. New station will trans¬ contract and that there will be litmit from near the present British . lie difficulty in getting the On¬
Broadcasting Corp. mast at Kirk tario franchise.
o’ Shotts, halfway between Edin¬
On new tv deal, the Big Four
burg and Glasgow.
sked for next Fall will also have
It will service nearly 4,000,000 to be revised to avoid conflicting
viewers at opening date.
Sir dates on league games and ulti¬
Robert, here to interview appli¬ mate playoffs in that teams of the
cants for program contractor’s post, Big Four will not be playing simul¬
said Auld Lang Syne tv will be un¬ taneously in Toronto, Montreal,
der control of a self-governing Ottawa and/or Hamilton, this
Scottish company and “not just an, otherwise splitting the tv audience
outpost of London.” From 20 to to detriment of area coverage.
40% of the programs will be Scot¬
tish.
According to Sir Robert, regional
tv is definitely succeeding in
Britain. He said a community can
feel it has its own tv program,
which can develop local interests,
life and talent. He told Variety:
•
London, March 27.
“If we can have our own powerful
A British law, which prohibits
programs in the north, I bave a
feeling they will be a great suc¬ children under 12 from appearing
cess—even bigger than in London. in entertainment, led to the sud¬
Because of that city’s vast size, it den cancellation of a commercial
Is' very difficult to operate on a tv feature, “Double Your Money.”
The initial program, and two oth¬
* regional nature there.”
Choice of the Scot program con- , ers featuring a nine-year-old Lon¬
tractor is likely to be made known ; don girl, had been pre-filmed.
by end of this month. Three ap¬
“Double Your Money,” which is
plicants are Roy Thomson, Cana¬ networked between London and
dian millionaire publisher and Birmingham, is the nearest British
operator of tv stations in Canada; equivalent to “The $64,000 Ques¬
Riddell Black,, boss of Templar tion.” and the jackpot prize tops
Films, Glasgow; and Gor,don Ky’.e, $2,800. In the initialler, for spell¬
managing-director of Mavis Film ing several words correctly„ the girl
Corp., Glasgow. Financial details had won $179, and in two subse¬
have to be settled before final quent programs had increased her
choice is announced. ■
prize money to more than $700.
Successful applicant will pay She’ll still receiye the coin, even
over $900,000 per year for the though the winning programs will
contract.
not go on the air.

Auld Lang Syne
TV Bows in Jan.

B'ifish Bar Pre-Filmed
‘Double Your Money’ TV’er
In Kid ‘Entertainment’ Nix

Roland Gillett, ex-Young & ftubicam, who was recently dropped as
deputy program director of Asso¬
ciated Rediffusion, the operation
which services the weekday pro¬
gramming for British commercial
tv, is now back in the setup. This
time he has the title of executive
producer.
Gillett, however,'is now working,
for Jack Hylton. He has the con¬
tract to provide the variety* shows
for Associated.

TPA Global Gleam
Slots Paul Talbot
As Inti Div. Head
Television Programs of Amer¬
ica this week stepped into the in¬
ternational sales field with a
sweeping program highlighted by
the appointment of Paul Talbot as
head of a new Intentional Divi¬
sion. Talbot, a pioneer in interna¬
tional tv sales via his Fremantle
Overseas Radio & TV, will head
up the division but will continue
his FORT activities in the feature
film and short subjects area, while
confining all half-hour program ac¬
tivities to TPA.
At the same time, TPA (1) is
opening branch offices in four
Latin American capitals, (2) signed
a distribution agreement for Aus¬
tralia with Artransa Ltd., London
Daily Mirror subsid Down Under,
(3) is dubbing two of its series
into Spanish, (4) is planning its
own subsidiary for Canada and (5)
plans the creation of a European
division. Four new branches are
to be in Mexico, Colombia, Vene¬
zuela and Brazil. All will come un¬
der Talbot’s supervision, as will
the Artransa agreement in Austra¬
lia. European setup, when it comes,
would probably come under Tal¬
bot’s domain too, but "that hasn’t
been firmed.
Two series currently in the dub¬
bing stage in Mexico City are
“Ramar of the Jungle” and “Count
of Monte Cristo.” TPA’s “Captain
Gallant,” shot in Paris and North
Africa, has already been dubbed
in French. Though the company has
not had a formal foreign setup un¬
til now, it has sold its shows ex¬
tensively outside the U. S., with
four shows set in England, six in
•Canada and three in Australia.
At the same time, TPA again
expanded its domestic sales force,
adding to its staff Ralph Baron,
formerly with Ziv; Harvey L. Fichter, former electronics company
sales chief and before that in ad¬
vertising; Howard (Gerry) Girouard,
| another ex-Zivite; and Howard
Stegner. formerly in the textile
fields. All will operate in the field.

London,. March 27.
British television, with only two channels in operation, hi fac¬
ing some of the talent problems which have beset the American
networks, particularly In regard to finding sufficient worthwhile
plays to satisfy more than 300 drama spots that have to be filled
each year.
On the commercial London-to-Birmmgham network, there are at
least three plays a week, varying in length -from 30 minutes to
90 minutes: So far these.have mainly been pre-filmed, but there
ia a move towards live productions. A fair proportion of these
have been taken from the classics and others from established
playwrights but there still remains a gap which, has to be filled
mainly by new writers.
A comparable situation exists on BBC-TV. On that outlet the
Sunday night drama is usually the programming highlight of the
week and it held the top viewing rating until it was nosed out
of position by the opposition’s “Sunday Night at the London, Pal¬
ladium.” In addition, the state channel also has at least one mid¬
week full length play, as well as occasional dramatic serials.
Although writing for the tv medium is not a particularly profit¬
able business, many dramatists offer their plays to tv in the hope
that it may lead to bigger things. “Dial M for Murder” got its
first break on tv after being turned down by legit-managements
and film studios, subsequently became a London to Broadway stage
hit and, eventually a world-wide screen success. Doubtless, many
British writers hope that their efforts will be similarly rewarded.

British Com ! TV’s Inroads On
Ad Dollar Swifter Than in U.S.
•+

BBC’s Daytime Tinters
London, March 27.
Color tv test transmissions,
which have been carried on by the
BBC for some time after the nor¬
mal nightly shutdown, are now to
go on the air during the day. The
first, daytime tinter will be tele¬
cast next Tuesday (3) and the tests
will continue for a few days.
The trial transmission will be
made from Alexandra'Palace and
will comprise live material and
slides. Main purpose of the test is
to assist manufacturers

$5J8WiBritTV
Weekday Revenue;
loss at $1,000,09#

By HAROLD MYERS

London, March 27.
In its first six months, British
commercial television has made
more substantial inroads into ad¬
vertising allocation than was made
in three ‘ years in the United
States. That’s the summing up by
Sir Robert Fraser, director-general
of the Independent Television Au¬
thority.
Speaking at a luncheon of mar¬
ket researchers, he claimed that
the British commercial networks
had captured 3% of the total ad¬
vertising expenditure, while in the
. U. S. they only reached 2% in
their third year.
Talking of the “passing cloud
over the pleasing .prospect,” the
ITA topper said the “prospect was
so glinted with success that you
almost have to shield your eyes
from the pain of looking at it.”
Of the “passing cloud,” he asserted
it was bound to be an uphill busi¬
ness to establish an entirely new
advertising medium and it took
time to do it.
Despite. Sir Robert’s compara¬
tively rosy picture of the results
of the first half year, a new check¬
up of time sold on the London
and Birmingham outlets shows
that, in the barlier part of the
week, particularly, time sales are
well below expectations. On Mon¬
day, March 5, on the AssociatedRediffusion London " station, total
advertising time sold for the day
was only six mins. 57 seconds; it
was nine seconds better the next
day at seven mins, six seconds.
There was-a modest improvement
on the Wednesday with a total
of 10 mins. 40 seconds, but on the
Thursday and Friday (8 and 9)
time sold totalled 14 mins. 21 sec¬
onds and 18 mins. 59 seconds, re¬
spectively.
Weekend; sales in London, which
(Continued on page 42)

London, March 27.
A stock-taking report on their
first half year’s operation was
given last Thursday (22) by Cecil
Lewis, deputy program controller
of Associated - Rediffusion, ' the
weekday commercial tv program¬
mers for the- London area. On that
day the alternative program had
been on the air for exactly six
months.
In that period 310 products had
been advertised on the network,
yielding a revenue of over $5,600,: 000. Advertising revenue for the
first quarter of this year was $200,000 better than anticipated at the
I start of the year.
[ There were now 640,000 home
receivers capable of receiving the
new ehannel against 235,000 at the
start of the service last September.
Audience surveys', including one
conducted by BBC-TV, have shown
that of those able to make the
choice, between 60% and 70% pre¬
Deal is in the woVks whereby fer the commercial programs.
for the first time Britain’s commer¬
In a report to the staff at the
cial television programming will end of last year, A-R toppers said
be made available in America, it cost the company around $56,000
countering the trend by which : daily to go on the air. If those
America’s telepix have been sold overheads have not been lowered
Hayana, March 27.
in Britain. CBS Television Film it would suggest that the network
Tiny Cuba, with a population of
Sales is working out a U. S. repre¬ has incurred . loss of around
less than 6,000,000, ranks sixth
sentation deal, with Associated Re¬ $1,000,000 in the half year.
in the world in the number of tv
diffusion td- handle A-R’s series of
sets.
It ranks third .in' Latin
hour dramatizations of classic plays
America in number of radio sta¬
being filmed in London.
tions (138> and fourth in number
Rediffusion has been supporting
of radio sets (700,000).
a repertory company in London
(Havana has five tv stations,
featuring some of England’s top1
which is jmore than any other city
stars and has been filming their
except New York and Los Angeles.)
presentation's as performed on the
According to the U. N. the coun¬
Radio Free Europe, which beams
stage for subsequent, telecasting.
tries with the most tv sets are:
With the idea of getting some addi¬ for the West, into the Iron Curtain U. S., 36,200,000; Great Britain,
tional coin out, A-R is setting the countries, has started using, trans¬ 4.600,000; Canada, 1,400,000: Soviet
deal for 13 of the plays to be han¬ lated play-by-play broadcasts of Union, 1,000,000; France, 225.000,
dled by the CBS subsid. Latter wilL Mutual Broadcasting’s “Game of and Cuba and West Germany, 200,attempt national sales on the films, the Day.” For the past six weeks, 000 each.
which include “The Wild Duck” RFE has been experimentally us¬
One of the sights of Cuba is the
and “A Month in the Country,” ing • newscasts of U. S. baseball number of ty aerials on even the
with such thesps as Margaret . doings, and has found, through poorest shacks, whose inhabitants
escapees
from
Communism,
that
Leighton, Anna Neagle and .Her¬
the sports shows have had. an im¬ are obviously barely able to scrape
bert Wilcox.
together a! living—but who own a
pact bn children.
’ “Game” is sent by Mutual to tv set.
WHISTLED SOLD IN JAPAN
The Latin American countries
Armed Forces Radio Network in
CBS Television Film Sales has Europe. RFE monitors the with more radio stations than Cuba
set its second property in Japan, soldier broadcasts, and digests and are Mexico (227) and BM.',,:il (253).
selling the 39 episodes in “The translates them for airing to Countries with more rv’io rets are
Whistler” series to NHK in Tokyo. Czechoslovakia, Poi&nd, Hungary, Argentina (2.900,00C: it h°.s bnly
Series will be played out over a etc. First game aired behind the 68 stations), Brazil (2,500,000) and
year starting in April.
Curtain was last Saturday (24).
Mexico (1,200,000).

CBS Film Sales’ Deal
For Telepix Off The
Brit. Com’l TV Griddle

Mas 6th Ranking
Status on TV Sets

Radio Free Europe
'Beams Ball Games
Behind Iron Curtain
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- ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city rat inf's of syndicated and na- '
lional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

.have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mils), musical;

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), Western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specif ic market. Attention should be paid'to time—day and

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

eau on a monthly basis,

Cities will he rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AMD TYPE
PROVIDENCE

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

STATION

tion’s channel; all channels above' 13 are IJHF.

SHARE
(%)

FEBRUARY
RATING

SETS IN I1
L
USE

Those ad agencies listed as

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
SfA.

Stations—WJAR (10), WPRO (12)

Approx . Set Count—-1,165,000

1. Amos ’n’ Andy (Com). . WPRO. CBS.. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. . .27.8. ... 68.9... .40.4 Esso Reporter; Weather.. .. '.WJAR
Sports; Paul-Ford. .WJAR
WPRO
ARC
Wed 7 -30-8 00 _ _.26.9.. ... 57.3... .47.0 Coke Time. .WJAR
News Caravan. .WJAR
WJ AR
Tues 10 *30-11 00 . .25.6. ... 69.0... .37.1 Big Town/. .WPRO
3. Count of Monte Cristo (Adv). . WPRO. TP A. . Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .25.6. ... 72.2... .35.5 Esso Reporter; Weather... .WJAR
Sports; Paul-Ford *-.. .WJAR
.... .21.8. ... 64.5... .33.8 Esso Reporter; Weather.... .WJAR
5. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WPRO. . Ziv. . Wed. 7:00-7:30
Sports; Paul-Ford ..'.... .WJAR
6. Annie Oakley (W). . WJAR. CBS. . Mon. 6:30-7:00 ... .21.4.,... 74.4... . 28.8 News—Weather. .WPRO
CBS News-“.. .WPRO
7. Waterfront (Adv).. .WPRO. MCA .,. Sat. 7:30-8:00 .... .21.1.,... 41.3... .51.2 Big Surprise. .WJAR
.WJAR. .MCA.... .Fri. 6:30-7:00 .... .18.6. ... 68.7... .27.1 News—Weather . .WPRO
8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)..
CBS News.... .WPRO
.... 28.1... . 61.5 Climax ....’ WPRO
9. Liberace (Mus). .WJAR. Guild. . Thurs. 9:00-9:30 .. _*. 17.3
.
33.5
Studio
One. .WPRO
10. Mr. District Attorney (Myst).. .WJAR. Ziv. . Mon. 10:30-11:00 . .17.1. .... 51.1...
TVT rin

C A

A

SAN FRANCISCO

A

C

/vor-

1

RATING

o

AAA

Approx. Set Count—1,035,000

•

KRON

KPIX (5), KGO
KOVR (13)

(4),

Stations—Stockton,

..
.:
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

.10.5
.11.7
... :.14.7
.20.3
. 9.6
.9.4
.v.7.9
.10.1
. 7.9
.6.4
.23.7
. 8.6
. .v.. 5.3
.37.8
..... 14.5

(7)5

Lone Ranger. ..KGO ...
Greatest Dramas. .. KRQN ..
Great Gildersleeve. ..KRON ..
Kraft TV Theatre. . v KRON ..
Brave Eagle. .. KPIX ..
Western Marshal.... .. KPIX ...
Public Defender.'- .. KPIX ...
Adventures of Champion.. .. KPIX ...
1
Shell News. . .KPIX ..\
CBS News.4. .. KPIX ...
9. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv).. . KGO.. .ABC. ... Tues. 6:00-6:30 . .14.2. .... 37.6. .... 37.8
Shell News. .. KPIX ...
CBS News.:. . . KPIX ...
10. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (W). KGO....... .CBS. ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 ..12.6. .... 38.2. .... 33.0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I Search for Adventure (Adv)
Waterfront (Adv).
Life of Riley (Com).
Badge 714 (Myst)
Superman (Adv).
Highway 'Patrol (Adv).
Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
Jungle Jim (Adv).

KPIX.
KPIX.
KPIX.
KPIX.
KGO.
KRON.
. KRON.
KGO.

HOUSTON

.. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ..
.. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
... Tlpurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
... Wed. 9:00-9:30 ...
.. .Wed. 6:30-7:00
_Ziv.i.. ... Tues. 6:30-7:00 ....
...'. Ziv. ... Fri. 10:30-11:00 ...
... Fri. 6:30-7:00 .
.... Bagnall.
....MCA.
....NBC...
_NBC .

—400,000

Approx. Set Count

... .30.1. _58.2. .... 51.7
... .23.4. .... 57.7. .... 40.6
....22.1. .... 57.6. .38.4
_18.0. _29.5. _61.0
.... 16.5. .... 43.3. .... 38.1
....16.1. .... 44.4. ;... 36.3
_15.0. .... 53.0..... .... 28.3
.... 14.5. .... 42.3. .... 34.3

—KPRC (2), KTRK (13); KGUL (11), Galveston

Stations

1. Waterfront (Adv) . KPRC.. .MCA. W<jd. 8:30-9:00 . . .32.8. . . 51.4. . 63.9 I’ve Got a Secret.
2. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). KPRC. .cbs.:.. Sat. 11:30 A.M. i2:00 . . ..26.5.. .97.6....... . 27.3 Education Workshop.
Phenomena ’..*.
3. Cisco Kid (W) . KPRC.
Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .....*. . .26.2.. .39.5. . 66.4 Climax ..
4. Highway Patrol (Adv) . KPRC. .Ziv. Sun. 9:30-10:00 . . .25.9.. ...... 49.3. . 52.5 What’s My Line..'.!..
4. Great Gildersleeve (Com). . . •. KPRC. .NBC. Wed. 8:00-8:30 . . .25.9.. .41.9. . 61:8 The Millionaire.
6. Mr. District Attorney (MysO
KPRC.
Tues. 10:00-10:30 .... . .23.5.. .69.4. . .33.9 D. Fairbanks Present. .....
7i City Detective (Myst) . KPRC. .MCA. . . Sat. 10:00-10:30 . .,22.8.. .52.0. . 43.9 Death Valley Days.
8. My Little Margie (Com) .... KGUL.
M.-F. 6:00-6:30 . . .22.3.. . 53.8. . 41.5 World at Large; Sports.
‘
Newsreel; Weather.
8. Secret Journal (Dr). KPRC. .MCA. Mon. 9:30-10:00 . . .22.3.. .50.5. .. 44.2 Studio One.
10. I Led 3 Lives (Dr) . KPRC.
Tues. 9:30-10:00 ..... . .22.2. . _*.. 47.5. . . 46.8 Do You Trust Your Wife. . .

PHOENIX
1.
2.
3.
4.
.5.
.6.
7.
.
9.
9.

8

Death 1 Valley Days (W)
KOOL.
Stories of the Century (W) . . . . KPHO.
Highway Patrol (Adv). . KPHO.
I Search for Adventure (Adv) . KOOL.
Man Called X (Myst). . KVAR.
Badge 714 (Myst) . . KVAR.
Man Behind the Badge (Myst) . KPHO.
Range Rider (W) . . KPHO.
Mr. District Attorney (Myst). . KVAR.
Waterfront (Adv)
... . KOOL.

Approx. Set Count—115,000

SPOKANE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

KTVK (3), KPHO (5), KOOL (10)

Sun. 8:30-9 ^OO .
Wed. 9:00-9:30 .
Fri. 9:00-9:30 .......
Sun. 5:30-6:00 .
Sat. 9 :00-9:30 .
.NBC. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 .
.MCA. .Mon,8*.00-8:30 ......
.CBS. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
.Ziv. Sun. 9:00-9:30 .
.MCA. Mon. 9:00-9:30 .

.HTS .

—95,000

Approx. Set Count

.. . .Ziv... . Wed. 9:30-10:00 ...
... CBS... . Sun. 5:30-6:00 .
... .McCann-Erickson. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
... Bagnall. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
I Led 3 Lives (Dr)“.KHQ. . .. .Ziv . . Wed. 9:00-9:30 ....
Liberace (Mus) .KHQ. .. . .Guild. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....
Waterfront (Adv).KHQ. ... .MCA. . .Mon. 10:30-11:00 ..
Stories of the Century (W) . .. KHQ . .. ..HTS. . Tues. 6:00-6:30 ....
Badge 714 (Myst).KXLY. . ... NBC.'... Tues. 10:00-10:30 .
Studio 57 (Dr).KHQ. .. .. . .MCA. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ....

Annie Oakley (W) .
.KXLY..
Death Valley Days (W).KHQ

....14.2
.... 7^8
.... 9.5
...24.5
....14.8
.... 9.5
.... 8.3
.... 1Q.2
... .15.6
.... 14.6
.,..15.3
....14.6

. .33.4.. .56.0. ..
. .29.5... .47.2. ..
..28.3.. .49.1_ ..
..23.8.. .. 60.3. ..
. .23.4.. .42.lV.'. ..
. .23.0.. ....... 37.9. ..
. .22.3.. . 34.5. ..
..20.5.. ....... 34.3....... ..
. .19.7.. . 36.2. ..
. . .19.7.. .37.8. . .

59.7
62.5
57.6
39.5
55.6
60.7
64.6
59.8
54:5
52.1

KGUL
KGUL
.KTRK
KGUL
KGUL
KGUL
KGUL
KGUL
KPRC
.KPRC
.KGUL
KGUL

... ...21.1
... .... 0.4
... .... 0.4
.. . .29.7
... ... .24.9
... .. . .26.2
... .... 8.1
,.. ...17.5
... .. .. 14.7
... ... .15.5
... .. . .12.9
... ... .20.0

KVAR (12)

Guy Lombardo. .KPHO
Royal Playhouse.i. .KVAR
Liberace . .KOOL
Frontier . .KVAR
Beat the Clock. .KOOL
I’ve Got a Secret. . KOOL
Studio One. .KOOL
Big Story.".. .KVAR
G. K. Theatre. .KOOL
Star & th6 Story. .KVAR

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

.. ..11.7
....16.8
.... 15.4
.. ..13.7
.... 15.4
... .17.2
....23.6
....18.4
... .21.7
.... 15.2

—KREM (2), KXLY (4), KHQ (6)

Stations

.. . .39.0. .... 61.9..... ....
...,30.7.:... .... 66.5_ ....
. .. .28.9. _47.5. ....
....26.1...,, .... 50.6...*.. ... .
.. . .24.9. .... 37.9. ....
... .22.9. ... . 40.1. ....
. . .22.5... .. .... 85.6. ,...
_22.3. .... 51.2. ....
.. . .22.1. .... 46.1. ....
.. . .21.9. .... 42.5. ....

60.3
46.2
60.9
51.6
65.8
57.1
26.3
43.6
48.0
51.6

I’ve Got a Secret. ..KXLY ... .. . .17.9
Hepalong Cassidy.
. . KHQ .*. . .... 12;7:
Ford Star Jubilee. ..KXLY .. . .. .16.7
Studio 57..'......' ..KHQ ... . . ..21’.9
The Millionaire.
..KXLY .. ... .29.5
Studio One. ..KXLY .. ....20.5
Mr. & Mrs. Music. . .KXLY .. .... 1.8
Frontier Time... . .KREM .. .... 14.9
Playwrights 56. ..KHQ ... ....15.Y
I Search for Adventure... ..KXLY ... ....26.1.
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CHASE BANK’S TELEFILM YEN

__

Something s Gotta Give
Program syndicators are riding the hopeful horns of a doubleedged dilemma these days. Acutely aware of the current inves¬
tigations of the networks in Washington—Congressional, FCC and
Dept, of Justice—the syndicators are aware that something’s gotta
give, but whether this would accrue to their complete benefit,
they’re not sure.
Distribs figure that come the informal affiliate meetings con¬
current with the NARTB convention, the networks may propose
a relaxation of network option time, this being offered as a way
to ease off the antitrust hook and to win allies in the persons
of the stations. Such a move would normally gratify the syndi¬
cators, since when a network releases time to a station, the sta¬
tion more often than not fills it with syndicated film. A new
market would be created for'the telefilms. But there’s something
of a rub—every time a network lets go a. half-hour of time, the
chances of an outside package landing time on the webs get
smaller. And with the syndicators' current preoccupation with
selling national deals, not all of them are sure that a relaxation
of network time would be the_best thing for them.

—;-:—

4----—---

March-April Slump Pattern Seen
Emerging In TV-Film Syndication

Despite the absence in the past
of any seasonal sales patterns in
The powerful Chase Manhattan
Ziv
Flips
Vid
Lid
the
syndication business, it now
Bank has entered telefilm financ¬
looks as if the March-April period
Frederic W. Ziv, board chair¬
ing, thus becoming the third major
will
become a traditional slump
man
of
Ziv
Television
Pro¬
eastern banking house to ply the
period in market-by-market sell¬
grams, thinks many of the cur¬
field. Entrance of the bank into
ing.
On
the basis of slowness of
rent flock of pre-1948 features
the telefilm field was revealed by
sales during the past couple of
headed for tv “were produced
National Telefilm Associates in its
weeks,
the
fact that few signs point
by men who believed that the
sixmonths report to stockholders,
to a pickup until after the NARTR
way to attract people to the
with NTA having secured a “$1,Convention next month, and tho
-theatres was to give them sex,
500,000 credit line’’ With the bank
fact that the new national sales
violence and thrills.’’ As a re¬
for acquisition of new properties.
pattern has cued a concentration
sult, he declared, they can set
So far as is known, NTA is cur¬
of efforts on new product at a
back the standards of "televi¬
rently Chase Manhattan's only tel¬
network level, it would appear that
sion five or 10 years.
efilm client, and the bank’s opera¬
the early spring months may prove
However, Ziv expressed no
tions in the field don’t compare in
a regular breathing-spell period in
concern over the possibility
scope to those of Banker’s Trust
the future.
that the flood of features
Go. and Chemical Corn Exchange
The slump is< not universal, by
might dry up time availabili¬
Bank, the pioneers in telefilm
any
means; Official Films, for ex¬
ties for syndicated programs.
financing. But the entry of Chase
ample, reports lots of interest in
For one thing, they are not
into the field points up the grow¬
its
“Four
Star Playhouse” acqui¬
coming out of a “bottomless
ing stability of the industry.
sition. But this is generally conced¬
reservoir,” and when the sup¬
Of the available $1,500,000, NTA
ed to be a “hot” new syndication
ply is exhausted, television
appears to. have borrowed $751,085,
property and the fact that it’s just
will once again turn to the
Hollywood, March 27. 4—r
that amount being listed under lia¬
become available accounts for the
syndication
producers.
For
an¬
bilities as a note payable to the
Screen Actors Guild obtained a
high interest. Similarly, the feature
other
thing,
most
of
the
pix,
bank. It’s believed this money was
film business, because it doesn’t in¬
clear cut, precedential jurisdiction
he said, will wind up as lateused in the acquisition of the 10
volve new production and because
Joe Smith’s Cinema-Vue Corp. David O. Selznick pictures, al¬
night and “other marginal
over all theatrical films and vidpix
of its elasticity (absence of cycles,
time slot” entries, in no wise
made with tape "or any other has purchased world ownership to though this is not specified in the
etc.), plus the abundance of fresh
"The Adventures of Danny Dee,”
affecting - “prime time” syndi¬
electronic devices,"1 in new con¬ the Roy Doty-created cutout car¬ report. (Report also lists $907,347
product, is riding high. But as for
cated
shows.
tracts negotiated with, the Assn, of toon show comprising 9 half-hours in “film acquisition loans,” though
half-hour syndicated product, par¬
not mentioning the source, and
ticularly firstrun properties, no¬
Motion Picture Producers and slanted at the moppet trade. Se¬ $40,400 in other notes.) In a foot¬
body’s buying.
Alliance of Television Film Pro¬ ries was originally live on Du¬ note to the financial statement,
For one thing, except in scatter¬
Mont’s WABD in N. Y., but a cou¬ NTA states that the loan payable
ducers, the Guild disclosed yester¬ ple of years ago was filmed and
ed- locales, it’s too early to buy for
day (Mon ). It marks the first time syndicated by packager . Irwin to Chase Manhattan "is collateral¬
September, and the trend over the
ized by television film exhibition
that SAG has had spelled, out in Rosee..
past few years has- been for sta¬
✓
definite contractual language its . Smith has already set the stanza contracts and by the company’s
tions to reschedule; programs in the
right to negotiate in the field of with KPIX in* San Francisco and is rights in certain distribution agree¬
fait, accounting for a busy season
ments,’’
indicating
that
Chase
Man¬
tape and electronic devices,
during the summer and late spring.
dickering other deals with outlets
For another, there’s little brandJohn L. Dales, national exec sec¬ visited over the past couple of hattan has adopted what by now
are the “orthodox" banking meth¬
new product on. the market, since
retary, said he hopes the clearcut weeks.
ods in telefilm financing.
the pix which normally would be
definition of SAG's jurisdiction on
NTA’s 145G 6-Month Net
put up for sale for the fall are hew¬
tape electronic shows will prevent
Hollywood, March 27.
ing held back for national sale.
any misunderstanding of the scope
NTA, riding high on the crest
Total of 10 Four Star Films vid¬ While it’s possible that some of the
on which SAG operates, such as
of the boom in feature films .for
came up after AFTRA’s recent
television, rolled up a net profit pix will be shot abroad this year socalled. “national" properties will
negotiation of "clarification’' of its
of $145,051 for the six months for next year's programming, with develop into syndicated shows
pact with the tv nets. SAG at that
ended Jan. 31, equal to 2?c a share three Four Star partner-producer- either due to large regional sales
time accused AFTRA of attempting
on the 650,000 shares outstanding. stars trekking to ‘Europe within or for want of better properties
for syndication, they wouldn’t be
to invade its jurisdiction by seek¬
Rosy picture was contained in an next six months.
ing control over tape electronic
unaudited sixmonths report to
David Niven is currently filming available for some time anyway. ,
shows. It is SAG’s contention that
Slowness of biz has brought back
stockholders which is subject to feature, “The Silken Affair,” in
AFTRA jurisdiction is confined
year-end revision and contains no London, with Roy Kellino direct¬ a small wave of pricecutting, it’j*
solely to live shows and the Guild
reference to taxes.
ing. Niven and Kellino will re¬ reported. While the practice isn’t
openly expressed resentment at
The 22c a share net comprises main in London after pic’s com¬ widespread, it’s happening in the
the “clarification" negotiated by
Hollywood, Mar. 27.
9c a share already reported for pletion to roll at least three “Four case of some syndicators who have
AFTRA, asserting it was AFTRA’s
had a scare thrown into them by
Paramount Sunset Corp., new NTA’s first quarter ended Oct. 31 Star” stanzas there.
attempt to grab jurisdiction over subsid of Paramount Pictures set
Charles Boyer journeys to Paris the soft spell. It’s figured that the
tape and electronic shows. Dales up to manage refurbishing Sunset and 13c. for the January quarter,
buying during and • after the
said that with term "motion pic¬ Blvd. rental stages, will open stu¬ indicative of increased business xthis spring, likewise for a feature NARTB convention will restore
tures" sharply and clearly de¬ dio gates to indie telepix producers during the second quarter. More¬ 'filming, but also plans to roll three things to normal.
fined in the new SAG contracts, on or about June 30, according to over, the net of $145,051 compares “Four Stars” there, as he did last
there need be no reason for dis¬ Stanton M. Osgood, PSC general with a deficit during the entire year. Robert Florey will handle
directorial chores.
1955 fiscal year (ended July 31).
pute between the two unions.manager, currently overseeing the
Dick Powell has postponed
Indicative of NTA's rising star
Emphasizing its position, SAG $2,000,000 reconstruction job.
is the fact that total contracts commencement of his new 20thhas sent'notices to all teleblurb
Producers will find the first Hol¬ written for the six months amount¬ Fox pact for European trip with
producers telling them Guild is the lywood studio of any size specifi¬
sole, exclusive bargaining agent cally designed for "vidpix produc¬ ed to $2,423,483, as compared with his wife, June Allyson, starting in
for all players working vidblurbs. tion, Osgood notes. Five stages of only $1,548,631 in the previous six May. Powell disclosed that he in¬
Guild intends strictly to enforce the old Warners lot are being com¬ months. Moreover, for the second tends to film two “Four Stars” in
Ed Justin, merchandising chief
all its rights under the SAG pact pletely renovated for immediate quarter, sales exceeded the fijrst Munich while Miss Allyson locales
with vidblurb producers, warning use; three each approximating three months by some $322,000. there for U-I feature, “Interlude,” at Kagran Corp., is leaving the
them to stay away from any 8,000 square feet in size and two NTA’s “deferred film rental in¬ and to roll two other telepix in NBC subsidiary and is slated to
come," which is the rough equiva¬ Ropie and Paris.
join Screen Gems to head up mer¬
AFTRA deal.
of nearly 12,000 square-foot dimen¬ lent of unbilled contracts, totaled
Four star production chief Lloyd chandising Within a couple of
sions. Thus, some 48,000 square $1,248,701 as of Jan. 31, compared Richards is prepping European- weeks. Justin has been Kagran’s
feet will be available to telefilmers. with $526,835 on July 31. '
backgrounded scripts for the pro¬ operating head in the merchandis¬
Additionally, possibility exists
Statement of income for the six posed o’seas filming.
ing-licensing field since the net¬
that two more 12,000 square-foot months showed film rentals4WI>0140. of $1,.po¬
work purchased the company from
stages may be put into service ifT494t888, less $646,548 in participaMartin Stone, who since has
demand indicates, Osgood discloses. tions and $230,432 in amortization
formed his own merchandising(Hal Roach Studios in Culver of film costs, distribution and film
producing setup.
(Continued on page 42)
rights and print costs, for p gross
Final details of Justin’s moveprofit of $617,906. Deducted were
over to. Screen Gems haven't been,
Screencraft Pictures last week
$472,855 for distribution' commis¬
New York area gets another film settled yet, but when he does take
set its fourth all-color contract on
sions, other . distribution ^nd ad¬ studio setup April 3, when Ward over, he’ll head a merchandising
its "Judge Roy Bean’’ series, with
ministrative expenses and interest Acres Studios opens its doors in arm that’s been active for the past
KRON-TV, San Francisco, signing
on notes and loans, for the net New Rochelle, 18 miles out of couple of years, Under Justin will
to pay the extra freight for the
profit of $145,051. Earned surplus Times Sq. Setup, created by Jack be Joyce Selznick, who founded
privilege of showing all 39 pix in
is $89,243, owing to a deficit of B. Ward, will consist of a studio the merchandising operation at the
tint. Previously, Screencraft had
$55,807 in earned surplus as of in downtown New Rochelle and a Columbia Pictures subsid a couple,
Dave Savage is exiting his post Aug. 31.
set similar deals in Chicago
100-acre farm (including swimming of years ago under then ad-promo¬
(WNBQ), in San Antonio (to Som¬ as assistant to the prez at Guild
pool and stables) 10 minutes away tion chief Eli Harris, and Jim
mers Rexajl Drugs, Which still Films to take over the presidency
who was brought in from
‘Fabian’ Set for WPIX from the studio for ‘location, shoot¬ York,
hasn’t tapped a station! and in of the newly formed Theatrical En¬
the Hearst organization a couple
Telefilm activity keeps hopping ing.
Seattle
(KING-TV).
KRON-TV terprises, in which he’ll have an
of
months
ago 'to head up the
Studio presently consists of a
deal is a little different, since the ownership stake with founder Jack at WPIX, N. Y., with the station
merchandising-licensing operation.
station had been running the films Talan. With Savage as prez of the picking up still another series for 50x76-foot sound stage with a rear Likelihood is that Justin will re¬
ambitiously-planned agency, Talan fall airing and bagging a sponsor projection unit, with a second and port to Henry White, Screen Gems
In black and white till now.
larger stage to be added. Produc¬
Increased interest in color in an¬ will operate as v.p.-board chairman for one of its recent acquisitions. tion chief at the new lot will be ad-promotion director. Company is
other area, that of cartoons and and Jay Williams, who joined TE New property is “Fabian of Scot¬ Jack Jason, formerly head of pro¬ doing a thriving business in li¬
land
Yard,”
bought
from
CBS
Tel¬
last
week,
as
v.p.
censing, particularly on the “Kin
short subjects, was also reported
Aside from his administrative evision Film Sales on a second-run duction at Crown Cinema Corp. in Tin Tin” series.
last week by UM&M TV Corp.
N. Y. and previously a producer
which sports a library of about 450 duties as prez, Savage is planning basis.
for
Rapid,
Grip
&
Batten
of
To¬
New bankrolled is Studebaker,
color subjects out of the Para¬ an extensive sortie into television
Duke Solo on 'Sabu'
ronto. Olaf Olsen, vet theatrical
mount and RKO' shorts group..UM packaging, production and sales, which via Benton & Bowles posted and telefilm producer, is studio op¬
Hollywood, March 26.
&M prez Charles Amoty said "sev¬ with even the possibility of region¬ the SRO sign on “The Man Called erations v.p. Studio will be offered
Maurice Duke will' produce “Ad¬
eral" pacts for color showings had al film distribution. Under the X” by buying cosponsorship with for production of telefilms and ventures of Sabu,” new vidpix
been signed on the cartoons, with new setup, Talan, an ex-MCA tal¬ previously - pacted Chesterfields, commercials by indie producers series, under his own banner
the average surcharge for the use ent agent, will handle the talent Series starts April 4 at 9 p.m., with Land agencies, but Ward hopes to rather than with ^lilton Berle asof tint running about 50%. more end of the- operation, which aside “Confidential File” currently in [initiate production on his own tel- planned, according to the pro¬
than normal
black - and - white from personalities will actively'go the Wednesday slot, shifting to I efilm and theatrical properties.
ducer.
Mondays at 10:30 effective April 2.
(Continued on page 42)
prices.

SAG Claims Qearcut Victory
On Tape-Electronic Jurisdiction
Joe Smith’s ‘Danny Dee’

4-Star to Shoot
10 Shows Abroad
In Prod. Upbeat

Par in $2,

Lure Telepix Biz

Justin Exits NBC
For Screen Gems

Screencraft Sets
4th All Tint Sale

NEW FILM STUDIO
SETUP FOR NEW YORK

Savage Exits Guild
For a Co-Ownership
Stake in New Agency

P^SniEff

Hitler built his infamous career on his power

Wednesday, March .28, 1956

AUDIENCE
HE NEVER

to move audiences — first a handful of rowdies
in a Munich beer hall; at the end, tens of thousands cheering themselves

__ _

.

l~l r\ I

into hysteria at Nuremberg. But for his greatest single audience, reducing all the rest
to insignificance, Hitler had to wait — had to wait until ten years after his death.
On Wednesday, March 14, in one single hour on NBC Television, Hitler ranted and
postured before some 34,000,000 Americans—the largest audience ever to see a single
documentary program on any network. Only a few days earlier; another ambitious

/

tyrant, Shakespeare’s “Richard III,” enjoyed an equally astounding post-mortem
success on NBC. Together, the two programs constitute a stunning endorsement of
the mass audience appeal of NBC’s quality programming.
X he Twisted Cross” is one of NBC’S exciting Project 20 Events on the currents'
and eddies of the 20th Century. Produced by Henry Salomon, scheduled at peak
viewing hours, these unusual programs bring new force, new vigor to a sponsor’s
advertising. More Project 20 Events are in preparation on the network where.. ■.
exciting things are happening

B TELEVISION
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RADIO REVIEWS

Wednesday, March 28, 1956

PfiRIETY

ROCK 'N' ROLL DANCE PARTY
With Count Basie Band and Joe
Williams; Alan Freed? Bern Ben¬
nett, announcer; Sam Taylor,
Bonny Sisters, guests
■ ■. .
Continued from page 32 - ■ ■
—1
Producer-Director: Lou Melamed
30 Mins., Sat., 9 P-m.
9 p.m. . . . Bill Buchanan, Boston Herald tv and radio editor, ankles
CAMELS
CBS Radio, from N.Y. (transcribed) to the Boston Daily Record, Hearst paper, on April 8, to take over
Troubled parents have cause to the tv"" and radio editorship and column of Joe Purcell. Purcell is re¬
By ART WOODSTONE
be happy for Lawrence Welk and signing after 26 years with the Record for a New York berth, undis¬
City-owned WNYC is on the BEANTOWN MATINEE
the
fact of tv’s audience supremacy closed.
With
Carl
Moore,
Jeanne
McKeon,
verge of launching a number of
Bill St. Claire, Storm Trio, Ralph —otherwise, Saturday night radio’s
new evening radio shows, “Inter¬
Morse, Fred Cusick, Frank Bell crusade to make the number of IN WASHINGTON
national Interview’* and “Growing
new teenage cigaret addicts legion
Orch; Art Smith, announcer
Pains’’ (latter on loan from Westwould go unimpeded. In-a cynical
Jane Dalton, prexy American Women in Radio & Television, here
inghouse Broadcasing Co.) were Producer: Howard Nelson
partnership of sponsor and vehicle. for current Broadcast Music Clinic . . . WTOP-CBS sportscaster
among the first last Wednesday 90 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
Camels and CBS Radio’s “Rock ’n* Morrie Siegel relaxing in Florida . . . Korean vert Paul Norton, ex of
(21). Probably no other group of. WEEI, Boston
Roll Dance Party” present a for¬
programs in its history has ever
WGR, Boston, has joined WTOP announcing staff . . . Early .risers
This is the CBS outlet in Bos¬
been more important to the non¬ ton’s answer to the disk jock r & b midable attraction for highschool- caught Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (R., Mass.) and Sen. Harry Jackson
ers.
commercial outletand fad music competish and con¬
(D., Wash.), members of Senate Armed Services Committee on to¬
Forgetting
Camels’
interest
in
The starting of new evening tinuation of their policy of “easy
for a moment, Count Basie day's (28) “Good Morning” show on CBS . . .* National Council of
stanzas by the station has political listening” music. Program, for¬ youth
Catholic Men announce a new series of four tv shows on NBC's “Catho¬
and
Alan
Freed,
the
rhythm-blues
implications for most of the in¬ merly “Beantown Varieties,” on
lic Hour,” starting next Sunday (1) . . . Role of tv in-vocational guid¬
dustry and the FCC. At present, for 10 years in the a.m. slot of deejay whose prominence was rel¬ ance was subject of panel discussion at confab of American Personnel
WCCO, a commercial 50,00® wat- 8:30-J£:30 with Carl Moore, known atively limited until last Satur¬ and Guidance Association, with following partiepating: Lynn Poole,
day’s
(24)
premiere
of
“Dance
Par¬
ter in Minneapolis, is. seeking FCC as “the poor man’s Arthur God¬
support in shaving. WNYC, which, frey*' in Hub environs, has been ty,” star in an appealingly frenetic producer of “Johns Hopkins Science Review”; I. Keith Tyler, director
like WCCQ, is on 83 kc„ from a expanded for the bucking of the stanza. Maybe Freed, who made of Institute of Radio and TV of Ohio State U; and Howard Ennes,
10 p.m. curtsy to sundown signoff. surrounding sea of disk jock p.m. his mark first in the midwest, now Equitable Life Assurance Co.
in N. Y. (WINS) and in sundry
The midwest station argues that programs.
Carl Moore, top Hub radio per¬ other places (via syndicated tapes), IN PHILADELPHIA .
during the after-dark hours the
1,000-watt N.Y. station interferes- sonality and a veteran of the dedi¬ was a mite loud, but instead of get¬
with its. dear-channel signal some¬ catory program of the station in ting t’oo windy he. shortened his
Gene Milner slated to replace Bob Powell on WIP’s “Dawn Patrol”
1924, emcees with comedy patter, introductions and Camel commer¬ . . . Wilbur Evans, manager of the American Academy of Dramatic
where around Ohio.
cials to make way for some hep
Arts in Philadelphia, emcees “Miss Philadelphia” contest on “Show¬
It’s said that WCCO will seek sings aidtime numbers and brand music.
room,” WRCV-TV, part of the authorized prelims of the “Miss
depositions from N.Y. stations,, in- new ones, but specialty is Irish
The format was simple: Hot licks America” pageant . . . Among guests subbing for WPEN’S vacationing
songs, i. e., “Who Put the Overalls
in Mrs. Murphy's C h o w d e r.’’ with Basie .and his band, then two Steve Allison were the owners of the station, Haryy and William Sylk,
INTERNATIONAL
INTERVIEW Moore has a twangy Fred Allen guest shots. First show had the and Dave Dushoff, co-owner of the Latin Casino . . . Larry Ferrari,
With Joseph Murphy; Krishna type voice and delights in pulling Bonny Sister<s, who gave up nurs¬ WFIL-TV organist, has had original two-week engagement at the Ben¬
oldies like “Barney Google” for ing at Bellvue, at least temporar¬
Menon, guest; others
the edification of Bostonians. He’s ily, for warbling and Sam (The jamin Franklin Hotel extended to June . . . Willard Waterman, “The
Producer: Mary McDonnell
slick on patter and ad libs, works Man) Taylor, extraordinary on. the Great Gildersleeve” a guest on several WCAU-TV programs (26, 27)
25 Mins.. Wed., 8:3(1 p.m.
in humorous intros and paces the saxophone and very ordinary on . . . Ruth ,Welles, WRCV women’s director, invited by Pres. Eisenhower
WNYC, N. Y.
variety show nicely through its 90- the vocalizing; then it was Basie to participate in the Eastern Regional Conference for'Traffic Safety
minute run.
•
again, in support of. his singer Joe in Atlantic City (May 1, 2) . . . Varner Paulsen, WIP program direc¬
eluding WCBS and other network
Jeanne McKeon, a lyric soprano Williams, followed by the Bonnys tor, to attend Associated Press Broadcasters meeting in Pittsburgh
keys. WQXR and one or two other song stylist with big show credits and Taylor. The double circle was (Apr. 6). He will represent station in a panel discussion of local news
commercial operations, to show (Don McNeill and network shows punctuated by star Basie’s capoff.
coverage . . . Franklin (Jingles) Engelmann, British tv star and deejay,
that WNYC merely duplicates pro¬ from Hollywood), brings to the
The Bonny Sis„ though nouveaux
gramming they already offer the show the finesse and knowhow as pros, were tops, and Williams, a to be principal speaker at meeting of the Television-Radio-Adver¬
local listening public.
a result of her experience and is Basie regular who gets deserved tising Club (Apr. 12). /
On this very issue seems to sit an extremely-polished performer. feature billing,, was also in prime
the reason for the implementation She does four pop numbers; per form. (Taylor is spoken for above.) IN CLEVELAND .
of change at WNYC. The station show, some in duets with Bill St.
Bob Evans has*replaced Jeff Baxter at WDOK . . . Sally Marks has
Cig houses have radically re¬
is analogous to the executive, who Claire, big voiced lad who. is * vised their merchandising formur joined Mark Wyse agency . . : Ed Edwards, ex-WERE, now sportsthough he*d been doing a fine job comer via night club work and who las in the recent past,, it seems. casting, in Miami .-. . KYW, WEWS, WHK cited by United Negro Col¬
for 20 years, had to do a jig be¬ was just spotted on “Chance of a Not tpo long a^o,' they took note
fore his boss took notice. To this Lifetime.” St. Claire has pop of the rapidly increasing national leges for cooperative efforts at convention here . . . Laverne Wollerquarter, “International Interview’* standards for fare in his vocalizing birth rafe, and .smacked their lips maq„ WXEL sales coordinator, in Fort Wayne reunion meeting . . .
Alan Douglas nabbed spieler contract for two new half-hour WEWS
and “Growing Pains” are excep¬ stints. Show is heavy with ad libs,
tional in their perspective, and and banter among cast and guests at the distant potential. Though film shows . . . Joe Muscato added to KYW sales staff . . . Hal Morgan
suggest little similarity to any pro¬ with an informal easy style set by there have been other matings of celebrated 14th year at WGAR . ... Bruce MacDonald replaced George
program and cig sponsors for at¬ Reeves in the afternoon and Lou Russell takes over the WJW evening
grams on' WNYC'S commercial host Moore.
VFeature of the 90 minuter is- tention of youth, the appeal was stint . . . Storer- Broadcasting has set mid-April for “housewarming”
N.Y. brethren. Not that WNYC
directed
chiefly at college kids, but1
presentation
of
assorted
guests
hasn’t had original or laudatory
of new WJW-WXEI* quarters . . . Coca Cola picking up the tab to
programs prior to this time, but its daily. Two Harvard students, with if the records are carefully ex¬ send Pete Lee and his WJW Nanigans on European army camp tour
management appears, to feel that a glockenspiel from the Harvard amined it may prove that “Rock and filming, of 13 half-hour films. . . . KYW Manager Gordon Davis
’n*
Roll
Dance
Party”
is
the
first
professional
observers
(and Band were guesters p.m. caught.
A w.k. Hub men’s furbisher was national effort to nab 'em for the to Philadelphia.
includes FCC commissioners)
might not take notice unless, things interviewed on dressing habits of habit at an age many adults still
are jiggled a little, and what bet¬ Bostonians by Moore. A trio, two feel is too young. A comeback is IN SAN~ FRANCISCO . .
lads and a distaffer, singing as the that college kids dig r&b too. but
ter time than now to jiggle?
Tom Towey,, of KTVW, Seattle independent, was a Frisco* visitor,
most of the trade will concur that
There are many fine new panels Storm Trio are spaced in with pop it's the 14 to 18 age group- that took in three-four Don Sherwood shows at KGO-TV, With an eye to
on radio and televisions Jtoday. medleys. All talent is local making digs it the most.
adapting
.Seattle talent to this type of variety show . . . The success
^
.
Art.
Most of them are handled by it Boston's only live talent radio
of Raimonda Orsell^ on a recent “Star Tonight” revived memories
American journalists, who for all show. Frank Bell, with a nineof
Frisco
swains the: fetching, ballerina left .behind when she was in
piece
orch,
no
strings,
opens
with
their objectivity, play a somewhat
TIME FOR TOREY
town with the DUnham troUpe last fall . . . Another' Frisco visitor was
an original composition theme and With
Torey Southwick
Mitta Hamilton, who produces the Australian televersion of “Hit
back’s the show in great fashion 7-9 a.m.
Mon.-Sat.
all the way. Cut-ins include weath¬ KMBC-KFRM,
Parade!’ . .'. Gil Coleman is taking over promotion for KSPO . . . High
GROWING PAINS
Kansas City
er from E. B. Rideout at the WEEI
With Helen Parlchurst, others
One of the new names recently ABC brass is due in town next week to look'‘over Don Sherwood—
weather
station;
•
five
minutes
of
Producer: William Kaland (Westthis was one result of KGO boss James. Connolly's recent trek to New
added
to
the
KMBC
staff
is
that
of
news at 5 to 5:05 with Ralph Torey Southwick brought in when York . . . A1 Levitt; KYA disk jockey, whiled away his. KYA suspension
inghouse Broadcasting Co.)
Morse; baseball news with Fred
30 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
time cutting piano-roll .records at KFRC. Suspension, came about be¬
the
station
switched
to
its
present
Cusick, 5:55-6 p.m.
WNYC, N. Y. (transcribed)
emphasis on- personalities at the cause Levitt bought a can from a local dealer, felt he was gypped
Show gives plenty of evidence of mike.
Southwick
has
an.
early
after the deal was closed and let his listeners know about, it—with
ingenuity in production in assort¬
parochial hand that doesn’t always ing the many bits into a well in¬ morning beat from 7 to 9, which the result that the dealer cancelled $1,500 worth of ads . . . KRONis interspersed with other station IBEW dispute over handling of remote telecasts has forced NBC to
permit citizens to see a controversy tegrated lineup.
Guy.
: features, ahd returns in the after¬ subcontract Frisco area “Wide, Wide World1” pickups to KPIX, the
as other nationalities, see it. “In¬
noon from 2:30 till 5 with his Westinghouse-CBS outlet . . . Departing KFRC for Hollywood, at start
ternational Interview’* takes its
“Torey Southwick Show,” thus fill¬ of next month is deejay Syd Chatton.
quizzers from the foreign press WES HOPKINS SHOW
ing four or five hours daily.
corps—on the first stanza they 5 hours daily; Mon.-thru-Sat.
Southwick qualifies for the per¬
were from Great Britain, France, Participating *
sonality slug because of his dual IN MINNEAPOLIS
West Germany and Japan. . This KYW, Cleveland
One of the newest entries In voiced work. There's his own nor¬
time they didn’t prove they were
WCCO Radio broadcast Minnesota 4rH club speaking contest finals
so terribly different from their Cleveland's disk jockey parade,, mal voice for the straight announc¬ . . , Catholic • high schools' state basketball tournament games aired
American press counterparts, but Wes Hopkins is an easy-to-take ing. and he has a second, that of by KSTP ... “I Search for Adventure'* prCemed locally on WCCO-TV
if they didn’t convey an especially spinner of shellacs with a sane and oldtimer type which he calls Ol* . . . Bob-Ryan, KSTP announcer, conducts 40 cooking schools a year
fresh viewpoint via their queries, entertaining approach to the field Gus. Actually, he's a ventrilo with¬ . . . Wayne Feeds and 12 local Northwestern National banks signed
the blame can be laid entirely on of recordings. Considering the out a dummy,'with much talking for Bob DeHaven's WCCO Radio “Good Neighbor Time” show . . .
the guest, Krishna Menon, head bf hours on the air; 12:15 to 3 p.m. to himself in the form of dialog Ernie Martz, WMIN disk jockey, goes into, the armed forces . . .
India’s UN ? delegation. Menon’s and 5 to 7:30 p.m., his selections between Torey Und Gus. It makes
. captiousness makes the best of are geared to the widest possible for a program with a different Changing its programming drastically, WPBC has gone from all-day
nevvshounds retreat, and no re¬ audience—music on the pleasant¬ slant, although he's not the first hit parade to a semi-classical policy, via disks, of course. Pop num¬
bers now are being presented only from noon to 1 p.m. daily . . .
porter can get much news when ly conservative side, with not too in town to work on this format.
fighting a defensive battle. Doing much noise, but a good solid pop
Morning sfiow has. news, wheth¬ Originating at WCCO-TV here and carried, by a statewide network of
seven stations, pre-Minnesota presidential primaries 30-minute docu¬
precisely what he did on Bill line.
er,
sports
and
happy
home
inter¬
Add that to- a pleasing personal¬
Leonard’s WCBS nifty show of a
ludes slotted in, and the daily 10 mentary film, sponsored by Minnesota Eisenhower Primaries Volun¬
semester or so ago, the Indian ity, a knowledge of the recording minutes with Mayor Roe Bartle on teer Committee, depicted President’s career . . . Twice weekly halfstatesman spent as much time tak¬ field, a minimum of superflous. the air. Between these Southwick hour “Souls’ Harbor” religious program, bankrolled by a local church,
ing exception to the way questions chatter, weather, time and road re¬ spins the platters and the two¬ renewed for another 52 weeks on KEYD-TV . . . Disk jockey Jimmy
were asked, or in rephrasing them ports, and it all should mean wide voiced chattel*, often good for an Delmont shifted from.WCOW to WMIN.
to suit his own likes, as he did in acceptance in the highly-competi- extra laugh or two. The idea has
giving answers. It was a brilliant tive jockey field of Greater Cleve¬ .caught on enough that Ol' Gus
IN PITTSBURGH
land.
- Mark.
waste.
even has a sponsor for a segment
The other new stanza, “Growing
Mildred J. Popovich, a reporter on the Clarksburg, W. Va., Tele¬
of the afternoon show, Vesto Tele¬
Pains,” is a Westinghouse Broad¬ MOSTLY MUSIC
vision. appliance store, carrying gram for the last six years, has been named publicity director of
casting inspiration. Helen Park- With Henry Pildner
part of the load and backing it WQED, the educational channel. * She succeeds Harriet Ackerman, who
hurst, who gets vigor and intelli¬ 25 Mins.; Mon.-tliru-Friday, 8:05
with a merchandising-promotional resigned recently to get married . . . Jim Wcstoyer, KPKA announcer,
gence into her manner of coaxing WGAR, Cleveland
: campaign.
•
Quin, ’ ■will be the host and narrator for the telecast of the Pittsburgh Opera
answers out of teenagers- on im¬
One of this - area’s outstanding
Co.'s production of “Madame Butterfly-,’* starring Licia Albanesc,
portant problems, has quite a show. pianists, who is at home either
over KDKA-TV April 5 . . . Duquesne Brewing Co. has renewed Frank
With the support of Westinghouse with the Cleveland .Orchestra or
Curto's weekly “Time Out for Gardening” on^Channel 2 for the fifth
program exec William Kaland, beating the 88’s in a rock ’n' roll
Miss Parkhurst gets around to session, Henry Pildner's position
NBC radio’s weekend stanza, year ... Chris Salmon, KQV account exec, and his wife off for a
cities in which the various WBC as a disk jockey is unique. For “Monitor,” is involved in interna¬ two-week vacation in Florida . . . Bill Sutherland just chalked up his
stations are located (N.Y. is not along with spinning shellacs, he tional trade. The network inked a silver anni in radio. He started as an announcer at KDKA in 1931.
one of them) and interviews as brings a musical knowledge that deal with Australia's 2GB, key sta¬
offbeat a crew of adolescents as puts him far beyond the competi¬
In SEATTLE TACOMA
she can find. They weren’t all tion. Besides, he has a delightful tion in the Macquarie Broadcasting
A1 Wallace doing 15-minute sports show Thursdays on KTNT-TV,
bright or with a keen social con¬ technique of lampooning modern Network, giving latter exclusive
“Monitor”
rights
“down
under.”
sciousness, as with most of these music and news events—the latter
Tacoma. Tabbed “Man Alive,” program combines film and narration
kids that make the airwaves. And points serving as breaks' between x “Monitor” has already started interviews , . . Art Primm,* news editor of KIRO, starts daily tele¬
•some tried to emulate adults by selections of shellacs.
getting programming from 2GB— vision news show, “City Desk News” on KTVW, Channel 13, April 2
pattering glittering insincerities,
One of the winners of this year's an Aussie-produced half-hour show. at 10 p.m.
Show will be done from Post-Intelligencer city room,
but 90% of* the first “Growing AFTRA's awards in radio, Pild- Pact was signed by Paul Talbot, of utilizing P. I. pictures* ... Dean Buchanan switches from KTVW to
Pains” remained absolutely re¬ ner’s presentafion is an area Fremantle Overseas Radio-TV and KOMO-TV to- do a daily women’s variety show on the NBC station.
freshing.
standout.
Mark.
American director for Macquarie.
Program will be telecast at 3:45 p.m., beginning April 2.

WNYC Launches Some New Shows
As It Fights for Its ‘Night Life’

From the Production Centres

....

..

..

.

...

...

’Monitor’ Down Under

...

John Ericson
Don Taylor
Ricardo Montalban
Robert Newton
Angela Lansbury
James Whitmore

:

■

‘

~

The first network dramatic anthology of
\ s
; ' first run films in syn¬
dicated television . . . new, all new, top
quality productions — in an anthology
which brings you “inside STAGE 7" to
see Hollywood's stars in dramatic
stories: comedy, adventure, romance,

FiRST y.

... and many others

A NEW STAR
EACH WEEK

real life.
, Lifted from the network, the continuing
series is now being

FiRST

produced exclusively for local or re¬
gional advertisers . . . the first time you
can have a big-time network success —
which got highest Nielsen, Videodex
and ARB ratings — produced for you
first run for market-by-market use.

STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA BUYS WEST COAST
jj <(V
^'

First markets bought up before cameras rolled or stars cast. One of
- ‘ America’s finest regional sponsors, The Standard Oil Company of
California, through.. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, snapped up
' "... " STAGE 7 in 16 major markets in 9 western states, Hawaii and Alaska.
You can be the first in your market with STAGE 7. Wire collect right
now for an advance private screening or to reserve your markets.

□□□

,

Television Programs of America

I tic.

477 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100 • Sales Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities
Milton A. Gordon, President'

Michael M. Sillerman, Executive Vice President

Edward Small, Chairman

for higher sales through quality programs fea
Other TPA quality shows which help you increase sales:
LASSIE

•' ADVENTURES

OF

RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE •
TUGBOAT ANNIE •

ELLERY
FURY

•

QUEEN
SUSIE •

•

CAPTAIN

GALLANT

EDWARD SMALL

OF THE FOREIGN LEGION

FEATURES

HAWKEYE - THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS •

•

•

HALLS OF IVY

YOUR STAR SHOWCASE •

•

COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO •

SCIENCE IN ACTION *

AND ON THE WAY,

NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL • ONE FALSE STEP ... AND OTHERS YET UNTITLED.
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Par’s Studio Revamp
— Continued from page 37

City 'is generally recognized as
largest studio primarily devoted to
telepix, with seven stages affording
some 106,540 square feet of filming
space).
Sunset plant will be offered indie
producers on a daily rental basis,
but Osgood emphatically repeats
that present Paramount plans do
not include telefilming of own
product, a la Metro, Warners or
20th-Fox.
Facilities will also be available
to indie theatrical filming, Osgood
discloses. Rate structure will be
“competitive” with other local vidfilmeries, but he refuses to be
pinned down on details this far in
advance.
The former 10V6 acre Warner
Bros, lot .on Sunset Blvd. was pur¬
chased by Paramount in 1954 and
is presently partially occupied by
KTLA (TV), Paramount TV Pro¬
ductions station. KTLA occupies
approximately three acres; PSC
the rest.
Reconstruction is being carried
on in line with suggestions from
various production experts, Osgood
states. For instance, Paramount
Sunset Corp. will offer no optical,
scoring, dubbing or lab facilities,
since, both Osgood and the experts
believe that such services are so
readily available here as to make

—s

additional facilities uneconomical.
The. editorial building, built for
silent film production with 16 cut¬
ting and six projection rooms, is
being altered to offer 24 cutting
and four screen rooms for telepix
(plus windows, apparently consid¬
ered unnecessary in silent days,
added throughout the building).
Screening rooms wilPall have stopstart-reverse controls and cutting
rooms the latest “monster” moviolas.
Entire electrical system has been
torn out and reinstalled, with new
generator building. New capacity is
far in excess of normal black-andwhite filming needs, to' permit ex¬
tensive overloads required for col¬
or lighting, as required.
Osgood resigned earlier this year
as manager of NBC telefilm pro¬
duction and assistant director of j
net’s tv operation, to assume the
PSC post.

few weeks, is also being hit by
the scarcity of weekday advertis¬
ing. In the same period, the daily
totals were four mins. 29 seconds;
five mins. 52 seconds; seven mins.
22 seconds; 15 mins. 22 seconds;
and 19 mins. 23 seconds. Weekend
time in the Midlands is substan¬
tially below the London average
and on March 10 and 11, the totals
were 19 mins. 25 seconds and 21
mins. 30 seconds.
Apart from the fact that adver¬
tisers are fighting shy of the early
part of the week, there is little
doubt that tv allocations are being
influenced by the Government’s
credit squeeze. Sir Philip Warter,
the ABC-TV topper, (the company
operating weekend programming
in the Midlands) admitted frankly
that they had started at a most
inopportune moment.
It would
have been much more sensible, he
suggested, for the Government to
have compensated the contractors
and to have postponed the inaugu¬
ration of the new web for a couple
of years until the country’s eco¬
nomic state improves.

Gillette’s MBS Buy

British Ad Dollar
Continued from page 34

have been consistently high, were
recorded at 25 mins. 54 seconds for
March 10 and 32 mins. 40 seconds
for March 11.
The new Birmingham outlet,
which has only been on the air a

Gillette has picked up the tab
for half of the “Game of the Day”
Sunday broadcast on Mutual.
Meantime, Harry “ Wismer is set
to do a 5:55 to 6 p.m. rundown on
baseball scores starting next Sun¬
day (1> in addition to his regular
6:50 Sabbath show.
n
The first of the Sunday games
was heard this week (25).
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Savage
■

Continued from page 37

after producers, writers and direc¬
tors; Savage will handle packaging
and production and Williams will
head up program sales. Agency,
which will be patterned after MCA
in its scope, will however engage
only in personal management and
not booking for its talent clients.
Agency, which already sighed
comic Jackie Kannon, is already
peddling two television packages,
a Toni Arden show and a Judy Ty¬
ler segment, and is looking into
various film ventures. Should the
firm go into film syndication, how¬
ever, it would only be on a region¬
al basis.
Savage, who joined
Guild two years ago as assistant to
prez Reub Kaufman, came over .at
that time from NBC-TV, where he
was manager of network film pro¬
curement. Before that, he had been
with CBS-TV, where he organized
the film department for Gotham
flagship WCBS-TV, establishing
among other patterns “The Late
Show” and “The Early Show."
While at Guild, Savage was one of
the spearheads in the unsuccessful
organization of a telefilm industry
association and in the subsequent
informal gettogethers of five of the
top companies on matters of industry concern.

American Airlines
Still High on'Music’;
Signs 3-Year Pact

“Music ’Til Dawn,” locally tail¬
ored cross-the-board show on the
CBS owned & operated stations,
has been. picked up for another
three years by American Airlines,
but with a number-of changes. New
setup will give the stanza an 11:30
p.m. headstart against the current
midnight teeoff, ending off at the
regular 5:30. In New York, WCBS
will turn over the 11 to 11:30 pe¬
riod to Bill Leonard with 10 min¬
utes of "11 O’clock News” rounded
off by his “This Is N. Y.” to the
halfway time. Latter show is now
slotted to midnight as lead-in to
“Dawn.” Program shuffle replaces
news and sports and Galen Drake’s
“Starlight Salute.”
Changes are effective April 9
when, incidentally, Leonard’'reach¬
es his 40th birthday and goes past
the 10-year mark as presider over
“This Is N. Y.” (In tv, he hostsproduces “Eye On N. Y.” out of
the WCBS-TV trough but installed
Sundays on the CBS network in
January
along with
“Camera
Three”; he’s also spotted on the
station’s “Six O'clock Report”).
Lennen & Mitchell, agency for
American Airlines, was reported
dropping two outlets on “Dawn,”
Detroit—Douglas E. Nicol, De¬ ohe being WEEI-Boston. That’ll
troit Free Press reporter, has leave a seven-station liheup against
been appointed publicity director the current nine, unless two more
of WXYZ and WXYZ-TV.
are picked up among the affiliates.

'QUEEN FOR DAY’SRO
AS CAMPANA buys in

powerful!
rot liable!
re-rated!

All-time entertainment success - runaway best
seller novel and comic book-smash hit
movie and play-now THE THREE MUSKETEERS
brings its fabulous audience appeal to TV!

SNEAK PREVIEW”
SPELLS SUCCESS

Here are the highlights of a special "Musketeers"
television preview (full details available
on request).
Qood family •ntartalnmant"

- claimed 9 out of ID
“Want to watoh additional programs
of 1 Tho Throe Musketeers’"

- reported 9 out of 10 .
“Loved Jeffrey Stone as d’Artagnan"

- raved 91.4% ■

“Queen for a Day” has gone into
sellout status with the sole open¬
ing, the alternate Monday 4:30 p.m,
segment, taken by Campana Sales.
Sponsor takes 26 outings starting
mid-May. Other rotator in the
period is Dow Chemical and other¬
wise it’s a “no more need apply”
sign posted by NBC-TV.
“Queen” reached SRO within a
few months of its launching. Mean¬
while, back on the CBS-TV farm,
the rival “On Your Account” is
being scrapped in favor of a halfhour dramatic opus, “Edge of the
Night”
(retitled from “World
Within”) under the same Procter
& Gamble auspices. P&G’s other
axing on the web’the 1:30 “Love
Story,” will travel under the tag
of “As the World Turns”—“World”
being substituted for the original

Dick Moore
■ • •

Continued from page 29

—»

News, has been in the black since
1954 although it has had no net¬
work tie-in, except DuMont, since
1951.
Station did not make a
profit, he said, until good quality
film programs became available
and it is now first in audience dur¬
ing the day . among all seven sta¬
tions in L. A.
However, he said, the source of
such programs to independent sta¬
tions is fast disappearing’ because
of “serious limitations on free
competition caused not merely by
the scarcity of -available stations
but, even more important-, by cer¬
tain restrictive agreements” im¬
posed by networks on their affili¬
ates.
Likened to Block Booking
Mobre said time option practice
of networks is reminiscent of time
when theatres could not obtain
quality pictures from major stu¬
dios unless they agreed, on a blind
basis, to accept a block of pictures
which had not yet been produced.
“The time option,” he said, “con¬
stitutes. block booking in its ele¬
mental form.”
Moore declared that only way
an independent film producer can
break into a tv market is to sell
the program to a network or to an
advertiser who can place the show
on a network. While it is true, he
said, that some fine syndicated
films have been produced for non¬
network use and have been sold in
many markets, their number is
“steadily dwindling” because of
restraints imposed by time op¬
tions.
Jahncke urged that Congress is¬
sue a mandate to the FCC to take
steps to insure sufficient station
facilities for a nationwide competi¬
tive tv system. Such a mandate,
he suggested, should provide for
a reallocation plan by June 1, re¬
taining the status quo on VHF
stations in intermixed cities, and a
Sept. 1 deadline on processing of
pending tv applications.
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IT HAPPENED THIS WEEK
March 26.
March 27.
March 28.

March 29..
March 30. .
March 31..

• CUFF HALL.. Studio I.CBS-TV.10-11 P.M.Casting—JIM MERRICK
. J. PAT O’MALLEY.Play writes '56.NBC-TV- 9:30-10:30 P.M.Casting—EVERETT CHAMBERS
PETERTURrFnS^CE' '
Fnr ar Sm? ‘
’
EDGAR STEHLI..'.
FREDERICH TOZERE .

££eaftre." 1 9’10 RM.Casting—MARION DOUGHTREY
£ra2 Z£eatJe.NBC-TV.9-10 P.M.Casting—JOAN SCOTT
Kraft Theatre
5raH£ea
re.55S-JX--** 9-10p*M.Casting-MARTHA LYON
Kraft
Theatre
Kraft Theatre.NBC-TV_9-10
P.M.
.LEONAPOWERS.My
Son Jeep.CBS-Radio.
Jeep
My Son
. Mon-Fri-8-8:15 P.M. Casting—CBS
. KARL SWENSON.Star
Star Stage
Stage.NBC.9:30-10 P.M.Casting—NANCY FRANKLIN (MCA)
. BRUCE GORDON.Featured
Featured in
The Lark.Mon-Sat.Producer—KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN
PAT HARRINGTON.
Alcoa
P.M.Casting-JOAN
MacDONALD
GRANT RIPHAPnc
A1~~“ Hour.NBC.9-10
... • X
.casting—JUaCDUNALD
ixKANT RICHARDS.... Alcoa Hour.NBC.9-10 P.M.Casting—PRISCILLA
P.M.Casting—PRISCILLA FARLEY

Director—FRANK SCHAFFNER
Director—ARTHUR PENN
Director—GEORGE ROY HILL

Director—ED DUERR
Director—JACK SMYTH

Din
Director—SIDNEY

LUMET

Opening April 18, NORMAN ROSE, Featured in "The Lovers," Produced by The Playwrites
Now Available—TODD RUSSELL, M.C., and Disk Jockey

fi e Alt Thanh You
New Client:

SLOAN SIMPSON
RADIO and TV and COMMERCIALS

BOB FERRES AGENCY
Exclusive Clients
PL 5-1193 or PL 5-5254

RADIO — SAG — TV

im-ms

Wednesday,

March 28, 1956

historical
authenticity

|'JB^CITIN0^9TQRIES ob ESPIONAGE .

^Miblical Mines to the Koreap, Wdr ! 7.: *7
v; / /

tan Bale v.' * $rt Am$tem ata£ ^;;\' 'v^,'

'

/

, '-

M&HtM*:i- moat
! lim Slip,\*rnm jxw&lk&'ffi Pi t&e
s * Otto Ifeltesr * C * md tbfc

Pearl Harbor. ,'

66 MARKETS SOLD!

» B^xt^ditt Arnold - *, tm& thi betrayai of West PoSnk
,
* "'

*?

;# WilMta Mbe?, ♦. and 'B&mar<5k*a invasion of Franck
\' *: lorp ftaverf,< v the mm who shotStonewall Jackson

hurry . . . write, wire or phone
before markets you want
are gone!

4 MORE GUILD BEST-SELLERS

i

IS minutes with
M. O L L Y (tarring '

GERTRUDE BERG

J

and I

the famous GOLDBERG FAMILY
The Goldbergs have
moved to Haverville,
U.S.A. and Molly's hav¬
ing the time of her life
making new friends#
Everybody loves MOLLY,
and now, with a brandnew format, they'IIJoYe
her more than ever!

I

CONFIDENTIAL
FILE

«
•

J

FRANKIE LAINE

Paul Coates' behind-thescenes report on America
4.. with penetrating closeups of its people'and prob¬
lems. A new and exciting
concept In dramatized
Journalism. The H-hour
jhow all America is talking
about > n winning fabulous
ratings in over 100 markets.

and Connie Haines |
All the 'star' entertainment
quality of a H-hour show
packed into 15 fast-moving
minutes. Ideal choice for
small advertisers who wont
the impact of a H-hour
show on a 15-mlnufe
budget. Top-rated show in
its time-slot over WCB5-

TV, N.w York.

,vuDpA ' H", l

FILMS

the LIBERACE
show
Television’s most widely
acclaimed musical series
for the third consecutive
year. Still a few choice
availabilities, and you’re
in luck if one of them hap¬
pens to be in your market!

i
I

46

RADIO-TELEVISION

Foreign Blasters at Hub Meet
I Continued from pa&e 31 ;

blurbs. However, he said, he saw
the necessity for it in the U. S.
Yoon Kil Koo, vice-chief of the
program section of the Korean
Broadcasting Co.’s key station in
Korea, said that dramatic shows
were a favorite of Korean listen¬
ers. Cho Nam Hun, program di¬
rector and writer' for the Korean
BC, said the government controlled
station, is a 100 kw station with
two 50K transmitters. All programs
are in the Korean language.
Other Countries
Countries represented included:
Afghanistan, Argentina, Belgium,
Brazil, Colombia, Nigeria, Ger¬
many, Guatemala, Iceland, Jordan,
Korea and Mexico. The group will
stay at the school of public rela¬
tions and communications through
April 3. Their training will be fol¬
lowed by a period of 90 days in
which they work in radio and tv
stations then by a period of 30
days in which they tour the U. S.
Three tv program directors are
among the group, which also rep¬
resents the areas qjE production,
writing, announcing, administra¬
tion, art and news analysis.
The group includes: Julio Galin¬
do Urquiza of Mexico City, radio¬
tv writer and producer for J. Wal¬
ter Thompson Co. of Mexico;
Abdul Eak Waleh of Kabul, Afgha¬
nistan, news writer and program
director for Radio Kabul, who will
study broadcasting with the Voice
of America; Andres Bjornsson,
Revkiavik, Iceland, head of the
programming department of the
state radio of Iceland; Sari Adel
Aweidah, Ramallah, Jordan, pro¬
ducer announcer Hashemite Broad¬
casting Service; Wolfgang Th.
Kahle, Munich, Germany, political
editor of a daily news and special
events program of Bavarian Tele¬
vision.
Pietro Donato Tozzi, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, tv director; Pedro Campos
De Miranda; Claudio Petraglia,
Brazil, composer and writer of
musical programs; Nicholas Del
Boca, Argentina, co-producer and

independent tv director; Victor Ro¬
berto Diaz, Argentina, director of
state- radio station in Salta; Ronal
Paiz Putzeys, Guatemala, C. A., a
tv program emcee; Hector Rodrigo
Penagos, Guatemala, C. A., admin¬
istrative secretary of TGW, Guate¬
malan radio station.
Heiodoro Otero Chaves, Bogota,
Colombia, art director of radio;
Sunday Sam Young-Harry, Nigeria;
B. Cammerans, Belgium; Hahn Kai
Syum, Cho Nam Hun, and Yoon
Kil Koo, Korea.

Lealherjackeis
— Continued from page 31

Station Reps
Continued from page 31

For that matter, the pacting of
Charlie Philips as Petry’s first sales
development director keynoted the
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
reps’ service upbeat as much as
Guest Star: CHARLES BOYER I anything else. Not quite as recent,
Saturday Night, Mar. 31, N.B.C.-TV| but also important was the upping
of Wells Barnett from promotion
Mgt.i William Morris Agancy
at Blair to presidential assistant.
It was rare for any rep to put
other than a salesman in its top
administrative post until a short
time ago.. But, in an apparent ef¬
fort to point out to member sta¬
tions that it had a man fully capa¬
If you have tried the rest, now try the BEST.
The Jevnikar designed toupee is a modern
ble of “influencing the networks,”
Petry hired Tom Knode away from
Features the exclusive use of ll.S. Patent
NBC station relations. Bill CrumNo. 2233100, combining the use of the finest
bley was also hired recently by
Plastic-lace-FRONT, with the hand work of
specialists in the art of toupee making.
Adam Young in a network rela¬
If you wear a toupee you owe it to yourself
tions role and to double in hot ’n’
to wear the latest Jevnikar patterned Plasticheavy researching as an influence
lace-FRONT piece. Crow-cut if .you wish.
j
on
agencies, and Frank Boehm
For further proof and information
! just the other day was added to.
write or call
! AD research and “special services”’
in a moveover from ABC.
JOHN E. JEVNIKAR
j
Along with this latterday high
Ninth-Chester Bldg.
Cleveland (4. Ohio
' degree, of rep organization comes

TOUPEE??

the vast increase in the number of
personnel. Petry has six-people in
promotion and research under Bob
Hutton. Company also added four
workers in sales service and traf¬
fic to keep count on the program
changes. Only a year ago, agencies
were trying desperately to find out
station availabilities through the
reps, but that’s mostly changed
now.
CBS and NBC spot sales divi¬
sions show how large the staffs in
support of sales really are. At
CBS-TV Spot, there are six re¬
search, five promotion, four traffic
and two sales development people;
three of them are recent additions,
and this staff is said to outweigh
the number of actual salesmen. At
the combined radio-tv operation at
NBC, there are 16 in promotion,
14 in sales service and traffic, fotfr
in research and four in sales de¬
velopment.

—

clobbered if we don’t. I think it’s
obvious from past continuity ac¬
ceptance reports that we do try to
maintain a fair regard toward any¬
body’s ‘special interest.’ But by
the same token if every special in¬
terest were to constitute a new
entry in a list of taboos, we’d have
to go out of business.
“It seems therefore as though,
as we’ve stated before, our func¬
tion continues one of calliifg the
shots, censoring the malicious and
consciously not censoring honest
reflections of the troubled world
in which we live.”
A “special interest” of another
color is taken up in the case of
the Jan. 31 “Playwrights ’56” pro¬
duction of “This Business of Mur¬
der,” which involved asphyxiation
of a character by cigar smoke
pumped into a tightly sealed room
in which he was asleep. It seems
an exec for the Cigar Institute of
America wrote a “pretty friendly
letter” to. NBC on the- effective¬
ness of the show but spoke about
his group’s anxiety “should we
plan too many more such lethal
exploitations of so familiar a pleas¬
ure as the cigar.”
Helffrich assured the Institute
that “we don’t think a trend is
likely, and in our own defense
mentioned the numerous places
visually in our broadcast output
were cigars, cigarets, smoking in
any form, show up in favorable
context.”

■
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Web Pressures?
-■-Continued from page 28

leged network control over Com¬
mission personnel.
An effort to establish political
influence in granting of tv licenses
was made through questioning of
Thomas C. Tinsley, Jr., Baltimore
broadcaster (WITH) and substan¬
tial stockholder in WXEX-TV in
Petersburg, Va. (Richmond'area).
Under close interrogation by
Everette MacIntyre, subcommittee
counsel, Tinsley denied he- had in¬
fluence with the White House or
the FCC. He admitted he was ac¬
tive in the Citizens for Eisenhower
Committee but pointed out that hjs
competitor for the Petersburg
channel was also an Eisenhower
supporter.
The subcommittee also heard
Philip Merryman, prexy of the
Committee for Hometown Televi¬
sion; John G. Johnson, chairman
of the UHF Industry Coordinating
Committee; and John W. English,
vice chairman of the UHF ICC.
Purpose of their testimony was to
show that FCC handling of the
UHF problem has been to the
detriment of small business,
Evins got no comfort from Eng¬
lish on the allegation of network
influence over FCC. Pointing out
that the agency ignored network
proposals to solve the UHF prob¬
lem, English said: “I wish the FCC
had listened to the networks
more.”

Continued from page 28

first third of the book, it’s high
comic fantasy indeed, with some
hysterically funny sequences in a
Bronx boudoir and in Colbee’s
Restaurant in back of CBS. Then
the book progressively becomes
more serious to the p.oint of near¬
tragedy, and the windup is some¬
what on the morbid side though
logical enough in its denouement.
It’s this shifting quality that pro¬
vides the novel’s key disappoint¬
ment for it starts off so hilarious¬
ly that the last two-thirds are a let¬
down for the reader looking for
more of the same comedy. Keve^
son has a wonderful ear for dia¬
log, particularly of the Bronx
genre, and a sure sense of setting
up comic situations and exploiting
them to the full. But he’s also a
skillful storyteller, and despite the
disappointment of the shift in tone
at the one-third mark, he keeps his
readers glued to his story. As
with all good fantasy, when it’s all
over, it sets the reader off on some
extra pondering. “Tubie’s Monu¬
ment” is a strong book, but a good
one; certainly recommended read¬
ing along Madison Avenue. Chan.

God of Channel I
Continued from page 28 -

lies. ’Tis also the gandering of
Dahl’s teevee show, “Danny Dahl’s
Dahlings.” It relates the rise of a
local deejay to national favorite
worth milliorts to his network. It
describes the emotional havoc Dahl
creates among his performers and
especially Molly Hill, his devoted
Girl Monday - through - Sunday.
Others caught in Danny’s vortex
are sundry girl singers with elastic
virtues, flacks with flairs for
spreading libel, show biz barristers,
rival network troubleshooters, a
veepee assigned to handle the lead¬
ing character, sponsors, musicians
and agency execs.
Much is made of a party staged
in Dahl’s lavish penthouse on a
Manhattan hotel — a nifty affair
including a mammoth bathroom
with a rose marble tub boasting
silver spouts, a priceless Persian
rug, a French love seat and a 27inch teevee screen, but, alas, with¬
out color. Dahl, said to relate, does
not quite become three-dimensional
in this disenchanting success story.
Ranson.

Emmy Takes Hard Look
^
Hollywood, March 27.
Review of this year’s Emmy
setup with N. Y. chapter will be
proposed at board meeting _ of
Academy of TV Arts and Sciences
today (Tues.). How to avoid “pitfalls” of this year's Emmy affair
will be main object of review.
Meanwhile, Bob Longenecker,
this year’s dinner committee chair¬
man, estimated that 1,780 persons
attended the Pan Pacific ‘ aud
ceremonies on March 17. While
full accounting will not be avail¬
able for another week, he opined
that ATAS will “break even or
slightly better” financially on the
ceremonies.
Phoenix—KOOL, CBS affiliate,
reports a near sellout in less than
a week of the 140 games it will
broadcast of the Phoenix Stars, lo¬
cal ballclub. Pat Flanagan, newlyupped to director of sports for
KOOL-AM-TV, will do the playby-play aided by Bob Wagner.

WABD LOPS FEATURES
FOR 3-HOUR SPORTS

Tubie’s Monument

‘Mr. Wizard’
Continued from page 29

i fake over big TV audiences,
get in touch with.
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Louisville — Jack Donnell, vet
WGRC announcer, over 16 years
with the station, and Jerry Brown,
sports spieler and all around mike
vet of 12 years, wound up their
connection Friday (23), to join
KWK, St. Louis.

^

I take this occasion to oxpross my
gratitude for tho continuing confi¬

L&M Budget

ATTRACTIVE
BUILDING
FOR SALE

there are five program super¬
visors.
Meantime, DFS has made initial
expansion of its Coast production
office in recognition of the greater
number of Coast tv productions.
So far two staffers have been
added to Betty O’Hara’s Coast
crew.
Between 70 and 80% of the DFS
total billings go into radio and tele¬
vision, it reports. Last year total
billings were about $50,000,000.

Wherever ZIV-TV’S CISCO KID goes,
tune-in action follows;.. week after
week! For instance, for the month of
January 1955, ARB* reports a 25.4
Dallas-Ft. Worth re-'
ception for CISCO
against a 9.8 and 2.4
for his direct competition.

DuM Folds Closed-TV
DuMont’s closed-circuit depart¬
ment has been dissolved with the
departure of its head Morris
Mayers. The department flourished
modestly when DuMont maintained
network facilities and had the man¬
power to implement the sideline,
but how the company is operating
only two owned-operated stations
with limited crews, making the c-c
setup impractical. •
Roy Sharpe, who was DuMont
networks director of facilities, is
also heading out of the organiza¬
tion. He handled cable contracts
when DuMont used the coaxial reg¬
ularly. Third DuMont exec to go
is Bill Seaman, operations super¬
visor, who is heading for a simi¬
lar .job at ABC.

tainer for any station that wants it.
Current lineup runs about 140 af¬
filiates, most of them via kine¬
scope.
NBC considers the show a good
investment from a couple of
standpoints, says Herbert. For one
thing, it’s a public service sustainer that doesn't cost the net¬
work anything to project, yet is a
worthwhile pubrelations project
(ditto the feelings of the stations).
For another, it is fast becoming an
important merchandising setup,
what with a science book already
selling well and three science kits
about to be packaged by top man¬
ufacturers. Merchandising is han¬
dled by NBC’s Kagran Corp. subsid
under a 50-50 split arrangement on
the royalties, antjl while the web
will never make back out of its
share of royalties what it has lost
in time charges, it represents a
substantial potential for the future.

■■■.. Continued 'from page 29 ——

Dalias-Ft. Worth, w/,,53

WABD, N.Y. tv station, is dump¬
ing nts four-month-old Wednesday
night double-xeature format be¬
tween 7:30 and 11 for a three-anda-half hour edition of “Sportorama.” Tom Moore, with whom the
outlet is peppering the sked, will
emcee the whole affair which is
expected to preem April 4.
WABD will open the Wednesday
nights sports entity with a halfhour panel, featuring four sports
scribes batting around current
controversies. From 8 on, there
will' be a mixture of play-by-play
coverage and films,, including re¬
runs on the hour-long Sterling TV
bowling package.
Station will telecast, the Metro¬
politan golf driving and putting
championships this Spring and
summer as a major part of the
show. Idea, the station says, is to
develop angles hitherto overlooked
as video staples, since the hassle
in getting rights to major sports
events gets harder all the time.
For the golf driving sweepstakes,
the station has arranged for reg¬
ular remotes from a Bronx driving
range. For the putting champion¬
ship, WABD is installing a green
jn Studio One of its 67th St. plant.
Station last year became the first
to do a tennis match from a tv
studio and was among the first sta¬
tions in the country to televise instudio wrestling.

Kansas City — Neal Johnson,
longtime newscaster for KMBC
here, has been appointed executive
secretary‘of the Department of La¬
bor field staff committee, accord¬
ing to word from James P. Mitch¬
ell, secretary in Washington. John¬
son will headquarter here and will
serve in a liaison capacity for de¬
partment bureaus in an eight-state
{nnjvye^t aWa. M ; ,,, „ .IJW.
,
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dence placed In me by my cus¬
tomers and friends in show business.

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative
IRA HAUPT & CO.
Investment Brokers
501 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
LOongacre 5-6262

ON EVERY CHANNEL V.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 Wetiuii SU, N.Y.C.-T.I. F*L.7-jaOO

Well located. 70's off Park Avenue.
Suitable TV production group. Possosslon. Mrs. Radln and Mr. Fayo.
Hollyday & Ives* Inc.
PL 3-5050

WRITER-PRODUCER
Excellent credits. Solid creative back¬
ground. Experienced in show develop*
ment. Imaginative ideas. Story editor
experience. Available soon.
Write Box V. 85 VARIETY
154 W. 46th St., New York 36

MOTION PICTURE
EDITING ROOM
Available on a Monthly Basis
$75 per Mo.
Call Cl 5-6810
1600 Broadway

New York 36
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NEW ROCK, ROLL’N’ RIOT STORM
4*

Remington Most Pay 8c Tune Royalty
In Decision Vs. Unlicensed Diskings
In his continuing drive to set 4
legal precedents for the protection ‘
of the mechanical reproduction
rights of his music publisher prin¬
Hollywood, March 27.
cipals, Harry Fox, through, his at¬
Capitol’s own hefty schedule of
torney Julian T. Abeles (& Bern¬
late
afternoon
and evening record¬
stein) has won an important de¬
cision in a group of actions against ing has produced a bonus offer for
indie
diskeries
whose artists are
Remington Records and its head,
willing to get up early in the morn¬
Donald H. Gabor. ’
ing.
The actions were brought in
Coast label’s custom division,
N Y. Federal Court on behalf of
Shapiro-Bernstein, Oxford Music, noting the easy studio availabil¬
Meridian Music and St. Nicholas ity in the morning as against
Music.
The complaint alleged mounting difficulties at night, has
that the defendants infringed on issued a new price schedule for
copyrights by manufacturing rec¬ rentals, offering up to 33% saving
ords without any licenses from for recordings prior to noon. Sim¬
the publishers and without the ilar savings are available for dub¬
service of notice under the com¬ bing services.

Early Bird Special

pulsory license provision of the
Copyright Act.
Because of the alleged infringe¬
ment, judgment was demanded for
the maximum of 8c for each record
manufactured and attorneys’ fees,
instead of the statutory royalty of
2c payable under the compulsory
license provision. Remington an¬
swered that prior to the manufac¬
ture of the records of each com¬
position, it had served notice un¬
der the Copyright Act of its in¬
tention to make such use, and was
at all times ready and willing to
pay the 2c royalty which Fox re¬
fused to accept.
Upon Abeles* application the
court granted summary judgment
against Remington in each action,
and referred the action to David
C. Broderick as special master, to
ascertain if Remington had in¬
fringed the copyrights or had
served such notice as alleged by
(Continued on page 52)

RKO Tele Interest In
Unique Is Joe Leahy;
Expansion In Works
Trade queries" about why the
giant RKO ’ Teleradio company
should enter the disk biz via a
25% buy-in into a comparatively
small indie label like Unique Rec¬
ords have sparked reports that
RKO Teleradio was chiefly inter¬
ested in getting Joe Leahy. Leahy,
who is Unique’s prexy, is a top
arranger-conductor and, with RKO
Teleradio’s backing, will be in a
position to rapidly expand the
diskery’s artists roster.
Unique will shortly expand into
the package field covering all mar¬
ket facets from pops through folk,
western and children’s • music to
classical. Unique is dickering for
a deal with a foreign diskery which
would give it an immediately avail¬
able classical repertory. RKO Tel¬
eradio, via its equity in Unique,
is now also in the publishing' biz
via the latter’s Lamas Music
(ASCAP) and Britten Music (BMI).

Decca Spotlights
New Artists Via
Album Releases
Decca is doing a switch with its
roster of new artists. Instead of
developing them* via the singles
route, the diskery is immediately
showcasing its new names with
fancy 12-inch LP packages. Among
the names signed by Decca in re¬
cent months and who have had al¬
bum releases are Joe Lilley, Con¬
ley Graves, Vicki Benet and Sylvia
Syms. In some cases, impact of
the sets was so strong that Decca
released some of the sides as
singles.
The new method of exposure has
been made possible by the longplay development, which has re¬
sulted in a vast expansion of the
album market. Customers are ap¬
parently more willing to gamble
on a relatively unknown name in
an attractive package, even at a
$4 tab, rather than a more ephem¬
eral single at a lower price.
Some artists, in fact, turn up
with consistent album bestsellers
even though their single sales are
comparatively disappointing. Harry
Belafonte, on RCA Victor, is a hit
album property but not a big sin¬
gle seller. Danny Kaye, on Decca,
is another in the same category.
The figures, of course, are relative.
A 50,000 sale in albums is big while
the same total on a single is so-so.

CARL PERKINS & COMBO
HURT IN AUTQ CRASH

imp BIG BEAT jCapitol Hits Decca With Three Suits
FOR JUVE GAPERS Rang|nS Crom Infringement to Slander
+

Boston, March 27.
Rock *n* roll disk jocks and rec¬
ord hops were blasted by newspa¬
pers, radio columnists, school com¬
mitteemen and city officials as a
furor kicked off by the recent
riot at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge con¬
tinued.
A clamp on future record hops
were put on by the Cambridge City
Council.
A motion in the Boston council
called for the committee to appoint
members of the Boston clergy to
serve as advisors in drafting an
approved list of disk jocks. At a
session last week, committee mem¬
bers listened for hours to disks
that had been featured at many
recent school dances.
The Boston Herald, in an edi¬
torial said: “Cambridge has under¬
taken a kind of indirect censorship
of music—it has restricted licenses
for the kind of disk jockey enter¬
tainments that feature rock ’n’
roll,” and pointed out, “these juve¬
nile crazes do pass, and this one
will, too; another, as bad or worse,
will take its place; censorship, di¬
rect or indirect, won’t modify the
course much.”
The Pilot, official Catholic paper
here, called for a freezeout of the
jocks “who misbehave.” It said:
“The last few weeks has substan(Continued on page 54)

Medics Probe Death Of
Mort Dixon, Songsmith
Of Numerous Standards
When two notes were found by
the Yonkers (N. Y.) police, the
Westchester Medical Examiner, Dr.
Victoria A. Brgdess, started a for¬
mal investigation into the cause of
death of vet songsmith Mort Dixon
last week. Bottles of sleeping tab¬
lets were at his bedside of his Yon¬
kers home. Dixon, 64, died in Law¬
rence hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.,
March 23.
Dixon had an impressive roster
of popular standards to his credit,
many dating from the 1920s when
he was at his prolific peak, writ¬
ing chiefly with Harry Woods and
Billy Rose. Among the songs to
his credit are “That Old Gang of
Mine,” “MarchingAlongTogether,”
“Bye, Bye Blackbird,” TfRiver Stay
Away From My Door,” “I Found
a Million Dollar Baby in a Five-andTen Cent Store,” “I’m Looking
Over a Four-Leaf Clover,” “Lady
in Red” and “You’re My Every¬
thing,” among many others. Di^m
joined ASCAP in 1924 and was
among its top earners.
Before turning songwriter, he
was an oldtime vaude performer.
After World War I he directed
“Whiz Bang,” an American Expe¬
ditionary Force show that toured
France.
Dixon had only recently remar¬
ried. He has two grown daugh¬
ters by his first wife whom he
divorced two years ago.

Philadelphia, March 27.
Carl Perkins, currently clicking
with “Blue Suede Shoes” and his
hillbilly hand, en route to New
York 'for an appearante on the
Perry Como show, were injured
and the driver of a truck was
killed in a collision five miles south
of Dover, Del., last week.
The entertainers’ car was driven
by Stewart R. Pinkham. Seriously
injured were Perkins and his
Urania Records, indie, has been brother James. ’ Slightly injured
purchased by American Sound were a third brother, Lloyd Carl¬
Corp., an amalgamation of Allied ton Perkins, Pinkham and W. F.
Record Manufacturing Co. and Bart Holland. The band appears regu¬
Manufacturing Co. Daken Broad- larly on the Red Foley “Barn
Bobby Weiss, roving Continental
head, chairman of* American, said Dance” show. Thomas L. Phillips,
that the line would be revamped driver of the pickup truck, was rep for Capitol Records, is back
in the U.S. after more than two
anc* expanded for entry into the killed instantly.
years away, and heading for the
recorded tape field.
Coast this weekend to participate
Hal Neely, national sales man¬
in the new 'Capitol Bldg, festivi¬
ner for AlliecJ and American
ties. When he returned in 1952,
bound, will supervise planning
and change-over.
he suffered a bad accident (broken
leg, etc.) which Virtually made his
U.S. stay an enforced hospitaliza¬
Composer Moose Charlap has tion proposition.
SEATTLE JAZZ UPBEAT
signed with Frank Music, tuneSeattle, March 27.
He returns to his Paris base in
. Presentation of jazz groups here smith Frank Loesser’s publishing about a month.
^picking up a bit, with Don An¬ firm. Pacting is part of the firm’s
derson’s dixieland band playing program to develop young writers.
Town Hall Jazz Fete
regular Saturday night stand at
Among Charlap’s credits are the
An “Easter Jazz Festival,” pro¬
me Trianon and series of jazz con- score for the legit musical, “Peter
C?rls ke*n£ presented each Sunday Pan,” with Carolyn Leigh, and the moted by Kenneth Lee Karpe, is
Eagleson Hall on the University score for the tv musical, “The being staged at Town Hall Friday
df Washington campus by Paul King and Mrs. Candle,” with night (30) with an extensive roster
Neves and Chuck Mahaffey.
Chuck Sweeney. Loesser’s firm hit of'jazz names.
Heading the layout are TheloThere is still no regular down- the jackpot with the Jerry Rossb°Qwe'Qr’,CafC “SJtattdSr
iazz.banderj .Dick Adler team until--thi death’ I nius Monk, Oscar Pettiford and
1 the Art Farmer-Gigi Gruce quintet.
of Ross a few months ago.

American Sound Buys
Urania forTape Field

Bobby Weiss in U.S. For
Capital Tower Preem

Moose Charlap Joins
Loesser’s Writer Stable

‘Original Cast’ Single
Columbia Records is doing
an “original cast” version of
the new pop, “The $64,000
Question.”
Hal March, emcee of the
CBS-TV show of the same
name, is cutting the Norman
Leyden-Fred Ebb song.

Satchnio, Randall
In New British-U.S.
Band Swap Setup
London, March 27.
The second reciprocal band ex¬
change between Britain and the
U. S. starts at the Empress Hall,
an 8,200-seater arena, on May 4
when the Louis Armstrong group
makes its first British appearance
for 25 years. The exchange band,
led by Freddie Randall, opens in
New York, May 14.
Benn Reyes, who is associated
with Lee Gordon in promoting the
two tours on either side of the At¬
lantic, planed back to New York
last week (23) after setting all the
British dates.
The Armstrong
group of six, augmented by the
Gene Krupa . quartet, with two
vocalists, Anita O’Day and Velma
Middleton, will stay at the Em¬
press Hall through to May 12,
giving two shows nightly. On May
13 they open out of town in Black¬
pool and subsequent dates have
been set for Manchester, Glasgow,
Newcastle, Dublin and Liverpool.
All concerts will be staged in
arena theatres.
Armstrong comes to London af¬
ter his new tour which starts in
Sydney on April .5. In Australia
he will appear in Melbourne, Bris¬
bane, Newcastle, Adelaide and
Perth and will then go on for fur¬
ther dates in Singapore, Manila
and Tokio. He winds his tour
there on May 1 and heads im¬
mediately for London.
Associated Booking Corp
Details of the Randall tour are
now being finalized by Joe Glaser.
In addition to New York, the Britages are “Here Comes the Band”
and “Holiday in Hawaii,”-recent
(Continued on page 54)

C-C’S DISK CLUB WING
SETS EXEC PERSONNEL

Los Angeles, March 27.
Three separate lawsuits, covering
three different complaints, were
filed by Capitol Records against
Decca here, asking only "such dam¬
ages as we may prove.” Two of
the cases were in Federal Court
and one in L. A. Superior Court.
Latter action, in which Frank
Sinatra is a co-plaintiff, charges
Decca with unauthorized use of his
name on the liner of the current
Decca soundtrack album from the
motion picture, “Man with the
Golden Arm,” in which he stars.
Complaint says Capitol is the ex¬
clusive distributor of Sinatra’s cur¬
rent recordings, but the presence
of his name on the liner of the
“Arm” album implies that he is
one of the performers to be heard
on the soundtrack album. Singeractor’s contract with Carlyle Pro¬
ductions, which made the film, per¬
mits use of his name to advertise
his work but since he doesn’t per¬
form in the album, suit contends
Decca has no right to use his name.
Superior Judge John J. Ford is¬
sued a show cause order calling on
Decca to appear in court April 2
to show why it should not be re¬
strained from distributing the al¬
bum.
Packages and Nat Cole
A show cause order also was is¬
sued in one of the Federal actions,
this one returnable April 9, as the
plaintiffs seek to halt distribution
of a pair of Decca albums. Pack(Continued on page 54)

Nip Diskers Scramble
For Foreign Masters;
840G to O’Seas Firms
Tokyo, March 27.
With American jazz and French
songs a big hit here, all of the
Japanese diskeries are scrambling
for masters from the affiliated
companies overseas to press in-their factories. Competition among
the diskers has resulted in boom¬
ing sales for foreign disks here.
According to government statis¬
tics, 4,450,000 foreign disks were
sold in Japan last year as against
10,000,000 for native music disks.
The royalties to the foreign diskers
reached $840,000, a .huge sum for
this country’s industry. In addition,
the disk jockeys and the Nippon
Broadcasting Corp. spent $93,000
for disks imported from overseas.
. Meantime, several Japanese
tunes, such as “Gina-Kan-KanMusume” and “Otomi-San,” are be¬
ing pirated in the U. S. for the
Japanese-American trade.
U. S.
copyright law does not provide
protection for disks made in Japan
and this fact may limit the export
potential of Japanese disks.
One of the big disks from the
U. S, to hit here’recently is Eartha
Kitt’s “Sho-Jo-Ji,” a Japanese tune
written by the late Shinpei Nakayama and until now limited to the
kindergarten set.

The newly formed disk club subSid of the Crowell-Collier Publish¬
ing Co. is shaping up with the ad¬
dition of new exec personnel.
George T. Simon, jazz critic, has
been named chief of the jazz reper¬
toire, while Ronald Wise, formerly
with RCA Victor and Mercury, will,
direct the classical and opera fields.
T. Clynton- Elrod will be in charge
of systems and controls of all club
operations, while Donald M. Brown
will concentrate on membership
promotion.
San Antonio, March 27.
William H. Fowler, who left Cap¬
Ted Heath and his orch will open
itol Records a couple of months ago
for the new job, will be overall their cross-country tour here at
the Municipal Auditorium on Sun¬
chief of the C-C disk department.
day (1). Heath is the first British
bandleader to tour in this country
for 25 years. With the Heath orch
on the tour will be Nat (King) Cole,
June Christy, Four Freshmen,
Patty- Thomas, dancer, and come¬
dian Gary Morton.
Hollywood, March 27.
Irv Gwirtz, former owner of ■ Heath is touring the U. S, on an
Musicraft and Diamond record exchange basis with Stan Kenton’s
labels, is reactivating the latter orch.
after several years layoff. He is
launching diskings with Gloria RCA Inks Folk Songstress
Wood, backed by band conducted
RCA Victor has wrapped up a
by Billy May. Diamond originally 15-year-old songstress, Janis Mar¬
started with Jan August’s “Misir- tin, who is primed for both the
lou,” a top record seller.
pop and hillbilly fields.
Miss Martin is from Richmond,
The revived Diamond label has
a '-deal with the Music Operators Va., where she appears regularly
of America calling for orders on on the country show, “Old Domin| ion Barn Dance.”
I every release.

Ted Heath to Open
U. S. Tour in San Antone

Revive Diamond Label
With Jukebox Deal
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
-By HERM SCHOENFELDBilly Eekstine: “Joey Joey Joey”“My Heart Says No” (RCA Victor),
“Joey," from the Frank Loesser
musical score of “The Most Happy
Folia,” is a standout piece of ma¬
terial that Billy Eekstine belts with
maximum impact. It’s his best
effort on wax in some time, and
the reported power of the Loesser
legit click may give., this entry
enough momentum on the jockey
tables to develop hit status. This
number, incidentally, beats no re¬
semblance to “Joey,” the Betty
Madigan hit of a couple of years
ago. . “My Heart Says No” is a

in a quasi-Latin tempo. It gets an
attractive production and rates
plenty of jock attention.
The Gaylords: “Who’s Gonna'
Take. You To The Prom”-“Bella
Bambinella” (Mercury). The Gay¬
lords take a crack at the rock ’n’
roll idiom in “Take You To The
Prom” w'ith a bright number that
could go all with way. It’s in the
contemporary groove with the
repetitive rhythmic figures and
direct lyric which the kids seem
to go for these days. The Gaylords
handle the number with suitable
drive. Flip is a bouncing Italostyled number.
Lucy Roberts: “Supper On The
Table’-“Leap Year Red” (Vik).
Lucy Roberts bows brightly on the

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
240th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Best Bets
BILLY ECKSTINE.JOEY JOEY JOEY
(RCA •Victor)
.• • . . . My Heart Says No
GORDON MacRAE. I’VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO HER FACE
(Capitol) .Who Are We?
FOUR ESQUIRES ..LOOK HOMEWARD ANGEL
(London) .... .Santo Domingo
AMES BROS.IT ONLY HURTS FOR A LITTLE WHILE
(RCA Victor). If Yon Wanna See Mamie Tonight,
sclid ballad, also with excellent
chances.
Gordon MacRae: “I’ve Grown
Accustomed To Her Face”-“Who
Are We?” (Capitol). Gordon Mac¬
Rae, who is currently starring in
pic versions of two Rodgers &
Hammerstein musicals, may have
come up wdth a pop hit (his first
in a long time) in “Accustomed To
Ycur Face,” a number from a nonR&H legit musical hit, “My Fair
Lady.” He gives this much-covered
tune a lightly SAvinging workover
which should cop plenty of spins.
On the ABC-Paramount label, Sid
Feller batons a pleasing choral
arrangement of this tune. On the
Capitol flip,- “Who Are We?” is a
big ballad potently rendered by
MacRae.
Four Esquires: “Look Homeward
Angel”-“Santo Domingo” (London).
“Look Homeward Angel” is an ex¬
cellent ballad which the Four Es¬
quires project wi'th the right mood
and feeling. It could climb very
high, even though this is one male
quartet that doesn’t have a trade¬
marked “beat.” Flip is so-so ma¬
terial.
Ames Bros.: “It Only Hurts For
A Little While”-“If You Wanna a
See Mamie Tonight” (RCA Victor'.
Ames Bros, have a strong entry in
“It Only Hurts,” a catching melody
with a good lyric idea. The quartet
handles it slickly. Flip, from the
20th-Fox film, “The Revolt of
Mamie Stover,” is a clever number

LAWRENCE WELK

Vik label w'ith “Supper On The
Table,” a piece of nitery material
with definite pop chances now that
it’s been completely sapolioed.
Miss Roberts belts it colorfully and
vigorously. “Leep Year Red” is
another clever piece of material
with excellent potential.
Guy Mitchell:
“Solo”-“Green
Grows The Grass” (Columbia).
Switching away from the folk-type
material which has characterized
so many of his past releases, Guy
Mitchell displays a fine balladeering style on this coupling. “Solo”
is a lively ballad which he projects
with commercial effectiveness
against a 'lush orch and choral
background.- “Green' Grows The
Grass” is a pleasing memory song
done in choral format.
Danny Kaye: “Madam, I Love
Your Crepe Suzette”-“My Darling
Jenny Macoo" (Decca). Out of his
theatre repertory, Danny Kaye has
come up with a charming side in
“Crepe Suzette.” It’s a clever
number which Kaye swings neatly
“Jenny Macoo” is another catching
number in a more traditional style.
Denny Vaughan: “Walk Hand In
Hand”-“Just Sing A Song” (Kapp).
“Walk Hand In tland” is a\ big
ballad which has been getting wide
disk coverage.
Although the
rhymes are clicked, the number is
melodically appealing.
Denny
Vaughan’s reading for Kapp is very
effective. Andy Williams handles it
in similar style on the Cadence

label. On the Kapp flip, “Just Sing
A Song” is a change-of-peace num¬
ber with a good beat.
Moonglows: “We Go Together”“Chickie Um Bah” (Chess). The
Moonglows
is
an
“authentic”
rhythm & blues combo and their
vocal styling might sound extreme
to an ear not accustomed to this
idiom. In today’s market, however,
this is commercial. In “We Go
Together,” the crew has an ex¬
cellent number for the genre and
it could go all the way with a
slightly toned down interpretation.
Flip is a specialized rhythrfi nov¬
elty.

CHI JOCKEY TO GET
FEEL OF LIVE MUSIC
Chicago, March 27.
WGN disk jockey Jim Lounsbury will debut his newly organ¬
ized dance band at Chicago’s Holi¬
day ballroom next Sunday (1).
Lounsbury will front the 14-piece
orch and toot on sax and clarinet.
His wife, Penny Smith, will vo¬
calize.
Lounsbury’s major effort here is
an across-the-board, hour and a
half teeveer, “Bandstand Matinee,”
on WGN-TV. Segment is pitched
to the teenage audience; Louns¬
bury headlined a deejay stageshow
at the.Chicago theatre last year on
the strength of this teen following.
The band will attempt to further
capitalize on the teen market, play- ,
ing weekend high school and col¬
lege dances.

♦S553L1# Best Setters on Coin-MacMnes ...
1.

POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (6).{

2.

LISBON ANTIGUA (11) .| MUdx Ser'.'!Commit

3.
4.

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (12) .
NO, NOT MUCH (7) ..

Kay Starr.Victor
Four Lads.Columbia

\ Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
MORITAT (8) .....-j Hayman-August..-. .Mercury
1
■ 1
' l Billy ■ Vaughn .Dot
,' Bill Haley’s Comets.Decca
6. SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (8)
( Carl Perkins . Sun
7;' BLUE; StTEQE/SHOES (2)‘ s..,. v
’ {.Eluis Presley... . .Victor
, Perry Como .Victor
JUKE BOX BABY Yl)

5.

9.
10.

WHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE (1)

.

[ Tedn Agers.Gee
Diamonds . . ...Mercury
[Gale Storm..Dot

HEARTBREAK HOTEL (1)

.

Elvis Presley.Victor

Platters

.Meircury -

" ’ ro
wpfvit
BO WEEVIL

( Teresa Brewer.*.Coral
..*.| Fats Domino .Imperial
<^
f Fontane Sisters.Dot
-. EDDIE, MY LOVE .) Chordettes.Cadence
‘l
[Teen Queens .RPM

‘
‘
-

• - INNAMORATA .
f Dean Martin.Capitol
"■
.| Jerry Vale ..Columbia
.. A TEAR FELL . Teresa Brewer.Coral
■ ■ HOT DIGGITY ...../
; MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS

Perry

Como....Victor

( Dean Martin.Capitol
..* ‘J.I Gale Storm • •.Dot ;

SEVEN DAYS . .
\ Crew-Cuts . Mercury
;;
..... \ Dorothy Collins.Coral
; I’LL BE HOME . Pat Boone.Dot
t FLOWERS MEAN FORGIVENESS .
l

‘ ’

Frank

Sina'ra. Capitol

fFigure# in parentheses •indicatemumbJr of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

enough to get anyone dancing in
the aisles, but it. makes for smooth
and easy listening.
Paul Weston Orch: “Reflections
of An Indian Boy” (Columbia).
This is a tone poem written by the
late Carl Fischer, who for many
years prior to his death, was
Frankie Laine’s piano accompan¬
ist. Himself part Indian, Fischer
has incorporated some familiar
thematic patterns in . an atmos¬
pheric work that has been skillfully
executed under Paul Weston's ba¬
ton. The work is divided in nine
sections keyed to various Indian
rites.
Gerry Mulligan Quartet: “Paris
Concert” (Pacific Jazz). This set
by Gerry Mulligan, one of the top
names in the mndern jazz firma¬
ment was cut in Paris back in 1954
and displays the baritone saxist
and his combo at the top of their
form. This group, including Bob
Brookmeyer on trombone, Red
Mitchell on bass and Frank Isola
on drums, plays with a swinging
beat from first to last. The reper¬
toire runs over many familiar
Mulligan tunes si^ch as “Bernie’s
Tube,” “Moonlight in Vermont,”
"The Lady Is A Tramp” and
other standards.
Hall Stein-Warren Fitzgerald
(Progressive). As the label’s name
suggests, this platter is a set of
modern jazz played by some com¬
parative youngsters. Hal Stein on
sax and Warren Fitzgerald-on trum¬
pet front a quintet that knows all
the intricate chords,- but the crew
rarely manages to generate ex¬
citement.
George Feyer: “Echoes of Spain”
(Vox). More of the flavorsome
“Echoes” series, the pianist (with
rhythm accomp) roaming zestfully
through a flock of Spanish tunes,
from folksongs to operatic ex¬
cerpts.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties),.based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index St.Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. *Legit mnsical. fFilm. ttTV.

Survey Week of March 16-22, 1956
And the Angels Sing—t“Benny Goodman Story”.. .BVC
Ask Me .ABC
Band of Gold.Ludlow
Flamenco Love ..BVC
Gal with the Yaller Shoes—t“Meet Me, Las Vegas’’^. Miller
Good Will .Thunderbird
Heajt of Paris .Wood
Hot Diggity....Roncom
I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fairlady”.. Chappell
If You Can Dream—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”...Feist
Innamorata—t “Artists And Models”.Paramount
I’ve Grown Accustomed to Face—*“Fair Lady”.... Chappell
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Lullaby of Birdland .....*.Patricia
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
Most Happy Fella—*“Most Happy Fella”. Frank
Mr. Wpnderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .Laurel
Never Let Me Go .Famous
No, Not Much ....Beaver
Poor People of Paris ...Connelly
Rock; and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Roclc Island Line ..Hollis
Serenade—t“Serenade” .;.Harms
Small Town ...Amer. Acad.
Stars Fell on Alabama .Mills
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap” ...Barton
Too Young to Go Steady—*“Strip for Action”.Robbins
Valley Valparaiso .
Broadcast'
We All Need Love .Remick
Wild Cherry.Hollis
,
*
Without You .Broadcast

Top 30 Songs on TV

Second Group
<• GREAT PRETENDER .

Percy Faith: “Swing Low In HiFi” (Columbia). Percy Faith, one
of the leading maestroes in the
pop field, has batoned a highly at¬
tractive set of traditional Negro
spirituals in this longplay platter.
It’s offbeat in that no vocals of any
kind are used on a repertory that
is distinguished for its poetic ly¬
rics. Faith, however spotlights the
basic musical treasure of American
music in tunes like “Sometimes I
Feel Like A Motherless Child,”
“Nobody Knows The Trouble I’ve
Seen,” “Ezekiel Saw The Wheel,”
“All God’s Children Got Wings”and others of the same type. The
arrangements are all colorful and
tasteful.
Lawrence Welk: “Bubbles In The
Wine” (Coral). The band biz may
be chronically ill, but Lawrence
Welk has shown that the right for¬
mula can go over in any circum¬
stances. The fact that the for¬
mula happens to be on the cornball side is all the more surprising,
in view of the contemporaneous
rock ’n’ roll cycle. Welk doesn’t
rock but he keeps on rolling along
with that simple, direct, easy-totake dance music which has al¬
ready filled about a dozen Coral
albums. This is another' good sam¬
ple of Welk’s style in his versions
of recent and current hits like
“Moritat,” “It’s Almost Tomor¬
row,” “The Poor People of Paris,”
“Wake The Town and Tell the Peo¬
ple.”
Bela Sanders Orch: “Enchanted
Tangos” (Telefunken). This Telefunken set, recorded in Germany
and released in the U.S. through
London Records, offers tuneful col¬
lection of Standard tango tunes as
played by the Bela Sanders orch,
a large, lush-soundipg outfit. It’s
actually mood 'mrisic with Latin
dance beat that’s not strong

(More In Case of Ties)
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
All the Way Around the World ...United
Ask Me .ABC
Band of Gold .. ....Ludlow
Beyond the Sea.Chappell
Blue Suede Shoes...;... Hi-Lo
Dungaree Doll ....Marks
Great Pretender ...;Panther
Heartbreak Hotel ..’... . Tree
Hot Diggity ..Roncom
’I Could Have Danced All Night—*“My Fair Lady” Chappell
In the Wild, Wild West.Robbins
Juke Box Baby .Winneton
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .Laurel
No, Not Much .Beaver
Nothing Up My Sleeve .Desilu
Poor people of Paris . >..Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz ...... .Sheldon
See You Later, Alligator...Arc
Shamrocks, Shillelaghs and Shgnannigans..Tee Kaye .
Small Town....Amer. Acad.
Tender Trap—1“Tender Trap” ..Barton
Too Young to Go Steady—*“Strip for Action” ... . Robbins
Tutti Frutti ..;..
Venice
Valley Valparaiso....Broadcast
Walk Hand in Hand with Me ...Republic
, Whajt,.a Heavejnly Night, for Love ..
.'.Tee K$ye , ,
'* Without 'You u. ..'.. . .-j..Broadcast’

Continental Jazz Combos Tnm Paris
Into an Oldtime Corner of New Orleans
Paris, March 20.
The. first European Jazz Festival
©} New Orleans, dedicated to the
practitioners of the N.O. style,
blasted out here last week (10) at
the immense Palais Des Sport
uhich had over 9,000 enthusiasts
present. Backed by the monthly
review Jazz Magazine and produced
by Pierre Andrieux, it gave a re¬
vealing cross-section of European
ym
Eight countries, (France,
Italy, Germany, Austria, Belgium,
Polland, Switzerland and Great
Britain) were repped and some
American- longtime residents in
fiance sat in with the Gallic
entries.
Great crowd was surprisingly
subdued, and dancing in the aisles,
Gapping to the better bands or
some overemphatic demonstrations
cf like or dislike, were the only
reactions • of this youthful mob.
However, plenty of police were in
attendance in case something set
oft the crowd. Absent was the dean
of N.O. expatriates, Sidney Bechet,
vi ho set off a riot at the Olympia
Music hall some months ago. U.S.
visitors were Bill Coleman on his
trumpet, Benny Waters with his
soprano sax, Mezz Mezzrow and his
clarinet and jive singer Cecily
Ford. All-sat in with Gallic bands
and got large hands.
Best showing was Belgium with
Dixie Stompers (7), an excellent
group with a dynamic rhythm.
Next in favor was Holland with the
Down Town Jazz Band (6). France
followed with most of entries, in
the Michel Attenoux orch (7),
Moustache’s Band (11), Rene Franc
orch (6), Jean Furet orch (6) and
Armand Gordon and his Dixie Jazz
Pals (7).
In all it denoted that, besides
pix, the greatest U.S. show biz ex¬
port and. international influence
is jazz. Switzerland displayed a
neutral if acceptable turn; Ger¬
many was' somewhat heavy on the
feeling but passable; Austria gave
a good lilting account of itself and
England was very well received
with the Humphrey Lyttleton orch
(8). Italy displayed a3natty type
of jazz a la their clothes, while the
U.S. guests showed why this imita¬
tion and absorption of jazz was
going on.
Bobby Forest did a commendable
emcee job keeping the crowd from
exploding, and the show was well
organized and ' conducted. U.S.
cultural gambit and the USIS here
showed itself cognizant of this
by having a film crew on hand to
record this West European gettogether of jazzsters.

SPA Now Seeking
Higher Royalties
Due to Price Hikes
The
Songwriters
Protective
Assn, is currently seeking to get a
higher royalty for writers on sheet
music as a result of the hike in
price on piano copies since the
1947 pact with publishers was
signed. That contract provided that
fixed royalty rate on piano
eopies would be tied to the
.wholesale price on sheet music.
Since 1947, the wholesale price on
Ptp music has gone- up generally
from 22c to 25c. SPA is asking the
Publishers to hike the royalties
proportionately on all copies sold
alter Jan. 1 of this year.
SPA execs, meantime, hope to
s't down with publishers to negoJmte a new basic agreement some¬
time this summer. The current
Pact expires at the end of this
Kar and, if the last negotiations
were any sign, the talks could go
cn a more than « year. Last time,
, A negotiated with the group of
*°P publishers belonging to the
Music Publishers Assn, and other
m’ms were later asked to iign the
same contract. This time, however, SPA may ask for ah even
wider representation of publishers
10 negotiate with.
SPA execs are meeting regular¬
ly to determine what changes
•mould be made in the current
fiasjc agreement. :When that job is
"'me the talks with publishers will
open.
•
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Blind Scot Jazz 88er
Bows in Village Spot
Joe Saye, blind Scottish jazz
pianist, makes his debut in the
U.S. Friday (30) at the Cafe Bo¬
hemia, N.Y. Greenwich Village
spot. Saye was given a special okay
by the American Federation oi
Musicians to play here,- since he’s
here for an operation on his son’s
eyes. He was recorded last week
for the EmArcy label.
It’s the second recent debut for
a foreign jazz keyboarder at this
spot, Enrique Villegas, the Argen¬
tine 88er, having played there re¬
cently.

Ex-Hilltopper Escapes
Jail in Narcotics Rap
New Orleans, March 27.
A former member of The Hilltoppers singing group, arrested
here in January, was given a fiveyear suspended sentence last week
after he pleaded guilty to a charge
of possession of marijuana. He was
Robert Goldstein, 28, who sang un¬
der the name Bob Gaye with the
group.
He was appearing with them
at a night club here when he was
arrested at a motel.

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On March 24 NBC-TV Show)
1. Rock & Roll Waltz Sheldon
2. Poor People Paris. Connelly
3. Lisbon Antigua... Southern
4. Moritat .Harms
5. No, Not Much.Beaver
6. Great Pretender.. .Panther
7. Memories Made.. Montclare

SNOWSTORM POSTPONES
RIAA OFFICERS’ VOTE
Last week’s snowstorm caused
postponement of elections of new
officers of the Record Industry
Assn, of America at the board
meeting last week. SeveraL direc¬
tors, who were out of town, couldn’t
get transportation back to N. Y. in
time (for the Wednesday member¬
ship conclave, which usually di¬
rectly precedes the naming of new
officers.
The member disk companies re¬
elected seven of the eight board
members. In the single switch,
Sam. Clark, head of the ABC-Para¬
mount disk operation, replaced
Archie Bleyer, Cadence Records
chief. Other board members are
James B. Conkling, Columbia Rec¬
ords prexy; Irving Green, Mercury
topper; Howard Letts, RCA Victor
operations manager; Leonard
Schneider, Decca exec v.p.; Glenn
Wallichs, Capitol Records topper;
and John Stevenson, head of the
Children’s Record Guild. It’s ex¬
pected that officers’ elections will
be held in a couple of weeks.

AFM, Local 47 Hassle Sparks Coyt.
Copyright 0.0. to Guard Performers
| Chi Jocks Unionize
For a Disk Session
Chicago, March 27.
It’s a rare day when dee jays
speak to one another, let alone
sing together. But six Chi platterchatter specialists are doing just
that under the auspices of Mer¬
cury Records.
Gabbers Jack Eigen, Eddie Hub-,
bard, Jim Lounsbury, Bill Anson,
Bill O’Connor and Dan Sorkin are
uniting this week in close har¬
mony at Universal studios for a
pressing of "Disk Jockey Blues,”
flipped with "Happy Marriage.” A
group of Detroit jocks also did the
same type of disk stunt recently.

Satchmo-Herman Pull
Big $13,500 in Philly
Philadelphia, March 27.
Concert double-header at the
Academy of Music co-featuring
Louis Armstrong group and Woody
Herman and his Third Herd drew
two large houses Friday evening
(23).
Promoters Lee Guber and Frank
Ford netted a fancy $13,500 for the
braqe of concerts 'with a top admish of $4.40.
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Hollywood, March 27.
Federal Government is studying
the demands cf Local 47 musicians
with an eye toward possible
changes in the copyright law,
Variety learned today (Tues.) as
the tune union’s battle against
James C. Petrillo raced toward a
Congressional investigation. Pe¬
trillo, AFM prexy, and target of
the local musicians’ ire, has been,
subpoenaed, along with members
of both factions in the strife-rid¬
den Local 47, to give testimony be-,,
fore a special subcommittee of the
House Committee on Education
and Labor which will meet here
April 7.
Copyright office has been in
touch with Cecil F. Read, local’s
veepee and acting president in the
wake of the lopsided l,535-to-51
ouster vote against president John
tcGroen, to determine the de¬
mands and feelings of working
musicians on the thorny question
of "property rights” in the music
they record for disks or sound¬
tracks.
Abe L. Goldman, principal legal
adviser of the Copyright Office,
wrote Read early this month, ex¬
plaining he had been following the
story of the local rebellion. He
explained
that
the
Copyright
Office has begun a study of the
overall problem as a result of pro¬
posals "originating in' Europe for
an international convention on the
rights of performers, producers of
recordings” and others who here¬
tofore have been paid a flat one¬
time fee for music regardless of
its ultimate usage. Goldman added
that the Register of Copyrights is
particularly
interested
in
the
problems of musicians with respect
to the making and reuse of record¬
ings of their performances.
Read has transmitted to Gold¬
man. copies of the Local 47 appeal
on Trust Fund policies which was
presented to Petrillo and the In¬
ternational Executive Board of the
Federation in New York last Janu¬
ary. IEB rejection of the appeal
was one of the triggers that set
off the local revolt.
Insurgent leader took the posi(Continued on page 52)
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TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

LES BAXTER (Capitol). Poor People of Paris
NELSON RIDDLE (Cap,*.).gSSSftSB
FOUR LADS (Columbia).{Som.n'tfm Lnamba,
KAY STARR (Victor)..... Hock and Roll Waltz
PERRY COMO (Victor) .jj^lffiaby
CARL PERKINS (Sun) .. Blue Suede Shoes
(Heartbreak Hotel
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ....<|I Was The One
(Blue Suede Shoes
TEEN AGERS (Gee) . .. Why Do Fools Fall In Love
PLATTERS (Mercury)...jSagfc Touch^
10

10

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) .|r!o-C-K

A'llgat°r

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

(•ASCAP.

tBMI)

TUNE

PUBLISHER

2

♦POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS.
fLISBON ANTIGUA.

3

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ. Sheldon

4

♦NO, NOT MUCH. Beaver

5
6

♦MORITAT .
Harms
fWHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE . Patricia

1

Connelly
Southern

7

■j-BLUE SUEDE SHOES.Hi-Lo-H&R

8

^HEARTBREAK HOTEL.Tree

9

♦HOT DIGGITY. Roncom

10

♦GREAT PRETENDER.

Panther

Local 802 ‘Neutral’
Jn Anti-Petrillo
Move on Coast
While some members of New
York’s Local 802 have voiced sup¬
port for the anti-Petrillo leader¬
ship of Local 47 in Los Angeles,
the local’s leadership is keeping
a strict hands-off policy in the
most serious fight within the
American Federation of Musicians
in many years. Local 802’s prexy
A1 Manuti is on the. Coast this
week, presumably to study the
Local 47 situation at first hand.
Move to support Local 47 is be¬
ing sparked by a video studio
musician, Charles Margolies. Lat¬
ter introduced.a motion to that ef¬
fect at a Local 802 membership
meeting recently, but Manuti’p
declaration that the meeting did
npt have a quorum resulted in
tabling. Many Local 802 musicians
have dual membership on the
Coast and support for Local 47’s
stand is coming from this segment.
Like the Coast tooters, the Local
802 members with regular video,
video-film and disk assignments
are not happy with the policy fol¬
lowed by AFM prexy James C.
Petrillo in regard to lvs all-out
support for the Music Perform¬
ance Trust Funds.
They claim
that too much of their money is
being diverted into the Funds
which, as
an
industry
body
financed by royalties paid on disks
and vidpix sales, underwrites con¬
cert projects for unemployed musi¬
cians around the country.
Supporters of Petrillo point out
that it’s only fair that the working
musicians, particularly in the disk
field, help support the unemployed
tooters. They claim that the disks
have put many musicians out of
work and, in any case, the musi¬
cians who get regular calls for
work on disks' and tv, earn enough
,Soin
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Eckstein, the Boy Paderewski,” he
toured the U.S., appearing with
Eva Tanguay, Houdini, Jack Norworth, Grace Kelly’s uncle Walter
C. Kelly “The Virginia Judge”
(who came from Philly) and other
names, over most of whom he was
billed. Variety reviewed'■him' in
one of its early issues. He played
for President Theodore Roosevelt
on the golden piano in the White
House.
His boyhood friend, Lieut. Gitz
Montreal, March 27.
Oldtime pianist-composer Billy Rice, dedicated his hit, “Dear Old
Pal of Mine,” to him.
Eckstein, after 21 years in the sub¬
urbs, is 88ing nightly at Jack
Horn’s midtown Clover Cafe. Now
67, Eckstein collabed with Gene
Buck oh a song in “Ziegfeld Fol¬
lies of 1919;” later taught piano to
Chicago,. March 27.
Robert Emmett Dolan, then a boy
In an attempt to block an al¬
in Montreal, now producer of
Paramount’s “Anything Goes” and leged hoodlum invasion of jukebox
of this year’s Oscar show; and sites, the Du Page county commis¬
played for Beatrice Lillie’s' first sioners last week enacted a juke¬
stage appearance. For 20 years he box licensing law to screen out
was “cinema interpreter” at the undesirable operators.
The law sets a license fee of
Montreal Strand. His songs and
records sold widely, and he .still $25 yearly for each box in the
cuts an occasional one .for RCA- county, to‘be issued to an opera¬
Victor’s Canadian label.
tor only after, Sheriff Stanley A.
Eckstein was a child prodigy who Lynch Jias investigated the appli¬
p'ayed in public at three, with a cant and given him a clean bill of
wheeled gadget to support hi* health. The law, drafted by State’s
wrists, and at 14 had his name in Attorney William L. Guild, also re¬
lights on Broadway at the old Wis¬ quires that>a county-issued, serial¬
taria Grove Roof Garden, above ly numbered sticker be placed on
where Martin Beck later built the each machine and that operators
Palace. Elsie Janis,, who was ex¬ turn in to the county clerk a
actly three months younger, was monthly report listing box loca¬
on the bill with him. As “Willie tions and any location changes.

Vet Pianologist
Billy Eckstein
Still at It at 67

ILL. COUNTY TRIES TO
BLOCK JUKE MOBSTERS

MUSIC

BOOK BG BAND FOR
COLLEGE CIRCUIT TOUR
Benny Goodman will take his
new band on a swing of the col¬
lege circuit after his seven-v{eek
stand at the Empire Room of the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., closes
April 1. . He will play campuses
across the country in a move to
cash in on the personal promotion
of Universal-International’s cur¬
rent biofilm, “The Benny Goodman
Story,” and the flock of BG disk
releases by all major disk com¬
panies hitchhiking on the pic. .
Goodman’s partial itinerary in¬
cludes stopovers at the U. of
Minnesota,
April
21;
Purdue,
April 27; Detroit U., May 4-5; Vir¬
ginia Polytechnic Institute, May
11; Ohio U., May 19, and The Cita¬
del, June 1. Mitzie Cottle, femme
vocalist who joined the band for
the Waldorf stand, will also make
the tour.
VIK'S DIAZ, ROSNER BACK
Herman Diaz, artists & reper¬
toire chief of Vik Records, and
Ben Rosner, sales chief of the
RCA subsid label, arrived back in
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) after trek¬
king through the southern terri¬
tory.
Duo outlined the label’s plans
and prospects to distribs.

Israeli Disk Industry Forges Ahead
In Face of Foreign Platter Flood
•+

RUSS CARLYLE ORCH
JOINS ABC-PARAMOUNTr
Chicago, March 27.
First band to be signed to the;
ABC-Paramount label is the Russ3
Carlyle oreh. Deal was concluded1
last week by Bill Black, Orchestrai
Inc. topper who handles Carlyle.
ABC-Par’s artists & repertoirei
chief Don Costa is in Chicago to>
record four sides with Carlyle this3
week.
CCC ELECTS NEW OFFICERS
Hollywood, March 27.
New officers of California Copy¬right Conference include Bob>
Marks, of Marks Music, as prexy;;
Bernard Brody, Guild Films, v.p.;;
Virginia Warwick, .KHJ librarian,,
secretary; F r a n z i Pasternacki,,
treasurer; and Alene" McKinney,,
KBIG, assistant secretary.
CCC will meet in Aoril to hear•
John Shulman, Songwriters Protec¬•
tive Assn, general counsel and U.S..
rep to the International Copy¬■
right Convention, discuss prob¬
lems in the field.

RETAIL DISK AND ALEUM REST SELLERS
WRIETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

19 cities and showing com¬
for tnis

parative sales rating
and last week.
National
Ratine
This Last
wk. wk.
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

10

7

9

8

8

Artist, Label, Title
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Poor People of Paris”.
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”.
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”..
KAY STARR (Victor) »
“Rock and Roll Waltz”.
TEEN AGERS (Gee) ■
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
“Blue Suede Shoes”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) •
“Heart Break Hbtel” ...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’ll Be Home”.
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat” .
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Great Pretender”....
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Hot Diggity”.
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Juke Box Baby”.
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later, Alligator”.
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
“A Tear Fell”.
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
“Band of Gold” . ..N. .
DICK JACOBS (Coral)
'‘Man With the Golden Arm”.
CHORDETTES (Cadence)
“Eddie, My Love”.
LONNIE DONNEGAN (London)
“Rock Island Line”...
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Magic Touch”.
RICHARD MALTBY (Vik)
“Man With the Golden Arm”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“I Was the One”.
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
"Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
PEGGY LEE (Decca)
“Mr. Wonderful”... ..
FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)
“Eddie, My Love”.
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“R-o-c-k” ..

| Film Soundtrack
Harry Belafonta

BENNY

MAN WI1H THE

GOODMAN

GOLDEN ARM

Decca
DL 8252-3
ED 797-8-9
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Philadelphia, March 27.
Singer Carl Perkins was injured
in a car crash last week while on
his way for rehearsals in New York
for the Perry Como av show. Car
in which Perkins was riding col¬
lided with a small pickup truck op¬
erated by Thomas Phillips, a Fel¬
ton, Del., farmer, who was killed in
the collision near Dover, Del.
. In the-car with Perkins were his
two brothel’s, Lloyd and Jarnes. and
Stuart Pinkham, a Memphis\musician and announcer: PeiQcffl^ suf¬
fered a shoulder injury. Hjs Sun
disking of “Blue Suede Shoes” has
been a tenant in the top sellers.

Dallas Sister Team
Joins Phillips Orch
Dallas, March 27.
Charlotte and Colleen Lovett,
two local teenagers, have been
signed by bandleader Teddy Phil¬
lips as a vocalist duo. They will
appear with the band when it
opens at the Aragon Ballroom in
Chicago next month.
The girls are the daughters of "
former band leader Joe Lovett.

ELVIS PRESLEY
I

MUSIC FOR

OKLAHOMAI

5 TROMBONES,”

JULIE IS HER

MUSIC TO

SWINGING

c
...
Film Soundtrack

4 FRESHMEN

NAME

CHA»!!SlHER
MIND

Julie London

Jackie Gleason

Four Freshmen

Film Soundtrack

Decca
DL 8257
ED 2335-6-7

8

CARL PERKINS HURT
IN AUTO COLLISION

Elvis Presley

STORY
Benny Goodman

1

Tel Aviv, March 13.
Undaunted by the flood of com¬
petition from American, British,
French, Italian and even Russian
record companies, the native Israeli
product has forged ahead over the
past seven years and this week
marked the sale of the millionth
disk.
The Hed-Arzi Co. is the oldest
local firm in the industry to be¬
gin production on a businesslike
basis It began during the 1948 war
for independence and counted
. mong its assets one poor excuse
for a studio, an ancient piano and
a couple of rasping singers. Today
the picture is different. The outfit
runs from the town of Ramat-Gan,
a fashionable Tel-Aviv suburb on
Israel’s gold coast and numbers
among its talent the top local favorites, Shoshana Damari, Yaffa
Yarkoni, Leo Fuld and Les Baron.
Makolit, other major firm concentrates on local talent, with art¬
ists like Freddy Dura, Israel Itzhaki and Shimshon Barnoy. Backing up the two local producers is
Israphone which is a manuftfCturing outfit pressing foreign disks
for Decca, Brunswick and Colum¬
bia.
Local concentration on longplay
platters is only a year old and fea¬
tures mainly national folk material
that has made quite an impact here
and abroad with the U. S. account¬
ing for a large share of the export
market. Most of the platters turned
out this year will be in the LP
category.
Basically, the problem of foreign
competition is being met by put¬
ting out records at rd?k bottom
prices. Local 78 rpm singles run
from 80 cents to $1.40 and the LPs
from $1.15 to 2.25. The cost of the
imported records is almost twice
the local price.
The club idea has hit the indus¬
try here also. One firm plans to
manufacture inexpensive changers
that can be priced between $50 and
$100. This machine will be sold
together with a basic library of
about 100 records on an easy pay¬
ment plan. About to be set into op¬
eration very shorty is the “Israel
Record Club” through which, in
return for a small monthly fee,
members will be able to receive
all new disks cut within a certain
time or have the option of choos¬
ing a set number of tunes each
month.
Promotion has already begun
whereby one company offers a
fourth record free With the pur¬
chase of three others. Most pro¬
motion is handled via film house
outlets. The diskers cuffo their
new releases to the cinemas which
play the records during intermis¬
sion.

Frank Sinatra

Capitol
W 653

Capitol
TV
,
Liberty
T 683
IFDM 1, 2-595 lEAP 1,2,3-6831 LKP3006

Capitol
Wfm
lEBF, 1, 2-632

INDIE INKS LOVEY POWELL
Nitery thrush Lovey Powell gets
her first crack at the wax-field via
an album for Transition Records,
indie Boston firm. Miss Powell ap¬
pears at Upstairs at the ’Duplex,
nitery in New York’s Greenwich
Village, which she also owns.
Brooks Morton, another owner of
the club, will supply the keyboard
acocmp for the wax package.
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Remington Must Pay 8c
; Continued from page 47 ;

defendants, and accordingly if
plaintiffs should be awarded 2c or
8c. In the hearings before the
master, the defendants introduced
in evidence of a communication
sent by Remington to each of the
plaintiffs prior to the manufacture
of records of each composition, ad¬
vising that it was making such use
and requesting that the royalty be
reduced from the statutory 2c for
each record manufactured to lV£c
for each record sold, because of
the low selling price of such rec¬
ords.
The publishers referred the re¬
quest to Fox with instructions to
comply with Remington’s request.
Remington contended that as Fox
had never notified it that he
would not comply with such re¬
quest, it proceded to manufacture
the records under such alleged
notice of use under the Act. Rem¬
ington further contended that the
plaintiffs had thereby acquiesced
in such use under the compulsory
license provision of the Act; that
it was an established custom for
Fox to issue licenses to record
'manufacturers, including Reming¬
ton, after the records were manu¬
factured; and that as Remington
had acted in the utmost good
faith, the extent of plaintiff’s re¬
covery in each case should not ex¬
ceed the 2c statutory royalty.
Uses Unauthorized
Abeles argued that such com¬
munication from Remington to the
publishers could not be deemed a
notice of intention to make such
use under the Act; that Remington
was aware that because of its per¬
sistent default in accounting and
making ^payment for prior uses,
that Fox would not issue any fur¬
ther licenses, to it; and that as
such uses were unauthorized, Rem¬
ington had infringed such copy¬
rights and should pay the maxi¬
mum of 8c for each record manu¬
factured.
The master, in holding with
Abeles and awarding the 8c maxi¬
mum, said: “The evidence showed
that Remington never served
notice of its intention to make
such use in respect to any of plain¬
tiffs’ compositions, and that each
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such use was made without any
authorization, consent or license.”
Gabor testified under examina¬
tion by Abeles that upon the ad¬
vice of his accountants no records
had been made or kept of the num¬
ber of records manufactured of the
plaintiffs’ compositions. However,
when Remington was subsequently
directed to file an accounting and
to produce all records upon which
it was based, it produced a series
of cards containing entries of all
the records allegedly manufac¬
tured of each of the compositions.
Abeles argued that in view of
Gabor’s previous testimony, these
cards should be given no credence.
The master, in holding with
Abeles, said: “This and other evi¬
dence showed' the defendants act¬
ed knowingly in total disregard of
plaintiffs’ rights.”
Abeles then took the position,
that as the defendants had failed
to produce any reliable data for
ascertaining the number of rec¬
ords manufactured, the plaintiffs
could adduce expert testimony to
establish that Remington had man¬
ufactured records substantially in
excess of those for which it ac¬
counted. For such purpose he of¬
fered the testimony of Albert Ber¬
man of the Fox office.
Ber^nan testified that for over
seven years he had checked the
royalty returns of some 200 record
manufacturers for over 300 of the
leading music publishers; that a
pattern had thereby been formu¬
lated, so that he could gauge ap¬
proximately how many records
should be reported of each par¬
ticular composition by a manufac¬
turer in each particular category;
and based upon this pattern he
gave what he termed a conserva¬
tive estimate of the number of
records not reported by Reming¬
ton.
«
The malter'" initially admitted
this testimony, and advised the at¬
torney for defendants that he was
going to make an additional award
to plaintiffs based thereon. How¬
ever, in his opinion, he said that
he thought the estimate was too
speculative, so that the question
will now be left for determination
by the district court upon the mo¬
tion to confirm the master’s report,
together with the amount of the
attorneys’ fees to be awarded
plaintiffs.
It is Abeles’ position that the
courts have invariably determined
in every other type of copyright
infringement, that where the in¬
fringer fails to produce proper
records, the court will receive the
opinion of an expert regardless of
its being speculative; and that no
distinction, can be made in the case
of a mechanical infringement. If
Fox is successful m establishing
this additional legal precedent, it
will be a big step forward in
enabling the publishers to obtain
more substantial royalty returns.
Appeal in Goody Case
An appeal, meantime, has al¬
ready been taken on behalf of the
publishers in the Sam Goody Case,
It is Abeles’ contention that the
decision of U. S. Federal Court
Judge Irving Kaufman has forti¬
fied the publishers’ position upon
the
appeal.' The action was
| brought..iiS/attest case against a
dealer and jobber of unlicensed
mechanical reproductions, for both
infringement of the copyright and
unfair competition in the use of
the title.
Abeles had argued that the fail-
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ure of the manufacturer to file
notice of' use constituted an in¬
fringement, and that apart from
the infringement of the copyright
in each composition, the use of the
title constituted unfair compe¬
tition.
The court said that mere fail¬
ure of the manufacturer to file
such notice could not constitute an
infringement as “It is difficult to
believe that Congress intended to
hinge such huge differences in
consequence of a paper distinc¬
tion.” It is Abeles’ position that
the license of every right in every
copyright is a “paper distinction”
between an authorized and an in¬
fringing use.
As to the unfair competition
claim in the use of the title, the
court said that once a composition
is copyrighted the publisher has
no remedy for any unauthorized
use of the title, separate and apart
from an action for infringement
under the Act.
As Abeles has
pointed out, since the advent of
Copyright Law it has been uni¬
formly held by every Appellate
Court in the U.S., that a title can¬
not be copyrighted, and that re¬
gardless of a composition being
copyrighted, the publisher has a
separate right of action for unfair
competition entirely apart from
the Copyright Act, for every un¬
authorized use of' the title as in
the case of every other type of
copyrighted work.

Local 47
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Continued from page 49
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tion that the recorded perform¬
ances should be the basis of nego¬
tiations and demands for payment
“whether of a specific nature or in
royalty form.”
“We believe,” wrote Goldman,
"that payments of whatever nature
belong to the performers who ac¬
tually recorded these perform¬
ances; hence ^ our position that
‘performers rights’ in the nature
of property rights are involved.”
Read offered to make himself
available for a detailed discussion
of the subject, either here or in
Washington.
Meanwhile, Congressman Joe
Holt (R., Cal.) announced the call
for a special subcommittee to look
into the situation after conferring
briefly here with both teGroen
and Read. Congressman declared
that the full committee’s powers
of investigation into pension and
benefit funds do not cover situa¬
tions such as the Performance
Trust Fund. However, he asked
that the special subcommittee look
into the question of the extent of
the Federation’s control over the
Local.
Congressional investigation, pre¬
sumably, will again delay the
scheduled IEB trial of Read and.
others of his group which had been
tentatively set for the first week
in April.
Meanwhile, membership, admin¬
istered two more crushing defeats
to administration ousting Maury
Paul from $9,100 per year job as
recording secretary by vote of
1,642 to 742, electing Ian Rasey to
board of directors vancy created
by resignation Bob Kimic. Rasey,
a Read supporter, defeated Hal
Silverstone, who personally nomi¬
nated by Paul, by 1,654 to 635.
Paul said he would demand re¬
count. If vote is sustained, he will
appeal to the AFM.
A1 Manuti, prexy of N. Y. Local
802, the Federation’s largest local,
was a quiet observer at the fourhour Palladium meeting. Under¬
stood he’ll present personal report
on situation to his own member¬
ship next Monday (3).
Ouster of Paul came exactly
four weeks after te Groen’s origi¬
nal suspension and two weeks
after his ouster.

Imperial Exec O’Seas
To Line Up New Talent
Hollywood, March 27.
Lou Chudd of Imperial Records
flies to Europe April 19 to line up
new talent for his diskery. Chudd
plans to be gone-two weeks, dur-(
ing which time he will cover France
and Belgium.
Plattery proprietor hopes to find
at least some talent he can record
immediately and has already made
arrangements to use the European
Decca facilities for any sessions he
lines up during the trek. He has
set a five-album target for the
journey.

WOLFE GILBERT DENIES Atty. Dreyer Disputes
PUBLISHERS AGIN’ HIM Mickey Scopp on Old
New York.
Copyright Renewals
Editor, Variety:

On the eve of the ASCAP writer
board 'members caucus, re the
presidency of the Society, on
Wednesday (28), I deemed it nec¬
essary for me to write you. Your
coverage of the upcoming election,
no one can quarrel with. Til tell
anyone, it was factual and accurate
reporting,
I note, however, (and I’m not
complaining) your constant refer¬
ence to the fact that I do not have
the publisher board members’ sup¬
port for my avowed candidacy.
There, I’m in disagreement.
.• This past week you printed that
because I was opposed to a propo¬
sition recommending an overseer,
“czar” or caretaker (if you like) of
songwriters’ classification, particu¬
larly if he was a songwriter him¬
self, was a retiring president and
a member of the board, this in¬
curred the displeasure of publish¬
er members of the .board, and fur¬
ther lessened my chances,.
By what logic? Whoever gave
you that information might be per¬
sonally peeved, but certainly not
the majority of the* publisher
board members who are not inter¬
ested in writers’ distribution, no
more than the writers could care
about how the publishers divide
their money.
Frankly, I am very optimistic
and especially grateful to the large
number of writers and publishers
(off of the board) who have writ¬
ten, wired or talked to board mem¬
bers, indicating their preference.
Instead of my being an irritant, I
could well be a rallying entity,
since I have been active all these
years, both as a writer and publish¬
er and served them both unbiased
in ASCAP.
L. Wolfe Gilbert.

Big Three Firm Gels
Allied Artists Score
Feist Music, Big 3 firm, has ac¬
quired the score from the forthcom¬
ing Allied Artists pic, “The Friend¬
ly Persuasion.” Score was com¬
posed by Dimitri Tiomkin and Paul
Francis Webster.
In another Big 3 acquisition, Rebbins Music has latched on to “At¬
lantic Crossing,” a symphonic nar¬
rative .written by Ethel LeVane
with a musical score by Ferde
Grof e. It - was originally written
for the 1951 Festival of Britain;
and was waxed by a London LP.

Newport Fete Switches
Dates to Ease Traveling
Boston, March 27.
A switch in dates for the New¬
port Jazz Festival, which may be
the last one to be held in the
town, was set by George Wein, di¬
rector of the jazz bash and opera¬
tor of the Storyville Club here, and
Louis L. Lorillard, festival prexy.
The jazz event will be held July
5-7. instead of July 6-8, making the
last day Saturday instead of Sun¬
day. It was made to ease the
travel burdens of jazz fans who
have long distances to trek and
want Sunday for the return trip.
However, both Lorillard and
Wein pointed out the festival is
still contingent on the Estate of
Rhode Island appropriating $10,000
to help underwrite expenses.

Indie Goes IntT
The indie Fraternity label last
week pacted with Marvel Records
to handle the line in Australia and
New Zealand arid with Quality
Records to press the line in Can¬
ada.
Harry Carlson, Fraternity prexy,
is currently negotiating similar tieups for England and the Con¬
tinent.

Editor, Variety;

New York.

In the March 21 issue, there appeared an interview with Mickey
Scopp of The Big Three. I have a
feeling that you wanted to start
a controversy concerning renewal
rights and as far as I am con¬
cerned, you have.
The article as it appears is most
self-serving in favor of the so-called
vested interest publishers and is
most unfavorable to those publish¬
ers presently making their way in
the music publishing world and
who compete with The Big Three
and others on a no-holds-barred
basis because this is the only way
these matters can be dealt with.
I feel that the article as it now
stands does a great disservice to
the independent publishers, to the
widows and their children, and to
the representatives of these latter
people who have on many occasions
recommended, and rightly so, that
the renewals should go to some
other party than the original pub¬
lisher.
Further, I do not like the refer¬
ence to “nervous widows” as I
have the honor of representing a
number of them.
I believe it would be most ap¬
propriate for you to now assign
one of your men to hear the other
side of the story which can be
easily obtained from writers who,
during their lifetimes, refused to
give the renewals to the original
publishers, from attorneys who rep¬
resent widows and children who
own renewal rights, and from pub¬
lishers who have "been in the mar¬
ket competing with the old line
publishers for the renewal rights.
No background or casual factors
were included in the Scopp story
and I think these should see the
light of day.
Lewis A. Dreyer.
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MAGNIFICENT!
; 45 BP Version (ERb-70) *2.

Original Sound Track Album

RcaVictor

Mario
Lanza
in
“Serenade”
Qtello
duet
with
Licia
Albanese

EXCLUSIVE SOUNDTRACK
Album on rca Victor
of Mario Lanza’sjaew Warner Brothers Picture “Serenade”!
Musical Direction

Magnificent is the only word for this new RCA Victor sound track album featuring Mario Lanza,
with the distinguished support of sopranos Licia Albanese and Jean Fenn, Jacob Gimpel at the piano,
and Ray Heindorf conducting the Orchestra! Mario sings: Serenade (Cahn-Brodszky); La Danza
(Rossini); Torria a Surriento (de Curtis); 0 Soave fanciulla from “La Boheme” (Puccini); Di rigori
armato from Der Rosenkayallier (R. Strauss); O Paradiso from L'Africana (Meyerbeer); Di quella
pira from “II Trovatore” (Verdi); Dio ti giocondi from “Otello” (Verdi); Ava Maria (Schubert);
Lamento di Federico from L’Arlesiana (Cilea); Nessun dorma from “Turandot” (Puccini); My Des¬
tiny (Cahn-Brodszky)

Now at Your RCA Victor Record Dealer
A High Fidelity Recording

the dealer’s choice

Nationally Advertised Price — optional

Bay Heindorf
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On Ik Upbeat
New York
Bernie Wayne to Europe April
11 and will start work on the pro¬
jected legit musical, “Oh Boy!
Girls!" on his return in May . .
Nick Therry added to Myers Music
staff to handle Coast promotion
with Nick Busillo working out of
the Philadelphia homeoffice . . .
Erroll Garner set for a Town Hall,
N. Y. date April 29 in a benefit
for the Kappa Beta Sigma schol¬
arship fund . . . Herbert Yakus,
of Dorchester, Mass., elected to
ASCAP membership.
He’s the
writer of “Chain Gang."
Nat Cole doing a benefit for the
Junior League of Bronxville, N.Y.,
at Scarsdale High School tonight
(Wed.) . . . Charlie Fuqua’s Ink
Spots open March 31 fqr two weeks
at Carl Liller’s Cocktail Lounge,
New Orleans . . . Tommy (Dr. Jive)
Smalls headlines a rock ’n’ roll
show at the Anollo in Harlem
starting Friday (30) . . . Ella Fitz-.
gerald making her first nitery ap¬
pearance since her recent Euro¬
pean tour at the Celebrity Club,
Philadelphia, starting April 9 for
one week.
Mello-Larks held over at the
Sans Souci, Havana, indefinitely
... Four Voices retapped for the
third time for Arthur Godfrey’s
tv morning show April 2 for one
week ... London Records, via its
British Decca affiliations, will dis¬
tribute Cathy Carr’s “Ivory Tow¬
er" platter on the Fraternity label
in Europe.

Chicago
Claude Thornhill opens at the
Blue Note tonight (Wed.) with
Maxine Sullivan . . . Johnny Davis
into the Paddock Club, Rock Is¬
land, Ill.. April 17 for two . . .
Joe Marsala and Adele Girard, with
Bud Freeman, set for the Blue
Note, Chi, sometime in April . . .
Chuck Foster plays the Aragon
ballroom, Chicago, opening Sun¬
day (1) and stays til June 17 . . .
Eddy Howard, currently at the
Martinique. Chi, to one-nite it in
the Chicago territory in April . . .
Jerry Mercer into the Aragon ball¬
room, Chicago. Saturday (31) . . .
Paul Neighbors plays the Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, opening Saturday
(31) to May 9 .

Hollywood
The Kings Four cut their initial
date for MGM Records on Friday
(23) . . . Barclay Allen cut a 12inch album for Electron Records
. . . Desert Inn set-Pony Sherrell
and Phil Moody to write the score
for the next show.

Pittsburgh
Les Brown's band booked for a
one-nighter at West View Park
April 12 . . . Bill Haley & the Com¬
ets play Twin Coaches week of
April 2 and a month later, May 3,
come back for a one-nighter at the
Mosque in another rhythm and
package . . . Ted Lewis
inked for Horizon Room two weeks

FOR YOUR PROGRAM
MONDAY THRU SUNDAY
Styne and Cohn's

"SATURDAY NIGHT
IS THE
LONELIEST NIGHT
IN THE WEEK”
CAHN MUSIC,

Inc.
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beginning May 28 . . . Holiday
House has “Caribbean Carnival"
coming in for three stanzas start¬
ing April 16. It features the Billy
Regis orch and Enid Moser with
the Trinidad Steel Drum Band
.
Jazz unit headed by Nat Cole, Ted
Heath band, June Christy and the
Four Freshmen set for two perpormances at Syria Mosque night
of April 27 . . , Jimmy Betters
quartet drew another holdover at
the Midway Lounge . . . Bill Bickel
Trio goes into Holiday House April
2, alternating with the Luke Riley
outfit.

-J^RIETY
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating 'for this
and last weeje.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating:
Titis Last
wk.
wk.

Title and Publisher
g 1 M

Scotland
Dickie Valentine pacted to top
Glasgow Empire vaude week of
April 16 . . . Dave Muir orch, with
chirper .Kim Paige, into newlyopened Trocadero ballroom at
Hamilton . . . Jack Parnell band
at Playhouse, Glasgow . . . Four
Jones Boys to Empire Theatre,
Edinburgh . . . Dean Martin’s waxr
ing of “Memories Are Made of
This," on Capitol, topping Scot
bestsellers . . . Jimmy Shand’s
“Marching with Jimmy Shand,” on
Parlophone, at top of native best¬
sellers . . . Stan Kenton orch to
Playhouse, Glasgow, for two nights.

AFM ORDERS MGT. FIRM
TO PAY BOOKING FEE
Hollywood, March 27.
American Federation of Musi¬
cians has ■ ordered the personal
management firm of Gabbe-Lutz &
Heller to pay its share of a $630
claim or be placed on the na¬
tional defaulter’s list in a decision
underlining the tune union’s inten¬
tion to penalize managers who han¬
dle bookings themselves instead of
working through franchised agents.
Action involves a musical act
known as the Salmas Bros., no
longer handled by the firm, who
must pay half the- claim or be ex¬
pelled, from the union.
Claim originally was filed by the
Lourie-Barnett Agency of Beverly
Hills, which claimed it had set the
Salmas Bros, for a date at the
Hideaway in Los Angeles, but had
not received its commission. Fee,
it was claimed, was bypassed when
the management firm finalized the
deal.
AFM has long warred on book¬
ings by anyone other than fran¬
chised agents, particularly in the
case of personal managers who are
not agents. Seymour Heller, part¬
ner in the management field, said
in Hollywood that the issue would,
be appealed to the AFM Executive
Board on the grounds, that the film
itself had no part in the action
and that the complete qlaim should
be paid by the Salmas Bros.

Milw. Vaude-Filmery
Books Jazz Package
Milwaukee, March 27.
The Riverside Theatre-in Mil¬
waukee, long a vaudfilmery, has a
jazz concert stagesfiow set for April
12. The one-weeker is an ABC
package, with the Gene Krupa
quartet, Carmen McRae, Don Shir¬
ley duo and the Buddy Greco Trio.
Designed as a-capsule concert, the
show will run $5 minutes and will
be narrated by local deejays.
The jazz concert is viewed as an
experiment. If successful,, it will
become the house policy to show¬
case other such music packages.
In the last few years, the Riverside
has had occasional stageshows, us¬
ing only big names.

BMI "Pin Up' Hit

A TEAR FELL
Recorded by
TERESA BREWER

'VORY JOE HUNTER . . . "'.
.^Atlantic
Published by
progressive MUSIC pub. CO.
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(Sheldon) 1
• tLisbon Antigua (Southern). .
8
3
4
♦People of Paris (Connelly)..
3
4
3
♦No, Not Much (Beaver).
5
2
6
5
tHe (Avas)..
6 •
5
♦Moritat (Harms).
9
4
7
♦Hot Diggity (Roncom).
9
♦Mr. Wonderful (Laurel)....
6
8
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern)
9
9
♦11th Hour Melody (Paxton). ~9~
10A 12
10B 7 . *Great Pretender (Panther)..
tEddie, My Love (Modern)...
10C 14
tMemories of This (Montclare)
13
8
14
tl’ll Be 'Home (Arc). ~Y~
♦Little Child (Morris). 10
15
1
2

1
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ig&ock & Roll Waltz

Rock, Roll V Riot
- Continued from page 47 —

tiated the worst fears of observers.
And it. is clear now that the disk
jockey-ed dance is in notable in¬
stances, a menace to life, limb, de¬
cency and morals."
Repercussions
Repercussions from the M.I.T.
incident, in which Bill Marlowe,
WCOP disk jock, was almost
mobbed after a riot broke out be¬
tween factions at the Cambridge
institution, continued to build.
AGVA, through its local head,
Smiley Hart, clamped down on the
practice of disk jocks prevailing
on name , record artists to partici¬
pate in record hops. The Musicians
Association, Local No. 9, has suf¬
fered through the growth of disk
jock record hops throughout the
area in loss of work. Sam Marcus,
head of the musician’s union, said:
“Teeners today don’t know what
it is to dance to a live orchestra."
In the meantime, the disk jocks
have had it good for a long time.
They have not been restricted by
their stations to any extent in tak¬
ing on record hops for which their
fee has been from $50 to $200 and
some deals with percentage of the
gate. Three or four of these hops
a week has moved many of the disk
jocks into the upper brackets.
It appeared that a “music cen¬
sor" will be appointed for Boston
schools. Chairman Lee of the Bos¬
ton school committee said a set of
rules for use of school buildings
for dances would be set up. These
rules, he said, would requife ap¬
plicants to fill out a form to state
what type of music is to be played,
and to name the individual who
will be in charge of playing it.

4

Ailanta Bans Teenage Dances
Teenage rough stuff, which
brought on a midnight curfew or¬
der for kids under 18, has resulted
in a police order banning public
dances at the City Auditorium. Po¬
lice Chief Herbert Jenkins said
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that henceforth youngsters under
18 will not be permitted to attend
public dances unless accompanied
by parent or guardian or unless
they have written permission from
a parent or guasdian.
The ban on teenagers attending
public dances without consent of
their parents will affect approxi¬
mately 20 places in Atlanta, includ¬
ing private clubs, which hold
dancehall licenses, Jenkins said.
There have been numerous in¬
stances' of violence at the audi¬
torium dances. An off-duty patrol¬
man was seriously stabbed there
last Oct. 25 while attempting? to
quell a fight on a ramp leading
to the top balcony.

case said, a label showing a crest
is used, indicating that it is not a
Capitol record, thus depreciating
the economic value of Cap’s long
Association with. Cole.
Further, according to the com¬
plaint, a character in the script,
who is described as the head the
largest recording company on the
Coast, is shown in an unfavorable
light. To many people, the char¬
acter in question, by his position
and his buildup of Cole, will be
identified as Cap prexy Glenn Wallichs. However,, action alleged, the
plattery head is shown as a man
who is not interested in the welfare
of his artists a.nd the portrayal is
generally unsympathetic, defama¬
tory, and detrimental,

Satchmo

MOGULL-WEISS TEAM
Artie Mogull and Irving Weiss
have teamed up to launch their
own publishing operation. The
new firm will be called Movietown
Music and will be affiliated with
BMI.
• Mogull had been associated with
Ray Anthony’s publishing firms for
the past five years while Weiss had
been with his father’s firm (Sata)
Weiss & (Paul) Barry. Mogull will
run' the firm in New York and
Weiss will handle the Coast activi¬
ties.

-: Continued from page 47

ish combo will also play Philadel¬
phia and Boston. Under the terms
of the exchange, approved by the
British labor ministry, the person¬
nel involved must be equal on both
sides and payments to the mu¬
sicians must be almost equal.
Harold Davison is agenting the
British tour on behalf of Gordon
and Reyes, who are proposing to
expand their Australian operation
and open up in Britain. They are
forming a new company Big Show
(UK), Ltd., which will present top
American talent in arena theatres.
The first band exchange for some
25 years is now under way with
the Ted Heath orch due to play the
U.S. and the Stan Kenton aggre¬
gation which is now playing
Britain.

Gap Sues Decca
__ Continued from page 47 s—m

Rap Hartford Theatre
Hartford, March 27.
Local police have instituted ac¬
tion seeking revocation of the li¬
cense of the State Theatre as the
result of a series of riots at rock
’n’ roll performances. Action was
instituted at a special meeting of
city officials following weekend
(24-25) rioting at the theatre dur¬
ing performances of an Alan Freed
show. '
The 4,000-seat State has had five
police riot calls since last Novem¬
ber. Over the weekend a total of
11 persons were arrested at the
house for a variety of causes.
Practically all arrests made have
been of teenagers.
House, at one time a leading
vauder nationwide, has been on a
rock ’n’ roll diet for the 1955-56
semester, remaining open only
those weekends when these shows
have been booked in. Local pun¬
sters have retagged the State as
the* “House of Three R’s (Rock,
Roll, Riot).’’
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Decca releases. Capitol contends
it released a “Band" album in 1947
and a “Hawaii" album in 1948
(each with the same title as the
ne\v Decca releases) and they have
been consistent sellers since. New
Decca entries, it’s charged, hurt
the Capitol originals since this is a
type of package ordered by the
public by title rather than by the
name of the performing artist.
Third suit charges unfair com¬
petition, disparagement of a trade
name, libel and slander and in¬
volves the U short “The Nat (King)
Cole Musical Story.”
Plaintiff
charged that Milton Rackmil, U
topper who also heads Decca,
caused all references to Capitol to
be deleted, in the interests of
Decca. In scenes where a Cole
record is shown on a turntable, the

i

CAN
PWEAM
UO HIST, me.

Revere Beach, Mass.
For solo, the former Crescent Gar¬
dens ballroom, theater, stores and
concession stands, overlooking the
Atlantic Ocean. Will consider re¬
modelling for a reliable tenant on
a net 10 to 25 year lease. Will be
shown by appointment only. Call
Marray L. Feinberg, Realtor.

LESMARC & COMPANY
719 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASS.
COpley 7-0220

America's-Fastest
^Selling Records!
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BILLY ECKSTINE
(Yo,ur Eyes Say Yes)

MY HEART SAYS
JOEY JOEY JOEY
(from the new musical production, “The Most Happy Fella”)
with Hugo Winterhalter’s Orchestra and Chorus
20/47-6488
A “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording

the dealer’s choice
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HOUSE REVIEWS

Palladium, London
London, March 20.
Winifred Atwell, Kenny Baker,
George & Bert Bernard (with
George Pierce), Petula Clark (with
Joe Henderson), Alma Cogan
(with Stan Foster), Stargazers,
Tommy Trinder, Malcolm Vaughan
■(with Kenneth Earle), David Whit¬
field (with Keg Warbur.on), Trio
Rayros, Hassan Ben Ali Troupe
(6), George Carden Dancers (16),
Eric Rogers Orch.

River” . that’s good for solid re- |
turns on his bowoff.
Novelty aspect of the session is
capably handled by The Chords.
Sans instruments, two males reg¬
ister nicely with impressions of
Les Paul-Mary Ford, Wayne King
and Bill Haley's Comets, among
others. Their music-making gets
an extra fillip via the duo’s occa¬
sional serio-comic effects.
Royal Rockets, two males and a
femme, kick off the bill with some
snappy rollerskating. They’re a
proficient threesome and their bag
of tricks more than pars the course.
Tables Turner, famed, for his ironjaw work, shows stubholders his
molars are still holding up via
lifting several chairs and tables
aloft solely by use of his teeth.
Off to an okay reception.
Leonardo & Anita, familiar turn
to Palace patrons, work several
dummies for good results in their
ventro routine., Terp duo of The
Harveys have a fairish routine
done to the melody of “Hello,
Young Lovers.” It’s a bit too slow
to • generate much response. Cou¬
ple, however, close strongly to a
cute “Charleston” interpretation.
Rosemary O’Reilly, onetime band
.vocalist and featured in both stage
and screen versions of “New
Faces,” fetchingly warbles three
tunes. Tall blonde is visually excit¬
ing. Unfortunately, in her brief
time allotment she scarcely gets
warmed up with such numbers as
“Lover” and “Can’t Help Lovin’
That Man.”
Lott & Joe Anders, who combine
juggling with unicycling, wind up
the eight-act show with a flashy
exhibition on wheels whilst simul¬
taneously tossing hoops, balls and
sundry other objects in the air.
It’s one of the sock' turns of its
kind. Competently backing the lay¬
out is Myron Roman’s house band.
Gilb.

ISahiety
Music Hall, 1%. \*
Leon Leonidoff pr oduction,
“Glory of Easter,” with Music Hall
Symphony Orch, directed by Ray¬
mond Paige (Leon Zawisza and
John Dosso, associate conductors);
Music Hall Ensemble, with Jacque¬
line Langee as soloist; Russell
Markert production,
“Welcome
Springtime,” with Ed Powell, Wil¬
liam Upshaw, Inez Barker; Corps
de Ballet (Margaret Sande, direc¬
tor), Larry Griswold, Bryan Wil¬
liams, Francesca Roberto, Rockettes (dances by Markert), George
Sawtelle, Alice Powell, Carol Wild¬
er, Rita de Petrie, Choral Ensem¬
ble, directed by Paige (Ralph Hun¬
ter, associate director); sets, James
Stewart Morcom; costumes, Frank
Spencer; lighting, Eugene Braun;
special song, Robert Allen, Albert
Stillman; “Serenade” (WB), re¬
viewed in Variety, March 14, ’56.
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plenty of fast heel and toe work.
A big ovation for the pair.
Finale has Taika, tall brunet, on
for a primitive dancing stint on
an obscure theme with “interpre¬
tive” torso-tossing and full-stage
pirouettes, with lots of percussion
from the pit, putting the girl over
with the customers.
McStay.

Meet the Wizard
(Empire, Glasgow)

Glasgow, March 22.
Richiardi Jr. & Co. (6); Mar¬
garet West, Hackford & Doyle, Des¬
mond & Marks, Maxims (2),’ Bert
Apollo, N. V.
Bendon, Gaby Grossetto & Gaston
Therman Ruth, The Skylights (8), Lane Twins, Bobby Dowds Orch *
Prof. Charles Taylor & the Allstars
(3), Davis Sisters (5), Christine
Richiardi Jr., South American
Clark, Ward Sisters (7), the Dixie magician, is here with his show
The Stars and Stripes have been
Hummingbirds
(6);
“Demetrius
adding
up to fairly entertaining
hauled down from the London Pal¬
and baffling fodder. Magician has
and the Gladiators” (20th).
ladium and the Union Jack hoisted
added polish to his personal pres¬
In its place as Val Parnell gives
equal billing to a septet of„British
The second of the “Gospel and entation, intrigues with an “ele¬
record stars, the majority of whom
Spiritual Caravan” shows , hits the vated lady” trick, and sends cus¬
out in wondering frame of
are making their West End thea¬
Apollo, and it’s a fine layout, guar¬ tomers
mind.
/
tre debut. George & Bert Bernard,
anteed to do hefty boxoffice for
Dark-eyed
magic man opens with
still American nationals but long¬
the Harlem vaude house. It’s short
time residents here, are the only
enough so that the repetition the kind of trick one expects from
U.S. act in the lineup and they
doesn’t work against its chances, most magicians, conjuring seem¬
were a last-minute replacement for
and N. Y. deejay Therman Ruth ingly unending scarves from a
Jack Jackson.
Easter and spring are getting seems to have picked the T>est of small box and producing the inevi¬
Tommy Trinder, who again acts
the usual Music Hall spectacle the spiritualizes for the week’s table-rabbit. Segues, by making
bird disappear from cage and re¬
as emcee, describes the program
treatment this round. Leon Leoni- stand.
as an endurance test, and although
doff’s annual “Glory of Easter”
Each of the acts “takes off,” turn inside egg inside an orange,
there is an obvious overplus of
production is inspiring and loaded bringing with it a flurry of rhyth¬ handed up from auditorium by an
vocal talent, the end result is sur¬
with eye and ear values, while in a mical stomping and other audience attendant. /
prisingly acceptable. Eyen more
More amazement as he shows a
lighter vein, Russell Markert’s responses, including feverish ap¬
important, it’s a b.o. attraction too,
“Welcome Springtime” is lively, plause. Male octet, The Skylights, femme inside ’ a box, then trans¬
and there is little doubt that the
colorful and in tune with the sea¬ set the scheme of contrapuntal re- fers her to a trunk on opposite
theatre will be doing substantial
son.
ligioso. They start with “Everyday side of stage. Highlight of act is
biz for the two-week run.
The entire Music Hall ensemble Will Be Sunday,” a comparatively “elevation” of his blonde Argenti¬
All the principal artists have
sedate tune, and Increase the cres¬ nian wife, moving steel ring over
participates
in
the
relirgioso
offer¬
equal billing. Winifred Atwell, in
ing, which has powerhouse impact cendo with “I’ll Go Back Home” her to show that wires are absent.
any event, is the standout attrac¬
Vaude 'support precedes the
in its impressive church setting, until they close with a piece of
tion. Her straight pianistics, rang¬
picturesque costuming and solemn unequalled contagion- called “I magico part of the show. Mar¬
ing from “Big"Ben Boogie” to an
Choraling. Soloist Jacqueline Lan¬ Have A Telephone In My Bosom.” garet West"1 is a red-headed thrush
excerpt from Grieg’s Piano Con¬
gee does an excellent job. Ditto It seems every succeeding act em¬ providing glamor-cum-song, and
certo, are in top style, and a cou¬
for the symphony orch under Ray¬ ploys that same technique—build¬ Desmond & Marks, two knockabout
ple of numbers on her old bonkying from something relatively males, fall and fool in crazy fash¬
mond
Paige’s direction.
tonk piano provides a lively, virile
The “Springtime” segment kicks quiet to a powerful climax, usually ion, winning appreciation. Hackcontrast. Reception is boffo all the
because the last song is the one a ford & Doyle, another male duo,
off
with
a
breezy
“Ambassadors
of.
way.
Spring,” in which Ed Powell, Wil¬ team is most noted for and has offer comedy with musical instru¬
Kenny Baker’s mastery of the
liam Upshaw and Inez Barker polished to perfection via con¬ ments, and also click.
trumpet is accompanied by expert
neatly toss off some appropriate stant request performances. Prof.
The Maxims are a graceful ada¬
showmanship, particularly in ; the
tunes in- their respective assign¬ Charles Taylor &; the Allstars, gio m. & f. pair, and Gaby Grossuse of a glass tumbler to achieve
Davis Sisters, Christine Clark (who setto, young French performer
ments
as
Peter
Cottontail,
Mr.
Sun¬
special sound effects. His rendition
made her start at the Apollo), Yrom Toulouse, juggles expertly
shine and Red Robin.
Bobino, Paris
of “The Basin Street Blues” and
Also on the vocal side, George Ward Sisters and The Dixie Hum¬ with aid from his father Gaston.
Paris, March 20.
“Zambesi” is of the highest order.
mingbirds
follow, in that order. 1 Lane Twins are neat dance open¬
Sawtelle,
Alice
Powell,
Carol
Wil¬
Annie Cordy, Jean Constantin,
George & Bert Bernard, longtime
Taylor, the Davis group aiid the ers. Bert Bendon, Scot comedian,
der and Rita de Petrie show up
faves here and in other local sit¬ Camo (2), Bogadis & Family (4), well
Wards are uniformly excellent as disappoints with rough and poor
as
soloisft
in
The
choral
uations, never miss with their Domingo Ramon, Lucienne, Bob & group’s “Voices of Spring”, offer¬ multi-performer turns. Miss Clark
material, despite being on home
superbly-timed miming to disks Astor, Olanders (5), Micro Boys
is the only solo on the card, and
Showbacking by the
played offstage. They wind up to (2) ,Viviana, Rino & Roy; $1.50 top. ing. Numbers worked over by the in addition to possessing a modest territory.
singers inplude “No, Not Much”
Bobby Dowds orch.^
Gord.
big yocks with some comedy busi¬
and the standard, “It’s Spring demeanor and a beaut of a shape
ness with their record-playing
and face, she has an ear-shattering
Peppery
Annie
Cordy
no
longer
Again.”
partner, George Pierce.
In the terp department, the soprano. She gets it way up and
Home Show
Petula Clark is a sincere per¬ walks the tightrope between sec¬
way down at the proper times for
Portland, Ore., March 25.
former with a simple, agreeable ond lead and star. Her bouncy Corps de Ballet provides some solid rewards.
performance
as
topliner
this
round
sprightly
footwork via their “ih
Al Learman presents Frankie
charm. She" has a sweet vocal range
The six-man Dixie Humming¬
adequately suited for her choice of proves she has the makings of a the Spring” entry, while the birds, is the only one that doesn't Laine with Al Lerner, Vickie
numbers. Alma Cogan, on the star. Zesty ballads, zingy delivery Rockettes, decked out as daisies, capture the audience. It seemed Young, Clark Brothers (2), Kurtis
trademarked
precision
other hand, is a lively, vigorous and a bounding energy, plus an en- display
more artificial in its frenzy—al¬ Marionettes (2), George Arnold’s
performer, occasionally loud and gagingly-timbred voice, make her stepping in “Spring Bouquet.” most like a rhythm & blues crew Orchestra (12); Exposition build¬
brash, whose songalog is also well-picked songalog a thing for Hoofing lineup is headed hy Bryan —than its cohorts. Ruth is a tall, ing; admission $1.00.
chosen to match her personality. savoring. There is still too much Williams and Francesca Roberto.
Larry Griswold, working off a distinguished young deejay, who
Both Miss Clark and Miss Cogan friskiness, and some over^a^er'-'d
Top names haVe been working
amply applies himself to the
vie with each other in the gown attitudes, but this should be as¬ diving board onto a trampoline dis¬ strange brand of chatter that the annual H*>mb Show for the
similated
soon
and
she
looks
reauy
guised
as a pool, handles the com¬
stakes; the latter is an easy win¬
past
few years - with moneymaking
seems
to
accompany
all
spiritual
edy slot capably. He’s a skillful
ner with a lavishly decorated for a Stateside sabbatical.
results: This year, Al Learman
- Art.
Her range is summed up in a performer, whose cornball funster- and gospel routines.
crinoline.
has a surefire winner with Frankie
number
in
which
an
impresario
ing
and
deft
aero
movements
are
The Stargazers, one of Britain’s
Laine as headliner. Learman has
best-known vocal groups, compris- has her trying to do every kind ofL| a natural for the Hall’s large outtransformed the horse arena into
Empire, Glasgow
"ing four men and a gal, have a singing, from the charm purveyor of-town family trade.
a beautiful setting with' a 5,000
to the throbber, swing, scat, etc.
The “Springtime” presentation
Glasgow, March 14.
perfect sense of rhythm and
seating capacity, and given the
Jean
Constantin,
on
the
other
visually
effective,
hitting
its
Chic
Murray
8c
Maidie,
Four
lively close-harmony technique.
A peak in a dazzling windup in which Jones Boys (with Paul Burnett), star and his supporting show a
Their song selection is strictly in hand, plays it strictly fey.
real showcase. Every act is-socko
the pop class, but given a special tubby, bemoustached piano-singer- part of the stage is elevated to ac¬ Morton Fraser’s Harmonica Ras¬ and the 90-minute layout should
touch by their fancy arrangements. cleffer, his ease and underlying commodate a decorative pattern cals (7), Billie Wyner, Billy Deni¬ draw towards the 100,000 custom¬
Malcolrft Vaughan and Kenneth comic banter prove him a show¬ of sea-sawing performers. Jess.
son & Diane Carol, Des O’Connor, ers mark if opening day is any
Earle depart from straight vocal¬ man. Clever, offbeat satirical dit¬
Granger Bros (2). Bobby Dowds barometer. Show is on for 10 days
ization to inject acceptable comedy ties also blend, to make this a fine
Orch.
(March 24-April 2).
Casino, Toronto
iito their routine, and in a later offbeat act that is rapidly pushing
him
into
the
bigtime.
However,
This is the first appearance here
Toronto, March 23.
spot indulge in some brisk comedy
Chic Murray, deadpan rambling j for Laine in four years and his
Dick Bernie, with Gene Doyle
with Trinder, appearing as street manner and risibility remain
mostly
Gallic
and
he
doesn’t
look
Scot
comedian,
now
building
up
popularity
is high. He enters the
& June Kieley; Taika, the Renowns
buskers with a barrel organ.
David Whitfield, one of the top to have chances for U.S. appeal.
(3), Billy & Ann, the Grecos (2) as a national vaude name, in spotlight to a near ovation and
Lucienne,
Bob
&
Astor
uncork
Britain,heads
this
fairly
satisfy¬
does
a
fast
30 minutes with solid
local recording stars, does his .sing¬
Archie Stone House Orch; “Angela’
ing layout. He’s partnered by his returns all the way. Laine slams
ing straight and with dramatic their brutal apache dance for usual (20th).
wife Maidie, playing the accordion out one of his top tunes after an¬
effect. In a well-chosen quartet of crowd reactions of enjoyment, for
rpayhem, in which both man
and stooging. Murray scores de¬ other. Pianist Al Lerner batons
songs he gives a standout interpre¬ this
Despite lack of top-billing, The spite quick return to this No. 1: the house band from the 88 dur¬
tation of “Rudder and the Rock” and woman get their comeuppance,
appeals
to
all.
Relished
pratfalls
Renowns
and
The
Grecos
take
the
Scot
date, where he appeared ing the stint and is a good foil for
which provokes traditional Palla¬
and an accordion interlude bring applause honors for their adagio over Christmas and New Year sea¬ Laines’ comedy bits.
dium enthusiasm.
Songstress Vickie Young gets
There are two acts to open each this in as a fine entry. Bogadis & and balancing respectively. The son. He has spiced his act with
part of the bill and, oddly enough, Family (4) has Bogadis doing a tap Renowns, two men in tails and the new material, and also adds banjo things under way with a couple of
they’re both tumblers. The Trio dance before three of his children girl in blue evening gown, open “Old Faithful.”
her platter tunes and returns later
The Four Jones Boys, harmony to knock out a few special mate¬
Rayros are billed officially as Iw^Ut out, .tp tee tossed about by his with typical, class ballroom rou¬
trampolinists, but only a small part ffeet wlfefelhelbaaks -tend table. Kids tine-, .but trio then go into stumbles quartet, liven things up with rial bits for the payoff. Orb-filling
si/if their-act, is op >the ^springboard. are still somewhat clumsy, but a$ and mayhem that see the routine bright close-harmony, adding com¬ femme displays fine pipes, loads
..In the main it’s fast-moving acro- soon as they lose that look of un^ scrambled and the wardrobe edy actions to some numbers.
of selling power, and also handles
Morton Fraser’s Harmonica Ras¬ the emcee chores nicely.
‘ I'batrcs. The-Hassah Ben Ali Troupe steadiness this should bfe an okay wrecked for a comedy dance mixjjave their own brand of tumbling, entry, , Little boy is a hammy-. tiny up. It’s a funny act, expertly con¬ cals link mouth-organ playing with
The Kurtis Marionettes (2) in
trived
and
timed.
breezy fun. They make two ap¬
, .which is consistently fast arid pre¬ fellow for audience laughs and
Solid applause also goes to The pearances on the bill, first as hill¬ the deuce spot, present a vauae
cise. It’s good for enthusiastic mellowness. More work and less
show on the miniature stage. Botn
obvious
preening
is
needed
here.
Grecos,
opening
here
for
their
first
billies in mountain music, includ¬
mitts. The resident George Carden
Domingo Ramon is the syrupy- engagenlent since the journey from ing the inevitable “Davy Crockett,” men handle the characters neatly.
dancing line has-some fancy rou¬
Dialogue and voices are top
tines for their two spots. With the type charm singer and remains Vienna. Despite last-minute ar¬ then later as a harmonica-playing drawer all the way.
preponderance of vocal acts the something intrinsically Gallic. He rival in time for opener at the gang. Cpmedy chores of a dwarf
The Clark Bros. (2), In next to
Eric Rogers orch has an unusually is okay for this nabe room but has Casino, Austrians are expert on in the act are a standout.
closing, stop the show With tnejr
Carno (2) one-hand, horizontal balances,
Billie Wyner offers tuneful pi¬ dancing.
tough backgrounding chore. They no Stateside appeal.
Lanky hoofers hav®
does handstands atop two end-to- headstands, balancing brick bit on ano-playing.
Billy Denison &
acquit themselves admirably.
end bottles, and bites a knife-han¬ hands on high tables by the male Diane Carol fail in some poorish some brilliant routines with spats,
Myro.
flips,
etc.,
for thunderous ap¬
dle to stand upright on it after it is and his finale balancing on two Scot comedy crosstalk.
plause. Encore with an origin*
put into a holder. This is okay for fingers of each hand. The Grecos
Des O’Connor, cheerful young »jitterbug sesh with one PortrayinB
are
using
new
and
elaborate
ap¬
sight
but
not
unusual
enough
in
comedian, has a completely re¬
Palace, IN1. Y.
this notable for its height laxed style and a good singing a femme that makes it tough t
Royal Rockets (3), Tables Tur¬ presentation for untoward U.S. in¬ paratus,
follow. Only Laine could enter
and gleaming chromium effects.
voice plus highly attractive per¬ after the' results of these lads.
ner, Leonardo & Anita, The Har¬ terest.
Micro Boys (2) have one miming
Dick Bernie, with Gene Doyle
veys (2). The Chords (2), Rose the awakening of the average man and June Kieley, is headlining but sonality, but should quit talkingGeorge Arnold and his orches
down
his
own
talents
in
his
act.
mary O’Reilly, 'Cy Reeves, Lott & with the other mouthing the sound is from a long-ago standard burles¬
Granger Bros. .are .accom-| ‘E,a0^rf
puforni^htly with
»»
Joe Anders, Myron Roman House effects. Though well-coordinated, que era in his unfunny newspaper The
sic
■
n e
lished tap-dancers. Showbacking snuws
Orch; “Hot Blood” (Col), reviewed this is obvious and lacks real office bit of a reporter seeking a by the Bobby Dowds house orch. extra matinee on weekends, u
dollar
admits
patron
to
see
Jv
in Variety Feb. 29, ’56.
yocks. It remains primarily a lo¬ job; the later appearance of the
Gord.
home show exhibits with no addi
cal entry. Viviana, Rino & Roy two males for ineffective ^cross-pat¬
tional admish for the 90'"rninfun
Standard fare in the house’s fa¬ are a body-beautiful routine. Two ter and a lengthy daiice bit that
stage show. 5,000 seater was
miliar format marks the fresh muscled men do hand-to-handing should be dropoed on bad taste TAVERN-ON-GREEN REOPENS
when
caught.
*ev
Palace layout. It adds up to pala¬ while the girl swirls around them, and a stony audience reaction.
Tavern on the Green, N. Y., re¬
table entertainment, however, de¬ Somewhat dated and another pri¬
Billy & Ann, clever sepia tap¬
spite absence of any outstanding marily French entry. Show, over¬ sters, open the bill, she in golden opens tomorrow (Thurs.) with a
Paul Duke opened at the Emer¬
turn. Comic Cy Reeves, who holds all, makes for an okay music hall gown and boy in gray, for swift new decor by Arthur Knorr and
down next to closing, feels ’em out entry, and looks to do good biz. duo work and then the usual chal¬ changes. that will permit year- ald Beach.Hotel, Nassau, yesiei
day (Tues.) for a two-week en
wiJLh some so-so gags in a deadpan Holdover from last show, a solid lenges, with both over big on their round operation.
Spot will continue on a band- gagement, booked by James
delivery. Warms up later to croon aero group, the Olanders (5), now walk-around taps, girl for her high
Grady Enterprises.
a hoked-up version of “Old Man rate a New' Acts peg.
Mosk.
kicks and pirouettes, male for policy.
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NASSAU WOOS NITERY TALENT
Early Ayem Cafe Goers a Vanishing
Breed; Nitery Ops Take Hard Rap
The virtual disappearance ofMe business in cafes is becoming
a matter of inolteasingly greater
concern to nitery operators. The
«ast season in Miami Beach pro¬
vided an indication that even the
resort areas, with the exception of
t as Vegas, cannot supply a flow
of‘late business. Of course, there
are still a few powerhouse names
that can draw the ayem trade, but
eenerallv, the natural flow of The
midnight and after business, is a
thing of the past.
For the bonifaces, this is a ter¬
rific rap to take inasmuch as tradi¬
tionally, the late business, which
gets a drinking rather than an eat¬
ing crowd, provided a greater mar¬
gin of profit. At the same time the
new conditions set up a different
set of economic rules for the con¬
duct of a nitery. For example, with
loaded houses for the second show,
the operator could afford to' serve
lower-priced dinners knowing that
aijv deficit in that department
would be made up by the drinking
crowd that came in later.
These days; the owners have to
figure that food must pay for itself,
and dinner tariffs have had to be
raised accordingly. The smaller
late shows have also had the net
effect of reducing, the profitable
working hours of a cafe. There was
a time, when with three shows, a
cafe could count on nine hours of
trade. Elimination of the 2 a.m.
show, except on weekends in some
spots, lowered the operating po¬
tential by two hours and today, a
boniface must make the grade in
six hours or chalk up a loss.
Despite the curtailment of the
operating day, the owners’ ex¬
penses haven’t dwindled. Rent and
personnel salaries remain the
same. However, it has affected the
salaries of performers. In the sup¬
porting slots, they must drive hard
bargains for several categories of
acts. They also must either find an
expensive headliner who can draw,
or be content with moderate sal¬
aried toppers witlrwhom they can¬
not be hurt too badly.
Relief sought from acts and tal¬
ent agencies hasn’t been forthcom¬
ing, although everyone seemingly
understands the problem, but
each category says nothing can be
dene about it. The act is in the
position where a decreasing num¬
ber of cafes and the disappearance
of theatres make it mandatary that
he maintain certain minimum sal¬
aries in the remaining employment
outlets if he's to get along.

Nothing Else Is Artistic,
So It’s Back to Stripping
Minneapolis, March 27.
Because she says she never has
been able to find any forjm of
"artistic expression” equal to
stripteasing and the longing to en¬
gage in it again has obsessed her
continuously, June March, who
also had flings in drama, is quit¬
ting after two years as a local nit¬
ery disk jockey and returning to
exotic dancing.
,
She appeared as a guest star last
week at the Alvin, local burlesque
house, and starts a night Club tour
m Milwaukee currently.
. After quitting burlesque, Miss
March appeared in two plays on
Broadway and also was starred in
the feminine leads in "White Car¬
go” and "Rain” with the Old Log
strawhatter here and with stock
companies elsewhere. She was at
Warner Bros, studio in Hollywood
for six months, too, but never
landed in any picture.

Willow Grove Park Tax
Is Slapped on Again
Philadelphia, March 27.
. Abington Township’s controver¬
sial 5% amusement tax, not in
effect since the first of the year,
Has been re-enacted by the Board
of Commissioners.
The import, since its start In
,948, has brought in an annual
revchue of approximately $40,000.
■L,cvy is applicable to theatre ad¬
missions, bars with live entertain¬
ment and Willow Grove Park.

Jones Heads N. H. Fairs
Concord, N. H., March 27.
Gharles A. Jones of Andover
was elected president of the New
Hampshire Fairs Assn..at the or¬
ganization’s annual banquet meet¬
ing at the Eagle Hotel here re¬
cently. Dr. R, W. Smith, former
mayor of Laconia, was named as
secretary.
Dates set for the 1955 fairs,
which, as usual, will have vaude¬
ville acts on their programs, are
as follows: Lancaster, Aug. 31r
Sept. 3; Plymouth, Aug. 16-19; Hopkinton, Aug. 31-Sept. 3; Rochester,
Sept. 16-22; Canaan, Aug. 24-26;
Deerfield, Sept. 27-30; Sandwich,
Oct. 12; Atkinson, Aug. 24-26;
Northwood, Sept. 7-9; Cheshire
County, Aug. 24-26, and North
Haverhill Community Fair, Aug.
5-6, tentative.

Trade Shows Big
In Minneapolis
Minneapolis, March 27.
Striking development here dur¬
ing the past couple of years has
been the emergence of new trade
and other kinds of shows, con¬
ceived . and promoted by various
individuals or groups, in the Muni¬
cipal Auditorium. They’re con¬
sidered the result of the boxoffice
prosperity during 1954 and 1955
and the fact that the local public
apparently is becoming more awayfrom-Jiome® entertainment-minded
as tv’s novelty wears off.
In addition to providing an In¬
creased source of rental revenue
for the Auditorium and affording
additional amusement for the pub¬
lic, as well, no doubt, as stimulating
sales in the items exhibited, many
of the shows also include stage en¬
tertainment and give employment
to big name stars and acts.
Newest show to hit the town will
be "Minnesota, U.S.A.,” opening at
the Auditorium April 11. Besides
comprising exhibits of products
raised and manufactured in this
state, it’ll have stage fare head¬
lined by singer Peggy Lee.
Other of the shows to hit the
town, not including the iceshows,
include the annual Sports Show,
which runs 10 days and always
draws big crowds; the highly suc¬
cessful annual Builders Show, the
Boat Show and Union Label show.
Newcomers have included the
"Handy Man — Do It Yourself
Show” and this year, for the first
time in 17 years, there was an
Auto Show. Latter had Phil Sil¬
vers and Patti Page as headliners
for the stage lineup of five acts.
The Builders Show also brings in
name acts for an hour or longer
"of flesh entertainment.

SEE IT IS F
By JOE COHEN
Nassau, March 27.
Nitery talent in this Caribbean
isle is regarded as the foundation
of the entertainment industry. In
the longrange plans for Nassau,
an expanding night club industry
is regarded as essential, if the isle
is to get a share of the film and
telepix industry. Nassau toppers
feel that they have enough to offer
celluloid producers in the way of
no taxes to speak of, climate that
permits all-year-round shooting,
labor supply and a proximity to
Florida.
With a fair-sized nitery industry,
there would be steady work for a
large number of musicians, which
is essential to pix productions, who
could be lured from the U. S. or
elsewhere. Currently, the Nassau
planners cannot throw out invita¬
tions to the pixers to start opera¬
tions on the island until they are
assured a steady supply of the
AFMers. Meanwhile, the island is
dangling its taxfree facilities and
climate in hopes of creating inter¬
est in the development of the film
industry. Spokesmen at the Nassau
Development Board point out that
other Caribbean countries attempt¬
ed to build a film industry, but the
stymying point was the lack of
musicians who could dig showscores.
'
Meanwhile, Nassau is making its
start with the cruise boats. Tour¬
ism is growing to the point where
the number of visitors is expected
to reach 150,000 this year. The
bulk of them are brought in with
the weekly sailings of the S.S.
Nassau from New York. This
brings an estimated $50,000 worth
of spenders to the island every
time the liner puts into port. In
addition, the steamer is supplying
the bulk of the American talent
(Continued on page 60)

Recover from Storm,
But Cafe Biz Is Now
Murdered by Holidays

The eastern seaboard success¬
fully dug itself out of the heavy
snowfall of last week with the
exception of the New England area
which got a fresh layer on Satur¬
day (24). There was little business
in that town and surrounding
areas.
Otherwise the rest of the areas
hit by snow last week were get¬
ting along quite well considering
that Lent was still in effect. With
the exception of Boston, most
cities had good weekend biz. Traf¬
fic was* normal despite the fact
that several states got an addition¬
al one-inch cover. Traffic wasn’t
disrupted, and by evening, all
transportation facilities were nor¬
mal.
However, this week, cafes aren’tfiguring on too much becafuse of
the advent of Holy Week and the
start of the Passover holidays. It’s
traditionally one of the '^orst1
weeks of the year. Next week, how¬
ever, with schools and colleges out
for
the Easter vacation period, the
Ottawa, March 27.
Ottawa nitery life is creeping usual upbeat is anticipated.
back to normal with the Gatineau
Club opening last week after a win¬
ter hiatus and the Chaudiere Club
set for an Easter re-opening after
being shuttered since Dec. 23. The
Fairmount has remained open for
Pittsburgh, March 27.
the cold months, as it usually does.. - Music Corp. of America will open
Fairmount currently headlines an office-in Pittsburgh on May 1,
The Williams Bros., a comedy with GeHlrge Claire, longtime local
tramp act. Steve Gibson & His agent, as its manager. MCA has
Redcaps is handling show and never been represented locally, do¬
dancing for nine days at the Ga¬ ing most of its Pittsburgh business
tineau, with a new house band, in the past out of Cleveland. Or¬
fronted by 88er Champ Cham¬ ganization has taken a longterm
pagne, taking over March 31. Rob¬ lease on space in the new Gateway
ert Lamouret is to head the Chau- Center.
Claire operated his own agertcy
diere’s opening bill where Harry
Pozy’s band will fill the stand, in Pittsburgh for years, and gave
switching from its.winter location it up last September to go with
MCA in Cleveland. His transfer
at Standishall.
back here, where he’s widelyknown,
was a logical move. Claire’s
Phil Foster has been signed for
the Copacabana, starting April 26 old business is now being operated
by Zeke Nicholas.
bn bill with Tony Martin.

Ottawa Nitery Biz
Returning to Normal

CLAIRE TO HEAD NEW
MCA BRANCH IN PITT

Lent, Transit Lack Cause Foldo
Of All Shows at Dominican Fair
A Subdivision?
The American Guild of Va¬
riety Artists is presented >vith
an unusual situation. Lou
Walters, operator of the Latin
Quarters in New York and
Miami Beach, has been nomi¬
nated as a delegate to the
AGVA convention being held
in June at Disneyland, Cal.
Nomination was made last
week at the Florida meeting.
The union doesn’t relish
having bonifaces sit in as
delegates and help draft legis¬
lation that will affect nitery
owners. He’s being informed
that his type of membership
won’t entitle him to hold any
office.
Walters was forced to join
the union last year when he
conducted a disk-jockey show
from his Florida cafe.

Cuba’s Tourist
Biz to New High
Havana, March 27.
Cuba’s tourist industry is boom¬
ing to record highs here, report
the managers of Havana’s big
hotels. But they are divided in
opinion as to whether expanded
gambling facilities are the reason
for the visitor upsurge. The Hotel
Nacional installed a casino last
January, and manager Anthony
Vaughn thinks gambling is a spur
to tourism. He reported that the
Nacional’s biz jumped 23 % in
January compared to the 1955
month.
\
"People have *more money,” said
the Sevilla Birtmore’s manager
Bertin Perez.-He kaid his trade has
increased 12% o\ver 1954. The
Comodoro showed an increase in
the Comodoro’s guests of 10%. The
Presidentes trade rose 30%.
Vedado’s manager Bernardo Na¬
varro mentioned several factors as
helping tourism, including steppedup public works and greater activ¬
ity in the entertainment world
including more name stars, and
the fact that "Havana is getting
prettier every day.”
Under a recently-enacted law,
only hotels worth a million dollars
or more can install casinos with
eligible hotels are the Nacional,
Sevilla, Comodoro and now-build¬
ing Havana Hilton.
Those Yankee dollars, which
passed $50,000,000 in 1955, are ex¬
pected to jump to more than $60,000,000 this year. Tourism thus
ranks ^after sugar as the island’s
best source of income.

ID AGVAites Slapped
In Chi Managers Rovr

The Dominican Republic’s Inter¬
national Peace and Progress Fair is
now without entertainment. The
last show, Minsky’s “Follies,”
shuttered a couple of weeks ago,
and cast returned to the U. S. The
Dominican Republic government
paid all salaries and transportation
and left no Indebtedness to the en¬
tertainers or producers. Earlier,
Robert Courtney’s aquashow had
folded and the midway entertain¬
ment brought in by George A.
Hamid had departed.
However, the Dominican Repub¬
lic has hopes that they will be able
to resume the shows. They felt that
Lent, in this predominantly Catho¬
lic country had cut receipts to the
vanishing point, and the Trujillo
regime has asked Minsky to stand
by in hopes that it will be feasible
to resume with talent.
Attendance has been far below
expectations and the shows had
been running at a loss. Producer
Harold Minsky has staled that the
Dominican government lived up to
every obligation that it had made,
and in some instances bent over
backwards to be fair to the enter¬
tainers and producers who had
sunk a pile in the displays.
One of the primary reasons for
failure to attract a sizable audience
from the United States as well as
Latin American countries has been
the paucity of transportation. Ad¬
ditional air service had been in¬
stalled, but not enough to bring in
the number of tourists necessary to
put an operation of this magnitude
in the red.
Present cruise boat
service was also insufficient to
meet the needs of the expo.
If the government does ask the
producers to line up talent again
it’s likely that the shows will-be
on a considerably smaller scale. At
the present time, a Dancing Waters
exhibit and several rides, latter
left behind by Hamid, constitute
the sole amusements.

Ask AGVA Arbitration On
Jameses-El Rancho Tifi
Hollywood, March 27.
AGVA will be asked to'arbitral
the thorny question of who owei
whom in the stinging claim and
counterclaim dispute between El
Rancho Vegas and Harry James and
Betty Grable.
Hotel filed suit for $53,000, con¬
tending the husband-wife team
owed that sum in salary advances,
lodgings
and
telephone
bills.
James-Grable retorted that AGVA
will be asked to recover $76,000
owed by El Rancho. They contend
they received their contract salary
of $15,000 per week for four weeks,
but did not get an additional $12,500 per week bonus and were un¬
able to recoup $26,000 in produc¬
tion costs- which they were prom¬
ised.

Pitt Op Gets Sunday Okay
.
- ’ Chicago, March 27.
As a consequence of the T4ecent ■
dispute" here betwjeer} fhe-.‘,Ameri'-• Oil Stow As Barn Benefit
■
I Pittsburgh, Mardh'27.
can 'Guild of. Variety ArtiSts and1
Francis Mk'yville;' local ■ 'thea¬
the Chicago Entertainment Man¬
trical
and
ballet impresarid "who
agers Assn., 19 AGVA performers
were found guilty of violating un¬ operates the International Theatre
ion rules by the Chicago local’s here, will be the sponsor of the
executive board. Each performer one-night engagement at Syria
was fined $500 and suspended for Mosque on Sunday, April 22, of the
60 days; however, the board re¬ Harry Belafonte show, "Sing, Man,
manded all but $1 of the fine and Sing.” Mayville was able to get a
held the suspension in abeyance Sunday okay because the perform¬
for a 90-day period. Any infrac¬ ance will he a benefit for his little
tion of AGVA regulations during playhouse in Crafton Heights,
the probationary period would put | which has had tough sledding
the suspension into effect and re-. lately.
quire that the remaining $499 of j It isn’t the first time Mayville
the fine be paid.
I has gone into the concert field
Acts fined and suspended were: ; here. In the past, he has promoted
the Lenore Sutton dancers '6*; : Jose Greco and Ballet Russe at the
Fran Ryan; the Encores (31; Curry, ! Mosque.
Byrd & Le Roy; the Adaros <3);
Virginia and the Barons (3). The
HOWARD KEEL TO ENGLAND
acts had played club dates for
London, March 27.
agents outlawed by AGVA during
Howard Keel arrives in London
the recent hassle. Reason for leni¬
Saturday
(31)
and planes to Glas¬
ent executive board action given
by AGVA Midwest Regional Di¬ gow on the following day for his
opening
at
the
Glasgow Empire
rector Ernie Fast -was that many
of the acts didn’t fully understand April 2.
Keel
plays
the
London Pallawhat was going on during the now
, dium for two weeks from April 9.
settled dispute.
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her delivery of light-blue special
material is not so clearly defined.
Her voice registers well, but her
inflections waver between s.a. and
semi-sweet. Her sweet effort nev¬
er quite jells, however, so her
audience continues to appreciate
what comes naturally. It would
seem wiser not to attempt to dis¬
suade them by serving up some
ersatz saccharine.
/
Trio harmonizes nicely vocally
with bass fiddler Jess Hotchkiss
and accordionist Bill Kay provid¬
ing topnotch accompaniment. The
Bodyguards stay pretty much in
the background, wisely letting
Miss Martin monopolize the spot¬
light, Act is fine for supper clubs
and intimeries.
Tew.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

into Eddys’, Kaycee, April 6 for
New York
JORIE REMUS
two weeks . . . Gogi Grant plays
JULIA
Eileen Rogers and George Tapps Miller’s, New Orleans, May 25 for
Comedy
Songs
set for the Fontainebleau, Miami two . . . Don Cornell brought back
12
Mins.
28 Mins.
Beach, April 3 . . . Ving Merlin by Eddys’, Kaycee, for a Septem¬
Blue Angel, N. Y.
Colony, London
pacted for the Roanoke Hotel, ber date on the strength of his re¬
Jorie Remus is a young lady
To change one’s career at' the with ideas, and she seems deter¬
Roanoke, Va., starting April 12 . . . cent engagement there . . . After
peak of success is, to say the least, mined to work them through to a
Julius LaRosa down for the Twin opening the remodeled Balinese
Coaches, Pittsburgh, April 23 . . . Room, Galveston, on May 3, Sophie
an unusual happening.
Julia, preconceived
conclusion.
Miss
Joe E. Lewis into the Mocambo, Tucker segues into the . Chase
femme partner of the Darvas & Remus has had considerable time
Hollywood, July 5, and the River¬ Hotel, St. Louis, May 27 for two
Julia dancing act, has, however, to work on her impressions, but
side, Reno, July 19 . . . Long Tack rounds . . *. The Crackerjacks into
made that switch and her debut as at this point there are still a lot
Sam, vet vaude performer, now in the Orchid Lounge, Springfield,
a nitery vocalist is now on a try¬ of loose ends that need to be tied
New York, following a nine-month Ill., on May 25 . . . The Goofers
together
into
a
neat
package.
out run at this lush Berkeley
stay in Europe.
play the St. Paul Home Show
She seems bent upon caricatur¬
Square restaurant.
The change
George Jessel has been signed April 7-15.
THE
MAXIMS
(2)
ing
rather
than
satirizing
or
mere¬
does not involve the immediate
for the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
breakup of the double act; on the ly miming her subjects. There’s a Acro-Adagio
April 23 . . . Sophie Tucker goes
contrary, the duo are due to open savagery and a bitterness m her 8 Mins.
Atlanta
into the Chez Paree, Sept. 21 . . .
attack that needs to be softened Empire, Glasgow
in Las Vegas in May, but presum¬ if
Patricia Bright plays her first N.Y.
only to meet the commercial
Singer Alan Dean bows in
Neatly
proportioned
male-andably she will alternate between needs of a nitery. Her material is
cafe date in some time at the Bon Thursday (29) asr headliner at
dancing, with her partner and ap¬ essentially good, but with its pres¬ femme duo are youthful team with Soir, starting April 3 . . . Eddy Henry Grady Hotel's Paradise
attractive balancing.
pearing solo.
Arnold tapped for the Three Room, backed up by the Appleent delivery she cannot venture
Open with skillful movements as Rivers Inn, Syracuse, July 27
As she makes her first entrance on the slum side of Park Avenue
tons . . . Bobby J6an Combe, pi¬
it is abundantly clear that this is unless she finds very arty hide¬ graceful equilibrists, she balancing Constance Bennett set for the anist-thrush, opened Monday (26)
on partner, in various positions. Nabtilus Hotel, Miami Beach, at Danny Ddmetry’s 'Zebra Lounge
going to be a different act. Al¬ aways that will go for her heavy Male
then
produces
tray
with
though renowned as a glamorous approach. Her rib of girl singers drinks in small glassed, and hoists April 11 . . . Day, Dawn & Dusk in Howell House . . . Pianist Fay
looker, Julia appears in a severe and her rendition of “My Bill dainty distaffer aloft to balance on pacted for the Beverly Country McKay will bow out of Gypsy
black getup comprising tight fit¬ provide indications that a softer toe on this tray, he holding tray Club, Newport, Ky., March 30, and Room Saturday (31) after 21
with the Black Orchid, Chi, weeks, a record continuous run
ting drainpipe slacks and a sober viewpoint would leave a greater and drinks remaining unmoved. follow
April 23 . . . Johnny & June Bel¬ for an entertainer in Atlanta.
work.
blouse. She may not look her best distillate of humor in her Jose.
This feat garners strong hand-to- mont started at the Statler, Cleve¬
in this costume, but it gives her an.
hand music.
land, March 26 and follow with
individual personality. It’s obvi¬
More balancing from the pair, the Detroit end of the chain
ously aimed at establishing the fact JOHNNY MATHIS
he effecting easy-on-eye postures April 9.
,
with one hand atop stick. Gal also
that she is not just another singer. Songs
balances upside down, her head
; Continued from page 57 ;
The act presents evidence of 10 Mins.
on partner’s hand. Male segues
Hollywood
considerable thought, painstaking Blue Angel, N. Y.
playing the area. The acts that
Johnny Mathis is a promising by lifting distaffer aloft and hoist¬
The George Shearing quintet, work the cruise ships generally get
preparation and much hard work.
her on her toes.
At times this is too obvious, result¬ newcomer. This Negro lad from i ingGal
is neatly-proportioned type, current at the Colony Club, Dallas, a week at the British Colonial Ho¬
ing in a machine-made production. San Francisco is an intense smg-| with specially dainty and shapely Texas, opens a four-week stand at tel and one at the Emerald Beach
er
with
a
musician’s
skill
at
vocal
the Congress Hotel, St. Louis,
There’s an absence of spontaneity
gams.
Act has strong vaude and March 31 . . . 88er Lee Simmons Hotel. Since the boat and the inns
in many of her gestures, but this doodles that make for an arrest¬ video potential for all situations.
session. Mathis exhibits a
holds over for two weeks at the are booked by James, J. Grady, a
weakness will be corrected as she ing
Gord.
projection in a manner that
Castle Restaurant . . . The Kings cooperative deal has been worked
gains more experience. Her main good
indicates he’s working to perfect
Four, Charlie Barnet, Scat Man out for an overall package, includ¬
strength is not in her vocal range, a style. The lad seems to know
Crothers and Bobby Milano, cur¬ ing transportation.
which is frankly restricted, but in where he’s going, and at this stage LANE TWINS
Some of the acts that have made
rent at Jack Gordon’s Melody
a powerful dramatic personality of development it’s safe to assume Novelty Dance
Room . . , Yma Sumac’s postponed the cruise and hotel circuit in
which she projects to the audience. that he’ll get along nicely.
8 Mins.
date for the New Frontier Hotel, Nassau this season include Bill
Her performance is more akin to a
Mathis varies his material with Empire, Glasgow
Las Vegas, is now April 23 . . . Tabbert, Lucille & Eddie Roberts,
dramatic tour de-force than a con¬ familiars such as “I Hear Music
Girls offer an above-average Stuart Morgan dancers set to open Don Tainnen, Paul Duke, Melbourne
ventional song show.
This, in and “Thou Swell,” and thence into opener that shows benefit of with the Ames Bros, today (28) at Christopher, Manhattans, Jenny
turn, creates its own problems. strange numbers which, while not thoughtful routining.
the Cocoanut Grove.
Collins, The Carlyles, Mara, Nancy
Teeoff with conventional tapPatty Paige booked into Cocoa- Kenyon, and others. There will
She sings one Spanish dramatic too melodic, provide a peg upon
ballad with such sincerity that which to pin his vocal ideas. The dance, both garbed as porters at a nut Grove May 2 . . . Jerry Madi¬ also be a curtailment in use of
railroad station. Large woodfcn son and Fred Hansen, terpsters,
Jose.
tears are streaming down her face; net effect is pleasing.
---j—.
box, plastered with tourist stick¬ signed by Janls Paige for her nit¬ talent when the British Colonial
and they’re still there as she
ers from world holiday centers, ery tour . . . Constance Towers Hotel closes April 15 for altera¬
segues into her next number which
MARGARET
WEST
stands upstage. Distaffers dance headlines show at Radisson Hotel, tions that will include aircondition¬
is a comedy point song. And it is
up to this and, still in routine, Minneapolis, opening Thursday ing.
. hard to appreciate the funny lines Songs
delve inside to make quick cos¬ (29) for two frames . . . Phil
Bulk of Acts Native
while her face remains tear- 16 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
, . ■ tume change in full view of cus¬ Moody, pianist, held over two ad¬
The talent coming in on the
stained.
Tall, well-endowed thrush has tomers. Thus, they switch from ditional weeks at Garden of Al¬ S.S. Nassau are the only names
The preparation for the act has loads of currently popular s.a. but porter uniform to naughtier out¬ lah's Garden Terrace Room . . . on the island. Otherwise, bulk of
not been restricted to Julia’s pre¬ would be advised not to overstress fits of French parlor-maids with Frankie Laine appears at Cali¬ the nitery acts are of the native
cise drilling, but has also involved the come-hither angle. As is, she dusting brushes, doing dance rou¬ fornia Food Fair, Sacramento, and calypso variety. Some of the
June 21-25.
scouting for original material. has what it takes to make her a tine in this garb.
talent, particularly George SymoSegue by a further public
“The Number One Magician,” “! popular act of vaude, video and
nette, have achieved name status
,
•
,,
... change, this time to colorful dress
Can’t Say No” and “Joe McCavity’ cabaret. .
Chicago
v
among the tourists. However, it’s
Copper-haired 21-year-old, with of squaws and an Indian dance.
provide the necessary balance to
felt
that the drawback here lies
Solid
booking
for
dance-openers
Frankie
Laine
set
for
the
Chase
her
father,
Billy
West,
at
the
the sturdier emotional offerings.
vaude. Twins have youth and Hotel, St. Louis, May 1-8 .. . A1 in the fact that the natives haven’t
Her bowoff entry, “Love is Like a ivories, is stately six-footer who in
vitality, and are useful prospect.
Morgan back to the Steak House, achieved their own type of enter¬
provides
a
strong
eyeful
for
the
Cigaret,” which she sang in the male (and femme) stubholders.
Gord.
Chicago, on May 1 . . . Janis Paige tainment such as has been devel¬
recent Palladium revue, slightly Her vocal talent is also strong,
oped in Cuba, Haiti, Trinidad and
throws the act off balance and opening with “Funicula,” then into
other spots in the Antilles.
could, to advantage, be switched to “When You Lose the One You
Meanwhile, Nassau is getting a
another position.
Love,” “Almost Tomorrow” and
big play from the patrons that nor¬
It’s an intricate routine, but with “Granada.”
mally
stay long stretches in Flori¬
Pat Dodd sitting in at the ivories
Switches for comedy item to
da. There’s frequent plane service
and Felix King conducting his res¬ “Look at That Girl,” in which her
from Miami, and the S.S. Queen
ident unit, the cues are picked up pere joins in from the piano. Adds
the comedy side, the show appears of Nassau makes overnight trips.
with unfailing precision. Myro.
to s.a. angle by feigning haughty
Maxi & Ernst Baier
at bit weak. Otherwise, it’s a fine The rise in tourism, from 49,000
temper via eyes and hips. Wound
Ice Ballet
mixture of play, dance and artistry, in 1949 to an estimated 150,000
at show caught with the Scot oldie,
Berlin, March 20.
JOE CARTER
helped by a number of standout this year, has laid, the base of a
“My Ain Folk,” being especially
Maxi & Ernst Baier production solo performances, eye-arresting nitery industry. Most of the Nas¬
good at such straight tunes.
Comedy
Distaffer is already pacted for of ice show in three parts. Directed costumes and tuneful musical ac¬ sau niteries, aside from the hotels,
14 Mins.
lengthy summer revue
under by Ernst Baier. Choreography, companiment.
Blue Angel, N.Y.
are of the tourist trap variety. The
Program is divided into three shows are mainly Calypso with
Joe Carter is a new face in these George & Alfred Black banner at Frank Sawers and Rolf Arco; musi¬
environs and his try for the big- Blackpool, Eng. Lighting effects cal arrangements, Eric Hein and parts: An ice ballet entitled “Cir¬ such practitioners as Symonette,
time seems to indicate that he’s in act are good, fadeout being par¬ Bemd Kampka; sets, Rolf Leder cus Air,” an “Olympic Journey” Blind Blake and numerous enter¬
As act de¬ and Ernst Baier; costumes, Maxi and “Immortal Waltz.” The first tainers with such florid names as
on the right beam. He’s a clever ticularly effective.
and likeable lad, and once he gets velops, should be good entry for Baier; conductor, Heinz Adolph. part, a three-act ballet choreo¬ §weet Richard. In some clubs, par¬
With '■ Maxi Baier, Ernst Baier, graphed by Frank Sawers and Rolf ticularly the Golden Slipper, the
rid of the blue lines, which are con¬ the glamor-thrush stakes.* Gord,
.Irene • Braun, Friederike Schropp, Arco after an idea by Sawers and audience provides a better part of
siderable—many in bad taste—he’ll
Ernst Baier, has a number of dull
have an act that can.get wide cir-1
GABY GROSSETTO # .GASTON Leopold Bierer, Charlotte Ballauf, spots, but these are easily com¬ the show. During the band sessions,
culation: v’’
1 •" \v
$oenke> Jensen, Lothar Mueller,
,;v
the customers take, off to the goomCarter accomps: Jiimselj!.. ^Luring Juggling
HerberttReeck, Line. At Sporthalle pensated by a sock finale. The sec¬ bay and prance around the floor—
W
Mins.
.
ond part (Olympic Journey) sur¬
the early part of his turn 'with a
„.
' am FUnkturm, Berlin; $1.50.
passes the quality of the first one and no partner is needed.
zither-like instrument, the auto¬ Empire, Glasgow
French father-and-son duo of¬
and comes off extremely well. It's
Unfortunately; the other islands
harp | which produces somfe pleas¬
• This presentation marks the a ride through several continents in the Caribbean have more to of¬
ing Chords. It’s used as a back¬ fer nimble juggling turn in which farewell
Berlin performance of and centuries. The final number
the
junior partner handles most of
ground for his ribs of ballads and
fer in the way* of night life. But
Maxi
and
Ernst
Baier,
before
their
is “Immortal Waltz,” Maxi and
recitatives.
During another se¬ the tossing chores, though senior
Both have long been Ernst Baier’s specialty, with which within a year or so, it’s believed
quence he utilizes a recorder also shows an expert hand at club¬ retirement.
special favorites with Berliners, they have always scored, their big¬ that more talent will , find it worth¬
throwing.
•briefly.
Pair open with standard plate¬ and with their retirement a chap¬ gest triumphs. Their number is while to play Nassau. For example,
His subjects are varied and for
Grady is also setting acts into the
ter will be closed, that concerned still tops.
!
most of his turn he does well throwing. • The. son, Gaby, then this
Caribe Hilton, San Juan, and some
successful and
When he operates in a seemingly turns three wax candles upside most country’s'most
The biggest ovations go7* of acts fly to both spots. He’s current¬
popular
skating
couple.
Be¬
down
from
upright
position
in
disorganized manner.
He sets
course, to the Baiers, the stars of ly interesting some other hotel op¬
sides
winning
numerous
champion¬
holders,
following
by
doing
ditto
himself back with an impression of
the show. While both don’t appear
an unfunny German comic. He with six. This earns good palm¬ ships for themselves they won to¬ in the first part, they show up erators in other areas to pick up
gether the German championship
the acts.
makes it unfunny to the point of ing. Segues by juggling with roll¬ seven
times, the European one five (after the intermission)' in “Olym¬
ing balls bn his back and back of
With more flights, there will be
no returns.
Jose.
times, and -the world championship pic Journey.” -Here, Ernst Baier a considerably larger number of
neck.
plays
Zeus
and
his
wife,
Maxi,
four
times.
Duo join in fast club-tossing,
visitors.
For example, Pan-Ameri¬
enacts
the
role
of
Hera.
Later,
in
After the war, they continued
and son leaps over his father’s
OLANDERS (5)
can has applied for a fare reduc¬
back and catches clubs while lat¬ their successful career with Amer¬ the Spanish scene, they reappear tion to under $100 for a N. Y.Acro-tumbling
with
Ernst
doing
as
a
rich
Span¬
ican-styled* ice shows. Within the
ter is juggling with them.
15 Mins.
Okay act for general vaude past five years they have toured iard and Maxi as a (blond) Spanish Nassau round trip. British Airlines
L’Olympia, Paris
is reportedly fighting the reduc¬
all Europe, giving nearly 2,000 beauty.
Gord.
Five youngsters of Nordic origin spots.
Others who score strongly are tion. In addition, it’s anticipated
performances before 5,000,000 peo¬
do a gymnastic, tumbling act that
ple. Nostalgia and Berlin’s predi¬ Soenke Jensen, in a number of that by 1958, jet flights will enable
scintillates in its energetic rhythm KAY MARTIN & HER BODY¬ lection for blade shows makes fine stints; Irene Braun (twice win¬ a passenger to land in Nassau after
and sheer zest and bounding abil¬
GUARDS (4)
their Berlin stay a successful one. ner of the German championship), only two hours from New York.
ity.
Songs
Although their program isn’t as Friederike Schropp, Leopold Bie¬
Although these flights will bring
A stocky athletic girl under¬ 20 Mins.
colorful and lavish as the big rer (former Austrian champ), more visitors, it will; still be the
stands for pyramids, a tiny blonde Yeaman’s, Detroit
American shows seen here, notably Charlotte Ballauf, Lothar Mueller cruise boats that will bring the
youth becomes a whirling dervish,
A former photographer’s model, “Holiday On Ice” and the “Roller (European champ) and Herbert
and the rest take their .turns to Kay Martin wears a low-cut gown Follies,” the Baiers deserve praise Reeck. The musical accompaniment greater measure of prosperity to
shine in an act that looks a natural which nicely reveals a picture- as they manage to bring about a is adequately handled by Heinz Nassau. The big factor in this re¬
for that aero filler or opener in figure.
She is a sexy-looking show which,
. , measured
_ by German
_ Adolph and his eight-piece orch. spect is the allowable weight • on
vaude or video.
Mosk*■
thrush, no mistake about that. But | standards, is very good. Only . on
I planes.
Hans.

Nassau
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Brass-Oidy Shows Borge PullsIn St$23,000
Loo 1-Niter
& Benefit Cuftos
Rapped by Bright
!

Chicago, March 27.
Jackie Bright, 'AGVA national
administrator, roundly lambasted
the “interminable requests” re¬
received by AGVA for gratis
talent at benefits, in a visit
to Chi recently. “I’m sick and
tired of seeing actors giving their
talent away for nothing,” he sai<j.
-It’s the only thing they have to
sell and if they give it away long
enough, they’ll find themselves
bankrupt.” Referring to a request by USOCamp Shows veepee Lawrence
Phillips for a series of talent
troupes to tour overseas service to
.appear in officers’ clubs only.
Bright scored any “segregated
form of entertainment.”
“We have had many complaints
in the past by enlisted men in the
service that they only got to see
USO shows after the officers were
accommodated. We Will not counte¬
nance any form of service enter¬
tainment that is not equally avail¬
able to all ranks.” Bright mentioned
that an officers’ club in Tokyo had
in the past been buying big name
talent with a $1,000,000 .surplus
accumulated there. He said this
indicated that officers’ clubs could
well afford to pay talent decent
salaries, rather • than the current
transportation, room and board
and per diem expenses setup.
AGVA exec said he thought one
of the most pressing needs for
entertainment exists in veterans
hospitals. “When is the Govern¬
ment going to appitopriate some
money for entertainment .of the
forgotten men in our veterans
hospitals?,” he asked.
Announcing expansion of a free
hospital care plan for AGVA mem¬
bers, Bright said that Margie
Coate, AGVA’s director of Sick and
Relief, recently met with Arch¬
bishop Cushing of Boston to work
out details of an agreement which
would- make at least one Boston
hospital available to performers for
free treatment in case of illness.
Promising a similar setup in Chi¬
cago, Bright said that such arrange¬
ments now exist with 14 hospitals
In New York and one in Florida.
AGVA, of course, foots the bill in
these cases from the pension and
welfare fund.
]

WARD HALL
AND

LEONARDO
Currently

PALM CLUB
Palm Beach

St. Louis, March 27.
Victor Borge drew 6,500 payees
and socko $23,000 for his one-night
stand in the convention hall of the
Henry W. Kiel (municipal) audi¬
torium last Wednesday (21),
The house was scaled to $5.50
and the date was sponsored by En¬
tertainment Enterprises, Inc.

Borge’s 27 G in Ohio
Cincinnati, March 27.
Victor Borge pulled down $27,000
for his 75% cut of one-nighters
here and in Troy, O., over the
weekend.- His solo grossed $15,000
on 5,300 admissions Friday (23) in
Cincinnati Garden. Saturday’s per¬
formance was to an advance $21,000
sellout in the 6,0b0-seat Troy
Arena.
Kenny Wilson, operator of the
Troy Arena, promoted both dates,
bearing expenses from his 25%
take.

Troy ‘Carnival’
Scores Neatly
Troy, N. Y., March 27.
Topped by pick Button and
Sonya Klopfer Kaye, with a strong
comedy assist from Rusty Kile and
John Newson, the RPI Figure Skat¬
ing Club’s annual “Ice Carnival”
entertained big audiences in Col¬
lege* Field House last Thursday
through Sunday afternoon (20). A
matinee was added on the latter,
to give those who. had missed Fri¬
day night's performance—due to
the winter’s heaviest snowstorm—
an opportunity. to attend. Almost
2,000 were reported present that
evening, despite blizzard condi¬
tions.
As viewed at the fourth show
Saturday, before an estimated
crowd of 3,500, the Carnival, en¬
listing 170 <■. participants and pre¬
senting 11 production numbers,
moved with reasonable dispatch
and eye-appeal. The profession¬
als, filling solo 'spots toward the
end of the two acts, were naturally
the sock performers. Button gave
an exhibition of figure skating that
hasn’t been equalled on the 100-by200 foot rink. He and Miss Kaye,
teammates on U, S. 1952 Olympic
squad, alone made the trip to the
arena, worthwhile. Miss Kaye per¬
formed with particular skill and
grace during her second segment.
Kile & Newsom, who came out of
European Iceshows, clicked with
their “lovable horse” number,
funny and clean, as well as with a
comedy adagio. Howard and Mary
Lou Butler, instructors for* RPI
senior, intermediate and junior
clubs, and “Carnival” choreogra¬
phers, registered nicely In unison
skating.
In the featured youths, Marty
Ousterhout, Troy girl and a sec¬
tional champion, appeared to be
one of the best. Costuming, han¬
dled by Margaret E. Garren (wife
of H. L. Garren, production direc¬
tor and Field House manager) was
shipshape;
lighting,
excellent.
Show ran two hours. Top was $3.
Jaco.

IBEW $50,000 Chi Show
With Imogene Coca Star

WHEN IN BOSTON
If'* t/ie

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk
Avery A Washington Sts.
Ivory Room

_Radio In

SENSATIONAL COMEDY OFFER
Over 1000 "Clever Remarks"
Only $1.00| List Free.
Send your order nowl
Edward Orrin, 5854 San Vicente Blvd.
Los Angeles 19, Calif.
•

Chicago, March 27.
Frank Darling’s Local 1031 of
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers has set another
of its semi-annual shows for May
7-13, with Imogene Coca headlin¬
ing. She gets $12,500 for the sevenday show. Sammy Davis Jr. had
been mentioned for the top spot,
but was unavailable due to his “Mr.
Wonderful” commitment.
The show, admission to which
is free and restricted to union
members, will cost in excess of
$50,000. On the bill with Imogene
Coca will be Novello’s Dogs, Frank
Libuse and the Muggsy Spanier
band. Show has four productions
numbers and will span two hours.

Current ABC-Par Record Hit

“LITTLE CHILD”

CAB CALLOWAY
March 27 and 28
"IN TOWN TO-NIGHT"
CBS-TV from Chicago

Mgt. RILL MITTLIR, U1V Broadway. Now Tort

Silvers’ Vegas Date
Phil Silvers has been signed for
a four-week stand at the Riviera,
Las Vegas, starting April 12. He’s
expected to take on some other
dates before resuming with his
filmed video show.
Mello Larks will be on the same
bill.

Ringling Circus
Prevue Hit By
Row With AGVA

VAUDEVILLE

61

Performer Union Hits at Deejays
With Nationwide Dish Hop Ban
165-Acre Rail Town, U.S.A
Wise. Defi to Disneyland
Milwaukee, March 27.
. A rural plot of 165 acres midway
between Milwaukee and Chicago
(Highway 41) is being converted
into Rail Town, U. S. A., with the
idea that the he.avy automobile
traffic between the two cities and
the thickly populated area will
bring 2,000,000 visitors annually.
Site opens in June.
All kinds of rail transportation
will be reproduced in miniature
rides and displays and the new
overhead5’Mono-Rail trains will be
included.
This is one of several roadside
tourist displays which ljave Jaeen
developing around the U. S/| the
most recent being Disneyland in
California.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists has .banned all variety apt
appearances on disk hQDs. The un¬
ion has also decreed that all ap¬
pearances for deejays on radio
shall be limited to interviews only.
Any delivery of comedy or songs
shall subject the -disk jockey to
payment of full club date salaries
to the act. The union has also for¬
bidden AGVA singers to panto¬
mime words to recordings on a
video show without payment of full
casual date salaries.
The strict ban by the union on
disk hops comes as an aftermath
of. isolated fights around the coun¬
try against these cuffo appearances.
Union has contended that these ap¬
pearances are exacted as a quidpro-quo for plugging of records.
To enforce the deejay ban,
AGVA has decreed that no mem¬
ber shall work at any spot where
admission is charged unless they
play in front of union musicians.
At the hops, the platters generally
m t ide the sole source of music.
The disk hop has taken hold in
several cities. In most cases there
have been beefs by the unions
against these hops, which are al¬
leged to deprive musicians of em¬
ployment and also compete with
niteries which employ live talent,
According to union spokesmen,
if any of the disk jocks retaliate
against the talent by not playing
their recordings, the union will
deal with such cases.

The gala prevue for the" Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey
Circus, set for Madison Square
Garden, N.Y., April 4, for the
benefit of the Police Athletic
League, will not be given clear¬
ance by Theatre Authority and
therefore the names that have
been recruited to appear for free,
will not donate their services. TA
ban will stand unless the circus
signs an agreement with the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
according to
qnion’s
national
administrative
secretary Jackie
Bright.
Currently, the fact finding com¬
mittee, which is attempting to ne¬
gotiate with John Ringling North,
Montreal, March 27.
circus prexy, is attempting to set
The newest show biz gimmick,
up a meeting between union and that 'of supermarkets sponsoring a
circus representatives, but haven’t vaude layout with admission via
yet been able to arrange a confab. grocery purchases made in their
stores, wound up in a highly suc¬
cessful fashion here in Montreal
recently.
Dinah Shore Set For
The Robert Thompson “Show of
Shows” teed off its North Ameri¬
Houston Shrine Show
can tour in Montreal backed by
Albany, March 27.
Houston, March 27.
Adoption by the Senate and As¬ Steinburg’s, the largest indie in
Dinah Shore and her video cast
sembly last week of the Seelye-Os- the province of Quebec, and any will do a show, “Meet the Stars,”
trander bill authorizing tne city of customer who bought $39 worth of to be sponsored by Arabia Temple,
Saratoga—subject to approval of foodstuffs was entitled to a ticket local shrine group, on April 21.
the voters at a fall referendum— for the show. More than 109,000 The show will be for the benefit of
to lease part of its Congress Palrk tickets were picked up, and de¬ the .Crippled Children’s Clinic and
for a proposed 300-room hotel cost¬ spite fact company ran five shows will be held in the Music Hall here.
ing $3,000,000, placed it with Gov. a day for first couple of days and
Miss Shore will originate her two
Averell Harrlman for action dur¬ then four-a-day for remainder of NBC-TV broadcasts from here on
ing the 30-day period after the Leg¬ 10 days, two additional perform¬ April 1 and April 19. In addition
ances
were
added
at
Her
Majesty’s
islature adjourned.
Theatre on Sunday to meet de¬ to Miss Shore, her husband George
Montgomery,, the Skylarks and Art
The proposal, subject of a lively mand for tickets.
Baker will be here.
controversy in the Spa, is backed
The show, which played at the
by Mayor Addiso* Mallery and the
2,505-seater
St.
Denis
Theatre,
Saratoga Chamber of Commerce,
was headed by the Four Aces, with
Elaine Malbin, Bob McFadden,
Edwards Bros. (3), Frances Brunn,
the Abbots and emcee Billy Long,
with Wally Newman’s 12-piece
■*—1 ■ ■ Continued from page 1 ■ ■ —*■ ■ orch in the pit. Some 250 super¬
market execs from all over the
town’s growth, he says, hasn’t been U, S. made a special trip to Mont¬
hampered by the flood of four real to catch the last show and
hotels during the past year.
came away impressed.
The old truism remains that an
Steinburg’s completed final ar¬
innkeeper cannot go into Las
rangements
this week with Thomp¬
Vegas with only a shoestring, as
was the case with the hostels that son for next year’s show. Thomp¬
son
is
current
in Cleveland with
were forced to shutter, according
his show, and has more than 22
to Prell.
cities signed for' '56 tour with
Unlimited Coin
personnel of shows changing in
To survive in this town, says every city.
Prell, an operation must be en¬
dowed with almost unlimited fi¬
COMEDY MATERIAL
GENEVIEVE, PORET SPLIT
nancial resources, and must have
For All Branches of Theatricala
Montreal, March 27.
a solid knowledge of casino opera¬
Genevieve, Gallic thrush current¬
FUN-MASTER
tion, hotel, nitery and restaurant
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
business. Each department, says ly a click at the Ritz Cafe, parts
(The Service of the STARS)
company
with
Luc
Poret,
her
ar¬
Prell, must pay. off. Even the
First 13 Files $7.00-AII 35 issues $25
this
week.
nitery is no exception to this rule. ranger-accompanist
Singly; S1.05 per script.
The food and liquor aspects has to Poret, an established single in the
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. .$10 •
be constantly in the black, but the .boites of Paris as a singer before
• MINSTREL BUDGET.$25 •
joining
up
with
Genevieve
for
her
entertainment costs can be charged
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Obg* for Stags) $50 •
to the casino.
'• • U. S. invasion three years ago, will
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
Prell pointed out that on his stay orir this ■ side of tHe •'Atlantic,
"GIANt C^ASSIFlED-feNCYtLOPEDIA
| opening night, the casino dropped for next few months.
Gpnevieve is schedded. to open.1 OF OAG$,$3M. WorthWer athousand
$285,000. There have been stretches
in the inn’s history when it had soo’rl at the St. Regis in NeW York’/
BILLY M/ftiON
a losing streak lasting 65 days. while Poret goes to Chicago for an
200 W. 14th $t., New York If—Dept. V
There’s no way to predict how the extended engagement at the Gate
Circle 7-1130
play in a casino will run, and an of Horn.
Operator must come in with a truly
prodigious bankroll if he’s to last.
Another item that makes the
Les Vegas outlook optimistic is the
overwhelming vote on the referen¬
dum of construction of a conven¬
tion Kali. Now, he says, they can
accept all kinds of conventions.
Recently the town had to turn
down a confab slated to pull in
ljOOO visitors simply because there
were no facilities for display space.
The new construction will solve
that problem, says Prell.
Prell also pointed out that even
the hotels that folded serve the
community. The three Strip inns
that shuttered are open as hotels
only and are going good business,
especially on weekends when the
CONCERTS • FILMS • TV • CLUBS • CONVENTIONS
town is loaded.
Actually, Prell says, the only
things that Las Vega* should fear
is the unregulated openings of
HOWARD LANIN MANAGEMENT
new hostels, and witli proper spacjngy every new bit of construction
Til W. *7H» stto*
Naw To*
JMtoa 4-M4»
can survive.

Supermarket Unit
Scores In Monti

More Controversial Bill
For New Saratoga Hotel

Vegas Wants

THE ANGELAIRES
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NIGHT n.i n ItKVIEWS

Laid in Quarter, N. Y.
Lou Walters presentation with
Arthur Lee Simpkins, Charlivels
(3), Johnny Puleo & Harmonica
Rascals (6), Chiquita & Johnson,
Harold & Lola? Wazzam Troupe
(8 >, Doreen Lord, Rita Noble, Prin¬
cess Yasmina, Line, Jo Lombardi
& Buddy Harlowe Orchs; minimum
$6.
Lou Walters is dispensing a lot
of entertainment with this show.
At first glance, it looks like a lot
of overbooking, so abundant is the
display. But once the show gets
down to business, it’s a well-edited
and nicely balanced layout that
keeps the customers happy during
the 90 minutes plus of its course.
There are a lot of entertainers
that could get top billing on thi&
session, but that distinction goes
to Arthur Lee Simpkins, the Negro
tenor who is doing a repeat here
in a comparatively short time.
Simpkins is considerably less serioso than his classical training. He
mixes standards with the longhairs
for an entirely pleasing effect. He
standout, of course, in his rendi¬
tion of “Vesti la Giubba,” which
following “St. Louis Blues,” pleases
every segment of opinion in the
house for top results.
Johnny Puleo, making his first
N.Y. appearance without the Borrah Minevitch tag preceding the
act, does a routine that brings
heavy returns. It’s still the same
act crafted by the late Minevitch
and contains two original members
of the troupe. Minevitch has left
Puleo a rich legacy—the original
concept of the act, which continues
with virtually no changes, except
the musical selections which keep
apace with the times. Puleo han¬
dles the lead comic role excel¬
lently, and carries out the original
comedy gags expertly for salvos.
Another standout turn is Les
Charlivels (3), one of the more
versatile acts in show biz. This
Gallic group excels in a number of
directions. They instrumentalize
expertly, sing, and their aero danc¬
ing constitutes a top display that
warrants solid acceptance.
In the dance department, the
two teams still stir audience enthu¬
siasms. Chiquita & Johnson are
probably the best of the ballroom
styled terpers in which acrobatics
play an important role. Their
tricks bring repeated bits of mid¬
term applause. They are off solidly.
Harold & Lola in their standard
snake dance also get a hot mitting.
Production gimmick with a “Scheherezade” setting in which the
first set of dancers is transformed
into a serpent, permits the two
tandems to follow each other in a
logical and entertaining manner.
Third terp element is belly dancer
Princess Yasmina. a Danilova of
the diaphragm who does well here.
Another
turn,
the
Wazzam
Troupe, seven men and a girl, pro¬
vides a rousing interlude, as one
understander supports all the
others, and as they go into four
highs, pyramids and some expert
tumbling.
Production accoutrements in¬
clude Doreen Lord in an under¬
water strip, Rita Noble in the pro¬
duction sihging, the Metropolitan
Sextet warbling group numbers that
provide further color, and an ex¬
pertly routined line in which the
costumes get a lot of attention and
gasps. They’re a tremendous comeon for the male trade.
Jo Lombardi show-backs with
precision and provides a fine dance
incentive. Buddy Harlowe reliefs.
Jose.

ning that evokes warm returns; es¬
pecially so when he takes off on
Jolson, Cantor, et al. Ditto his
candid confessions on the years as
a 20th-Fox producer and negative
boxoffice returns from his pix. His
concepts get calls for encore seg¬
ments.
Ella Logan hasn’t been seen in
these parts since the days of the
swank chance casino, the Brook
Club of pre-Kefauver days. She
still retains her bounce. She win¬
ders into occasional reminiscing,
such as on her first big chance at
Broadway in “Jumbo,” adding up
to a smart change of pace. There’s
also the identifying “Finian’s
Rainbow” extract to round out an
adroitly balanced assemblage that
'hits.
,
.
Francois Szony with new part¬
ner, Patti, comes up with a feath¬
ery assortment of lifts and spins
that accent the adagio more than
in the original turn with sister
Giselle. Withal, it’s class terpmg
containing imaginative designs.
Lary.
Palmer House, Chi
Chicago, March 22.
Jose Greco Dancers (with Lola
de Ronda and Norina), Charlie
Fisk Orch (with Lee Channel);
cover.
Firstniters caught some of the
fire generated by Jose Greco's
standout company ' of Spanish
dancers in the Empire Room
opening night. Appearing here
after a year-long absence from
the room, Greco and his troupe
should do capacity business dur¬
ing their four-week stay. Presenting a well-paced program
of traditional Spanish dances and
Greco originals, troupe bows with
a series of 18th century dance pat¬
terns. The Greco repertoire showcased here also presents the pep¬
pery fire of the gypsy flamenco
dances. After a fiery flamenco in¬
terlude danced by Jose Mancilla
and Margarita Zurita, Greco comes
on with partner Lola de Ronda
and accompanying dancers in his
own interp of Ravel’s “Bolero.”
The hoofing- is imaginative and
graceful. A humorous bit, depict¬
ing two frisky children playing at
the fringes of adolescence under
an elder’s watchful eye, follows
for chuckles.
Greco returns in
Castellana” a beautifully cos¬
tumed Castilian peasant dance.
Final segment has Greco’s orig¬
inal “Dance of the Horesmen,”
practically a trademark, eliciting
big palms, and a Hispano classic,
‘Cordoba,” done solo by Lola de
Ronda.
Troupe winds with a
paella of provincial “jotas,” done
by the entire company. Vocals get
solid treatment with the piercing,
clear voice of Norina. House rings
with applause at the begoff.
Difficult score is handled expert¬
ly by the Charlie Fisk orchestra
which also does a good job on the
dansapation. Lee Charmel han¬
dles herself well on the vocals.
Gabe.

PfiiilETr
Shoreham Hotel, Wash.
Washington, March 22.
“Musical Cavalcade” revue,, fea¬
turing Charles & Lucille Cava¬
naugh, Annette May, Jay Howard,
Shoreham Quartette, Shoreham
Ballerinas (6), Singing Strings
(10), Ian Bruce & Howard Hood,
Barnes Orch; cover $2.
“Musical Cavalcade” turns out
to be one of the best and most
elaborate of Bernie Bralove’s orig¬
inal revues. Its theme is early
and modern show biz, and it takes
off in several interesting and color¬
ful directions.
The opener, labeled “Vaude¬
ville,” puts the clock back about 40
years as the whole company comes
on for a song and dance curtainraiser. The Singing Strings, the
Shoreham’s* permanent unit of fid¬
dlers, picks it up from there with
some Gershwin melodies, and there
is a switch to the present with a
rock ’n’ roll dance session on the
floor.
The Ballerinas, a toe dance unit,
offers a rehearsal at the dancing
bar in a toe studio, with one gal
furnishing comedy by cutting loose
with offbeat jazz. “Early Movie
Melodrama” is a period dance
piece which actually goes back to
the live stage of the late 19th cen¬
tury. It has a rich villain and poor
but honest young man wooing a
gal who temporarily winds up in
a bird cage, to the music of “Only
a Bird in a Gilded Cage,” before
busting out to pitch happy ending
w-oo with the nice young man.
There’s a southern revival meeting
song and dance number; flashy ice
skating by Charles & Lucille Cava¬
naugh. and an unusual bit by Jay
Howard and his masks offering
faces of Broadway characters.
Soprano Annette May, a new
vocalist here, offers a couple of
solos, and the show winds up with
a strong jitterbug finale. This is
the late show.
As is the Shoreham policy, the
early show is entirely different. Its
theme is a visit to the U. S. by
Orientals, with a little bit of Amer¬
icans abroad in one number. This
is lively but not as strong as the
late show.
Lowe.
Silver Spur, Phoenix
Phoenix, March 21.
Guy Rennie, Vivianne Lloyd,
Freddie Davis Orch (3); Tommy
McFadden (lounge); no cover, no
minimum.
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on this bistro belt with the same;
act twice. This time she under¬
scores her familiar throaty sounds
with new lyrics and a smattering
of histrionics that make sock en¬
tertainment.
Her new ones include “Thurs¬
day’s Child,” a song which she
embraces with simple .^dramatics;
an upbeat Afro-Cuban piece called
“Oggere” (made even more effec¬
tive by the tom-tom backdrop of
drummer Ray Romero and superb
lighting); “Old Fashion Girl,” and
‘Fascinating Man.”
During the latter pair, she shows
her ability for subtle change of
moods as she turns, pixie-like for
the first, and characteristically
sexy for the second number. As
highlight in her performance, she
Carries out “Old Fashion Girl”
and “Fascinating Man” by slinking
from one chaise lounge to another,
the furniture aiding and abetting a
reflection of her extreme moods,
otherwise more noticeable in her
facial expressions.
Her whirl with the drums in
Mademoiselle Kitt” is cute,«but
unnecessary, and her switch (on¬
stage) from a brocade overlay,
feather-edged gown into a svelte,
gold lame toreador-type outfit
would appear more effective were
it to come later in the act, instead
of its currently slotted spot right
after the opener.
Myron Cohen has tried a true
format that never changes, and
his following is likewise. He takes
his fans on the usual tour of re¬
sort towns—Vegas, Palm Springs,
Miami, Atlantic City—describing
the characters he meets at each.
And, while the yarn changes to
fit the clime, the principals who
people Cohen’s amusing world
never vary—they all come out as
funny guys and gals. For this
trip, he brings along a batch of
new stories, and even Jiis more
familiar tales have fresh black¬
outs.
Ernie Richman and His; Manequins are upfront at the top with
a sometimes moody, sometimes
spoofing play with “Love For
Sale.” Richman’s act is well windowcased by an excellent appear¬
ing background and superb cos¬
tumes. Ted Fio Rito’s orch is on
its toes throughout, tuning up each
sharp and flat, on cue. In addition
to Romero, Miss Kitt is backed up
strongly by the guitaring of Perry
Lopez, and the deft piano touch of
Sanford Gould, all of which adds
to the star’s well-tempoed melodic
sortie.
Alan.

Here’s a show 'that gets off the Eden Roc, Miami Beach
ground in the. first 60 seconds and
Miami Beach, March 17.
breezes along for a fast hour of
Jane Froman (with Nat Brandhumor and song. Guy Rennie, who wynne), Bobby Van, Henry Tobias,
sets a fast pace with mildly-blue
gags aimed at ringsiders and vocal Mai Malkin Orch; $3.50-$5 mini¬
impressions of headliners past and mum.
present, is remembered by some
Both Jane Froman and Bobby
for his eight-month run in the
Broadway cast of “Oklahoma” Van project a quality-stamp that
admirably suits the class precincts
and by more via tv.
Between bits and songs; he gulps of the Cafe Pompeii in this plush
straight shots of whiskey and re¬ newery among the oceanfront
putedly has downed as much as a hotels.
Miss Froman, last seen here at
quart a night without visible ef¬
Elammgo. Las Vegas
fect. It’s a running gag that has the ill-fated Copa City, provides a
Las Vegas,' March 27.
generous
portion of the better
the
customers
fascinated
by
the
Dick Shawn, De Castro Sisters
things in song-showmanship. Her
(3), Rickie Layne, Flamingo Star¬ end of his 45-minute routine.
mature
stylings
purveyed with
Rennie’s vocalidolizations of Lu- able assist fromare
lets (9), Jeanne Jones, Louis Basil
pianist-conductor
cienne Boyer, Mistinguett and Jol¬ Nat
Orch (10); $2 minimum.
Brandwynne, who helms her
son are clever and authentic but smooth-flowing
session. Eschewing
Dick Shawn climbs into topline his impersonation of Chevalier is the over-mannered delivery too
His swish many of the current crop of song¬
prominence with this Flamingo the surefire closer.
date and with the*De Castro Sis¬ version of “Stout-Hearted Men1 stresses adopt, Miss Froman still
ters, Rickie Layne, should swing from “Vagabond King” is in¬ invokes a -dramatic treatment with
much appeal for Strip customers offensive and makes an ideal en¬ her work that intensifies the basic
core.
the full month.
warmth and drive contained in her
Vivianne Lloyd, who looks and contraltoings.
Shawn’s comedy forte lies in his
ability to parlay story characteri¬ sounds somewhat like Judy Gar¬
Her mixture is an elevating one
Foniainehleau, M. Il%*li sations and songology • into'‘high, land, belts out nine songs in rapid
for the auditors, raising up a mittMiami Beach, -March 24.
laugh payoffs; No one-diner corAic, succession. She resembles a red¬
George■ JesseljElla Logan'fwitlv ‘hd builds 'into ’unexpected climaxes. headed .mermaid in a skin-fitting storm throughout the mixture,
blends bright, bouncy items
Lou Bring), Francois Stony & Patti, The f‘Schizophrenia”' and' “Fight-; gown- of. green sequins. Trained which
to spell the slower tempos—all of
Murray Schlamhi,- Sacds'aS Otch; ei*”:-routines? draw fine results;'but for light opera, her lyric soprano it building to her big number, an
$3.50-$4.50* min,
..
peak iS reached-ih- his by now-w.fe. voice- easily handles “Man That Irving Berlin cavalcade ranging
Civil War spoof.
There’s some Got Away” and “Jalousie.” The through the years from 1910 to
With "this lineup Fontainebleau probing comedy in Dean Martin Merman influence is obvious in . “I this decade.
policy switches to the one-week and Belafonte impreshes, and Got Rhythm” and the Garland
Throughout, the radiant person¬
stand setup which prevailed serioso warbling of “Vesti La quality is very pronounced in the ality
is there to light interest, with
through late-spring and summer Giubba” segues into the glory hal¬ higher registers of “Trolley Song”
no
evidences of the Lisbon plane
and
“Over
the
Rainbow.”
Soon
lelujah
windup
of
previous
sketch
last year. Draw' results of the
more expensive acts played here for tremendous yocks and begoff. •to be seen in her first picture, crash incident which had her out
De Castro Sisters have a bright “The Lock and the Key” (John of action for so long. Staging, M
during height of winter rarely
held up beyond a 10-day period chirp inning filled with humor, Wayne), in which she vocalizes the a plus, gowning ditto, and t overall
and indicated return to the short¬ plenty of verve, yet sometime theme ditty, she’s a good bet all¬ results a begoff after an unstinting
display of her considerable catalog.
overdo some of the interlarded round.
er stay sessions. ’
Bobby Van is in the warmup
mugging and jokery. Although the
The components contained
Freddie Davis trio supplies firstthis layout obviously are aimed to trio has made nitery rep on up¬ rate instrumentation for the acts spot, where several months ago he
lure all types in the area here for tempo tunes or dialectic kidding and dansapation for the custom¬ held down the top slot at the
the Easter-Passover holidays. In (Spanish pc French) of ditties, the ers. Service and food are excel¬ neighboring Fontainebleau. Van
George Jessel, there's the 'appeal torchants go over best here. Big¬ lent. Tommy McFadden’s parodies goes to work with an ease and
confidence that soon' dispel the
to the Beachites and vacationers gest mitts are handed “Teach Me in the lounge are diverting.
wlio’ve seen him around on the Tonight,” carbon of their Abbott
“opening turn” feel, tablers com¬
Dick.
fund raising circuit which is now disking.
ing to attention quickly once he
his principal route.
takes off on the feathery hoofery
Rickie Layne handles the open¬
El Rancho, Las Vegas
SI ill the adept raconteur, Jes¬ ing portion well. Idea of ventro’s
and light gab which theme his act.
sel s
complete
self - confidence dummy spouting Yiddishisms is
Las Vegas, March 24.
The softshoe pattemings hit solid¬
serve to hold tablers at attention, novel,
_, and
_ recent
_ appearances
____
Eartha Kitt, Myron Cohen, Ernie ly, leading to impressions and
of
overcoming tendency to stray ] Layne on Ed Sullivan shows has Richman & Manequins (4), Ted adeRtly worked-but segment based
irom the subjects at hand. Sketch- given the act a recognizable label, Fio Rito Orch (12); $2 minimum. on Variety’s 50th anni edition, his
es of banquet attendees, their foi•
capper.
Ron Fletcher’s Flamingo
Star¬
bles and, fancies, are solid- in the lets are caparisoned gorgeously
Henry Tobias major-dopios the
Eartha Kitt's name on the El
mirth-raising department when he and terp engagingly in “Singing in Rancho marquee should remain a lighting and overall presentation
hits highs in the spelling. 'Again, the Rain," and “Love Me or Leave surefire lure during her five inventively, as’ Well as introing in
when Jessel works into his show Me." Two males aid the rounds,
biz years, the mixture of waggery with pert • soloist. ’ Jeanne
with nostalgia is a sometimes sun¬ Louis Basil orChsters givtf
ny, somelimW
r liM- hacking.

Blue Angel, N. Y*
Enid Mosier & Trinidad Steel
Band (4), Jorie Remus, Joe Carter,
Johnny Mathis, Jimmy Lyons Trio;
minimum $5.
The Blue Angel continues as one
Of the top talent showcases in the
nitery belt. This Herbert JacobyMax Gordon operation rarely fails
to contain at least one item of in¬
terest that warrants a visit. There
are several in this instance. ‘ But
the primary attraction is Enid
Mosier and the Trinidad Steel
Band, which has been breaking in
a long time at Gordon’s compan¬
ion operation, the Village Van¬
guard, and prior to that had been
in the legiter, “House of Flow¬
ers.”
Miss Mosier is a singer who
can either deadpan or provide ex¬
tremely mobile facial expressions.
She packs a lot of entertainment
on her own with her renditions of
Calypsos and Gallic chansons,
while the lads back her with drhms
the homemade instruments
crafted from the tops of oil drums.
It’s a turn with distinction.
The Trinidad Steel Band, in ifr*
self, is an entertaining bit. The
lads drive out a compelling beat
and a surprisingly soft marimba¬
like tone that makes for pleasant
listening. When combined with a
personable projection as is given
by Miss Mosier, it’s a turn that
should hit a wide horizon of em¬
ployment in a lot of spots.
The surrounding bill’has Jdhnny Mathis, Joe Carter and Jorie
Remus, all New Acts. Jimmy Lyons
trio aids the acts' considerably with
its musical backing.
Jose.
Sans Souci, Havana
Havana, March 11L
Mello-Larks (4), GQofers (5),
Ortega & Rivero Orchs, Sans
Souci Dance Group; produced by
Alberto Alonso; $6 minimum at
tables.
Within a peciod of a few months,
Havana has blossomed into the top
entertainment center of Latin
America. One of the pace-setters
has been the new Sans Souci,
which reopened last December un¬
der the management of Harry
(Lefty) Clark, formerly of Miami's
Green Gables.
Clark remodelled and expanded
the place (it now seats 1,100), and
signed up more name talent than
all the other Cuban niteries com¬
bined have had during the past
five years. Starting with Denise
Darcel in its inaugural show, Sans
Souci* has since featured Edith
Piaf, Ilona Massey, Cab Calloway,
Dorothy Dandridge, Joanne Gil¬
bert and Tony Martin (an idol* of
the Cubans, who packed, them in).
The current show features two
musical groups: the Mello-Larks
and the Goofers. The Mello-Larks,
a girl and three boys, versatilely
range from the sweet to the comic
to the spiritual. They are at their
snappy best with ^Jericho” and
“Gideon Bible.” The girl is cute
too.
The Goofers, five men, sing and
play instruments and often stoop
to silly slapstick,, for which for
some reason goes over big in
nightclubs. But the Goofers are
talented, and their takeoff on the
show’s main voodoo number is
really funny. Then. one member,
wearing a monkey face, does some
socko beating of the drums.
The -most spectacular part of the
show is the “Bamba Iroko Bamba”
voodoo number, which has 100 per¬
formers and costs $25,000 weekly
to stage. Sans Souci-claims it is
“the biggest and costliest show
ever put on in Cuba,” and this is
very possibly true.
The number starts out with three
shapely victims being indoctrin¬
ated in voodoo ritual, among much
bodily writhing and shedding of
clothes. The action takes place on
catwalks set among the trees
around the dining-dancing area and
and on a specially-constructed
stage. The authentic chants and'
dances, enhanced by the outdoor
tropical atmosphere, makes the
scene entirely realistic.
As the show Continues, a man
ventures to cut down the sacred
tree. The tree takes its vengeance,
in the form of infuriated witchdoc¬
tors and voodooists, an the man
ends his life in a climactic 50-foot
leap from a platform high in the
trees. (He lands on a net. not visi¬
ble to the spectators).
The show is the brainchild of
Alberto Alonso (brother of baller¬
ina Alicia Alonso). One of the
best producer-choreographers in
Cuba, Alonso formerly did the
shows at Radiocentro, Theatre, and
these were the' most original in
town. The Radioc.entrO shows con¬
sisted of humorous, modern-danc¬
ing. sketches o.f. contemporary Qubah/hfe' arid, jperlfcps, Alonfo. ;will
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a Nouvell© Eve, Paris
Paris, March 20.
Rene Bardy presents “Extrava¬
gances” a revue in two parts,
Itaaed-'by Bardy; choreography,
Peter Gladke; music, Pierre DeLrcxj Claude Bonheur; costumes,
Frte ’ Berteaux; lighting, Alec
Shanks. With Patti Ross, Rob Mur¬
ray Medina & Harris, Bambi, Zina
Eachewsky, Margot Myers, Noelle
Adam, Jacqu'es Fort, Nouvelie Eve
Clionis (16),.Eve Boys (6), Janik
& Arnaut; cover, $3.50; minimum
' $5.
_
I

La Nouvelle Eve, the plush,
pigalle boite which has been shut¬
tered tor 16 months while the
troupe toured Europe, has re¬
opened with its usual lush show
and its still highpriced standards.
Cover and minimum make this one
of the steepest-priced boites in
town Spectacle, reportedly cost¬
ing 115,000,000 francs ($345,000),
though probably much less, de¬
notes an expensive cover, but it
remains an intermittently appeal¬
ing affair and is mostly too stilted
and lacking in enough movement
or verve to make it a truly out¬
standing entry.
The money was poured, into ex¬
quisite costuming and plenty of
leggy girls and bared anatomies
under the flounce, feathers and
dress. Usual formula of a series
of production numbers, inter¬
spersed with specialty acts, makes
up the show. Fairly, small floorspace is sagaciously utilized, but it
limits any real choreographic pos¬
sibilities. Girls keep moving and
glittering costumes hide the ordi¬
nary qualities of the dance inter¬
ludes. Lead danseuse is American
Margot Myers, who utilizes the
small space for pleasing ara¬
besques.
Bambi brings a lithe, chocolate
note 16 the proceedings. Numbers
are all clever, though somewhat
cramped, and saved by the stat¬
uesque chorines and gorgeous
costumes. A postoffice bit has the
lovelies as letters, then they enact
fables and newspapers, niteries
and a haute couture show, to. wind
with a square dance and a world¬
wide tour for other excuses for
the extremely inventive and taste-'
ful dress of Erte and Berteaux.
Among acts the standout is Rob
Murray in his recalcitrant juggling
turn. Perfection allows him to
sternly snarl and shrug his way
through a well-regulated and tak¬
ing turn, in for gigantic palms.
Patti Ross brings a good acrosquirm dance, with her pleasing
blonde looks and suppleness mak¬
ing this another topnotch entry.
Janik & Arnaut lend an exotic note
in a snake woman and man num¬
ber, with malleable girl making a
good entrance down a rope from
the ceiling. Medina & Harris do
an okay acro-danc^ bit.
Jacques Fort, Zina Rachewsky,
Janine Caire and Chrisiane Garnier do all right by the light voice
chores, and chorus boys supply
some Americanized acrobatic dance
bits, with choreographer Peter
Gladke also in the terping. In
short, this repeats the over-sump¬
tuous, grandiose staging to over¬
come an essentially ;weak_ show for
those wanting an eyeful instead of
a mindful. It presents Gallic ele¬
gance in the nitery field, but lacks
the pace and dynamism that has
been injected into the Lido shows,
with their bigger runway and more
imaginative stagings'.
Mosk.
Desert Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, March 20.
Patti Page, Wiere Bros. (3)
(with Mildred Seymour), Donii
Arden Dancers (featuring Pony
Sherrell)
(16), Carlton Hayes
Orch (14); $2 minimum.
Patti Page should keep her
bosses 'happy during her three
names in the Painted Desert
Room.
Some time has elapsed
since her last visit, so it probably
matters little that the only noticealteration of her act is the
addition of a few pew, songs she
has tuned up recently for platter
sessions and her videopus. Other¬
wise, the format is familiar, and
tne staging and lighting designed
lor her last appearance here by
Lharlie O’Curran remains the
same. Strong kudos are rewarded
lor ‘Band of Gold/* a, new one;
a medley of standards, her warm
embrace of the poignant Israeli
chant, “Father, Father,” and “Ten¬
nessee Waltz.” Latter is still her
negoff song, and after all of these
years, is still greeted by a salvo for
the initial bar.
The comedy department is well
taken care of by the Wiere Bros,
tneir approach is fresh and gets a
strong mitt reward. Highspot is
\h,c,r insert of funny business
while violining w.k. semi-classics.
When they’re not bibbing each
,ct.her* or tfre audience, the trio
will turn t<p. foil Mildred Seymqifrrt

a stately blonde looker who burns
up the piano while they fiddle.
Chorus numbers are holdovers,
with Pony Sherrell thrushing the
lyrics written by herself. But for
this turn, the centerpiece choreo,
“Shady Sadie”—a shocker with its
thundering sound affect, flashing
lightning and veritable downpour
of rain—would be a better show
if it were switched with the open¬
er, “Second Greatest Sex,” a
sprightly, cleverly laid out num¬
ber. The startling effect “.Sadie”
has on the customers would not be
lost at the top, and would reduce
the sharp contrast that now results
when Miss Page follows with her
more subdued tones.
On thfe
podium, Carlton Hayes waves a
unerring baton, to which his
tootlers respond quickly and ex¬
pertly.
Alan.

P^Sriety
Hold Roosevelt, N. O*
New Orleans, March 26.
Ted Lewis & Revue, Caribbeans
(3), Elroy Peace, Barbara 'Esko,
Lynn Lyons, Venita D’Andrea,
Chuck Cabot Orch (14); $2.50
minimum.
/

Ted Lewis and his battered top
hat, cane and clarinet, is back in
the Blue Room with a new enter¬
tainment revue that’s a bright,
fast-paced session of music and
frolic flavored with nostalgia. The
"tragedian of song” is in the spot¬
light actively for 50 minutes and
the big first-night crowd went for
every minute of it.
The old pro- still dispenses those
ageless dramatically rhythmic mon¬
ologs, talk-sings his perennial ly¬
rics, lyricizes intros to the acts into
which he wanders in and out
smoothly.
Statler-Hilton, Dallas
His “Me And My Shadow” turn
Dallas, March 16.
Los Chavales de Espana (with is still a great biz bit. Elroy Peace,
Trim Reyesi; Bob Cross Orch “Shadow” No. 4 (he’s worn out
three others), carbons his motions.
(12); $2-$2.50 cover.
Peace also executes a brace of
fancy dress steps to win a nice
Latune lovers are being treated hand for himself.
by quality entertainment in the
Topping acts are the Caribbeans,
two-frame stand of The Kids From
Spain (Los Chavales) at the posh two men and a shapely blond
looker,
who present an exotic East
Empire Room. The animated 11
male musicians, sans music stands Indian dance with writhing, head
and
arm
to a back¬
and in colorful, blue uniforms and ground of movements
tantalizing drumbeats
red boots, stroll over the large, and
jingling ankle bells, and a sexy
raised stage and double instru- interpretation
of “St. Louis Wom¬
mentally. Standouts are “Valen¬
cia,” “Lisbon Antigua” and “April an.” This tvio nets heavy applause.
Barbara
Esko
twirls her way
in Portugal.”
through some intricate ballet rou¬
Highlight of the 50-minute show tines for heavy palm pounding.
is Trini Reyes, jet-haired looker, Pert Lynn Lyons doubles as singer
with three dance numbers, “El and foil for Lewis. She’s a poised
Embrujo
Del
Fandango,”
the songstress and scores nicely.
flamenco “Sacromonte” and “ZamVenita D’Andrea sheds her cri¬
bra y Capote.” She could add an¬
other terp turn and still leave ’em noline covering for a. skin-tight sil¬
ver
lame costume that reveals a
wanting.
nice chassis to dance and sing “I
Two male vocalists, Pepe Lara Don’t Care” in a blues shouting
and Luis Tamayo, wow the dis¬ voice.
taffers.
Baritone Tamayo scores
Music for the acts and dancing
with “L’Ame des Poetes” and is played by Chuck Cabot and his
“Autumn
Leaves”
in
French. band. The crew has swingy style
Duet , of “Gypsy, Gypsy” is
that maintains a clearcut dance
tingler, and prefaces Lara’s solo beat for the customers.
Liuz.
piping of “Granada.”
Hit band offering is the Spanish
El Morocco. Moiot’l
folk tune, “Bag Pipe,” in which
Montreal, March 22.
six violins, two accordions, piano
Cab
Calloway (with Dave Re¬
and bass imitate the swell of bag¬
vere), Lou Sielcr, Valenos (2),
pipes.
Bob Cross’ orch, a fave here, Mister “V” Maury Kaye Orch (7),
lures rthe leather pushers for terp JBuddy Clayton Trio; $1-$1.50 cover.
sessions.
Bark.
Cab Calloway proves that noth¬
ing pays off like experience and an
Riviera, Las Vegas
inherent sense of showmanship.
Despite being a stranger to these
Las Vegas, March 20.
Ben Blue, Patti Moore & Ben parts for many years, the impact
Lessy, Lucienne & Ashour, Hel- created by the old Calloway band
muth Gunther, Double Daters (4), and style is still remembered,
Bob Hopkins, Barbara Drake, Nor¬ judging from the reception at El
man Hawes, Dorothy Dorben Dan¬ Morocco this week. Backed by the
cers (12), Rene Molnar, Ray Sin¬ fine pianoisms of Dave Revere,
Calloway starts in a bright,
atra Orch (12); $2 minimum.
straightforward manner with “Al¬
right With Me”**moves into "Tak¬
This frolic with Ben Blue, Patti ing a Chance on Love” and then
Moore & Ben Lessy topping will wows with “St. James Infirmary
enliven the corridors and casino Blues.” Only trademark reprise is
of the Riviera for a month. It’s his clincher when he does “Minnie
brash and brassy all the way, the Moocher” with the help of
something of the formula found to the audience.
be most effective for escapists into
Lou Sieler, held over from last
this seven-come-eleven desert isle. show, continues to score with his
Blue dips into his capacious offbeat comedies adapting material
store of routines and sketches for neatly to fit the room and the
this particular session. If a couple Valenos impress with their aero
of the burley routines are familiar, terping. With latter team, emphasis
laughs are still there in abundance is on femme half of act who is
—especially in the closing "Pull¬ twisted and spun into some pretty
man” riot with Moore & Lessy. harrowing shapes by her husky
Blue’s panto art is also cleverly partner considering limited space.
brought into better attention with
Capitalizing on the Bridey
a showcasing in a Paris sidewalk Murphy craze, bonifhee Peter Van
cafe scene. He is multiply cheered Der North brings in Mister “V”
fer this.
(Sam Vine) to give any ringsider
Moore & Lessy, hardy peren¬ willing the hypnotic treatment.
nials as a team, have an inning of Session is restrained and worked
ditties with risque overtones, yet only on two of the three shows.
all disarming. Parody of “It’s All
Maury Kaye’s orch does show
Right With Me,” a crazy mambo of music with the Clayton combo
“Aain’t It the Truth” and "The cutting dance sides between pro¬
Jones Boy,” are rocked over well. ductions.
Newt.
Latter has Lessy’s familiar and
howlarious popcorn bit. He also Suns Solid, Miami B’cli
revives the piano noodling with
Miami Beach, March 25.
accomper Norman Hawes, and gets
Gypsy Rose Lee & Co., Howard
huge yocks in his “dance for Mom¬
my”, diversion in “Man & Woman.” Mann, Freddy Calo Orch; $3.50
Luqienne & Ashour emerge minimum.
from line production midway en¬
Admittedly stymied by booking
cased in the Paris setting. Their
comic Apache knockabouts are problems in recent months, the
terrif here. Helmuth Gunther’s Sans Souci management h.as been
juggling receives plaudits, and experimenting with acts for its
gimlet attention during a trick of Blue Sails Room, with in-and-out
tossing cup objects to make a six- results. Original lineup of talent
foot stack atop his pate. Double set for pre-season ’55-’56 was based
Daters, -foursome of two femmes, on return date deals. When several
two guys, are spotted in opening pactees couldn’t make the dates,
and closing choreos, plus a brief other names were' substituted.
but very mobile rock ’n’ roll chirp Gypsy Rose Lee .marks one of the
& terp number between sketches. latter.
Miss Lee’s is basically the same
Bob Hopkins takes okay straight
roles for the blackouts, and looker revealed several years ago in .a
Barbara Drake is Blue’s foil in. the showcasing at the Beachcomber.
panto. Dorothy Dorben’s curtain- Backgrounded by scrim-curtained
raiser of “Gershwin Medley” is dressing booth, the reverse is
eye-filling, with the- line chicks applied, with Miss Lee working,
and well-stacked showgals, soloist via clever lyric talk, into a comedy
Rene Molnar, Double Daters mak¬ lined undraping that brings yelps
ing the number very appealing. from the distaffers and mitting-forPlenty of glam goes into the “Cafe more from the male oglers. Her
de Paris” production as well. Ray physical attributes/- are as eyeSinatra orch,' at long last settled , filling as ever and displayed adroit¬
Into, a pit fronting the stage,, gives ly to'negate any burly touch contHe; lepyfijipft
:tqpj jrrHisicajl.Support, ‘J
Will.' hftHCd *ap.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
touch that eases the shock-impact.
That initial portion over, Miss
Lee brings on the gals, a quartet
of scantily clad long-stemmers, for
another eye-filling bit that winds
into a draping session to complete
the reverse routining. Again, the
accompanying gags prime giggles,
as does the recorded noveltybarker’s speil during the middlebreak when she dresses behind the
revealing scrim.
It’s an odd act for a hotel inthnery, but comes off acceptably,
thanks to Miss Lee’s literate lean¬
ings. Withal/results don’t look to
start a stampede among hotel ops
for the better reps of the strip
brigade; it adds up as an interest¬
ing one-shot, although patronage
tote at end of run might lead to a
return booking.
Howard Mann moved over from
the just-shuttered Latin Quarter
to handle the opening act chore
and does so in competent manner.
Goodlooking songster handles the
ballads effectively, but needs to
inject a couple of uptempo tunes
to round out his catalog.
Freddy Calo and his crew beat
out the accomps capably and keep
the floor filled for dansapation
which accents the Latinairs.
Lary.
SafrarsB, Las V<*gas
x
Las Vegas, March 27.
Kay ’ Starr with Stanley Boys
(4), Bud & Cece Robinson, Sa¬
haran Dancers (12), Harold Ruby,
Cee Davidson Orch (12); $2 mini¬
mum.
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Windsor P’k Hotel, D. C.
Washington, March 23.
Lillian Roth, with Dave ■ Flcischman, Art Calevas Orch (7); $2.50
cover.
Nearly two years ago, very ear¬
ly in her march up the comeback
trail, Lillian Roth played a D. C.
engagement. It was so-so. She
was nervous, uncertain of herself,
and was occasionally tripped by
an orchestra which failed to back
her up properly.
This week, Miss Roth is playing
Washington again, this time to
open the new supper room policy
of the Windsor Park Hotel. The
name of the entertainer is the
same, bi>; everything else is dif¬
ferent. Miss Roth has “the-worldis-mine” attitude with which A1
Jolscn used to swagger out on
stages.
She sings, pantomimes,
gags, kids the customers, ad libs,
with the sure confidence of a suc¬
cessful performer that the laughs,
tea^s and applause will be there—
just when and where she wants
them.
In other words, she’s no longer
on the comeback trail. She’s ar¬
rived anew, better than she ever
was before. She’s playing to turnaway audiences at the Windsor
park, and has them eating out of
her hand.
Thanks, in part at
least, to the success of the film,
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” she arouses
more warm enthusiasm in a so¬
phisticated supper club audience
than this reviewer has witnessed
in a long time.
Miss Roth is off and running
with her opening throwaway, “It’s
a Wonderful World.” Next comes a
grouo, “Ain’t She Sweet.” “Goodie,
Goodie.” and other oldtimers she
used to sing, in which she invites
audience participation. This item
was in her act two years ago, but
goes much better now. From this
she swings to another type of audi¬
ence participation, inviting men
from Ihe audience to dance with
her -(seven accepted at show
erught). and stepping everything
from a waltz to a Charleston.
Miss Roth after filling in with
patter gets down to her old job of
belting out numbers. Joud and
strong, with “Red. Red Robin”
end “If I Could Be With You.”
Then a sudden switch to a soft,
“Hoprvncss Is Just a Thing Called
Love.”
Her signoff* employs the same
d'-vice as during her last visit to
Washington, but much more effec¬
tively and with the special mate¬
rial song, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow.”
She leaves the stage; strolls
among the tables singing it; then
ouictlv disappears through a .far
dcor of the room. Sock returns.
Lowe.

For a long time, Kay Starr has
been in the Flamingo firmament,
but for the new contract, she’ll be
shining for the Sahara panjan¬
drums. Her current opus should
do well for the casino-spa.
As a singer of today’s pops, Miss
Starr is way up there with the
best of them. Her disks are riding
high, a factor which creates sock
applause when any one of theseis placed along her song-route.
From'“Fit as a Fiddle,” the mood
goes plaintive with “When a Wom¬
an Loves a Man” and “Lonesomest
Gal in Town.” The w.k. “Rock and
Roll Waltz” brings on the mitting,
following by a “folkways songsaga
in “Two Brothers,” assisted by the
Stanley Boys neat harmonies. They
continue on for the rest of the set.
Some fine blues is injected into
the old jazz evergreen, “I Want a
Little Boy,” and lrom this the beat
takes on a modern Spiritual kick
with “Tha’s What the Good-Book
Say.” Drifting into a ballad, she
does ‘Allez vous en,” “Side By
Side,” and ‘Wheel of Fortune.”
Harold Ruby gives close support
with his keyboard accomping and
the Cee Davidson crew plays with
zest.
, it .
Bud & Cece Robinson ply their
dances with surety, best being the
jitterbug finale.
Saharem Dan¬ Now IVoiilior, Las Vogas
cers present colorful hula opener
Las Vegas, March 20.
and festive Spanish terps midway
Jack Carson, Cass Daley, Leo
with some expert heel-and-toe en¬ Diamond. Giselle Szony & Cabots
semble work.
Will.
(2), Les Marcellis (2), Gene Nash,
Dick Humphries, Dee Arlen, Doro¬
Le Carroli’s, Paris
thy Dorben Dancers (16), Garwood
Paris, March 13.
Van Orch (14); $2 minimum.
Pedro De Cordoba, Paule Des¬
jardins, Rita Renoir, Claude Vega,
The conception of this produc¬
Rudy Castell Orch (9); $4 mini¬ tion for Jack Carson & Cass Daley
was a transplant of a musical re¬
mum.
vue titled “That’s Life.” which
Champs-Elysees cellar club stdl Sammy Lewis & Danny Dare had
packs in tourists and show people put on the Los Angeles boards
alike. New show will not dis¬ some two years ago. In its metacourage patrons, and biz looks to mornhosis, the title was switched
stay good here. Oldtime mannish- to “Hooray for Life,” yet there's
femme draw has been softpedalled little left ofi the original lo cheer
and this is mainly a dancery, with about. Nomenclature of Carson &
Leo
Diamond,
Giselle
Rudy Castell Orch’s (9) fine can- Daley,
oca rhythming, plus a series of Szony & The Cabots, and Les
Marcellis
have
drawing
power,
personality show entries.
Pedro De Cordoba brings his however, and most likely the
stripped-down
revue
will
do
okay
electric
interpretative
Hispano
dancing into this boite for good biz for the month—plus a fort¬
results. His lean, lithe figure so¬ night if the option is taken up.
The former revue ideas, in text,
bers the crowd and after some
classical bits he does some vul¬ and Livingston & Evans melodicgarized flamenco to a mambo beat lyric inventions, suffered incisions that has the audience clapping following a two-hour opening
hands.. Dynamic dancer might be show. Cuts and more cuts finally
a good bet for specialized U. S. reduced the works into a preten¬
tious vaude show, emceed by Jack
vaude and video viewing.
Carson’s monology per
Paule Desiardins, back from a Carson.
is not vital, nor is it fresh. H’s
sixmonth U. S. stint with the Ber¬
nard Hilda orch, displays a strong w.k. technique of milking stands
American influence. Blonde look¬ him in good stead, and yocks are
er has a throaty, appealing voice freouent. and prolonged. In scenes
and delivers her numbers smoothly with Cass Daley, he is outand with the lilt and qualities of maneuvered all the way. Her fine
U. S. thrushes. She remains a good physical comedy, plus ability to
re-entry on the Gallic scene where punch good lines, give her vis-aher serene, clean showmanship is vis a big disadvantage.
From the original revue, only
appreciated.
Rita Renoir comes but garbed a Salesmanship” (also cut decisive¬
la Scarlett O’Hara and rocks in a ly) is left for both to play with
chair, reading a supposedly erotic and the parody on “Little Child ’
book. While her aunt asks what prior to final production round
she is up too, she goes into a which, although overly long and
frenetic striptease, shedding her¬ decidedly blue, gives both oppor¬
self of petticoats and hoops by tunities to grab the last laughs.
tossing them into the avid audi¬ Miss Daley bleats “Livin’, Lovin
Doll,” also from the original score
ence.
Claude Vega twists his pipes artd a very good Livingston &
into the voices of the many top Evans special, perfect for her
singers here for a clever imper¬ knockabout talent.
sonation act. Mimicking is never
Theme is set in kinetic opening
aping and smart material makes when cast, sans principals, warble
this a sound, *if purely Gallic act.
'Mosk. J ! > ,. ((C9ijt*m)^4 pflj
6fi), j j, t c
• -,i|
Sif'
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF MARCH 28

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit; (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R) 29
J Langee
Choral Ensemble
Eockcttes
Corps de Ballet
Larry Griswold
Palace (P) 30
Hungarian Troupe
Martin Bros.
Ross Wise Jr.
Betty Luster
Arthors & Swinson
3 Helene Vernon
Don Cummings
Gautaur's Steeple¬
chase
BROOKLYN
Paramount (P) 30
Platters

Teenagers
Flamingos
Rover Boys
Willows
Royal Tones
Jodimars
Taylor & Sears
Allen Freed
Prysock Ore
CHICAGO
Regal (P) 30
A1 Hibbler
Hayward Ore
Orilers Sc Til
Derby Wilson
Miller Sc Mantan
Della Reese

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL
Palace ‘(I) 24
Jimmy Young
Henderson Sc Kemp
Les Curibas*
.
Tom Mennard
Elizabeth Sc Collins
Horler 2
Sharpe Sc Iris
Duo Russmar
BRIXTON
Empress (I) 24
Dorothy Squires
Golding Sc Stuart
Davy Kaye
Shipway 2
Amazing Fogel
Tommy Dee
Potter Sc Carole
C Sc C Ross
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 24
Joan Regan
McAndrews Sc Mills
Morecambe Sc Wise
Mongadors Sc Anne
Fayne & Evans
Keppel Sc Betty
Richards Sc Yolanda
Bobby Limb
BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 26
Peter Brough
Ballet Montparnasse
Ronald Chesney
Rayner Sc Betty
Ossie Noble
Harold Taylor
CHELSEA
Palace (I) 24
Cyril Dowler
Rhoda Rogers
Flying Renoes
3 Debs
Wayne Sc Brett
Bourne Sc Barbara ;
Roy Murray
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 26
Lee Lawrence
McKinnon Sisters
Arthur Worsley
Kenways
Hackford Sc Doyle
Woodward Sc Cooper
Grossetto Sc Gaston
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 24
Carroll Levis
De Vere Dancers
Mrs. Shufflewick
Eddie Goffron
M Sc B Winters
Pierre Bel
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 26
Don Cornell
Command Girls
Sid Plummer
Dickie Dawson
Wright Sc Marion
King Bros.
Eddie Ash
Arrol Sc Meadows
HANLEY
Royal (M) 24
Rlchlardi Junior
Rey Sc Ronjy
S Sc P Kaye
Hollander & Hart
Manley Sc Austin
Anita
Billy ,Maxam
LEEDS
Empire (M) 24
Hylda Baker
Averil Sc Aurel
P Sc P Page
Fred Lovelle
M Sc West
Overbury Sc Suzette
Lionel King
Russell Sc Susie
LONDON
Palladium (M) 24
Winifred Atwell

Kenny Baker
Petula Clark
Alma Cogan
Stargazers
Malcolm Vaughan
David Whitfield
3 Rayjros
Tommy Trlnder
LEICESTER
Palace (M) 24
Tommy Fields
Adelaide Hall
Arnley Sc Gloria
2 Pirates
Napoleon Sc
Josephine
Chris Carlsen
Happy Hikers
Ballet Burlesque
G Smashers
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (M) 26
Herod Sc Coy
Jack Storey
Gaunt Bros.
Allen Modely
Joe Crosbie
Welcome Singers
'M Sc M Norris
5 Robertis
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 26
Slim Whitman
Shane Sc Lamar
Gordon & Colville
Allen Sc Albee Sis
Lizzet Sc Eddie
Kemble Sc Christine
Hal Garner
Kazan & Katz
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 26
Maynard Sc Holliday
Francois Sc Zandra
Keefe Bros. 6c
Annett
Pat Rosa
Jack Reed
Jack Francois
Hugh Lloyd
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 26
Davies Sc Lee
Margie Castle
James Davie
John Castle
Joy Marlowe
R 6c J Jover
J 6c K Stuthard
4 Furres
Joe Baldwin
Roger Came
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 24
Cyril Fletcher
Peter Cavanagh
B 6c X Marvi
Swan Sc McGhee
Rhoda Diane
Ian Francis
Vadios Bros.
Barney Powell
2 Aeros
’
SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 24
Phyllis Dixey Co.
P 6c S Sherry
Demos
5 6c M Harrison
De Vel 6c P't'n'r
Jack Tracy
Gary Miller
Clro Dancers
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 24
Frankie Vaughan
Les Dellcados
Murray 6c Maldle
Medlock 6c Marlowe
Harry Worth
Bruce Forsyth
Billie Wyner
Wareham»6c Barbara

Le Cupldon
Gretchen Wyler
Herb Jeffries
Ernie Warren Ore
Amapola
Menenghito Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Wesson Sc Polk
Norman Paris 3
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
oe Laportc Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Mimi Warren
Eddie Layton
Red Carpet
Pat Harrington
Sheila Reynolds
Dave Rogers
Red 'Benson .
Town & Country
Burnell Dancers
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis
Eugene Sc Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Bill Shirley

CHICAGO
Blue Angel
'Royal Calypso"
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Claude Thornhill
Maxine Sullivan
Chez Paree
Tony Martin
Alan King
Chez Paree Ad’r'b's
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4
Lurlean Hunter

Giro's

Mary
Step
Dick
Geri

Kaye Trio
Bros. (4)
Stabile Ore
Galian Ore
Crescendo
Kay Brown

. j, 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Elegante
Denise Darcel
Rowan Sc Martin '
Russ Currie Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plaza
Edith Adams
Richard Hayman
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre
Lilo
Augie Sc Margo
Aileen Morales
Alan Logan Ore
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Statler
T Sc J Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Monique V’n Vooren
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Charllvels
A. L. Simpkins
George Tapps
Chiquita Sc Johnson
Wazzan Tr
Harold Sc Lola
Rita Noble
Yasmina
Jo Lombardi Ore
B. ’ Harlowe Ore *

Dick West
Tony Martinez
Macayo
Lill St. Cyr
Isabella Campo
Frankie n’Amore
Dante Varela Trio
Mocambo
Arthur Blake
Rubih Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bob Williams
Romanos Bros.
W. W. Stevens
,
Ffolliott Charlton
Eddie O'Neal Ore
Statler Hotel
Constance Moore
Danii 6c Genii Prior
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Patti Page
Wiere Bros.
Pony Sherrell
Art Johnson
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Larry K. Nixon
Abbey Loncoln
Kumar
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Eartha Kitt
Myron Cohen
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Flamingo
Dick Shawn
De Castro Sisters
Rickie Layne
Ron Fletcher Dncrs
L. Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
H. Ranch Band
Polly Possum
Joe Wolverton
Townsmen
Betty Taylor
New Frontier
"Hooray For Life"
Jack Carson
Cass Daley
Leo Diamond
Giselle Szony Sc
Cabots
Dorben Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore
Riviera
Ben Blue
Patti Moore
Ben Lossy

DfflS^nS.Dnets. “

NEW YORK CITY

Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton
'Tcearama*'
Neff 6c Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman 6c Mlml
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears 6c
Boulevar-Dons.
F. Masters Ore
London House
Art Tatum Trio
Palmer House
Jose Greco
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Ames Bros.
Russ Morgan Ore
Bar of' Music
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Zulch Sc Noble.
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heidt Revue
Biltmore Hotel
Sue Carson
Wilder Bros. (3)
Shyrehos (3)
Hal Derwin Ore

.Kay ■'Sihzftra' Ore
Sahara
Bob Crosby

Area's ,
George Stone'1
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
Judy Martini
H Roth Ore
Beverly
Bobby Short
Blue Angel
Enid Mosler
Steel Band
Jorie Remus
Johnny Mathis
Joey Carter
Bon Solr
Patricia Bright
Jimmy Komack
Anita Ellis
Hazel Webster
Jimmie Daniels
Cameo
Mel Torme
Corky Hale
Stan Free
Roger Steele
Chateau Madrid
Luisa Triana
Tun Tun
Pancho Ore
Ralph Font
Copacabana
Tony Bennett
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calin
Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ora
Downstairs
Julius Monk
June Erickson
Jack Fletcher
Dody Goodman
Gerry Matthew* . .

Betty Benee
Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook Sc Corey
Neile Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Frank Keenan
Leonardo Sc Anita
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon
Duke Marvin Ore
Danny Davis Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Ray Bolger
Nat Brandwynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Hartig Sc Mazursky
Ada Moore
C Williams Trio

Sarah Vaughan
Modern *!res
Bobcats
Bud 6c Cece
Robinson
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Frank Sinatra
Bunny Briggs
Linda Lawson
Sandmen
Copa Girls
A. Morelli Ore
Showboat
Jimmy Casanova
Sharon Knight
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Lawrences Sc
Beverly
Rossi Sc Mac D'rm'tt
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Sally Rand
Four Knights
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
3 Dolls
Cliff Ferre
Denise Bennett
J. Cavanaugh
Slipperettes
G. Redman Ore
Thunderblrd
Allan Jones
Roger Ray
Meg Brown
Sonny Howard
CordolinsV
§P%J^00jell :<J i
Barney Rawlings
Thunderblrd Dncrs
Al' Jahns Ore

Miami-miami beach’
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina 6c Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica 6c Novelio
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valent#
Hal Fisher
Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners
Bob Regent Ore
DILIdo Hotel
Barton Bros.
Sager Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bea Kalmus
Eden Roo
Vic Damone
Hazel Scott
Cy Coleman Trio
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Empress Hotel
Diosa Costello
Don Casino
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
Dave Barry
Karen Chandler
The Dunhills
Sacasas Ore
L'Aiglon
Marion Colby
Horace Dla? Qrc
Lucerne
Adieu & DeWood

The Tip Toppers ■
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Flash O'Farrell
Marian Wilkens
Denise
Atoma
Kenilworth
Carroll 6c Gorman
Michael Marvin Ore
Monte Carlo Hotel
Lillian Roth
Martin Sc Maio
Leonard Young
Ben Novack Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Danny Rogers
Murray Franklin
Allan Walker
Nautilus
Shecky Green
Holly Warren
Antone 6c Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Place PIgalte
Mary Mack
Pit Halladay
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadie 6c Rack
Calo 6c Musette
Noro Morales Ore
San Soucl Hotel
Henny Youngman
Frank Lynn
Freddy Calo Ore
Saxony Hotel
Jose Cortes Ore \
Johnny Silvers Ore

Seville
Phil Foster
Barry Sister*
S Sc V Baker
Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Sea Isle’ Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
Pasty Abbott
Thunderblrd
Maxie Kosenbloom
Nic-Nax
Luis Gomez Dncrs
Vanity Fair
Malagon Sisters
Pearl Williams
Alicia Marquez
Sallie Blair
Noro Morales Ore

Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
A J 6c Ron
Teddy King Oro
5 O'clock
Bubbles Darlene
Tommy Raft
II, S. Gump
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds (4
Jan Welles
Ronnie lSaslman
Elissa Jayne
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury

HAVANA
Tropicana
Gloria 6c Rolando
Billy Daniels
Xlomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarlsse Novo
Angelita Castany '
Marcia Marcos
P. Godino

Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
Sans Soucl
Mello Larks
Ceferlno 'Barlos
Sonia Calero
Nancy Lopez
Victor Alvarez
Ramon Iglesias
Rivero Ore
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Naclonal
Havana Cuban Boys
Pailsien Oro
Cuban Ore

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Sonny Howard
Johnny Bachemin
Colleanos
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick

Riverside
Davis 6c Reese
Remanos Bros.
Beverlee Dennis
Starlets (81
Bill Clifford Ore

Fleet St. Raps
^ Continued from

page
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for one, have met anywhere in the
world.
Any request for facilities, infor¬
mation, interviews or anything that
will make one^s duties easier is usu¬
ally met readily and willingly. This
is an immense help to British cor¬
respondents in particular because
of the prominent part played by
British and Anglo-American films
in the entertainment world.
To be sure, it is a simpler matter
in some respects to deal in cellu¬
loid than in the flesh and blood
of the theatre. But the fact stands
that the New York cinema receives
bigger and better treatment in the
London press than does the the¬
atre, and reports and articles that
appear are fresher, more readable
and more authoritative for British
readers because the correspondents
who. write them have been able, to
observe for themselves instead of
having had to rely on the published
opinions of other critics. There is
something in this last circumstance
for the theatre press agents to di¬
gest.
Edwin Tetlow.
(Correspondent, London Daily
Telegraph and Morning Post.)
Seconds Alex Faulkner
NeW York.
Editor, Variety:
How I agree with fhe temperate
and reasonable letter from Alex
Faulkner, head of the London Daily
Telegraph’s New York bureau, pub¬
lished in Variety this week.
* I am one of several British cor¬
respondents who stood at the back
of the theatre for “My Fair Lady/
and wrote a piece about it the same
night for publication next day. It
was a superb show and I gave it
a rave notice. But I felt that we of
the London press had been shab¬
bily treated by the management. .
If New York theatre manage¬
ments cannot afford to give first
night seats for important shows
to foreign correspondents, surely
there could be some arrangement
whereby the seats might be re¬
served for us on a cash-customer
basis.
Second night seats, which are oc¬
casionally offered, are obviously' of
little value to a daily newspaper,
although they are better than
nothing.
Thank you for the support you
have given for years to our down¬
trodden minority in BroadwaySs
jungles.
Evelyn Irons.
(N. Y. Correspondent, London
Evening Standard).

Night Club Reviews
..- Continued from page 65

and terp “Hooray for Life” telling
story of many depts. of Life mag.
As intended in script, each act to
follow was to be a segment of the
publication for maintaining story
thread. However, no such con¬
tinuation occurs and acts are introed, either by Carson or an off¬
stage voice. Leo Diamond gives
good accounting of his smooth
harmonica technique, winding up
with a Spike Jones nightmare spe¬
cial gadget for big bowoff mitts.
Giselle Szony & The Cabots are
more impressive in terping which,
irf the main, spotlights the femme.
She is not costumed too well nc:*
does the act contain the dynam¬
ism of original Szonys, yet the
graceful, charming and piquant
turn receives no little amounts of
kudosing. Les Marcellis are thor¬
oughly effective in gymnastic play,
with pair never letting up a sec in
difficult tricks for good aud recep¬
tion throughout.
Nick Castle’s routines with the
Dorben Dancers are standouts.
Gene Nash and Dick Humphries,
the only members of “That’s Life”
[cast, imbue both productions with
verve—“Choo Choo Chihuahua”
and rollicking finale, “Indiana
Dinner.” Dee Arlen pipes sexily
in “Choo Choo”; settings by Tom¬
my O’Neil are all colorful, and
orch, led by Garwood Van, gives
all the music its just desserts.
Will.

doing a song diversity here with a
bouncy opener in “Life” for trill¬
ing, “Whatever Lola Wants” for
low-down interpolations, a fine
“Clap Your Hands” rock-and-roll
arrangement and a tempo change
into a “One Fine Day” aria. For
change of style, singer turned in
her African safari chant of “Wimoweh” and finished with a downto-earth rendition of “Open Your
Heart” from “Carmen.” Hefty on
trills, Miss Grey exhibits expert
discipline and vocal range.
Bobby May, who alsp does his
juggling stint on iceskates, is do¬
ing the five-club routine in floorshow shoes, complete with his hat,
cigar and tennis ball catches. He
is over big on delivery and dex¬
terity.
Frederick & Tanya are also on
for a smooth waltz-tango, plus
plenty of arm lifts and horizontal
holds, with duo' into a comedy ec¬
centric to “Ain’t She Sweet” and
a neat routine to ‘“the Anniver¬
sary Show,” both for clever onearm and overhead spins.
Harry Munro in an ingratiating
emcee with Dennis Stone's orch
lending effective background to
all the acts and also supplying
dance-music
for the
younger
crowd.
McStay.

Frankie Ford (ex-Frisari) and
Gary Reynolds are making their
third swing into Don Hammond’s
Seven Seas and the lads are bet¬
ter than ever. Boys are perfect
pairings and ripe for some juicy
bookings. Ford is a Jerry Lewisish type comic, good at socking
across lines and ready with ad libs.
Reynolds is handsome and an ex¬
pert foil, although his partner’s
antics break him up quite often.
After the opening “I’d Rather
Be a Clown” song bit, boys work a
funny gravedigger bit, then go into
their forte, impreshes and instru¬
ments.
Reynolds mimics' Sinatra and
Dean Martin, duo team on Four
Aces, Ford does a Johnnie Ray and
then a clever “Sunny, Boy”, stint.
Boys work saxes, trumpets and
drums in-miming James, Lombar¬
do, Ventura and Krupa. A straight¬
away “Cherry Pink” sets the .cus¬
tomers up for a slambang “Rock
Around the Clock” finale.
Al Lama's efficient trio backs
and helps make this one of the
better nitery shows here this year.
Trump.

Allan Jones found a good niche
in Vegas at the ’Bird during his
previous month in the teepee. He
is certain to repeat his former
draw during the coming four
frames.
Some changes in routining of
his songs should be in order, with
the opening a sort of songsaga pro¬
duction that belongs several slots
along the line. After the limping
start, he picks things tip via “I'll
Never Stop Loving You.” At show
caught, the Jones’ pipes were a
little worse from the dry desert
air, and his “Una Furtiva Lagrima”
sounded harsh on the upper notes,
’but with the passage of a few days
and becoming accustomed to the
climate, this condition is expected
to clear up. He fakes a tack to¬
ward Paris and a humorous sketch
of. “Madelon,” before uncorking
his big one, the medley from
“Carousel.” Some nice notes come
forth in “When the World Was
Young,” particularly when the
sound isn’t pushed, and the en¬
core is his song-trademark, “Don¬
key Serenade” for ovation. Jones’
conductor Jerry Dolan merits his
applause.
Roger Ray’s cornball comedy
while leaning across his marimba
is gloved for this room. He, of
course, never gets off the ground
with his marimba tunes, but the
funnystuff picks up big returns.
Meg Brown makes her debut as
an Ed Sullivan protege, stepping
around' in some kinetic legwork
that has good merit for. prime slot.
Best is her castenet accomps to
moderne steppery In “Love.”

Thunderblrd, Las Vegas

Las Vegas, March 27.
Allan Jones, Roger Ray, Meg
Brown,
Thunderblrd
Dancers (8),
Seven Seas. Omaha
Barney Rawlings, Jerry Dolan, Al
Omaha, March 17.
Ford & Reynolds, Al Lama Trio; Jahns Orch (14); no cover or mini¬
mum.
no cover or minimum.

Eddys% K. €•
Kansas City, March 23.
Happy Jesters (3), Miriam Sage
Dancers (5), Tony DiPardo Orch
(8); $1, $1.50 cover.

The Happy Jesters, back for
their third stand in the Eddy es¬
tablishment show great gain since
they were last in two years ago.
They’re coupled with the Miriam
Sage dancing girls in a show that
goes 35 minutes and is smooth and
compact.
Five Sage girls add their usual
frills to the show, opening with an
Easter-spring outfit in brief attire,
and switching to the absurd out¬
fits of the 1920s to close the show
on a Charleston note.
In between the Jesters do a 25minute comedy and music act/
With Sal Tino strumming the elec¬
tric guitar to their vocals, they
make much of novelty and comedy
vocal effects, largely centered in
square-jawed Ken Cornell. It be¬
gins with their opened, “Just Be¬
cause,” and continues throughout.
Cornell is called upon for a falset¬
to, the zips of jets, trumpets, along
with the singing and bantering.
Jerry Prez handles the emcee
chores and much of the straight
vocalling, and Tino supports with
voice and instrument. He has his
own inning for a nifty session of
“Guitar Boogie,” and they have
=; Continued from page Z
their established “turntable” num¬
Darnell, Vittorio De Sica and Ros- ber as the vehicle for a flock of
.sano Brazzi.
imitations. House approves all the
Quin.
Reportedly, Columbia Pictures Way.
is to distribute both Italian pix in
the American market, possibly in Barclay Hotel, Toronto
Toronto, March 23.
dubbed versions. However, a Co¬
Gillian Grey, Bobby May, Fred¬
lumbia spokesman emphasized that
it is doubtful that the company erick & Tanya, Harry Munro, Den¬
will handle “Minutes” in the U. S. nis Stone Orch; cover $1.25.
and “certainly not ‘Forbidden
Without a mike, red-headed and
Women.’ ”
tall Gillian Grey, in green boufCol, incidentally, partially fi¬ Jant
evening gown, is a beautiful
nanced “Minutes.” Miss Darnell’s lyric soprano. Miss Grey is cur¬
-contract on these pictures accords rently switching from her classics
her the right to dub her own'vOlOB; ' of a season ago to misicomedy aM

Linda Darnell

..

New Frontier, Las Vegas the operettk genre. Miss Grey is

Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., March 17.
Joey Bishop, Kathy Barr. Three
Rockets, Dorothy Dorben Dancers
(10), Dick Hyde, Gardner Benedict
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio,
Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, $4
Saturdays.
Current two-framer unfolds a
fast and pleasurable hour floorshow at Greater Cincinnati’s top
bistro. Joey Bishop, back after an
absence of several seasons, crams
a lot of laughs in- 24 minutes of
sharp material, which is entirely
new in these parts.
Supporting the tuxed comic are
Kathy Barr, gorgeous redhaired
chirper, in her initial engagement,
and the Three Rockets, simultane¬
ous terps specialists, who are win¬
ning more boosters on their second
visit.
Miss
Barr,
attractivelygowned high soprano, sells seven
varied numbers, Including moods
from “Whatever Lola Wants” to
the Bell Song from “Lakmie.”
Dorothy Dorben line of 10 gals
adds to its popularity with three
sparkling routines, spices by sing-ing emcee Dick Hyde. House crew
headed by Gardner Benedict fills
the bill with show support and
dance music, with Jimmy Wilber’s
threesome taking over on intermis¬
sions. Larry Vincent, singing pian’l$t, holds sway in the cocktail
i’oom.
Koll.
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Summer Stocks Get Hit Scripts
Itch/ 'Tea and Sympathy’ and ‘Bus Stop’ Available
—Many Less-Than-Hit Plays Also Released
Several new stock releases loom 4flS top entries on the strawhat cir¬
cuit this coming summer. The click
potential of the shows is based
on their recent hit status on
Broadway and the road. In the
Producer David Merrick is
powerhouse league are “Seven
Year Itch,” “Solid Gold Cadillac,” angling for the legituner rights to
the
film, “Here Comes Mr. Jor¬
“Tea and Sympathy” and “Bus
Stop.” The latter two will prob¬ dan,” reissued by Columbia Pic¬
tures
in 1941. The film, adapted
ably be released on a restricted
by Sidney Buchman and Seton I.
basis.
Miller
from Harry Segall’s play,
Of the four, “Bus” is the only
one still current on Broadway. It’s “Heaven Can Wait,” costarred Rob¬
ert
Montgomery
and Evelyn Keyes.
closing April 7. However, another
Segall’s original legit version
edition of the play is touring.
had
a
brief
nine-performance
“Tea” is also on the road, having
been sent out by George Brandt. Broadway run in 1947 at the Coro¬
net
Theatre.
It
was then called
He leased the rights to the drama
from the Playwrights Co. and Mary “Wonderful Journey” and was pre¬
K. Frank, the original Broadway sented by the late Theron Bam¬
producers. “Itch” and “Cadillac” berger (in association with Rich¬
terminated post-Broadway hinter¬ ard Skinner). Bamberger had pre¬
sented the play, under its original
land hikes last year.
Also up for restricted stock re¬ title, the previous year at his Bucks
County
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.
lease is "Anastasia,” another re¬
cent Broadway click. The show Sidney Blackmer had the lead as¬
signment
in both productions.
failed to score on the road, though.
Merrick reportedly discussed
The property, however, has been
the
possibility
of a musical version
leased from Elaine Perry by Ed¬
of the property on a recent Coast
ward Choate and A1 Rosen for an¬ visit.
other tour beginning in Aprjl.
“Desperate Hours,” which had a
slight loss on its New York run,
is also available for barn pro¬
ductions.
Other new releases, not Broad¬
way hits, include “Young and
Beautiful,”
“View
From
the
Bridge” and its companion piece,
“A Memory of Two Mondays,”
“Righteous Are Bold,” “Red Roses
The payoff impact of Holly¬
for Me” and “Innkeepers.” A 1954 wood’s Academy Awards is again
off-Broadway success, “Bullfignt,’ extending into legit. Nailing of the
is also among the releases, as is best actress Oscar by Anna Mag“Lady Chooses,” which previously nani last week for her performance
tried out on the 'silo circuit but in “Rose Tattoo” has considerably
never got to Broadway.
enhanced the prospects of delayed
Also available for rustic produc¬ hit status for Cheryl Crawford’s
tion is Agatha Christie’s -“The 1950-51 Broadway production of
Mousetrap,” which has been run¬ the Tennessee Williams drama.
ning in London since 1952. The
The legit production gets 2% of
play was presented at the Arena any profits on the film. On the
Stage, Washington, last summer, basis of Magnani’s Oscar win, the
but never received Broadway show¬ receipts on the pic are expected
casing. “Tiger at the Gates,” which to snowball. As of a Sept. 30 ac¬
winds up its Broadway run April counting, the Broadway production
7, may also be available for stock still had $12,685 to recover on a
presentation. The plays are all be¬ $100,000 investment. On the basis
of the 2% share (less 10% com¬
ing handled by Samuel French.
missions), the picture would have
to net around $700,000 to put the
legit production in the black.
The play was sold to pictures for
$75,000, plus 5% of the profits,
split 60-40 between Williams and
the production. The legit company
has already received $27,000, rep¬
L.ineVP . of ncw musical stock resenting 40% (less 10% commis¬
availabilities this summer is being sions) of the $75,000 figure. Wil¬
augmented by a pair, of delayed re¬ liams had the alternative of waiv¬
leases. The added items are “Out ing the profit sharing deal in favor
of This World” and “Hazel Flagg,” of a flat $25,000 payment, but he
on Broadway in 1950 and elected to take a cut of the net.
The Broadway production repre¬
1953, respectively. The former,
though, had a successful off-Broad¬ sented a deficit of around $15,000
when it finished a 306-performance
way revival earlier this season.
A new release of the 1927 Broad¬ Broadway run in 1951. However,
way musical, “Hit the Deck,” is approximately $25,000 more was
also being offered warm-weather dropped on a subsequent coast-toproducers, while “Plain and Fan¬ coast tour.
cy, which recently exited Broad¬
way to tour, is rated as a possi£1J* m0r
summer theatre mar¬
ket. Topping the list of definite
hew entries are “Kismet” and “Pe¬
ter Pan,” the latter being restrict¬
London March .27.
ed mostly to outdoor operations be“A Likely Tale,” presented by
setup °f itS complicated physical H. M. Tennent and Robert Morley
Productions, opened at the Globe
World,” with songs by Cole Theatre last Thursday (22) with
and book by Dwight Taylor Margaret Rutherford and Morley
and Reginald Lawrence, has been starred. The comedy by Gerald
revised for stock, Lawrence has Savory has been on an extensive
stored the libretto, based on provincial tryout. The show doesn’t
Amphitryon,” while tunes omitted sustain too well, but should get by
from the Broadway production on the star draw.
been reinserted. A package
Morley plays a dual role of
n + u11
the musical mayv be sent ('father and son; others in the cast
out by Richard Besoyan, who pro¬ are Violet Farebrother, Judy Parduced the song-and-dance show at fitt and Richard Pearson. Peter
house0ffBr°adWay Actors Blay- Ashmore directed and the single
set was designed by Motley.
Flagg,” which Ben Hecht adapt¬
Preeming the previous night,
ed from the story and film “Noth- Wednesday (21), at the Palace The¬
mg Sacred,” has music by Jule atre was “Trevallion,” billed as a
£tyne and lyrics by Bob Hilliard. comic opera, but in format closely
.Tq e musical was transformed in resembling the current vogue for
into a film vehicle for Dean musical plays. The Peter Daubney
Martm and Jerry Lewis under the production is one of the least dis¬
iitie, “Living It Up.”
tinguished to hit the West End for
The new edition of “Deck” is many years. It folded last Saturday
b*!sed on the late Milton Lazarus’ night (24) after five performances
adaptation of Herbert Fields’ origi¬ and will be fallowed tomorrow
nal book. It Was presented on the (Wed.) by a French-African ballet
Loast several years ago. New tunes company.
by ° the show’s original composer,
“Trevallion” was the combined
Vincent Youmans, have been add¬ work of two brothers, Roy and
ed. Leo Robin and Clifford Grey Philip Phillips, the former con¬
were the original lyricists. A pic- tributing the music and the latter
i!?rf Captation was released by the lyrics. The book was a joint
Metro last year under the original effort by Philip Phillips and Mal¬
title.
’’
•
colm. Morley.
. (..
,, ..

Merrick Yens Musical
Of ‘Jordan,’ Nee ‘Heaven’

Magnanis Oscar
In Legit Payoff

‘World,’ ‘Hazel’ and ‘Deck’
Added Stock Releases
With Revised Material

‘Tale’ Likely in London;
‘Trevallion’ Fast Flop
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Waits Harriman’s Okay
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New York s 2d Ave., Ex-Yiddish Hub,
Making Off-Bway Legit Comeback

Albany, March 27.
The Mitchell-Farrell bill amend¬
ing the New York state tax law to
exempt realty owned by non-profit
corporations organized under Fed¬
By JESSE GROSS
eral statute, is before Gov. Averell
Harriman for approval. The meas¬
New
York’s
lower
Second
ure, designed to aid the ANTA The¬
Avenue is making a comeback as
atre, N. Y., passed both houses of
a legit district. The onetime Yid¬
the Legislature before last week’s
dish Theatre stronghold has be¬
adjournment.
come an off-Broadway hotbed. It’s
“Where’s Charley?” will tc a reflection of the general spread
It is reported to have been
cleared with the New York City packaged for a strawhat tour this of theatrical1 production outside
administration, and the Governor’s summer by talent agents Bret the Times Square territory, the
Adams and Sanford Leigh. Carleton key factor being the relatively low
approval is expected.
Carpenter will have the role cre¬ rentals available in the eastside
ated on Broadway by Ray Bolger, sector.
and Louis MacMillan, director at
However, the entire makeup of
the Sea Cliff (N. Y.) Summer The¬ Second Avenue has been altered
atre, will stage the musical.
in recent years. Not only has the
. Choreography will be by Broad- Yiddish Theatre virtually disap¬
j way dancer-actress Betty Low, peared, but there’s been a resi¬
j while Jay Thompson will be musi- dential change also. Once strictly
' cal director and Dorothea MacFar- a Jewish quarter, it’s gradually
land will handle the costuming. losing that identification. Similar
Miss MacFarland, who’s also a to the legit situation, available lowsinger-actress, has been active this cost housing has attracted a moveseason at -the British Colonial in of Greenwich Village “artists”
Playhouse, Nassau, Bahamas, where and an influx of Puerto Ricans.
Herman Levin, producer of the in addition to performing she’s
The outlets for the off-Broadway
“My Fair Lady” legiter, stated in doubled as costume designer and productions vary from regular the¬
New York this week that he’ll be director.
atres to converted buildings, most
aloof to any deals for picture
of which formerly functioned as
rights to the musical for at least
meeting places and banquet halls
five to'six months. The tuner ver¬
for different nationalities. In the
sion of George Bernard Shaw’s
latter category, one three-story
“Pygmalion” was given the big¬
site, Alhambra Hall, has been
gest reception of any play in many
turned into an off-Broadway cen¬
years, when it bowed March 15
ter,, containing three theatres and
on Broadway.
rehearsal space.
Levin stated further that there’s
Three shows are currently work¬
a possibility that he and his asso¬
ing the spot. They’re Open Stage’s
Burl Ives will withdraw April J4
ciates may .do the screen version
(Continued on page 70)
themselves when it comes time as costar of “Cat on a Hot Tin
to make the decisions. “Fair Lady” Roof.” He’ll be replaced by legitwas' staged by Moss Hart, with film actor Thomas Gomez. Ives is
book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner exiting the cast for a Metro film
assignment- in “Power and the
and music by Frederick Loewe.
Prize,” which - will star Robert
On the basis of the excitement Taylor, Cedric Hardwicke, Anne
that the legiter has stirred, it's Francis and Charles Coburn.
conceivable that film rights to “Fair
Barbara Bel Geddes, who shares
Cambridge, Mass., March 27.
Lady” could bring the greatest
A major series of classical plays
amount of money in history if a star billing with Ives, returned to
the
cast
last
night
(Tues.)
after
a
in
Harvard
U.’s Sanders Theatre,
deal is entered. The record-holder
is “Guys and Dolls,” which Sam¬ three-week absence. Patricia Neal 1,200-seater, constituting a Cam-,
subbed.
bridge
Drama
Festival, is goal of
uel Goldwyn agreed to pay $1,000,group which this week took steps
000 plus 10% of the worldwide
to
incorporate
as
a nonprofit foun¬
gross over $10,000,000.
dation. The if; success of fund
But no sale now, said Levin, be¬
raising
campaign.
cause he figures it will take five to
Robert O’Hearn, promoter, en¬
six months before he has a clear
visions a permanent Elizabethan
idea of the potency and durability
“Fanny” producers David Mer¬ set to be built in Sanders. A plat¬
of the property over a long haul,
rick and Joshua Logan are having form-type stage would extend into
(Continued on page 70)
difficulty casting a referee in an the auditorium. As it stands, the
arbitration proceeding. They re¬ Sanders, completed in 1878, does
portedly can’t decide on an arbi¬ not provide a suitable theatre when
trator to handle a dispute with used with a conventional prosce¬
choreographer James Starbuck. nium and front curtain.
The latter, who was replaced by
Harvard has agreed to the use of
Helen Tamaris during the musi¬ Sanders, but has no financial or
cal’s out-of-town tryout in 1954, is artistic stake in the venture.
asking for royalties he claims un¬
Organizing this proposed Cam¬
Albany,- March 27.
Latest attempt to revise the der his contract with the produc¬ bridge Drama Festival are: Wil¬
liam Morris Hunt, Bryant Haliday,
N. Y. State unemployment insur¬ ers.
The arbitration has been pend¬ Michael Wager and Miles Morgan.
ance law, to aid actors and other
performers, died in committee as ing for about a year, but has been Trustees include Mark De Wolfe
the Senate and Assembly ad¬ held up because of the referee Howe and Louis L. Jaffe of the
snag. Both Starbuck and the pro¬ Harvard Law School; Harry T.
journed here last Friday (23).,
Senate majority leader Walter ducers are each permitted to se¬ Levin and Archibald MacLeish,
J. Mahoney, of Buffalo, had prom¬ lect an arbitrator, while a third Harvard professors; Perry Rathised a delegation of entertainment party is appointed by the Ameri¬ bone, director of the Boston Mu¬
union representatives that “every¬ can Arbitration Assn. It’s under¬ seum of Fine Arts; C. Rodgers
thing possible” would be done to stood that a settlement offered by Burgin, president of the New Eng¬
pass the measure this session. Op¬ Merrick and Log^n was turned land Trust Co., and Elliot L. Rich¬
ardson, Boston attorney.
posing forces were too strong, down by the plaintiff.
Bryant Haliday and Michael
however, as in the past.
Starbuck is staging the dances
According to an authority oh for the incoming musical, “Strip Wager operated the Brattle Sum¬
mer
Theatre last season with
legislative matters here, it will be for Action.”
Shakespearean productions.
The
necessary to change the concept
Brattle
will not go legit this seabehind unemployment insurance
and, and will continue as a picture
before the present setup can be
house.
revised. The prevailing theory is
Group got into an early mixup
that anyone employed less than 20
when they contacted Equity re
weeks a$ year is not part of the
' -;DaHas, March'27.
Siobhan McKenna and other names |
“labor market” for which employ¬
ment insurance—to tide recipients
State Fair Musical’s 15th Rum¬ arid story-circulated that Harvard
qver seasonal lulls—is intended,
mer season, " June 1'1-Sept'. 2~ has was planning, a Sliakesp,earean fes¬
The chances of putting through five of the six fortnightly shdWs tival. Stories to this effect were
the desired change in the law may skedded by managing director- printed in'* New'York papers.'
Directors who have been ap¬
be better next year. But the show producer Charles R. Meeker Jr.
proached are Anthony Quayle for"
biz unions working for such a
Opener is the upcoming touring the first play, Cyril Ritchard, Mich¬
measure must redouble their ef¬ company of “No Time for Ser¬
forts, for the strength of the op¬ geants,” June 11-24. New York ael St. Denis and Albert Marre.
posing forcqs should not be under¬ company of “Boy Friend” is due
CHI-TO-N. Y. SHOW PLANE
estimated. ’ At least, that’s the June 25-July 8. “Silk Stockings,”
opinion of a vet legislative ob¬ N. Y. company with Don Ameche
First
Air Excursion, April 24server.
and Gretchen Wyler follows. July
26, to Cover 4 B’way Hits
9-22. “Can-Can,” starring HildeArt Lund Joins ‘Fella’;
garde, is due July 23-Aug. 5;
Chicago, March 27.
Waltz,” with Liberace,
Chicago American legit editor
Show Gets Doctoring “Great
George Liberace and Jean Fenn,
Roger Dettmer and Capital Air¬
Boston, March 27.
Aug. 6-19.
lines are jointly packaging a
“Most Happy Fella,” currently
Closing bill Aug. 20-Sept. 2 is Broadway show-plane junket April
in its third tryout week at the not set.
Meeker will produce 24-26. It’ll be the first such air¬
Shubert Theatre here, has under¬ “Can-Can” and “Waltz.”
Meek¬ line excursion attempted from
gone a principal • cast change
with onetime bandsinger Art Lund er's staff again will include George Chicago.
Package price of $143.89 in¬
coming in as featured replace¬ Schaefer, stage director; Franz
Allers, musical director; Gino cludes transportation, tickets to
ment for Morely Meredith,
The Frank Loesser tuner, co¬ Smart, assistant musical director four shows, accommodations at the
New Yorker Hotel, plus cocktails
produced by Lynn (Mrs.) Loesser and Peter Wolf, scenic designer.
For its annual fall booking, State and dinner there April 24 and
and Kermit Bloomgarden, has also
been getting the usual out-of-town Fair of Texas has signed the na¬ lunch at Sardi’s April 26. Promo¬
doctoring.
A new fir^t act has tional company of “Damn Yan¬ ters are shooting for at least 170
been added, while the book has kees,” starring Bobby Clark. Mu¬ “tourists” for the quickie trip.
Four shows are “My Fair Lady,”
been pruned and some tunes cut sical comedy will have a 16-day,
from the original lineup of 35 24-performance run at the expo, “No Time for Sergeants,” “MatchI
maker”,
and “The Lark.” . . .
Oct.
6r2l.;
.
.
numbers.
j.

Package‘Charley’ Tuner
For Strawhat Circuit

Levin in No Rush
With Film Deals
On‘My Fair Lady

Ives Exits ‘Cat,’
Gomez Replaces

Cambridge Festival If
New Platform Stage—
And Coin—Available

MERRICK-LOGAN CAN’T
LOCATE THAT ARBITER

Unemployment Payment
Reform Dies at Albany;
Opposition ‘Too Strong’

Dallas Sets 5 Shows
For Slimmer Tune Sked

Shows on Broadway
Mr. Wonderful
Julc Styne St George Gilbert (in asso¬
ciation with Lester Osterman Jr) pro¬
duction of musical comedy in two acts
(10 scenes). Book, Joseph Stein and Will
Gliokman; music and lyrics, Jeiry Bock.
Larry Holofcener and George Weiss, stag¬
ing, Jack Donohue; scenery, Oliver bimth,
costumes, Robert Mackintosh;
Peggy Clark: musical conductor. Mortem
Stevens; musical and vocal supervision.
Oscar ICosarim orchestrations. Ted Royal
and Stevens; production conceived b>
Stvne. Features Will Mastin Trio
S'l’nimv Davis Jr., Jack Carter, Pat MaiKl Olga James. Chita Rivera. At Broad
wav Theatre, N.Y., March 22, 56, $b.90
U>pJ wceknights ($7.50 Friday. Saturday
nights: $11.50 opening).
TmMcles
Unemployed Actress .A^1 Loman
smur piugger

7.7.7.7.777 Richard

Curry

ISa?^8 . W./iK

fSBK1

'joK pTu«u
.•’. Karen Shepard

P,«i

Ann

B«».pSft‘^?t,,n

Sl»tnr Act....Gall

Lci*h.

. ,„w
Dorothy D’Honau
Hoffers..!! Earvin Arnold.^ Bil^eriy,
Talent Scout ..c&mE'tSS

P^ca^pb®11.:::: '• '• '• • ‘

..7.7.7Sammy Davis Sr.
Charlie Welch . SamX?aVjames
Ethel Person . .
B0b Kole
i^rmt Safier 77777 Ginny Perlowin
Stagehands ; .. Frank Marti. Tony. Busin
aarGirt“1..v.v.v.v.:v.-M.r^c«>£S

Ku—*
■’w&m"
-chU
Welch." "Talk
'7i».,C4^“WS
Comfort" "There,”
Miami.
Ite ce
Too Busy.”
_

When Sammy Davis Jr- 8®^
Into his act, he can make a theatie
rock. One of the most dynamic
new talents to emerge from .the
cabaret field in years, Davis is a
spectacular performer who virtu¬
ally overwhelms an audience.
But even a sensational cafe act
doesn't make a Broadway musical
and, except for the climactic halfhour when Davis takes over, Mr.
Wonderful” is tedious. Moieovei,
even though the finale is pulsating
it’s virtually the same turn that
has been wowing the
the question is whether the public
will pay a $6.90 top ($7.50 weekends) for something it can get in
the saloons with the price of sup¬
per and drinks. That seems doubt-
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potions and presently Louis XV
arrives on amorous, bent. The
play's title refers to the wife’s
wedding present to her husband,
and apparently symbolizing her
purity.
The only gleam of humor in the
whole interminable evening is the
broad playing of John McGiver as
a boozy, infuriated cavalry general.
Reginald Gardiner, costarred as
the cleric with an appreciation of
ridiculous situation, and George
Curzon, as the royal Lothario, con¬
trive to get through the evening
without disaster. Douglas Watson
has a trying time of it as the quickchange husband and Robert Carroll is passable in the minor role
of a lieutenant-emissary.
Costarred as the resourceful
bride, Eva Gabor shows that as a
comedienne, she’s a willing and
very
pretty
woman.
Bramwell
I Fletcher goes through the motions
of a performance as the marshal,
and British ingenue Angela Thorn¬
ton, Richard Longman, Donald
Somers and Norman Barrs are
passable in bit parts.
Alan Schneider has supplied the
•futile staging, with, an
ornate
chateau setting and flossy costumes
bv Cecil Beaton and bright light¬
ing by Charles Lisanby. Although
co-producer Richard Aldrich is in
Spain on a Government diplomatic
mission, he’ll have to share the rap
for this fiasco, since he presum¬
ably okayed the script before his
partner Richard Myers and asso¬
ciate Julius
Fleischmann went
ahead with it.
No, regular first-nighting may
not be thrilling. But just think
what the actors have to endure.
Ho be.

headquarters of smalltime agents).
There are such atmosphere char¬
acters as a song piugger. would-be
comics, an audition-haunting vo¬
calist, acrobats, hoofers, agents,
musicians, etc.
f
Other scenes are spotted in the
Union City dive, the wash-draped
apartment of the song-and-dance
couple, an audition hall, a souvenir
shop in Florida, the Miami nitery
and the young star's dressing
room. The locales tend to be din¬
gy, while the plot is hackneyed
and the jokes are primitive, for ex¬
ample, ‘Tin worse than a has-been.
I’m aJnever-was.”
Even when he’s not singing,
dancing, tooting a trumpet or belaboring .the drums, young Davis
seems jumpy and high-strung, and
his handling of dialog (and ballads,
for that matter) tends to be per¬
functory.
Mastin and the elder
Davis contribute a couple of light¬
ning-speed tap routines and are
otherwise present to register visu¬
al pride and moral support for the
headliner.,
Jack Carter works like a bull¬
dozer in the pace-setting part of
the song-and-dance man who gives
up his own dubious career to pro¬
mote the self-doubting (it says in
the dialog) young star, and Pat
Marshall also achieves credibility
and an ingratiating quality as his
frequently exasperated but devot¬
ed partner-wife. Both put across
their songs capably.
Olga James is appealing as the
young star’s patient sweetheart,
who’s afflicted with the dire title
song; Chita Rivera does what she
can with the idiotic role of an;
aggressively sexy comedy dancer; :
Malcolm Lee Beggs is acceptable
as a bigtime nitery operator beset
by ragtag talent, and Hal Loman
is okay in several dance routines.
On the basis of a single hearing,
the more likely song hit prospects
are “Without You, I’m Nothing,”
“Ethel, Baby,” “Talk to Him,”
“There” and “I’ve Been Too Busy.”
Standards used by young Davis in
his single act (the arrangement for
royalty payment is detailed in a
story in the Legit section) include
“Sing,
You
Sinners,”' “Daddy,
Uncle and Me,” “Because of You,”
“That Old Black Magic,” “Birth of
the Blues,” “It’s All Right with
Me,” “Dearest” and “Lisa.”
Figures
impersonated
include
Nat Cole, Tony Bennett. Vaughn
Monroe, Billy ^ckstine, James Cag¬
ney, James Stewart, Cary Grant,
Jerry Lewis, Bing Crosby, Harry
Belafonte. Eddie Jackson and Jose
Ferrer. A feature of the show is
the degree of racial “integration,”
m
ine ioi
m oi
in the
form
of casual irienanness,
friendliness,
including principals as well as
chorus
chorus.
Jack Donohue’s staging stresses
speed and noise, while Oliver
Smith’s scenery, Robert Mackin¬
tosh's costumes and Peggy Clark’s
lighting accent the garish aspect
of the show. The production is pre¬
sented by Jule Styne & George
Gilbert, in association with Lester
Osterman Jr. (which presumably
means that the latter put up, or
brought in, a substantial portion of
the financing).
Hobe.

Show Out of Town
Mr. Gillie

Legit Censorship—Again
Apparently New York City License Commissioner Bernard J.
O’Connell is just as censor-minded as his predecessor in the
job, Edward T. McCaffrey. On the basis of advance reports,
O'Connell has indicated his intention of using his office to cen¬
sor the incoming musical comedy, “Strip for Action.”
As reported in a byline story by Charles McHarry in the N.Y.
Daily News last Wednesday (21), the Commissioner plans to
attend the premiere of “Strip for Action” and, if he doesn't ap¬
prove of it, intends to put it “out of business.” As justification
for such a move, the Commissioner cited a New York City ordi¬
nance forbidding certain degrees of nudity on the stage.
O’Connell is said to have already contacted J. J. Shubert, boss
of the Shubert theatre interests, in whose Winter Garden Thea¬
tre, N. Y., the musical is to open. That carries the unmistakable
Implication of threatened revocation of the theatre license. The
fact that the courts have ruled that such license revocation is
illegal seemingly means" nothing to O’Connell, who thereby fol¬
lows the example of his predecessor, McCaffrey, and a previous
Commissioner, the late Paul Moss.
It seems unlikely that the Shuberts will fight this abuse of
power, or that the show's principal co-producer, Howard Hoyt,
will attempt to make an issue of it, either. Even if he did, he’d
have little chance without the support of the Shuberts. So,
from appearances, the N. Y. City administration, as represented
by Mayor Robert F. Wagner's appointee of last spring, Commis¬
sioner O’Connell, will again make use of the force of law to
violate the law.
What may or .may not be objectionable in “Strip for Action”
is irrelevant in this matter. The point is that there is a legal
way to deal wi'th obscenity or filth on the theatre. It involves
prosecution in the courts, with a jury to decide. There is no
legal authority for the Commissioner to revoke the license of a
theatre because of the entertainment it presents, no matter of
w'hat quality.
That may be slow, but the law is frequently slower than the
vigilante-minded would like. It is right and safe that it should
be. For there is no room in the American system for any in¬
dividual, official or otherwise, to have the power to decide what
the public should be allowed to see or read of hear.

Dallas, March 19.
Ramsey Burch production of comedydrama in two acts.
James M. Biidie.
Staged by James MacAllen; technical di¬
rection, James Pringle. Features Edwin
Whitner. Ruth Amos. At Margo Jones
Judge"8 ’56, DalU.S:“arC &hert Beyer,
Procurator 7.7. Geoffrey Kilburn
Torn Donnelly . R*V MacDonnell
Mr GMlie
.Edwin Whitner
Si1- Gillie
.
............
Ruth Amos
Dr Watson \ .T Walter Miller
Nelly
. Louise Latham
Mr Gibb 7.. Edward Cullen

No municipal appointee is endowed with such wisdom. That
goes for Commissioner O’Connell, and applies also to Mayor
Wagner and whoever else may be behind these recurring cen¬
sorship attempts. '■
Hobe.

Shows Abroad
One Bright Day

The late James M. Bridie’s com¬
edy-drama,. presented in London
in 1950, gets its first U.S. produc¬
tion here. It’s a satisfying light¬
weight piece, but doubtful for fur¬

London, March 21.
Peter Saunders production of drama in
three acts (five scenes), by Sigmund Mil¬

gence is one of the dramatic high¬
lights.
Naunton Wayne contributes a
highly polished study as the stock¬
holder who is more interested. in
women than in the drugs his com¬
pany manufactures. In his own
quiet and restrained way, he never
misses the chance of a laugh.
Renee Asherson impresses as the
tycoon’s daughter and does re¬
markably well in a scene in which
she has to choose between her
father and her lover.
Myra.

ler. Staged by Wallace Douglas, decor,
fUUnder its grandiloquent title.
Michael Weight. Stars Clive Brook; fea¬
“Mr. Wonderful” is not just a mu¬
tures Derek Farr, Naunton Wayne and
Renee Asherson. At Apollo Theatre, Lon¬
sical about a honkytonk performer.
don, March 20, '56; $2.25 top.
It's a honkytonk show—expensive,
ther exhibition.
George Lawrence ... Derek Farr
but honkytonk. It may not be the
Bridie’s plot concerns a Scottish Louise Gordon . Gillian Owen
best musical in town, but its un¬
schoolmaster who has ambitions Stanley Archer . Michael Scott
Newberry .Reginald Long
questionably
for his graduates, not for himself. Frederick
ucnuuimu.j the « loudest.
r ” j «
Julian Prescott ."... Clivfe Brook
Except for the finale andas
He visions future poets, writers, et Ginny .
Margot Boyd
: Davis nitery turn in the fiist
cetera, from his departing stu¬ Tom McGowan .Hamlyn Benson
Sheila Prescott ..
Mary Hinton
half it’s banal, tasteless and tire¬
dents, and meets failure. Show¬ Margot Prescott.... Renee Asherson
some. Unless the rock ’n’ roll .iuye
cased are a young coal miner who Arthur MitcheU. Naunton Wayne
element proves to have the stiff
takes off to London with the Paul LaBarca . Tony Church Wild Grows the Heather
John Hagerty . Joby Blanshard
price required, “Mr. Wonderful
Manchester, Eng., March 14.
town’s loveliest blonde.
Doctor Ferguson . Milton Rosmer
isn’t for Broadway, and it’s a ques¬
Jack Waller production of musical com*
They marry and return six Theodor Cahill . Gerald Case edy,
based on James M. Barrie's play.
tionable prospect for pictures, tele¬
Paul Rust . Nicholas Tannar
months later to the schoolmaster s
“The Little Minister.” Adaptation. Hugh
vision or record album (Decca has
Ross Williamson; lyrics. William Henry;
house to reveal that he is a finan¬
the original-cast platter rights).
music,
Robert Lindon; staged-by Ralph
It’s not often that local man¬
cial success as a film critic and
Reader; decor, Michael Eve: costumes.
The billing for Davis and his
she is keeping company with his agers will take a chance and im¬ Phillip Gough; lighting, Michael Northen:
father and uncle, as in the cafes,
choreography,
Gilbert Vernon; orchestra
boss. It just doesn’t add up that port a play which has failed on
reads “The Will Mastin Trio, star¬
conductor. Lew Stone. Features WiUiam
he could become a journalist, but
ring Sammy Davis Jr.,” but for
Broadway. Peter- -Saunders has Clauson, Valerie Miller. At Palace Thea¬
tre, Manchester, March 13, '56; $1.30 top.
she possibly could be chased and
this show they’re listed below the
done that, however, with “One Dow . Paul Curran
caught.
title, so are actually featured.
Bright Day” and it looks likely Joe . Peter Sinclair
Glass t’lock
Edwin Whitner is a likable and that his gamble will pay dividends. MicalT . Sydney Devine
Spotted at the end of the stereo¬
Snecky . Gerald Lawson
Richard Aldrich St Richard Myers (in sentimental
headmaster.
Ruth A strong cast and a tensely dra¬ Whamond
type book, they ignite the audience association
.Richard Golding
with Julius Flieschman) pro¬
David Keir
with a steam-heated jamboree of duction of comedy in three acts (four Amos impresses for her humorous matic subject are the valuable Andrew .
Gavin Dlshart. William Clauson
pop tunes, fast tap dancing, ear- scenes) by Hugh Mills. Staged by Alan bits in a pixie role as a loyal help¬ ticket-selling aids.
Babbie .
Valerie Miller
Schngider: setting and costumes, Cecil
splitting songs, impersonations and Beaton; lighting. Charles Lisanby. Stars mate.
Sigmund Miller’s drama of a Mannie . Madeleine Christie
drum-beating. The pitch reaches Eva Gabor, Reginald Gardiner; features
Edward Cullen plays the stern conflict between conscience and Lord Rintoul . Gerald Welch
Capt. Halliwell .
Patrick NeweU
Fletcher,
George
Curzon, but kindly school bigwig believably
such a level that at one point open¬ Bramwell
profits played only 29 perform¬ Sgt. Davidson . Peter Dimuantes
Douglas Watson, Robert Carroll, John
ing night Davis actually had the McGiver. At John Golden Theatre, N.Y., and Walter Miller scores as the ances in New York in 1952. The Jean ...Eira Heath
customers
joining
in rhythmic March 26. '56; $4-60 top weeknight?, $5„75 tippling father of an erring girl. fact that it is likely to have a sub¬ Mrs. McLeary . Hilary Paterson
Felice . Annette Green
Friday-SdtunTay nights ($6.^0 qpening).
clapping.
.
,
Gisele
....;. Angela- Thornton Ray -MacDonnell edges past the stantially longer run in the West
Sihgersr Marion Battye, Carol Buck,
But although Davis is a hard¬ Juhep .. Donald Somfcrs critic- jjole easily, while Louise End is a further indication of the Anna Fellowes, Ann Giles, Elsie Hulme.
Hyppohle
..
Nqriqan
Barrs
working performer1 •(he''1 also blasts
Latham holds viewers as the sexy difference in standards, values and Molly Mitchell, Margo Scott. Julie Winn.
Abbe Matignon . Reginald Gardiner
Glen
Blake,
William
Brady,
Conway
a few bars on a trumpet in the Armand
.. Douglas' Watson blonde wife.
tastes between Shaftesbury Avenue Dixon. Lionel Hayward, Rene Lawford.
first half), with an explosive song Gabriele ..Eva Gabor
Joe McBride, Dennis MacGregor, IanJanies- MacAllens competent di¬ ancf Broadway.
Robert CarrollScott-Douglas.
delitary,' impersonation '• skilly-eve-' Lieutenant .
rection
is
abetted
considerably
by
Drummer Boy .. Fred Baker
For local tastes, Miller’s story
Dancers:
Corrlne
Duvernay,
Mavis
dafjflfhg tap .dancing ability and a Soldier . Theodore George a competent cast and James Prin¬
of the tycoon who has to decide Traill, Burda Cann, Louise Clark, Coral
likable if somewhat' assured per¬ Marechal de Sevres... .Bramwell Fletcher gle’s functional solo set.
Ellahi, Veronica Flint, Derlna House.
Bark.
whether he will withdraw a dan¬ Carole Mowlan. Louis Conrad, Lou Eather,
sonality, he lacks subtlety and i Gen. de Courcelles.John McGiver
Cardinal di Amadori. .Richard Longman
gerous drug from the market and Tom Fairlie. Stanley Fleet, Anthony New¬
change of pace. So his unvarying King Louis XV . George Curzon
suffer financially or hush the af¬ man, Ken Tlllson, Don Vernon.
high - pressure and high - decible
fair and save his company’s for¬
performance tends to become mo¬
Cheerful
chuckleheads
who
tunes,
provides teljing drama. The
James M. Barrie was noted for
notonous.
Under
the
circum¬ imagine that it must be thrilling to
clash of personal interests and the the whimsey and old-fashioned
stances, that “Mr. Wonderful” tag cover all the Broadway firstnights
Arthur Cantor has taken over as
romantic
intrigue between
his
turns out to be a back-breaker
should try sitting through gim- pressagent of “A Most Happy daughter and his principal adver¬ charm in his plays. Now British
The book involves a honkytonk cracks like “Little Glass Clock.” Fella,” the Frank Loesser musical sary heightens the suspense. Ad¬ producer Jack Waller has put to¬
nitery performer who’s content This curious import from London version of Sidney Howard’s play, mittedly, an undue amount of gether a musical version of “The
(“The world doesn’t owe me a lot, is probably the nadir of the season. “They Knew What They Wanted.” philosophical discussion delays the Little Minister,” with a SwedishAmerican in role of the high-prin¬
cause I’m happy with what I got,” It had better' be.
He succeeds Richard Maney, whose action at times, but that’s a minor
he sings) in the security of a seem¬
The Hugh Mills opus, billed as exit is understood to have followed flaw and detracts little from the cipled Scot country minister who
falls in love with an alleged gypsy,
ingly permanent, engagement at a a comedy, had a West End run of
differences with Lyn (Mrs. Frank) overall effect.
and a cast of unknowns, mostly
smalltime joint in Union City, N.J., approximately three months two T
__
Wallace Douglas has staged the Scots.
just across the Hudson River from seasons ago. It may not even last! L?,®ss®r’ c<?Ip£?duce*
*he sh0W
play briskly, although there’s an
Hugh Ross Williamson’s adapta¬
Manhattan. A third-rate song-and- out the week here. It’s not merely | W1^ Kermit Bloomgarden.
dance couple try to promote
“Fella,” currently .trying out at uneven and highly mannered per¬ tion, with catchy musical score
_ him
__ unfunny and.
incredible; it’s stupeint<> bigtime spbts and-, over his | fying.
the Shubert, Boston, is due May formance by Clive Brook in the and gay costuming, is a likely
reluctance,
ultimately
succeed.i
The preposterous plot involves 3 at the Imperial, N. Y. Cantor is main role. The star fails to extract musical click that merits Broad¬
Ills click opening at the Palm an 18th century French beauty already set to pressagent the up¬ from the part all the sympathy way attention. Forget the last*
century simplicity and whimsy,
C lub, a splash boite at Miami, pro- whose cavalry officer husband is coming musical, “Shangri-La,” as that should be 'his.
vidos the powerhouse finale.
I ordered away to immediate duty well as the straight play slated
Derek Farr gives a more con¬ and there’s charm, plus gaiety and,
The show’s opening is trite, but: on his wedding day. The orders
sistent study of the young and color in an entertaining musical.
for next ‘ fall, “A Very Special
Concert singer William Clauson
presumably a natural for cafe-'■ are from a lecherous marshal who
ambitious executive who is re¬
Baby.” Maney continues to handle luctant to allow the death of a makes muen of his first major
vaude-music professionals. It's one 1 plans to seduce the bride.
current
Broadway
entries,
of those fast, strident scene-settL-.^1
There’s some moronic hocus-. the
,
small boy to stand in the way of starring role this side of the Atlan¬
ensemble songs, titled
“1617 pocus as the husband and priest I Witness for the Prosecution,
his company’s progress; the scene tic. The Ohio-'born, Swedish-edu¬
Broadway” <a switch, for a rear,o i i exchange garb and identities, the < “The Lark” (the latter a Bloom- in which he extracts an admission cated performer has good pres¬
not apparent, from the 1619 ad-1 marshal and the husband (the lat- j garden production) and “My Fair from the kid’s father that the ence, pleasing vocals and good act(Continued on page-70)
dress of the Brill Bldg., N.Y., the 1 ter by mistake) are given sleeping ' Lady.” • •
death was due to parental negliJ

Cantor Succeeds Maney
As P.A. for ‘Happy Fella’

Wednesday, March 28, 1956

Brill Bldg. Blushes Unheralded
One of the principal locales and plot motivations Is the noneexistent 1617 Broadway, which is also a song title in Jule Styne’s
just-opened "Mr. Wonderful.” Because the setting is so patently
that of New York’s Brill Bldg., 1619 Broadway, investigation re¬
veals that the vested interests of that citadel of Tin Pan Alley
refused permission for such song glorification, which compelled
songsmiths Jerry Bock, Larry Holofcener and George Weiss and
impresario Styne, himself no slouch as an ASCAPer, to give it the
switch in street address and song title.
Incidentally, unlike most European musicals, where legit musicomedy and operetta "scores” are frequently a pot-pourri of
the international Hit Parades, "Mr. Wonderful” is perhaps the
first—certainly one of the rarest—occasions where non-original
song material became interpolated as part of a $6.90-$7.50 top
legit offering. This is because of Sammy Davis Jr.’s second-act
medley which constitutes the largest segment of that stanza.
Varying fees had to be negotiated by Styne with the respective
copyright owners. Thus, “Sing You Sinners” (Sam Coslow and
W. Franke Harling) carries with it a $100 weekly royalty which
is split evenly between between Famous Music Corp. (Paramount
Pictures-subsid) and the songsmiths. "Daddy, Uncle and Me,” by
Sid Kuller, is cuffo, being part of the Will Mastin Trio’s original
act. "Because of You” fetches a $75 weekly royalty to Arthur
Hammerstein & Dudley Wilkinson, its authors, and their pub¬
lisher; "Old Black Magic” (Harold Arlen-Johnny Mercer), $100;
“Birth of the Blues” (DeSylvia, Brown & Henderson) is a $200
weekly item because of its original production source (George
White’s "Scandals”); and two instrumental interludes, because
they’re used lightly and politely, "Dearest” (Benny Davis-Harry
Akst) and "Liza” (George and Ira Gershwin-Gus Kahn) are only
$50 each per week. Cole Porter cuffoed "It’s All Right With Me,”
out of "Can-Can,” but that song was eliminated directly after the
premiere, because of the show’s length.
Productionjiut of "Mr. Wonderful” is $240,000 (including Equity
bonds.) Lester Osterman, who gets associate billing with Styne
and George Gilbert—latter longtime aid to the songsmith-producer—is of the Wall St. brokerage firm of Osterman & Hutner.
Everything apparently had a price tag except the modest Brill
Bldg, which, while it may choose to blush unseen, has not illusions
for anybody who has any concept of the Broadway map—1617 or
1619, it fools few as to the locale intended. However, the lobby
interior is sufficiently dissimilar from the actual Brill Bldg.
"The Wonderful” needs $35,000 a week to break. The Broad¬
way can gross $70*000. Davis Jr.’s deal is for $3,500 against 10%
of the gross.

No Twin Premieres For
OUTDOORTUNER GROUP
’Marne’ in N.Y., London;
IN PACT WITH EQUITY
. For the first time, an organiza¬
Flop ‘Angel’ Tried It tion of summer theatre producers
Proposal to have day-and-date
premieres of the legit comedy,
"Auntie Marne,” in New York and
London next fall has been nixed
by producers Robert Fryer and
Lawrence Carr. The latter prefer
to give the play a thorough road
tuneup and see how it goes on
Broadway before making any com¬
mitment for a West End version.
In addition, although Beatrice Lil¬
lie has expressed interest in ap¬
pearing in a dramatization of the
Patrick Dennis story in London,
the producers figure on hblding
such an assignment open for Rosa¬
lind Russell, who may want to do it
after starring in the Broadway edi¬
tion of the show. In any ca'se,
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee have not completed their adap4
tation of the yarn, so the entire
venture is not absolutely set.
It’s pointed out that, contrary
to a previous statement, a daydate opening of a legit show in
New York and London would not
be a first. Producer Gilbert Miller
recalls that such a twin preem was
used by the late Charles Frohman
with "Michael and His Lost An¬
gel.” • The show opened Jan. 15,
1896, at the Empire, N. Y., and at
the. Lyceum, London. The Broad¬
way edition of the Henry Arthur
Jones play ran only 13 perform¬
ances and the West End version
was a more or less similar flop.
Miller, who was 11 at the time,
remembers going backstage at the
Empire to see his father, the late
Henry Miller, who costarred in the
play with Viola Allen. Just before
the opening night curtain, Frohman j
arrived for his customary words of
encouragement to the company
and, as always, appeared optimistic
and jolly.
While in the elder Miller’s dress¬
ing room, the producer was handed
a cable, which he glanced at and
quickly stuffed in his topcoat pock¬
et. With a few more cheery words
to the worried star, he went out
front for the performance.
After the show, which went very
badly, Frohman returned to Henry
Miller’s dressing room to be greet¬
ed by the star’s statement that
they’d better begin looking for a
new play at once, as "Michael” was
obviously a dire failure.' The pro¬
ducer quickly agreed, revealing
that the cable he’d received just
before the opening curtain was
from London and had reported the
show’s flop premiere there a few
hours earlier.
Milton Cassell, former musician,
has joined his legit producer-wife,
Rita Allen, as executive in charge
of musical presentations and as¬
sociate in dramatic offerings.

has successfully negotiated a con¬
tract with Actors Equity. A twoyear agreement covering actor em¬
ployment in outdoor musicals has
been worked out by the union and
the Assn, of Civic Musical Thea¬
tres, representing al fresco groups.
The minimum is the same as
that recently set by the union for
tent theatres. In that case, though,
Equity had been negotiating with
the Musical Arena Theatre Assn.,
but the confabs were broken off by
a walkout of the MATA represen¬
tatives, following the union’s re¬
fusal to grant a demand for two
hours extra rehearsal time, without
additional pay.
Equity refused the MATA de¬
mand on the grounds that a 48hour work week had already been
agreed on at prior meetings. The
minimum work week for the out¬
door operations has been set at
54 hours, covering performances
and rehearsals. The minimum sal¬
ary for rehearsals is $60 a week,
while th tab of performances stan¬
zas is $70.
The outdoor-theatres are being
given more work hours per week
than the tents because of the
greater size of the al fresco pro¬
ductions. The weather problem is
also a factor.
The ' negotiations with M.4TA
and ACMT also mark the first time
that Equity has officially recog¬
nized a summer theatre producer
organization.

Set New Musical Stock
for Nassau County, L.I.
The strawhat circuit will get a
$500,000 addition this coming sea¬
son. It’s the 1,250-seat Chaminade
High School theatre in Mineola,
L. I. The house has been taken
on a longterm lease by Vicki Cran¬
dall and John Rust for summer
musical presentations.
It’ll be
called the Nassau County Play¬
house.
Miss Crandall is currently co¬
producer and musical director of
the British Colonial Playhouse,
Nassau, Bahamas, and for the past
two summers has produced and
packaged tuners for silo consump¬
tion. Rust, who heads his own
New York tv production firm, is
creator and co-producer of the
video dramatic series, "Justice.”
He previously presented a touring
production of "Hasty Heart.”
The Playhouse, which is air-con¬
ditioned, will operate from July 2
to Labor Day with a resident com¬
pany. A star policy will probably
be employed. The producers plan
pre-Broadway tryouts in addition
l to the usual stock tuners.

PfiRIETY
Back to This World'

LEGITIMATE
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Cole Porter’s tune, "From
This Moment On,” is back
where it started, in the score
superbly recreates the steaming
I Knock at the* Poor
of "Out of This World-” ft was
S. and A. production of concert read¬ jungle (how do they do it on ELT’s
originally written for that
ing in two acts of autobiography by Sean $30.00
budget?), and when the
O’Casey.
Staged
by
Stuart
Vaughan;
show, but was dropped prior
adapted by Paul Shyre. At Kaufman Con¬ birds start their raucous screech¬
to the Broadway preem in
ing via strategically placed loud¬
cert Hall, N.Y., March 18. '56: $2 top.
Cast Staats Cotsworth. George Brcnlin, speakers, it’s enough to make an
1950. It later showed up in the
Rae Allen, Paul Shyre, Robert Geiringer,
film version of "Kiss Me,
cx-Pacific G.I. squirm.
Gcor.
Aline MacMahon,
Kate,” as an addition to 'the
original score penned * by
The
Itesiuliful
ih«ns;'es
Six actors on six wire stools at
Porter for the Broadway pro¬
Libre Co. production or drama
six lecterns against a sky blue in Theatre
three acts (six scenes), by Howard
duction.
! cyclorama are the framework for Liebling. Staged by the author: .'■etling
The song has now been rein- . j this concert reading of "I Knock and lighting, Kenneth Lloyd Mapes. At
President Theatre, N.Y., March 28, ’56;
serted in a revised version of i at the Door,” excerpts from the $2.90
top.
"World,” which is being re¬
| first of Sean O’Casey’s autobioCast (all featured): Marjorie Milliard,
leased for stock production
j graphical novels.
As O’Casey Daniel Gordon, George Peppard. Kevin
Kerrigan, Paula Soans, Wilma Sparrow,
this summer.
'cognoscenti know, this story of the Barbara Johnson, Rodney Williams,
early Dublin years in the life of Merlyn Purdy, John ■ Macellari.
. Johnny Cassidy is the author's
I almost poetic reverie of his own
"Beautiful Changes” preemed at
j boyhood. They were grim years, | the President Theatre last Friday
and painful, and only rarely does ; <23i night and closed after the
laugher shine in.
**
'.following day’s matinee. It was an
i The actors, two women, Aline i unhappy experience for everyone,
;
MacMahon and Rae Allen, and four including the audience.
nun, Staats Cotsworth, George ] For playwright Howard Liebling,
: Brenlin. Paul Shyre and Robert j it’s a three-way miss. Besides
Gc-iringer, lavish affection and ! scripting, he . also directed and
Washington, March. 27.
talent on the ^reading. Miss Mac- produced (he’s the general partner
Legit and the concert stage have i Mahon and George Brenlin confine of Theatre Libre Co.). There are
united to work for elimination of ; themselves to mother and lad, a few effective moments, but not
the remaining 10% admissions tax. Siaats Cotsworth does* the narra¬ enough to offset the play’s overall
tion, while the others test their poor quality. Little aid is offered
That was announced here today i versatilities on assorted Dubliners. via staging or acting, the former
(Tues.) by the National Association To their mutual credit a vivid sen ;e being thoroughly unimaginative.
Of the 10 cast members’, only
of Legitimate Theatres, Inc., and of life is created, mostly sad. occa¬
! one turns in an authoritative persionally bright, always nostalgic.
the National Association of Con¬
Johnny Cassidy has a rough time I formance, Marjorie Milliard mak¬
cert Managers.
of it. He is within an aee of be¬ ing a compassionate figure of £
Leading the campaign, for which coming blind and his eyes require frustrated school teacher lead. It’s
individual members of Congress • constant and painful attention. His the pivot role in the play, which
follows the line that surface beauty
have been showing considerable ; father dies while the lad is young, fades
and It’s inner qualities that
sympathy, are Patrick Hayes, !• his clothes are threadbare, his count.
chairman of the tax committee of . shoes thin, he is forced into educa¬
Miss Milliard replaced Ruth Alttion,
secular
and
religious,
at
the
NACM; Herman Levin, president
shul in the key role after the latter
of NALT; James F, Reilly, execu¬ : hands of sadistic zealots. That his was hit on the head by a falling
soul is not crushed, that
tive director of the legit group; !i sensitive
indications can be seen of the pipe during a. preview perform¬
Lawrence Langner, tax committee talent to come, is the hopeful con- ance. Besides the quick fold and
chairman of the legit interests; Ro¬ j elusion of this fragment of one Miss Altshul’s accident, the pro¬
duction also involved a hefty coin
land E. Chesley, president, and Ju¬ ; life’s history.
lius Bloom, secretary, of the con¬ i Miss MacMahon’s reading is loss1 for the injured actress’ hus¬
cert outfit. D. C. counsel for the . illuminated by its troubled com- band. Harold M. Altshul, who put
up SB,! 00 of a $10,000 investment
joint drive is Ralph E. Becker.
, passion, while George Brenlin is in the play.
Jess.
In their combined statement to¬ : wistfully groping as her son. Rae
day, the two butfifc^disclosed that i AUen has charm or shrillness, as Skaoknv am!
j
necessary,
for
varying
lassies,
letters have been written to all
Inch Players Theatre Co. revival of
members of Congress urging con¬ j Paul Shyre and Robert Geirin- dr? ma in three arts bv Paul Vincent Carroll. S'aged by Ile’ena Carroll: ■rtting,
sideration of admission tax repeal i ger, as teachers, soldiers and Kenov
p,rdic”<: lighting. Barbara R-ch’er.
shift
characterization
Theatre. N.Y.. March 13, '56.
for the cultural arts. "These cul¬ relatives,
with ease, although Geiringer’s At Temple bv
contribution.
tural groups,” said the statement, ministerial unction seems rather Admission
Crcf; Helena Carrol). Tom Clancy. Shir¬
ley
Rickards.
Cordon Keyes. .Tar Ka.«*on,
“stressed to Congress that fhe re¬ heavy. In providing the narration,
Soarrave. Grainnc O’Malley. Dcrpeal of the 10% admissions tax on Staats Cotsworth ties the Varying James
mnt MrV’mara, Thomas Mulligan, Eileen
the living theatre and cultural a ts episodes together with emphasis. O’Connell.
—including ballet, concerts and
Stuart Vaughan’s direction re¬
‘Shadow and Substance” allectures—would mean a loss to the sembles conducting with its orches*
Treasury of only approximately tration of spotlights and its lonely readv seems to have a niche in
classic
repertoire. Scarcely old
music
from
the
wings
as
punctua¬
$7,000,000 a year. At the same
time, such tax relief wrould end the tion. The adaptation by Shyre enough to have f’omp of age. Paul
Vincent
Carroll’s fable cf the
shows
careful
selectivity,
although
present discriminatory situation
more of the author’s twinkle would austere canon and credulous Irish
whereby tax exemptions are grant¬ be
welcome. The performance may peasant girl gives a sense of “for
ed on the basis of the charitable be repeated April 8 and at its all time.” even in the Irish Play¬
or noncharitable status of the spon¬ mode'st $2 top, why not? It’s a lilt¬ ers’ middling revival.
sor rather than the performance, ing bit of theatre.
Comnanies at the.. Temple The¬
Gcor.
itself.
atre labor under a handicap on the
cramped, curtainless stage, and the
"The living theatre and classical
Homo of ihe Brave
Equity
Library
Theatre
revival
of play must be good to overcome
music stage maintain that an
in three acts by Arthur Laurents. the discomfort of hardwood pews.
eclipse of their media through con¬ drama
Staged by Richard Casey; settings. Alice In the latter portions of Carroll’s
tinuing taxation would deprive Hatchell; lighting, Alan Harpen^costumes,
Richards; incidental music, Vie opus, the Insh Players manage to
nearly all elements of the enter¬ Rosemary
Polent. At Lenox Hill Playhouse, N.Y., rise above their surroundings.
tainment world of their most fin¬ March 15, '56.
• Chief asset of the company is
John Anderson, Bill Berger, Ger¬
ished and polished artists. It is in¬ aldCast:
earnestness.
Coupled with
Richards, Hal England, Seth Riggs, its
congruous
that
the
principal James Pritchett.
Carroll’s tenderness and acuity,
spawning ground for the artists of
this makes moving theatre. The
If -ELT^ers aren’t kicking them¬ authors daughter. Helena, has di¬
America is being taxed out of ex¬
istence and the future supply of selves foPnot sending "Home of rected, al^o plaving the servant,
artists being choked off at the the Brave,” instead of "The Curi¬ Brigid, whose visions, precipitate
ous Savage” to the Bronx and the tragedy. While her staging
fountainhead.
Queens, they should be, for their concent is standard to the play,
"These two organizations repre¬ re-creation of Arthur Laurents’ Miss
Carroll’s performance is in¬
sent tax-paying, self-supporting, war play is their best work in sev¬ teresting for its amiable mat.ter-ofunsubsidized small businessmen eral moons. If World War II plays factness. a contrast to the ethereal
who are merely seeking an equita¬ tend to seem dated 11 years alter auality -usually associated with the
ble standing with commercially the fact, this revival proves that a part.
sponsored, tax-exempt and mass good show is up-to-date any time.
As the rigid canon, Gordon
Just- as ’the Broadway original Keyes is emotionally on the beam,
audience media in the competition
for public approval. Unlike other put scripter 'Arthur Laurents on having ..adequate reserves for the
countries, the An^erican arts are the . map, this showcase revival sceii.es .requiring..high C. but he
not asking for subsidization but- might be expected to dp something doesn’t, eateji. .the asceticism . rer
for its company.
Due credit sponsible for.sp much of the play’s
only for freedom from disabling should
get to Richard Casey for hiS glinting' huropr, “ James Sea^rave
and discriminatory taxation.
trenchant, painstaking direction, does a thorough job as the swceT"These groups stress the im¬ , If he has a weakness for 5-minute playing curate, and Tom Clancy
portance of maintaining -the high ! dramatic pauses, at least he has convinces as the rebellious village
calibre of the American cultural made the pauses say something.
schoo^aster.
It’s hard to be selective among
Dermot McNamara is humor¬
product which has played such a
predominant role in projecting the well-balanced six-man cast. In ously doltish as candidate for
American ideals into every corner order of appearance, as the army schoolmastership and hard of the
doctor who uses narco-synthesis on canon’s niece. As his busybody
of the world.”
the lad who won’t walk, John An¬ aunt, it seems too bad that
derson gets much urgency into his Grainne O’Mallev misses the spirit
essentially low-key performance. of one of the author’s sharper por¬
While Bill Berger seems occasion¬ traits.
Gcor.
ally uncomfortable as the young
major who takes a party of engi¬
neers to a Jap-held island, he is Lome Greene-Liebling
Stratford, Ont., March 27.
careful to stay within his depth.
Plan B’way Production
With The donation of $50,000 by Gerald Richards plays the thickOttawa, March 27.
the Atkinson Charitable Founda¬ skinned corporal so believably that
Lome Greene, Canadian actor
tion, the building fund for the if he doesn’t watch out he'll be
who
has
appeared
with Katherine
Stratford Shakespeare Festival’s playing them for life.
As the Jewish boy whose con¬ Cornell and in Hollywood filfns
proposed permanent theatre now
and
on
U.
S.
tv.
lias partnered
fused
reactions
are
the
subject
of
totals $315,917. The total sought
j Laurents’ play. Hal England has with N. Y. talent agent William
is $984,000.
! emotional drive and considerable Liebling to present plays on
The fund drive started Jan. 23 1 versatility.
Seth Riggs is the Broadway. They reportedly have
with a $100,000 ante from the J. ' buddy who gets tortured and $100,000 in Canadian financing. •
P. Bickell Foundation, set up by killed, his alternate hesitancies No specific productions have been
the late mining millionaire.
The (and enthusiasms being neatly hanCity of Stratford and various local ' died. James Pritchett’s ruefully set.The actor will play a leading
individuals are putting up more brooding Mingo is marked by the
next fall in Billy Rose’s sched¬
than $100,000 additional. Tire At¬ actor’s well-disciplined honesty role
uled Broadway production of Paul
kinson Foundation, which has and range.
Alice Hat'cheH’s setting, aug¬ ■ Osborn’s "Maiden Voyage,” to be
made the latest donation, owns the
mented by Alan Harper's lighting. 1 cfncr#»fi hv Joseph L. Mankiewiz.
] Toronto Star.
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Fight B.O. Taxes

STRATFORD (ONT.) FUND
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I ‘Aleichem’ $3,200 for 11,
Arena Stock, Rochester

Weather Hits Philly; ?&F $42,900, I
‘Can-Can’ $31,100, ‘Johnson’ $19,400

I-EfilTIMATE

71

B’way Still Fading; lady’ $64,831,
‘Wonderful’ 52G For 6, ‘Fanny’ 35G,
‘Night’ 33G, ‘Rain’ 18G; ’

Rochester, N.Y., March 27.
The big storm snowed under the
first week of the local Arena Thea¬
tre’s production of “World of
Sholem Aleichem,” resulting in
only a fair gross of $3,200 for
Philadelphia, March 21. -*•
eleven performances ending Sun¬
••plain and Fancy” continued at
day (25).
near capacity last week, despite
Following a darkened Holy Week,
blizzard
conditions.
“Can-Can”
producers Omar K. Lerman and
f uled to stir much action Jn its
Business on Broadway was down: $38,500) (previous w: r*k. $38,800).
Dorothy Chernuck will relight
velum booking. It cleaned up in
week, nearly $39 000.
their theatre-in-the-round next again last week. Several shows i
pre-Broadway tryout three years
Detroit, March 27,
roeistcred ^ubs’liiniin]
Gnmo,
•Ijinics
(MC1)
Tuesday (3) for £ two-week run of lcgisicicci
substantial drons
cuops. lint
but i ,98(h wk. 780;
$6 D0St.li615;
0,52.11$)
“Boy Friend” grossed a good "Anastasia.”
^“Mister Johnson” rallied during $33,600 last week in its opening
receipts picked up lor a lew pn-j (j0|in Railt, Eddie Foy, Jr.. Helen
second week of its tuneup. Lone stanza at the 2,050-"seat Shubert.
tries, mostly those with closing |
’’aglier) (previous ‘week. $38,new entrv this week is the musical Show originally announced for a
dates_ already announced.
Only j 9^0
Last week, over S38.100.
trvout “Strip for Action,” open¬ fortnight, has been extended a
“No Time for Serg'eants” and
i
Pipe Dream, Shubert (NID) (17th
ing tonight UTues.) at the Shubert. third week.
Fair Lady’’ hit capacity.
j wk; 133; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039)
Estimates for Last Week
Sole closing last week was Ten- (Helen Traubel, William Johnson)
The 1,482-seat Cass will relight
house of the August Moon, which (prcviaus week
$48,i00). Last
Plain and Fancy, Forrest, (MC) next Monday (2) for the breakin
will tour. The frame slone opener Kvoek.
ovcr $54,000;
$54,000-. with
with theatre
ihp«i,.p
(3d wk) ($5.40; 1,760). In the.face of Leslie Stevens’ new play “The
week, over
was “Mr. Wonderful,” while this parties.
of poor weather, this musical Lovers,” presented by The Play¬
stanza has two preems. “Little
about upstate folk bettered second wrights Co. and Gayle Stine. Try¬
Ponder
Heart,
Music
Box
(C)
Glass-Clock” and “Mister Johnson.” <6th wk; 44; $5.75; 1.010; $30,000)
week's returns at nearly $42,900; out is in for two weeks.
Boston, March 27.
it exits town next Saturday (31).
Estimates for Last Week
1 David
Wayne) (previous week,
Third blizzard in eight days
Can Can, Shubert (MC) (1st wk)
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), $25 500). Last week, almost $23,600.
bopped legit last Saturday (24). CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reinic),
($5.95;'1.870). Cole Porter tuner,
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
Matinees at “Most Happy Fella,” MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ (571 h wk; 452; $7.50; 1.427; $57,800)
in for one week, was ’hurt by both
in its third week at the Shubert,
weather and familiarity.
So-so
(Hildegarde Neff,
Lawrence
cal-Drama
),
O
(Opera),
OP
(Opand “Bus Stop” in its third and
$31 100.
Brooks) (previous week, K25.7Q0;
Washington, March 27.
final round at the Colonial,, were retta).
Mister Johnson, Walnut (CD)
closes April 14, to tour, with Jan
Other
parenthetic
designations
(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340). Theatre
Legit biz improved here last hurt. Shubert ran (25) Sunday
Sherwood succeeding Miss Neff).
Guild-American The'atre Society week, with both “Damn Yankees” and evening performance to make refer, respectively, to weeks played, Last week, nearly $25,200.
tryout picked up nice ,$19,400 in and “Affair of Honor” bettering up for theatre closing the previous number of performances through
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
its concluding round/
the previous stanza. “Yankees” Monday-Tuesday (19-20). Colonial last Saturday, top prices, number <D) (25th wk; 209; $5.75; 1,039; $30.has had seven profitable weeks ran a special matinee Friday (23) of seats, capacity gross and stars. 845) (Michael Redgrave) (previous
here and the sale is up again for to make up for its closing Monday Price includes 10% Federal and week, $16,000; closes April 7). Last
(19> due to Boston’s second bliz¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net; week, over $16,400.
this eighth and final stanza.
excluswe of tax.
Time Limit, Booth (D) (9th wk;
Something new for Washington, zard.
“Most Happy Fella” is being
Bus Stop, Winter Garden (CD), 71; $5.75-$5.20; 766; $24,330). (Ar¬
the Sunday night performance in¬ streamlined and cut. Shubert gets
stead of Wednesday matinees, has “Ziegfeld Follies.” April 16, and (56th wk; 446; $5.75-$4.60; 1,494; thur Kennedy) (previous week,
apparently been helping the musi¬ the Colonial opens with the New $43,000) (previous week, $15,000; $16,900). Last week, over $15,400.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
cal. The experiment proves that York company of “Teahouse of closes April 21 ).* Last week, almost
Bclaseo (C) (24th wk; 189; $5.75;
despite the added overhead en¬ the August Moon” next Monday $14,400.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco 1,037; $31,582) (previous week, $15,tailed in running seven days a (2). Colonial is dark this week.
(D) (53d wk; 420; $6.90; 946; $31,- 600). Last week, over $16,700.
Chicago, March 27.
week, the company’s net has been
The Plymouth, dark for over a 000) (Burl Ives, Patricia NeaW (pre¬
Witness for the Prosecution,
Business in the Loop was a bit bigger.
month, gets* “Wake Up Darling,” vious week, $30,700). Last week, Miller (D) (67th wk; 532; $5.75better last week, subject to the
Estimates for Last Week
April 16 for a two weeker: “Shan¬ over $30,500.
$4.60;
946; $23,248) (previous week,
traditional pre-Easter limitations.
Affair of Honor, Shubert (C) gri-La” opens May 1 at the Shu¬
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD) $17,400; closes June 30, to tour).
Trade picked up the latter part of
(2d wk) ($3.85; 1,542) (Dennis bert and "Pajama Game” has been (22d wk; 173; $5.75-$4.60; 1.077; Last week, over $16,700.
the week.
King). Still slim $14,000 -for the booked to follow, extending this $27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan
Closed Last Week
“Bad Seed” is slated for April 30 final local stanza of this Broadway- year’s legit season into June. Shu¬ McKenna) (previous week. $14,100;
Teahouse of the August Moon,
at the Harris while the Playwright bound comedy. Shubert Theatre bert houses report this has been closes next Saturday (31). Last Beck (C) (128th wk; 1.020: $6.25Co.-Gayle Stine produced “The now goes dark.
the best legit season for Boston week, over $16,600.
$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
Lovers” goes into the Great North¬
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) Gene Blakely) (previous week, $26,Damn Yankees, National (MC) in years.
ern for three weeks beginning
Estimates for Last Week
(47th wk; 372; $8.05; 1,297; $50,- 000.
Last week, over $29,400;
April 16, then to New York for a (7th wk) ($5.50; 1.677) (Bobby
Most Happy Fella, Shubert, 573) (Gwen Verdon) (previous closed last Saturday (24) to tour at
May 9 opening. Also, the Harry Glark). Climbed again to $34,200. (MD) (2d wk) ($4J>5; 1,717) (Rob¬ week. $49,700). Last week over an approximate $1,000,000 profit
Belafonte-starring “Sing Man Sing” Looks even bigger for this final ert Weede). Tryout grossed near¬ $50,400.
on a $100,000 investment.
may stop off at the Shubert for week of the run, despite Holy ly $43,500 and liolds for two more
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) <22d
Opening This Week
’
two weeks in May, enroute to New Week.
weeks before Philadephia and wk; 176; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182; $31,500)
Little Glass Clock, Golden (C)
York.
then Broadway.
(Shirley Booth) (previous week, <$5.75-$4.60; 800; $22,647) (Eva Ga¬
Estimates for Last Week
Bus Stop, Colonial (C) (2d wk) $15,200). Last week, over $15,000: bor, Reginald Gardiner). Com¬
Inherit the Wind, Blackstone
($4.40; 1.590). Nabbed $16.400'and
Diary of Anne Frank, Co% (D) edy by Hugh Mills, presented by
exited town Saturday (24) night.
(7th wk>- ($5; 1,450) (Melvyn Doug¬
(25th wk; 197; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854) Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers
las). Almost $27,800 (previous
(Joseph Schildkraut, Susan Stras- in association with Julius Fleischweek. $28,500).
berg) (previous week, $25,800). mann; production financed at $70,Oscar Hammerstein 2d has been ‘Ride’ Still Just a Trot;
Pajama Game, Shubert (19th
000, cost about $45,000 to bring in
Last week, almost $24,700.
wk) ($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, elected president of the Dramatists $12,500 in 10th Week, L.A.
Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C) and can break even at around $16,Larry Douglas, Buster West). Al¬ Guild, with Howard Lindsay and
(10th
wk;
79;
$5.75-$4.60;
994;
$27,000 gross; opened last Monday (26)
Hollywood, March 27.
most $29,400
(previous
week,
251) (Nancy Walker. Margaret Phil-] to unanimous pans (Atkinson,
Augustus Goetz getting the nod as
Lenten slump set in this week lips) (previous week, $14,100). Last Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
$28,200).
Teahouse of the August Moon, vice president and secretary, re¬ to batter “Joy Ride,” town’s only week, nearly $13,900.
I Mirror; Hawkins. World-Telegram;
Erlanger (28th wk) ($5; 1.335) spectively. Hammerstein succeeds legiter. which wound up its 10th
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (73d wk; j Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
week at the Huntington Hartford 580; $7.50; 1,625; $62,968) (Ezio : Journal- American; Watts, Post);
iBurgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly).
Theatre.
Gross
dipped
to
around
Moss
Hart.
Topped $29,200 (previous week,
Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous I closes next Saturday (31).
The new administrative lineup $12,500. still in the red.
$27,900).^
week, $36,000). Last week, almost I M»ster Johnson, Martfn Beck (D)
Revue will continue here for at $35,000.
for the playwrights’ organization
($5.75-$4.60; 1,214; $32,985). Play
least
another
four
weeks
as
the
Great Sebastians, Coronet JC) , bv Norman Rosten, based on Joyce
was announced yesterday (Tues.). producers work it over for a hoped(12th wk; 93; $6.90; 998; $34,5Q0) Cary's novel, presented by Cheryl
Elected to the council were Rich¬ for Broadway bow.
(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) Crawford and Robert Lewis; pro¬
ard Adler. Robert Anderson, Abe
(previous week, $30,500). Last duction financed at $100,000, cost
Burrows. Betty Comden, Marc Con¬
British Shows
week, over $28,700.
about $90,000 to bring in and can
nelly, Russel Crouse, Dorothy
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D) (20th break even at around $19,000
New Haven, March 27.
(Figures denote opening dates)
Fields, Joseph Fields, Goetz, Hart,
wk; 157; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339) gross; opens tomorrow n*i g h t
Despite a lukewarm critical and Lillian Heilman, Arnold B. Hor(Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara) (Thurs.).
LONDON
word - of - mouth reception, the witt, William Inge and Garson
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
previous week, $20,200). Last week,'
breakin of “Strip for Action” at Kanin.
Cranks Revue, St. Mart. (3-1-56).
over
$18.000., ,
OFF-BROADWAY
Shubert last week in a SaturdayCrazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
Also, Jean Kerr, Sidney Kings¬
Admirable BashviRe, Cherry Lane
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
to-Saturday (17-24) stand pulled
(47th wk; 373; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; (2-20).
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56)..
substantial business. In face of ley, Arthur Laurents, Alan Jay LerGirl Called Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
$31,300) (Paul Muni) (previous
Candida, Downtown (2-23); closes
trade-stalling
snowstorms,
the ner, Richard Lewine, Lindsay, Rob¬
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
week, $28,200). Last week, almost April 22.
Likely Tale, Globe (3-22-56).
nine-performance gross of $44,300 ert E. McEnroe, Arthur Miller,
"Morning's at 7, W’stmst’r (2-7-56).
$25,700.
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
Paul
Osbornr
Elmer
Rice,
Richard
at S6.00 top was okay.
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55)
Janus, Plymouth <C) (18th wk; (12-1); closes April 29.
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52).
Current is a full week of “Can- Rodgers, Harold Rome, Samuel
138; $5.75-$4.G0; 1,062; $32,700)
He
Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
One Bright Day, Apollo (3-20-56).
Can.” Next thing on the boards is Taylor and Maurice Valency.
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
(Margaret Sullavan. Robert Pres¬ Playhouse (1-20).
Paris by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
a breakin of “Wake Up Darling,”
Representatives of the Guild on
ton, Claude Dauphin) (previous
Mary & Fairy, Club Cinema
Plain & Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
April 11-14; “Shangri-La,” April the parent Authors League council
week, $23,7.00; Claudette Colbert (0.09]
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
21-28; “Bus Stop,” May 2-5. and are S. N. Behrman, Crouse, Ruth
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
replaces Miss Sullavan next Mon¬
Private Life of Master Race,
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
‘New Faces of 1956,” May 12-19. Goodman Goetz, Hammerstein, Jo¬
day (2). Last week, nearly $20,300. CXpgji- Stag'd-SO)/ 4
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
' Lark, Longacre <D) '(19th wk; 148;
RoDftip Sc- Juliet,; Jan Hus (2-23&
seph Hayes. MisS Heilman, Lewine,
Rivals, Savillc (2-23-56).
»
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
$5.75; 1,101; $29,378) (Julie Harris,
Salpine, Daviefripdrt (2-2).
Lindsay, Rice, Rodgers, Victor
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
"Boris'Karldff) (previous week.' $21,Shadow .*& -Substance, Tdmpj
Wolfson and Stanley Young.
Separate Tables, St. James’s (0-22-54);
000). Last‘wfrek, almost $21,700/’ <343L-:
:■
..
//.
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
(March 26-April 8)
•Strong Are Lonely, H’market (1-24-56V
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (16th
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20J.
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
wk; 128; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000)
Uncle Vanya, 4th
<1-31).
Affair of Honor (tryout) (Dennis King) 3d ‘Teahouse,’ Sans Parks,
Summer Song, Princes (2-16-56).
(Ruth
Gordon,
Eileen
Herlie,
£leve.
(?R-31)
(Reviewed
Closed Last Week
Tabltha, Duchess (3-8-56).
VARIETY, Feb. 29, *56).
Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
Loring Smith) (previous week, Beautiful Changes, Presulent 13Nabs $31,700 in 1-Nites 3Teahouse
Penny Opera, Aldwych (2-9-50).
(2" 7)d Seed <NancV Kelly)—Curran. S. F.
$28,100). Last week, nearly $27.°.00. 23); closed last Saturday (24).
•Interrupted
run.
Midland, Tex., March 27.
Boy Friend—Shubert, Det. (26-7).
Middle of the Night, ANTA The¬
Scheduled Openings
Stop (2d
Co.)—Laying off this
Third company of “Teahouse of
atre (D (7th wk; 53; $5.75; 1.185;
Comedy of Errors, Arts (3-29-56).
uU<‘k; Aud., Allentown, Pa. (2-3); Play¬
Waltz of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-56).
$39,116) (Edward G. Robinson)
house. Wilmington (4-7).
the August Moon” piled up a neat
Power & Glory, Phoenix (4-5-56).
Can-Can—Shubert, New Haven (26-31);
previous week, $36,200). Last week,
$31,700 in an eight-performance,
Closed Last Week
,;al Alexandra, Toronto (2-7).
over $33,000.
^mn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
four-way Texas split last week.
Mr. Wonderful, Broadway (MC)
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-o5).
<~sterU<27)1, Wash* (26'31); Aud.. Roch'
Water Gypsies, WInt. Card. (8-31-55).
The show had a $3,500 guarantee
San Francisco, March 27;
(1st wk; 4; $7.50-$6.90; 1.900; $72,fnherlt ‘the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn for one performance Monday (19)
000). Opened last Thursday (22) <o ■ “Anniversary Waltz” finished a
l) UKlas)—Blackstone, Chi (26-7).
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
at the Del Mar College Aud., Cor¬
L,over* (tryout)—Cass, Det. (2-7). .
one favorable review (Chapman, good 19th round at the Alcazar last
HaP°y
Fella
(tryout)
(Robert pus Christie.
(Theatres indicated if set)
0, aim
__- (Atldn. week, reportedly smashing the AlNews)
and six unfavorable
i,/''.deh—Shubert; Boston os-7) (Reviewed
Affair of Honon nvrrymore (4-6).
Times; Coleman. Mirror: Haw-1 cazar’s house record formerly held
The comedy grossed $15,900 in
VARIETY, March 21, i5$).
Waiting for Godot (4-16).
Pajama O&me (2d Co.) (Fran Warren, three performances Tuesday-Wedkins,
World-Telegram;
Ker r, by “TopSjr and Eva.”
King and I, City Center (4-18).
“Bad Seed” at the Curran started
Chi1 <26 ^0Uglas’ Buster West)—Shubert, nesday <20-21) at the Municipal
Strip for Action, Wint. Gard. (4-23).
Herald Tribune; McClain, JournalGoodbye Again, Helen Hayes (4-24).
American; Watts, Post); over $52.- slowly, but spurted on the strength
~,°la'n ?nd F’ncy—Forrest, Philly (26- Auditorium. San Antonio, with an¬
Wake Up Darling (5-2).
National, Wash. (3-7).
000 for first four performances and of excellent reviews and wound up
other
$7,500
guaranteed
at
the
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (5-3).
T>K-nr p
for
Action (tryout)—Shubert,
Kiss Me Knte, City Center (5-9).
two previews; show, which can with a good week, too.
Auditorium, San An¬
Tr
(26-7)
(Reviewed
in
VARIETY Municipal
Lovers (5-9).
“Reclining- Figure,” with Gene
March 21, *56).
break even at around $34,500 gross,
gelo, for two performances ThrusZiegfeld Follies, Wint. Card, 15-26).
•n., ,a .ani* Sympathy (Maria Riva, Alan
has an approximate $400,000 ad¬ Lockhart, is due April 19 at the
Four Dolls on a Dime (wk. 5-27).
day-Friday
(22-23).
r\iX,ter2'T'Layin£ of£ tllls week:
Aud.,
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-31).
Geary.
vance sale.
___
T».lUimu ^
Aud., Charlotte (4); Aud.,
A two-performance stand Satur¬
Shangri-La (6-6).
' Estimates for Last Week
H'^ei»h (5); Aud., Norfolk (6-7).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
of
August Moon (1st Co.) day (24) at the High School Audi¬
Anniversary Waltz, Alcazar
(2d wk; 12: $7.50; 1.527; $62,452)
OFF-BROADWAY
KstonV(2,7fh*
Gene Blakely)—Colonial, torium here grossed $4,800. Jerry
(Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews) ($3:85; 1,147) (19th wk) (Russell
Oddo
is
pinchhitting
for
the
vaca¬
Beaver Coat, Greenwich Mews (3-28).
Teahouse ‘of the August M6«n (2d Co.)
moL.Nype. Marjorie Lord). Nifty $16,(previous week, $38,300 for first
Antigone, Carnegie Hall (4-2).
tioning star, Larry Parks.
Month In the Country, Phoenix (4-3).
four performances and one pre- j 100, claimed to be a new mark for
ge-r Chf (26<7)edJLth* Hugh ReUly>—Erlan'
Ann- Lccref-*, Temple (4-4).
^e-houre <?f the Auqust
(?d Co.)
view).
Last
week
new
house
recthe house.
1
Plough & Stars, Barbizon-Plaza (4-5).
Edward F. Kook, Century Light¬
U. And.. Waco (26); Will Rogers
ord at $64 831
- .
Bad Seed, Curran ($4.40,
Swiftly the Yeari, Prdvincctown (4-5).
4”d-- Ft. Worth (27-23); Munl«*ipnl Aud., ing prez, returns tomorrow (Thurs:)
.Beautiful People/ Theatre '.East. (^-10).
• No Time1 for Sergeants, Alvin (C)! (1st wk): 1 Nancy Kelly). • Neat $18,- .
rm hllon
J2B)r Municipal Add., Amn- for tc quick -business trip • to ' St.
Llttlcst Revue,, Phoenix (5-15). ,.•>
a, i (30-33)r And..'’’■‘tr’'?-'• (3-4); Municipal
(23d« wk: 180: $5.75-$4.60: 1 331: *000.—..
The Desert, ProVineefown (521).
A.vuL,.Dklaioma r.Jtyj&d___
.Louis.
’ ’'
‘ ‘ 1
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‘Boy’ Sprightly $33,600
For 1st Week, Detroit

‘Fella’ Hot 43$.
‘Bus’ $16,400, Hub

‘YANKEES’ BIG $34,200,
‘AFFAIR’$14,000, WASH.

‘Pajama $29,100,
‘Wind’ $27,10, Chi

Hammerstein, Lindsay,
Goetz Head Dramatists

‘STRIP’ $44,300 FOR 9
IN NEW HAVEN TRYOUT

1 Touring Shows

‘S zed’ Healthy $18,000,
‘Waltz’ Fast $16,100, S.F.
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legal Showdown Shapes on Chi Opera;
Mitropoulos Pacting Seen 10-Strike
•Chicago, March 27. A legal showdown appears in
the making in an effort to end the
Chi. Lyric Theatre’s frontoffice
stalemate, resulting from the tiff
between prexy-general manager
Carol Fox and her fellow board
members, managing director Law¬
rence V. Kelly, artistic director
Nicola Rescigno and Mrs. BettyMcAllister, head of the Lyric
Guild.
Initial legal maneuver was
taken last week" when a group of
Lyric angels quietly incorporated
the Opera Theatre Assn, to sup¬
plant the present Lyric corporate
structure, which has been virtu¬
ally immobilized the past five
weeks because of the managerial
feud. Ten top Chi figures, led by
lawyer Thomas Underwood, are
the OTA directors. New non-profit
setup has offered to take over the
Lyric assets and liabilities (most
pressing of the latter is $71,000
due the Government for last sea¬
son’s withholding taxes).
Miss Fox accepted OTA’s offer
to continue as director; Kelly de¬
clined offer to join in the manage¬
ment, saying he’d continue the old
Lyric setup. Meantime, execs of
the Civil Opera House are dicker¬
ing with Miss Fox on rentals and
dates.
Over the weekend, Kelly wired
N. Y. managers that if they didn’t
honor Lyric contracts (and went
with OTA) he’d take legal action
as well as complain to AGMA.
Claims that he, repping Lyric, will
have an opera season this fall,
despite OTA and Miss Fox. This
leaves N. Y. managers up in the
air for the moment on contracts,
until the situation clears.

Hazel Scott to Keep Jazz
After-Bit at Recitals
Hazel Scott wound up a longhair
trek of 23 concerts in 32 days for
Columbia Artists Mgt., finishing
March 20 in Virginia, Minn., then
hopping to Miami Beach for a twoweek nitery date at the Eden Roc,
starting last Friday (23). Pianist
winds her concert season April 13,
as soloist with the Toronto Symph,
and Col is now dating for next
year.
On her recital appearances this
winter, wherever Miss Scott could
pick up a slap-bass and drummer,
she added a rhythm session for an¬
other show, after her formal pro
gram was over. Concert audiences
have liked the after-bit, so that
some managers are now asking for
it as regular addition to next sea¬
son’s longhair recital.

f^SSiEfY
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Malbin Set as ‘Butterfly’
For NBC Opera Co. Tour

Inside Staff—Concerts

NBC has set most of its princi¬
pals for the two operas, “Madame
Butterfly’’ and “Marriage of Fi¬
garo,’’ with w'hich its NBC Opera
Co. will debut as a touring attrac¬
tion next season. Elaine Malbin
w'ill be one Butterfly. Others signed
are Walter Cassel, Adelaide Bish¬
op, Edith Evans, Frances Bible,
Phyllis Curtin, Ralph Herbert and
Emile Renan.
Miss Malbin will also sing the
lead in the NBC-TV Opera The¬
atre’s preem of Norman dello Joio’s
The Trial at Rouen,” over Chan¬
nel 4 April 8.

Alan Shulman, cellist and vice-chairman of the board of directors
of the Symphony of the Air, has completed a new composition for a
cello octet. The “Suite Miniature” will be given its first performance
in Los Angeles April 15 by the Fine Arts Cello Ensemble, led by Kurt
Reher, formerly solo cellist of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Shulman
also just had word from Richard Kay, that he played the premiere
of his Suite for solo cello in Coblenz, Germany, March 2 at Amerika
Haus, the USIS installation. Kay will give eight other performances,
at USIS centers throughout Germany.

French Group’s Fee Tied
Up By Canadian Govt.;
Income Tax Deal Irks

N. Y. violinist Alexander Schneider, who organized the Prades Fes¬
tival in France in 1950, in honor of cellist Pablo Casals, will set up a
Puerto Rico music fest next year, at request of the government, again
to honor Casals. Fest, to be held in April, 1957, will honor Casals on
his* 80th birthyear. (Casals actually will be 80 on Dec. 29, ’56. He’s at
the moment in Puerto Rico, his mother’s birthplace). Fest will in¬
clude artists who appear at Prades, such as Yehudi Menuhin,-Rudolf
Serkin and Isaac Stern, and comprise 12 concerts. Casals will conduct
an orch at one of them. Fest will be held at the U- of Puerto Rico
Theatre, Rio Piedras, under government auspices.

Sir Eugene Goossens was found guilty last week in Melbourne of
importing indecent pix and books into Australia, and fined the maxi¬
mum penalty of $225. On his arrest when returning to the country
Interesting sidelight to the re¬ recently, the 62-year-old maestro had asked to be relieved temporarily
cent Variety story on U.S.-foreign of his posts as conductor of the Sydney Symphony and director of the
reciprocal tax agreements is a sit¬ New South Wales State Conservatorium of Music.
uation involving the Woodwind
Ensemble of Paris, booked in the
American Negro soprano Leontyne Price left Sunday (25) for a fly¬
U.S, an.d Canada this winter for ing trip to India, to concertize in New Delhi, Calcutta, Madras and
the first time by Rubin Artists’ Bombay, for ANTA’s International Exchange Program. David Garvey,
Miss Price will give seven concerts, and be
Mgt., of N.Y. Group played three pianist, accompanied.
weeks in Canada recently. France back April 15.
and Canada apparently have no
reciprocal pact, and Canada wanted
to deduct 15% of the Woodwinds’
fees for tax purposes.
Manager David W. Rubin guar¬
anteed the tax coin and is holding
the group’s fees in N.Y. pending
full list of expenses, which under
Ballet Espanol, back in Spain Canadian law are deductible (when
+ Announcement last Friday (23)
after its second U. S. toui\ is ready¬ okayed) before tax. When list is
ready, it will be submitted to Can¬
that the State Dept, had cancelled
ing a European trek that will ada for the authorities there to
second Symphony of the Air
carry it through the summer. Ire¬ make a decision on it. This proceoverseas tour because of alleged
land, England, Holland, Belgium, duce may take several months, or
Commy
activities among some
Germany and Switzerland will be longer, which annoys N.Y. manage¬
members,
brought
immediate,
visited. In September, the troupe ments and snarls up their .books..
Kansas City, March 27.
sharp
reaction.
The N. Y. Post next
(headed by Luisillo & Teresa) goes Managements usually hold their
Philharmonic Orchestra Assn.’s day ran an editorial, claiming the
to Australia for a 10 to 11-month artists' fees pending settlement,
tour of the Tivoli Circuit. It ex¬ which naturally annoys the artists. duo of spring operas ended Satur¬ State Dept, “struck a new low
Woodwinds played a U.S.-Can- day (24) as a moderately financial note” in international relations.
pects to be back in the U. S. again
More pertinent, the N. Y. Worldfor ’57-’58, under. Michaux Moody's ada tour of 31 dates, Jan. 21-March success, though artistically fine.
Mitrop Feather to Fox
11, to a good press and for okay “Rigoletto”. Saturday was a sellout Telegram & Sun's Frederick Woltmanagement.
Dimitri Mitropoulos, N. Y. Phil¬
returns. Currently they are in in the 2,500-seat Music Hall, and man, noted for his Commy exposes,
Troupe’s
first
U.
S.
visit
last
sea¬
harmonic musical director, will son, despite sock notices, resulted Puerto Rico, and have a two to played to 2,200 Thursday. “Mar¬
Page One story that was
make his first appearance with the in. a loss from $100,000 to $125,000 three-month Central and South riage of Figaro,” the previous favorable to the orch, pointed out
Chicago Lyric Theatre, to open its on the 20-week trek. Budget was American tour set up by Ernesto Thursday and Saturday, played to the general reaction to the orch’s
third season Oct. 10 with “Girl of cut down sharply for this season’s de Quesada. Rubin is bringing about 3,700 in two performances. first overseas trip last year—that
the Golden West,” starring Elea¬ second tour (two pianos, for in¬ them back to the U.S. for ’57-’58. Eestimated gross on the two operas ‘.‘it did more to combat Commu¬
nor Steber and Mario del Monaco. stance, instead of a 20 to 40-piece
nism and win goodwill for Amer¬
is $31,000.
Mitropoulos rearranged part of his orch). Company played 14 weeks
Hans Schwieger conducted. “Ri¬ ica abroad than any similar Gov¬
Vienna season next fall to. do this. this season for Moody, Oct. 18-Feb.
ernment-sponsored venture in his¬
goletto”
included
San
Peerce,
Eva
He’ll conduct “Girl” for two per¬ 11, in a shortened tour that wound
Likova and Leonard Warren. “Fi¬ tory.”
formances. Maestro and two leads to a modest deficit of about $15,000.
Cancellation -ctame after testi¬
garo” included Nadine Conner,
did “Girl” at the May Festival in Troupe lost one week when Joseph
Arturo Toscanini was 89 Sunday Licia Albanese and Martial Sing- mony before a House committee,
Florence two years ago to. great H. Conlin Jr. cancelled out on
released
last week, with Asst. Sec.
(25).
her. John Newfield of the U. of
success.
of
State ' Robinson
Mcllvaine
The Met Opera will wind up its Kansas, staged.
week’s guarantee of dates. Music
I
Mitrop deal is seen as a 10-strike Corp. of America was also sup¬ season with “Fledermaus.”
claiming about 30 members were
Sol Hurok is due back in N. Y. f
for the Lyric, offsetting the defec¬ posed to get troupe five to six
suspect, and disclosing that cer¬
April 7 from his Moscow-Paristion of conductor Nicola Rescigno, weeks of bookings, and didn't.
tain members had testified against
London quickie.
and a feather in prexy Carol Fox’s
others. Rep. John J. Rooney, of
Mrs. L. C. Naff, vet Nashville
cap. Miss Fox came to N. Y. last
Brooklyn, committee chairman, de¬
concert manager who retired last
week, and negotiated - the Mitro¬
nounced the State Dept, for spend¬
August after 51 years managing
poulos pacting herself.
ing $267,000 on the first tour.
events in Rynam Auditorium, has
Lyric five-week season is now
Orch execs, claiming the charges
been hospitalized at Mid-State
shaping up. Richard Tucker will
Baptist Hospital, Nashville.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo “pure nonsense,” plan to fight the
do his first appearance anywhere
Russian Songs (Victor). Boris
Andre Mertens, Columbia Artists wound
new
tour ban, with one meeting
up its second and final sea¬
as Eleazar in “La Juive,” with Ger¬ Christoff, an impressive, resonant Mgt. v.p., leaves April 14 for a
set with State Dept, officials in
trude Ribla as Rachel; the Steber- Bulgarian basso, sings folksongs six-week European biz jaunt, re¬ son for Columbia Artists Mgt. in D. C. yesterday Tues.). They're
Saturday (24), finishing on
del Monaco team will do “Andrea quite unfamiliar and quite as fas¬ turning May 27. Has a big deal Atlanta
high b.o. note. In six perform¬ also sore that they got no official
Chenier”; Renata Tebaldi and Jus¬ cinating, with some wonderful ac- cooking in Austria.
ances
last
week in mid-South, word of the cancellation, although
comp
from
the
Potorjinski
Choir.
Paul
Robeson
to
make
a
coun¬
si Bjoerling will repeat “Tosca,”
State Dept, said it made the de¬
and Tebaldi-'t’ucker do “Forza del Sacred songs on reverse side also trywide concert tour of Canada in troupe garnered an estimated cision some days back. Unfairness
impress.
$40,000,
with
$24,460 as its own
April
and
May.
Destino.”
of
cancelling on the basis of some
Moura Lympany, British pianist, share. In eight showings the pre¬
Wagner: Parsifal (Columbia). Six
highlight excerpts, including the left N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) for a vious week, mainly in Florida, individual beefs, without giving
orch
officials a chance to defend,
Prelude and Good Friday Spell, six-week concert tour of Europe. troupe drew around $60,000, with
devoutly, beautifully played by the
Vienna Opera's Karl Boehm re¬ $36,600 for its share. In New Or¬ was also cited.
Philly Orch under Ormandy.
turning as Chi Symphony guest leans on March 11, for two shows,
One musician had testified that
Mozart: Quartete No. 22 & 23 maestro next season.
he’d been dropped from the orch
Gladys Swarthout and husband terpers set a record with a $17,500 because the “leftists” in it didn't
(Columbia). Expressive readings of
take.
The N. Y. City Ballet wound up the
K.589 and K.590 by the stal¬ Frank Chapman sailed Friday (23)
a four-week season at City Center, wart Budapest Quartet: /•
After a week’s holiday layoff, like him. Execs say this man, taken
on a tanker for Genoa, enroute to
N. Y., - Sunday (25),. with a fine
their Florence home, where they troupe does two w.eeks in New on only as an extra for the first
Gliere:
Ilya.
Mouromctz
(Decca).
. $47,345 (at $3.80 > top) for the final Gliere’s third symph is,a .spacious, spend six months annually. Miss England, booked by general direc¬ tour, misbehaved personally so
stanza, up $4,000 from the previ- sprawling romantic epic, here per¬ Swarthout will be back in October tor Serge Denham himself.
An badly that he had to be let go on
the return, and that he then
: ous week. (Opening session drew. formed with color and skill by the for concertizing.
extended layoff follows till sum¬
The 39th successive season of mer, when troupe is busy al fresco threatened to get even.
» $35,525; second week, $42*750; third RIAS Symph under Fricsay.
Stadium, N.Y., concerts
Fact that the orch hired three
iweek, $43,200).
Strauss: Four Last Songs & Lewisohn
with two weeks in D.C., two weeks
Troupe probably lost close to Metamorphoses (Vox). Lovely, wist¬ will open Monday, June 18 and at Greek Theatre, L.A., one week Negroes for its Feb. 3 concert in
N.Y. (drummer, violist, flutist) also
$20,000 on the run.
Feeling is ful yet lush songs tenderly, feel¬ continue for six weeks through
that if it had stayed on another ingly rendered by Christel Goltz. Saturday, July 28. Thirty concerts at Ravinia Park, Chi, and dates stirred up a ruckus among mem¬
in Milwaukee, Cincy., N.Y.'s Lew¬ bers. But the orch has been split
four weeks, it would have come Thoughtful symphonic work on in all will be offered.
Joseph Rosenstock, retiring this isohn Staudium, etc. „
up in factions for some time. Splitout in the clear, as b.o. pace was reverse, “Metamorphoses,” is han¬ spring
as
N.
Y.
City
Opera
Co.
David Libidins resumes an old up was highlighted in an exclusive
accelerating, and amortization costs dled as tenderly by Heinrich Holl- general director, last week re¬
reiser and orch.
stint
in
the
fall,
booking
the
troupe
would have been absorbed.
story
in Variety last September.
the 1956 cultural award of
On Wings of Song (Capitol). So- ceived
ANTA officials and Local 802
Japan Broadcasting Corp., first again. *Skedded tour of 26 weeks
rano Dorothy Warenskjold shows the
starts
Oct.
15.
execs joined in to defend the orch
to get the honor. He or¬
ter well-school, limpid soprano foreignerthe
S. F. Opera to Open Fall
against the charges.
American
radio’s symphony orch
and her good taste in an appealing, ganized
Civil Liberties Union protested the
time ago and led it till 1946.
Season With ‘Lescaut1 wide variety of familiar pieces. some
Stein-Thomson
‘Mother’
“Der
Rosenkavalier”
is
being
tour
cancellation,
calling
the
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes &
San Francisco, March 27.
recorded this week for the Met
against the musicians too
In Two N.Y. Showings charges
San Francisco Opera will open Pittoresques (London). Colorful Op'era-Book of the Month series,
“loose
and
general,”
Even
State
Its season next Sept. 13 with Jussi mood pieces played with splash with Laurel Hurley and Heidi
The rarely-performed Gertrude
and verve by the Paris Conserva¬ Krall as leads, and Tibor Kozma Stein-Virgil Thomson opera, “The Dept, officials admitted the first
Bjoerling and Dorothy Kirsten '
tour was a great goodwill venture.
Bron.
“Manon Lescaut,” with Fausto tory Orch under Wolff.
Mother of Us All,” will be given
conducting.
Cleva conducting. A novelty will
Margaret Hartigan, finished with two Monday evening only perform¬
Stratford’* Mozart Fest her Canadian Ballet press chores, ances, April 16 and 23, by the
Badura-Skoda’s Trek
be “Francesca da Rimini.” “Fly¬
ing Dutchman” will also be re¬
Stratford. (Conn.) Festival, plan¬ is handling the Jersey Paper Mill Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., in its
Paul Badura-Skoda, Viennese
vived.
ning to expand from its Shake¬ Playhouse for three weeks, before “Sideshow” series. Opera has pianist, is leaving after his North
Company had hoped to preem spearean repertory into ballet and going onto Empire State Music been presented in New York only American tour tomorrow (Thurs.)
Bernard Hermann’s “Wuthering music, has already set the first Festival chores.
once previously, at Columbia U. for for Australia, for 33 concerts. He
Ronald Wise, with Mercury Rec¬ one week during May, 1947.
Heights,” on which it has first project of this expansion.
continues on to New Zealand for
ords the past four years and long
rights, but apparently it can’t cast
This will be a two-day Mozart with Victor before that, has joined
T. Edward Hambleton and Norris nine concerts. He will also appear
a Heathcliffe, and the debut will Fest, of opera and concert, in May. Crowell-Collier as consultant on Houghton are presenting^ in asso¬ as conductor and soloist in two of
probably be deferred. Miss Kir¬ Rex Harrower, onetime N. Y. City classical disks, in connection with ciation with Lincoln Kirstein. the Anzac'dates.
sten is already set for the femme Center director, will. stageMhe its new monthly record plan. Thomson will conduct, and Bill
On July 24 he will be back at
lead.
opera.
the Hollywood (Cal.) Bowl.
George Simon will advise on jazz. Butler direct.

Ballet Espanol Loses 15G
On 2d U.S. Tour After Big
Initial Deficit of 125G

Symphony of Air Fights Back on Red
Charges That Nixed 2d O’Seas Tour
K. C. Philharmonic Winds
Opera Run With 31G Take

Concert Bits

Longhair Disk Reviews

N.Y.C. BALLET FINE 47G
AS IT ENDS LOCAL RUN

Ballet Russe Winds Up
Season on High B.O. Note;
40G for Week’s 6 Shows
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Literati
Yes, Who He?
Much interest in who is the N.Y.
Times’ foreign editor now that
Margaret Truman’s fiance, Clifton
Daniel, has gotten so much pub¬
licity as “assistant to the foreign
editor.” He’s Emanuel Freedman.
Similar interest arose when Joe
McCarthy was publicized as “the
•junior
senator
from
Wiscon¬
sin ”
Seemingly many couldn’t
recall that the senior senator was
Alexander Wiley, then chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations com¬
mittee.
Time’s Peak Profit
Operations of Time Inc', in 1955
produced net profit after taxes of
$9 196,000 or $4.72 per share on
common -stock outstanding, prexy
Boy E. Larsen and board chairman
Maurice T. Moore informed stock¬
holders Monday (26). These earn¬
ings, it was reported, stemmed
from net revenues of $200,182,000
which; set a high water mark in
the company’s 33-year history.
Peak revenues represented a
12% gain over 1954’s $178,156,000.
Likewise, the 1955 net profit com¬
fortably exceeded the 1954 take
of $8,057,000, which amounted to
$4.13 per share. Dividends during
1955 totalled $5,361,000 and were
paid at the rate of $2.75 per share,
as compared with $4,876,000 and
$2.50 a share in 1954. Production
costs and other expenses were

listed at $184,911,000 as against
$166,901,000 in 1954.
Rosy statement also disclosed
that net advertising revenues for
Time Inc. publications in 1955 es¬
tablished a new record. After de¬
ducting agency commissions and
discounts, income topper $144,000,000 or a $$11,000,000 gain over
1954. It was said that a “substan¬
tial increase” in ad pages sold as
well as higher rates was respon¬
sible for the hefty biz.
Further attesting to Time Inc.’s
excellent corporate health are its
net current assets which totalled
$50,374,000 at the year’s end. Fig¬
ure topped 1954’s tally by $1,394,000. Time shareholders were also
told that the company expects to
own the East Texas Pulp & Paper
Co. outright fo1 lowing purchase of
the Houston Oil Co/s interest in
the plant. Pulp outfit, organized
and built jointly by Time and
Houston, was completed early* last
year.
# Another facet pointing up"Time’s
rising economy was disclosure that
Life’s science series on “The World
We Live In” had sold some 570,000
copies in book form. First offered
last spring in a special .pre-publi¬
cation sale, book had mail distribu¬
tion of 520,000 copies in a regular
($9.95) edition and a deluxe ($11.95)
version by publication date in midOctober. Bookstore . sales bv the
year’s end added another 50,000
copies.
Cuneo’s Settlement
The striking midnight shift of
Cuneo Eastern Press Inc. returned
to work March 21 after Local 2,
Bookbinders & Bindery Women’s
Union (AFL-CIO), Philadelphia,
approved a settlement. The mem¬
bers had been out a week. Wages
were key issue. Distribution of sev¬
eral mags were held up.
The company. prints more than
20 top national periodicals includ¬
ing Time, Life, Town & Country,
Saturday Review, Cosmopolitan,
Harper’s Bazaar, Good Housekeep¬
ing, House Beautiful and Field &
Stream.
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Parent’s Magazine, Woman’s Day
and trade publications Canadian
Office, Canadian Farm Chemicals,
Cleaning & Laundry. The tax will
apply on all advertising income,
both Canadian and U.S., but will
not interfere, with distribution.
Finance Minister Walter Harris
frankly declares the purpose of
the tax was to boost all-Canadian
magazines which, particularly
since the “Canadian Edition”
wave began a dozen years ago.
have suffered lost advertising and
circulation.
Time’s Canadian edition has a
circulation of about 165,000. Read¬
er’s Digest’s Canadian edition has
about* a half million.
Salutes Edinburgh Fest
John Gordon, editor-in-chief of
the Sunday Express, London, paid
tribute at Edinburgh to the work
done by. the Edinburgh . Interna¬
tional Festival. At press lunch at¬
tended by world scribes, he said it
was “an enormous world success.”
Last year 425 newspapermen came
from 32 countries to the junket,
and there were 27,000 overseas
visitors, 12,000 of them from the
U.S.
Alan Pitt Robbins, secretary of
the British Press Council, and a
former news-editor of the London
Times, paid tribute to two men
linked with the start of the Festi¬
val—the late Sir John Falconer
and the late James Murray Wat¬
son, editor of The Scotsman, Edin¬
burgh.
Scribes were given details of the
1956 Festival and taken on a tour
of Scot beauty and industrial spots.
CHATTER
Nancy Craig, formerly with
American Broadcasting, n a m e d
Home Service editor of House
Beautiful mag.
John and Jolita Rouson. hus¬
band-wife cartoonist team, touring
Scotland and the Continent before
returning to U.S. in May.
The lead spread in Dance Mag¬
azine for April is a six-pager
titled
“Dancing in Musicals.”
written by Oscar Hammerstein 2d.
Sheila McNeil, wife of late Scot
politician and writer Hector Mc¬
Neil, who died in N.Y. on literary
trip, readying biog*on her husband.
Eddie Cantor, in collaboration
with Martin Abraham, advises on
“How To Beat Nervous Tension”
in April issue of Family Circle
mag.
Miami Beach Sun picked up
Walter Kaner’s Long Island col¬
umn which appears thrice weekly
in the L. I. Daily Press and L. I.
Star-Journal.
Saul Carson has a piece in this
week’s The Nation, “Jamming The
Airwaves,” a United Nations ar¬
ticle covering the British-Greek
fracas in Cyprus.
Beth Brown signed by Family
Circle to do a series of stories on
human relationships, the first in
the April issue, titled "How To
Live With Your Neighbor.”
Fawcett Publications has taken
over the rights of Joan Brandon’s
“Art of Hypnotism” which will be
published in June. It’s Miss Bran¬
don’s third book on the subject.

Curtis' Earnings
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadel¬
phia, reported higher operating in¬
come but lower earnings for 1955.
Walter D. Fuller, chairman of the
board, and Robert E. MacNeal,
president, told .stockholders of long
range plans to increase advertising
revenue.
Operating Income rose 3.7%,
with $179,827,635 last year as com¬
pared with $173,366,020 in 1954.
Net earnings dipped 9.6% to
$4,080,789, equal to 40c a common
share, compared with $4,516,683, or
52c a common share m 1954.
Increases in combination and
volume discounts and in advertis¬
ing and promotion expenditures
raised advertising revenue about
$6,000,000 more in 1955, the report
stated. The gardually increasing
benefits from the new program
were apparent from the quarterly
reports of earnings. First quarter
earnings in 1955 dropped more
than $920,000, whereas in the sec¬
ond auarter they were off $300,000.
Third quarter was up $68,000 and |. “Toscanini: an Intimate Portrait”
in the fourth quarter up $718,000. by Samuel Chotzinoff (Knopf;
$3.50), is a brief, largely anecdotal
Herb Lottman’s Spot
record of the menlorable associa¬
Herbert R:* Lottman, son of the tion between the maestro and the
late George D. Lottman, noted author, who is NBC’s general
Broadway publicist, has just been music director for radio and tele¬
named to head an editorial office vision. First published in some¬
which the publishing house of Far¬ what different form as a four-part
rar, Straus & Cudahy is opening serial in Holiday magazine, and
in Paris.
now a Book-of-the-Month CRib
Lottman will screen manuscripts selection, this work principally
and see authors as well. He is
married to a French girl and has concerns itself with the great con¬
resided in Paris while on a Full- ductor’s attitudes and theories in
music, and with his behavior on
bright fellowship.
the podium and off during his
leadership of the NBC Symphony.
The Stage’s 75th Anni
Chotzinoff was active in the form¬
The Stage, British theatrical ation of this famous ensemble, and
weekly, celebrated its 75th anni¬ undertook many tours with the
versary with a Drury Lane recep¬
tion, but its plan to publish a sou¬ group. His personal friendship for
venir issue has been delayed by Toscanini dates from 1926.
In its way, each of the anecdotes
the current London printing dis¬
in the book reveals its subject in
pute.
The special number will come a new light.' Perhaps the best yarn
out when printing Condtions re¬ is an account of Toscanini’s reac¬
tion to a handsome young lady who
turn to normal.
apologized to him because she
would miss his next performance
Canada’s Slap At U.g. Mags
Canada’s new federal budget of Beethoven's “Missa Solemnis.”
has a 20% tax on Canadian edi¬ It seems she had accepted an in¬
tions of U.S. magazines that is ex¬ vitation to see “Hot-Cha” on the
pected to slap hard, come‘Jan. 1, date in question. Toscanini under¬
1957, at such prominent Canadian stood perfectly. There was envy in
editions 4s Reader’s Digest and his attitude. Thg maestro knew
Time, as well as scuttle plans for
similar editions by Newsweek and that “Hot-Cha” was Broadway’s
top musical comedy at the mo¬
McGraw-Hill.
The tax is on advertising reve¬ ment. “He was himself very fond
nue and will affect, besides the of musical shows. He hoped that,
aforementioned,
Better.. Living, some night he, too, would be in¬
Family • Circle,
EverySvomjan’sp vited to see ‘Hot-Cha.'’ *’ Down.

Portrait of Toscy
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ m ♦

„
Palm Springs.
Now that even the monthly mags have got over Ike’s “dramatic”
statement that he was willing to run again, perhaps my public, which
never really wakes up until the second act, would like to know how
much more dramatically it was done the first time, four years ago.
According to Jacqueline Cochran, the wife of Floyd Odium, who
got in and out of RKO-Radio pix without getting scorched. Jackie had
a lot to do with bringing Ike around to that first great decision.
Up till now I didn’t remember that she was co-chairman of that meet¬
ing which Tex McCrary. Jinx Falkenburg and Jock Whitney pieced
together at Madison Square Garden where the “I Like Ike” slogan was
adopted.
This obviously was a rally of amateurs and in order to get Madison
Square Garden a little cheaper than the standard rate, they took the
arena on a fight night and held their rally at 11 p.m. At" least this
gave them a warmed-up house and a house staff also with its muscles
flexed.
•,
Previously Jackie and-Jinx went to Texas to round up some Repocrats, because Ike seemingly had been born in Texas. They corraled
three trainloads, which shows how a pilot will fly to get a politi¬
cal effect.
In those.days, seemingly, the railroads didn’t have as many wrecks
as they do now, and this caravan of Texans, including some of their
rangers on horseback, arrived in time to make quite a noise around
Madison Square.
Even so. the show as a show was n.s.g. but the place was packed
to SRO. Not only that, but an enormous overflow milled around out¬
side the Garden. These may have been people, who disappointed with
the card for the evening, had hoped to see a real fight among amateur
politicians boxing for billing.
Ike Sold by Newsreels?
Even so, the amateurs had the forethought to line up a newsreel
caimera. They got some convincing stuff on film. The film was de¬
veloped overnight and Jackie left the next day to fly it to Ike at his
headquarters in Paris. His staff allotted her a half-hour for the purpose.
A girl whose elbows had worked her up from an authentic poor
white, a shoeless waif from Sawdust Road, to the first woman to fly
a plane through the sound barrier, and in fact by 1938 to win the
General Billy Mitchell Award as the American pilot who had made
the greatest individual contribution in the previous year aviation, she
was not one likely to be held Gown to that half-hour limitation.
She knew Ike and seemingly talked to him for half-an-hour without
a break. Then she showed him the film. He saw 10 minutes of it
and suggested they put the whole show off till evening where he could
take it out to the chateau for Mamie and his staff to see.
This-was the film, apparently, that did it. According to Jackie, at
the end of the picture Ike’s whole outlook had changed. Apparently
from then on you could sell him anything.
*“
Ike asked her to get in touch with a certain person on her return
to New York and tell him to come over and see him immediately. She
has never revealed this party's name, but when he returned to New
York he assured them that Ike was ready to run and to give his all
to the cause.
They raised enough coin to win the primaries for him in New Hamp¬
shire and then on to Chicago and the national convention. Jackie, was
not a delegate. For that matter, she wasn’t even at that time a Re¬
publican, for a delegation of Demos from Coachella Valley, where the
Odiums have a big ranch and a private golf course, had called on her
in the spring of 1952 to ask her to run for Congress on the Democratic
ticket. But here she was, on the floor of the Republican convention
hall. John Hertz had scooped up a badge as a deputy for her. She
moved in and out of delegations and when the sweeping victory came
on the first ballot, she asked Sherman Adams to arrange for her to
be on the podium when Ike made his acceptance speech.
How to Get “Invited”
I often wondered how these things were done and now I know.
You either have the brass to ask for it yourself, or get somebody else
to ask for you. It is rare that the No. 1 Boy is conscious of your
presence, much less reaches down and pulls you up so as to include
you in the pictures reading from left to right.
What tenpercenter, or for that matter., what fivepercenter could
have the zeal and drive and success of these amateurs? Not only did
they push this thing to a success, but all along the line they showed
a perception and skill that old pros could only view open-mouthed.
- In Jackie’s case she flew around the country, making speeches, rais¬
ing money and in one instance got a Walt Disney cartoon out of that
organization cuffo after it was figured out if it were bought on a com¬
mercial basis the cost would be prohibitive. Jackie claims it was
shown over tv more than any other campaign picture. It had an “Ike
for President” marching song and showed the butcher, baker and
candlestick maker and all their friends and voting relatives marching
to Washington behind an elephant who was beating a drum. They
didn’t forget Adlai Stevenson, for they had him riding a donkey in
the opposite direction.
This sort of wish-ful fillment of political propaganda, in retrospect,
may seem more like reflecting public opinion at the time rather than
leading 26.000,000 voters by the nose, for it is a pragmatic fact that
the Democrats spent 10 years building up Ike and only 16 weeks build¬
ing up,Adlai, and even Einstein-could not have made 520 equal 16.
Any way1,‘Jackie .got to the Inaugural Ball and got a kiss from Mamie
with-the’admonilfon/’,,.Whfen you start something,-'you certainly -see it
through 'tb the finish.”
,
• •< •
•
•" <•
‘That!Ike' was no.t unmindful ofi what these, amateurs had -done to
further his career, is illustrated by'the1'fact that when he cifiie to
Palm Springs for a holiday in 1954 he made a visit-to ;t«he-CochranOdlum ranch. Floyd Odium was in the hospital in Albuquerqiie, en¬
joying, if that’s not too romantic a word, an operation for gallstones,
double hernia and chronic appendicitis.
On learning Ike was on his way to visit them, Odium sent Jackie
hurrying back to California and arrived himself in time to greet the
President. After Ike’s departure. Odium’s surgeon took the magnate
to a bedroom and removed the stitches from tw'o incisions.
A Femme for Vice Prez!
Having read Alden Hatch’s tribute to Clare Boothe Luce, under
the fetching title of “Ambassador Extraordinary,” in which he ele¬
vates her from the “rags” of Riverside Drive to the riches of Rocke¬
feller Center, with a pitch that people were talking of her as vicepresidential material. I’m wondering if Jackie Cochran wouldn’t have
even better claims to be the first femme vice-president in history. Not
since Lincoln have the Republicans come up with anybody who was
born so poor and became so well known, not to say so rich, as Jacque¬
line Cochran.
Meanwhile. Jackie Cochran is taking on an Indian for the Congres¬
sional seat in the 26th District, which runs 100 miles in almost any
direction from Palm Springs. Were he a native Indian he wouldn’t
have a chance, but he happens to be the son of a well-to-do Sikh family,
a disciple of Mahatma Gandhi, with a PH. D. from the U. of California,
Judge Dalip S. Saund. He is the only East Indian holding an elective
office in the United States and for a livelihood he peddles fertilizer,
so you see he’s already an expert.
But Jackie is already miles ahead of him. She is hedge-hopping all
over the district in her private plane. Floyd Odium is helping her
with her speeches and Ike is in her corner.
4
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CHATTER

Broadway
Charles Vidor in from the
Coast.
Robert Flemyng, British actor,
is coming ovei tu work for Para¬
mount.
Max E. Youngstein, United Art¬
ists v.p., back in town after nine
days on the Coast.
Bernard Kamber left last week
for Rome and London anent the
promotion for “Trapeze."
The Nat (King) Coles in New
York taking in the legit shows as
part of their eighth anni celebra¬
tion.
Charles L. Glett to West Palm
Beach for RKO huddles with Dan¬
iel T. O’Shea and Thomas F.
O'Neil.
Eugene Picker, veepee of Loew’s
Theatres, Inc., announced engage¬
ment of his daughter Jean to Paul
B. Firstenberg.
The Julius Schacters (she’s vo¬
calist Joan Edwards) sailed Satur¬
day (24) on the Mauretania for a
15-day West Indies cruise.
Teddy Heath. British bandlead¬
er, his wife, and 19 members of his
orch, in from London yesterday
(Tues.) on the Queen Mary.
Cary Grant sailed for Spain last
week on the S.S. United States to
start filming Stanley Kramer'
“The Pride and the Passion.”
Robert Rossen came in for to¬
night’s (Wed.) opening of “Alex¬
ander the Great’’ at the Capitol.
He lensed the film in Spain.
Vet Hollywood showman Arthur
S. Wenzel to Miami Beach arid
Havana oh pleasure-business and
possibly also a Gotham detour.
James Harris and Stanley Kub¬
rick, new independent film pro¬
ducing combo, went west this
week to roll product for United
Artists.
Academy Award winning de¬
signer Helen Rose, who designed
Grace Kelly’s gowns for “The
Swan," due east next week for a
bally tour.
Richard W. Altschuler, Republic
Pictures sales chief, due back the
end of the week from the Coast
where he presided over several
sales huddles held at the Rep
studio.
Attorney Mortimer Becker, of
the Jaffe & Jaffe firm, planes to the
Coast today (Wed.) for huddles
with actress Eva Marie Saint in
connection with her new deal with
Metro.
Mrs. George E. (Cam) Price,
wife of the actor-stockbroker, who
paints under the nom-de-pastel of
“Cam," being “hung" at Collec¬
tor's Gallery, West 56th St., as
part of a newcomers’ art collec¬
tion.
Flacks Paul Benson and Bernie
Green will be co-toastmasters of
the dinner to N. Y. Journal-American syndicated* „ columnist Louis
Sobol by the Overset Set, an or¬
ganization of pressagents in the
entertainment field, at Toots Shor’s
next Monday (2i on his 25th anni
as a Broadway pillarist.
French government nixed the
1956 appearance of the Jean-Louis
Barrault-Madeleine Renaud Co. in
N.Y. Felt it to be too soon after
the Comedie-Francaise. Sol Hurok
will thus put off the N.Y. date
until 1957.
Mother of J. Arthur Warner,
Wall Streeter w.k. in show biz as
film financier and legit backer, in
Mount Sinai hosp with fractured
hip and arm because of a fall sus¬
tained in their Greenwich (Conn.)
home. She was moved to the N. Y.
hospital from Greenwich Hospital.
“Weekend at the Waldorf" now
comes in 2- and 3-day packages
(Friday through Sunday, or just
Sat.-Sun.) at $60 and $70 tariffs
per couple which includes accom¬
modations, dining-dancing in the
Empire or Starlight Roof and
breakfast in the Norse Grill or
Peacock Alley.
Eileen O’Dare, home on a sab¬
batical from the Will Rogers Me¬
morial Hospital, making good
progress residing in Manhattan
with her family. May return to the
Saranac Lake sanitarium late
spring before final discharge.
Dancer contracted illness, because
of overwork, in Europe, returning
to the U. S. last- year.
Daughter of Priscilla and Lacy
Kastner (prez. of Columbia Pic¬
tures International), the Marquise
Pamela Wilde Kastner.de Coninck,
formally engaged to wed NBC’s
Dave Garroway. She- is a producercoordinator with Elliot, Unger &
Elliot. When her father was Col’s
Continental chieftain, headquar¬
tered in Paris, she married the
Marqui3 de Coninck. It’s a second
try for both.
Danny Thomas will head the en¬
tertainment for the 1956 biennial
convention of the national Jewish
Welfare Board at the WaldorfAstoria April 5-8 at which the
speakers will be Admiral Arthur
W. Radford, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff; Mrs. Eleanor Roos?M:vCThTanCpe?or, Henry T. Heald
rr
Charles I Schottland,
U. S. Commissioner for Social Se¬

curity; and JWB president Charles
Aaron, Chi attorney.
Col. Serge Obolensky, vicechairman of the board of the Hotel
Ambassador, heads a group which
has purchased the 12% block of
stock held by Floyd B. Odium’s
Atlas Corp. L. Boyd Hatch, long
with Odium and now head of his
own
Knickerbocker
Investing
Corp,. is chairman of the board,
and Robert K. Christenberry, long
at the Hotel Astor, remains prez.
Hatch’s group bought control of
the Ambassador from J. J. Atkin¬
son in 1954.
Pioneer Broadway columnist S.
Jay Kaufman who suffered a stroke
in London last July and could not
walk for quite a while, after hos¬
pitalization abroad and in the U. S.,
cheering for Aurora, a Ryp (N.Y.)
rest home which taught him how
to walk, and which did the same
thing for Guy Kibbee and others
in show biz. Kaufman’s N. Y.
Globe (now defunct) “Around The
Town" column is said to have set
the pattern for the present-day
“Broadway" cols.

staging of Eugene O’Neill'3 “Mar¬
co’s Millions." Hans Lietzau is to
direct.

London

(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Percy Livingstone named gen¬
eral sales manager of 20th-Fox.
Joyce Grenfell planning an
American tour near the end of year.
British comedian, Benny Hill,
topper of “Sunday Night At the
London Palladium."
William Bendix series, “Life of
Riley," starts a weekly BBC-TV run
next Tuesday (3).
Robert Rossen returned to N.Y.
immediately after preem of his
“Alexander the Great."
Dorothy Dandridge opens her
Savoy cabaret season £pril 16.
Eartha Kitt bows at Cafe de Paris
fortnight later. s
Title change for Bob HopeKatherine Hepburn starrer, for¬
merly known as “Not For Money.”
Now called “Iron Petticoat."
Testimonial concert to Sam Har¬
bour, general manager at London
Coliseum for more than 25 years,
held at house last Sunday (25).
Oreste returning from Hollywood
for Plaza preem of “The Vagabond
King" April 5.
Paramount is
bringing his widowed mother over
from Malta.
Bill Owen, star of “Threepenny
By Gene Moskowitz •
Opera," broke his ankle onstage
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Sol Hurok signed the Russian last Wednesday (21), t'he night on
folklore Ballet Moisseiev group for which this musical transferred to
the Aldwych.
a U.S. tour.
Nicholas Koudrievtzoff, Mont¬
real theatre owner and impresario,
in to line up talent for his house.
Julien Duvivier preparing a
By Hans Hoehn
sketch pic, “Le Grand Amour.” Pic I
(760264)
is to' be made in France, England,
[ Stan Kenton orch will appear at
Italy and Germany.
Joan Greenwood to star opposite , Sportpalast next month.
“Holiday On Ice" ensemble will
Micheline Presle in a Franco-Italian film to be made here, called appear 'here again next month at
the Sportpalast.
“Beatrice Cenci."
Boleslav Barlog, Berlin’s best
Cannes Film Fest, which will
unspool April 23 to May 10, will known stage director, celebrated
have 32 nations presenting 38 fea¬ his 50th birthday.
Warner's is the first company
ture pix and 40 shorts.
Dido Sayers, previously with that announced its distribution
New York City Ballot, now danc¬ program in Germany for the 1956ing with the Grand Ballet Du 57 season 20 films.
“Kiss Me, Kate" marked its
Marquis De Cuevas here.
Jean Genet, an ex-thief turned 100th performance at the Komoeplaywright, will have three plays die am Kurfuersstendamm. It’s'
performed here next season. First still doing sock biz.
will probably be “Les Negres.”
New U.S. pix preems in town in¬
Norman Katz, Associated Artists clude “Rains of Ranchipur" (20th),
Prod, head, in to look over Con¬ “Far Horizon” (Par), “Gun Fury"
tinental film product for future (Col) and “Hell’s Island" (Par).
DEFA reportedly will continue
tv and theatrical release in the
U.S.
shooting “Mother Courage" with
Georges Aranud’s play about Erich Engel doing the directing
brutal police tactics, “Les Aveux job. Lensing was halted some
Les Plus Doux” (With All Best months ago.
Berlin actress Renate MannWishes), will be filmed by Charles
Brabant.
hardt planed to N. Y. to join her
Gina Lollobrigida in to begin American husband L. Dennisonrehearsals for “Notre Dame De Bement. Incidentally, she has a
Paris" to be made in French and role in “The River Changes" (WB),
English with Anthony Quinn to recently previewed in Hollywood.
play the Hunchback. Allied Artists
is to distribute the Anglo version
in U.S. *
William Faulkner’s “Requiem
for a Nun," in an adaptation by
By George Mezoefi
Albert Camus, will be done at
(Florastr. 32; 34-70-32)
Theatre Mathurins next season.
Schauspielhaus preemed Max¬
Though never done in U.S.. this is well Anderson’s “Winterset.”
second mounting for it on the Con¬
“Hallelujah" (M-G) (reissue) a
tinent.
surprise hit at artie Studio NordSud.
David O. Selznick in town to
scout locations for one of his next
pictures.
By Pete Mayer
Atelier
Theatre
Berne
an¬
(Tel. Tlalpam264)
nounces Swiss preem of Richard
Month of April to be devoted to Nash’s
comedy, “The Rainmaker.”
Mexican films only in seven Cuban
Komoedie Basle reviving Thorn¬
cinemas.
Three more U.S, productions ton Wilder’s “Our Town,” a per¬
ennial U.S. favorite in this coun¬
due to start at Churubusco Studios try.
in April.
Three U.S. firstruns on Zurich
Local actors union suspended
Spanish dubbing on “Last Fron¬ screens: “20,000 Leagues Under
Sea"
(BV), “Sitting Bull" (U) and
tier,” (Col).
A1 Lewin finishing the cutting “White Feather” (20th).
A
German
road company from
of his “The Living Idol" at Chur¬
Hamburg will show Hans J. Rehubusco Studios.
fisch’s
drama,
“Colonel Chabert,”
Katherine Dunham going into
the National Auditorium after her adapted from Balzac’s novel, at
Schauspielhaus.
present Versailles nitery stint.
Simone Si&noret, Charles Vanel
and Georges'Marshall here to do
“Death in the Garden" for Oscar
Dancigers.
By Hazel Guild
Walt Disney has hired Carlos
(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751)
Arruza, Mexico’s top matador, as
Margit Nuenke, Miss Germany
technical adviser on a new bull¬
of 1955, signed four-year contract
fight cartoon.
Jackie Bright topped his recent with Beroliria Films.
Erna Sacks, German coloratura,
visit here by having AGVA send a
$5,000 gift to the Mexican Nation¬ to make .film in Canada titled,
“The Nightingale from Berlin."
al Actors Academy.
Frankfurt Opera Co; presenting
“Rosenkavalier" three times in
Paris, guesting in the Champs
Elysee Theatre.
By Bill Steif
Students at Tubingen 'Univer¬
Claude' Mooney, top Australian sity in West Germany formed a
ad man, flew in here and goes on Student Union Against Jazz Clubs
to Hollywood and N.Y. to inspect —to organize protests against in¬
teleweb properties.
ferior jazz.
New San Francisco Opera chorus
Anne-Marie Blanc and Gustav
master next fall will be Gianni Froehlic to tour for two months
Lazzeri, an Italian, late of the in G. B. Shaw’s “Candida," play¬
Parma, Tunis and Cairo operas.
ing in Switzerland, Austria, Ger¬
Helen Ainsworth, up from Holly¬ many and Luxembourg.
wood to see her family in Frisco,
Eddie Constantine, one of top
said she's planning a junket to French film stars, to do FrenchEurope, her first vacation in 24 German co-production, “Bonsoiryears.
Paris," in Germany this year. MelFrisco Variety Club is sponsor¬ odie Films is the German partner,
ing opening night of “Alexander ana Boreal Films the French.
the Great" March 28 at United
Frankfurt Schauspielhaus, In¬
Artists Theatre, with proceeds vited to guest again this year at
earmarked for club’s Blind Babies the Ruhr Festival in ReckliugbauFoundation;. .
i sen, *will present the first German

Paris
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By-Ray Feves
“Jazz A La Carte," starring Dave
Brubeck and Sarah Vaughan, inked
for Auditorium April 12.
Mills Bros, and The Jeffreys in
at Amato’s Supper Club for two
weeks. Estrelitta set to follow.
Lawrence Welk Orch will do a
onenighter at the Auditorium for
the Central Catholic High School
Dad’s Club June 6.
“Bus Stop,” “Damned Yan¬
kees" and Victor Borge Show will
appear under the Hugh Beckett
banner at the Auditorium this
summer.
Frankie Laine, Vickie Young,
Clark Brothers, Curtis’ Marionet¬
tes and George Arnold’s Orch in
for 1956 Home Show at the Ex¬
position Building.

«
By Les Rees
Tunetones into Augie’s night
club.
“Anastasia" cancelled Lyceum
date here.
Minneapolis Symphony on an¬
nual winter tour.
Flame nitery has Jimmy Wells
Dakota Roundup.
Bob Davis’ “Rock ’n’ Roll"
combo into Vic’s.
Robert Clary continuing at Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Prom Ballroom had Stan Ken¬
ton, Four Lads and Teddy Phillips
for one-nighters.
Twenty-second annual Builders
SJhow at Auditorium had WLS
Barn Dance on stage.
Locally organized Leonard
Wheeler instrumental quartet a hit
at Starlight club,-and will go on
rohd.

Santiago
Nicanor Molinare back from
Paris.
Jose Vasquez Crisostomo -named
administrator of Municipal Thea¬
tre.
Ingrid Bergman and her “Joan
of Arc” booked into the Municipal
in July.
Tahitian
Jacqueline
Carlson
warbling at Radio Cooperativa
Vitalicia.
' '
Radio writer Juan Ramon Silva
named p.a. for Chilean National
Airlines in Montevideo.
Josefstadt Theatre group of
Vienna headed by Hans Jaray and
Nicole Heesters due here in July.
State Department sending Span¬
ish company of “Teahouse of the
August Moon" on Latin American
tour.
Eugenio Retes, star of Jose
Bohr’s pic, “El Gran Circo Cha¬
morro" (Chamorro’s Big Circus),
touring provinces with stock com¬
pany.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Hypnotist Sam Vine booked into
Vogue Terrace for April.
Eileen Rodgers goes into Fontainbleau Hotel in Miami Beach
April 3.
Comedian Rummy Bishop and
his wife celebrated their 10th wed¬
ding anni.
Local singer Jan Welles went in¬
to Miami’s Vagabond Club for one
week, and being held for four.
Chuck Carey, manager of Wil¬
liam Penn Hotel, vacationing be¬
tween Santa Barbara and Holly¬
wood.
Frances Faye took off for Holly¬
wood and the Interlude Club after
closing here at the Sonny Boys AA.
Shirley Jones coming home to
head the Easter Parade here which
will be telecast.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump
Shrine Circus slated for City
Aud April 16-22.
Don Romeo returned from jun¬
ket to Chicago to line up acts for
the Seven Seas nitery and club
dates.
“Anastasia" will be Community
Playhouse’s next offering, April
6-21, while Kingsmark Theatre
Company will open “Male Ani¬
mal” on April 13 at Boys Town
Music Hall.

I

Hollywood
Robert Siodmak returned after
five years in Europe.
Sir Carol Reed in from London
for preem of “Trapeze.”
Richard W, Altschuler in town
for global confabs with Herbert J
Yates.
Sam Spiegel in town for hud¬
dles with Columbia about two film
productions.
Robert Ballin resigned from J.
Walter Thompson Agency to join
the John Guedel organization.
Walt Disney cited by Mexican
Legion of Decency for “his in¬
structive and highly moral pic¬
tures."
Joe Kirkwood Jr., bedded by
virus infection, forcing his with¬
drawal from NBC-TV’s “Matinee
Theatre" shpw.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Roberta Sherwood being paged
for an April date by Eden Roc
management.
Fontainebleau closing the La
Ronde on Mondays until next sea¬
son.
Martha Raye ticketed for a sum¬
mer run (six weeks) at Beachcom¬
ber this summer.
Imogene Coca will play lead in
Coconut Grove Playhouse produc¬
tion of “Happy Birthday” in midApril.
MCA veepee Herb Rosenthal
planed to N.Y. after settling his
family at Roney Plaza for Easter
holiday.
Phil Foster and Barry Sisters
make up last regular booking for
Seville’s Matador Room. Manage¬
ment mulling change to nightly
change of acts in lieu of closing
cafe for lull period.
Edward Arnold, Lee Cobb and'
Patricia Medina joined “Shakedown
On Biscayne Bay” unit at the Em¬
press hotel. Sam- Katzman’s Co¬
lumbia release will have a number
of cafe-vaude acts currently play¬
ing the area in bits parts. Jake
La Motta, ex-middleweight champ,
also in cast.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Joanne' Wheatley and Hal Kanner topping Statler Terrace Room
show.
Met Opera Co. checks into Civic
Auditorium^ April 23 for annual
six-day visit.
Louis Armstrong and Woody
Herman inked for jazz concert at
Public Music Hall April 1.
Tracey Twins, local singing sis¬
ters, getting disk jockey plugs for
their first Reserve Recordings.
Barney Zelek quit Ben Silverberg orch to become pianist for
Gayle Stafford’s new act at Siro’s
Club.
George ' Szell,
conductor of
Cleveland Symphony, had contract
renewed another three years at
same terms.
Irwin Corey getting play at
Alpine Village, with Undine For¬
rest, Oscar Strauss Jr., and Ira
Lanner on bill.
Johnny Price, Musicarnival pro¬
ducer, picking chorus singers and
dancers for his summer tent strawhatter’s third season.
Crystal Beach Park starts its
ballroom season May 6 with John¬
ny Long orch. Also booked are
Ralph Marterie on May 6; Hal
McIntyre, May )3; Buddy Morrow,
May 27.

Phoenix
Dick LaSalle and his orchestra
holding down the prized Backstage
Club spot. Formerly of Persian
Room, Hotel Plaza. N. Y.
Ink Spots wrapped up four days
of top business yesterday (27) at
Koko • Club, where shows were
upped nightly from two to three.
Scottsdale’s Kiva Theatre has a
lobby full of original oil paintings
by local artists which can be rented
for home decoration at $1.25 a
month.
Recent solar energy conferences
at Phoenix are featured in the first
issue of The Sun At Work, quar¬
terly of the Assn.
For Ap¬
plied Solar Energy, out this week.

Boston

By Guy Livingston
Jack De Leon current at the
Bradford Roof.
Liz Mulligan held over in the
Universal publicity chief here, Rickshaw Ming Room.
Ben Katz, back from West Indies
Duke Ellington opened Monday
cruise.
(26) at George Wein’s Storyville.
Victor, Borge comes in for a
for second year at -Daily Nei
matinee and night shows Saturday
Yobth Rally April 22.
(31) at Boston Arena under spon¬
Ex-trade reporter Steve Schicl
sorship of International Friend¬
introed weekly newsletter coveri
ship League.
advertising-music-radio field.
Julius LaRosa’s. opening at
Lois Solomon revived the C
Blinstrub’s had to be postponed
cago Drama Quartet featuri
from Monday to Tuesday night be¬
Sondra Gair, Muriel Monsell, Ri
cause .-of Hub's big snowstorm
Reed and Maurice Copeland* '
Which dropped a total ’of 23 iriches.

Chicago

VedncBdayy March 2ft, 1956

OBITUARIES
MORT DIXON
Mort Dixon, 64, vet lyricist of
hit songs, died March
23 in Bronxville, N. Y.
Details in Music section.

numerous

ROBERT NEWTON
Robert Newton, 50, British stage
j,n(l screen actor, died of a heart
attack March 25 in Beverly Hills,
Cal. Born in Shaftesbury, England,
he made his debut at the age of
ID in a Birmingham Repertory
Theatre production of “Henry IV.”
He subsequently appeared exten¬
sively in the British theatre prior
io turning to films in 1937.
A character actor with a decided
flair for earthy roles, Newton was
noted for his portrayal of Long
John Silver in Walt Disney’s live
action “Treasure Island.” He was
a favorite star with British filmgoers, and from 1947-51 was voted
one of Britain’s top 10 boxoffice
players in a trade' survey.
Newton, who just completed a
Mint in Mike Todd’s “Around the
World in 80 Days,” had been a
Hollywood resident for the last six
rears. Among his film credits are
“Jamaica Inn,” “The Beachcom¬
ber,” “Gaslight,” “Les Miserables,”
“Oliver Twist,” “Major Barbara,”
“Robin Hood” and “Androcles and
the Lion.”
Surviving are his fourth wife,
Vera Budnick, and a son by that
marriage. Also surviving are anoth¬
er son and a daughter by his pre¬
vious marriages.

a two-piano team. When the musi¬
cal
comedy,
“Runnin’
Wild,”
named from the song, toured in
the ’20s, Gibbs was in the show’s
orchestra. He was a member of
ASCAP.
Wife and brother survive.

75

^jj-RIETT
car. His wife^son and a daugh¬ the tv show educated tour buyers.
ter survive.
During late-spring and summer,
they take what is offered; seems
Mrs. Monte Blue, 55, wife of the even the bargain hunters are more
silent film star, died March 23 in choosy during winter season.
Hollywood after a five-months’ ill¬
Localites, also, are taking full
ness. Besides her widower, she advantage of the plan, especially
left a son and daughter.
the
once-a-month
night-outers
from the growing Miami suburbs,
Antonio CoAceicao Barbosa, 79, who would rarely come to the
retired actor, died March 16 in Beach glitter-belt on their own.
Maxiera, Portugal. He starred in Now, assured their $1.0 will cover
Portuguese revues and legit for everything, they’re snapping up
some 20 years.
the deal in ever-increasing num¬
bers.
Peggy Worth, 65, comedienne
who appeared on the stage and in
a number of leading roles in early
films, died March 23 in New York.

LILLIAN LEIGHTON
Lillian Leighton, 82, character
actress, died March 19 at the Mo¬
tion Picture Country Hospital on
the Coast. For years she was prom¬
inent in silent films at First Na¬
tional,
Famous
Players - Lasky,
Wife, 52, of George Hartman,
Metro, Pathe and William Fox. president
of the Chicago adver¬
Prior to entering motion pictures, tising
bearing his name,
she appeared in stock and vaude¬ died in agency
that
city March 24.
ville.
Two nieces and five nephews
survive.
Jose Carvalho Pires, 80, retired
house manager of the S. Luis
Theatre. Lisbon, Portugal, died
HERMAN TRUTNER III
Herman C. Trutner III, 51, March 18 in that city.
french horn player with the San
Francisco Symphony, died March
Father of Jonn O’Keefe, publici¬
24 with his wife, Mary,’ in a fire ty manager of WRCA and WRCAwhich destroyed their Oakland, TV. New York, died in Brooklyn
Cal., home. Son of an Army band¬ March 19.
master, he was a native of San
Francisco.
Joseph P. McNamara, 82, mu¬
Besides his father, he leaves two sician and bandleader, died March
sons, a daughter, two sisters and 18 in Oakland, Cal. A son sur¬
a brother.
vives.

CHARLES B. LANG
Charles B. Lang, 48, Warner
Bros, sound engineer, died of a
cerebral hemhorrage March 16 in
Hollywood after a four-months’
illness. With Warners’ sound dept
for 26 years, he worked as head
sound mixer on a number of top
EDWIN THANHOUSER
last of w’hich was “Serenade.”
Edwin Thanhouser, 90, pioneer pix,
Surviving are his wife and two
film-maker, died March 21 in New Sisters.
York. Born in 1880. he started as
a legit actor and later ran his own
W.ILLY PRAGER
stock company in Milwaukee be¬
Willy Prager, 79, one of the top
fore segueing into pictures.
In 1910 Thanhouser shifted to pre-war German screen and stage
New Rochelle, N. Y., where he actors, died March 4 in West Ger¬
converted a skating rink into a many. A screen writer and oper¬
film studio and operated under a etta composer, he also appeared
Columbia license to avoid conflict in cabarets.
with the early-day patents monop¬
He was best known for his work
oly. The Thanhouser Film Corp., in the Berlin Cabaret, “Sound and

Joao Campos Lima, 90, Portu¬
guese playwright, died March 15
in Lisbon.
Charles Tamme, 73, retired
opera and concert singer, died
March 20 in Minneapolis.
A1 Freeman, 72, actor, writer
and vaudeville agent, died March
22 in Los Angeles.
Jack Curtis, character actor, died
March 16 in Hollywood. His daugh¬
ter and two sisters survive.
Floyd H. Corliss, 60, news writer
for radio station KSD in St. Louis,
died March 24 in' that city.

Miami Rubberneck
= Continued from page 1

as it was called, later was absorbed
by Mutual Film.
It was under Thanhouser’s aegis
that James Cruze rose to promi¬
nence, starting as an actor in the
producer’s “Million Dollar Mys¬
tery” and subsequently Changing
to a director.
A son and daughter survive.
CAPT. R. W. EMERSON
Capt. Ralph Waldo Emerson, 75,
whose showboats plied the Missis¬
sippi and the Ohio rivers during
the first quarter of the century,
died March 22 in Chicago. During
the course of 'his career as “King
of the River,” he owned seven of
the ornate stern wheelers, includ¬
ing the Cotton Blossom used by
Edna Ferber as the setting for her
“Showboat” novel. During the off¬
seasons,
the
river impresario
booked his troupes into Broadway
and Loop theatres.
Capt. Emerson retired from
showboating and went into the real
estate business shortly after the
Cotton Blossom burned to the
waterline during the '33 Chicago
World Fair.
Surviving are his wife and son.
^ GEORGE P. BANCROFT
George P. Bancroft, 87„ actor and
Playwright, died March 1 in
Taplow, Eng. He wrote “The Ware
Case,” presented at Wyndham’s
Theatre, London, 1915, with Sir
Gerald du Maurier, and other
Plays.
He appeared at London’s St.
James Theatre with Sir George
Alexander in “The Prisoner of
Zenda and “The Princess and the
Butterfly.” At one time he was
Administrator of the Academy of
Dramatic Art.
A
ARTHUR H. GIBBS
/..^r^hur **. Gibbs, 60, songsmith
(Runnin’ Wild”) and bandleader,
died March 17 in New York. In
1923 he organized his own' orchesEurope in
He later worked as a member of

"

spring-summer business for its La
Ronde with second-show groups
of the kind. The others followed,
most in recent months.
Un'der the tour plan, the division
of payoff allows for $1.40 per per¬
son at two stops for a drink in
each, plus show. The hotel-cafes
absorb the tip and tax with waiters
averaging 15c. per head, usually
adding up to about $4 per party
per waiter for the one shot which
is quickly served. At third stop,
such as the Fontainebleau and
Smoke.” His last film was “Mar¬ Eden Roc, a midnight hot-turkey
sandwich,
coffee with pie is served
riage in Shadows.”
for which the tour-planners pay
$3—this, too includes tip and tax.
GEORGE R. GIROUX
George Russell- Giroux, 70, field As many as 300 persons make up
representative for Technicolor for a typical load of a weekend night;
19 years, died March 19 in Holly¬ mid-week the average runs from 50
wood. He was well known in the in smaller cafes to 150-200 for the
film industry, particularly in the two biggeries.
distribution and exhibition fields.
All for It
His son survives.
Hotel operators now are all-fdr
the proposition; it’s providing them
MICHAEL FOSTER
Michael Foster, 54, author, died an addition to regular grosses that
March 25 in Reno. His best known at least, helps pay show and serv¬
work was “American Dream,” pub¬ ice-help freight.
It also brings
lished in 1937. He also wrote film in what they fondly believe are
and tv scripts.
“future customers” who, impressed
His wife, son, daughter and two by their surroundings,' may come
sisters survive.
back on their own or else recom¬
mend friends from up north to the
ZIRA
Mabei Lucy Taylor, 79, former inns. Some regard it as a worthy
vaude player and animal trainer, investment in eye-impact advertis¬
died March 22 in Hollywood after ing; the more blunt simply put it
a lingering illness.
Her stage this way: “We’re taking in any¬
where from an extra $800 to $3,000
name was Zira.
A son survives.
a week—depending on the capacity
of the room.” In some cases, not¬
Amzi C. Zaring, 83, pioneer In¬ ably the 200-300 capacity cafes, first
dianapolis film exhibitor, died show sessions are almost com¬
March 21 in that city. After open¬ pletely sold out to the tours, with
ing his first theatre in 1910, he second shows pitched to the “on
built Zaring’s Egyptian, first de- their own” pub crawlers.
duxe house there in 1925. Widow
Odd note is fact that a Beach¬
survives.
. *
comber, even under the tour-plan,
Carl G.- Kirchhofer, 60, sales failed to attract them in enough
manager of radio station WEBR, numbers to help keep the room
Buffalo, died March 20 in that city, going. Others, such as the recent¬
lie was also managing editor of the ly closed Latin Quarter and still
Buffalo Evening News, and had open Ciro’s, also went all-out for
But
been affiliated with WEBR since this guaranteed patronage.
1938.
it’s the hotel-run that gets ’♦the
heaviest number of requests for
Mike Levy, 67, former partner reservations from the guidedin Kramer & Levy booking agency groups.
»
in Chicago, and onetime blackface
However, even at the bargain
comedian, died March 16 in Holly¬
rates,
the
innkeepers—outside
of a
wood, Fla., where he had lived the
must-visit Eden Roc or Fountainepast eight years.
bleau—find that such patronage
Mario P. Cortese, 49, nitery col¬ can dwindle if they don’t offer the
umnist for the San Leandro (Cal.) right attraction. One hotel was
Mornirigc,Newafi died March* 23 in»|.cutioffrthedist Svhen'ta sbries- of sothat city after being struck by a so acts brought complaints from

Sherwood Theatre

'

"
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of several new theatres as part of
the projected Lincoln Square de¬
velopment.
As pointed out at the Play¬
wrights meeting, there is not (and
as far as known offhand there never
has been) a New York theatre
named for a playwright. The onlyone named for a writer of any kind
is the Mark Hellinger, which indus¬
trialist Anthony Brady Farrell pur¬
chased several years ago and re¬
named in honor of the late column¬
ist. It was previously named the
Warner Theatre.
There have been various theatres
named for actors and actresses. The
Fulton was recently renamed the
Helen Hayes. The Ethel Barry¬
more and Maxine Elliott are still
standing, the former in active use
for legit and the latter under lease
as a television studio. The Norah
Bayes was a rooftop house above
the old 44th Street Theatre, but
the building was razed some years
ago to make room for an addition
to the N. Y. Times Annex.
The
Henry
Miller Theatre,
named for the late star, is owned
and operated by his son, producer
Gilbert Miller. The Booth is named
for Edwin Booth.
The Coronet
was formerly the Forrest, named
for Edwin Forrest. (It’s owned by
City Investing, of which Robert W.
Dowling is president, and is under
lease to Producers Theatre, in
which Dowling is partnered with
Stevens, so it could conceivably be
renamed the Sherwood.)
The old Cohan Theatre, named
for
actor - playwright - manager
George- M. Cohan, was a film house
prior to being demolished some
years ago. The Jolson, now the
Century, is under lease for tele¬
vision.
There have been many theatres
named for managers. Present ones
include the Shubert (there are
Shubert Theatres in various cities,
such
as Boston, Philadelphia,
Washington, New Haven, Chicago,
Detroit, Cincinnati—all named for
the eldest of the three Shubert
brothers, the late Sam S. Shu¬
bert), Morosco (Oliver Morosco),
Broadhurst (George BroadhursU,
Belasco (David Belasco), Beck
(Martin Beck), Cort (John Cort),
Golden (John Golden) and Alvin
(Alex Aarons & Vinton Freedley).
Those under lease to television
or used for films include the Ziegfeld (Florenz Ziegfeld), Selwyn
(Arch Selwyn), Hammerstein (Os¬
car Hammerstein I, grandfather of
lyricist-producer Oscar Hammer¬
stein II), Harris (Sam H. Harris)
and World (formerly Hdpkins, for
the late Arthur Hopkins).

‘Mr. Wonderful’
Continued from page 1

advice «to Davis. After noting the
young singer’s spectacular rise in
recent years, Sylvester wrote in
part, “It was natural that, sooner
or later, somebody would get
around to starring him on a Broad¬
way stage.
“If he is smart as he appears to
be, Junior will learn some valuable
lessons from his first attempt to
carry a show. He will learn, for
instance, that a frantic pace just
isn’t enough.
He’ll learn the
changeup and, before he indulges
in dialog or a ballad again, it
might well be for him to work on
his diction.
“Most important, maybe he will
start work developing a personal¬
ity of his own. Everything he
does is reminiscent and imitative.
As a comic, he appears to have no
sense of timing at all. Now that
he’s stepped on his fetlock, as
they say around the racetrack,
mayhe he’ll quiet down and think
a little bit. Bigtime show business,
the Broadway kind, just ain’t as
easy as those Las Vegas dice par¬
lors.

MARRIAGES
Mrs. Paula Baron Bronstein to
Robert J. Landry, New York,
March 23. He is managing editor
of Variety; bride is nonpro.
Dorothy Loeb to Russell Wil¬
lis, New York, March 24. Bride is
with Martin Goodman Publica¬
tions; he’s an NBC newswriter.
Jacqueline Phoby to Daniel
Kent, New York, Feb. 20. Bride
is member of The Pheby Sisters,
musical team; he’s a musician.
. Frances Lans'ng to James Westerfield, Chicago, March 18. Bride
is former Paramount starlet; he’s
m actor in “Inherit the Wind” in
that city.
Eleanor Tannebaum to Joseph
Dym, New York, March 18. He
operates Royal Ballroom in Pitts¬
burgh.
Katherine Fox to James D.
Shouse, Cincinnati, March 27.
Bride is former director of WLW
special broadcast services; he’s
board chairman of Crosley Broad¬
casting Corp., of which the sta¬
tion’s a unit.
Mary Marshall to Dick Richards,
San Antonio, recently.
He’s a
disk jockey with KENS in that
city.
*
Rosa Gabbiedes to Emilio Fer¬
nandez, Vera Cruz, Mexico, March
17. Bride is a film actress; he’s a
director.
Jet MacDonald to Bill Johnson,
New York, March 24. Both are
legit performers; he’s lead in
Broadway’s “Pipa Dream.”
Suzanne Hahn to John Allen Astin, New York. March 26. Both
are in the off-Broadway produc¬
tion, “The Threepenny Opera.”

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Martin H. Leonard,
son, New York, March 10. Father
is a theatrical attorney.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Marks, son,
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 13. Fa¬
ther is comptroller of Jackie
Gleason Enterprises, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Park Bigelow, son,
Hollywood, March 12. -Father is a
television technician.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brocks, son,
Dallas, March 23. Father is a Dal¬
las Times Herald amusements
staffer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Perry, daugh¬
ter, Cambridge, Mass., March 4.
1 - Continued from pape I ■ , | ■— : Father
is an announcer ' with
a few bookers that have a strangle- . WCAP, Lowell'. Mass.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Thomas Thicker,
hold on this form of business.
| daughter. Pittsburgh,
March" 16.
Brfight pointed out that because j Mother is the daughter of Paul
of the system currently in effectj Krumenacker, WB sales manager
in Europe, troupes that were i in Pitt.
organized to entertain in Gl in- j Mr. and Mrs. Tom Osborne, son,
stallations that do not get too much j Chicago, March 19. Father is pur¬
divertissement, and hospitals in : chasing agent at tele station
Europe and which depended on WBKB there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Norman,
work in the various officers and
non-commissioned officers clubs daughter. Chicago, March 20. Fa¬
had to disband because of the sys¬ ther is v.p. of Roland Reed tv film
tem now in effect. He cited the company.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Cheatham,
groups organized by Nat M. Abra- daughter, Dallas, March 20. Father
son of the WOR Artists Bureau as . is publicist for Interstate Circuit
the prime example.
in that city.
Lawrence
Phillips,
executive; Mr. and Mrs. William Huber,
vice-president of USO - Camp son, Cincinnati, March 9. Mother
Shows took exception to Bright’s (Kay Fipp) is secretary of Shubert
statement that need for entertain¬ Theatre and Theatre Guild in
^ .
ment does not exist in many Cincy.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Gaines,
places. Phillips specifically cited twins,
son and daughter, San An¬
the need for live entertainment in tonio, March 19. Father is v.p.
the Far East, the enlisted men in and general manager of WOAI,
Europe who do not belong to non- AM-TV in that city.
com clubs, and other areas. Phil¬
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Rothman,
lips stated that on March -14 at a daughter, New York, March 19.
meeting of the USO in Washing¬ Father is a vaude agent.
Mr. and Mrs1. Clay Yurdin,* son,
ton, various generals reiterated
the need and benefits oMive •enter¬ I &Y.y‘Mateh-'24'. -Father Is CBS-TV
1 director.
tainment.
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